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Peterson makes early call

Election looms
by Cindy Karnnaugh
Local politicians agree on the
major issues for the upcoming
provincial election, but their platforms are as varied as the colours
of their campaign literature.
University funding and cutbacks, health care, housing, Lhe
environment, job opportunities
and car insurance are a few issues
which which may be of concern
to university students, according
to local politicians.
The September 6 election,
which will cost taxpayers an estimated $40 million, is the 35th
Ontario General Election since
Confederation in 1867. ft was
called by Liberal Premier David
Peterson July 30, only three years
into his majority government's
five year term.
In Windsor-Sandwich, incumbent MPP Bill Wrye, a
Liberal, is up against Mew
Democrat George Dadamo , a
labour consultant and former
radio DJ, and Progressive Conservative Mervyn dePendleton.
In an interview from his red
and white coloured campaign
headquarters, 45 year old Wrye,
who says he's heard enough of the

New Democrats' "doom and
gloom," wants to work with the
university on "enhancing the
image of the university in
Windsor itself."
"We spenLI too much time
apologizing for ourselves (as
Windsorites)."He said we should
be proud of the university.
Accessability is another term
in Wrye's campaign.
Universities must be made
more accessible to all students.
He said Ontario Student Assistance Plan (OSAP) funding levels
have improved since the Liberal
government came into power.
Something must also be done
to improve diversity in Windsor,
according to Wrye, whose wife is
currently attending the university.
"The election is about something broader than underfunding," Wrye said. "It's about
whether they 'II (students) have a
job in Windsor when they
graduate."
He said there is "not a broad
spectrum of professional employment" in Windsor and that this
causes a "problem in the comm unity as a whole." He wants Lo
develop a "coherent program to
help Windsor diversify."

Voting made simple
by Cindy Kavanaugh

residing on September 6.
To vote, your name must
Voting is simple. even if be on the New t.ist of Voters
you are ~ student from out of. or on a Certificate to V<>te.
town.
EleclionsOntarioenumerators
If you arc 18 yearsof age wilt have left y-0ua form with
(}r older, a Canadian citizen your name and address. A
and a tesident of Ontario for at Notice of Enumerati<>n
card
least the t-astsix months, you should be mailed to you~ this
are eligible to vote in the Sep- contmns your narne is on the
te mbe, 6 provincial J>ar- list of electors for y<>Ur
liamentary elec;tion.. Over 60 division. and indicates the
percent of Ontario residents polling stations where you can
are eligible to vote, Elections vote ()nelection day.
If you have nOt been
Ontario said in a press release.
You vote in the polling enumerated, if you have n()t
division where your name is received a Form 301, your
on the list of electors. Your name will not appear on the
name is not on lhis list unless New List of Voters. You can
you have oeen enutnerated at go to the Elections Ontario office in your division, get a Ceryour "place of ordinary
residence," the place you consider to be your home.
If you .ire single. living
with your parents, your name
should be on the list for the
polling division where your
home is located.
If you arc staying in
Windsor to attend school, but
still consider your parents' or
guardians' home to be your
own. then your name shoulLIbe
listed for that same division.
If you live on your own,
you should he on the list in the
division where you will he

tificate to Vote. and vote either on election day or in advanced polling at the Elections
office.

Call the Elections office in
your division for more ini'or·
mation on advance polls, or
vote hetwcen 9 am and 8 pm
on election <lay.
0
Fleet ions Ontario Offices:
Wi11d\or-.'>'andw1,·l1,

215 Eugenic, 250-0393
Wi11dsor-R11
·aside.
6865 Ontario. 948· 7<,06

WindWJr·Walkernllc,
278:'iHo\.l.urd,2SO-OJ55
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The new business building under construction at Sun<,ct and Wyandotte, is <,latcd for completion by ne .'<
t
September. U ntil then, you 'll have use your imagination to lill in the blank.,.

"This election is about who
has a plan, a vision to give those
who want to stay here the opportunity to do so." Wrye said.
Wrye, who is presently the
Tansportation minister, said the
Liberals have put out that vision
and have "provided the catalyst
for Wind:;.)r's progress."
The Windsor-Sandwich candidate Mervyn dePenLlleton,a 43
year old tradesman, is taking a
simpler, more efficient approach
to the election with a platform that
deviates from his official Conservative policy.
His campaign does not include glamorous literature with a
photograph of himself on the
cover shaking hands with a baby.
His photocopied campaign literature just presents the issues in
plain black and white, and is representative of his desire for an efficient
waste-squeezing
government.
DePer:Jleton, a pro-life advocate, an active member of CAW
Local 2098, and the leader of a
local lobby group that raised 15
OOOsignatures in a fight against
the government's no-fault in-

surance proposals, said the best
way to combat underfunding is to
"cut out over spending in areas
it's been wasted."
He cited French language colleges as an example of wasteful
spending and a "luxury we cannot
afford at this time."
Mike Prl:.-,ton.dePendleLon's
campaign manager, said the
government needs to "streamline"
and straighten out the red tape to
save mone).
Welfare and social assistance
are examples Preston used. There
are too many case workers and superiors, and this represents high
administrative costs.
"If the government were a
business, they'd be out of business," Preston said.
"The government doesn't live
on a budget," dcPendlelon said.
"The goal for government is to set
the budget based on a percentage
oflhe Gross National Product and
live on Lhal, rather than decide
what Lo do and then send
everybody the bill."
The cost of the election is
another example of government
overspending
cited by de-

Pendleton. He said the $40 million could have been divided
among social needs Lo improve
Ontario.
In the last election in 1987,
Tory candidale Reth Cooper won
1,965 votes Lo Wrye·s 14.888.
The percentage of the vote for the
Co11scrvativcs.6. 7 percent, \\ a5
the fifth lowest in the pro\ ince. ~
Dadamo placed a close "''rrl~'
or·
with I 2,535 votes for the New r
Democrats.
Liberal incumbent MPP Mike
Ra), New Democrat Wa)ne Lessard, and Tory candidate Francois
Michaud are vying for the seat in
Windsor-Walkerville.
Ray. who ranks among the
five big-spending MPP's, won the
long-held Liberal bastion by less
than I ,OOOvotes in the 1987 election, edging out former city councillor Donna Champagne (NOP).
The Liberals have "sold out"
to big money and paid attention to
those "able to buy their ear," NDP
candidate Lessard, 34, said from
his fluorescent green and orange
coloured office.
0

See "E lection ", p. 3.

Student councillors starve for attention
by Mark Crane

wrote "We feel that the st udents
of Ontario. who I reprcsl!nt a sigStudent council presidents
nificant portion of the electorate,
from ten Ontario universities held would not have time to effectivea 48 hour 'hunger strike' at ly mobilize themselves to parQueen's Park early this month. t ici pate in the democratic
The purpose of the 'spur of the process."
moment' rally was to have the
The SAC president was apelection postponed. As it stands. palled by Peterson 's reaction to
election day falls during most the protest.
universities' Orientation Weck.
"He [Peterson J ignored them Students' Administrative
disenfranchising over 200,000
Council (SAC) president Joe Es- students." Esteves said in an inteves and vice-president Fred terview after the rally.
,
Sherman participated in the two
Esteves still believes the rally
had a positive effect.
day rally.
Esteves said the point was "to
"It had a lack of publicity in
fight for the students' right to the Windsor Star, but in Toronto
we had alot of support and intervote."
In a leller to Premier David est."
Peterson, Esteves and Sherman
Although the election date

r

remains firm at September 6. Esteves believes that the protest may
have helped to change some
people ·s minds about which party
supports education.
Sherman feels that, although
the rally was virtually ignored by
the Liberals
(while
New
Democrat and Progressive Conservative representatives made
appearances) it is SACs mandate
to attempt to voice the students'
opinion.
"I strongly believe that it was
incumbent upon us, the elected
representatives of the students at
Windsor. to take a stanLI." Sherman said.
"The other parties felt it was
important enough to attend. l
can't say how the Liberals felt." O
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diversions
Registration has begun for the Basic Lithography and
Intaglio six-week printmaking courses. Both courses start
September 10, and run twice a week. Call 253-9493 for
time and fee schedules.

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor
445 Riverside Drive E., 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays, 11:30 am to 5 pm).

THEATRE

Until Sunday, September 9
Mozambique·· Apartheid 's Second Front: photo exhibit by Kok Nam .. Photography Gallery.
World Wide Skin Deep: audio visual installation examining the expression of images using communications
technologies, by nine international artists. directed by Myra
Davies. Walker Gallery .
Until Sunday, September 16
Urban Images/ Canadian Pamtmg: Two hundred
years of urban images (stuff) captured on canvas,
Grayb1el/Eansor Galleries
·
Until Sunday, September 23
How to Read: Stan Denmston: recent work by Toronto artist Stan Denniston. uses photographic groupings to
1nvest1gate"recollection" in a world of manipulated images .
Inuit Gallery.
Until January
Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection: Tabachnik Gallery.
William Kurelek: A Praine Boy's Summer: Children's
Education Gallery
Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor Area: nearly two centuries of paintings and drawings of the Windsor,
Sandwich, Amherstburg and Detroit areas. Mezzanine
Gallery.
David Milne: Prints and Watercolours: retrospective
of prints and watercolours by Canadian landscape painter
David Milne. from the permanent collection. To January 5,
1991. Print GaHery.

University Players
Essex Hall Theatre. University Campus. 401 Sunset.
Box Office : 253 -4232, extension 2815.
September 27-30, October 3-7
Nurse Jane Goes to Hawa11. by Allan Stratton .
Canadian farce about a romance novelist whose own life
begins to parallel that of her character's. Directed by Diana
Mady Kelly.

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Department of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's Series
(All seminars are held at noon 1nthe
Human Kinetics Conference Room.
Call Kinesiology at ext. 2438 for more information.)
Friday, September 20
Native People and Sport in Canada. A Marginal
Presence? A seminar by Victoria Paraschak of the University of Windsor.
Iona College Fall Lecture Series
"Living Lonoer-LivinQ Better"
(All lectures begin at 1 :30 in the H"offmanAuditorium of
Iona, 208 Sunset Ave. Regestration for the whole series
costs $7.00, individual presentations cost $2.00; register
by September 24. Call 973-7039 for more information.)

CINEMA
Detroit Film Theatre
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium.
5200 Woodward Avenue. Detroit.
Box Office and Schedule Info: (313) 833-2323
(Children under five not admitted at any time. Admission
four bucks, unless otherwise noted. Foreign language
films subtitled unless indicated.)
August 31, September 1 & 2
The 22nd International Tournee of Animation (18
shorts).
September 7, 8
Three by Scorcese (ltalianamerican, 1974; American
Boy, 1978; The Big Shave, 1968).
Sunday, September 9
Hollywood Mavericks (interviews with directors and
excerpts from 68 movies).
September 14-16, 21-23
May Fools (France, 1990, Louis Malle) A family
gathers to read Grandmere's will, only to have the student
uprisings of 1968 get in the way.
September 28, 29
On the Black Hill (England, 1987, Andrew Grieve) a
"Celtic 'Jean de Florette' covering eighty years in the lives
of Welsh twins.
Sunday, September 30
A Salute to Rocky and Bui/winkle (ninety minutes of
rare television irreverency also featuring Dudley Do-Right,
Boris and Natasha •• soon to be a major production starring Dave Thomas and Sally Kellerman •• and Peabody the
dog, with his pet boy. Sherman.)
Windsor Film Theatre
2135 Wyandotte St. West. 254-FILM
Call For Times

Monday , September 24
The Artists of the North: A presentation by Professor
John K. Pufahl of the University of Windsor.

Detroit Institute of Arts
5200 Woodward Avenue. Detroit: (313) 883- 7963.
(Now closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)
Until Sunday, September 2
Helen Frankenthaler A Pamtmgs Retrospective thirty-nine pieces covering forty years of abstractions; first
retrospective since 1969 Admission charge.
P1ctunng Caltforn1a: A Century of Photographic
Genius creative landscape photography from 1850s
deguerreotypes to recent avant-garde.
September 8 to November 11
Wu Guanzhong. A Contemporary Chinese Artist.
East and West fuse in abstract ink paintings. oils and drawings by this Be11ingartist
Windsor Printmaker 's Forum
384 Pitt St. E Call 253-9493 for more information

Assumption College Christian Culture Series
(All lectures begin at 8:00 PM in the Blue Room of Assumption College - the 400 Building, 400 Huron
Church. Call 973-7033 or 253-4232 ext. 7033 for more
information.)
Sunday, October 7
Ecumenism. Failing or Flourishing? A presentation
by Rev. Thomas Ryan of the Canadian Centre for
Ecumenism in Montreal.

MISCELLANEOUS
Thursday, September 6
Shinerama: Volunteer to help fight cystic fibrosis by
shining shoes and washing windsheilds on campus and
around Windsor. Call SAC at 253-4232. Come out and get
involved!

Until September 4
Pont Exhibit Quebec Artist Lisa Driver

Tuesday, September 4 to Sunday, September 9
The Handmaid's Tale and Pedro Almodovar's Tie Me
Up! Tie Me Down!
Tuesday , September 11 to Friday , September 14
Coline Serreau's Mama, There's a Man in Your Bed
(France, 1989), and Jean-Jaques Beniux Diva, the French
cult classic from 1983.
Saturday, September 15 and Sunday, September 16
Mama, There's a Man in Your Bed.
Tuesday , September 18 to Sunday, September 23
Peter Greena way's controversial black comedy The
Cook. The Thief. His Wife & Her Lover (UK/France. 1989)
"Totally uncut. Totally uncensored."
Tuesday , September 25 to Sunday, September 30
Peter Wang's Chopsticks+ Matzo Balls (USA, 1989)
and Celia, a film by Australian director Ann Turner (1989)
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Are yotir textbooks costing you more than tuition?
Don't pay for new, come to the
Students' Administrative Council's

Used Book Sale
Make money off old books, save money on new books!
MONDAY

Sl '-:DAY
)

3

-

4

CLOSED

Labo ur Day

I0

C)

-

CLOSED

/6

CLOSED

THURSDAY

-5

6

FRIDAY
7

8

Drop -off

Drop-off

Drop -off

Drop-off

9-8

9-4

9-4

9-4
15

14

13

Sale &
Drop-off

Sale &
Drop-off

Sale &
Drop-off

Sale&
Drop-off

Sale &
Drop-off

9-8

9-8

9-8

9-4

9-4

/8

Book Sale

Book &
Money
Returns

11- 8

20

19

Book Sale

9-4

25

2.J

SATURDAY

9-8

12

9-4
23

WEDNESDAY

Drop-off

JJ

17
CLOSED

TUESDAY

Book Sale

Book Sale

9-4

22

CLOSED

CLOSED

9 -4

9-4
26

21

Book Sale

27

28

September
Assumption Lounge,
University Centre

29

-Book&
Money
Returns

Book&
Money
Returns

Book&
Money
Returns

Book&
Money
Returns

Book&
Money
Returns

11 · 8

II - 8

9-4

9-4

9-4

For further
information contact:
SAC office
253-6423
or ext. 3905/3906
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Grad House back, better than ever
by Jennifer Johnston
The Grad House is back.
Last spring, many seasoned
Grad House afficionados were
horrified to see their favorite pub
torn down to make way for the
new business building. Those
who felt this was not a fair trade
can now take satisfaction in
knowing that The Graduate
Students' Society (GSS) has
replaced their old haunt with a
new facility that greatly exceeds
expectations.
The new location will open
September 6. While it will formally be known as the Gignac
Graduate Centre, GSS president
Robin Perry feels it will always be
called the Grad House.
The new moniker is to identify the building as more than just
a pub. Perry explained that the
centre is intended for use as a conference facility as well. In the fall
the society will be hosting the
Canadian
Association
of

Graduate Students (CAGS) conference at the new site.
"We're expanding our role on
campus, as well as our (GSS)
image," Perry said, "This will not
just he a fabulous place to socialize, but also a fabulous place for
academics to meet and use the
facility for academic purposes."
While it is known as the Grad
House, Perry assures that all !'.tudents graduate or undergraduate,
faculty and staff arc welcome.
The house. located at 458
Sunset Ave .. wa!'. given lo the
GSS by the university in a longternr lease agreement. Renovations began in March. following
delays due to a strike and to interpretations of the city's building
code. Cost of renovations arc estimated at $200,000. The GSS
funded the price tag through a
$50,000 university grant, and a
$150,000 university long-term
loan.
The house, built in 1929 by Sir
Harry Gignac, boasts impressive New Grad House.

features: stained glass windows,
fireplaces, and beautiful woodwork. Its facilities will i.nclude
large meeting rooms, access for
the disabled, a dart playing area,
and new tables and chairs.
The centre also offers a front
patio (added to the house during
renovations).
Atmosphere
will be the
centre's selling point, as was the
case with its predecessor. The
Grad House is the kind of place
where one can listen to jazz or
blues while playing cards or backgammon or just sitting around
with friends.
The history of the house and
the man who built it should add
to the ambiance. Sir Harry Gignac, born in 1885, was a renown
philanthropist
and was instrumental in laying the early
foundations for the Kiwanis club,
Windsor's Red Cross, and Goodwill Industries.
O
Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Student Council beleagured by budget woes
by Mark Crane

It has been a trying summer
for the new Students' Administrative Council (SAC) executive.
Not only have they had to deal
with the regular pressures of summer, but also with an accumulated
debt which runs "somewhere in
the hundred thousands," according to Fred Sherman, SAC vicepresident administration.
The exact amount of the debt
is still unkown. Council must
ratify the proposed budgets, and
the audit of last year's finances is
as yet incomplete. The target date
for presentation of the exact
figure is September 15.
According to SAC president
Joe Esteves, the debt is a result of
several factors. A lack of accountability on the part of the executive, a history of 'deficit
financing,' and a lack of checks
and balances have all had their ef•

fects on the debt.
Furthermore, a compute r
crash in late fall of last year, and
the 'absolute power' of the past
SAC executive made it difficult to
get a proper view of the
corporation's finances. According to members of this year's administration, last year's executive
approved expenditures apparently without reference to SAC's
budget.
By late April of this year it
was evident that SAC was in deep
financial trouble. Several banks
were approached for financing.
Finally the Toronto Dominion
bank agreed to put up the neccessary funds after SAC promised to
restructure opcrat ions to ,ecure
the loan. SAC must now report to
the bank monthly to show that
they are staying within their
budget.
The restructuring involved
cutting
all SAC-approved

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

The new Clarke residences on Sunsel A venue, townhouse-.,lyle
apartments, open to students this semester. Prelly homey, huh'!

budgets to the bare minimum.
"There is no fat on this year's
budgets," president Joe Esteves
claimed.
While CJAM, the Lance, and
the Women's Centre all had their
budgets greatly reduced, these
departments fared better than
others. SAC was forced to close
Centre Graphics and the Central
Advertising Bureau altogether.
The Peer Councelling Centre
also had its budget cut complete1y. The centre may continue

operations if staff volunteer or if
a government grant is forthcoming.
The restructuring represents
what Sherman called, "the optimum decision." That is, the best
results from a no-win situation.
The cuts were the only way SAC
could convince the bank to
finance them through the debt
period.
"It caught up with us and we
arc dealing with it." Esteves said.
To ensure that this doc-, not

happen again, a system has been
put into place through the finance
department to make sure all
departments stay within their
budgets.
Esteves believes that if all
departments
stick to their
budgeted expenditures the debt
could be paid back within two and
a half years. This will not only rid
SAC of its debt. but also of interest payments, which cost ovc~
$60,000 last year alone.
•.'.:;"'-~•:·

Election campaign nears end
Conl inucd from page I.

Lessard, a graduate of the
University of Windsor, said the
current government has failed to
show concern for the taxpayers.
"It's time we made sure
people count," he said.
Michaud, a 22 year old
University of Windsor international relations student, is president of the Windsor-Riverdale PC
youth organization.
Michaud is a member of
CAW Local 444 and works on the
assembly line at the Pillette Road
van plant part-time. In 1984 and
1987, he was a volunteer in local
Tory election campaigns.
In Windsor-Riverside. Tory
candidate Vivian Tregunna and
Liberal Doreen Ouellette arc
trying to unseat NOP Dave
Cooke. the only non-Liberal incumbent west of London.
Tregunna is the office
manager for Local 700 of the International Association of Bridge,
Structural and Ornamental Iron
Workers. She has been president
of the Conservative riding association since 1986.
Conservatives in WindsorRiverside didn't elect a candidate
until Aug. 15, about half way
through the campaign.
Tregunna has inherited a
riding that received the lowest
Tory voter turnout. at 2.9 percent,
in the province.

Tregunna feels it's important
to provide quality education.
starting with clcmentar) schools.
For example, she said that more
computers are needed to train
children early in life.
"We're all working for the
same thing - better Ontario. better education."
However, she says she is unhappy with the 14 years of NOP
representation in her riding. and
feels it's time for a change.
"It's time for ne\.\ representation in my riding ... I'm a
community-based person - I'm
a mother," she said in a telephone
interview.
Liberal candidate Ouellette. a
former councillor in the town of
Tecumseh and twice the organizer of the Tecumseh Corn
Festi\.al. said the Liberal government is committed to buiding a
strong economy by im esting in
post-secondary education.
Ouellelle, 56, has three grown
children. all of whom allended the
Um crsity of Windsor. She is also
a former president of Apartments
for Living for the Ph) sicalh·
Handicapped
aAssociation
(ALPHA).
Windsor-Riverside
MPP
Dave Cooke, 38, first came into
office 13 years ago and has held
the riding since 1977. He is House
Leader and a memeber of the exclusive New Democrat election
steering committee .

Cooke said university cutbacks started in the I 970-,. He i,
a\\-are of the problem, stu<..lents
face, including the lack of library
books, deteriorating physical
condition of the buildings. and a
high number of students.
A major issue in his campaign
is "accessibility". He said the current government promised every
student would be able to allend a
post-secondar) institution, but the
increases in tuition have not made
thi-, possible.
The moc;t important issue 1s
"to keep universities from beer ,
ing elitist institutions."
Cooke al,;o says there is a
"need to expand and diversify our
economy" so jobs are available
for students locall~ once the)
graduate.
In September I 987. Cooke
took 57A percent of votes cast.
surpassing Liberal challenger
Rick Limoges, a Ward 5 cit)
councillor, by almost 6,000 votes.
This wa~ the second largest margin in the pro" ince.
First-time candidate Earl
Amyotte, 57, is representing the
Family Coalition Part) of Ontario
(FCP) in the Windsor-Riverside
riding.
Amyollc is a representath l
for Campaign Life. the politica
wing of the anti-choice mO\e·
ment.
0
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the provincial election:

Colour us green
By the time this paper is printed. the provincial election will
be a week and a day away.
Premier David Peterson called the election two years
before the end of his government's five-year tenure, and has
spent recent weeks denying claims that he called it early to
avoid the plunge in Liberal popularity that will follow the trial
of Liberal fund raiser Patricia Starr . That the trial is set to
begin the day after the election is. Peterson maintains. a coincidence.
Regardless of why the Liberals called the election, it falls
at a time that could not be less convenient for students. The
first week of September is a time to move into your digs near
campus. to arrange for utilities and confirm your schedule,
perhaps to seek employment. Unenumerated students must
add to this roister the responsibility to register at the local polling division office by next Tuesday, making sure they are not
on the electoral lists back in their home towns. While OFS
beefs that 200,000 students are 'disenfranchised' seem exaggerated, it is no exaggeration to call this election inconvenient for students; certainly, fewer will vote.
Once again, post-secondary education is being neglected
by the provincial parties. Once again, candidates and leaders
forget to mention university funding except when confronted
with direct questions. Nonetheless, we feel the question "For
whom should I vote?" is an easy one to answer.
The Liberals' three-year reco,d should dissuade anyone
connected with post-secondary education from voting for
them. While the Liberals brag about their education funding
policies, Ontario, the richest province in Canada, is tenth and
last among provinces in funding per student capita, and ninth
in providing university operating grants as a percentage of its
Gross Domestic Product (GOP). According to the Ontario
Confederation of University Faculty Associations, "last year,
universities calculated that an increase in operating grants of
11.7 percent was the minimum required to maintain services.
The treasurer announced an increase ... of 8 percent.
"When deductions were made for recent enrolment growth
and other new statutory costs ... the increase was in reality
reduced to about 2.5 percent."
The government boasts that since 1979, Ontario's university operations grants grew by about 7.9 percent a year. Sub-

tract the inflation factor of 6.1 percent acknowledged by the
government. and you have an annual increase of 1.8 percent
- nothing to boast of, especially in the light of phenomenal
increases in enrolment.
The Liberal Party is not the party of higher education in
Ontario. It is a party, it seems. principally of graft and corruption. In June several Liberal party workers were charged on
17 counts of violating the provinces· election spending laws.
When Bob Rae said the Patti Starr Affair "will tie into a whole
series of issues in this campaign," he was dead-on. A broad
inquiry into the Peterson government's connections with the
development industry is inevitable and inevitably scandalous.
The Progressive Conservative candidates in Windsor are
fighting to maintain a presence in an area where PCs polled
an average of less that ten percent in the 1987 election. Their
party still faces an enormous task in rebuilding from the collapse that ushered in the Liberal-New Democrat coalition that
ended decades of Tory rule in Ontario.
To make matters worse, they are sure to face bled-over
voter hostility for the massively unpopular antics of their
federal cohorts. Hostility which is not altogether unwanted.
Nor is their provincial leader anything but risible. A professional golfer whom the PCs are trying to hype as a quasi-rural
populist, Mike Harns greatest campaign attention-grabber
thus far has been his beautiful gaffe at the televised debate.
There he explained that he is the only one of the three provincial leaders who is 'honest.·
Unassured of Harris' lack of guile, we throw our support
behind the area New Democrats. The Liberals tell half-truths
and flat-out lies about their record of university funding; the
Tories scramble to make a platform out of tax reform and to
explain their federal policies - specifically the GST. The
New Democrats point out that at least five US states have
higher university funding levels, and promise largely to ignore
the free trade laws that have already had a depressing effect
on Windsor and Ontario.
While the Grits and Tories have records that speak ill of
their dedication to post-secondary schooling, the New
Democrats have yet to form a government in Ontario. If their
promises to us are any indication, it's time they were in power.
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CBC versus the Mohawks
by Dredalus D. Finisteris

1

two tough guys fought it out? Just before that the 'ringleaders' were all American
the punches started to ny, you could always radicals. As tag-lines, each was superbly
"The news media can be relied upon to hear the piercing voice of Junior Q. Suck; crafted, and it was no surprise to hear the
give accurate and detailed coverage - ex- the kid who would egg the two on, waiting, Prime Minister repeat man) of them a week
cept in times of war"
waiting for the moment that fist connect later. The best line or the rant was the al- T.0.He rshel with a face and the blood sprayed from the legation that the Warrior~ posessed "Tens
fray. Remember what you secretly wanted of millions of dollars of, er~ sophisticated
"/ write this in the year that ends the to do to that kid?
automatic weapons." Lo and behold.
war that succeeded tlze war before it. I
Well... right! The world is not a perfect Mansbridge
grabbed the line and
speak, therefore, as a person of whose Life place, human nature is fallible, everyone proceeded to bludgeon every successh e
a third has been spent with violent death
has a bit of a taste for blood in the ol ' genes interviewee with it.
about it"
eh, it's a dog-eat-dog world out there, gotta
"Tens of millions of dollars of VERY
- George Barker keep the customers satisfied, gotta keep the sophisticated automatic weapons ... "
ratings up, l mean half the reason that comYou were either anti-weapon or un"... are you ready / for the third world munism is falling all across eastern Europe doubtedly in league v. ith armed terrorists.
war?"
is because they had boring TV, right?
The alledged weapons became concrete
- Jello Biafra
Exciting TV is going to be the death of fact. Real as death. "Jativc leaders from as
someone if we don't watch out. In the case far as British Columbia and the Yukon
It is the watch that ends the night before of the Oka standoff/ confrontation I crisis / were confronted with the· fact' of "combat
Canadian Forces troops move on the bar- firefight / slaughter / war/ (" ... does that hardened veterans " possessing "TENS OF
ricades at Oka and Kanawake, and I have mean you arc at war with Canada?!!") we MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF VERY
the sinking feeling that all sides party to this have serious questions of national polic)
SOPH[STICATED
AUTOMATIC
tragedy - the Mohawks, the army, the sur- being run like a cross bct\,een a poker WEAPONS !' Please shut up Mr. Era<,mu<,.
rounding residents, the Quebec and Federal game and a World Wrestling Federation stop your whining about legitimate
governments - will come out of this Show. Boy those ratings ought to go way greivances and get to the gun..,: Conlirm.
messy little nightmare with blood all over up. Bonus leadership, determination. and Deny, Appro\'e / Oispro\e? Time O\Cr.
them. Already a Surete Quebec officer is human interest points for all. Wheeee!
Next. ..
dead. No one will be spared, except perAll throught this mess. CBC Television
" ... But these Warrior, ha\e TE~S OF
hap~ the one part) to the dispute that has news. of whom r had naively expected bet- MILUO~S OF DOLL \RS OF, ER\'
consistantly refused to acknowledge its ter, have vacillated between a bare-bones
SOPIIISTIL\TED
\l T0\1.\TIC
res ponsibilities and its agenda: Our attempt at 'objccti ve · reporting.( e.g.. 3 WE.\PO~S ... "
television press has served us poorl) in this minutes of Official nack 'balanced' b) 4-5
Funn). all I e\cr sav. \\ere .,hun dip,
crisis.
20 second ·reaction· bites from other par- of two guys with hunting rinc!'>that an) one
We expect a certain level of even, con- ties) and Gerraldo-slj le pit-bull routines could bu) in Canada bcforc the Lc;,ine
scien tious cove rage of important national where the reacting parties, especially na- rampage forced a hast) import ban. No arissues from our TV news services. After all, tive spokespeople have had bizzare and of- sena I. No tank-killer.,.
no chemical
we arc reasonable, compro mising, non- fensive accusations thrown at them. Plenty v.eapons either. The \itohav. k nation <l11c<,
racist Canadians. We have built a country o· high drama and bath os arc to be had not, repeat, docs not have the capabilit) w
in defiance or geography anti climate on the v. hlle they sputter vain I) in an attempt to build nuclear \\.capons ... Yet, detail<. after
subtle techniques of dreaming up a succes- tell us how our political
leaders.
this message ...
sion of common purposes from a diversity bureaucrats, priests, teachers, police and
This kind of foaming at the mouth i,
of sepcratc and often suspicious interests. courts have jerked them around for the last suppm,cd to be cute for the public. but II i,
We use our brains, our good will and our few centuries, but that they arc really still not journalism. It 1sJingoism.
sense of fair pla) in a harsh climate that interested in trying to come up v..ith some
But it v. ill he a cold da, in Hell hcfore
would devastate raw force. We 're the good kind of fair arrangement that might keep the media lord at thc Ceeb ov. n up to the
guys, aren't we?
them from ha\·ing to choose between
trouble this kind of crap cau,c..,. and ~IJ(J
Put another way; we used to make tsk armed suicide or slO\\ death. because. he). hundred year.., more before the) take the
tsk noises when our southern neighbours they believe in compromise too
lesson to heart. In the meantime. ,, c ~,ill
cranked up the war machine in the Persian
'Tm sorry. your time is up. moving continue to cat it up \\ilh a shovel.
Gulf, or Central America, or Africa, or right along ... "
"Tens or millions of dollar., of \Cr)
South-East Asia, or. .. And as the troops
Last week however. the Ceeb overdid sophi'>ticated... " He)! That de,crihc .'- the
marched off to battle, the midnight oil
CBC!
would burn in the network studios as lateMyself. I'm hoping that v.e develop arnight news specials vied with each other to
tificial intelligenge. and wo11
see which of them could devise the shrillest
The real stuff ain ·1 working.
:J
mix of 01' glory, bathos and sabre rattling
1
to keep the home front morale high. Just
Oredalus is the psuedonymn of a local
like a Paddy Chayevsky farce, only better,
artiste.
since the bullets were 1eal.
Remember back in grade school when war

Will the real hostages please stand up?
hy Kevin Johnson

The current hue and cry over Saddam
Hussein's 'hostage-taking' is one of the
most cynical displays of propaganda in
recent years.
Without defending his annexation of
ne ighbouring Kuwait, one can still make an
effort to empathize with a leader who has
been canny enough to survive the cut and
thrust of politics in the Middle East.
Using Western citizens in Iraq as a
shield against intervention may provide the
United States with the pretext it needs to attack, but there is little doubt Saddam intends the opposite - to prevent a major
conflagrat ion in one of the world's
touchiest hotspots.
Leaders opposed to the Iraqi powerplay

enjoy nothing better than to charge Saddam
with "criminality," implying his actions arc
unique. This view conveniently ignores the

An international
blockade threatens to
starve Iraqi children ...
Is this not a form of
hostage-taking?
constant mid- and long -dista nce hostagetaking routinely engaged in by other states.
An international blockade threatens to
starve Iraqi children to forci: Saddam into
submission. Is this not a form of hostage taking? US presidents waged a proxy war

against Nicaragua until its citizens voted
the Sandinistas out of power, but the word
hostage was not used then.
The constant possibility of intercontinental nuclear annihilation has made all
of us hostages, but as the Cold War wanes,
pundits praise the stability of Mutual As·
sured Destructio n.
Iraq does yet not possess the means to
unleash massiv e retaliation on the United
States, so Saddam sought leverage with
those he sees as enemies. It isn · 1 pretty. but
it is the norm, not an exception, in international relations.
If his move encourages the forces arrayed agai nst him to seek a peaceful resolution to the conflict, we may have reason to
be grateful.
O

Don't
leave

Dick for
dead!
The Canadian Federation of
Studentshas distributed 'Studentsaver'
packages on campus. These cryptic
envelopes are a cornucopiaof corporate
and non-profit pamphletswhich, if they
\\Cre mailed to you one by one, might
accumulate in your garbage roughly the
same \\3). What's lighter: a pound of
junk mail, or a Studentsaver? Trick
question. They're identical.
Want an Eaton's Cred it card?
Here·s an application! There isn·t an
Eaton's in WindMJr,but with the help of
Tra\CI Cut~. CFS Travel Company.you
can make ,our wa, to one of the exotic
Canadian ~Hiesth;t does. If you dme,
appl) for a Petro-Can Card - here's
)Our application. On )Our "'ay, groove
to the tunes of Oevo's latest: ·Post Post
Modern Man. from the album Smooth
Noodle Map\, $8.9q cas.setteor $15.99
compactdisc from Sam the RecordMan,
a chain c;o hip they print their ad on
recycled paper (You'd join the
Columbia Ilouse cd club, but rcmemcber
that time vou were scammed by those
book-of-the-month slimebags.) Pack
1our crap in the Toshiba knapsack }OU
go1 free "'ith that $399.00 Dot-Matrix
printer }ou bought. You can put your
new Sharp Calculator ( 252 functions
and God knowsyou need each one) in the
little zipper pouch in the back. That's
also "'here vou stash the free rolls of
Kodak film
got for $3.00 shipping
Bring along those magazines you
subscribed to ~ ith the hand}order form.
By no"' }OUT paying the Citibank Visa
you ordered, and contemplating travel
abroad- Eaton's 1sn·1enoughfor you.
British Airwavs. or Student Work
Abroad Progra~me? Dowutchalike•
Stop for a Mr. Sub, though. you need
your nutrition... Familiar w11hthe facL,;
about AIDS?
~Your beef is
environmentally friendly .. • one
pamphlet informs)OU .••
And now the capper: a
black-on-canaryyellow pamphlet from
BACCHUS that screams. DON'T
LEAVE DICK FOR DEAD!
This is much-needed educational
material
on the 'BACCHUS
Manoeuver,' basically, how to position
your passed-out buddies so they don't
drown in their own vomit.
The method is diagrammed with
cartoonsof your hypothetical pat DICK.
From step o~. "Raise DICK'S closeSI
.arm above the head. Prepare to roll
DICKtowardsyou,• to step four. Check
on DICK often," this is one serious
matter presented in ont unacc:ountably
goofy manner. When the pamphlet
finally informs you of how to enter ta.e
DON°T LEAVE DICK F<>a DEAD
contestto win S 1000.00, or a hatort-shitt
(both of which read 'OON'T LEAVE
DICK FOR DEAD') you are ~
being surpri$ed.
You j-.. sit thffl Mel "'0

you

head.

..,.

1lb1cs,, CfS. Now d
is fto;,, I UR ..

1l0Me0Mebe'$..~
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WHERE TO VOTE

MARKING YOUR BALLOT

Check your Form 301, Enumeration receipt, or your
Certificate to Vote, for the location where you may vote,
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. Sept. 6th, 1990
(one hour earlier in the Electoral Districts of Kenora and
Rainy River). If you have no record of where to vote, call
Directory Assistance for the phone number of the
Elections Ontario office in your Electoral District.

When you go to vote, directions for marking your Ballot will be on
the Voting screen. Mark your Ballot with only one X in the circle
after the name of the Candidate of your choice. If you are unable to
mark your own ballot, an Election Offici&l, or a friend, is
permitted to assist you. A Ballot marked for more than one
Candidate will not be counted. A Ballot spoiled or marked in error
will be exchanged for another Ballot by an Election Official.

WHEELCHAIR S

1. CANDIDATE

Many Polling Places are
Wheelchair accessible. In
the event yours is not, Poll
Officials can arrange for
the Ballot Box to be
brought to you at the door
oft he polling place.

Can You Vote?
Those persons who on Election Day• Are 18years of age or over.
• Are Canadian Citizens.
• Have resided in Ontario for the preceding
6monthc;.
- are eligible to vote if their name is on the NEW
LIST of VOTERS for the Electoral District in
which they reside, or on a CE RTIFICATE to
VOTE as issued by their Returning Officer.
Eligible rural voters ma} still be vouched for, but if
you wish to obtain your Certificate to Vote, cal l for
information.
FOR ELECTION I NFORM AT IO N, CA LL :
TORO NTO & AR EA 3 21-14 4 4
OUTS ID E TORONTO 1-800 -668 -2727

2. CANDIDATE
3. CANDIDATE
4. CANDIDATE

EMPLOYEE VOTING
Every employee who is a qualified voter is entitkd to have three
consecutive hours, during the hours of polling, i11 "hich to vote.
Employers whose employees have three consccut i, c hours of their
own time available during the polling hour, of 9 a .m . to
8 p.m. need not allow them "time off"'.
If, however, an empioyee does not have thi'> 1i111L·
~1,ailable, it is
stressed that the amoun t of time required • Must be requested by the employee.
• Is at a time convenient to the employer.
• Once requested by the employee, mu, 1 b1.:.1llowcd by the
employer.
If yo u h ave fr ie nds or relati v<.·~ who h a, 1. difficult y
re ading , pl e ase m ake th e m aw a re of th<.· inform ati o n in
thi s not ice.

0 Elections
@Ontario
. .
..
'

l'ubli,hc·d
\\;1rn·11

t" 1he:Offic·c:nt' I he·('hid I· lc:..:t
ion Offi..:c:rof 0111ario

H . Haili<.-. Cl ll Ef EI.ECT IO~ O ft'ICE R
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Better late the never

A Delightful Way to Make
Your B~sy Life a Healthier One!

Work study to continue
by Jennifer Johnston
Students who participate in
the work-study program coordinated by the stude nt awards office can breath a sigh of relief.
The office of the Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP)
offers a program whereby students can work on campus to
augment their government income. However, last April, staffing shortages threatened to cut the
program entirely. At that time
Marie Renaud, director of student
awards, requested a staff increase
to improve office efficiency and
save the program.
"I'm happy to say now that it
has (been approved]. It was just
last week that I got a verbal commitment that our staffing question
was being looked at with sympathy," Renaud said in an interview with the lance in late
August.
The extra staff person may not
be in place until October, so the
program's fall start-up will be
delayed. Renaud feels that a late

starting date is better than no
program at all.
"It's going to be touch-and-go
as to whether we can pull it off,
but we're sure going to try for
some time in October," she said.
OSAP applications are up 29
percentovcrlastycarandRenaud
says the office must focus on
processing those applications
prior to the work-study program.
Approximately 95 students
were employed last year by 40
university
departments.
Employers included Students'
Administrative Council (SAC),
the finance department, and the

lance.
"Even though it's a studentaid program and the student is the
first focus, there are spin-off
benefits. Certainly the departments do benefit," Renaud said in
reference to the employers who
come to rely on the students.
This year the program has a
budget of $100,000. The university put up $25,000, and the
provincial government will match
those funds three to one. With an

BUILDINGON THE RECORD
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average student earning approximately $1,000, 100 students
could receive employment.
"It's been a long haul. I didn't
want to lose it. I think it's a very
valuable program and it would
have been a big disappointment to
me to cut it off." Renaud said of
her struggle to keep the program
alive.
Richard Price, dean of student
affairs, also feels the program is
very important to students.
''I think the oppportunity the
students have to work in a number
of areas, including biology, classical and modern languages, cont in u i ng education,
etc, is a
valuable supplement to their
education," Price said.
"Not only do they benefit by
virtue of being paid," he continued, "but... by virtue of having
some on-the-job training while
they arc a student.
Price went on to say that
having employment on campus is
much easier for students as they
do not have to travel far to get to
work.
0

Serving you an arrayof
curried vegetables,·soups, salads,
sandw1ches,snacks and beverages.

131 ParkSt W
Open Monday-Saturday
11am to 330 pm

COURTESY
BICYCLES

NEW• USED
SELL• TRADE
RENTALS
• REPAIR
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Welcome Back
Students & Faculty

Repairs Parts Clothing & Accessories

Welcome Back Special !
80286 Colour VGA System

llM

2;2-ooso

s~~

1•u•

Ult,.tflSITT Of lllWDSblilt

$1589

lMRAM
1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
40M Hard Drive
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Game
VGA Display Card
14" VGA Monitor
101 Key Keyboard

RE-ELECT

BILL WRYE

Vegetarian Delight

1

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. W incisor (2 blocks east of campus)
Tel: (519)-254-272 l

Fax: (519)-254-3017

<

classifieds

Take a break and ioin us for:

STUFF for Sale: Air conditioners,
all clean & charged up, $100 &
$200. Dehumidifiers, for that damp
basement, $65. Bass Guitar and
case- nice starter model $150 (or
trade for a violin). Stereo multiplex
tuner, $85. Electric Typewriters.
clean office models, from $65 to
$125. Also; mahogany table top
$25, wood flip-top typing desk $25.
chairs and couches at reasonable
prices, call 256-8054.
Rooms for Rent: steps from the
University. 3 rooms available (two
rooms at $320.00 utttlities 1ncl.;
one at $300.00, utilities mcl.) •• 751
California. Call Al at 252-7803. or
Chris at 977 5870.

JI

University
Nite

1-

WANTED: Live-in Nanny. nonsmoker, for children 1, 3, and 5
years old.
Weekends
off.
Sandwich South area. Call 7357676 after 5 PM. References required.

Tuesday Nights
Starting Sept. 4rh

FOR SALE: Queen size, motionless. waterbed. Excellent shape.
$70.00 or best offer. 252-5657.

at

WANTED: Part-time youth worker
to develop programmes to meet
the spmtual needs of our youth.
Approximately 20 hrs./wk. Salary
negotiable. Send resume by September 15 to 'Youth Worker,"'
Paulin Memorial Presbyterian
Church. 3200 Woodland Ave ..
Windsor. Ont . N9E 125.
ROOMS 4 RENT:
$250 + util., pkg & laundry share
facilities. 5 minutes to U. Call
Peter,
leave
message
at
256-2542.

Please call for more
information.

Huron Church

2320 Huron Church
972-3866
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The Lance is interested in knowing why
you choose to attend the University of Wind sor. The following survey is designed to find
that out, as well as determine what you like
about the Windsor area in general. We hope
many of you will go to the trouble of filling it
out as the results will form the basis of an
upcoming Lance feature .
Anyone who currently attends the University of Windsor , used to attend , has graduated, dropped out , or just hangs around a lot
is welcome to fill out this survey . University of

Windsor employees should also fill it out and
let us know why they choose to teach or
work here. The more responses we get, the
better.
Since we all know (especially those of us
who are native Windsorites) that our city
suffers from notoriously bad press, we 'd like
to right that. Although we certainly wouldn't
want you to lie in your answers , (feel free to
tell us what you don't like in addition to what
you do) we will frown upon any phrase refer .,
ring to the U. of W. that sounds even remotely

1. Name (first name only) :
2. Age ------

like those three little words : " Last chance U."
Now then , there must be some good reasons why you 've chosen to pursue your edu·
catfon at the University of Windsor, so let's
have 'em. Be as honest in your answers as
you can stand, and do not neglect to tell us
what you think needs rmprovement.
Finally: Please return your complete questionnaire by Friday, September 14 to the
Lance , 2nd floor of the University Centre.
There will be a specially marked box for you
to drop them in.

14. What do you think is its biggest drawback?

- ----------------

3. Are you from out of town? ------------4. If so, from where --

--

------

--

--------

--

--

---

7. If undecided, what Faculty are you in? - --'--'8. Have you graduated? --

--

15. What do you like about the City of Windsor? ____

__

_ _

- --------

5. Do you live on or off campus? -6. What is your major? ---

--

---

--

----

--

-----

16. What do you dislike? - --

--

--

--

---

--

-

---"------ ------

-

17. Generally speaking, what do you think of the people of Windsor?

9. If not, have you left the university for other reasons? If so, please
explain. -----------------

- -----

18. If you had to describe the flavour or atmosphere of Windsor in one
word, what would that word be?

1O.Why did you choose to attend (or work at) the University of Wind-

19. Was Detroit's proximity to Windsor a factor in your choosing to

sor in the first place?

come to the University of Windsor? If so, why? ________

11. Why do you continue to attend?

20. What do you think of Windsor's cultural life and nightlife? (clubs,
movies, galleries, bands, theatre, restaurants, etc.) ·- ---

_

--

12. What is your opinion of the general quality of the education you
are receiving here. (You may refer in your answer to class size, availability of courses, course offerings, professors, texts, special programs, the library, just about anything academically related.)
21. What do you think about other students' (from other universities)
perceptions of the University of Windsor? First of all, what do you
think these perceptions are? Do you agree or disagree with them?
Please explain.

13. What, in your opinion, is the best thing about the University of
Windsor? ----

-----

---

- -----

---

--

Finally, if you have anything you want to say about Windsor and the University of Windsor that you don't
think is covered in any of the above questions, or if your answers simply run a little long, feel free to include
an extra sheet of paper. (Please print your name on the second sheet also and staple it to the first.)

Return competed surveys by Friday, September 14 to the Lance, 2nd floor, University Centre.

-
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An important message about your drug insurance plan ...
DEAR STUDENTS:
During the 1989 - 90 year, Students' Administrative Council sponsored a referendum which
sought to mandate a fee increase in order to expand and improve the services which the Drug Plan
provides. The November 28, 1989 referendum proposed to offer:
1)
2)
3)

100 percent coverage on pharmaceutical prescriptions;
Year-round coverage which would include the summer terms;
The inclusion of oral contraceptives in the plan.

During the course of the summer, our pharmaceutical underwriter Green Shield Prepaid Services
informed us that the referendum had been incorrect in stating that students could receive 100 percent
coverage on pharmaceutical prescriptions.
Furthermore, I was unable to locate any research
documentation which would substantiate the premium breakdown as reflected in the referendum.
After exhaustive consultation with other Drug plan agencies, it quickly came to light that 100
percent coverage was not the norm in this business. Any attempt to provide 100 percent coverage
would require a radical increase in our premiums, an expenditure which the students of the University
of Windsor have not authorized. It is my opinion that had the consultation process prior to the
referendum been mor e thorough, what is evident now would have been apparent then.
Nevertheless, the 1990-91 executive remains committed to providing the best possible drug
insuranc e, and was able to negotiate one of the most attractive drug plans in the country. I am confident
that the work, effort and countless hours we've put into the drug plan ttiis summer w'ill be reflected in
its administration. I encourage and invite discussion on the issues surrounding our Plan.

-=-

/.

Thank you,

Students'
F d Sh
Administrative
re
erman
!Council Vice President /Plan Administrator, Students' Administrative Council

CONSEIL A0MIN 1S1RA11FDES tTUDIANTS

The 1990-1991 Drug Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The cost of the Plan is $28.25 per semester.
Full-year coverage including both summer terms.
80 percent coverage on pharmaceutical prescriptions.
80 percent coverage on oral contraceptives.
Out-of-province coverage.
An extended opt-out/opt-in period.
Emergency Subsidy Program.

NOTE: The full plan takes effect on September 1, 1990 and expires on August
31, 1991. Opting in and out for the fall semester will begin on Tuesday,
September 5, and run Tuesdays to Friday until Thursday, September 27, 1990,
at 5:00 p.m. Drug Cards will be delivered as soon as the Registrar's Office
submits the full registration list. . -

Coverage does not include dental, hearing, vision care, or over-the-counter
drugs.
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Pigs, Penn and more at the pub
by Lance Arts Staff

In the coming weeks, The
Subway, the University
of
Windsor's pub, will be featuring
a wide variety of acts, appealing
to not only the wide-eyed, misinformed frosh but the battlc-withthe-s ystem- ha rdc n ed veteran
student. Let's take a look at a few
of the acts the pub has lined up for
you.

MONDAY
3

TUESDAY

WEDNl:~DAY THURSDAY

-'i

../

-

Corky and

Corky and

the Juice
Pigs

the Juice
Pigs

the Juice
Pigs

-I O

-12

-II

-7

-6

Corky and

The Love

The Love

D.J. Mark

Cows

Cows

Goodliff

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
8

Pub Night

The Tea

Dance Party

Party

Much Music

Rohert Penn

-13

-15

-I./

Pub Nite

It's Hip
It's Hop
It's House

Fujahtive

Corky and the Juice Pigs

The Pigstcrs are a touring
comedy trio who got their start on
CJAM doing a one-hour riot
known as Last Laughs On Us.
Long-time
listeners of the
University of Windsor's campus/community
station will
remember cutting classes, cancelling emergency by-pass heart
surgery, and ending marriages to
faithfully tune in to Last Laughs
every Monday night.
The Juice Pigs have gone
through personnel changes. Joe
is no longer around. Rumour has
it that he is in Los Angeles seeking ever-fleeting happiness. Scan
and Phil are still stomping the
boards.
Pub Night

A line so long that it can he
seen from space forms outside of
the Subway every Thursday
night. Cosby is on Thursday

-17

-18

-/l)

Will the new name cause potsm<>kin', hooze-chuggin', porn
read in', parentally un-.upervised
teem1gersin Oregon to blow their
heads off with shotguns? That'-.
for the courts to decide.

]()

-

Robert Penn Robert Penn Robert Penn

-21

))

--CBC

CBC

Nightlines

Nightlines

Pub Night

A blues re-.pitc from all those
too-loud, too-cool, too-pretty
bands who put out a cassette then
move to Toronto to wait tables
with all the other too-superlative
bands crowding the low-end
employment job scene while
waiting to make it big. big. big
like Frozen Ghost did.
Robert Penn doesn't sing
American Pie. even if you beg.
CBC Ni~htlines

2../

-

The Swing

25
The Swing

night. Coincidence or psychic
phenomenon? Head to the pub
September 6th so you can decide
for yourself.
Lance news editor Jennifer
Johnston describes the draw as
"the chance to witness human
origami: young, hot. sweaty flesh
folding - nay. throbbing together to make something
beautiful."
Editor Larry Deck and his

26

-

The Swing

27

-

28

-

29

-

Pub Night

brother Martin surmise that
Thursday night is a "veritable
pheromone congee. an artificially
sterilized fertility ritual. a living
labyrinth of Bacchanalian revelry
where desire is not so much an
emotion as an exchange, an
economy of junk-bond commitment."
Co-arts editor Terry Brown
adds, in his typical gruff.
utilitarian manner. "it's a god-

damn frottage convention."
Co-arts editor Karl Mamer innocently mumbles something
about Thur.,day nights at the pub
being "a chance to fall in love."
The Tea PartJ

Thi-. transmogrified version
of Wind-.or's Stickmen get<,back
to their white-boy blues roots, albeit with a really ,tupid name.
Moms shoukln ·1 he allowed to
pick band name-..

Nightlines
is one of
Windsor's few alternative music
lifelines. CBC FM will he bringing it-.popular late night music to
The Subway.
Will Windsor he able to handle two nights in the spot light?
Earlier this ,ummer. one would
have been tempted to say no. But
that was before )OU could catch a
glimpse of Wind.,or in Pre-.umeu
Innocent. Hey. the Rose Cit)
withstood the test of Hollywood .
Tickets for all Suhwa) events
may he purchaseu at the Uni.. ersit) Centre desk. For more information on prices and times. call
the Pub at 256- 7425.
',

Alternatives, alternatives, alternatives ...

New Mex chow comes to Windsor
by Karl Mamer

Mexican Cantina, located on Victoria between University and Park.
When Windsoradians wanted Mexican
Poncho's delivers the sizable portions
food they had three options:
and the reasonable prices ($5.95-$6.75) of
I) Taco Bell: Taco Bell is the only res- Mexican Town restaurants with the added
taurant in Canada where a person can slam advantages (though not all would necesdown five tacos or bean burritos for under sarily call them advantages) of a Windsor
$4.00 (under $5.00 if you add a drink) and location - namely, safety and fami Iiar surfeel stuffed. This miracle - Mexican food roundings.
for the masses - is made possible by Taco
The restaurant dispenses with the rareBell's 79evalue menu: An innovation that ly successful ploy of trying to create a
rivals Henry Ford's iotroduction of the platitudinous south-of-the-border feel
production line to car manufacturing.
which invariably employs an overabun2) Chi Chi's: Chi Chi's expensive dance of Mexican blankets. Instead
entrees, en~rvating Mexican muzak, and Poncho's interior is trimmed in black, red,
ridiculous uniforms makes Chi Chi's the and green. The booths are adorned with
last resort of the Mexican food lover. Chi mirrors. I believe this reckless clashing of
Chi's is to Mexican food what Pizza Hut is colours and reflective surfaces, which
to Italian dining. However, to their credit, produces a nightclub effect, is ultimately a
the gratis tortilla chips are served and re- sensible approach. After all, imagine if
served and re-served and re-served without you, as a Canadian in Europe, walked into
a restaurant called Canuks [sic), and you
delay or struggle.
3) Detroit's Mexican Town: Cheap were greeted by a simulated logging-camp
entrees ($5-$7 U.S.), enormous servings. a interior, stuffed beavers, waitstaff dressed
willingness to accept Canadian money (in- in Mountie uniforms, and a huge picture of
cluding Loonies), cheap booze, and res- Bruno Gerussi over a rolling-light
fireplace. You would rightly want to
taurants
with
unpronounceable,
firebomb the establishment in an attempt to
unspellable names like Xochiquezatoltec
right the wrong done to your national iden(pronou need so-kud-u-rap-da-rest-up,
meaning "food enough to feed a giant tity.
Our waiter was anxious to please and
winged god") make Mexican Town alluring to those south of the Rio Detroit. delivered tortillas with our drinks. I found
Bridge toll, the threat of being zero- the tortillas to have an enjoyable peanut
tolerated by customs-eunuchs, the fear of flavour. The salsa is good and mild. altaking a wrong turn and finding oneself though we were not given hot sauce. (l imhalfway to Chicago, and the concern that agine they have hot if you ask for it.)
The en trees arrived promptly. (I had
one's parked, unattended car will become
chosen
soft tacos with chicken, and my
the target of a crack-junkie looking to steal
companions.
co-arts editor Terry Brown
and resell your hilariously original Born to
and
assistant
news editor Jennifer
shop! plate cover with the blinking fertility
lights make Mexican Town repellent to the Johnston. had selected. respectively. soft
tacos with meat and hurritos with cheese.)
security-retentive.
A new alternative has sprung up this The orders came with rice and refried
summer in downtown Windsor: Poncho's heans. I didn't finu the tacos to hl' spicy

Lance

photoby Kart Mamer

Poncho's exterior recklessly clashes back-lit signs ror non-platitudinous effect.

enough. Terry agreed his weren't spicy
enough and added he could not touch his
refried beans or rice. I enjoyed the rice but
the refried beans had too many whole beans
in them (which would he a good thing if
you were a bean lover - I'm not). Clearly, there was room for improvement in the
food. although it wa-. more than satisfactory.
My only major displeasure with
Poncho's was my Coke. It "'as $1.25 - .i

seemingly high price to pay for a heavily
iced glass of soda.
Poncho's owners have the right idea:
bring Xochimilco's/Armando's
style
dining (reasonable, abundant food) to
Windsor. They have replicated the quantity. They still have, however. some
ground to cover in terms of quality. I am
confident they will rapidly improve in this
area.
n
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155 Wyandotte St. East
253-2151
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Home delivery now available.
We offer daily luncheon specials, group specials,
and can cater your part~

f

10%

~

j

discount with student ID. ~

siiURSOFOPERAr;o70
MON.
TUE., WED., THUR.
FRI., SAT.

Closed
12 - 10
12 - 12
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New in town?
Trying to figure out
Windsor nightlife?

RUDY'S

Look··(
in
the
Lance
·

(1<~,;,
t"":
~

For Men & Ladies
21 85 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount*

HAIR SALON

for the best
places to go,
things to do,
and people to see.
You can always
find something
right for you in
our ads, calendar
of events or reviews.

-·

Minimum purchase on delivery.
$1.50 charge.

Last delivery

1

hour before closing.

FRIED

CHICKEN

561 WYA!\'.DOTTEST.

EAST

r---------------,
SA VE
$2.00
Feed 2 - 3 people
O\.'er

1

1

1

Mon - Thurs
Fri. • Sat
Sunday

252-8319

CHICKEN DINJ\.ERS

1 CHICKEN

: For Only $11.95
I

•I

LITILE ................ $2 .75
I
piece
of
chicken,
2 tater~ & creamy
plus tax :
I coleslaw

Mini-Coop Special

•I

UTILE ROOSTER ................ $4 .39
2 pieces of chicken. 3 tater~ & creamy
: 6 pieces chicken, 9 taters, med. : coleslaw

sour cream & large salad.
1
I Valid at 561 Wyandolle St. E. Only.

L

1 BIG ROOSTER ....................... $5.49
I 3 pieces of chicken, 4 taters & creamy

.J coleslaw

Coupon expires Oct. 31, 1990.

--------------r---------------,
,

,
SAVE over $2.50
,
Feed 4 - 6 people
: For Only $16.49 plus
I~

--

tax :
I

-

• Family Dinner Specia l •
I

HUNGRY MAN ..................... $6.95

1 4 pieces of chicken, 5 taters & creamy

-

I

coleslaw

CHICKEN WINGS
15 WINGS .............................. $5.00
50 WINGS ........ ..................... $15.99

I

(Breaded Potato Wedges)
T TERS
$
4 A
···· ···•······················
1.25
9 TATERS ... (feeds 2-3) ............ $2.35

15 TATERS.(feedsJ-5)

L. ~:~:~~:~~~~~~ -J

r·· sAVE
o;erfs~o··,

Medium ....... (feeds 2-3) ............ $2.25

Perfect for the gang
For Only $19.95 plus tax

'Fling s Wings
----& Rin gs
--

'-·___

--

-·

-·-· -...,

Sf!.ecial

I

NUGGETS & TATERS

L

tax

!Party P~;_Sp!_cial
Includes 20 pieces of chicken,
20 taters, 3 medium salads of
your choice & large gravy.

L

(Coleslaw, Macaron~ Potato)

6 nuggets & 3 taters ................. $3.55
9 nuggets & 4 taters ................. $4.85
15 nuggets & 6 taters ............... $7.35

Large · 16 oz ............................

--------------r---------------,
For Only $26.95 plus

HOMEMADE SALADS

Valid at 561 Wyando11eSt. E. Only.
Coupon Expires Oct.JI, 1990 J

---------------

S ·\!\O\.\ KIIF.S
CHIC KEN-ON-A-KAISER .... $2.95
CHICKEN-ON-A-KA I SER
WITH 4 TATERS ...................$3. 99

$3.25

HOT SAUCE

Jl. 'ST CHICKP~

to all students on presentation of coupon below .

Large $2.49

Small - 4 oz ................................. 89ft
Medium • 8 oz ......................... $1. 75

J

10% DISCOUNT

ONION RINGS
Small Sl.25

(With Your Choice Of Honey, Sweet &
Sour Or Barbeque Sauce)

MINI COOP - 6 pcs ................ $7.49
Valid al 561 Wyandotte St. E. Only.
CH ICKEN COOP· 9 pcs ........ $9.90
Coupon Expires Oct. 31, 1990.
M INI BARN - 12 pcs............ $12.45
SA VE over $4.00
J THE BARN -15 pcs ............. $14.60
THE B IG BARN - 20 pcs ..... $18.65
Feed the gang

QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Large ............ (feeds 3-5) ............ $3.50

Small 55it

You get 40 wings, with Fling's
' specia l sauce, 25 taters & 2
large onion rings.

RETAIL STORE

FRESH CUT FRIES
Regular ........ ............................ $1 .25

4 chicken fingers, 4 taters & creamy
coleslaw ................................... $5. 75

GOODWILL

............ $3.50

FJ]\;GERS & TATERS

$4.75

GOODWILL~

TATERS

. k f
2 c h 1c en ingers, 3 taters &
creamy coleslaw ...................... $3.45
coleslaw ...................................

~!

Available with mild or hot sauce

: Includes 12 pieces of chicken, : 3 chicken fingers, 4 taters & creamy
1
large taters & large salad.
1
I Valid at 561 Wyandoue St. E Only.

HOURS
11 am • 11 pm
11 am · 12 am
12 pm. 9 pm

Everything you need to get a jump on school:
Quality furniture, warranteed appliances,
clothing, housewares, books.

FREE DELIVERY with minimum purchase
of $100 of furniture or appliances.

Medium 99it Large $1.99

60 day wa rranty on all large appliances.

sot ,R CREA!\ ·1
Regular 55ft Medium 89ft Large Sl.75

4 oz. 49ft

8 oz. 89ft

-

We service what we sell -

16 oz. $1.49

RE\ERAGES
Canned pop, juice

FROZE'\,j \'O(;t lRT
Small S 1.69

Large$3.29

Clip this menu and save for future reference.
Good until May, 1991

GOODWILL RETAIL STORE
743 WYANDOTTE EAST

J
------------------------------------~
252-4004
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Save a tree.
Recycle
the
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Your own gene ral-issue, do-it- yourself komcdy kit.

Yuks will bring 'em back
by Kristen Palmer

Friday' s show also featured Wayne Flemming,
whose Dyslexic Cinderella routine was the best five
minutes of the evening. In all, the show was well
done. Most of the jokes were funny, but my gentle
nature is such that two hours peppered with crude
language and sexual references leaves my ears
cauterized.
The near-capacity crowd left me with the impression that most of them (those less delicate than
myself) would be back.
However , with
Windsor in a recession
(let's not lie), the question to ask Breslin is·
"Are you crazy?"
He 1sn' t "orried.
Going to a corned)
club is not t1nexpens1, e
"
e,.,emng out,'' he sa) s.
and while hard goods
fail in a slow econom),
the c.ubs still do well. People need to laugh '
Dixon Andre"'s, the operator of Windsor"s Yuk
Yuk 's, notes thJt the success of Windsor"s locally
owned Komedy Korner indicated thul there is a good
market for stand up comedy.
Windsor's cub (which is wheel-chair accessib e) schedule!>o~e ,;how at nine, and i,; open
1 'iursd v ( ick t~ 6), F 1da) (tickets $8) and Saturd.t) (tic e
) A dinner sho" package is offered
Friday (tickets $22 7'i) and Saturda) (tickets

Perhaps you've Jost your job, or all of your
friends have left the country. Maybe your mackerel
tabby cat is plotting your demise.
Well, don't go mad just yet, my friend. There's
a new place in town that could take your mind off
these tragedies. The 19th Yuk Yuk' s comedy club
opened in Windsor August 23 at the Royal Windsor
Hotel on Goyeau.
The Yuk Yuk's chain was founded by comedian
Mark Breslin, who began
with a basement club in
Toronto 13 years ago.
Today, Yuk Yuk's is still
Canadian-owned
an d
operated, featuring mostly
Canadian acts.
>.f.
Windsor's club will
hold 220 patrons, and, in
Breslin 's words, it looks "like it was decorated by
Rent-A-Mennonite."
Featured for the opening weekend were l\.1ark
Breslin and his business partner Roger Chandler.
The success of Breslin's act is contingent upon
the existence of at least three or four good-natured,
non-violent people who arc foolish enough to sit
near the stage. People ,vho are ready to be picked
on. Chandler uses a working-class persona for h1!>
act: "I used to work at McDonatd·s, but they fired
me. My skin cleared up."
$24 75)
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"...two hours
peppered with crude
language and sexual
reJerences ...

all day, all night
7 days a week

:J

* MONDAY IS SPAGHETTI DAY ...... $2.95
spaghetti & meat sauce .
IF YOU WANT SECONDS , IT'S ON US.

* TUESDAY IS
BABY BACK RIBS DAY ....... ............ $5.95

full strip of baby back ribs with
fries & cole slaw.

* WEDNESDAY IS CHICKEN WINGS DAY
25 pcs. wing .................................. ............ $5.00
SPINNERS own special chicken wings
with mild, medium. or hot sauce.

is accepting applications
for the following positions:

Human Rights Coordinator

* THURSDAY IS MEATLO AF DAY ... $3.75
generous portion of hornemade meatl.oaf
with mashed potatoes & hot vegetable.

* FRIDAY IS FISH & CHIPS DAY ..... $4.95
lightly battered & deep fried HAUB UT
with chips and cole slaw.

* SATURDAY IS HOT DOG DAY ............ 75
SPINNERS ju.icy, plump ball park hot dogs.

Women's Issues Coordinator
Please submit all resumes to the
attention of president Joe Esteves
in the student council office,
second floor, University Centr
by Friday, September 14, 1

• Specials subject to change without notice.

Teen Night
Sunday 7:30 - 11:JO PM

All

VIPPA5SES-4CCFPTfl)

FOR FREE ADMISWOJ,.
ON FR/DAY SA/\DSATl R{)Al'S

(non-alcoholic ti·tnl)

Pool Tables,Darts,
& Large OutdoorPalio

Big Screen T. J,••& Satellite
For All Your Fal·ourite
Sports Ei•ents

PARTYHEADQUARTERS
of University of WINDSOR
.2960 Huron Church Rd. at Grand Marais
(519) 966-3388
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Don Says:
"TOGA, TOGA, TOGA"
for September 7
Great Prizes, Great Times
Also, watch for my shuttle bus
from the University

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m .
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m .
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO
Remember:

Your Gold Card 1s good for 2 for l wing~ daily 4 • 7 p.m .!'!

Try us for great tasting hot healthy foods
and low-calorie fresh frozen yogurt.

HOUSES FOR RENT:
515 Bridge 4 bedr, 2 bath, parking
and laundry. $1100/mo.
3080 Sandwich; 5 bedr. newly
renovated, parking, laundry, 5
minutes from U, $1250/mo.
Call Peter 256-2542.

Donair 's Restaurant
Specializing in
Lebanese Food

-SUGAR
- FAT
- CHOLESTEROL

FOR RENT: Large 1 bed apt.,
3141 Donnelly. Fndge & stove incl.
$425.00 + Util. 1 yr. lease.
3 bed house. 563 St. Joseph .
Fridge & stove incl. $725.00 + Util.
1 yr. lease.
944-2701 after 7:00 PM.

-

Pure Beef Donair and Shawrama
(Beef with Lamb)

1800 Huron Church Road (beside Taco Bell) 977 -1182

r-----------------------,r·----------------------,
Buy one
hamburger at
$1.85, and
receive the
second one free.

Welcome Back Students'!

Byblas

ZDBIE'S~

NO

classifieds

: Buy one regular
: frozen yogurt at
: $1.99, and
: receive the
: second one free ..

AUDITION NOTICE :
Auditions for Witches, a product ion of the Windsor Feminist
Theatre.
Male and Female parts; large
cast; opens October 31, runs to
November 4.
Auditions to be held at 152 Pitt
Street West. Sunday, September
9 and Monday, September 10:
7:00 PM.
Call 971 -9480 or 256-1497 for
more info.

A Variety of
Vegetarian Dishes

2 Locationsto serveyoubetter
Stlll at:
2180 Wyandotte St. W.
252-0040

or

470 Ouellette Ave.
254-2222

IONA COLLEGE'S Student Suppers have been changed from
Thursday to Monday evenings this
year and the time changed from
5:30 to 5:00 PM. Come and meet
new friends over a home-cooked
meal at 208 Sunset. A $4.00 donation is suggested to help offset the
cost.

I
I

Expiry date: Sept. 6
: Expiry date: Sept. 6 :
One coupon per person. : : One coupon per person. :

-DINE

IN OR TAKE OUT-

DOWNTOWN LOCATION
OPEN LATE ON WEEKENDS

L_______________________
J L----------------------.J

Riverside Drive

Tecumseh

EDNESDAY IS TUDENT
IGHT
every Wednesday features:
WILD WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
- cash prize Shoot your favourite drink in
our "SLAMMER CHAIR"
- no cover - 20o/ooff -

Mon
Tues

The Doctor is ,1N1at
My Place Rocks

Thur
Fri & Sat -

beginning Sept. 24 Darts
and Monday Night Football
Motor City Rock Night
15 rt, wings
Hot Legs and Buns Contest
Come as you are and
jam to the hottest dance mixx

DON'T BE LAME, PARTY DOWN AT THE

-

MY PLACE ROCKS!

try the new "get your Rocks off" drink: o, Ly $2. OOalways.

15

$PORTS
The Lancer
Locker

Lancers optimistic about '90
by Dave Briggs

UPCOI\i1ING

EVENTS
Football
Exhibition
Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor at Carleton
Regular Season
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor at York
Sat. Sept. 22
Laurier at Windsor

Men•sSoccer
Exhibition
Sun. Sept. 2
Windsor at Eastern

Michigan
Fri. Sept. 7
Windsor at Albion
Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor at Michigan
Sat. Sept 15
Ryerson at Windsor

RegularSeason
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept, 23
Windsorat Waterloo

As with the opening of most
training camps, optimism is running at an all time high at the
University of Windsor football
training camp.
'Tm really pleased. We're in
good shape." said John Musselman, the head coach of the Lancers. "We had very few players
who came in out of shape. We ·ve
got good numbers. we have better
depth than we had last year, we've
got better size ... and we 'vc got
better speed."
When camp opened on
August 24, the Lancers listed 84
players on the roster, 36 of whom
were rookies. Though a few
players have since left the team,
the remaining squad makes improving on last year's 3-4 record
a distinct possibility.
"We've got a lot of work to do
- we're not even resembling a
football team yet - but r think
we ·ve got the tools we need to
work with, and the attitude is very
positive. very strong," Musselman said.
Two-a-day practices will continue through Labour Day. The
team will then travel to Ottawa on
Saturday, September 8 to play
Carleton in an exhibition game.
Wind~or head coach John \lu,~clman
This year, Musselman is looking for an offence that will control rookies is probably the largest in
the ball and score more points, as his four years with the Windsor
the dcfense will be a younger, squad, which is something
less-experienced squad following Aspropotamitis gives his coach
the loss of several key veterans full credit for.
"I think Coach Musselman did
from last year"s team.
So far, the first-time players a greatjob recruiting to be honest
have injected a healthy attitude with you," he said.
As for the pressure to produce
into the Lancers· camp.
"The (attitude] is good. You a winner here in Windsor, Mushave a lot of guys hanging around selman feels his own expectations
after practice doing their run- are the toughest to meet.
"Nobody can put more presning," said veteran player Jimmy
Aspropotami tis. "They· re run- sure on me than I do. I've got a job
ning JOO'strying to get in shape. to do, and I do it to the best of my
They know how important this is. ability every single day, and if it's
There· s a lot more enthusiasm this good enough, great, and if it ·snot,
tell me," Musselman said.
year too."
Mussel man recently ceMusselman admits the crop of

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

in,truct,

his pla~cr, during training cam ,,.

mented his position as football
coach when he was given an ancillary academic staff position.
which makes him part of the
Human Kinetics faculty in a nonteaching capacity.
Aspropotamitis believes the
team can accomplish much more
this year with less expected of
them.
"Last year we were expected
to win. This year we·re not expected. so there·s less pressure."
he said.
Though there· s considerable
reason for optimism. Musselman
is careful about not over-stating
how much his team has improved.
"We're not without our

problems. and the ,nakc can come
up and bite ~ ou ju.,, about
anytime. but the fact remain..,that
we still feel we arc a stronger team
than last year." the coach ,aid .
Helping to mould the) oungcr
team arc sc, eral new coaches.
Taking over for Phil Hartigan. the
departed offcm,ive line coach. is
Jeff Owens. a football coach at
Assumption high school.
Also helping out arc a couple
of former Lancer players. Chuck
Robson is helping returning
coach Rick Bauer at the running
back position. and Greg \\taters is
the new strength and conditioning
coach.
::J

Dispute pales in light of tragedy
by Dave Briggs
It began as a story of two
Thomases. One a long-time basketball coach, the other an athlete
who was just beginning to make
his mark in athletic circles.
They had a lot in common, besides sharing the same last name.
They shared a love of sports, and
had warm, caring personalities.
Not surprisingly. the younger
Thomas was a long-time friend of
the coach's family.
The similarities did not end
there. fn fact, the two always
seemed destined to cross paths.
Last year, when they met again.
few were surprised that it was on
the basketball court.
Todd Thomas was the
talented player. and Paul 'D<lc'
Thomas was his coach. It seemed
like a combination right out of a
cheap Hollywood movie. Unfortunately. the two would not walk
off the court together sharing
jokes and reminiscing about the

'old times.·
The trouble began last March
when the black player charged the
white coach with racial discrimination. Suffice it to say Todd
thought Doc did not give him a
fair chance to play for the Univcr-

Though Paul Thomas has
been cleared of the charges of racial discrimination. he would be
the first to tell you how pointless
everything seems now. The accusations. the bitterness, the hurting. For him. nothing could come

the armchair gladiator
sity of Windsor's top squad.
Though there were others involved, they are not important
here.
It was a matter that caused too
much of a sensation. grabbed too
many headlines. and provoked far
too much comment. At the time it
seemed justified, but now, in
retrospect. it was all meaningless.
This summer, Todd Thomas
drowned while canoeing in Algonquin park. As is usually the
case when a young person in good
health dies, Todd's death struck
particularly hard.

close to the loss of human life.
It seems like we spend far too
much time hurting each other, and
far too little time patching the
wounds.
It is unfortunate that it takes a
tragedy for us to appreciate what
we have. For next to death. everything seems petty.
Why docs it take something so
permanent. so final, to change our
attitudes'? When will we wake up
to realize that most of the convictions about which we arc so adament, are, in the final analysis.
rarelyimportant'?

Thomas· death left a scar that
remains to be healed. For day,
after the accident. little was said.
though the subject filled the
minds and showed in the eyes of
everyone who knew him.
People searched fur reasons.
for explanations. for something
that would make sense of the
whole thing. There were no
answers, and in cases like this.
there rarely are.
Paul Thomas has retired from
coaching basketball. It"s ironic
how it worked out. One gave up
his dream, and the other had his
silenced by death. I guess that's
one more thing the two had in
common.
ln the movies, Paul Thomas
would be seen standing wistfully
in a dark gym while a lone basketball would he heard bouncing off
the hardwood floor. It's the kind
of thing that always happens in
movies. In real life all there is is
silence.
D
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THEY promised to veto Free Trade if it gutted
GEORGE DADAMO

the Autopact then stood by as plants closed
and Windsor jobs disappeared.

WINDSOR-SANDWICH

THEY promised improvements in education
yet Provincial Grants per student have
decreased 15% in the last 10 years.

THEY promised tax reform and increased our
taxes 28 times.
~~
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No basis for referendum pledges?

Drug plan weighs in one promise short
by Lawrence Deck
Th e Student s' Admini strativ e Cou nc il
{SAC) presc ription d rug plan is missi ng
o ne of the benefits stud ents were promised
last year.
Last November, SAC asked stud ents to
vote on propo sals for thr ee se parat e fee
increa ses . Th e referendum ballot s asked :
"Are you in favour of oral contracepti ves
being covered by the drug plan? " [at an
added cost of$8 .00]; "Are you in favour of
having full year coverage?" [an added cost
of $13.50]; and "Are you in favour of
having 100 percent coverage instead of 80
percent coverage?" [an added cost o f
$8.00).
Voters approved the three proposals
overwhelmingly,
and the fee increases
have gone
into effect.
But the
vot er-approved and financed increase to
100 percent coverage has not and will not
go into effect.
Last wee k, the Lance ran a full-page
advertisemen t un der the caption "An
important
me s sag e a bout your dru g
insurance plan." Th e ad includ ed a letter
iicldrc<;sed "D ear S tudcr1!s," fr;>m Stud~·nt,:'
Admini s tr a tiv e
C oun c il
( SAC)
vice -president
admini s tration
Fred
Sherman, administrat o r o f the drug plan.
In his letter Sh erman wrote. "During
the cour se of the summer,
o ur
pharmac e utical underwriter Green Shi e ld
Prepaid Services informed us that the
referendum had heen incorrect in stating
that students could receive 100 percent
coverage
on
pharmaceutical
prescriptions."
Coverage will remain at 80 pcn:cnl.
Jeff lschc. the hrokcr who acts as
liaison between SAC and Green Shieh.I.
agreed with Sherman that 100 percent
coverage is not, as Sherman put it. "the
norm in thb business."
lsche told the lance that while 100
percent coverage could he purchased "for
a price." the price would well exceed the

••

Last November, Tim Fairhead was proud to be Chief Electoral Officer.

$8.00 of the Novemher referendum.
lsche explained
that I 00 percent
coverage i, not feasihle in thi, ca'ie hecausc
the drug plan is ·cxperienc.: rntcd. · In an
experience rated plan. users pay a premium
at the beginning of the year; if the total
amount users claim that year exceeds the
premium paid. the plan is said to have a
'high experience.' and the premium is
increased for the next year. Conversely. if
the premium for the year exceeds the total
claim. the plan has a ·1ow experience.· and
the premium is suhsequently lowered.

Drug cards coming
by Lawrence Deck
The numbered cards which entitle
students to year-round
discounts on
prescription drugs may not be available
until November.
Executives
of the
Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) explained
that Green Shield Prepaid Services, the
insurance company that manages the plan,
cannot release the cards until the number of
full-time students is definitely known.
"We can't have the cards until the final
enrolment figures are given," said Mark
Horsfall, SAC vice-president
finance.
"That's the enrolment figures that are
determined after the last add/drop date. At
that time the enrolment figures will be
given to the drug company, and they
process the figures and issue coverage
numbers to the eligible students."
The last day of the drop/add period is
September 17; the last day to withdraw

Next week:

Alley dalliers

1------------------'
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lschc said that insurance companies
haH experimented
with I 00 percent
coverage. However. when prescriptions
arc made available completely free of
charge. plan members make frequent and
indiscriminate use of the opportunity. As a
re!>ult. the total claim is enormous. the
experience astronomical. and the increase
in premiums
considerable.
bc.:he
explained.
lsche also pointed out that the prices for
the added benefits that SAC promoteJ
during the referendum l"ampaign. were not

compiled with the authorization of either
himself or Green Shield. According to him.
no fee increases can be established before
the year-end audit his office performs to
assess the plan's experience.
SAC vice-president external affairs
Mike Akpata
was vice-president
administration at the time of the November
referendum.
He was the drug plan
administrator and the architect of the fee
increase.
Ische had infonnal consultations with
Akpata during the time the vice-president
was preparing the proposals.
Of these
consultations, Ische remarks "Guestimates
were discussed between Mike and myself."
lsche maintains that no specific fee
without a grade being assigned is October increases
were ever established
in
5.
consultation with him.
Once Green Shield has issued the cards.
"I don't know how you could come up
they will be mailed to individual students. with actual dollar amounts," Jsche said.
The SAC executive is reticent to say when "You could go out and ask a guy on the
the cards can be expected.
street for a quote."
"To give you a specific date when the
This year's SAC executive is equally
cards will be available
would be unable to explain how their predecessors
irresponsible," said Horsfall.
calculated the proposed fee increases.
Coverage under the plan starts in
Sherman,
the
current
plan
September, and Horsfall points out that administrator writes, "I was unable to
students buying prescriptions between now locate any research documentation which
and the arrival of the drug cards will would
substantiate
the premium
eventually pay only 20 percent of the price. breakdown as reflected in the referendum."
"Students will be required to pay for their
"It's unfortunate," lsche said, "that
prescriptions from the period commencing
promises were made to students that Green
with the beginning of the school year up Shield didn't make."
until the time that they receive their cards,"
SAC chair Paul Brisebois, last year's
said Horsfall.
president, declined the IAnce's offer to
"At that time they submit their receipts discuss the plan. Members of the SAC
- obviously with dates on them - to executive have told the IAnce that Akpata
Green Shield f:?85Giles E.. 255-11331and was due to occupy his new post on August
they will !le reimbursed the full amount of 28, but at this time he remains unavailable
1 that prescription."
O for comment.
a

eventually

Sandwich fest: Luxury Christian makes good

Shake-up at 91.5 MHz
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diversions
ARTS

CINEMA

MISCELLANEOUS

Art Gallery of Windsor
445 Riverside Drive E., 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays, 11 :30 am to 5 pm).

Detroit Film Theatre
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium ,
5200 Woodward Avenue , Detroit.
Box Office and Schedule Info: (313) 833-2323
(Children under five not admitted at any time . Admission
four bucks , unless otherwise noted. Foreign language
films subtitled unless indicated.)

Thursday, September 6
Shinerama: Volunteer to help fight cystic fibrosis by
shining shoes and washing windsheilds on campus and
around Windsor. Call SAC at 253 -4232 . Come out and get
involved!

Until Sunday, September 16
Urban Images/ Canadian Painting: Two hundred
years of urban images (stuff) captured on canvas,
Graybiel/Eansor Galleries.
Until Sunday, September 23
How to Read: Stan Denniston: recent work by Toronto artist Stan Denniston, uses photographic groupings to
investigate "recollection" in a world of manipulated images.
Inuit Gallery.
Until January
Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection: Tabachnik Gallery.
William Kurelek:A Prairie Boy's Summer: Children's
Education Gallery
Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor Area: nearly two centuries of paintings and drawings of the Windsor,
Sandwich, Amherstburg and Detroit areas. Mezzanine
Gallery.
David Milne: Prints and Watercolours: retrospective
of prints and watercolours by Canadian landscape painter
David Milne. from the permanent collection. To January 5,
1991, Print Gallery.

Detroit Institu te of Arts
5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit; (313) 883-7963.
(Now .closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)
September 8 to November 11
Wu Guanzhong, A Contemporary Chinese Artist:
East and West fuse in abstract ink paintings, oils and drawings by this Beijing artist.

Windsor Printmaker 's Forum
384 Pitt St. E. Call 253-9493 for more information.
Registration has begun for the Basic Lithography and
Intag lio six-week printmaking courses. Both courses start
September 10, and run twice a week. Call 253-9493 for
time and fee schedules.

Artcite
MacKenzie Hall Cultural Centre
3277 Sandwich, 977-6564
Until September 27
Please post: an open, international exhibition of mailart. Submissions are welcomed, call Artc1te for more information.

September 7, 8
LECT URES and SEMINA RS
Three by Scorcese
(Italian/American , 1974 ;
American Boy , 1978; The Big Shave, 1968).
Departme nt of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's Series
Sunday, September 9
(All seminars are held at noon in the
Hollywood Mavericks (interviews with directors and
Human Kinetics Conference Room .
excerpts from 68 movies).
Call Kinesiology at ext. 2438 for more information.)
September 14-16, 21-23
May Fools (France , 1990, Louis Malle) A family
Friday, September 20
gathers to read Grandmere 's will, only to have the student
Native People and Sport In Canada: A Marginal
uprisings of 1968 get in the way .
Presence? A seminar by Victoria Pa ra schak of the
September 28, 29
On the Black Hill (England, 1987, Andrew Grieve) a Unive rsity of Windsor.
"Celtic 'Jean de Florette' covering eighty years in the lives
Iona Colle ge Fall Lecture Series
of Welsh twins .
"living Longer-Living Better•
Sunday, September 30
(All lectures begin at 1:30 in the 1-foffmanAuditorium of
A Salute to Rocky and Bui/winkle (ninety minutes of
Iona, 208 Sunset Ave. Regestration for the whole series
rare television irreverency also featuring Dudley Do-Right,
costs
$7.00, individual presentations cost $2.00; register
Boris and Natasha - soon to be a major production starby
Septemb
er 24. Call 973-7039 for more information.)
ring Dave Thomas and Sally Kellerman - and Peabody
the dog, with his pet boy, Sherman.)
Monda y, September 24
The Artists of the North: A presentation by Professor
John K. Pufahl of the University of Windsor.
Assumption College Christian Culture Series
(All lectures begin at 8:00 PM in t he Blue Room of Assumption College - the 400 Building, 400 Huron
Church. Call 973- 7033 or 253-4232 ext. 7033 for more
information.)

Wind sor Film Theatre
2135 Wyandotte St. West, 254-FILM
Call For Times
Tuesda y, Septe mbe r 4 to Sunda y, September 9
The Handmaid's Tale and Pedro Almodovar's Tie Me
Up! Tie Me Down!
Tuesda y, Septembe r 11 to Frida y, Septe mb er 14
Coline Serreau's Mama, There·s a Man in Your Bed
(France. 1989), and Jean-Jaques Beniux Diva, the French
cult classic from 1983.
Saturda y, September 15
and Sunday, Septembe r 16
Mama, There 's a Man in Your Bed.
Tuesda y, Sep tember 18
to Sunda y, Septem ber 23
Peter Greenaway·s controversial black comedy The
Cook, The Thief. His Wife & Her Lover (UK/France. 1989)
"Totally uncut. Totally uncensored."
Tuesda y, Septe mbe r 25
to Sunda y, September 30
Peter Wang' s Chopsticks + Matzo Balls (USA, 1989)
and Celia, a film by Australian director Ann TurPer (1989)

Sunda y, Octo ber 7
Ecumenism: Failing or Flourishing? A presentation
by Rev. Thomas Ryan of the Canadian Centre for
Ecumenism in Montreal.

THEATRE
University Players
Essex Hall Theatre. University Campus, 401 Sunset.
Box Office: 253-4232, extension 2815.
September 27-30, October 3-7
Nurse Jane Goes to Ha waii, by Allan Stratton .
Canadian farce about a romance novelist whose own life
begins to parallel that of her character's. Directed by Diana
Mady Kelly.

The 1990-1991 Drug Plan
Your drug plan features:
G) A cost of $28.25 per

semester.

CVFull-year coverage including
both summer terms.
@ 80 per cent coverage on

pharmaceutical prescriptions.

® 80 per cent coverage on oral
contraceptives.
@ Out-of-province coverage.

® An extended opt-in/opt-out
period.
(!) Emergency subsidy program.

NOTE: The full
plan takes effect
September
1,
1990 and expires
August 31 , 1991.

Students'
Administrative
Council

Full-time
Conseil Adminlstratif des Etudiant s
undergraduate
students are automatically enrolled in the plan.
Graduate and part-time students may opt in to the
plan.
Opting in and out for the fall semester will begin in
the SAC office Wednesday , September 5 and run
Tuesday to Friday through 3:30 until Thursday ,
September 27, 1990. Drug cards will be delivered
as soon as the Registrar's Office submits the full
registration list.

Students requiring prescriptions for emergency
purposes may apply at the SAC office where
claims will be assessed. Otherwise, general
claims receipts after September 1 should be
retained and submitted upon receipt of the Drug
Card .
Coverage does not include dental, hearing, vision
care or over-the-counter drugs.

3
New campus caterers don aprons
by Astrid Obersat
Marriot Food Company is no
longer catering at the University
of Windsor.
Last March, the Board of
Governors decided to make Food
Services completely self-operative. The change took place formally on July I.
Zora Sanson, assistant director of student liason and marketing, explains, "We had a proposal,
brought it lo the Board (of Governors) and they accepted."
The university has hired its
own staff for the positions vacated
by Marriot employees.
Food Services caters at Vanier
Halls East and West, the Grand
Marketplace (GMP), the Mini
Mart in Vanier's basement, the
Crocodile, Pizza!, Substop in the
Subway pub, the kiosk at the
University Centre, and three
satelite operations in the Education, Law, and Business buildings.
"The biggest change will be in
the residence meal plan this year,"

purchase, the price is reduced by
63 percent.
For example. an item that normally costs $ I will only he 37 rt
under the new plan.
At the end of the year, students will be eligible for a refund
of the unused portion of the plan.
This change renectsstudents' discontent with the previous plan,
which did not include a refund.
The reduction in price will
only be available at Vaniers East
and West, the Crocodile, Pizza!,
and the Faculty of Education
(until it moves into the business
building).

Lance
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fwo kinds of soup'! Ooh la la. it's ,ariety plus at the new and improved
Grand Marketplace. Make mine Tomato Rice.

Sanson said. "We were fielding
complaints from students because
they had to pay full price, yet pay
residence fees."
When a student buys a meal
plan she receives the meal plan

card. In the case of residence students only, 63 percent of the total
cost is then deducted to cover
overhead and fixed costs. The
remainder is credited to the account. When the student makes a

Each food item will be purchased a la carte (separately) to
allow students to pay for only
what they eat. This is unlike the
board system, whereby a student
pays a nat rate per meal, regardless of what she consumes. The
lotal price for the meal is tallied
and deducted from the student's
account. Students get a receipt indicating the current balance of the
plan.

Unlimited use of the meal
plan card will be allowed at the
other food facilities but no overhead discount will apply.
Refunds will be offered for
Plans Band Conly. A maximum
refund of $104.50 will be available for Plan B, $178.50 for Plan
C. In both cases a $25.00 administrative fee will be charged
for the refund.
Residence meal plans can be
purchased in various preset
denominations ranging from
$499 to $2199.
Off Campus meal plans can
also be purchased. Thc<,e plans.
however. will not offer a refund.
hems will he charged at full price.
Like the residence plans. a declining balance S)stem will he in
place. A receipt with the current
card balance will be given to users
with each purchase.
In the case of off-campus
meal plans there arc five preset
denominations ranging from
$150 to $900.
See "Caterers", page 9.

Restriction on parking peeves Esteves
b) Jennifer Johnston

Among the many changes to
the campus this September, one
addition is causing discontent.
Over the summer, the City of
Windsor installed new parking
meters on Huron Church Road.
The meters were designed to free
up short-term
parking for
off-campus students.

John Tofflemire, director of
Traffic Engineering for the city
said "{we J were having problems
....ith long-term parking. Students
in residence were virtually
abandoning their cars for the
semester."
T offlemire said that the
meters will force a regular
turn-over of spots so that more
people will have an opportunity to

park close to the school.
"The critical thing is the
supply of spaces," Tofnemire
explained. "Residence students
were taking a\.\-a) spaces from
daily students."
The city was also concerned
.,..ith street cleaning and snow
remo, al. An) cars parked
overnight must be moved by 9
am. This ....ill allow this cit)
properly to maintain the road- a
task made difficult or impossible
by long-term parkers blocking the
street.
The university was consulted
prior to the implementation of the
new program. Toftlemire feel-.
that the cit) is "taking great
strides to work in-concert\\ ith the
university."
University
of Windsor
Students· Administrative Council
(SAC) president Joe Estevi:s feels
that the students· needs \\ ere not
taken into account when the
decision\\ as made.
"Parking on this campus:
every year it seems to become
,.,·orse and worse. Now .,..ith the
new Business building being
buill. you have two major parking
lots being taken out. and that's
going to affect parking on
campus." Este,es said.
Esteves went on to Sa) thut the
universit} is building a ni:w
parking lot on University Ave. at
California in order to alleviate
some of the problems.
The president has written a
letter to Windsor mayor John
Millson to voice concerns over
the new meters. Th e letter
expresses concern over the loss of
'one of the scarce no-charge
parking areas.'' Esteves cites
increasing tuition and cost of

living as reasons for leaving the
Lance photos by Jason Kryk

SAC president Joe Esteves mugs ror the camera as he awaits his rate
in a charity dunk tank yesterday. (Below) seconds later, the smile is
wiped olThis race as Esteves tastes rh·er water - don't drink.

spacesfree of charge.

"Why don't they put parking
in front of the residentialareas?Is
he(Millson)scared he'snotgoing

lance

photoby Carolyn

Cox

Rl·turning student plunk., a coup le or quarters into a new meter on Huron
Church Road.

to get the votes? That sort of
bothers me. The city is taking
advantage of the students."
Esteves said.
Tofnemire feels that students
must calculate parking expenses
when making the decision to own
and operate a car.
Esteves feels that student
safety must be taken into
consideration.
"It has been brought to my
attention that a lot of women in
residence, who were given
parking spots farther away,
they ' re scared of walking at
night," Esteves explained. "What

they do is park their cars [on
Huron Church] and leave them
there. which is only right. Now
they can't leave them there
because they're going to get
ticketed."
Tofflemire explained that the
metered areas are free of charge
from 6 pm to 9 am. As long as
students move their cars at 9
o'clock, no tickets will be issued
The area will be monitored a.,
closely as other parking areas ir.
the city - about three or four
times a day . Tickets for time
violations will start at $5, and $15
for parking in a no-parking zone.(]
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The uninitiated might have expected a big 'Fresh Week'
party here on campus. Other schools have them: festivities
organized by the students' council; a six-day bash where
students make new friends and 'relax· before school starts in
earnest.
Not in Wrndsor. For reasons too numerous to list
completely . Students· Administrative Council (SAC) and its
affiliates have left it largely to students to find the week's
entertainments for themselves. Without discounting SAC's
and the University Centre's attempts to provide some
excitement. it's fair to say that most students are going
off-campus. Some of them are looking for fun in all the wrong
places.
Students too young to drink - whether legally or
emotionally, it makes no difference - are clogging area bars.
One needn't look far to find loud, thrill-starved children, tanked
to the gills, vomiting, passing out, and making themselves
generally obnoxious. Staff at the Dominion House, the Bridge,
and Faces could probably tell horror stories to blanch the quiet
soul.
The residences have attempted to fill the void of official
activities with their usual sexist initiation rituals; women in
residence still sing songs about how much they want to get
screwed (songs almost certainly written by men), while the
men sing about how much they want to oblige the women.

That much is the same at colleges everywhere, unfortunately.
What do new students do if they want to meet new people
but don't want to sing about sex or drink till they're blind? Why
haven't SAC and the societies provided more events for the
underaged and generally shy? Why don't we have the sorts
of extended outdoor attractions and games that other colleges
have?
SAC 's heavy debt contributes to the poverty of excitement;
the council is being conservative. Of course, considering past
orientation week fiascoes, it's a good thing SAC hasn·t taken
this opportunity to buy $23,000 worth of ugly !-shirts and to
book high-cost low-attraction bands from Toronto. It's not
enough to ask SAC to manage orientation; we must insist they
consider the mistakes of their predecessors - it's a lot to
expect.
SAC isn't solely responsible. University Administration
has taken no pains to fit an orientation period into the fall
semester. With phone registration and advanced fee payment
there was no 'registration week' as such. And conferences
kept the residences from being occupied before Sunday.
So the Administration's disinterest and SAC's budget
woes have conspired to make the University of Windsor
backward in one more respect. Maybe next year they can
work something out.

RanSACked promises
We used to get upset when we would see how few
students actually participated in student referenda. We're not
so bitter with the abstainers anymore. The Students'
Administrative Council's referendum last November to
increase the benefits (and cost) of the prescription drug plan
changed our minds.
The referendum asked students to pay, on top of existing
fees, another $8.00 for oral contraceptives, $13.50 for
year-round coverage, and $8.00 to raise the plan's coverage
from 80 percent to 100 percent. Students voted in favour of
all three, and are paying the added fees, but the promised 100
percent coverage is not forthcoming.
The broker for Green Shreld Prepaid Services, which
underwrites the plan, claims he never gave SAC a specific
price for the proposed additional benefits [see story, page 1].
The broker has explained that no prices could have been
determined in November, more than six months before the
calculation of the plan's "experience" for the previous year.
Perhaps, the dollar figures quoted were arbitrarily made

up by then SAC vice-president administration Mike Akpata.
who ran the referendum. Akpata remains unavailable for
comment at this late date, although he currently holds the
appointed position of SAC vice-president external affairs.
And while he is avarlable, Paul Brisebois. SAC president
at the time and currently SAC chair, has declined comment.
The fact is we only have 80 percent coverage. The point
is, the November referendum was held on false pretenses.
Explanations aren't as yet forthcoming from last year's
student executive.
If the approved figures don't represent the true costs of our
coverage, are we paying too little, or too much?
If too little, what shocking fee increases will students be
burdened with next year?
If too much, where is the money going? Without an idea
of the real costs, students just have to trust SAC and Green
Shield ... just like we trusted them at the time of the
referendum.
- Terry Brown and Mark Cran e
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In Memoriam:

Anne Wyatt Burton (1939 - 1990)
During the past summer, the University
of Windsor community lost an outstanding
member. She was Anne Wyatt Burton,
distinguished alumna of the University's
Master of Arts program in history,
esteemed sessional instructor in history,
beloved wife of Bruce, associate professor
of Political Science, and devoted mother of
Peter and Elizabeth, both University of
Windsor students.
Anne was born in London, England, on
the eve of the Second World War into a
devout Roman Catholic family. She was
educated at the Ursuline Convent School in
Wimbledon, and from there went up to St.
Hugh's College at Oxford University
where she earned a B.A. in history. After
graduating she worked brief! y for the BBC
and taught school. Then, upon marriage to
Bruce, she went to the Netherlands for two
years, and in 1966, now the mother of an
infant son, on to Windsor.
From the moment of her arrival in
Windsor, Anne's personal and professional
life was closely intertwined with that of the
university,
first because of Bruce's
position in Political Science, then through
numerous
friends with university
connections, and in due course through her
graduate studies and then appointment as a
sessional
instructor
in the History
Department. Almost every year between
1975 and 1986, and with considerable

success, she taught courses in English and
European history, often filling in on very
short notice when a faculty member fell ill.
In this there is considerable irony, for
during much of the time Anne herself was
battling cancer.
From early childhood, Anne pursued a
life of the mind. She valued academic
achievement highly, and developed a deep
love for the world of arts, letters, and ideas.
This she manifested in her teaching and
research, through her scholarly articles on
Irish historiography published by Irish
Historical Studies and Eire, and through
the constant process of further education in
which she was engaged.
Anne also produced a beautifully
written autobiography, which she titled
Fearfully and Wonderfully Made.
Compelling,
deeply moving.
insightful and profound, it tells the story of
a human life, at once ordinary and yet very
extraordinary. And it stands. for her family
and for those of her friends allowed the
privilege of reading it. as a permanent
testimony to the tra,,sforming power of
faith and love and to the grandeur of the
human spirit.
Anne first learned that she had cancer
in 1973. For a young woman with a young
family, diagnosis and treatment must have
been devastating.
Yet she bore them
courageously. and as soon as pos!->iblc

resumed her normal activities. For nearly
eight years the disease was in remission but
in 1981 it recurred and was to be with her
more or less constantly from then on.
Nevertheless, Anne made several trips
back to England to visit her father and
brother. She also began to study for a
Master's degree in Religious Studies; and
with remarkable selflessness she helped to
sustain a close friend through a fatal illness
and became part of her parish's ho!">pital
visiting group.
Jn the autumn of 1988 Anne became
seriously ill again. For almost two years
she fought a final, tremendous battle
against her disease, supported by the love
of family and friends and by the power of
her faith. For all who shared this battle
with her, the experience , was remarkable,
for the sicker Anne grew the higher her
spirit seemed to soar . Visitors came away
feeling that they had been in the presence
of an exceptional woman, who had given
them far more than they could ever gi\ie
her.
On Ju Iy 15. 1990, in her home on
Rossini Boulevard, with her husband and
children by her side. Anne died.
She was indeed ··fearfully
and
wonderfully made," and "nothing in her
life became her like the lt:aving of it."
- Kathleen E. ,'.fcCrone
Department of Hi\lory

Employment opportunities in Quebec
its connections to ride out (or even better,
avoid) nasty crisis s;tu;it;ons, a large,
If I wanted to make a bundle in business overworked. thinly spread force like the
today, I would open a specialized gun-shop
SQ grows isolated. Once cut-off from the
in Montreal and then make contacts with society. the force adopts a strict command
the Suretc Quebec (SQ). Social unrest is structure to promote internal solidarity and
big in Quebec right now, and the Suretc group effectiveness. Having lost the vital
no strangers
to .------------------------------------..
controversy
themselves - will
soon be under fire
in the political
arena once again.
It seems that the
Mohawk barricade
crisis has raised a
few sticky questions about SQ tactics and connection with the public it serves and
protects, the police pull their wagons into a
training,
about
over-reaction,
circle
as the public and their politicians
under-reaction,
and very inadequate,
frown
on
inevitable screw-ups.
ill-considered response to native demands
No.
this
is not a Quebec culture-thing.
and the feedback of an angry white mob.
The
Metro
Toronto
cops have been doing
Two years ago the SQ pumped 400
similar
wagon-circling
for the last two
rounds of Uzi fire into a hotel room that
years.
While
they
shoot
joyriding black
supposedly
sheltered
two armed
teenagers
with
hollow-point
shells. they
bank-robbers, turning a couple of carpet
slap fines and community time on whites.
salesmen to hamburger - similiar
The message to the blacks is clear: you arc
fertilizer for the weeds of popular mania.
This time the pile of manure has outside the circle - moving targets. A few
reached brobdignagian proportions, and farsighted members of the T.O. force push
for community dialogue and increased
the dumptrucks arc circling.
The SQ's response will be familiar to minority hiring. Hardliners call external
investigations witch-hunts and resort to
anyone
who
understands
their
crypto-military attitude. While a small crude public relations (like 'I Support Law
police force with community links can use & Order' petitions in local newspapers).

by D. Dexter Finistcris (a pseudonym)

In Quebec the situation is considerab'•,
worse. The SO has a long history of internal
troubles. In fact, one \\.onders why no
Canadian newspaper ha, compiled a
topical list of past SQ fcrragoes.
In any case. the SQ ·s position is
becoming more grave. more like the
position of American

Why doesn't some Canadz·an
newspaper compile a topical list
of past SCtreteQuebec screw-ups?

inner-city forces like
the ones in Detroit.
t:hington!:ds~e::
York in the late

;~:ti;:;tr~h~~\c::~~
was always the same:
community criticism of an over-reactive
force was met by Law & Order diatribes
and, not surprisingly, by a call for more
police power in forms like .357 Magnum
sidcarms for more 'stopping power' - the
better to shoot black. native Americans and
poor white rioters.
In Windsor, the cops are nowhere near
such an edge. We have a minor but
effective recruitment project underway,
and well-thought-out community policing
schemes. Three cheers.
In Quebec. on the other hand, it looks
like it might be a good time to be a gun
merchant.
You heard it here first.
0

This wetk we introduce what will
become a regular feature here on the
sidcbarof1heopinions page: Star Watch .
S1uden1swho haven't the time or
inclinarionactually to read lhe Wtndsur
Star, will have lhe opponunity to sray
abreast of its editorial opinions by
reading shorter and beuer-wrattcn
summariesin Star Watch.
In the current issuewe arc limitedto
the introductionof a regularStar Watch
altraction: the Ted Shaw Memorial
Moronic Sentence Construction of the
Week Award.
Ted Shaw himself wins the first

weekly award, with this gem from his
Saturday, Seprcmber I, story "Talents
wasred in new Fox sitcom."
Shaw wrires: "[Corin Nemec]
doesn·l see it lhat way. though. During
an interview session in Los Angeles in
July, along wirh rhe show's writers and
executive producers Clyde Phillips and
Lon Diamond, Nemec described his
character in glowing terms.
"· Parker ic,rhe ace in rhe deck.' he
said..."
CongratulationsTed! "'1'aybeyou'll
v. in next time too!

reading•
Since we \HOtc about BACCHUS
"Don't 1.ea\e DICK for Dead"pamphle
in thi, <;pacela,t week. we rhoughl v.
v. oulJ continuc the theme of incbriatio
v. ith thi, c~h.iu,ti, e li,1of~, nom m" fo
·n:r~ drunk.' "'hich onginail} appearc
in Roben I Chapman. Ph D •
Thern11rusof American Slam: (Harper
RO\\, ;,.;e"'York. 19S9):
alkied. aped. bagged. bastcd. behind th
cork. blind drunk. hht1cd. blit,cd-out
bloated. blo110. blo\\cd a\\ av. blue
boiled. bombed. boozed. hoozed up
booz~. borahco. bouled. boxed.bunned
buzzed. buzz). caged. canned, canne
up. clobbered, cockeyed. cookeo
corked,corned.crashed.crocked.cronk
crumped-out. dead drunk. dead to lh
\\Orld. deck, a"'a"h. di...couraged. drun
as a boiledO\\ I. drunkas a coot. drunk a
a fiddler·s bitch. drunk as a lord. drun
as a skunk. edged. embalmed, face
faint. far-gone. feeling good. feeling n
pain. nooe). n~ing high. fractured.frie
fried to the gill~.fouled. gassed.ginne
ginned-up. glas,) ·C) ed. glaLed. gon
gonged. grogged. had one too man_
half-bagged. half-corned. half-crocke
halfin the bag. half-lit.half-screwed,hat
seas o\;er. ~half-sha, ed, half-shot
half-sle\\ed. half-snaped. half-unde
happ). ha, inga bun on. ha, inga loado
ha, ing an edge on. ha, ing a skin-ful
ha\ ing a snoot-full. ha, ing one I
man). high. high as a kire. hootchedu
illuminated. impaired. in a bad way, i
color. in one·s cups. in the bag. juice
juiced up. knocked-out. laid-ou
lathered.liquored.liquored-up,lit-up.I
up like a Christmastree, loaded, loopc
looping. lubricated. lushed, lushed-u
mashed. muddled.obfuscated.oiled, o
the shikker. organiad, ossifie
overtaken. petrified, pickled, pie-eye
pissed. plonked. plotched, pollute
poopied. potted. reeling. rippe
rip-roaringdrunk. roaringdrunk, rock
rummed up. saturated. sauce
schnockertd, screwv. scronchcd.seein
pink tl ephan ts. ·shaved. sh ikke
shit-faced. shot, slewed. sloshe
slugged. smashed, snozzled, snuff
soaked. soused. sozzled, spiffe
spifflicated, sprung, squiffed. squiff
squiffy-eycd.srewed.stewed10 the gill
stiff. stinking drunk. stinko, stichc
stoned, swacked. swacko. swizzle
swozzled. tangle-footed,tangle-legge
tanked. tanky, three sheets to the win
tightas a tick, tuned.underthe intluen
under the table, up to the ears, up to I
eyeballs. up to the gills, waxed, wipe
wiped-out, woozy. zonked,zonked-o
and .wnkers.

erra
At least two errors appeared on th
page last week.
In D.D. Finisteris' "CBC versus I
Mohawks," ·Mansbridge,' should ha
read 'Cameron.' And in the "Lan
Index," the length, in hours, of Stude
Council presidentJoey Esteves' hung
strike should have been 48.
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WHEREB.T.S. MEANSBIGTIMESAVINGS!
CARTER HIGHLIGHTER (TWIN PAK)
TEXTLINER HIGHLIGHTER (TWIN PAK)
UHU GLUE STICK (VALUE PAK)
LIQUID PAPER (STD, PEN & INK)
3 HOLE PAPER PUNCH
1 HOLE PAPER PUNCH
5 PK. BIC MECH. PENCILS
MATH SETS
FROM
COLOURED PENCILS
FROM
BATES FULL SIZE STAPL ER
STD. STAPLES 5000/BOX
DICTIONARY OR THESAURUS
FROM
PENCIL CASES
6 OR 12 INCH RULERS
FROM

'1 .29
'2.39
s2.39
.99
~.99
'1 .49
s1.99
'1 .69
s1.99
~.99

1" HILROY& ACCO VINYL BINDERS

s1.89

HILROY
300 SHEET
REFILL
PAPER

$1.49
EA

DUOTANG

I

EA.

Drafting

Wooden T-Squares from
6" Bow Compass
College Technical Pen Set
700 Marsmatic Technical Pen

GREAT PRICES ON
SMITH CORONA & SHARP

r~;

/1I ~; ,~ ..,.---,-,..'

=-y,
- /,

,;:.:-=--=~- ,..,, .... ... J

J
Typewriters
.

."'

, ,·

•

·-

•

.,

BIC &
PAPER MATE
Medium Ball Point

PENS

1~"" .. --~

$ 6 .70

$10 .79
$ 7 .29

$39.99
$14.95

-

-I'·

Competitive Rates On
*Student Rentals
*Sales
*Rent to-own

tll !

51 / 4 OS/ DO
•

Compu ter Paper

Dis kette s

~

10 / Bo x

Dis k Stora ge Box

~ Sale
$10 .49

SHARP CALCULATORS
We carry a complete line ol
Scientific calculators

i'~:,.~...' :1.!..:1/11··
'
•

· .99
s2.59
.69
.39

COMVUT~I:? SUVVLl~S

Plastic T-Square _s From

4: __: ·

HILITERS

1 1/2" 52.99, 2" •3.69 ASST.COLOURS
NOTETOTES-NOTE KEEPERS-FINDERBINDERS
1" ss.29,1 1/2" 56.49
POLY & PRESS BORD81NDERS
s1.69
150 SHEET TYPING PAPER
s1.69
SUBJECT DIVIDERS5 TAB...59<t8 TAB...09<t
CLIPBOARDS -ASST. COLOURS
s2 . 19
80 TO 300 PAGE COIL EXERCISEBOOKS s1.19 TO 1 2.79
80 TO 400 PAGE STENOOR NOTEBOOK s1.19 TO s2.59

Supplies

I.

MAJOR
ACCENT

SCHOOL BAGS
& BRIEFCASES

Sale

SOO Shee1 Package

From

Sale

$2 .39

$10.49

200 OTO
200//0 330//0
TO

Many styles and colours to choose from

PLUS MANYMORE B.T.S.
INSTORE SPECIALS!!

's
CLARKE
-I
STATIONERY252-8818

SALE ENDS SEPT . 30th/90

HOURS:

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 TO 9
SATU~AY
..- . iJ 9T06
I

2 155 W yando tte W est

1

9 // X 11"
20 lb. clean edge

""

I

~~·
~- '"..i.

orr.:

r:---._..----:,

COUPON OFF ER
RECEIVE 10% OFF
YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE
OF ANY REGULAR
PRICED ITEM
STOREWIDE
EXCLUDING:
lOll/lCCO.COtffl CllON[llY
TICKUS& l'IIOTOCOl'YING

OFFER
ENDS
SEPT.
16/90

L----- - -- .J
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Student move-in rushed

ZOBIE'S ~

by Mark Cra ne
Despi t e
some
minor
problems,
most
of
the
Unive rsity's residence students
have settled into the ir eightmonth abodes.
The process of moving students in this year was a different
than it has bee n in previous years.
Instead of hav ing an entire week
(formerly registration week) to
ad mit stude nts, the reside nce sta ff
had only two days.
Fra nk S mit h , reg istrar and
clerk of the Univers ity Se nate,
said the re were many reaso ns for
the decisio n to move classes up a
week, thus givi ng students less
time to check into res ide nce.
"T he mai n reason was we
didn 't need a week of registration," Sm ith sa id, ex plai nin g that
te lep h one registration
and
H eadstart have replaced the
erstwhile in-person registratio n
week.
Furthermore,
the Senate
wanted to "take advantage to have
the students end earlier ...to have
grade reports earlier. ..and to get
on the same schedule as other

CASA

/f

S~r~;~;~
LA
\'>indsor

'-\ '-

254-6865
• Open 7 Day~

Cnique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World

. s~,eater;

•
•
•
•

• \farks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

l'on(ho,
Tape,trit>,

\ta,an l'il'n',
Clothini;

NO

.,
: Greaseless french fries FREE :
: with purchase of hamburg er at regular price.:
:

• J.wrllrry

•

• Plants
• Whips
• Clothing

• rolk Art
• T•f"'slnC'i
• Sw<"•l<'n
OPEN

A

Gnc.on Llrv1ni,

7 DAYS

300 Ouclll.'ttc, Windsor
(Pal.leeCompl••·upper>
(Sit)

256-155 1

Expiry date: Sept. 12th. One coupon per person.

1 ...........

schools," Smit h said.
Residence Services did voice
some concern about having less
time to adm it students. Sm ith indicated in a pho ne interv iew that
he didn't "thi nk they were totally
aware of the cha nge unti l after the
fact."
Associate
director
of
residence
Roxy DennistonStewart, who had some concerns
about the new system, said "there
arc a lways prohlcms assm,iatc<l
with changes."
She was concerned most ly
with the time Residence Services
was given to prepare for this
change. "The more you know up

. ..........

. ................

. ....

:
. .....

...

r-------------------------------------,

Kr i~tin Ecdy a nd Jac kie Sma ll ~cttl c in

front, the more time you have to
prepare."
The Housekeeping staff was
busy Friday and Saturday preparing the residence and cleaning
after two conferences
that
wrapped up on Friday.
Residence check-in ran most 1y accordi ng to plan. The associate d irector o f Macdonald
Hall's desk staff reported that
"traffic was backed up with only
two elevators for 280 students,
but it all worked out al right."
Although it was busier than
other years, "it ran fairly smoo thly," said Karen Lloyd, a Cody
Hall RA.
0

~~~~

~ c::::..--,.

§-

#r-...-S:311~

Ambassador Plaza
1550 Huron Chu rch
Phone 254-~~~~

Students, Faculty , Staff

15%

OFF

all pharmacy purple ticket items .
(excluding prescriptions and sale ,terns).

Coupon expires Sept. 30/90.

We welcome the Greenshield drug plan.
Store Hours
Mon - Fri
9:30 - 9:30
Sat
9:00 - 9:30

Prescription Delivery
Service A vailable.

L-------------------------------------~

SOME
PEOPLE
AREBETTER
EQUIPPED
FOR
COLLEGE
THANOTHERS.

faer wonder\\ lr:, ,ome people s.trugglc through their four ~ear..,,, hik others seem to breeze through them;'?
Is it brains? Perhaps. Good stud~ habih"? \.ta~ be. \ Srrnth Corona type\\ riter'; Absolutely.
Smith Corona typewriters arc pad,cd \\ ith feature::.that can help make\\ ntmg term paper:- and report::.
academic. Features like our Spell-Right~ Ekctronrc Dictionary. \\'ordEra,er: an editable memor:, e,en our
patented Right R ihhon System•' feature.\\ ith our c,dusi, e Correcting Cassette. for
flawless. fumble-free correctmg tapi: changi::-..All of \\'hich maki:s bu~ mg a Smith
:1IIIIDIE
SMITH
~CORON~
Corona ty pcwritcr the hest course to take before taking your first course.

/

•••• TO THf, EXOTIC

SUGAR
FAT
CHOLESTEROL

1800 Huron Church Road (beside Taco Bell) 977-1182
, .....
.......................•..............•......

I ",r nhHt·rnhun1.11t,u·
11h1, prvdu ..- " h 1, \m :h C.,,rt,n.a C.. ,,rp,,r J11,,ri to' l ,,1.u,t \\c.'OU( ,(\\
.uo IJp,,-._,11Rl,,h; S1.:Jrh,lrtiu,:h.Ont.1,,,, < Jn.aJJ \11B )-1

Hand Craftrd Worldwid~ Imports

-

<

TOMORRONS TECHNOLOGY

AT'IO.JR TOUCH'
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Welcome Back Special !
80286 Colour VGA System

$1589

lMRAM
1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
40M Hard Drive
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Grune
VGA Display Card
14" VGA Monitor
101 Key Keyboard

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. Windsor (2 blocks east of campus)
Tel: (519)-254-2721

Fax:(519)-254-3017

Prez pulls through

TV and stereo arrive
hy Jennifer Johnston

Welcome Back
Students!
Discover U of W's
#1 party spot.

Don'tletPetersonput
thesqueezeon you again.

Joe fateves
is following
through.
In last ycar·s Students' Administrative
Council (SAC)
presidential race, then candidate
Esteves made some promises to
the electorate.
Esteves promised to take
$5,000 out of his salary to purchase a television for the University Centre and a stereo for the
Vanier residence. and to decorate
the campus at Christmas. Esteves·
salary is approximately $15,000.
Once elected. Esteves said he
would not take a pay cut, but explained he would rebate the
money to SAC by way of the purchases. He said that had he
reduced his salary, he would have
had no control over the allocation
of the money, but that by rebating
the money, he is able to spend it
as he promised without SAC intervening.
Recently, Esteves made good
on two of his campaign promises.
Last week. he bought the
television and stereo.
At the time of the election, Esteves wanted to place the set in the
main lounge of the University
Centre. The centre ·s associate

director. Mary Lou Thibert. was
against this idea.
At the time. Thibert expressed
concern over placing the set in the
lounge. which is often used for
\tudent
programs
and sales
events. The old television lounge
often became littered and unappealing to visiting guests and students alike.
"Quite honestly,
that TV
lounge was really used by a select,
small group of people relative to
the total student population,"
Thibert explained.
After buying the television
set. Esteves approached Thibert
to discuss its location. Thibert is
allowing the president to put the
TV in the main lounge for two
weeks. After that, the space is
hooked. and the set will have to be
moved. Esteves is unsure of
where he will place it at that time.
Esteves purch.1·,ed the stereo
for Vanier, and is allowing
residence
administrators
to
decide where they it will go.
The television
cost approximately $1 OOO,as did the
stereo. Esteves says the rest of the
rebate (approximately $3 OOO)
will go to decorating the campus
at Christmas.
0

••
Since 1985, David Peterson has
squeezed 33 new taxes out of the
people of Ontario. We now pay
the highest taxes in the country.
And now, w ith all the promises
Peterson's making, how do you
think he's planning to pay for
.them?
You can put an end to the
squeeze, or yo u can say OK to
more tax hike s.
If you' re thinking of voting
Liberal, think again.

Just in case you have unusual shaped items.
this European styled case is designed
to handle them. Removahle shoulder strap.

LAG£INA
Leath er Accessories

///g/

M;;~md;P~7'd/eton
'if}C
the ONLY alternative in Windsor Sandwich

V

Authorized by the Windsor Sandwich Progressive Conservative Association.

405 Pelissier
Lower Level

252-5033

s
j

)
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Lance photo by Jason Kryk

H you ca n affo rd it, there's plenty to choose from in the Gra nd
Marketplace. Above, a consu mer selects Diet Coke over Sprite.

Caterers cook
Continu ed from page 3.
Meal cards are no n -tra nsferab le, like credit cards. Lost
cards shou ld be reported to the
cashier's office immediately in
order to cancel the card and
protect the balance. A$ JO fee will
be charged for rep laceme nt.
Vanier Hall is located in the
centre of the four on-campus
residences. A wide se lect io n of
items are available for breakfast,
lunc h and dinner. There is also a
full de li counter, salad bar and
dessert counter. Vanier is open
from 7:50 am to 6:30 pm Monday
to Friday, and 10:30 am to 6:30
pm Saturday and Su nday.
The Grand Market Place is on
the first tloor of the Un ivers ity
Centre. It operates from 7:50 am
to 6:30 pm Monday to Thursdsay.
and 7:50 am to 3:30 pm on
Fridays. A full lunch and dinner
menu is offered as well as a deli

College
208 Sun se t Ave.

Student Suppers
resume

MONDAY , Sept. 17
5:00 p.m.

co·Jnter, pasta shop. salad bar,
soup bar, full beverage area and
dessert area.
In the Vanier basement, The
Crocodile operates from 6:30 pm
to 11:30 pm seven nights a week.
Typical fa re includes burgers,
hotdogs. snacks, and beer (although alcoholic beverages cannot be purchased through the
meal pla n). Formerly known as
the Roundtable, the Croc offers an
alternative to hanging out at the
pub.
Food Services is currently
looking to fill job vacancies from
the departure of Marriot Foods.
Interested student should contact
the Career Planning and Placement Office located in the basement
of Dillon
Hall
for
information about these positions.
For more information about
Food Services or the meal plans
call 253-4232, ext. 3272.
O

classifieds
THREE BEDROOMS FOR RENT .

1 1/2 ba ths, som e furni t ure,
washer. dry er , freezer,
B BQ,
micro w ave and dishwas her. On
bus line or 20 minute w alk to campus. Females preferred. $300.00/
mo. • ulll. 1ncl. 971-8474.
STUFF for Sale: Air conditi oners,
all clean & cha rged up, $100 &
$200. De hu midifiers, for t hat dam p
bas eme nt . $6 5. Bass Guitar and
case- nic e starter mode l $ 150 (or
trade for a violin). Stereo multiplex
tuner, $85. Electric Typewriters ,
clean office models, from $65 to
$125. Also; mahog any table top
$25, w ood flip-top typin g desk $25,
chai rs and couches at reasonable
prices, call 256-8054.
2 10-SPEED BIKES $30 & $20, 1
six-dra wer desk ideal for studying
$60, all items negotiable. Call 2523969. leave message.

A PARTMENTS

FOR RENT :

Newly renovated, on Wyandotte E.
near Gladstone; close to bus.
$500/450 per month. Call 977·

STUDENT
S!ADD
ITION
ALDISCOUNT
, SEE
BELOW
12 MHZ
TURBO
AT

• 12MHZ
802&3
CPU
• 1MegRAM
(Exp
to4Meg)
• 12Meg; opoy
oSK
orve• 101
keyenhariced
xeyoca·o
• Para
e/Ser:.a
/Game
pons
• 200Wa~
power
S~PD
y(CSA)
• 1yr wa"an~
• 14X
fas:er
·ra1IBMPCJXT
STUDENT
S!ADDITION
ALDISC
OUNT
, SEEBELOW
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PSTEXTRA.OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

CA.tUSORVIS11
OU~
LOGA"
ONA2~' HGt',A.qD
AVE', GEtON
PW.A
WH,:lSGP

CALL
FOR
ADDITIONAL
SAV
ING
S
966·756
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TAKEIT WHILEYOUCAN!
We know that students have
special banking needs . That's
why we designed the Scotia
Banking Advantage .
This package of
services is availabl e to
you as long as you 're a fulltime, post -secondary student
and come into your Branch to
reactivate th e pa ckage each
school year (pri or to October 31st).
Take a look at what we have to offer.
A Daily Interest Savings/Cheguin g
Account With No-Char ge Cheguin g
Open a ScotiaPowerchequin~ Account.You·11
earn daily intereston your depositand you won·t
haveto pay the usual cheque.pre-authorized
payment.withdrawal or transferfees.Youcanwrite as
manychequesasyou wantat nochargev,ithoutha\·ing
to maintain a specific minimum monthly balance.
The Convenience Of An Automated

Bankin g Machine Card
1
With a Cashstopic
Cardand your ScotiaPowerchequingAccount.you can make withdrawals.

deposits.transfers.balanceenquiries
and \'ISA payments.free of applicable servicecharges.day or night.
at any ScotiabankCashstop
machine.

A No-Fee Credit Card
You·11be able to apply for a
ScotiabankClassic\'ISA~card
v,:ith a $500 credit limit. And

as long as vou have the Scotia
BankingAdvantage.we won't charge
you the usual annual fee.

A Grad Auto Loan 1
Onceyou graduateand I1-1ve
a job. a Grad Auto
Loan can help you get a new or used car ( up
to 3 model yearsold). 'rou can arrangeto postpone
the start of your repaymentfor up to 90 days
from the date the loan is advancedto you.' Apply
as early as 90 daysbeforestartingyour new job
and up to a vear after graduation.
For full detailson the ScotiaBankingAdvantage.
visit any ScotiabankBranch.We'll be happy to
help you.
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LIFEGUARD MEETING for the St.
Denis Centre Pool: Saturday. 22
September, 1990, 10:00 a.m . Rm.
201, HK Facu lty Bui ldi ng. New
guards are welcome
bring
smimm,ng quali ficallons. Fo r more
info contact Pe te r Po well . 253·
4232. ext. 2422.
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The thirsty earth soaks up the rain,
And drinks, and gapes for drink again;
The plants suck in the earth, and are
With constant drinking fresh and fair.

A plant guide

Anacreon
What to look for when buying plants

by Laura Gould
hough mo st students will find they
probably have more in common with
the thirsty earth, plants can make
great friends - especially for those
who have to spend what see ms like an
eternity indoors in stuffy quarters i.e., students.
For some reason, having plants around has always
calmed me. I spe nd a lot of time every morning with
my plants - watering them, getting rid of dead
growth, pruning and pinching them back, and
generally just looking at them. (This usually makes me
late for work.) There really aren't many things that can
give you a greater sense of satisfaction (aside from
doing really, really well in schoo l, of co urse) than
watching your own little green babies change and grow
into strong verdant mon sters.
I know many of you are thinking: '"'Not only am I
all thumb s when it comes to plants, but not one of the se
thumbs is green!" If you believe your touch is the kiss
of death when it comes to growing th ings, relax. It
isn't. Probably you just worry ( and overwate r) too
much.
Plants are survi vors. They want to live, and only by
a concerted and repeated effo rt can you kill them.
Ma ybe your plant is a subst itute for your roommate,
and you 're venting you r hostilities on it. Or maybe
you 're one of those people who, as a child, pulled the
wings off butterflies and you enjoy making the less
agi le and articulate forms of nature suffer under your
powerful dominion.
If you fall into either of these categories, I can't help
yo u. Sec a psychiatrist. But if yo ur plants are looking
willy and sad, they are likely suffering from an
overattentive owner who pokes at them too much and
drowns the m .
Not only should you not substit ute yo ur plant for
yo ur room mate (they won't pay rent) but you should
never substitute your plant for an ashtray. And unlike
your other friends, plants don't drink beer. (They do,
however, e njoy it when you read the Lance aloud to
them.)
~
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Clean. sturc~1·stems.
A ll'hitepowdery roa1ing may be mi/clew,
causedby keeping the
pla111sin moist, stagnam surroundings.

Firm. healthl' buds
that look ca1;ableof
/701..ering. (( the plant
has been le(t 111a cold
draught, ihe floh'er
b11cls
mar drop assoon
as the pla111is 1110\•ed.

Pour water into the so il until you see the surplus
drai ning through the holes in the pot.
Remember that plastic pots retain water three times
longer than clay pots.
Plants like humidi ty, too, so it's a good idea to mist
plants dai ly with an atomizer that sends out a fine
vapo ur spra y of water. Don't mist fuzzy-leaved plants
- they' ll hold the water on their surfaces and brown
spo ts will form.

(:/ear,umpoiledflowers. Any browning or
ll'iltingpoints to p/0111

Strong. well•coloured
foliage. free from ob\•iousblemishes. Blister-likespotsamlbrown
areas suggest fungus
and/ or bacterial infection. R111gsand
mo11lti1gmay be caused
by \·ir11ses.
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Bring a p1e<eof" /111e
cardboard along with
rou 011 rour plant
·hum and i,ght( ·shake
anr pla111
you ...;sl,10
bur O\·er it. If bugs
fail out. don 't buy it.

Buying a really healthy plant is the most important
step to ensuring indoor gardening success. Take the
opportunity to look at the surroundings of the nursery
or plant store. If they are clean and well-maintained,
chances are that all the plants on sale are in good health.
But don't take your chosen plant home until you have
checked out the detailed points listed above. It could
save you disappointment later on.

Light
Many plants do not like dire ct su nlight, but prefer
bright indirect or reflected light , i.e., sunlight filtered
through a gauzy curtain, or reflected off a white
surface. Some even do quite well in dim light. Cactis
and succulents do best in direct sunlight.
Temperature
Plants, although they vary in their heating
requirements, will generally accept an average room
temp era ture between 60 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit
(16-2IC).

The best way to find if yo ur plant needs water is to
poke yo ur finger in the soil and feel for moisture. For
purposes of watering, most indoor plants can be
divided into three general categor ies:
1 - Those requiring the most water - Surface of
so il never feels dry .
2 - Those requiring regular, mod erate watering Soil I inch below surface feels slightly moist.
3 - Those requiring the leas t water - So il 1 inch
below surface feels dry.

Group 1
Anthurium
Aphelandra
Aralea
Birdsnest Fern
Campanula
Cape Primrose
Cineraria
Cyperus
Fittonia
Fuchsia
Gloxinia
Hydrangea
Impatien s
Maidenhair
Fern
Maranta
Primula
Pteris

If you give them proper care, plants will liven up a
dull room, attempt in their small way to clean the air
of carbon dioxide and, if you're a guy, impress women
who visit your room far more than a wall full of
Budweiser posters, trust me. Plants, especially
flowering varieties, can also make the winter months
much less depressing. There's even a kind of air
freshener plant - the lemon geranium - whose
petals, when squeezed, emit a pleasant odour.
With all these benefits, it's a wonder you don't all
toss the lance aside right now and rush over to the
nearest flower shop. But wait! Do you know what
you 're looking for? How to tell a healthy fro m a sick
plant? What plants will survive in the dim light of your
room? And how much is too much to pay ? No?

(

Cleaning
Cleaning the leaves (both sides) of plants with a wet
spo nge is a good habit to get into , but you should only
use water and never soap or milk. Cleaning the leaves
allows them to breathe better and eradicates any bugs
that might want to make their home there. Fuzzy leaves
should be cleaned gently with a dry, soft brush.
Watering:
Try to water plants in the morning . This gives them
the daylight hours to absorb the water and prevents
possible rot.
Never use cold or hot water. It shocks plants. Water
that 's slightly warm to the touch is best.
If you're using tapwatcr, let it stand overnight so
any chlorine can evaporate.

. Group 2
African Violet
Aspidistra
Baby's Tears
Bromeliad
Caladium
· Calathea
Calla Lily

Spider Plant
Chinese
Wandering Jc.:w (.
Evergreen
Chrysanthemu m Group 3
Citrus Trees
Abutilon
Cl ivia
Achimenes
Cod iae um
Agave
Cordy line
Aloe
Crossandra
Begonia
Cyclamen
Beloperone
Dracaena
Bottle Palm
Fatsia
Bougainvillea
Ferns
Cactus
Ficus
Ceropegia
Fittonia
Cissus
Flowering
Dieff enbachia
Cactus
Echeveria
Gynura
Geranium
Hedera
•
Herbs
Hibiscus
Hoya
Jack-in-the-Pulpit lresine
Mostera
Jade Plant
Oleander
Kalanchoe
Palm
Lantana
Passi flora
Norfolk Island
Pilea
Pine
Poinsettia
Peperomia
Pot hos
Ponytail Palm
Saxifraga
Rochea
Schefflera
Sansevieria
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Two plants that do well in medium to dim light:

nes

Fittonia {also known as Herringbone Plant, Little
Snakeskin Plant, Painted Net Leaf and Mosaic Plant)
These creeping plants are indigenous to tropical
rain forests. Their leaves are small and oval with fine
coloured veins. They like 65 degrees and higher,
constantly moist soil and high humidity, but do quite
well in dimly lit spots. Spray daily with a mister.

nist
Fine
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,wn

in the 60s and day readings in the 70s. When the
blossoms open (the plants bloom for about a month)
shade them a bit from the full glare of the sun and keep
them a little cooler; this keeps the flowers fresher
longer.
It is during the months after the flowers fade that
the bulbs revive themselves and store up their energy
for next year's blooming, so it still needs attention after
the flowers have faded. The leaves have to mature and
need sunshine to do this. Keep watering and feeding

Cacti and Succulents
The principal characteristic of these plants is their
ability to adapt to harsh conditions, conditions which
would kill most other plants. Their intriguing,
sometimrs bizarre, shapes probably result from this
adaptability. The biggest danger to this group is
overwatering, which rots them. Sprinkle sparingly.
These plants like lots of sun and are virtually carefree.
(Be careful they don't get scorched.)
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Philodendrons (also known as Sweetheart Plant,
Heartleaf Philodendron and Parlour Ivy)
All philodendrons produce aerial roots of some
kind which arc used in their natural jungle habitat for
entwining around tree trunks, enabling them to climb
into the upper air. These aerial roots should not he
removed,
hut inserted into the potting soil.
Philodendrons don't like direct sun or draughts hut do
like 60 to 70 degree weather. as well as a lot of mist.

Maranta (also known as Prayer Plant)
LiY.es exactly the same conditions as the Fittonia
(above). As daylight fades, it closes its leaves together
like hands in prayer.
For those aggressive people who also like plants to
say something about their personalities. I suggest the
everpopular carnivorous plants. These plants have
various methods of trapping within their foliage flies
and other creatures which they digest and use as
nourishment. The Venus flytrap is perhaps the most
familiar plant in this group. Also available. however.
is the Pitcher Plant which produces strands of growth
to which pitcher-like vases are attached. The bottom
of the pitcher contains pepsin liquid in which insects
drown and are digested when they are attracted inside.

them as usual throughout this entire foliage-maturing
period.
Don't feed them or water them at all while they're
resting, and keep them in a spot where they're sure not
to freeze. Cut off the yellow leaves close to the top of
the bulbs and give them at least a month to regain their
strentgh. To trigger growth. wash away an inch or two
of the old surface soil and replenish it with new soil.
Amaryllis bulbs should be left in the same pot for as
long as possible. but usually after three or four years'
it's time for relocation.
Amaryllis bulbs should be on the market again in
October at nurseries in the Windsor area.

The Amaryllis
Definitely the easiest and most unusual plant you ·11
probably ever grow is the amaryllis. my personal
favourite. The botanical name for this plant.
Hippeastrum, means horse star. a justifiable reference
to the massive size of this starry six-pointed bloom.
some 8 to 10 inches across. The plants produce 4
flowers at a time atop each thick 1 or 2 foot stem.
Usually, just as the first flowers fade, the bulb sends
up a second gigantic flower stalk - sort of like
fireworks. I had one bulb that sent up two stalks. each
with five flowers, so that I had ten flowers at once. It
then sent up a third stalk with four flowers on it.
Amaryllises grow from enormous bulhs- often as
hig as a grapefruit. They're about $5 each. hut well
worth it as the hulhs last forever and produce more and
bigger flowers year after year. Am.iryllis plants
appreciate tight quarters. A pot that's about 2 inches
larger in diameter than the bulb, which allows a narrow
1-inch margin all around the bulb, is ideal. When
potted, an amaryllis bulb should be about halfway out
of the soil. After potting, there's no way to predict how
long the plants will take to produce that first growth;
they seem to have minds of their own. Once the bud is
visible, the plant's normal routine should be as follows:
constantly moist soil, food once a month, at least half
a day of sunshine, and mild tem~ratures, with nights

Where to buy plants
Virtually every grocery store carries some plants
now, although prices are generally high and selection
low. The same can be said for most flower shops. The
Windsor City Market, 195 McDougall (downtown),
has plant stalls on both the first and second levels. The
selection's not bad, nor are the prices. If you have a
car, there are many nurseries and greenhouses in Essex
County, which you can find listed in the yellow pages
under Nurserymen.
Perhaps the ultimate plant experience can be had at
Colasanti's Tropical Gardens on Concession 3 in
Ruthven. Although I don't approve of their zoo (I'm
told that only one out of every 10 parrots survive the
trip here from their natural habitats), the plant selection
and cactus gardens are wonderful. There's also a
restaurant so you can make a day of it. To get there,
take Huron Church Road (which becomes Highway 3)
east, tum right on County Road 29 (also known as
Division) and follow it until you get to Concession 3.
By this time you will have seen signs for Colasanti's.
The people at the nurseries, the market and
Colasanti· s should be able to answer any questions you
have about specific plants. The Windsor Public
Library. 850 Ouellette Avenue, also has a variety of
gardening books if you need more info.
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The Lance is interested in knowing why
you choose to attend the University of Windsor The following survey is designed to find
that outh as well as determine what you like
about the Windsor area in general. We hope
many of you will go to the trouble of filling it
out as the results will form the basis of an
upcoming Lance feature.
Anyone who currently attends the University of Windsor, used to attend, has graduated, dropped out, or just hangs around a lot
is welcome to fill out this survey. University of

Windsor employees should also fill it out and
let us know why they choose to teach or
work here. The more responses we get, the
better.
Since we all know (especially those of us
who are native Windsorites) that our city
suffers from notoriously bad press, we'd like
to right that Although we certainly wouldn't
want you to lie in your answers, (feel free to
tell us what you don·t like in addition to what
you do) we will frown upon any phrase referring to the U. of W. that sounds even remotely

1. Name (first name only):
2.Age ------

like those three little words : "Last chance U."
Now then, there must be some good reasons why you've chosen to pursue your education at the University of Windsor, so let's
have 'em. Be as honest in your answers as
you can stand, and do not neglect to tell us
what you think needs improvement.
Finally: Please return your complete questionnaire by Friday , September 14 to the
Lance, 2nd floor of the University Centre.
There will be a specially marked box for you
to drop them in.

14. What do you think is its biggest drawback? ---------

- -----------------

15. What do you like about the City of Windsor? --------

3. Are you from out of town? --------------4. If so, from where ·------------------5. Do you live on or off campus? -------------6. What is your major? ------------

-----

16. What do you dislike? -----------------

7. If undecided, what Faculty are you in? ----------8. Have you graduated?

17. Generally speaking, what do you think of the people of Windsor?

9. If not, have you left the university for other reasons? If so, please
explain.

18. If you had to describe the flavour or atmosphere of Windsor in one
word, what would that word be?

10. Why did you choose to attend (or work at) the University of Wind-

19. Was Detroit's proximity to Windsor a factor in your choosing to

sor in the first place?

come to the University of Windsor? If so, why? ---------

11. Why do you continue to attend?

20. What do you think of Windsor's cultural life and nightlife? (clubs,
movies, galleries, bands, theatre, restaurants, etc.) -------

12. What is your opinion of the general quality of the education you
are receiving here. (You may refer in your answer to class size, availability of courses, course offerings, professors, texts, special programs, the library, just about anything academically related.}
21. What do you think about other students' (from other universities)
perceptions of the University of Windsor? First of all, what do you
think these perceptions are? Do you agree or disagree with them?
Please explain.

13. What, in your opinion, is the best thing about the University of
Windsor? _

Finally, if you have anything you want to say about Windsor and the University of Windsor that you don't
think is covered in any of the above questions, or if your answers simply run a little long, feel free to include
an extra sheet of paper. (Please print your name on the second sheet also and staple it to the first.)

Return completed surveys by Friday, September 14 to the Lance, 2nd floor, University Centre.
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They don't make 'em like Batman anymore

. 't Ja
. ke...
Summer mov1es just a1n
•

by Karl Mamer
The summer is over, even though it's
not.
It doesn't technically end until September 21. However, Labour Day is
psychologically/traditionally the end of
everything that gives meaning to the
season: vacation, outdoor monster truck
shows, and earning $13 an hour doing for four unbearable months - what some
people do until the age of mandatory retirement. Oh yeah, and no more summer
movies are released. What a relief.
The summer of 1990 was unique in
movie history. It produced no film worthy
to be included on lists of the best/worst pictures of the summer. We just got a let of
mediocre flicks. Films you cannot honest1} say were thoroughly enjoyable or
deplorable. What a way to take the fun out
of going to the theatre.
The summer of 1990 did not present the
public with films on par with releases of
summers past. There was not a Dead Poets

its is-it-a-dream-or-reality? conundrum.
Dick Tracy

The producers of Dick Tracy tried very
hard to make it look like the funny pages.
It had the over-rated limited colour palette,
30's era everything, and characters who
closely resembled their comic strip
equivalent. So why did Warren Bealty get
cast as the square-jawed detective?
Bcatty's weak chin looks nothing like
Tracy's.
Beatty and Madonna failed to carry this
film. However. Al Pacino, Dustin Hoffman, and an assortment of exotic, villainous characters helped move Dick Tracy
into the Beller-than-Batman category.
Presumed Innocent

contributor Mary Popovich
noted that Harrison Ford uses the same facial expressions in every one of his films.
He broke no new countenance in Presumed
lance

Innocent.

If he just said "Punch it, Chewy!" once
in every film. you could al least respect him
for creating a sense of continuity in his
the bunch.
roles.
Without absolutes to judge by. we must
The glimpses of Windsor were a disresort to a relative method of scaling tne tracting thrill. The story itself was a cross
summer's releases. A movic must be found between Jagged Edge and Fatal A11racto which this summer"s films can be com- tion. The mystery of who killed the woman
pared.
prosecutor was fairly cngrossrng. But true
So, what better picture by which LO lo a Hollywood thriller, it was predictably
judge all others than Batman? If Batman the least likely person.
comparisons are good enough for the
However engrossing. Presumed Instudios' ad people, they arc certainly good nocent was disturbing from an ethical point
enough for the Lance.
of view. Besides frequent references to
women as 'dames· and 'bitches.' both the.
major female characters were e\ ii and
Better than Batman
manipulative.
Society, When Harry Met Sally, Good
Morning Vietnam, or Return of the Jedi in

Total Recall
Holl) wood has a tendency to kil I
characters for one of two reasons: to advance the plot or to fulfill an American
audience's need to vicariously lash out at
the select nations whose foreign policy differs from that of the United States. Hence.
we frequently sec wild Dirty Harry-type
gun battles where the only person terminated is the bad guy with the goatee.
Total Recall was different. Not only did
no one have a goatee, but more bystanders
were blown away than antagonists.
Arnold's imuff film might have been a
candidate fora best list, ifit hadn't stopped
being interesting three-quarters of the way
through. It became boring when it gave up

Exorcist JII
If all you need in a good horror film is
one damn fine scare (and I don't mean one
of those cheap shockers where a house cat
jumps out of nowhere and screeches atypically), then Exorcist Ill will do it. If you require the deep. lasting terror of the original.
then look elsewhere. Maybe rent the
original F.xorcisr on video. watch it with
some friends in a dark room. scream a lot.
nuzzle and jump all over each other like
frightened herd animals. and then. when
you see the same people on the street later.
pretend like none of it ever happened. The
nuzzling was just one of those things good
friends do together but never talk about.

Jack's co ntra ct insi~t~ that he get~ to say, "punch it. Che"'y! " in cHry film.

Die Hard II: Die Harder
Die Harder is akin to the original but it
moves in another dimension. lm,tead of
Bruce Willis ITTO\ ing up and dov.n ar office building to fight bad gu~s. he mo,es
side to side in an airport to battle a renegade
military man.
Many of the elements of Die Hard are
still there - it's Christmas. Bruce has to
save his\\ ife. Bruce has to deal with bumbling cops - but the multitudinous tv, ists
that draw me into sitting through another
viewing of the original on cable are absent.
Also missing arc the \ariations and snippets of Beethoven's '.';inth Symphony
,, hich spiced D,e Hard ·s sound track.

, I ia mi Blues
Miami Blues. a small, bizarre picture
that came out around Ma) but closed afler
a couple weeks. is a must-sec rental for
your VCR. It's about an ex-con v.ho commits crimes using an ill-gonen policeman·s
gun and badge.
When ,vas the last time you heard
dialogue like this:
Ex-con: You •n1111,a go 0111 with me

First Po,, er

Like mid-term exams. pictures with
similar themes come in bunches. A
predominant theme last )Car was the subm.irine Alien remake. Another theme. the
one in First Power, is ·executed murderer
comes back from the dead as a body-possessi ng spirit.· To ffi) knO\\ledge. four
films including First Po•ffr ha\C used the
premise. Firsr Pott er does not use it well.
Unintended humour fills the picture.
The most notable example involves a
religious artifact that will kill the
murderer·s spirit: A nun produces what
looks like an ordinary cross. but when she
pulls off the bottom sheathing. it becomes
a dagger - a Swiss Army Crucifix. One
imagines pulling off the Good Lord's legs
and getting a can opener.

tonight?

Ex-con':, girlfriend:/ can·,. I hai e ro stay
in this e1·e111ng
and work on an English asJignmenr.
Ex-con: H7wt do you hai e to do?
Ex-con· s girl friem.1:1!1t11·cto 11"ritea haiJ..u.
Believe it or not.
audience got the joke .

fc\\

people in the

\Vorse than Batman
Arachnophobia

There\\ as nothing new in this film. The
main characters were Stephen King
cutouts. the killer spiders were from a
dozen different flicks. and John Goodman
was dead irritating as the exterminator.
Most of the scares were "yuk. an ick)
spider!" That's fine for people who can't
stand spiders. but I happen to like the little
critters. Now if Arachnophobia was called
Cemipedophobia
or Americantouristophobia maybe I could have grokked the
horror.

The poor quality orb111hnH1m-wallhaiku sends Miami Blues• Alec Baldwin over lhe edge.
In lhis scene he meles oul a lwo-fasled poetry lesson lo an auenlive pupil.

down your throat but rather left understated. Raising Arizona is a fine example of
the understated approach. Unfortunate!),
Quick Change plays on stereotypes too
much: Middle-Eastern cab dri,..ers. Korean
grocers, and Italian mob<,ters.This is unacceptable.

Rubocop II
There were three or four good ideas for
a story in Rvbocop II. None. hov.evcr. were
full~ deHloped. A belier script that
focused on one of the ideas \\Ould ha\ie
made the joke television commercials and
satires on contemporar) urban crime more
enjo)able.
Scenes \\ here Robocop · s hea\ y body
armour repels bullets and cannon shot beg
the question: Why don ·1 the bad gu) s just
aim for his face? Ansv.er: Because the villains in Robocop II v.ere tutored b) the
same crime masters who educated the
fiends in the Batma11tele\ ision series, One
could not watch Batman without shouting
over and over again: 'lea\ ing Batman
alone v.ith his fully stocked utility belt,
strapped to the Acme Button Sewing
Machine o· Death is no wa) to kill him!
Just shoot him in the head!"

The box-office success of smaller, less
violent, less star-studded. less expensive
films (Ghost, Pretty Woman, Darlcman)
Quick Change
this
summer will, with any luck, serve
Bill Murray is funny when he plays
notice
to Hollywood that an $80 million
skeptical. good-hearted characters. When
dollar
picture
does not guarantee success.
he plays selfish louts, as in Scrooged or
If
studios
have
not learned their lesson,
QuiclcChange, he is unbelievable and his
then
in
1991
they
truly deserve to take in
talent is wasted.
less
at
the
box
office
than they spent on
QuiclcChange made an admirableatproduction.
a
temptat thesortof humourthatisn't forced
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DEVONSHIRE MALL

Prep Courses for

Bring your U of W ID and receive
10 % discount on any
cinnf ull y de licio us cinnamo n rol l.

OCT6 LSAT
OCT20 GMAT
DEC8 GRE
1-800-387-SS19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Welcome Back University Students!

Thursday night is
Lancer Night at
THE

CLUB
170 Wyandotte St. West
254-5131

Come join the fun Thursday through Saturday!

CLIP
THISADFORYOUR
CHANCE
TOWINA
"WILDATHEART"
PACKAGE*
• includesa complimentary
pass for two to see
the film,soundtrackcassette,posterand t-shirt.

I almost blew
$1.98, American
by Trasie Sands

can you expect for$ I. 98? Usual1y more than the 48 q,of entertainLast week, I found myself in ment value I got.
possession of a $1.98 ticket to see
By far the highlight of the
Bruce Hornsby and the Cowboy Junkies' short appearance was
Junkies at the Palace in Auburn "Misguided Angel." Even those
Hills.
of us who realized that their act
As the Cowboy J unkies
was boring enjoyed the passion
opened, I recalled a fantasy I the band put into this song. When
usually have on hot, lazy, summer they left the stage, I was left
days while sitting back, drinking hoping that Bruce Hornsby and
a Coke, and listening to Lou the Range would give me the
Reed's favourite Canadian band. other $1.SO's worth ofmy ticket.
I picture myself in a smoky baseThe Range took the stage. I
ment bar watchhad no idea
ing Margo TimHornsby was so
mins immerse
tall! The stadium
herself in every
was filled with a
chord, every
deafening roar.
drumbeat. But
He was on top of
from in back of
a grand piano,
the Palace's
stomping his foot
stage,
in a
and playing the
crowd of people
accordion - tres
whose image of
impressive. This
this band must
band's music is
also have been
not rush-theshattered, all I
stage music, but it
could picture
certainly was a
was my soft,
stand-in-the-aislecomfortable bed
and-shake-it conawaiting my arcert.
rival with baited
Some highpillow.
lights of the
Yes, I was
Range's concert
bored.
were a squareThe venue is
dance version of
too large for
"Valley Road";
musicians who
"The End of the
insist on sitting
Innocence," the
through their
song that Don
act. In a smoky basement bar, the Henley and Bruce Hornsby wrote
Junkies' lethargic performance together: and a beautiful piano
might have worked, but this was and drum version of "Mandolin
the Palace; people in the upper, Rain."
upper bowl need sudden moveToward to the end of the evements to stimulate their optic ner- ning I was wondering if Hornshy
ves.
would ever play "The Way It Is."
The band opened with "Sweet Of course he will, I thought. He
Jane" - a classic by any measure. did - after a ten-minute introIn my smokey fantaS) bar, I could duction. A tease, but it was worth
have appreciated it.
the wait.
The next song was "Cheap is
I was left with a feeling difHow I Feel." Cheap is how they ferent from the one the Junkies
looked. Throughout the Junkies'
had given me. I wanted to pay for
set Margo's shabby demeanor everyone's ticket. ..
aroused in me one thought:
Well, maybe not.
0
Margo, comb your hair! But what

I had
only one
thought:
Margo,
comb
your
hair!
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"SPECTACULAR
ANDFUNNY!"
-Dovid Ansen,NEWSWEEK
Magazine
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"ABONFIRE
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-Peter Travers, ROLLING
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Magazine
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1303 YONGE STREET,TORONTO, ONTARIO
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The goddess returns
by Mary Popovich
The Windsor Feminist Theatre just seems to get
better and better. Their last venture was the summer
free-theatre blockbluster "The Cassandra Project: Is
Anybody Listening?" and it was stunning. The
troupe seems to do their best work when they
produce material that u,ey've compiled or written
themselves, and this fall brings us another offering
frorri this wonderful group of women.
This season's original play is entitled "Witches"
and promises to be as haunting as "Cassandra," (if
not downright scary). It opens, appropriately
enough, on Halloween.
"Witches" evolved out of ideas and issues raised
during the writing, rehearsal and performance of
"The Cassandra Project," which used the Cassandra
myth (a princess of Troy had the gift of prophecy,
but no one would heed her warnings) to illustrate
how women often don 'l speak out, even though they
have something to say, or speak out and are not
heard.
"We were inspired by 'The Cassandra Project'
to take a more in-depth look at women's
spirituality," said Heather Majaury, the new play's
director. "There used to be a whole realm of goddesses, but they were removed from popular
religion. It's a tool of oppression to take away or
rewrite a people's history so they don't belong."
In recent years there has been a resurgence of
Goddess mythology; the group uses the literature of
this resurgence and the history of Wicca or white
magic to portray "the history of the oppression of
women," said Pamela Brown. Brown is one of the
play's principa l writers. "We're trying for a
reclamation of women ·s history," Brown added.
"There is a need to empower women, to reclaim our
history as women."
The challenging theme of this project and the
talents and enthusiasum of all the women involved
ensures that "Witches" will be one of the WFT's
most engaging works yet. The production will include the use of masks, interpretive dance, and experimental vocal work.

GOODWILL
RETAIL STORE
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

10% DISCOUNT

to all students on presentation of coupon below.

Everything you need to get a jump on school:
Quality furniture, warranteed appliances,
clothing, housewares, books.

FREE DELIVERY with minimum purchase
of $100 of f urniture or appliance s.
60 day warranty on all large appliances.
If you're interested in helping this group of
intelligent, creative women, then find your way to
the Windsor Feminist Theatre's Pitt St. studio, 152
Pitt west. Auditions for Witches are being held
September 9 and 10 at 7:00 at the studio. The play
has a large cast; both women and men are welcome
to audition.
Majaury said: Tm looking for women, ages 16
and up, all types. I'm looking for a real variety. And
the same goes for the men. Men are also victims of
the patriarchy.
"Also, it's scary. The play is scary. I have to
warn people that it's not for the squeamish. 1t·s very
provocative."
::J

-

We service what we sell -

GOODWILL RETAIL STORE
743 WYANDOTTE EAST

--------------~~~-~~-~~-------J
______
j

ATTENTION CUSTOMERS

T. V & V.C.R.
RENTALS

\

__________
;

PRICE REDUCT IONS ON T .V. & V.C.R. RENT ALS
Citizen
14" Remote Control Colour
T.V.
I Day Rcn1al.................... $7.50
2 Day Ren1al ..................$I 1.25
I Weck Rental................$22.40
2 Week Ren1al................ $30.00

.,,.-·'--------

~ .......

Citizen
20" Remote Con1rol Colour
T.V.

3 Week Ren1al. ............... $37.80
4 Week Rental................ $42.00

I Day Renial. .................... $9.99
2 Day Renial................... $14.99
I Week Rental. ............... SJO.tO
2 Week Ren1al................ $40.60
3 Week Rental. ............... $52.50
4 Weck Rental ................ $60.20

Citizen
14" Remote Control Colour
T.V./V.C.R.
I Day Rental .................. $14.99
2 Day Rental .................. $22.49
I Week Ren1al................ $44.80
2 Week Ren1al................ $60.20
3 Week Rental.. .............. $78.75
4 Week Rental. ............... $89.60

Citizen}
20" Remo1eControl Colour
T.V./V.C.R.
I Day Rental... ................$17.48
2 Day Rental.. .................$26.25
J Week Rental ................ $52.50
2 Weck Rental ................$70.00
3 Week Rental ................$92.40
4 Weck Renial.. ............$105.00

Citizen
V.C.P.
I Day Ren1al .................... $5.50
2 Day Renlal .................. $8.25
I Week Rcntal. ...............$16.80
2 Week Rcnlal................$22.40
3 Week Rcnial. ...............$28.35
4 Weck Rcntal................$32.20

Citizen
V.C.R.
I Day Rental... ..................$9.50
2 Day Rental ................... $14.25
I Weck Rental ................$28. 70
2 Week Rcnial. ............... $38.50
3 Week Rcntal.. ..............$50.40
4 Weck Rcntal.. ..............$57.40

Nin1cndoUnits
l Day ................................$5.99
2 Day ................................$8.99
Addilional Days ...............$3.00

Nintendo Games
I Day ................................Sl.99
2 Day ................................ $2.99
Additional Days .................$.99

Orbitron
Video

r--------------------------------------------------,
C 0 u p 0 N
···-·
•
Ill

,~•"!;I:::i

$500
OFF Orbitron Video

$500

OFF

Receive $5.00 off any one of the following 1 month rentals
14" COLOUR TV
20" COLOUR TV

VCP
VCR

14" TV/VC R
20"TV/VC R

Only one coupon per membership.

L--~~:~~~~~:!~~1.:-~~Q_~~!~--------~!~~:.'7~::5:~:"
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Don Says:

"TOGA, TOGA, TOGA!"
-

'·My shuttle bus will pick you up and take you
home, starting at 9:00 p.m., stopping by Vanier
Hall and Parking Lot M in front of the University
Centre.

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'til 11 p.m.

"Watch for my shuttle every Wednesday, starting
September 12. "

256-DONS

Licensed Under the LLBO

f

~~

Minimum purchase on delivery.
$1 50 charge
Last delivery 1
hour before closing.

FRIED

561 W

CHICKEN

vAN DOTI E ST. E AST

r·--------------,
SA VE over $2 .00
Feed 2 - 3 p eople

1
1

252-8319

plus tax : I pieceof chicken. 2 taters& creamy
coleslaw
I
I
•I
Mini-Coop Special •I UTILE ROOSTER ................ $4 .39
2 pieces of chicken,3 taters & creamy
: 6 pieces chicken, 9 taters, rned. : coleslaw
sour cream & large salad.
1
1 BIG ROOSTER ....................... $5.49
I Vahd at 561 WyandotlcSt. E. Only. I 3 piecesof chicken,4 tater~& creamy
coleslaw
CouponexpiresOct. 31, 1990.
HUNGRY MAN ................... ..$6.95
SA VE over $2.50
1
1 4 piecesof chicken,5 taters & creamy
•
Feed 4 - 6 people
1 coleslaw

: For Only $11.95

J

L

--------------r---------------,

: For Only $16.49
r

I

---

plus tax :

-·

fl~GERS & TATERS

I

.
f
2 chicken ingers, 3 taters &

• Family Dinner Special •
I

~

--

-

creamy coleslaw ..................... $3.45

I

: Includes 12 pieces of chicken, : 3 chicken fingers, 4 taters & creamy
1
large tate rs & large salad.
1 coleslaw ................................... $4 .75
Validat 561 WyandotteSt. E Only. I
4 chicken fingers, 4 taters & creamy
CouponExpiresOct. 31, 1990.
coleslaw ................................... $5.75

I

J

L

--------------r---------------,
SA VE over $5.00

NUGGETS & TATERS

Perfect for the gang
For Only $19.95 plus tax

(With Your Choice Of Honey, Sweet &
Sour Or Ba rbeque Sauce}

6 nuggets & 3 taters ................. $3.55
9 nuggets & 4 taters ................. $4.85
15 nuggets & 6 taters ............... $7.35

;Flings Wings & Rings I
Special ~

L

J

CHICKEN COOP · 9 pcs ........ $9.90
MINI BARN· 12 pcs ............ $12.45
THE BARN· 15 pcs ............. $14.60
THE BIG BARN · 20 pcs ..... $18.65

--------------r---------------,
SA VE over $4.00
Feed the gang
For Only $26.95

plus tax

~ Pac Spui_!:I_,
Includes 20 pieces of chick en,
20 taters, 3 med ium salads of
you r cho ice & large gravy.

L

15 WINGS .............................. $5.00
50 WlNGS ............................. $15.99
Availablewith mild or hot sauce

Validat 561 WyandoucSt. E. Only.
Couponfa pircsOct. 3 I, I 990 J

---------------

SA!\ D\.\.ll'II ES
CHICKEN-ON-A- KAISE R .... $2.95
CHICKEN-ON-A-KA ISER
WITH 4 TATERS ................... $3. 99

~

~

~

®.,~'),,.,

tAet ®.1 ~

@.l~I

A Warm Welcome to the Indian Cuisine of the 1

t 1{~ <J3~x~a.I
~

!
~

~

~

t
~

~

r

!

RESTAURANT
155 Wyandotte St. East
253-2151

10 % discount

I

\

with student ID.

Home delivery now available.
We off er dai/y lun eheon specials, group specials,

l
l
)

TATERS
(Breaded Potato Wedge.1}

4 TATERS ............................... $1.25
9 TATERS ...(feeds 2-3) ............ $2.35
15 TATERS .(feeds3-5)............ $3.50

FRESH CUT FRIES
Regular .................................... $1.25
Medium .......(feeds2-3) .. .......... $2.25
Large ............ (feed\ 3-5)............ $3.50

~

!

~~

HOURS OF OPERATION
SUN.
5 - 10
MON.
Clo~ed
TUE .. WED., THUR. 12 · 10
FRI., SAT.
12. 12
G),..,v@ M@,., ~

\....

Fully licensed.
~

~

~

A TTENT/ON BEER

'

~~~~@

DRINKERS!

ONION RINGS
Small Sl.25

Large $2.49

HOMEMADE SALADS
(Coles/a~. \facaroni, Potato)

Small • 4 oz ................................. 89<Z
Medium· 8 Ot .........................
$1. 75
Large· 16 oz ..................... ....... $3.25

HOTSAUCE

JUST CHICKEN
MINI COO P · 6 pcs ................ $7.49

HOURS
11 am • 11 pm
11a m- 12a m
12 pm . 9 pm

CHICKEN WINGS

Small55c

You get 40 w ings, wit h Fling's
speci al sauce, 25 tate rs & 2
large onio n rings.
Valid at 561 WyandoucSt E. Only.
CouponExpires Oct. 31, 1990.

Mon • Thurs
Fri. -Sa t
Sunday

CHICKEN DINNERS

1
1 CHICKEN UTILE ................ $2.75

Friday, September 7
Great Prizes, Great Times -

Medium99q LargeSI 99

SOUR CREAM
Regular55c Medium89c

4

oz. 49q

8 oz. 89e

LargeSI 75

16 oz. s1.49

BEVERAGES

"Don 't let the beer stores
give you the shaft,
Beat the system
and make your own draft. "
Never before has making
your own beer been easier!
inexpensive ($5.00 a case)
no bottling
no washing bottles
no waiting
guaranteed beer every time
excellent , true beer taste

Canned pop, juice

FROZE'tj \'Ot;LIRT
Small S1.69

Large$3.29

Clip this menu and save for future reference .
Good until May, 1991
o

If you are interested in getting more
information, call: 974-3220
-------------------------

HOME BREW PREFERENCE , servicing you
with "preferred " supplies for qual ity beer & wine.
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$PORTS
The Lancer
Locker
UPCOMING
EVENTS
F,.ntball
Exhibition

Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor at Carleton
Regular Season
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor at York
Sat. Sept. 22
I auricr at Windsor
Men's Soccer
Exhibition
Sun. Sept. 2
Windsor at Eastern
Michigan
Fri. Sept. 7
Windsor at Albion
Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor at Michigan
Sat. Sept 15
Ryerson at Windsor

RegularSeason
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept . 23
Windsor at Waterloo

Women·sSoccer
Exhibition
Sat. Sept 8
Windsor at Olivet College
Sun. Sept. 9
Windsor at Olive! College
Wed. Sept. 12
Windsor at Western
Thurs. Sept. I 3
Minnesota at Windsor
Sun. Sept. 16
Guelph at Windsor
Wed. Sept. 19
Windsor at Michigan
RegularSeason
Sat. Sept 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor at Waterloo
Cross Country

Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor at McMaster
Sat. Sept .. 1S
Windsor at Central Michigan
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Western

Women•sTennis
Tues. Sept. J8
Windsor at Macomb College
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Toronto
Sat. Sept. 24
Windsor at Henry Ford
College

Men·sGolf
Mon. Sept. 17
Windsor Invitational (at
Roseland)
Tues. Sept. 18
St. Clair College
Invitational (al Roseland)
Fri.. Sept. 21
Windsor at Waterloo
Thurs. Sept. 27
Windsor at Guelph

It's Curtin for Thomas

New men's b-ball coach looks to run
by Dave Briggs

The direction of the University of Windsor's men's basketball team changed significantly
this summer when long-time Lancer coach Paul Thomas retired
and his former assistant Wayne
Curtin was named interim replacement.
Curtin, the athletic director at
J.L. Forster High School, has
been an assistant coach with the
Lancers for the past three seasons.
He brings an extensive and successfu I high school coaching
background to the position. The
Windsor native is understandably
happy about his new job. He has
already selected two assistant
coaches and has made plans for
the first team practice and the
paring of the roster that will follow two weeks later.
With the team's first practice
slated for October 1, Curtin is
planning to slice the team down to
20 players by the 15th of that
month.
Curtin plans to change the
team's philosophy by implementing a running-and-pressing game
plan which features regular substitions of a nine- or ten-man rotation.
So far, the more run-oriented
style will suit the kind of players
expected at the school this year.
Curtin does not expect many hig
men on the team, though the initial excitement surrounding the
team's transition has many young

Coach Wayne C urtin .

prospects eager to make the
Curtin ·s early expectations inThough his pnmary goal is to
Lancers' line-up. The coach es- win games. Curtin also wants to clude allempting to win halfofthe
timates over 50 players have ex- fill more seats in Windsor's St. team ·s exhibition games against
pressed an interest in playing for Denis Centre.
more experienced American
the team.
"The only way we· 11get the teams. Though he describes this
''I'm expecting a lot of fans back in the stands is to put an particular task as a lofty goal. he
players. I've received a lot of exciting basketball team on the feet, it 1snot unachievable.
calls," he said.
Returning \eterans are not
court." Curtin said.
guaranteed a spot on the team.
The new coach plans 10 make
every player earn his uniform.
Helping Curtin arc two staples
natural grass playing surface to mighty buck has led to the crea- of Windsor high school basketthe unequaled taste of what have tion of Astroturf. large colour in- ball teams. Jerry Brumpton from
been called the best hot dogs in stant replay screens. and domed W.D. Lowe. and Don Hollerhead
the major leagues. the stadium is stadiums. all of \\hich detract from Brennan.
a rellection of all the best things from the nostalgic aspect of the
Brumpton has coached for 26
the game has to offer.
game.
:rears al Lov.e and has four conIt is perfect frame for a portrait
Though some seek at secutive city sentor boys chamof baseball history, for it is where Michigan and Trumbull. they'll pion-;hips to hts credit.
the best have come to play. Down never find any of these changes to
Holkrhead coached the senior
through the decades. players from the game. Thankfully time has boys learn at Brennan L.i,t )Car
Ty Cobb to Babe Ruth, from Ted left the place for the most part un- and will be a full-time assistant to
Williams to Cy Young, have all touched.
Curtin.
Though his interim status only
guarantees his position for this
season. Curtin is grateful for the
chance lo coach at the intercoldisplayed their talents there.
This place. like the game it legiate level.
Inside. the place has none of tries to immortalize. is relaxing.
"I see it as an opportunity to
the pungent odours of the street. In a world where farther and faster keep the job when it comes availInstead. the combined smells of seems to be the maxim of the day. able at the end of the season." he
popcorn. hot dogs. and spicy the stadium is slow and methodi- said.
nacho cheese sauce create an in- cal - a place of patience. The
His new responsibilities will
toxicating aroma sure to please stadium is fathers and son<..young not come. without a price. Bethe connoisseur of stadium junk couples. and older fans v.ho spent sides the strain it will place on his
food.
To the delight of their youth there. It is long. la.ty family. he will not coach this year
traditionalists, you can find Big summer Sunday afternoons, and at Forster. Instead. he'll help out
Macs, sushi, and salads nowhere cool summer nights. but most im- part-lime with the high school's
here.
portantly it is baseball.
freshmen and junior basketball
Change comes rarely to the
Now as it nears the end of its teams.
old stadium. and perhaps that is life, money is a key issue in the
Curtin comes to the Lancers
why so many hold a special place stadium ·s sun iv al. For the after winning five city basketball
in their hearts for the way the decision makers. luxury skyboxes championships,
four Southgame is played there.
seem more important than all the western Ontario championships,
It is the modernization of things the place mean to the and three Ontario silver medals,
baseball that has been a higger people who love it.
not to mention coaching four
threat to the stadium's survival
Yes. a new stadium will mean teams to city titles in senior boys
than the wrecking ball that looms more money for the O\\ ners, and and girls volleyball and basketlarger each year.
yes, baseball will still be played in ball.
Though nnce imper\:ious to the city. But the game in Detroit
Coach Thomas steps down
the harsh realities of the outside will never be quite the same from coaching after 21 years at
world, baseball. like everything again. for without Tiger Stadium, Windsor, but his contribution to
else, has become consumed with Michigan and Trumbull will he the program will never be forgotmoney. The search for the al- just another street corner.
[1 ten.
a

The stadium on the corner
by Dave Briggs
It is perhaps the most famous
corner in baseball.
Nestled amidst dilapidated
build ings and other signs of
poverty stands a structure that is a
reminder of a more prosperous
era.
For anyone who has heard the
crack of the bat in his soul. ii is a
place that still attracts. enchants
and captivates its visitors as it has
for nearly a century.
It is a place that preaches the
gospel of baseball from every
angle, making it one of the few
true houses o f worship that
remain for those consumed with
the passionate teachings of
America·s national pastime.
In the winter, the corner seems
twice as cold and lonely as any
other spot in town. It's as if the
building were crying out for the
warm rays of summer and the accompanying masses who make
their pilgrimages there.
Beneath a lamppost where
street signs identify the place as
Michigan and Trumbull. a man
who seems to be a permanent
summer fixture babbles relentlessly in an effort to tlog peanuts
to people heading to the stadium.
Visitors cannot help but
notice the bright white siding with
blue trim on the exterior of the
building. The hall park has an inviting look to it that is in stark
contrast to the cold, sterile look of
so many newer stadiums.
From the well-manicured

the armchair gladiator
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Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.

New coach brings
transition to volleyball

Devonshire Mall area.

by John Marentette

Call Debbie at
972-7804.
____________________
_.

BERR

ERS

women's program at St. Clair

College. He has spent the last two
years as an assistant in the Belle
River public grade school

The University of Windsor
Lancer men's volleyball team
will open their 1990-91 season
with a different look. Expectations are high. After an impressive turnaround season in which
they captured numerous match
victories the volleyball team has a
new roster.

program.

Bond's studious approach to
the game is dictated by his many
coaching certifications and his
participatory involvement in the
Ontario and U.S. volleyball associations.
Leckie's tenure came to.a end
after three seasons behind the
Lancer bench, the first year as an
assistant. She made it clear that
her decision to step down was a
voluntary one.
"The decision to leave was
mine," she said. "I enjoyed it very
much but I also feel that at this
time my husband and I should
begin making preparations
towards starting a family."
Leckie adds that she will be
watching the team from the
sidelines next year, following
them closely and offering her services to the team administration if
they are needed. But she would be
the first to admit that she is a
diehard fan, and expects a lot of
excitement in the coming year.
"All three years while I've
been here, we've been building up
the team, and I expect the team to
continue their progress this year,"
she said.
0

10 minute walk from campus

Show your student card and pay no
cover for the month of September

10% off all food items
This month:
SUN

MON
2

9

20(

10
11
BURGER
c\..\ff\l,.S0~NIT£

WING
NIT£

WING
NIT£

WING
NIT£

24
25
BURGER
cuff J(SON NIT£
£RlC

12

7

·fl-l£CAt.S
t..O

13

14

DJ
DANCE
PARTY

19

TH£
LOCALS

15

8 GUYS
£ gGUYS OE
NAMEDMO
NAMEDM

27

28

DJ
DANCE
PARTY

20tt

8

\,.s

20

26

SAT

r\-\EcAt..S 1\-\fc
() r
t..O
\.
21
22

DJ
DANCE
PARTY

WING
NIT£

99t 1/4 lb.er

FRI

6
DJ
DANCE
PARTY

20(

99( l /4 lb.er

THURS

5

20tt

99( 1/4 lb.er

17
18
BURGER
ct.1ffizsoN NIT£

oiic

23

WED

3
4
·f
~ BURGER
c\..'\' \l..so NIT£
£.~,c
99t 1/4 lb.er

£.~,c
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TUES

There are many changes. The
most important will involve the
coaching duties. Replacing coach
Lynda Leckie this year is newcomer Bob Bond, a former
University of Windsor student
who attained
his honours
bachelor of science degree in
biology in 1980.
Bond works as a substitute
teacher for the Essex County
Board of Education and has many
years of experience in volleyball
at various levels. Prior to being
named as the new Lancer coach,
he served as assistant coach of the

29

gGUYS
gGVYS
NM•1£DMO£ NAM£DM0£

COURTESY
BICYCLES

30

Coming in October!
HARDTOP!!!
I

I

1521 Riverside Drive West

I

977-9101

~o~

Welcome Back
Students & Faculty

•

mex1can
food
VE ·S

MARGARITA
CAPITAL
OF CANADA!

ll~

=

252-0080

A~O M ORE

RepairsParts Clothing & Accessories

~

$Alr,l)"' tJi 111l,lll U~ •~UISITY Of 'i\o'10$.(111
1

..

10% OFF
with

a student

card

at:

(Ji-lffh

µjrfe

Inc.)

2694 Howard Ave .. J ,1inutes from Oernmhire Mall

972-7044
We Carry:
FLAMING
CHEESE
AVOCADO
PLATE
MEXICAN
CHILi
BOTANA
SUPER
NACHOS
NACHOS
TACOS
ENCHILADAS
TOSTADAS
BURRITOS
CHIMICHANGAS
TOMALES
PONCHO
PLATIER

Cannondale
Bianchi
Schwinn
Diamond Back
Mongoose
and many more.

346 VICTORIA AVE .

Windsor
(519) 252-3823
SERVING FOOD
MON. - THURS.
11 :30 a.m. - Midnight
FRI. & SAT.
11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.
SUNDAY
5:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m.

Student specials on:
-

Kryptonite
Clothing
Tune-Ups

U-Locks

Come in and see our large selection of
Mountain Bikes, $350.00 and up.

campus recreation
by M.J. Harris
Intramurals

Campus Recreation is gearing
up for another intramural year.
The first big date is Friday September 14 at 1 pm, the due-date
for team and individual entries for
the following sports: women's
and men s soccer, co-ed and
men's slo-pitch and men's flag
football.

all day , all night
7 days a week

Officia ls needed

Campus Ree. is looking for
men and women officials for the
following intramural programs:
basketball, flag football, soccer,
ice and ball hockey. We pay $6$8 a game, offer flexible hours
and free sport-specific clinics. All
we need from you is an application.

* MONDAY IS SPAGHETTI DAY ...... $2 .95
spaghe tti & mea t sa uce.
I F YOU WANT SECONDS, IT' S ON US.

* TUESDAYI S
BABY BACK RIBS DAY ............... .... $5 .95
full s tri p of baby back rib s wit h
fries & cole sla w.

Par 3 golf

Campus Ree. 's annual Par 3
Golf tournament is just around the
corner. You 'vt! got until September 20 to register. Once again,
Windsor's Roseland Golf and
Curling Club will host the tournament.
by Juli e Pallot
Get In shape

Stay in shape with Campus
Recreation fitness, aquatics and
personal enhancement programs.
Registration will take place Tuesday and Wednesday September
11-12 from 10 am - 3 pm at the
University Centre, Conference
Room A.
Camp us rec advisory council

Campus Recreation Advisory
Council (C.R.A.C.) assists in the
promotion and improvement of
all Campus Recreation programs.
If you have participated in the
Campus Recreation program, or
would like to, or if you wish to
make some suggestions for improveme nt, please attend the
C.R.A.C. meeting on Monday,
September IO from 5 pm - 6 pm.

* WEDNESDAY IS CHICKEN WINGS DAY
25 pcs. wing ............................... ...... ......... $5 .00
C.R.A.C. will do its best to impliment your suggestions into this
year's programs.

return them no later than 4:30 pm
on September 10, 1990.

Free fitness

by Sue Morin

Come and check out the free
fitness programs Campus Recreation has to offer. You won't be
disappointed. The classes are
every school day at either 12 noon
- 1 pm or 5 pm - 6 pm from September 4-13.

Campu s rec sports clubs

Sports manage rs needed

Interested in sports and want
to make some money? Become a
sport manager for Campus Ree.
We offer a wide range of activities
to choose from. Come in and see
us or call us for an application. Let
us know soon! The deadline to
apply is Monday, September 10,
1990 at 10 pm.

SPINNERS own special chicken wings
with mild, medium, or hot sauce .

* THURSDAY IS MEATLOAF DAY ... $3 . 75
generous portion of homemade mea tloaf
with mashed potatoes & hot ve get able .

The University of Windsor
Sports Club Council held its first
meeting of the year on August 26,
1990. The club consists of 12
clubs: Aikido, Cardiac, Judo,
Wrestling, Karate, Lacrosse, Tae
Kwon Do, Self- Defense, Badminton, Squash, Kt:mpo Karate,
and Canoe. Clubs are scheduled
to begin the week of September
10. New members are welcome.
If you are interested in joini ng a
Campus Ree. sports club, contact
Campus Ree., or show up to class
and speak with the instructor.

The Campus Recreations Office
is temporarily located just
Instructors needed
outside the St. Denis fieldhouse.
Campus Ree. is hiring fitness Call the Campus Ree. Hotline at
and aquatic instructors for the 253-4232, extension 2456 for
1990-91 program. Pick up ap- more information about any of
plications at Campus Ree. and these items.
O

* FRIDAY IS FISH & CHIPS DAY ..... $4.95
lightly battered & deep fried HALIB UT
w ith chips and cole slaw.

* SATURDAY IS HOT DOG DAY ....... ..... 75
SPINNERSju icy, pl ump ball park hot dogs.

• Specials subject to change with out notice.

Teen Nig ht
Sunday 7:30 - 11 :30

PM

Al.I. l'IP PASSF.SACCEPTED
FOR FRF.£ AD,WSSION
D.', FRJDAYSASDSATURD,1YS

(11011-a/coholicel·ent)

Pool Tables, Darts,
& Large Outdoor Patio

Big Screen T.V. & Satellite
For All Your Fm ·ourite
Sports E vents

PARTY H EADQ UARTERS
of Uni versity of WINDSOR
29 60 Hu ro n Ch urc h Rd. at Grand M ar a is
(519) 96 6-3388

Take a break and join us for:

University Nite
EVERY TUESDAY
20t Wings

D.J.

NIGHT

No Cover

Contests

Shuttles from
the U leave
Vanier Hall at
8 pm
Tuesdays

• Golf Tourney Sept. 9 - Win a chance to play Glen Abbey •
• "Caps" • Dome Hockey Tournaments • Boat Races •
• Darts • Watch for Dance Floor Volleyball •
• Watch for our Bikini Contest •
ALL AT

Please call for more
information

HURON CHURCH

2320 Huron Church
972-3866
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THERE'S ONLY ONE PLACE
TO BE AND THAT'S WHERE
EVERYONE ELSE IS AT•..

DANCING

7 NIGHTS

A WEEK

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY SPECIALS ...
4 pm til 12:30 am
THE BIG BIG BURGER .......... $2.95

CHICKEN WINGS ............ 20t each
(in orders of 10)

LOAD OUR FLAME-BROILED
6 oz PA TT/ES WITH UP TO
20 ITEMS . INCLUDES FRIES .

Sunday Nights

ARE

WINGS & SKINS .................... $4.99
WINGS & RIBS ...................... $5.99

Classic Rock Nights

10% off regular-priced food items with valid student
Somethingfor
Everyone
for EveryBudget

755 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor, Ontario N9A 4J4
FREE PARKING AT REAR

ID

Wacky Blue Yonder
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Students rally to
support Oka natives
by Jennifer Johnston

not being known. The government is
playing alot of head games and mind
University of Windsor students and games, as are the police and the army."
others voiced their support for the Mohawk
"Oka is the tip of the iceberg. One thing
people at Oka during a rally on campus last you have to know is that we have our own
Wednesday.
government
and you have your
Demonstration
organizers held the government," he cautioned
event to show solidarity with the Mohawks
Chekotah likened the relationship
who have been barricading
Quebec
between Canada and its aboriginal peoples
reservations
to protest the federal
to two boats on a river. He said
government's ignoring land claims and self-governing native peoples and Canada
relatedaboriginalrights issues.
should be able to work side hy side without
contlict.
Demonstrators
included Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) president
Joe Esteves.

n

Esteves explained he got involved with
the demonstration because "basically I
asked the question,
'What's
more
imp0rtant, the rights of a people or a golf
course?' I'm going to say the rights of a
people. Is Brian Mulroney going to turn
this whole country into one big golf
course?"

Dean George III, son of Can-Am Ind" c
·
culture.
,an entre president Sharron George, revels in his native

Canadian education "racist"

VICTORIA (CUP) Canada's education
system is breeding racism by not educating
young people about the history, culture,
and achievements of native people, a Cree
professor recently told a meeting of B.C.
student leaders.

"What has the Canadian education
Chekotah, a native who participated in
system
provided you with in terms of
th~ demonstration, said he was pleased
awareness
and information about first
with t~e support coming from many
nations?" Verna Kirkness, a professor in
non-natives.
the native education
and
training program
.
J:...~.....o.~_._
____
"Since tbic thing h?onrnAd
L'-U..Q._-._....t.J.-,1,.. _,,J_ .u...._ 11-;.
had one incident of someone mouth ing off. asked. "I rnggest very little.
"What did you learn in school about
It's a human rights issue. this effects
Indians? Did you learn. for one thing. that
everybody. The responses have always
'Indians' is certainly not whal we are? You
been really good and positive," he said.
learned that Indians arc hostile, that Indians
But Chekotah criticised the media
saying "a lot of time the facts and truth arc are savages, squaws, raiders. They

massacred. Whenever Indians won. it was
a massacre, whenever the people won, it
was a battle. Warlike, howling."
Kirkness, the coordinator of the First
Nations House of Learning, challenged
students' understanding of native issues.
"How does the education system deal
with us? Mostly by ommission. Think
about your 12 years of school, think about
·
·
your university,
and tell me how many
minutes
you
spent learning about fi"rst
_

of belittling the contributions
of our
people.
"An education system like that. that's
what contributes to racism. Ignorance
breeds racism. Racism is all over this
country. Racism against our people. Not
v~ry different from South Africa. Not very
different from the genocide of the nazis."
The end result. Kirkness said. is that
Canadians arc hemg educa1cd to he racist.
"Racism is when you believe that
"How about defamatlonTAlT
ffie -yomman
you n; V-.,,crl--.--;-,,....-."'""',....-...-.f ----1
problems that we have created as first
because you·re an Indian, your language
nations people. Calling attention to faults.
doesn't have to matter to you. Racism is
drunkenness. We 're supposed to be the
rampant. We have apartheid in this
sole owners of problems such as that.
country. We've had it ever since the settlers
"How about disparagement? Denying
came to this country."
O

Frosh activity draws complaint from Cody residents
by Jennifer Johnston

bucket.Whoevergot to the bucketlast was

This year 's Cody Hall frosh activities
were marred by controversy after four
residents of the dormitory complained to
the Students' Administrative
Council
(SAC). The four preferred anonymity,
s ubmitting their complaint through an
intermediate , said Rachel Black , SAC
vice-president university affairs.
The four protested one of the activities
which took place September 3. During this
activity participating frosh were divided
into two groups, mixes male and female.
Each group stood in a circle. The object of
the activity was to run around the circle,
dive under two partners' legs, and touch a

considered the loser and had to stand in the
centre of the circle.
The students objected because the
person in the centre was required to sing a
song or recite certain phrases which
included "whip me, beat me , tie me to a
bedpost, show me that ygu care."
Lynda Paulus , Cody House Council
secretary, defend ed the activity saying no
one was forced to participate or say or do
anything that made them feel awkward.
"Any of the people who participated
were not meant to feel uncomfortable, and
I don't think any of them were."
Paulus added that the House Council
took steps to ensure that everyone felt

Next week:

Windsor water

A singular book

comfortable with the game.
"Council went into the circle and we
told anyone that didn't want to say anything
' If you you don't want to say it, improvise.
Say what ever you feel comfortable
saying'," Chris Cheng, president of the
co-ed dorm's house council, confirmed that
steps were taken to put the frosh at ease.
"We don't want any pressure on the
frosh. We try to make them feel very
welcome on the campus," he said.
The house council president said
problems in previous years at other
Canadian campuses, lead the Cody council
to tone down this year's frosh activities.
Michelle Putoczuk,
Cody House
Cou ncil Female representative, said she

Football season opener

didn't think it was fair to single out Cody
as the only residence with questionable
frosh activities .
"The one thing I don't want is to see
Cody singled out, because Mac Hall and
Laurier Hall and I don't know about
Cartier, have done their quad games as well
and they've had games which you could •
attach sexual harassment to, if you want to
take it to that extreme ."
Potoczuk pointed out that many
residence games could be misconstrued,
but are intended only for harmless fun.
Cheng said he would like to see a
session at the Residence Conference on
sexism before the first week of school,
similar to the one on alcohol problems. O

Lance survey results
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diversions

ARTS

CINEMA

MISCELLANEOUS

Art Gallery of Windsor
445 Riverside Drive E., 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays, 11:30 am to 5 pm).

Detroit Film Theatre
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium,
5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.
Box Office and Schedule Info: (313) 833-2323
(Children under five not admitted at any time. Admission
four bucks, unless otherwise noted. Foreign language
films subtitled unless indicated.)

Thursday, September 6
Shinerama: Volunteer to help fight cystic fibrosis by
shining shoes and washing windsheilds on campus and
around Windsor. Call SAC at 253-4232. Come out and get
involved!

Until Sunday, September 16
Urban Images/ Canadian Painting: Two hundred
years of urban imaQeS (stuff) captured on canvas,
Graybiel/Eansor Gallenes.
Until Sunday, September 23
How to Read: Stan Denniston: recent work by Toronto artist Stan Denniston, uses photograp~ic groupings to
investigate •recollection" in a world of manipulated images.
Inuit Gallery.
Until January
.
Inuit Works from the Permanent Collect,on: Tabach-

nik Gallery.
Ch'ld
•
William Kurelek: A Prairie Boy's Summer:
1 ren s
Education Gallery
.
Local Images: Depictions of the Wmdsor Area_:nearly two centuries of paintings and drawings of the Winds.or,
Sandwich, Amherstburg and Detroit areas. Mezzanine
Gallery.
t·
David Milne: Prints and Watercolours : retrospec 1ve
of prints and watercolours by Canadian landscape pamter
David Milne, from the permanent collection. To January 5,
1991, Print Gallery.
Detroit Institute of Arts
5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit; (313) 883-7963.
(Now closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)

September 8 to November 11
.
Wu Guanzhong, A Contemporary Chinese Artist:
East and West fuse in abstract ink paintings, oils and drawings by this Beijing artist.

Windsor Printmaker's Forum
384 Pitt St. E. Call 253-9493 for more information.

Registration has begun for the Basic Lithography and
Intaglio six-week printmaking courses. Both courses start
September 10, and run twice a week. Call 253-9493 for
time and fee schedules.
Artcite
MacKenzie Hall Cultural Centre
3277 Sandwich, 977-6564
Until September 27
.
. ..
.
Please post: an open, international ~xh1b1t1on
of .matlart. Submissions are welcomed, call Artc1te for more information.

LECTURES and SEMINARS

September 7, 8
Three by Scorcese
(Italian/American, 1974;
Department of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's Serles
American Boy, 1978; The Big Shave, 1968).
(All seminars are held at noon in the
Sunday, September 9
Human Kinetics Conference Room.
Hollywood Mavericks (interviews with directors and
Call Kinesiology at ext. 2438 for more information.)
excerpts from 68 movies).
September 14-16, 21-23
Friday, September 20
May Fools (France, 1990, Louis Malle) A family
Native People and Sport In Canada: A Marginal
gathers to read Grandmere's will, only to have the student
Presence? A seminar by Victoria Paraschak of the
uprisings of 1968 get in the way.
University of Windsor.
September 28, 29
On the Black Hill (England, 1987, Andrew Grieve) a
Iona College Fall Lecture Serles
"Celtic 'Jean de Florette' covering eighty years in the lives
"living Longer-living Better•
. .
of Welsh twins.
(All lectures begin at 1 :3D in the H"offmanAud1tonum of
Sunday, September 30
·
Iona, 208 Sunset Ave. Regestration for the whole s~ries
A Salute to Rocky and Bui/winkle (ninety minutes of
rare television irreverency also featuring Dudley Do-Right, costs $7.00, individual presentations cost $2.00; register
by September 24. Call 973-7039 for more information.)
Boris and Natasha - soon to be a major production starring Dave Thomas and Sally Kellerman - and Peabody
Monday, September 24
the dog, with his pet boy, Sherman.)
The Artists of the North: A presentation by Professor
John K. Pufahl of the University of Windsor.

Windsor Film Theatre
2135 Wyandotte St. West, 254-FILM
Call For Times

Tuesday, September 4 to Sunday, September 9
The Handmaid 's Tale and Pedro Almodovar's Tie Me
Up! Tie Me Down!
Tuesday, September 11 to Friday, September 14
Coline Serreau's Mama, There's a Man in Your Bed
(France, 1989), and Jean-Jaques Beniux Diva, the French
cult classic from 1983.
Saturday, September 15
and Sunday, September 16
Mama , There's a Man in Your Bed.
Tuesday, September 18
to Sunday, September 23
Peter Greenaway's controversial black comedy The
Cook, The Thief, His Wife & Her Lover (UK/France, 1989)
"Totally uncut. Totally uncensored."
Tuesday, September 25
to Sunday, September 30
Peter Wang's Chopsticks+ Matzo Balls (USA, 1989)
and Celia, a film by Australian director Ann Turner (1989)

.

Assu mption College Christian Culture Series
(All lectures begin at 8:00 PM in the Blue Room of Assumption College - the 400 Building, 400 Huron
Church. Call 973-7033 or 253-4232 ext. 7033 for more
information.)

Sunday, October 7
Ecumenism: Failing or Flourishing? A presentation
by Rev. Thomas Ryan of the Canadian Centre for
Ecumenism in Montreal.

THEATRE
University Players
Essex Hall Theatre , University Campus, 401 Sunset.
Box Office: 253-4232, extension 2815.
September 27-30, October 3-7
Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii, by Allan Stratton.
Canadian farce about a romance novelist whose own life
begins to parallel that of her character's. Directed by Diana
Mady Kelly.

- Rorcler C'ity Comics
Now has the largest selection of
role playing gamc:s in Windsor
at the lowest prices Come in and check us out at:
)009 Wyandotte St. East 977-7311

THESCOTIABANKING
ADVANTAGE
TAKEIT WHILEYOUCAN!
We know that students have
special banking needs. That's
why we designed the Scotia
Banking Advantage.
This package of
services is available to
you as long as you're a fulltime, post-secondary student
and come into your Branch to
reactivate the package each
school year (prior to October 31st).
Take a look at what we have to offer.
A DailY.Interest Savings/Chequing
Account With No-Charge Chequing
Open a ScotiaPowerchequing"l'
Account.You'll
earn daily intereston your depositand you won't
have to pay the usual cheque,pre-authorized
paymen~withdrawalor transferfees.Youcan write as
manychequesasyou wantat no chargewithout having
to maintain a specificminimum monthly balance.
The Convenience Of An Automate d
Banking Machin e Card
1
With~ Cashstop®
Card and your Scotia PowerchequmgAccoun~you can make withdrawals,

deposits.transfers,balanceenquiries
and VISA payments,free of applicableservicecharges,day or night.
at any ScotiabankCashstop
machine.

A No-Fee Credit Card
You'll be able to apply for a
ScotiabankClassicVISN card
with a $500credit limit. And
as long as you have the Scotia
BankingAdvantage,we won't charge
you the usual annual fee.
A Grad Auto Loan :i
Once you graduateand hc1vea job, a Grad Auto
Loan can help you get a new or usedcar (up
to 3 model yearsold). You can arrangeto postpone
the start of your repayment for up to 90 days
from the date the loan is advancedto you~Apply
as early as 90 days beforestartingyour new job
and up to a year after graduation.
For full detailson the ScotiaBankingAdvantage,
visit any ScotiabankBranch.We'll be happy to
help you.

Scotia bank
•R'8>S'ett<!
TradeMark>oCThe Bankor NovaSc:oua
I In Qufbec,th,s seM<e"C<llled Trans·Acoon
2 BNS"{!ISlered
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classifieds
EAA INTRODUCTORY General
Meeting Tues. Sept. 18 Ambassador Auditorium 4:00pm Free to
Everyone
2 ROOMS 4 RENT 425 Elliot W.,
furnished. own kilchen/4 piece
bath; $75/week. Carlo at 255-9903

12-STEP ADULT CHILDREN of
Alcoholic
& Dysfunctional
Families. 711 McEwan St., Holy
Name of Mary Church (basement),
Sundays 8:00 pm.
ROOMS FOR REMT: $300/month,
$325/month; kitchen/laundry &
utilities, 469 Mill. C.111Doug
anytime 258-6598
MODELS NEEDED for Career Fair
'90 Dress For Success Fashion
Show. Contact Lisa Laforet,
Career Planning and Placement,
Dillon Hall basement. ext 3552.
PACKA RD BELL VX88 Computer
(IBM compatible) with many accessories including: MS-DOS
3.21, WOADPERFECT 4.2,and
5.0,LOTUS 1,2,3. 1,900 or best
offer. Contact: 254-7070 (home) or
253-4232 ext. 2432 (work)
ROOMS FOR RENT 2 full baths.
Dining rrn,Living rm, large Kitchen,
Laundry Area. Landlord will fu• .
nish. Utilities included. 15min walk
from U. Call 735-31 OSafter 5:30 or
call 254-0410 and leave message.
BR OTHERS EPS E L EC TRIC
typewriter, compact, brand new,
$80. Call Matt 254-4608
FEMALE TO SHARE 4bdr house
with same. $300/mth incl. Ut. 9718474
VO LUNTEE RS NEEDED. Gain
social work/education experience
by working in the after-school
program with core-area children.
Must commit for Sept.- May (excluding exams). One afternoon per
week. 3:15 - 4:45pm. Other opportunities available. Call Susan at
Drouillard Place, 253-1073 or 2534446
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NOP win evokes mixed reaction
by Michael Nehme
Thursday's
provincial
election, which put Bob Rae ' s
New Democrats into power, is
producing
mixed reactions
among academic and student
leaders .
Post secondary education
could hardly be funded worse
than it was under the previous
Liberal
and
Progressive
Conservative governments, said
Bill Graham , the president of the
Ontario
Confederation
of
University Faculty Associations
(OCUFA).
"Percentage-wise
we have

been grossly underfunded
in
• comparison to hospitals and the
prima ry as well as the secondary
education systems,~ Graham said .
He stressed the universities·
responsibility to convince the
public of the importance
of
post-secondary education .
However, Bruce McGarvcy ,
pre sident of the University of
Windsor Faculty Association ,
fear:. things can get w ,r..c .nder a
New Democrat government.
"Any run of the mill auto
worker will care a hoot about
uni-.er sity education, " he said .
"There arc no real NOP policies
yet on post-secondary education ."

The Ontario Federation of
Students is expressing "guarded
optimism , " according
to
spokesperson Chri'> Lawson. He
cited a freeze on tuition hikes and
increasing study grants as NOP

like we 're going to be disbanding
because all our problems are
solved ."
University
of Windsor
president Ron Ianni said he
welcomes the new government

~TS

policies supported by the student
lobby , hut added students must
remain vigilant to ensure the party
acts on its promises .
"Parties that are strident in
opposition arc more subdued in
poY.er," Lawson said. "It's not

and will work hard to ensure the
univer s ity gets "maximum
funding ".
"We have to re alize the
importance of a po~t secondary
education as an investment in the
future of this country," he said.

Ianni said he expects Windsor's
support for the NDP will mean a
higher priority for the university.
Students'
Administrative
Council president Joe Esteves
was hesitant to predict what sort
of course the new government
might take, but said he was glad
to see "fresh blood ."
"I think during this campaign,
the New Democrats were more
responsive to students ," he sai<.l.
''When the student presidents
\\-Cnt to Toronto !for the August
hunger strike in protest of the
early election I, the only leader to
come see us ~·as Bob Rae."
O

•

Education a non-issue in recent campaign
by Karen Hill
TORONTO (CUP) Ontario
students were virtually shut out of
the election campaign that swept
Bob Rae into the premier's office
September 6.
Critics charge that for the
third provinical election in a row ,
post-secondary education issues
were ignored by all three parties,

_____

and many students weren't in
their home ridings on election
day.
In 1985, 1987 and again this
year, elections were held at the
beginning of the fall academic
term. According to the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS).
about 200,000 students were left
out in the cold when it came to
choosing the province ' s new

government. Many didn't vote in ,funding. He noted outgoing
advancedpolls,orregisterintheir
premier David Peterson made
new ridings.
good on his 1985 campaign
"(Education) was not an issue
promise to make education a
at all. Whoever is elected is pretty
"major priority", but that was
much free to do as they please,"
limited to a one-time injection of
said OFS official Greg Elmer.
funds in the fir!>tbudget.
"We're really worried ."
Outdated
issues
about
Elmer
said
Ontario
post -secondary education, and
universities arc facing three per
the fact that only a small
cent cuts because
funding
percentage of the populati o n
increases haven't kept up with
actually
attends coll e ge or
inflation
and
increased
univer~ityhasleadtothe
s ilence ,
cnrollment.
Kanduth ,;aid.
Bob Kanduth of the Ontario
" It means we will have to
Colleges and Universities Faculty
redouble our cffoct,; ,.__S
o many
.......
..._._ ..._..........,......= :ia.=J~dressed
the major problem,:<lurmgThc
eleclt.o~;ll"'inlgn~n-go
aging equipment, the tack of
become more d1fftcu.lt ~o g:t our
faculty positions. and im,uflicient
concerns made a pnont) , now

that the election is over, he added.
Ed Monahan,
executive
director of the Council of Ontario
Universities, agreed.
"The fact that we could have
an election without reference to
post-secondary education is quite
frightening, " he said .
And even more shocking was
a poll that indicated only one per
cent of people
surveyed
con,;idcred education a high
priority,hesaid.
"The public seems to be tired
of the perception of univer:.itie s
v.hining for money. We have to

Rushton back in class at Western
by Karen Hill

Lance

photo by Jason Kryk

Hoping lightning won't strike twice, Lancer head trainer Dave Stout
points to the scene of Monday's accident.

Lightning downs trainer
by Jason Kryk
An assistant trainer for the
Lance: fo01 ball team got the
shock of a lifetime
at last
Monday's prJctice.
Carolyn
Barcroft
was
standing only five meters from the
field goal post at the St. Denis
football field when it was struck
by lightning. The fourth year
Human Kinetics student was
rushed by ambulance to Windsor
Western Hospital complaining of
pain in her jaw and arm.
Fellow
trainer
Andy
Kennedy, who witnessed the
event, said Barcroft was thrown
the ground and was "lucky to be
alive." Practice had just begun
when the accident occured and
other team members and trainers
reported feeling the shock but

only Barcroft was close enough to
the post to be injured by it.
Being injured hy lightning is a
freak accident according to Dr .
Richard Heron who teaches
Climatology in the Geography
Department.
Herron told the
/,a11cethat only "a couple hundred
people a year get hit by lightning.
if you divide that by the number
of lightning storms the chances of
getting struck are quite low."
While Heron did not witness
the accident, he said that the area
around a goal post during a
thunder storm is probably a high
risk area.
Barcroft was released from
hospital later the same day and
head trainer Dave Stout said he
expccb she'll be back with the
team in the near future.
0

TORONTO
(CUP)
Undergraduates at the University of
Western Ontario will have to
book an appointment to get within
spitting distance of Philippe
Rushton this semester.
Citing "~curity" reasons. the
university's
psychology
department
will not let the
controversial professor teach his
undergraduate classes in person.
Instead, students will view his
lectures onvideotape.
While anti-racism activists
vow to continue pressuring the
university to fire him, Rushton the author of a study linking
intelligence to race -says he will
fight the decision to keep him
from the classroom.
The psychology professor's
theory states that Orientals are
genetically superior to whites,
who are superior to blacks.
Rushton released his study while
on sabbatical in 1988, and this
week marks his return to teaching.
The course. Theory and
Research in Personality,
will
include Rushton's contro\:crsial
material, as well as opposing
views. The 200-level class is not
a prerequisite for a psychology
degree, and ~tudcnts can choose
another instructor.
Rushton
will teach two
graduate courses in person, with
the times and locations left to his

discretion.
Greg Moran, psychology
department chair, said he made
the decision to have Ruston 's
lecture," idcotapcd in light of last
March's noisy dcmom,tration by
300
students,
protesting
Rushton's
return
to the
classroom.
"Both he and I share the
conviction it's very important that
he continue to teach," Moran said.
8)' rcmo" ing Rushton from the
classroom, it lessens the chance of
"flashpoint!> that could create a
potential for violence."
Using
this method
of
instruction protects Rushton 's
academic freedom, he said.
"Academic freedom is not
absolute. One of the goals of this
is to protect his right to teach a
class without disruption."
But Kizito Serumaga,
a
member
of the Academic
Coalition for Equality at Western.
says Rushton
shouldn't
be
teaching at all.
"Wcaregoingtostopthis.
We
are very determined. We are not
going to be swayed by threats of
court injunctions. To us racism is
a crime and it must be addressed.
(The administration
is) not
willing to deal with racism al all,"
Serumaga said
He added that, "academic
work must be accountable. It must
be challenged.
By protecting
Rushton
under
academic

freedom, they are risking the
principle of academic freedom
itself."
However, Rushton says he is
being treated unfairly, and the
administration
should
be
pcnali:ting the protestors, not him.
"If
demonstrators
arc
threatening
the security
of
students. they should not be
,topping me fr;lm teaching. Let's
be ne,iblc. let's he tokrant. Let
them interrupt the first or second
class. That's fine." But, he added,
univcr.,,ity security and the police
should take steps to prevent
persistent disruptions of his class.
"Imagine it was a different
context.
Imagine
it was
blue-eyed,
blond skinheads
demonstrating against a socialist
or a Jewish professor." These
people would be removed from
campus, he said. "I'm being
singled out because my theories
are unpopular."
Serumaga, who is facing
trespassing charges related to the
March demonstration, said the
coalition is planning a series of
random direct actions to put
pressure on the admintstration to
fire Rushton.
"Our main goal is to keer the
element of surprise and sha\ .; up
the administration. "We're ot a
violent group but we'I use
whatever means nccer
1 stop
him from teaching.h
0
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Akpata over coals
The developments in the Students' Administrativ~ Council with broker and Green Shield liaison Jeff lsche, one won~ers
(SAC) prescription drug plan scandal [see last week s Lance] why no council member asked him to write a report detailing
those consulations. He claims he can produce such
introduce two distinct and important issues.
The first issue is last November's referendum. Here there substantiation now, but council should have required it then.
No documentation of Akpata's talks with lsche is in the
are a bundle of related questions. Why were students
SAC
records that were made available to the Lance.
promised added benefits at specific prices, whe~ the very
The
other major issue that faces SAC and students is what
nature of an experience-rated drug plan hke SAC s made it
impossible to determine the prices before the end of the year? is to be done with the drug plan money that was supposed to
.
How were the prices determined, and who determined them? pay for the increase to 100 percen~ coverage.
With SAC cutting budget fat in hopes of repaying an
Why is it that no one spotted the problem before Green
Shield's broker said that 100 percent coverage was not enormous inherited debt, the extra money must look good to
them. But there has been no indication that they intend to use
h::)rl:ilP!P.J_.,
-· .., ..,,..,""
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'"'"··,HC,
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speculations all centre on last year's drug plan administrator,
SAC have any plans to rebate the money to students.
Mike Akpata.
Rather, they seem to be considering keeping the surplus
The collected minutes of last year's council meetings in trust for next year's plan. We wonder how many students
contain only one reference to the drug plan referendum. - especially among those who approved the increases Moved by Akpata and seconded by Social Science
approve of this proposal.
representative Paul Williamson, the motion to hold the
This week, Akpata told the Lance that he 'tried' to extend
referendum included the wording for the ballot, a wording that the scope of the drug plan and simply failed. His failings may
is inconsistent with the ballot that was eventually used. While include more than merely the insurance scandal. however.
Akpata and Williamson's motion quoted the price for the When one considers that the responsibility
for the
extension of coverage to 12 months as $13.00, students who astronomical debt SAC accumulated last year belongs mostly
voted in the referendum approved a $13.50 increase. And to upper-level check-signing authorities. the evidence
although the motion noted that the cost increase figures were becomes damning.
"based on projected costs as of September 1, 1989 and ...
Students will pay Akpata approximately $12,500 dollars
[subject] to a 5% alteration," no such justification or warning this year to act as their vice-president external affairs. The job
of potential change appeared on the referendum ballot or in is one to which Akpata is better suited. since it prominently
the campaign publicity.
involves corresponding with the Ontario Federation of
These discrepencies are not nearly as astonishing the Students, on whose board he sits and with whose causes he
apparently complete gullibility of last year's council members. has long been active.
The minutes record no doubts about the authenticity to
The rest of Akpata's portfolio makes him out to be a sort
Akpata's proposed prices. Amendments discuss the date of of public relations operative. Whether SAC can afford a
the referendum and how the questions should be posed, but twelve-and-a-half-thousand dollar PR man is an issue which
there is no recorded discussion of the fee increases
may become topical soon.
themselves.
The Lance endorsed Akpata in the last SAC presidential
If Akpata told council what he recently told the Lance, elections, and now we can eat crow. Sometimes - rarelywhich is that he got the increase figures from consultations
it's a bad idea to take our advice.

No apology
It has come to our attention that some students in
residence are misinformed about the Lance and its relation to
student government (among other things).
Some people apparently think that the Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) determines the content of this
newspaper. How these people reconcile our repeated
criticisms of SAC is beyond us, but let us make this
abundantly clear: the Lance is a subsidiary of the Student
Media Corporation, a branch of SAC which also runs
CJAM-FM, the campus radio station; we are partially
student-funded through SAC; our content and editorial policy,
however, are determined exclusively by our editorial staff not by SAC.
Blaming SAC for what you read in the Lance is like blaming
Brian Mulroney for what you read in the Globe. We're different
people.
Those of you who disagree with us should write a 'letter to
the editor.' You might not get what you want from us. but

complaining to SAC will get you nowhere.
We apologize to this year's council for inadvertantly
causing them trouble.
We do not, however, apologize to certain residences for
calling their frosh week entertainments sexist in last week's
editorial. Any 'game' that calls upon a woman to chant "whip
me, beat me, tie me to a bedpost, show me that you care"
[see story, page 1) is sexist - what the hell else would you
call it?
We're sure nobody was 'forced' to participate in these
activities, but there are other forms of persuasion besides
'force.' To ask a woman to say these things is as good an
indication of how you feel about her equality and dignity.
To those in residence who suggest that we apologize to
them, we have this to say: as long as degradation of women
is your game, public denunciation of you is our game.
We're not the ones who should apologize.
- Law rence Deck
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Photo courtesy Joe Esteves

Glum LA nee staffers race a year under the glowering tutelage or editor Larry Deck. From lert to ri~ht: Carolyn Co\, Ke~in Johnwn.
Karl Mamer, Terry Brown, Jennifer Johnston, Deck. JoAnne DeBortoli, Laura Gould, Ja~on Kryk. \tichael Cohen.

Meet the people who make the Lance
What it is, is an annual thing. We get to indulge ourselves
using the excuse that our readers should know our faces so they
know to whom to complain, and more importantly, whom lo
praise. Without any further ado, we invite you to find out a little
more about the staff of your favourite campus journal of news and
opinion.
Lorne Beaton, typesetter.

Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite U of W building:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
For l.ome, /rappiness 1s .. free food.

Kevin Johnson, production manager.

D
Essex Hall.
the Chicken Hawk

Da'\C Brigg,, sports editor.
Favourite Custom Character:

Bernie Helling, circulation manager.

Favourite Custom Character:
S
Favourite U of W building:
the Grad House
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
the gu)
in "One Froggy E\ening" who finds the singing frog.
For Bernie, happiness is ... the arr of the deal.

~

Fa\ourite Custom Character:
El
Favourite U of W building:
Physical Plant.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
''Smoky."
the genii with the light brown hair.
For Kel in, happiness i.\ ... extremely expensii-c•pastries, and
keep 'cm coming.

~c
..

F_3..1.luJ.r.iJ.ALlll...h..,. L ii Dg.
C• ICO.__
........
a~--·-·Cs....&.UUL---·--.......---!F!',oa-v_o
...
~Rli,ri,-te
..... u'""st'""o~m-:-?"C""h'.":;:a
racter:
man.
I
k" k" k
Fa··ourite Loone}·Tunes character: the Abominable now
I
Favourite U of W building:
the M ot par ·mg tos .
;5 ... never /raving to write another etter
p. ~ 1 p
For Dave, /rap,niness
,,
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
epc c cu.
aga111in Irislife.
For Jennifer, /rappines.\is ... wrnmg off rhe ligl1tboard- a
Terr)' Bro""· arts editor.
meam J"vesun-ived a11ot/rerweek..
Favourite Custom Character:
'f
the 7- 11· Jas on Kr., k. photo editor.
Favourite U of W building:
(Q
Pork} Pig. Fa,ourite Custom Character:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
Favourite U of W building:
Campus Police headquarter~.
For Terry, /rappiness is ... solitude.
Favourite Loone) Tunes character:
Pete Puma.
1\lic:haelCohen, ne"s editor.
q, For Jason. /rappiness is ... robe the only photograp/rerat a
Favourite Custom Character:
presidential a\sassination - or tirenext Hindenburg.
Favourite U of W building:
the Energy Conversion Centre.
Favourite Looney Tunes character: Blacque Jacques Shellaque. Karl \lamer, arts editor.
(
For Mic/rael,/rappiness is ... a Lance production nig/rt at about
Favourite Custom Character:
Eric Hall.
Favourite U of W building:
Hassan
4:30 am.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
"H
Carolyn Co'<,associate photo editor.
(who says assan chop.'") .
Favourite Custom Character:
For Karl, happiness is ... futile.
Favourite U of W building:
Drama Buildi~g.
Ke, ·in Manias, associate circulation.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
Tweety Bird.
(E
Favourite Custom Character:
For Carolyn, happiness is ... well-diluted chemicals.
Biology building.
Favourite U of W building:
Mark Crane, associate news.
,.. Fav0urite Looney Tunes character:
Yosemite.Sam.
Favourite Custom Character:
For Kevin, happiness is ... skiing off the side of a 50 foot cliff
University Centre.
Favourite U of W building:
Little John. and feeling the wind in your face.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
John Marentette, assistant sports editor.
For Mark, happiness is ... a place to smoke.
Favourite Custom Character:
JoAnne DeBortoli, ad artist.
the Human Kinetics building.
Favourite U of W building:
Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
Bugs Bunn)·
Assumption Church.
Favourite U of W building:
For John, happiness is ... as near as the nearest Michigan Bell
Martin the Martian.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
phone.
For JoAnne, happiness is ... sunflowers.
y

n

"

Martina Obersat, ad artist.

Elisabeth Deck, typesetter.

Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite U of W building:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
For Elisabeth, happiness is ... Ron.
Larry Deck, editor.
Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite U of W building:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:

*

Leddy Library.
Sylvester the cat.

Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite U of W building:
Favourite Looney Tunes character:

the Lebel building.
Mac and Tosh,
the gopher twins.

For Martina, happiness is ... cruelty free.

Ko

Assumption University.
Wile E. Coyote,
super genius.
For Larry, happiness is ... the temporary ~bsence of suffering,
or a good cup of coffee, whichever is available.
Laura Gould, features editor.
Favourite Custom Character:
Mac Hall.
Favourite U of W building:
the
Tasmanian
Devil.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
For Laura, happiness is ... dead cats.

Kristen Palmer, cartoonist.

Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite u of W building:
Lambton To\\er.
Favourite Looney Tunes character:
the cat
who gets chased around by Pepe le Peu.
For Kristen, happiness is •.. a car that doesn 'r shed.
Mary Popovich, staff editorial board rep.

Favourite Custom Character:
Favourite U of W building:
Favourit; Looney Tunes character:
For Mary, happiness is ... stupid.

•

Dillon Hall.
the Dr. Jekyll guy.

SAC prez Joe Esteves promised
to rebate about a third of his $15,000
salaf) in the form of gifts to the
students, and as we reported last
week ("TV and stereo arrive," page
8]. he's already gotten t\\O of them
out of the way.
The television for the Universit)
Centre (UC) and the stereo for
Vanier cost Joe a total of about
$2,000. The remaining $3,000 of the
promised rebate will go to decorate
the campus for the Christmas
holidays, Esteves said.
Some campus locations already
have plans for yulelide decoration.
As in years past. the UC will put up
a tree and some garlands - in
November, to compen'-ate for the
semester's earlier end, UC director
Mary-Lou Thibert explained.
There are man) other places for
Joe·s cheer though; the campus is a
relatively big place.
We did a bit of calling around to
see how Joe ought to spent his three
G's, and we feel qualified to say:
"Joe, shop early. And spend all your
money in one place - that way you
might get a discount for bulk."
Consider Anderson Nursery &
Garden Centre, where they sell both
kinds of Xmas tree - the kind that
sheds needles you find months later,
and the kind whose 'branches' bend
when you store them in a box over
the summer. Indi\'idual prices for
trees vary depending on size and
other factors, but a special is on right
now, for instance on T artificials $199.99 (act now). And Anderson's
manager, Joanne Lesperance says
you can get a 14' artificial tree for
$2,200. Of course, if Joe bought this
10c1enta\s, soe.siR~~-,M'j.....,·~--+~
with the seven-footers, say two the\ 're a renewable resource.
• The real trees won ·t be available
til mid-November, but when they
come, Joe should buy about ten of
them. There's nothing like a real tree
for jen-you-ine yuletidorama. so
there should be ten-times nothing
like a little forest of them, right?
Strings of lights are a
requirement: three strings per tre~ at
least. And multicoloured sphencal
ornaments - plastic so that the
squirrels don't deprive posterity of
the enjoyment they provide.
Some cedar rope (in fifty foot
lengths) rounds out our su~est~d
Xmas package and the shopping hst
looks a little like this:
Quantity

Item

Xmas trees
-real
-fake
Lights
Ornamental
balls
Cedar ropes
Total

10
2
12
1000
6

Approx.
Cost

$900.00
399.98
540.00

990.00
162.00
$2,991.98

And the remaining $9.02?
Why,eggnog,ofcourse.
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Grading system to change
1M

1The ABC's of the GPA

DEVONSHIREMALL

Prep Courses for
OCT6 LSAT
OCT20 GMAT

Bring your U of W ID and receive
lOo/odiscount on any
cinnfully delicious cinnamon roll.

DEC8 GRE
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Welcome back special!
80286 Colour VGA System $1589
lMRAM
1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
40M Hard Drive
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Game
VGA Display Card
14" VGA Monitor
101 Key Keyboard

by Mark Crane
Windsor students are in for a
big shock when they see their
grade report this year, thanks to
the newly implemented marking
scheme.
The University of Windsor
has changed its grading system
from letter grades to the numeric
Grade Point Average (GPA). The
popular American system uses a
four-point scale, but Windsor
will be using a thirteen-point
scale.
Windsor's system assigns a
numerical equivalent for each of
the 13 possible letter grades with
an A+ recieving the highest value
of 13 and an F- the lowest, 0. The
numeric equivalents for each
grade are then added and
averaged, the resulting figure
being the GP A.
A student who in the past may
have recieved a letter grade for the

Bank wooing students

10% discount on regular price items
for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. Windsor (2 blocks east of campus)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017
r.

r

Service charges dropped
by Daryll Smith

TIT"'"' ,...,...__ ,,

semester based on the follwing
course marks A+, B+, C+, D and
D- will now receive a semester
GPA of 7.2 based on course
marks of 13, 10, 7, 4 and 2.
Frank Smith, registrar and
clerk of the senate, explained
"there is a big switch to the GPA
all across the country."
Smith said this will lessen
students' confusion as to their
standing with other universities
on the GPA system.
O

J:.., 11 - ,., .o /) ,J
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supplies, diskettes and accessories.

The Bank of Nova Scotia is
hoping to tap into the lucrative
collegiate banking market with a
new program aimed at attracting
student customers.
The program, called Scotia
Banking Advantage Account,
waives all service charges to
students for both cheques and
withdrawals. These charges range
from $0 .44 to $1.00 at many
banks. In addition there is no
minmum balance for the program,
. ...-·-··- -~...,... ............'-"we !come relief for students
whose bank accounts dwindle as
the year progresses.
"We acknowledge the fact
that students have a financial
burden. We want to alleviate that
burden, to become known as the
student bank," explained Frank
Passaro, Senior Operations
Officer at Windsor ' s main
Scotiabank branch.

-

Passaro added that he hoped
this program does not end when a
student finishes his or her degree.
"We want to establish and
solidify our relationship with the
student and help them through
their career."
The bank is planning to
achieve this relationship with a
series
of other programs
including a no-fee Visa card and
a special rate first car loan for new
graduates.
Suzette Demers, customer
service:. ufficer at the Canadian
~~--:

.. 1 Donl,

of

Commerce,

admitted that the Scotiabank plan
was "pretty good." Demers said
that her bank offers students one
free cheque for every $200 in an
account, per quarter. None of the
other major banks in the city had
programs s pecifically designed
for post-sec ondary students.
The
Scotia
Banking
Advantage Account is available
until October 31.
O

Temple Baptist Church
wants to welcome you to Windsor with a
picnic lunch this Sunday.
Join us at 664 Victoria Avenue (south of Wyandotte) for
worship at 10:55 a.m. and then get acquainted at a picnic lunch
at Jackson Park ... we'll bring the picnic.
If you need a ride, just call the church office today or tomorrow
at 253-1641
We want to be your Windsor "church home".

COURTESY
BICYCLES
'

Welcome Back
Students & Faculty

252-0080
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Whatever
the
subject,
we
keepyou
informed.

,

I 254-6865

1 Windsor
I,

• Open 7Days

We invite you to
subscribe
now at
the special student
rate of 50% OFF.

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the Worid
• Sweaters
• Masks
• Folk Art
• JeweUery

• Ponchos
• Tapestries
• May4n Pieces
• Clothing

Tostartyoursubscription,
simply
fillout
thecoupon
below
andmail
withyour
payment
toTheGlobe
andMail

\

r-----------------------,
I I weuldliketotakeallvantageofIbis I
YES

Cl

• special
student
offerat 60%eff.
1
Please
deliver
TheGlobe
andMail
totheaddress
below.
EnclosedI
I
ismycheque
ormoney
order
orcharge
cardauthorization
for
I
0 13weeks
- $28.60 0 26weeks
-$57.20
I

Look out for fashion

CSA to show fashion
by Michael J. Cohen
and Vania Lee
As
. .
. . .
what it hopes will become an
annual event.
In association
with local
retailer La Salon, the CSA is
presenting a fashion show at the
University Centre's Subway Pub
on September 19 at 10:00 p.m.
CSA president Andrew Loo
said the event has been in the
planning stages since July, but
now with tickets on sale all over
campus people are getting very

Name
University

excited about it. Loo said he
expects approximately
400
people at the event, considering
the response they have received
1e

S1reet

Rooa
City

the CSA, Loo said he's been
getting a lot of support and help
from their co-sponsor La Salon.
The boutique will be bringing in
fall and winter fashions from New
York for the event.
.
The price of tickets is $4.00 m
advance and $5.00 at the door.
Attendance is not limited to CSA
members; everyone is welcome to
attend.
0

Hand Ctafttd Worldwidt
• 1..,..dlery

Import,
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, Pl•nta
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Complex·\.:pptt )
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ENGINEERING
& COMPUTER
SCIENCE

THEAWARD
Winners
receive
full tuitionfor
thefollowingacademic
yearplusan
offerof summer
or work-term
employment
at Beff.
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ELIGIBILITY
Theawardsprogram
is DIM:'1
to engineering
Of computer
SCll!flCe
students
in theirnext-to·la~t
undefgraduate
yearwhorank10the
tophalfof theirclassand,:iave
madea significant
contribut100
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university
Of community
life.
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IIATIOIPUASECOITACT
TNEEIGIIEHIN
ORCOMPUTER
SCltlCEOFFICE

DEADLINE
FORAPPLICATIONS
OCTOBER
16.1990

Bell
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BellCanad~
offersup to
30 scholarships
to engineering
or computer
science
undergraduates.
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lthough you cannot purchase livestock th ere anyrnore, the \\ 'indsor City
iVIarket is still the place to
go for unusual and inexpensive food ite1ns. The
Cit) i\ilarket. a \Vindsor tradition dating back to 1858, is located on Chatham Street East between l\tlcDougall
and l\llercator Streets. It is open
Tuesday to Thursday fron1 7:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m., Friday from 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., Saturday from 5:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. and is closed all
statutory holidays except Remembrance Day.
The Town Hall basement served as the market's first location until
1879 when the current site was chosen. A shed was used until 1929 when
the existing building was established. The market's colourful history
includes a time when it housed wrestling and dog shows, but ultimately
these events were not profitable enough to continue.
The market's tv.10levels offer a wide selection of fresh, quality foods,
including fruits, vegetables, poultry, baked goods, eggs, meats, cheese,
breads, dairy products. dry groceries, gifts, crafts, plants and flowers. An
excursion to the 1narket is probably the most fun you'll ever have grocery
shopping and it's also a great place to n1eet old and new friends. Be sure to
bring along a canvas bag to tote your goods!
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l=REEcatalogue-rugged shirts,
pants.jackets.s weaters, coats,
socks, hats, belts & more.
Sutton River Trading Co.
54 J~nc~or.Rd.,Toron:o M6N 184
Phone 4 1 I 7F.~74 7"'
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. THE FOREIGN SERVICE?
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Corky and
~ DOLLARS
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SAVE UP TO
$17.00
ON
NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
HEALTH AND
BEAUTY AIDS!

Taught former F~t
Ba8rz;
Yeates Sept 16 •
· 1b
universities in Hal1fax.Oue ec,
Montreal
Ottawa,
Kingston,
Toronto , Waterloo, Winnipeg
Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton,
Varicouver and Victona .
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d
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Stal&.

THIS
PART-TIME
JOBPAYS
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"

MON

NOW AVAILABLE
AT
THE BOOKSTOREI

Seminar Fee (tax deductible) :
Sponsored student • $120
Other student • $135
Non-student • $150

Study kit only. $53
Pay by money order
Info : (613) 232-3497EST)
1:00. S 00 p.m. (
Foreign Service Exam
Counaelllng Inc.
508-404 Laurler Ave. East
Ottawa K1N 6R2
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corky and the
juice
pigs
Mon., Tues.,
Orientation

nts may be pu,ohoscd et !ho Un ve,s,ty Cent,c Desk unt, the day ol the 2
eventDOLLARS

Wed.
Week

by Karl Mamer

-

looks, and his engaging grin (a natural
focusing point for audiences) has allowed
Two hours after their final performance the other Juice Pigs fully to display their
at the Subway, Corky and the Juice Pigs are considerable talents.
unable to turn the humour off. Sean Cullen,
Joe's quiet, professional Emcee style
Phi I Nichol, and Greg Neale (Joe Costa· s anchored the group but prevented them
replacement) are performing for an from cutting loose and exploring the
audience of long-time friends in the surreal side of their art. They can do a lot
intimate surroundings of a post-show
more shouting now.
hotdog roast Sean wanders about doing
Sean Cullen (self-described as the one
Charlie Chapltn routines while Phil tosses nobody likes") has benefited most from
out one liners and quips, "Windsor, where Joe's departure. At the Juice Pig's
water is a vegetable."
Wednesday night show at the Subway,
Ho....can they stop wisecracking when Sean's gift for improvising was allowed a
comedy has been the collective focus of freer reign than in performances past.
their lives for more than five years?
Sometimes, however, his reign was too free
In 1985, when they were University of and Sean landed himself in trouble. In one
Windsor Drama students. they called
instance, his improv1sat1onturned into a
themselves the Little Bits of Gravel and jumbled apology for a potentially offensive
hosted CJAM'slast laugh's On Us - a off-the-cuffremark.
show that Phil says helped them unite and
However, in a show that Phil Nichol
de\elop a unique 1mprovstyle.
estimates is 40 percent improv. · he
Folio.,.,ing the demise of last laul(h 's, audience has to allow some leeway, and
the Little Bits of Gravel formed Cork) and Wednesday night ·s crowd seemed more
the Juice Pigs and entered the Crystar-Than
illing to give ,t.
Comedy Quest, a nation-wide taleni
Some audiences arc not quite so
search. They won the local contest, and did amenable.
so well in the finals that they were asked to
"Wewere playing Mardi Gras night at
host the next year's competition. This lead Acadia University," Phil recalls. "There
to more \I.Ork.
were all sorts of big events happening in
The Juice Pigs ha, e been on tele, ision Halifax so the only people in the pub were
a number of times, including a 1988 ABC angry, drunk football pla)ers "'ho had lost
special called George Scl,/auer 's Comedy an important game that day. They didn't
Cluh. This year they toured Australia and want to listen to us. They just wanted to
folio" ing a well-recei, ed performance at dance with their dates and be disruptive.
the Melbourne Corned} Festival, they were
asked to headline next year·s event.
Finally, plans for a tour of Europe arc in the
\\OTkS.

One wonders why. \I.hen the Juice Pigs
are on the verge of becoming
internationally popular. do they return
every year to the University of Windsor?
"Because the university asks us back,"
Phil explains. "Actually, there is no place
in Canada like Windsor. Our time in
Windsor shaped our style."
While the Juice Pigs enjoy playing their
alma mater, they are moving awa) from
performing on campuses and in clubs. The
Juice Pigs want to bring their act to formal
theatres.
"Staging shows in theatres iO\olves a
level of financing we are unaccustomed
to,'' notes Phil. "We 're being cautious."
The Juice Pigs may soon find themselves
in some unramiliar territory but they are
optimistic about their future.
"We're going to be as oig as the New
Kids on the Block," says Scan.
"No. we're going to be bigger," asserts
Phil.
Corky and the Juice Pigs arc certainly
on their way to bigger things, but what
about original member Joe Costa? What
has Joe been up to the last couple years?
"Joe is in Los Angeles pursuing an
acting career," says Phil. "He's had some
success. He was in a production or Guys
and Dolls."
Corky and the Juice Pigs may have lost
Joe, but they have ultimately gained.
The absence of Joe, his boyish good

Sean had to actually get off the stage, walk
across the dance floor, and push a guy. We
eventually gave up and walked off without
finishing our show."
The Juice Pigs' repertoire is far
removed from the type of stand-up comedy
that would appeal to liquored jocks. It's
influenced by the academic and dramatic
training they received at the University of
Windsor . Their material is laced with
parodies of Shakespeare and traditional
theatre.
In the latest incarnation of their act, the
theatrical influence is -more nc t1ceable.
The) haH added numerous costume
changes, make-up. and props.
Though the Pigs' act features man)
skits, the) have not gi\ en up their music.
Wednesda) night's inventor) of song,
included "Young & Stupid," "Man Who
Thinks He's Jesus," 'Tm a Trucker.'' "I
Used Grandma for a Skateboard," and an
amazing rap medley that was humourous
without being demeaning.
Comedy is funniest \\ hen It 'assaults
symbob of our empt) occidental culture.
Unfortunately. man) performers drag out
and flog the same old \I. arhorses for a cheap
laugh. Jesus. Elvis, and Tammy fa)e
Bakker. Although the Juice Pigs did an
enjoyable Eh is parod). the) found other
pop tokens to calumniate.
The
Pigs
ba) onelled
the
style-over-substance screen presence of
Much Music VJ Erica Ehm in a skit calkd

Much Hats. They mocked her \l.itless
intervie....technique and her teenage mode
of dress.
The Machiavellian values of the
Reagan 80's were mixed with a traditional
father-and-son talk that had pipe-smoking,
newspaper-reading dad giving his son
"practical" advice that went something like
this:

Son: Dad r just killed my girlfriend in a
drunk-driving accident. What should I do?
Dad: Well, son, were you driving your car?
Son: No, I was driving her car.
Dad: Well, son, wipe the dash for prints.
put her bod) behind the wheel, and light the
car on fire.
Son: Gee, thanks, dad!
The Juice Pigs ended their show \I, ith a
parod) of the Solid Gold Dancers. Phil,
Sean. and Greg sprung off the stage and
throbbed and pulsated in front of audience
members
less
like
tightl)
choreographed dancers and more like
extras in one of Angel Heart ·.s voodoo
\Cenes. Phil, manifesting signs that he wa,
possessed b) the spirit of Lisa Bonet, shed
his clothing and gambolled 3\1.3) - his
taut body covered by nothing more than
bikini underwear.
Uni,ersity of Windsor students ....ho
enjoyed the Juice Pigs show or simpl) the
taut parts will be glad to know that the
comedy trio will possibly be back at the
Sub ....ay in October.
:J

Keep those cards and letters coming
-

hy Karl Mamer

Artcite is calling for submi:.sions to an
Open. Unjuried International Mail Art
Exhibition. September 7-30. There will he
no rejections.
What is mail art? Artcite's acting
director Christine Burchnall says mail art
is about dissent.
"It's one of the free-est art forms. It
bypasses the gallery system and its
personality cult," Burchnall explains. "It
shows other "iewpoints . Mail art is not
politically left or right but off the map
completely."
Mail art might be off the political map.
but Artcite, which has been promoting the
show only since mid-August. has had
submissions froni nearly every part of the
globe.
Work has come in from such places as
California, Britain, and Italy.
Burchnall attributes the far and rapid
diffusion of Artcite 's call for submissions
to a large network of mail artbts who arc
connected
to each other through
magazines,
newsletters,
computer
modems, telephones, and fax machines.
The gallery has received works from
some fairly well-known mail artists.
Monty Cantsin. a neoist who is famous
for squirting his own blood on the Museum
of Modem Art in New York, submitted a

-

...

--
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An example of state•,ponsored art: les Bell lenre~.

chart outlining the late Karen Carpenter's
weight in various celestial locales ( 108
pounds on Earth, 42 pounds on Mars, and
a robust, hypcrcondensed 3,024 pounds on
the sun).
A bundle of ink drawings on the back
of tractor-feed computer paper arrived
from John Trubee, a controversial figure in
college music. Trubee ·s work depicts
grotesque creatures bellowing dictatorial
propaganda like "OBEY INFERIORS IN
AUl:JiORrTY!"

Although entries have come from all
over. suprisingly little has come in from the
Windsor community. Local artists w i hing
to redress the imbalance and submit their
mail art, courier or electronic media art,
posters, fax art, and/or any other
deliverable communications have until
September 28 to mail or fax their
submissions. Artists can contact Artcite al
977-6565 or 977-6160 for additional
information.
CJ
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Welcome Back University Students!

Thursday night is
Lancer Night at
THE

One da) all radios will look like lhb.

Air Farce to help CBC
celebrate anniversary
by Lance Art Staff

CLUB
170 Wyandotte St. Wes t
254-5131

Come join the fun Thursday through Saturday!

CBC Radio's veteran satirists,
the Royal Canadian Air Farce, are
flying into Windsor and landing
in the "old" Capital Theatre for a
live taping of their weekly show,
Thursday, September 13 at 8:00
p.m
The last time the Farce was in
town, June 1989, they were
helping Windsor celebrate the
International Freedom Festival.
This time they are here to
commemorate
CBC
Radio-Windsor's
40th year of
broadcasting.
Fans,
groupies,
and
worshipers of original member
Dave Broadfoot and his regular
characters - the Member from
Kicking Horse Pass and hockey

great Big Bobby Clobber - will
be disappointed that he will not be
performing
alongside RCAF
regulars
Luba Goy, Roger
Abbott, and Don Ferguson.
However, the troupe has added
Welsh-born John Morgan.
Morgan has not only written
and performed for the Air Farce
for 16 years, but he penned the
first
episode
of King of
Kensington, co-created the CBC
radio series Funny You Should
Say, and wrote a radio series for
BBC Radio.
Admission is $18 ($16 for
student/seniors). All proceeds go
to the Mu litculural Council of
Windsor and Essex County, so
call 252-6579 for information on
how to purchase tickets, and go
straight to heaven.
['J

A Delightful Way to Make
Your Busy Life a Healthier One!

Vegetarian Delight
Serving you an arrayo;
curriedvegetables,soups,salads.
sandwiches, snacks and beverages.

131 Park St.w

Phone 252. 1059
Open Monday-Saturcay
11 am - 3 pm and 5 pm - 8 pm

Video

Dance

Bar

WINDSOR'S

ALTERNA'I'IVE
Alternative
music Thursday - Saturday.
Live band every Tuesday.

Tuesday,

One

RUDY'S
HAIR SALON

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258 -2490
* Student Discount*

September

More

964 Wyandotte

18:

Sunday
East

252-4600

_
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Riding in the alley with the Lord
by J. Hackencreuz (a pseudonym)

Editor 's note: last weekend Detroit 's
Cass Cor ridor community hosted its
annual Dally in the AJlcy, and the Lance
sent a pseudonymous individual to see
what was up.
A big breakfast and then a stylish
takeoff over the bridge. No time for a
shower this morn ing. Tip toe out of the pad.
Let the little lady enjoy her sordid dreams.
And then the plunge, lost in the magic
- grooving, sco ping, brushing past streaks
of bod ies, faces pulsat ing like liquid Cubist
portrai ts poured over ice. The vo luptuous
sme ll of sizz ling meat, of rich sp icy sauces,
of stra nge, illegal perfumes. A bald ma n
with a dread loc k bea rd lights up a b ig
cigar- like number as he tries to hawk a
broke n Daffy Duck alarm clock. 1:30.
Sombre rad ica l bookse llers chat up pass ing
fairyta le afic io nados. Beau tiful women in
hippie outfits sas hayi ng throug h the crowd,
flirting with ponytai led da ndies. Attitude,
att itude. Positive vibra t io ns weavi ng
thr oug h t h e h ubbub. Suddenly
an
important arrival. There he was, high in his
toilet seat saddle, a big black man in chaps
and sombrero pedd ling a misshappen
fibc rglass ca rnival float. Plastic bowli ng
pins conve rted into tail lights. The body of
the crazy contraption
covered with
Po laroids of come ly girls in bikinis.
striking lascivious poses.
"You do all these fine ladies, my man?"
"Shit no. I ride with the Lord. These
pictures arc my sin. Man, after riding all
day with these gir ls on board, I lie in the
dar k. a nybody j ust touc h my leg and I gotta
masturbate ."
Hi s b loodshot
eyes
twinkle
mi schievously. Huge. ca llo used hands
shake uncontro llably as he reac hes to give
me his card . Too wack. too fine, this gypsy
bughouse on whee ls. bringing a spec ial
Jesus to the peop le who need his ge ntle

graces. A big smile from the preacher as he
strikes another pose. Can ' t get enough of
all the camera flashes , everybody taking
the good word home.
Right then, make that a double sangria
and for God's sake, don't skimp on the ice .
By now I'd forgotten not only where I was
but why I was there.
Met a guy who used to clean out
people's toilets in Indianapolis. "Yuppies,
you'd think they wou ldn't touch no weird
shit, but hey, when you find sliced-up
dildos stuck in pipes, you know there's
someth ing wrong. The guy who called me
in ended up suing his wife for divorce when
he found out she was getting 1t on with the
fuckin' Avon lady."
A girl wi th orange hair and a leather bra
dropped a falafe l on my shoe because she
was too busy trying to catch the attention
of a skin head playing guitar on the stage.
First tahini sauce dr ibbled ove r my left foot
as she waved the sa ndw ich in the air The
pita gave way and the whole package
plopped like a big turd o nto the other shoe.
By the time I loo ked up fro m surveyi ng the
mess, she was mov ing towards the stage.
!>tillwaving frantically at the ashe n corpse
gyrating to the manic beat.
Dark ness descended o n the circus. T he
freaks and the hucksters
and th e
communi,t,
w ith their pamphlets a ll
started to clo,c up shop. The plca,ant
smells bega n to fade into the heavy scent
of trash, the steam from pots and gri lls
disappea red into the dying heat of twilight.
Up on the balconic, and staircases, the
sound of shadowy g irls laughi ng and beer
ca ns bei ng cru,hcd. Padd ling into shore
now. still -.tok..:d from ,hrcddi ng velvet
kaleidoscope waves. Ready 10 crash. ready
to lie in the dark and let the dJ} reverbe rate
in my happy mind. T he lights of the tunnel
streak together Up ahead I \CC my ma n on
his two wheel pulpit.
Too wack. too fine .

n

Daunt ing

Ant ai.:oniLing

Soo th ing

Lance file photos

Trevor's treble triumph
by J ohn Deck
T revo r Malco mn 's "Three Pieces for
String Quartet" had it's on ly performance
at the Mac Kenz ie Hall Cultura l Centre last
Saturday.
Th e piano prelude was , acco rding to
Malcomn, comple tely improvised. This
improvisation ebbed and flowed with a
natural struc ture th at appeared to be
captured in the musician's fingers and
re leased at will for brief stints on the
receptive keys . The piano piece oreceded
the stri ng composit ion in style rather than
theme, with the composer
of both
arrangements exhibiting his many talents .
Malcomn 's goal with his string quartet
was to unbalance the audience with short
bursts of noise splattered between soothing
melodies.
Antagonized by inane interviewers
Malco mn c laimed LSD as his main
influence. Still, a true connection ca n be
draw n between the drug of schizop hrenics
and the musical artistry of Malcomn. The
fir...t mov~men1, a SO-second sonic attack.
conjured up memories of Schoenberg 's
"Twelve Tone Row." When asked if this
pattern
entered
his m ind during
composition Malcomn said that the piece

was an answe r to a style he despises.
"What a clichcd bori ng intervie w
why don' t you j ust ask me where by ideas
come from?"
Hard-p ressed, the only co ncessio n the
composer wou ld make was that he has been
listening to "too muc h Bartok" of late.
Definite similarities could be heard
between the more harmonic passages of
Malcomn 's second and third move ments
and the works of the Hungaria n master.
A daunting cello so lo by John Stokes
highlighted the composition. His "angular
approach" provided a sort of transition
betwee n the disparate themes of anger jind
love . Perhaps most interesting was the
constant rhythm maintained by the lone
cello, smoothly allowing the three other
players a natura l refinement. .
An overall picture cannot be drawn of
T revor Malcomn or of his work. Both arc
ever-changing in their motive and effect ;
the only norm is a deep impression which
could be anything from fear 10 hatred.
"I'd just like to say how much I hate
people." said Malcomn as he l)pically
inverted an amicab le conversation.
The public mu-.t await t he next
in.,tallme nl of hii, work wit h eager cars a nd
an open mind .
O
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College

208 Sunset Ave.

Student Suppers
resume

MONDAY , Sept. 17
5:00 p.m.
(Note change of day)
Suggested donation $4.00

A Place to Meet
New Friends

• O LD FASHIONED HAMBURGE RS • JUMBO HOT DOGS •
• GREAS ELESS CURLY FRE NCH FR IES • FRESH SALA DS •
• S PECIAL TY HOT SANDW ICHES •

Quick friendly service
1800 Huron Church Road (beside Taco Bell)

Students, Faculty, Staff

15%

OFF

all pharmacy purple ticket items.
(excluding prescnptJOns and sate items) .

Coupon expires Sept. 30/90 .

977-1182

r----------------------------------------------,

: 20% OFF all regular priced :
.
items with this coupon.
:
I

1

Phone 254-~~~~

Expiry da te: Sep tember 19th. One coupon pe r customer .

1

We welcome the Greenshield drug plan.
Store Hours
Mon . Fri
9:30 • 9:30
Sat
9:00 - 9:30

Prescrip tion Delivery
Service A vailable.

L-----------------------------------------------'
L-------------------------------------~

~

Welcome Back
Students!
Discover U of W's
#1 party spot.
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Don Says:
"Watch for my shuttle bus every Wednesday
night at 9:00 p.m., stopping by Vanier Hall
and Parking Lot M in front of the University
Centre.
"Remember Monday nights, NFL football
and half-price wings. "

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 't il 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Save a tree.
Recycle
the

m

~<5>

Lance.

Phi Sigma Sigma sorority
Striving to make a difference
with 10 years' experience!

•

mex1can
TAKEOUT
AVAILABLE

MARGARITA
CAPITAL

food
VE--~

OF CANADA!

muffler king ·
315 University West
258-4080

FLAMING
CHEESE
AVOCADO
PLATE
MEXICAN
CHIU
BOTANA
SUPERNACHOS
NACHOS
TACOS
ENCHILADAS
TOSTADAS
BURRITOS
CHIMICHANGAS
TOMALES
PONCHO
PLAITER

346 VICTORIA AVE .
Windsor

(519) 252-3823
SERVING FOOD

MON. - THURS.
11 :30 a.m. - Midnight
FRI. & SAT.
11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.
SUNDAY
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

2507 Ouellette
966-1 050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
during September.
At Speedy, you're a somebody!

Take a break and join us for:

University Nite
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
2Dt Wings

D.J.

No Cover

Shuttles from
the U leave
Vanier Hall at
8 pm

Contests
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Soccer suffers setback in OUAA
by Dave Briggs

OUANOWIAA

RESULTS
Football
Exhibition
Sat. Sept. 8
Windsor 20 Carleton 14

l\·len•s Soccer
Exhibition
Fri. Sept. 7
Windsor 5 Albion 0
Sat. Sept 8
Michigan 4 Windsor 3

Cross Country

Sat. Sept. 8
Team Scores - Men
1st Windsor 38
2nd Western 58
3rd MacMaster t 10
4th Guelph 167
5thAMC221

Team Scores - Women
1st Western 19
2nd McMaster 68
3rd Windsor 81
4th Guelph 161

UPCOMING

EVENTS
Football

A questionable
future faces men ' s
university soccer in Ontario after a decision to
reduce the number of regular season games
from 14 to 10.
At the beginning of summer, athletic
directors from schools represented in the
Ontario Universities Athletic Association's
(OUAA) west division voted 6-2 to eliminate
the four games and split the division in half.
No justification of the decision has been
offered.
It has been suggested that several schools
wanted to cut back on their soccer expenses
because the sport does not carry the
high-profile appeal of football, basketball and
hockey, but it is not clear what was gained by
such a decision. It is eminently clear what has
been Jost.
Not only does the loss of an additional four
games a year place the OUAA west division
back a step in its attempt to put forth a
top-notch soccer league, but the realignment
of the division has, in effect, punished several
teams for their continued excellence.
Windsor, Western, and Laurier, all
perennial playoffs teams, must now battle
each other and Waterloo for two playoff spots.
The other division is made up of four weaker
teams, two of which will also qualify for the
playoffs.
ln the end, one of the three traditionally
strongest teams will miss the playoffs.
OUAA west division convenor and
University of Windsor athletic director, Bob
Boucher, was opposed to the move from the

beginning.
"The coaches were unanimous in keeping
the status quo, 11 Boucher said. "lt was the
athletic directors that did this. 11
Though several schools attempted to
justify the decision by saying soccer was too
physically demanding to have a team playing
two days in a row, or too taxing on the student
athletes ' academic commitments, neither are
convincing arguments.
It is ludicrous to say that soccer cannot be
played two days in a row when university
hockey, a contact sport, is often played on
consecutive days. The hockey season is
invariably longer than the soccer season, and
it has yet to be proven too demanding on
s.tudent players.
According to Boucher, no one questioned
the athletic directors' motives.
"I think a lot of the athletic directors in the
OUAA are very football-oriented," Boucher
said. "I think soccer tends to conflict with
football at some of their schools, and if truth
were known, they would probably like to have
a program that didn't have soccer, but since
they do have it, they would like a schedule that
costs the fewest dollars as possible, and causes
the fewest aggravations as possible. 11
Though money may be the key reason for
the reorganization, the rather limited savings
garnered from cutting four soccer games make
it a bad one.
Though numbers are different for every
school, Boucher estimated Windsor would
save $3,000 on the loss of four games. That's
hardly significant savings for a school that
boasts almost a full selection of athletic teams.

Perhaps the most unfortunate part of the
changes is the .effect they will have on the
players and co~ches who are being denied the
quality program they deserve. A 10 game
regular season i~ hardly worth an entire year
of training and effort.
"I'm disappointed that this happened,"
Windsor's head coach Pat McNelis said.
"Myself and the other coaches are going to
work hard this season to get it back to a 14
game schedule next year."
"There isn't a political will to move the
sport forward," Boucher added. "They (soccer
players) were virtually defenceless except for
myself and the coaches. No one seemed to
care."
In a league that was on the upswing in
tenns of quality, this move will only binder
further improvements.
Recently, in an article written by the
University of Alberta's men's soccer coach,
Len Vickery, it was pointed out that the
Canadian university soccer circuit should be
an elite league.
"University soccer has the potential to be
the second level of elite competition in
Canada, behind the Canadian Soccer League,"
writes Vickery. "At present, insufficient
priority given the sport of soccer by some
universities
is perhaps
retarding
the
development of the game. 11
Such insufficient priority for the sport is
apparent in the OUAA west division. If
nothing is done to halt the process. soccer at
Ontario universities may become little more
than a trivial pastime.
O

Regular Season
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor at York
Sat. Sept. 22
Laurier at Windsor

b)' Jim Par11·

Men's Soccer
Sat. Sept 15
Ryerson at Windsor

Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor at Waterloo

\\omen's

Soccer

Wed. Sept. 12
Windsor at Western
Thurs. Sept. 13
Minnesota at Windsor
Sun. Sept. 16
Guelph at Windsor
Wed. Sept. J 9
Windsor at Michigan
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor at Waterloo

Cross Country
Sat. Sept.. I 5
Windsorat CentralMichigan
Sat.Sept. 22

The Windsor men's cross country team is hilling its stride.

Photo courtesy Dennis Fairall

WindsoratWestern

Women'sTennis
Tues.Sept. 18
Windsorat Macomb College
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Toronto
Sat. Sept.24
Windsor at HfflB' Ford

College

.Men'sGolf
Mon. Sept. 17
Windsor Invitational (at
Roseland)

Tues. Sept. 18
St. Clair College
Invitational (at Roseland)

Fri .. Sept. 21
Windsor at Waterloo

Performer of the week - Ja son Boyle
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant

Sports Editor's Note: In
keeping with a fine tradition
started last year, the Lance and
Don Cherry's Restaurant have
teamed up again to bring you the
Performer of the Week. Every
issue, one intercollegiate athlete
at the University of Windsor will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant for puting
forward the best athletic effort of
the week.
The performer of the week

for the period ending September
17 is Lancer cross country
runner Jason Boyle.
Boyle, a first year runner
from West Park High School in
St. Catherines, placed second in
the McMaster Invitational 8.1
kilometre race last Saturday in
Hamilton.
By placing second, the
Human Kinetics major helped
the Lancer men's team place first
overall in the meet, which also
marked the first time Windsor
has ever defeated Western in
men's cross country.

Boyle placed second to last
year's national cross country
champion,
University
of
Toronto's Brendan Matthias.
Boyle can contact the lance
(253-4060) to find out bow to
pick up his voucher.
O

The choice of Performer of
the Week is made solely by the
Lance sports department and
does not in any way reflect the
views or opinions of the
University of JVindsor Athletic
Department or Don Cherry's
Restaurant.

The University of Windsor's
cross country team raced to an
impressive debut for the 1990
season
at the McMaster
Invitational meet last weekend.
The Lancers· men· steam took
the men·s title ending Western·s
eight-year hold on the crown
while becoming the first cross
country team in Lancer history to
beat the Mustangs.
Jason Boyle, a first-year
Human Kinetics major, fini.,hed
2nd behind last year·s Canadian
Intercollegiate
Athletic Union
(CIAU) champion
Bren<lan
Matthias. John Cress. who placed
4th, Dave Scarrow. 6th. and
Wayne Riley. 7th. also led the
Lancer crew that place<l fifteen
runners in the top 40.
The Women ·s team. led by
Crystal Garret's 5th place fini!>h
and Julie Inglis'
10th place
showing, came in third. Nine
Lancer women finished in the top
35.
The men· s victory
was
exciting for head coach Ot:nnis
Fairall, but he noted two of the top
three teams including last year
OUAA champs Queens were not
present at the meet. Fairall added
that he was pleased with the first
five placings, but the sixth and
seventh positions would have to
improve later in the season.
Fairall said the women ·steam
should improve during the
season, since their third place
finish was not indicative of their
talent.
Fairall
concluded
that
avoiding injuries and continuing
conditioning will be essential for
success durinj? the 1990 season. O
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Penalties mar Lailcer football victory
by Dave Briggs
It's not often that a football
team gets 17 penalties. It's rarer
still that a team with that many
fouls can manage to win the
game.
The University of Windsor's
football team broke some major
rules of logic last Saturday in
Ottawa by defeating the Carleton
Ravens 20-14 after giving up 167
yards just on penalties!
"As long as we don't shoot
ourselves in the foot, we'll be
fine, but if we keep shooting
ourselves in the foot, we're going
to hurt ourselves/ Lancer head
coach John Musselman said after
the contest. "That's my major
concern right now.
"I'm really concerned about
the penalties."
Lancer quarterback
Walt
Taz7man nailed down the regular
season starting position by
tossing two touchdown passes in
the first quarter of the exhibition
game.
His first TD went 15 yards to
Tim Sadai, and his second TD
pass was hauled in by Mike
Bachmeier.
Rookie
kicker
Lazar
Acumovic added two field goals
(23 and 36 yards), a 52 yard
single, and one of two extra points
after conversion attempts.
In a season where the Lancers
must move the ball and score
more points than they have in the
pa:-.t,Windsor amassed 392 yards
in total offensc. Tanman , Scan
McKeon, and rookie quarterback

Tim Grant contributed 166 yards
in passing, while nine different
rushers added to Windsor's 238
yards on the ground
Mike Scratch led all Lancer
ball carriers with 72 yards on
eight attempts.
"We're well ahead of last
year. We were a better offensive
team out there on Saturday than
we were I think at any point last
year. That's encouraging,"
Musselman said.
Defensively.
the Lancers
fared quite well considering their
relative inexperience in a number
of key areas.
Five different
Lancers picked-off errant Raven
passes.
"(The defcnse looked] better
than I thought it would. We're
young and we've got a lot of work
to do, but they played pretty
well," Musselman said.
With only one exhibition
game to evaluate player talent, it
was necessary for Windsor's
coaching staff to look at as many
players as possible during the
game. By the time the final
whistle blew, coach Musselman
had a cham:~ to look at all 60
players he dressed for the game.
Though perh.1ps the final
score was closer than anyone
connected with the Lancers may
have liked, it is hardly surprising
considering
the number of
Windsor's mental miscue:-..
The Ravens. perhaps the
nation's most feeble team a year
ago (when they were winlcss and
could only manage an average of
six points a game), were perhaps

Lance file photo

You call that a face mask penalty? The Lancers promise to gi~e oppoi,ing teams something to cry about

the perfect first opponent for the
Lancers. Against an)one else, the
Lancers would have been lucky to
hav e escaped with their skins still
intact.

"(This game) will produce the
shining example of how we can
hurt ourselves," Musse lman said
Windsor opens the regular
season this Saturday in Toronto

versus the York Yeomen. The
Lancers will then return to
Wind:-.or for their home opener
against Laurier the following
Saturday.
O
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Campuses
are sexist.
See
Centrespread.
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Footballers win opener,

. 13

Campus recruiters, supplement

Home to yield to parking?
b)' Michael Nehme

,·{~i~
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
22-month-old Billy Forsythe looks from his porch. the sitt of a proposed
university parking lot.

University
officals
are
considering
expropriating
a
California Avenue home to make
way for a new parking lot.
The administration's efforts
over the past year to buy the house
at 321 California have all but
failed and they might be forced to
expropriate
iL According to
university secretary and general
counsel Charles James, the
administration's efforts to reach a
fair settlement with the property's
owner Catherine Forsythe have
been unsuccessful.
"The offers were certainly
generous," James said. But he
added "if the situation remains at
an impass we will consider
expropriation as an option."
The university has power of
expropriation and would have to
pay Forsythe whatever is deemed
fair market value by an Ontario

expropriation board.
Forsythe 's son Bill doesn't
feel a settlement will be reached.
Mr. Forsythe
entered
the
negotiations
on behalf of his
mother, claiming the university
had been harassing his mother.
pressuring her to accept their
offers. He told the Lance that
university president Ron Ianni
offered him another house on
California "for nP.xt to nothing" if
he convinced his mother to sell
her house.
But Bill Forsythe does not
think Ianni will follow through
with his promise.
"Ianni made me the promise
of a house without having any
intentions to go through with his
promise," Forsythe said.
The university already owns
the two houses adjacent to 321
California and intends to use the
land to expand the California
parking lot.

"This property is definitely a
property that we need at this
point,"
said Nick Plcbani,
assistant
vice-president
operations. "There arc 135 pay
and display Iparkingf spaces that
were around last year and are not
here this year."
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) president Joe
Esteves told lhe lance that the use
of expropriation is rare.
"It's been 30 years since the
university has expropriated
a
house," Esteves said.
As a member
Board of
Governers. Esteves will have a
say in whether the university
takes the property. The SAC
president said he's convinced that
the university needs the house.
Ianni was out of town at
press-time
and could not be
reached for comment.
D

Council strikes committee to study drug plan woes
by Mark Crane
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) vice-president
administration
Fred Sherman
faced a barrage of questions about
the problem-plagued drug plan at
SAC's inaugural council meeting
last Wednesday.
Sherman presented council
with an report on the plan's
problems; the report prominently
featured the difficulties with the
expansion of the plan's benefits.
An $8.50 increase to broaden
the plan's coverage from 80
percent
to 100 percent
of
perscription
expens.es
was
approved
by students
in a

referendum last year, and students
have paid the fee, yet they will
continue to receive 80 percent
coverage.
As lhe lance has recently
reported, the prices SAC quoted
in last year's referendum had not
been approved by the insurance
company that handles the plan.
Sherman said he did not have
enough information to answer
council's questions and turned the
floor over to Mike Akpata, who
administered the drug plan last
year. Akpata is the current SAC
vice-president external affairs.
Akpata offered council a
retrospective on the history of
drug plans at Windsor from 1986

SAC v.p. Fred Sherman nanked by re~idenre coordinator Sandra Hollingsworth lldtl and v.p. Rachel mack.

to the present.
The complexity of the drug
plan lead council member Sharon
O'Flaherty to table a motion
calling on council to strike a

committee to investigate the plan.
The committee, which was
given no deadline for completion
of its investigation,
includes
Sherman.
O'Flaherty,
vice-

Oka coverage biased, claims observer
by Michael J. Cohen
A local radio announcer says
Canadians
aren't getting the
whole truth about what is
happening at the standoff in Oka,
Quebec.
Steve
Riley,
host
of

CJAM-FM's Red

Horizons,

recently returned from Oka and
told the Lance that "what's
coming out in the media is either
manipulated or censored."
Riley said that what he
witnessed in Oka is very different
from what he's seeing and
reading in the mainstream media.
During his stay in a peace camp a
few kilometeres from where the
army is facing the Mohawk
Warriors, Riley said the only arms
he saw were those of the police
and army.
Unlike media reports to the
contrary, Riley said he did not
observe any natives partaking in

Next week:

violence.
He described a trip in which
he and a group from the Oneida
nation
outside
of London
travelled to Oka on September 6
to sec for themselves what was
happening there as well as to
show support for the Mohawks.
The Mohawks in Oka have
hcen in a state of confrontation
with Quebec police and more
recently the Canadian army. since
they crrected a barricade in late
June.
Riley said the purpose of the
trip was purely peaceful. He and
the others in the group were
headed for the peace camp
located about five kilometeres
from where the ·army has
surrounded the remaining 25
Mohawk Warriors in a building
known as the Treatment Centre.
But Riley said they received a
cold reception from the moment
they entered the French province.

"I had to fill up with gas at the Riley.
last gas station before the Ontario
He described the mood near
border. because as a native person
Oka as tense. The army were seen
the chances of getting served Iat a going back and forth from their
Quebec station] weren't good."
hase to the front line in armoured
Riley said he found
the
personnel carriers. Helicopters
anti-native feelings "unsettling."
were constantly fl} ing low over
The group also had to go
the peace camp. and at night the
through checkpoints staffed by police would train spotlights on
the Suretc de Quebec, (Quebec's
the camp's tents. making it hard
police force) who many blame for to sleep. Riley said.
escclating the Oka conflict with
The
army
and police
their ill-fated military-style raid surrounded
the camp, and
in July.
inhabitants were prohibited from
He said the police acted
leaving with sharp razor wire.
professionally
but thatnormal
Inside the camp "the mood
police cordiality was ahscnt.
was one of confidence, was one of
"I felt like I was trespassing. I purpose,
was
one
of
was not welcome. They (the
togetherness," according to Riley.
police I were searching
for
He said life in the camp, which
weapons but all they found was a was set up by different native
slingshot and they started saying
rights and peace groups as well as
[accusingly I whose is this'! Whos various clergy. was focused
is this'!" The slingshot was a toy toward
finding
a peaceful
hclonging to one of the children
solution to the situation.
on the Oneida hus. according to

Football Lancers home opener

n

University Players: a look at,ead

president finance MarkHorsfall,
Social Science Society president
Kim Morneau. and Akpata.
Sherman also asked council to
-to look at the plan's accidentaJ
death and dismemberment
(AO&O) coverage.
The coverage was part of last
year's plan but Sherman dropped
it this year. Sherman told council
at the Wednesday meeting that he
had to give a final decision on
whether to reinstate AD&D
coverage by Friday.
He asked council - many of
whom were just learning the
intricacies of the plan for the first
time - to vote on the issue, but
they in tum left the decision up to
the executive.
Although
he originally
removed
it from the plan,
Sherman told the Lance that he
felt it was better to keep the
AD&O coverage in the plan. "I
don't know how much I agree
with paying so much in premiums
for such small claims. but that is
the nature of insurance claims."
Students each pay $I.NI for
the AD& D coverage. $200.00
was paid out in AD&O claims in
1988.

n

Library rip-off
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diversions
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium, 5200 Woodward
Avenue, Detroit, Box Office (313) 833-2323.
Friday, September 21 to Sunday, September 23
llW May Fools (France, 1990, Louis Malle):
Friday, September 28 to Saturday, September 29
r:.l' On The Black Hill (England, 1987, Andrew Grieve)
Sunday, September 30
a:.- A Salute To Rocky & Bui/winkle

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive E., 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays, 11:30 am to 5 pm)
Until Sunday, September 23
w How to Read: Stan Denniston: recent work by Toronto
artist Stan Denniston, uses photographic groupings to
investigate "recollection'' in a world of manipulated images. Inuit Gallery.

Dept. of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's Series:

Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich Street,
977-6564.
Until September 27
cw Please post: an open, international exhibition of mailart. Submissions are still welcome, call for information.

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438.
Friday, September 20
m:v-Native People & Sport in Canada: A Marginal
Presence? A seminar by Victoria Paraschak of the
University of Windsor. 12 noon in the conference room.

Detroit Institute of Arts:

La Maison Fran~aise:

5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, (313) 883-7963.
(Now closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)
September 8 to November 11
...- Wu Guanzhong: A Contemporary Chinese Artist: East
and West fuse in abstract ink paintings, oils, and drawings by this Beijing artist.

478 Sunset Avenue, 254-6615.
(conference commence 16h.)
Le vendredi 21 septembre
iE La publicite est-el/e une litterature? Une conference
presentee par Or. Jean Emelina, Professeur titulaire de
litterature franc;aise de l'Universite de Nice, France.
Reception vin et fromage apres la conference.

a

CINEMA

EAA's Environment Week:

Monday, September 24
11:ij' Film on social
and environmental implications of
deforestation. Screening is at 7:00 pm. In the Oak
Room, Vanier Hall, U. of W. Everyone is welcome.
Sponsored by the Environmental Awareness Associa tion as part of the EAA Environment Week.

Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street W., 254-FILM.
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with a Sunday matinee.)
Tuesday, September 18 to Sunday, September 23
13' The Cook, The Thief, His Wife & Her Lover (UK/France,
1989, Peter Greenaway): Due to the explicit nature of
this film, no one under the age of 18 will be admitted.
Tuesday , September 25 to Sunday, September 30
13' Chopsticks+ Matzo Balls (USA, 1989, Peter Wang) alternating the early/late shows with Celia (Australia,
1989, Ann Turner).

Detroit Film Theatre:

400 Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
Sunday, October 7
!tu' Ecumenism: Failing or Flourishing? A presentation by
Rev. Thomas Ryan of the Canadian Centre for
Ecumenism in Montreal. 8:00 pm in the Blue Room.

THEATRE
University Players:

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Artcite:

Assumption College Christian Culture Series:

University Centre Lounge, University Centre.
Wednesday, September 26
ir~
Living An Environmentally Sound Life: a seminar with
a question and answer period to follow. Starts at noon.

Iona College Fall Lecture Series:
208 Sunset Ave, 973-7039.
The cost for an individual presentation is $2.00.
Registration for the whole series costs $7.00. Register by
September 24.
Monday , September 24
,w The Artists of the North: a presentation by Professor
John K. Pufahl. 1 :30 pm in the Hoffman Auditorium.

Essex-Windsor Waste Management Committee:
Thursday , September 27
a.e Towards a Sustainable Waste Management System: a
public workshop bginning at 7:00 pm at the Ciociaro
Club. For info, phone 736-6157.

Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401 Sunset. Box
Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
September 27-30, October 3-7
w Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii, by Alan Stratton. Directed
by Diana Mady-Kelly.

1515 Broadway Theatre:
1515 Broadway Theatre, Detroit. (313) 965-1515.
Until October ?
~ Modigliani, by Dennis McIntyre. Set in Paris, 1916.
Directed by Arthur Beer. $12.50 at the door. 2 for 1 student special Thursdays - bring 1.0..

CONCERTS
School of Music Artist Series:
Moot Court, Law Building, University Campus. Ticket
information: School of Music: 253-4232 extension 2780.
Friday, September 21
Ill\' lngemar Korjus (bass/baritone) accompanied by Cynthia Floyd (pianist): performing works of Dowland,
Schubert, Wolf Duparc, Vaughan Williams, and Britten.
The programme begins at 8:00 pm. Student and senior
tickets are $5.00, adult tickets are $8.00.

Subway Pub:
Basement of the University Centre, University Campus,
256-7425, extention 3908.
Friday , September 21
s.w Nightlines: CBC's David WisdoM brings his popular
programme
to the Subway tor two nights of
Windsor/Detroit music.

The New Old Miami:
3930 Cass, Detroit, (313) 831-3830.
Friday, September 21
a...-Luxury Christ and Fresh Hell.

classifieds
12-STEP ADULT CHILDREN of
Alcoholic
& Dysfunctional
Families. 711 McEwan St., Holy
Name of Mary Church (basement),
Sundays 8:00 pm.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Gain
social work/education experience
by working in the after-school
program with core-area children.
Must commit for Sept.- May (excluding exams). One afternoon per
week. 3: 15 - 4:45pm. Other opportunities available. Call Susan at
Drouillard Place, 253-1073 or 2534446
DETROIT RED WING hockey tickets available. Call 977-5655.
CAROUSEL '90: art, crafts, and
fashion sale at the Grace Hospital
Brett Building on Friday. October
26, from 9 am - 4 pm. Proceeds to
Grace Hospital building fund .

SCIENTIFIC
Tl-68:254-function
calculator
fortechnical
students
andprofessionals
The further you go in engineenng math and other technical
courses, the more you need a scientific calculator that speeds
you through complex problem~. With 2 54 powerful advanced
scientific functions, the TI-68 from Texas Instruments is both
a smart choice and an exceptional value. The TJ-68 easily
solves up to five simultaneous equations with real or complex
coefficients ... evaluates40complex number functions ... and
allow~ polar and rectangular forms for entries and results.
A convenient last equation replay feature lets you check your
answers without re-entering them. Formula programming
provides up to 440 program steps for as many as 12 usergenerated formulas. Perform operations in four number bases,
one- and two-variable statistics, and Boolean logic operations.
The polynomial root finder calculates real and complex roots
of quadratic, cubic or quartic equations.
Only the TI-68 delivers so much functionality, value and
case in one compact, advanced scientific tool.

SPECIAL
LIMITED
TIMEOFFER
ONTHETl-68ONLY!!
Free Illustrated T-Shirt with Every TI-68 Purcha~e
at all Pamcipating Texas Instruments Dealers.

TEXAS~
INSTRUMENTS
DALLAS.TEXAS

For the Dealer Nearest You, Call:

Ont. (416)884-9181,

GENIUS
Tl-81:Powerful,
easytouseJOO-Function
graphic
calculator
The TI-81 Graphics Calculator from Texas Instrument~ 1s
the first graphics calculator developed with leading
mathematics educators and experienced classroom teachers
specifically for the special needs of mathemancs eJucc1tion.
Power to attract young minds. The TI-81 has hcen
designed to enhance students' u nderstandingof the conceptual
relationship between graphical and algehraic representations.
It offers unique capabilities for easily entering anJ saving
functions, choosing a viewing range, and automatically plorring
functions. Computer-like features and cursor keys provide
flexible zoom capabilities and greatly simplify tracing along
functions, with both X and Y cwr<linate value~ displayed.
In addition to these interactive graphing features, tht: Tl-81
also handles parametric equation graphing, matrix operations,
and one- and two-variable statistical analysis. It t:vcn has
extenS1ve programming capabilities anJ special drawing and
shading features. A special guidebook written with the help of
leading mathematics educators is provided.
Designed for easy use. The clean-lcxiking TI-81 provides
more features than many complex-looking calculators by
making extensive use of familiar "pull-down'' screen menus.
These menus permit clear, descriptive labels to identify
complex functions so students can easily access, select, and
execute desired operations. Students will appreciate the larger,
well-spaced, colour-coded keys with clear descriptive names.
Graphing, standard scientific, and advanced functions, along
with the cursor keys, are logically arranged in groups to reduce
confusion.

Quc. (514) 366-1860,

Alta. (403) 345-1034

c,r

B.C. (604) 278-4871

LUME NATURAL NAILS Seminar
on Wednesday, September 26 at
6:30 at the Holiday Inn in Detroit
(Ford Road at Southfield Expressway).
Business opportunities available. Revolutionary
home care nail bonding system.
Free product demonstration.
Phone (313) 277-NAIL.

$ BIG $ BUCK$ $ - Wednesday,
September 26, from 6 • 11 pm.
Derby Bingo, 1279 University
West. Sponsored by the University of Windsor MBA Society.
BLOOD DONOR CLINICS for the
month of October will be held every
Monday and Thursday from 1:00 8:00 pm at the Windsor Branch of
the Canadian Red Cross, located
at 1226 Ouellette Avenue. Phone
254-7910.
2 ROOMS 4 RENT 425 Elliot W.,
furnished, own kitchen/4 piece
bath; $75/week. Carlo at 255-9903

The word "education· comes from
the root E from EX, out, and
DUGO. I lead. It means a leading
out. To me education is a leading
out of what is already there in the
pupil's soul. To Miss Mackay it is
a putting in of something that is not
there, and that is not what I call
education, I call it intrusion. from
the Latin root prefix IN meaning m
and the stem TRUDO, I thrust.
Miss Mackay's method is to thrust
a lot of information into the pupil's
head; mine is a leading out of
knowledge, and that is true education as is proved by the root meaning.
- Muriel Spark, THE PRIME OF
MISS JEAN BRODIE.
Penguin Books, 1961.
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Carleton uses it, Windsor doesn't

Campus herbicide deemed dangerous
by Michael J. Cohen
Despite concerns about the
safety of a controversial weed
killer, Carleton University says it
will continue to use it on campus
lawns.
The university temporarily
stopped using the chemical
herbicide 2,4-D this summer after
students complained about its
potential environmental
and
health dangers. But Carleton
recently announced
that no
evidence had been found to
support
the claim that the
herbicide is dangerous.
2,4-D
is one
of the
constituents of Agent Orange, an
industrial-strength
defoliant
linked by some to the high
incidence of cancer in troops
exposed to it during the Vietnam .
war.
According
to
Jane
Beauchamp of Carleton 's Ontario
Public Interest Group (OPRIG)
2,4-D has been linked to many
different health problems. She
said that studies have revealed
that exposure to 2,4-D can cause
acute
health
problems
respiratory
ailments,
skin
rashes,and
peripheral
nerve
damage - as well as chronic
problems
such
as birth
malformations and sterility.
University
of Windsor's

Lance photo by Greg Davis

University grounds staffer Ron Jones tills Windsor's chemical free soil.

housekeeping
and grounds
superintendent Frank Hodges told
the lance that he's aware of the
the
risks,
and
Windsor

groundskeepers
stopped using
chemical herbicides such as 2,4-D
"years ago."
Hodges cxplaim:d that while

Windsor does not have a set
policy on which chemicals they
will or will not use, they stay away
from ones which potentially

present negative environmental
and health consequences.
"We are environmentally
conscious about the things we
use," Hodges said.
The grounds superintendent
said that his department has found
that natural alternatives
to
chemical
pesticides
and
herbicides usually work better
and are less expensive. He added
that the only place where they
must rely on chemicals is in the
control of cockroaches in some of
the buildings on campus.
''The decision to go ahead and
use 2,4-D is really short sighted."
said Beauchamp,
describing
Carleton 's decision. "Herbicide is
much more dangerous
than
weeds."
Research also indicates that
2,4-D accumulates in soil and
may leach into the ground water,
causing contamination
of the
water supply. Beauchamp said.
Carleton· s a<lmin istration
vicc-prc-.idcnt Charles WJtt sai<l
the university has done extensive
research
but has found no
evidence
lo support
the
contention
that 2.4-D, used
properly,
presents
a heallh
hazard.
O

Parts of Lhis smry appeared
originally
in the Charleton,
Carleton University's sllldent
new.'ipaper.

Innu supporters off to capital
by Kevin Wilson

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Mike Akpata makes his point while finance guru Mark Horsfall looks on
al the year's first SAC meetin~.

SAC v.p.job halved
by Mark Crane
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) executive Mike
Akpata looked on as council
turned
his position
into a
part-time job and slashed his
departmental budget and salary.
The cuts to the office of
vice-president
external affairs
were made on Akpata's own
request. He made it clear in his
summer report that he cannot
fulfill his mandate this year
because of budgetary problems.
The proposed budgets have no
provision
for
travel
to
conferences, a major component
of the vice-president
external
affairs job description.

In an interview after the
meeting, Akpata said, "compared
to last year, I can't do anything."
He added that he didn't even have
enough money in the budget to
finance something as simple as
last year's AIDS Awareness flyer.
But the SAC veteran feels the
office
still
warrants
a
half-position, with him in it. His
position as Ontario Federation of
Students
(OFS) Campaign
Director gives him travel and
accomodation
for all OFS
conferences and meetings free of
charge. Although he does not
officially represent the University
of Windsor when travelling for
OFS, he claims, "since I am there,
the representation is there."
O

Though their actions may be overshadowed by
Oka, the I nnu of Labrador continue to fight for their
traditional lands.
On September 23, a protest walk on behalf of the
people of Nitassinan will leave Jackson park en
route to Parliament Hill in Ottawa. Sponsored by
The Alliance for Non-Violent Action (ANYA), tht:
walk will be held in conjunction with walks in the
province of Quebec and in the maritimes. All three
groups of protesters will meet in Ottawa for a rally
on November 10 to be followed by a "Civil Resistance Action" at National Defense Headquarters on
November 13.
The purpose of the walk is largely educative,
says Sue Breeze, a local spokesperson for ANV A.
The Department of National Defense is currently
using the disputed land in Labrador as a NATO
training ground for low level bombing runs.
"There were 7000 bombing runs between April
and November of last year. By 1996, the government is planning 20,000 runs," Breeze said. She said
in spite of high level protests by the Innu, "there has
been no amelioration of the system. [The lnnu J are
still not recognized as aboriginal people. The situation keeps getting worse."
While the number of core individuals who will
walk the entire distance to Ottawa is uncertain, the
group is welcoming people to walk as far as they
want. Two members of the Innu community and a
few other individuals from ANY A will be walking
the entire length of the Ontario walk along with
Breeze.
"I'd say it might be as low as seven people and
as high as 20," Breeze said.
With 40 stops to heighten public awareness in
various communities, Breeze anticipates that there
will be many people joining for different lengths of
the protest.
"As the whole purpose of the walk is educational, and to heighten public awareness of the situation
in Labrador, we would hope that people would join
in ... We're encouraging people in Windsor to walk
with us to Tecumseh ... The more people who participate, the more coverage by the media." Breeze

··--------

-·•----------

made a presentation to city council on Sept 17 to
gamer city councilor's support at the Jackson Park
rally. Windsor-Riverside MPP Dave Cooke has
promised to attend the rally.
ANV A is not anticipating any problems during
their blockade of the department of defense.
"ANVA is known by the government as a nonviolent group. Our methods will be pretty standard
... circle the building, not allow anyone in orout, and
a sit-in outside the building." Breeze said.
ANV A has been involved with the lnnu cause
since 1985. They have also maintained a high profile
in the fight against cruise missile testing in Canada,
and have sponsored a boycott of war toys. They held
a mock trial of Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan
and Brian Mulroney at the 1988 western economic
summit in Toronto, arraigning the leaders on a series
of violations of international law.
Breeze ·says the protest has galvanized many
people disillusioned by the media's coverage of the
Oka standoff "They are, in a sense, a bit perked up
by this ... we can get our voices heard without picking up a gun. My phone has been ringing off the
hook."
O
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Daddy W arbucks
II

In the past age of lofty ideals, people who schemed to
profit from military conflicts kept a low profile.
While the sons of the poor crossed the Atlantic to die at
Dieppe and Ypres, subsidy-fed pigs sat by their ticker-tape
machines and watched metal prices rise, hiding behind
legitimate enterprises, plotting their next big deal.
Lofty ideals have gone the way of the allosaurus. A glance
at the business pages of any newspaper, or better still a
monthly finance magazine like Forbes, will reveal how the
current crisis in the Middle East is accompanied by the same
vulturesque opportunism that has always accompanied
armed conflicts. But nowadays the war profiteers aren't
bothering to hide. Nowadays, Daddy Warbucks is a guy
named Thomas Jaffe who writes "After the Panic, What?"
[Forbes, September, page 40) a clinical, historical analysis of
the effects major wartime offensives have had on the Dow
Jones Average.
Analyses like Jaffe's have certainly been done in the past.
But were they published with such pomp, with such crass
neglect for the uncertain futures of the innocents involved in
the day's conflict?
There is more of the same: America's natural gas

companies are drooling over the expected explosion of
demand for their product. Will America stop buying Arabian
oil altogether and settle for more stable domestic markets?
Time to buy options on oil stock! How can I profit?
What's wrong with war profiteering? Some good can come
from war, after all - some can profit and prosper. Some.
The same people who start wars profit from them - the
rich, the ones whose sons and daughters stay home. The rich
British, who created Kuwait to deny Iraq access to the
'Persian' Gulf; the rich Americans who trade oil, who pressure
erstwhile enemies into an economic blockade of Iraq,
threatening to starve Iraqis who had nothing to do with
Hussein's agression.
America cites international law to justify its "defense of
sovereign Kuwait." International law, like all law, is written by
the rich, for the rich. It allows Great Britain to create Kuwait
ex nihilo, to turn the new state over to a corrupt oligarchy, to
landlock Iraq and keep it there. It allows America to finance
military resistance to democratically elected left-wing
regimes. According to America, though, it forbids Iraq from
reclaiming her territories.
Who is fooled? War is not for justice. War is for profit.

Slackpata
Where did the members of Students' Council leave their
brains before going to last Wednesday's innaugural meeting?
After it was revealed last week that Mike Akpata
'guestimated' the fee increases that students voted on in last
November's drug plan referendum, the council wisely decided
to form a committee to investigate the scandal.
Then they appointed Akpata, the man unambiguously
responsible for the fiasco, to the committee.
This sort of idiocy is usually confined to the house of
commons - what gives?
Most of this year's council members are new to the game,
unaware of the intricacies of SAC's operations. But can they
read? Do they read the Lance? Neophytes they may be, but
learn they must.
This cryptic appointment is, if nothing else, a testimony to
the persuasive power of Mike Akpata. An incompetent who
nearly suckered himself into the president's office (even the
Lance endorsed him), Akpata is implicated in more of last
year's scams and scandals than any other single member of
his executive. Nonetheless, he has the true gift of gab. He

claims to have evidence that will clear him of the drug plan
allegations "at home," and that appears to be enough for this
year's council.
Akpata graciously accepted a modification of his portfolio
that cuts his pay and obligations in half. He'll devote his new
free time, we suspect, to the drug plan committee: scouring
his house for the lost documentation or fabricating it,
whichever is easiest.
Word has it that he even considered running for provincial
parliament, for the New Democrats, in the riding Wayne
Lessard won for the same party. The mind boggles.
When will Akpata's excesses catch up with him? When
will the people who can stop him, stop him?
If last week's editorial was too vague for you, let us clarify
the issue: Akpata should be summarily driven from the
student's council and safeguards erected against his return.
If SAC won't fire him on their own, maybe another
referendum is in order. A popular referendum. A referendum
that can't be botched by the clumsy fist of students' council.
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QPINIONS
Meals
Dear sir,
I am writing to voice my dismay (to put
it politely) with the way Food Services arc
running their pro~ram this year.
Their idea to automatically take 63
percent off for meal plan overhead is not a
bad idea, but the cutback is not distributed
equally throughout
the university's
eateries. Paying $1.66 for a pop at the
University
Centre burns me. Since
overhead has already been taken off my
mealcard balance ($500.00 down to around
$ l 75.00), I pay a straight dollar for a Coke,
which comes out of my $175.00, making it
the equivalent of $1.66. At Vanier, a 66
percent discount brings the cost of the same
Coke down to 34~, but that comes off the
$175.00 as well.
I cannot boycott Food Services - they
already have my money. If Food Services
were a real business, with their high prices,
small portions ($4.40 for four chicken
fingers) and long line-ups (at Vanier
particularly). it would not have a chance.
Since all those required to buy a meal plan
do so, they have those of us in residence by
our pocketbooks.
Students who live off-campus and
prefer to use a mcalcard arc also hooked.
They also must use Vanicr·s services.
Since when do off-campus people cat lunch
at Vanier as opposed to the U.C.?
As I sec 1t now, students work hard for
their money and the University works hard
to take it. People arc being forced to use
services they don't want to use. If the
students choose to use their mealcards at
the U.C., they will pay dearly for it.

-

Peter Zubyk
and 101 others

Deals
Dear sir,
It has come to my attention that there is
some confusion regarding the changes
made in the residence meal plan.
I thought I'd write and try to clarify the
three main changes: meal plan transfers,
overhead charges and refunds.
In the past, resident students on Plan A
felt they were inadvertently supporting the
residence meal plan. This was because
students with larger appetites would buy
the smalles plan and then wait to purchase
additional credit (at a reduced rate) from
resident students unable consume all the
food their plans could buy.
The Food Services Advisory Board
(FSAB} felt that if iransfers
were
eliminated, individual resident students
would
be forced
to purchase
the
appropriate
plan from the beginning.
FSAB resolved: a) to freeze Plan A to the
1989/90 contract price (no increase this
year); b) to allow year-end refunds for the
more cost! y plans, B and C - more about
this later.
Another change is the introduction of
overhead charges.
Food Services must provide a facility
for resident students that offers breakfast,
lunch and dinner daily. The menu must
meet students' dietary needs as they are
outlined in the Canadian Food Guide. The
overhead costs (hydro, water, heat. labour.
etc.) involved in operating this facility
(Vanier) make up 63 percent of the meal
plan cost. The remaining 37 percent goes
to cover the cost of the food.
Regardless
of whether
resident
students choose to cat at Vanier, there is a
$1,000,()(J()overhead expense which must
be covered. To help cover this cost, Food
Services operates satellite facilities like the
Grand Marketplace and the Mini Mart.
which arc targdcd to cash customers. The
$800,000 overhead of all the various
satellite unils is not figured inlo halam:e
charges to the rcsi<l;nl students. 11' a

resident dines at one of these facilities, he
or she will pay into the $800,000 overhead
with every purchase. ff residents wanted
the overhead balance charges to extend to
these facilities, the basic cost of the meal
plan would have to be increased to cover
the full $1,800,000 overhead.
The last change regards refunds. For
the first time there will be refunds available
to students on Plans B and C. These
students will be refunded down to the level
of Plan A at the end of the academic year.
Students on Plan B will be refunded a
maximum
of $104.50, on Plan C a
maximum of $178.50. All refunds will be
subject to a $25.00 administrative
fee.
Students must make refund arrangements
at the cashier's office; they will be sent
cheques sometime during the summer.
This year's meal plan is basically the
same, but there are no transfers, refunds are
available for the first time, and students
contribute directly to the overhead from the
outset,
rather
than contributing
a
percentage with every purchase.
The concern that most residents are
expressing is that they are paying double
overhead
when dining at the Grand
Marketplace and other facilitcs. Residents
should try to dine at Vanier, Wild Pizza or
the Crocodile. If they do, their meal card
money will stretch further. In any case. !his
matter will be discw,sed at FSAB meetings.
and a reasonable solution will he sought.
This matter can be confusing and
complicated. If students have concerns
they can contact
Nora Saunders
at
extension 3272. or myself at Students'
Administra1ive Council (SAC).

- Sandra Hollin~sworth
Residence Commissioner,
SAC

Thought
Dear sirs,
The word going around computer
science lecture halls is that computers are
basically idiotic and inate. They only do
what you tell them to do. I tend to disagree
with this opinion. It is from the old school
and immediately put<;limitations on one of
man's greatest calculating
since the
abacus. Computers are, in essence, the
pcrfccl models of human intelligence. The
only difference being that they arc 100
pcrcenl efficient and we arc only 7 to 14
percent. It is not he computer i1self that
lacks intclligem:c hut ralhcr the inept mood

of programmers. When we arc sleeping and
dreaming, computers arc thinking and
processing. While it takes most humans a
half an hour to get fully awake, the
computer is prompt within seconds.
It takes some children a long time to
team a simple phrase. You might have to
repeat the same line over and over again.
After a while the child finally assimilates
the knowledge into some dark region in his
brain to use later. With a computer it is
instantaneous. I propose that computers are
as intelligent as their creators and are only
limited within our own imaginations. I
would even be so bold as to say that
computers reach far beyond the hypothesis
of artificial intelligence and arc actually
advanced functioning replicas of what man
only wishes he could be.
We argue that computers can't love or
cry or hate and so are inferior to human
intelligence . It is moods like these which
bias a mans judgment over the analysis of
data and actualities. and therefore cause a
greater risk for error. A computer's
decision-making process is based on facts
and mathematical thrulhs and is therefore
less a ri.,k to produce error- a'>with expcrt
'>ystems. The computer has become an
actual lobe of our own human brain and
func1ions in a supen:oncious realm.
Ironically. the computer is the product
of our own laziness. Out of our instincts to
find an ea.,ier way. we have found the
perfect scapegoat. Through our im,tincts
for survival and predominance over all the
other creatures in the world we kill and
maim and rape the earth while the
computer whirs along with its perfect
in1clligence.

- Dale F. Beaudoin,
arti!.t, inHntor, and independent
scientist

Cody
Dear sir,

I am writing in response to the article
about Cody Hall 's frosh activities in the
September 12 issue of the Lance.
There are two sexes represented in
Cody Hall and, in case some people forget,
it is proper that the sexes are perceived as
equal, and it is desirable to able to interact
comfortably with the opposite sex. The fact
that some people
are excessively
uncomfortable around the opposite sex uncomfortable with what the perceive as
sexuality - due to puritan personality
traits or periods of difficulty should be
evident.
I refuse to believe that the view of
sexuality the people represent should be
used to judge or regulate the activities of
the majority; for most of Cody Hall. these
activities served as good ice-breaker.
Four people - out of the 212 residents
in Cody Hall - complained. And Cody
Hall hit the front page. Those four have a
right to complain, but they weren't forced
to participate. If those four were forced.
their complaints would be justified. It
could be argued that they were encouraged,
even pressured
to participate.
Their
complaints may be valid for themselves,
but complaints are common among large
groups of people. These complaints should
not be made into a rallying point.
I hope I have offended
no one,
particularly the four of my fellow Cody
Hall residents who arc being made into
pawns.
-

Todd Bowlb.}
and 40 others

The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor, but reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist. sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
· Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

Poor Ted Shaw.
Those of us who tum out an issue
only once a week are unfamiliar with the
rigours of daily newspaper production.
Shaw is clearly showing the strain on a
man forced to write every day. Last week
he belied even his customary hackwork,
as his compositions sank ever deeper into
the styli!>tic quagmire that is his
trademark.
Jn t-riday·s "Ama10n life an limb
revealed." Shaw overcame a lame
headline with a surprisingly coherent
blurb about a new PBS documentar). His
lead. though, was \ intage Shav.: ~Trees
aren't all that fall in the Brazilian rain
forest. Man has been a victim of the
dcva,;1a1ion,too.''
Shav. wt:nt for the jugular v. ith a
peircing metaphor that harh back to that
old conundrum If a tree falls in the
forest. .. " His sexist language aside. v.e
have to pat him on the head for a nice
efforl.
Salurda), and v.e were back to the
real Shav.. 1he man in v.hose honour v.c
created the ·1ed Shav. Memorial Moro111c
Sentence Co11,1ructw11of the Week
A1rnrd.

"rhis season ·s best TV" contain"
se,eral sen1ences all worth} of the
av.ard. no! the lea,t of\\ hich is the lead:
"Tdevi,ion ha'i ,cldom been rabcd to
such lofl) height,, but on the evidence of
Ken Burn, 's (,1c) magnificent I I-hour
document an. The Civil\\. ar, it's time lo
re, ise our thinking about the medium."
Shav. isn ·1 kidding - he really
liked The Civil War.REALLY. Vi;:.:
"The Civil War... is brilliant. casih
the besl tele\ is ion production thi~
season. certainly the be~l historical
documentar} in man} a moon. and
probabl> 1he best documentary ever
made on the subject. II may be the bes1
war <locumentary.period."
From the driving conviction of
'easily' to the wishy-washy ·may be.'
from the sublime metonymy of ·many a
moon· to the robotic triple repetition of
'documentary,' Ted was on a roll with
1his one. and il only got worse.
Without making it clear what the
'its' was supposed to designate. Shaw
felt confident his readers would follow
him when he wrote: "Interested viewers
v.ho know nothing of the Civil War olher
than that it was fough1between the North
and the South in the mid- I 800s v.ill be
swep1 up in its passion."
Shaw wants to be sure that nobody
gets the idea The Civil War is a stodgy
chronicle of battles and generals. This is
social history. or, as Ted puts it,
"History isn't just great men
engaged in great events. lt is also
volunteers like Dorothea Dix, who
worked in anny hospitals for the duration
of lhe war 11.ithoutpay." Volunteers who
work for pay are hard to come b>, sure.
But when Shaw has 1he opporlunily to
dangle 'without pay' at 1he end of his
moronic sentence, he takes it. And so v.e
see that the Civil War wasn ·1 just great
events, it was The War Without Pay.
Ted calls the scale of the war's
destruction' incomprehensible.' That's z
two-bit word he shouldn ·1 waste. He
should use it to <lcscribesomething that's
genuinely incomprchcn,ible, like his
v.riling.
or course, Shaw ·s probat>lybelling
1ha1 the interested readers who 1..nov.
nothing about sentence construction
other than that 1t use to be important in
the North and South in the mid-1800s
v. ill be s\\ ept up in its passion.

misc.
Ano1heraward: this one's called the
Mike Akpata Memorial Misinformation
of 1/,e Financial Quarter Award.
The award for Summer 1990 goes
to former Premier Peterson's Minister of
Finance, Robert Nixon.
Prior to the provincial election. Mr.
Nixon claimed lhat his Liberal
government had budgeted for an
astounding S23,000,000 surplus.
Not unlike Akpata's promise of 100
percent insurance
coverage
on
prescription drugs. Nixon's estimates
were a bit off. The actual Grit budget
calb for a deficit of $700,000,000.
Whoops! Congratulations, Bob!

The Lance, September 19, 1990, page 6.
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Fairly healthy times
bJ' Terry Moore
Students unfamiliar with
Windsor's health-care services
could be in for a rough winter, but
the university's department of
Health Services wants to help.
The University of Windsor's
second Health Fair will be held in
Ambassador
Auditorium,
Wednesday, September 26.
Thirty-five
exhibitors
will
provide information and display
products. The fair will be open
from 9:30 am to 3:30 pm.
"It will be a kick-off for the
fall semester
for Campus
Wellness." says Margaret Aubrey
of Health Services. Aubrey said
new students living in Windsor
for the first time lack direction in
fulfilling their health needs.
The Health Fair should
alleviate this problem. "All the
kids across campus will know
where to go for their health
needs," said Aubrey.
The exhibitors will include
Health Services, a dentist, the
Lung Assocation (lung-capacity
tests), nutritional experts (to talk
about dietary needs), OHIP, Peer
Counselling, Student Affairs, and
Students'
Administrative
Council.
As well as providing valuable
information, exhibitors will be
handing out free sugar-free gum,
Wispy (a low-calorie dessert),
and diet pop. Big V Stores will be
distributing a package of health
products to those who attend.
A group of pharmaceutical
companies will be holding a raffle
for a television set. All who attend
the fair will be eligible to win.
The first Health Fair was held
in 1987. Though only half the size
of this year's fair, it was a great

success, said Aubrey. "We had in
excess of 3,500 kids," she added.
Aubrey hopes that numbers
this year will show the popularity
of the event and that the Health

Fair will become an annual event.
This year's Health Fair is
sponsored by Health Services,
Food Services and the University
Centre.
0

Lancephotoby Jason Kryk
Roy Porter, senior lecturer at the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine in London, England, nas the first spcal.cr in this Jcar's
Humanities Research Group lecture series. The September 17 talk addressed the topic of madness and civilization. T he second lecture in the
series, October 26, ~m feature Oa\id Hoenigcr of the Unhcrsity of
Toron to on Madness in Shakespeare's King Lear.

755 Ouellette Avenue
256-2385
Free Parking at Rear

EVERY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNES DAY
\

4pm-12:30

am

125 years of Labatt's IPA:

Whatbeer
wasmeant
tobe.

A superior old-style ale brewed by the
traditional top fermentation process.
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New fiction is the same old thing
by Terry Brown

voice.
In "Nobody's Notebook/ George McWhirter shreds the spy novel genre with his
spare and intense story of a homosexual
agent shadowing a homosexual douhlcagent who is in love with Karl Marx and
sleeps with a leather-bound copy of Da.\
Kapital. McWhirtcr pounds together
·fragments ' of cold war espionage.
jealousy. beards, murder, pamphlets and
Mexico into a complete picture. Y..ithoutit
becoming confused.
The book is full of examples of writer,
throwing convention to the"" ind to explore
their themes - to discover their themes in an honest , uncontrived. unfettered way.
What they arc finding is life. The unrefined, natural variety reclaimed from the
vitiated shell of contemporary values.

Singularities
Geoff Hancock, editor;
Black Moss Press, 1990;
221 pages, $14.95.

I: The Idea
For centuries, discoveries in physics
have changed our understanding of the
universe, and so our descriptions of it.
Ptolemy 's second-century geocentric
universe suggested to writers that humanity
might be part of a "great chain of being ," a
cosmic order, rather than mere pawns of individual gods. or free agents.
New scientific principles have replaced
not only Ptolemy'scosmology, but are also
supplanting mythology, religious text s,
psychodynamic models, and political
ideology as the armature on which writers
construct their fictions.
But if breakthroughs in physics have
blown our conventional perception of
reality to dust, what do we build upon to
create a new literature?
In putting forth a solution, Hancock
quotes American fabulist Robert Coover:
"Life is so complicated that we have to live
by fiction; we cannot handle all the input,
so we isolate little bits and make reasonable
stories out of them."
Hancock proposes a quantum for the
"new" fiction: the fragment. He contends
that these "bits" are requisitcly intense,
self-limiting particles of writing with "a
will of their O\\. •1."
Echoing the scientific method, Hancock co njectures that only from a collection of fragments can an overview of reality
be attempted - not the other way around,
where the individual facts arc made to
conform to a larger, preconceived notion
of existance.
II : Prohlems with The Idea
Si111-:ulariticsis a book of Canadian

short fictions compiled by Geoff Hancock
to demonstrate the marriage of physics and
fiction.
Unfortunately, in his afterward, editor
Geoff Hancock takes a simple thesis and
obscures it in twenty pages of questionable
associations, unexplained references, silly
proclamations and patently wrong "fact,;".
"The discoveries of modern astrophysics - black holes, white holes,
wormhole bridges-are so astounding that
I'm surprised fiction hasn't erupted
everywhere, in the same blinding flash as
the Big Bang." (p.197 J
Yes, truly astounding - if white holes
and wormhole bridges were actual discoveries, rather than theories.
Less obvious, but still disturbing, is a
dreamy paragraph (p.199) that suggests
that "Beauty and Symmetry in physics may
be the key ideas that unify all elemental forces and particles."
Thi s contrave nes Hancock 's basic
premise of literary "fragments," whose individual truths arc not subordinate to larger
theories.
Also. Hancock ·s terms for the "new"
fiction arc confusing. In as,ociation with

fragments, he conjures up "parafictions."
He defines parafiction· as "a slippery little bugger of a word that refers to the thin
line between autobiography. fiction. and
non-fiction essays which incorporates
some of the elements of narrative."
A word so slippery that he never mentions it again, except when listing it with
the other two. In his hands. the respectable
'prose poem' gets the same treatment.
Singularities isn't meant to be taken as
a scholarly work, but if Hancock presumes
to alarm and enlighten wnters, his work
would benefit from a little clarity. As it is.
it's carried off in a tempest of free-association. The page and a half of promotional
material was more lucid than any page of
his afterword.

IV: Problems with the Book
Why are these stories in the book? Hancock gives specific reasons for only a few.
Others. however, simply don ·t belong.
I asked University of Windsor's professor Eugene McNamara why he thought his
wonderfully crafted "Falling in Place" was
included. He didn't know.
"When I wrote the story, I wasn't thinking about physics," he admitted. although
he suggested his description of a train·s
braking system might have been the
reason.
Still, I strong ly recommend Singularilles for the way it challenges conventional thinking about literature. but I
believe the book is meant more for writers
than readers. Writers looking for new
modes of thinking will be patient enough
to distill this silty hrew in order to breathe
the transporting. intoxicaling vapours.
To his slight redemption. Hancock
quotes Baudelaire when he suggests we
must "dive to the depths of the ahyss ... in
our never-ending search for ,omething

Ill: The Book
The forty-six writers use a wide range
of forms and slylcs. in muny combinations.
to affect a unique reader-response.
Although I was concentra ting on the
shifting plot of the text. the prose-style
poems in Gwendolyn MacEwan 's story
"An Evening Y..ithGrey Owl" sang in my • nc\iv."
head with a mournful native woman·s
Reading this hook, I feel I have.

·ri

Jackson's world is flux 'n 'fun
by Laila Farrell

Dei Jackson's Master of Fine Arts exhibition is an intriguing reflection of Southwestern Ontario. Jackson has worked for
two years to produce a multimedia
sculptural collection which is reminiscent
of the state-of-the-art
technology
(telephone Jines,
satellite dishes)
one sees juxtaposed
with
simple farming
equ ipment
in
fields along the
401.
The exhibit's
pieces
are
dominated
by
wood and metal.
Jack son joins an
organic quality to
co ld mechanics,
presenting
a
melange of nature
and technology.
One piece ineludes three old
turntables wired L.-i,,,,.-....
to a stand covered in speakers. When all
three turntables are turned on at the same
time. droning voices emit muffled, inarticu late noises. Jackson says her work
reflects the nonsensical transformation the
speaking voice goes through when it passcs through so much technology.
Jackson's work can be viewed as conveying an anti-technological message,
though she would. ~i:,agree with that interpretation.

"[My work] isn't aboul technology."
Jackson says. "It just uses it. I use it like
paint."
For whatever reason she uses contemporary gadgetry, the result is a terrific sense
of motion: Wheels turn, objects spin and
rock, even the static sculptures give the iilusion of flux. The movement of pieces
demands a certain
amount
of
'
audience
participation
pluggingthingsin
and stepping on
pedals.
Jackson's use
of familiar objects in new and
unusual contexts
- a toilet plunger
as a radar dish,
red socks on top
of metal tongs endows her work
with a sense of
humour
that
makes
the
m ec h a n i c a 1
devices
less
threatening. It is a deliberate attempt to
reach those who are otherwise intimidated
by abstract art.
The Jackson exhibition is pleasing on
so many levels that an encapsulation of it
is impossible, hut it was definitely the most
fun I had all weekend.
If, as Emerson says. "a work of art is an
abstract or epitome of the world." then Dei
Jackson's world is full of sights and sounds
and lights and amusement
n
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Modig liani;
A play by Dennis McIntyre;
Directed by Arthur Beer
Starring Ted Moniak and Susan Reno
1515 Broadway Theatre
1515 Broadway, Detroit
Call (313) 965-1515
by Tim Dugdale

Dennis McIntyre's splendid play,
Modigliani, is a vivid evocation of such a
period. For two hours Amedeo Modigliani
and his motley crew of painter friends,
agents and clients come to life in the
Bohemian Paris of 1916. The beauty of the
play lies not in the ability of the actors to
ride the crests and troughs of the emotional
rollercoaster of Modi ' sinner circle. Rather,
it is finely shaded performances that reveal
the eruptions of hope and despair that
power their miserable ride.
Ted Moniak is brilliant as Modigliani.
full of vivacious bravado that hide s a
sensitive man deeply hurt by how his work
is ignored by moneyed society. McIntyre,
who died this year without seeing one of
his plays make it to Broadway, obviously
felt great affinity with Modigliani and thus
was able to create
a splendid
characterization
that voiced his own
frustrations. Susan Reno is perfect as

Modi' s South African lover, Bea Hastings.
As director Arthur Beer points out, their
relationship was antagonistic, not out of
pettiness. but rather because they w_ereboth
intellectually alive and strong. It is pure
magic indeed when Reno and Moniak
connect.
I could tell you about the supporting
cast but that would spoil the many splendid
surprises this play has in store. Suffice it to
say, everybody does plenty of boozing and
plenty of yelling that, if you sit in the front
row, puts you right in the action.
Modigliani is hyperdynamic, sparking with
crisp and clever dialogue that never seems
out of character. Even in the middle of a
particularly heated scene, McIntyre
maintains control.
I really liked this play. Beyond the
quality of the play, a tip of the hat must go
to the fine folks at 1515 Broadway . Arthur
Beer's sparse but precision-made sets were
moved into position in double time and
during intermission,
the staff was
courteous to a fault. Small theatres should
accept themselves for what they are and
then try to make the best of what thcy have.
The theatre is not only a theatre but an
arti ,L'>' gathering space and a midnight
rendezvous for lovers of fine house music.
Hustle your ass off to get the full measure
of excellence at 1515 Broadway.
n
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(Note: There are italicized editorial comments
throughout the following stories. The stories
come from other campus newspapers affiliated
with the Canadian University Press; the
comments offer the Lance's point of view. We
feel that some of the opinions expressed in
these articles are representative of the
backward thinking that plagues the university
system in Canada.
The people quoted in these stories are often
misguided. To say that many of them miss the
'big picture' would be accurate. To say that
many of them want to miss it is even more
accurate.)
by Karen Hill
TORONTO (CUP) - 'Crass, childish,
and boorish' engineering students must clean
up their acts before more women will enter the
profession, critics say.
That kind of behaviour deters women
from entering the profession, according to 38
per cent of the female engineers surveyed
recently by the Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontario (APEO).
The problem is even worse than it
appears, said Patrick Quinn, a profesional
engineer and pro-feminist activist. He said
there's no way of telling how many women
'wanted to enrol but didn't,' and how many
dropped out because of a hostile environment.
"There's a lot of screaming going on
that we're not hearing," he said. And, he
added, women are going to remain
underrepresented in engineering unless big
changes are made in men's behaviour and
attitude.
One way to deal with the problem is to
single out ~tudcnts who arc found guilty of
discriminatory behaviour, according to John
Bate, the president of the APEO.
In an August letter to engineering
faculties, Bate suggested that such students
should be notified in writing by engineering
deans. "(We)will retain these letters and
review them at the time any of these
individuals make applications for license " he
said.
'
But Quinn said sexist engineering
'pranks' must be countered with more severe
penalties, similar to those imposed on students
found cheating. Suspension or expulsion could
be strong deterrents, he added.
"What stops them is the possibility of
severe sanctions. Behaviour can be modified
in a very simple fashion, while it takes much
longer to change attitudes."
In the past few years, engineering
newspapers at U. of T. and Queens have come
under fire for their content, which has been
called sexist, racist and homophobic. Initiation
rites have also been deemed discriminatory by
students and administrators alike.
Sexism is a problem in engineering,
but there are more constructive ways to deal
with it, said Emily Moore, Queen;' University
stu~ent cou,ncil pre~ident and a fourth year
engineering student.

"My personal fear is that when you
start kicking out people because you disagree
with their attitudes, you won't have many
people left. Everyone is sexist, racist and
homophobic, so it is a question of limits."
{No, not everyone is sexist, racist, and
homophobic. If you start kicking people out,
maybe some people will realize how truly
dangerous their attitudes are./
The best way to deal with sexist
behaviour is to force offenders to perform
community service, or attend mandatory
classes, she said.
Marta Ecsedi, chair of the APEO's
women in engineering advisory committee,
said there is a definite need to change the
image of the crass, childish, and boorish
engineering student. She said one of the best
ways to do this is to make sure more women
become interested in the profession.

"One of our goals is to warm up the
climate, to make women feel comfortable at
all [university] events."
The APEO is developing a video for
girls in grades seven to nine to promote
engineering as a career. Ecsedi said they are
also targeting young women in high school
with pamphlets and a resource catalogue that
will "portray an engineering career as an
attractive option."
According to Quinn, educational work
is important, but men have to become more
aware of the problem. "You can't expect the
victims to change things.
"If you make waves, you're going to
get washed away. I know about severe
instances of women being so abused they're
traumatized."
And he thinks changing both attitudes
and behaviour is going to be difficult.
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For his part, Preinsperg said he stands
by his comments .
"People may not agree with my ideas,
but I do try to make the world a better place
for women," he said. "There will always be
people who feel threatened by this sort of
honesty."
Preinsperg said he would like women
to speak to him in person about the article. "I
doubt that many women who have actually
read what I've written would construe it in this
utterly ahsurd way," he said.
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/On a hunting ground, one does not
seek equals, one seeks prey. J
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But Shout said the views expressed by
Preinsperg are threatening to women .
"Women [come to the women ' s centre]
because they often find that the university
community is not very friendly to women both in an academic and a social
environment," she said.
"When this sort of stuff starts coming
out ... it make s it even more difficult for
women to go out there into that community
and feel safe."
She said there has been an
ove rwh elmin g res ponse from wom en at the
centre. "Women he re are certainly going to
take this up with the Ombudsoffice," she said.
Some formal complaints have been
filed again st Preinsperg, according to
ombudsperson Carole Forsythe .
Kathy Tait, the realtionships columnist
who printed the hints. introduced the column
by saying," 'How can I get a date with a
woman?' men continually ask me. Often
they're men in one of the best hunting grounds
in the world - college or university."

I

'

....

In an interview, Tait said there was
nothing sexist about the column.
"How anyone could twist that [article l
into sexism, I don't know," she said. "I really
think this stuff about sexism has gone too far."

[If a woman journalist is calling the
campuses 'hunting grounds' for men, 'this
sexism stuff' has not gone nearly far enough. J

He said men tell him, "We understand
and you're right, but you're too
confrontational and it's not going to change
overnight. We'd rather operate quietly."

[Ask the men why they want to operate
quietly. Is is because they feel that if the
grumbling can't be heard it will go away?/
"I want to change the men," Quinn
said. "I think the things men are doing are not
good. I think it needs to be changed now."
by Nadene Rehnby
VANCOUVER (CUP) - A student
council president who offered tips on picking
up women in a local daily newspaper is under
fire for his 'sexist' attitude.
In the Vancouver Province's
relationships column September 6, University
of British Columbia student council president

KurtPreinsperg offered "31 hints to get you
off to a better start with the woman of your
choice."
Rule 14 reads: "Don't persist when a
woman says no. Generally, do not ask twice."
Another advises, ''When you've made love,
don't run to your buddies, gossiping about
intimate details."
Linda Shout, coordinator of UBC's
women's centre, said she was appalled by
Preinsperg's comments.
"To have the president of the students'
society start putting forward views that
promote unequal power relationships is simply
very dangerous," Shout said.
"[Preinsperg's] premise here seems to
be that everything that you do in a relationship
with a woman is some sort of a pretense in
order to let you get into bed with her. It sets
sex up as the ultimate goal."

She said the response must have come
from younger women. "You just don't hear
this sort of thing from women in their late
twenties and thirties," she said.
/ Many women in 1111frersi(v
are in that
age bracket, but is a prOlest i111·alidbecause

the prostesters are young? J
Tait also said this attitude is caused by
young women's "lack of being comfortable
with their own sexuality" and "lack of
confidence."

[No matter how confident and
comfortable one is with his or her own
sexuality, being treated like an object is
always offensive. Just because some women
and men willingly let themselves be treated
that way does not mean that they are
well-adjusted-quite
the reverse. Anyone who
is truly self-confident knows that putting up
with degradation is a psychological dead-end.
Who's the neuroticthe woman who
confidantly resists objectification and
manipulation, or the woman who revels in it?J
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Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.

A good place to
~
get a cup of joe ... 65•
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Devonshire Mall area.

The Palace
300
Ouellette Avenue
CaII Debbie at
Ontario
972-7804.
____________________
_. Windsor,
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675 Goyeau Avenue
(Royal Windsor Hotel)
Lower Level
Free Parking
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The Lo\e Cows: that ain't no udder in my pocket .

BRAND NEW
WORLD- CLA SS
Ch am pi on s hip Tables
Nine -ba ll • Sn oo k er
The on ly Windso r billi a rds
club li censed by L LB O

Competitiv e p r ices
-

Pr op e r a ttire -

11 - 1 M on - Sat; 12 - 1 Su n

Cash prizes - added prizes.

Spectators

welcome!

at
20 to 35% savings
EL-512H

EL-556D
• CPU< mode supports complex number
function and parentheseses calculations
• Two-variable statistics, various regression
calculations (hnear. quadratic.
exponential logarithmic. power, inverse)
and normal probab1hty calculations
• Conversions and Calculat ons in BIN,
OCT, HEX and Decimal. and logical
operauons
• Fractional calculation capab1hty
• Time calculations
• Linear equation with three unknowns
• 10+2 digit display
• 7 memories
• Twin power supply

25 .99

EL-553
161 functions
Tngonometnc functions
Fractional calculations
15 levels of parentheses
Factorial, permutation combination
Single variable statistics

Regular price 37.95 Sale price

$60 entry fee

Has Your Number

SHARP

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunday,
September 30th
Open to all -

Op en se ven d ays a wee k .

Regular price 39.95 Sale price

Windsor Nine-ball
Annual Classic
Tournament

2 4 .69

• Large easy-to-read, 2-hne x 12-digit LCD
Upperhne with rolling dot shows expression
( 12 d1g1t)and lower hne w ith hnear format
shows sotullon (10+2 d1g1t)
• Algebraic expression reserve (AEA). With
AER mode. 4 formulas with up to 256 steps
can be stored for easy calculation
• Memory Safe Guard
• Playback function
• Cond1t1onalJudgement and loop functions
• 13 datamemones
• 173 functions

Regular price 79 .95 Sale price

63 .95

EL-545H
• Operates on highly sens11Jvesolar
cells (more than 50 lux)
• Powerful 155 functions
• 3-key memory x 2
• Computerage hexadecimal, octal, and
binary calculations
• 15 levels of paren theses with up to 4
levels of pending operations
• 3 vanable linear equation
• Log1naloperation

Regular price 43.95 Sale price

28 .59

From Basic to Pocket Computers
- WE CARRY THEM ALL -

252-8818
2155 Wyandotte West
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 TO 9
SATURDAY
g TO 6

The Love Cows are
simply bovine-dacious
b~ Michael Allcock
The Love Cows, a Toronto
band, came 10 !own for a twonight stint al the Sub"ay pub last
'hcc=k, but few look advantage of
the lack of a cover charge. It's unfortunate. because the) would
have=been pleased.
Al!hough a relat ive ly new
band (they've been together for
fourteen months), the Cows have
been working hard in Toronto and
have been receiving growing
media attention. ll's not su rprising; the trio - consisting of Tim
Bovaconti
(lead vocals and
guitar), Bob McKitrick (vocals
and bass), and Shane Kearney
(drums) - have produced an act
of classic covers and melodic
originals guaranteed to delight.
Most of the cove r material
was from the 60's (the Byrds, the
W ho, the Stones). But their repertoire included a heal!hy dose o[
Replacements, REM, and Clash.
Most impressive was the Cows'
version of Jimi Hendrix's Red

House,"
which showcased
Bovaconti's
dexteril),
and
proved that a Toronto band can
indeed play the blues.
Bo\ aconli's crisp. clear voice
1s reminiscent o f Joe Jackso n 's,
yet at Limes fails to meet the rawness or fullness rc=quired by certain covers, such as Hc=ndnx's
"Little Wing.'' But their originals
work well with his singing style,
wrapping themselves around his
voice.
A few technical snags and
poor attendance al their Subway
performance did not discourage
the Love Cows. They allacked
thei r sets with abandon, refusing
to accept that they were playing in
front of fewer than fifty people.
Maybe the poo r turnout can
be blamed on the lack of promotion or the fact that WindsorToronto music scenes rarely
overlap. Whatever the case, the
Love Cows deserve more allention. P erha ps the next time they
come lo graze W indsor ven ues,
more people will sh.:>w.
0
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Big radio stars leave without stealing urinals

RCAF finishes off Capitol
by Terry Brown
I

A well-dressed crowd of local personalities and
bureaucrats witnessed history last Thursday when
the Royal Canadian Air Farce taped two shows at
the Capitol Theatre.
CBE Windsor made its first broadcast from the
University West location in 1950, and ironically,
hosted the last event to be held at the Capitol before
it falls to the wrecking ball.
The Farce warmed up the crowd with a pastiche
of thoughts on the Middle East, Canadian politics,
Mayor Millson's Bart Simpson haircut, and
Windsor.
The audience, having just voted in an NOP
majority, was too easily amused. The cash bar did
brisk business.
The Farce opened the first program with an illuminating treatment of the Oka
standorr. which they turned into
the Mohawk Open of the Pro
Golfers' Tour. The solemn
whisper of golf commentary followed the pros as they managed
course hazards such as ·mine
fields, tanks, and brick-hurling
Chateauguy rioters. The links'
reverent silence was beautifully
juxtaposed
with shattering

The troupe then muddled through a rehash of
summer news. Fortunate!y, Don Ferguson' s brilliant
caricature of Brian Mulroney transcended the weak
material and kept the audience entertained.
The second program began with an affectionate
portrayal of federal Opposition Leader Herb Grey as
the epitome of Windsor's wild side.
Without the least hint of love, our Gucci-shod
national shame was featured prominently during the
second show.
When informed of Bob Rae's Ontario victory,
the deal-making Prime Minister (rechristened
"Brian 'Dice· Mulroney") was dumbfounded that
Premier Bob had managed a majority without selling off pieces of Canada to corporations.
Now that's art.
This scene was an introduction to a clever segment about the U.S. reaction to the new •Fidel
Castro' on its northern border.
Bush sends troops through the
• • • Detroit-Windsor
tunnel.
Meanwhile, fearing political assassination, Rae travels incognito
to the safe haven of Windsor. The
local Scottish Regiment outsmarts
the American forces and leads
them to drive their tanks into the
river - a ploy they consider to be
a form of chemical warfare.
Two laboured skits followed,
one about a school for the satanically possessed, and the other contrasting the news of friendly Windsor and violent
Detroit.
John Morgan returned order to the show with his
radio sermon by Rev. Simon Quagmire, whose innocent pondering of the relevance of a bible quote
concerning bowel movements leads him to be arrested for solicitation on Windsor's floating strip
ship, the Wayward Princess.
The evening closed with Brian Mulroney finally coming forward to bring a solution to the Oka
situation - appointing the Mohawks to the Senate.
In all, Windsor was held up for ridicule as much
as the next guy (Toronto), but we were dealt with
fairly by the Air Farce, unless 'we' happen to be on
City Council and still think we ·re doing a good job.
You can hear the second Windsor show September 22 at 10:35 am on CBC Stereo 89.9 FM, or the
next day at 1:08 pm on CBC Radio 1550 AM.
'.J

155 Wyandotte St. East
253-2151

The audience

10 %

discount with student ID.

was too easily
amu sed. Th e
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HOURS OF OPERATION
SUN.
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cash bar did
brisk business .

From this early crest the show
made a slow descent into the Iraq/Kuwait situation
with an over-used format. "Mr. Hussein's Neighbourhood'' was littered with predictable madman
jokes, and ended with Hussein surrendering to the
United States' secret weapon - the singing
Roseanne Barr (the Farce used her five bloody
times).
The one good joke of this skit, referring to the
Muslim prohibition of alcohol, passed harmlessly
through the crowd.
Hussein: "... I love children ... in a white wine
sauce. Just kidding - I would never put wine in
sauce."
The evening !roughed in a short interview with
two Bob-and-Doug-Mackenziesque sailors stationed safely in Sicily. Big laugh: the antiquated
Canadian destroyers are loaded with 60,000 twofours of Export ale. Ooh.

I

$6.50

all day ,
all night
7 days a week

PITCHERS

Daily Specials
* MONDAY IS SPAGHE TT I DAY ...... $2.95
spaghetti & meat sauce.
IF YOU WA.NT SECONDS,

rrs

ON

us.

* TUESDAY IS
BABY BACK RIBS DAY ......... .......... $5.9 5

full stri p of baby back ribs with

SPECIALFIESTA
PARTIESUP TO
100PEOPLE!
TAKEOUT
AVAILABLE

frie s & cole sla.w.

•

mex1can
food
VE---

MARGARITA
CAPITAL
OF CANADA!

* WEDNESDAY IS CHICKEN WINGS DAY
25pc s. wing ........ .................... .................. $5 .00
SPINNERS own special chick.en w ings
with m ild, medium, or ho t sa uc e.
* THURSDAY IS MEATLOAF DAY ... $3 .75
generous portion of homemade meatloaf
with mashed potatoes & hot vegetable.

* FRID AY IS FISH & CH IPS DAY ..... $4 .95
lightly battered & deep fried HALIBUT
with chips and cole sla.w.

* SATURDAY IS HOT DOG DAY ............ 75
SPINNERS juicy, plump ball park. hot dogs.

* Specials subject to change without notice.

FLAMING
CHEESE
AVOCADO
PLATE
MEXICAN
CHILi
BOTANA
SUPER
NACHOS
NACHOS
TACOS
ENCHILADAS
TOSTA
DAS
BURR
ITOS
CHIMICHANG
AS
TOMALES
PON
CHOPLATIER

AU I IP PASSf.SACCF.PTf.lJ
FOR FRf.£Af)M/SS10N
at.· FRJDAYS AND SATURO,ffS

346 VICTORIA AVE .
Windsor

(519) 252 -3823
SERVING FOOD

MON . · THURS.
11 :30 a.m . . Midnight
FRI. & SAT.
11 :30 a.m. - 2:30 a.m .

SUNDAY
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Pool Tables, Darts,
& Large Outdoor Patio

Big Screen T. J,: & Satellite
For A ll Your Fa i•ourite
Sports fa·ents

PARTY H EADQ UAR TERS
of Un iversity of WI NDSOR
29 6 0 Hur o n C hurch Rd . a t Gr a nd Ma rai s
( 5 19) 9 6 6-33 8 8
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Don Says:
The NHL pre-season has begun. Come
on down and watch the games on my
big screen and nine TVs.
531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 :30 a.m. 'ti l 1 a.m.
Sunday 11 :30 'tit 11 p.m.
256-DONS

Licensed Under the LLBO

Border City Comics

'l1niversity of 'Windsor Cliarity 'Ba[[
We are now assembling
The following positions

the executive committee.
are available:

APARTMENT
FOR RENt: 2
bedroom apartment on Donnelly
St.. Within 5 minutes walking distance of the University. Available
immediately. Fridge. oven, gas &
electricity at a monthly rate of
$700 .. Call 254-8970 or 254-457 4.

All interested applicants should contact Steve Iseman (Chairperson)
at 971-7699 or see Mary Lou Thibert at the University Centre desk.
We are also looking for volunteer help to assist with hall preparation,
ticket sales, decorations, etc.

1988 HONDA CRX, auto, red, low
km's, sunroof, stereo, lady driven.
warranty, excellent condition.
Phone 258-4299.

help is appreciated.

DO YOU WANT to expand your
horizons? Do you want to travel?
Do you want to see distant places
and things? Do you want to learn
about developing countries?
Canadian Crossroads International (CCI) is a private non-profit organization that sends people
overseas to learn about Third
World countries and issues of
development.
CCI is currently
recruiting and will be holding an information meeting at Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave., from 7:00-9:00
pm on Saturday, September 23.
Everyone is welcome.

.Let's Pu[[ 'Iogetlier!

THESCOTIABANKING
ADVANTAGE
TAKEIT WHILEYOU CAN!
We know that students have
special banking needs. That's
why we designed the Scotia

deposits.transfers.balanceenquiries
and VISA payments.free of applicableservicecharges.day or night.
at any ScotiabankCashstop
machine.

Banking Advantage.

This package of
services is available to

A No-Fee Credit Card

you as long as you 're a full-

You'II be able to apply for a
ScotiabankClassicVISN card
with a $500 credit limit. And
as long as you have the Scotia
BankingAdvantage.we won't charge
you the usual annual fee.

time, post-secondary student
and come into your Branch to
reactivate the package each

school year (prior to October 31st).
Take a look at what we have to offer.
A Daily Interest Savings/Cheguing

A Grad Auto Loan :i

Account With No-Charge Cheguing
Open a ScotiaPowerchequing-1"
Account.You'll
earn daily intereston your depositand you won't
haveto pay the usual cheque.pre-authorized
payment,withdrawalor transferfees.Youcan write as
manychequesasyou want at no chargewithout having
to maintain a specificminimum monthly balance.
The Convenience Of An Automated
Banking Machine Card
1
With ~ Cashstop~
Cardand your Scotia PowerchequmgAccount,you can make withdrawals.

Once you graduateand li.ive a job, a Grad Auto
Loan can help you get a new or usedcar (up
to 3 model yearsold). You can arrangeto postpone
the start of your repayment for up to 90 days
from the date the loan is advancedto you:1 Apply
as early as 90 days beforestartingyour new job
and up to a year after graduation.
For full detailson the Scotia BankingAdvantage,
visit any ScotiabankBranch.We'll be happy to
help you.

...,

Scotia bank

·-,

classifieds
'81 CH EVETTE in excellent condition. 2 door, automatic, cassette
and many new parts. Asking
$2000 or best offer. Call 326-6587
(leave message if no answer).

Vice Chairperson Operations
Vice Chairperson Internal
Vice Chairperson Promotions Vice Chairperson Special Events
Vice Chairperson Finance

Everyone's

Now has the largest selection of
role playing games in Windsor
at the lowest prices Come in and check us out at:
1009 Wyandotte St. East 977-7311
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MODELS NEEDED for Career Fair
'90 - Dress For Success Fashion
Show. Anyone who's interested
can call Lisa Laforet, Career Planning & Placement, Dillon Hall
basement, ext. 7061 or ext. 3552.
IBM PS/2 Model 25, 640K Colour
Monitor, 20MB Hard Drive, 3.5"
Floppy Drive. Microsoft Mouse ,
IBM Keyboard , plus software including DOS 4.0 1, WordPerfect
5.1, Works , Windows, etc. Price:
$2000.00. Call 944-3476 (leave
message).
SUBMIT EARLY to Generation
·91! We are now accepting prose,
poetry, essays, and artwork for our
1991 issue. All submissions
should be anonymous (include
name, address and phone number
in a sealed envelope) and can be
dropped off at Room 2121, WHN,
or in the English Department office
c/o Lindsay Singer.
WANTED: Hats of all shapes and
sizes. Preferably the kind that fit
on your head, but others are welcome. Please contact Trasie
Sands at 973-5459 or 253 ·4060.
FOR SALE: Complete set of men's
hOckey equipment (size 8 skates).
Asking $150 or best offer.
Brunswick bowling ball. twelve
pound. right-handed. Asking $25
or best offer. Briefcase with combination lock. Asking $25 or best
offer. Phone 972-5755.
CLEANING OUT SALE: Reconditioned office electric typewriters.
from $65 to $125. FM multipath
tuner, $85. Dehumidifier, $65 .
NEC and OSBORNE computers,
great for word processing, $100
and $200. EPSON Draft only
printer, $60. Apple II parts &
modems. Wood 3x5 table top (uleg), $25. Bookcase with glass
doors, $15. Flip-top typing stand
(refinish it), $20. Small Can . Forces trenc/rain coats. $10. Reel-toreel tape recorders $20 & $30.
Call 256-8054, mornings & evenings.
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS Association (EAA) ,s holding
Environment Week from September 24 - 28. Check out the information table 1n the University
Centre for details.
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$PORTS
rpheLancer
Locker

Acumovic boots fifteen points

OUAA/OWIAA

by Dave Briggs

RESULTS
Football
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor 29 York 12

Men's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor 2 Ryerson 0

Women's Soccer
Wed. Sept. 12
Windsor 4 Western 1
Thurs. Sept. 13
Minnesota 3 Windsor 1
Sun. Sept. 16
Guelph 2 Windsor 0

Cross Country
Sat. Sept. 15
Windsor at Central Michigan

Team Scores - Men
1st SW Michigan
45
2nd Centr. Mich. U. 46
3rd Univ. of Wi ndsor 59
4th Saginaw Valley 97
5th Univ. of Toledo 104
6th Aquinas College 183

Team Scores- Women
1st Central Michigan 23
2nd Western Michigan 78
3rd Univ. of Windsor 79
4th Mc Master Univ. 11 l
5th Saginaw Valley 116
6th Univ. of Toledo 148
7th SW Michigan
165
8th Aquinas College 217

UPCOMING

EVENTS
Football
Sat. Sept. 22
Laurier at Windsor (2 pm)
Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor at Western
Men's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor at Waterloo

Women's Soccer

Wed. Sept. 19
Windsor at Michigan
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor at Waterloo

Cross Country
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Western
Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor at Macomb

Women's Tennis
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor at Toronto
Sat. Sept. 24
Windsor at Henr y Ford
College

Men's Golf
Fri. Sept. 21
Windsor at Waterloo

Lancers dominate hapless Yeomen
of the game.
Running back Mike Scratch capped off the
drive by plowing into the end zone from Of)e
TORONTO A 15-point performance by
yard out to give Windsor a 7-4 lead.
rookie kicker Lazar Acumovic and a strong
Following a Lancer safety, Acumovic
contribution from the rest of the University of
Windsor's football team earned the Lancers a kicked the first of his four field goals.
Lancer Rick Dugal intercepted an errant
29-12 victory over the York Yeomen last
pass from York's Dean McLaren to set up a 12
Saturday.
yard touchdown run by Nethersole.
The game, played at a half-filled Esther
Acumovic ended the next Windsor drive
Shriner stadium near York's campus, was the
with
a 20 yard field goal with 15 seconds
opening contest of the regular season for both
remaining in the half to scnc.llhc Laucer., to the
clubs.
The Lancers played well throughout, and locker room with a comfortable 23-4 lead.
York's woes mounted at the beginning of
had little trouble with the relatively young and
inexperienced Yeomen, who failed to win a the second half, with a fumbled kickoff
recovered by Windsor and later converted into
game last season.
a 35 yard field goal.
"I think we played an intense, disciplined
Later, near the end of the third quarter, the
football game," said Lancer head coach John
Lancer kicker ended his team's scoring with a
Musselman. "We made mistakes, but the
28 yard three-pointer.
potential's
all there. We've got a good
York redeemed itself somewhat in the
foundation to build on, and we've got to
fourth quarter. Quarterback Jason Bitter,
continue to bui ld."
York's first-year coach, Tom Arnott, had replacing the starter McLaren , completed five
consecutive passes, and moved his team from
mixed emotions about his team's loss.
"There are two things we did wrong. We mid-field into the endzone.
York's touchdown finished the scoring,
were not physically tackling properly, and, as
a team, we weren't ready to play. I call it not and etched a 29-12 Windsor victory onto the
scoresheet.
being focused," Arnott said.
"We played a hell of a game," said Lancer
On the other hand, Arnott was happy with
linebacker Mike O'Neil. "We are a team that
how his team finished the contest.
"I think our team hits, and I don't think could go places."
Acumovic's 15 points were just four shy of
they laid down and died," Arnott said.
the school record held by former Lancer
York grabbed the lead just three minutes
into the contest with a 45 yard field goal by kicker Graeme Flett.
In addition to his point totals, the
George Valentzas.
Walkerville graduate averaged nearly 37
York added another point to their cause
later in the quarter when Windsor's Ozzie yards per kick while punting, and 48 yards per
Nethersole failed to control a Valentzas punt kick on kickoffs.
Though Windsor's offense moved the hall
which rolled into the endzonc and was downed
and
scored points on five of eight pos.,cs-.ions
for a single.
in the first half. it had trouble punching the hall
A 36 yard gain by running back Ncthersolc
and a 23 yard pass from Walt Tauman to· into the cndwne when they were c.lecpin York
territory, and often selllcu I'm a ficlu goal.
Mike Bachmeier set up Windsm·s first points

"That bothers tne," Musselman said.
"We've got to get more productive inside the
other team's 20 yard line."
The Lancers garnered some high praise
from the Yeomen's head coach.
"l think Windsor's the most improved
team in the league," Amott said.
"We're a much better football team than
we were last year," Musselman agreed. "The
exciting thing about this team is that we are
not even near our potential. Until we get there,
we've got a lot of work to do."
Windsor rolled up 279 yards in total
offense compared to York's 214.
Eight Lancer rushers combined to compile
196 yards on the ground, while second-year
starter Tazzman added 100 yards through the
air after completing eight of 14 pass attempts.
Nethersole was the game's leading rusher.
He carried eight times for 75 yards, for an
average of nearly nine and half yards per rush. ,
Last year's league rookie of the year also
returned seven punts for an average of nearly
13 yards a return.
Windsor's defense may have been the key
determinant in the ga!11e,holding the Yeomen
scoreless in the second and third quarters.
"We've honestly never felt that we were
all that bad, we 're missing seven starters from
last year, and that's going to have an effect on
us," Musselman said. "but we ·ve played two
pretty good football games defensively so far.
I think potentially we 're going to be better
than we've ever been defensively."
As well, five different Lancer defenders
picked off York passes.
Windsor's next opponent will be the
Laurier Golden Hawks in the Lancers' home
opener. Kickoff is al 2 pm this Saturday at
Windsor's South Campu-. Stadium. The game
will he tclevi ...ed live on local cable channel
11. anti replaycu the following Tuesday at 8
pm.

n

I Soccer Lancers ram Ryerson in season opener
by John Marentette
The University of Windsor
Lancer men· s soccer team began
their season on the right foot last
Saturday afternoon.
In their
opening contest against Ryerson,
Windsor nailed down a 2-0
victory.
The Lancers missed several
scoring opportunities throughout
the contest, but played a tough
game on the defensive end.
Lancer Pete Rosco got a goal in
the first half when Windsor
capitalized on a running attack.
Rosco ·s header from the right side
became quite significant as it
turned out to be the only offensive
scoring by either side all game.
This is not to say that the Lancers
did not score again, however .
In a play that seemed
unintentional, the Lancers got a
break when an unfortunate player
from Ryerson
accidentally
headed the ball into his own net.
The insurance proved to be more
than enough.
Windsor coach Pat McNelis
sounded pleased with the victory,
but knows this is only the
beginning of a rugged two-month
agenda.
" rt was a comfortable win for
us," he said. "We played well, but
we also know there is still a lot of
work that we need to do."
The Lancers are hoping to
duplicate last year's fine season,
during which they captured a
record of 10-2-2 and ea rn ed

,.

Lance photo by Andrew Gan

The Lancer men's soccer team is off to a strong start with a 2-0 win over Ryerson .

themselves a spot in the playoffs.
Many of the team's veteran
players have left, including
student council president, Joe

Esteves, who is ineligible to play
due to his status as a part-time
student.
Th e Lancer s will travel to

Waterloo this weekend 10 take on
the Laurier Golden Hawk s on
Satllrday,
and the Waterloo
Warriors on Sunday.
O

Performer of the week - Lazar Acumovic
Sponsored by Don Cherry's Restaurant
The Perfonner of the Week for the period
ending September 23 is Lancer football kicker,
Lazar Acumovic.
Acumovic, a first-year student and graduate of
Windsor's
Walkerville
high school, was
responsible for 15 of the Lancers' 29 points in the
team's 29-12 victory over York last Saturday.
The kicker booted four of five attempted field
goals, added two extra point conversions, and a
single.
His point total was just four shy of the Lancer
schoo l record held by fonner kicker Graeme Flett.

Acumovic also averaged nearly 37 yards per
punt on seven attempts, and 48 yards per kick off
on three attempts.
For being selected performer of the week,
Acumovic will receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 351 Pelissier in downtown
Windsor.
Acumovic can contact the lance (253-4060) to
find out how to pick up his voucher.
0

The choice of Performer of the Week is made
solely by the Lance sports department and does
not, in any way, reflect the views or opinions of the
Universilj of Windsor's athletic department or
Don Cherry ·s Restaurant.
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Windsor women whip Western, 4-1
by Calvin Knight
The University of Windsor's women ·s
soccer team began this week with an
impressive win over the always-strong
Western Mustangs, only to end the week
with losses to both the University of
Minnesota and the University of Guclph.
In their first regular season game on
Wednesday - after exhibition victories
over Olh et, 11-0, and Grand Valley State,
8-0 - the Lancer.,; handed the Mustangs a
4-1 defeat.
The Windsor coach, Gord Caldwell.
was very pleased with the "in over
Western. stating that it '>'as a "good omen
to beat Western in London." However. the
score docs not do justice to the game itself.
'They (Western] commanded the game."
Caldwell said. "we ju,t took advantage of
our opportunities."
On Thursday. though, the team was
unable to capitalize nn its opportunities and ,
a., a result the outcome was less favourable
- a 3-1 loss.
The match began with the I ancers
showing excellent hall control and accurate
pas.,ing . In one instance their pa.,sing.
using a perfect triangle formation, was
capped off with an c:-.act chip pass to a
streaking leammatc on a hrcak,tway .
Unfortunately. the recipient wa s unable to
slip it past Minnesota ':-.netminder .
Conditioning ,,as a factor though , and ,
as the fir<,t half neared a close , Lancer
energ) began to deplete am.I the more
physical
Minnesot,1 team began to
dominate .
Thrs trend continued into the second
half. when Minnes11ta ,cored all three ol
their go,rl, .
It \\as also in the second h.111th,1t Sue
Brogno scored the lone Windsor goal. It
came on a <,trongc.:ornerkick that landed at
Brogno's feet in the 6-yard box .
Tes., lsaksson also played a good game:

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

The fin.t "eek or the ,ea!>on has held high!>and lo"" for the ll. or W. ~omen·., '>m:cer \quad.

unfortunately she had to leave after the first
half due to other commitments .
On Sunday. against
the Guelph
Gryphons, poor conditioning again played
a role in the Lancers' 2-0 loss, but a more
important factor "as the breakdown in
their passing.

"Our movement of the ball. .. was poor,"
said Caldwell.
In the first half Windsor was unable to
take advantage of the strong wind behind
them and the defense was often found
bunching up and confused as to who was
covering whom.

It was these defensive breakdowns
which cost Windsor its fir~, goal. A
Gryphon player was allO\,,ed inside the
eighteen yard line to send a pass through a
mass of Windsor players to the foot of a
team mate who dcllected it past Julie Pal lot ,
the Lancer goalie.
The second Guelph goal came off a
· good crossing pass which one Gryphon
headed off the cross bar and another headed
into the net.
1 finished 25th.
Three bright lights in Windsor's p lay
I
·The women's team was led again by
that day were Julie Pallot, Sabrina lseppi
, Crystal Garrett who finis hed ninth, and
and Sue Brogno.
Julie Inglis who finished in 11 th spot.
Brogno. a third-year player from Sault
Jackie
McYitte.
the 1988 Lancer
Stc Marie. echoed the sentime nts of her
cro<,s-country
MYP, seems to have
coach concerning her teams 's play and
rebounded from a poor 1989 season with
their passing.
which she said was
an impr essive 13th place finish.
predominantly based on a 'kick and run·
Lisa Hartleib finished in 24th and
:-.)stem. ··we kick the ball and run after it,"
Tayna Bielby finished in 28t h place.
Brogno said.
The Lancers will get a cha nce lo see
The Lancers· next game is Wcdnc:-.day.
how much they've improved next weeke nd
Septemhcr9. at 5 pm against the University
at the University of Western Ontario's
nl Michigan at home. On the \\.Cckcnd, the
invitational meet The competitors will be
Lancers play against the Laurier Golden
M rchiga n, Yale, Kentucky featuring 1989
Hawks and the Waterloo Athenas, two
i:·~·~1
NCAA mile champion John Wh ela n, Penn
teams Coach Caldwell believes will be top
\, ··
State, Queens and Western.
O conference conte nders this season.
O

Windsor runners third at Central
by Jim Parr)
The University of Windsor's men's and
women's cross-country teams continue to
improve airer an 1mpr~ssivc pcrforman.:c
at last Saturday's meet at Central Michigan
University.
The Lancer teams both finished third in
their respective divisions in preparation for
a tough meet this weekend at Western.
The men were led once again by
freshman Ja so n Boyle, who fini shed
fourth, and Wayne Riley, \\ho moved cp
nine positions in the second half of the racl.!
to finish right behind Boyle in fifth.
John C ress finished
I 0th, Dave
Scarrow placed 15th and Mark Roberts

STUDENTS

Phi Sigma Sigma sorority

When you have a problem of an academic. ad mini strative, or race related
nature with any part of the univer s ity, its departments or unit s, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels, contact:

IiTHE UNIVERSITY

OMBUDSPERSON

11

You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to yo ur problem . The
Ombud sperson has been given broad inve stigative powers, univer s ity-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask question s and
require answers that may resolve your problem .

For an appointment ...
Sub/zas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm

Striving to make a difference
with 10 years' experience!
For more inform ation,
contact: Bev - 971-7631

Shopping
aroundbeforeyoubuy?
Forsales,studentdiscounts,
andcoupons-

Lookin theLance
---

Every one of our
advertisers is making a
special effort to reach
students
at
the
University of Windsor,
so you know they'll
treat you right.

The Lance : No purchase necessary .

..-zo··s·i·E·;s
·,
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campus recreation
Team Intramural Deadline

between 8 and 10 pm. Participate
by submitting
a team list or
signing onto an existing team.
The team entry deadline is Friday,
September
21 at 1 pm. The
captain's
meeting
is on
Wednesday, September 26, at
4:30 pm in room 202 at the
Human Kinetics building.

The deadline for entries for
the following intramural teams is
Friday, September 21 at 1 pm.
Entries must be in by this time in
order to have a place on the
schedules
which
will be
distributed
al the captain's
meetings the following week. The
intramurals are:
Men's lee Hockey
Men's Basketball
Women's
and
Mixed
Volleyball
Women's Floor Hockey
Mixed '3-on-3' Volleyball

Men's Intramural Ice Hockey

Registration
Registration
has
been
completed
for our personal
enhancement,
fitness,
and
aquatics programs, but there are
still a few spots left for some
classes. Call us about openings
and placement.

Tee-off times range from I O am
until 5 pm. To register for this
event, or to find out more
information,
please call the
Campus Ree. Hotline.

'Par-3' Golf
Men's Intramural Basketball
The annual Campus Ree.
'Par-3' Golf Tournament will
take place Thursday, September
20 at Roseland golf course.
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Windsor

254-6865

• Open 7 Days

11

Unique Gifts & Clothing
from Around the World
• Swe.ilers

• Ponchos
• Tapestries
• M•y,rn Pieces
• Clothing

• M.1,ks

• l'olk Art
• Jewt'llery
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•••• TO THE EXOTIC
ll•nd Crafttd Worldwide Imports

• J..... 11..,,.

•

• Pl•ni.

Afri=
urvtng,
• folk Art

• Whtpo

• T.._111 ..

• Clc>lhlng

•

sw .. hn

OP£~ 7 UAYS

100 Ouclll.'ttc, Windsor
(!'•Lace Complu·Upper>

cm> 256-1551

I

This
term,
the men's
intramural basketball league will
play Monday and Wednesday

There will be three divisions
of competitiveness this year to
accommodate every skill level.
Please note that team and
individual entries are due Friday,
September 21 by 1 pm. The
captains' meeting will take place
Tuesday, September 25 at 4:30
pm in Room 202 of the Human
Kinetics building. If you have any
questions,
contact
Brian
Wernham at 253-9928.

Fresh frozen yogurt and scrumptious hot food!

One dollar off
Zobie's Turkey Breaster.
3 1/2 oz of fresh roast turkey breast with
mayonnaise, tomato, lettuce, and seasoning on a
warm soft, corn-dusted kaiser.

Regularly $3.49, with coupon $2.49.
Expiry date: September 26th. One coupon per customer .

···-················-························-~

Yl;Ji:J{Io/'E;&5Yl~S.9LL'E
Sep tem6er 21 - 29

New Office
Our new office is located
inside the St. Denis Fieldhouse
where the old refreshment stand
was. Please feel free to come by
and check us out, or call the
Campus Ree. Hotline at 253-4232
(ext. 2456).

Available at:

LACI.INA
Leather Accessories

405 Pelissier
252-5033
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A good place to
~
get a cup of joe ... 6>e
The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 1A6 ·
519-253-2355

~~

COURTESY
BICYCLES

Prep Courses for
OCT6 LSAT
OCT20 GMAT
DEC8 GRE

vo

d/~

1-800-387-SS19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

-·second to none ·

Thursday night is
Lancer Night at
THE
muffler king®
315 University West
258-4080

CLUB
170 Wyandotte St. West
254-5131

[ Pitchers $4.35

J

2507 Ouellette
966-1 050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
during September.
At Speedy, you're a somebody!

Come join the fun Thursday through Saturday!

Welcome back special!
80286 Colour VGA System
IM RAM
$1589
1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
40M Hard Drive
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Game
VGA Display Card
14" VGA Monitor
101 Key Keyboard

lOo/odiscount on regular price items
for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.

GOODWILL
RETAIL STORE
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

10% DISCOUNT

to all students on presentation of coupon below.

Everything you need to get a Jump on school:
Quality furniture, warranteed appliances,
clothing, houseware s, books.

FREE DELIVERY with minimum purchase
of $100 of furniture or appliances.
60 day warranty on all large appliances.

-

We service what we sell -

2175 Wyandotte St. W. Windsor (2 blocks east of campus)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

We carry a full range of
supp,(ies, diskettes and accessories.

--------------~~-:-~~-~-------J
______
j
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Offensive line key in Windsor victory

Lancers triumph before home crowd
by Dave Bri~s
For now, the University of Windsor's
football team is sitting pretty. After a
21-12 victory over Laurier University at
last Saturday's
home opener, Windsor
remains undefeated, having won their first
two crucial games.
Before a st.tnding-room-only crowd at
South Campus Stadium, Windsor passed
this, its first true test of the season
following a first-game victory over the
unimpressive York Yeomen.
The Lancers' Mike Scratch rushed for
102 yards, while teammate MarkCampbell
piled up 17 tackles. Not to be outdone,
Windsor safety Jimmy Aspropotamitis
added eight tackles and two interceptions.
"My major concern is just winning the
ball games." said Scratch when asked about
his 100-yard game.
Statistics don't tell the whole story
though, as an impressive performance by
the Lancers'
offensive
line was the
determining factor in the team's victory.
"Our dcfcnsc was humiliated," said
I.au, ic, 's hcill.l coach Rich Newbrough.
The Lancers' offensive line deserves
much of the credit in a game in which the
team stuck almost entire!) to the ground,
passing onl) 12 times.
"That offensive line is just amazing,"
Scratch said. ''You get in the backfield and
your confidence is just so high."
In their ne\\ blue jerseys and -,hmy
yellow pants. the Lancers made a major
statement" ith their opening driH!.
Starting .11their m, n 34-yard lmc. the
homc team drove the length ol the lll'ld
entirely on the ground.
R111111in!!,
had,
Onie Ne1herM1le capped oll thc dri,e

•
l..un\'cr Andn•" Ho,:. e,ndL·:. l.nuriL·r':, "ould-hc tad.,ll·r...
\.\ ith a five-yard touchdo\\ n run on the
Folio\\ ing O' Lcary's second field goal.
option play.
the visitors were on the verge ol scoring
"We came out flat," Ne\\hrough said.
again. With the hall on Windsor's 40-) ard
"I think the tone wa, set on the , cry fin,I line. and Golden H,1wks needing onl) one
drive that Wimborhad."
)ard tor a first do\.\n. the L1nccrs
With a suc1.·1.·,slulcon\ers111n hy kicker
rc,ponded hy stulling 1heiropp11nen1,· run
atlad. twice to g,1in pos,es,ion 111the hall.
l ..1zar Acumm ic. Wind,or tool. a 7-0 lead
they kepi until the heginning ol the sernnd
On the ensuing driH·. the LJnccn,
quarter.
mar1.·hed d<mn the fichJ "ith .in cl fcL'tiH'
mi). ol the ground g.1ml' and an aerial
In that quarter. the C,11ldl'nII;"' k, cut
a,,.11111 111i1i:i1cd h) yu;1rtl'rhi11.·I. Walt
Wimr,m·s lead l1Hllll' p11111t
1lllI\\ II J5-) .,rd
1'.111.111.111
lidd g,1.1" h) l'.11 O'I l',lr).

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

With 12 seconds left in the half,
Wind'><1r"ent ahead I 2-<i \\ hen Scratch
pi owed into the endzonc Inim one} t1rdout.
Wind',(1r upped its lc.1d in the third
quartcron field goals ol 23 ,inJ 32 y.,rds hy
Acumm i1.·
Following a smglc hy the l ..mcer,, •
kicker. L1uriercouldonl\ mu,ter.1 17-),tn.l
touchdo\\ n p,1s, from P.11Sm.111111!!
to Brent
Stud;c \\ 1th two seconds kit in the g,,me.
Sl'l'

"<:ro11nd att:ll'k ,1111r,. · h.1d, pa:.:l·.

SAC reconsidering charity recipient

Big Brothers are watching gays
by Mark Crane

I
I

The Big Brothers and Big
Sisters organizations
are in
jeopardy of being dropped from
the list of recipient charities of the
University's annual charity ball.
The two non-profit groups match
volunteers with childre n from
single parent homes: men with
hoys who have lost their fathers.
women with girls who have lost
their mothers .
The issue of whether Big
Brothers and Big Sisters arc
suitable rccipcnts of the ball
proceeds was r.tiscd at the year's
first meeting of Students' Administrative Council (SAC') September 11. Concerns stemmed
from an Ontario Federation of
Students
(OFS) motion that
lahelcd Big Brothers/Big Sisters
of Canada "very homophobic associ..1t1ons "
1 he OFS. of which SAC' is a
member, resolved that it "discourages all member assoc1Jtions

Next week:

l\l,11c Shilling

from institutionah1ing hnk<i ~ ith
Uig Brothers/Big Sister org,inizatmns because ot its homophobic
and heterosex1st policies"

Turner on FTA, GST_

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

rite only noted oppos1t1on to
the motion came from Western.
Brock and the Windsor Graduate
Students' Society.

closely

While motions passed at OFS
plenaries arc not binding on the
membership,
they are recommended action.
The issue was brought to
council by SAC president Joe Esteves. After limited discussion on
the issue. council referred it to the
Charity Ball Committee.
The committee's dccbion on
who is to receive the proceed,;
from this year's event is due
hcforc the end ol September.
In an interview
with the
I ance, Charity Ball Committee
chair Steve Eiserman vo\\cd ""e
will continue to assosiatc with
Big Brother-, Big Sisters."
l auric 1.cUlanc, Executive
Director for Ontario Big Brothers.
had little comment Jbout the OFS
protest. sa) ing he had only recently heard of the action. He did confirm that a 1977 Big Brothers
rcsolutrnn mJdc 11 clear that
"homosexual-, arc not admitted
into the program "
LcBlanc added that there hds

Nurse Jane comes to Windsor

been no policy change since the
OFS passed its re~lution. "It (the
OFS resolution)
hasn't been
adrc!'>sed at the board level," he
said.
Marc Shilling, Director of Big
Brothers of Wind"°r and F..!.sex
County. believes that some changes arc needed, "hut it has to come
from Toronto."
He also said that in three) ears
at the Windsor Branch, he ha~
never had to enforce the policy
banning homosexual:. from the
program.
Schilling defended the pohc)
saying that "Because the mother
puts her son in our hands, it it
were to ari~. I don't think she
would \\ant her ~on in thJt situation."
Big Sisters \)f Windsor \\ h1ch
,., run mdependcntlv ol thi; Nat 1onnl Office, h ~ nu wnllcn
policy against admlllmg lcsh1 ns
tl 1ls progmm.
'"l

Teller: Penn's pal
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diversions
ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Onve East. 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays. 11:30 am to 5 pm)
Until January
d" Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection: Tabachnik
Gallery.
G> William Kurelek: A Pra1ne Boy's Summer: Children's
Education Gallery
cw- Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor Area: nearly
two centuries of paintings and drawings of the Windsor,
Sandwich, Amherstburg. and Detroit areas. Mezzanine Gallery.
~ David Milne : Prints and Watercolours: retrospective of
I
prints and watercolours by Canadian landscape painter
I David Milne, from the permanent collection. Print Gallery.

ARTCITE:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich Street.
977-6564
Until September 30
Please post: an open. international exhibition of mailart. Submissions are still welcome, call Artcite for more
information.

c.-

MICHIGAN GALLERY:
2661 M1ch1ganAvenue, Detroit, (313) 961-7867.
Until September 29
r:y> Motor City Revue: an annual exhibit featuring the works
51 local artists. "Postmodern elegance" says freelance
writer, art critic and ex-Lance culture hero. Lorenzo BuJ.
in his Metro Times review.

Detroit Institute of Arts:

I5200
Woodward Avenue . Detroit. (313) 883-7963.
(Now closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays .)

Graduate Communication Students' Colloquium
Series:
Oak Room, Vanier Hall, University Campus, 401 Sunset
Avenue, 252-4232 extension 2897.
Wednesday, October 3
c.> The Influence of Rock Music on the Political Changes
in the GDR: a lecture by Dr. Peter Wickle. Head of the
Centre for Popular Music Research at the Music Faculty of Humbolt University in Berlin (GDR). The presentation will begin at 7:30 pm and will be followed by a
question and answer period. The public is welcome .
There is no admission charge.

1

I September

8 to November 11
I a:;,· Wu Guanzhong: A Contemporary Chinese Artist East
and West fuse in abstract ink paintings. oils. and drawings by this Be11ingartist

Toledo Museum of Art:
2445 Monroe Street. Toledo Ohio (419) 243-7000.
(The museum 1s open daily at 11 00 am except on
Mondays .)
September 30 to November 25
-., Impressionism : Selections from Five American
Museums : exh1b1honfeatures 80 paintings and sculptures from 21 artists. illustrates the history of the movement. and mludes Degas. Monet, P1ssarro and many
others.

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West. 254-FILM
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30. with an additional Sunday
matinee and the occasional midnight screening.)
Tuesday, September 25 to Sunday. September 30
,,. Chopsticks+ Matzo Batts (USA 1989, Peter Wang) alternating the early late shows with Cella (Australia,
1989, Ann Turner)
Tuesday , October 2 to Sunday. October 7
a.. La Lectnce (France 1988 Michel Deville) alternating
the early/late shows (7 00 and 9 30 pm) with Last Exit
to Brooklyn (USA, 1989. Uh Edel)

Detroit Film Theatre:
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium 5200 Woodward
Avenue. Detroit, Box Office· (313) 833-2323
(Children under 5 not admitted at any time. Admission 1s
$4.00 American. unless otherwise 1nd1cated.)
Friday. September 28 to Saturday, September 29
On The Black Hill (England 1987. Andrew Gneve) a
Celtic 'Jean de Florette' covering eighty years 1nthe
hves of Welsh twins.
Sunday, September 30
"' A Salute To Rocky & Bullwmkle: ninety minutes of rare
telev1s1onirreverency also featuring Dudley Do-Right~
Boris & Natasha (soon to be a live-action mov1e starring Dave Thomas and Sally Kellerman), and Peabody
the dog, with his pet boy. Sherman.

c.

I

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Environmental Awareness Association's (EAA)
Environment Week:
Ambassador Auditorium, University Centre , University
Campus. 401 Sunset
Friday, September 28
'" Middle Island: a lecture and slide show presented by
Rob Tymstra, leading Canadian naturalist. Lecture
begins at 1:00 pm. Please see the EAA table 1n the
University Centre for location details .

Iona College Fall Lecture Series:
Living Longer. Living Better.
Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue. 973-7039.
(All lectures begin at 1:30 pm in the Hoffman Auditorium at
Iona. The cost for an individual presentation 1s$2.00.)
Monday, October 1
,~ Tai Chi: a presentation by Or. Sean Kelly of the
Religious Studies Department of University of Windsor.

Women and the Law:
Faculty of Law. University Campus, 401 Sunset Avenue.
(This lecture will be held in Moot Court. in the Law Building.)
Tuesday, October 2
a_. Women and Medical Negligence: a lecture by Judy
Keenan, a partner with the law firm Philo. Atkinson,
Steinberg. White and Keenan of Detroit. Everyone is
welcome. The lecture begins at 7:00 pm.

The Department of Sociology and Anthropology:
(in conjunction with the John Howard Society and the
Windsor Society of Criminology)
Room G 133. Windsor Hall. University Campus. 401 Sunset
Avenue.
Thursday, October 4
c., Prison the Reality - Reflections from the Inside: a lecture by Serge LeClerc. 'It's a strange life I've had. From
a street kid to one of Canada's ma1or drug dealers, to
sitting down with Mafia godfathers and national presidents of bike clubs ... ". LeClerc 1snow forty and a forth
year honours sociology student at the University of
Waterloo. Everyone 1swelcome. WSC members get in
free. Lecture starts at 7:00 pm sharp

Assumption
Series:

University's

Christian

Culture

Assumption University. the 400 Bu1ld1ng, 400 Huron
Church Road. 973- 7033 or 253·4232 extention 7033.
(All lectures begin at 8:00 pm 1nthe Blue Room.)
Sunday, October 7
H
Ecumenism Failing or Flounshmg? A presentation by
Rev. Thomas Ryan. C.S.P., director of the Canadian
Centre for Ecumenism in Montreal. Student tickets are
$2.00, general audience tickets are $5 00.

Black Students Alliance (BSA):
Sunday,October14
Louis Farrakhan. Minister of the Nation of Islam.
the BSA 1sorganizing a tnp over to Detroit to see Farrakhan at Cobo Arena. Anyone interested in going or
for more information please contact BSA coordinator.
Charles Senior at 977-884 7 or drop by SAC and leave
a message.

r..-Rev

Department
Series:

of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human Kinetics
Conference Room.)
Friday, October 19
c.. Mental Links to Excellence: A seminar by Terry Ortick
of the University of Ottawa.

Annual Conference of the Canadian Society for
Psychomotor Learning and Sport Psychology:
Hilton Hotel , 277 Riverside Drive West.
(For information and registration phone Jack Leavitt
Department of Kines,ology , University of Windsor.
253-4232 extension 2451 )
October 19 to 21

,,,. Keynote speakers include : Dr. MacKay from U C.L.A.
("Expertise and Flexibility in Skilled Behaviour"), Or.
Rourke from the University of Windsor ("Learning Oisab1li1tesand Sensorimotor Oisfunction"), and Dr. Orhck
from the University of Ottawa ("Applied Sport Psychology: Emerging Fields"). Lectures will run from 8:30 am
to 5:00 pm on Friday and Saturday. and from 8:30 am
to 12;30 pm on Sunday . The cost 1s$20.00 per session.

Essex Region Conservation Foundation:
Caboto Club, 2175 Parent.
(For event information please phone 776-5209 or
253-9102.)
Friday, October 19
,.,. David Suzuki: speaking about environmental concerns.
Ticket price includes a seven-course dinner, a signed
copy of his new book It's A Matter Of Survival, a $30.00
tax receipt. and door prizes. Tickets cost is $75.00. This
is the E.R.C.F.'s annual fundraiser. This year the goal
is to establish an "Islands of Green Fund". which will
help in the acquisition of significant remnant natural
areas in the Essex region, including forests. marshes,
and shoreline areas. Tickets are available from the following locations: Essex Conservation Authority, South
Shore Books, and Windsor Parks and Ree.

THEATRE
University Players:
Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus , 401 Sunset. Box
Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
September 27-30, October 3-7
t'.il' Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii, by Alan Stratton. Canadian
farce about a romance novelist whose own life begins
to parallel that of her character's. Directed by Diana
Mady-Kelly .

1515 Broadway Theatre:
1515 Broadway Avenue, Detroit. Box Office: (313)
965-1515.
Until October
c.- Modighani. by Dennis McIntyre. Set in Paris. 1916, the
play is about the artist and his Bohemian set. Directed
by Arthur Beer. (Shows are Thursday through Saturday
at 8:00 pm. Sunday at 3:00 & 7 00 pm. Tickets are
$10.00 in advance (available from Ticketmaster),
$12.50 at the door. 2 for 1 student special Thursdays bring 1.0 .. Benefits: September 23rd for Willis Gallery,
September 30th for Michigan Gallery.)

Attic Theatre:
2990 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Box Office· (313)
875-8284
Until October 14
c., Billy Bishop Goes To War: A Small Musical, by John
Gray with Enc Peterson. An off-beat musical about
Canada's most decorated World War I flying ace.
Shows are Wednesday at 2 00 pm and 7.00 pm,
Thursday and Friday at 8:00 pm, Saturday at 5 00 and
9:00 pm. and Sunday at 2:00 and 7:00 pm. Phone the
box office for ticket prices.

CONCERTS
University of Windsor School of Music Concert
Series:
W.D. Lowe Secondary School, 874 Giles Boulevard East.
(For ticket information call the School of Music: 253-4232
extension 2780.)
Friday, October 19
,si
A Tribute to Richard Rodgers: part of the Mini Series
featuring Wendy Gartner-Bloom, mezzosoprano: Garry
Gable. baritone: and Kathleen Gable. pianist. General
audience ticket price is $8.00, student and senior tickets are $5.00. Programme begins at 8:00 pm.

Windsor Symphony Orchestra
Pops Concert Series:

and Seagram

Cleary Aud1tonum, 201 Riverside Drive West, 252-6579.
September 28 and 29
,.. Swing, Swing, Swing: features a programme of swing
favorites. Norm Reintamm. conductor. and Henry
Cuesta. clarinet. Ticket prices for the whole senes
range from $4 7 00 to $91.00 for general audience.
while student and senior ticket prices range from
$40.00 to $60.00. Concert begins at 8:00 pm both
nights.

MISCELLANEOUS
Essex Medieval H~ritage Society:
388 Pitt Street East, 977-8550.
September 29 - 30
,.. Medieval Days Celebration: featuring demonstrations
of medieval dancing, armouring. archery. weaving and
more. This two day event will be held at the Southwestern Ontario Heritage Village (Arner Townline) from
11;00 am till 5:00. The cost 1s$3.00 general admission.
$2.00 for seniors, $1.50 for children or $8.00 for a family. This event is sponsered by the Essex Medieval
Heritage Society.

Essex Region Conservation Authority:
360 Fairview Avenue West, Essex, 776-5209 .
Sunday, September 30
'"' Harvest Festival: Essex Conservation is celebrating the
harvest in pioneer style at the John R. Park Homestead
from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. The day will include many
activities from horse drawn hay wagon rides to "aide
tyme" music by the group Strathmore. Sample
homemade sausage, sauerkraut, and sweet apple
cider. The Homestead is located on County Road 50
between Harrow and Kingsville, 45 minutes south of
Windsor. For more information on this event call 7382029.

3
SAC reinstates
accident plan
by Lawrence Deck
Coverage of Accidental Death
and Dismemberment (AD&D) is
part
of
the
Student's
Administrative Council's health
insurance plan again this year.
But unlike the rest of the plan,
AD&D
coverage
was not
effective as of September 1st.
In
August,
SAC
vice-president
administration
Fred Sherman asked Jeff lsche,
the council's insurance broker, to
drop AD&D from the student
plan. lsche did, but under his
advisement,
the council has
decided to reinstate the coverage.
The AD&D became effective
again September 17, lsche said.
lsche counciled SAC against
dropping
AD&D
without
reducing the cost of their plan,
adding that he thought Sherman
might have been trying to divert
the AD&D fees toward an

incr ease in the percentage
coverage of the prescription drug
plan.
Last November,
after a
referendum in which students
approved three drug plan fee
increases, SAC promised 100
percent prescription coverage.
This summer it became clear that
the increased student fees could
only support 80 percent coverage.
lsche pointed out that even
with the AD&D money added in,
the payment made to the drug
plan's underwriter (Green Sheild
Prepaid Services) could not
justify IOOpercent coverage.
Sherman explained that few
AD&D-related claims have been
made in the past, and that he
originally thought students would
be better spared the expense that the money might have been
put to more productive purposes.
However, on further counsel,
Sherman says he reconsidered. O

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Former Manitoba premier Howard Pawley at Monday's Oka ~upport dcmomtration

in Dieppe Park.

Students causing problems for west enders
by Darryl Smith
and Jennifer Johnston
Police say a certain situation
in Windsor 's west end is getting
out of control.
Increasingly frequent acts of
violence and vandalism in the
area of Old Sandwich have the
area's law enforcers concerned.
Staff Sergent Brian Greenham
likens the problem to. "total
destruction ... it's like army ants
that demolish everything in thier
path."
The Windsor police recently
established
a community
detachment on Mill Street. The
station, located in the heart of
Sandwich, is the first Windsor
community station.
Greenham told the Lance that
during the school year. the bulk of
the daily complaint calls are
directly related to student-caused
problems.
According
to the
sergeant, the main problems are
continuous. all-night parties and
random acts of vandalism.
"The key is cooperation,"
Greenham stated. "We want the

students to realize that there are
peoplc here that have spent their
whole
lives
in
this
neighbourhood, and they deserve
better treatment than they're
getting now."
Recently, a long lime resident
of the neighbourhood had a rock
thrown through her window in the
middle
of the night. Upon
reporting the occurence to the
Windsor West office, the woman
received
understanding
and
reassurance from officer Carole
Dornan.
According to the resident, "I
grew up in this neighbourhood.
It's very frustrating to see our
quality of life be so blatantly
disregarded by students."
The woman, a twenty-five
year old university student, says
that residents do not deserve to
suffer for the sake of someone
else's kicks.
"We understand students need
an outlet and we accept that,"
Greenham commented, "But we
cannot allow what is going on
now to continue. We may have to
start following the letter of the law

and make some examples of
pcoplc."
The sergeant was adamant
that needless pr.osccution is not
their goal. The police will
overlook some minor offem,cs, he
said, "if the students ... respect
their neighbour's rights. If this is

not done, the breaks will stop."
Greenham stated that studcnls
are in Windsor to get an education
to ensure their futures. Yet many
end up with a criminal record that
could wipe out any possibility of
a good job.
"We ·re not suggesting that the

students can ·1 have parties: they
arc as much a part of the
community
as
anyone,"
Greenham said.
"They have to respect the right
of the other citiLens though.
Tha1·sallweask."
[J

Program geared to older students
by Steven Spencer

a void in counselling. Traditional
peer counsel! ing is often designed
Mature
students
at the
10 cater to the needs of students
university arc getting more help
who enter uni'.ersit)' straight out
thanks to a new Students·
of high school.
Administrative Council (SAC)
"rMaturc Sludcntsj often
initiative.
juggle family. children and
SAC is setting
up an
school." said Sue Dufour of the
Association of Mature Students.
Organization
of Pan Time
This service will offer older
University
Students (Opus).
students a chance 10 discuss
"whereas the traditional student
mutual concerns. join clubs and can focus on school and Ihi-, or
participate in social activities !hat her] own per::.onal needs."
are geared toward their la'>ICs.
As a result, mature student::,
SAC hopes to foster a sense of are less likely tn seek out
belonging in a group that often
counselling and often feel that
feels out of place in a campus
their problems arc unique and
filled with younger students.
un..,olvable.
The initiative also hopes to fill
"Often what they need is for

someone lo sll and talk to them
and tell them they· re not alone."
Dufour said.
Du four feels confident that
the SAC initiative will provide
the assistance
that mature
students arc mis-,ing.
The initiative began as a
reaction to the June ::nth report of
the University
of Windsor''>
Senate. The report stated that
fu 11-t imc ma! ure st udcnts
represented the largest percentage
of students on probation and the
mo:-t :-ignificant
portion of
\\ ithdrav..als.
[J

Former president charged strip club bill to SAC - paid it back
by Lance News Staff

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Adding to an existing series of
problems
with last year's
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC), it has been discovered that
former SAC president
Paul
Brisebois almost charged a night
out at a local strip club to his SAC
public relations account.
The outing took place last
April during a SAC-hosted
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS) Presidents'
Transition
Conference. Brisebois invited
fellow student council presidents
to Cheetati's,
charging
the
evening's entertainments
to a
credit card.
Brisebois submitted his Visa
bill to SAC's finance office for

reimbursement. On the bill, the
night at Cheetah's appeared as a
payment
to a numbered
corporation. Then-vice-president
university
affairs Christine
Ozimek called Cheetah's on a
hunch. and the club confirmed the
charge was theirs.
Then-vice-president
finance
Alan Drouillard. whose job it was
to issue
the cheque
for
reimbursement, complained to
Brisebois,
who allegedly
destroyed the cheque.
"As far as I'm concerned."
Brisebois said, "everything was
paid for and taken care of."
Brisebois
resigned
his
position as SAC chair last week.
citing academic pressures.
O
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Brotherly love
819 Brothers and 819 Sisters of Canada are two of this
country's great volunteer organizations. Their cause is
orphaned children; they pair fatherless and motherless kids
w ith men and women . Their volunteers regularly spend time
with the kids, doing the sorts of things the missing parent
would presumably have done.
But 819 Brothers/Big Sisters blackball homosexuals. The
two organizations probably g,ve their d scnminatory policy
httle thought - they rarely need to enforce it - but the
university s Charity Ball Committee (ChBC) will have to give
1tserious cons1derat1on.
Students · Council, a major contributor to the ball, is an
affiliated organization of the Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS). The OFS has urged its members and affiliates to avoid
"institutionalizing links with Big Brothers/Big Sisters because
of [their] homophobic and heterosexist policies.
The ChBC should take this suggestion to heart.
Apparently. though, they intend largely to ignore it.
''We will continue to associate with Big Brothers/Big
Sisters.' ChBC chair Steve Iseman has said . As unequivocal
a statement as that should give us pause .
Univers1t1esare everywhere falling short of their obligation
to provide strong ethical examples; there are far too many

reactionary boobs among the educated elite as it is. The
sexism, racism, and homophobia that are endemic in other
systems should be purged from the supposedly enlightened
corpus of higher education.
A step in this direction is the proposal to deliver the
proceeds of the Charity Ball to some other worthy charity.
In a sense Big Brothers/Big Sisters are worthy, and
perhaps their heterosexist policies were adopted at the
insistence of the single mothers and fathers they try to help.
The vast majority of single parents may well think
'homosexual' and 'pedophile' are synonymous .
But ,rs also likely that there are single parents in Canada
who realize that homosexuals are good company for their
growing sons and daughters.
The more children there are who can number
homosexuals among their valued acquaintances, the more
society's rab:d homophobia will fade away : and perhaps one
day humanity can remember its erstwhile fear of gays for the
psychological canker that it is.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters may not be in a position to change
their ways, but the ChBC is in exactly such a position . Their
actions will damn them or sing their praises.

Black 's reign
On Wednesday September 26. members of the Students'
Adm1n,strat1ve Council (SAC) will be asked to vote on a
resolution calling for the position of vice-president university
affairs to be cut in half.
This motion comes to the table at a time when SAC is
leaving no stone unturned in its quest to cut its staggering
debt.
•
The motion's sponsors - Social Science's Kim Morneau
and Social Work's Angelo Epifani- have nothing but the best
intentions in their selfless quest to cut SAC excesses.
Their thrifty sentiments would be most welcome during
these times of austerity were it not for the fact that the two are
misdirected and lack the essential foresight to make such a
move.
Many of us at the Lance have long abdicated the abolition
of a full-time 'professional' bureaucracy at SAC. Such a
bureaucracy has lead to an empire-building mentality, a
philosophy that SAC has proven It literally cannot afford. The
proliferation
of full-time SAC positions has led to a
self-propagating system of new avenues for student-fee
expenditure. SAC seems to expand just for the sake of
expansion, with no thought whatsoever to whether such
moves are in the students' best interests.
In add1t1on,paying a full-time bureaucracy has led to a
situation where anybody who does anything for SAC or any
of its agencies expects to be financially rewarded. The spirit
of altruism. of volunteering to improve the quality of student
life, has all but been forgotten in this environment.
One cannot begin to rectify such a situation by halving one
position and neglecting an overall plan to reform SAC. Such
a plan would require a lot of input from many different and
varied sources as well as a multi-stage timeline for its

implementation. The motion that council will be voting on
contains no such provisions.
This motion 1sshort-sighted and its authors do not appear
to have any idea of how SAC should furJction in the aftermath
of their proposed cut.
SAC members would be well-advised to consider the
nature in which this position is filled. The position is currently
held by Rachel Black, a person who has worked hard to fulf1II
the time- and labour-intensive duties demanded of her by this
position. She was not elected to her job, but rather hired hired with the understanding that in return for (in effect) putting
her academic career on hold for a year, she would have a
full-time, salaried job. Black has kept her end of the bargain;
it is up to council members to keep theirs.
Finally, one can't help but remark on how this motion was
put forward fast on the heels of vice-president external affairs
Mike Akpata's position adjustment. Morneau and Ep1fani are
perhaps confused by the similarity of the positions into
thinking that they ought both to be severed.
Akpata's job and situation could not be further removed
from that of Black's. Recent budget cuts have made 1t
impossible for Akpata to carry out many of his former duties.
In addition, 1t was Akpata himself who suggested to council
that his job should be cut.
This is not the case with Black and her position. In spite of
budget cuts. she has proved capable to carry out her job with
the utmost professionalism.
The vice-president university affairs position should not be
cut now, when no master plan exists as for a reorganization
of SAC.
If council members are at all sawy, Black need not worry
- Michael J . Cohen
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QPINIONS
stress that these practices, or any behaviour
that promotes violence or degradation of
women, will not be tolerated on this
campus.
Sincerely,
Julie Lawson
and six others

Misquoted
Dear Sir,
Over the years I have been intrigued
and amazed by how easily statements and
interviews by public figures have been
altered and misinterpreted by the press. It
is now my turn to be misquoted and
misinterpreted in the interview reported
upon in the September 12th issue of the
lance. At first I intended to ignore and
forget the matter since it was possibly a
failure on my part to make myself clear to
the reporter, but several calls to my office
have made it clear that I should issue a
clarification. The article states that I "fear
things can get worse under a New
Democratic government." What I did say
was that considering
the years of
under-funding
of post-secondary
education by the Progressive Conservative
and Liberal governments, it wasw difficult
to see how things could be worse under a
New Democratic government.
I was also quoted as saying "there are
no real NOP policies yet in post-secondary
education." I remember stating only that I
was not aware of any position statements
by NOP on post-secondary
education
during the election. My not knowing of
such policies does not mean there are no
policies. I certainly hope that the change in
government will result in a better situation
for colleges and universities which are in a
near crisis at present.
The statement about auto workers is
entirely out of context and not as I stated it.
I remember pointing out that it was difficult
to judge how high a priority post-secondary
education was in the minds of many of the
newly elected NDP members. To illustrate
my points I suggested that university
education might not he at the top of the h\t
in the minds of the members of the CAW.
I certainly did not mean to put down the
auto workers. which i~ the way it came out
in your article.
Sinccrl'I~.
lkucc R. l\k(;ant.·~.
President.
Faculty Association
University of Windsor

The Lance apologizes to Dr McGarvey.
Unable regularly and accurately to check
the facts of our many volunteer reporters,
we are that much more prone 10 mistakes
of this nature. Still, as grave a
misrepreselllation as this was, we have to
hope that the people who-read the original
article will all read Dr McGarvey 's letter
as well.

Neglected
Dear Sir,
Two very talented and exceptional
former students of the University of
Windsor are no longer with us. Both Todd
Thomas and Robbie Robinson died very
suddenly in unrelated tragedies this past
summer. The only thing more tragic is that
they were not remembered honorably in the
lance. If any other students passed away
without mention this year, they are of
concern here as well.
Todd's death did manage to receive a
semi-honourable mention on the front page
of the August 29 lance's sports section,
while to my knowledge Robbie received no
mention at all. Todd was a starling tight end
with our 1989 Lancer Football team. and
Robbie represented
Win<.lsor as the
3rd-ranked heavyweight boxer in Canada.
One would think their credentials an<.ltheir
student fees would have gollen their deaths
better coverage in our school newspaper.
To the La11ce editing staff that is
responsible for the aforementioned lapses:
please get your prioritie:-. re,1rrangc<.l to
rencct the real concern:-. of our :-.Ludcnt
body. I am sure many studcnts associated

I'm no Trckl.ic, but I know a neat
gimmick when I see one, and Pocket
Books· new Kli11go11Dictionary is sure
neat.
Billed a~ the "official guide to
Klingon words and phrases." the
Dictionary actually
includes
a
rudimentary grammar of the Klingon
tongue. The book moves from Chapter I.
"The Sounds of Klingon." through
Chapter 6 "Syntax." covering all the
basic parts of Klingon speech.
Thirty-eight pages are devoted to the
actual Klingon-English / EnglishKlingon lexicons, and an appendix gives
you three pages of oft-used phrases.
Klingon, transliterated from their
'picked' symbols, is set in bold type
throughout the book. You wouldn ·1
confuse it with English, though, because
English sentences look like this one, and
Klingon sentences look like this:

Unfounded
Dear Sir,
In the September 5th edition of the
lance, r read an article by a person who
used the pseudonym D. Dexter Finisteris.
This article appears to have been written in
an attempt to show massive racism
amongst various police forces.
While there were valid points written
with regards to the actions of the SQ
[Surete de Quebec), many of the other
comments which were written were either
inaccurate or totally unfounded.
Firstly, the Metro Toronto poli<.:eforce
were not involved in the shooting of the
young black male who was driving a stolen
car. It was the Peel Regional police force.
That case is still before the courts and as
such it is unfair to make assumptions about
what happened before all of the facts have
come to light.
Secondly, if the author of this article
had done any research at all. he ""ould
realize that the courts of this country do not
sentence an accused person because of his
with Tod<.l an<.l Roh would chcrish more
or her colour or any other preju<.licial factor.
uppropriate co\'eragc or I heir lllll. ,peeled
A sentence is passed because that person
tragedies.
They
are particularly
committed a criminal act and penally \\ ill
remembered
by the AfriCanadian
<.lependon the severity ot the act.
community of Windsor. and Canada at
Thirdl~. the hiring proCe\\ of the Metm
large.
Toronto
area police forces is t'lo:-.cly
Sincerely,
scrutinizc<.l.
II i..,virlually impo..,sihlc to get
Kim Elliot. B.H.K.
on any maJor poliL·c force lhC\C tb~ s
\\ithnul a minimum of a uni\er..,ity dcgrL'L'
We felt that Dai·e Brigg 's first-issue
or
college <.liploma. They arc not hiring
obiwary for Todd Thomas was a fi11i11g
people
from the street who have a dc..,ire to
tribute. But we can see how friends of the
kill
anyone.
They arc hiring people 1hat
two talented atMetes might find our eulogy
they
think
can
<.lothe best possible joh in a
lacking - especially in the light of our
very demanding profession. regardless or
neglect of Windsor graduate Robbie
their colour. sex or religious beliefs.
Robinson ·s death.
Part of the reason ""hY I left the Peel
Thomas· death was accidental. Bill
Regional police force after approximately
Robinson was murdered in what was
eight years was because I was sick of being
probably a racist incident, and that makes
called a racist because I wore a uniform and
his obituary uniquely difficult for us to
I was sick of reading unsubstantiated
write. Also, none of us knew Robinson well
garbage
like the article which was printed
enough to make a commemoration of him
in
your
paper.
sound genuine.
One final not for the originator of the
These excuses are not intended to gain
article:
I was always taught that if you
us pardon; we ought to have found
really
believed
in something you should
someone who knew Robbie and was willing
not be afraid to identify yourself with that
to write us a eulogy. For not doing so, we
cause. Maybe in the future the writer of this
beg the pardon of Robbie's friends and
article might consider signing his hame to
family, of the sllidents, and of the
his beliefs if he wants to be considered a
AfriCanadian community whom it was
person who truly cares as opposed to
never our i111entio11
lo offend.
someone who just enjoys stirring trouble
and seeing his writing in the paper.
Sincerely )Ours.
Leo Kinahan

Not tolerated

l)ear Sir,
The Women's Centre would like to
inform the students of the University of
Windsor that the behaviour demonstrated
at Cody Hall on Monday evening,
September third was beyond obscene.
Briefly to inform those who were not
present at the ·event':
women were
encouraged to stand in the middle of a
circle an<.lscream " ... whip me ... beat me
... chain me .... " and then take part in mock
sexual intercourse.
Because of the
gregarious nature of the ·event.· the mock
intercourse. which is unacceptable in itsdf.
was viewed hy some of those present as
containing implications of rape. Although
some of the participants may have been
unaware of the possible re\ult. certainly the
coordinators were not.
In view of the increasing number of
sexual assaults on campuses across
Canada, these actions arc nothing short of
contemtible.
The Women ·s Centre would like to

If you want to see how far a
1111i1·ersiry/college
education goes toward
guarrantying that someone is 1101 a racist,
sexist, homophobic paranoiac, check out
the graffiti in your nearest campus men's
jo/111.
.~)
,
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Letters policy

The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor. hut reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist. or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
'Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

qaStaK, IS wa' ram loS Sad Hugh
SljlaH qctbogh loD. (Thal translates

in10 a Klingon pro\'crb: Four thousand
throats may be cut in one night by a
running man. The poor English sentence
structure, I guess, is due to a bad
translaJion of the poetic original.)
The Klingons (or tlhlnganpu')
• havt: no greeting like "Yo!" or "G'day!"
bu1 they often initiate conversation "'ith
a terse nuqncH (nook-nech - v..ith a
·eh· like in f'chaim) v..hich translates
literally as "What do you want?"
The D1ctio11arr is truh
an
entertaining little thing. perfc~I for
,, hilingaway the time one ought 10spend
studying a rt:al language like German
(v..hich sound, a lot like Klingon to the
untrained ear). Compiled h} ~!arc
Ork rand. the guy who "designed and
de, eloped the Klingon language and
culture for Star Trek Ill, rl,c Search for
Spock." the book has a well-rounded feel
to it. After a le\\ da) ~ · perusal. I can
labonou,I} con~truct 111} 0\1 n tlhlngan
cipher,. hich are good com ersa1ion
piece, for ~omeone v..ho i,n 't in1ert',tt·d
in long con\ ersations.
I en\ 1s.1gethis thing becoming a
cult f,l\t1ur1te or tht: hardcore Trek
,ubculture. A similar schematic for
\ ulcan used to circulate at eomcntions.
hut I don·t think anybody e1crpublishcd
ll pn>frs,ionallv.
No,1 thac the Ac•w Gc11erc,1io11is
such hot -.htt (cripe~. I \\ arch it - the
Borg (Bork".') arc dt.:ad cool). ne11
Trckkie,- an.: probably popping up like
tribble,. If you manage Lo take in the
ne,1 major eon\ention. }ou·re almost
sure to run into an enc la\ e of diehards
talking Klingon like nati,es. Be bold,
rudelj insinua1e yourself, get their full
a11en11onsand sa): qatlh ) In boSuq
ghotpu· (katl yin bo-sookh got-poo).
1
You·11 ha,e to bu) the book. I'm not
deeipherinJ! ii for you.
Here ·i; some more hand} phrases:
So probli:m!
q) 'be' (kj-Btll)
I do11'1care
jlSaHbc'
(jih-SHAKH·beh)
I wo11·1 do it!
Qo' (KKHO)
fr ·s 1101
my faull
plch ,Jghajbe'
(picch vih·gaj-BEII)
) our IIOSI! is sfii11y
boch ghkhraj
(boch GHICll-raj)
/ 1,a,·ea headache
jlwuQ
(jih-WOOKKH)
Pay 11011·.1
DaK )IDII
(dakh) ih-DI LL)
I ca11·1 drink Oochntlh \ JSoplaHbc'
thar (DOCH-,etl vi-SHOP-lakh-BEH)
l 11·as11 '1 there
pa'jlHpu'be
(pah JIKH-poo-BEH)
You lie
blnep (bi-NEP)
Be quret!
)ljatlhQo'
(ie, D011·1 speak.')
() ih-jatl-KKIIO)
Where do
nuqUaq donutpu' Dapot
you keep !he
(NOOK-dock
do11g/111111s? donut-POO dah-POLE)
And lastly, one close to my heart:
qaHoH bljatlhHa 'chugh (ka-KHOKH
bih-jatl-KHAH choog). or: "Jf you say
the wrong thing, I will kill you."

,1

II
I

•-Question.
Now that the
Klingons are good guys, wouldn ·1 it be
neat to see if the tribbles like them nov.?
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Lance writer honoured
by Michael J. Cohen

Serving
Canadians
at Home and
Abroad
The people who work for External
Affairs and International
Trade
Canada enjoy careers with constant

challenges and broad frontiers. By
working on a wide variety of
assignments at home and abroad, they
gain experience that enhances their
professional development and opens
national and international doors. We
encourage applications from women,
aboriginal peoples, members of visible
minority groups and persons with
disabilities.
If you are a Canadian citizen and have
completed a university degree in any
discipline, or will have completed one by
the end of June, 1991, why not submit
an application form and take the tests
for the Foreign Service? The application
deadline is October 12. 1990, and the
tests will be held on October 20. 1990 in
every Canadian city which has a
university campus. To obtain an
application form or more information on
the tests and a career as a Foreign
Service Officer, call the office of the
Public Service Commission of Canada
nearest you or your campus
employment centre.
A Foreign Service Officer will be on
campus during the 1st week of October
to talk about a career in the Department.
For details contact your campus
employment centre.
The Department is interested in
recruiting from a wide variety of
academic disciplines so students from
all faculties are invited and encouraged
to attend.
Come and find out more about the
possibilities that could await you!

Servir Jes
Canadien(ne)s
au pays et a
l'etranger
Les personnes qui travaillent au
ministere des Affaires exterieures et
du Commerce exterieur profitent du
meme avantage : pouvoir se tailler une
carriere aux horizons presque illimites.
Affectees a une diversite de mandats
tant au pays qu'a l'etranger, elles
acquierent une experience qui leur
ouvre la voie a une carriere nationale et
internationale. Nous encourageons la
participation des femmes, des
autochtones, des membres des
minorites visibles et des personnes
handicapees.
Si vous avez la citoyennete canadienne
et, avant la fin de juin 1991, un diplome
de fin d'etudes universitaires, remplissez
un formulaire de demande d'emploi et
presentez-vous aux examens du Service
exterieur qui auront lieu le 20 octobre
~ dans toutes les villes canadiennes
ou ii y a un campus universitaire. la
date limite pour vous inscrire est le
12octobre 1990, Afin d'obtenir une
demande d'emploi et de plus amples
renseignements sur les examens et une
carriere a titre d'agent(e) du service
exterieur, communiquez avec le bureau
de la Commission de la fonction
publique du Canada le plus pres de chez
vous ou le bureau d'emploi de votre
campus.
Un agent du service exterieur sera sur le
campus la premiere semaine d'octobre
pour discuter de la carriere au Ministere.
Pour plus de details ace sujet, veuillez
communiquer avec le bureau d'emploi
de votre campus.
Le Ministere est interesse a recruter des
personnes ayant un dipl6me
universitaire, quelle que soit la
discipline. Par consequent, nous
encourageons les etudiants de toutes les
facultes a poser leur candidature.
Venez decouvrir les chances de succes
qui vous sont offertes.

•••

External Affairs and
lnternation•l Trade Canada

Alfaires ext6rieures et
Commerce ext6rieur Canada

Canada

Need a job?
Whether you're looking for part-time
pocket change or preparing to
launch a professio~al career,

Lance sports editor Dave
Briggs
can
now
claim
membership in that elite group of
sports
writers
who
are
award-winners.
The Canadian chapter of the
Baseball Writers Association of
America presented Briggs with a
bursary award after he won its
annual student baseball writing
contest. This is the second year
the Canadian chapter of the
Baseball Writers of America has
sponsored the contest.
Briggs' story, "The Stadium
on the Corner," was chosen the
best of entries from university and
college sports writers across
Canada. The sports editor said he
entered the contest last April, and
after months of hearing nothing
back. he decided to publish it as
part of his regular Armchair
Gladiator series in the Lance.
It was soon after the story was
published in the September 5
issue that Briggs was contacted
by Globe and Mail sports writer
Larry Millson, who told him that
he had won.
In addition to his prize of a
$500 bursary. Briggs was invited
to join Millson in the prcssbox for
the September 21 Blue Jays game
at Toronto ·s Skydome.
Brigg.., ~aid this award will
help him in hi ...pur ...uit of a l'arl'l'r
a:-a prok..,:siunal ...port:-jou rnali..,1.

Lance photo by Jason

Kryk

Dave Brigg!>

"Because I want to get into
sports writing, being recongnized
by a major organization such as
this is the main thing," Briggs
said. He added that the $500 was
important but secondary to the
honour of being chosen first in
Canada.
Briggs, who is a third year
communications studies major,
said it was exciting to sec a game
from the pressbox but added that
the "free meal !provided for
pressbox journalists) of meatloaf
and
halibut
wasn't
too
scrump1iou:s." For more about
Briggs· l'xpcricnccs
at the
Skydoml'. :Sl'C hi.., Armchair
(iladiah1r 1111p;1ge t tJ.
n

know you
but.
busy,
I

recruiters
are
campus starting
October
8th.
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Have you attended
workshops
in
resume preparation
and completing
the '~
ACCIS form?
Get details from the Career
Planning and Placement office, Room 163 Dillon Hall.

,,•
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Lookin theLance.
Corporate recruiters are looking for you, and
so are people who can help you with resume
writing and printing. Naturally, they look for you
where it's most effective, right here.
And of course, if you want a resume that
really impresses, you can rack up that
all-important extracurricular experien .ce by
volunteering for your best campus employment
guide - your student newspaper.
The Lance: full-time work, part-time pay.
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Fo~ centuries the therapeutic
value of music has been well
noted. Now Windsor students
have an opportunity to become
music therupists through a new
degree program launched by the
Department of Music.
The four-year
honours
program, the fourth of its kind in
Canada, involves a heavy dose of
physiology and psychology as
well as mus ic.
The
program
stresses
practical as well as in-class
instruction.
Students will be
required to spend a minimum of
four semesters
performing
clinical and field work. When
they graduate they will intern for
another six months before
becoming registered with the
Canadian Association of Music
Therapists.
Music therapy majors will
learn to "use music to achieve
some therapeutic goal," says Dr.
Sammi Liebman, who is teaching

Whatever
the
subject,
we
keepyou
informed.
the program. 1 he treatment
programs
used by Music
Therapists often involve allowing
patients to express themselves
with an instrument. According to
Dr. Liebman. who will split her
teaching duties between Windsor
and Wayne State University. "it is
sometimes easier for a patient to
express themselves by using an
instrument than with words."
Music therapists
work in
conjunction
with
other
health-care
professionals
in

hospitals.
nursing
homes.
'>Chools.pri'>On'>
and in their own
private practices .
Music therapy has also proved
useful in the tn:atment ot many
v.uictic:-. of illness. including
AIDS. Currently. more than half
ot the patients music therapi..,ts
deal with arc children.
Liebman forsees the day v-.hen
enrollmcnt in the program v-.ill
swell from the present t\.l.clve to
"over ltlll student-. ... the joh
pro-.pccts arc incrcdihlc."
::,

Campus petty thefts rising
hy Lance Nc"s S t.iff

Students arc being warned to
keep a care fu l eye on their
perso nal be lo ng in gs after a
marked increase in the number of
thefts on campus.
Campus police say they arc
receiv ing a record number of
report s of wallet. purse and
bicycle thefts. The problems arc
most accute the Leddy Library
and the Co llege st reet Human
Kinetics Building.
Campus police director James
foreman told the Lance that he
doesn't think one person or group
is resp1'11Sihlc.Foreman blames

the increased number of thefts on
the high number of u-.ers of both
facilities. At the beginning of a
school year there arc many more
people using the library and sports
complex. and this. according to
Foreman, leads to higher theft
rates.
He c ited t he examp le of
hicvc lcs at the HK bui lding.
where mcreascs in the number of
bicycles
translates
into an
mcrca!'>cin the number stolen.
While campus police will not
release exact statistics. Foreman
says the number of reported thefts
per week "is significantly higher
than the average rate of ten."

The police director sa)'> there
is not much more hi-. department
can do. All complaint'> arc
investigated and the campu-,
police work closely v-.ilh Windsor
police.
"More visihlc patrols would
he helpful. hut l have manpov.er
Iimitation-.."
Foreman advise-. students to
be extra careful with their
personal belonging-..
"If you gel up and go 100 feet
to get a hook. you·rc gi\ing
someonl! a chance to g.rah a
purse."
n
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Health wanted

Students Wanted
The office of the Student Affairs is looking
for students to act as notetakers, readers,
and tutors for students with special needs.
Students filling the positions of notetakers
and readers will be paid $6 per hour.
To apply please come to the Student Affairs office
in Leddy Library West Building and see either Steve
Gill or Reg Topping, or call 253-4232, ext. 3289.

New students welcome
by Dr. W. Wren, M.D. and
Marg Aubry, R.N.
To all our friends, welcome
back! We trust your summer was
a profitable one. And a special
hello to the
first
year
students, who
we hope will
become
our
new friends.
This is a
very special
time for you
- a chance to
grow, broaden
your horizons ~--------~-and interests, and add to your list
of new friends.
A touch of
lonliness? Of course - and if
you need a friendly shoulder,
we're here for you.
Let us tell you who we are at
the Student
Health Centre,
located on the main floor of Cody
Hall. The first voice you will hear
on the telephone
is our
secretary/receptionist
Bonnie
Krakana.
Dr. Walt Wren is our director
and there are three part-time
physicians
Dr. Wena
Williams, Dr. Jennifer Jaco and
Dr. Rachel Park. This year for the
first time, there will be a male and
female physician available at all
times.
Janet
Mulhall.
R.N.,
continues as the head nurse. and
Laurette Fellhaum. R.N .. is new
this year. Shc comes to u:- with
excdknt e.,pc.:rience and a real
desire lo worl,. with :-ludent:-.
Marg Aubry. R.N .. i:- \lt1r

Health Educator and offers health
programmers in the office and in
the residences.
This includes
weight management and nutrition
counselling, smoking cessation
clinic,
responsible
sexual
decision
making,
a
sympathetic
ear and a
b r o a d
shoulder!
Soon our
little green
boxes will
make their
appearance
in
the
residences, University Centre,
and Health Office waiting room.
These
boxes give you an
opportunity to ask (anonymously)
any health-related questions that
are on your minds, you can even
make complaints.
How can you help us?
I. Bring your OHIP (or out-ofprovince) numbers on your first
visit.
2. Call for an appointment. Emergencies will be seen at once.
Others will be seen within one or
two days. Drop-ins will be seen,
but may have to wait a little while.
3. Bring a record of your immunizations.
Wednesday, September 26.
1990 is the University Health
Fair. Clowns. information booths
and lots of frechies. Come to the
Ji1irfor the health ofit! It will he
held in Amha:-sador Auditorium.
from 9:30 1113:Jll.

n

"Sec you at the fair!"

Resumes have to be better than just
OK. How does yours measure up?
Check it out at a
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP.
Contact Career Planning and Placement,
Room 163 Dillon Hall for details.

®

Ministry of
Colleges and
Universities

Ontario

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1990-1991

..
There is a worldof opportunity

OSAP applications
are still being accepted
for the 1990-91
academic year.

Many public accounting firms will train you to be an accountant.
At Ernst & Young this is just the beginning. \Ve offer challenge
and the opportunity to develop as a businessadvisor. \Ve offer training
that will open up a tremendous range of senior career opportunities
within our firm, or in virtuallyany area of business,in Canada and around
the world. Talk to us about career opportunities with Ernst & Young.

If you negotiated a
student loan last year but
not this year, you must
notify your bank that you
are still enrolled or your
loan(s) will lose their
interest-free status.

Ernst &Young

See your Financial Aid
Administrator for details.

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS

Vous pouvez obtenir
des renseignements
en fran9ais sur ce
programme et les
autres programmes
d'aide financiere
la Direction du
soutien aux etudiants.

a

Composez le
(807) 345-4830 OU le
1-800-465-3013.

Apply
Now!
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University Players' new season

Better than cable
challenges for the actors.
The play which will likely draw the
Another University Players season is most attention this year is Bent. Directed hy
upon us, opening with a farce by Diana Mady Kelly, Bent is the story of the
Canadian playwright Allan Stratton. Nurse execution
of more than 2 million
Jane Goes to Hawaii is the story of Vivien homosexuals in Nazi death camps. The
Bliss, a romance novelist whose real life play involves controversial
political
begins to rival that of her character's. She content and contains nudity.
meets Edgar Chisholm, a meteorologist, in
Public:.:itydirector Jeff Marontate do~s
an art class and he attempts to seduce her. not hclicve the nudity in Bent will create
Tragically, he is married to an advice much controversy, noting that it isn't the
columnist. Faces ,-------------------first time the
University
emerge from the
Players
have
past to further
Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii
done
a play
complicate
by Allan Stratton
involving
an
matters.
Sept. 27-30, Oct. 3-7
actor au nature/.
Nurse Jane
Macbeth
"The scene
Goes to Hawaii
by William Shakespeare
lasts about a
is fol lowed by
Oct. 25-28, 31-Nov. 4
minute.
The
Shakespeare's
Dames at Sea
problem may lie
Macbeth, Dames
by George Haimso}uz, Robin Miller and Jim
with
the
at Sea (the first
Wise
controversial
musical of the
Nov. 22-25, 28-Dec. 2
content rather
year), Henrik
An Enemy of the People
than the nudity,"
Ibsen 's
An
by Henrik Ibsen
he said.
Enemy of the
Feb. 7-10, 13-17
Whatever the
People
(a
Topgirls
.
content of the
·green'
play
by Caryl Churchill
plays,
the
from the turn of
Mar. 14-17, 20-24
University
the
century.
Bent
Players have a
by Martin Sherman
adapted
by
Apr.
11-14,
17-21
reputation
for
Arthur Miller),
Jacques
Brei
is
Alive
and
Well
and
Lfring
enjoyable
C a r y I
in Paris
performances.
Churchill's
by Eric Blau
Interested
Topgirls
May 16-19, 22-26
theatre-goers can
(dealing with
purchase
a
women's
issues}, Martin Sherman's controve rsial subscription for the season from the Essex
Hall Theatre
box office. Season
Bent, and Eric Blau'sJacques Brei is Alive
and Well and Living in Paris (the second subscriptions arc sold before tickets arc
available for individual plays. You can
musical of the season).
purchase tickets at the box office the
The plays the University Players
produce each year arc selected by a Monday before each performance. For
further
information
reg,irding
committee comprised of faculty. staff
subscriptions or tickets, contact Jdf
members. students, and the publicity
director. The production ....arc varied to Marontatc at 253-4232. extension 2l'i15. n
guarantee a balance of -.tyle, anu to create
hy Trasic Sands

1990 - 91 Season Schedule
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Models demonstrate the ,ery thought that sho uld be abandoned.

Clothes tight, hair high
by Vania Lee
There was a distinct '50s-era flavour to
last Wednesday's fashion show at the
Subway - complete with false eyelashes
and high hairdos.
The show was jointly produced by the
university's Chinese Students Association
(CSA) and La Salon, a local hair
salon!fashion houtiquc co-owned by
designers Dominic and Robert.
This season's rage is colour. especially
hold anu hright reds. But c,ilour was
somewhat
lacking
in I a Salon·,
I-all Winter sh,1w D11mink and R,1her1·,
collection of avant-garde clothes was
sombre in tone; black, whites. and browns
predominated.
The reason for this, according to
Robert, was that they were trying to create
a body of dark background colours thcrchy
:illowing a single bright outfit to stand out.
Parts of the collections they designed
themselves. and other pieces came from
uesigncr., in New York.
Most of the women's wear was made

up or holly-moulding micro-mini drcsse:-.
that cxploreu every contour nf the holly.
leaving no leeway for the slightc ...t
u n, i g h t I~ h u I g e . II em Ii n c, ,, c r c
unmerc1tully short. and those with
anything less than a perfect body should,
well. abandon the very thought.
The men's clothing. unlike the
women ·s, was very wearable . Tops
featured interesting uetailing and a
doublc-bclteu look for pants was popular.
According to Robert their clothing is
made for "people who like to go out."
Dispassionate
audience member and
fashion consumer Edwin Wong thought
otherwi,e. He felt that La Sahin ·s reveal ing
Fall Winter collection v.:a, "more suitahlc
for ,ummcr" and added "I d11n't think that
many p.:opk ,,ill ,,car thi,."
Turnout for the show was fairly good.
and apart from an uncooperative sound
system, everything went smoothly.
Robert and Dominic arc looking
forward to putting on another show for
their Spring collection.
O

Mannequins bring life to wasteland
by Karl :\'tamer
When you think of store-front window
displays downtown, what usually comes to
mind is the image of chipped Woolworth 's
mannequins (circa 1950) draped in fur with
!-.ignshung around their necks advertising
free cold storage. But Dominic and Robert
- clothing designers. owners of La Salon
at 111 Wyandotte West, and co-sponsors of
last Wednesday's fashion show at the
Subway - are working to change that
image. For five years they have been
creating the most arresting window
displays
Windsor
has ever seen:
upside-down mannequins wearing tight,
seductive dresses and fishnet stock ings.
dummies tied up in leather belts, neon
tubing, blowing ce llophane , the colour
black everywhere.
The displays arc provocative without
being tasteless,
and hav e reaped
co nsiderable
reward
for
the
hair-culli ng/unisex clothing store.
"People say the downtown is dying, but
we're doing so good," Robert said in an
interview with the lance. "A lot of stores
don't think it 's important to have an
attractive window display."
"Sometimes you see a bad display and
you wish you could redo them," adds
Dominic and then notes, "Our (displays) do
the talking for us when we're not there."
The displays prompted Dominic and
Robert to expand their original hair-cutting

La Salon mannequin stares oul al recession .

For Dominic and Robert their
mancquins' alluring poses and odd dress
arc more than gimmicks to draw people
into their establishment. The displa y is a
self-expressive art form that speaks to
passers-by of love, the need for change, and
the virtue of being an individual.
Inspiration for new displays comes not

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

business into clothing and fashion design.
. "When we first opened, we wanted to
be different," explains Robert. "We had
one mannequin and we would dress it in old
clothe s. People started coming in, asking to
buy the clothes and the shoes. So we started
flying to New York and brought in
Imerchandise)."

only from Y.ithin hut from their business
travel. When in such scenic place, as Ne"'
York. Los Angeles. Hawaii. or Melbourne.
Dominic and Robert spend much of their
time dri, ing around and looking at what
others have done with their ..,,orefronts.
They view themselves in competition
\\ ith windoy, dressers in orhcr cities
because they lack any local challenge.
"We enjoy competition." sa)s Robert.
"It keeps you on your toes."
Although many customers have told
Dominic and Robert that the) belong in
Toronto or Montreal, they seem content as
husines.-. persons with their salon and its
location. As artists, however, they want
more.
''Our store fronl is too small.'' laments
Robert. "We'd really like something
bigger. The Steinberg building would be
nice."
Customers,
however,
seem to
appreciate what the owners of La Salon arc
doing with their limited space. People will
actually call the store if the display has not
been changed for a couple weeks.
Despite the financial benefits of their
work, Dominic and Rohert admit thal the
ultimate rewa rd for their efforts is passing
their store at night and seeing people
,dmiring
their display. A window
shopper's appreciation of Dominic and
Robert's work docs not go unrccognized :
A small sign in the display thanks you for
noticing .
("J
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he following are the results of a nonscientific survey based on the answers of
respondents from the university community to the questions in the Lance survey "Why
Windsor," which appeared in issues one and two.
The percentages were all rounded either up or
down to the nearest half decimal point. Only 65 of
you went to the trouble of filling out the survey so
our results, unfortunately, are not as representative as they might have been with a better
response. 65% of you who filled out the survey are
from Windsor while 35% are from out of town.
Y0u range in age from 17 to 50-plus , but your
average age is 22. To those of you who participated, thanks very much . Your opinions were
enlightening.

REAS ONS YOU ATTEND U. OF W.
(Some people gave more than one response.)
u;;.VI S

Location / Close to home
Good programs
Inexpensive / Cou ldn't afford to go
elsewhere
It's as goo d as anywhere else
People
Accepted here only
Offered scholarship money
Size
Oth er

. cALVtNS

55%
31%
21.5%

6%
4.5%
4.5%
3%
3%

9%

(of'rMr;;;;<,:,OI=- 1$1NG:,O

WHAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE CITY
(Some people gave more than one response.)
Proximity to U.S.
Entertainment Restaurants
People
Downtown, waterfront, parks
It's home
Big city attractions, small town feel
Clean
Nothing
Multicultural
Unive rsity
Relat ively crime-free
Down to earth attitude
Other

V\1<..S OP~
AfJ~ l..UXVf<..l{

l

I
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6%

WH AT YOU DISLIK E ABOUT THE CIT Y

\ CLOSED
•

20%
18.5%
15%
15%
12%
12%
10.5%
9%
7.5%
4.5%
4.5%
3%

lsAe.S

l..U~~OS;<~-

(Some people gave more than one response.)

EJ?.~

Insufficient cultural life and nightlife
Pollution
Non -automotive related jobs hard to
find
Very American-oriented Lack of
Canadian awareness
Drinking water
Weather
Unclean
People
O ff cam p us hous ing
D etroit
T ru ck traffic
T ransit W indso r
Str ip Bars
The Wind sor Star
No respon se
Other
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BEST THINGS ABOUT THE U . OF W.
( Some people gave more than one respo nse.)
Small cam pus
Acade mic progra ms
Go od at mosphere , friendly peo ple
Loca tion Clo se to home
Lance C.IA M
Nothing
Student Life
Other

26<rc
23~
2Jn
9<-ic
7.5l;i
69i,
4.S<ri
11~·i
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BIGGEST DRAWBACKS OF U. OF W.
(Some people gave mor e than one response.)

P..u,
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Parking
Poor self-image and bad reputation
Poor facilities

35%
14%
7.5%

~

~~

Course availability
Too few student acti vities
Location near the bridge
Overcrowded
Unattractive campus
People
Campus food

4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
I~

~~

AA~
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17%
14%
11%
9%
7.5%
6%
6%

6%
4.5%
4 .5%
3%
3%
3%

3%
11%
15.5%

What is your opinion of the general quality o!
education you are receiving here?
Most of you are generally happy with the way your
education is proceeding here at Windsor, in fact, full)
29% are very satisfied. 17% are finding your ex perience adequate while 4.5% of you are disap pointed in
you r prog rams and with what you perceive as a lack ol
academic strictness and serio usness. 11% percent of
you say your books are far too expensive a nd another
15.5% say your classes are far too large. 18.5% thi nk
very highly of your professors while 11% are less than
satisfied with your instructors. 6% say it is next to
impossible to get into required courses and 4.5% that
the Leddy Library is sub-par. Seven and a half percent
of you enjoy the one on one professor / student interac·
tion and the small classes - but all of you are engineering students. Not many students from other depart·
ments seem very satisfied with either class size or the
professor I student ratio. Six percent of you are vel')
impressed with the specia l programs offered here
(especia lly co-op) and most wish there were more such
programs. 4.5% of you have a difficult time under·
standing your professors, for whatever reason.
Some of your comments :
" I think that there should be as many sections of the
popular courses (like Psych., Soc ., & Expositor)
Wr iting) open as humanly possi ble. T oo many stu·
den ts end up taking a half year off because they can't
get into the courses they need. Also, profs shou ldn't
ex pect a stu d ent to pay big buc ks fo r a text a nd then
not even use it."
"Some classes are ta ught really fast."
"Availa bility of co urses stink s- people wh o are
maj oring in so methin g should get precedence over
oth ers."
"Well, it ain't bad . It's all the makings of a goo<I
game . Windsor is Windsor , though, school is school.. ."
"N ot bad. In all fairness , my gripes are with the
system and people s' concept s of education and alleged
teaching techniqu es."
.. I am disappointed in my program. It is taught
from a male per spective only."
"I educated myself (rather poorly) by thinking, and
by meeting smart people . The institution itself provided little more than books , free time and beer."
"'You must be interested in taking advantage o:
opportunitie s. Some professors are too busy, many
love their subjects, and it shows."
..A small university is nice- good professor / stu·
dent relations. Yet I feel it is lacking in funds to
improve important academic necessities like produc·
tion equipment, more available classes, a larger uni·
versity centre , art on campus, etc ."
"'On a par with most other universities these days
Too much stress on$ and jobs ; not enough on educa·
tion for its own sake and a critical perspective."
"I have attended 5 universities (Pretoria, Cape
Town , U. ofT ., Western and Windsor) and I though t
the graduate English programme was very good -I
am a better person for having studied here."
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5%

1%
5%
6%
5%
5%

3%
3%

9%
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This is what we get for asking people to describe
Windsor in one word :

IOU!

Alive, dead, lively, drab, interesting, bland, industrial,
homey, diverse, dull, exciting, bor ing, welcoming,
tasty, unpretentious, magnificent, friendly, comfortable, relaxing, peaceful, mu lticultural, frustrated, polluted, congested, smoggy, scummy, alternative, young,
socialist, metallic, automotive, conventional, slow,
small, anxiety, spumoni, gobs topper, Detroit, blue
colla r, casual, alright, okay, passive, wannabe, tap
water, booze. copasetic, bearable, occupied, Upper
Canada.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE PEOPLE
OF WINDSOR ?

You think our reputation is bad but
you disagree
You think ou r reputation is bad and
you agree
You think our reputation is good
and you agree
You don't care how others
perceive us
No opinio n

Great, friendly, nice
J ust okay
Snobby selfish bums
Multicultural
Suffer from low self-esteem

52.5%
7.5%

44.5%
2 1.5%

It %
3%
3%

14%
4.5%
21.5%

Your comments:
" Many students think the U. of W. is a joke; that it
has lower grading standards tha n others. I disagree. I
think these perce ptions are fictio nal and that U. of W.
is to p-notch.''
"No t everyo ne th inks we're Last Chance U. Some
of the out-of-towners I talk to actually wanted to
attend Windsor."
"They call it the Last Chance University. I disagree.
I've worked very ha rd and I've learned a considerable
amount. I also got accepted at Waterloo but I chose
Windso r because I thought this course was much
better."
''Other students from other universities think the U.
of W. is a "hole in the ground" compared to their
universities. l disagree. If I wanted to attend another
schoo l, I could. I enjoy the U. of W. too much to
leave."

Your comments:
"There's no underlying false attitudes here. Mor e of
a blue colla r atti tude (get to the bottom of it)."
" Bette r than Batman."
"T hey're mostly snobs."
"Okay, some weirdos."
"Olde r folks are nice; ad u lts a re matur e; yo un ger
people are selfish."
"Q uiet a nd do wn to ea rth."
"Love 'em! They are fascinating because Windso r is
a melting pot."
"J ust as clever or stupid as elsewhere."
"Every week I meet a new person to like."
"Two kinds of Windsorites: those who think they're
American and those who are proud to be Canadian."
"Most seem sincere and kind."
"No different than the people of Cle,·eland."

"People think we're low. When l visit friends at
other universities, I pretend to be a more "suitable"
major from an "a pproved" university (when they drag
me to yuppie parties). "
"So far, my encounters have been pretty positi,e.
One reason why some Windsor students may choose
other universities is simply because courses are offered
PE:ecE:J-.JT7'®~
p~ Cc7\rTf\08"'
that aren't at U. of W. People seem to like Windsor's
oi:: r-e.o;.c1/="
(A)l.\o
\
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less hectic lifestyle. unhke Toronto where "success" is
Tl-\-t/\) ~ l-l MO<JC,I NE:'
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the big goal."
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v~s 10oe..ic..
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TH-s" I don't think other students like us. I don't think
FOl2_ T1+E::'M It-.JISTe.Y
they like me. I think they should like us, like me."
M 11\JlC.."TI:.~ oi::
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"Other students think U. of W. is a wastelandTOU/2..i<;.M
until they see it. I disagree with ignorant preconceptions, and agree that we have a gem of a campuscozy if cramped."
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"The on ly thi ng I've ever heard people say is that it's
/
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too far away, but just meeting all these nice people is
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worth it."
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"Some stude nts from my old high school think th is
,/
11-l-e:'
t\A/Nlc:,,.Tey
or:.,..·
un iversity is second-ra te. l tota lly d isagree, of course.
-n,UQ..\Sf':'\. __,,.,,If th e school ca n win four out of nine times in the
Ont ario Engineer ing Des ign Com petition , it ca n't be
all bad.''
..1 have the impr ession Wind sor is seen as Last
Ch a nce U. from within as well as with out. Th e adm inistration is doing nothing to alter th is per cepti o n or its
bases in fact. "
"When you have no root s, when you are cast adrift ,
Was Detroit's proximity to Windsor a factor in
you become cynical about a lot of things! Windsor
your choosing to come to the University of
and its U. are no better and no worse than anywhere
Windsor?
else. Its' a living, but it's not where l want to be."
While eight y-three percent of you indicated that
Detroit played no part in your decision to attend the
~~
University of Windsor , eleven percent of you said it
/
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WHAT DO YOU THIN K OF PEOPLE'S
PERCEPTIONS OF TH E UNIVERSITY?
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What do you think of Windsor's cultural life and
nightlife?
Many of you agree that Windsor ha s great restaurant s
and reasonably good nightclub s, out you a lso agree
that certain aspect s of what might be called a rich
cultural life are lacking.
24.5 % of you say that Windsor has a lot to choose
from in the way of nightlif e, 12.5% think that it's fairl y
lively here, 15.5% say it's just okay, while only 15.5%
gave Windsor the thumbs down. 7.5% of you think
that Windsor's night and cultural life has potential but
needs improving, while 3% of you think it's getting
better. 6% of you say there is not enough alternative
media offered and that the nightlife is strictly
bar-oriented .
Your comments:
"Windsor nightlife is alive and well."
"'Could use more sophisticated entertainment, i.e.,
too many pool halls and strip joints."
"Something for every type of person."
"Pop-culture is well-represented ; could use more
highbrown stuff (repertory theatre , etc.). It also needs
a 2nd newspaqer."
"Every night out is good."
"Needs more movie theatres and fewer dance
clubs - a higher concentration of quiet pubs."
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Windsor kids make good in coast-tocoast radio show at Subway pub

Senior Citizen's Centres
Giant Indoor Yard Sale
Sat. Sept. 29 - 9 am to 4 pm
706 Goyeau St. - front doors

classifieds

CBC FM's weekend alterna-

"What got me," explains Wisdom, "was their mix of Marlin
Denny and Dr. Suess."

tive music radio show, Nightlines,
broadcast from the Subway last
Friday and Saturday night - its
first remote. David Wisdom, host

Those familiar with Blake and
Warmbier's non-linear, multiplesource, affront-to-decent-peopleeverywhere soundscape approach

of the Vancouver-based show,
says he would like to do more.
''I'd like to do them in small

to DJing were let down by their
responsible behaviour on live,
coast-to-coast radio. It almost

places, like Yellowknife,"
says
Wisdom. "Places without record
storesorMuchMusic."
Ever-paranoid
Windsorites
should not fear that the City of
Roses is a "small place" in

seemed as if they thought someone was listening for a change.
Misanthropy
JOJ's hosts
admit th~ show was less spontaneous than usual because of
theirinabilitytohaveaccesstothe

by Lance Art Staff

FOR SALE: Yashica 108 SLR
camera with Yash1ca50mm Fl 9
lens. Asking $300.00or best offer.
Please leave a message for
Carolyn at the Lance. 253·40GO.
FOR SALE: Queen size coil mattress & box spring. 1 year old. excellent condition. Asking $150.00.
Call 945-0942, evenings. before
lOpm please.
ROUND TRIP AIRFARE to Seattle, Washington. October 9 . October 25. Asking $250.00 or best
offer. CallMary,973·9313
BROTHER EP5 ELECTRIC
typewriter. compact. brand new
Asking
4608. $80.00. Call Matt at 254·
BINGO! Wednesday.October3rd
at Derby Community Bingo. 10·

cated at 1279 University Ave.
West. $2150 Prize Board & $1000
Jackpot. Sponsoredby the Univers1ty
Windsor BusinessCompelillonof
Team.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Addi·
11onal
volunteersare neededatthe
SexualAssaultCrisisCentre lfinterested.please call 253-3100
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS:the
Gay lnformat,on Line is here for
you . For information on the
Windsor gay community.can 973·
4951
'81 CHEVETIE in excellentcond1·
tion. 2 door. automatic. cassette
and many new parts. Asking
1
$2000orbestoffer. Call326-6587
(leave message 11no answer).
FOR SALE: Full set of men·shockey equipment including skates
(s1ze10 1/2). Asking $200.00 or
best offer Also; lacrossestick only
4 months old. 1ngood shape. As·
king$50.00 Call254 5621
ARE YOU LOOKINGFORa set of
wheels? I have what you are looking for1 For sale. 1978red Camara
LT V8-350, rebuilt engine. new
radials. am·lm radio. cassette
deck, many new parts. Must be
\ seen to be appre.::1ateo.
Bestotter
Phone 948-2231

________
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Wisdomfightshacktcarsai.

Lance photo by Karl Mamer
h eanno unce st h cto
f fCBC t
ogo.

Wisdom's mind. He calls the triCBC. She produced a one-hour
"Cold,
Hard, Hollow"
with
county a hot spot and finds the
special on Chicago's alternative
anotherdueattheendoftheyear
amount of feedback and mail
music for Brave New Waves - but he plans to take it to the
from this area to be heavy.
CBC FM 's weekday version of
stage when the membership is
The university's
pub was
Night lines.
filled out.
chosen by executive producer
Friday night, Bertrand introUnfortunately for the PrehisSusan Englebert who thought the duced Canada to an hour of localtoric Cavestrokers, a technically
Subway was the right place.
ly produced
music,
which
muddledversionof"TableDancThough the student population
included VaVoom, Mescaline
ing for NATO" obscured their
seemed under-represented Friday
Ritual,
the
Prehistoric
lyrical abilities. Luxury Christ's
night, turnout by fans of Wisdom
Cavestrokers, the Cereal Killers,
cut was disappointing.
Their
from Windsor and the surroundLost Patrol, Luxury Christ. and demo song "The Fly" might have
ing area was substantial.
Otto Buj' s new project called "I".
been a better sample of their style.
One woman interviewed on
Some of Bertrand's selections
But with a wealth of local music
air by Wisdom said she had come highlighted the various bands'
to choose from. no doubt Bertrand
from Detroit but had problems at talents, notably VaVoom and
had to make some harsh
the border when a Canadian CusBuj's I.
decisions.
toms official had a hard time
Buj describes the style of his
Another Windsor contribubelieving she was coming to
first-person
singular pronoun
tion of the evening came from the
Windsor to watch a radio show.
group as" ... hardcore. forthc lack
hosts of CJAM 's Misanthropy
Friday
and Saturday's
of a better term. hut a hit more
JOI. Ed Blake and David
productions of Niglztline~ were ueveloped. We ·ve replaced speed Warmbier.
1
co-hm,ted hy CBE writer /hroauwith a ... more subtle musical apWisdom saiu he had a number
0
ca,ter Caeri Bertrano. a former
proach."
of requests to _
uest DJ on Hour of
.._
CJ/\M e,ccutive anti rnnlrihuter
I k adds that the year-and-aPower hut Blal,.e anti Warmbier·,
I Ill 1/t,· / ,11u,· Bcrtrantl j.., 1111. halt 11ldIi, ju-..1a studio \.Cntun: cclcctk list of son!,!., inh:re..,tcd
\lran~cr In l,tlc-night radio on
for no\\- - 1hc rnrrcnl ,ing.le i.., him.

turntables and mixing boards.
"The technicians'
union
wouldn't let us touch anything,"
says Blake.
Blake and Warm bier's Hour
of Power was not without merit,
however:
Many people
in
Nightlines'
audience heard for
the first time the chanting of the
Tibetan Tantric Gyugo Monks'
Choir. The monks spend most of
their lives perfecting the ability to
simultaneous! y sing three notes
-a feat Western experts had long
considered impossible.
The biggest surprise of the
night came a few hours into the
broadcast when startled CBC officials discovered that their giant.
unguarded plastic CBC logo. left
in the poorly lit student centre
lobby. was stolen! Campus police
were immediately notified but the
<>h'J<'Ct
d'art has nol as yet heen
found. CBC ollicial
Rochelle
l'mlcrsav, if the lo_c.ois returned.
1111quc!>.tions\\-ill b~ a!'.l,.ctl.

-------------------------------n

THESCOTIABANKING
ADVANTAGE
TAKEIT WHILEYOU CAN!
We know that students have
special banking needs. That's
why we designed the Scotia
Banking Advantage.

This package of
services is available to
you as long as you're a fulltime, post-secondary student
and come into your Branch to
reactivate the package each
school year (prior to October 31st).
Take a look at what we have to offer.
A Daily Interest Savings/Cheguing

Account With No-Charge Cheguing
Open a ScotiaPowerchequing"'Account.You'll
earn daily intereston your deposit and you won't
have to pay the usual cheque. pre-authorized
payment,withdrawalor transferfees.Youcan writeas
manychequesas youwantat no chargewithouthaving
to maintain a specificminimum monthly balance.
The Convenience Of An Automated
Banking Machine Card

Witha CashstopiI Card and your Scotia PowerchequingAccount.you can make withdrawals,

deposits.transfers.balance enquiries
and VISApayments. free of applicable servicecharges,day or night.
at any ScotiabankCashstop
machine.
A No-Fee Credit Card
You'll be able to apply for a
ScotiabankClassicVISN card
with a $SOO
credit limit.And
as long as you have the Scotia
BankingAdvantage.we won'tcharge
vou the usual annual fee.
A Grad Auto Loan·i
Once you graduate and l1.1ve a job, a Grad Auto
Loan can help you get a Hewor used car (up
to 3 model years old). Youcan arrange to postpone
the start of your repayment for up to 90 days
from the date the loan is advanced to you.1 Apply
as early as 90 days before startingyour new job
and up to a year after graduation.
For full details on the ScotiaBankingAdvantage,
visitany ScotiabankBranch.We'llbe happy to
help you.
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Prep Courses for
OCT6 LSAT
OCT20 GMAT
DEC8 GRE
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

classifieds
LEARN THE 6,000 YEAR OLD
GAME of Go: the first meeting of

the Universityof Windsor Go Club
1s on Monday. October 1st at
4:00pm in the Club Room on the
second floor of the University
Centre. If you want to learn how to
play the game of Go. or simply
want to know more about 11please
contact S. Rameshat 966-4380.
1988 HONDA CRX, auto. red. low
km s. sunroof, stereo, lady driven,
warranty, excellent cond1t1on.
Phone 258-4299.
APARTMENT

FOR RENT : 2

bedroom apartment on Donnelly
SL Within 5 minutes walking distance of the University. Available
immediately. Fridge, oven. gas &
electricity at a monthly rate of
$700.. Call 254-8970or254-4574.
IBM PS/2 Model 25, 640K Colour
Monitor, 20MB Hard Dnve. 3.5"
Floppy Drive, Microsoft Mouse.
IBM Keyboard. plus software including DOS 4.01, WordPerfect
5.1, Works. Windows, etc. Price:
$2000.00. Call 944-3476 (leave
message).
FOR SALE: Canon 36mm TQL
Ft .4 standardCanon lens with UV
filtre. X2 teleconverter, Soligor
28mm F2.8 lens, Sohgor 135mm
F3.5lens with UV filtre,Soligormkba electronic flash ac/dc, tnpod
with tillover. Call 326-1483.
ROOMS FOR RENT: 3 rooms
available at 527 Josephine St.,
$250.00+ utilities startingOctober
1st. Washer. dryer. stove, fndge.
microwave. Call Maureen at 256·
6468.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Femalewith
4 bedroom house to share with
same . $250.00 per month +
utihties. Close to the University
Call 971·8474
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Yo! Don't believe the hype, boyee
by Otto Buj
The paranoid white, middle-class
visions of ticket muggings, off-the-balcony
pissing, and stray bullets were never
realized.
Yes, Long Island's controversiaJ and
misread Public Enemy stopped in and
braved the status quo with peace in mind,
via astute espousals of Black identity,
awareness, and independence
(that so
soundly reiterate the intents of Malcolm X,
Martin Luther King, and the reactionary
Louis Farrakhan)
to a healthy and
cooperative
(but only half-capacity)
racially mixed house at the Windsor Arena.
Considering that they can effortlessly
sell out a venue five times that size across
the creek, and that they've sold over a
million copies of each of their last two
longplays, the evening's near-failure was
paradoxical.
Public
Enemy's
claims
of an
oppressive power structure that seeks to
divide
the people
and suppress
communication and understanding made
all the more sense in light of an absurdly
alarmist article in the Windsor Star-a
rag
whom PE frontman Chuck D. so incisively
and specifically referred to onstage as
"carriers of bad news ... a hypocritical
motherfuckin · garbage paper." Ad to this
rumors that our boys at the border were
turning back American fans without tickets
with the excuse that the show had been
'sold out,' and you have damning evidence
of Windsor's atavism.
Bel icve it or not. an insidious and
well-dressed white racism breed~ in your
own backyard.

"Noll' th<'ygot me' in a ('C'I/, call\<' m,·
rl'('ords ther sell. 'n111w a l>rot!,erlike
1111•\11itl"Well.

Farrakhan 's a prophet and I think you
oughta listen to
what he can say to you
whatcha oughta do is follow for now Power of the People Say!
Make a miracle, D.,
Pump the Lyrical!
Black is back, all in we're gonna win,
check it out ... here we go again:
Turn it Up!
Bring the Noise!"
- "Bring the Noise"
It Takes a Nation of Millions
to Hold Us Back
"Fight the Power," "Don't Believe the
Hype," "Bring the Noise," and the wrap up
"911 is a Joke" were sensible and
appropriate raps tailored to topple and
transcend the negative Black stereotype.
The songs are direct replies to the power
structure's censure of North America's
oppressed. The hour-plus set hit hard
volume and was delivered crisp and
bottom-heavy
by DJ Terminator
X,
rivaling George Clinton's P-Funk Allstars
in terms of tightness
and visual
presentation.

"Power and equality! And I'm out to get
it.
I know some of you ain't with it This party started right in '66
With the original pro-black radical mix.
Then at the hour of twelve.
some force cut the power and emerged
from he/ I.
It was your so-called gm·ernment that
made this occur
like the grajied de1·il\·they were ...
... For 1/wse that diwgree. ii ca11ws stalic
forth<' origi1111/
hlack 11~ialic
II/cl/I.

( 'ream of thl' l'llrtlt. 1111d
11·11\ lterc fint

but some devils prevent this from being
known
- but you check out the booJ..sthey own
Even mqsons know it:
they refi1se to show it -yo!
Blll ii 's proven in fact:
It takes a nation of milliom, IV hold us
hack."
- "Party for your right to fight"
Nation of Million,;...

They came off with a real-life urgency
and hardcore zeal that made the 'lite rap'
(an oxymoron) of T.O. ba~ed opener
Mae<,tro Fresh Wes and others seem
irrelevant and forgetable.
If anything, the evening was a positive
and pressing social statement in the guise
of ente rtainment. It's just too had that the
high majority prohably left Windsor Arena
with heat feet instead of in~ight and
empathy
for the Black American
experience.
0

Chuck D. and second man Flavor Flav
took good time to rationalize their ~tance
and clear up allegation<, of racism put upon
them. They didn ·1 spill the pathetic
cr iminality-for-criminalit} ·~---ake line (a la
Niggahs
Wi1h Attitude)
or the
hi1d1-lhi-,-and-hi1dHhat -,e:,.i~mof 2 l.i, C
( ·rc\\ .111dkc ( ·uhc.

"What we ·1·egot w \ll_\':
Power /0 !he l'c•ople! No delay!
7i, make e1·c•ryho1fr'<'£'
in order to Ji~l,1 tit<'
en tlwl ht'.
f-f(;Jfr7 Ill- f'()llf /?!"
-- "l·i;!lll thc p11\\~·r"
I-ear 11/ 11 /U,1t-l,l'/1111,·1

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

REV. THOMAS RYAN, C.S.P.
Directo r, Canadian Centre for
Ecumenism, Montreal
Author and Columnist
Speaking On

Ecumenis01:
Failing or Flourishing?
Date:
Time:
Place:

A dult:
Students:

Sunday , October 7, 1990
8:00 pm
A ssumption Univ ersity
400 Huron Church Road
Wind sor , Ontario
$5.00
$2.00
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IS YOUR RESUME GETIIN G
YOU INTERVIEWS ?
IF NOT, TRY A
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP.
Schedules for these and other workshops available at
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon Hall.

Ultraviolence cooked up
The Cook, the Thief, His Jl'ife and Her Loi-er
(uncut H rsion)
Windso r fi lm Theatre
2 135 \\'~·andotte St. West
25~-FILl\l

by La ila Farrell

fliitomation
BUSINESS MACHINES
GREAT
PRICES
ONCOP
IES
HIGH SPEEDCOPYING

971-8835
3441 Sandwich St.

Writer/Director Peter Greenaway has created a
film which is simultaneously picturesque and
pathologically nauseating.
The Cook, the Thief, His Wife and Her Lover is
a bizarre dream narrative using a novel mixture of
techniques to move the audience in an unfamiliar
way. It incorporates the 'ultraviolence' of A Clockwork Orange, the grandeur and immense set design
of Amadeus, an<lthe classic contrast of villainy and
innocence in Dickens· Oliver. The result is pure
Greenaway, where the viewer is enticep to sec the
grotesque as beautiful.
Despite a storyline which is essentially predictable and characters who are underdeveloped, the
audience is mesmerized by Greenaway's sensual
cincmatograph). The camera mo\'eS in a lcburdy
linearity. When the camera is still, it frames the
screen as if it was a painting.
The lighting is reminiscent of the Dutch style of
painting which uses chiaroscuro for a sculptural ef-

feet. Greenaway couples this with the costume
designs of Jean Paul Gaultier, whose creations can
be described as "space-age romanticism." Using
these artistic approaches to the subject matter,
Greenaway is able to challenge the limits of entertainment by packing the picture with stylized
violence, nudity, and morbid imagery.
As far as the controversy surrounding The Cook,
The Thief, His Wife and Her lover, North America
has proved once again that it is a continent of
stunted, prudish people who would rather see cheap.
teenaged, lose-your-virginity slasher movies than
anything containing full-frontal male nudity. This
film has set new visual standards for the '90s. It
should be watched with awe, not puritanical Joath-

0
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WEST OF MACKENZIE HALL

And the winner is ... Dei
b~ Lance Art Staff

Help
us Bring
the
"W"orld Together

Following in the fine tradition of our Sports
Section ·s Performer of the Weck, 1he lance's Arts
Sect ion introduces the Coffee
Ac hiever of the \l onth. Eligible
candidates for this prestigious
award are culled from the
month's lance pages: contributors to the Arts Section,
notables in the Windsor/University arts communit y. or anybody
\\.ho wears enough black.
The premier Coffee Achiever
of the Month Award goes to Dei
Jackson for her wonderful Master of Fine Arts exhibit, which was reviewed in the September 19th
issue of these pages. Jackson must have spent many

late nights and consumed cisterns full of coffee putting together her fascinating kinetic sculptures.
For her efforts, Jackson will receive a poun<lof
the Second Cup ·s excellent Costa Rican coffee. This
coffee - the breakfast of champion's - has twice the caffeine
of regular joe.
Jackson can contact the
lance (253-4060) to find out
how to pick up her alreadyground prize. But, Dei, you better move quick before it gets
stale sitting on a desk in the Arts
office.
The selection of the Coffee
Achiever of the Month is made solely by the lance
Arts staff, and does not in any way rcnect the views
or opinions of people who drink instant coffee. :::J

Up to $25 OOOfor work or study
in international development
CIDA Awards for Canadians offers up to 50 awards annually
Northern Telecomand Bell-1\Jorthern
ResearchIBNR)have a
global v1s1on - to be the world's leading supplier of
telecommurncat,onsequipment by the year 2000.
At BNR.we're researchingand applying the technologiesfor
the design and development of products. systems and
seN1ces
that set the standardsaround the world
At I\JorthernTelecomwe are a partnerwith BNRin the design
of the technologies We have prime respons1bil1tyfor
manufacturing. sales.marketing and customer service of a
wide range of telecommunications
products
To help us achieveour goal, we are seekinggraduatesat the
Bachelor. Master and Ph.D levers primarily 1n the fields of
Computer Soence. Electrical Engineering. Mathematics.
Physicsand BusinessAdministration. We are looking for team
oriented 1nd1v1duals
with ideas and enthusiasm who share
our visionand want to be a part of our success.
If you would like an exoting career shaping the future of
telecommunications.submityour application to your campus
placementoffice. 1nd1cat1ng
to whom you are applying - BNR
or Northern Telecom.no later than October 5. 1990
We w,11be on campusOctober 23 & 24.

Applicant s must:
be a Canadian citizen
possess an undergraduate degree or diploma
by the time of the award
be committed to working in the field of
international development

For more information, please visit the CIDA Awards
representative during Career Fair '90:
Career Fair '90
Thursday , October 4, 1990
Ambassador Auditorium
&
Old St. Denis gym
1:30 - 4:30
7:00 - 9:00

Help us turn our v1s1on
into reality

Ill.A..
I lrl,,

nu,thcrn
tc•ccu111

BNR41

Seminar For CBIE/CIDA
Thursday, October 4,1990
2 sessions: 10:30 - 11 :15 & 11 :30 Vanier Lounge

12:15
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Billy Bishop: a boy and his Sopwith
BillJ Bishop Goes to \.Var
A musical by John GraJ with Eric Peterson
Directed bJ Richard Klautsch
Starring Gordon Reinhart and Paul A. Pappas
Attic Theatre
2990 West Grand Boule,·ard, Detroit
throu~h October 14
by Ke,·in Johnson

World War I ace Billy Bishop is one of very few
individual Canadians to have won acclaim as a war
hero. As a nation, we' re prone to honour groups the fallen of Ypres and Paaschendale, the lambs of
Dieppe, the lions of D-Day.
Canada is uncomfortable with the idea of supermen, and this tendency in part produced a
scathing National
Film
Board
documentary which
raised the question of
whether Bishop's ace status was the
result of fabrication.
There is no equivocation in John
Gray and Eric Peterson 's version of the story, Billy
Bishop Goes to War, currently offered at Detroit's
Attic Theatre. It is a tribute to the small town boy
whose prowess as a fighter pilot took him into the
company of kings and prime ministers. It is fitting,
then, that Gray and Peterson 's play is almost entirely a one-man show.
Summing up a man's life in two and a half hours
is no easy task, and Billy Bishop's approach appears
more inconsistent than complex.
Like Bishop himself, the play seems at times to
condemn war, at others to glorify it. Gray's attempt
to portray Bishop's maturation leads the lyricist to
oversimplify early songs. "We were off to fight the
Hun/We would shoot him with a gun."
Written in 1978, the play has had some success,
including a critically acclaimed but brief stint on
Broadway. The Attic·s is the latest in a series of
regional productions to stage the show closer to its
unpretentious origins.
Accompanied only by pianist Paul A. Pappas,
Gordon Reinhart does a wonderful job through innumerable character changes. These changes, along
with the audience's appreciation of the effort in-

'R::>

volved in memorizing long passages, can overshadow the content of the script in any one-man
show, but Reinhart·s performance is clearly devoted
to his subject. With the sparse set and minimalist
costuming, the show rides on his back - a task he
is clearly up to.
Reinhart has fun with the material, which
frenetically moves from character to character; he
does so as if he were relating a story in conversation.
His enthusiasm is contagious, and the play'c; good
will makes it enjoyable.
Pappas provides admirable musical accompaniment. His singing is less convincing, betraying his
classical training in the distrust with which he says
"ain"t" and other colloquialisms.
The play·s story, after all, concerns ordinar~
men in extraordinary circumstancesBishop originally
enlists as an alternative to expulsion
from
Kingston's Royal
Military College.
It is only as a
result of royal patronage that he eventually joins the
Flying Corps, and gets to prove his worth as a pilot.
There, he develops a bloodlust that makes him one
of the empire's most celebrated sons, feted for his
ability to kill.
Toward the end of his first tour of duty, Bishop
discovers his ability relies in large part on his distance from the pain and suffering he inflicts, but that
discovery does not prevent him from going on to
shoot down another 25 German planes after his
return to action.
Further, Bishop says he never learned wh) he
fought the war to end war, but he serves as a recruiter
for the new RCAF in World War II.
Sorting out this ambiguity is left to the imagination of the audience, which is probably why the play
has found detractors on the left and right sides of the
ideological fence in Canada.
Look for more good things from this company.
While diehards still mourn its forced move from
Greektown, the new location next to the Fisher
Theatre is less of a drive from the University of
Windsor campus than are the Glade or Parkway
cineplexes.
O
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10 %

155 Wyandotte St. East
253-2151
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discount with student ID. ~

Home delivery now available.
We offer daily luncheon specials, group specials,
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Jobs,Jobs,Jobs
Part time instructors for
Department of Parks and Recreation
Programmes for adults, youth and
pre-schoolers.
• Gymnastics
• Sports
• Games
• Arts
• Languages
For more infonnation, call:
Rob Wrigley
255-6387 from 11:30 am-5:00 pm

Deadline: October 5, 1990

Welcome Back University Students!

DEVONSHIREMALL

Bring your U of W ID and receive
10% discount on any
cinnf ully delicious cinnamon roll.

f

Thursday night is
Lancer Night at
THE

CLUB
170 Wyandotte St. West
254-5131

[ Pitchers $4.35 ]
Come join the fun Thursday through Saturday!

f

~

t
i

f

j
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Don Says:

.I

"You told us to move our shuttle bus
service to Thursday and we listened.
Look for our shuttle bus every
Thursday at 9:00 pm in front of
Vanier Hall and Parking Lot M in
front of the University Centre."

53 1 Pell\,tt·r ~lrt.'l!l (at Wya ndo tte)
Monda ) \ ,t1u1JJ, I I .J O a.m. ' til I a .m .
Sunt!.1, 11. ·11111 p.m.
2S6- l>ONS
Lh:t:ris~J l 'ndcr the l.LBO
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Men & Wom en's
Hairstyli sts
WE USE AND RECOMM END

wmatrix
® $3.00
HAIR

off all haircuts

Offer valid to all students upon presentation of valid student ID.
At University Mall location only.

ESSENTIALS

Hours

University Mall
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534

Mon - Fri .. 9 am - 9 pm
Sat . . . . . . 9 am -6 pm

Oct ober

,.~_,,I,\\

TUE WED, THU
Blue Celtic

CLOSED
12

PUB
NIGHT

Mark Labelle
,s r,..C~e\\e(,\
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eeRobert Penn
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Night

Phi
Sigma
Sigma
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The Swing
&
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$PORTS
The Lancer
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soccer squad scores a win and a tie

Lancers undefeated, stay on top

OUAA/OWIAA

hy John Marentette

Results
Football
Sat. Sept 22
Windsor 21 Laurier 12

Men's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 22
Windsor I Laurier 1
Sun. Sept. 23
Windsor 2 Waterloo 0

Women's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 22
Laurier 4 Windsor O
Sun. Sept. 23
Waterloo 2 Windsor 1

Cross Country
Sat. Sept. 22
Western Invitational
Tournament

Lance photo by Andrew Gan
Soccer hall, don't gel their l..ick~ from champagne.

Team Scores. Men's

J St
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

40

Univ. of Michigan
Univ. of Kentucky
Yale University
Queen's
Western
Syracuse Univ.

46
81
141
150

159
180

Windsor
U niv. of Buffalo
Fredonia State
Guelph
Waterloo
McMaster

263
275
309

313
365

Team Scores - \\'omen's
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11 th
12th

Univ. of Michigan
Penn State
Yale University
Western
U of Kentucky
Syracuse Univ.
McMaster
Queen's
U of Buffalo
Frcdonia State
Guelpb
Waterloo

51
87
88
103
124
230
273
303
329
333
335
362

13th Windsor

365

Upcoming E-vents
'
Football
Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor at Western (2 pm)
Sat Oct. 6
Waterloo at Windsor (2 pm)

Men's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor at Western (I pm)
Sun. Sept. 30
Windsor at Waterloo (3 pm)

Women's Soccer

Sat.Sept. 29
Western at Windsor ( I pm)
Sun. Sept. 30
Windsor at Brock (1 pm)
Wed. Oct. 3
McMaster at Windsor (4 pm)

Cross Country
Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor al Macomb College

Women's Volle}'ball
(Exhibition)
Fri. Oct. 5
Eastern MichiganTournament

Faced with two important
games in Waterloo this pac;t
weekend,
the Lancer men 's
soccer team has handled itself
well.
In last Saturday's
game,
Windsor found itself pitted in a
tough battle with the Laurier
Trojans.
Despite numerous
chances to score, the Lancers had
to settle for a single goal off the
foot of Larry Quar s hie. But
defense served the squad well.
and when the dust cleared it was
the Trojans who were fortunate to
settle for a 1-1 tie.
Against the University of
Waterloo on Sunday. the men's
defensive excellence surfaced
once again. spurred b)' goaltender
Dave Hodgson. who shut out the
Warriors for a final score of 2-0.
The offensive hero of the game
was Pete Rosco who provided

hoth goals in the Lancer effort.
Rosco is off to a splendid start in
the season, having scored three
goals in the first three games.
The Lancers can gloat about
their defcnse, which should
continue to be a trademark of this
team for the remainder of the
season.
The most unfortunate statistic
so far this year is that the only goal
the Lancers surrendered (a goal
scrapped together by Laurier's
offense)
stuck
them with
Saturday's tie.
Like an outbreak of acne on a
budding adolescent, a blemish has
appeared
in the Lancers'
mid-season league standings. But
with the season almost as fresh. it
bn 't as if the prom is just around
the corner.
Windsor will be home this
weekend against Western and
Waterloo. trying lo protect its lead
at the top of the standings.
O

Footballers well-placed to make playoffs
hy Dave Bri1,tgs
With wins in the first two
weeks of their schedule, the
University of Windsor's football
team has put themselves into an
ideal situation with an ideal
schedule for the upcoming weeks.
The Lancers' 21-12 win over
Laurier last Saturday left Windsor

and Western the only two teams
with unblemished 2-0 records.
The
schedule-maker
apparently did Windsor a favour
thi~ year hy selecting some of the
league ·s less pote;nt teams to play
at the Lancers' home venue.
After a tough game in London
this weekend versus Western. the
Lancers will be back here for

Curtin's up on season
hy Dave Briggs
The University of Windsor's
men's basketball team, under the
new direction of coach Wayne
Curtin, will hold their opening
practice on Monday. October l.
Practice gets underway at
4:30 pm at the St. Denis Centre
athletic fieldhouse.
Interested
players
are
reminded to get their physicals
before attending practice, and to
contact Curtin if they have not
already done so.

* * *

Wrestlers at Windsor will
have to wait another year before
the school
has an official
intercollegiate wrestling team.
Last year, wrestling started at
the university as a club wl\ich
could not officially compete in
the Ontario University Athletic
Association (OUAA).
At the end of last year.
Windsor's
athletic department
1
· voted to give the team official
status for this season.
Due to disputes between last
year's coach and some of the
wrestlers. athletic department
officials have decided to keep the
team as a club for another year.

* * *
There has hcen a shake-up in
both the Lancers·
women ·s
basketball and volleyball teams.
Jill Bahri from last year's
volleyball team has dc1:ided to
switch to basketball this season.
No reason was given for the
player's det·ision to switc.:hteams.
As well. Margard Piggott. a
prominenl member of last yl·ar's

baskelhall team. has decided not
to return to the team this year.
Piggott cited a need for more time
in her schedule as her reason for
dropping the sport.
* * *
The Lancer football squad has
been outfitted with what are
perhaps the nicest uniforms in the
country this season.
Equipment technician Rick
Mallat was responsible
for
selecting the team· s new home
blue jerseys and better-fitting
stretch pants.
The jerseys are the latest
design. They feature form-fitting
sleeve!. which make it harder for
opposing
players
to tackle
Windsor players by their shirts.
The jerseys feature yellow
and white stripes on the sleeves.
and have large white numbers
with yellow trim.
The pants arc a spandex
variety which better fit players
who do not correctly fit the
standard sizes of normal pants.

* * *

Over the summer. the athletic
department hired several new
coac.:hes. As already mentioned.
Wayne Curtin will take over for
the retired Paul Thomas as the
coach of the men ·s basketball
team.
Essex Golf and Country Club
employee. 1 om Deuchman will
coach the golf team. while the
men'!. volkyhall team will sec
Boh Bond replace Linda Lec.:kie.
All the rest of the head
coaches from last year will return
this season.

n

dates against
Waterloo and
Guclph. Then they' II travel to the
University of Toronto and hack to
round out their sc.:hedule a1 home
versus McMaster.
Though none of the games
will he easy. should the Lancers
win all of their home conte\ts thq
will conclude the regular \Cason
with al least five wins in their
seven games.
This would be enough to
guarantee
them one of four
playoff spots. and possibl) a
home playoff game if thcy finish
first or second.
While all this reckoning is
premature. the facl that Wimhor
won both of their first two games
keeps their destiny in their hands.
Before the Lancers will be
ready to make the playoffs they
have a lot of improving to do. As
their coach John Musselman likes
Lance photo by Carotyn Cox
to say. they are not even close to -'like Scralrh (39) "a,n·t often
their potential yet.
,lopped - the Wind,or hack itained
In fact. should Musselman he a lolal of I02 )anh against Laurier.
right. that only adds to the
Winning the first two is
exc1tcment surrounding
this
merely a step in the right
year's team. The key is to avoiJ
direction. a step that so far has
getting too excited 100 quickly earned them some much-needed
the Lancers still ha\'e five games
respect around the league.
O
ten to play.

Performer of the Week
Jimmy Aspropotamitis
Sponsored b~ Don Cherry·s

Restaurant
The Performer of the Weck
for the period ending October I
i, Lancer football safety Jimmy
Aspmpt>tamitis.
In Windsor's 21-12 victory
over L.aurier last Saturday.
A,propotamitis recorded eight
tackles anJ two interceptions.
The fiflh-ycar player helped
up the team ·s interception
number lo nine in just two
weeb.
Aspropotamitis. a Kennedy
C\lllegiah.: graduate. wa, named
the h:am ·, ddcn,ive pla) er of

the game following the contest.
Five foot ten and 195
pounds, Aspropotamitis is the
premier safety in the OUAA. In
both of the last two season was
named to the Ontario league's
first all star team.
For being
named
the
Performer of the Week, the
MBA student will receive a $20
voucher from Don Cherry's
RL,taurant at 531 Pelissier street
in downtown Windsor .
The Performer of the Wt'd: i.\

n

:.elected in conj1111c1i,m
with th<'
Unin•rsitv uf Windsor uthlctic
dep11rlmt••1t.
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OuAuTYSPORTS i
TOURS
presents
EVENT

DATE
October 10
October 18
November 1
November 11
November 17
November 18
November 27
December 1
December 10
•

Calgary at Red Wings
Montreal at Red Wings
Toronto at Red Wings
Illinois at U of M
Minnesota at U of \1
Houston Oilers at Cleveland
L.A. Kings at Red Wings
Chicago at Red Wings
L.A. Raiders at Lions

PRICE
$35 per person
$35 per person
$35 per person
$59 per person
$59 per person
$69 per person
$35 per person
$35 per person
$49 per person

All prices Include return transportation, refreshments and
prizes .

Out of town trips
DATE

PRICE

EVENT

October 13
November 3
January 5
January 26
February 2
February 17
February 23

Red Wings at Toronto
Red Wings at Montreal
L.A. Kings at Toronto
Maple Leafs at Chicago
Red Wings at Toronto
Red Wings at Chicago
Maple Leafs at Montreal

$150
$269
$150
$139
$150
$139
$269

per
per
per
per
per
per
per

person
person
person
person
person
person
person

~!

Women drop pair over weekend

b) Cah in Knight
The Windsor women's soccer
team started the week off in style,
onl) to end it on a disappointing
note.
The Lancers began the week
with a 2-2 tie against a powerful
and well-organized Michigan
club.
The game began with a costly
mistake by one of Windsor's
defenders. A Michigan player
was brought down in the top
corner of the 13-yard box, where
she posed no threat. This error
resulted in a penalty shot, which
was calmly placed in the lower
right-hand corner, past the
goalie· s helpless gaze.
It was not long after this that
Michigan scored their second
goal on a p~·,sacross the tip of the
18-yard b, x to a player who
muscled her way past a defender
and then patiently held on to the
ball and shot it past the rushing
goalie. At this point it seemed that
Michigan was going to be more
than the Lancers would be able to
handle.
Windsor had not capitulated,
though. they were scoring soon
enough.
Sue Brogno laid a pass by two
battling Windsor and Michigan
players to the foot of a team male,
who one-timed it in.
Then as the end oflhe first half
loomed, a cross from the left side
was chested down by Brogno,
who coolly waited for the
Michigan goalie to commit
herself with a sliding dive at the
ball. then pulled the ball to the left
and scored on the empty net.
In the second half most of the
play was in the midfield. Except
for a charge with five minutes
remainifl&(that ended in a missed
call), Windsor's play was for the
most part uneventful.

Coach Caldwell remarked
that his team was "disappointed in
the second half."
Endurance was once again the
main culprit in the women's
sometimes disorganized play.
Caldwell said that he has tried to
remedy this problem in practice
by "running the daylights out of
them," but conceded that he is
"fighting an uphill battle."
On Saturday they lost 4-0 lo
Laurier, even though it was an
even battle for most of the game.
The score was 1-0 till late in
the game. But with the second
goal against them as they were
threw all they had into offensive
manoeuvcrs, the Lancers knew
they were beaten. Consequently,
they got sloppy and two more
surrendered goals were the
result.
On Sunday
it was a

disheartening
2-1 loss to
Waterloo. The first goal came at
the eleven-minute mark of the
first half. Julie Pallot, the
Lancers' goalie, slipped as a
Windsor defender passed the ball
back and it got past her into the
net.
The score was tied by a Sue
Brogno header on a corner kick.
Then in the second half a
Waterloo player with a strong
wind behind her let a shot go
which sailed past Pallot.
"We just couldn't pull it out...
'we had our chance," said
Caldwell.
Weather was a significant
contribution to the loss: both\\ ind
and cold.
"(don't think it went above 40
degrees," commented Caldwell.
Windsor's next game is at
I :00 Saturday against Western. O

Windsor runners outclassed
b) Jim Parry

Tough competition and an
unfamiliar course made for mixed
results \\-hen the University of
Windsor's Lancer cross-country
team competed in London last
Saturday.
Running against such NCAA
division schools as Michigan,
Yale and Kentucky. the Lancers·
results were in the middle of the
pack.
But as coach Dennis Fairall
pointed out. if you remove the
American schools from the
picture the men's team lost to
Western by a mere three points
and last year's OUAA champ
Queen's by nine points. Fairall
also noted the women ·s team
would have placed well in the
standings.
The women were without

their two top runners (Crystal
Garrett due to injury and Julie
Inglis to illness). Still, they placed
13th in the standings, Jed by
Jackie McVittie. who finished
34th, and Tanya Bielby. who
finished 61 st.
The men· s team were
well-placed in the field, with John
Cress in 27th, Jason Boyle 31st.
Wayne Riley 37th and Dave
Scarrow 39th.
Fairall said the team v. as also
handicapped
by Wcstern·s
course. a hilly Onl!by comparison
with this area's nat terrain.
o, erall, the results were the
best any Lancer learn has
recorded at this meet. Fairall
hopes next week's meet at
Macomb College will restore
some of the confidence the team
needs before the OUAA's in
Kingston.
CJ

GOODWILL~

GOODWILL
RETAIL STORE
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

10% DISCOUNT

to all students on presentation of coupon below.

Everything you need to get a jump on school:
Quality furniture, warranteed appliances,
clothing, housewares, books.

FREE DELIVERY with minimum purchase
of $100 of furniture or appliances.
60 day warranty on all large appliances.

-

We service what we sell -

GOODWILL RETAIL STORE
743 WYANDOTTE EAST

--------------~~~-~~-~
_______
J______
j

PLUS TAX

Get the real
PICTURE
11

11

EVERY MONDAY, TUESDAY,
& WEDNESDAY
THE PERFECT COMBINATION
,W.ITH THE BIG BIG BIG BURGER

J
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Behind the scenes at the Sky Dome

Mamas, don't let your babies grow up to be sports writers
by Dave Jtriggs
11·.,not too often that you find
little boys and girls who dream of
growing up to be sports writers.
In fact, on the list of dream
professions it falls somewhere
between owning a convenience
store and working for the city.
You see, most kids who arc
interested in sports tend to want to
be athletes - not the people the
athletes would like to light on fire.
Although some have the
impression that all sports writers
do is eat free food, hang out with
the coo lest professional athletes,
and get free admission to games,
the truth is a lot less exciting.
After
taking
a
behind-the-scenes
look at
professional sports writing at
--------------------------------------~

Toronto's famed Skydomc last
weekend, I now know why kids
would rather grow up to he
lawyers and doctor., (besides the
fact that they make gobs of
money!).
First, let's dispel all notions
that sports writing is a really neat
profession. The free food i.,
usually crummy. the athletes can
be jerks, and the free admission
really starts to lose its appeal after
you've been to a coup le thousand
games.
You see, two things dominate
the life of sports writers: editors
and dead lin es.
Deadlines
translate into stress, and come to
think of it, so do editors.
Most of the writers l met
talked about their editors like you
talk when you find that the dog

me-.sed on the new carpet.
On the other hand, the same
writers had Iill le to say ahoul their
deadline-.. ln-.tead, they glanced
nervously al their watches as the
ha-.ehall game slipped into extra
innings ... and nearer the deadline.

I

Karate Club
:\ten's intramural soccer

~-r

·~.

....

Just

.

'
.......
,

a reminder.

On campus
recruitment
begins
early
in
October
with:
application
deadlines
as soon
as Sept.
27th.

.._

to the athletes. ii is standard
pracl ice to avoid m i,4uot ing
people and cmhroilin!,! onesdl in
law,uit-..
Instead, with time running
out, writer-. made a dash for the
elevator that takes them down to

the a,mcha,·r glad,·ator

gla:ce ;r::~na~
the pres-. box
told me more .
than I wanted to know ahout
sports journalists.
The newspaper people were
perhaps the most interesting.
Most of them were not at al I
concerned
about
their
appearances.
From
their
uncombed hair to their inability to
pick articles of clothing that don't
look hideous together, these guys
were not out to make an

campus recreation
The University of Windsor
lsshinryu Karate Club is starting
its 17th year at the university and
taking on new members.
lsshinryu karate is the combal
form of karate U.S. Marines used
to be taught in Okinawa. It
features a high level of physical
U·
fitness. There is no previous
experience necessary to join.
Anyone interested in joining
~t.:::,·~ .
may try one class free before
'
signin~ up.
'
' Lia
Contact
the
Campus
~,Recreation Office at 25J-42J2 '-- ~ .,
extension 2456. Classe.., arc
,\:•
.di£.•
held Mon/Wed Fri from 7-lJ
p.m. and Sunda)" from 5- 7 p.m.

impres-.ion.
All game, the,e creature-. of
1he world ol print -.at solcmly in
front of their laptop compuh.!r<,,
occasionally hanging out parts of
<,lorie, when something truly
interesting happened.

The men ·s in1ramural soccer
season opened with a tlouri<,has
the Unwanted-.
destroyed
A.I.E.S.E.C. 13-0 and Diec
edged the S1riker-. 1-0.
The Unwanted.., were all o"er
A.I.E.S.E.C. - Jay Berr) and
Joe Perry led the attack with five
and three goals re,pecti,ely.
Angelo DuIis-.e and Joe Fox each
scored a pair. and Scott Cantini
chipped in,, ith 11negoal.
Diec and the Strikers
cngaged
in a wdl-pla)cd
struggle in \\ hkh Di,:e t;11lkd
late in the fir,t half and\\ L'fe.1hlc
h 1 hold Pn Inr the , ictm).

I the ~~~:r ~(~l~:-e

the player's room
. e v e r y o n e
The TV group. on the other crammed into Cito Gaston 's (the
hand, did what they do best: 1hey Blue Jays· manager) office.
looked good. It compensates for
After cornerning Gaston.
the fact that they didn't look like pinning him up against the wall.
they had a thought in their heads shining several bright lights in his
for most of the evening.
face, and stuffing about ten
There they were: one big
microphones within swallowing
uni n le rested fa mi I y, sitting
range. the media trying to get their
around the press box, placing
quotes.
money on thought-provoking
The players (the two or three
pools such as who would be the that weren't hiding in the shower)
last batter a particular pitcher
had little to say that hadn't been
would face.
said before, but when you have
In fact, the only time the game only minutes to get a quote. you
got interesting
was when it aren't very choo..,y.
entered the 13th inning, and ever
Soon it was a mad dash down
closer 10 the ominous deadline. It the hall to the elevator and hack
was then that ten-.ion began to run up 10 1he press hox where their
high.
computer<, were wailing. for them
At 11:20 pm. when the final and only minute.., rern.iined on the
out wa, recorded. most of the clock.
writer.., hatl nearly all of their
By then. thl.! -.tadium \.\a<,
indi, idual -.corie-.written. A~ 1he empty. the lighi...haJ hecn turned
game \\.Cnt on. they pieced it off. and all thal rcmarncd \\a, the
tog.ether hit h) hit. rcsen ing the turiou-. sound" of l'lacking
fiN lcv, paragraph.., li>r lhe fin.ii cornpu1er key hoard ....
score. and thl.! mm,l important
11· s a pmce-.s th,1t i... for le,..,
parh of thl.!g.1ml.!.
glamornu ...than imagrned. anJ far
With Ill minu1c... 11.!fthclore
mnn: ,trc..,sful But lhl.! 111h,till
1hc deadline. rno,t \\ rill.!r'-\,ae
sccm.., 10 h,1ve an unl.!xpbinahk
..,,ud. ,, ilhPul 1ho..,I.!
thing" ol dire ,1ppe,1't1l it.
imponanc,·: quotc,.
\vh) do I \\ant to\\ rite sp11r1
....
1hPu:!h m11,1 prohabl) rnuld
you a...k !
ha, I.! 1ilkd in t) pil',d ,p.1ri..
\Vcll. \\ c c,111
·1 .,IIm.il..,· 1hc
.: I ic h c , I i I..L'. '' To m 11r r 111\ • ,
big Ollllle) - thL'fl.!,lfC l,lr hhl
;11111th,:r
d.1,." ,ir "\\,•'II !!Cl ·,·111 111.111)doL11ir,
.111d l,1\\ ~.: r,
nc'\l llllk'"
\\ 1lh,1u1
,IL'III ill) :!"In!!
,1lr,·:uh
-,

• •
,,..

'

·r
;;.

f

Get details from the Career
Planning and Placement office. Room 163 DIiion Hall.

COURTESY
BICYCLES

675 Goyeau Avenue
(Royal Windsor Hotel)
Lower Level
Free Parking

256-4902
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BRAND NEW
WORLD-CLASS
Championship
Tables
Nine-ball • Snooker
The only Windsor billiards
club licensed by LLBO

Competitive prices
Proper attire Open seven days a week.
11 - 1 Mon - Sat; 12 - 1 Sun

Windsor Nine-ball
Annual Classic
Tournament
Saturday,
September 29th
Open to all - $60 entry fee
Cash prizes - added prizes.

Spectators

welcome!
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Ground attack spurs
Lancers to 21-12 win
over Golden Hawks
Continued from the front page.
Their two-point conversion attempt
failed, and Windsor walked off the field
with a 21-12 victory , upping the team's
record to 2-0.
According to Windsor's head coach
John Musst;lman, the team showed its
improvement with a drive in the last quarter
that not only ate the clock but resulted in a
single by Acumovic as well.
"All in all, when it came down to it,
where we sta_rted to come i:>fage was that
drive in the fourth quarte~," the coach said.
"We took the ball deep in our own end and
we marched it right down the field and we

OUAA Standings
Football
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Western 2
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Men's soccer

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Lancer running hack OLZic Nether.~olc scamper~ in for a liH-yard TO.
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did it all on the ground. That 's exciting."
Though the final result was in the
Lancers' favour, not everything went well
for them. In fact, though the defense didn't
break, it was bent to the limit at times.
Laurier gained 368 yards in total
offense, compared to Windsor's 346 yards.
Smalling,
the Golden
Hawks'
quarterback, threw for 253 yards and
moved his team well. His major downfall
was throwing four interceptions.
Windsor's secondary now has nine
interceptions in just two games to their
credit.
The Lancers contained Laurier' s option
offense, and their own use of the' option
helped them to gain 294 yards on the
• ground on 54 carries using six different ...;
rushers.
"We shut down their option early, and
I think that really determined things,"
Lancer linebacker Campbell said.
Unfortunately, the Lancers still suffer
from an inability to score touchdowns
when they are positioned to do so.
"I was a little concerned at halftime
because we had a lot of unproductive time
late in the first quarter and the second
quarter," Musselman said.
Windsor was effective in stopping
Laurier's biggest scoring threat, star
running back Andy Cecchini. Cecchini
was held to 45 yards on 11 carries.
Windsor dedicated the
win over
Laurier to former team mate Todd Thomas.
who drowned
this past s ummer in
Algonquin Park.
·
Windsor's next opponent will he thu
toughest on their schedule. The Lancer~
will travel to London this Saturday tll lake
on the Western Mustangs. the league ·s
perennial powerhou),e. Windsor return),
hnme tn face Walerlon the foll1lwing
Saturday.

n

Want some advertising, absolutely free?

Lookin theLance.
•
mex1can
food

MARGARITA
CAPITAL

VE

OF CANADA!

Our diversions editor Mary Popovich will gladly print
information about your event in our weekly calendar. As
well, our classifieds are a free service for students and
faculty with something to offer our readers.
All we ask in return is that you WRITE out your
announcement, and BRING IT to the Lance office in the
University Centre. We cannot accept such ads over the
phone. Further, since space is limited, we can never
guarantee you will get in the paper unless you buy a
display ad at our always-low rates. Finally, we must
refuse free space to commercial advertisers (or risk
losing even more money).
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315 University West
258-4080
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Windsor

(519) 252-3823
SERVING FOOD
MON. - THURS.
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SUNDAY
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966·1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334
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presentation of student card
during September.
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Ont. council to audit campus safety
by Jennifer Johnston
The University of Windsor may soon
be a safer place, thanks to the Council of
Ontario Universities (COU).
University president Ron Ianni offered
the COU the use of the Windsor campus to
test a new safety kit.
The kit is designed to facilitate a
campus safety audit. The audit will be
completed by a representative from COU
and by many members of the university
community (including faculty, students,
and administration) all of whom will use
the kit.
After the completion of the audit,
changes will be made to the campus to
make it a safer place.
Associate vice president academic Ann
McCabe is one of the people steering the
project at the university.
"What the COU is doing is making use
of some materials that were developed for
safety audits within cities, for areas that
might have questionable safety," McCabe
said.
The COU is attempting to modify the
audit to meet the specific needs of
university campuses.
"Suppose, for example, that you 're
totally naive with respect to what kind of
',!>f ''"
I' ,nsjd'
!Qf"C thr
~
h ,J•Jld ~{' "
McCabe explained. "Whal do you look at?
How do you decide what is safe or unsafe?
C

administration,
and the students with
respect to what kinds of things need to be
included, and how this needs to be tailored
specifically
for use on university
campuses."
According to McCabe, there is a
difficulty in pointing out any one specific
item that could make the campus safer.
However, she did explain that one of the
keys to personal safety is awareness.
"I think probably more than anything
else people need to be aware of what they
should and shouldn't do with respect to
things that are safe. If someone is really
determined to create havoc, it's difficult to
see what can be done to totally prevent it,"
McCabe said.
"It's very sad that there should be a
restriction on activities because of safety
considerations," McCabe commented.
While she is not ready to give up on
making a positive change with regards to
safety, McCabe feels that people have to
make alterations in their lifestyle to ensure
they are not put in dangerous situations.
When asked about safety on the
University of Windsor campus. McCabe
Lance photo by Pat Castagna
said that she feels the situation is not as bad
There are some sort of standard things that
as many may believe . While not indifferent
should be looked at."
to the concerns of students, McCabe stated
The v.p. went on to say that the ne1..ds that the university has not exhibited the
"fall camp:1" :ncmbc1 • v, .!' ~'(;1,1kcni,1 ,,
igm, of being or JOP tu· ol nt a1tacks.
consideration.
"I don't have the ~cns\; that it's a major
"We hope to get input from faculty, the consideration. I don't think that there have

been a large number of incidents," she
explained.
In an interview
with the Lance,
president Ianni said that the audit should
take place around mid-October, and will
take about two days to perform.
With respect to the cost of pcrfonning
the audit, Ianni stated that he did not
foresee any major expenses.
"I don't want to prejudge what the kit
is going to look like. But it seems to me that
as they see the campus and as they look at
the things that have to be done, any of the
expense of putting that on campus will be
our expense," Ianni explained.
The president went on to say that he
feels the fact that the audit is being
performed is very important.
"This is in keeping with [something)
the students did last year: a safety audit ...
it seems to me that we have an opportunity
now to go back and revisit the whole
question of the safety of the campus," Ianni
commented.
Ianni was referring to a campus safety
audit undertaken last spring under the
umbrella of Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) by the Windsor Students
for a Safer Campus. Although he set a
late-September deadline for submission of
the group ·s report, SAC president Joe
Estc \ cs sai d he has )cl to rcc 1ve th~
document.
O

Feds to blame for nation's disunity: Turner
by Joe MacLean
The Faculty of Business
Administration's
Distinguished
Speakers' Series was launched
last week with a charged lecture
from former prime minister the
Right Honorable John Turner.
The talk, held in front of over
three hundred
people,
was
devoted to 'fall out' from the
Canada-U.S. Free Trade agreement and the constitutional impass resulting from the collapse of
the Meech Lake Accord.
According
to Turner, the
United States has accomplished
the goal it had entering into the
Free Trade Agreement: it has
reduced the twenty billion dollar
trade deficit it had with Canada
before the agreement was signed.
Canada's objective, "was to gain
a secure access into the American
market unhampered by harrassment or American protectionist
trade laws; in that we did not succeed."
Under the agreement, Turner
explained, Canada is still "bound
by American trade laws on our exports into that market." Also, to
enforce a Canadian exemption
from American trade laws, a "binational tribunal to enforce the
exemption" was needed. "We
didn't get it," he said.

Next week:

The former leader of the
federal Liberal party, now a Bay
Street lawyer in Toronto, said that
the deal is wider than trade and
tariffs, "It goes into en~rgy, investment,
capital
markets,
agriculture, into even our cultural
identity as a sovereign nation."
Turner, who said that he
"doesn't
make
speeches
anymore," exhibited the same fire
that was present in his attacks on
the Canada-U.S.
Free Trade
Agreement
during the 1988
federal election campaign. He
believes that the agreement is
directly at fault for the disunity
that Canada is experiencing.
"The agreement is so wide, it
saps ... Canadian sovereignty, and
sustaining Canadian nationhood
will now be more difficult because it is based on the premise of
free market forces, and free
market forces in North America
don't run east and west; they run
north and south so far as Canada
is concerned. As a nation we
deliberately, since 1867, rejected
those north/south
forces and
deliberately built and cast-west
infrastructure ... a series of trading
and commercial structures that
held a fragile country together,"
he said.
Turner. who describes himself
as a •free trader,' believes that

"there is a weaker sense of nationhood and a weaker sense of
cohesion in English speaking
Canada" as a result of the weakening of these 'east/west' forces.
In addition to the Free Trade
agreement, the failure of the
Meech Lake Accord was identified as the other major force that
is dividing Canada.
Turner said that the Meech
Lake Accord for which Prime
Minister Mulroney fought so hard
would have been a good deal for
Canada.
Meech Lake was "not the deal
I would have struck, but looking
at it, it was a relativley inexpensive deal for Canada in reconciling the legitimate
forces of
Quebec nationalism. The distinct
society [clause J added no more
power to the province
of
Quebec," Turner said.
The controversial
clause,
which recognized Ql}ebec as a
'distinct society,· was sighted as
one of the major reasons for the
failure of the Accord.
"The disctinct society [clause J
recognized. so far as I was concerned, that Quebec is a distinct
society ... Recognizing them as a
distinct society was not a big deal;
it didn't cost us a thing. The
federal spending power was not
diluted," said Turner.

Hammer Time: Pistons in Windsor

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Right Honourable John Turner addresses an enthusiastic crowd

He emphasized that constitutions are not pefcct documents,
that they are, rather. compromises.
"The problem with a constitution is that everyone wants to
write one."
As a result of the failure of the
deal, there has been a "fracturing
in terms of Western cohesion and
the direction of Quebec," he said.
When asked about regional
parties, the Reform Party, and the
Bloc Quebecois, Turner predicted

Reviews of recorded music

that, "you're going to find five
political parties in very substantial positions in the next Parliament of Canada."
The next speaker in the series
will be Henri Jackman, who owns
forty percent of National Trust.
Jackman will speak on October
23.
[A detailed interview with
John Turner appears in this
week's feature section - sec the
centerspread. J
0

First faceoff for Lancers
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diversions
ARTS

rt Gallery of Windsor:
~5 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(extended hours Sundays, 11:30 am to 5 pm)
Until January
w Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection: Tabachnik
Gallery.
w William Kurelek: A Prairie Boy's Summer: Children's
Education Gallery .
1.r Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor Area: nearly
two centuries of paintings and drawings of the Windsor,
Sandwich, Amherstburg, and Detroit areas. Mezzanine Gallery .
w David Milne: Prints and Watercolours: retrospective of
prints and watercolours by Canadian landscape painter
David Milne, from the permanent collection. Print Gallery.

Artcite:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich Street.
977-6564.
Wednesday, October 3 to Wednesday, October 17
a- Members Only Exhibition : the opening for this show is
on Thursday, October 11, from 8:00 till 10:00 pm .

Detroit Institute of Arts:
5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, (313) 883-7963.
(Now closed Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)
Until November 11
w Wu Guanzhong: A Contemporary Chinese Artist: East
and West fuse in abstract ink paintings, oils, and drawings by this Beijing artist.

Toledo Museum of Art:
2445 Monroe Street, Toledo, Ohio, (419) 243-7000.
(The museum is open daily at 11 :00 am, except on
Mondays.)
Until November 25
w Impressionism: Selections
from Five American
Museums: exhibition features 80 paintings and sculptures from 21 artists, illustrates the history of the movement, and inludes Degas, Monet, Pissarro and many
others.

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West. 254-FILM.
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with an additional Sunday
matinee and the occasional midnight screening.)
Tuesday, October 2 to Sunday, October 7
w La Lectrice (France, 1988, Michel Deville): she reads
to clients in exchange for cash. A bibliophile's dream
job-or is it? Last Exit to Brooklyn (USA, 1989, Uli Edel):
"German director Uli Edel chills out Hubert Selby Jr's
'50s proto-punk prose". Tuesday: 7:00 - La Lectrice,
9:30 - Last Exit. Wednesday: 7:00 - Last Exit, 9:30 Lectrice ...etc. In addition, there will be a 4:00 Sunday
matinee of La Lectrice.
Tuesday, October 9 to Sunday, October 14
ar Cinema Paradiso (Italy, 1989, Giuseppe Tornatore):
back by popular demand! Not to be missed! Shown at
both the 7:00 and 9:30 shows, plus the 4:00 Sunday
matinee.

Assumption
Serles:

THEATRE
University Players:
Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401 Sunset. Box
Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
Wednesday, October 3 to Sunday, October 7
• Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii, by Alan Stratton. Canadian
farce about a romance novelist whose own life begins
to parallel that of her character's. Directed by Diana
Mady-Kelly.

Windsor Feminist Theatre:
Performance at Gina Lori Riley Dance Studio, 384 Pitt
Street East. (For more information or ticket reservation:
971-9480 .)
w Witches: A Moon-Wise Study In Hagography: provacative new play by this local troupe about the history of
the oppression of women. "Not for the squeamish.• Curtain is at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $5.00 for students and
seniors and $7.50 general admission.

Attic Theatre:
2990 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Box Office: (313)
875-8284.
Unlll October 14
• SIity Bishop Goes To War: A Small Musical, by John
Gray with Eric Peterson. An off-beat musical about
C&nada's most decorated World War I flying ace.
Shows are Wednesday at 2:00 pm and 7:00 pm,
Thur9day and Friday at 8:00 pm, Saturday at 5:00 and
9:00 pm, and Sunday at 2:00 and 7:00 pm. Phone the .
box oflk:efor ticket ~-

University's

Christian

Culture

Assumption University, the 400 Building, 400 Huron
Church Road, 973-7033 or 253-4232 extention 7033.
(All lectures begin at 8:00 pm in the Blue Room.)
Sunday, October 7
u- Ecumenism: Failing or Flourishing? A presentation by
Rev. Thomas Ryan, C.S.P .• director of the Canadian
Centre for Ecumenism in Montreal. Student tickets are
$2.00, general audience tickets are $5.00.

Duck Lecture:
Moot Court, Faculty of Law, University Campus, 401
Sunset Avenue.
Tuesday, October 9
B" Villages: a lecture by June Callwood, beginning at 6:00
pm. Everyone is welcome.

Faculty of Education and the Academic Advisory
Centre:
Room 1120, Erie Hall, University Campus, 401 Sunset
Avenue.
a:.- Is Teaching In Your Future Plans? An information session that anyone considering teaching should consider
attending. The session begins at 5:00 pm.

Black Students Alliance (BSA):
Sunday,October14

ar Rev. Louis Farrakhan, Minister of the Nation of Islam:
the BSA is organizing a trip over to Detroit to see Farrakhan at Cobo Arena. Anyone interested in going or
for more information please contact BSA president,
Charles Senfor at 977-884 7 or drop by SAC and leave
a message .

Detroit Film Theatre:
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium, 5200 Woodward
Avenue, Detroit, Box Office: (313) 833-2323.
(Children under 5 not admitted at any time. Admission is
$4.00 American. unless otherwise indicated.)
Friday, October 5 to Sunday, October 7
..- The Icicle Thief (Italy, 1989, Maurizio Nichetti): more
than an Italian Woody Allen. Friday screenings are at
7:00 and 9:30 pm, Saturday at 5:00, 7:00, and 9:30 pm,
Sunday at 1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, and 9:30 pm.
October 12 to 14, and October 19 to 21
rr Life and Nothing But (France, 1989, Bertrand Tavernier): drama and ironic humour on the battlefields of
France just after the first World War. Screenings are at
the same times as above.

Essex Region Conservation Foundation:

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Caboto Club, 2175 Parent.
(For event information
please phone 776-5209 or
253-9102.)
Friday, October 19
..- David Suzuki: speaking about environmental concerns.
Ticket price includes a seven-course dinner, a signed
copy of his new book It's A Matter Of Survival, a $30.00
tax receipt, and door prizes. Tickets cost is $75.00.

CONCERTS
School of Music's Wednesday Series:
Room 139 (Recital Hall), School of Music, Sunset Avenue
and Wyandotte Street West Intersection, 253-4232
extension 2780.
Wednesday, October 1O
ar Teaching Music In The Schools: I. Crawford, S. Belleperche. and E. Dykeman are featured speakers. The
Wednesday Series is an informal lecture/recital series
that brings guest artists, administrators. and scholars
from around the world. as well as spotlighting the
School of Music faculty. The programme begins at 3:30
pm, lasts for one hour. and admission is free.

University of Windsor School of Music Concert
Series:
W.D. Lowe Secondary School, 874 Giles Boulevard East.
(For ticket information call the School of Music: 253-4232
extension 2780.)
Friday, October 19
n· A Tribute to Richard Rodgers: part of the Mini Series
featuring Wendy Gartner-Bloom, mezzosoprano: Garry
Gable. baritone; and Kathleen Gable, pianist. General
audience ticket price is $8.00, student and senior tickets are $5.00. Programme begins at 8:00 pm.

Iona College Fall Lecture Series:
Living Longer, Living Better.
Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 973-7039.
(All lectures begin at 1:30 pm in the Hoffman Auditorium at
Iona. The cost for an individual presentation is $2.00.)
Monday, October 15
Q"
The Road That Led To Somewhere: lecture by Dr Bryan
Walls, relating the story of John Freeman Walls and
other former U.S. slaves who escaped to Canada.

The Paul Martin Professor of International Affairs
and Law:
Moot Court, Faculty of Law, University Campus, 401
Sunset Avenue.
Wednesday, October 17
ar Living With the United States: British Dominions and
New Pacific States: a lecture by the Right Honourable
Gough Whitlam, former Prime Minister of Australia and
Ambassador to UNESCO. The lecture begins at 6:00
pm and the public is welcome to attend.

Depanment
Serles:

01 Klneslology

Alumni Speaker's

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human Kinetics
Conference Room.)
Frklay,October19
..- Mental Links to Excellence: A seminar by Terry Orlick
of the University of Ottawa.

Annual Conference of the Canadian Society for

Psychomotor Learning and Sport Psychology:
Hilton Hotel, 277 Riverside Drive West.
(For information and registration phone Jack Leavitt,
Department of Kinesiology, University of Windsor,
253-4232 extension 2451.)
October 19 to 21

•

Keynote speakersinclude:Dr. MacKay from U.C.LA.
("Expertiseand Flexibilityin Skilled Behaviour"), Dr.
Rourke from the University of Windsor ("LeamingDisabilitiesand SensorimotorDisfunctionj, and Dr. Ortick
fromthe Universityof Ottawa ("AppliedSport Psychology: EmergingFields;. Lectureswill run from 8:30 am
lo 5:00 pm on Fridayand Saturday, and from 8:30 am
to 12:30 pm on Sunday. The cost is $20.00 per session.

MISCELLANEOUS
Black Students' Alliance (BSA):
UCC. University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.
Friday, October 12
a- Rally: against the rascist teachings of Western's professor Phillipe Rushton. 12 noon at the UCC on the
Western Campus. Amandla! Ngwethu!

Assumption Campus Community:
Friday, October 12 to Sunday, October 14
w Antioch Retreat: at Holy Redeemer College in Windsor.
This retreat is designed especially for university and
college students and young working adults. A time for
prayer, growth, renewal, relaxation, fun, meeting new
people and more. Sponsored by the Assumption Campus Community. Phone 973-7034 for mor information.

Bookroom at the Court Poetry Reading:
Bookroom at the Court, Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 258-2726.
Friday, October 12
w Two Poets From The University of Detroit: Jan Mordenski and Claire Crabtree begin this season's series
starting at 8:00 pm.

Department of Athletics and Recreational Services:
Multi-purpose Room, St. Denis Centre, College Avenue.
Saturday, October 13
ar Athletic Clothing and Equipment Sale: find everything
from old team jerseys to assorted athletic equipment,
all in good condition. Outrageously low prices! The sale
starts at 10:00 am and runs until 1:00 pm. Everyone is
welcome.

Affirmations Lesbian/Gay Community Centre:
Friday, October 19

•

Costume 8am Dance: at the Rrst Unitarian-Universalist Church, on Cass at Forest in Detroit. The dance
begins at 8:00 pm. Refreshments will be available. Tickets are $5.00 in advance from Affirmations members or
at Chosen Books, or $7.00 at the door. Proceeds go to
the support and social services provided by Affirmations. For more information call (313) 398-4297 .

_______________
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Western policy doesn't silence critics
by Karen Hill
LONDON (CUP) - The University of Western Ontario has finally adopted a race relations policy
that was three years in the works.
But a campus group pushing
for the dismissal of controversial
professor Philippe Rushton says it
isn't much good.
"The policy is fairly useless in
fighting academic racism," said
Kizio Serumaga, president of the
Academic Coalition for Equality
(ACE). "It only deals with overt
racism," such as racial epithets, he
said, rather than systemic racism
within the academic community.
At the September 20 Senate
meeting that passed the policy,
about 60 protesting ACE members were ejected for shouting
questions from the gallery.
Under the new policy, racial
discrimination is defined as "differential treatment of an individual or group that is not based
on individual or group performance. but arises only from racial-group membership."
Racial harrassment
is explained as. "unwelcome attention
of a racially oriented nature ...
verhal or physical ... directed at an
individual or group who knows,
or ought reasonably to know, that
this attention is unwanted."
The most contentious part of
the policy is a section which states
that the university
opposes
doctrim:s declaring inherent supe-

riority due to race, and statements
that race determines
human
abilities.
Rushton is the proponent of a
racial theory which states that
Asians are superior to whites,
who are superior to blacks, in
such respects as intelligence and
sexual restraint.
Under Western's new policy,
a tribunal composed of students,
faculty, staff, and presidential appointees will hear formal comp Iain t s,
and
make
recommendations
to president
George Pederson.
Serumaga said the university
should remove Rushton because
his theory clearly contravenes the
university's position on racism.
"All the evidence is in. It's
time to make a decision. Can we
define Rushton 's work as racist?
Can he be removed under this
aspect of the policy?"
But,
Bill
Wilkinson.
Western ·semployment equity officer and a policy author. said a
decision would be up to the members of a university tribunal that
will hear complaints.
"I would like to acknowledge
that is one interpretation." he said.
"For me to try to say ·yes, that argument will work· will greatly
harm the appearance of objectivity and neutrality."
Steve Deighton. student council president. said a ·blue rihhon ·
commission 1."0mpo:-.ctl of :-.tu1.knt
representatives has been struck to

survey students' attitude toward
Rushton. It is slated to make
recommendations October 29.
The student council has not
taken a stand on whether Rushton
should be allowed to teach.
"It's a very difficult situation.
While other universities don't
have this problem, they're very
quick to criticize. We're trying to
deal with this in the most sensitive
manner possible.
"You can't really tell what it's
like unless you're here."
The council
considered
revoking campus group status for
ACE following a demonstration
last March.
Serumaga
said ACE was

criticized by students who felt the
group went too far when it held
the noisy protest. Administrators
reported minor property damage
after 300 protestors occupied a
campus building.
"We were really under attack
the first week of school [this
year)," he said. "[People] were
calling us Nazis."
But he said ACE is gathering
more support by moving away
from direct actions, and by going
through university channels.
According
to background
material
released
with the
administration's
report, only 9
percent of students at Western
had either experienced or wit-

nessed a racist incident on campus in 1988. But 78 percent said
the university should take steps to
reduce racism on campus.
The employment equity office
solicited briefs from over 90 organizations both on and off campus. Wilkinson said almost all
groups agreed a race relations
policy was necessary.
And, he added, Western is
now the third Ontario university
to adopt a formal policy that in~
eludes a race relations officer.
The University of Windsor and
York University already have
such officials.
O

Group plans Rushton protest
by Lawrence Deck

Next week, members of the
university's Black Students' Alliance (BSA) will be travelling to
the University of Western Ontario
in London
to protest
that
university's continued refusal to
discipline
Professor Philippe
Rushton.
The protest organizers. members of Wcstcrn's
Academic
Coalition for Equality (ACE).
have been pu-,hing for Rushton 's
dismissal on grounds that he
professes a racist doctrine.
Rushtun ha:-, for several years
hccn ad,anl'ing a thcor) accord-

ing to which Asians are more intelligent and sexually restrained
than caucasians, who are in turn
more intelligent and restrained
than blacks. According to Rushton, an individual's developmental ability is determined largely by
his or her biological makeup.
The BSA hopes to rent a
couple of Magic Wagons to carry
protesters to London. The group
is approaching the Social Science
Society (SSS) for help funding the
trip after Students· Administrative Council (SAC) offered partial assistance.
SAC president Joe Esteves
explained that until the council

ratifies its budget, club speciJI
events funding cannot be dete(mined. Nonetheless. the council
will partially foot the alliance·.,
bill.
Protesters will be asked to
chip in for transportation, BSA
president Charles Senior sai~
The exact amount of this individual contribution has yet to he
determined.
Senior said the group will he
having an organizational meeting
next Tuesday. October 9 at 5 p.m.
JI Iona College.
Information
about the protest w i II he posted at
the University Ccntrc desk and ut

SAC.

Students to reconsider funding Centre expansion
by Michael Nehme
The university held a referendum in November 1988 asking
students whether they favoured
an increase in student fees to pay
for an expansion of the University

Centre (UC); the proposal was
defeated, but it will be brought
before the student body again.
The UC, built in 1961, was
meant to accomodate 1500 to
3000 students a day. Today. an
average of 7000 students use it

Health fair successful
by Jennifer Johnston
Condoms. Crest. and a pregnant CO\'. were just three of displays that brought hundreds of
students to the second University
of Windsor Health Fair.
The fair, designed to provide
students and staff with information on health and well-being. was
a great success in the eyes of exhibitors and visitors alike.
Pat Campbell, education consultant for Tambrands
raved
about the organizer of the event
and the student response.
"(Event co-ordinator) Marg
Aubrey is great. The girls who
have visited the table arc so open
and friendly. There should he
more events like this."
Campbell remarked that she
felt fairs arc great opportunities to
clear away the stigma some attach
to discussions of today's health
concerns. She went on to say that
if more people could visit an event
such as the one put on at the
university, perhaps there would
be fewer misconceptions about
these contemporary
health
problems. She cited examples like
AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases (STD's).

A representative
of Ortho
Pharmaceuticals said he felt that
"the Health Fair is a terrific ""ay
to get information to students ."
The major component of his display was condoms. and he was out
of samples by noon.
"This is great. I've had a lot of
inquiries ... They were the kind of
questions I wanted to answer ...
not just a bunch of people trying
to he silly."
The rep went on to say that
many people do not know that
there arc differences between
brands of condoms, or that qua Iity
can vary greatly.
"The education level and the
awareness of STD's arc increasing greatly. But there still needs to
be people talking about brands
and products," the rep said.
Other exhihitors included the
Aids Committee of Windsor, the
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre, Big
V drug stores, and many more. A
raffle was hl!ld for a free
tdevision set, and many free
product samples were handed out.
A particular favorite for many
was the low-caloric ice cream.
The event was sponsored hy
Health Services, the University
Centre, and F,md Services.

n

daily.
"We are at our peak." said
Mary Lou Thibert. associate
director of the UC. "If the issue
isn ·1 resolved this year it will just
have to die."
Next week. the University
Centre Advisory Board (UCAB)
will be setting up an information
desk in the Centre lobby. The purpose ot the de.,k is to provide studcnb with financial estimates and
architectural
plans for the
proposed expansion. Thibert estimates that students will have
ahout a month to look over the
plans and offer their opinions.
If everything goes smoothly.
and no serious opposition
is

voiced. UCAB will go ahead\\ ith
a second referendum.
"If the students feel that a new
University
Center is a high
priority. then they wi II vote yes on
the rcfcri:ndum." said Stud~nts'
Administrative Council (SAC)
vice president Fred Sherman.
UC'AB \I.as set up after the
failed referendum of 1988. Visiting a number of universities
around Ontario. the committee researched potential options fo, the
UC expansion.
Thibert will
release some of the recommendations based on their research this
week.
In 1988 the university administration gave $4 million to

the project and offered to pay for
the architect's fees.
"The thing cannot he built
without the consent of the ,;tudcnts." commented university
president Ron Ianni.
Funds
raised for the project were
donated by the school. its alumni,
and , arious corporate sponsors.
If the referendum is approved.
the next stage will be to acquire
the land adjacent to the Centre
{which is owned by Assumption
Parish).
"I am confident that we can
reach a satisfactory agreement
with the parish," said Ianni.

n

Parking cheats able to photocopy
new lot passes, patrollers say
b~ Mark :\lalone
·n1e university's n..:w parking
permits
arc causing
some
problems.
People have been
photocopying staff p..:rmits in the
hop..:s of stealing spots in campus
lots.
"This is going to take some
getting used to." said James
Foreman, director of Campus
Police.
The new paper permits.
placed on the dashboard, replaced
the coloured stickers which used
to go on cars· rear side windows.
Response to the new method
has hccn m1>stly favourable,

Foreman said. The stickers were
scrapped because of complaints
that th..:y defaced the car windows. he said.
The new permits come in a
variety of colours. depending on
their classification. The white
permits used by staff have led to
the majority of photocopying
problems.
Scott Tempest, a member of
the Student Patrol, said the patrol
was given a memo last week that
told them some passes had b..:en
photocopied.
Patrol members manning the
booth at Parking Lot M were told
to be sure permits matched the

licence plates on the cars.
Foreman said any copying
would easily be noticed because
the ink used for the permits docs
not fade and discolour in sunlight,
unlik..: ink on copies. The paperon
copied passes will also curl quickly.
"If [the new system! doesn't
work. we 'II go to something else,"
Foreman said.
There have been only two unconfirmed reports of forgeries, he
said, both at Lot M, the only lot
where the Student Patrol checks
passes at the entrance.
"We haven't caught anyhody
yet," Foreman said.
[1
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Last year, Windsor Students for a Safer Campus (WSSC)
conducted an audit of the campus in hopes of identifying
potential assault sites.
The group operated under the assumption that students
who are afraid to walk ,he campus at night stand to suffer
academically. A reticence to use the Library and the
Computer Centre at night or to attend evening classes can
surely by detrimental.
Women are most likely to have such fears. Repeated
official assurances that 'rapes haven't happened here· do little
to calm the nerves of a woman walking in the darkness.
The WSSC listed areas where vision and hearing are
obscured at night: places around all the residences, the
Library, and the University Centre.
At the time, Julie Lawson, chair of the implementation

committee for the audit, remarked "There were a shocking
number of lights found inoperable ... It is mandatory that a
safe environment is provided - which at the present time is
non-existent."
Now the administration has invited the Council of Ontario
Universities (COU) to test a safety-auditing kit on our campus.
The putative product of the test will be a report on potential
trouble spots. Members of faculty and administration will be
involved in the audit, as will students.
The administration has indicated that changes will be
made to the campus (after the audit) to make it a safer place.
It's good to hear.
According to Lawson, the university has one list of trouble
spots and recommendations for improvement already in its
hands.
Why wait weeks or even days to begin making the campus
safer? Why not repair the lights now? Why not install lighting
where there is none and there should be? Why not remove
unsightly and superflous shrubbery that provides cover for
possible assailants now?
Why indeed. University president Ron Ianni has remarked
that the upcoming COU audit is "an opportunity ... to go back
and revisit the whole question of the safety of the campus."
But in a sense. campus safety is a place we have yet to visit.
While we await the voyage to that promised land. campus
bureaucrats spin their wheels.
This is certainly a problem less solved.

Maturing
Students traditionally enter university straight out of high
school. Academic and peer counselling as well as social
groups exist to make the transition easier. However, some
students enter university after exploring the job market or
raising families, or return to change or upgrade their
professions.
Most of these latter type of students are here for purely
academic reasons, with schedules that delicately balance
school, jobs, and a home life. This, and their alienation from
the relatively carefree student lifestyle, tends to exclude the
mature student from 'peer' groups and the latest youth
culture/fad activities.
This isolation from the campus community has a profound
impact on their studies.
The Senate Standing Committee on Undergraduate
Standards and Admissions noted in its June report that
full-time mature students are on probation and withdrawing
from school at twice the rate of the regular student population.
The Senate suggested that mature students "are either poorly
prepared for [their] courses ... or are not properly counselled.''
The Students' Administrative Council Executive acted on
this and proposed a volunteer-driven SAC Mature Students
(SMS) support group, to be backed "both financially and
morally ... by the University Community.'' The SMS currently
uses space in the SAC Club Room on the second floor of the
student centre.
Mature students bring their valuable life experiences to the
abstract classroom enviroment, and this major initiative will
help to keep them a part of the University of Windsor.
However. the function and permanence of the SMS is
unsure.

A general memo from Student Council President Joe
Esteves, dated August 28, stated that" ... SAC. has decided
to integrate a Mature Student Counselling program within the
already existing Peer Support Centre."
A subsequent SAC Executive report contradicts this,
stating that the SMS " ... would work in a support capacity and
not as a counselling group. It would be independent of the
Peer Support Centre ... "
Esteves' follow-up memo ominously warns that " ... there
is no official mandate for SMS ... " Then. in the same
sentence, it mentions counselling as an SMS function, again.
In a phone interview. SMS volunteer John Foote - whose
name appears with Esteves' on the second memo - was full
of praise for SAC and their efforts.
But Foot was under the impression that the SMS is taking
advantage of the existing infrastructure of the Peer Support
Group, and that counselling services - recommended in the
Senate report - will be provided.
SAC budget constraints preclude the SMS from receiving
student funds, thus keeping it from establishing an
institutional status of its own. And if the SMS turns out to be
separate from other support groups, what happens in the
summer when most student volunteers leave campus. and
the SAC overseers turn over their personnel? Who will
provide services over the five months of holidays? Who will
guarantee that the SMS still exists in September?
SAC must deal with these problems and clarify the
function of the SMS if the survival of this program is to be
assured, as surely it ought to be.

-Terry

Brown
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QPINIONS
clever trick to make us believe we are
'green'
consumers.
Such deceptive
persuasion is a crime against humanity.
There is objectively enough food in the
world for all of us, but an enormous amount
of it is wasted in the production of meat.
• Consider that fifteen pounds of grain are
needed to ·produce' one pound of meat. In
other words, getting the energy of the grain
indirectly (by eating beef) is less than ten
percent as efficient as getting it directly
through the grain.
It is clearly evident that "the flesh
which you so fancifully fry" is not so
"environmentally friendly" after all. For
the sake of your health and the animals' for the planet's sake - cut down on your
meat consumption.
Or belier yet. become a vegetarian.

Inexorable
Dear Sir,
In your editorial of September 26
("Brotherly love"), you issued a mandate to
the Charity Ball Committee: dump your
charities or your actions will 'damn' you.
I want to clear up a few of your
misconceptions.
Our Charity Ball has nothing to do with
the Students' Administrative
Council
(SAC) as you allege. We receive absolutely
no funding from SAC, nor docs anyone
from SAC sit on our committtec. Rather,
we arc a collection
of students and
interested persons from this campus and
the Windsor community
who have
organized to put on a special event, this
year, in honour of Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of Windsor.
We are not a formal body. We are not
linked with the Ontario Federation of
Students nor are we bound by their
suggestions. Our committee is composed
entirely of people dedicated to putting on a
successful, enjoyable, and (with any luck)
annual charity event. Anyone can sit on our
committee, including yourself.
You have charged Big Brothers and Big
Sisters
with being
homophobic
associations.
Your use of the term
'homophobic'
is unfortunate;
it is a
sensationalist term that defines very little.
I do not believe that either Big Brothers or
Big Sisters is afraid of homosexuals as the
term would indicate. In fact, the Windsor
branch of Big Sisters has no policy
regarding homosexuals.
We look at the charities as wholes. Each
has been a valuable contributor to the
Windsor community for years. In your
editorial. you referred to them as "two of
this
country's
great
volunteer
organizations." This I agree with. Both of
these organizations arc selfless lsicl and
committed to providing motherless and
fatherless children with a role model that
they would otherwise lack. We cannot look
on this as a wrongful caw,e.
If you arc unhappy with the policies of
these organizations, then your fight is with
the organizations themselves. I understand
your complaint
and even support a
suggestion that they reconsider of some of
their policies. But these charities arc too
important to Windsor for us to turn our
backs on them.
You have ordered us to dissociate
ourselves from these charities. This cannot
and will not happen. The selection of most
charities for the Ball was made long ago.
We have worked long and hard with Big
Brothers/Big Sisters on the development of
the event. Our support for these charities is
inexorable [sic). We looked to the students
and community
for opinions
when
selecting charities and support for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters was unanimous. We
are now well into our preparations, and are
unable and unwilling to yield to your
spurious attack.

Sincerely,
Steve Iseman,
Chairperson,
1990-91 University
Charity Ball Committee

Sincerely,
Amanda Plante

Dear Sir,

Dear Sir,
A letter in last week's Lance hcgan
"The Women's Centre would like to
inform students ... " This letter was signed
by Julie Lawson 'and six others.·
Julie Lawson is not Women's Issues
Coordinator. nor is she the Women ·s
Centre Coordinator. She docs not represent
the Womens' Centre or the Students'
Administrative Council.
Any student is welcome to express his
or her views, but only two individuals can
do this as representatives of SAC and the
Women's Centre.
The newly appointed Women's Issues
Coordinator is Margret Parsons; the newly
appointed Women's Centre Coordinator is
Beth Bawtenheimer. These two women
represent the Women's Centre and SAC.

Sincerely,
Joe Esteves.
President.
Students' Administrathe Council

Because of space limillltions, we
printed the letter signed 'Julie Lawson, and
six others. · One of the six was Beth
Bawtenheimer.

Industry

I am the goalie of the Women's Lancer
Soccer team, and I am pissed off.
You people are always cutting us up.
What's worse, the people you send to
cover our sport generally know nothing
about it.
Take Calvin Knight's "Women drop
pair over weekend," which ran in last
week's issue.
First, he wrote that we started off the
week with a 2-2 tie, which we did; but you
only say how powerful the Michigan team
was. Don't you think that if we tied such a
"powerful and well-organized" team we
might be pretty good ourselves? What
about sending some compliments our
way?! The only things Knight mentioned
and highlighted were our two errors - and
you messed that up.
Second, it's not the" 13 yard box," it's
the 18-yard box.
And what's all this about the ball
slipping into the lower right hand corner
"past the goalie's helpless gaze''? I got a
piece of the ball. which was on my left.
As for his coverage of Sunday's game
versus Waterloo, Knight once again made
it sound like we are disorganized and
sloppy on the pass-back.
He might have said that it was raining
and that bad field conditions contributed to
our error. Instead he made it sound as if I
just ·slipped.'
Why can ·t you people give us a break'?
Come out and watch an entire game - not
just the tail end - and then write down
some half-assed thing.
I know Knight was not at the game, but
he could have done a little more research.
After all. he is supposed to be a reporter.

Apparently Topgun v.as concerned
that !>Ornefellow hacker might not
believe that the Lance promotes
f.iggotry, because he,,.,cnt on to sa)
Yes. the Lance has an edttori'fll
supportmg the U '5 mo1·e tu bun 11![:
Brothers from the Charity Hf/11
because the organization won't
allow deviant homos to take yoUJtJJ
males into their care'

provide the male influence the
program is designed to offer. Ycp,
what a pit)' that those kids will grow
up to be human, and 1101 sicko
de1·iants.

Another modem dweeb, using the
handle 'The Dissident,' responds in kind:
How in god's {s1c/ name can
anyone
condone
placing
impresswnable, defenseless young
children imo the hands of pen·erted
sexual deviants!? (This is exactlr
what The Lance has indirectly
done)
If faggots wallt to practice their
lifestyles among themsefres, behind
closed doors. that is fine with me.
Personal/.\ that kind of thing {What
k111dof thing?/ makes me want to
puke, bw I ha1·e the choise /sic/ to
stay as far u1rnyfrom it as possible,
wJ11chI most certainly choose to do.
Ho1t·e1·er, children in the Big
Brother's program would not ha1·e
that choise /sic/, they would
effectively be placed in the care of
t/l(•se sickos and rims be forcibly
exposed to them.

This powerful. well-reasoned
objection on the part of the not-so
dissident Dissident is made weak only by
his inability to spell correctly or to think
up synonym!.for· faggots· that would top
Topgun's laconic 'sicko de\.iants.'
When another caller a!,ked Topgun
whether he would consider sending a
letter to the Lance's editor, he responded
that he had no intention of consorting
,,.,ith "faggots'' and "communists.''
Clearl), Canada's Hate Literature
legislation does not extend far enough.

reading

This Monday. the Detroit Free
Press ,Vews (or 'News.free press· if you

Dear Sir,
Recently I picked up a "Studentsavcr"
package from SAC. Included in it was a
recipe booklet from the Beef Information
Center.
"Your beef is environmentally
friendly ... " was the heading on the back,
and it went on to try to justify the statement.
But I have a 'beef'
with this
How can they claim that such a massive
industrial process as beef productions is
'environmentally friendly'? Because that's
exactly what the beef farms really are factory-farms, where animals (granted,
there may be exceptions) are treated as
mere commodities and are exploited in
every way, with no thought given to the
amount of pain and suffering caused them.
Consider the leather industry, a direct
spin-off of the beef market. The dyes used
to tan the hides also damage
the
environment severely.
It's a ploy to erase any conscience we
may have about eating more cows - a

i1 hereb/g1ven to the Unfrersity of
Windsor Lance, for 1dioticallv
promoting
faggotr>,
to tlie
detriment of human societ\'.

Sinl·crely,
Julie Pallot

advertisement.

The Greek suffix-root 'phobia' can
indeed be used to indicate a fear. It can
likewise indicate hatred and loathing-an
aracnophobe, to use a topical example, is
likely not only to fear spiders but to detest
them and display a certain violence
towards them. likewise, a homophobe is a
person who detests gays, and homophobic
organizatio11s tend to deny homosexuals
the fair treatment they accord 'straights. ·
Ano1her appropriale descriptor for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, and one that might
amid the ·sensationalism ' Iseman imputes
to Jwmoplwhia, is 'heterosexist. ·

Last week ·s editorial, "Broth
love," elicited responses from ma
quarters.
'Topgun, · a modem operator w
leaves messages on various area Bulletin
Board Systems (BBSs). awarded lhe
Lance the "First ever Golden Fruitcake
Award" through the Southern Reaches
BBS last Fridav. He wrote that the award

No such 'move· has been made bJ
the 'U,' but Topgun barrels on.
Yep, those faggots could rea/l1'

Pissed

Information

gleaning

Letters policy
The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor, but reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
'Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

prefer double entendre) ran a little blurb
about the coming demise of Chicago's
Comiske~ Park baseball stadium.
Sunday saw the last game played in
the 81+ year-old park, the oldest major
league stadium in the world. Soon. the
structure will be raized to the ground.
But the blurb focused on the morbid
trivium that the ashes of "at least a dozen
departt:d fans" are scattered on the
pla) ing field.
The dirt from Comiskey park is
being used to surface the infield at the
White Sox's new ballpark.
Apparently, though. "professional
sports facilities around the [U.S.} for
years have been quietly providing some
of their most loyal fans their final reMing
places."
The implications are staggering.
When the shortstop of a visiting
team lamely misses a grounder, is it the
work of deceased-fans-turnedpoltergeists? Is that vague feeling of
dread that hangs over Tiger Stadium
something more than incinerator smog?
Do lesser ballparks accept the ashes
of dearly departed pets? Can I have my
cremated remains strewn over the local
miniature golf course?

Sleep too much?
Have we got a job for you!
The Lance is currently seeking an
associate news editor.
The ideal candidate will possess
extraordinary
writing, editing and
organization skills, and work well with
volunteers. An interest in campus events
is definitely an asset.
Please submit a resume, letter of
application, or portfolio to Lawrence
Deck, editor-in-chief, before 4:00 pm
Wednesday, October 10.
The Lance: powerlust optional.
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Something fishy here

Local water "disgusting"
by Simon Mortimer

Many people are of the
opinion that something stinks in
Windsor - the water.
"It's disgusting to be able to
taste and smell the water, but it's
also way too expensive buying it
bottled," says Rebecca Butwick, a
Cody Hall resident.
In an interview
with the
Lance, the Hamilton
native
pointed out that many students
noticed the distinctive flavour and
odour of the water during their
first weeks in the city.
SLudents have taken many
different approaches trying to
cope with the taste. Duane
Heslinga,
an off-campus
engineering student, tried boiling
the water and found it helped a bit
and now plans on bringing a
camping jug of water back from
home after
Thanksgiving
weekend.
Jackie Callacott's floor in
Cody Hall has rented a water
cooler and buys the large jugs of
bottled water. Callacott's sister
Julie points out that, "you can
even taste the water in fountain
pop and it gets expensive drinking
beer instead!"
The manager of the local 7-11
says that sales of bottled water
were on the increase before
school,
and are currently
"unbelievable."
"I talked to some kids from
out of town and they really can't
hack the taste [of Windsor
water)," the manager of the
Patricia and Wyandotte corner
franchise said. She has taken to
drinking bottled water herself,
which, "I never thought I would
do."

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

While prices of bottled water
vary, on average it costs $1.19 for
one and a halflitres, and $1.99 for
four litres.
The causes of these problems
arc zebra mussels. Mollusks that
arrived in the Great Lakes via the
bilge water of European ships, the
mussels are now multiplying and
creating a major environmental
concern. Their ever-increasing
population is filtering the water
and allowing sunlight to reach
new areas, promoting algae
growth.
Disposal of the mollusks is a
problem yet to be solved. The
Windsor Utilities Commission
(WUC) has been using powdered
activated carbon to absorb the
taste and the smell. This method
has been ninety-five percent

effective thus far.
WUC ::;pokesperson Tom Ray
said that the water is perfectly safe
for drinking.
"Some like beer, some like
another, it is just a matter of
taste!" Ray said.
While this problem could
become a regular
summer
problem for the city, the WUC is
prepared.
Douglas Haffner, associate
director at the Great Lakes
Institute (GU), said that the cost
of bottled
water and the
unpleasant taste of tap water
should be only secondary
concerns.
The Institute,
a
university based organization, is
devoted to the study of the Great
Lakes' ecosystem. Haffner said
that the primary problem is the
environmental havoc the mussels
wreak on the lakes' delicate
balance.
Haffner
explained
that
Canada does not have any ballast
water control laws to prevent
further infestation.
Without
preventative
measures,
the
proliferation of the mussels could
seriously effect fishing within the
Great Lakes area (both as an
industry and for pleasure), he
said.
Zebra mussel problems are
more severe locally because of
the shallow water, and they are
also beginning to take hold in
parts of Lake Ontario and the
other Great Lakes.
But Haffner agreed with Ray
that the taste of tap water would
be a seasonal problem.
"In the winter, the vegetation
growing season is over and the
water taste and odour should
improve," Haffner assured.
O

WINTER1991
REGISTRATION
UNDERGRADUATE
ALLRETURNING, FULL-TIMEUNDERGRADUATESTUDENTS
WILLUSE THE TELEPHONEREGISTRATIONSYSTEMTO
REGISTERFOR WINTER 1991.
REGISTRATION MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED TO CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1990. (FRENCH & VISUALARTS
MAJORS PICK UP PACKAGES IN YOUR DEPARTMENT.)
BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD TO PICK-UP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE.
125 years of Labatt's IPA:

Whatbeer
wasmeant
tobe.

A superior old-style ale brewed by the
traditional top fermentation process.

GRADUATE
RETURNING, FULL-TIME GRADUATES SHOULD CONTACT
THEIR DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL/FACULTY FOR REGISTRATION
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS.
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No naughty ceramic scene in Nurse Jane
'lurse Jane Goes To Hawaii
by Allan Stratton
Directed by Diana Mady Kelly
Essex Hall Theatre
by Terry Brown
The University Players opened their
season last Thursday with the kinetic Nurse
Jane Goes To Hawaii.
The plotline of this well-crafted farce
can't be charted on a single axis, like
Shakespeare, but rather requires the three
dimensions of a magician's box, the introduction of each new character like a sword
thrust through the lovely assistant.
At first the play works on two levels.
On a desperate quest to simultaneously lose
her virginity
and make a Harlequin
publishing deadline, Vivien Bliss (played
by Jennifer Rayner) rushes into a weekend
romance with Edgar Chisolm (Martin
Moreau), a geography teacher she meets
while lacquering ceramic art.
(Those hoping for a poltery wheel
scene like the one in Ghost can just go
watch cable.)
The couple intends to use Edgar's connubial home as an illicit love creche, but his
gossip-columnist wife, Doris (T. Weir),
cancels her promotional trip to Windsor
(please) and inadvertantly plunges the rendezvous into chaos.
While Doris is in the shower, steaming
off the loam of her occupation, the professorial Edgar (tweed jacket with elbow
patches, brown shirt and tie. V-neck
sweater, brown loafers) and wide-eyed
Vivien plunge into a Hawaiian fantasy inspired by a kiln-fired volcano.
Vivien casts herself as Nurse Jane, and
Edgar as the native doctor that the everchaste nightingale
loves. What Edgar
doesn't realize is that his paramour cannot
distinguish the reality of the moment from
her expressionistic role playing.
They sip whisky sours, dance the hula

Lance photo by Greg Davis

Nurle Jane star Martin Moreau spies thoughtless smoker in audience.

and sing the ubiquitous "Tiny Bubbles"
whilc she simultaneously transposes the affair into a Nurse Jane novel, recording it
into her dictaphone.
Edgar the Witch Doctor plays to her
tape recorder, letting his passion for
meteorology spill over into a sensual narrative about "gyrating" funnel clouds and
other inclement double entendres.
When the 'doctor' is hurled out to sea
in a storm. the lovers are swept up in their
weather images and dash frenetically
about, climbing and reclining on the set more like an atmospheric disturbance than
a glandular one.
It doesn't last. Doris survives the long
shower and discovers Vivien, who is wearing only a silken teddy and the dictaphone.
fnstead of fleeing, Vivien casts Doris as
the evil antagonist of the Nurse Jane workin-progress.
At this point the play takes on a lattice
of subplots, with ex-spouses, old lovers.
forgotten love children ("For God's sake, it
was the sixties") and a rampaging Harlequin copy editor entering on a tsunami of
coincidence, taktng the focus away from
Vivien and leaving her to record the
developments in the proverbial eye of the
hurricane.
(I've laboured that, plenty.)
The rest of the play deals with the
resolution of these careering plots. Unfor-

lunately, the explanations bog down the action for the beginning of the second act.
This is a problem of the writing, not of the
performances, although Martin Moreau·s
return clearly marshalled the dissonant
energies.
Allan Stratton 's writing, though fresh
and innovative for su~h a tired form. did
have inherent restrictions for some of the
Players.
T. Weir held the oar steady in her purple
hou..,e frock. hut she struggled alone on
stage when deprived of a foil to bring the
""it and \\ armth out of the cloying Doris.
Stratton should have left the monologues to
Vivien, who is never really alone. always
addressing her readership via magnetic
tape.
The part of Betty Scant was under-written (she was the only character without a
manic personality), but Laurie Griffin held
it above the clouds as well as she could.
Craig Eldridge (as Bill Scant) had the
advantage of giving most of his lines with
pantyhose on his head Everything seemed
funnier, even an old chestnut like "That's
no lady, that"s my wife."
ft should have become boring. hut it
doesn't. That's to the credits of director
Diana Mady Kelly and Eldridge. and to the
measured reactions of thi: rest of the cast.
But. in the end, the ""impy Scant fell
into predictability when he faced up to his

0

juggernaut of a wife, Betty (Tina Lalka).
whose own weak impact was also the inevitable result of one-dimensional characterization by the playwright (sec who gets
hit in the face with a cake. and tell me rm
not right).
The same could he said of the wackedout Peter Prior (Brian Vaughan). whose flat
part left the actor little space in which to
work. Nonetheless. Vaughan's unscripted
devotion to an abused cake hox gave the
character :-.ome dimension.
Although on stage. Vivien was absent
most of the :-.econd act. relegated to Greek
Chorus-style interjections. reminding us of
the Nurse Jane subtext. Still. Rayner did
not allow inactivity to blunt her timing. and
her pulp narration broke up the dense action nicely.
If Martin Moreau was held back by the
script at any time, he wasn't aware of it. He
was the workhorse of the show. bringing a
range of qualities to Edgar, a character
others might have been tempted to type as
meek and pathetic.
His understated
strength convinced us that the aspiring
adulturer was really a generous and tender
man.
Moreau would make a great Macbeth,
but I bet they won't ask my opinion.
Kelly and her cast have pulled off the
demands of farce by carefully balancing
the sharp dialogue with the broad physical
comedy.
They've spent weeks blocking out
every movement. but still they manage
precision while affecting spontaneity. For
such an obviously contrived form. everything flowed naturally.
And the crew played the Hawaii Fi,·e0 theme during the curtain \:all.
Now that's being in love ""ith the
th.:atre.
(.'vune Jane Goe~ to Hmrn,i nmti1111n

Octoha 3-7. Call the Box OJ]ice ut 253./565 Jc,r ticket i11Jcm11ati1111
)
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Penn and Teller are baffling, bloody, and brilliant
by Karl Mamer
Journalists
have heen trying to
categorize
Penn and Teller for half a
decade. They have been called magicians,
comedians, black humourists, skeptics.
humanists, and the worst thing to happen to
prestidigitation in the 20th century.
In the domain of show business.
however, magician, black humourist.
skeptic, and scourge have no intersection.
The basic assumptions
by which the
entertainment industry runs itself simply
don't allow Penn and Teller to be
classified. The duo is to the stage what
Einstein's non-Euclidian space-time was
to Newton's Laws.
In their new Refrigerator Tour, Penn
and Teller try to bring the audience into a
world where the internal walls of an
escape-proof
box do not necessarily
intersect at 90 degrees.
Predictably, they fail. Live theatre is
too real, too impersonal, and too large for
their act.
On television, the short fifteen minutes
of entertainment hole between ads forces
Penn and Teller to give the viewers a small
lucid glimpse of their curved universe. On
stage, the co-conjurors try to give the
audience a full walking tour in three hours,
and much of the important stuff is lost.
Their thoughtful
skepticism,
their
disdain the New Age movement, and their
belief in the importance of rational inquiry
are present to some extent in their
Refrigerator Tour, but serve only to baffle

the majority of audience members, who arc
unfamiliar with the illusionists
of ill
humour.
Penn and Teller's show last Wednesday
(September
26) began
with their
much-touted 450 lb. refrigerator. In most
of their escape acts. Teller's life is placed
in the hands of an uncaring Penn, and
tension builds as the mute seems about to
drown or suffocate. This time, the fridge
dropped on the both of them while they
performed some inane routine under a large
blanket. When the Kelvin a tor of Doom was
released, it was pretty obvious Penn and
Teller had disappeared through a trap door
- a disappointing illusion corning from a
pair who despise such wearisome standards
in the acts of Doug Henning or David
Copperfield.
After dusting themselves off, Penn
explained that their stronger material was
being saved for the end and he proceeded
to perform a card trick - a form of magic
he called inherently wimpy.
But
the
stakes
in
the
pick-a-card-any-card trick were raised to a
real-man level with a butterfly knife in the
hands of a blindfolded Teller. The gag went
awry and Penn got it through the hand the same old Handstab first seen on
Letterman in 1985.
The Handstab was followed by an act
called Liftoff to Love/Ripoff of Love.
Teller was put into a vertical box. Penn
separated the box into three and Teller's
still-moving
parts remained with the
separate sections. Penn reassembled the

Penn and Teller perform their suffocating child in frid~e trick -

box and Teller stepped out whole. Then,
with see-through plexiglass boxes, they
revealed to the audience how the feat of
cubic vivisection was done.
After breaking the cardinal rule of
magic - Never Reveal the Secrets of Your
Tricks - Penn and Teller ended the first

always a crowd pleaser.

half of their show with a series of
subterfuges
that involved a bevy of
audience participation.
Much of their
humour on stage relies on Penn 's ability to
improvise around nervous 'volunteers,'
and he succeeded brilliantly that night.

see "Refrigerator," page 8.

LA SALON would
like to take the
opportunity to thank
all those who
attended our fashion
show on Sept. 19/90.
A very special
thanks to KARL
MAMER for his
window display
article.
We also thank
VANIA LEE for her
review of this show.
We would like to
re-invite her to our
next show, hoping
she will have a more
artistic and
open-minded view
towards fashion.
Reminding
everyone that we
are ... an alternative
clothing store.
Thank you.
mgt., La Salon
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Refrigerator Tour's
tricks and thaumaturges
Continued from page 7.
The last half of the show
opened with MOFO the psychic
gorilla - a parody of mind reading demonstrations. A plastic,
seven-foot high Statue of Liberty
with a simian head acted as the
clairvoyant reader for audience
members brought on stage. A disguised Teller infiltrated the group
to act as Peon's confederate .
MOFO was followed by
another show-' em-how-the-trickis-done sketch called By Buddha,
This Duck is Immortal. Set in a
Chinese
restaurant,
Penn
produced a living duck and then
related a story of how the
restaurant's chefs were unable to
kill the seemingly deathless
waterfowl.
After describing
various unsuccessful ways in
which the chefs tried to slaughter
the animal, Penn and Teller
demonstrated their solution.
They placed the duck in a
paper bag, put it under an anvil,
and dropped the heavy iron instrument on the bag. They tore the
bag open and voila, the duck had
been transformed into a roll of
duck tape.
After By Buddha. This Duck
is Immortal and a short skit, came
the most astounding part of their
show. A rose in a vase was spot lit
and its shadow fel I on a white canvas. Teller. wielding a kitchen
knife. cut the rose ' s shadow. As
he sliced at the shadow flower's
leaves and petals. the real leaves
an<lperab dropped away .

This simple illusion put to
shame anything Henning or Copperfield have ever done.
The final act was called King
of Animal Traps.While Penn imparted a twisted tale of his
boyhood and his love for animal
traps, Teller moved about a dozen
real, working ones and built himself a sandwich from the bait.
The stunt failed to achieve the
horror and suspense intended.
The audience was simply too far
removed to be able to appreciate
the dexterity required or to see the
hair-trigger
setting
of the
dangerous traps.
There are plenty of laughs and
surprises in the Refrigerator
Tour's three hours, though many
of the tricks seem unneccesarily
long.
While they abhor flashy overproduced magic shows, the
twisted thaumaturges offer up
their own form of the old songand-dance routine. A tighter, cutto-the-chase show would be more
satisfying.
The Refrigerator Tour runs at
the Fisher Theatre until October
14. For ticket information. call the
Fisher Theatre Box Office at
(313) 645-6666. And for those of
you who arc afraid of getting lost
in Detroit, the Fisher building is.
as Lance production manager
Kevin Johnson puts it: "easy to 1
get to as all get out." You head I
straight up Woodward. past the
DIA. and take a left on West
Grand Boulevard.
0

... Can't
out yo ur
c a re e r
di r e c t i on ?

See the career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163 Dillon Hall

Rum
Runners
Restau rant & T ave rn
There is a worldof opportunity
Many publicaccounting firms will train you to be an accountant.
At Ernst & Young this is just the beginning. We offer challenge
and the opportunity to developas a businessadvisor. We offer training
that will open up a tremendous range of senior career opportunities
within our firm, or in virtuallyany area of business,in Canadaand around
the world. Talk to us about career opportunitieswith Ernst & Young.

Ernst &Young
CHARTEREDACCOUNTANTS

Never A Cover with U .I.D.
253-7479 or 253-3777

3885 Sandwic h St.

5 minute drive fr om campus

The Lance, October 3, t 990, page.9.

Please Post is not for
the weak of heart
b~·Samia-Rose Shaheen
Artcite's "Please Post" gave
audiences a unique opportunity to
view works by international and
local artists, some of them exhibiting for the first-time.
The show provided post-'80s
commentary on society and its
various entanglements with the
enviroment, popular politics and
neoist censorship; perhaps unsurprisingly, the show was itself a
target of censorship.
An anonymous Detroit-based
artist had to use a fax machine to
transmit his submission after the
United States
Postal Service
refused
to
deliver it.
The
mail
had previously
denied a group
of the artist's
students the use
of its service claiming local
obscenity laws
were violated
- and was apparently punishing the teacher for guilt-by-association.
It's ironic that a fax machine
was used to bypass this restriction. It's an invention which symbolizes
a
corporate,
power-fixated world - a world
where art and free speech do not
seem welcome. And yet, Chinese
students used faxes to communicate with the outside world after
their government clamped down
on expression in March of '89.
Most of the entries were sent
anonymously; perhaps an indictment of the times.

One interesting piece was
comprised of newspaper and
magazine ar.ticles pasted on
cardboard, with pop out windows
cut in it, revealing behind the text
problems that are still unresolved
in the '90s: the environment, exploitation of minorities, unrest in
the Middle East, and world poverty.
The notorious John Trubee
provided what an Artcitc representative
labelled the most
"potentially offensive" piece. The
cartoon
character
named
"Phlegm" had all the finer
qualities of the bigot, but the
satiric context
of the racist,
fascist, whites up rem is t
misogynistic
babble
was
clear.
Less cont rovers
ia I
pieces of art included a gigantic post card
decorated by a
myriad of signatures
and
drawings, an assortment of envelopes decorated with stamps
from all over Canada, and a
mouse trap snaring a twenty dollar bill.
The talent behind the pieces
could not be denied. It reflected a
generation not only aware but
rt:sponsible for the future and its
problems.
The art was definitely not for
the weak of heart or the closeminded. It showed itself to be the
product of a mass media decade,
aware and tuned in to the reality
of art and its effects on society. D
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Getting measured for your

~

new career? Signing on
with a major CA firm for
your final training is a bit
like getting a new suit.
It's an investment that
you 'II have to live with
for some time - so you'll
want to be comfortable
with it.

... local
obscenity
laws were
violated ...

I

AtDeloitte & Touche your
career plans will be
custom tailored to suit
your interests and abilities.
Our style is relaxed and
flexible - stretches to fit
a variety of individuals.

I

Tryus on for size. We can
help you fashion an
exciting new career as a
CA. Sec us during
on-campus recruiting or
check your placement
office for details on how
to contact us.

Deloitte
&
Touche
0

New Trojan-Enz®
\\TithSpermicide
helps reduce it.

r-------------------------------------,
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with Spermicidal Lubricant.
Valid only on package of 12.
Mr.Dealer; Ganer ProdudsWIiipay

Now you can reduce the nsk of sexually transmitted
diseases with new Trojan-Em® Condoms with Spermicidal
Lubricant. We've added Nonoxynol-9 spermicide to our
quality condoms. so you can be confident a~ut prote~t~on.
Use new Trojan-Enz® with Sperm1ade
And don"t take nsks with love.

you $1.00 plus nonnal handling
when redeemed t,; your consumer
against purchase ol the product
specified. ApphcaltOOfor
redempllOO
on any olll8f basis
consbMes lraud.

ForredempbOnmadlo: HERBEFlT
A WATIS LIMITED.
Box 2140,

Toronkl.
Ontano.MSW1H1

Enlel'opposile #77 on Coupon
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at a countr

by Joe Maclean

photos by Carolyn Cox

•

Turner: Well, I'm out there in business again; as I say, beginning

you've ... is it adjusting to private life?

a new law practice with a bunch of young lawyers. And the next
ten years ... who knows? God willing, as long as I keep my head
in shape and my body in shape ...

Turner: I had just a structural problem, a little bone pressure on

Lance: You've said many times that Canadians are willing to pay

Lance: First of all, how's your back? Is it feeling any better since

the spinal canal, and once they cleaned out the vertebrae, my back
is as good as new. I'm playing tennis, skiing ...

Lance: You have achieved so much in your life. Do you ever
think that at some point you just want to sit back and sort of soak
it all in, at all?

Turner: Once you sit back, you die. [Laughs.] This is my fifth
career. I'm starting on a law practice. If you want to stay alert,
keeptrying something new every ten years. A good suggestion
for your readers.

Lance: Okay. As opposed to, say, Pierre Trudeau, your
predecessor, who just ducked the public eye, you've chosen to
remain in the public eye. I notice your picture in the Globe today,

and...

the price to be Canadians. When do you think that that price
becomes too high, or do you think it will ever become too high?

Turner: I think that Canadians will ~}ways recognize that we're
maintaining a separate country. We've deprived ourselves
perhaps of some of the income possibilities of being American,
because of their wider market, lower costs, easier climate ... but I
think it's been a triumphal period of history that over the years,
we've always as Canadians been willing to pay the price. What
do we get for it? A country that's great in historical tradition; a
great free and tolerant country; the last frontier left in the country,
our North; a great piece of geography; the ability still in Canada to
find yourself a little camp somewhere, or shack or cottage, or
chalet if you want to call it that, to be alone; the ability to canoe;
the ability lo hunt; the ability of people from all over the world to
start a new life; the ability to start with nothing in this country and

end up a millionaire.Whata country!

----------~

---The Lance, October 3, 1990, page 11.

Lance: So, is it not the same as in the States, where you pay, say,
13 per cent less on taxes and you have more opportunities?
Turner: Look at our safety on the streets. Look at the clean air
we still have. Look at the priceless resource of water, the
priceless outdoors, the priceless sense of space, the priceless
sense of solitude from time to time. We are a special, unique
people, and I always feel it's worth preserving. I think most
Canadians still do.
Lance: The Washington Post said in a recent editorial, it actually
described the recent NOP victory in Ontario as the rise of
socialism in Ontario. Do you think that comment is valid?
Turner: I think that, judging Bob Rae from his own statements,
and his own life, and his own intelligence, that ... his probleni is
going to be to channel some of the expectations of his followers.
Lance: Some of the left.
Turner: Well, he's going to have to convert some of those hopes
into commonsense.

Lance: Does it not seem ironic to you that the political climate, or
at least with the voters' minds, at least as I perceive it, being very
much anti-government, anti-politician, isn't it ironic that they've
turned to the NOP in Ontario?
Turner: Well, the NOP, you see, is not a government in Ontario.
You had distrust of Mr. Mulroney as a paternal government in
Ottawa, apparently distrust of Mr. Peterson and the Liberal
government in Queen's Park. The only alternative ... was the
NOP, they were the beneficiaries. Certainly it was a protest vote,
and no one was more surprised than Mr. Rae to be elected
premier, but there he is, and I'm willing to give him the benefit of
the doubt, and give him a chance. I'm looking forward to
working in Ontario, working in Toronto ...
Lance: Do you see it as the beginning of an ideological shift?
Turner: Oh, I don't see much movement here. The two priorities
that I can see in the immediate future are changes in our labour
laws in terms of severance, in terms of job security, in terms of
job training, and also a very strong environmental initiative .. .l can
see no reason why the people of Ontario can't live with him, or
even wel~me him.

.
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A good place to hide away
from the worst of the
~~e
world...
0
The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 1A6
519-253-2355
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Prep Courses for
OCT20GMAT
DECl LSAT
DEC8GRE
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1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
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The Swing leads
by Lance Arts Staff

~

~~

University
ofWindsor

Unitedway

The University of Windsor
kicks off its campaign
to support our community
- Support United Way activities on campus
(OPUS Tuition Raffle, Poor Student Lunch)
- Payroll deduction makes it easy

The Way To Help The Most
October 1 -

October 19

A small number of people
took advantage of no-cover at the
Subway last week and were
pleasantly surprised by a local
band called The Swing.
The three members of the
band - Dean Drouillard (guitar
and vocals) , Mark Cassar (bass)
and Dean Valentino {drums) have stage and recording
experience , having all been in the
defunct Slumber Trees at one
time
or
another.
The
multi-instrumental
Drouillard
also put out a jazz and classical
solo effort last year titled Alone.
Considering the short time
they have been together (six
months) they seem to know what
direction they want their music to
go in.
Their
sound
has been
compared to the Smithereens, the
Grapes of Wrath, and 54-40, and
Drouillard believes this is a fair
assessment, as it is consistant with
their "mainstream alternative"
musical style, which he defined as
"alternative rock and roll with a
pop edge."
The Swing is one of the few
bands that takes a chance and
plays originals. Usually when a
band is just starting out , it is
forced to play the "hits" to death,
but The Swing strives to make
people follow its lead.
Their set includes songs by
Canadian groups such as The
Grapes and 54-40. but they also
cover England's Wonderstuff.

All three members
are
full-time
students
at the
University (only the drummer is a
music major) but they hope to
take their act out of the city.
However , Drouillard warned that
The Swing doesn't intend to be
poor and unemployed in Toronto,
like some bands he could name.
The two Deans also plan to
make time for occasional jazz
performances whenever school,
finances
and The Swing's
schedule allow them to do so.
In August The Swing put out
an eight-song cassette titled ... in
the clouds. All the cuts are
original compositions, although
people
suspiciously
ask
Drouillard about the last tune,
"Blinded
by the Light".
Recording covers is a standard
industry practice, but The Swing
has not succumbed.
Drouillard
admitted that
recording funds are hard to come
by in Windsor,
noting (not
entirely with pride) that the group
financed their project by saving
every penny from early gigs at
Changez By Night.
Drouillard also hinted that ...
in the clouds is available at Doctor
Disc and Swing shows, and will
soon be carried at Sam ·s in the
Devonshire Mall.
Windsorites should take a
chance and support bands they
can say arc their own. The area
has a lot to offer. we just need
people
who want
to be
l'hallenged.
O

One year away from graduation?
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Graduation Should Be a Memorable Occasion!

Recruiters are on campus this October.

YOU NEED TO LEARN RESUME
WRITING AND JOB INTERVIEW
SKILLS NOW!
Contact Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon
Hall about workshops so you don't miss out this fall!!!

October 15 - 19

1519) 971 9711

(Make Your
Appointment
Today at the
SAC Office
and
Support Your SAC)
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O"JOOLE"SENTERTI\INmENl

FOR OCJOl3EI(
WEDNESDAYS:
ROBERTPENN
(EfiSTSTORE)

BEERPRICES
• 9ot Mug of Draft99

Let Us at Mainstreet, (Your Official
Photographer) Make It Memorable.

• 20ot Mug ofDraft
• Pitcher

• ALL THE TIME
$1.99

ofDraft$5.99

DJ Sel'f!II Niles A Week
Lfre B,11uls F1·e1J•.We,l11estl11y's

Call 945-3175 Ask for Ron
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Don Says:

D

"LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
NHLSEASONSTARTSOCTOBER4TH
JOIN US FOR ALL THE ACTION
Watch for our shuttle bus.
Thursday nights from 9 pm
in front of Vanier Hall and Parking
Lot M in front of the University Centre."

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Students Wanted

If that perfect job for you was advertised
today, would your current resume be
good enough to get you the interview?

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN CREA TE
A RESUME TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
CHANCES.

The office of the Student Affairs is looking
for students to act as notetakers, readers,
and tutors for students with special needs.

Contact Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon Hall

ZDBIE'S

Students filling the positions of notetakers
and readers will be paid $6 per hour.
To apply please come to the Student Affairs office
in Leddy Library West Building and see either Steve
Gill or Reg Topping, or call 253-4232, ext. 3289.

1800 Huron Church Road (beside Taco Bell)

Catch A Last Taste of Summer!

,------------------------------------------,
: 50% OFF any size Zobie's :
:
fresh frozen yogurt
.
:

Offer expires Oct. 11, 1990. Please present this coupon when ordering.
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Be sure to try our fresh salads,
including Taco Salad and Seafood Salad
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Tecumseh
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AT ALL WINDSOR

Tecumseh at Ouellette
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EC Row
2320 Huron Church Road

&
THURSDAYFRIDAY
MOtl>AY TUESDAYWEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

SHRIMP SATURDAY BURGERS&
BURGER
STADIUMALLONION
RINGS
DOGS
Five
delicious PIZZA
BEEFHOTDOG
112
lbmound
ofrings. Charbroiled
justthe
SLICE
Get'em
while
breaded
shrimp. Atasty
great
wfth
way
youlikeft!
Stadium
ckYJs
like Goes
slice
of
they're
Hot!
The
perfect
snack' Gourmet
yougetatthegame!
wings!
pizza!

P.S.T. on food items where applicable. Food items not available on take-out.

6675 Tecumseh Road East
945-3175
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Tecumseh
C

977-1182

Tecumseh at Ouellette
971-9711

Available until Oct. 21 st.

2320 Huron Church Road
972-3866
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Football

Sat. Sept. 29
Western 23 Windsor 9
!\Jen's Soccer
Sat. Sept. 29
Western 3 WindsorO
Sun. Sept. 30
Windsor 3 Waterloo 0
Women's Soccer

Sat. Sept. 29
Windsor 1 Western J
Sun. Sept. 30
Windsor l Brock I
Cross Country

Monarch Open
Fri. Sept. 28
Warren, Michigan
Team Scoresl
2
3

Men's
First year defensive back Wayne Campbell tries to knock down one ofWestern's many passes.

Unhersity of Windsor 3S
Saginaw Valley St. U. 78

Oakland University
4
Lansing CC.
5
Macomb CC.
6
Oakland CC.
7 Macomb Coll. Alumni
8 Grand Rapids Jr. Coll.
9
St. Clair College
10 Hazel Park College

FOOTBALL

Upcoming Events
Football
Sat. Oct. 6
Waterloo at Windsor
Sat. Oct.13
Guelph at Windsor
(Homecoming)

Women ·s Soccer

Wed. Oct. 3
McMaster at Windsor (4 pm)
Sat. Oct. 13
Windsor at Guelph ( I pm)

ourselves that we're capable and
we did."
An aerial assault initiated by
LONDON - Hauntt:d by years
of futility in their contests against Western quarterback Eric Ursic
Western, members of the Univer- proved to be Windsor's match.
sity of Windsor's football team
wanted to prove two things with
last Saturday's game.
By finding open receivers in
They wanted to prove they the seams of Windsor's zone
could play at the Mustangs· level, defense throughout the afternoon.
and they wanted to prove they Ursic "'as able to complete 15 of
could win.
30 passes for 296 yards.
The Lancers came away with
"They've got speed coming at
one of their two objectives.
you from everywhere. You canThough they lost 23-9, they not play up tight on them all game
proved they belonged on the same long. You've got to give them
field with the defending national something ," said Musselman ,
champions.
defending his defensive secon"I think Windsor's as good a dary.
team as we've played," said
Windsor's passing duties
Western·s head coach Larry were split between Sean McKeon
Haylor following the contest.
and Walt Tazzman.
The 30th meeting between the
Usually the team's starter,
two teams proved to be Windsor's Tazzman was hampered by an in13th straight loss to Western. It jury that kept him out of practice
also dropped their record to 2-1, all week. McKeon started the
and left the Mustangs as the sole game, and Tazzman relieved him
undefeated team in the OUAA.
at the beginning of the second
"We did what we came up half.
here to do," said Lancer head
The two teamed up to comcoach John Musselman. "I'm plete 12 of 22 passes for 142
upset we didn't win the game be- yards, but the running game because we were in it and we could hind a strong offensive line was
have won it, but the fact remains the backbone of the Lancers' asthat we came up here to prove to sault once again.

by DaH Briggs

Team Scores-Women's
I Unh·ersity of Windsor 38
2
Macomb College
59
3 Saginaw Valley St. U. 65
4
Lansing CC.
109
5
Oakland CC.
128
6
Hazel Park CC.
256

Sat. Oct. 13
Windsor at Guelph ( I pm)
Sun. Oct. 14
Windsor at Western (3 pm)

1

Cross Country

Sat. Oct. 13
Windsor at Indiana University
Invitational

Hockey
Oct. 5-6
Windsor at Iowa State
(exhibition)
Oct. 13-14
Windsorat Western
Tournament

Women'sBasketball
Wed. Oct..10

Windsorvs Western
at Samia. Ont. (exhibition)
Women'sVolleyball

Oct.S.6
Windsorat Eastern Michigan
Tournament

photoby Jason

Kryk

Western wins battle of undefeated teams

80
128
165
171
254
258
372
423

Men's Soccer

Lance

Performer of the Week
- Pat McN eilly
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending October 8
is University of Windsor men's
soccer player Pat McNeilly.
McNeilly, a graduate of
nearby Kingsville District High
School, scored two goals in a 3-0
Lancer victory over Waterloo
last Saturday.
The Special Bachelor of
Commerce student is in his fifth
year as a mid-fielder for coach
Pat McNelis and the Lancers.

For being named the
Performer of the Week, the
5' 10", 160 lb. player will receive
a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Pelissier Street in downtown
Windsor.
McNeilly can contact the
lance (253-4060) to find out
how to pick up his voucher. O
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjuctwn with the
University of Windsor's athletic
department, and does not reflect
the views or opinions of Don
Cherry's Restaurant.

The game began quietly as 12-yard rushing touchdown at the
two singles by kicker Frank Jagas beginning of the final quarter.
Following the game, Haylor
gave the home team a slight edge
was
bothered by how his team
at the end of the first quarter.
Windsor mounted an impres- played in the first half. though he
sive 82 yard drive at the beginning did credit Windsor for some of his
of the next quarter, but .,.,ereun- team's troubles.
"We're still not coming out
able to score a touchdown in
prime field position. They settled and taking charge . We'r e not
instead for a 15yard field goal by coming out and going after people
Lazar Acamovic to give them a 3- the way we have to," Ha) lor said.
"They [Windsorl didn't make
2 lead.
The Mustangs tied the score ,er) man) mi~takes.They didn't
on the ensuing drive \\ hen the give U!>many things. They played
Lancers partially blocked and harJ all the way."
downed a 29-yard field goal atA~idc from a distinct lack of a
tempt for a single.
pass rush, Windsor"s defense did
Disaster struck Windsor on its manage Lobottle a potential hurnext possessio •. An ill-advised ricane in running back Duane
option play pill.IIfrom McKeon to Forde . .,.,hom they held to 71
Ozzie Nethersole resulted in a yards on 16 carries.
fumble recovery by Western on
Nethersole was the Lancers'
the Lancers' 40-yard line.
top rusher with 51 yards on J J
On the next play, Ursic hit carries.
Rob Kennedy for a 40 yard touchTazzman came off the bench
down bomb to put the Mustangs to complete 9 of 17 passes for 95
(after a succesful conversion) up yards, though many of his passes
by seven points.
were dropped by Lancer receivers
Soon after Western handed who were consistently pummeled
Windsor a prime opportunity. by Western's secondary.
After having the ball snapped
"Their receivers paid a physiover his head on a punt attempt, cal price on a number of
Jagas booted the bouncing
occassions," Haylor said.
pigskin out of bounds at his
All lhings considered,
team· s seven yard line.
Windsor played a decent game
The Lancers. strapped with a against a team that was ranked
number two in the country headcostly too-many-men-on-thefield penalty. were faced with ing into the contest.
"We know we can play with
second down and goal from the 17
Western," Musselman said.
yard line.
A curious coaching decision "Western is the best team in Onto run the ball (ralher than Lakea tario."
Although they lost, the Lanstab through the air) showed a
lack of confidence in the offense, cers may just come away from the
and a willingness to settle for a game feeling more things went
17-yard field goal by Acamovic. their way than didn't.
"I think there were far more
This decision kept Windsor
down by four points, heading to positives on their part than there
were negatives," Haylor said.
the locker room at halftime.
In the second half, Western "I'm sure that the game gave them
upped their lead to 16-6 with two confidence."
The Lancers will sqaure off
12-yard field goals against the
'bend but don't break' Lancer against the Waterloo Warriors in
a home game this Saturday at 2
defense.
A 37-yard three-pointer cut pm. The following week, the
Western 's lead to seven points Guelpb Gryphons will invade
before the Mustangs' MikeClaw- Windsor for the Lancers'
son capped all scoring with a homecoming game.
0
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Windsor was all tied up against Western and Waterloo.

Lancers can't lose or win

BRAN .D NEW

b,· John l\larentette

WORLD-CLASS

Windsor Nine-ball
Annual
Ladies Classic
Tournament

Championship
Tables
Nine-ball • Snooker
The only Windsor billiards
club licensed by LLBO

Saturday,
November 10th

Competitive prices
-

Proper attire -

Open to all - $30 entry fee
Cash prizes - added prizes

Open seven days a week.
11 - 1 Mon - Sat; 12 - 1 Sun

Spectators

welcome!

Discover what is attracting Windsor's best
Business, Engineering and Computer
Science grads to Union Gas.
1-800-265-5230
These Windsor
grads have personal
success stories.
Connect yourself with
them to discuss why
they chose Union Gas.
Richard Hunt
B.Comm.

Ext. 2827

Janet Paolatto
B.Comm.

Ext. 2238

FAIR '90.

Visit the Campus
placement office
and get all the details.
The deadline for
application submission
is October 5, 1990.

Don Newbury

B.Sc.Eng.
Ext. 2420

look for Union Gas
at Windsor CAREER

Terry McNally

a.Sc.Eng.
Ext. 2896

Union Gas is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Union Gas

The Uni\ersity of Windsor's
women's so~ccr team played two
games last w c.:ckcnd,tying both of
them.
In Saturday's home contest
against Western. the women had
to come from behind, following
an early Mustang lead.
The usual offensive trials and
tribulations continued to plague
the Lancers; most of the game was
played on Windsor's end of the
field.
While the Lancers had trouble
establishing an offensive attack,
they were aggressive on the
defensive end, eventually wearing the Mustangs down as both
teams approached the final stages
of the game.
In a series of plays that would
prove to be Windsor"s last hurrah,
the Lancers stepped forward with
a breakaway that left Western
stunned.
Lancer Katherine
DevJaeminck laid leg to a beautiful
cross-pass to the far left post,
headed into the net from the opposite side by teammate Sue

Brogno.
Western had several bad
breaks of their own, seldom

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
capitalizing on even the easiest of
chances.
The tie against Western was
quite pleasing to Lancer coach
Gord Caldwell, who acknowledged that though the team has a
Jot to build on, this is a stepping
stone. "Hopefully, we can use the
confidence gained through this
effort to improve us for what's in
store for us later," Caldwell said.
Julie Pallot played a fine game
in the Lancer goal, helped in particular by the defensive savvy of
Erin McDade.
In Sunday's game at Brock,
the Lancers were aided by Marnie
Shell, whose goal kept the
Badgers at bay.
With a record of 1-3-2, the
Lancers must record a strong performance against McMaster this
week if they are to have any hope
of prolonging their season.
O

ATTENTION
BARGAIN HUNTERS
The Department of Athletics
and Recreational Services is
hosting a used athletic
clothing and equipment sale.
Old team jerseys, equipment,
etc. at low, low prices.

St. Denis Centre,
Multipurpose Room.
Saturday, October 13
10 am -1 pm
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Western loses player, wins game

Windsor wallops Waterloo Warriors
by Scott Pratt

cers. Behind another strong performance by Dave Hodgson and
two goals from Pat McNeilly,
Windsor dismissed the Waterloo
Warriors, 3-0.
"That's probably the best half
I've seen us play all year," said
McNelis of the game's opening
half, when all of the scoring was
done.
"I think there was a problem
with a lack of confidence and trust
among the players (on Saturday,"
McNelis said. "We talked about
it, and today gave a much better
effect. Our first year players did
an excellent job."
The team has next weekend
off, but will resume action the following week at Guelph and
Western.
O

The University of Windsor's
men's soccer team scored a relatively easy 3-0 victory over the
University of Waterloo this past
Sunday, somewhat avenging their
lifeless 3-0 defeat by the Western

MEN'S SOCCER
Ontario Mustangs on Saturday by
the same score.
The Lancers began Saturday's
game full of energy, managing to
keep the action almost exclusively in Westem's half of the field.
As the first half continued,
however, the momentum slowly
changed until, with halftime nearing, Western's Nick Bontis
slipped a shot past Windsor netminder Dave Hodgson.
In the secood half, the Lancers
kept up their lacklustre effort,
eventually allowing the second
Western goal. Things got ugly
shortly thereafter.
A high-speed collision between Windsor's Rob Fogal and
Westem's Joe Nemeth ended in
the latter being taken to the hospital with a broken leg.
When asked about the incident, some Western players
expressed concerns it may have
been a deliberate attack.
Windsor head coach Pat McNelis saw things differently.
"Two players went for the
ball," he said. "Things like this
happen."
Once the game resumed, Nick
Bontis scored his second goal of
the day to end the scoring.
Sunday's contest proved to he
much more enjoyable for the Lan-

Lance
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Windsor lost lo Western 3-0 before beating Watertoo by the same score.

Lancer runners finish tops at Macomb meet
by Jim Parry
Bouncing back from a tough
weekend :it Western, the University of Windsor's men's and
women's cross country teams ran
away from the competition at
Macomb college.
Both teams won first place in
their divisions and showed
marked improvement over their
previous meet.
The women's team had its
hest performance of the season
thus far. with five runners finishing under 20 minutes to power a
Lancer victory by 21 points.
Jackie McVittie leu the charge
hy finishing fifth. Julii: Inglis.
recovering frnm an illness which
put her out of action la.,t week.
finisheu in si,nh place. Crystal

Garrett made an impressive return
to the lineup by placing seventh.
Rounding out the top Lancer
finishers were Lisa Hartleib in
eighth and thirteenth place Tanya
Bielby.
The men's team soundly
defeated the opposition by beating second place Saginaw Valley
by a whopping 43 points.
John Cress, Jason Boyle and
Wayne Riley finished a consecutive third, fourth and fifth. Dave
Scarrow finished in tenth place
while Joel Picard finished thirteenth.
Head coach Dennis Fairall
was pleased with the teams· performances. Al though the meet
was not the L'alihreof last week·.,
Western competition. it did feature some teams which ha,c

"Plug
Into"
Career
Planning
and Placement
and see what
the career
.
counsellor/,~v~
can do
.
~
for you!
·f:l
-=-...._~~~LI

--~See the career counsellor in theCareer Planning and Placement office. Room 163 Dillon Hall.

fliitomation

The fact that the men's team
lost by a point last year but won
handily this year, is a good indicator of improvement, Fairall
said.
According to Fairall, the performance of the women ·s team
was impressive, since five runners finished under twenty
minutes. He added that the
women ran as a team throughout
the race , ant.I thb ty p\.: of pal:k-

running will prouucc dividends in
thi: long run.
Fairall said the performance
of Picard was the high Iigh of the
men·., ti:am·s sho"' ing. The coach

feelsPicardhassolidifiedthefifth
position, something which has
hurt the team so far this season.
He noted that Picard has
developed faster than any of the
coaches originally expected.
The men's team was ranked
eighth in the country before heading into this meet, a rating which
will be improved by this performance. The women's strong
showing should vault them into
the top 10.
The Lancers take this
weekend off before heading to lnd ia na to participate
in the
University of Indiana Invitational
which features hoth the men's and
women's NCAA cro<,s-c.:ountry
champions uf a year ago.
n

1521 Riverside Drive West
977-9101
5 minute walk from the U.
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COMING IN NOVEMBER
THE LOCALS!!!
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campus rec

Excitement. Glamour. Power.

continues to grow

Students' Administrative Council is now
accepting applications for Chairperson.

by Scott Pratt
So you say your car broke
down on the day of soccer
tryouts? Or the basketball coach
indiscriminately scheduled practices to conflict exactly with your
working hours? No problem.
Whether it's aerobics at sunrise or hockey at midnight,
Campus Recreation has, as its
slogan puts it, "something for
everyone."
According to Kandi McElary,
co-ordinator of Campus Ree.,
over seventy different programs
are being offered this year. While
intramural sports are probably
Campus Ree. 's best known
domain, other pursuits, like courses
in Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) and social
dancing are included in the 199091 agenda.
"One of our goals for this year
was to increase female participati o,n, and
we've
really
succeeded,"
McElary
said.
"Since 1986, the number of
women enrolled has increased by
200-300 percent."
The popularity of the mixed
leagues and the introduction of
new sports for women (e.g. ice
hockey) have certainly increased
the athletic
spirit
of the
University's female students.
All the sports, with the exceptions of floor and ice hockey, are
played on campus. Cal Tech high
school provides a place for noor
hockey, while ice-hockey games
are held at nearby Adie Knox Herman Arena. [A note of warning to
budding Bob Proberts: fines are
levied against teams instigating
fights, and excessive on-ice
violence may result in banishment from the league (no, you
don't get a refund).]
Most sports are played in the

Please send letters of application or resumes
to the attention of:
Students'
Administrative
Council

Joe Esteves, president
Students' Administrative Council
2nd floor, University Centre
University of Windsor
N9C 3P4
(519) 253-6423

STUDENTS
When you have a problem of an academic, administrative, or race related
nature with any part of the university, its departments or units, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels, contact:

Ii THE

UNIVERSITY OMBUDSPERSON

JI

You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative powers. university-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.

For an appointment ...
Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of tlze Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm

Watch For Our Upcoming Hallowe'en Bash
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Grand Prize
Airfare for Two
·Tickets to Florida
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evening from 7 until 11 p.m.; ice
hockey is again the exception,
beginning at midnight and ending
at 2 a.m.
If a behind-the-scenes
job
would be more to your liking,
referees, sport managers and supervisors (all paid positions) are
also needed.
Simply fill in an application
and attend the referees' meeting
to become an official. Sport
managers oversee each sport,
while supervisors are in charge of
the main divisions:
Men's,
Women's, and Mixed Leagues.
For all the officials and instructors,
first aid and CPR
training
is strongly
recommended, and is offered through
the 'personal enhancement' section of Campus Ree.
'C.R.A.C.' is another way to
become involved. Two representatives from each faculty, club
and residence come together to
form the Campus Recreation Administrative Council. The council
dictates program policy and is the
main governing body of Campus
Ree.
If you cannot get to St. Denis
Centre, or if you find that all the
fitness courses are full, "Fitness
Comes To You" may be just what
you' re looking for.
"If, for example, the residents
of Laurier Hall had an interest in
fitness classes," explains McElary, "they would provide the
space, the people, and the ghetto
blaster, and one of our instructors
would go there to conduct the
class."
Campus Recreation gives the
students
and faculty of the
University a fun, healthy way to
meet new people and get in shape.
Calendars are available at the
University Centre.
O
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3217 Sandwich Street
255-1833

*

Monday & Wednesday - Two for One Chicken Wings

Served with Fries or Vegies
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce Served with Garlic
Bread & Pitcher of Beer $9.95
Konas & Marshall After 9:00 pm
* Thursday- Looney Burgers Try Them You'll Love Them
*
For Just a Dollar
*
Who Can Eat The Most?

*

Tuesday -

*
*
*
*
*

D.J. Every Nite
No Cover Charge
Super Sound Dance Floor
10 T.V.'s For Your Sports Viewing
(Satellite Coverage)
Saturday Nite Super Shooter Nite

Thursday October 11 Final Draw For Red Wing Tickets

Join Us Where the Good Times Are A Breeze

New in town?
Trying to figure out
Windsor nightlife?

Look
in
the
Lance
"f
. ·(

~~r:-~·~'
(

\

-·

for the best
places to go,
things to do,
and people to see.
You can always
find something
right for you in
our ads, calendar
of events or reviews.

The Lance: if a tree falls in the forest, we hear.
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Purple reign stifles-potential rivalry
by Dave Briggs
LONDON - I've always figured
it should be a great football rivalry. The University of Western
Ontario and their purple tradition,
and our institution and its ... well,
I guess we' re still working on the
tradition part.
Maybe it has been a great
rivalry and I've just missed it; but,
by definition, rivalries seldom
flourish on one-sided domination.
You see, though it's not a
statistic I relish relating, Western
has won 22 of the school's 30
meetings on the gridiron.
From there, the statistics only
get more nauseating.
Our purple adversaries have
beaten us 13 straight times. In that
period, the Lancers have been
outscored by 343 points for an

mean spread of 26. That works
out to an average score of 35-9 in
Western's favour.
Though statistics sometimes
fail to tell the whole story , I regret
to inform you that these are a pretty good indication of the purple
plague that has stricken the Lancers since 1978.
It's unfortunate, because if it
weren't for all those nasty numbers, I think we would have one
of the better rivalries in Canadian
university sports.
At least from our end of
things, there is no love lost between the two schools. In fact,
many at the U of Ware more than
a little fed-up with being treated
like uncouth country bumpkins
by some of the more snobbish of
the Western contingent.
I look at this as a perfect

breeding ground for rivalry.
There ' s nothing like a little
animosity to stir things up a bit.
Of course another major factor is the proximity
of the
universities. Western is the only
school we can honestly say we are
near.
From there you add the
numerous differences between
the two institutions
and you
heighten the importance between
their football teams.
Western is dripping with
tradition. They have a stadium.
We do not (well, nothing any sane
person would call a stadium,
anyway).
They have a marching band
(albeit a pathetic one by US college standards). We do not.
They have cheerleaders who
cheer, do flips in the air, and build

pyramids. We have cheerleaders.
They have students who arc
convinced that Western is the

just around the comer. Make
sure you keep November 7 open
on your ca lendar.
Men's Soccer

tallied twice to push the Cody
Cover-Up to a 6-0 whitewash of
the Special Bs.
The Unwanteds remained undefeated, edging the Strikers 2-0
as Jay Berry and Joe Parry both
scored.
Dice also improved their
record to 2-0 with a 12-0 romp
over A.I.E.S.E.C. Stacey Ellinas
netted four goals, Angela Harrison had 3, and Bill Lawtdn 2 to
pace Dice.
In one other well-played
match, Law nipped the Alumni
Engineers 1-0. Tom Sosa scored
the game's only goal midway
through the second half.
For more information about
any of these programs. contact
Campu.-. Ree. al 253-4::?.3::?..
e>.t.
2456.

the armchair gladiator
greatest school in the known
universe. We have students who
are convinced there is nothing
more annoying than a Western
student with this attitude.
The differences are endless,
and the schools' philosophies differ greatly.
It seems we have placed less
of a price on the success of our
football team. I'll admit, recently
we've spruced up our program
considerably, and the Mustangs'
history of supremacy hardly applies to this year's Lancer squad,
but the fact remains that many at

campus recreation
Aquatics

The course offers a practical
knowledge of basic self-defense
methods.
For a more in-depth teaching
of the martial arts discipline,
Aikido, .,udo, Taekwon Do,
Karate and Kempo Karate classes are also available.
Golf

By joining the Aquatics
program you can learn important
swimming and lifesaving skills.
If you hurry to the Campus Ree.
office, you can still grab the few
spots remaining in our Aquatics
programs such as Bronze Medallion, Bronze Cross, Early Bird
Swim. N.L.S. Recertification,
and Saturday Morning Instruction.
Self-Defense Club

Congratulations to all who
participated in the Par 3 Golf
Tournament at Roseland Golf
and Country Club on September
20, 1990. Special congratulations go out to Craig Davis.
Andrew Johnson, and Chris
Blake, who shot a 31 to win the
tournament.
Bowlinµ

Each week, close to 40
people gather to learn techniques
in Setr-Defcnsc under the instruction of Mr. Grant Kuhly.
The cluh meets Monday and
Wednesday 9 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
and Sundays 5 p.m.-7 p.m. at the
St. Denis Centre.

The annual Campus Ree.
Open Bowling Tournament is

Mac Hall Italia and the
MBAs were two teams who
made great strides in men's soccer action this past week.
Brian Enns netted three goals
while Dario Ragogna and Chris
Higney each scored a pair to lead
Italia to a 10-0 romp over the
Special Bs. Earlier in the week
Italia played to a 1-1 draw with
the Rangers.
Kent Cuthbert notched four
goals and Peter ljeh added two as
the MBAs ripped the Cossacks 84 . The M RAs itlso played to a
hard-fought tie with the Alumni
Engineers.
In other action. Mike Edgar

this institution feel there arc better things to devote energy to, and
better ways to spend money.

Many of those same people
seldom consider that a winning
sports program enhances the
quality of life on our campus,
which in tum attracts more students here.
Who wouldn't prefer to say
that our teams are winners?
The gradual shift from the
apathy that once ravaged our footba II program
has made the
potential for a real rivalry greater
each year.
Though Western may still be
years ahead of us, nothing would
please me more than the fostering
of a Hatfield and McCoy type of
feud between Lancer loyalists and
Mustang maniacs.
It would help inject a muchneeded shot of pride into the arm
of the University of Windsor. Not
to mention the effect such a rivalry would have in diverting
students• attention from the rigors
of campus life.
Blue and gold versus purple
and silver. Lancers versus Mustangs. Big school versus smaller
school. Who knows, someday we
may even win a game and gain the
respect we deserve.
On that day all other statistics
will go out the window, and the
only one that will count will be the
one on the scoreboard.
That day and the celebrc1tions
that are sure to accompany it may
just he the birth of a down and
dirty, biller rivalry between
Western and Windsor.
What could he hetter"!
Cl
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UnusualGIii Ideasfor Body,Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

Could you be
comfortable in a
church like this?
If you believe in human dignity,
taking responsibility for your
own religious life.
and can live with a constant
search for truth,
we invite you to join with other
Unitarian Universalists,
Sunday Evenings at 7:00 pm.

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich, Windsor
October 7,
November 4,
December 2
The Rev. Maureen Thitchener
RR #2, Ruthven, Ontario
NOP 2GO
l 326-,B52

classifieds

··············~
WOULD THE JENNIFER who
owns the car with the licence
VAN-775 please contact Peter
Baumgartner at 948-7002. It's
important.

FOR SALE: Sears black jacket
with zip vents etc. $45. Small Can.
forces trench coats· $10. Electric
typewriters from $65 to $125.
Apple II clone parts - cheap. Call
mornings. evenings, weekends:
256-8054.

TICKETS
MUSTBE
PURCHASED
ATLEAST
S DAYSIN ADVANCE
SEATSARELIMITED.
Yes,VIARail'sstudent discount now applies
7 days a week - Fridays and Sundays
included.So you can get away more often
for half-price.And it's easy riding all the way
- nothing beats the train for stretch-out,
walk-aboutcomfort.There's even a light
meal with beverage served on most routes.
It's the ideal place to relax, meet new
friends - and even study!

But student discount seats are limited,
especiallyon heavilytravelled routes. So it
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pays to plan ahead and purchase your
tickets well in advance.
For fulldetails,call a travel agent, or
VIARail™.

VESNA ARTS needs you. You
know that. I know that.

• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full-time
students with !.D. for Coach travel only in the Quebec
City /Windsor Corridor. • Seat availability is limited
and varies depending on the route and day of
travel. • Blackout periods apply, including Christmas
(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3) and Easter (Mar. 28 - Apr. 1) periods.
• A 10% Student discount applies any time for regular
unrestricted travel (no advance purchase). • Other
conditions may apply; please check.

LETVIATAKE
YOUAWAY!

ATHLETIC CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT SALE: hosted by the
Department of Athletics and
Recreational Services. Old team
jerseys, various athletic equip·
ment, in good condition, outrageously low prices! At the St.
Denis Centre Multi-purpose Room
on Saturday, October 13, from 10
am to 1 pm.
GAY STUDENT'S CLUB is forming. For more information phone

Sample Student one-way Coachfares

Windsor- London. . . . . . . ..
Windsor- Toronto. . . . . . . . .

LOOKING FOR MATURE, reliable
student to answer Sundowners
Warm Line, a phone-line service
for latch-key kids in the Windsor
area. Part-time. For more information call Leah at 258-9000.

973-4951.

$13
$25

TAKE-OVER LEASE: 1990 Escort, 5-speed, air, premium sound.
Call Karen at 256·67 44 between 9
and 5.
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS ASSOCIATION BI-ELECTION: Nominations
for the
following positions are now being
accepted - President, Vice-president, Secretary, and 3 Committee
Chair Positions. Nominations may
be submitted to the EAA mailbox in
the SAC office, 2nd floor, University Centre. Nominations close on
Tuesday, October 9 at 5:00 pm.
Voting will take place on Thursday,
October 11 from 11:00 am to 5:00
pm. Only 1990-1991 EAA members are eligible to vote. Chief
Electoral Officer: Lynn Bezaire. If
you want to get or renew an EAA
membership, please contact Lydia
Stam at Great Lakes United, office
#3, Ambassador University, 973·
7019.

,_

Unnatural
union between
man and beast.
See page 21.
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Ombud's report, pp. 23-24

The boys are back in town, pp. 12-13

or tlzefourth year, the AIDS Committee of Windsor (ACW) will be spreading
tlze word about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome during AIDS Awareness Week. The theme this year is "Out living, Out loving, Outlasting AIDS."

F

by Jennifer Johnston

\/;

Activists attack AIDS policy
ST. JOHN'S (CUP) - Newfoundland AIDS activists have
few kind words for the province's
new Strategy on AIDS.
Announced September 24, the
strategy involves. producing
television commercials about
AIDS, developing prevention
workshops directed primarily at
youth, and helping employers
develop
workplace
AIDS
policies.
"The people involved with
writing the policy haven't been
touched personally by [the HIVvirus or AIDS]," said Peter Wood,
executive director of the Newfoundland and Labrador AIDS
committee.

Otherwise, he said, "they
would understand the potential
for disaster [presented by) this
empty document."
AIDS is believed to result
from
the
Human
Immunodeficiency Virus, which is
transmitted through sexual contact, needle-sharing, and other exchanges
of bodily
fluids,
especially blood and semen.
The government isn't dealing
with the real problems facing
people living with the HIV -virus,
"like equal access to health care
across the province,"
Wood
added.
Access to drug treatments is
almost impossible for people

tested HIV -positive who live outside of St. John's.
Wood said the government
should be committing money to
helping those who arc living with
the virus.
"If there is no financial committment today. the cost will be
10 times more later," Wood said.
"The difference (is), if they take
the responsibility they should,
they might save a few lives."
AIDS groups are calling on
the government to set up an AIDS
secretariat within the government
with a staff responsible to implement and coordinate programs. O

Programs throughout
the
week (Octob er 15-21) will include an information table at the
University Centre, hair cuts by
local stylists at the University
Centre on Monday, a newspaper
handout throughout the city , and
a candle-light vigil at Assumption
University Lounge on Thursday
night.
"The primary goal is just in
the name: to raise the awareness
of AIDS, and all the aspects of
AIDS, in the community. It's a
focal point for a number of our
messages that go out from time to
time," explained Steve Lough, executive director of ACW.
"It has the benefit now of
being province-wide, of the added
momentum of publicity that it
generates. It's going on in so
many communities," Lough commented.
The target group for the
week's programs is very broad,
Lough explained. Those targeted
include people who engage in
•high-risk· activities; for these
people, the ACW disseminates
testing information.
Within the last year the ACW
has changed its policy with
regards to testing. It now encourages people who consider
themselves at high risk to be
tested. Lough said the reason for
the change is that AIDS is no
longer considered a 'death sentence.'
"AIDS is rapidly [becoming]
a chronic manageable disease,"
Lough explained. "There are
things that a person could do in
terms of ... health, and [there are]
treatments,
and preventative
treatments. That's really why we
changed our testing policy."
Lough said he feels that message hasn't really gotten through
to the public.
For employers, the committee
will be providing information
about AIDS in the workplace.

Lough said that AIDS is becoming an issue that employers
are willing to tackle.
"We 've had an 'AIDS in the
workplace· project going for a
year now. We've been trying to
bring that issue to the forefront,
with some success."
Lough said he would like students to be informed about AIDS
before they enter the workforce.
Professionals in the areas of social
services, the legal system, and
science will often face AIDS-related issues in their day-to-day
business, he said.
Currently, the Ontario Ministry of Health funds about fifty
percent of the ACW's operations.
The ministry has also been involved in preparation for AIDS
Awareness Week. According to
Lough, the ministry and community-based groups cooperatively developed the poster for the
week.

Lough had nothing but praise
for the Windsor community's
participation
in the week ·s
programs.
"The cooperation has been

really good. I'd say across the
board, not just with the AIDS
Awareness Week activities. Of
course, [there has beenj increasing cooperation as people have
gotten to know the ACW and
gained some awareness of the
issue," Lough said.
He went o• .o say that the City
of Windsor l s helped with the
week's prog,. ms. A mural will be
painted by Watkerville High
School students on a bridge
owned by CN Rail. Before the
painting was executed. the design
had to be approved by city council. Lough said approval wa,
granted at a recent council meeting.
For more information about
AIDS Awareness Week see the
ACW advertisement on pages 6
and 7, or call the AIDS Committee at 256-AIOS.
O

University of Windsor family loses a son
by Jennifer Johnston
A University of Windsor student was
killed last weekend.
Ed Chisholm, a second year defensive
line player on the University of Windsor
Lancer football team and a social science
major, was on the way home to Hamilton
for Thanksgiving. He was asleep in the
back seat when another vehicle crossed the
median on the 401 and hit his own broadside.
Chisholm 's girlfriend, sister, and
brother were also in the car. His sister sustained a broken neck; his girlfriend and

Next week:

brother were treated for minor injuries and
released.
According to football head coach John
Musselman, Chisholm was "an exceptional athlete. He was warm, outgoing, and had
a ton of friends."
Musselman said that the athletic
department will be subsidizing a bus to
Hamilton for Chisholm's friends to attend
his funeral.
"He was so charismatic," Musselman
said in and interview with the lance. "He
loved the game of football, and he played
it hard. He was a happy-go-lucky kind of
guy."

Bigger Centre

The coach went on to say that Chisholm
was a natural leader and had "a tremendous
ability to lighten the moment. He was just
the kind of kid who wanted to be the best.
He never took life too seriously."
Chisholm's best friend and roommate.
Mike Coste, was at a toss for words when
asked about his fellow Lancer.
"He was just like a brother to me. I don't
know what to say. I just can't believe that
he's gone. I keep thinking he's going to
walk through the front door."
Coste, an offensive tackle for the football team, said that the entire team is devastated by the loss.

June doesn't bug

Parking tips

•

''You can't put it into words. He was a
part of us. He was somebody you could turn
to. We did everything together."
Chisholm left for Hamilton Friday
morning at about 1:00 a.m. According to
Musselman, the accident occured at about
3:30, just past London.
In honour of Chisholm, team members
placed black tape across the Lancer logo on
their football helmets for Saturday's game
against Waterloo. The players already wear
a black-tape double 'T' on the backs of
their helmets in memory of Todd Thomas
who died this summer.
O

Printmakers at Lebel
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diversions
ARTS

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:

Common Ground:

2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with an additional Sunday
matinee and the occasional midnight screening.)
Tuesday, October 9 to Sunday, October 14
s,
Cinema Paradiso (Italy, 1989, Giuseppe Tornatore):
back by popular demand! Not to be missed! Shown at
both the 7:00 and 9:30 shows, plus the 4:00 Sunday
matinee.
Tuesday, October 16 to Sunday, October 21
w Encounter at Raven's Gate: (suspense) alternating
Tuesday through Thursday with Longtime Companion
(USA, 1989, Norman Rene): feature film about modern
gay men. Shown as part of Aids Awareness Week.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday screenings will be
Longtime Companion exclusively, including Sunday's
4:00 matinee.

Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich Street,
977-6564.
Wednesday, October 3 to Wednesday, October 17
d' Members Only Exhibition: the opening for this show is
on Thursday, October 11, from 8:00 till 10:00 pm.

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Performance at Gina Lori Riley Dance Studio, 384 Pitt
Street East. (For more information or ticket reservation:
971-9480.)
October 31 to November 4
w Witches - A Moon-Wise Study In Hagography:
provacative new play by this local troupe about the history of the oppression of women. "Not for the
squeamish." Curtain is at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $5.00 for
students and seniors and $7.50 general admission.

Environmental Awareness Association (EAA):
Ambassador Auditorium, University Centre, University
Campus.
Friday, October 12
w Workshop for Youth Leaders in the Environment Movement: given by Jeff Dibbs who worked wn the Amazon.
The programme begins at 4:15 pm.

THEATRE
University Players:
Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401 Sunset. Box
Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
October 25 to 28, October 31 to November 4
w Macbeth: by William Shakespeare. The Scottish play
about toil and trouble. Directed by R. Vance Paul. Curtain time is usually 8:00 pm. Call for times.

Windsor Feminist Theatre:

Black Students Alliance (BSA):
Sunday, October 14
d'
Rev. Louis Farrakhan, Minister of the Nation of Islam:
the BSA is organizing a trip over to Detroit to see Farrakhan at Cobo Arena. Anyone interested in going or
for more information please contact BSA president,
Charles Senior at 977-8847 or drop by SAC and leave
a message.

International Affairs and Law:
Moot Court, Faculty of Law, University Campus, 401
Sunset Avenue.
Wednesday, October 17
r,
Living With the United States: British Dominions and
New Pacific States: a lecture by the Right Honourable
Gough Whitlam, former PM of Australia and Ambassador to UNESCO. The lecture begins at 6:00 pm.

Dept. of Geology's C.P. Gravenor Lecture Series:
Room 302, Memorial Hall. University Campus.
Thursday, October 18
u- Paleomagnetism - the Age and Genesis of Mississippi Vallely-type Pb-Zn-Ba-F Ore Deposits: by Dr. D.T.A.
Symons of the University of Windsor's Geology Department. The lecture begins at 4:00pm.

CONCERTS
School of Music's Wednesday Series:
Room 139 (Recital Hall), School of Music, Sunset Avenue
and Wyandotte Street West Intersection, 253-4232
extension 2780.
Wednesday, October 17
,.- The B Minor Sonata of Liszt- Tracing the Manuscnpt:
a presentation by Chris Burton. The Wednesday Series
is an informal lecture/recital series that features guest
artists and scholars. as well as spotlighting the School
of Music faculty. The programme begins at 3:30 pm,
lasts for one hour. and admission is free.

MISCELLANEOUS
Black Students' Alliance (BSA):
University Community Centre (UCC). University of Western
Ontario. London. Ontario.
Friday, October 12
.... Rally: against the rascistteachings ofWestern's professor Phillipe Rushton, organized by Western·s
Academic Coalition for Equality. Windsor's BSA is rent·
ing transportation to carry University of Windsor protes·
tors to the Western Campus. Amandla! Ngwethu!

Friday, October 12 to Sunday, October 14

1..-Antioch Retreat: at Holy Redeemer College in Windsor.
This retreat is designed especially for university and
college students and young working adults. Sponsored
by the Assumption Campus Community. Phone 9737034 for more information.

Dept. of Athletics and Recreational Services:
Multi-purpose Room, St. Denis Centre, College Avenue.
Saturday, October 13
.... Athletic Clothing and Equipment Sale. find everything
from old team Jerseys to assorted athletic equipment.
all in good condition. Outrageously low prices! The sale
starts at 10:00 am and runs until 1:00 pm. Everyone is
welcome.

3rd Annual AIDS Candlelight Vigil:
At the Assumption University Conference Room, 400
Huron Church Road.
Thursday, October 18
'" In Remembrance and Solidarity: Detroit Together
Men's Chorus and a dramatic presentation called Commg Home (The Prodigal Son Revisited) about one
family's response to AIDS. The programme begins at
8.00 pm. Parking available in the Assumption Church
Parking Lot. An official AIDS Awareness Week Event
of the AIDS Committee of Windsor .

Students' Administrative Council By-Elections
Positions available:
1 Drama Representative
1 Education Representative
1 Human Kinetics Representative
1 Social Science Representative
1 Student Senator
Nominations open Wednesday, October 11, 1990 at 9:00 am
and close Wednesday, October 24, 1990 at 4:00 pm

Elections will be held:
ADVANCED POLLS-Wednesday,
November 7, 1990
ELECTIONS -Thursday,
November 8, 1990
Nomination forms can be picked up in the SAC office weekdays from
9:00 am to 4:00 pm.
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Career Fair does the job for students
Brings employers to campus to show their stuff
by Jennifer Johnston

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Smiling police officer recruits.

With over 68 employers in
attendance, this year's Career Fair
was a resounding
success.
Participants
included
Ford
Canada, Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
(CBC), and the
Royal Canadian Mouted Police.
Mike Sielski from Revenue
Canada commented that the fair
isn't just for graduating students.
"I think the third-year and
second-year people should come
out to see what the market is
demanding, so they can try to
streamline their courses a little
bit. You know, make themselves
marketable in three or four years
time," Sielski said.

Sielski went on to praise the
organizers for the large turnout of
students and employers alike.
Larry Stiers from Ford Canada
echoed Sielski's feelings.
"It's a great opportunity to,
first of all, meet the kids and,
second,
some of them are
bringing their resumes. Perhaps
we'll have a chance to ask some
of them back for interviews."
Stiers commented that, while
Ford is mainly looking to fill
full-time positions, they often
field requests for summer jobs as
well. He went on to say that Ford
has been successful in hiring from
resumes received from past
Career Fairs at the university.
Gangaram Singh, Career Fair

Council sets dates for by-elections
by Simon Mortimer
Some seats on the student
council remain vacant, while
others may not be ligitimate at all.
According to the by-laws of
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC), faculty representation on
the council is supposed to be fixed
by a 'representation
hy
population' formula. The formula
allows
for
one
student
representative for every eight
hundred students in a faculty, and
one for every four hundred
students in a school.
According to memhcrs of the

Social Science Society executive,
complaints that students in the
faculty of social science are not
fully represented have been raised
on several occasions. The faculty
makes up more than a third of the
university population: over 3,600
students.
Kim Morneau, president of
the Social Science Society, raised
the issue again this year,
submitting her comments to SAC
chief electoral officer Sergio
Gomes.
Gomes procured enrollment
figures from the office of the
registrar and prepared a list of

faculty and school enrolment
numbers,
and the requisite
representation allowances. He
suggested
a date for the
by-election to fill these and other
vacant seats.
However,
Business
Administration,
a faculty that
qualifies
for
a
single
representative has elected t\\O.
SAC president Joe Este'.es said it
was his "understanding that any
representative already elected tor
this year will stay on the council."
He added that his involvement in
any future decision on the issue is
limited to his "one vote."

Morneau said she felt that
when council accepted Gomes·
report, they accepted the fact that
there would only be one business
representative.
Seats currently vacant include
ones for the School of Drama and
Education, the Faculties of Arts.
Human Kinetics. Social Science.
and the senate. Nominations arc
open from October 10 to 14.
Campaigning lasts two week~
until the polling days set for
November 7 (advanced poll) and
8 (regular polb).
0

organizer,
said he was very
pleased at the turnout, estimating
attendance at 3,000 students.
"The employers are thrilled ...
the general impression is that it
was more receptive than last year.
The atmosphere
is more
conducive
to conversation,"
Singh explained.
Singh went on to say that he
wants to be recognized as the
person who diversified Career
Fair.
''I'm a business student, and
business [oriented) companies are
the ones that are rcspom,ive to
career fairs. The harder ones to
get are the social services and a lot
of other organizations. and I was
successful
in divcrsifiying
(Career Fair]," Singh said.
Randy
Bernard.
Radio
Manager at CBC, said he was
pleased that students with varied
backgrounds were approaching
the booth.
"What's been interesting. at
least for me, is that interested
people are coming from other
backgrounds than from what you
might assume. We've had people
from the marketing area, business ,
area. and we had a theatre person
who was interested
in the
technical aspect of CBC."
Bernard explained that it takes
people from all disciplines to run
the company. and Career Fair
offered the llpportunity to reach
out lo these various focullks.

n

GST may hurt students despite government claims
by Andy Ri~a
OTIAWA (CUP) - Although the
federal government claims a tax credit will
help protect those with limited incomes
from the brunt of the Goods and Services
Tax, the tax may still hit students hard.
The GST will hurt students when it
comes to paying for textbooks, clothing,
electricity, restaurant and cafeteria meals,
transportation and furniture. Rent will not
be taxed, although critics say students can
expect increases from landlords offsetting
their higher operating expenses. As well,
tuition will not be taxed.
Some relief is available through the
GST credit payments - of between $190
and $290 per year - to those with low
incomes.
Typically college and university
students who are over 19-years-old qualify
for the basic $190 credit if their 1989 net
income was less than $6 066. The credit
rises by $100 if income was at least $11
066. Net income includes grants. but not
loans.
A recent government pamphlet assures
student<; that they will be helter off after the
GST is implemented,
claiming that
students and other lower-to-middle income
Canadians will pay less taxes under the
new law:
"Although
some items presently
untaxed will he subject to the GST - like
.texthooks, for example - after receiving
the credit, most students will be helter off
under the GST than they arc under the
present federal tax system."
But Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) researcher Sylvia Sioufi scoffs at the
government's prediction.
She said the GST and its tax credit don't
take into account the low incomes of
students, whose spend1ng habits arc

although there arc no plans to increase
indexing to bring it in line with inflation.
"When you are massively in <lcht.
locking into automatic increases endangers
your ability to pay in the future." he said.
"If the money is there in the future. well
then maybe there will be an increase in that
amount."
Bassett said the government is trying to
encourage students who didn't include the
GST credit
with their 1989 income
tax return, to do so before the end of
October. The first credit cheques go out in
December. but those who miss the deadline
will receive the first credit later, Bassett
said.
The GST credit form is available at post
offices and taxation offices.
Although universities and colleges
qualify for a 67 per cent rebate - meaning
they effectively only pay a 2.3 per cent
GST - Sioufi said institutions will still
have to spend more because of the tax.
And, Sioufi said, students
arc
eventually going to end up paying for itthrough hikes in tuition and incidental fees.
Some institutions may be severely
penalized by the GST. Those with faculties
of medicine and engineering
will he
particularly hard-hit, she said. because they
have high overhead costs and must spend
more on equipment and supplies.
"Budgets are tight all over," Sioufi said.
"Universities are cutting hack on things
like libraries and research. The GST is
obviously going to have a further cffect on
the quality of education."
At the rate of seven per cent, the tax will
apply to a broad range of goods and
services. It is set to come into effect
January l, and will replace the 13.5 percent
federal sales tax which is now charged on
a narrower range of manufactured goods.(]

form

different from others with similar incomes
"The government assumes that if you
don't have alot of monl'Y. ) ou won't be
spending much and !sof you won't nced the
credit."
"But students on a limited income still
have to huy hooks. photocopies. student
society fees." she said. "So. even though
many students have low incomes, they still
have high consumption."
She said the credit will not cover the
extra amount students will be spending
because of the tax. And, she noted, the
credit will only be partially indexed to
inflation.

For its part. the GST information office
is encouraging students to take advantage
of the tax credit, which is paid in quarterly
installmcnts.
"On the hasis of our calculations on
what students spend, the GST will cost
about $100 to the average student," said
David Bassel! of the GST office.
"The numbers the government put
together arc accurate. Obviously nobody
from a group is going to say our figures are
right. They're going to say the GST will
cost them more."
Bassett added that the government will
periodically review the tax credit system,
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Sometimes we jump to unwarranted conclus ions . With
insufficient or irrelevant evidence, we decide a matter that
would benefit from more thought.
It's natural ; none of us is perfectly rational or perfectly
patient.
But to say it's natural 1snot to say it's Justified in all cases .
Considerable harm can and does accrue from our hasty
judgments, particularly in matters of law and ethics . That is,
a judgment made too soon is the sort that condemns an
innocent person to prison, or lays blame where none is due .
Our dedication to causes often deafens us to the counsels
of reason and patience. The 'left wing · suspects the 'right
w ing' and w ill jump to con demn its representatives with slight
provocation (and vice-versa , of course) .
When the cause 1s a persecuted one , the impatience of its
supporters is even more pervasive and , certa inly, more
understandable . How are we to judge the patience of blacks
and native North Americans except in the appropriate context:
both these groups have been visibly, horrendously oppressed
for centuries. After centuries of patience, what good is
patience?
How are we to judge the patience of women?
Is there a group of people that has been oppressed longer
than women? I doubt it. Realistically, we have to trace the
origins of patriarchal power (the disempowering of women) to
the origins of human civilization itself - the origins of
'mankind,' of 'man .'
The question is not why the proponents of the persecuted
women's movement are impatient. The question is: why aren't
all women fed up?
This week, a student in one of the residences put a sign
''Now Sucks" in his window. The slogan, meaning "now [the
present age] sucks, • was misinterpreted by certain female
students, who complained to Residence Services . The
student was told to remove the sign under penalty of bonding.
and he did.
You see, N.O.W . Is the acronym for the National
Organization of Women .
Hasty reasoning can lead to injustice. In this case. a
student who has never heard of the National Organization of
Women could have been harshly disciplined for maligning
that organization .
And yet, if I were to say that the women 's complaints were
incomprehensible, if I said I didn't understand, well, that wourd
be a lie.
Who am I to tell the opp·essed to have patience?
- Lawrence Deck
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Correction
Some of our readers have misinterpreted us rather
gravely.
In recent news stories and editorials about Mike
Akpata. the former vice-president administration of our
student council, currently our vice-president external
affairs, some have read us wrong .
The Lance never suggested or meant to suggest that
Akpata used the influence of his position (as the
administrator of the prescription drug plan or as an
executive in general) for criminal purposes.
Some believe the Lance implied that Akpata
intentionally mislead students with last year's proposed
100 percent drug plan coverage in order to benefit
personally from the resulting student-fee surplus, that he
intended to steal the money one way or another.
Nothing in our experience. or in the experience of
anyone with whom we are acqainted, leads us to believe
that Akpata has done, or would do, any such thing.
If such mistaken interpretations have caused Akpata
any trouble, we apologize to him without reservations. It
was never our intention to damage his reputation with
allegations of criminal misconduct. nor is 1t now our
intention.

Reform
Democracy 1nCanada is in trouble again.
Instead of eleven men locked in a room, secretly deciding
the fate of our nation. one-hundred and eleven men and
women are locked in (and sometimes out of) a room deciding
the fate of our nation . How could this happen. less than four
months after the Meech Lake fiasco?
Last month the Progressive Conservatives said that their
1988 election gave them a mandate to run the country
according to the party 's poht cal ideals. The unelected Uberal
senators noted that after two years of their mandate the Tories
had the support of only fifteen percent of those same voters.
Liberal leader Jean Chretien told his senators to use their
majority to kill the General Services Tax (GST) bill. Brian
Mulroney added eight Conservative senators and gave the
Tories control of the Upper House, and when the Libera ls tried
to stall a vote, the PC Speaker of the Senate threw out the
rule book.
Chaos erupted - there were even cameras in the Senate
Chamber.
Now the government stands still as our leaders argue the
precise definitions of such vague terms as •normal protocols"
and "traditional powers." Meanwhile, provinces and individual
citizens are organizing legal challenges to the stacking of the
Senate.
Senate reform. the "other" issue of the failed Meech Lake
talks, is now the hottest topic in the country.
Saturday , the Canadian Press service ran an analysis of
the situation. Michael Behiels, head of the history department
at the University of Ottawa, conjectured that the breakdown
of our parliamentary system may • ... lead the public to say 'A
pox on all of your houses' and to a very, very widespread
demand for going to the Arrerican way ... They do have a
very, very effective system for checks and balances .•
What a very, very scary notion .
The United States Senate has been called "the most
exclusive club" m the world . They may be elected , but the

senators have rigged the campaign funding rules so that it's
financially impossible for opposing candidates to compete
with them (unless a challenger 1salready rich, or doesn't mind
being a pawn of wealthy special interest groups). A U.S.
Senate seat is practically a lifetime position for the priviliged
class; there is no mandatory retirement age.
Effective? U.S. Congress is also paralyzed by an
unpopular budget measure , concerning a projected 300
billion dollar annual def1c1t.This isn't including the existing
three trillion dollar debt, two thirds of which was accrued in
the last decade .
Switching to the American system wouldn 't be reform at
all, it would be a step backwards. And Canada would have to
replace its entire system, not 1ust one house . An elected
senate's veto power over the Commons would be absolute
because Canada doesn't have an executive branch presiding
over the system . The Prime Minister is in the lower house.
below the Senate . Unless we replaced the titular monarchy
with an executive branch (Hey there President Maclaughlin,
you remind me of an old drinking song), the two houses would
be stuck m a constant state of override votes, into which the
governor general would have to step, throwing us into the
same debate over "traditional powers.·
Before the country gets itself all torn up 1n a frantic
argument over how it should proceed, let's remember that the
divisive Meech Lake negotiations of June produced an
agreement that "Senate reform will be the key constitutional
priority until comprehensive reform is achieved ." The final
communique from that First Ministers · meeting also said that
the ob1ect1veof Senate reform would be an effective, equal,
and elected upper house by July 1 1995, and it wisely
provided backup provisions in case the deadline passed .
So relax. We already have a path marked out for us, we
just have to wait for our leaders to step forward .
- Terry Brown
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OPINIONS
Fogal how he felt about the Western
incident. Instead, he insinuated that Rodger
made a deliberate attack on an opponent.
Pratt knows as much about reporting as he
does about team sports at Windsor. Rodger
felt worse about the accident than anyone.
If Pratt had taken the time to talk with
Rodger, he would know that the Rodge is
a pussy cat and wouldn't hurt a fly. Also,
Windsor athletes are not coached to mame
opponents.
Pat McNelis
stresses
sportsmanship and fair play at all times and
settles for nothing less.
I have been told that the Lance "is not
a promotional paper for athletes." I think it
is about time that the University
of
Windsor paper stood up for its athletes.
If you have nothing positive to say
about the University of Windsor and the
students. say nothing at all. It is time tl,e
lance became a positive and promotional
vehicle for the school and the athletes that
arc proud to play for this university. I knov,
that we work hard on the soccer lield and
it is degrading to see our effort belittled by
terrible photography ,journalistic mockery,
and destructive criticism .
Get behind the school and your teams
and show some spirit and support.

Fears
Dear Sir,
In the September 26th issue of the
lance, half of the front page was devoted
to an article on the allegedly ' homophobic'
policies of area Big Brothers and Big
Sisters
Associations,
and to OFS'
reluctance
to consider them worthy
recipients of Charity Ball profits.
It is commendable that the lance and
its staff have taken an apparently hard
(though superficial)
line in attacking
homophobia in our community.
However,
I must protest
the
McCarthyesque tactics of searching for
homophobia under every rock (or behind
the doors of any worthwhile charitable
organization). Specifically, I take offence
to the allegation that Big Sisters is "a very
homophobic association," when (as your
reporter clearly stated, in, of course, the last
sentence of his article that Big Sisters has
in fact no policy whatever
against
accepting lesbian volunteers on that basis
alone.
Further, the aim of this organization is
inaccurately
described
as matching
volunteers
"with girls who have no
mothers." No doubt your reporter was too
excited over the prospect of revealing a
sensationalistic
(if untrue) injustice to
botha to get his facts straight.
Big Sisters matches needy young girls
with responsible adult volunteers who
serve as friends, role modds, and guides.
Although
many of the girls live in
single-parent
families, most of these
families arc mother-led.
Unlike Big
Brothers. Big Sisters has no absent-parent
requirement
for their Little Sisters.
However, all the girls who have or arc
waiting tor a Big Sister (and there arc
many, and their wait is long) arc in some
way disadvantaged,
whether socially.
economically or emotionally .
It is unfortunate
that by printing
misleading information, the lance has
likely ensured that a young girl will be
w~iting even longer, while her would-be
Big Sister pauses to consider volunteering
for an organization
that has been so
thoughtlessly misrepresented.

Sincerely,
Catherine Borshuk

On the contrary, we made it abundantly
clear that the national committee of Big
Sisters, like that of Big Brothers, promotes
the exclusion of homosexual volunteers,
while the local Windsor chapter has no
policy on the matter.
The notion of 'McCarthyism · has been
diluted to the point that anyone who
condemns anyone for any reason is fabled
'McCarthyesque'
by some muddled
individual. The Lance isn't about to ruin
the lives of thousands by reporting that Big
Brothers blackballs homosexuals and the
OFS objects (it was the OFS not the Lance
who called Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Canada "very homophobic"). In any case,
comparing us to Joe McCarthy is, by
comparison with our use of the word
'homophobic' to describe Big Brothers, a
million times the misrepresentation.
And if our 'line' is 'superficial, 'in what
sense is it ·commendable"? Is Borshuk
being 'sarcastic'?

Volunteers
Dear Sir,
I write in reply to Joey Esteves letter in
the October 3rd edition.
It has previously been the policy of the
Women's Centre that its volunteers - its
lifeline, without whom it would cease to
exist - are as much representatives of the
organizations' views as the the supervising
co-ordinators.
Surely prior experience
informs Mr. Esteves of this fact.

\

Sincerely,
T. James Dow

Cody
Is Joey's discomfort directed at the
authors of the letter ( about the Cody Hall
frosh-wcck games) or at its content'! His
reply certainly leads us to believe that no
action has been taken by Students
Administration Council in regards to this
issue. Docs this imply that Joey condones
this type of behaviour? That SAC might
possibly support sexism on Campus? Tell
us Joey, what majority do you represent?
Finally docs Mr. Esteves now hold the
power to make appointments on his own?
Have we given him this?
At this time, it is mandatory that council
ratify before positions [such as Women's
Centre Coordinator] become official, as of
this date there has been no ratification.
What then gives Joey the authority to
delegate who should be the Women's
Centre's voice?

Sincerely,
Julie Lawson
Women's Centre Volunteer

Jeers
Dear Sir,
There is no excuse for the poor
reporting and rotten photography that the
varsity men's and women ·s soccer teams
have had to endure this year.
Your photographer
Kevin Manias
spent an entire game taking pictures of the
men's team last week, and the best photo
the lance could come up with was a lame
shot of two Western players.
Does Manias know what colours our
team wears? Does he know what school he
attends? Does he know how to use a
camera? Obviously, "No" would be an
appropriate
response to any of these
questions.
Calvin Knight has done nothing but
criticize the womens' team, which is
playing exceptionally well in a very tough
division. Why don't you go out and see a
game, or better yet, go and put some spikes
on and try and compete with one of our
Lancer women? I am confident that Julie
Pallot would put you in your place on the
soccer field in the same manner she kicked
your butt in last week's letter page. Maybe
she would be willing to teach your
reporters the art of literacy [sic}.
Lame excuses leave the Lance looking
very unprofessional
and irresponsible·
toward the University of Windsor and its
students.
Scott Pratt never even asked Rodger

Dear Sir,
I feel the idea that the Cody Hall
quad-games were degrading to women is
truly getting blown out of proportion.
In Julie Lawson 's last letter, she wrote
about what took place the eveening of
September third in front of Cody Hall. l
don't know where she got her facts as to
what occurred, but she has been mi slead
with some and she has neglected
to
mention others.
First, there was no mention that before
any stunt was performed with any sort of
sexual connotation, two frosh were singled
out, and asked to sing "O Canada." I ask
Julie, how is this degrading to women?
Second, the women who participated in
the "mock intercourse" were not the same
women who were required to yell "Whip
me, beat me ... "
Furthermore, what about the men who
were required to participate in tHe "mock
intercourse?" Was it not degrading to
them?
Never was it the organizers intent to
degrade women. If you must use the word
·degrade,' use it in regards to the frosh in
general. With this in mind, what makes
Cody Hall any different from any other
residence in Canada?
Being female, I can appreciate the
concern against promoting any type of
sexual violence. However, when feminist
groups take things to such extremes. it
probably does more harm than good.

Sincerely,
Pat (no last name)

Letters policy
Tl,e lance welcomes letters to the
editor, hut reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
'Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.
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In the field of Anthropology the
tenet of Cultural Relativism - no
society is morally, artistically. or
intellectually superior to any other reigns supreme.
To call another culture's customs,
religion, or art obscene in the study of
humankind 1sakin to breaking the Prime
Directive in Star Trek. The consequences
are se,·erc: punishment is ...wift.
The principle
of Cultural
Relativism does not solely influence
Anthropology - Psychology. History.
Poluical Science, and a host of other
social and hard sciences uphold similar
beliefs.
The La\!. of the stale. on the other
hand, has no such rela11vis1icview. It's
surprising, considering that Law is a
product of the humanities.
In the case of Two Live Crew and
theiralbumSaHyAs They Wanna Be, we
have seen the la"' do what no social
scientist in good standing Y.Oulddo: call
a culture obscene.
If Two Live CreY.are musical artists
and their art reflects the culture of
inner-city life. then labelling Nasty As
They Wanna Be obscene is sa) ing a caste
of people North America has helped to
crea1eis obscene
Charles
Freeman,
a black
record-store owner, was convicted last
Wednesday for selling Two Live Crew·s
album. The rap group itself will face
obscenily charges in a trial set for
October 9.
Contrast the outcome of Freeman·s
trial (by an all-white jury)\!. ith that of the
al!-Y.hite, upper-class caretakers of a
museum in Cincinnati who "'ere
acquilled of obscenity charges for
di.,playing the photography of the late
Robert Maplethorpe (photos taken by a
\!.h1te artist). Where is the relativism in
that? Is a song about anal sex any more
offensive than a photo of it?
Not only has rap music been
labelled indecent. it has also been called
sexist. The lyrics and videos of groups
like Two Live Crew, Ice T, and Run
DMC are said to objectify women and
perpetuate their stereotypical role.
Granted rap music does denigrate
women. Western society as a whole
treats women as second-class citizens.
The women· s movement has made great
and noble strides in destroying
stereotypes, eliminating sexual bias, and
educating men in gender equality.
However, where the status of women is
judged by the number of women in the
boardroom or the percentage of tenured
women professors, one cannot help but
get the feeling the women's movement
has avoided the inner city by comparison.
The message of sexual equality
seems to be broadcast solely to the
middle and upper classes. Sexual
equalityawarenesscampaignsareaimed
at every Fortune 500 company and are on
every campus but why are they not in
every pool hall, bowling alley, or corner
bar?
Is it any wonder then that a musician
born on the streets who has never seen so
much as the inside of a Studentsaver
packet writes sexist lyrics - lyrics that
are eventually on the lips of a generation
of young, impressionable college
students?
Rap music has jumped the racial
barrier and acts like Vanilla lee and 3rd
Bass are producinglegitimate rap.This
does not change the fact that people who
place value judgments on rap music
place them on the culture of a race.
Law fails to conform to the
Principleof Cultural Relativism. What
claim to objectivity can ii have?
-Karl Mamer
Next week: Lance edi10r Larry
Deck weighs in with an opposing \•iew.
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Some say ignorance is bliss.
When it comes to sex, ignorance is far
from bliss.
It's just plain dangerous.
If you want to do the smart thing,
get out of the dark.
Find out how HNI AIDS and other
STD's are transmitted.
Use condoms. Not occasionally,
not usually,but always.
Talk. Talk to your partner. Yourfriends.
Your doctor.
If you're embarrassed about buying condoms,
remember that after you've bought them once
it will be much easier. Being embarrassed
is a small price to pay for your health.
Next week is AIDSAwareness Week. If you
know someone with HIVinfectionor AIDS,
reach out to them and break the silence.

Ministry of Health

®Ontario
Call the Ontario Ministryof Health AIDS Hotline: 1-800-668-AIDS

l I
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OUTLIVING • OUT LOVING • OUTLASTING

A I D S
AWARENESS

WEEK

October
15 • 21
1990
A Project

of the Ontario

AIDS Network

heAIDS
Committee
of Windsor
invitesyouto ioinus
thisAIDS
Awareness
Weekincelebrating
the struggle
andsurvival
of peopleaffected
byAIDS.
Here is a brief list of some of the events planned:
~

October 15
Cut-a-thonat Universityof Windsor
Student Centre(Haircuts$10).
~ October 15 - 17
Informationtablesat UofW
Student Centre.
~ October 17
AIDS Committeeof Windsor
OpenHousefrom 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
~ October 18
CandlelightVigilat Uof W campus.

. . . and lots more.
To find out about our other events,
call 973-0222Monday through
Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. or 256-AIDS
anytime to hear a taped message
about the week.
The AIDS Committee of Windsor
is devoted to mobilizingour
communities through education,
advocacy and support to respond
effectively and
with compassion
to the AIDS crisis....... ....._._..
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You bnly get one chance to maKe a
good impression! Don't jeopardize it!

~

OCT20GMAT
DEC 1 LSAT
DEC8GRE

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP
Schedules are available at
Career Planning and Placement . Room 163, Dillon Hall .

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

rraJ aha[

Engineering paper
accused of sexism

Restaurant

-

Indian Cuisine -

15% student discount on everything,
including lunch specials and buffet

* • • • • • • • • • Introducing Special Additional • • •

• • • • • •

!
VEGETARIAN DISHES
*
for our valuable
!
Vegetarian Customers
! * Okra Curry * Spinach with Cheese * Vegetable Curry
*.......................................
* Potato Peas * Chana Curry (Chick Pea Curry)

*

:

*
:
:

*

In addition to this we also offer every

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

* GRAND BUFFET*
A/1-U-Can-Eat $7. 99
OUR REGULAR MENU as well as

* Beef Steak * Chicken Masala * Fish Masala * Lamb Curry * Rice Paloe
* Chicken Madrassi (Boneless Chicken) * Chicken Tandoori
Please visit us and try many other specialities

Lunch Specials (M-F) $4. 95
* Open 7 Days *
11 :30 am to 10:00 pm

289 WYANDOTTE WEST (at Dougall)
Phone 977-6794
------------

PHOT O GRAPHIC

- -----

-

STUDIO

---.

~

Prep Courses for

Attend an

iHE. EJ'IX:r\NEER
--------

I NC

Graduation Should Be a Memorable Occasion!

OTT AW A (CUP) - Carleton
University's
engineering
newspaper is under fire for
references it made to the president
of the student council in its latest
edition.
The references to council
president Heather Fraser in The
Vena Contracta are sexist, said
council member Pierre Beaulne,
who is calling on the editors to
apologize to Fraser and other Carleton women.
For her part, Fraser said she
isn't offended and doesn't want
an apology.
One reference to Fraser said
she "is fairly approachable if you
catch her at the right time of the
month."
The same article features a
photo of the president, accompanied by a caption stating:
"When asked for a quote to accompany this photo, Heather
Fraser offered a simple, 'Lick
me! ' ."
Bealne said the paper has contravened Carleton 's sexual
harassment and human rights
policy and the Ontario Human
Rights Code.
If the editors don't apologize,
he said he will push to revoke
group status and campus space
from the publisher of the paperthe engineering student council.

"The publication is a clear
violation of the anti-discrimination policy of this university,"
Beaulne said. "They have violated that policy in the past. They
have been warned not to do so
again and they have done it
again."
"This time it's Heather
Fraser," he said. "Who is it next
time? Who knows who they'll
choose to attack next?"
Fraser admits she said "Lick
me," to the Vena Contracta, but
she said the phrase was a running
joke among her friends on council. And, while she was not expecting the quote to appear in the
paper, Fraser said she was not offended.
"The Vena Contracta has
come a long way from its beginning as a potentially offensive
publication," she said. "It has
made efforts to clean itself up."
Frnser said although the publication is only attempting to be
satirical and provacative, a line
has to be drawn somewhere. "But
the only way to help the paper is
to work with (the staff)," she said.
John Duck, a contributor to
the paper, said the paper wants to
be informative and humourous.
"It's a shame that some people
take some things out of context,"
Duck said .
0

Now available at your disposal

Terry Taggart
Sales and leasing of all makes and models,
specializing in Toyotas
Phone

253-6321

October 15 - 19

866 Tecumseh Road East
Windsor, Ontario
NBX 2S5

11\ct~~
(WINDSOR) LTD

(Make Your
Appo1111meJ1t

Today at the
SAC Office
and
Support Your SAC)

We require part-time sales
staff for evenings and
weekends.
Experience an asset.

Let Us at Mainstreet, (Your Official
Photographer) Make It Memorable.

Apply in person to
429 Pelissier Street
or call for an appointment at
253-2042.
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Quality Computer 80286 Turbo AT
lMRAM

On Sale For

1.2M Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD controller
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Game
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
Enhance 101 keyboard
200W Power supply
Styling case

$695

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519)254-3017 ·
Training/Service/Networking/Programming/Desktop

Publishing

Artist's rendering of Odette building (we couldn't fit the whole thing).

Odettes get the Business
by Joe MacLean
The new business administration building taking shape on the
southcast corner of campus was
officially named last week.
When completed, the newest
and largest academic facility on
campus will be called the "Odette
Faculty of Business Administration Building" in recognition of
Ed and Bud Odette, who have
contributed over $1 million in
cash and materials to the university.
The Odettes,
owners of
Eastern Construction Company
Limited,startedtheir company in
Windsorand have been involved
with the university since the

America." In addition to housing
the faculty of business
administration, the building will be
the site of various university institutes, lecture halls, offices, and
a new bookstore.
As well as being fifty per cent
larger than the existing business
building, the Odette building will
be fully
computer-ready,
equipped with two state of the art
computer labs. All classrooms
will have windows and will be
connected to a media centre to
facilitate the use of audio-visual
materials.
The building should be available for classes by September
1991. Andy Hellenbart of the
university's
physical
plant

1960s. Ed O<lt:Llt: said Lhal his

ucparlmt:nl,

expects
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family is "pleasedand privileged bookstoreand faculty officesto
to be able to help the university."
be ready a short time after that.
"It will probably be Spring
Eric West, dean of Business
Administration,
described the 1992 before it is fully occupied,"
new facility as "world class, the Hellenbart said.
Cl
best business building in North

Alpha Sigma Chi Fraternity
Would like to thank the students
and staff for their donatioris to
the downtown mission
Essex County
Association ror
Community Living

...the ball's in your court.

Give to the United Way!
(October 1st - 19th)

,---------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------,
2 FOR 1
· · ··
2 FOR 1

An agency providinga wide range
of programsand services to
childrenand adultswith a
developmentalhandicapand their
families.
Requires: part-time
residential counsellors
An opportunity to gain experience
in your field of study while
obtaining your degree.
You will be responsible for the
implementation of individual
program plans, development of life
skills, provision of opportunities for
community integration and
assistance with the individual
resident's daily routines. Positions
available in the E.,;sex,Amherstburg
and Kingsville area.
Qualifications: Students in the
Social Sciences, Social Work,
Education and Nursing and/or an
equivalent combination of
education and experience. Access
to an automobile required.
Rate of pay: $8. 79 - $9.31/hour
S11bmit resumes to:
Manager, Human Resources

E.C..A.C.L
49 Talbot St. N.
Essex, Ontario
N8M IAJ

Burger Fest - Buy one of our delicious 1/2 pound burgers and get one free.
Every Tuesday from 5 - 1O pm. (no take-out)
(Bring in this coupon for 2 for 1).
Monday Madness - Every Monday come in for all you can eat shrimp with 1/2
slab of baby back ribs for only $6.95 (after 5 pm, no take-outs).
Thanksgiving Day Football - Detroit Lions vs Denver Broncos
Nov. 22190
Ticket includes: transportation, Caesar breakfast, game tickets,
refreshments. Only $50.00 Cdn/person.

Dancing every Thursday Thru Saturday at Windsor's #1 Restaurant/Bar

•

•

2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1 i
L-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Don Says:
"Plan now to attend our fantastic

Hallowe'en Bash
Saturday, October 27th !
"Cash, prizes and much, much more.
531 Peli,,ier

"Catch DC flight 531 shuttle for your
ride to and from the party."

Street (at Wyandotte)

Monday-Saturdav 11.30 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'til 11 p.m.

256-DO~S
Licen,ed Under the l LBO

Do You Feel
Lost
You're
Maze?

• bCols
• he DaiaPOthrcary

As If
•
in
a

• la OIn•os
• cr)'llas

• nct"se
• classes

~
~

Magick
Store

~D.

C\~Futon
~a~Futon
Me•ca11
Jackel •
a Sryres
s14.9s

Jl

?. . ..,iv
u~

Unusual G II ldus for Body, Sp,rrt & M nd

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR

See your career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office. Room 163, Dillon Hall.

255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

RESUME
PROBLEMS?
We can help.

Prepare For Your Future

948-1727

with a

classifieds
SUBMIT EARLY to Generation
·911 We are now accepting prose.
poetry. essays. and artwork for our
1991 issue
All subm1ss1ons
should be anonymous (include
name. addressand phonenumber
rn a sealed envelope) and can be
dropped off at Room 2121. WHN,
or 1nthe English Department office
c o Lindsay Singer.

Graduate Degree
•

ID

Business!

BLOOD DONOR CLINICS for the
month of October w,11
be held every
Mon and Thurs from 1.00 • 8:00 pm
at the Windsor Canadian Red
Cross. located at 1226 Ouellette
Avenue Phone 254,7910

MBA Forum
Students from all undergraduate disciplines can pursue an MBA

Date:
Time:
Place:

Monday, October 22, 1990
12:30 - 4:00 pm.
Ambassador Auditorium - 2nd Floor University Centre

Speak with MBA Reps from the following universities:
British Columbia
Dalhousie
Detroit
European University
McMaster
Manitoba

Ottawa
Queen's
Simon Fraser
Tulane
Toronto

Only on

Western
Windsor
York
+ more

,,,
October 22 ···

FOR SALE Yashrca 108 SLR
camera with Yash,ca 50mm F1 9
lens Ask,ng $300.00 or best offer
Please leave a message for
Carolyn at the Lance. 253-4060
FOR SALE: Queen size coll mattress & box spnng. 1 year old, ex. cellent condition. Asking $150 00.
Call 945·0942, evenings. before
10pm please
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL Masses on Sundays at
10 30am & 4.30pm. Mass on Mon·
day at 11 50am Liturgy of the
Word Tuesday at 5 OOpm(Mass
followed by dinner at cost pnce)
Masses from Weo to Fr, at
11 SOam All are welcome to attend Also please feel free to drop
by the Cale for coffee. to use the
Library for study. or Just come &
re ax We are located between the
Unrvers,ty Centre & Huron Church
Rd Phone 973-7034
AOUL T CHILDREN of AICOhOhc
and Dysfunctional Families Meetings on Sundays at 8 00. 711 McEwan St , Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement).
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. Add111onalvolunteers are needed at the
Sexual Assault Cns,s Centre If ,n.
terested, please call 253-3100
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS: the
Gay Information Line ,s here for
you. For info on the Windsor gay
community, call 973-4951
WOULD THE JENNIFER who
owns the car with the licence VAN·
775 please contact Peter Baum·
gartner at 948-7002 It's important.
LOOKING FOR mature, reliable
student to answer Sundowners
Warm Line. a phone-line service
for latch-key kids in the Windsor
area. Part-time. For more informs·
tion call Leah at 258·9000.
FOR SALE: Cannon FTB with 2·
time teleconverter.
80·20mm
Zoom lens, 28mm wide-angle lens
with case, and flash. Asking $375
or best offer. Call Kevin at 776-

6163.
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$PORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Football
Thurs. Oct. 4
Western 22 Laurier 9
Toronto 38 York 0
Guclph 36 McMaster 7
Sat. Oct. 6
Windsor 15 Waterloo 6

Women's Soccer
Wed.Oct. 3
Windsor 2 McMastcr 2

Upcoming Events
Football

Sat. Oct. 13
Guelph at Windsor (2 pm)
(Homecoming)
Fri. Oct. 19
Windsor at Toronto (7 pm)
Men's Soccer
Sat. Oct. 13
Windsor at Guelph tl pm)
Sun. Oct. 14
Windl>orat Western (3 pm)
Sat.Oct. 20
Brock at Windsor (2 pm)
Sun. Oct. 21
Laurier at Windsor (I pm)

Women's Soccer
Sat. Oct. 13
Windsor at Guelph (1 pm)
Sat. Oct. 20
Brock at Windsor (2pm)
Sun. Oct. 21
Laurier at Windsor(2 pm)

CrossCountry
Sat.Oct. 13
Windsor at Indiana University
Invitational
Sat.Ocl.20
Windsorat Laurier
SaLOct.27
OUAA/OWIAAFinalsat
Queen's

Hockey
Oct. 13-14
Windsor at Western
Tournament
Women's Yolleyball

Wed. Oct. 24
Guclph at Windsor (8 pm)
Fri. Oct. 26
Windsor at Madonna College
Men's Volleyball

Wed. Oct.24
Guelph at Windsor (6 pm)
Men's Golf

Wed. Oct. 10 - Thurs. Oct. 11
OUAA finals
Women's

Tennis

Sat. Oct. 20
Windsor at Western (9 am)
Sat. Oct. 27 - Sun. Oct. 28
OWlAA Team Championships
al York (9 am)

Men·s & Women's Fencing
Sat. OcL 20 - Sun. Oct. 21
Windsor at Queen's Open

Death stuns football family
by Dave Briggs
No matter how many times we ask,
"Why?" there will never be an answer. No one
knows why Ed Chisholm had to die, and little
can be done to change the helpless feeling consuming the people who knew and loved him.
Chisholm, a 20-year-old University of
Windsor student, was killed early last Friday
morning on his way home to Hamilton for
Thanksgiving. The car he was in was struck by
a Corvette that crossed the median on Highway 401. Chisholm was asleep in the back seat
at the time.
His death came without warning, striking
cold and hard like a knife to the belly.
It deeply affected the members of the
University of Windsor's football team, a
group long considered Chisholm's second
family.
For them there are only tears and confusion, outrage and anguish. The team is still
grappling with the pain and all the unanswered
questions.
Chisholm was close to the embodiment of
life itself. He lived every moment to the fullest. never afraid to take a swig from the cup
of life.
He was the kind of person many of us
secretly want to be - carefree. funny, always
looking at the world with a laugh.
For someone who got so much out of life.
death just doesn't seem appropriate.
Though it wasn't worth the price,
Chisholm's death may have taught us a hard
lesson ahcmt ourselves. It's a lesson about
reality, about cherishing what we have. about
not taking everything so seriously.

\

Photocourtesy Mai Webster
Ed Chisholm.

Most of the members of the university
football team are asking the same questions.
On Friday, a game that used to mean so
much to them paled by comparison to the loss
of Chisholm 's life.
Many outsiders who were near the team
that day saw them in a completely different
light. They discovered that football players are
not the big, tough, egotistical guys they are
often portrayed to be.
Instead thay found people who care;
people who are not afraid to weep openly;
people who were not afraid to express their
love for Ed Chisholm.
Before last Saturday's game Windsor
players placed a strip of black tape through the
Lancer symbol on their helmets to honour
Chisholm. Black "TI" stickers have already
been affixed to the back of the team helmets
in honour of Todd Thomas.
They will continue to play their games.
Probably both Chisholm and Thomas would
have wanted it that way. They will dedicate

It was a lesson we were faced with a few
months ago when Todd Thomas, another Lancer football player, died.
Add to that the murder of former University of Windsor student
Robbie _Robinson, an~
you begin to wonder tf ....------------------------'·
there is some cosmic plan controlling our the season to both players.
fates; there are so manv coincidences in the
It will take a long time to erase the hurt.
three cases.
•
When the pain eventually fades av.ay, people
Like Chisholm. both Thomas and Robin- may be more humble. forgiving and kind. It is
son were young. strong. and vivacious. Like the one positive thing to hope for out of a tragic
Chisholm and Thomas. Robinson was a gifted situation.
athlete with a great future ahead of him.
No matter how many times we ask.
It is during times like these that it is easy "Why'!" there v. ill never be an answer.
to say, "What's it all for?" We question
I guess there arc some things we weren't
v. hcther what we do on a daily basis is really
meant to understand.
worth the effort. if all we arc doing is biding

I the armchair• gladiator
•
I 'j

n

time.

Brogno 's pair helps Lancers tie Marauders
by Calvin Kni~ht
Last Wednesday's University
of Windsor women's soccer
match against McMaster had
everything a Lancer fan would

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
ever desire with one exception;
the final score was a 2-2 deadlock.
ln the first half Windsor was
against the wind. but that did not
deter Lancer Sue Brogno from
taking a long shot the first chance
she had. The result was Windsor's
first goal.
Moments later, Brogna had
another good chance to score
when a mix-up between the Mac
goalie and defenders left the ball
rolling toward the net. However.
Brogno was beaten to the ball and
it was cleared to the sideline.
Brogna had yet another
another chance when a second
Marauder goalie/defender mixup left her with the ball and only
one defender standing on the goal
line. Unfortunately. the Windsor
player was unable to get a strong
foot on the ball and it was knocked back and eventually cleared.
Windsor's Katherine Devlaemind got in on the act a little
later when Carrie McGregor initiated the play with a well laid
pass to Devlaeminck
who
whistled a shot just wide of the
net.
Near the end of the half, McMaster tied the score on a strong
corner kick hy Julie Ross which
was precisely headed in hy Lydia
Vamos.

Shortly into the second half
the Lancers scored their second
goal when Devlaeminck hit a
through pass to the racing Brogno
who touched it past the rushing
goalie.
·
Later, Windsor had two close
calls when one of Mac's shots hit
the cross bar and another bounced
off the post.
The Marauders' second goat
came on a crossing pass from Jenn
Brenner which was mis-handled

by Lancer goalie Julie Pallot. The
ball fell behind Pallot and onto the
foot of Vamos who was too close
to miss.
Though Pallot played an excellent game, her one mistake
proved costly.
"lf a goalie makes a mistake
it's a goal," said Windsor coach
Gord Caldwell.
Devlaeminck thought the
Lancers should have won the contest.

"It should have been ours,"
she said.
The tie puts Windsor in fifth
place, one point behind McMaster. The Western Mustangs, a
team Windsor has beaten, are the
division leaders.
"The only team to score
against [Western) is us," Devlaeminck said. "lf we beat them,
we can beat the teams they beat."
The Lancers' next contest will
be in Guelph on Oct. 31.
O

--------------------------

Lance

The Lancer men's golfteam prepares to defend its OUAA title i 1 Gudpb this ~eek.

photo by Jason Kryk
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by Dave Briggs
ou've just won the National Basketball Association
championship
for the
second year in a row. What
are you going to do now?
"We're
going
to
Windsor!"
For the past seven
years, the University of
Windsor has had the unique opportunity to be the
training camp site for the
best team in the NBA.
Not only do the Pistons make this the only Canadian
university to house an NBA club for training purposes,
but they add a touch of prominence to the school as
well.
Last Friday, the team opened a six day camp at the
St. Denis Centre. During that time it practiced twice a
day. with two practices open to the public on Sunday
and Monday evenings.
Some may wonder why so successful a team would
want to train at a small Canadian university. To the Pistons the answer is simple.
"Number one, it's very convenient. Number two.
it's an excellent facility, and number three the people
here are terrific hosts," said Piston radio and TV announcer George Blaha. "I think the Pistons feel at
home here."

Jack McCloskey, the team's general manager
echoed Blaha's sentiments about the St. Denis Centre.
"The facilities are excellent, we 're treated very
well, the city has been very good to us, and our guys
enjoy the area," McCloskey said.
In fact, it was through former Lancer basketball
coach Paul Thomas that McCloskey became familiar
with the facility. When Thomas discovered the team
was looking for a new training site, he put McCloskey
in touch with the manager of the St. Denis Centre, starting a relationship that has benefited both sides during
those seven years.
According to Dennis Hastings, the current manager
of the facility, a three-year contract was worked out in
the beginning. Since then, Hastings and the Pistons
have signed two contracts, both of them lasting two
years.
There were modifications to each new contract as
changes were made, mostly to accommodate the rising
success of the Detroit team.
In 1984, when the team first trained in Windsor,
they were coming off a year in which they posted a 4933 record, earning them second place in the Eastern
Conference's Central Division.
This year, the team is coming off its second league
championship after placing first in its division (for the
third year in a row) and garnering a 59-23 record.
According to Hastings, the current contract with the
team expires at the end of this year·s training camp.
Though McCloskey is sure where he stands on returning to the facility next season.

"We would have no reason to make a change," M
Closkey said.
Though Hastings is more than happy with the,
rangement between the Pistons and the St. Der
Centre, he realizes it is a relationship that likely woe
last forever.
"We 're under no illusions. This could very well I
the last contract. I suspect not, but the pro sports wor
makes decisions like that," Hastings said.
Considering how superstitious many profession
sports teams are, it's unlikely the Pistons will go tra
anywhere else too soon. They would probably pref
to stick with what has worked for them.
"We've won here. We're comfortable here. 11
convenient, and it's worked out from a contra
standpoint. It's been good to us," said the Pistons' he;
coach Chuck Daly.
Team forward Bill Laimbeer has hecn to all scv1
training camps at Windsor and is not as thrilled aho
the facility as the others. In fact, he's not that thrill,
about training camp at all.
"l would like to see them not hold a training cam
period. But as long as we've got to have one this
probably as good a place as any," Laimheer said.
"Management likes it. The floor is a little hard f
myself. I don't like the track outside, and that's t
worst part about this place is having to run that trac
Other than that, it's a/right."
Laimbeer also pointed out that the team's opi
practices are attracting far too large a crowd for tl
team to get any work done. On Sunday evening, duri1
the first open practice, approximately 2,400 peop
jammed the St. Denis Centre. The gym was so full th
police and the facility's student staff had to turn peop
away.
"I had visions of 4,000 crazy people jumping ,
over the place, but it wasn't that bad," said St. Den
Centre weekend equipment technician Gary Ellis.
Laimbeer disagreed.
"There are too many people making too mui
noise. It's hard to get stuff accomplished," Laimbe
said.
McCloskey feels the crowd energizes the team ar
helps them turn their performance up a notch.
As well, the open practices help the Pistons reac
fans who might not otherwise get a chance to sec
game at the Pistons' home arena, the Palace of Aubu
Hills. Increasing the team's fan base in Canada w
among McCloskey's intentions when he brought tl
team here the first year.
Though the team now only has two open practici
a year, during their first season on campus, all of the
practices were open to the public, and the team evt
had an exhibition game in the St. Denis Centre.
Increased popularity and lack of space lo accon
modate an NBA exhibition game caused the team
revamp their contract to omit the game and close sorr
of their practices.

Though the practices are closed to the publi
several university students are allowed entry into tl
gym to act as security as part of the St. Denis Cent
student staff.

Shannon Riesberry has worked at the athletic cor
plex for four years, and has yet to tire of the Pistoi
week-long stay each October.
"I specifically asked to have certain hours so th
when they come I can work," Riesberry said.
"When they first came they weren't as good as th
are now, and seeing that transition is kind of neat."
In fact, several of the players including star gua:
Joe Dumars remember Riesberry from previous yea1
which she admits is a thrill.
Dumars himself is quite thrilled with the traini1
camp surroundings.
"It takes about 15 minutes to get here from 11
house. It's close," Dumars said.
In fact, many of the Pistons like being housed at d
Hilton in down town Windsor where they are both clo
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to the facility, and close to downtown shops and entertainment.
Though it seems as if the team's training camp is
popular with everyone, some at the University of
Windsor feel the Pistons restrict ordinary use of the
athletic fieldhouse. In fact, one of Hastings· prime concerns is to allow university teams as much time to use
the fieldhouse as possible during the week.
"They know they can't come in here and demand a
whole pile of things without seriously impinging on
our own programs and our own students," Hastings
said.
Though the initial thrill of having a professional
sports team training on campus has worn off for people
who work in the St. Denis Centre, everyone agrees the

Pistons have helped to promote the facility.
"I think they're doing as much for us, or more for
us than we're doing for them. If we 're helping them in
any way at all I'd be very pleased," McCloskey said.
It is obvious the Pistons like taking advantage of
the difference between Canadian and American currency, and the management of the St. Denis Centre appreciates their business.
In fact, according to Hastings, all the money the
facility receives from the team goes directly into
buying new equipment for the building, and not into
the regular daily operating budget.
As to how he thinks the university treats the twotime defending league champions, Hastings agrees
with the Pistons' assessment of the school.

"I think the university has treated them well," Hastings said. "Over the years we've really enjoyed having
the Pistons. It's been an amicable relationship.''
Ellis agrees with Hastings.
"It's kind of fun working with those guys. They are
a pretty classy organization," the equipment technician
said.
All in all, the St. Denis Centre and the Detroit Pistons have become more and more like family each
year.
"I think the people here at the University of
Windsor fit nicely into the [Pistons'] family," Blaha
said.
If that's the case, let's hope this family is one that
won't ever split up.
O
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RESUMES
PROFESSIONALY

DONE

$30.00
ALSO: COVER LETTERS ,
LABELS ANO PERSONALIZED
ENVELOPES
AVAILABLEII

Buyearly
andbreakaway
for50%off.

INTERACTIVE

RESUME

1305 WINDSOR AVE. SUITE 8

253-3201
LASER PRINTING
Termpapers,
Resumes, etc.

948-1727
Campus reps - Individuals
or
Student Organization needed to
promote our Spring Break Packages
on Campus .

Free trips plus commission.
Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264

classifieds

ATHLETIC CLOTHING & EQUIP·
MENT SALE: hosted by the
Department of Athletics and
Recreational Services. Old team
jerseys. various athletic equipment . in good condition . outrageously low prices! At the St.
Denis Centre Multi·purpose Room
on Saturday, October 13, from 10
am to 1 pm.
GAY STUDENT'S CLUB is form·
ing For more information phone
973-4951
CRAFT SALE : the Windsor
Branch of Save The Children
Canada will be at a centre-aisle
booth 1nDevonshire Mall from October 9 to 13. Another sale will take
place at Tecumseh Mall from October 17 to 20.
CAROUSEL '90: art. crafts . and
fashion sale at the Grace Hospital
Brett Building on Friday, Oct 26
from 9am - 4pm. Proceeds go to
Grace Hospital Building Fund.
ROOM FOR RENT: we are looking
for a quiet, serious person . Female
preferred $260./mth. Within walking distance of the University
Please call 977-9557

I HAVE 15 unbroken tabs ..can
you help me? If you can, you know
where to reach me. Call soon!
BOOKSTORE FREE DRAW WINNERS: 1st prize· Kim Ronald, (calculator). 2nd prize - Rhone
Samuels, (calculator). 3rd prize •
Christopher Usas, (calculator).
4th. 5th, 6th received a Campus
Kit. Congradulations to all winners.

TICKETS
MUSTBE
PURCHASED
ATLEAST
5 DAYSIN ADVANCE
SEATSARELIMITED.
Yes,VIARail'sstudent discountnow applies
7 days a week - Fridaysand Sundays
included.So you can get away more often
for half-price.And it's easy ridingall the way
- nothingbeats the train for stretch-out,
walk-about comfort. There's even a light

meal with beverageserved on most routes.
It's the idealplace to relax,meet new
friends- and even study!
But student discount seats are limited,
especiallyon heavilytravelledroutes. So it

PACKARD BELL VX88 Computer
(IBM compatible) with 1422CG
colour monitor and AT style
keyboard. Many accessories in·
eluding:
MS-DOS
3.21;
WORDPERFECT 5.0; LOTUS
1,2,3; GW-BASIC 3.20; etc. • all
with manuals. S 1,500 or best offer.
Contact: 254-7070 (hm) or 253·
4232 ext.2432 (wk).

pays to plan ahead and purchase your
ticketswellin advance.
Forfulldetails,calla travel agent, or
VIA Rail™.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full·time
students with /.D. for Coach travel only in the Quebec
City !Windsor Corridor. • Seat availability is limited
and varies depending on the route and day of
travel. • Blackout periods apply, including Christmas
(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3) and Easter (Mar. 28 - Apr. 1)periods.
• A 10% Student discount applies any time for regular
unrestricted travel (no advance purchase). • Other
conditions may apply; please check.

LETVIATAKEYOUAWAY!
sample Student one-way Coach fares

Windsor - London.
Windsor - Toronto . . . . . . . . .

$13
$25

FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt.,
Campbell
&
University.
$375/month, utilities included. Call
Robert: 254·9194.
LOOKING FOR: goalie and
players for men's intramural hockey team. Call 253-7940 if interested.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN summer management positions with
average earnings of $10,500
please attend info session on Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 2:00 in rm 168,
Dillon Hall.
FOR SALE: Sears blk leather jacket, zip vents etc., $45.00. Small
Can. forces trench coats. $10,
Electric typewriters from $65 to
$125. Apple II clone parts, cheap.
Call morning. evenings, weekends
256·8054.
TAKE OVER LEASE, 1990 Escort
5·speed, air, premium sound. Call
Karen 256-6744, 9-5.
IBM PS/2 MODEL 25, 640K
Colour monitor, 20MB Hard Drive,
3.5" Floppy Drive, Microsoft
Mouse, IBM keyboard, Plus
software including DOS 4.01,
WordPerfect 5.1, Works, Windows, etc. Price: $2000. Call 944·
3476 (leave message).
BROTHER
EP5 ELECTRIC
typewnter, compact, brand new.
Asking $80.00. Call Matt at 2544608.
'81 CH EVETTE in excellent condition, 2 door. automatic, cassette
and many new parts. Asking
$2000 or best offer. Call 326-6587
(leave message if no answer).
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campus recreation
AQUATICS PROGRAM
By joining the Campus Ree
Aquatics program you learn very
important swimming and lifesaving skills.. If you hurry to the
Campus Ree. office you can still
grab the last few spots in
Aquatics programs such as:
Bronze Medallion, Bronze Cross,
Early Bird Swim, N.L.S. Re-cert,
and Saturday Morning Instruction.

JUDO CLUB
Judo means literally the
"gentle way" and Kodokan means
literally "a school of studying the
way," the way being the concept
of life itself. Judo is an art that is
practised as a sport. Its aims arc
three fold and are practised in the
following
order:
physical
development, proficiency in contest, mental development.
The reason for the increasing
popularity of Judo world-wide (it
became an Olympic sport in
1964) lies certainly in its dynamically powerful
techniques.
However, the deepest aim of Judo
is now and always will be the perfection of the human being both mentally and physically.
The University of Windsor
Judo Club holds workouts to
promote the sport of Judo. The
club is a member of Judo Ontario,
the provincial body linked to Judo
Canada and the International Judo
Federation.
The University of Windsor
Judo Club welcomes new members at any time. The cluh meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays 8:30 10:30 pm in the multi-purpose

room of the Human Kinetics
Building. For further information
call black belt instructor Dr. Ron
Polsky at 972-3379 after 5 pm or
the Campus Ree. office.

AEROBIC WALKING
Power Race Walking, also
known as Aerobic Walking is a
new addition to the Campus
Recreation. Every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 5 pm rain or
shine instructor Brenda Mallot
takes the class on scenic routes by
the Detroit River or if the weather
is too bad they will do a few laps
of the St. Denis Centre track.
There are still spaces available, so
drop by the Campus Recreation
office for more information.

FLOOR HOCKEY

limited. For information, call
Kandi McElary at Ext. 2449. See
you there!

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Women's Intramural
Soccer league opened September
24 as Tecumseh Hall edged out
Madhouse 1-0. Madhouse goalie,
Dana Evaschuk turned in an excellent performance.
The second week of action
(Oct. 1) saw Tecumseh Hall continue its winning streak by defeating the Cody Cosmos 3-1.
Tecumseh goals went to Laura
Brunet, Karen Dunn, and Kim
Grey.
N.B. Madhouse and Cody
Cosmos have been awarded one
win each due to defaults by the
Law team for both these games.

MEN'S SOCCER

Woman's
Floor Hockey
began Tuesday, October 2nd at
Cal-Tech. In the first game
Chicks with Sticks overpowered
the Ferocious Felines by a score
of 4 to l. Later on, the Court
Jesters were blanked by the Hags
3 to 0. The league continues Tuesday, October 9th.

INSTRUCTORSWANTED
Interested in becoming an
aerobics instructor? Campus Ree.
has the answer for you. This
month, we will be offering the Fitness Ontario Leadership Program
(F.0.L.P.) on October 12, 13, 14
and will wrap up on the 27th and
28th. This course qualifies you to
teach anywhere in Ontario.
Register now as spaces are

Knowing the basics of interviewing is not enough.
How well do your interview skills rate with your
competition?
Make sure yours are first rate by attending one of
Career Planning and Placement's

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOPS.
Pick up a schedule in
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

We are looking for a few good
people to add to our team!
Positions are available for experienced
retail staff people who are into sports.
Openings in our Ski, Hockey and
Footwear departments. Stop in and fill in
an application to include with your resume.
Flexible hours for students.
No phone calls please.

The MBA's showed they are
a team to be reckoned with, yet
the top of the standings became
more crowded than ever after
another week of soccer action.
The MBA' s pulled out the
victory as Kent Cuthbert's goal
iced the win for them.
Earlier in the week, Law shut
out the Cossacks 4-0.
Dice and the Unwanteds both
remained unbeaten as they played
toal-ldraw.
The Strikers rode a five goal
performance by Fernando Da
Cruz en route to an 11 - 0 vicory
oover AIESEC.
In other action, the Rangers
and Special B's tied 2-2.
0

5909 Wyandotte Street East
Windsor, Ontario

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Daily

Specials

* MONDAY IS SPAGHETTI DAY ...... $2.95
spaghetti & meat sauce.
IF YOU WANT SECONDS,

rrs ON us.

* TUESDAYIS
BABY BACK RIBS DAY ................... $5.95

full strip of baby back ribs with
fries & cole slaw.

* WEDNESDAY IS CHICKEN WINGS DAY
25 pcs. wing .............................................. $5.00
SPINNERS own special chicken wings
with mild, medium, or hot sauce.

Buya medium
Pizza
Hurpan
Pizza
withallofyourfavonte
toppings,
attheregular
priceand
getupto4 additional
medium
pizzas
ofequalorlessvaluefor
only$5.00each.
Agreatdealon
a greatdeal
of pizza!
WINDSOR

972-FAST

® PizzaHutis a Registered
Trade
Markof p,zzaHutInc
Registered
userPepsi-Cola
Canada
Ltd

~~,
,-ut.

Makin'it great!

* THURSDAY IS MEATLOAF DAY ... $3.75
generous portion of homemade meatloaf
with mashed potatoes & hot vegetable.

* FRIDAY IS FISH & CHIPS DAY ..... $4.95
lightly battered & deep fried HAIJBUT
with chips and cole slaw.

* SATURDAY IS HOT DOG DAY ............ 75
SPINNERS ju.icy, plump ball park hot dogs.

* Specials subject to change without notice.
Al .I. I 'IP PASSF.SACCEPTED
FOR FRF.EADMISS/0/tl
ON FRJDAYSANDSATURDAYS

Pool Tables, Darts,
& Large Outdoor Patio

Big Screen T.V. & Satellite
For All Your Favourite
Sports Events

PARTY HEADQUARTERS
of University of WINDSOR
2960 Huron Church Rd. at Grand Marais
(519) 966-3388
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Goalline stands earn Lancer 15-6 win

by Dave Briggs

"We just didn't stick it in the
endzone when we were down
When it was over, it was clear
there," said Warrior head coach
it hadn't been a pretty game. But Tuffy Knight.
under the circumstances,
the
Waterloo jumped out to an
early 4-0 lead on a single and a 31
yard field goal by kicker Peter
Tchir.
University of Windsor's football
Following the field goal, the
team's 15-6 win over Waterloo Lancers stormed right back with a
last Saturday was impressive.
drive that began on their own 35
Playing 24 hours after leamyard line and ended with running
i ng that their teammate
Ed
back Mike Scratch diving into the
Chisholm had died in a car crash
endzone from two yards out.
on highway 401, the Lancers
Later in the second quarter,
managed to pull themselves
Waterloo
began to mount a
together long enough to get the serious threat. With first down
win and improve their record to 3- and goal to go on Windsor's three
1.
yard line, the Warriors looked alThe victory puts Windsor in a most certain to score.
three-team deadlock in second
Windsor came up with a tenaplace in the Ontario University
cious goal line stand and stopped
Athletic Associations (OUAA)
three consecutive Waterloo run
league.
attempts to take possession of the
"We got through it, that's
ball.
about it," said Windsor's emo"I don't think we had that
tionally ravaged coach John Muskiller instinct when we got inside
selman. "It wasn't a pretty game,
the ten yard line," Knight said.
but with everything they've been
"For the defense to stop them
through to go out there and do the on the one yard line is
job they did, I'm proud of them."
phenomenal," said Musselman.
Before the game, the Lancers
"They're so much bigger than we
placed black tape through the are. They're huge, they arc the
Lancer symbol on their helmets in biggest team we've seen all year."
honour of Chisholm. As well. the
On the Warrior's next series,
flags at South Campus Stadium
quarterback Steve Bennett threw
flew at half mast, and there was a an interception to Windsor defenmoment of silence for the former
sive back Rick Dugal. A 61 yard
defensive linemen.
return by Dugal placed the LanMany Windsor players were cers deep in Warrior territory on
so distraught that they had trouble
the 15 yard line.
concentrating while on the field.
On the first play from scrim"I think what's happened will
mage, running back Kevin Strong
pull us closer together," said Lan- took the handoff from quartercer defensive
back Jimmy
back
Walt
Tazzman
and
Aspropotamitis.
scampered into the endzone.
The Lancers' defensive unit
Lazar Acamovic's second sucwon the game for them. In parcessful conversion put the home
ticular. two goal line stands were
tl.!am up 14-4 going into thl.!third
the key plays in the contest.
quarter.

FOOTBALL

..
Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Lancer slotback Brian Pugh (77) challenges Waterloo's Keith Reedon (33) for control of the line.

Two single~ by Waterloo and
one by Windsor were all the scoring in the second half, though the
Warriors were once again stopped
deep in their opponents' end of
the field.
Down 14-5 with just over a
quarter left to play, Waterloo
drove to the Lancers· 13 yard line.
Two successive running plays put
the ball on the 5 yard line.
Instead of going for the field
goal to put Waterloo within one
touchdown of the Lancers, Warrior coach Knight ekctcd to run
the ball one more time. A pitch to
star hack Tom Chartier ended
with a host of Lancer tacklers
pulling him down two yards he-

WINTER1991
REGISTRATION

hind the line of scrimmage.
"We had confidence in ouroffense, we had been moving it pretty well," said Knight explaining
his decision to run the ball. "Plus
the wind was blowing so crazy it
was tough for the kicker."
Windsor's offcnse did the
bare minimum to win the game.
"They were drained emotionally, and it's tough to play a game
when you're drained," Musselman said.
Tazzman, who was clearly
shaken up by Chisholm 's death,
was unfocused and had trouhlc
putting the hall near Windsor's
receivers on his eight pass attempts. HI.!completed one of eight

passes for eleven yards with two
interceptions.
Eight Lancer rushers combined to carry 40 times for 191
yards.
Waterloo's
running hack
Chartier nearly outgained all
eight Windsor rushers. He carried
the ball an amazing 36 times for
190 yards.
"He ·s a hell of a back. he·'.'>
probably the best back in the
league," said Musselman of Chartier.
Windsor will face the 3-1
Guelph Gryphons next Saturday
in the Lancers· homecoming
game. Kickoff is 2 pm at South
Campus Stadium.

n

Phi Sigma Sigma sorority
Congratulations on your
100th anniversary Delta Chi.

UNDERGRADUATE
ALL RETURNING, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
WILL USE THE TELEPHONE REGISTRATION SYSTEM TO
REGISTER FOR WINTER 1991.
REGISTRATION MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED TO CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER JO, 1990. (FRENCH & VISUALARTS
MAJORS PICK UP PACKAGES IN YOUR DEPARTMENT.)

lfiKE BfiCK

TttEitfiDIO
B&TFM

BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD TO PICK-UP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE.

GRADUATE
RETURNING, FULL-TIME GRADUATES SHOULD CONTACT
THEIR DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL/FACULTY FOR REGISTRATION
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTIONS.
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Reconstructive surgery sure to improve Wings
by Mike Mouat
Scalpel. Suction . Make sure
the 1.V. is in. Remove failing
parts. Be careful.
Now insert a new coach.
Good. Add an extremely large
and talented draft pick . Now all
those two veteran defenseman.
Doing great. AJmost finished.
Introduce a promising young
Soviet. Include the return to form
of a young superstar and a fallen
star. Complete. Suction. 0.K.
Stitch'em up.
In the off-season the Detroit

Red Wings underwent
reconstructive surgery in the
hope of leaving last year ' s disappointing performance behind.
Jimmy Oevellano stepped out
of the General Manager's chair
and took a position higher up in
the organization. He was replaced
by Bryan Murray, former coach
of the Washington Capitals
Murray also took over the
head coaching duties from the
popular Jacques Demers who, according to some, had lost touch
with several of his key players.
"I did speak with several

Crimmon and Rick Green for
second - and fifth-round draft
choices will help steady a very
shaky dcfensc .
Both are defensive defensemen with Stanley Cup rings,
weighs 217 pounds and is still and they should help curb the
growing. Second , he used his size team's goals against. Last year
to his advantage last season to win Detroit allowed 323 goals, fifth
the OHL scoring championship
highest in the league.
with 57 goals and 127 points.
The biggest mystery is Sergei
Because of his size, skill, and Fedorov, a talented young Russtrength Primeau will start the sian who bolted for Detroit during
season in Detroit, his progress
the Goodwill games this past
will determine if he stays.
summer. Despite his tremendous
The acquisitions of Brad Mc- skill, the change in culture is a difficult one for him, as witnessed by
his disappointing play last year in
the NHL.
Though he is only 22 years
old, Jimmy Carson is a superstar.
Last year, after demanding a trade
from Edmonton,
he suffered
several injuries. During the offseason
Carson worked-out
regularly to strengthen a knee that
bothered him all last season.
The return of Bob Probert will
definitely have an impact on this
team. Like Carson, Probert
worked out all summer and is perhaps in the best shape ever.
"Bob Probert was a player I
hated coaching against," Murray
said. "1 felt he intimidated the
players and they didn't play nearly as well against him."
For a team that needed many
changes, the Red Wings have
made several, all of which appear
to be improvements. But when
you finish last in your division,
Lance photo by Paul Mayne and third last overall, anything is
Fielder slugs one.
an improvement.
Look for Detroit lo move up in
Foster in 1977. when he had 52 homers. Cointhe
standings.
How far they move
cidently. the Red"s manager at that time was
,.kpenJs
on
how
well Bryan MurSparky AnJerson.
ray
can
make
all
the pieces tit
As the saying goes, nice things happen to
together.
nice people.

players, and after doing so, r discovered that the players would
not respond to Jacques any more,"
said team owner Mike lllitch of
his decision to fire Demers.
Murray brings with him an
impressive coaching record, and a
reputation as a strong teacher and
disciplinarian. With Detroit, his
teaching skills will be valuable.
"My objective is to make
strides in becoming a playoff
team again and inject youth into
our lineup," Murray said. "It's a
great challenge to be in Detroit."
First-round draft pick Keith

Primeau will stand tall in the eyes
of Red Wing fans for several
reasons. First, he is 6-foot -4,

PRO HOCKEY

Fielder proves detractors wrong
with a Tiger of a home run season
by Paul Mayne
Imagine yourself in the position of making
history. Now see yourself accomplishing your
goal and the weight of the world is lifted from
your chest. Cecil Fielder can attest to the lift-

PRO BASEBALL
ing of such pressure after connecting for his
50th home run of the season.
Fielder, 27, had to use the full 162 game
schedule to accomplish his feat.
He came to bat in the fourth inning and
smacked a 2-1 offering from Yankee hurler
Steve Adkins. The ball was sent sailing
skyward into the upper deck of the house that
Ruth built.
Four innings later Fielder put the icing on
the cake by hitting his 51st long ball. It culminated a dream season for any ball player, as
if it were direct from a Hollywood script.
In this movie, Fielder had the lead role.
He brought a tremendous amount of excitement to the city of Detroit and to the game
of baseball this season. He not only established himself as a gifted player. but was able

'R)

~
,, 'itlt

to capture the attention and admiration of an
entire nation.
Early in the season, Fielder's home run
output was startling to say the least. The
thought of him continuing his pace for a full
season seemed a distant wish. But by the end
of July he had 33 homers, and when the month
of August came to a close, he had 42.
It was the only thing on the minds of the
fans. People began attending games just to see
Fielder bat. The actual outcome of the game
was secondary every time he swung the bat.
Conversation switched from "Who won?"
to "What did Cecil do?"
All the attention swung over to Fielder.
That's a lot of pressure for one man to have to
face. It was this pressure that almost got the
best of Fielder as he struggled to get number
50.
All of this from a man whom Toronto let
go just two years ago, who was not considered
major league quality.
Fielder became the eleventh player in
major league history to hit 50 or more home
runs in a single season. a feat last accomplished by former Cincinnati Red George

n
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Cinnamon™

DEVONSHIRE MALL

Bring your U of W ID and receive
lOo/odiscount on any
cinnfully delicious cinnamon roll.

Pitchers
sc.9s

•~
Right now for only~
you can have
a Taco Bell Chillto. It's new and it's made
with all the things you like. We start with
a soft tortilla and fill it with fresh ground
beef.lots of cheddar cheese and our own
Chillto seasoning. But you better huny.
because after October 30th, they're
outta' here.

"1PIUS

~
..___.
illll'c::::n,,-.,..
~

EVERY MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
at

TA[Q

"'ELL
U

5150TECUMSEHRDE • 3054 DouGAll.AVE
6707 TECUMSEHRD. E. • 1790HURONCHURCH

111

tax

755
Ouellette

Free
parking
at rear
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ADVERTISE IN THE
CATALOGUE!
.

CAMPUS CATALOGUE

Classified rates from $6. Disp!ay
ads from $240/column inch.
Reach
350,000
Canadian
students. Call Leanne Fullerton at
Campus Plus at 416-481-7283.

EARN $750 PER 1000...
($85 per 1oo) Forwarcing
envelopesfor British mail order
company. For details/applicatior.
form
send
self-addressed
envelcpe with 2 intemational
response coupons (avaHable from
your post office) for re:um airmai l
repiy.
Glen Publica!lons , Dep t.
C16, ?O Box 17, W:mborne,
Do<Set, BH21 2DG. England.

SPRING BREAK'91
Wantdd , studenG or swdent
organizatons to sell sprir.g break
tr,ps to Fiorica and Jamaica.

For advertising rates and infonnation contact Leanne Fullerion, CAMPUS PLUS (416)481-7283
EMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNITIES
Franchise Managers
Wanted to resell computer
Equipment & Software
At Canadian Universities
Contact Andrew Mccrudden
416-445-3148

HAVE THE POWERTO CREATE
YOUR SUCCESS NOW!
Laam the sk!ils ?D excel both in
schocl anc :r.erMI world.
STUDENT POWER 6 cassette
program shows you how to .
' proJecta rr.ore powerful self-

INTERESTED
IN JOINING.
THEFORE1GN
SERVICE?

ima(le
• 1mprcve yo~r ~err.ory. lister,ing
ar.d reading s~.lls
' protect yourse t witli campus
safety tips

2-Doy Seminar

THIS
PART-TIME
JOBPAYS

Comprehensive study kit on aid.
trade ,
immigrat i on
and
political/econom1c issues and
stats.

ORMORE!
.•\ n ,111t1t'IU' "-'UJt..~:1ts

n.:t .J.:J co ,!1.tnh utc Glm·
pus Cn:J1k1t .1prl 1catton
t,,rms .11
,d '.'vb.::a:in.:
Suh,~r1pt1,1n Acen·~Y
C1rJ~ on C,1rnpu~.
\\ ;1rl..y,iur ,1wn hour>,
pnwcn p1n.lucts ...

GR.EATPAY'
Write or coll coiled to:
HERB HOFF or
JOHN DEBONO

Clegg Campus Marketing

"

160 Vanderhoof Ave.
Toronto, Ont. M4G 4E5
(416) 429-2432 (9-5)

cheque or mcney order only
30 day guarantee

All aspects of the application,
exam and interview procoss
Sample quostions with in-class
practice
and
tips,
writing
exercise inGtruction. and cruc;al
guidance on the interview and
group simulation

:$15/HR.

YOU CAN STAY AHEAD OF THE
CROW[r,°IF YOU KNOW HOWi
SEND $39 .95 • :!.50 S&H to:
SUPERACHIEV!:RS
1001 BAY STREET
STE. 2607
TORONTO, ONT. MSS 3A6

Too exam !or jobs in Canada's
dipl,?mat:c servica is Oct. 20.
Find out about the £Q!t progr:1m
to prepare for this corr,pelillon.

E.am money, frM tripa and
valuable marketing expt1rlence.
Call H.H.I. collect at (613) 72S6205 between 12 and 3pm. (not
available :n Alta, a.c., Saskj

***ORIGINAL***
T-shirt catalogue - $1.00
Cat. 2, P.O. Box 71
New Cumberland, PA 17070

Taught
former
FSO Barr;
Yeates Seµt. 16 • Oct. 18 at
univ11rsities in HaH:ax.Ouebec,
Montre~I. Ottawa.
King-;ton,
Toronto, W?.lf)rlO'J, 'Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary. Edmonton,
Vancouver and Victoria.

BACKPACKS FOR THE
STUDENT BODY
Room for papers, texts and a thennos for pre-exam
nights. Rugged enough for lab or mountain.

To see the full range of :\fountain Equipment
C0-0p products phone for a free catalogue .

~

-

NATIONAL
CONFIRENCE
_ FORYOUNG
.
ENTREPRENEURS
.
NOVEMBER 8, 9, 10
M ONTREAL

Somlnar Fee (tax deductible):
Sponsored s:udent • $120
Other studont - $135
Nor.-student - $1 SO

(5 14 ) 879

Study kit only: $53
Pay by money order

Foreign Service Exam
Counselling Inc.
500-404 leurler Avo. East
Ottawa K1N 6R2

...

NADA

.

Outstanding placemont record

Info: (G13) . 232-3497
1.CO• 5.00 p.m. (EST)

I~

CA

..........
-3471

---------------·

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP
\ 'ancouver

872,7S;;s
Calg.11:· 269-2420 Toronto 36:~122
:lolailOrder 1-800-663-2667

--------------------------------~ --- ---~~---~----------------

<>

WATCH FOR THE CAMP~S

CATALOGUE EACH MONTH

IN

YOUR STUDENT

NEWSPAPER!

<>

Notice To Students
The Student s ' Administrative Council's drug plan
card s w ill be received in the mail by full-time
underg raduat e stud ents for use by mid-October .
The
drug
plan
covers
pharmaceutical and oral contraceptives
an
at 80%. It also provides
out-of-province hospital, surgical and
ivedical expense benefit.
More information is available at the SAC office.
In the mean time, anyone wanting to process a claim
should wait to do so until the card has been received.
Claims cannot be processed without students' drug plan
account numbers ·which will be on the drug plan cards.
Conseil Adminlstratif des Etudiants

:19

ARTS

It's music for your tape recorder
Music from Mo' Better Blues

Various artists
by Mike Borshuk
Jazz fans are a hungry lot these days.
the
soundtrack from Spike Lee's most recent
endeavour, is the type of meal for which
they are starved.
Featuring performances by trumpet
player Terence Blanchard and the Branford
Marsalis Quartet, Music from Mo' Better
Blues serves up a meaty helping of
traditional jazz - a form of music that has
become rare since the dawn of synthetic
new-age jazz and rock-oriented
jazz
fusion.
The album begins with a smokey
rendition of the W.C. Handy torch ballad
"Harlem Blues," performed
by the
Marsalis Quartet and Cynda Williams,
whose emotive singing style can be
compared favourably to that of Billie
Holiday.
The first side follows with a delicious
trilogy of bebop compositions which are
reminiscent of the classic live recordings of
groups like Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers
and the Miles Davis Quintet. Blanchard
shines on "Say Hey," the first of these
numbers. He gives a cooking performance
that leaves the listener out of breath.
The first side finishes with "Pop Top
40," a quirky if not interesting tune that has
actor Denzel Washington rapping about
the abundance
of love songs on
contemporary radio.
The second side begins with the
album's best number. the mellow title tune
"Mo' Better Blues." This song. composed
by Bill Lee, Spike's father, gives Branford
Marsalis lhe spotlight. His saxophone
responds with a bluesy heartfelt solo that
will make you rewind your cassette and
listen to it again.
The title track is followed hy "Beneath
the Underdog," another bop excursion
which takes its name from jazz great
Charles Mingus' autobiography, and "Jazz
Thing," a rap about the roots of jazz by
guest artist Gangstarr. Closing out the LP
is an a cappellu reprise of "Harlem Blues"
by Cynda Williams.
When Spike Lee began work on Mo'
Better Blues, he promised a work that
would pay tribute to jazz, a wonderful and
trulyNorth American form of music.Both
his film and the soundtrack have made
good on his claim. It can be hoped that
others will follow his example so that jazz
fans can have their undying hunger abated
more often.
a

Music from Mo' Better Blues,

Pod
lbe Breeden
Vertigo

by Mary Garbutt
Kim Deal of the Pixies, TanyaDonelly
of the ThrowingMuses,Josephine
Wigs
of the Perfect Disaster, and Shannon
Doughtonhave gone on sabbatical
from
theirgroupsand crcalCd
a bandcalledthe

Breeders.
A poor choice in names.
It should have been called the Pixie
Parrots, because the jumbled songs
produced by this alternative 'supergroup'
are no different from Deal's former band.
The spirit of Pixies' guitar player Black
Francis lingers in everything on the
Breeder's album Pod. Song after song the
listener anticipates a wail only Francis can
deliver - but it never comes.
Will Pixies fans take to Deal 's
sound-alike band? Maybe not. Trying to
decide between the Pixies and the Breeders
is like trying to decide between broken-in,
comfy jeans and an identical new pair morn
bought. The old ones will be worn every
lime.
A little more originality on her part is
not too much to ask. Instead of being like
the "identical pair", the Breeders could
have been like the funky jeans you've
wanted for months.
Pod is not all bad, however. The music
has the same intensity as the Pixies', its fun,
and the lyrics are just as great. Still, Deal,
Donelly, Wiggs, and Doughton missed a
good opportunity - they could have been
imitated, not imitators.
O

getting to me now ... ").
For a group that was on the cutting edge
a decade ago, the 13-year-old band is no
longer able to offer listeners an inventive
sound. Although most bands suffer from
creative burnout sooner or later, it is likely
the departure of old band members has left
Human League with a talent deficit. The
group should retire gracefully, wait twelve
years, and have a reunion tour.
O

THE SWING

Wild at Heart
Original motion picture soundtrack
Various Artists
Polygram Records
by Larry Drake1

... in the clouds

The Swing
Swing Productions (inde~ndenl)

by Terry Brown
This cassette is the first from the soi
Windsor
band, The Swing; Proceeds from their local
gigs financed this 'Swing Productions'
release (see "The Swing leads" in last

disant 'mainstream alternative'

week's Lance).
Romantic?

The Human League
Virgin Records

by Karl Mamer
In the early '80s, Human League
helped usher in a new British invasion,
MTV, and the techno-pop sound. They did
it with such hits as "Don't You Want Me."
"Mirror Man," and "Keep Feeling
Fascination." The group's early songs had
a pleasant, visceral appeal. They made you
want to slalom your dented 1978 Chevene
down E.C. Row at 120kmph, waving your
fist in a threatening manner at a large,
muscular driver in a pick-up straddling two
lanes.
By all rights, Human League's stint as
recording artists should have ended along
with those of Berlin, Blondie, the Flock of
Seagulls, and the rest of MTV's charter
members. But in 1986, "Human," a hit off
of the Top Gun soundtrack, artificially
prolonged their music-making days. Now,
four years since a memorable, bare-chested
volleyball scene in Top Gun made
thousands of scrawny, a.~piring jet-jocks
join the Militia, Human League has come
out with a new album.
Romantic?, the band's seventh vinyl
release, fails to usher anything in. It is
more likely that Romantic? will usher
Human League
out. The British
techno-pop quintet has lost its talent for
crafting music that moves a listener.
The group's demise is trumpeted with
the sophomoric lyrics ofsidc one's "Mister
MoonandMisterSun" ("Oh MisterMoon
and Mister Sun/Our song has only just

begun/Oh Mister Sun and Mister
Moon/DOn'tlet these minutesgo toosoon
...•) andthe wonderfullyvaried rhyming
sdlcmc on side two's anthemfor the '90s
"Soundtrackto a Generation• ("Holy
aJl#/Yoado it to me now/OIiwow/You're

The next recording project should be
more rewarding.
( ... in the clouds is available at Doctor
Disk and whenever The Swing performs,
and will soon be carried by Sam's in the
Devonshire mall - just in time for
Christmas.)
0

This dedication to music is evident
from the energy and technical precision
with which The Swing plays these ten
original songs.
Drummer Dean Valentino has a bright,
active style that is a welcome relief from
the mechanical one-beat-per-measure wet
slap of slick pap music productions.
Coupled with the rumbling bass of Mark
Cassar. the rhythm duo provide a solid
bottom to the folk/rock sound, which
imbues the tunes with a serious weight.
However. the splashy guitar and weak
vocals of composer Dean Drouillard.
awash in reverb, dimish the support given
by the other instruments.
The plaintive singing style might work
on singles, but over an album of songs (all
of which seem to be written about the same
failed relationship). it is monotonous and
irritating.
To give his compositions
emotional authority - and make the lyrics
comprehensible - Drouillard has to vary
his style and muscle up his thin voice. He
comes off here as a bitter, humourless
person; a character that misrepresents him.
Each cut starts off with an interesting
instrumental passage, which the spirited
rhythm playing buries quickly. The listener
is drawn in, then cut adrift in a soundscapc
of jangling chord progressions.
There are nice musical breaks. "One
MoreTime" has a smouldering emotional
quality that the band should explore as it
matures. "On My Way" has a quiet,
personal tone created by acoustic guitar
and piano.
The Swing has the potential to become
a local musical fixture, and to reach beyond
the borders of Windsor.But to distinguish
themselves they must aspire to transcend

the blandardizationof the mainstream.
1bcir jazz and classical backgroundsarc

You didn't like the movie? So what?
Did you like any of the music?
Think hard. That speed-metal number
you remember so well wasn't the only tune
on the soundtrack, pervasive though it was.
(It's called "Slaughterhouse," by the way,
performed by an ensemble that calls itself
Powermad.)
Side one of the soundtrack tape opens
with a swelling excerpt from Richard
Strauss· Im Abentrot, and enough of an
excerpt for me to want a recording of the
whole.
That's
followed
hy
"Slaughtcrhow,e, " which is followed by
"Cool Cal Walk."
"Cool Cat," a jazzy thing redolent of
crime-movie music, is the first of several
contributions
from long-time Lynch
compadre Angelo Badalamenti.
The
composer/orchestrator
perhaps most
famous nowadays for the theme from
"Twin Peaks." Badalamenti does all the
incidental music for the Emmy-nominated
series. He also composed the music for
Lynch's Blue Veln•t.
The multitalented Lynch coproduces
the six Badalamenti cuts on the album, and
he himself wrote a tune. a '50s-style
instrumental. called "Pcrdita. ''
The many instrumentals all sound like
music from "Twin Peaks," even the ones
Badalamenti didn't compose. This album
is Ires Lynch. you see.
Originals include Them 's version of the
Joe Williams classic "Baby Please Don't
Go," and Gene Vincent and his Blue Caps
performing "Be-bop a Lula," both terrific
toe-tappin' tunes.
Two Elvis Presley covers ("Love Me."
and "Love Me Tender; are remarkable for
the fact that they are very competently
performed by actor Nicolas Cage, who
played Sailor Ripley in the movie; he's no
Elvis, but he ain't dog shit neither.
Still, for my money the best songs on
the album are two keening ballads by Chris
Isaak. "Wicked Love," the better of the
two, terrifically complements lsaak's
emotive murmurs and wails with a clear
Spanish guitar. "Blue Spanish Sky" has
somewhat better lyrics, but Isaak doesn't
show off as much. In any case, I'm glad to
have discovered this performer.
If your tastes can range over such a
pot-luck assortment in the space of an hour,
you might want to pick up the tape.
If you skip "Slaughterhouse,"
the
whole thing almostgels.
a

not evident on this cassette, suggesting a
certaindenialof theirmusicalrange.They
ILarry Dnlu is tlte psewlo,,yM of II
shouldbe usingall the tools they have.
loal writer.
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The Royal Bengal Restaurant is raj
by Lawrence Deck
The cuisine of the Indian Subcontinent
is a~ varied as the region's languages and
cultures. The phrase 'Indian food' is at best
misleading; 'Indian Restaurant'
is an
outright misnomer.
Glancing over the wide-ranging menu
of downtown's Royal Bengal Restaurant,
even the unitiated will appreciate that
different 'sty les' of food are represented
there. Names like 'Bhoona,' 'Madras,' and
the sonorous 'Vindaloo' beckon the diner
to sample exotic wares.
I have eaten there on a number of
occasions. I have my 'favourites' but I try
to get something new every time, and with
as big a selection as the Bengal's it's easy.
From their delightful butter chicken (the
menu calls it "mild but essentially most
flavorful," which is accurate) to their
piping-hot beef Vindaloo, I have never had
something I wouldn't try again.
Mr. Shaheed, the restaurant's quiet,
jovial owner, explained that their selection
is a standard one. Modeled after British
establishments, the Royal Bengal is like
other Indian /Canadian eateries in terms of
what foods they expect to appeal.
Shaheed said that North Americans are
less tolerant of hot spices than the Briti'ih,
who presumably acquired the taste during
their imperia l heyday when India y,as the
property of the crown corporation British
East India Company. Shaheed laughingly
described the English penchant for eating
the hotter items (the Madras and Vindaloo
selections, particularly) with quantities of
co ld beer. Beer, unlike water, contains the
alchohol necessary to sublimate spicy
juices.
But spicy hot is the exception at the
Bengal. Most of their dishes are the kind
that appeal to any Canadian whose taste for
the exotic extends even to Chinese food
A typ ical mea l might beg in with a bow l
of soup and an appetizer or two.
Try the mulligatawny
soup, an
Anglo- India n innovat ion that really sets the
mood. Th e <lal shorba, a yellow lentil soup,
goes nicely as a bread-dip with your meal.

For appetizen., the onion bhaji are
unbeatable . Deep-fried, battered on ions,
these are done to perfection in Shaheed's
kitchen. They come with a spicy sauce . Dip
away.
The samosas (deep-fried triangu lar
pastries stuffed with peas, chick peas and
sp ices, and, if you want, ground beef) are
delicious - especially with the sauce but the meat variety are somewhat heavy if
you intend to have a substa ntial main
course.
For cntrees, your range of choice is
daunt ing. From curry dishes (there are
eighteen)
to vegetarian
(seven, not
counting rice dishes) to the four fantastic
tandoo ri selections, if you 're like me,
you'll have a hard time deciding.
Start with something simple, if you 're
unsure. Buller chicken is roasted on
skewers then cooked with cream and
yogurt and garnished with almonds and
pistachio nuts. It's wonderful. Chicken
curry. boneless chunks in a tomato.
pimento and onion gravy, is likewise
simple and delicious.
The more adventurous
might try
Madras chicken curry. Done up in the style
of Southern India. this is prepared "with
extra red chillies," so you'd bwer he
prepared too.
There arc lamb and beef curries as we ll.
Lamb Koorma. cubed lamb in yogurt
gravy. garnished
with sultanas and
almonds is a favourite of mine. Sag Lamb,
cooked in spinach, is terrific too.
For beef, tr) the beef Vindaloo. It's a
stewing beef and potatoes selection <lone
up "'ith red chillies and lemon juice. Be
warned: this one is hot.
The vegetarian
will fi nd many a
sJtisfying meal at the Ro)al Bengal. Their
remarkahle bhajis ,ire ,crumptious to lhe
last. The sag aloo bhaji. dry curry of potato
and fresh leaf spinach, is one of the true
joys of Win dso r living. It's hard to do c redit
to the beauty of a thing so simple. Try it and
see if you don't agree.
But don't stop with the sag aloo. There
arc still the mixed vegetable bhaji, a treat
.,.,ith rice or bread (sec below), the

New Trojan-Enz®withSpermicide
helps reduce it

mushroom, cauliflo.,.,cr and aubergine
(eggplant) bhajis, and alo peas (similar lo
,ag aloo, hut with peas instead of spinach).
I've saved the best for last.
The Bengal's claim to local fame is
their tandoor. A tan<loor is an egg-..,haped
clay oven, open at the top . Hardwood coals
sit at the bottom of the egg. and food is
cooked on vertical skewers lowered
through the opening. The heat rises around
the meat. cooking it evenly so that the spit
needn ·1 be turned.
Tandoori dishes arc meats marinated
m,ern1ght 10 a sp iced )t1gurt mixture; they
arc served wit h salad and rice. They cost a
little more. hut they're worth C\Cf) ' cent.
A fr iend o f m ine is part isan to the
king-size fresh Shrimps J'andoori, hut I
pledge allegian,:c
to the succulent,
perfectly prepared c h icken. Though it
stuffs me every time, I find myself yearning
paradoxically for another mouthful of the

mil<ll) spiced meat. tinged orange by the
marinade, th,ll is so be.1utifull) juicy and
smooth.
Don't make the mist:ike of missing the
breads. The tlat, tlaky paratha is y,on<lerful,
and the nan, baked on the very"' alls of the
tan<loor (I've seen this process) is
nonpariel.
Indian desserts that might appeal to the
chrome swecttooth include gulah jamun
(fried milk halls in cardamom syrup. as
tasty as it is weird) an<l lccchi (a favourite
also of the Vietnamese). But the m,tngoes
in ice cream 1s as good an old-fashioned
dessert as any. since mangoes approximate
over-ripe peaches pretty y,ell.
With mea ls tor two that 1,111in the
twenty-dollar range, the Royal Ueng.al is
more than great food , it's a barga in. I
honestly can lin<l nothing negative to s.1y
about the place : it's my favour ite restaurant
in the.,., hole cit) .
i1
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lnfantasiacicle: Bring blotter acid, not the kids
Fantasia
Walt Disney Studios
Music by the Philadelphia Orchestra
Conducted by Leopold Stowkowski
Parkway S Theatre Complex
by Terry Brown
The Wall Disney Company has
reissued a cleaned-up print of Fantasia to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the
cartoon feature which paired classical
music with Disney animation.
The
company has heavily promoted it as a
G-rated, playful Mickey Mouse film which
the whole family can see together.
Family film? G rated? It's a set up.
Listen:
While parents queued up for tickets, the
kids ran around pointing out Mickey
Mouse on the movie poster. One child
dragged his finger along the credits of
Goodfellas; no Mickey Mouse listed. The
choice was clear.
The Thanksgiving audience settled
down and watched promotional trailers for
two Disney animated
films - The
Rescuers Down Under and The Prince and
the Pauper, the latter starring none other
than Mickey in his first feature in a decade
(start making cynical associations right
now). Then Fantasia began. In live action,
silhouetted musicians of the Philadelphia
Orchestra took their seats.
A narrator (Deems Taylor) joined the
ensemble to explain each segment; a
condescending action which illuminated
nothing.
"Maybe it's the wrong movie," the kid
behind me wondered aloud.
The orchestra
and the back of
Stowkowski ran through Bach's Toccata
and Fugue in D minor, a series of soft
primary colours lit the background. The
faceless musicians and ominous music

have been a great leap of imagination for
the Disney studios .
It looked nice , but continued to bore.
Fortunately , the sequence was saved by
ice fairies skating on the surface tension of
a pond, leaving crystals in their wake.
Brilliant snowflakes fell from the black sky
to complete the feel-good winter scene .
However, it was a case of too little too late
for this lengthy passage.
Paul Dukas· The Sorcerer's Apprentice
finally brought on Mickey for a brief
appearance. A malevolent-looking magus
had the mouse slogging away, filling a
water basin.
"What's he doing there?"
"Is he the person's slave?"
Mickey borrowed the sorcerer's hat to
animate a broom, which he then trained to
do his work for him. As is structurally
inevitable, the broom could not stop, and
flooded the room. Mickey was left with no
recourse but to dismember the broom with
an axe, right before our unbelieving eyes.
After justice had been meted out,
Mickey joined
the live action
to
congratulate the Great Leopold. It was
confusing
and
unbearably
selfaggrandizing.
Exit Mickey Mouse.
Vision was in evidence for Igor
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring. Disney took a
bold stance and turned it into an
Mickey Mouse refuses to acknowledge the Inquisition's right to a~k him about his affiliation
evolutionary history of life on earth wilh Stephen Hawking. Mickey tells the Grand Inquisitor, "Okay, ma) be me and Ste\C
remember, this was probably being
shared a few beers and dated a lot orthe same TAs in college ... so \that?"
planned around the time of the Scopes
smoke
if
her
charge
didn't
settle
down.
Monkey Trial.
frightened the children ("I don't like this,"
We were shown a volcanic earth in the
For
Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker
Suite,
"When's Mickey Mouse going to come
throes
of birth. billions of years ago (or six
live
action
gave
way
to
animation.
The
on?" "What's that man doing with his
thousand years ago - I always get that
sweet
strains
were
effectively
hands?"), and the spare effects bored the
complemented by scenes of flowers and confused). Flying in the face of ·creation
adults - perhaps they hadn't done enough
cobwebs being sprinkled with magic by a theory' (or maybe just good science),
blotter acid.
amoebae
battled
parameda
in the
blue fairy. Mushrooms, flowers and weeds
"I wanna go home."
"Okay, run up and down the stairs or jigged to the lively dances with grace and primordial swamp.
__________________ See "Fantasia," page 22.
__J
something," said grandma, threatening to energy, but such a literal reading couldn't

. . . Windsor's Funkiest
clothing store presents /'V
* From jeans
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& casual campus wear to sequin bustiers

* WE HAVE IT ALL*
422 Pelissier St. • Downtown • 253-3332

MooNLIGHT

* Storewide Sale 20 - 40%

Tuesday October 16 only
1O am -+ midnight
OFF

one evening only!!
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Fantasia scary

'

Continued from page 21.
Witnessing meiosis, young
Mickey Mouse Clubbers started
to question Holy Writ and were
plunged down the dark road of
secular humanism.
The era of the dinosaur
regained the audience's attention
- baby triceratops splashed in
ponds
and
brachiosauria
munched wet ----------------.
ferns.
But
with unexpected
realism, Disney rended
the placid
Mesozoic
scene when
Tyrannosauru
s Rex entered
and killed a ,_____________

HAIR SALON

Later
on,
during
Moussorgsky's Night on Bald
Mountain, Satan crushed souls in
his giant fist, and parents finally
led their pleading children out of
this terrible place. Too bad. Satan
was the most compelling figure in
the whole animated wash.
Disney keeps re-releasing
Fantasia, but it never seems to
catch on, except with those paid
arbiters
of
culture, the
film critics.
Fantasia
is an ambitious
project
for
any decade,
but the Disney braintrust
had few ideas,
___. and applied
them poorly. The scenarios are
plodding. At times the animation
is technically brilliant (bursting
lava bubbles), but the images
don't enchant, they achieve few
laughs, and more often than not
they are simply brutal.
Much has been made of the
refurbished sound, but the high
notes loudly tweaked overhead,
and slow movements were barely
audible. And Stowkowski never
faced the camera.
This is not a family picture,
and it shouldn't
have been
promoted as one. Adults might
put on a brave face for their
squirming kids, but Fantasia fails
at all levels.
Don't hdieve the hype. Don't
traumatize your children.

... small-breasted
female centaurs
snuggled with
gelded male
centaurs ...

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount*
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stegosaurus.
"He's not dead."
"Is it over now?"
"Mickey Mouse hasn't come
back."
The Jurassic was played out
with great drama, as drought (not
a collision with a comet or a world
deluge from an angry god)
brought the extinction of the
dinosaurs and an extensive fossil
record.
I almost fell asleep during
Beethoven's
Sixth Symphony
(Pastorale). Satyrs frolicked with
unicorns, winged horses floated
on cool lakes like swans, smallbreasted female centaurs snuggled with gelded male centaurs,
and Zeus threw down lightning
bolts for no damn reason.

You Have Your
Career Options
All "Ironed"
Out?

b~~:~::::::~:~~::~~,
with a major CA firm for
your final training is a bit
like getting a new suit.
It's an investment that
you'll have to live with
for some time - so you' 11
want to be comfortable
with it.

n

NO?

See the career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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AtDeloitte & Touche your

career plans will be
custom tailored to suit
your interests and abilities.
Our style is relaxed and
flexible - stretches to fit
a variety of individuals.

I

Tryus on for size. We can
help you fashion an
exciting new career as a
CA. See us during
on-campus recruiting or
check your placement
office for details on how
to contact us.
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&
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First Annual Report
Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
July 1, 1989-June 30,1990
by Subhas Ramcharan
This is an edited i·ersion of the First Annual Report of
the University of Windsor's Ombudsperson and Race
Relations Officer, Subhas Ramcharan. Copies of the complete report are available through the Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer, 253-4232, Ext.
3400.
Introduction
While the Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer was officially launched with my appointment
effective July 1st, 1989, the foundation for its creation was
laid years earlier. At that time, through the initiative of
Professor Charles James, then executive assistant to the
president, a researcher was hired to examine the feasibility
of creating such a position on campus.
The report recommended the urgent need for this of
fice, and all university constituents agreed an office was
needed whereby an indepentdcnt investigator could "cut
through red tape in our growing bureaucracy and assist in
solving the prohlems of complainants."
The report and examination of structures elsewhere allowed the University of Windsor to develop a frame of
reference for the operation of our Ombudperson 's Office
that is second to none in Canadian universities . The direction we have taken. that of an ombudsperson appointed to
represent all constituencies - faculty, staff, and students
- in mediating their problems with any level of the
academic and administrative hierarchy . is exemplary.
The university has also broken new ground by the creation of a Race Relations Office on campus with authority
to administer its Non-Discrimination Policy. Recognizing
the ethnic and racial diversitv of our student, staff and
faculty
complements.
and acknowledging
that in
dividuals may encounter harriers to their lull and equal participation, this policy clearly outlines the university's commitment to equal opportunity for all. and that racism in any
form will not he tolerated on campus.
The role of the Race Relations Office is pro-active in
that it aims, through educational workshops and media
campaigns, to encourage tolerance and understanding of
the diverse cultures and values of our students, faculty, and
staff . The office also serves as the conduit through which
complaints of racial discrimination or harassment are
channelled. While mediated solutions to problems are the
major goals. the office is empowered to investigate complaints and rccomment remidial action if so warranted.
I am pleased to present this first annual report. Readers
should not infer from its contents that the system. or
specifically those parts of the system that have come under
critical review, are ineffective or need a total overhaul.
In fact, as a whole the university's policies and procedures. and academic and non-academic subsystems, reflect
a dynamic and flexible pattern that bodes well for adaptation to the changing needs of society as we approach the
21st century. However, as with any large and growing institution, problems do develop. It is in the manner in which
theses problems are resolved and in the formulation of new
procedures and policies to meet the challenge~. that the institution must be judged. We arc hopeful that recommendations for improving the functionality of the institution,
and aimed at making it a fairer and more humane environment, will be found acceptable.

Promotion and Puhlic:ity
As with any new office, we faced a major task in the
summer of 1989 to get the office "off the ground" and its
presence known.
With the beginning of the academic year, we embarked
on an in-depth promotion and publicity hlitz. on and off
campus, aimed al bringing to the attention of all constituents the fact that the oflice was open for business. All
heads of units were visited, and the role and goals of the
office were described. Copies of our brochures and flyers
were distributed to all academic departments and to the
presidents and secretaries of all unionizcd groups on campus, and we utilized all branches of the media, both on and
off campus.
Judging by those who have visited the office. our effort to reach all sectors of the community is being achieved.
As well, copies of our brochure and flyer will have been
distributed to all new and returning students for the 199091 academic year, thus furthering our goal of total saturation of the student population.

Presentation of Case Load
Classification
From July 1, 1989, to June 30, 1990, the office investigated 91 complaints. As can be seen from Table One. the
majority of these complaints arc classified under "Information or Referral" and "Counselling and Advising."
While these services arc regularly performed bv other offices on campus, students arrive at the Ombudsperson ·s
Office when thay arc unsure of where to go for help. when
they arc seeking a confidential or impartial source to which
to air their problems. or when they are referred by decision
makers for "another perspective" on the problem.
While the actual number of cases that involved mediation and in-depth investigation was in the minority. these
cases proved most troubling in terms of time spent and effort expended to arrive at a just and fair solution to the
problem. As a result of these investigations, specific and
general recommendations for policy or structural change
in the university have been devised

Com.tituency
As shown in Tahlc Two, the majority of our case load
has come from the undergraduate student population, followed by graduate students, faculty. and staff. Ninety percent of the complaints have been from students.

Problems of Clientele
As shown in Table Three, the major problem areas
handled in the academic year can be divided into six
categories: academic, financial. housing or residence. personal, race relations. miscellaneous. The majority of the
complaints fall under the academic category, with
problems of grade appeals and examination procedures.
conflicts between students and faculty, admission issues
and course conflicts being most frequent. In the financial
area. problems with OSAP, fees . scholarships o r awards ,
and visa students seeking casual employment and work
permits, were the major sources of concern. Personal
problems. pertaining to emotional. psychological or interpersonal conflict, drew many to the office.

Major Issues Generated from
Case Files
Conflict of Interest
A complaint was brought to the office by two graduate
students enrolled in one of our professional faculties, alleging that nepotism was practised and a conflict of interest had occurred in the awarding of an entrance graduate
scholarship to the relative of an administrative official in
the faculty. After a thorough investigation. the evidence
showed that the scholarship was in fact awarded to the best
qualified candidate. However the office has several concerns about this case.
The selection committee showed a lack of sensitivity
as to the ramifications of this award. No attention was paid
to how the students in the faculty would perceive it. or in
fact how the wider public would view such an award to a
relative of a faculty member. We are a public institution of
higher learning which must set standards of ethics and
morality that must always be beyond question.

majority rarely crosses our minds. I am pleased to report
that the university admintstration has given assurances that
all future classrooms will be equipped with tablet arms on
the outer row of desks to accomodate left-handed students .

Student Awards Office
It is not surprising that a number of complaints concerning student loans and grants have arrived in the office.
In many instances, the problems originate in the regional
office, or students have been misinformed as to their allotment or when they will receive their funds. To students
having no money to pay their or rent or purchase food. the
problem can take a most urgent form. We believe,
however, that the awards office is well administered and
our office has received whole-hearted cooperation in attempting to ameliorate the complaints.

Registrar's Office
The Registrar's Office has also drawn its share of complaints . Phone-in registration brought a string of complaints, particular ly from students in their first or second
year , and part-time students who felt that they were being
discriminated against. Many <.'Omplaintsalso arose over
limited enrolment courses. particularly in the criminology
and economics programs. As well, the counselling
program for students in the third year of their program may
need re-examining.judging by the fact that a number come
to the office looking for help at that stage!
In our opinion. the Registrar's Office is just a visible
scapegoat that is often blamed for the failure of other
academic areas to recognize the problems caused by dysfunctional Jecisl\'ns.
J\nother math:r that the Registrar's Oflice aJminis1ers
,1.hich h.is generated some complaints is that of the i11<
0111plete an<laegmtar grade. Some f:11:uhyh.i, e no 1J,:a that ,1
student can petition to have an aegrotat grade assigned in
the event of physical illness or other forms of personal
tragedy.

(;rade Appeal Procedures
Inquiries have come to the office concerning firstly, the
method by which a final gade can be appealed. and secondI). complaints as to the outcome of appeals. The perception among many is that the whole process 1s a farce. for
given the collegiality among faculty members, it will be a
rare occurrence when another member ol the department
or faculty disagrees with the grade assigned by a colleague.
Statistics for grade appeals obtained from the
Registrar's Office for the period 1987-89 revealed that approximately 120 students formally appealed their grades
in each of these academic years. Further, in each year, approximately 60 percent of the appeals came from the
Faculty of Law. with a random distribution from the other
faculties.
The success rate of appeals varies greatly by faculty.
In the period examined, 2 appeals out of 16 were successful in the Faculty of Business Administration, and 10 out
of 57 were successful in the Faculty of Social Science. The
success rate in the Faculty of Law was less than 30 percent
and the success rate in other faculties averaged about 33
percent.
The office is prepared to wait another year before coming to any conclusions as to whether an overhaul of the system is in order. Suffice it to say that we are concerned about
the low success rate in the Faculties of Busines.<.and Social Science.

Visa Student Emplo~ment in Casual Jobs on Campus
The office received a petition signed by over 25 faculty members e,pressing concern that many visa students on
campus were suffering financial hardship. One llf thcir
recommendations was that the University of Windsor establish a system whereby visa students could register for
casual work in a central receiving office and be channelled
to the appropriate hiring areas on campus.
We are pleased to report that, with the support of the
director of human resources, procedures have been operationalized to assist visa students in obtaining casual work.

Provision of Desks for Left-Handed Students
For the 87 percent of us who arc right handed or ambidextrous, the situation facing left-handed students trying
to take notes or write exams on desks designed for the

Examination Procedures
The office is concerned that Senate Bylaw 51, Examination Procedures, is not being followed by a small
number of faculty. Judging by the complaints, the major
offenders are the Faculties of Social Science, Law. Business Administration and Education. Further, scssional instructors seem to be overly represented in the group
violators.

or

Tape Recordin~ of Lectures
While not a major issue, a number of inljuiries regarding the tape recording of lectures has been received. It is
appropriate that the university review this question. Other
Canadian univcrstities have introduced such a policy. the
major catalyst being the needs of students wilh disahilities.
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First iUinual Report
Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
July 1, 1989-June 30,1990
Disruptive and Violent Behaviour on Campus

Table One

A growing problem in Canadian universities is the increase in disruptive and violent incidents, including disturbances in classrooms, offices and residences, assaults,
threats and harassments, as well as the presence of
weapons on campus.
We therefore recommend that the university establish
a Policy on Disruptive and Violent Behaviour on Campus,
setting out guidelines defining disruptive behaviour, techniques for dealing with it, methods for educating the campus, victim support programs, and other methodologies for
resolving violence and conflict on campus. Integral to the
success of the policy will be the establishment of a multidisciplinary team, involving all the helping and service
sectors in the university. As well, the Office of Campus
Police should establish a Crisis Intervention Team that
could be brought on line in cases of serious violent confrontation.

CLASSIFICATION OF CASE LOAD 1989-1990
Information or Referral
Counselling or Advising
Mediation or Intervention
Investigation and Recommendation
Total Case Load

The Lance
Several complaints related to material published in the
student newspaper, the Lance. The Ombudsperson is a
strong supporter of freedom of opinion and expression and
ther right of a free press. However, we urge that the editor
of this important campus publication be diligent as to the
pluralistic nature of our campus population, and that this
sensitivity, particularly in race and religious issues, be
reflected in published material.
Race Relations Issues
The goal of the Race Relations Officer is to create in
the university environment a climate that is free from all
forms of racism. As such. the role of the Race Relations
Office on campus is twofold: firstly. to enact proactive
policies and programs that will assist in improving intergroup relations on campus and as a consequence reduce racially prejudiced attitudes and discriminatory behaviour;
secondly, to investigate all complaints of racial discrimination or harassment brought formally to the office. In instances where discimination or harassment can ge proven, the
office will make recommendations to the appropriate administrative or academic officials for formal corrective action.
Proactive Race Relations Initiatives
The office obtained a grant of $17,000 from the Ministry of Colleges and Universityies to conduct an "Attitudinal Study of Visible Minority Students at the
University of Windsor." The purpose of the survey was to
identify the needs and race-related problems that our
visible minority students may be experiencing on campus
and in the community. Approximately 15 percent of our
student population are from a visible minority backgrou~d,
with the vast majority being visa students from LAs1a,
Africa, and the Caribbean. A report of the findings will be
published shortly.
In cooperation with the Race Relations Directorate of
the Ministry of Citizenship, the office will be cacilitating
a training workshop for management and supervisory personnel in the 1990-91 academic year. The purpose is to improve knowledge and awareness of the specific proble?1s
and needs of our cultural minorities, as well as to provide
opportunities for dialogue between our administrative
leadership and experts in intergroup relations.
The Race Relations Office has also established close
working relationships with the various student councils
and clubs working on behalf of international students and
other racial minorities on campus. The goals, purposes,
policies and programs of the office have been outlined
through guest addresses to these groups.

25
21
19
91 cases

Table Two
CASE LOAD BY CONSTITUENCY 1989-1990

Admission to the Faculty of Education
The office received several inquiries relating to the
present admission policy of the Faculty of Education
which is based on grades only. Initially, the complaints
stemmed from University of Windsor graduates in several
programs who felt that certain non-academic or service experience should be important criteria for entrance to a
professional program. The office is also concerned that racial minority representation in the student population in the
Faulty of Education is minimal.

26 cases

Race Related Complaints
Twelve complaints of a race-related nature were
brought to the office. Of these, three were either outside
our jurisdiction or no follow-up was possible. Nine cases
were investigated. In some instances, recommendations
for resolutio; were made to the appropriate officials when
sufficient indicting evidence was found. In others. where
the complaint could not be substantiated. the complainants
were so notifil.:d.

Undergraduate students
Graduate Students
Faculty
Staff
Other*

65 cases
13
6
4

Total Case Load

91 cases

*Includes applicants for admission, staff
employed by peripheral bodies on campus, SAC, and
others not technically members of the university.

Recommendations
I. The university should establish a Conflict of Interest
Policy for all academic departments and faculties.
2. The university should establish as soon as feasible a
Policy on Disruptive and Violent Behaviour on Campus.
3. The university should consider establishing a Policy on
Tape Recording of Lectures.
4. The Registrar's Office should examine whether the
present system for providing information to students prior
to registration is clear and precise enough, so that they are
aware of the requirements needed for graduation.
5. Faculties and schools, where promotion to a further year
of study hinges on students passing prerequisites, should
establish a clear written policy on promotional criteria.
This policy should be published in the university calendar.
6. The Vice-President Academic's Office should distribute
to all full-time faculty and sessional instructors copies of
the university's policy on aegrotat grades and of Senate
Bylaws 31 and 51.
7. The Vice-President Academic's Office should take
whatever steps are necessary to alleviate the effects of
departmental policies on class size, in those programs
which have high enrolments.
8. The Faculty of Education should take immediate steps
to redefine its admission policy. The new policy should include non-academic as well as academic criteria in the
selection process. Further, the faculty should examine
ways and means to increase the racial minority representation in its student body.

Conclusions
This first year of operation for the office has been a
challenge, as well as an opportunity. The challenge to organize, promote and publicize the role and purpose of the
office has been met. The goal of creating an independent
office, where individuals with problems or complaints
against those in positions of authority can air their grievances in confidence and privacy, has been achieved. Further,
with the investigative authority granted, complainants
know that legitimate claims on injustices should lead to
remedial action.
From a systemic perspective, we believe that the operation structures of the university both in the academic and
non-academic units arc functioning effectively and
delivering on its mandate of pr;oviding a quality education
for its student population. That there may he some hre.ikdowns in the system, or that policies and programs may
need adjustment or re-evaluation, is to be expected in a
dynamic growing institution. The Ombudspcrson and
Race Relations Officer's role on campus, as we perceive
it, is to call these dysfunctions to the attention of those in
responsible positions.
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Table Three
NATURE OF PROBLEMS/COMPLAINTS

Academic
Admission
Counselling/Advising
Course and Program Information
Disciplinary Matters
Examination Procedures
Grade Appeals
Professor/Student Conflicts
Readmission/Withdrawal
Other Academic
Financial
Fees
Graduate Student Society
OSAP
Scholarships/ Awards
Visa Student/Casual Work
Housing/Residence
Discipline
Meal Plans
Student Conflicts
Miscellaneous
Parking
SAC
The Lance
Other
Personal
Homosexual Graffiti
Interpersonal Conflict
Physical Disability
Physical lntimidarionNiolence
Psychological/Emotional Problems
Working Conditions
Race Relations
Race or Ethnic Prejudice
Racial Discrimination
Racial Graffiti
Total Problems/Complaints

Quantity

3
12
2
1
5
9

3
2
1

3
2
6

2

3

2
2
1

2

2
3
1

1

3
2
2
2
2

3
8

91
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Soccer team tied to top, p. 16

Two students die
in traffic accident
by Jennifer Johnston

in Ruthven when a school bus
pulled onto the highway. The
Tragedy has struck again at bus struck the car and forced it
the University of Windsor. Just into the path of an eastbound
one week after the sudden death tractor trailer.
Both O'Brien and Taves. a
of Ed Chisholm,
two more
passenger
in the car, were
university students have been
pronounced dead on arrival at
killed in an automobile accident.
Monday morning at apLeamington District Hospital.
No one else was injured in the
proximately
8:00,
Harry
accident.
O'Brien, and Jeffrey Taves,
The driver of the bus, Velma
both 20, were killed when they
were forced into oncoming traf- Valenciuk, 64, has been charged
fic by a school bus. O'Brien was with failing to yield to traffic on
O
driving his car on Highway 113 a through highway.
toward Windsor from his home

Community to mourn deaths
by Lance news staff

Lance photo by Brian Cheuk

Lancer running back Ozzie Nethersole (31) runs through a pile ofGryphons.

by Jennifer Johnston
The university
is giving
Centre expansion
a second
chance. After a failed attempt to
get the students' okay in 1989, the
University
Centre Advisory
Board (UCAB) is putting forth
new expansion plans for approval.
If an information booth in the
Centre lobby gets a favourable
response to the proposal, students
will vote in a November referendum whether they will pay $5 per
course to finance what Centre
director MaryLou Thibert calls "a
Cadillac."
The current plans, if accepted,
carry a price tag of $14 million, to
be financed by $4 million from
alumni, friends of the university,
and private corporations, as well
as the student contribution. In addition, retailers who use space
within the expanded
Centre
would share the cost of finishing
specific areas.
Because the Centre is a nonacademic building, it is ineligible
for government funding.
Thibert said she understands
the financial concerns some students may have.
"We're trying to spread the

Next week:

Wednesday
October 24
members of the university community will hold a candlelight
vigil to pay respects to five
recently deceased Windsor students.
Ed Chisholm.
Robbie
Robinson. Shane O"Brien, Jeffrey Taves and Todd Thomas
died in separate incidents over
the past few months.
Organizers invite the public
to gather in front of the University Centre at 9:00 pm Wednesday. Those in attendance should
bring their own candles.
O

burden. I believe that students
will want the best," she said. "The
current plans represent a Cadillac.
If they want a Honda, they have to
tell us."
Existing services to be expanded include the Subway Pub,
the Grand Marketplace, the main
lobby/lounge, and the office of
the Organization of Part-time
University Students (OPUS).
The floor
plans
make
provision for the addition of a
television lounge, a quiet study
lounge, a pizza/pasta/sub
restaurant, a solarium, retail shops, a
full service copy centre, and more
meeting and club rooms.
Once the plans are finalized
and funding secured, the expansion would be completed within
18 months. The Centre would
remain open during renovations.
UCAB has set up an information booth in the University
Centre lobby to answer student
concerns. The booth, which will
be up for at least two weeks, will
offer complete building plans and
financial details.
The $5 fee will apply to a
maximum of five courses per
semester and be indexed to inflation. The debt will be amortized
over 30 years.
0

Suzuki method: pulling green strings
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diversions

Typing
Specialist

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11:00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11:30 till 5:00 ; closed
Mondays .)
Until January
w Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection:
Tabachnik Gallery.
w William Kurelek: A Prairie Boy's Summer:
Children's Education Gallery .
w Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor
Area: nearly two centuries of paintings and
drawings of the Windsor , Sandwich, Amherstburg, and Detroit areas. Mezzanine
Gallery.
q,
David Milne: Prints and Watercolours:
retrospective of prints and watercolours by
Canadian landscape painter David Milne,
from the permanent collection. Print Gallery.

Resumes , Reports, etc.

Excellent Rates
9 am - 9 pm
979-2026
1279 UNIVERSITY AVE W.

WIN
WIN

S1W SIMS 6 pm
WIN
Is/ Uook U/11907.:.JUp.m. WIN

WIN 2/ld Book Oiogo 9:00 p.m.WIN

'.it • FREE PARKING•

.-;~~
I}

'' \~
$ / 2-

@m)~

$2,150.00 Books
2 - $1,150.00 Jackpots

Artclte:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
Through October 28
a:, Multi-media Installation: by Alan Dunning.
"The work of making art is often more meaningful than art itself." The gallery is open from
noon to 5:00 pm Wednesday through Saturday, and 1:00 to 5:00 pm on Sundays.

Wednesday, Oct. 24
Sponsored by the MBA Society

classifieds
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS:
Metropolitan Community Church
of Windsor. a gay-positive church
for all people, meets for worship
Sundays at 10:30 am at 3301
Edison (at Brock). two blocks west
of Huron Line. In addition we
provide many social activities . For
more information call 978-1473.

Common Ground:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977 -6564 for public viewing times.
October 3 to October 17
w Members Only Exhibition: the opening for
this show is on Thursday, October 11, from
8:00 till 10:00 pm.

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment,
lower duplex on 418 Caron Ave.
Fridge & stove, parking, fencing.
On busline or 1O minutes walk to
University. Call 971-9896 or 2524897.

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West. 254-FILM.
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with an additional
Sunday matinee and the occasional midnight
screening .)
Tuesday, October 16 to Sunday, October 21
G' Encounter at Raven's Gate: (suspense) alternating Tuesday through Thursday with
Longtime Companion (USA, 1989, Norman
Rene): feature film about modern gay men.
Shown as part of Aids Awareness Week.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday screenings will
be Longtime Companion exclusively, including Sunday's 4:00 matinee.

253· 1475

PlAYU.S. • WINU.S.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Faculty of Law Lecture:
At Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law, University
Campus.
Monday, October 22
w Lecture: by Mr. Justice Cory of the Supreme
Court of Canada. Lecture begins at 11:00
am.

Windsor Feminist Theatre:

Performance at Gina Lori Riley Dance Studio,
384 Pitt Street East. (For more information or
ticket reservation: 971-9480 .)
October 31 to Novermber 4
..- Witches - A Moon-Wise Study In Hagography: a provacative new play by this local
troupe about the history of the oppression of
Iona College Fall Lecture Serles:
women Directed by Heather Majaury. "Not
Living Longer, Living Better.
for the squeamish ." Curtain is at 8:00 pm.
Detroit Film Theatre:
Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 973-7039.
Tickets are $5.00 tor students and seniors
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium, 5200 (All lectures begin at 1:30 pm in the Hottman
and $7.50 general admission
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Box Office: (313) Auditorium at Iona. The cost for an individual
833-2323 .
presentation is $2.00.)
University of Windsor School of Music
(Friday shows are 7:00 and 9:30; Saturdays at Monday, October 22
Concert Serles:
5:00, 7:00 and 9:30; Sundays at 1:00, 3:00, 5:00,
W . D Lowe Secondary School. 874 Giles
7:00 and 9:30. Admission is $4.00 American , G" When Clowns Go To Church: a lecture by Boulevard East.
Rev.
Judith
Keenan-Harris
of
Grace
United
unless otherwise indicated.)
(For ticket information call the School of Music
Church in Windsor.
Friday, October 19 to Sunday, October 21
253-4232 extension 2780.)
Women's Incentive Centre:
w Life and Nothing But (France. 1989, Bertrand
Friday, October 19
Tavernier): drama and ironic humour on the Seminar takes place at the CAW Local 444-200,
r. AT nbute to Richard Rodgers: part of the Mini
1855
Turner
Road.
Phone
944-8989
for
more
battlefields of France just after the first World
Series featuring Wendy Gartner-Bloom.
information.
War.
mezzosoprano ; Garry Gable, baritone . and
Monday, October 22
Kathleen Gable. pianist. General audience
LECTURES and SEMINARS
,,,. Learning to Cope with Economic Change: a
ticket price is $8.00, student and senior tickseminar with a panel of speakers from the
ets are $5.00. Programme begins at 8:00 pm.
Dept. of Geology C.P. Gravenor Lecture:
Canadian Mental Health Association, the
All lectures in this series are in Room 302,
Windsor
Teacher's Credit Union, and the Windsor Occupational Safety and Health
Memorial Hall, University Campus and begin at
Canadian
Auto Workers. Anyone interested Group (WOSH):
4:00 pm.
in the topic is encouraged to attend. No ad- At the C.A W Local 444/200 Hall, 1855 Turner
Thursday, October 18
mission fee
Road. Ticket information· 254-4192 .
w Paleomagnetism - the Age and Genesis of
Saturday,
October 27
Mississippi Vallely-type Pb-Zn-Ba-F Ore Women's Studies Lecture Serles:
.-.·
Charlie
King: evening concert sponsored by
Deposits : by Dr. D.T.A. Symons of the In the Blue Room, 2nd floor, University Centre,
WOSH. Mayworks Windsor, and Windsor
University of Windsor's Geology Depart- University Campus .
Coalition for Disarmament . Tickets are $5.00
ment.
Tuesday, October 30
for students, $10.00 regular admission, and
c:~ No Promised Land - Feminist InterpretaCouncil of Ontario Universities:
$15.00 per couple. Doors open at 7.30 pm,
tions
of
the
Bible:
by
Professor
Pamela
J.
At Ambassador Auditorium, University Centre,
show begins at 8:00 pm. Folks songs for soMilne. from the Department of Religious
University Campus.
cial justice and a cash bar.
Studies at the University of Windsor. This is
Friday, October 19
the first in a series of lectures jointly sponMISCELLANEOUS
w Safety Audit- Open Forum: Connie Gubersored by the Women's Studies Programs of
man will address the concerns of students,
the University of Windsor and Wayne State 3rd Annual AIDS Candlelight Vigil:
faculty and staff in an open discussion as part
University. It begins at8 :00 pm and the public At the Assumption University Conference Room,
of her Safety Audit of the University Campus.
is welcome.
400 Huron Church Road.
The forum takes place between 12.00 and
Faculty of Law:
Thursday, October 18
1:00 pm.
At Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law, University w In Remembrance and Solidarity: Detroit
Dept. of Klneslology Alumni Speaker:
Together Men's Chorus and a dramatic
Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention Campus.
presentation called Coming Home (The
2438.
Thursday, November 1
Prodigal Son Revisited) about one family's
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human q Post Meech - the Future of Aboriginal Land
response to AIDS. The programme begins at
Kinetics Conference Room.)
Rights: featuring Elijah Harper, MLA for
8:00 pm. Parking available in the Assumption
Rupertsland. Mr. Harper will address the
Friday, October 19
Church Parking Lot.
public
at
6:00.
Only
300
tickets
will
be
sold
w Mental Link·s to Excellence: A seminar by
Committee
for Native Justice:
and
the
cost
is
$5.00.
Reception
to
follow.
Terry Orlick of the University of Ottawa.
(Event takes place at the Knights of Columbus
THEATRE
The Lesbian/Gay Community Support
Hall, 1140 Goyeau Street.)
Group of Windsor:
Sunday, October 28
University Players:
At 1050 University Avenue West, 973-4951.
At Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401 w Benefit for the Mohawk Freedom Fund: cockSaturday, October 20
tails and dinner followed by a panel of
Sunset. Box Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
speakers from the Windsor area and the Oka
...,. Harriet Dart: regional director of Parents and (Curtain time is usually at 8:00, except first
Community. The Committee for Native JusFriends of Lesbians and Gays (Parents Sunday show -7:30 and second Sunday show tice is made up of students from the Faculty
FLAG) and president of the Detroit Parents 3:00 matinee.
of Law in an effort to raise money for the
FLAG Chapter will speak on the problems October 25 to 28, October 31 to November 4
Mohawk Freedom Fund, specifically for legal
and dangers lacing gay and lesbian people,
expenses. Tickets are $30.00 and are on
including AIDS, anti-gay violence prejudice w Macbeth: by William Shakespeare. The
Scottish play about toil and trouble. Directed
sale at the University Centre and the Facul·
and discrimination. The lecture begins at
by R. Vance Paul.
ty of Law.
7:30.

FOR SALE: Electric typewriters
from $50 to $100. Apple I[ parts,
boards, stuff. Also. small Can. forces double breasted green trench
coats: $10. Call 256-8054, leave
message.
ROOM FOR RENT: $300/month,
in a 2 bedroom apartment. Includes utilities . Looking for a
female, non-smoker, quiet (usually). Use of word -processor for
homework. ideal if into electronics
or computer science. Close
enough to the U so you can get up
at 8:40 for a 9:00 class & still run
there m time (I should know). Other
room rented by a 34-yr-old male.
Near the OH. Call 973-7834 & ask
for Bruce.
GOOD NEWS FOR STUDENTS·
Lucky House. 388 Rankin. available for rent now . Three bedrooms.
two baths. and appliances including laundry facilllles. Call 252-4897
or 254-2607 for inspection and
lease
FOR SALE: Yashica 108 SLR
camera with Yash1ca 50mm F1.9
Jens. Asking $300.00 or best offer.
Please leave a message for
Carolyn at the Lance. 253-4060
ROOM FOR RENT: we are looking
for a quiet, serious person. Female
preferred. $260./mth . Within walking distance of the University.
Please call 977-9557 .
FOR SALE: Cannon FTB with 2·
time teleconverter.
80-20mm
Zoom lens. 28mm wide-angle lens
with case, and flash . Asking $375
or best offer. Call Kevin at 7766163 .
PACKARD BELL VX88 Computer
(IBM compatible) with 1422CG
colour monitor and AT style
keyboard . Many accessories inc Iu ding :
MS-DOS
3 .21:
WORDPERFECT 5.0; LOTUS
1.2.3; GW-BASIC 3.20; etc. • all
with manuals. $1,500 or best offer.
Contact: 254-7070 (hm) or 253·
4232 ext.2432 (wk).
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: Masses on Sundays at
10:30am &4:30pm. Mass on Monday at 11:50am. Liturgy of the
Word: Tuesday at 5:00pm (Mass
followed by dinner at cost price).
Masses from Wednesday to Friday
at 11:50am. All are welcome to attend. Also please feel free to drop
by the Cate for coffee, to use the
Library for study, or Just come &
relax. We are located between the
University Centre & Huron Church
Rd. Phone 973-7034.
GAY STUDENT'S CLUB is forming. For more information phone
973-4951.
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt.,
Campbell
&
University.
$375/month, utilities included. Call
Robert: 254-9194.
Would the Jennifer who owns the
car with the licence VAN-775
please contact Peter Baumgartner
at 948-7002. It's important.
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Windsor homecoming a $100 hit
by Mark Malone
ff you have $100 to spend on
a party, you might be able to buy
four cases of beer, rent a
limousine for a few hours, or hire
a mediocre band for entertainment.
Or, you can throw
a
Homecoming celebration that includes a knight on a white horse,
a nine float parade, and a busload
of Shriners.
The $100 spent on Homecoming was far less than that spent in
years past. said Studentf Administrative Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves.
"We like to think we got just
as good a parade." he said.
Before a handful of spectators, the 75 minute parade
Saturday
morning
featured
Mayor John Millson as Grand
Marshal, a couple of young gymnasts, the university cheerleaders,
a pair of limousines, the Shriners'
band and of course, the floats.
The floats were constructed
on flat-bed trailers by various
residences
and university
societies on Friday night at a
decorating party.
While the stereo played and
students mingled in the parking
lot, the frames went up and hanners were attached to the sides of
the floats.
The Social Science Society
set up its float in the imugc of the

Berlin Wall. complete with graffiti. in the process of hcing torn
down. The Commerce Society

used a classroom setting.
Residents of Cartier Hall followed a '60s theme with their
Magic Bus.

For more on the
football game,
see page 15.
"It's a hippie van," Greg Lane
said.
He added making
a
Homecoming float is "a Cartier
Hall tradition."
Participants hoped to improve
on last year's third place finish in
the float judging, Lane said. They
finished third again Saturday,
while the Nursing float was
second.
The winning entry, from the
Delta Chi Fraternity, was a large,
Animal House-inspired birthday
cake.
While the residents of Cody
Hall celebrated Homecoming in
the front of their trailer, the back
half featured cardboard crosses
and a sign reading "We (Love) U
Eddie", in memory of the late Ed
Chisholm.
Chisholm was a resident of
the hall last year and still has
many friends there, said resident
Jennifer Simser.
The parade was followed by
the University
of Windsor
Homecoming Four Kilometre
Walk and Run.
In the football game Saturday
afternoon. the Lancers defeated
Guelph Gryphons 31-15.
(1

Five crazy University of Windsor students having a crazy time at Homecoming

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Watch your car

Security not guaranteed
by Darryl Smith
The parking
troubles
of
University of Windsor students
continue. Those who get spots in
one of the paid parking lots on and
around campus arc not necessarily guaranteed the protection of
their vehicles.
On October 3 of this year.
Chris Beuglct's Chevetle was
entered. via a window. and an expensive j;11.:ketwas '>lnlcn. This

nccurcu in .. v· lot behind the
Energy Ctrnver ...ion Centre. "It

was in broad daylight. You would
think, with the money we pay. we
would get protection
100."
Beuglet said.
The head of campus security
said the number of parking lot incidcnb is not out of line.
"This is about average." Jim
Foreman said. "ln years past. v.e
ha\'e a\'eraged six to ten im:idcnts
by this time. and we ·ve had six
this year. It's unfortunate. but not
surprising."
Foreman added students
should not he scanning
the

cafeteria for a missing jacket or
briefcase.
"We apprehended three offenders last year and none were
university students," Foreman
-.aid. adding that doesn't mean
professionals arc to blame.
"They·re crime-. of opportunity." he explained. "The parking lots are shor1cu1s. and if a
purse. briefcase. or a coat is left in
the open, chances arc it won't lu,-.t

long."
I le recommends people keep
valuable" out ot' ...ight.
i1

Youth our future
by Lynn Bezaire

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Staff and students dialing for dollars
by Lance News Staff
The university is reaching out
and touching as many alumni as
possible over the next few weeks
as its annual Phone-A-Thon aims
to raise $250,000 for the annual
giving campaign.
The phone-a-thon, based out
of the University Centre's Assumption Lounge, is happening
every week-night - except Hal1owe en - from October 9
through November 7. Each of
those nights (between 6:00 and
9:00) the volunteer brigade made
up of staff, students, faculty and
administration,
monitor
30
phones and make over 350 calls.
According to assistant vice
president alumni affairs George

McMahon, last year's Phone-AThon raised $198,000 for the
university. McMahon adds that
the program is more than just a
fundraiscr. He says it also is an
important vehicle for keeping in
contacat with alumni: they use the
Phone-A-Thon to publicize alumni events such as the Christmas
party in Toronto each year.
The theme for this year's
Phone-A-Thon is. "l put myself
on the line for U ofW." Development officer Susan Lester is encouraged by the great response
they have been getting from the
volunteers.
"If it weren't for the volunteers we wouldn't
have this
program," says Lester. Each night
students, professors and deans

from three different faculties call
program alumni to solicit support.
Lester says this allows volunteers
"to make a pitch for their own
favourite program." In addition.
some students report getting job
leads as a result of their converstaions with alumni. Over 70
percent of the money raised is
designated for specific departments and programs.
There are still openings available for students who wish to take
part in the Phone-A-Thon.
To get involved with the
Phone-A-Thon
contact Susan
Lester at the Development office
(extension 3249), or Mary-Lou
Thibert at the University Centre
desk.
O

Jeff Gibbs,
founder
of
Canada's Environmental Youth
Alliance (E.Y.A.), spoke 10 local
high school environmental clubs
last Friday in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Gibbs encouraged
the youth activists to organize a
demonstration in Windsor on October 27 as a part of E.Y.A.'s national "Rally for the Earth." The
rally is being organized
by
teenage environmental
clubs
across the country.
Gibbs showed the students a
slide presentation of the wilderness areas of the west coast. The
slides were from some of the trips
organized to "have youth understand nature so that they may
speak on behalf of it."
"Our society has been brainw ashed into believing
that
material wealth equates with happiness - and we are losing our
world because of it," Gibbs said.
His decision to target senior
high school students to join the
environmental
movement was
based on his belief "this is a crucial time for teenagers. This is the
time when they are deciding on
their values and beliefs."
"The aim of E. Y .A. is not to
bash these teenagers with environmental information, but to
reverse the pessimistic views
about it." he said. "By promoting
a more optimistic view and stressing that talk is not enough, young
people feel more encouraged to
take action."

In recognizing the difficully
of teenagers' ability to have a
powerful voice on social issues in
the past, Gibbs stated. "Youth
have been an invisible part of our
society for too long. Environmental clubs and campaigns give
them visibility and the opportunity to make a statement. The
E.Y.A. provides students with
identification, something university students have more readily
due to the many contacts offered
them."
Gibbs said his concentration
on high school students evolved
naturally from the energy he
found there while presenting
slides and lectures to them.
He became involved in the environmental movement during
high school. Originally from Vancouver, he became involved in a
campaign to save a forested area
in South Moresby, part of the
Haida Gwaii Islands. The campaign was a success and the area
was eventually protected.
Through his work with students Gibbs met David Suzuki. In
February 1989, he travelled with
Suzuki and a number of other concerned individuals to attend the
first ever gathering of indiginous
people to observe the destruction
of rainforests.
He has also
travelled to Borneo, south east
Asia, to observe the rainforests
there.
The E.Y.A. is currently working on plans to expand into
Australia.
0
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Quality Computer 80286 Turbo AT
~MRAM
2 M Floppy disk driv e

,..
.()n Sale For
•

"'lt>EHD/FD controller

$695

2 Ser. , 1 Par ., 1 Game
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
Enhance 101 keyboard
200W Power supply
Styling case

IL

Volunteer Fair '90

~

~~@lr -NX-2410
v

Special

24-pin printer

$349

with cable

m1cron1cs

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017
Training I Service/ Networking I Programming I Desktop Publishing

'Taj afia[

Restaurant

-

Indian Cuisine -

15% student discount on everything,
including lunch specials and buffet

* ..................
introducing Special Additional • • • •
:
VEGETARIAN DISHES
*
for our valuable
:

• • • • •

*
:

*

Vegetarian Customers

:

* * Okra Curry * Spinach with Cheese * Vegetable Curry
*..........................................................
* Potato Peas * Chana Curry (Chick Pea Curry)

*
*

In addition to this we also offer every

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

* GRAND BUFFET*
A/1-U-Can-Eat $7.99
OUR REGULAR MENU as well as

* Beef Steak * Chicken Masala * Fish Masala * Lamb Curry * Rice Pa/oe
* Chicken Madrassi (Boneless Chicken) * Chicken Tandoon
Please visit us and try many other specialities

Lunch Specials (M-F) $4.95
* Open 7 Days *

Oh, what a feeling
by Lance news staff
Firmly believing "one volunteer is worth their weight in gold,"
Volunteer Fair founder Caroline
Carnerie is busily preparing for
the annual event's fourth incarnation.
From 9 to 3 Wednesday, October 24, the Ambassador
Auditorium will be filled with
about 50 local non-profit organizations looking for volunteers. The groups range from the
Arts Council to the AIDS Committee , from Distress Line to the
Companion Animal Visitation
Program.
Carnerie is convinced the
community agencies offer a lot
for students. Besides the chance
to make a contribution to society,
volunteers gain skills and experience and can make "valuable

contacts."
"This doubles as a Career
Fair," Carnerie said. Even volunteering in an area unrelated to
your
field
of work
will
demonstrate initiative and community awareness, she added.
But students don't have to be
volunteers to gain from Volunteer
Fair.
"Walking through the door,
there is no obligation," Carnerie
said. "This is a great chance to
learn about what's available in the
community. If people ever need
these services, or know someone
who does, they'll know where to
go."
If you can't make the fair but
are interested in the 270 area
agencies that rely on volunteers,
contact the United Way Volunteer Bureau at 258-3033.
O

University hires director
of employment equity
by Darryl Smith
After an 18-month search, the
Unive rsity of Wind sor has nam ed
an employment equity director.
Shahrzad Mojab, who takes office
November 1, will initiate and
monitor programs and policies for
disabled persons, native peoples,
visible minorities, and women
faculty and staff.
University of Windsor president Ron Ianni said he is pleased
with the appointment.
"We are delighted to have at-

tracted someone with such outstanding qualifications and experience in the employment
eq uity field for thi s imp ortant
position."
Mojab served as assistant to
the coordinator
of Ryerson 's
Employment and Educational
Equity Office, as well as coordinator of that institution's
Women's Centre.
Mojab is completing her doctorate in educational policy at the
University of Illinois.
O

What every grad should know
about interviewing

Come and find out.

11 :30 am to 10:00 pm

289 WYANDOTTE WEST (at Dougall)
Phone 977-6794

Contact Career Planning and Placement,
Room 163, Dillon Hall tor INTERVIEW

WORKSHOPS.

Men & Women's
Hairstylists

$3.00

OFF

all haircuts

Offer valid to all students upon presentation of valid student ID.
At University Mall location only.
WE USE AND RECOMMEND

un1versrrv
MaLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534

lWJffiatrbr
HAIR

ESSENTIALS

Convenient Hours
Mon - Fri . . 9 am - 9 pm
Sat . . . . . . 9 am -6 pm
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by Michael J. Cohen
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June Callwood challenged listeners to reject apathy and stand
up against the inequities
of
Canadian society in at speech at
Windsor's law school last Tuesday.
"Innocent bystander is an
oxymoron. It is not possible to be
innocent if your are standing by
and watching something that is
unfair," said the well-known social activist and author, a native of
Belle River.
Callwood based her argument
on a study of Adolf Eichmann
who was held personally responsible for the deaths of 2 million
people during the Holocaust. According to Callwood, the study
found one cannot look at the guilt
of just one person.
She added "the real evil was
done by the people who did nothing. They knew where the trains
were going, the boxcars full of
people, and they did nothing."
She drew parallels to racism,
sexism and child poverty in
Canada.
"In Ontario some 44 percent
of people on welfare are children
living below the poverty line.
Food banks right across the
country report some 40 per cent of
the people they are feeding are
children."
Callwood asked the audience

~
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to "consider for an uncomfortable
moment the consequences of the
life of the child who is intermittently hungry and chronically illfed."
Callwood said she spoke part1y from her own experiences
during the Depression when she
attended school while not having
any food to cat for three days.
"I think we could go to a
school in the downtown area of
any city in Canada and find
children who are hungr:1 and
sick."
Callwood told the audience,
consisting mainly of law students
and people from the city's legal
establishment,
that Thomas
Berger's 1975 royal commission

was the only attempt in this
country's history to "link the
plight of hungry and needy
children and the rule of law."
While the commission identified
problems and recognized the
rights of children to food, clothing, housing and an abuse free-environment, no laws protecting
these rights were ever passed.
But, "the law is only the safety
net for fairness and justice,"
Callwood said. It is the responsibility of all Canadians to fight
injustice in Canada.
"You owe something to the
dream that life should be fair; fair
for women, fair for children and
fair for men," she said.
O

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
Serving Windsor For 8 Years

Prep Courses for
OCT20GMAT
DEC 1 LSAT
DEC8GRE
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Let Us Prepare a Professional Resume
for your Future Interviews
We also Prepare Academic Articles,
Thesis, Manuscripts, Essays and Papers

ll>ronto
WlnClsor
western
ca1garv
Alberta
Victoria

Get all the Information on Law sc11001at one
convenient place anCItime

Park Plaza Hotel
4 Avenue Road, Toronto
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125 years of Labatt's IPA:

Whatbeer
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tobe.

A superior old-style ale brewed by the
traditional top fermentation process.
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Centre attraction
The 29 year-old UC was built when the student population
at Windsor was 1,500; at the time, the projected peak for
enrollment was 3,000. Today, an extimated 7,000 people
pass through the UC every day during the semester.
Even without the statistics, it's clear that the cafeteria and
surrounding lounges are overcrowded. The need for more
space is subjectively obvious .
For this reason, students are being asked to contribute to
an expansion and remodelling of the University Centre (UC).
The University Centre Advisory Board (UCAB) has
presented a plan for a $14 million renovation to the building ,
a plan it hopes students will support in a referendum to be
held soon . If the board 's bid is successful , full-time
undergraduates and full- and part-time graduate students will
need to commit another $5 in student fees for each of their
courses (to a maximum of five course per semester ) . The
University has already earmarked $4 million for the project ,
as part of its 'Investing in Leadership ' capital campaign .
If approved, renovations will start within eighteen months
of when funding for them is secured. The project is expected
to take anothe r eighteen months to complete , since as much
of the building will remain open as possible .
Added UC faci lities will include a used book store
(presumably a year -round SAC used book sale), a post office ,
a copy centre, and retail outlets. Student Health Services will
move to the main floor of the building, and expanded area for
campus clubs will be available .
The Grand Marketplace, the Subway Pub, and the Main
Lobby will all be expanded . In all, there will be an increase of
51,000 "net assignable square feet."
The plans for the expansion will be featured at a booth in
the Main Lobby of the unexpanded UC weekdays this month.
The stand will be staffed by a member of UCAB, who will be
there to answer questions and accept suggestions.
Unless the response to the featured
plans is

overwhelmingly negative , there will be a referendum .
The last time students were asked to vote a fee increase
for such a plan was in February of 1989, when students voted
'No' by a margin of almost four to one.
At the time , pundits attributed the proposal's failure to
student outrage over underfunding. The consensus was that
the students felt the government and the university should
have offered to pay (or at least pay more) for the expansion.
In the wake of their defeat , UCAB struck up a 'Task Force '
of ten members (six of them students ) which has researched
similar situations on other Canadian campuses.
They found that students at "many other univers ities in
Canada, and particularly in Ontario," have committed to fee
increases for funding sim ilar projects. Students at Lakehead
agreed to an added $15 per course , at Mc Master to an added
$60 per semester . By comparison , UCAB is asking little.
It's time for students here to commit themselves to the
sorely needed expansion of the UC, if not necessar ily to this
expansion.
Unsurprisingly, there are problems with the putative plans.
Room in the new UC would be given to student counc il
services (like Centre Graphics) that no longer exist. This
problem is minor. More severe objections might be raised , for
instance, to the inclusion of a chaplains · office on the
expanded second floor , or to the fact that the expansion will
partially eliminate the UC's north lawn. Other people will have
other suggestions and complaints .
Any student worthy of the name should involve herself in
this decision. Suggestions should be made at the UCAB
booth. What , if anything , w ill be made of these suggestions is
unclear , but the option is there.
The expansion should be made , and made in such a way
that the UC becomes the true centre of student life and activity
on this campus. How else is this to be accomplished than with
the suggestions of students?

Shedding light
"Reason illumines the shadows."

unaware of the spread of AIDS in the heterosexual
community , of the relatively low incidence of HIV-positive
lesbians.
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is not the
Hatred and fear of the victims of AIDS also reflects the
straightforwardly fatal disease it used to be. Steve Lough, popular ignorance. Support groups must constantly take
executive director of the AIDS Committee of Windsor (ACW), pains to assure the public that hugs and kisses for victims
says AIDS is becoming a 'chronic manageable ' illness .
aren 't high-risk activities.
The theme of committee 's Al OS Awareness Week reflects
As pervasive as the hatred are the 'sick jokes ' that show
this change. "Out-living, out-loving, outlasting AIDS ," is how little the average person can empathize with the deathly
exactly what those affected by the disease are called upon to ill. Perhaps we all benefit from being able to find humour in
do . But popular education is still needed to lay the tragedy , but these jesting reactions seem to form the entirety
groundwork .
of certain people 's response. If all you can do about AIDS is
The hypothesis that AIDS results from the Human crack jokes, you need to mature .
Immunodeficiency Virus (which is transmitted by exchanges
Last year the university 's Ombudsperson received a
of bodily flu ids , especially blood and semen) has been single complaint about homosexual graffiti - the kind, I
popular in the medical community for years.
suppose, by which gays agree on sexual encounters .
But attempts to spread the accepted truth about AIDS Compared to homosexual graffiti, the kind that rants 'Kill all
seem to have been unsuccessful.
Fags ' or 'Get AIDS and die, queer, ' are considerably more
Hatred and black humour stand between the public and disturbing . Slogans like these coat the walls of men's johns
its understanding of AIDS and AIDS victims.
all over campus .
Reverend John Sembrat, a Roman Catholic priest,
At a time when the AIDS Committee should be able to
addressed an audience in Winnipeg recently. Father Sembrat focus on counselling for victims, their workmates, friends and
indicated that he didn 't think his church should attempt to families, they are faced with widespread ignorance that
conform to the modern world. He went on to say "The Catholic should have been eliminated years ago.
Church is not on trial; it's really homosexuality and sexual
These shadows of hatred and fear, caused by ignorance,
liberation." He indicated that he thought AIDS is a message need the light of reason and education to clear them away.
from God.
Then we can carry on out-living, out-loving, and outlasting
Oft-repeated allusions to Old Testament plagues are this dire disease.
made byfanatics who hate and fear homosexuals - fanatics
- Lawrence Deck
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Democrltus

QPI

Protested
Dear Sir.
On Friday October 12 I made another
trip to the University of Western Ontario
which has now won the title Univ ersity of
"White Supremac y."
Once again l was at Western protesting
against Phillipe Rushton and his racist
ideologies. When I got to the University
Community Centre I was disappointed; I
thought there would be a lot more people.
Judging from the familiar faces most of the
people were from other universities. I
wanted to believe that it was the bad
weather, but I knew in my heart that this
was not the case. People just did not care
enough to bother.
I made my way to the front as I did not
want to miss a single word of what was
being said. Kizito Serumaga, president of
the Academic Coalition for Equality, was
at the microphone.
I have tremendous respect for Kizito,
who has been labelled militant and violent
by the London Free Press and the Gazette,
Western's student newspaper. Kizito has
stood up over and over against what he
knows is wrong.
l looked around at the people and the
various signs that denounced Rushton. I listened to the different speakers from other
universities.
the labour representativ es
from London and Windsor an d wa s ver y
impressed with the stand they had tak e n
against Rushton.
After the speeches. we starte d to the
psychology
building
climbin g seven
stories. At this point, I was worked up and
angry. I was angry at a system that preache!-.
multiculturalism and equality but protects
Rushton.
Rushton is protected by academic

Motiuated
Dear Sir.

I

7

N IONS

Ya know , I've been reading these
letters about the "Cody Hall Frosh Have
Mock Intercourse" incident and the last
one finally motivated me to tell you this
story.
When I was in first year our floor
participated
in the Mac-Laurier
Sing
Song Event. We were informed at one of
those really worthwhile floor meetings
that we were to write a sexually
overactive song and then sing it to our
"Brother Floor". Oh boy.
Now, don't get me wrong, at the time
I was one of the six non-virgins on our
floor, and having been born and raised in
downtown Toronto I found that little
could shock or shame me when it came to
sex. (Pun intended.) So my reaction was
not because of being a prude.
So, about two hours later I'm heading
for the elevator and I hear voices. Singing
voices. So, I pause beside the half open
door and listen. Well, it's the floor clique,
R.A. included, and they're writing our
song for the big event.
They put it to a Stones song, which, to
this day annoys me. The lyrics that
filtered through the door included the line
"Wanna know what I really need? Just
finger fuck me 'till I bleed." Oh hoy.
So, needless to say. I split. The rest of
the floor mates got "right pissed" so they
w·ould have the guts to sing the words. I
left because I didn ·1 want to have the guts.
I found no humour in the lines, and
literally it sounded quite painful.
And what of the brother floor? Well
they sang songs that. in essence. told their
sister floor just how much they wanted
them to bleed during the aforementioned
finger fucking. My final thought on the
matter was: Sure. I'd do it if we at least
sang songs to degrade the men. or if the
men sang songs to degrade themselves as
well. I just thought it should he fair. that's
all.

Letters
from our
readers
freedom, but who protects us from the effects of his teachings?
This so-called academic freedom is
promoting racial hatred among people in
this so-called multicultural society.
People often question me about my
reasons for going to Western and what I
hope to accomplish. My reply to them is
this: three years ago Rushton was lecturing
directly to students; to day he lectures by
videotape.
We have made a difference and if we
continue to protest we will get him
removed from Western. lf we Black students do not stand up for ourselves, no one
else will.

Sincerely,
Karen Flynn

Encouraged
Dear Sir,
I had the opportunity

to sit on the
Students · Administrative Council (SAC)
for three terms. I am about to endorse Ms .
Tracey Wood as the Human Rights Coordinator of SAC. I feel that she is capable of
handling the duties of this office effectively and efficiently.
It is always encouraged not to change a
winner. Not only has Ms. Wood excelled
in her designated duties. hut !-.he wa!-. instrumental in shaping the "proper" adAnd (to yo u Pat ) rega rdin g fem inist
group \ , i1 took me six year ~o j o in 9.Qc.
and looking back I realize that the reason
I joined was not becau se of what men
have shown me about the world. but what
women have shown me.

Sincere!~·.
P. Bro~n

Participated
Dear Sir,
I don't know about you. but I'm sick
of people defending Cody Hall"s frosh
week games. It's blatantly obvious that
any woman singing "whip. beat me".
whether forced to or not, is degrading. to
both sexes. The fact that those involved
were "singled out. and asked to sing 0
Canada", "before
any stunt
was
performed
with any sort of sexual
connotation", does not negate the latter's
taking place, as Pat seemed to imply in
her letter last week.
I lived in Laurier Hall for two years
and I blindly participated in similar social
events, and looking back now, I would
have appreciated someone making me
conscious of my own involvement in the
perpetuation of sexual stereotyping. So
give the "feminist groups" a break,
they're trying to make you aware. and to
facilitate change. not stop you from
enjoying residence life.
I was employed as an R.A. in the
residence system for three years and I can
say without a doubt that such activities (as
with Cody's
frosh week) arc not
uncommon.
Think
about
it
residence-dwellers:
"wine & sleezes:·
'"sing-songs," "snuggy-buns
contests"
and the like. are certainly not paving the
way to a healthy sexuality among the
sexes.
So quit defending it. make some
changes, awaken. and the so-called
fcmi;ists will leave you alone. or perhaps
you will j1,in us.

Sincere!~.
Sue ~lorin

ministration at SAC, through her logic and
dedication. Her reasoning on issues affecting students arc second to none. She is
receptive to her constituent problems, and
argues with a commanding presence.
I am sure if the appointment search
committee took the initiative to read her
report, this decision to reappoint Ms. Wood
would be an easy one.
We all aspire for continuity. Here is a
given opportunity to prove it. She has
started issues that need to be resolved; and
with Ms. Wood administering them, success is inevitable.
Let's give Ms. Wood a chance to
achieve the goals she predicted. Let's make
SAC a stronger force. Reappoint Ms.
Tracey Wood as Human Rights Coordinator of SAC.

Sincerely,
Gangaram Singh

Unimpressed
Dear Sir,
This letter is in response
to the
misquotes and poor titles of some articles
in the Lance. Like the soccer teams, the
cross country teams are not impress ed with
things attributed to them in Lance articles.
It is not pleasing to see a headline "Runners Outclassed at Western" when the runners at the meet ran their hardest and
defeated individuals from t:vc ry competing
school. We were not outclassed . we did not
finish first .
Both teams were very much in the battle. with several teams wi thin reach in a
highly competitive mee t.
The othl!r bone o f co ntention that I. and
other team member s ha\c. is the \Hita's
attribution of quotes to pl!ople \\. ho never
made them. Our coach never said that Joel
Picard·s run w as the highlight of the meet.
he did mention 1hat he was pleased tha t the
tifth r.unnet: ( !?icurdj trnr-heu \ ~f} close to
our fourth runner, a desired result.
The same article stated that Picard had
"solidified the fifth spot" when the team
had not even been selected. What ,vas mentioned was how the fifth runner ( Picard)
solidly gave us five runners near the top.
The writers must quote people with the
statements they make.
People who write articles should be
familiar with the sport or event they cover.
An article based on our last meet accompanies this letter. You will note that it is
from a "meet" not a "tournament". The article differs from other Lance articles in
that it does not put the team down in any
way.
All of our sports teams give their best
effort every time and they like to get the
credit for the effort, not put down because
they don't win.
To all teams. keep up the fine work.
To the Lance reporters. get all the facts
straight and if you cannot write an objective article let someone else write it. How
does it feel to be put down?

Sincerely.
·wayne Riley

Letters policy
The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor. hut reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist. sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published.
and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
'Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page .

debate

As promised, this is the response
to last issue's effort 011 Cultural
Relatil'ism.

-ed.

c:?

There is a distinction
to be
drawn between descriptive
disciplines (like the hard and soft sciences) and normative disciplines (like
ethics and jurisprudence).
Descriptive disciplines purport
to account for things as they are. Cul-.
tural anthropology is, or attempts
valiantly to be, a discipline in which
al!en culture" are described objectively. as they arc. It should come as
no surprise, therefore, that sentences
about how a culture ·ought to be.· ,
can find no place in cultural
anthropolog y.
Ethics and jurisprudence are not
science s. Th ey do not depend on
theories about how people do in fact
beha\ e. but rather on assertions
abou t how people ought to behai·e.
Unsurprisingly.
ethical theonst s
pronounce judgment on certain types
of beha, · iour. like genocide .
Descriptively you can sa) at most
that genocide can or has occured.
that attempts to exterminate enttr e
races have bee n made. No rmativel v
~ ou can a!->sert that attempted
genocide is evil. that those who attempt it deserve to be punished .
I ha\ e to admit that the principl e
of cultural relativism has its place in scientific theory-building. But the
principle becomes abhorent to me
when nai\·e adherents of the principle take it to be a moral maxim. or.
what is the same thing. take ethical
philosophy
to be subordinate
to
science or irrelevant in the face of it.
There are societies in which
women are believed to have no souls.
In certain of these societies, the
clitorises of female children are
removed to preclude the possibility
that a soulless woman should enjoy
sex. After all, women who enjoy sex
can use it to gain power over men.
When cultural anthropologists
describe such societies, they should
avoid judging the practice of female
circumcision.
That is, in a paper
relating the sexual mores of the
society, it is not the anthropologist's
place to say "Of course, they are
wrong."
It is, however,
exactly the
ethicist's place to condemn the practice of female circumcision as an
evil.
It is likewise the place of the
c''" icist to condemn the sexism of
1 vo Live Crew and their friends.
The question of the Law's right
, censor is related but different.
As an anarchist, I resist the in-

1-:,

trusion of the state into moral
decisions that ought to be made by
individuals.
When I condemn
obscenity I have no power to force
people to take heed, as much as l
wish I did.
When the state condemns
obscenity. it has the weight of its
police and its courts to bear on us all.
This is a grander evil.
And against some construal of
·cultural relativism,' I condemn it.

-

Lawrence Deck
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Chartered Accountants

Correction Notice
Deadline Extension
Please note that applications for
Students-in-Accounts for all Ontario
locations, excluding Windsor, has
been extended to October 25, 1990.
(Windsor deadline remains October 18.)

Please forward your applications to
the Placement Office in Dillon Hall.

CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
for the Week Ending October 14th, 1990
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)
Lst Ths Wks
Wk Wk
Artist
7
39
6
1
41
3
10
46
9
16
33
13
40
25

18
22
37
49
31
12
26
14
21
23
19
5
50

24

35
2
4
27
17
47
11
29
28

Album

Label (C=Can)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

5
4
1
4
7
4
5
5
9
8
5
1
2
1
5
1

Various
Swing, The
Lard
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Jane's Addiction
Galaxie500
Dead Can Dance
Pixies
Devo
Soup Dragons, The
Railway Children, The
Cud
Dread Zeppelin
Ride
Cocteau Twins
Roadkill

lnd,eCan90
Intrepid (C)
In the Clouds
Independent (C)
Last Temptat,on of Reid
Alternative Ten
The Ingredients E.P.
Chapter 22
Ritual De Lo Habitual
Warner
Fourth of July
Rough Trade
A1on
4AD
Bossanova
4AD
Smooth Noodle Maps
Enigma
Love God
Big Life
Native Place
Virgin
Elvis Belt
Imaginary
Un-Led-Ed
IRS
Fall
Creation
lceblmk Luck
4AD
Roadk1II(Soundtrack)
Shadow Shows (C)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

4
9
1
1
5
4
8
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
5
9
4
5
1
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
9
5
5
5
7
5
5

Nervous Fellas, The
Charlatans
Killdozer
Teenage Fan Club
National Velvet
Telescopes, The
Stompin' Tom Connors
Leslie Spit Treeo , The
Jesus & Mary Chain, The
Anthrax
Pale Face
Rythm Activism
World Party
Blind Mice
Soul Asylum
Aztec Camera
Sufferin' Catfish
Psychic TV
King Swamp
Vertigo
Vernons, The
Charlie Chaplin
Darkside, The
Sleep Chamber
Happy Mondays
Claw Hammer
Replacements, The
Jesus Jones
Hothouse Flowers
PopmJays, The
Heartthrobs, The
Hilt
Circle of Ill Health
Kitchens of Distinction

Born to be Wild
Nervous
The Only One I Know
Dead, Dead, Good
For Ladies Only
Touch & Go
A Catholic Education
Matador
ShmeOn
Capitol (C)
Precious Little E.P.
Creation
A Proud Canadian
Capitol (C)
Don t Cry Too Hard
Capitol (Cl
Rollercoaster E.P.
WEA
Persistence of Time
Island
Backlash
Cargo (C)
Progys. Pasta & Liberty
Socan (C)
Goodbye Jumbo
Chrysalis
Somethmg·s Wrong
Davy Lamp
And the Horse They Rode I
A&M
Stray
WEA
Food for Thought
Warped (C)
Towards Thee Infinite Bea
Wax Trax
W1seblood
Virgin
Vertigo
Amph. Reptile
Sm1thdown Road
Probe Plus
Take Two!
RAS
H1ghnse Love E.P.
Situation 2
Sleep or Forever Hold Your
Inner X
Step On
Polygram
Claw Hammer
SFTRI
All Shook Down
Sire
L1qu1d1zer
Capitol
Home
Polygram
Please Let Me Go
1 Little Indian
Cleopatra G"p
Elektra
Call the Ambulance Before
Nettwerk (C}
A Rhyme m Four Part
Sub. Wink(C)
Owck As Rainbows
1 Little Indian

44

45
46
47
48

49
50

'1HE
BEST
SCIENCE-FICTION
HORROR
FILM
OFTHE
YEAR!" Fall On-Campus Recruiting
fANGORIA
HAGAZINf

"****
ASTERRIFYING

The following organizations
are recruiting
graduates. Job descriptions and company literature
is available from the Career Planning and Placement
Centre, Dillon Hall. Hours 8:30 - 4:30.

AS11.IEN'!

Company

AS
DISTURBING
AS
'1984'!n

SUBJECT TO CLASSIFICATION

NO\N
CINEPLEX

PLAYING
ODEON
NEAR
YOU!

AT A
CINEMA

Present this
two-for-one coupon
at the box-office of any
Cineplex Odeon Cinema in
Canada presenting "HARDWARE".
Purchase one adult admission and receive
he second FREE. No mechanical reproductions
will be accepted. Coupon not valid with any other
offer and has no cash surrender value. This offer valid
daily except Tuesdays and expires November 16, 1990.

Application Deadline Date

Interview Date

EDS Canada Ltd
November 12, 1990
November 20, 1990
Northern Telecom
October 3
October 23 & 24
Bell Northern Research
October 3
October 23 & 24
Ernst & Young
October 10
October 25 & 26
Bell Canada
October 15
November 7, 8, 19
Hallmark LCards
October 22
November 13
Peat Marw ick Thorne
October 4
October 23 & 24
The Auditor General
Sept. 28
October 25 & 26
Arthur Anderson
October 10
October 22
Dofasco
October 22
November 5 & 6
Cargill Ltd
October 23
November 5 & 6
Dow Chemical
October 24
November 7 & 8
DuPont Canada Inc.
October 10
October 29 & 30
Ontario Hydro
November 15
November 22 & 23
Toronto Dominion Bank
November 14
November 28 & 29
Scotiaband
November 13
November 27
Royal Bank
October 30
Novembers
Union Gas
Sept. 28
Oct. 22, 29, Nov. 5, 12, 19
Zerox Canada
October 29
November 14
Canada Trust
October 19
November 15
Price Waterhouse
October 9
October 25
General Electric
October 9
October 22
Canadian Pacific
October 31
November 16
IBM Canada
October 9
November 19 & 20
Hyde Houghton
November 2
November 16
Collins Barrow
October 18
October 29
Imperial Oil
November 1
November 21
Factory Mutual Engineering November 1
November 12
Revenue Canada
October 12
Nov. 13, 14, 15, 16. 19
Digital Equipment
January 11, 1991
Bank of Canada:
Computer Science
October 12
Business
October 19
Economics
November 16
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Prin~makers produce
Karl Mamer
Printmaker's Forum and the
University of Windsor's Lebel
Gallery have joined forces to put
on a show of "works in progress"
called The Windsor Suite and Affinities.
Affinities, created in two
phases, unites the works of poets
and visual artists. In phase one, artists were presented poems as inspiration for prints. In phase two,
poets were given the challenge of
spinning verse to artists' prints.
When viewing the work at
Lebel, it is not immediately obvious which phase is being ap-

preciated. The viewer is challeged
to deduce which work is the inspiration and which work is the
inspired.
Many of the pairings, though
individually framed and physically seperatcd, succeed in producing seamless unions of poetry and
artistry, as if both works emerged
simultaneously as inseparable, intertwined facets of the same
muse.
The Cairn of Sorrow, the
words of AJister MacLeod and the
prints of Daniel W. Dingler, is a
fine example of the ability of poet
and artist, though using different
mediums, to meld their raw
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Benign Territory by Sue Ellen Gcrrclsen is one of the Windsor Suite prints
now on display at Lebel.

creativity.
The Windsor Suite features
prints of an abstract, sometimes
disturbing,
nature. Dingler's
work Windsor and Me assaults the
viewer with bloated bodies, huge
penises, and pendulous breasts.
The use of unnatural colours
and objects seems to be central to
many of the prints in the Windsor
Suite. The artists have strived to
present a view of Windsor not
normally seen, not nonnally sanctioned.
In Cecil Day's Spring in
Windsor a simple bird's nest with
three eggs is set in a leafless,
mutated tree. The nest's mishappen, bile-coloured abode rises unmajestically against a solid sky of
gritty brown.
Day's print demands that
viewers ask themselves whether
or not there remains even a single
bird to incubate the eggs.
Michelle Goullette ·s untitled
piece is one of the most successful works in the Windsor Suite.
Five slightly distorted prints show
a human figure reclined with a
sheet covering it from the waist
down.
One is struck by the print's
resemblence to the famous and
gruesome
photo of Maril) n
Monroe·s cadaver on a coroner·s
table. Nothing. however. in any of
the prints reveals the figure ·s condition - or sex for that matter.
The figure is either dead or sleeping. t:ither a shurt-haird.l. sma\1b re asted
woman
or
a
smooth-chested man.
Day chose right in not titling
her work. An ambiguous title
would make the print's purpose
all too obvious. An unambiguous
one would destroy the perfect
balance she has created.
The Windsor Suite and Affinites runs at Lebel from now
until October :!3. Take a walk
down to the s~hool of visual arts
before the exhibit doses.
O
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Self-styled Bohemians are lempled to fold up Ounning's art and put ii in
their glove compartment.

Dunning rebels
Multi Media Installation
by Alan Dunning
Artcite
'.\1ackenzie
Hall,
Sandwich St.

3277

by John Deck

''The words of m)· book nothing, the drift of it not/ring."
- Walt Whitman
As the artist himsdf..,ays, "Initially the work is tedious and annoying."
A first impression is that the
piece i., not art at all Copper
strands run along the white v.alls
of the room.joining disassociated
v.ords. Dold banners with sentl:nces that have no connection to
each other are plastered over the
cuprous word nets.
The sentences are visual "cut
ups" of text and poetry extracted
from various media. Author William S. Burroughs is the most
famous proponent of these compositions in v.hich the writer random I~ connects text. both original
and "found". in order to prod ignnrant mind-. intll thlwgh1.
Dunning·s
tactic rebels

against generations of passive
audience acceptance. The dissimilarity of the phrases unnerves
observers who scrutinize the
wires for clues to the work's purpose. It is impossible to isolate individual phrases because the
piece can only be viewed whok.
Alan Dunning's mixed media
installation can be frustrating to
those who expect a nashy art
show. His purpose is to make
spectators realize that the work of
making art is often more meaningful than art itself. His "antiart". in an almost nonsensical
ambiguity. could endle,sly confound a self-styled Bohemian in\e n 1 on
uncovering
some
profound message in the directionless prose. Once it is assimilated.
however.
this work
provides a new perspective on art.
The piece leaves a notion of art as
impressions and subtle messages
rather than blunt intellectual "art
for art's sake."
(T/,e installation u·i/1 he 011
display Wednt>sday 10 Saturday
Ji·om 11<""'
to 5p111
am{ .\'umla_n I
to 5pm. tliroug/, <ktoher 28. J

n

Delightful vegetarian food you can live with
Vegetarian Delight
131 Park St. West
252-1058

Open Mon-Sat 11 am-3 pm and 5-8 pm
by Kevin Johnson
If you weren't looking for it, you might
miss this small restaurant tucked under the
boutiques on the southwest corner of Park
and Pelissier . But more and more people
are getting word and seeking out the unique
fare of the Vegetarian Delight.
Cosy and infonnal, the restaurant has
only four small tables and is decorated with
prints and embroidered scarves. "My son
said 'there's no restaurant like yours. I
played on those and now you 're using them
on your walls'," laughs owner Gurcharan
Sethi.
Sethi opened Vegetarian Delight this
summer with no fonnal training and little

capital.and runsthe place virtuallyon her
own. So far. she's enjoying every minute
of it.
"Work has never bothered me," she
says. "There was a need in me that's being
fulfilled. This is making me feel very good
because I'm vegetarian and I wanted to
provide balanced meals and nutrition for
vegetarians."
While a number of local restaurants
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offer meatless dishes alongside meat,
Vegetarian Delight is the only Windsor
eatery to forgo meat altogether, making it
the first to do so since the 1983 demise of
Mr. Natural's.
Sethi is a worthy successor and the
food, served buffet-style, changes from day
to day. The varied menu puts to rest the
myth that vegetarian fare is all the same.
Besides, Sethi's low overhead makes for
great value.
For $4. 75, you can fill your plate at the
hot entree buffet, featuring 4-6 dishes
including rice. mild curried vegetables,

perhapsspinach or potatoes, and usually a
tofu dish. The latter soy curd has its
partisans, and although I am not among

them, Sethi works wonderswith the stuff.
In additionto the hot entrees,thereis a
substantialsalad bar, soups. sandwiches,
desserts and a wide assortmentof drinks,
from fresh yogurt smoothies to teas and
fruit drinks not available elsewhere in
town.
The food has been comparedto Indian
cuisine. but it is unlike anythingserved in
Windsor. It is subtly flavoured, and not
overcooked the way meat-and-potatoes

caters arc brought up to expect. Ewrything
has its own taste. and we arc allowed to
fully experience and appreciate each
ingredient. The secret, says Sethi. i, that
she only makes what she likes to cat.
The self-taught cook is unafraid to try
new things, and it shows in her imaginative
preparation. A particularly memorable
example consisted of rye bread covered
with sliced zucchini and tomatoes and
topped with cheese, then broiled. Rest
assured it tastes better than it sounds.
Misconceptions about vegetarian food
remains a problem, Sethi admits.
"People think vegetables bite," she
says, laughing, but not all her customers
have sworn off meat. While she figures
most are vegetarian, others just like the
food, or are health-conscious.
A properly prepared vegetarian meal is
considerably
healthier
than meat.
Vegetarian Delight food is full of vitamins,
minerals and protein, and it tastes fantastic.
But Sethi is less concernedwiththe effects
of meat on humans than the effect of
humans on meat.

"No matterwhat religion says, it's not
right to kill andeat."she says emphatically.
•until we connect ourselves to everything
.around
us,
we
cannot
free
"ourselves...
a
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2- "A spot on Mill Street is worth two on Sunset."
Closely related to this is 3-"He who hesitates loses his
spot."
Both convey the eternal truth that when a parking
space has finally been found, one should not continue
a futile search for a closer one. One will not find a
closer one. And on returning to the old, one will discover it has been taken.

PARKING

Where to find the good parking
Unless you get to school at five in the morning, forget about finding a place on Sunset. Start on the second
block from the campus and move outwards. When the
curvature of the earth obscures Erie Hall, apply for
landed-immigrant status.
The streets west of the bridge seem to scare off
many people. For good reason, too: the winding, nonperpendicular roads completely destroy the principle
of the shortest distance between two points being a
straight line. You can become easily disoriented, especially when landmarks such as the bridge and
Lambton Tower are hidden behind tall trees.

DURING
MONTHS
OF:
JANUARY,
FEBRUARY,
MARCH,
APRIL,MAY,
JUNE,JULY,AUGUST,
SEPTEMBER,
OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER,
DECEMBER.
by Karl Mamer

In a recent Lance feature, the lack of parking
around the University of Windsor was cited as the
campus' number one drawback. There's been a lot of
talk about building a parking "structure" here. Many
believe this is the panacea that will finally solve the
absence of close, convenient space to berth your car.
Unfortunately, a parking garage will only solve half
the problem. Here's why:
People can be divided into two sorts. Those who
will pay for parking and those who find it beneath their
dignity to rent space for their car. The first group we '11
call Type As, the second, Type Bs. No structure will
ever meet the needs of the Type B.

General parking w dom
The great parking m
better it is. The amount
sette tapes and the bloo
ing street hockey ne
selecting a spot, but the
comparison to the gen
lot of time walking to t campus.
From the Great Par ng Maxim, a few sayings or
rules of thumb have be spu
~low are three of
the best known:
1-"AJI that glitters i ot a parking space." As you
rush down one of the stree
· ·
will spy what looks like a good spot between two cars.
Unfortunately, it invariably turns out to have a fire
hydrant or a motorcycle in it - the image of pushing
a tangled mass of chrome and foreign-made steel up a
front porch is enough to make a ~ uy wish for no-fault
insurance .

- Has either of the following two scenario
happened to you?
(1) You pass a nice spot. You pull into a dri,
and turn around. As you head back, some bastar,
a GDR sticker is zipping into it.
(2) You've left yourself -ift""te
"""
e
""'""
at,lt,......
......
o-un
~r~Of
- stween the front and ba<:Acars so you can e~
out later. You get back to your car a few: rs
Two new autos are on dither side, ~ o mort
half an inch away from your bu~.
It's now
to take you 15 minutesnf wheeNllrning and h,
oil in your engine block to extr'cate yourself.
You can avoid both ~cenarios by learning c
sive parking strategies - defenii Jour right to a
and defend your right td get ou •
- When you see a s~t that oUier drivers are
ing in on, stick your car in it any old way. Back
perpendicularly if you have to. on 't worry
turning around, getting it in neat, slraight, or pc
in the right direction. Yo~ can do that la(er whcr
enemies have passed.
- To ensure being al)le to&! ,OU(, Look for s
of at least two car lengtliJ. Par
ugp.lyin them
leaving room for neith
nor in ba
you.

- Buy a small car. ~
,~
Horizons, and Omnis are a parker's dream. The)
into spots your dad's Park Avenue won't. Try 1
power steering. Continuously turning an unpo,.
steering wheel without pavement moving beneat
is akin to pushing a fridge uphill.
- Dress warm for the winter, have an umt
handy, and always carry a Walkman. These thing
make your treks from car to school many times
bearable.
- Many people who don't own cars rent house~
the U with driveways. Make friends with one. PI•
person with enough liquor and sob stories aboui
hard it is to find parking that s/he 'II offer you unlir
use of the driveway just to get rid of you.

What type of parker are you? (Take this short quiz)
Circle any statements you've uttered while attending the U of W.
~ "Break down the tent - the line-up for parking passes is moving again."
~
"Maybe the metered lot on Huron isn't full."
~ "What? Go through that gate that's obviously
·
been rammed down? No way! That wouldn't
be right. What about the people who've actually paid for these spots? "
~ "No ma'am. I'm not crazy. I'll pay you fifty
dollars a month to park on your front lawn."
If you ·ve circled any one of these statements then
you're a Type A parker (and a Class A sucker). If
you've left this page pristine, count yourself a Type B
cheapskate.
~a.;;;;;;:;;;.:;;;;;.;;.;~=::::::=a;;;;
-~=...,._

How to make parking easier on yourself
- Practise, practise, practise your parallel pa
[ know we all failed this part of our driver's exc
you do yourself a disservice by not becoming ac
putting a twelve-foot car into a thirteen-foot
Repeatedly backing in and pulling out of a sp
only wastes a lot of time, but suggests to all th;
really are as dumb as you look.

. •. 5

~

i.c•

Keep in mind that you'll need extra cunning between 9 and 11 a.m. when parking is virtually nonexistent. If you have to get to class right away and you
don't want to spend a lot of time looking, then head
:!1!1.
~..tt~zm~·
~tWl~~~~might
have to walk an extra
tFo minutes but it's bett
han spending ten minutes
and expensive dri ng.
ternoon, parki
spots are more plentiful.
ing to think
ut when scheduling your
n do away ith a lot of aggravation by
·ng classes
and coming to school in
'II leave yo better rested for the hunt.
have only one 90-minute
n with parking limited by
um spots on Wyandotte
eal. Don't let the posted
really think somebody is
your tires a minute after
p on a ticket exactly 60
thumb, you have at least
um time. (The same can
lay lots, especially if it's
ernoon lull, people coming
to school for night classes begin to fill the streets
around 5 p.m. Count on losing your spot if you foolishly drive off somewhere for supper.
For obvious reasons, Monday and Friday are always the best days to park. On Saturday and Sunday
M lot by the library and student centre is free.
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Parking
Downhill
With Curb
Parking
Uphill
With Curb
Parking Up
or Downhill
Without Curb

Disadvantages: Cabs are expensive as all hell. You
have to tip the driver and you 're not allowed to smoke
unless you offer the driver a butt.

ance, re
sadvantag
than riding the
the rain for i
crowded, t
sibly dan

bus has only one ada dollar bus fare seems
ricey when you figure in
ffic tickets.
thing more depressing
to wait twenty minutes in
you. Buses are usually
, and full of lonely, poselly people who will talk

nsit Windsor does everyyou from taking the bus.
a conspiracy. Imagine if
transit system. A system
sary. How long would the
o plants remain in the auto
capital of Canada?Who is behind this plot to keep
Windsorites buying cars? When Mayor Millson was
recently seen sporting closely cropped hair, was that a
birthmark or the Knights Templar's coat of arms tattooed to his scalp?)
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Catch a ride with a friend
Advantages: "Chipping in a few dollars for gas"
and catching a ride with a friend is wonderful. If you
are a bit late getting started in the morning, most
friends will wait for you - a bus won't. You can be
picked up at your door and then dropped off near your
first class. You can scan up and down the radio dial
for tunes while your friend has his or her hands full
with driving. In winter, the heater in your friend's car
will have kicked in by the time he or she gets to your
house. In spring and summer, you can roll the windows down (not slide them open a mere crack like on
the bus only to have them closed by the crabby lady
with the beehive-do in front of you).
Disadvantages: For some reason, so-called friends
will eventually resent dropping you off near your class
while they have to hunt for a spot and then spend ten
lonely minutes walking to the campus. After a few
months, they'll start suggesting you remain and keep
them company. They 'II unreasonably start hinting that
the coffee you buy them once a week to help cover gas
expenses doesn't go far enough to pay for wear and
tear, wiper fluid, repairs, and tires.
Your driving friend might not always be reliable.
He or she might be late (maybe even frequently late).
Some days your friend will get sick and call you at the
last minute to tell you he or she is not coming. Or you
might not even get a call at all!

Move nearer to the university and just walk, damn
it!

Advantages: Living close to campus, you can
avoid the expense and monotony of commuting. The
time you save driving or busing can be better spent
sleeping.
Disadvantages: You will have to move out of your
parents' home and, unless you are rich, you will have
to share a house or apartment with other people.
Roommates are never enjoyable. They are either too
Take a taxi
Advantages: Unlike the bus, taxis come right to messy or too clean, they make disgusting noises, they
o d when the y ' re not ea tin g yo urs , they use
yo ur door . A cab is m:ver c.:ruwded, you always have ca t.wcc
a seat, andif the drivenngatgesyou in conversation'or y~ ~ (if ou're lucky), they we~r your
clothes and they invariably talk to you.
is smelly, you can call the company to complain .

Bicycle to school
Advantages: Cycling is healthy. Sometimes it's
even quicker than a bus that makes a lot of stops. You
can ride your bike right up to your first class.
Disadvantages: Cycling is seasonal. Once the cold,
rain, and snow come you will have to leave your bike
behind. Bikes hate this. Also, riding can be dangerous.
Some drivers don't notice cyclists; some drivers hate
cyclists. They open their car doors right in front of you,
they cut you off, they take right-hand turns into you,
actually daring you to get angry with them so they can
wreak their evil revenge. Bike trips of more than twenty minutes between home and school are also undesirable. Who wants lo spend half an hour in the
morning showering, only to arrive at school smelling
like an ox? And worst of all, if you have a really nice
bike and drive it to school regularly, the day will come
when you 'II have to walk home because someone who
hates parking as much as you do and likes your bike
even more than you has stolen it.

Get a hog
Advantages: Motorbikes or scooters can be fitted
into a number of spaces you couldn ' t even wedge in
an Austen Mini. Biking leathers will turn you into an
instant sex god/dess. Insurance and gas expenses are
much lower with a motorcycle.
Disadvantages: Like a bike, these machines are
seasonal. Many parents might not let you date their
sons or daughters if they see you pull up on a Harley.
Als
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Ryder is re-cast as
outcast in her new film

Summer
Jobs

Mike Borshuk

The best "career related" summer jobs have
early deadlines. New jobs come in every week.
COMPANY

APPLI CATIO N
DEADLINES

Bell Canada (Management) . . .
Be ll Canada (Non Ma nage ment)
Student Pa inters . . . . . . . . .
Canada Employ ment Ce ntre for Stude nts
Dofasco ....
.
Dow ........
. .. .
Na tional Defense
National Research Council
Veterans Affairs . . . . . .
Upper Canada Forestry Consulting
Career Planning & Placement . . .
Students Training in Industrial Rei
Students in Personnel
Student Sprinkler

CPPC Office
CPPC Office
CPPC Office
Mailed & Received by
CPPC Office ... .
CPPC Office ....
Mailed & Received by
Mailed & Received
Mailed & Received by
Mailed & Received b)
CPPC Office
...
Mailed & Received b)
Mailed & Received b)
Mailed Directly

Octob er 15. Noon
.Jan uar y 3 1, 199 1
Oc tober 17. Noon
... Oc tober 20
Oc tober 22. Noon
October 24. Noon
. November 15
.. November 23
. .. Decemb er I
Jan uary 1. 1991
. January 14
. Ja nuar)' 25
April I
. ASAP

See Career Plann ing and Placement, Dillon Hall.

The one person in town who
perhaps truly did know Roxy, her
In the new film Welcome former boyfriend Denton Webb
Home, Roxy Carmichael, actor (played delicately
by Jeff
Winona Ryder continues her on- Daniels), is remaining silent
screen crusade against all that is amidst the hype. He waits patientpopular in mainstream America.
ly for his one true love to come
Ryder is forever the likable back to him.
outcast - the girl who is delightDinky Bossetti (Ryder) is just
fully different from others and al- as anxious for Roxy to return, always refuses to conform to the though for different reasons. Boshypocrisy
sett i,
an
surroundi ng
orphan,
her.
believes she
S h e
is the baby
originated
Roxy abanthis characdoned
on
ter in the
fleeing her
fi l m Bccthome town.
lejuice, in
The orphan, also an
which she
p l ayed
unpopular
L) dia,
an
girl, finds
parallels beadvantaged
teenage
tween her life
scary who
and the life of
the woman
befriends
the ghosts
she believes
living in her The beautiful Winona Ryder starl~ out at is her mother.
recession.
She feels that she is destined to
attic .
In the black comedy !leathers, reach the same level of fame and
R) der"s likable outcast persona
success.
appeared for a second time as
Welcome Home, Roxy CarVeronica, a high school girl who michael is enjoyable because of
fatal!) lashes out at snobbish cli- its unsentimental honesty. Bosques.
setti is in no way glamourized.
No,..,.in Welcome Home, RoX) Rather, she 1s portrayed in an earCarmichael. R) der is taking on thy manner.
the role of the rebel once more.
The film tries to sho\\ us what
The picture concerns itself is \\rong \\ith the need to
v. ith the return of a big cclebrit),
glamourize ourselves: it points
Roxy Carmichael, to her small out how unappealing vanit) can
Ohio hometown to open a centre make a person.
for cosmetolog) and drama.
Welcome Home teaches us
The locals eag_erl) await the that if we are able to look be) ond
arrival of the once unpopular girl. what is popular, we'll be
Those who knew and those who surprised to find how satisfying
didn't know Carmichael wander individ uality can be, and how
about, spew ing memories of well the words "delightful" and
events they shared (or imagine "different" go together.
O
they shared) with her.

A great place to meet
people who wear a
lot of black ...
The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor
N9A 1A6
519 -253-235 5

SEEIT SOON
ATA IBFATRE NFARYOU

- second to none·

Right now foronly 99Cyou can have
a TacoBd Chlllto.It'snew and Ifs made
with al the thin8S
you lh . We s1artwith
a soft toltlla and tll lt with &ah ~
bee( lots ol cheddarmeaeand our own
Chllltoseasoning. But you betta- hurry.
because after October 30th . they 're

ouaa·here.

5150TECUMSEH
RD.E • 3054 Dour.Au.AVE.
6707 TECUMSEH
RD.E • 1790ffuRoNCJilR:H

.

---~:r

Billy
filled

tJdilt:S

Grow
his

pockets
-

"X" stigma X-tinct

Henry and Ju ne first NC-17 film
~y Michael Nehme
A new rating has hit the
United States movie market.
"NC-17" ( no children under 17
years of age admitted)
will
replace
the infamous
and
troublesome "X" rating. The Motion Picture Association
of
America (M.P.A.A.) will give the
NC-17 to films which overstep
the" Restricted" standards but still
have artistic merit.
the past, all films released
in the States that were too violent
or sexually explicit for the "R"
were classified with hard-core
pornography.
This prevented
some ambitious films
(such as X- I
rated Oscar
5E)(
winner Midnight
Cowboy)
from
advertising in
newspapers
~
and getting booked in regular
theatres. David Lynch (Wild at
Heart) and other filmmakers had
foresaken the rating system altogether when faced with the stigma of the "X", but the legal Iimbo
of community standards still subjected them to financial risk.
Some studios refused to place
artist vision over maximizing
profits. Film projects were reedited for an R-rating or simply
abandoned.
For these reasons, film critics.
independent
producers
and
studios demanded a rating which
distinguished
"mature"
mainstream films from blatantlv
exploitive pornograpfilJ'he
NC-

Cin

r

knowledge of her character did
not disappoint
when she approaches Henry during a movie
which is showing
a couple
making love on the screen and
then when he turns toward her
revealing a tear-filled face he is
shocked and embarassed
and
makes for the exit in a hurry leaving you satisfied and in awe while
contemplating the lives of the
three main characters.
The controversy over Henry
and
June
~ (and
the
',j reason for the
initial
Xrating)
is
probably due
to the lesbian
love scenes
in t~ film,
and not the nuditylJf this is
the case, it is a clear demonstration of the censorship of ideas
passion
under the old system - a sanitizAmerican writer Henry
ing of thought until everything
Miller and his wife June.
becomes "entertainment".
Every aspect of the film was
In Canada, Henry and June is
carefully chosen so that during
"Restricted" (no person's under
the two hours when the movie was
18 admitted). How much of the
playing passion was filling the
movic
will be cut to comply with
theatre and you feel attracted to
Ontario
Film Board standards,
the impressive cinematography
and
how
these
changes will effect
which makes every scene a visual
its
impact
on
audiences,
is somefeast of costumes and colours in a
thing most discerning
movie
way which is mys.terious to you
although perhaps it is because of viewers in Ontario may never
know. They can only hope that the
the excellent acting of Fred Ward
as Henry M illcr who carries off change represented by the NC-17
rating will not lag behind for the
the film ·s most interesting scene
customary five years. However.
wherein a shy Anais Nin played
Windsorit~o
·~
ll<ilioilo tage
hy M..iria de Maderios who perto l?>ctro· ) exhaps was the most extravagant of of their ~imity
perience Henry w,c. 1111eas Kaufthe trio hut whose fabulous acting
man intemk<l.
J
abilities
an<l a tremendous

17 concession from the strident
M.P.A.A. apparently came about
after the makers of Henry and
June challenged their "X" designation in court, and won. It is the
first film to carry the new rating.
Henry and June director
Philip Kaufman is known for the
critically acclaimed The Right
Stuff and The Unbearable Lightness of Being, but his latest film is
his best effort.
The movie is set in Paris
during the 1930s. It concentrates
on the life of

on the
Track?

---'---'-'--=--~

and thank~
his
'i-\'ags.
Your elviscope
said
don't~

f'izza

b\.fe..

but spend
money wisely.
........... Good idea,
eh?

Poets are welcome
by Samia-Rose Shaheen
For an artist, the audience is
the culmination of the creative
process.
The University
of
Windsor's
Creative
Writing
Department has recognized this
need to interact, and has found a
solution in their Noon Hour Readings.
According to organizer Jan
Finlay. the importance of these
readings is that they offer a "testing ground" to the writer. An
audience comprised of faculty
members and fellow writers is esseRtial to the completion of the
cycle.
The readings feature writers
spanning from professors such as
Dr. Eugene McNamara to students enrolled in creative writing
workshops.
However, the organizers would like to '>tress that
these rea<lings arc not restncted lo
students enrolled in English. Studenh from all facultics arc welcome to participate.

Finlay suggests that those
who wish to read should contact
the English Department and leave
their name and phone number.
If you find the idea of public
speaking disturbing, the school of
Dramatic Arts offers aspiring
orators lessons in presentation I
and voice projection.
There are two more dates left
in the series.
The Hallowe ·en Noon Hour
Reading b October 31 at the
Lebel Building from 12 to 2 pm.
Students involved arc welcome to
submit their work and have a Fine
Arts student incorporate a visual
presentation with a verbal one.
A third reading will take place
Novemher 21 at the Grad Hl)usc
( 458-460 Sunset avenue) from
11:30 am to I pm.
The Noon Hour Readings arc
an excellent way for potential a, well as seasoned - arti,h to
put forth their work in a positi\ e.
comfortable cnviwnmenl.
=,

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

See YOUR Ca reer Cou nsellor in: Room 163, Dillon
Hall.
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Buya medium
Pizza
HurPan
Pizza
withallofyourfavorite
toppings,
attheregular
price
and
getupto4 additional
medium
pizzas
ofequal
orlessvalue
for
only$5.00each.
Agreat
dealon
agreat
deal
ofpizza!
WINDSOR

9 72 -FAST

!.!' Pizza
Hut1sa Registered
TradeMarkof PizzaHutInc.

Registered
userPepsi-Cola
Canada
Ltd.
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Makin' it great!
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Don Says:
"Plan now to attend our fantastic
Hallowe'en Bash
Saturday, October 27th!
"Cash, prizes and much, much more.

"Catch DC flight 531 shuttle for your
ride to and from the party."

531 Pefi.,..,iu Street (al Wyandolle)
Monday-Salurdav 11.30 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sunday I I .JO 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Liccn,ed Under the l.LBO

What a deal!

• b~c•s
• hP•bJI ~POlhecary

• 1a,01ra•~s
• c1yS1tl1S

• intense

• c as::.es

Magick
Store
~~-. c;-~ Futon
~~
Futon
Mex,canJackel•
Jl

Lance advertising rates start as low as $20 a week for a
business card-size ad. With such a low ante to reach a
loyal readership of over 10,000 intelligent buyers,
shouldn't you get in the game?

6 s,~les

For rates and
information, contact
ad representative
Kevin Johnson,
253-2288.

$14.95

0i.-.~
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Unusual Gift Ideas for Body, Spmt & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

I

,,,,...,,..~
~

CASA

~~~.~~.LA~
~

Prepare For Your Future

Windsor

with a

254-6865

• Open 7 Days

Graduate Degree
•

I

Business!

MBA Forum

Lnique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World
• Sweater~
• Ma,ks
• folk Art

• Jewc,llery

Students from all undergraduate disciplines can pursue an MBA

Date:
Time:
Place:

Monday, October 22, 1990
12:30 - 4:00 pm.
Ambassador Auditorium - 2nd Floor University Centre

I

I

• Ponchos
• Tapestrie~
• May .. n Pi«-e~
• Clothing

\ \\cfc
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(\W:oll"

t)~\ct \ c·~tU·
".,,totC'='
woe"
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Speak with MBA Reps from the following universities:
British Columbia
Dalhousie
Detroit
European University
McMaster
Manitoba

Ottawa
Queen's
Simon Fraser
Tulane
Toronto

Only on

Western
Windsor
York
+ more

,,,
October 22 .. ---·
--

.... TO TIii

EXOllC

!land Cn,hed Worldwide Imports
•
•
•
•

J.,.tll<ry
Planta
Whipo
<1olhtng

• Afnun C.•rvlng,
• folk Art
• T"J'ffln ..
•

~-~
•tta

7 UAYS
3'.kl Ouclktlc, Windsor
OPI~

<l'aLI« ( omp1.. l.:pPffl

'"" 256-1551
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Windsor clinches playoff berth

The Lancer
Locker

Pugh's TD's crush Gryphons
b~ Dan Briggs

,a

It was a homecoming game

straight out of the movies.
On a beautiful Indian summer
day, thousands of enthusiastic
students and returning alumni
crammed into a football stadium
to see the home team win a crucial
game with a close rival.
It was a perfect setting, a perfect afternoon,and the result was,
well ... perfect.

QB 's pass and ran 45) ards for the

• .,,
~

FOOTBALL
Last Saturday, the University
of Windsor's football team upped
their record to 4-1 with a 31-15
victory over the Guelph
Gryphons before one of the
largest crowds ever at the
Lancers' South Campus Stadium.
With the win Windsor
qualified for the playoffs for the
first time in three years.
This Friday the Lancers will
go head to head with the U of T
Varsity Blues for the rights to
second place in the final standings
and the home playoff game that
goes with it.
"It's going to be a hell of a
football game," said Windsor's
head coach John Musselman."
We've got two teams that are on
the way up, and two teams that are
playing pretty well nght now."
The win kept Windsor and
Toronto tied for second place in
the Ontario University Athletic
Association's (OUAA) league,
while Guelph (3-2) slipped into
third place.
Against
Guelph,
the
predominently run-oriented Lancers hurt the Gryphons most
through the air.
In a seven minute spanat the
end of the second quarter,
Windsorexplodedfor four touchdowns, including two TD passes
from quarterback
WaltTazzman
to slot back Brian Pugh on identical plays.
"If you would have told me
before the game that we were
going to score 28 points in the first
half, I would have been happy,"

Lance photOby Brian Cheuk
Lancer QB Walt Tazzman (17) rolls out and looks for an open receiver.

said veteran Lancer defensive
back Vic Kulla.
The Gryphons preceeded
Windsor's scoring parade with a
touchdown in the first quarter hy
running back Chuck Sims, and a
drive to the Lancers' four yard
line which ended in the home
team's third goalline stand in two
weeks.
"Today they just kept coming
up big when we got in close," said
Guelph's head coach Dan McNally.
Heading into the second
quarter, Guelph held a 7-0 lead
which Windsor erased on their
first drive.
Lancer running back Mike
Scratch capped a 12 play, 95 yard
drive with his patented dive into
the endzone from two yards out.
After stopping Guelph on
theirensuingdrive,Windsortook
posession of the ball on their own
39 yardline.

Per/ ormer of the
Week - Sue Brogno
among the league leaders in
scoring. and is the top Lancer
scorer this year.
The third year human
Sports editor's note: Due to
kinetics student is a graduate of
complications
with
the
11,anbgiioingholiday last Mon- Bawating College and Vocaday. the Lance was unable to tional School in Sault Ste.
print the Performer of the Week. Marie.
For being selected the PerWe lrave decided to include last
formerof
the Week. Brogno will
Wf!elc
's winner this week.
The Performer of the Week receive a S20 voucher from Don
for the Period ending Oct. I5 Cherry's Restaurant at 531
was University of Windsor Pelissier St. in downtown
Cl
women ·s soccer player Sue Wind..,,.
The Performer of the Wed is
Brogno.
Brogno, scored both of selected in conjunction M'ill,the
Windsor'sgoals in a 2-2 tic with Uni1,oersityof Windsor athletic
McMasaer
on Wednesday,Oct. department and in no way
refl«ts tl,e ,·iew., or 011i11i,m
.., of
4.
lh,n
Ch,•rry
•
.
.,
Re.,1a11r,1111.
Witlt 6 g()als, Brogno is

Sponsoredby Don CherTy's
Restaurant

On the first play from scrimmage, Pugh scampered 77 yards
for a touchdown after catching a
pass over the middle from Taz2man.
e figuredil would be there
because theywerelined up to stop
the running game,"said Musselman explaining the TD play.
"That's one of the simplest plays
in football."
Two plays later. an ill-advised
pass by Guelph quarterback
Frank Marof ended in the
Lancers' third touchdown of the
game when defensive back
Jimmy Aspropotamitisstepped in
front of a receiver. picked-off the
pass, and ran 24 yards for the
score.
The play gave Aspropotamitis
the Lancer career record for interception return yardage. Over five
years, the player has amassed 161
yards returning errant passes to
exceed former Windsor player
Joseph Brannagan's 157yards.
Near the end of the half, the
Tazzman to Pugh combination
struck again. On the exact same
play as the pair's first touchdown
hook-up, Pugh tucked-in the

score.
"They made a couple of really nice calls, and caught us in
some defenscs that we don·1 play
very often," said McNally explaining the play that burned his
team twice.
"In the two touchdowns we
scored to Pugh the safeties went
for the play fake and he was wide
open," Tazzman said.
A last second field goal by
Guelph's Dan Walker, left
Windsor ahead28-10 going into
halftime.
The 18 pointcushion proved
to be a large enough marginfor
the Lancersas neitherteam did
muchscoringin the secondhalf.
Two singles and a 16 yard
field goal rounded out the
Oryp11ons'scoring at 15. The
Lancersupped their total to 31
pointswith a 10 yard 3-pointerby
Lazar Acamovic with just O\'er a
minute to play in the game.
"I feel great. We did what we
had to do. We played really well
in all aspects of the game," Musselman said.
The Gryphons outgained the
Lancers 369 to 358 yards in total
offense, and won the battle of the
rushing teams by edgingthe home
team 170 to 146 yards on the
ground.
Tazzman had his best game of
the season, completing 13 of 23
passes for 244 yards with two TD
tosses and no interceptions.
"It makes me a little more confident, it's going to be good going
into next week," the second year
quarterback said.
A couple of Lancer milestones were reached in the game.
Running back Andy Ross
rushed for 31 yards and crossed
the 1,000 yard rushing mark for
his four year career.
As well, fifth-year linebacker
Mike O'Neil upped his Windsor
all-time tackle record to 401 with
11 against Guelph. O'Neil's mark
eclipses Brannagan 's career
tackle record by 131.
The Lancers will travel to
Toronto this Friday for a night
game against the Varsity Blues,
before rounding out their season
at home against the McMaster
Marauders the following Saturday.
CJ

Per/ ormer of the
Week - Brian Pugh
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant

Lancer is a graduate of Blenheim District High School.
For being selected the PerThe Performer of the Week former of the Week, Pugh will
for the period ending Oct. 22 is receive a $20 voucher fromDon
Lancer football player Brian Cherry's Restaurant at S31
Pugh.
Pelissier St. in downtown
In Saturday's 31-IS victory Windsor.
Cl
over Guelph, the fourth-year
TIiePerfor,Mroftlw Wedi&
slot back caught two TD passes. sel«tetl ill conjlllldion wide1M
IUllldic
As well, the human kinetics Universily of
major rushed for 7 yards oa two depar1111e111
a11d ;,. 11tt w-.,
carries.and amassed117 yards reflects 1M WftlSor opilUOIUof
on the two touchdown catchcic. Don Cl,,my ".rRnttalral.
The 6 'O". 190 pound veteran

w;..,.
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Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.
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Devonshire Mall area.

Call Debbie at

972-7804.
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Fine tune your skills in interviewing.

You only get one chance to make a
good impression!
Attend one of Career Planning and Placement's

Interview Skills Workshops
'Schedules are ava ilable in Roo m 163, Dillon Hall.

Soccer Lancers tied
up in first place
by John Marentette

YO! GOT A MINUTE?
~t

Although the University of
Windsor men's soccer team
played to a tie in each of its road
contests last weekend, the Lancers got more than they bargained
for.
Though ties are not a rarity in
the Ontario University Athletic
Association
(OUAA) league,
even the Lancers had to count
their blessings after receiving two
blows that were detrimental in
their attempt to add two games in
the win column.
Coach Pat McNelis had to
stand on the sidelines and watch
as his most proficient goal scorer
was injured, and another Windsor
player received a red card.
Roger Fogel ·s retaliation to
the over-aggressive
play of a
Gryphon player in the waning
minutes of the first half and Pete
Rosco 's injury at the start of the
second half, appeared to steer the
team into a sorry state as they
trailed 1-0.
In the game's eighty-third
minute, however, Eddie Marlovitz came to the Lancer rescue,
capitalizing on a scoring opportunity that came as a result of a
throw-in pass by lzidor Lulic. The
goal proved to be the last point
scored by either team as time ran
out.
In Sunday's
match
at
Western, the Lancers were try ing
to get even against a Mustang
team that dealt the m their only

tR:)

1
~

loss of the season. Heavily burdened by the unavailabi lity of two
starting players, however, the
Lancers were forced to rely greatly on their bench.

MEN'S SOCCE R
Most of the action took place
at Western's end of the field.
However, the Lancers failed toestablish a result from their scoring
attack, unable to trouble the
goalie to much of an extent.
With the Windsor defense
going untested for most of the
game, however, the Lancer goal
was even less threatened. As a
result, an intense ly well-p layed
battle ended in a 0-0 deadlock,
and Windsor had to settle for its
second tie of the weekend.
The men are still fittingly atop
the OUAA Southern Division.
Yet this time around, they have
company. The Laurier Golden
Hawks share the Lancers' record
of 3-1-3, leaving the Windsor
with litt le margin for error as the
schedule winds down.
"If we win our last three
games, we're the champs in the
division," McNelis said. "I would
like for us to capture at least five
of the six points that still have to
be determined. If we can do that,
we'll be in good shape."
The Lancers will try to earn
some crucial points when they
host the Brock Badgers this Sat urday, and the L au ri e r Gol den
Hawks on Su nda y.
O

.

'itlt Cinnamon ...
DEVONSHIRE MALL

Bring your U of W ID and receive
10% discount on any
cinnfully delicious cinnamon roll.

muffler king~

~

PLEASE ... ~ ~
TAKE THE TIME FOR
UNITED WAY

315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
until October 31 , 1990
At Speedy, you're a somebody!
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Loss makes playoffs unlikely
by CalYin Knight

On Saturday, the University
of Windsor·s women's soccer
team dropped a 4-0 decision to the
Gryphons in Guelph and virtually
erased all hopes of a playoff spot.
"The odds are down," said
Windsor coach Gord Caldwell of
his team ·s playoff hopes.

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
The top three teams make it
into the playoffs. Currently
Guelph is in third place with ten
points, one point behind Western
and Laurier, the co-leaders. With
four games left in their season,
Windsor can accumulate a possible 13 points. Guelph, on the
other hand, has five game left to
get at least four points.
Saturday's match was 1-0 at
half time due to a controversial
goal. The Windsor team said the
ball did not cross the goal line.
"Ellen [Rodge) was in the net
and it didn't pass her," said Carey
McGregor.
The three other goals came
late in the second half to put the
game away.
"Guelph played well," said
Caldwell. "They [the Gryphons]
kept close tabs on us."
Caldwell plans to overcome
the problem of his offensive line
being out-manned by pushing up
his dcfense to help out.
Caldwell
commented,
though, that the Lancers' defense
played an excellent game on
Saturday.
Individually, Julie Pallot had
another routinely good game, in
spite of the score.
"She was often left at their
[the Gryphons') mercy," said
Caldwell.
Another bright light was Car-

RESUMES
PROFESSIONALY

DONE

$30.00
ALSO: COVER LETTERS
LABELS ANO PERSONALIZED
ENVELOPES
AVAILABLE!!

INTERACTIVE

RESUME

1305 WINDSOR AVE. SUITE 8

253-3201

rie McGregor, who did a great
deal of constructive running.
Unfortunately, shortly into
the second half one of the Guelph
players drove her cleats hard into
McGregor's ankle.
She played the rest of the
game and afterwards went to
Grace Hospital where she was

diagnosed as having a chipped
bone. She was to have X-rays on
Monday to determine the seriousness of the injury.
Windsor plays at home on
Saturday and Sunday at 2 pm
against Brock and Laurier respectively.
O

Windsor cross
country runners
impressive in States
by Jim Parry
Competing against a strong
field featuring powerful NCAA
division-one schools, both of
Windsor's cross-country teams
were impressive at the Indiana invitational over the past weekend.
The men's team finished in
eighth place overall, beating the
University of Missouri in the
process, while just trailing the
University of Georgia and
Eastern Illinois.
Jason Boyle led the team by
finishing an astounding 15th
place in a race won by last year's
NCAA champion, Bob Kennedy.
John Cress finished in 30th,
Wayne Riley followed in 32nd,
while Scott Manser finished 44th
and Dave Scarrow ended in the
50th spot to round out the top five.
The women·steam finished in
ninth place overall. Julie Inglis,
posting her best finish as a Lancer, led the team crossing the line
in 31st place. Crystal Garrett was
next in 41 st position, followed by
Lisa Hartlieb in 63rd and Tanya
Bielby in 67th.
Head coach Dennis Fairall
was pleased with his teams·
results. He said anytime Windsor
can beat a scholarship school,

then the results are excellent.
Fairall cited Boyle's performance as outstanding, saying he
did not know how many freshmen
were in the race, but that he
(Boyle) finished in the top five.

ONTARIO MEDICAL SCHOOL
APPLICATION SERVICE

************************************

APPLYING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL?
Applications for all Ontario Medical
Schools must be received by the
Ontario Medical School Application Service
(OMSAS) before 12:00 noon November 1, 1990,
for Fall 1991 Admissions.
For applications write to:
O.M.S.A.S.
P.0.Box 1328
GUELPH,Ontario
N1H 7P4
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ACareer1
ThatCounts.
[!I
Opportunity
From controller to CEO, CGAs are multi-skilled
professionals who fill key accounting and financial
positions.

Reward
Only CGA offers a complete certification program
that allows you to continue working full time while
pursuing a professional accounting designation.

CROSS COUNTRY
Fairall added that a tough field
featuring bvth NCAA crosscountry champions made the
overall team performance very
impressive.
"Compared to last year, most
runners improved by over two
minutes." He went on to say that
a course such as Indiana ·s
provides a good indication of improvements in time and fitness
levels when compared to last
year's results.
With the OUAA /OWIAA
championships just two weeks
away, the process of selecting
who will represent the university
enters its final stages. Coach
Fairall believes that some very
tough decisions will have to be
made uring the ne-xt

u wee ..

Next weekend the team
travels to Wilfred Laurier to compete in a meet which will sen e as
the final preparation before the
provincial championships.
:J

Innovation
In addition to our unique modular program, CGA is
the only professional accounting body that provides
you with valuable hands-on computer use throughout your studies.

Mobility
Your CGA designation is transferable between
provinces.

Credibility
As a.CGA, you will be recognized as a leading
accounting professional in Canada's business
community.

Infinity
If you're looking for a career with infinite possibilities
contact us today at 1-800-668-1454.

A great place to meet
people who wear a
lot of black ...
The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor
N9A 1A6
519-253-2355

October17,

CertifiedGeneml Accountants
Associationof Ontario

-· second to none·

STUDENTS
When you have a problem of an academic. administrative. or race related
natun: with any part of the university. its departments or units, and have
c:d1au"tcd all normal grievance channels. contact:

IiTHE UNIVERSITY

OMBUDSPERSON

11

You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way.
and where possible. a mediated solution to your prnblem. The
Omhm.Jsperson has been given broad investigative powers. university-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.

For an appointment ...

Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm
Room Number 351, Dillon Hall
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Golfers drop
OUAAcrown

presents

b)' Glen Skinner
and John J\tarcntette

The University of Windsor
men ·s golf team placed 6th out of
13 teams in the OUAA Golf
Championships at Guelph last
week.
On October 10 and 11 al
Guelph's Cutten Club, the team
shot a total of 641. Queen· s took
Windsor's defending title away
with a two-day total of 619.

"The Master Requests your Presence"
Join us for the 15th Anniversary of
Rocky Horror Picture Show
at Studebaker's on Thursday October 25.

"Studebaker's becomes Transylvania"
Contests and Giveaways
of Official Memorabilia

Don't miss Windsor's
Come early for our show
1stand only bar screening. special "1 c chicken wings"
8 pm 'til all 2000 wings are gone.

Advance tickets - $3.00
Thursday, October 25
Rocky Horror
Picture Show Nite
Dress 1.1pos your
fovo1.1r1te cf'>orocter

Door -

$4.00 With Student ID - $2.00

Friday, October 26

Saturday, October 27

~ONJf~~ ~45A !45~
Specials Ol"'dcontests all weekel"'d
Pr,zes for best cost..ir-e

I

STUOEBAKER'S
---iiiilliiiiliiiiiiiilji~l!l'IJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliiiiiiiil~~-lllliiiiiii-•

2629 Howard

972-3138

8e, Tw-e, ()I"8e, .fqr.ai!"e,/~~

LANCER
ROUND-UP
Steve Makra shot 75 the first
day and was second among the
top individuals, but slacked to
shoot an 81 the next.
Other Windsor participants
were Tim McCullough with a 76.
Ken Broadbent ·s 83, Kevin
McCulligh's
82, and Brad
Courtney"s 79. All teamed up to
shoot 322 on the final day.
The Lancers have a new
coach, Tom Deuchman. who
replaces Tim McCutcheon. McCutcheon left to become a club
pro at another course 10 St.
Catherine·s. Deuchman at the
present time is the assistant pro at
Essex Golf and Countr) Club

*

*

*

Final cuts for the Uni\.ersil) of
Windsor Lancer men ·s basketball
team will be made b) interim

~\) fff
1
srr~L£~oRrtl\.~
!\.Rb\~\>
~

coach Wayne Curtin at the end of
practice October 22. The roster
will subsequently be reduced to
14 players. after which team
photographs will be taken.
*

*

*

As part of Windsor's
homecoming festivities. Lancer
women ·s voile) ball coach Marge
Holman was honoured last Sunda) when she was inducted into
the Universit) of Windsor Alum°'Sports Hall of Fame. Also bearing plaques in their names were
Eddi Chntaro and Andrea PageSteen. The list of inductees now
totals 2.2 people who have been
instrumental in the success of
Windsor"s athletic program.

*

*

*

Last Saturday at the Western
Invitational hockey tournament,
the Lancers defeated Western. 32. Thew in put the Lancers into the
finals on Sunday. where they lost
to Waterloo. 8-5.
Lancer Brad Belland was the
tournament M. V.P. with two
goals in each of the games.
Previous!).
the Lancers
travelled to low a and defeated
Iowa Slate 7-4 and 9-2 on October
6 and 7.
Windsor begins its season at
home Saturday. October 27. ,·ersus Laurier. Game time is 7:30 pm
at Adie Knox Herman Arena. .:,
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Perhaps
you don't
~-=..
.J
understand
the gravity~of the situation!
/

~cttingmeasurcdforyour
new career? Signing on
with a major CA firm for
your final training is a bit
like getting a new suit.
It's ari investment that
you 'II have to live with
for some time - so you'll
want to be comfortable
with It.

I

AtDeloitte & Touche your
career plan~ will be
custom tailored to suit
your interests and abilities.
Our style is relaxed and
flexible - stretches to fit
a variety of individuals.

I

Tryus on for size. W c can
help you fashion an·
exciting new career as a
CA. See us during
on-campus recruiting or
check your placement
office for details on how
to contact us.

Deloitte&
Touche
0

_!~~
..~~,.-.
~:
Graduates -

have you prepared for the on-campus recruitment season?
Workshops in resume writmg. ACCIS application forms and
interview skills are available m the Career Plann,ng and
Placement office. Room 163. Dillon Hall

STUDY IN FRANCE
Students can enjoy a unique
opportunity to earn
university credits toward
a Canadian 8.A. while
studying in the south of
France near Nice. The
U niversi t~ canadienne en
France offers studies in
Humanities, Social Sciences
and French and English language courses to students who have
the equivalent of one year of university studies.
Students may qualify for Federal/Provincial student assistance
programs (loans and bursaries).

Forinfrm,uition,c.allor writt!:
UNIVERSITE CANADIENNE EN FRANCE
Laurentian University, Ramsey Lake Road,Sudbury,
Ontario P3E 2C6. (705) 673-6513, Ontario (800) 461-4030 or
UCF, 68 Scollard Street, Toronto, Ontario MSR 1G2
(416) 964-2569, Ontari<Y(800)387-5603, Canada (800) 387-1387.
lnformahon Session·
University of Windsor

Thurs.,Oct. 18, 1990
at 1:00 p.m., Room 163
Dillon Hall
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Campus reps - Individuals
or
Student Organization needed to
promote our Spnng Break Packages

Dave te ll s l etter writers:

Don't kill the media messenger ··~:i:i::~:E!E
by DaH Briggs

you directions to our athletic
department. They would be glad
I have lost a lot of respect for to tell the world how great you
some Lancer athletes.
are.
In a number of recent letters,
We too are more than happy
the lance has come under fire to jump up and down about the
from a number of whining ath- school's sports teams when they
letes who seem to be living under do something worth jumping up
the delusion that this paper is and down about. Believe it or not,
printed merely to highlight their everyone who works in the sports
department does go to this school
athletic accomplishments.
While I realize the Lance and is pleased when our teams do
should never be above criticism, well.
Why people think we want to
it should be above pointless, illogical, and downright inane jibes be negative is beyond me. Some
from people who are obviously have the impression we get
under some misconceptions about together each week and find new
ways to slam everything our
our role on campus.
The Lance is 1101 promotional teams do.
But those who take the time to
literature!
read
this year's articles will disIf you are a University of
cover
that we have been more
Windsor athlete looking to have
your exploits promoted, I can give positive about our teams than

negative. This point is emphasized by the fact that we concentrate on Windsor's teams and
not on university athletics in
general.

the armchair gladiator
When athletes have valid
criticisms we would be glad to
hear them. Telling us things like,
"Why don't you put on some
spikes and we'll kick your butt on
the field," is merely infantile. It's
as silly as us saying, "Why don't
some of the athletes come up the
Lance and we'll show them how
to put together a sentence."
If some athletes think their
athletic performances are above
criticism because they are hardworking volunteers, the same rule

Tennis team building to futi,re
by John l\tarentctte
The University of Windsor's women's tennis
team has improved compared to last year's squad.
Coach Doris Hays, now in her second year as the
team· s coach, has quite a job ahead of her Loerase
last year's dismal finish.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
The team began a new season on September 24
when they competed against Henry Ford College.
The team was victorious as Sue Beard, Siobhan
Ruane, Toni Moscardelli, Nicole Chauvin. Jennifer Spakowski and Kathy Quenneville each won
their individual matches.
The team continued their impressive play on
October 13 against Waterloo with four wins out of
the six contests. Karen Sanchez, Beard, Ruane and
Chauvin each won matches in single competition,
while the combinations of Beard /Ruani and
Chauvin/Quenneville combined to win two of

must apply to the lance sports
department, which consists almost entirely of unpaid writers.
Our responsibilities as journalists require us to try at all costs

three doubles competitions.
Most of the team members are first-year
players, with the exception of Jennifer Spakowski,
now in her second year, and Karen Sanchez, now
in her fourth.
Although the team's budget allows them to
play only six of their nine players, Hays compensates by rotating the team roster, thereby giving
each of her players equal opportunity to test their
abilities.
The Lancers are one of nine teams in the
OUWAA that take part in a regular season
schedule, with the top four teams at the end of the
schedule becoming eligible for the playoffs.
Though Windsor finished at the bottom of the
standings last year, Hays anticipates a bright future. The coach is helped by assistant Scott Hays
throughout the seven week season.
"I want to see them playing thirty years from
now," said Hays of her players. "I really am proud
to be associated with them because of all the hard
work they've put into it."
0

to be impartial witnesses. That
means we will present both sides
of the story.
They might be in the minority,
but some people would like the
lance to turn into a propaganda
rag that spews out only positive
things about this institution. I
don't know about you, but I'd
much rather get a dose of reality
than a load of one-sided promotional crap that does nothing but
give our athletes an ego boost.
I think rve got a solution to
everyone's problems: every time
one of our teams loses, we won· t
print a word, but every time one
of the Lancer squads wins, we· 11
print a full colour, twelve-page
spread on how unbeatable our
God-like athletes are, and ho"' we
should count our luck) stars to
have the world ·s greatest sports
program.
Some people don't realize
how lucky the) are to get
publicity at all. Seeing as the
Windsor Star barely covers campus sports, the lance is the onl)
game in town.
If athletes can't take the bad
with the good then ma) be they
should stop playing sports as soon
as possible.
Being proud to play for the
team should be enough. This isn ·1
high school an~ more. The school
newspaper shouldn't ha"e to tell
teams when they've done well.
The players should already

:J
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New Trojan-Enz®
\vith Spermicide
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Spermicidal
Lubricant

§~Yo!rni~JQO
with Spermicidal Lubricant.
Valid only on package of 12.
Mr. Dealer: CarterProductswill pay

Now you can reduce the risk of ~xually transmitted
diseases with new Trojan-Enz.itCondoms with Spermicidal
Lubricant. We've added Ntmoxynol-9 spermicide to our
quality condoms. so you can be confident about protection.
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50 COMMUNITY

AGENCIES

to show you how you can
experience the mutual benefits of
volunteering.

~ CAREER

DEVELOPMENT

PERSONAL

~

~AWARENESS

GROWTli

RELATIONSHIP

~ COMMUNITY

5r'EXPERIENCE

BUILDING

ENHANCEMENT

~SKILLS
[i('REFERENCES

DO IT FOR YOURSELF
DO IT FOR YOUR COMMUNITY!!!!!

Wednesday

October

24, 1990

9:30 am to 3:00 pm
University of Windsor, University
at 401 Sunset Drive
Ambassador
Auditorium
Free

Admission

and

Centre

Refreshments

Sponsored by: The United Way Volunteer Bureau, Windsor and Essex
Association
for Volunteer
Administration
(W.E.A.V.A.),
and the
Career Planning and Placement Centre.
For more information

contact

the United Way Volunteer

Bureau at

258-3033
Pu19n: K.£. Jones 1t,o

r
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Student federation target of criticism
by Andy Riga

OTTA WA (CUP) - Recent calls for reform have
rekindled a lingering debate over who is making the
decisions for Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) Services, the student-owned company that runs Travel Cuts.
Three of CFS' Ontario member-associations have announced they arc joining a three-year battle lead b\ five
BC members to increase democracy within Cl S-Sel'\ ices.
Charging they have lost control of the federation and
that major decisions arc being made "ithout the
membership ·s consent, the eight members arc witholding
their CFS-Services fees.
And they're demanding that their concerns be
addressed when CFS members gather in Ottawa
October 22-28 for a general meeting.
''The) 're not operating as democratical1) as they should be," said Ian Middleton,
president of Lakehead University's student council, one of the disgruntled Ontario members. "We feel !hat they've
gotten out of control."
CFS-Services - which also runs
the Students Work Abroad Program,
the National Student Health Plan and
other proe:rams - is the twin organiztion of CFS, the national student
lobby
on issues
of
post-sei:ondar) education.
Critics cite two recent program
- Au Pair and Ship for World Youth
- which they Sa) have gone ahead
.,..ithout the approval of members.
Au Pair brings young European
women to Canada to .,..ork as lh e-in
maids \\ hile stud) ing. Ship for World
Youth is a 75-day cruise sponsored by the
Japanese government that will bring
together 275 youths from 13 countries early
next year.
At the last general meeting in March. members
directed CFS-Services to abandon the Au Pair program
because it was sexist and not enough was being done to
prevent sexual harassment within the program. said Marc
Molgat, an executive of the University of Ottawa ·s student
council, which is also withholding its fees.
But members were later told CFS-Services couldn't
pull out because negotiations were too advanced. CFS-Services says the program will not be renewed next year.
"Negotiations went on without the prior consent of the
national executive or the membership at a general meeting," Molgat said. "Who's controlling CFS-Services?"
Neither the members nor the national execuli\'e were
informed of Ship for World Youth until after negotiations
had begun, Molgat said. The federation said it couldn ·1 pull
out of the Ship program because it had already agreed to
panicipate, he added.
Molgat said the eight dissenting members are fed up
""ith new projects being initiated ""ithoul the consent of

members. And, he said, they will continue to withhold
their fees until something is done to make the Ser\ ices
more democratic.
One dollar of the $4 fee paid by students at CFS member colleges and universities goes to CFS-Ser\ ices.
Along with Lakehead and the U of 0, Ryerson
Polytechnical lnstitude in Ontario and Simon Fraser
Univer<,ity.Langara and Douglas colleges. and MaJa.,pina

and Cariboo university colleges in BC. are all withholding
that CFS-Sel'\·ices portion.
Jane Arnold. chair of both CFS and CFS Servicec;. said
both projects under fire were initiatives of outside parties:
Au Pair is an External Affairs program. and Ship for World
Youth is being run by the Japanese go-.emment.
"Approval for these has been done in conc;ul1ationwith
the national staff or" ith myself as chair." she said. "And
if [the members] have a problem .,..ith that. lhen 1hey can
deal with me accordingly."
Arnold said she expects the long-standing concerns to
finally be dealt .,..ith this year, at the general meeting.
"It's going to be a tough general meeting. but the ic;c;ue
.,..ill be resol\ed and people are going have to li\'e with the

results," she said.
Arnold said she hopes the dispute is settled soon so
members c~ :; mO\ l: on to fighting for Canada's college and
university students.
"This is something I \\ant resolved because we have a
job to do and that's to fight for a tully accessible, highquality post-secondary education S)stcm," Arnold said.
"That's" hy we exist.''
Phil Link. the executive officer of the BC component
of the federations and an outspoken critic of Cf-S-Sen, ices.
said man) membcr-a~sociations don ·1 even reali7e they
control CFS-Ser\ ices.
"CFS-Services is not just some business owned
b) CFS," Link said. "Delegates at general meetings don t realize the) 're delegates at a
general meeting of CFS-Services (as well as
GS)"
He said that for years BC members
have been complaining about the
problem and proposing solutions.
But. he said, because members don·1
understand how the decisionmaking process should work, BC's
concerns ha\ e large I) been ignored.
Contro\ ersial projects like
Au Pair and Ship for World
Youth an~ just S) mptoms of rhe
problem. according to Link.
One of the real problems . he
said, 1s that although CFS and
Cl S-Sen ices ,hare the same
membership. national cxecuthe
and general meetings. the l\\O are
gO\·erned by different and conflicting
et,; of b) laws.
And. he added. although CFS and
CFS-Services should have rhe same
polic) manual. one has ne\'er been issued for
SeT\'iccs.
He ,aid that. at any given time, one of the
federations b \ iolating one of the sets of byla\\ s.
"There is no choice but to violate one set because
one executive is go\ erned by two separate sets of by laws."
Disputes will continue to crop until the b) la\\ connicts
are corrected and a CFS-Services policy manual comes
out. he added.
For her p,Hl. Arnold c;aida Joint polic) manu.11,, ill be
dic;1ributed al the October general meeting. Anti. <,he
added. inconsi,;;tencie'iin the b~laws" ill pr0babl~ be dealt
"ith. although e, er~bod) "ma) not be happ~ "ith the
results."
"I can ·1 guarantee it's going 10 be dealt ,, i1h. bu1 the
emphasis i, going to be on re,01' ing'' the conllic1... ,;he
said.
Link agrees the i,sue may be resolved at lhe upcoming
meeting. although he said ,I's going to be d1lhcult 10educate so man~ people in so <,horta lime."
,

Budget constraints force cuts to student council staff
by Kevin Wilson

Citing budgetary constraints and a
progressively worsening fiscal situation,
Students' Administrative Council (SAC}
has eliminated two more positions from its
payroll.
Subway entertai nment c<rordinator
Bruce Miller was deemed redundant this
last week.
"Anything can happen right now," said
Mark Hon.fall , SAC vice president finance.
"Things are not looking good at all. The

Next week:

pub is not making nearly the money we
thought it would, and there was a decision
made to restructure our operations."
SAC office secretary Lori Baldassi's
dismissal was another result of the restructuring. Baldassi was offered a new job,
with new responsibilities and a different
pay scale.
"We offered Lori a job at a different rate
of J>ay, commensurate with the new
responsibilities, and unfortunately, she
declined," Horsfall said.
Horsfall said that the new staff cuts will

Ghost stories

not interfere with the quality of the services
offered by SAC.
"Both positions \\-ere entirely independent of one another. and I don't think
that (the dismissals) will result in any adverse effect."
Subway Pub manager Dave Benusa
echoed Horsfall's sentime nts.
"[Miller's dismissal} won't change the
entertai nment situation around here,"
Benusa said. "We' re just trying to stream line things."
Horsfall add~d that the position

Bubbling cauldrons: University Players

declmcd by Baldassi is still open anti that
SAC president Joe Esteves and vice president administration Fred Sherman arc
looking for a replacement. SAC is also exploring the option of using OSAP workstudy program students to perform the
clerical duties at the SAC office.
The move follows last month's cut in
the council's vice president external from
full- w half-time, and the summer dismissals of ttuee full-time emp loyees of the Student Media Corporation, a whoOy-owncd
SAC subsidiary.
O

Cross Country championships
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diyersions

classified~
Faculty of Law:

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(Regular hours - 11 :00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11:00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11 :30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)

Friday, November 2
...- Rod Strickland: Around the Sweet Sea: this
show·s opening is at 7:30 pm at the AGW and
Strickland will be present. The exhibition
continues through January 13th.
Friday, November 2

... Carole Conde and Karl Beveridge:
OSHAWA -A History of Local 222, UAW,
CLC, 1982-83: a photographic recreation of
the union's development. The artists will be
present at the opening which is at 7:30. The
show runs till January 13.

Sunday, November 4
... Dr. Michael Farrell: Fall Selections '90: the
annual show and sale of recent works by
local artists (held by Art Rental and Sales at
the AGW) opens at 2:00. Or. Michael Farrell,
the University of Windsor's art history department, will give a walk-through tour.

Until January
•

Inuit Works from the Permanent Collection:
Tabachnlk Gallery.

... William Kurelek: A Prairie Boy's Summer:
Children's Education Gallery.
w Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor
Area . nearly two centuries of paintings and
drawings of the Windsor, Sandwich, Amherstburg, and Detroit areas. Mezzanine
Gallery.
w David Milne: Prints and Watercolours:
retrospective of prints and watercolours by
Canadian landscape painter David Milne,
from the permanent collection. Print Gallery.

Artclte:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
Through October 28
• Alan Dunning : Multi-media Installation: "The
work of making art is often more meaningful
than art itself. • The gallery is open from noon
to 5:00 pm Wednesday through Saturday,
and 1:00 to 5:00 pm on Sundays.

Detroit Institute of Arts:
5200 Woodward
Avenue, Detroit,
(313)
883- 7900. (Museum hours: 9:30 t1U 5:30 •
Wednnday
through Sunday; now closed
Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)
Until November 11
• Wu Guanzhong: A Contemporary Chinese
Artist: East and West fuse in abstract ink
paintings, oils, and drawings by this Beijing
artist.

At Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law. University
Campus.
Thursday, November 1

University of Windsor School of Music
Concert Serles:

At the Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law
Building, University West at Sunset. (For ticket
information call the School of Music : 253·4232
q, Post Meech - the Future of Aboriginal Land
Rights: featuring Elijah Harper, MLA for extension 2780.)
Rupertsland. Mr. Harper will address the Friday, November 9
public at 6:00. Only 300 tickets will be sold q- Marion Hall: pianist, will perform works by
and the cost is $5 00. Reception to follow .
Chopin,
Beethoven,
Mendelssohn.
Rakhmaninov and others. General audience
Assumption University's Christian Culticket price is $8.00, student and senior tickture Serles:
ets are $5 00. Programmebeginsata OOpm.
At Assumption University, the 400 Building, 400
Huron Church Road. 973-7033 or 253-4232
THEATRE
extention 7033. (All lectures begin at 8:00 pm in
the Blue Room.)
University Players:
Sunday, November 4
At Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401
..- Catholicism and Democracy - The Other Sunset. Box Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
20th Century Revolution: a lecture by (Curtain time is usually at 8:00. except first
George Weigal from the Ethics and Public Sunday show -7:30 and second Sunday show Policy Centre in Washington. O.C ..
3:00 matinee.
October 25 to 28, October 31 to November 4
_______
C_IN_E_M_A
_______
... Macbeth: by William Shakespeare. The
Windsor FIim Theatre:
Scottish play about toil and trouble. Directed
by R. Vance Paul.
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with the occasional Windsor Feminist Theatre:
Sunday matinee or midnight screening .)
Performance at Gina Lon Ailey Dance Studio,
Tuesday, October 23 to Sunday, October 28 384 Pitt Street East. (For more information or
a, Carnival of Souls (USA, 1962/89, Herk Har- ticket reservation . 971-9480.)
vey): the uncut version, •crudely poetic, October 31 to November 4
genuinely creepy '. Alternates the early/late q- Witches - A Moon-Wise Study In Hagogshows Tuesday through Friday with The
raphy: a provocative new play by this local
Icicle Thief (Italy, 1988, Maurizio Nichett1):
troupe about the history of the oppression of
•probably the most joyous media critique
women. Directed by Heather Majaury. Curever made". Carnival shows at 7:00 on
lain time is 8:00 pm . Tickets are $5 .00 for stuThursday, at 9:30 on Wednesday and Friday .
dents and seniors and $7 .50 general
Icicle Thief shows at 7:00 on Wednesday and
admission .
Friday, at 9:30 on Thursday. The weekend
shows are The Icicle Thief exclusively . There Hllberry Theatre:
will be no Sunday matinee this week.
Cass and Hancock, Detroit. Box Office: (313)
577-2972. (Curtain times are usually 8:00. but
Tuesday, October 30 to Sunday, November 4 often vary. Please phone the box office for exact
q- Island (Australia, 1989, Paul Cox) alternating times . The Hillberry is part of Wayne State
all this weekwith Strapless (UK , 1989, David University's (WSU) Department of Theatre )
Hare): these two directors. according to Jay
b
b
Scott, are "the cinematic heirs of the Existen- Octo er 26 to Oecem er 7
tialists ·. Perhaps you should decide for your- q- Twelfth Night: by William Shakespeare .
self.
Charming comedy about twins, mistaken
identity. love at first sight, boozing, hes and
Detroit FIim Theatre:
cowardice .
Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium,
5200 Bonstelle Theatre:
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Box Office: (313)
833-2323.
(The Bonstelle
is also part of the WSU
(Admission 1s$4.00 US.)
Department of Theatre. Box Office: (313)
577-2960.)
Friday, October 26 to Sunday, October 28
• lnte"ogatiOn (Poland. 1982, Richard Unt11Sunday,October28
Bugajski): completed, immediately banned, q, Anything Goes: by Cole Porter. An excuse to
but eventually one copy was smuggled out.
feature the delightful music of Cole Porter
Lead actress just awarded best actress prize
thinly disguised as a ship-board romantic
at Cannes. It's about a cabaret singer's
comedy.
detection by "security police". Showing Attic Theatre:
Friday and Saturday at 7:00 and 9:30, Sun- 2990 West Grand Boulevard. Detroit. Box Office :
day at 1:00, 4:00 a:,d 7:00.
(313) 875-8284.

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Opens November 14

C_O_N_C_E_R_T_S
______
..- Frankie and Johnny In The Clair De Lune: by
Department of Geology's C.P. Gravenor ______
Terence McNally . "A tender, last-chance
Lecture Serles:
Windsor Occupational Safety and Health
love story of the 80's". Directed by Lavinia
• All lectures in this series are in Room 302. Group (WOSH):
Moyer. the Attic's artistic director.
Memorial Hall, University Campus and begin At the C.A.W . Local 444 200 Hall, 1855 Turner ----------------at4:00 pm.
Road. Ticket information : 254-4192.
MISCELLANEOUS
Thursday, October 25
Saturday, October 27

w Sedimentologic and Diagenet,c History of
Miocene Carbonate Platform, Gulf of Suez,
Egypt: by Dr. Mario Coniglio of the Department of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo.

Humanities Research Group Lecture
Serles On Madness and Clvlllzatlon:
At Madame Vanier
University Campus.

Lounge,

Vanier

Hall,

D'

Centre and Human Rights

Seagram Pops Concert Series:

School of Music's Wednesday Serles:

Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 973-7039
Room 139 (Recital Hall). School of Music.
(Lecture begins at 1.30 pm in the Hoffman
Sunset Avenue and Wyandotte Street West
Auditorium at Iona. The cost is $2.00.)
Intersection, 253-4232 extension 2780.
Monday, October 29
Wednesday, November 7
d'
Seeing What Others Come Here To See:
ra- Marion Hall: A Little Goes a Long Way. how
Marie M. Wei/wood, professional photogRakhmamnov took two notes and made a
rapher and ambassador of tourism. gives an
concerto . This series 1s an informal leearmchair tour of Windsor with shdes and
ture/rec1tal series that features guest artists
commentary. This is the last lecture in this
from around the world, as well as spotlight series.
ing the School of Music faculty· The
Women's Studies Lecture Serles:
programme begins at 3.30 pm, lasts for one
hour, and admission is free .
In the Blue Room, 2nd floor, University Centre,
University Campus.
Rythm Corps Club Benefit
Tuesday, October 30
ln Ambassador Auditorium, on the 2nd floor of
d'
No Promised Land - Feminist Interpreta- the University Centre, University Campus
tions of the Bible: by Professor Pamela J. Thursday, November 8
Milne, from the Department of Rehg,ous
w SAC's executive ,s sponsoring this event,
Studies atthe University of Windsor. The first
proceeds to go to campus clubs SAC hopes
of a series of lectures jointly sponsored by
that all members of the University community
the Women's Studies Programs of the
come 10 this event in support of campus
University of Windsor and Wayne State
clubs . Tickets are $8 00 in advance, $9.00 at
University. it begins at 8:00 pm and everyone
the door
is welcome.

Common Ground's
loween Bash:

1 st Annual Hal-

In the Dominion House Basement , 3140
Sandwich Street.
Saturday, October 27
,_. Masquerade Party for Common Ground :
prizes for best costume! OJ and dancing!
$2 oofor Common Ground members, $3 .00
for non-members. Doors open at 8:00 pm.

Committee for Native Justice:
(Event takes place at the Knights of Columbus
Hall, 1140 Goyeau Street.)

Sunday, October 28
w Benefit for the Mohawk Freedom Fund. cocktails and dinner followed by a panel of
speakers from the Windsor area and the Oka
Community. The Committee for Native Just1ce 1smade up of students from the Faculty
of Law in an effort to raise money for the
Mohawk Freedom Fund, specifically for legal
expenses. Tickets are $30.00 and are on
sale at the Urnvers,ty Centre and the Faculty of Law.

Windsor Society of Criminology:
Friday, November 9
Field Trip to Alymer Police Academy. this all
day trip costs $20.00 for members, $25.00
for non-members . For more information call
Lisa at 979-3812 or see the information
booth at the University Centre from October
31 to November 2nd.

ar

be held on Wednesday, October
31 at 4:00 in the Grad House.
EAA memberships,mugs. t-shirts,

(including Once Great lakes tshirts) are available at the following locations: Great Lakes United,
Rm 3, Assumption University,
phone 973-7019, c/o Lydia Stam:
Of Rm 215, Biology Bu1ld1ng,
2534232 ext 2735,c/o MaryAnn Ryan.
EAA MUGS are also available at
the Centre Desk and the Grad
House.
ROOMS FOR RENT : available

Nov.1 & Dec.1. Females only.
Spotless. Spacious. Beautifully
refinished house. 500 block of
Randolph.
From $265 to
$325/monlh, plus a portion of the
utilities . Fridge, stove, 2 large
bathrooms. new carpet, freshly
painted, partially furnished and
morel Preferably non-smokers.
For appointmentcall: 974-3646.
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apt.,
Campbell
&
University.
$375/monlh,utilities included.Call
Robert: 254-9194.

I

GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS:

Metropolitan Community Church
of Windsor, a gay-positive church
for all people, meets for worship
Sundays at 10:30 am at 3301
Edison (at Brock), two blocks west
of Huron line. In addition we
provide many social activities. For
more informationcall 978-1473.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroomapartment,

lower duplex on 418 Caron Ave.
Fridge & stove. parking, fencing.
On busline Of 10 minutes walk to
University. Call 971-9896 or 252·
4897.
FOR SALE : Electric typewriters
from $50 to $100. Apple I[ parts,

boards. stuff. Also, small Can. forces double breasted green trench
coats: $10. Call 256-8054, leave
message.
ROOM FOR RENT: $300/month,
111 a 2 bedroom apartment. Includes utilities . Looking for a
female, non-smoker, quiet (usually). Use of word-processor for
homework.ideal 1finto electronics
or computer science. Close
enough to the U so you can get up
at 8:40 for a 9:00 class & still run
thet'em time (I should know).Other
room rented by a 34-yr-old male.
Near the OH. Call 973-7834 & ask
for Bruce.

GOOD NEWS FOR STUDENTS:

lucky House, 388 Rankin, available for rent now,Three bedrooms.
two baths, and appliances including laundryfac1ht1es.
CaU252-4897
or 254·2607 for inspection and
lease.
FOR SALE: Vashica 108 SLR
camera with Vashtca 50mm F1.9
lens. Asking $300.00or best offer.
Please leave a message for
Carolyn at the Lance, 253-4060
ROOM FOR RENT: we are looking

Coalition for Disarmament. Tickets are S5.00 At the Dominion House, 3140 Sandwich Street.
for students. $10.00 regular adm1ss1on.and Friday, October 26
$15.00 per couple Doors open at 7:30 pm, ,~ Halloween Keg Party: costumes are reshow begins at 8:00 pm . Folk songs for soquired. Free beer . (Anyone wishing to dj for
cial justice and a cash bar .
this event please contact Winston Hall at the
Human Rights Centre, 253-4232 extension
Windsor Symphony Orchestra and
3905.) Cost for this event is $10.00 .

Cleary Auditorium, 201 R1vers1de Drive West .
Friday, October 26
Q'
King Lear in the Renaissance Context of 252-6579
Madness: a lecture by Dr. F D. Hoeniger. November 2nd and 3rd
Professor Emeritis of Victoria University at D' From Jazz to Gypsy: an evening of favontes
the University of Toronto. This lecture begins
featuring Eduard Mmev1ch, v1ohn1stand conat 8:00 pm and all members of the Un1vers1ty
ccrtmaster with the Kitchener-Waterloo
and the public are welcome. Call 253-4232
Symphony. Ticket prices vary Please phone
extension 2299 for more information.
the Cleary Box Office for details.

Iona College Fall Lecture Series:

Women's

Charlie King:evening concert sponsored by
WOSH, Mayworks Windsor, and Windsor Centre:

EAA'S GENERAL MEETING will

for a quiet, seriousperson. Female
preferred. $260./mth. Within walking distance of the University.
Please call 977-9557.
FOR SALE: Cannon FTB with 2-

time teleconverter. 80-20mm
Zoom lens, 28mm wide-anglelens
with case. and flash. Asking $375
or best offer. Call Kevin at 7766163.
PACKARD BELL VX88 Computer
(IBM compatible) with 1422CG
colour monitor and AT style
keyboard. Many accessones 1ncl u d 1ng•
MS-OOS
3 21 ,
WORDPERFECT 5.0, LOTUS
1,2,3; GW-BASIC 3.20; etc. - all
with manuals $ t ,500 Of best offer
Contact 254-7070 (hm) or 253·
4232 ext.2432 (wk).
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: Masses on Sundays at
10:30am&4:30pm. Mass on Mon-

day at 11:50am. Liturgy of the
Word: Tuesday at 5:00pm (Mass
followed by dinner at cost price)
Massesfrom Wednesdayto Friday
at 11.508m. All are welcometo attend. Also please feel free to drop
by the Cate for coffee, to use the
library for study, Of 1ustcome &
relax. We are located betweenthe
UniversityCentre & Huron Church
Ad. Phone 973-7034.
GAY STUDENT'S CLUB 1sform·
ing. For more information phone
973-4951.
VESNAI Life has so ~ttlemeaning

without you! You know that I know
that
WOULD THE JENNIFER who
owns the car with the licence
VAN-775 please contact Peter
Baumgartner at 948-7002. It's
Important.

1 N.;...E
w;.;._s.;;;...._
________
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Planned levy the 'cheesiest'

Protestors denounce tax on loans
!3

Earlier in the day, Molgat and
David Russell. a Carleton University student council executive,
held a press conference on Parliament Hill to denounce the three
percent tax.
They said the tax "decreases
accessibility'' to post-secondary
education. adding that it hurts
most those who arc least able to
pay.
Russell said almost 50 per
cent of the nation 's SOO.OOO
fulltime post-secondary students are
in debt to the Canada StLdcnt

by Romeo St. Martin
and Monique Beaudin

Ottawa (CUP) - Members of
Parliament marked National Student Day October 17 by dodging
tlying macaroni in the House of
Commons .
About :.!OUniversity of Ottawa students were kicked out of
the public gallery fo1 throwing •
pasta and postcards at MPs during
question period.
The protest coincided with
campus demonstrations across
the country denouncing the
lcderal government\, decision to
introduce a three percent tax on trying to attract attention to
problems faced by Canadian stustudent loans.
Jents.
The outburst occurred after
"These [politic1ansJarc eating
NOP education critic Howard
steak and potatoes every night.
McCurdy asked the gowrnment
about the three per cent tax, which while roughly half the students
will come into effect in August arc eating macaroni." Molgat
said.
1991.
"They [the government! arc
The chanting studcnls were
sa)
ing
that thi..,tax will encourage
cscorted out by House of Comstudents
to pay hack loans," he
mons security.
said.
"That's
baloney." Molgat
"The security guards were
said
he
is
"quite
frustrated" with
quite rough with us," said Lesley
the
federal
government's
policies
Cornish. a University of Ottawa
on
post-secondary
education.
student. "They grabbed us and
"!The macaroni) is symbolic
pushed us straight out the doors
of
\.\
hat student...arc eating right
and (told us we) could he charged
now."
..,aidMichael Steven..,.cowith disturbing the peace."
ordinator
nf the U of o·..,Ontario
U of O council executive
Puhlic
lnlcrc,1
Rc, carch Group.
Marc Molgat. one of the '.'>tudenh

I

Dinner to benefit
Mohawk cause
by Dar)II Smith
The University of Windsor
is doing its part to support the
Mohawk effort. The faculty of
law has organized a bcnifit dinner, with the proceeds going to
help pay for court costs incurred
by the natives. during their summer standoff with Canadian
government troops at Oka.
Quebec.
The dinner, staged b) the
Committee for Native Justice.
will take place at the Knights of

Columbus hall on Goyeau. Sunday October 2X.
The evening begins at .5:00.
with coc"tails, and dinn.:r at
6:00. After dinner, Oka representatives Terry Doxtator. Joe
Di:om and Ellen Gabriel will bi:
joined by Howard Pa\.\Icy, Brad
Morris, and MP Howard McCurdy in ,iddressing those i11atte nd,.ince. Native drum and
blanket dances will follow.
Tickets. on sak now at the
Faculty of Law, cost $30 per
person.
0

$10.000.

The figures don't include
money owed to provincial
governments.
n

b~ \lark \lalone

Increased lighting and a more
publicized escort sen ice for students\.\ ere among the suggestions
raised at an open forum on campus safct) last Frida) at Ambassador Auditorium.
The night before, a group of
faculty. students. and administration took a tour of the campus. inspecting the physical safet) of the
universit).
Both events were hdd to surve) popular opinion. The results
'" ill be used in a campus safet)
audit b) the Council of Ontario
Uni\ crs1ties(COU).
Connie Guberman, representing the COU, said everyone.
not just experts, can tell \.\hen he
or she doe:- not feel secure in an
area.
"We know what feels right.
Guherman at campu~ safet) forum.
and\\ hat docsn ·1 feel right. about
Guberman agreed that all stuspace." she said.
"There ·s a certain terror in the dents must take responsibility for
eyes of people" ho are on campus the safet\ ol the universit). Fears
late at night," Universit) of can affe~t students' siudies; many
Windsor president Ron Ianni said. \\Omen arc afraid to take night
He said it was troubling that classes. she said.
Guberman insisted that it is
only one person at the forum
knew about the university's es- necessary to address women ·s
safety issues specifically. When
cort service.
"Student initiative is going to issues are approached in a general
be many times more effective manner, women tend to be igthan administration initiatives." nored, she said.
"Many men admitted they
he said.

Harper to ·address
native land claims
by Michael

Manitoba MLA Elijah Harper.

irn

Loans Plan. to which the tax
apply.
If the three percent tax comes
into effect next fall. a student who
borrows $5.000 will have to repay
$5,150 plus interest.
Russell cited statistics which
shov. that 29.3 per cent of students finish univer::.itywith a debt
o(over$5,0U0whik 13.9pcrccnt
finish with a debt.load of over

J. Cohen

The man whom many blame
for the death of the Meech Lake
Accord is due to speak on campus
next week: his topic will be
aboriginal land-claim rights in the
post-Meech era.
Elijah Harper, the only treaty
Indian elected to the Manitoba
Legislature,
blocked
that
province's ratification of the constitutional accord.
Harper was chief of the
Manitoba Red Sucker Lake Band
until his election as the Ml.A for
Rupertsland in 1981. He served as
a cabinet minister in the NOP
government from 1986 through
1987, but was virtually unknown
outside his own province until the
showdown over Meech Lake.
Through a series of delay tac-

ties and questions on procedure.
Harper was able to postpone the
ratification procedure until the
federal deadline had passed. Harper blocked the ratification to kill
the accord, which he and many
other native leaders considered a
seriously flawed document.
Native outrage with the accord and its lack of recognition for
aboriginal rights dates back to the
accord's inception, but it was not
until his actions that their concerns were given much attention
in the media, Harper's publicists
claim.
Harper will be speaking in the
Moot Court at the law school on
November l. The price of admission is $5.00 and tickets arc available at the University Centre desk
and at the Faculty of Law.
O

Lance photo by Greg Davis

don ·1 feel the same fears women
do." she said.
The Thursday night walk
walk went as far as the rear of the
7-11 store on Wyandotlc near
Clark Hall.
"You might ask a woman to
do [walk there} and if she won't,
I wouldn · 1blame her." Guberman
said.
The walk was preceded by a
questionnaire about safoty on
campus. and followed by questions asking about the need for a
safel) audit.
During the walk, a safety audit
checklist was completed by each
member of the group. The checklist included lighting. sightlines,
possible assault sites. and escape
routes.
(Anyone who want a copy of
the checklist can contact the office of Ianni or Ann McCabe, associate vice president academic.)
The checklist was designed
for use by women's groups and
other groups that felt vulnerable,
like the elderly.
"The whole point of me coming out here is to adapt this
generic kit to university campuses," Guberman said.
Guberman does not think that
the checks should end with the
physical environment.
The
policies and procedures of the
university need to be checked to
ensure they make people feel safe
For example, that students know
the procedure for reporting sexual
harassment.
0
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3 % Solution
The current broohahah in the senate may absorb the actual income, but potential income.
attentions of bored Canadians, but it's putative cause, the
Such wonderful stuff is spun from the fever-dreams of
proposed Goods and Services Tax, is considered a fait stock brokers and financiers! Contorting to avoid taxing the
accompli - and not just by our duly elected majority
rich, they tax them before they become rich. Eureka!
government, for whom it rings of proud destiny, but by the
If the Tories don't think that students need money, why
average citizen, for whom it smacks of wretched fate. We are don't they reduce the amount of loans, or, as I'm sure they
resigned to it. Once again, we feel the effects of having would rather, eliminate them?
elected (or allowed to be elected), a government that refuses
That would anger even some non-students, though. And
to take its revenue from the people who can afford to have it after all, as our prime minister says himself, the government
taken from them, or, what is more to the point, to take it from is 'committed' to higher education in Canada.
corporations (unmentionable transgression that that would
Last year, Mulroney addressed the General Meeting of his
be).
Progressive Conservatives, saying that his government "will
Not that the gee'esstee (Canada's most popular
carry its fair share of the burden to ensure that all young
neologism since 'loony') is the first or the last of this Canadians receive a first class education as they confront a
administration's offenses. GST hits everybody; other taxes world class challenge." Apparently the p.m. considers his
have smaller targets, like the miniature wallets of the nation's government's "share of the burden" to be small indeed. As
university students.
the Canadian Federation of Students points out, by the end
Taxing students' income is about as ethical a way to make of his second term of office, Mulroney and his boys will have:
money as taxing pensioneers and disabled veterans, but • Cut back $3,277,294,000 in transfer payments to the
that's no object for the federal Tories.
provinces for post-secondary education;
Reasoning that university students are destined for the •
Imposed the 3 percent tax on loans;
upper classes, the government has introduced legislation to •
Drastically cut the student summer employment program,
tax student loans. The Honourable Robert DeCotret,
by 35 percent this year alone;
President of the Treasury Board, introduced the 3 percent •
Denied the traditionally total grant assistance to native
'administrative fee· last December; it goes into effect in
students;
September of 1991.
Taxed books.
So students are to be taxed for going into dept. A loan of
With commitments like these ... What? me worry?
$5,000 will wind up costing one $5,150 plus interest.
If we resign ourselves, we have only us to blame. It may
By the time one begins to pay one's loans, the government be too late to tell the Tories what they can and cannot do, but
figures, one will be able easilly to afford it. One will, after all, it isn't to late to complain loudly.
have one of the highest paying jobs in Canada.
After all, if we're to be the nation's elite, why should we
So the idea is to tax income that is expected to exist: not suffer fools in silence?

Pupils and Pulpits
As the University of Windsor enters the 1990s, it enters a
decade in which it will witness a completion of its
metamorphosis from a small, provincial, religious institution
into a major, international, secular school involved in
world-class research and education.
Integral to this transformation are many changes which
would have seemed unachievable just a few years ago.
The university is attracting a record number of students
pushing the enrollment figure past the 10,000 mark. To house
these students, it has embarked on a major capital program
which will see the completion of a new business building and
the repatriation of the Faculty of Education by next year.
This decade will probably also witness the long awaited
and much needed University Centre expansion.
The process of asking students what should go in the new
centre began last week as students were given their first
glance at architects' drawings of the proposed addition. The
university administration has said that it is ammenable to
changes and welcomes student input.
One of the plan's features that many of us at the Lance
take issue with is the inclusion of a "chaplains" office on the
expanded second floor.
University Centre director Mary Lou Thibert and Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves - both
of whom sit on the advisory board that drafted these new
plans - say the office would serve "all denominations" and
was the result of students' requests for a centralized
chaplaincy office.
At the present time, students who want religious
counselling can go to the on-campus chaplain offices at
Assumption, Iona and Canterbury colleges. These offices
would not be replaced by a University Center facility. The
proposed center office would merely duplicate the services in
a high profile environment, serving only those Christian

students who seek religious advice.
Yet it would be supported financially by students of all
creeds, including the thousands for whom Christ is not "the
way, the truth and the light." Jews, muslims, agnostics,
atheists: everyone will pay rent for representatives of three
Christian faiths.
As members of a public secular institution, University of
Windsor students should consider whether they want
religious institutions to have such uneven prominence in a
building which is the centre of university life.
When every student service feels the effect of chronic
underfunding, there are many other uses for the space
occupied by the chaplain's office in the University Centre
plans.
This university made a decision in 1963 to cease being a
religious institution, as it had been since its founding as
Assumption College in 1857. Nobody forced them to become
a public secular institution; this decision was made by the
Basilian Fathers who had been running Assumption since
1870. There is still a place for the church on a modern secular
campus, but not in a student-funded 'centre' building.
The University has been very successful over the past
twenty-seven
years in creating a great institution
incorporating the best of modern secular thought while not
forgetting its religious heritage. This success is based on
keeping these two themes in balance.
Chaplaincy services are already offered on this campus.
Devoting an office in the university centre to these services
would be unfair to the thousands of students who would have
to pay for it but not use it. Such a move would also be a step
in the wrong direction for a university that has managed to
find such an equitable balance between its past and its future.
- Michael J. Cohen
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instrumental passages" and "nice musical
breaks" (i.e. the entire songs 'On My Way'
and 'One More Time '). Well, if Mr. Brown
would care to put two and two together, he
might realize that Dean Drouillard (the
proposed [sic] "splashy" guitarist who
should "make his lyrics comprehensible")
is the master (sic] behind these noted
qualities hence Mr. Brown contradicts and
discredits himself-all
in the same article.
Thus simply reiterating the fact that he has
zero grounds on which he can base his
inaccurate, obtuse allegations regarding
the quality
of Dean Drouillard's
musicianship.
Well Done, Mr. Terry
Brown!
Besides the fact that Mr. Brown is very
hypocritical in his claims, it is quite
apparent that he is very limited musically
as his descriptive critiquing consists of
inappropriate verbiage. In other words, Mr.
Brown masks the true essence of a music
review through his continual onslaught of
verbal diarrhea.
Descriptive, opinionated writing is
very commendable and quite enjoyable
especially if it is contextually correct and
applicable to the topic of discussion. I
myself, am insulted that Mr. Brown refuses
to use musical terminology. or simply
english (sic I terms that explain exactly

Racism
Dear Editor,
Recently , I returned to the City of
Windsor and was quite pleased to find a
copy of the Lance at a local restaurant (Vol.
LXIII, No. 5, Sept. 26, 1990). The pages
were familiar and many articles were of
great interest. How disappointing it was to
find one article so obscene and distasteful.
My eyes were attracted to the centre
spread on why students come to Windsor,
and more specifically the U. of Windsor.
The survey was peppered with satirical
comments and graphs - it was the "guy
with the diaper on his head" that I read in
disbelief.
At first I though perhaps a relic from the
old engineering rags that were so heavily
criticized in my day had inadvertantly been
pasted in. Maybe a gremlin had sabotaged
an
otherwise
humourous
and
well-produced spread. But no, I'm afraid
the gremlins are in your staff and the rag ( at
least that issue) is the Lance.
Clearly such an unintelligible and racist
comment reflects an ingrained bigotry that
the Lance should be attacking, not printing.
A University campus is a faculty of minds
which should not be advocating the ridicule
of heritage, but the enrichment of its
existence.
I trust this article was a mistake you
now regret. Your writer and editorial
board would do well to acquaint
themselves with both overt and systematic
discrimination.
The lance is a defender,
not a
marauder.
Sincerely,
Steve Salmons
Human Resources Manager
Windsor Public Library
(U of W Class of '8-')
I have spoken with Mr. Salmons and
clarified that what he understandably
mistook for ra ci sm was actually a
referen ce to a local eccentric - a man who
wears a towel on his head because he
thinks his brains might leak out. I have
spoken to the eccentric too, and he knows
that people think he's funny , but he believes
what he believes and that 's fine with him
and fine with us.
I hope anyone else who thought we
were talking about men i11turbans reads
this too. As Salmons puts it, and puts it well,
the Lance is a defender, and will remain a
defender.

Dope
Dear Editor,
This letter is to all the students who
tried to opt out of the Students'
Administrative Council's (SAC) drug plan.
How many trips to the SAC office did
it take you before you received your drug
plan refund? Four? Five? One question
that continues to enter my thoughts on the
Student Drug Plan opt-out procedure is
"Why'?"
Why did it take so many students so
many trips to the SAC office to get
something that was theirs in the first place?
Why was there such a lack of
communication between the offices of
SAC and Residence
Services
and
Cashiers'! Why was the time of so many
people wasted as a result of this system of
opting out?
l have yet to uncover a logical answer
for any of these questions. The Students'
Administrative Council should appreciate
the fact that we don ·1 have time to waste
standing in a line for 30 minutes and then
be told that we have to go to another
university office and do the same thing all
over again, and come back later to stand in
line again! The system this year was
especially irritating to rcsic.lent students
who had paid fees in full, but were told that

they hadn't, and that they must run back
and forth between the SAC, Residence
Services, and Cashier's offices to prove
that they had paid before they could receive
their refund.
Above all, one aspect of this year's
system totally amazed me. Why were the
names of the students who opted out not put
in an alphabetically-ordered list? This is so
simple, yet instead. only in order of the day
the student signed the opt-out list. How
less efficient could that possibly be? Do
you remember what day you signed the
list?
Let's just hope that a better system is
designed for next semester.
Sincerely,
Teri Sheehan,
Frustrated Student

Athletes

Critique
Dear Editor.
I would like to extend congratulations
to the "soi-disant" · music critic · Terry
Brown regarding his revic\\ of the band
The Swing in the October 10 issue of the
la11ce. He not only displayed an incredible
lack of tact and critiquing ettiquctte. but
Mr. Brown successfully demonstrated the
extent
of his apparent
musical
illiteracy / ignorance
through
his
consistently incongruous use of the cnglish
(sic I language.
1feel obliged first. to stress the fact that
The S\\ ing is indeed a local band consisting
of three (not two.) talented musicians who
not only compose anc.l perform original
songs. hut have released a tape (' ... in the
Clo~ds") that people arc buying because
they like The Swing·s music. Keeping this
in mind. how can one (i .e. Terry Brown) be
so hold as to criticize - excuse me. rip
apart every aspect of musicality found
within thc composing. songwrillng. lyrics.
guitar playing and vm:als of the hanc.l'!
Specifically,
I refer to Mr. Brown's
incessant
faultfinding
in the artist
responsible for these contributions 10 the
band, Dean Drouillard.
Arc there implications of personal
vendetta here that we as readers arc
unaware (sic]? I pose this question of
critiquing ethics because not a single
respectable. complimentary word was
aimed towards
Dean Drouillard's
composing, playing and singing yet Mr.
Brown compliments
The Swing on
"technical
precision".
"interesting

Dear Editor,
It has come to my attention that there
are many students who are "unimpressed"
with the quality of sports reporting in our
school paper.
The Lance is the most effective source
of information for students on campus.
Obviou s ly, these student s do not realize the
tremendous amount of Lime and effort that
goes into the lance each v.eek.
If the above mentioned students do not
feel that their contributions to \arsit)
athletics on campus arc being reported
effectively.
perhaps they should do
somcthing ahllUt it. For in,tance. ir thcy
spent their efforts suhmiuing their 0\\, n
accounts of e, ents 101/,c /.,11H'<' ratlwr th,10
complaining about how they arc reported,
everyone would be happy.
Sincere!),
Wend) '.\tiller

Shmathletes
Dear Editor,
r have lost a lot of respect for some
lance "journalists."
I am writing in repsonse to the article
written by Mr. Dave Briggs in the October
17th issue of the lance.
I have read the editorial letters that Mr.
Briggs referred to in his article and I
believe that the writers of those letters were
more than justified in writing them.
I play for the Lancer soccer team and I
(as well as every other player on the team)
feel that our performances arc certainly not
above criticism. However, I do not feel it
to be very fair. nor it "ery professional, for
the criticism to come from lance writers
who know nothing about the game.

what is meant without the melodrama and
poetic innuendos. In essence. I guess it
would be appreciated if Mr. Urown would
"make" his writing "comprehensible".
(n conclusion, r strongly recommend
that Mr. l'erry Brow.n develop an 'car' for
his position as musiccritic and possibly an
occasional desire to c011sultan Oxford or a
Webster.
Sincerely.
Dawn Price
P.s. - r must point out that it is truly
disappointing to see how Mr. Brown
encourages anc;i supports our aspiring
musicians/artists
at the University of
Windsor and in Windsor in general.

But Mr. Terry Brown did use musical
'verbiage' - what are "jangling chord
progressions"
and "the mechanical
one-beat-per-measure wet slap of pap
music productions" if not appropriate uses
of preeminently musical nouns and
phrases?
We had no idea that in publishing a
review of ... in the clouds we were
commenting on the works of a 'master.' Or
that our words would fall on the ears of
those who see 'personal vendettas' behind
staid criticism.

We do not believe that the lance is
printed "merely to highlight [our] athletic
accomplishments." This notion (as well as
many other notions suggested by Mr.
Briggs) was not at all suggested in any of
the letters he was referring to. However,
contrary to Mr. Briggs· belief that Lancer
athletes should feel lucky that they are
covered at all in the lance. we do believe
that it is the responsibility of the lance to
prov ide accurate and equal coverage of all
Lancer athletic events. After all. this is a
school paper and a fair portion of our
student fees arc allocated to the Lance.
All we want is accurate and equal
coverage of all our sports teams. Let· s face
it. pulling a picture in the Lance of two
Western soccer players with no Windsor
players at all is kind of ridiculous. In fact.
it's vcry sad. And if yt>U'rc going It> be
ncg,.lli\l.!and criticize one of our tcams. you
helter km1\\ \\hat you·rc talking ahoul.
I really tfon·1 kmm \\ho Mr. L3riggs
thinks he is, but if he intcnds on pursuing a
career in writing beyond univcr,,ity papcrs,
he should start demonstrating
some
professional judgement and intelligent
writing.
Sincerely,
Larry Palazzi

~~
~
Condolences
a'.

-

Dear Editor.
Last week, two students, Shane
0 ·Brien and Peter Taves. passed away as a
result of a traffic accident.
I am part of a large circle of their closest
friends. Along with the rest of this group, I
would appreciate it if you would print the
statements acknowledging Shane's and
Petcr's passing that follow this letter.

Briggs has demonstrated sufficient
professional judgme!ll and intelligence to
win a national award from the Baseball
Wri1ers Association
of America's
Canadian chapter.
And the individual student's fees
account for 13 cents an issue for the Lance,
whiclr may seem fair to you, but it amounts
a fraction of the cost of printing. Most of
our revenue comes from advertising which
we procure and produce ourselves.

By acknowledging their pas!>tng. we
can show how much Shane and Peter meant
to us. They were the best friends anyone
could ask for. Thank you for your time and
attention.
Sincerely,
Samir Dhan,antari
It's my pleasure. Samir:
It is with great sadness that \\e
acknowledge the passing of our good
friends Shane O'Brien and J. Peter Taves.
Ma) they rest in peace.
In loving memm):
Samir Dhaman1.1ri. Wilham Ko11p.
Garett Richards. P,1ul Rcpko . Ste\:c
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You think you know how to handle
yourself in an interview.
Are you sure? ... Don't chance it!

Prep Courses for

Attend an

DEC 1 LSAT
DEC8GRE
JAN 19GMAT
l-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Inter view Skills Workshop
Schedules are available at
Career Planning and Placement in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Lance photo by Jason

Former Aussie PM says:

Kryk

Education a priority
enter the new century as literate
nations," said Whitlam. ''The
The spread of human rights world is changing more and more
and education are pres ing global r.ipidly no matter what governpriorities.
ments try to do about 1t.
"The world must anticipate
So said the Honorable Gough
Whitlam, former prime minister the changes that arc inevitable
of Australia and United Nations and articulate on what to <loabout
Education. Social, and Cultural them."
During Whitlam 's tenure a:-.
Organization (UNESCO) ambassador. Whitlam was guest S(X!aker UNESCO ambassador. Canada
last Wednesday at the first of this was the only country which did
year's Paul Martin Professor Lec- not sign a resolutio n bann ing discrimination in education. He
tures. His talk was entitled,
"Living with the United States in urged the current government to
the British Dominion."
doso.
Whitlam 's term as Labou r 1
T he lectu r e centered on
prime
minister was cut short when I
Whitlam's six year tenure as amAustralia's
Gove rnor General
bassado r to the United Nat ions ordissolved the socia list party. His
ganizatio n.
was the only gove rnment in the
According
to W hitlam,
UNESCO's biggest concerns are history of the Commonwealt h to
globa l human rights and educa- have bee n dissolved by royal intion. The organizat ion has dcsig- tercessio n.
He met the Honorab le Mr.
n at ed 1990 "International
Martin in 1964 in Ottawa during
Lite racy Year."
He said the heav iest dens ity of his seco nd visit to Ca nada. Whituneducated and illiterate popula- lam was on a fact-finding tour
comparing Canada's political,
tions Iie in the South Pacific
agricu lt ural. in dustria l, and
regions.
eco nomic systems to those of
"Canada,
Aust r alia, the
United States and New Zealand Australia.
0
arc among the few count ries to

hy Michael Nehme
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Second Year Students - NO COVER
Thursday, October 27th
no cover before 9 pm.
- $2.00 after 9 pm.
ACOUSTIC CAFE returns -

watch for details

I

A SUMMER

IN OTTAWA

1991 NSERC UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS
at the UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

For students who foresee a career in research, me SummerResearchSeholarsh1ps
will
provideresearch experience with leadingCanadiansc1enh!1c
1nvest1ga·ors
m one of the
fieldslistedbelow.
The UNIVERSITY
OF OTIAWA
is Canada's oldest and largest bihngLaluniversity.The
campus1swithina 10-mmutewalkto ParliamentHill,the NationalArtsCentre.the National
Galleryand the NationalMuseums.Comeand experiencean enhghtemngand stimulating
summerat the UNIVERSITY
OF OTIAWA
PARTICIPATING DEPARTMENTS
VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)
per month,plus
Travelallowance.
B1ochem1stry PhysicalGeography
DURATION: 3-4 months(May-August
1991)
Geology
Biology
Kmanthropology
HOUSING: Reasonableon·campus
Chemistry
accommodation1fyou want.
ComputerScience Mathematics
ENGINEERING M1crob1ology
REQUIREMENTS : - Must be Canadianor
Chemical
Physics
PermanentResident.
Experimental
C1V1I
- Must have excellent
Psychology
Electrical
academicstanding.
SystemsScience
- Must be a full-timestudent Mechanical
at the undergraduatelevel.
(Pnonty will be given lo 3rd-year students (2nd
year In some programsin Quebec)

Downtown
Office Services
- ServingWindsorfor Years 8

Professional and confidential preparation
of academ ic articles, theses, manuscr ipts,
resumes, essays and papers.

253-3571

327 Chatha m St. W.

Inquire about Faculty and Student Discounts.

CALHOUN DAY

APPLICATION PROCEDURE :
1. CompletePARTS 1 and 2

of NSERC FORM 202, normallyavailableat your campus
2 Add a completeand recent universitytranscnpt.
3. Attacha briefdescnpuonof your research interests
4. Transmitall documents with a pre·addressed, pre-stampedenvelopeto your recommendingprofessor who must complete NSERC form 202 PART 3 and must
forwardyourapphcat1onto our office.

..

. .

The applicationmust be forwardedbelore NOVEMBER 16, 1990 to:
A SUMMER

IN OTIAWA
School of Graduate Stud ies and Resear ch

UNIVERSITY OF OTIAWA
115 Seraphln Marion , Room 205 ,
Ottawa , Ontario , K1 N 6N5
Information : (613 ) 564-6546

CALHOUN DAY
CALHOUNDAY
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Ori'entation

Gody-coda

Dear Editor,
This is in response to the current debate
about appropriate activity for orientation. I
presume the purpose of student orientation
is to help students get to know each other
and develop "school spirit " I'd like to
challenge
the people who organize
orientation
to channel some of that
youthful energy into making a difference to
our environment. The positive publicity
this should generate would make us all feel
proud of our university.
There arc many small environmental
projects that students could work on
together for a few hours as part of their
orientation. Ojibway and other parks need
allention. I think of a little river in LaSalle
where renting a canoe is no longer a
pleasure because of the styrofoam and
plastic one now finds upstream. Perhaps
the owner of the canoes would make them
available free in return for a clean-up job.
I'm
sure
the
university's
Environmental
Awareness Association
and Great Lakes Institute, the Windsor and
District Clean Water Alliance. MAD
(Maidstone Against Dumping) and other
groups could identify numerous projects
through which students could get to know
each other and make a lasting contribution
to our earth.
Over to you!
Sincere lJ,
Dr Marlene Cuthbert
Communication Studies

Dear Editor,
For the last several weeks, quite a few
people have been writing to express their
concerns and feelings about the incident
that happened during Frosh Weck. Fir-.t of
all, I appreciate and agree with some of
these concerns but as President of Cody
Hall House Council, I believe it b about
time that I should pick up a pen and express
my view as well. Hopefully, this letter will
put the whole issue to an end .
I hope I am wrong. but I have a feeling
that Cody Hall has been used by some
people to express their opinions on
women's issues. Some of those lett..:rs
really ruin the reputation of Cody Hall. As
a matter of fact. I was very proud of what
the House Council
executive
and
orientation representative did for Frosh
Weck. They did a lot of fabulous work,
such as helping the students to move in.
putting a nice fro,h package together.
organi,ing activitic, and e\cnh. etc.
House Council organized two very
successful parties. there was no damage, no
mess, alcohol policy and sign-in policy
were being monitored so well that no
problems evolved. Consequently. what
they deserve is credit. not criticism.
However. no one ever mentioned the good
work that House Council ha, done. but
everyone is criticizing one single incident.
I agree that it is important to make the
peoRle aware of women's issues but please
DO NOT use Cod) Hall as a media [sic!
- LEA \'E lJS ALO'IE'
Nonetheless. I wouid like to ask the
people to get the facts strnight before they
write the articles. I am not going to point
out every single mistake in some of those
letters, but there is a point of information
that I would like to share with Sue Morin
(she wrote one of the letters last week) House Council cancelled the "Slave
Auction" event for frosh week because we
believe that the event would offend

I don't know how ,:ermane these
suggestions are to the gomg debate over
obscenely sexist orientation games.
And I know for sure that Maidstone
Against Dumping is not an environmental
action group - they are what they say:
against dumping in or near Maidstone.
Their perspectives on the broader issues of
waste management are, I'm sure, not
explicitly global or even provincial.
Besides that, I agree with Dr C11thbert.

someon~ ~~'I.in, so. that is a change.
One Jast comment: having been the
President for the International Students'
Society for the la'>t three years, I realize it
is as difficult to make people aware of
international students' issues as it is to
make people aware of women ·s issues. A
lot of efforts will be needed, but sometimes
too much of an effort will give a negative
feedback, so, beware!
Sincerely.
Chris Chtng, President
Cody Hall House Council

You 're not wrong. Mr. Che11g: the
subject of Cody Hall orientation games 1s
definitely bei11gused to '<:xpressopi11io11s
·
aho11t wome11\ iss11es. Games in which
wom<:nare cl\ked to sing "whip me, hellt
me" lire wom<:11
·., iss11<:,,and if yo11 think
it\ so important to mllkl! people awllre of
the,·e iss11esyou hai·e nothing to complain
ahout.
>"011 plll yourwlI 011 1/te hack for nmr
efficient management of proceclmg, while
the women i11your reside11cl!are treated a,
second-cla.H citizens, expected to love
every minute of it. }'ou "agree" with the
importance of women'.\ issue, my a:-.s.
Your residence promo1ed these games,
sir, and those of us who care will 'leave you
alone' when you publicly apologize and
admit your own fault and not a second
sooner.

··--~
:~~~~:'-~-

--~~

Letters policy
The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor. but reserves the right to edit for
reason, ot length or clarity. No material of
a raci\t. sexist. or homophobic nature will
he published. and letters will not he
returned.
Send us vour comments
care of
· Letters.' Our· address is in the ma-.thead
box on the opposite page.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

MR. GEORGE WEIGEL
President, Ethics and Public Policy Centre,
Washington, D.C.
Author and Lecturer
Speaking On

Catholicism & Democracy:
The Other 20th Century
Revolution
Date:
Time:
Place:

Adults:
Students:

Sunday, November 4, 1990
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

$5.00
$2.00
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LIMITED TIME OFFER!

-cJAM's Top so
Current Albums
For The Week Ending October 21, 1990
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by
Frank Presello (Program Director)
Last This Num
Wk Wks Wk
13
16
6
7
10
23

48
24
5
3
26

8

Buya medium
Pizza
Hur Pan
Pizza
withallofyourfavorite
toppings,
attheregular
priceand
getupto 4 additional
medium
pizzas
ofequalorlessvaluefor
only$5.00each.
Agreatdealon
a greatdeal
of pizza!
WINDS OR

972-FAST
• PizzaHut is a Re~1stered
TradeMar1<
of PizzaHut Inc.
Registereduser eps1-Cola
CanadaLtd

~·
a
~~'IJ,,
ut .

Makin' it great!

14
25
12
15
11
33
2
22
35

21
39
19
32
27
9

28
18
30
17
31
36
29
42
47
4
38
20
46
41
43
37
50
40
34

·o TOOLE
1

SUNDAY

~

~

~

~ 13LUE~~
A.

t\'

..,ov. a.t

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3,8
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Vanous
Dread Zeppelin
Roadklll
Galaxie500
Dead Can Dance
Soup Dragons. The
Stomp1n·Tom Connors
8
Hilt
6
Leslte Spit Treeo. The
8
Jane·s Addiction
2
Lard
6
Anthrax
6
Pixies
2
Ride
6
Jesus & Mary Chain, The
2
Cud
6
Cocteau Twins
6
Railway Children. The
5
Sufferm· Catfish
5
Swing. The
5
Telescopes. The
2
King Swamp
3
Potato Five
6
Naltonal Velvet
6
Darks1de. The
2
Killdozer
10 Aztec Camera
6
Pale Face
3
Dharma Bums
10 Devo
6
Rhythm Act1v1sm
10 Charlatans
2
Blind Mice
5
Nervous Fellas. The
6
Soul Asy lum
5
Vert igo
6
World Party
6
Claw Hammer
6
Heartthrobs. The
5
Ned·s Atomic Dustbin
6
Charlie Chaplin
2
Teena ge Fan Club
6
Popiniays. The
6
Happy Mondays
3
Replacements. The
6
Vernons. The
5
Not Drowning. Waving
6
Kitchens of Distinction
6
Sleep Chamber
6
Psychic TV

S
CALENDER
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
WEDNESDAYOCT. 24
TUESDAY OCT 30

Over 20 Items
French Toast
Omelette to Order
Eggs, Hip of Beef
Desserts, Coffee, tea
Juice, Milk
Much, Much, More!

~

DUKES

tC\

ATTENTION
PARENTS& CHILDREN

(9:30 till close)
University Students
Call 945-3175
we will supply Free
Buses

EastOToole's

WINDSOR~~1 VRl().

5:00 Until
Close

HALLOWEEN BRUNCH
OCTOBER 28TH

No Takv Out

A GREAT BRUNCH
OVER 20 ITEMS
ADULTS $9.95
CHILDREN UNDER 12 $4.00
CHILDREN UNDER 2 FREE

NO LIMIT

KIDS SEE THE HAUNl'ED TENT
GREAT TREATS FOR THE KIDS

5pm Till Close

IN

ALL MONTH LONG

EAST STORE (HAUNfED TENT ) SAT., SUN., & WED., OCT. 31
O'TOOLE'S NEW LARGE PATIO WILL BE COVERED
O'TOOLE'S WEST
BY HEATED TENf MAKING
O'TOOLE'S EAST
55 Tecumseh Rd. W.
6675 'Tecum seh Rd.
O'TOOLE'S THE LARGEST
Windsor, Ont. N8X 4Y5
971-9711

lnd,eCan90
Intrepid (C)
Un-Led-Ed
IRS
Roadk,11(Soundtrack)
Shadow Shows
Fourth of July
Rough Trade
Aion
4AD
Love God
Big Life
A Proud Canadian
Capitol (C)
Call the Ambulance Before Nettwerk (C)
Don·t Cry Too Hard
Capitol (C)
Ritual De Lo Hab!tual
Warner
Last Temptation of Reid Allernalive Ten
Persistence of Time
Island
Bossanova
4AD
Fall
Creation
Rollercoaster EP.
WEA
£/v,sBell
Imaginary
lceblink Luck
4AD
Nat,ve Place
Virgin
Food For Thought
Warped (C)
In The Clouds
INDEPENDENT (C)
Precious Little E.P.
Creation
W1seblood
Virgin
FiveAl,ve
Unicorn
ShmeOn
Capitol (C)
H1ghrise Love E.P
Situation 2
For Ladies Only
Touch & Go
Stray
WEA
Backlash
Cargo (C)
Bltss
Frontier
Smooth Noodle Maps
Enigma
Perogys. Pasta & Liberty
Socan (C)
The Only One I Know Dead. Dead. Good
Some/hmg·s Wrong
Davy lamp
Born to be Wild
Nervous
And the Horse They Rode I
A&M
Vertigo
Amph Reptile
Goodbye Jumbo
Chrysalis
Claw Hammer
SFTRI
Cleopatra Grip
Elektra
The Ingredients E. P
Chapter 22
Take Two'
RAS
A Catholic Education
Matador
Please Let Me Go
1 Little Indian
Step On
Polygram
All Shook Down
Sire
Sm1thdown Road
Probe Plus
Claim
Reprise
Ou,ck as Rambows
1 Ltttle Indian
Sleep or Forever Hold Your
Inner X
Towards Thee lnfm1/e Beast
Wax Trax

D.J. EVERY NITE
DANCE t!t PARTY
EVERY NITE AT
O'TOOLE'S

WEST & EAST

Children: $6.95

Record Label
(C) = Can

1

TUESDAY

Presents
THE Adults : $9.95

Name of Album

6
3
2
5
6
9
9

BRUNCH
EVERY
SUNDAY
OTOOLE'S

~\1'G S~

~

1
2
3

Artist

PAR1Y IN TOWN!!!

Windsor , Ont.
945-3175

E.
N8T 1E7
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Crucifixion is too good for Gervais
The Fighting Parson
A play by C.H. (Marty) Gervais
Directed by Wayne Coyle
Theatre Windsor
2520 Seminole St.
by Terry Brown
Theatre Windsor has taken a curious
step-a faux pas, to be precise - in reviving The Fighting Parson, a play by
Windsor Star writer and Book Page Editor,
Marty Gervais.
The setting of the play is interesting.
The plot's
incidents
took place in
Sandwich in the 1920s and '30s, when alcohol was forbidden by provincial law. To
the displeasure of Methodist minister
J.O.L. Spracklin (Gervais changes his
name to "Stockton"), a speakeasy was
operating illegally in the town.
When the police refused to close down
the tavern, Spracklin took it upon himself
to see the Lord's work done, traditionally
armed with Holy Writ and a revolver.
The spcakeasy, ironically named The
Chappell House, was run by Beverly
"Babe" Trumble (changed
to "Babe
Barkley"), a childhood friend and rival of
the cleric. But, since his was a crusade
against ev il, Spracklin put sentiment aside
and shot Barkley. The Reverend pleaded
self-defense at his trial and was acquitted,
but after the scandal his congregation
turfed him out, and he retired to a posting
in Michigan. The end.
Obviously, the source material is a

wealth of dramatic potential; unfortunate1y, the windfall has been passed to a
bankrupt imagination.
The play begins when the aged Rev.
Leonard Stockton (William Flemming)
comes to centre stage in a wheelchair, to
explain himself and the play. It's a bad sign
when a play starts off with damage control.
The simple plot is needlessly fragmented by the frequent change of time and
setting. Gervais is so careless with this
device that his characters must face the
audience and announce the date and place
before many of the scenes. The ingenuous
tactic docs absolutely nothing to convey
the ethos or excitement of the period.
Even when isolated and scrutinized, the
scenes are empty. Simply put, there is no
dialogue; all the lines are exposition. There
is no action; the characters stand on stage
and describe past and future events, explaining them over and over again to no effect.
The few times that we have 'live' action, the supporting cast becomes a Greek
Chorus, constantly interrupting to narrate
or explain.
The most frustrasting example of this
'report ing' style comes at the end of the
second act with the fatal confrontation of
Stockton (Mark Baker) and Barkley
(Wayne Coyle). The innate drama of the
standoff between 'good' and ·evil' is not
shown, but told to us. As Barkley calmly
chats with his wife, Stockton hysterically
weaves through the audience, trying to
build up tension through narrative. As you

Sure they're all smiles hut remember - they're actors.

glance at your watch, Stockton rushes onto
the stage, surprises Barkley, and shoots
him.
What happened to the showdown?
Where's the dramatic impact of the resolulion? What is the message?
It makes as much sense as a drive-by
shooting, and is just as impersonal.
But before we realize that we've been
robbed of an emotional payoff. the supporting cast emerges and sings "Babe Barkley
shot and killed" to the tune of "Jimmy
Crack Com (and I don·t care)".

To say that this is absurd might be construed as a compliment in some theatrical
circles, so let me state clearly that it is
patently stupid.
The third act begins twelve years later
with Mrs. Barkley (Ruth Snyder) telling
her teenage daughter Brett (Diana Ulch)
about the shooting we have just witnessed.
She then relates the details of the subsequent murder trial as flappers act it out in
the background.
See "Parson," page 12.

The complete anatomy of a movie press kit
hy Karl Mamer
Have you ever wondered how Lance
movie reviewers manage to remember all
the names of the on-screen characters?
How they manage to summarize the plots
so succinctly? How the la11ce gets a hold
of the cool movie stills that decorate the
reviews?
The answer is simple: Studios like
Twentieth Century Fox, Paramount, and
Orion Pictures mail us press kits.
Press kits for eagerly awaited movi es
arc always greeted jubilantly - La11ce
volunteers will form a uncontrollable festive crowd (a better-read version of postWorld Series victory mobs) around the
Arts editors as they peruse the contents of.
the press kits of the latest Woody Allen film
or Star Trek sequel. Publicity for obscure
movics or karate flicks is sneered al.
thrown unceremoniously in the recycle hin.
or burned for heat to lessen th e student
centre's dependence on foreign oil.
The press kits generally come in four
parts: a cover folder, a press pack, a photo
pack. and a pre-written preview article.
The Cover Folder
The primary function of the cover
folder is to wow the Arts editor or prospective reviewer with impressive graphics. Its
secondary function is neatly to hold the
kit's press material.
An experienced Arts editor can immediately judge a tlick's production costs
and box offic~ success from the cover
folder. Quiet, low budget pictures that may
or may not succeed always come in simple
black print on white folders. Big budget
films destined to make a killing al the box
office come in impressive cover folders.
Big hudgel films destined to flop come in
the most impressive folders.
One of three things happens to the
folders after a film has run its course. I)
Really coo l folders arc taken homi: by the
Arts editor and eventually lost in his or her

The
Cover
Folder

The
Press
Pack
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--------·----..-----------·bedroom. 2) A really cool folder the Arts
editor is not interested in is given lo a friend
or volunteer who harps enough for it. 3)
Ugly folders arc used h) the Arts editor to
cover his or her essays.
The Press Pack
The press pack contains a plot summary. biographies
of the picture's
producer, director, and major stars. background information on when, how. and
why the film was made, and a hard copy of
the end credits nobody except a bothersome person would stay around for.
The plot summary is an invaluable editing aid. Many times a reviewer will hand
the editor a rambling. incomprehensible
1200word outline of the film of which 800
words arc used to describe a single car
chase. With the movie company ·sown plot
summary in hand, the editor can use it, instead of spending hours trying to edit the
1200 words down into "Boy mi:i:ts girl.
Likes car chases helti:r. Loses girl."
Unlike the cover folder, the press pack,
being comprised almost entirely or the
printed word, is rarely wanted by anyone
after a review has been done. The pack is

objective style:
America ·s ho/lest new acti<m star,
Stei·e11Sea!{al, stars in Twe111ierl,Cenlllry
Fox's acrivn-thriller Marked For Death,
opening ........ ut the .......... Them re.
Hottest new action star? Right. Show
me, don· t tell me.
Other Goodies
Like I was saying ahove the big budget
movics most destined to flop tend to get
silly with their promotional material.
Once in a while, the press pack includes
an extree treet. The promo for last year's
Black Rain (the Michael Douglas one, not
the good one) had in it pens and a pad of
paper with groovy Japanese script that
might have read "From the desk of the
doomed deficit-spending gaijan fool," for
all we know.
Included in the press kit of this
summer·s forgettable Na1y SEALs was a
"Men of the Navy SEA Ls Wall Calender"
- each month a different dripping. barechested trained killer (to prmect the rep of
a certain lance staffer, rll not mention
who hounded me relentlessly for that
calender). Every reviewer and newspaper
with a circulation of more than a thousand
in North America probably got one of these
and it still didn ·t sway the critics.
Another wasteful, senseless im:tusion
came from Orion Pictures (normally a
company r respect): colour slides of Don
Johnson ·s latest celluloid hurl The Hot
Spot. Who wants to see colour photos of
this uncelebrated
celebrity when fow
readers would stomach smudgy, black and
white?
Once in a while, the movie companies
have their hearts in the right place but their
minds somewhere else; a kit will include an
invitation to a free press screening - the
nearest being in Montreal.
If only SAC could be convinced of the
ut lity of paying my way to M1>ntrcal to
sec Marked fvr Death a day he fore anyone
else...

either tossed out or thrown onll1 a desk in
Arts editor's office and left for next year's
Arts editor to dispose oL
Tht'. Photo Pack
After the cover folder. the photo pack
is an editor or reviewer·s favourite part of
the press kit. There is something magical
about getting a half dozen 8 by 10 glossies
of your favourite film. actor. or actress.
Also, printing a professionally done photo
of Jack Nicholson in the Lance makes the
paper (or any paper. reall)) look great.
Movie stil1s to which an editor or the
editor's friends are partial get taken home.
Sometimes the odd photo of a celebrity is
hung up in the lance and we wildly amuse
ourselves by drawing a mustachc on it, or
better still placing the mug-shot of some
Lance type on the famous bod. Most
photos, however, are actually put away in
a filing cabinet for future use in the pages
of the Arts section or an April joke issue.
The Pre-written Pre, iew Artide
The most hilarious and never-used sect ion of the press kit is the ubiquitous
preview article penned hy the movic
studio. Below is an example or a preview's

n
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by Mary Popovich
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SOUTH SHORE BOOKS
South Shore , 164 Pitt St. W. in Windsor, is an independent bookstore that's been a part of the Windsor
community for over ten years. Yet even a lot of
Windsor residents, let alone temp<_>rarystudent residents, still don't know about it.
"South Shore Books," says manager, Martin Deck,
"is trying to be the impossible: a general independent
bookstore." What this means is that any of the approximately one million books in print in the English
languase is potentially a stock item.
They order what they think will sell from publishers
catalogues but if enough people special Grdtr a title,
they will ea~ it as part of their stock. This explains
some of the anomalies you'll find on South Shore's
shelves. Theydon't necessarily have what you're looking for, (alth~h if you want it badly enough, they'll
get it for you)tiut if you look enough, they ju.fit might
have somethins you never expected to find.
"We had OwyVanderhaeghe (an up and coming
Canadian autlior) in here last year ," says Deck, "He
bought three C9P.ies of one of his books, because he
couldn't find it in Saskatoon, Ottawa, or even Totonto".

JOHN K. KING BOOKS
Located in downtoWrt Detroit, King is quite simply the finest used books tore for fiundreds and hundreds
of miles. It easil~ rivals,or outdoes, the best that London, Toronto and l&.nn:Arbor have to offer in selection
and price.
Located in an old glove warehouse, King has four
huge floors packed with book The timid can start on
the main floor, whete the m<iderately priced fiction
paperbacks are found. Specialist customers must venture onto the upper floors - there's half a floor devoted
to hardcover ficti<>n>half a~
of history, a quarter
of a floor of biogr~y, and bits and pieces{that is shelves and shelves) of any other discipline you care to
mention.
As in any used boolcstore, some sections are disappointing, probably because there are regular customers
who come in and snap up everything worthwhile. The
philosophy section is one of the weaker sections at
King's, but don't despair: many philosophy books can
be found in the "Paperback Non-fiFtion" section on the
third floor. This section is a treasme trove where you
can find all kinds of stuff, as long as it's approximately four inches wide by six and a half inches Jong. This
i~ the weird criteriOGfor the pape~k
non-fi(iion section.
,11
"~
and Tatyan.i Tots~
There's a ~ so I'm told, 9'Jtside of 1a used
G d ml
bookstoresomewlieteinthewestemUnited
States that · be & 00 d ~f osofll ' &tory, poetry and mystery can
1
reads: "A DiftYPl"lbdy-Llt
Place F• Books"'f If that
~un • yo~r
corresponds to the sometimes
idea ap~ls toy~ then so should ~n King. It isn't , erratic restock mg
reaUy dirty,j.tabirdusty
and there ate lights ftlevery
But their ~(4
~ychology, science-fiction
aisfe ..you'reonlyaed to tum themoffwhenyou're
and fantasy boob ~nerally satisfies customers. "If
fmisbed using(beni.
you have good tastt,' 1 notes one patron of their sci-fi
section. "They don•t have the kind of mass-produceil
~ staff are, of course, biblioJ,biles of the first
schlock that fills space at Coles. But they do have
order and are only too eager to help }OU give in to your reprints of great, sometimes obscure and hard-to-find,
addiction to the written word.
classics that no other local emporium would".

They make a couple of noble attempts that don't
guile work. The women's and black studies sections
arereally small, embarrassingly small.
Special ordering is an integral part of South Shore's
ap~I, as is their annual Fall Author's Series. This
~a, the big draw is Timothy Findley who's coming in
De<:ember.
BOOKROOM AT THE COURT

,..._
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often have colourful, intriguing covers that beg to be
noticed. But other tables in the store have a haphazard
assortment of who-knows-what just tossed there. It is
very much like rooting through the U-Bag-It bins at
the St. Vincent de Paul. The only consolation is that
you're liable to discover a gem amidst the drab.
The Bookroom provides many services for its customers. They have gift certificates, publish a newsletter, and organize readings by local and national
authors. Beer also encourages patrons to make special
orders for classes or Christmas or just plain hard-tofind titles. You have to order in advance though. •A lot
of students come in the day before a paper's due.'' Beer
can't help you at that point. No one can.

COLES DOWNTOWN
I was actually pleasantly

surprised by the
downtown Coles. I was expecting something likeClassics, but what I found was (for
most part) really
well-stocked shelves.
Particularly noteworthy are the biography, cooking, business and reference sections. The reference
section is the best of all. Coles -actually has the most
extensive selection of dictionaries and language books
of all the general book stores surveyed. They've got
everything from Latin and ancient Greek to Norwegian, Swedish and Romanian pocket dictionaries.
Pretty impressive.
Coles has merged its science and nature sections
into the trendy "environment" section. Score one for
the eco-babblets.

tne

Pattison, who works days at Coles , and plays in a local
band nights, points out that the odd assortment is because it corresponds to "what people study in school."
"Windsor Coles are set up according to where they
are," says Pattison, "We're downtown, so we have a
large business section and computer section''.
Perhaps that's why their religion and philosophy
sections are so pitiful.
Coles is totally mainstream, but they do have a lot
of books. "We sell a lot of Danielle Steele and Stephen
King," notes Pattison.

THE SOURCE
The Source is a really good independent specialty
bookstore. The owners, Janet and Rhea, have tapped
into the self-help, new age movements and their store
has all the trappings. Skeptics may scoff, but the store
is a little oasis in the downtown business section.
They have natural healing books and associated
items, books on addiction and recovery , eastern
religions and philosophies , spirituality in all its ancient
and modern guises. and audio tapes and videos for
meditation and relaxation, including the much soughtafter Bernie Seigal tapes.
One enthusiastic customer pointed out that "at the
back of the store is a wide selection of meditation tapes.
They've got headphones and a comfy chair where you
can listen to the tape before you buy it, to get the feel
of it. That book store has positive energy".

Coles carries remainders, maps. and stationary, but

is oi~ontinuing itc; art supP,lies. It also tias what I
would call a New Kids On The Block section, but it's
only a publishers promotional display. (But it's as big
as some of the ~matter store's actual sections.)
They <iohave lots of fiction, with the schlock mixed
in with the real fiction. But they separate the "classics".
Here is a case where they would he better off not to.
The "literature" section is a weird hodgc-podgc. Brian

They also have jewellery, stationery, and art that
pertains to different recovery or new age movements
or just positivity in general. In addition they support
the First People's movements by selling art from the
Six Nations Reservation.

Every Saturday morning from 10:00 till 11:00 they
have seminars dealing with a variety of subjects, from
addiction recovery to explaining the crystals. They
also give a 10% student discount.
Their store is "all part of tapping into the universe,"
said one of the owners.

CLASSICS AT DEVONSHIRE MALL
Classicsis a definite oddball. Why do they call it
Classics anyway?
Their fiction section is one of those chainstore messes that mixes together "classic" literature and decent
modern novels with utter garbage. The books are arranged alphabetically by author and the C's are worth
noting. You'll find Bruce Chatwin's rather acclaimed
last novel Utz next to the Penguin edition of Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales which is unhappily situated next to
an abomination called The Unseen replete with a
blood-dripping-from-fangs-type cover. One can't help
hut crinkle one's nose at this.
Their genre sections, like most chain bookstores
these days, are fine. Their art and photography section
is standard.
The reference section is really quite good. They
have a wide selection of all the major dictionaries and
other useful tools. At inspection time they even had
three copies of The Story of English which is somehow
reassuring.
Computer whiz 's should appreciate Classic 's comi:,uter section. One customer complained that Windsor
bookstores in general carry "too random" a selection
of computer books, but said he liked Classics because
though they are guilty of randomness as well, they
bother to stock "obscure computer books, which l
like".
Other sections are so poorly stocked it's unclear
why they exist at all. They have a bizarre "new age "
section, the philosophy and poetry sections are truly
sad, and there is no history section whatsoever .

Parson performed
Continued from page 9.

en

Tribute Nite IV

The UltimateTribute to the King of Scare
- Alice Cooper -

Feeling that justice has been
denied them, motlier and daughter
list the atrocities committed by
Stockton. This 'reading of the
charges· foreshadows the second
trial; the trial of conscience that
takes up the remainder of the play.
However, this is far too subt I e for the
playwright it might be a
wishful fiction
of my mind.
Before we
are released
from
this
boring scene,
the daughter
stands at the
front of the
stage
and
demands
vengeance from Stockton.
Vengeance: "Let me feel the
spirit of my papa dancing in his
blood."
Meanwhile, Rev. Stockton is
secure in a Michigan parsonage,
but of course, he can't escape himself, and guilt quickly turns into
madness.
Madness:
"Those voices!
Whal are they saying? That light!
Where is it coming from?"
He repeats
these
lines
throughout the scene. You almost
expect the ghost of Banqu o lo
show up for dinner.
Before the play's conclusion,
we are pointlessly subjected lo
another telling-not-showing
of
the murder trial. The parson states
his innocence over and over, but
characters emerge from the ether
with accusations that the murder
was premeditated.
A case is
strongly made that the parson
grew up resenting Barkley, who
was always coming out ahead
whenever the two were in corn-

petition.
Then, a previously unmentioned childhood tragedy conveniently bubbles to the surface.
It seems "Babe" shot Stockton's
brother during a hunting accident.
But no! The Reverend's mother
reveals that it was really the minister who killed the boy!
As if that isn't insulting
enough,
the
Reverend
runs
into his pulpit and
makes a con fess ion. I was so
surprised.
But there'1,
more. The aged
Stockton wheels
onto the stage and
declares - verbatim from Chapter 4 of Genesis
that
his
punishment is greater than he can
bear, and that he will be persecuted by all he meets. Barkley's
widow then takes the part of the
Lord and bestows on him the
safety of the Mark of Cain, now
the Mark of Stockton.
I hated this play.
And I hate this review, because it forces me to relive the experience.
Marty Gervais should hope
that academics start rumours suggesting The Fighting Parson was
actually written by Sir Francis
Bacon, an example of whose
work succinctly describes this
production:
The Fighting Parson is but a
walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour
upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It
is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound
and fury
Signifying nothing.
- Macbeth, V.v.24-28 O

... You almost
expect the
ghost of
Banquo to

show up ...

Appearing at:

Sicilia Club of Windsor
1019 Hwy. #3
Phone: 966-6668

Wednesday, October 31, 1990
Doors open at 8:00 pm.
Coming November 23: Tribute Nite V- Beatlemania
Coming November 30: Tribute Nite VI - The White, a live musical
tribute to Led Zeppelin.

The Subway Pub

and

Phi Sig01a Sig01a

present

A Ballowe' en Costume Pub
...in the Subway

Wednesday, October 31 at 7 pm

$2, advance; $3 at the door
Tickets are available at the University Centre Desk until the day of the event

'
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TUESDA Y NIGHT
2-for-1 wings

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$7.95 1 lb. of ribs

Paul Simon spies Art Garfunkel snatching a pur!>e.

Simon's less goofy, more playful
by Lorne Beaton
After a long silence, Paul Simon has finally
come out with his much-anticipated follow-up to
Grace/and.
On Rhythm of the Saints, Simon continues his
exploration of African musical St}les, but shifts
musical gear away from Graceland's good-time
music to a polyrhythmic, polycontinental style.
His sound is driven by the drums of Brazilian artists (Mingo Araujo. Steve Gadd. Sidinho, and the
drum quartet Uakti), filled in with the guitar stylings
of West African artists (Vincent Nguini. Georges
Seba and Martin Atangana). and supplemented by a
couple North Americans (J. J. Cale and Adrian
Belew).
Some of the South African musicians featured
on the Grace/and album and tour return, including
Hugh Masekela, guitarist Ray Phiri, and the a cape/la group Ladysmith Black Mambazo. But they are
relegated to supporting roles; the spotlight rests on
the more anonymous drummers and Simon supplies
most of the lead vocals. (The exception is "Spirit
Voices," with a Portuguese verse written and sung
by Milton Nascimento.)
The music on this album, though more challenging than that on Gracela11d,offers as much to a critical listener.
Simon seems to be learning a new form of
songwriting. The tracks were recorded in pieces,
beginning with the rhythm and later overdubbed
with melody and vocals which Simon writes to
match. (In fact, the drums for the opening track,

classifieds

"The Obvious Child," were recorded in a live performance by Uakti in a city square in Brazil.) This
method results in a heaviness somewhat in contrast
with the bouncy. light-hearted sound of Grace/and.
Lyrically, Simon is less goof) and more pla) ful.
He expresses his meanings with indirection and
wordplay, as in "Can't Run But." where he sings his
dismay at, among other things, the commercial
direction the music industry is taking: "A winding
river gets wound around a heart / Pull it tighter and
tighter 'til the muddy waters part Down by the river
bank a blues band arrives / The music suffers The
music business thrives."
Simon continues to leave the mainstream farther
behind, spending the currenC) of commercial success and industr) respect he has accrued in exchange
for opportunities to grow a~ an artist. As re!-lult.
though this album is, in its own wa). as good as anything Simon has done in his career, it seems unlikely to sell Gracela11d's5 million copies.
This is a shame. Though Simon is mining some
of the territor} Da\ id Byrne covered on his Rei
Momo album. he has succeeded in making the music
his own while staying true to its origin in a way that
Byrne did not.
For Western listeners, raised on a musical diet of
die-cast. 4 4 dance music for lazy minds and formerly cutting-edge Classic Rock dulled by simultaneous
overplay and underappreciation. Rhythm of the
Sai11ts,full of musical surprises like the 9/8 beat of
"The Cool, Cool River" could prove a refreshing
challenge.
All it takes is a slightly open mind.
'.J

THURSDAY NIGHT
Gotta be pasta
All -you-can-eat pasta

Top 40 dancing
Thursday - Sunday
r·-------------------- ---------------------------,

Meet our Psychic at our
Hallowe 'en Costume Party

Saturday, October 2 7th
From 9 pm - 1 am , have a
sitting with Louise Colbert
tarot, fortunes.
Also: door prizes, drink specials, DJ and dancing.

Cover: $2.00 donated to
Metropolitan Hospital Burn Unit

L-------------------------------------------------.J
r·------------------------------------------------------------------------··· ·-----------------------~
2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1 '

C A S IO 2" portable colour
television, used only five times.
AC/DC, adaptor included. $150.
Call 966-3061.
ROOM FOR RENT: Available Dec
1, 75 1 California, steps from the
University. Call Al at 252-7803.
CARO USEL '90 : art. crafts. and
fashion sale at the Grace Hospital
Brett Building on Friday, Oct 26
from 9am · 4pm. Proceeds go to
Grace Hospital Building Fund.
FOR RENT : 1 bedroom apt..
Campbell
&
University.
$375/month. utihties included. Call
Robert: 254-9194.
LOOKING FOR · goalie
and
players for men·s intramural hockey team. Call 253-7940 1f interested.
FRENCH MAJOR needed to tutor
a grade 5 student in all courses. 3
nights weekly. Phone 971-0670
after 5pm.
FOR RENT : 2 bedroom apartmen t.
lower duplex on 4 18 Caron Ave.
Fridge & stove, parking, fencing.
On busline or 10 minutes walk to
University. Call 97 1-9896 or 2524897.

Burger Fest - Buy one of our delicious 1/2 pound burge rs and get one free.
Every Tuesday from 5 - 10 pm. (no take -out)
(Bring in this coupon for 2 for 1).
Monday Madness - Every Monday come in for all you can eat shrimp with 1/2
slab of baby back ribs for only $6.95 (after 5 pm, no take-outs ).
Thanksgiving Day Football - Detroit Lions vs Denver Broncos
Nov. 22190
Ticket includes : transportation , Caesar breakfast , game tickets ,
refreshments. Only $50.00 Cdn/person .

Dancing every Thursday Thru Saturday at Windsor 's #1 Restaurant/Bar

•
I
I

2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1
l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_J
I
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Don Says: "This

is it!

Saturday, October 27th is
my FAN-TASTIC
Halloween Bash!
"Cash, prizes and much more.

"Catch DC flight 531 shuttle
for your ride to and from
the best party in town."

531 Peli\\ier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monda}·S,1turdav 11.30 a.m. 'til I a.m.
Sunday 11:JO 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
L1cen,ed Under the l LBO

March Break
Low Price Get-aways

6

Before
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problem
gets any bigger.
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Are you finding it difficult to get job interviews?
How effective is your resume and cover letter?

~-

I

l 186.00I-

llawd 1111
2 Sl111ru,g

0-rla-n-do-

from

Ft. LaU<knlalc
Cancun from $439.00

from Bawd
$609.00 I

$420.00
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from$
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.J Sl,11n11g

_
Acapulco

from

$519 .00

/Jc1.IL'J
011.:!Sl111ru1i:
Easy Payment Plan
Exclusivcl} at Travel Agents International
Organize a group of 25 or more and receive a FREE trip on a, ailahilit)
All price~ include air from Detroit and 7 nights accommodat1on

Campus reps - Individuals
or
Student Organ1zatron needed to
promote our Spring Break Packages
on Campus.

Free trips plus commission.
Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264

GLOW NECKLACES
Neon glow in 1he dark necklaces available in blue, green, pink. orange .
You've seen them at concens. fairs,
communi1y cven1s, c1c. Exccllcn1 for
Univcrsi1y panies, conccns. fundra1scrs,
etc. Be~t prices.

Call Stephen (416) 338-2422.

Travel Agents International

Come to the Career Planning and Placement. Room 163. Dillon Hall. see
how we can help.

737 Ouellette Ai·c. ,Suite 6
Windsor. Ontario

254-7531

Notice To Students

Magick
Store
~°3 (S-7:)_,Futon
~~~
Futon
Mex•canJackel•
f'l
8 S1v1es
$14.95

Ci.-~
l9)

Unusual Gilt Ideasfor Body, Spmt & Mind

The Students' Administrative Council student
drug plan cards will be received by all subscribers
via mail during the course of this week. Coverage
\ has been effective since September 1, 1990, hence
all drug and oral contraceptive costs in that time
will be reimbursed at 80 per cent.

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252·8686

!

1

_a

Anyone wanting to process a claim
Students'
should bring the receipts, along with
Administrative
the plan card to the SAC office on the
Council
second floor of the University Centre
beginning Tuesday, October 30, 1990
until Friday, November 9, 1990 at 3:30 pm. Claims cannot
be processed without the health plan account numbers which
will be on the drug cards.
CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIANTS

~-.

More information is
available at the SAC office.

11,1.11

11.!I
Ii

~~~~'£:£:.:.==:::~~~

·~\~~~

*If you have already
; -·~\§>
received your card and need to
make a purchase, simply present
..
~ it to the pharmacist along with
.: ~ your prescription so that pay
~ only 20% out-of-pocket.
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$PORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA

Results
Football
Fri. Oct. 19
Toronto 40 Windsor 2

Men's Soccer
Sat. Oct. 20
Windsor 2 Brock 0
Sun. Oct. 21
Windsor 2 Laurier 0

Women's Soccer

Sal. Oct. 20
Windsor 3 Brock J
Sun. Oct. 21
Windsor 3 Laurier 2

Cross Country
Sat. Oct. 20
Windsor at Wilfrid Lauricr
Men ·s--Results
1st Univ. of Toronto 27-"
2nd Univ. of Windsor 40
3rd Univ. of Western 72

Football
Sat. Oct. 27
McMaster at Windsor (2 p.m.)
Men•sSoccer
Sat. Oct. 27
Windsor at McMaster
Tues. Oct. 30
OUAA Playoffs (First Round)

Women's Soccer
Sat. Oct. 27
Windsor at McMaster
Sun.Oct. 28
Waterloo at Windsor (2 p.m.)

Cross Country
Sat. Oct 27
OU.AA OWIAAFINALS
at Queen's University

Men"s~olleJl>aU

Wed.Oct.24
Guelphat Windsor(6 p.m.)
Wed.Oct.31
Windsor atbtuner

Womu•s Volleyball
Wed.Oct.24
Guelphat Windsor (8 p.m.)

Fri. Oct. 26
Windsor at MadonnaCollege
Wed.Oct.31
Windsot at I..aurier

Women'sS.ketball
Oct. 26-28
Windsorat Universityof
ReginaTournament

Weekend shutouts clinch playoffs
by John Marentette

eyes in the second half, desperately trying to protect their 5-2
season record.
As a result, Windsor's dcfcnsc
was tested time and time again.
but goalkeeper Dave Hodgson
and the rest of the Lancers did not
succumb to the offensive pressure.

The University of Windsor 's
men's soccer team is once again
headed to the Ontario Universities Athletic
Association
(OUAA) playoffs.
The team lifted their regular
season mark to 5-1-3 following a
pair of home victories
last
weekend over Brock and Laurier.
The Lancers would have
The victory did not come
clinched first in the south section
without a price. The Lancers'
of the OUAA 's Western division
leading goal score r, Pete Roscoe,
had Western not kept themselves
who had just returned from an
one point behind Windsor in the ankle injury , was physically balstandings with a 2-1 victory in lered by Brock
while
lhe
Waterloo last Sunday. With one Badgers tried desperately to erase
game left in the regular season,
their defecit.
the Lancers can secure top spot
Unable to contain his anger he
with a tie or win in McMaster this retaliated. As a result, Roscoe
Saturday.
received a red card, suspending
Last Saturday the Lancers
him from any action in the game
found themselves engaged in a against Laurier the following day.
hard-fought battle against an imA frustrated Roscoe realized
proved Brock team.
his mistake soon afterward. "My
Eddie Marlovits put the Lan- ankle was hurting. I just Jost my
cers ahead moments before the in- cool. It was stupid," Roscoe said.
termission with a beautiful header
Windsor iced the game with
just left of the goal. The awkward
less than a minute remaining
angle of the ball's deflection
when a penalty kick by Pat Mcmade it hard for Brock's goaJie to Neilly narrowly eluded the outget his body on the ball, and it stretched arms of Brock's goalie.
eventually rolled just inside the Ironically , the goal was the result
opposite goalpost.
of another red card, this time
The Badgers, current leaders
against a defending Badger.
of the Western division ·s north
For the Lancers, Sunday's
section, came out with fire in their

MEN'S SOCCER

looked back.
Rob Gogol scored first, steering the ball around the Laurier
goalie for a 1-0 score.
Later, the Lancers struck
again; this time with only a few
minutes left in the game.
Rookie Chris Georghiades
scored his first goal of the season
to give the blue and gold their
second 2-0 win in as many games.
Hodgson 's third straight
shutout was most pleasing to
coach Pat McNelis, who views
the upcoming playoffs hopefully.
"The team's coming together
at the right time," he said. "But
our team success is really a dayto-day thing. We have not set any
goals on how we want to finish at
the end of the year. Instead, we
+' just play hard each and every
game at a time."
Now with a record of 5-1-3,
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
the Lancers find themselves atop
game against Laurier was a step
their division with only one real
toward establishing control of
foe still challenging them for the
their division.
best record.
In an evenly played match, the
The Western Mustangs have
two rivals fought to a 0-0 deadraised their play a notch since
lock after one half of play.
handing the Lancers their only
However, the Lancers were
loss of the season earlier in the
treated in the second half by
year.
having a strong wind on their side.
Last season both Windsor and
With the combination of good
Western finished with identical
play and assistance from the ele10-2-2 records. History may just
ments, Windsor established a lead
repeat itself this year.
O
early in the second half and never

1:~!.!?t
backstops Lancer vi~!~~~~
.!ngrof
The University of Windsor's
women· s soccer team proved this
weekend that they have what it
lakes to win their division. even if
the playoffs are still a Jong shot.
Saturday Windsor beat Brock
and Sunday downed division
leader Wilfred Laurier; both
games were at home.

~VOMEN'S
SOCCER
Against Brock, Windsor controlled the action from beginning
to end.
"We dominated more than the
score indicated,"
said Gord
Caldwell, Windsor's head coach.
The first goal came off of a
beautiful play. The ball started in
Windsor's half and was quickly
switched to the left side of the
field to Ellen Rodge, who laid it
down the sideline to the sprinting
Marnie Shell.
Shell took the ball straight to
the end line where she crossed the
ball into the goal mouth. Sue
Brogno headed it in.
"There was a bit of a lapse
after the first goal," Caldwell said.
Brock quickly capitalized on
this lapse and evened the score
when Karen Peterson blooped a
shot past Julie Pallot, who rushed
out in an attempt to block it.
Lori Collodel added a goal
when she let a rocker go from well
outside the 18.
The goal that put the game out
of reach came as Katherine Devlaeminck muscled and deked her
way from the Lancers' 18 to

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Some fancy footwork on the field of honour.

Brock's 18 to blast a shot into the
left hand corner of the net.
In Windsor's game against
Laurier the Lancers stepped their
play up a notch.
Again Sue Brogno started the
scoring when she walked in and
slipped the ball past the goalie· s
grasp.
Laurier
came back immediately after play resumed.
Lusa Wannan
charged
the
hesitant Julie Pallot and headed
the bouncing ball over her and
into the net.
Tess Isakson came close to
putting Windsor into the lead
once again on an indirect free kick
when her shot went just wide after
deflecting off of a Golden Hawk
player.
But again it was again Brogno
who came to the scoring rescue. A
pass from Collodel squeaked bet wee n two colliding
Hawk
defenders
to Brogno,
who
squeezed through the two. This

left Brogno with ony the goalie to
beat. She could have done it in her
sleep.
In the second half. the Hawks
turned on the pressure. Pallot

Laurier·s attempt to even the
score. This included a save in
which she pounced lo denecl a
sure goal that was heading into the
top left corner.
Pallot's best save came on a
controversial
penalty shut in
which she again refused lo be
beaten. She di, ed lo her Jefl and
reeled the ball in.
Later Windsor was given a
penalty shot for a hand ball. Devlaeminck, unlike her counterpart.
pul the ball oul of the goalic"s
reach and into the net.
"A big difference in their play
on the weekend was the way the
midfield played," Caldwell said.
The Lancers currently ha\.e
nine points with two upcoming
matches against McMasler and
Waterloo.
:J
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Performer of the week
- Dave Hodgson
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Weck
for the period ending October 29
is University of Windsor men ·s
soccer
goalkeeper
Dave
Hodgson.
Hodgson,
a third-year
player, had two shutouts over
the weekend to guide the Lancers to 2-0 victories over both
Brock and Laurier.
In nine games this season,
the 6'0", 175 pound business
major has had an incredible six

shutouts.
Hodgson has been a major
factor in Windsor's continued
excellence this season.
For being named the Performer of the Week, Hodgson
will receive a $20 voucher from
Don Cherry's restaurant at 531
Pelissier
St. in downtown
Windsor.
D
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunction with the
University of Windsor's athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's restaurant.
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Wouldn't you like a taste of power?
Staff meetings 4:30 Wednesdays.
Newcomers always welcome.

PROFESSIONALY

DONE

~11 $30.00

ALSO: COVER LETTERS ,
LABELS ANO PERSONALIZE D
ENVELOPES
AVAILABLE !

INTERACTIVE
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1305 WINDSOR AVE. SUITE 8

253-3201
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Runners peaking in
ti01e for provincial
championships
by Jim Parry
In preparation for the upcoming Ontario Universities Athletic
Association's (OUAA) championship, Windsor's
cross
country runners turned in another
strong performance over the past
weekend.

CROSS COUNTRY
3217 Sandwich St.
255-1833

Saturday, October 27th

HALLOWE'EN PARTY
Best Costume Contest
Grand Prize: Trip for two to Florida
Don't forget
Thursdays -

Looney Burgers for only

2

$1.oo

1

Monday & Wednesday for
Chicken Wings
Tuesdays - Spaghetti dinner and a pitcher of beer

$9·

95 .
for
Jam to the classic sounds of
Marshal and Konas.

Did you know that interviewers
don't only look at grades?

'Taj afia[

Find out the other areas that interest them at an

Restaurant

-

Interview Skills Workshop.

Indian Cuisine -

15% student discount on everything,
including lunch specials and buffet
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Special Additional • • • • • • • • •

VEGETARIAN DISHES

Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall

*
:

for our valuable

*

Vegetarian Customers

:

* * Okra Curry * Spinach with Cheese * Vegetable Curry
*...............................................................
* Potato Peas * Chana Curry (Chick Pea Curry)
In addition to this we also offer every

Competing at the Wilfrid
Laurier Invitational both the
men's and women's teams
finished second in their divisions.
The men's team was led by
Wayne Riley, who finished in
second place overall.
Chris D'Annunzio turned in
his best performance of the year,
finishing in 7th place, while Mark
MacDonald was just behind him
in 8th. Doug Tilson finished in
13th and Mark Roberts crossed
the line in 16th place, rounding
out the Lancer top five.
First-year student Julie Inglis
continued her impressive season
by leading the women with a 4th
place finish. Jackie McVittie was
in 10th place, Lisa Hartleib in
14th, Kim Sutherland in 20th and
Tracey James finished in 22nd.
Windsor's head coach Dennis
Fairall emerged from the meet
with excellent results and a more
confusing selection process for
the men·s team.
The surprising performance of
D'Annunzio and the second half
surge of Tilson have made the
final selection of runners to represent Windsor at the OUAA finals
more confusing than ever before.
Fairall was not at all upset
with this problem, since he views

the depth of the team as one of its
greatest assets.
"We are probably
the
strongest team if they scored ten
deep ... we could challenge
anybody," Fairall said.
According to Fairall, the
men's team will be most likely
challenge for the wildcard spot in
the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union (CIAU) championship.
The team must finish in the top
three in the OUAA's lo gain this
spot. Ottawa, which is the #1
ranked team in Canada, has an
automatic bye to the CIAU's as
the host site.
The projected goal for the
team is to have three runners
finish in the top 20 and three in the
top 30, which usually guarantees
a third place finish.
The women's team also has a
realistic shot at the national championship. Inglis' performances in
recent weeks and the re-emergence of Jackie McVittie have
added to a team that already has
great potential.
"They have potential, if they
pull together they could be the silver medalists at the OWIAA's,"
Fairall said.
Fairall believes that there are
five teams which have a shot at
second place, a situation which he
did not think was possible a little
while ago. Several teams, including Waterloo and Toronto, have
used runners no one has seen
before.
The Lancers will be in
Kingston next week for the
OUAA 10WIAA championships
with a chance to qualify for the
CIAU's.
,...,
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Friday, Saturday & Sunday
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* GRAND BUFFET*
A/1-U-Can-Eat $7.99
OUR REGULAR MENU as well as

* Beef Steak * Chicken Masala * Fish Masala * Lamb Curry * Rice Paloe
* Chicken Madrassi (Boneless Chicken) * Chicken Tandoori
Please visit us and try many other specialities

Lunch Specials (M-F) $4.95
* Open 7 Days *
11 :30 am to 10:00 pm

289 WYANDOTTE WEST (at Dougall)
Phone 977-6794

9

PM

SEVEN
WITH

TO

1

AM

DAYS
fi WEEK
GREG
ST.
JAMES
88.7 FM

I 5 sun ·ive final cuts

New era opens
for Lancers
by Dave Briggs

The University of Windsor
men ·s basketball team began a
new era Monday with the announcement of its final roster
selection under new coach Wayne
Curtin.
Curtin is an interim replacement for long-time Lancer coach
Paul Thomas, who retired at the
end of last season.
The Lancers will sport 15
players working under new offensive and defensive schemes.
Due to the team's lack of size,
Curtin has decided to institute a
running and pressing game which
features regular substitutions of a
nine- or ten-man rotation.
"We're not very big, so what
we' re trying to do is run as much
as possible," Curtin said. "In fact,
they've really accepted that
philosophy."
The defense will be handled
by assistant coaches Jerry
Brumpton and Don Hollerhead,
while Curtin will be responsible
for the offensive duties.
Brumpton and Hollerhead,
like Curtin are Windsor high
school basketball coaching stalwarts.
"Our basic objective defensively is never to let them set-up
more than 10 times in half," Curtin said.
The coaches plan to do a lot of
trapping, aswell as institutingthe
gruelling full court press.
Curtin, the athletic director at
J .L. Forster High School, believes
his team just may lead the league
in fouls.
"When you play an aggressive
defense you're telling players to
play hell-bent for leather ...
they're going to foul," Curtin
said.
Along with personal fouls,
Curtin jokingly thinks the Lancer

to the
An Open Letter
and the
Lance staff
Body • • •
Student

coaching staff will be tagged with
many technical fouls. The three
coaches are not exactly quiet on
the sidelines.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
According to Curtin, returning Lancer Chris Daley will likeIy be the captain of the team.
"I think he's showing the
leadership that I would expect
from him," Curtin said.
As well, Daley will be joined
by Mike Ogley, another returning
Windsor player.
Kim Elliott, a Lancer player
several years ago, has returned to
the team after not playing last
year.
"Kim is the best conditioned
athlete out there. He's shown that
he's improved. He has a little bit
of an advantage because he's
played under me," said Curtin,
who was one of Thomas' assistants the last three years.
Other noteworthy Windsor
players are: Vince Osier, Everton
Shakespeare, Dennis Byrne,
Geoff Astles, and Jeff Gaudette.
Geoff Hewick, one of the
country's top ranked university
high jumpers with Windsor's
track and field team a year ago,
has also joined the ranks of
Curtin's team.
The coach has not yet decided
on his startingline-up,thoughhe

has ideas about which players will
likely crack the top five.
"The ten best players are the
first ten guys, and then the next
four or five guys are the players
that I figure may help us in the
next year or two years," Curtin
said of his complete roster.
The team will test its mettle
during a hectic November in
which they will play 19 exhibition
games.
0

First
of all,
we would like to take this
opportunity
to thank Larry Deck of the Lance
for designing
our mascot
Freddie
several
years ago. Larry,
there's
a T-shirt
waiting
at FACES with your name on it.
Freddie
is now about to make his jump into
the fashion
world.
On Thursday,
November
1st,
FACES will
reveal
its
first
edition
Freddie
Fashionwear.
This will be the first
time that
Freddie
has taken
on colour.

I
1

Thanks also to the whole Lance staff
for
being
such loyal
pizza
eating
customers.
We have a king-size
waiting
for all of you.
To the student
body, 1990 has been a great
year
so
far.
A special
highlight
was
Homecoming.
The party
on the
hill
was
fabulous
and everybody
was well-behaved.
Thanks for your support
and we look forward
to having
a lot more fun in the future.
Our congratulations
to the football
team.
We wish you continued
success
as you enter
the playof f s. You know we' re behind
you
always
and we think
this
is your
year.
Blues,
look out!
We want to continue
interspersing
live
entertainment
with
a
DJ an~ as a special
feature,
on Hall owe' en
night
Faces
is
r----------------,
presenting
Eight
Guys
Named Moe.
They will
also
be
playing
November
1st
at
our
Grand
Unveiling
of
Freddie
Fashionwear.
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It's about time ~e/t/

recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable service

2148 Wyandotte St. West
253-4302

Also look for our bus
trip
to University
of
Michigan
football
on
November 10.

•
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THANKS ALL!

,
Tbwi;d·;~rcries Blues after losing second
by Dan Bri~s

TORONTO- It was billed a.-.the
game of the year, the battle for
second place, and a struggle between two evenly matched teams.
As is often the case, the game
didn't live up to the hype.
Last Friday night. the University of Toronto's football team
claimed second place and a home
playoff game by thrashing
Windsor 40-2 at Varsity stadium.
"They beat us in every facet of
the game," said Windsor's obviously disgusted head coach
John Musselman.
Not only did the Varsity Blues
send the Lancers home with their
tails between their legs. but they
dropped Windsor from their
second place deadlock into third
place with a 4-2 record.
The lopsidedness of the score
was due to Toronto's terrific play,
and Windsor's response: its worst
performance of the year.
"If you get two pretty equal
teams and one's sky high and the
other one is flat, you get a blowout
like this," Musselman said.
U of T running back Lome
King was a one-man demolition
crew. King carried the ball 23
times for 242 yards and three
touchdowns. He was also responsible for more yards than the entire Lancer offense.
"He seemed to run really hard
and he took a lot of ordinary runs
and made them into long runs."
said Toronto's head coach Bob
Laycoe.
The Varsity Blues finished the
affair wit h 54 l yards in total offcnse compared to the Lancers·
241.
"Right now, they're the best
team we've seen The}"re better
than Western," Musselman s.11d.
The Lancers· first rxiscssu>n

rushed into the endzonc from 22
)ards out to end all scoring.
Astrom converted all live of
his team's touchdowns.

FOOTBALL

RH Mike Scratch.

pro.,ed to be a bad omen of things
to come.
After picking off a pass from
Eugene Buccigross 1 on the fin,t
pla) from scrimmage. Windsor
\'<as poised to score \.\ith the ball
deep in Toronto territory.
After two unsucessful run
plays, Lazar Acamo., ic failed in
his attempt at a 28-)ard field goal.
and had to settle for a single.
Toronto scored minutes later
.,..hen Ozzie Nethersole fumbled a
punt and turned the ball 011cr to
the Blues on Windsor's 25 yard
line.
One pla) l.1ter. Buccigrossi
tossed .1TD pa..,stu tight end Roh
Cormi) tu put the Blue, ,1he.tdliir
good -onl) liH: minutcs 11111i
thc

"We have to rea l ize we
weren't mentally and emotionally
ready to play this gamc, and we
can't let it happen again." Musselman said.
Ruccigrossi had an excellent
game and completed 14of20 passe,; for 164 yard, with one touchdown and two interceptions. Most
of his passes were completed in
the first half as the Blues kept the
Lancer" offbal,incc with an effective mix between the ground and
the air game.
"We wanted to do things a little differently and that's why ""C
came out and threw the ball more
in the first half, especially on first
downs," Laycoe said.
Lancer quarterback Walt l azzman .,..as 8 of 17 for 116 yards
with no interceptions.
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
The Lancers will get another
chance against the Blue" when the
contest.
The inability to cash-in on the two teams meet again in Toronto
A single and a 26-yard field dri\e was probably the biggest in thc opening round ol the
goal hy Andre"" Astrom gave nail in the Lancers' coffin.
playoffs in two\\ eeks.
1\>ronto a 11-1 edge belore
"l'hC) ·re a hell of a football
"A partrcular game just
Windsor put up their last fight of team. but \\c're just not that had. reflects the events that occur in
the game.
and we ju:-..t didn't pla),"
the game.'' Laycoe said. "The
Starting at their own five yard Windsor's head coach said.
samc two teams could pluy
line. the Lancers Jro., e to the
In the second half, King tomorrow or next \\eek, and you
opposition·s._e.,en. Thcdri.,cwas
scored three consccuthc touch- \\Ouldn't get thc ,ame C\ents."
mostly on the shoulders of run- do\\ ns on runs of 45, 15. and 2
Musselman i, sure where hi"
ning hack Andy Ross, who
yards to give his team a com- team stands after the stinging
ripped-off a 70 ) .ird run.
manding 32-2 lead.
dclcat.
T\\ o incl lective run pl,1) s
"lneir offensi'<e line ate our
'Wc"\e got to make sure that
stalled the dri\ c and forced
lront se.,en up," Musselman said from now on we play gre.1t footWindsor to settle lor a three-point whilc explaining why Toronto ball. and if we do th.it this ""ill
attempt hy Acamm ic. The rnol,.ic \\as Ml succcs...,ful running thc never happen ag.iin.'' hc .,,,id.
kicker's l-l )ard boot ,ailed \\1dc. hall
Windsor r,iund, out the
\\ as dO\\ ncd lor a ,inglc. and
Long alter l ..1)COCtook King rcgul,1r "ea,on S.1111rd.1y
,1c.1111,1
cnJcJ the hluc .mu
gold', sl·11r1ng uut nl the gan11: in the 111111th the r..kMastc r M,11auders.(i,1mc
at t\\ 11.
4u.uter. hack-up Da.,id Rkhcr
time 1s 2 p.m.
n

Remember that
put on the

we
burner?

I think we
to discuss
it!

Saturday, October 27th

If you've thought about it but haven 't yet come in for a
resume writing work shop or preparing the ACCIS form
- do it now!!!
Contact the Career Planning and Placement office. Room 163. Dillon Hall.

muffler king ·

.
·
0te~
Beware of ourVJitches
only $1.75

$100

BEST
COSTUME

I

3 15 University W est
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh Eas t
945-6334

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
until October 31 , 1990
At Speedy, you're a somebody!
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From best to worst in one week: amazing
by Dave Briggs

TORONTO - PerhapsPlato ...
or was it Billy Joel (I alwaysget
those two mixed up) said it best.

against Toronto last weekend, but
the fact remains that they accomplished what they set out to
do before the season started; they
made the playoffs.

I the armchair gladiator I
I don't know why I go to extremes. Too high, or too low there
ain't no in betweens ... it's all or
nothing at all.
This piece of infinite wisdom
is an accurate reflection of the
moods of many Windsor football
fans.
"I knew they would blow it,"
they say, while slowly shaking
their heads. "Nothing good ever
happens to our football team."
Such reactions are usually
reserved for fans of winless or
last-place clubs. This year's blue
and gold followers have redifined
the word 'fickle .'
You see, in their eyes, the Lancers have gone from one of the
best Canadian university teams to
one of the worst in only one week.
Quite a transformation don't
you think?
While definitely not a favorite
to win this year's national championship, Windsor is far from
being the dormat of the league. In
fact , they are the best football
team this city has seen in quite
some time.
My advice is: relax. Let's
defer judgement until the season
is over.
There's no question the Lancers played a terrible game

In fact, considering that the
Lancers get to play the same team
over again in two weeks (in the
first round of the playoffs), the
winner of last Friday's game is of
little importance. The one that
counts is the one they have yet to
play.
Let's not forget that the Lancers are the third best team in the
Ontario Universities Athletic Association (OUAA) league. That's
not exactly what I call having a
bad year.
I guess it's to be expected that
after years of futility many would
cheerfully wait to predict doom.
Of course , it is these same
naysayers who were the first to as it is often refered to in
sportseese
- jump on the
bandwagon when the team won
four of its first five games.
To them this was the year
Windsor was finally going to get
on the map.
Did anyone really expect the
team to go from a 3-4 season to
the Vanier Cup in one year'?
Just last week people were
calling coach John Musselman a
genius. This week, people arc
pulling out the old criticisms as if
they had been stored in in the
closet, in a shoebox. with some

mothballs.
It's amazing how a genius can
get so dumb in just one week.
In fact, Musselman, who has
been maligned in the past couple
of seasons, deserves much of the
credit for the team's success.
He has said all along that
building a contending team would
take time, all he asked was
patience.
Just as people's patience was
starting to wear thin, everyone
began to notice some of the improvements
that had been
promised.
This is a man who, in essence,
was given bicycle parts and told
to build a Rolls Royce.
Considering all the team has
been through, I find it remarkable
that they have won many games
at all. When two of your teammates are tragically killed and one
of your trainers is struck by
lightning, not many will tell you
your team is having a lucky year.
Through all the adversity, perhaps the team 's biggest foe has
been their own image. For years
the Lancers have been trying to
shake the label of a team going
nowhere.
The answer is simple. Let's
not treat them like gods, but let's
try to avoid chaining them with
images of past Windsor teams.
Sometimes I lie awake night
after night coming upart at the
seams. Eager to please, read_v to
fight, why do I KOto extremes'!
My advice is relax. Let's defer
judgement until their season is
over.
n

OUAA/OWIAA Standings
Period ending October 22, 1990
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campus recreation
Attention Lif~uards

If you are due to renew your
lifeguard national certification,
you are in luck. Campus Recreation is offering an NLS Re-cert on
Sunday November 4th from 7-9
pm. and Sunday November 11 610 pm. You must go both days!
Men's Soccer
The Unwanteds, MBAs, Mac
Hall Italia, and Law all moved
closer to clinching playoff berths
with impressive play in recent
games.
Brian Botton scored three
goals, while Paul Skinner, Kai
Ruprai and Kent Cuthbert added

two apiece to pace the MBAs to a
9-1 victory over the Special Bs.
The MBAs also beat AIESEC 6-

0.
The Unwanteds played two
solid games, earning a 5-0 shutout
of the Special Bs and a 2-1 win
over Cody Cover Up. Mac Hall
Italia won two games and tied
another to move nearer the top of
the standings. In Mac Hall's 4-0
win over Dice, Dario Ragogna led
the way with two goals.
Max Calemeco booted home
two goals and Brian Wiely had
one in Mac Hall's other win, 3-1
over Cody.
In their other match. Mac Hall
Italia drew 0-0 with the Alumni

Engineers.

Law remained near the top of
the league by beating the Rangers
2-0. The Rangers played well in
shutting down the Strikers 2-0 .
Alumni Engineers and the
Strikers rounded out the action,
playing to a 1-1 tie.
Lacrosse

The University of Windsor
Rivermen, the school's lacrosse
club, has made an impression in
the OUFLA (Ontario University
Field Lacrosse Association) in
their first season.
The season started against
Guelph. and Windsor lost 12-6.

But the team rehounded. taking
their next three games from the
University of Toronto, York, and
Laurier. and outscoring their opponents 38-9.
Next came Western. a perennial leader in rhe OUFLA. The
game took place at HK field. and
what a game it was. The Rivermen spotted Western a 7-1 lead
and closed out the first half down
7-3.
Then the Rivermen came to
life. and in the third quarter.
closed Western ·s lead to one goal.
The teams went goal for goal
after. but in the end. Western won
11-lO.

the Rivermcn were on the attack
again. trouncing their guests. McMaster, 11-4 . With only two
games remaining in the regular
season, away games at Brock and
Waterloo. the Rivermen arc 4-2
and have secured a berth in the
playoffs taking place at Carleton
University, the first weekend of
November.
This weekend some of the
players are in West Virginia representing the Ontario University
lacrosse team in a tournament.
For more information about
any of these items. call Campus
Ree at ext. 2456 as soon as possible.

On homecoming weekend,

Quality Computer 80286 Turbo A'l~
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1.2M Floppy disk tlri\ c
IDE HD FD rnntrolkr
2 Ser.. I Par.. I Game
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
Enhance JOI keyhoartl
:wowPower supply
Styling case
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Rightnow for only~ you can have
a Taco Bell Chilito. It's new and it's made
with all the things you like. We start with
a soft tortilla and ftll it with fresh ground
beef.lots of cheddar cheese and our own
Chilito seasoning. But you better hurry.
because after October 30th, they're
outta' here.
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8.75
CYPRUS SPECIAL
9.25
(Cheese. Pepperoni, H.,m. Mushrooms
~=-""'~=-==----+--+----+--1-3.90

11.00

.75

1.00

1.4~s

1.75 I

2.15 I

11.55

B,Kon Green Pe,uwrs Onu>nsl

1.25

I

-~~--~-1 ~:;__

8.70

10.40
CHEESE & 3 ITEMS
----+-----+--1---12_.50_1_
8.30

EXTRA;DOUBLE ITEMS
f----'--------+--+----+------EXTRA CHEESE

~

10% off all delivery for students

PICK-UP ORDERS 10% OFF (pizw

CYPRUS
PIZZA

~

2.50

22.15

lfi·n:il

~ 1\~~-I
-j

22.85
23.7:i

22.95

24.6525.55

-~3.5o

26.5~-

2.60

3.oo

3.00

3.50

l

We also offer: _
• souvlaki • gyros • shisk-a-bob •
• chicken shisk-a-bob • panzerotti •
• chicken fingers • fish & chips•
• salads • sandwiches • burgers •
• spaghetti • lasagna • submarines •
Hours:
Monday - Thursday ....... 11 am - I am
Friday - Saturday ........... 11 am - 2 am
Sunday ........................... 3 pm - midnight

Items: Pepperoni, Ham. Mushrooms, Bacon, Green Peppers. Onions.
Anchovies, Sliced Tomatoes, Hot Peppers. Hurnburger. Pineapple. Oli\'es

~ {\ .. E.. i

"LET CYPRUS S·· ..

Off er ends November ]0 -

c

.. ··It YOUR DOUGH"

present

CBS Recording Artist

November 8
Ambassador Auditorium
Tickets $8 advance; $9 at the door

A SAC club benefit
...
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-Subway troubles
could end SAC
by Kevin Wilson
The Students'
Administrative
Council's (SAC) budgetary situation took
another tum for the worse as executives
learned that the Subway Pub may be on the
verge of closing.
The possible bankruptcy of the pub, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of SAC, could
spell disaster for the council, which has
traditionally relied on the campus bar for
most of its revenue. If the Subway becomes
insolvent, members of the SAC executive
fear that they might not be able to meet their
debt payments, which could result in a
shutdown of SAC and its services.
"I'm absolutely sure that if the pub
goes, SAC goes," said SAC vice president
finance Mark Horsfal I. He added that in the
first two months of school year, the pub has
had shortfalls in excess of 50,000 dollars.
"The pub closing would result in an
absolute disaster scenario," Horsfall said.
SAC pr ~ ·dent Joe Esteves warned that
if the pub folds now, it "will probably never
open again."
Esteves noted that the pub was
suffering stiff competition from several
local and downtown bars which have taken
many students away from the Subway.
After brawl erupted in the pub on the
second Thursday of September, it has been
virtually empty. The pub has seen fewer
than 150 customers
on the average
Thursday night. traditionally the bar's
busiest night <>fthe week.
Barring a swift increase in patronage at

the pub, "it is inches away from closing
down," said Horsfall.
Students seemed shocked that the
possible closure of the Subway, but not all
were upset by the news.

"If the pub goes, SAC
goes. " - VP finance
"I think (the Subway} sucks," said
Justine, a student. "It's more expensive
than the OH or the Grad House, the
atmosphere is oppressive, and the decor is
like a high school cafeteria."
Tim, another student, said, "lf l had to
choose between the Subway and CJAM,
I'd pick the radio station."
Other students defended the pub.
Jim said, "I like the pub. It's not ideal,
but it's the only one we've got."
Esteves is encouraging students to
come out and support their pub. "The pub
is owned bv the students ," he said , "it's up
to them to support it."
He added that the Subway was
removing the cover charge Thursday nights
and cutting drink prices in an attempt to
win back former patrons.
Horsfall echoed Esteves' sentiments.
saying "what this amounts to is a hit of
reciprocal backscratching on everyone's
part. The pub is offoring incentives for
people to come. and we hope that students
will support the pub. They may not
understand what not having a pub means
now. hut they certainly will if the Subway
ceases lo opcrah:."
:J

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

About 200 students gathered ror a candle light , igil in memory of five University of Windsor
students who have died over the past few months.
Those in attendance braHd chilly winds to hear friends and relatives remember Ed Chisolm,
Shane O'Brien. Robbie Robinson, Peter Taves and Todd Thomas.
The deaths of the young men have hit the uni,ersity community especially hard because they
occured in such a short span of time.

SAC shortfall cited in CJAM exec's dismissal
by Jennifer Jo hnston
Another emp loyee of the Students'
Administrative Council ~SAC) has been
dismissed.
On Tuesday afternoon, CJAM Station
Manager Walter Manzig was let go.
Manzig is the sixth council worker to be
fired because of this year's budget
constraints.
According
to SAC vice president
finance Mark Horsfall, the dismissal was
required to help SAC continue operations,
not because of poor job performance on the
part of Manzig.
"His capacity as manager has evolved
into one of a long term nature," Horsfall
explained. "He's been working primarily
on things like the power increase they've
been applying for, long-term advertising
campaigns he was restructuring. things of
that nature. We can't afford to look too long
term as it stands right now."
Horsfall said that SAC currently has a
serious income problem which has to be
treated as a top priority.
"As much as we feel his efforts, and the
fruits of his efforts, are beneficial to CJAM
and the future of the station, they've got to
be shelved for the time being. We've go to
save our pennies," he said.

Next week:

Horsfall said that the CJAM executive
board, formerly working under Manzig,
will attempt to maintain the status-quo on
their own.
"Their mandate is to keep the station
operating at the bare minimum level right
now, because that's all we can concentrate
on," Horsfall said.
According to Horsfall, Manzig was not
let go in order to "shave down the

Looking over the Edge

operations of CJAM itself. Walter was let
go because it was the next reasonable
approach to help out SAC's cash flow in
general."
By letting Manzig go, SAC will save
approximately $10,000.
Horsfall said that the next area upon
which SAC will concentrate
will be
Subway Pub sales. In the last year, sales at
the school pub have dropped dramatically.

Football playoff results

"We're going to try to generate some
money.'' Horsfall said. "We'd rather not cut
any more because there's not a hell of a lot
we can cul"
When asked to comment, Manzig said
he wa,; surprised at the decision, because
CJAM was balancing its budget.
"Basically, it was my understanding
that as long as the individual departments
were doing their job, then basically there
was some area of protection," he said.
Manzig was given notice on Tuesday
afternoon, after the decision was made on
Monday. In accordance with the contract
he signed with SAC, he will not receive
severance pay. The move came just one
day before
Manzig's
six month
probationary term was to expire.
"l was surprised.
It was a long
probation. Basically I thought that if there
had been a problem [they would have told
me} ... I hadn't heard anything," he said.
With regards to the future of the station,
Manzig said he feels that as long as the
programmers can stay on air, the station
will continue to operate. But he said
luxuries such as the application for the
power increase, sales packages, and a
continuing education package he was
working on may have to be put on the back
burner for a whil.!.
CJ

Safety patrols
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diversions
Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.
Devonshire Mall area.

Call Debbie at

IHllberry Theatre:

ARTS

Cass and Hancock , Detroit. Box Office ; (313)
577-2972 .
(Curtain times are usually 8:00, but often vary.
Please phone the box office for exact times. The
Hillberry is part of Wayne State University's
(WSU) Department of Theatre .)

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East , 258-7111
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11 :00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11 :30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)
Friday, November 2
+ Rod Strickland: Around the Sweet Sea: this
show 's opening is at 7:30 pm at the AGW and
Strickland will be present. The exhibition
continues through January 13th .
Friday, November 2
+ Carole Conde and Karl Beveridge :
OSHAWA -A History of Local 222, UAW,
CLC, 1982-83: a photograph ic recreation of
the union's development. The artists will be
present at the opening which is at 7:30 The
show runs till January 13.

November 1 and 2, November 6 and 1o
+ Twelfth Night ; by Will iam Shakespeare.

972-7804.
____________________
....

classifieds
STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL (SAC) rs accepting ap-

pll cations for poll clerks on
Thursday, November8, from 9:00
am to 4:00 pm. The rate of pay 1s
$6.00/hour. For more information
contactSergio (C.E.0 .) at the SAC
office at 253-4232 ext. 3904 or
253-6423.

Chairperson of Food Services
Committee.Submitnominationsto
EAA mailbox in SAC office until
Nov. 7 at 4pm. Votingwill be in the
UniversityCentre on Nov. 8, from
11am to 5pm; unless positionfilled
by acclamation . C.E.0.: Lynn
Bezaire.
portable colour
television, used only five times.
AC/DC, adaptor included, $150.
Call 966-3061.
CASIO

2•

--

MR. MA FROM BEIJING in Communicationsplease call 253-3375.
FOR SALE: 35mm Olympus OM-

10 camera in good condition,Asking $150. Call 253-9120.

without you?
KARL: By being happy without
her. -Philosophla.
PHILOSOPHIA: Then I am
doomedto a grey,miserableexistence. -Karl

All lectures in this series are in Room 302.
Memorial Hall, University Campus and begin at
4:00 pm.
Wednesday, November 7
+ Oil generation and migration in the Western
Canada Basin: by Dr. Jim Allen of Esso
Resources Canada in Calgary .

Volunteer
Program:

Wednesday, November 7

Toledo Museum of Art:
2445 Monroe Street, Toledo.

Ohio, (419)
243-7000. (The museum is open daily at 11:oo
am, except on Mondays.)

Until November 25
+ Impressionism.
Selections from Five
American Museums: an exceptional ex~ibitron featuring 80 paintings and sculptures
from 21 artists. See Monet's water lilies, Van
Gogh's wheat field. Degas· dancers.
Pissarro's factories. And much more.

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM .
(Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30, with the occasional
Sunday matinee or midnight screening.)

Until Sunday, November 4
Island (Australia, 1989, Paul Cox) alternating
all this week with Strapless (UK, 1989, David

+

Hare): these two directors, according to Jay
Scott, are "the cinematic heirs of the Existentialists". Perhaps you should decide for yourself.

Detroit FIim Theatre:

If you believe in human dignity,
taking responsibility for your
own religious life,
and can live with a constant
search for truth,
we invite you to join with other
Unitarian Universalists,
Sunday Evenings at 7:00 pm.

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich, Windsor
November 4,
December 2
The Re.v.Maureen Thitchener
RR #2, Ruthven, Ontario
NOP2GO
I 326-4352

Saturday, ~ovember 3
+ Going Places - fully restored (France,
1974/90, Bertrand Blier): previously unreleased uncensored version . Shown at 7:00
and 9:30 pm.
Sunday, November 4
+ Man of Marble (Poland, 1977, Andrzej
Wajda): an important film. The sequel will be
shown next Sunday. Screenings are at 3:00
and 7:00 pm.

THEATRE
University Players:
At Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401
Sunset. Box Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
(Curtain time 1sat 8:00, except Sunday's 3:00 pm
matinee.)

October 31 to November 4
+ Macbeth: by William Shakespeare.

The
Scottish play about toil and trouble Directed
by A. Vance Paul.

Windsor Feminist Theatre:

Faculty of Law:
At Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law, University
Campus.

October 31 to November 4
Witches - A Moon-Wise Study In Hagography: a provocative new play by this local
troupe about the history of the oppression of
women. Directed by Heather Majaury. Curtain time is 8:00 pm. Tickets are $5.00 for students and seniors and $7 .50 general
admission.

Thursday, November 1
+ Post Meech - the Future of Aboriginal Land Attic Theatre:
Rights: featuring Elijah Harper, MLA for 2990 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Box Office:
Rupertsland. Mr. Harper will address the
public at 6:00. Only 300 tickets will be sold
and the cost is $5.00. Reception to follow.

Assumption University's Christian Culture Serles:

Rice. The WLOA's benefit performance for
the Lung Association. Directed by John
Whatley. Tickets are $20.00 (with a $10.00
tax receipt) call 256-3433, or write : 275 Oak
Avenue, Windsor, N9A 5E5.

CONCERTS
Windsor Symphony
Orchestra
Seagram Pops Concert Series:

and

Cleary Auditorium, 201 Riverside Drive West,
252-6579.

November 2 and 3
From Jazz to Gypsy: an evening of favorites
featuring Eduard Minevich, violinist and con-

+

certmaster with the Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony. Ticket prices vary. Please phone
the Cleary Box Office for details.

School of Music's Wednesday Series:

Windsor Jewish Student Association
~JSA):
Tuesday, November 6
+ Deli Dinner: at the Grad House from 5:00 till
7:00 pm. Call 973-1772 for more information .

Giovanni. Caboto Club Italian Cultural
Evenings:
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Avenue,
252-8383 .

Wednesday, November 7
+ Italian Scientists and Inventors: presented by

Performance at Gina Lori Alley Dance Studio.
384 Pitt Street East. (For more information/ticket
reservation: 971-9480.)
+

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Thursday, November 15
+ Evita: by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim

Room 139 (Recital Hall), School of Music,
How to Run an Annual General Meeting: a Sunset Avenue and Wyandotte Street West
lunchtime seminar addressing the fun- Intersection. 253-4232 extension 2780 .
damentals of organization and planning for
an Annual General Meeting in a non-profit Wednesday, November 7
agency. From noon to 1:00 pm. Cost; $5.00. + Marion Hall: A Little Goes a Long Way: how
Rakhmaninov took two notes and made a
Windsor Jewish Community Centre:
concerto This series is an informal lec1641 Ouellette Avenue, 973-1772 .
lure /recital series that features guest artists
Sunday, November 11
from around the world. as well as spotlight+ Sunday Night At Seven _ An Evening With
ing the School of Music faculty. The
Jack Benny 's Daughter: Joan Benny will be
programme begins at 3:30 pm, lasts for one
speaking at the Windsor Jewish Community
hour, and admission is free.
Centre about her recently published book Rythm Corps Club Benefit
about her father's show, including clips from In Ambassador Auditorium. on the 2nd floor of
the programme. This event begins at 7:00 the University Centre, University Campus.
pm and admission is free.
Thursday, November 8
Environmental Awareness Association:
+ SAC's executive is sponsoring this event. ppIn Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall,
Proceedstogotocampusclubs.SAChopes
University Campus.
that all members of the University community
Wednesday, November 14
come to this event in support of campus
+ Environmental Dilemmas Eighteenth Cenclubs. Tickets are $8.00 in advance, $9.00 at
tury Style; a lecture by Or. Gordon S. Wood.
the door.
professor of history from Brown Umvers,ty. It School of Music Concert Serles:
begins at 3:30.
At the Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law
Department
of Klneslology
Alumni Building, University West at Sunset. (For ticket
information call the School of Music: 253-4232
Speaker's Serles:
extension 2780.)
Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention
Friday, November 9
2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human + Marion Hall: pianist, will perform works by
Chopin,
Beethoven,
Mendelssohn,
Kinetics Conference Room.)
Rakhmaninov and others. General audience
Friday, November 23
ticket price is $8.00, student and senior tick+ B,manual Coordination m Infants and Young
ets are $5.00. Programme begins at 8:00 pm.
Children: by Marliese Kimmerly of the
University of Windsor.
MISCELLANEOUS

Detroit Institute of Arts Auditorium, 5200
Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Box Office: (313)
833-2323.
(Admission is $4.00 US.)

Could you be
comfortable in a
church like this?

Association

+

paintings, oils, and drawings by this Beijing
artist.

(USSR, 1988, Viacheslav Krishtofovich): a
human
comedy.
42-year-old
Kiev
seamstress. as the title suggests, posts her
personals . Shown at 7;00 and 9:30 .

Development

Opera

At the Cleary Auditorium, 201 Riverside Drive
West.

At the United Way Board Room, 1695 University
Avenue West, Unit A. 258-3033 for more
information .

Until November 11
+ Wu Guanzhong : A Contemporary Chinese
Artist East and West fuse in abstract ink

Friday, November 2
+ Lonely Woman Seeks Life Companion

Leadership

Light

'n

Department of Geology's C.P. Gravenor
Lecture Serles:

5200 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, (313)
883-7900.
(Museum hours 9:30 till 5:30 Wednesday through Sunday; now closed
Tuesdays as well as Mondays.)

FOR SALE: Commodore

Windsor
IWLOA):

Policy Centre in Washington , D.C .

Detroit Institute of Arts:

told.) If you were there please call
735-6230, ask for David or leave
your message.

VESNAI How can I be happy

Sunday, November 4
+ Catholicism and Democracy - The Other
20th Century Revolution: a lecture by
George Weigal from the Ethics and Public

Until January 20
+ Inuit Artworks from the Permanent Collection; Tabachnik Gallery.

KATIMAVIK: (A story yet to be

64
keyboard, $100; MSC.disk drive,
$150; 1541 drive, $50; colour
monitor, $200; joystick, $5: lots of
programs,
disks,
books,
magazines. All prices negotiable.
Call 945-0794,evenings.

At Assumption University , the 400 Building, 400
Huron Church Road, 973- 7033 or 253-4232
extention 7033.
(All lectures begin at 8:00 pm in the Blue Room.)

than 200 artifacts from the 16th to the 19th
centuries including sculpture, musical instruments, paintings, jewellry, and ritual objects
which shed new light on Tibet's ancient culture. Located in the Graybiel/Eansor Galleries. Curator Barry Till will lecture on
Tibetan art on December 6.

ROOM FOR RENT: AvailableDec

1. 751 California, steps from the
University.Call Al at 252-7803.

-....iiiii

November 1Oto January 13
+ Art from the Roof of the World - Tibet: more

stained wood frame and all necc e s s a ry
accessories ,
unassembled.No reasonableoffer
refused! Call 252-7954, leave
message.

what happens backstage during a farce .
Directed by Anthony Schmitt .

•-----...1..:.iio
.........

annual show and sale of recent works by
local artists (held by Art Rental and Sales at
the AGW) opens at 2:00. Dr. Michael Farrell,
the University of Windsor's art history department. will give a walk-through tour.

SINGLE WATERBED with un-

EAA BI-ELECTION for position of

November 3, November 8 and 9
+ Noises Off: by Michael Frayn. A farce about

Sunday, November 4
+ Dr. Michael Farrell: Fall Selections '90: the

WHITE, FEMALE CAT about 2

years old,very good temperament,
will be given free to a good home.
She was abandonedby her former
owner . Will be neutered ,
dewormed, and deloused before
you take her. Call 255-5364 (days)
or 254-6022 (evenings).

Charming comedy about twins, mistaken
identity, love at first sight, boozing , lies and
coward ice.

(313) 875-8284.

Opens November 14
+ Frankie and Johnny In The Clair De Lune: by
Terence McNally. "A tender, last·chance
love story of the 80's•. Directed by Lavinia
Moyer, the Attic's artistic director.

Mr. Americo Buzzeo at 7:30 pm. This is the
first in a series of bilingual presentations,
open to the public, gratis.

Windsor Society of Criminology:
Friday, November 9
+ Field Trip to Alymer Police Academy: this all
day trip costs $20.00 for members, $25.00
for non-members. For more information call
Lisa at 979-3812 or see the information
booth at the University Centre from October
31 to November 2nd.

Black Students Alliance (BSA):
Trip to the Black Historical Museum : the BSA

+

is organizing a trip to this Amherstburg
museum sometime in November . Contact
BSA president Charles Senior at SAC for
more information. Further details will appear
here as they become available.
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Business loses council rep to technicality
by Jennifer Johnston
The Faculty of Business has
lost one of its two Students' Administrative Council (SAC) representatives due to a drop in its
enrollment.
According to SAC bylaws,
each faculty is entitled to one representative for every 800 students.
Until last Wednesday's council meeting, business had two students on council. This year's
business enrollment of 1577 is 23
short of the requisite 1600.
Social Science Society vice
president Jacqueline
Touma
questioned the number of business representatives.
Current
business
representatives Sharon O'Flaherty and
Jason Clemens have not yet
decided which will step down. or
whether they will share a single
vote.
Both reps sit on a number of
SAC committees. Clemens said
their status is now in limbo.
"[If lam the one to leave,] my
two committees are now mute. Social Science Society veep Jackie Touma.
He went on to say they were
would not be pursued] by repreThey can't be run. The financial
surprised
that
the
matter
was
scntatives of the SSS ... l think it ·s
restructuring
committee
and
brought
before
council.
really unfortunate because I don't
entertainment, both cannot move
"We
were
given
an
agreement
think the social science P.resident
any further right now," Clemens
(that
the
representation
issue
or
her vice president is represaid.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

senting the social science students
or this campus." Clemens said.
Touma said the business reps
were given ample time to deal
with the situation prior to the ac-

ceptance of the report.
"Business was well aware of
the situation at the end of the last
meeting," she explained. "I asked
(the chair], 'So, business society
will lose a rep this semester?' She
said that we were passing the
report 'as-is,' and nobody made
any mention of any amendment.
Business themselves never said
anything."
Clemens said that, given
SAC's current fiscal problems
and inability to maintain quorum
at meetings, nitpicking about
numbers is the last thing that
should be happening.
"We can't get on to changing
SAC and making it better for students and getting the services students need because we have to put
up with this," Clemens said.
Clemens explained that, in
order to rectify the situation, the
Patent Laws would have to be
changed.
"Obviously something has to
be changed
in the system,"
O'Flaherty said. "When Social
Work has 272 students registered
and has the same representation
as business with 1577. then
there's definitely
!-.Omething
wrong with the Patent Laws.
we·11 have to look into them." C,

Council denies club status for Greek umbrella group
by .Jennifer Johnston

Students'
Adminstrativc
Council (SAC) has decided to
deny the Greek Letter Society
(GLS) the status of a campus club.
The G LS represents sororities and
fraternities at the University of
Windsor.
According to Cinda Serianni,
the Student Law Society's (SLS)
representive for SAC, the GLS
was created specifically to secure
ratification
for the frats and
sororities.
"G LS is an umbrella organization that consists of fraternities
and sororities only," Serianni
said.
At the meeting she put forward a motion to block the
ratification of the society. Serianni felt that the GLS was "the only
contentious club" up for ratification. She said this is because it is
elitist, discriminatory, and sexist.
"I remember all the torment
council went through last year
over this. I'm positive that
everyone thought this was over,"
she commented.
Last October, the SLS brought
a motion to deny club accreditation to the three Greek Societies
that applied to SAC that year Theta Tau, Pi Lambda Phi and Phi
Sigma Sigma.
The SLS charged that the
clubs did not meet requirements
set out in SAC's by-laws and Cluh
Handbook. According to the bylaws . a club's membership must
be open to all fee-paying students
in order to be ratified. Since applicants to any fraternity must he
male and to any sorority female.
and since applicants are voted in
hy the societies,
the Greek
Societies were said to violate the
membership requirements.
Though their motion was

last year. the SLS
brought the issue lo the table once
more at last Wednesday's council
meeting.
Council approved
ratification of the all other clubs.
and dealt with the GLS seperately.
During debate, business representative Sharon O'Flaherty
concurred that accepting the GLS
would set "a dangerous precedent" by ratifying contentious
clubs under the auspicies of a different organization.
Serianni argued that SAC
could not possibly approve a club
that was not open to all students.
She said that, by their very nature,
frats and sororities are sexist.
Serianni also commented that,
since students have to gain app rov a I before joining these
groups. the clubs are elitist and
discriminatory.
"They have a private club
image, there's no way they can
disqualify that fact," she said in an
interview with the lance.
"It's nice to know that perhaps
our moral conscience won out."
Serianni said after the meeting. "I
th-ink people really refelected
upon what they were voting
[for]."
The vote has left the GLS
without SAC privileges on campus. The society can no longer
book university space for meet ings, use the Subway pub for official events, or receive SAC club
funding.
Members of the GLS expressed their shock over the outcome of the meeting.
Tai Czudncr. secretary of the
GLS, said he was surprised that
SAC decided lo deal with the
society under a scpcrate motion.
"l th()ught it was a little unusual. It's funny because some of
the same points they brought up
defeated

about us can be easily said

lofl

"Several of the other groups."
Czudner said that while he
does not want to pick on any other
society or club, organizations like
the Chinese Students' Association or the Accounting Club are
not likely to have non-Chinese or
non-accountant members either.
Beth Richards. GLS founding
president and current alumni, said
she was curious as to why the
society was able to get ratified last
year, yet be rejected this year.
"We were ratified last year,"
Richards commented. "So, why
should anything be changed from
last year to this year?"
Richards went on to explain
that not all members of the GLS
are also members of a fraternity or
sorority, and that these organizations are only member groups not the entire membership.
"There are a lot of people on
campus who don't necessarily
want to be a member of a fraternity or sorority, but are interested
in the functioning of the greek life
on campus."
Richards commented.
When asked how many GLS
members were not a part of a frat
or sorority, Czudner could not
give exact numbers. He approximated that, of the 160 (or so)
members of the society. approximately 5 to 10 were nonfrat/sorority members.
Richards went on to say that
people who are interested in joining a sorority or fraternity may
join the GLS to educate themselves about such organizations
prior to approaching them for
mcmhership.
With regards to the question
of somrities and fraternities being
sexist. GLS president Bev hlmonson explained that the!-.e
groups arc protected from such

charge s.
"Under the Ontario Human
Rights Code, fraternities and
sororities arc exempt from discriminating against sex. We're
covered by that code."
According
to Edmonson.
other Ontario
universities
"haven't
really
had any
problems" with Greek Societies,
although "there have been schools
that have banned them."
The charge of discrimination
was answered by Mike Dixon,
GLS vice president.
"Our doors are open to
anybody who wants to join.
Anybody. We 'II take on anyone.
That's the bottom line; as long as

they show an interest."

Dixon further explained that
the only requirement for joining a
fraternity
or sorority
is enthusiasm and commitment.
Richards
added that the
sororities and fraternities arc
probably "the most philanthropic
organizations,
as a whole. on
campus." She cited charities such
as the March of Dimes, the Kidney Foundation,
and Big
Sisters/Brothers
as those who
receive funds from frats and
sororities.
"I don't see how that could be
at all detrimental to the image of
the university," Richards said. O

UVic nixes Greeks, too
VICTORIA (CUP) Fraternities
and sororities at tfieUniversity of
Victoria are trying to circumvent
the student council in a bid to get
campus recognition.
After repeatedly trying and
failing to get recognition from the
council over the years. the groups
have asked the administration to
step in and grant them campus
gr-oup status.
Meanwhile, a student council
executive opposed to the groups
because of their discriminatory
membership
requirements
is
trying to establish a policy that
would prevent the council from
bc.!ingaffiliated with the clubs.
Being recognized on campus
would entitle them to funding and
allow them the use of the student
union building. They're currently
funded through membership fees.
Leon Vanderpol. president of
Phi Delta Theta. said he wouldn ·t
argue with the helid that fraternities dis..:riminate on the basis of
sex.

"But we are not any different
from many other things occurring
around campus that are acceptable," Vanderpol said.
"The men's rowing team
doesn't
allow women.
On
residence men and women don't
live on the same floor. It's pervasive in our society that men and
women do things separately."
At an October I I student
council annual general meeting.
council vice-president
Gary
Hartford brought forward a motion that would have prevented
the council from dealing with
groups that discriminate on the
basis of sex, sexual orientation.
race. religious beliefs, socioeconomic status or age.
Affirmative
action groups
would be exempt.
Quorum wasn ·1 reached. and
the motion wasn ·1 debated or
voted on.
Hartford said he will hring un
the issue again al the next general
meeting in February.

n
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Campus reps - Individuals
or
Student Organization needed to
promote our Spring Break Packages
on Campus .

Free trips plus commission .
Call Campus Marketing .
1-800-423-5264

Showed up late

Joh-seekers miss
out on vital exam
by Michael Nehme

them to contact Employment and
Immigration for details.
The supervisor was not interested in why they were late, and
when they insisted, she reiterated
that they would be able to write
the exam at a later date .
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At least two students intending to write a civil service entry
exam missed the test because they
were misinformed by the campus
Student Placement office.
They won't get another
chance untiJ next year.
The Entry Level Officers
Selection Test (ELOST), used to
determine the aptitude of applicants interested in joining the
Canadian foreign service, was
held at the University of Windsor
October 20.
Laurie Lucier, a graduating
student, decided to write the
ELOST exam and went through
the formal application process.
Interested students must file an
application before writing the
exam.
At that time, the student
receives an informational package on the nature of the exam, and
where and when it is held.
The government specifies an
annual date and time to write the
exam. No exceptions are allowed.
While posters around the
university informed students that
the ELOST would be held at 9:00
a.m. on the morning of October
20, Lucier was told by Career
Planning and Placement that the
exam would be held at 9:30 a.m.
Lucier and a friend arrived at
the examination room at 9:15 and
were told to leave by the invigilator.
The invigilator told the two
that they were late, and would be
unable to write the exam. When
they protested, they were told
they would be able to write the
exam at a later date, and advised

The student
receives an
informational
package on where
and when the exam
is held.
Several other students arrived
late, and were also told to leave.
Lucier soon found out that there
would not be another exam until
next year, and was informed by
Student Placement that the students had been given incorrect information.
"The supervisor had very
specific instructions not to let
anyone in after 9:00 a.m.," said
Carol-Anne Uegama, director of
Student Placement. "I feel sorry
that this incident has happened
and I understand that the students
are disappointed."
Uegama said she was unaware
of the source of the error but is
taking full responsibility for it.
Uegama has also apologised to
the students involved. A letter by
Uegama was sent to Lucier explaining the position of the Career
Planning and Placement Centre.
Lucier, however, is still upset.
"For now, I am very dissapointed with the way things
have turned out." she said.
O

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

The Campus Police are raffling off one small and one large rocking horse
to support kids' athletics.

Fair draws volunteers
by Michael Nehme and

volunteering.
"The students are starting to
realize the importance of the
Participating agencies once Volunteer Fair," said Carnerie,
again labelled the October 24 adding, "it is a great career move
Volunteer Fair a success. Co-or- to volunteer and gain experknce
dinator Caroline Carnerie, Direc- which will really help when you
tor of Human Resources for the are a fresh graduate and are asked
AIDS Committee of Windsor, for experience."
said she was "very pleased" by the
Carnerie encouraged more
turnout of over 1900 students.
people to volunteer, reminding
"The average organization
people that volunteering is a twohanded out 20 applications,"
way street.
Carnerie said.
"The theme of volunteering is
Media coverage was high for reciprocal," she said, "You are
the fair, and Carnerie noticed a giving, but get a great deal in
change in attitudes towards
return.
Kevin Wilson

A good place to see other
people's babies ...
ci>~e
The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 1A6
519-253-2355

~~
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You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative powers, university-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.

For an appointment ...

Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm
Room Number 351, Dillon Hall
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Otcember30, J990,at280Albert5uttt,Ottawa,Ontaroo
KIP508. Whe.•
_.1,1., the Comm ... oonwould appn,clare tt«mncyour v,cwsnot onlyon
paper but abo on dtsltttce (S 1/4 inch, WonlPert«ot).

STUDENTS
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QuebecCity October17
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When you have a problem of an academic, administrative, or race related
nature with any part of the university, its departments or units, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels, contact:

Schedule
of Hearings

If you wish to mak• • pn,sffi<a<ton to the Co,nm,.,..on at one of 11>
hcartnp th11fall, plea,e contact Jeffrq,
no bur than two w.,.k,
befOft the hearlntat which you want to appear. TeL1(613) 23S..S778,
Fu: (613) 23S-8237,

Hol-•

+

Red Cross Blood
Donor Clinic

November 13 and 14
10 am - 4 pm
Assumption Lounge
CUNSA Bake Sale
in the lobby
of the University Centre
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Goods tax inevitable
by Kel·in Wi lson
John Hoyle had a message for
University of Windsor students
last Tuesday: get ready for the
Goods and Services Tax (GST),
and take steps to protect yourselves.
Hoyle, the Executive Director
of the GST Consumer Information Bureau spoke to students for
an hour about the implications of
the tax, and what they can do to
ensure that they won't be gouged
by merchants. Fielding questions
from students and their represen ta ti ves, Hoyle made no
apologies for the controversial
tax, but labelled it "an inevitability".
Hoyle has been crisscrossing
tlie nation since September 20, informing Canadian consumers is
going to affect their pocketbooks.
His tour will finish on November
22 in Halifax.
Hoyle's position was created

by the Ministry of Consumer Affairs after Finance Minister
Michael Wilson introduced legislation to introduce the GST.
Hoyle was quick to point out that
his agency is not trying to sell the
public on the tax.
"(Our department) is arm's
length from the Ministry of Consumer affairs", Hoyle said. "The
Minister must have repeated it
about four times that we would be
arm's length from him, and our
only obligation would be to
provide a report to cabinet".
Hoyle said the Ministr} would
make the report public after it was
completed.
Hoyle defended the ministry's
decision to create his agency,
claiming that waiting until the tax
became law would result in
"chaos". Hoyle said his office has
been receiving an average of
3,000 tekphone calls every day
from Canadians.
He also deflected criticism

that the information packages
sent out by his agency were not an
effort to dupe Canadians, claiming that they were an device to
educate people.
"We are trying to be very sure
that what we give out is very
strictly information. We are not
here to advertise the tax," he said.
Some students were still skeptical.
"I do think it ·s kind of a plo~on the part of the federal government to get this tax through," said
Mark Horsfall, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) vicepresidcn l finance. ''Thq ·re
sending out this guy who ·s saying
that he· s not rcsponsible for the
tax, who·s on the government's
payroll. and is essentiall} their
lapdog".
SAC vice president e.xternal
affairs Mike Akpata was e, en less
diplomatic, saying, "No matter
how nicely you sling shit, it"s still
shit."
::J

recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable service

2148 Wyandotte St. West
253-4302

all day,
all night
7 days a week

Thursday, November 8
and Friday, November 9

. oer's
sp,o {1'8.g,c,an

presen;~f, "R·

~~1ss~£"R

1t'sfun'gic!
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Tickets:
$4.00
advance
$6.00
at the door

RING DAY
FREE!!! Full name engraved inside ring
Only On

Tuesday,November6
10 am - 3 pm

PARTY HEADQUARTERS
of.University of WINDSOR

At the University Bookstore
Don't forget your deposit $50.00 plus ·tax ($54.00)

·-

2960 Huron Church Rd. at Grand Marais
(519) 966-3388
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SAC has finally denied campus club status to Windsor's
frats and sororities. It isn't as strong a gesture as those made
by campuses that have banned the discriminatory societies,
but it is at least a step in the right direction.
SAC's by-laws include provisions for ratifying campus
clubs. Ratified clubs are able to book space with the
university's Conference Services and they receive club and
special events funding from SAC.
According to the same by-laws, membership in any ratified
club must be open to all fee-paying students. In this respect,
the Greeks fall short.
It was around this time last year when a first-year law
student, Samantha Peeris, heard that certain fraternities had
ammended their constitutions to allow women to join.
Suspecting that the frats had made the modifications on paper
only, Peeris approached the frats and was told that they didn't
initiate women.
She made a motion to the Student Law Society, which was
carried to SAC, to deny the frats and sororities their traditional
status as campus clubs. The motion failed.
The Greeks got the message though, and formed an
umbrella group, the 'Greek Letter Society' (GLS), to avoid the
sorts of infractions that Peeris had brought to light.
The GLS represents all the frats and sororities, so its
membership includes both men and women. This, they figure,
absolves them of their sexism.
But it doesn't. A woman who seeks to join a frat will still be
turned away; a man who wants to join a sorority will get the
same treatment.
Even if the frats let women join, even if sororities accepted
men, those women and men would still be 'voted in' by the
society's existing membership. Elitism is likewise in violation
of the guidelines for club ratification.
Frats and sororities are traditionally some of the most
active and involved organizations
in the university
community. For a certain sort of person they offer the perfect
atmosphere for socialization and life on campus. They donate
to charities, too.
But membership in frats and sororities is not open in any

relevant sense of the word. Rather than ask ourselves why
they have, at long last, been denied their student-funded
handouts, we should ask ourselves why they were ever
ratified in the first place.
When Greek Letter Society representatives wonder aloud
why things have changed, why they aren't being treated like
le~itimate campus clubs anymore, we can say to them only
this: You were never legitimate, but in the past you managed
to convince enough people that you were.
You can't fool all the people all the time.

Dilated pupils
When one submits oneself to the rigors of student
journalism it is with the understanding that along with the
satisfaction and camaraderie come a few drawbacks. Such
drawbacks include the fact that during the chaotic pace of the
Lance's production days, there is not always enough time for
proper communication between writer and editor.
Such was the case with Pupils and Pulpits, an editorial I
wrote for last week's paper.
The purpose of the editorial was to draw attention to the
fa~t that the new University Centre plans include a chaplaincy
office. Not only would this office duplicate services already
offered on campus it would also be a step backwards in this
university's movement from a small religious institution to a
secular public university. The third point I touched on in the
editorial was the fact that such an office would serve only one
fraction of the university community but because of the way
the centre is funded, all students would have to pay for it.
My editor re-wrote the third point in a manner which might
have offended some readers. By referring to non-Christian
religions by name and describing them as "those for whom
Christ is not 'the way, the truth and light'," this point took on
the nuance of an anti-Christian statement which was not its
original intent.
- Michael Cohen
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Danger may.lurk in chemical emissions
by Paul Michaud
Due to the efforts of the South-Western
Ontario Environment Group (SWOEP),
the Windsor public has been alerted to a
potential environmental disaster lurking in
our own backyards. SWOEP is a private
group spearheaded
by University
of
Windsor student Jonathan De Luca and Dr
Capaldi of the Windsor-Essex
County
Health Unit.
The group has raised a number of concerns.
It explained that Environment Canada
does not have the proper instrumentation in
place
to monitor
Allied/General
Chemical's chloride/flouridc emissions, so
it cannot police these emissions or enforce

lnf ormation
Dear Editor,

1

On behalf of the Big Sisters Association of Greater Windsor, we would like to
respond to an article written by MarkCrane
in the September 26, 1990 edition of the
Lance entitled "Big Brothers are Watching
Gays - Closely". Our comments also relate to your editorial in the same edition entitled "Brotherly Love."
To begin, we would like to clarify that
Big Sisters and Big Brothers arc two distinct organizations, both locally and nationally. Our philosophies, policies and
procedures are quite distinct. While all Big
Brother agencies are directed by a national
organization, each Big Sisters agency, including Big Sisters of Windsor. establishes
its own internal procedures, policies and
critcra for volunteers.
The major point we want to make is that
we do not "blackball" homosexual volunteers.
All those interested in becoming involved in our program are screened carefully . We do not, however, question
potential Big Sisters about their sexual
preference. We assess each applicant in
areas such as level of maturity, responsibility, ability to make the required commitment and ability to act as a good model
for a young girl. There is no policy, either
written or unwritten, that would exclude
any group of women from our program.
Our association proudly took an active
role in the University's Charity Ball last
year and were pleased to have been chosen
to benefit financially from it. As much as
the financial benefit, we appreciated the
visibility and public relations such an activity presents, especially since many of
our Big Sisters are volunteers from the student population
of the University of
Windsor. We are anxious to have this good
publicity and we would be pleased to be involved with the 1991 ball, but it is important for those involved to have a clear and
accurate understanding of our services and
policies for both volunteers and client<;.
Additional information about Big Sisters
may be obtained by contacting our office
on Giles Blvd. East.

Sincerely,
Wendy R. Leigh, Executive Director
Alison Smith, President
Big Sisters Association of Greater
Windsor

Automation
Dear Editor,
I write in regard to your editorial on the
University Centre (UC) and how it needs
enlarging.
Admittedly the UC is filled to capacity,
even over capacity some times.
There arc places and items in need of
attention. The foremost of these is parking.
With the moving of the Teacher's School

its own standards. Also, the people in the
communities
surrounding
the Allied/General plants have not been made
aware of the potential dangers of a spill or
other disaster - there is no evacuation plan
in place.
Environment Canada has never requested an environmental
audit of the
plants, and no audits have ever been done
there.
Mr. Booth, the manager of AJlied's
plant, rebutted the groups complaints. With
respect to potential disasters, Booth said
that the Canadian Chemical Producers Association has a containment and reaction
plan to handle spills. He said the Transportation Emergency Assistance Plan exists to
handle evacuations, and that the firm's

Enviro-Tip of the Week
In celebration of World Rainforest
Week, the Environmental Awareness
Association would like you to know:
The total amount of paper wasted by
Canadians every year equals 80 million
trees!
Message: Reduce, re-use, recycle.
Community
Awareness
Emergency
Response Committee is working on informing the local community to help
develop an evacuation plan.
Booth claims that the plant's emissions
are now within Environment Canada's
standards, even if these standards have
been breached in the past. Of course, this
claim cannot be verified.

Representation
Dear Editor,
I share the opinion of Teri Sheeh an (the
Lance. Octoher 24. 1990) that thc current
system of fee collection for the SAC drug
plan is unacceptahlc . Students who ar~
covered through their employer, spouse or
parent, or those who simly don't want a
drug plan, should not be required to pay, in
advance for this service. They should not
be required to pay at all.
Similarly, students who do not wish to
be represented by SAC and who choose not
to participate in SAC sponsored activities
should not be required to pay mandatory
SAC fees.
Consider a system where students who
want SAC representation and who choose
to particip ate in SAC spon sored acti vities
will pay SAC fees voluntarily. Other students, like myself, who receive no henefits
from the SAC fees that they have. up until
now. been forced to pay. will have the option oJ not paying for them.
This adjustment could easilv be made
by changing SAC fees from "~andatorv"
to "voluntary" on student self-assessme-nt
forms. SAC and non-SAC students could
be differentially identified with different
coloured ID card validation stickers for
each group.
This system would be superior to the
present one where unwilling students are
required to make enforced contributions to
SAC or to SAC s drug plan, just so they can
register for their courses.

into the current husim:ss huilding once the
new structure is complctec.l. even more
people will be using the campus. With
parking spots already at a premium I can
sec a fiasco similar to what happened at the
University ofToronto·s Erindalc campus.
Sincerely,
Erindale suffered from. and still sufMr.
J.
Pancheshan
fers, a lack of parking space. The U of T
decided that as a percentage of the cars
were only there for a limited time, and. like
Dear Editor,
an airline, they oversold parking permits
Re: Infantasiacide: Bring blotter acid
thinking that not everyone needed a spot at
not
the kids, the lance Oct.
pg. 21
'
the same time. The last I heard was that
After 50 years and numerous releases
Erindale was being taken to court for
breach of contract: once you pay $100 to of Disney's Fantasia it should be apparent
to the majority of people who aren't brain
park for the school year, parking becomes
dead that this film is most certainlv a clasa right, not a privilege.
Sure the UC is over-crowded,
hut sic. Any Disney fan should know 'that it is
people have a choice They can stroll up to not a Mickey Mouse movie. It is an imVanier Hall to eat, rather than using the aginative, creative and ingenuous adaptaGrand Marketplace, use photocopiers in tion of animation to classical music. In
most animated features, the story is written.
the library, etc.
the artwork and animation completed AND
If the UC has its floor space doubled,
where are the more people who use it going THEN the music is added. Imagine for a
moment the momentous task of taking well
t1>park, especially when the new Business
kno~n classical pieces and putting a story
Building opens?
The money would be better spent put- a~d image to them. Not just any picture
ting up two parking garages. A low-rise, 2 either, one that captures the essence of the
or 3 floor, one on lot M, and a 4 or 5 level music. It was a unique and bold endeavour
across from the new business building. and Walt Disney did it tremendously.
Yes, the film is listed as a "G"
This would also increase security, since a
rating,
meaning
General audiences -parking garage is less likely to he used as a
something
inoffensive
that anyone with the
shortcut than a flat lot.
desire
could
enjoy.
I
agree
the ads are misThe students at the University need
leading, it is not a kid's movie. It's not
parking before a new UC is constructed,
and it is about time for some action to be even a movie for the masses, it's less a
movie than a work of art. However do not
taken.
Sincerely, ~.little ~he accomplishment by stating that
Chris Farr.ir 1t 1s bonng. It is anything but. I watched

Animation
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Jim Drummond
of Environment
Canada said the proper instrumentation
would be in place by April of 1991. Drummond said nothing about performing an
audit.
The long-term effects of the plant's
chloride/flouride emissions are a major environmental concern. The people involved
in bringing this situation into the public eye
can only be thanked as we wait anxiously
for Environment
Canada
and Allied/General Chemicals to take action in
this shameful situation.
O

Paul Michaud is a representatfre of the
U11iversity of Windsor's Em-ironmental
Awareness Association.

!>pellbound and overwhelmed by the music
and images and Disney's sense of humour .
When the "Nutcracker Suite" scene came
on I felt that I had never seen anything more
heautiful in my life. I have seen the hallet
many times and none of them came close
to matching
the Fantasia version.
Tchaicovsky would have been proud of
Disney's interpretation. lsn 't that what it
all comes down too, a matter of interprctaticn? And Disney's interpretation of classical music in Fantasia is worth seeing for
the experience alone, just don't take any
kids.

Sincere!~·.
Andrea Thorne

Consideration
Dear Editor,
Hurray 10 the Uni, er.itv of Wimh.or·s
ta,., school! Finall). a faculi, who realizes
the impl>Tlance of other con~idcrations for
ac.lmi-.sions besides grac.le,. ('/Jn• Wimlmr
Star. Octoher 22. 1990)
Whcn \\.ill the Universitv of Windsor's
FJculty of Education corn~ to a similar
realization?
The quality of our future
teachers depends upon experience, community service and an enthusiastic attitude.
I know many students,
including
myself. who have anticipated and prepared
for a career in teaching for many years. hut
because we have not obtained an "A"
average. we are held back. Meanwhile,
many students applying have admitted that
teaching appealed to them because of the
vacation and salary benefits or because
they were unable to be accepted to another
faculty.
Perhaps the Faculty of Education
should look more closely at experience and
make it equally important to grades. Although it would be time consuming, every
student deserves the opportunity to prove
their ability through an Experience Profile
as well as a personal interview, not just for
those students who miss the grading "cutoff' of acceptance by a percentage mark.
I think it is important to consider that
the researchers in this study outlined by the
Windsor Star compare those lawyers who
were admitted by grades with those ad~itted by experience. Although the study
1s not yet complete, the "initial results arc
encouraging". In other words, the grades
by which they were admitted to Law school
seem to have no bearing on the quality of
the practicing lawyers.
This is an encouraging step for our future lawyers. Hopefully Windsor students
anticipating a career in teaching will have
similar opportunities in the very near future. By doing so, students will not be
forced to apply to out of town colleges who
have already realized the benefits of appraising a student's experience along with
grades.

Sinl·crcly.
Eli1.al~1h Oakley
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Player's toil and trouble was worth it
Macbeth
by William Shakespeare
Directed by R. Vance Paul
The University Players
Essex Hall Theatre
by Terry Brown
Four hundred years after the original
productions, the question arises: Should
Shakespeare be altered?
Most audiences expect a familiar,
conservative reading; taking liberties with
people's cultural expectations is a risk.
The University Players and their
Director, R. Paul Vance, have met this
challenge in their production of Macbeth.
The function of the Three Witches is
expanded to give the play a metaphysical
rather tha'l-a psychological drive.
Instead of the obscure mumblings of
the Three Witches, the play begins with a
coven of eighteen, swarming over the stage
in a fusion of the first scene and the Hecate
scene. The coven implies the power and
influence
of the witches,
and the
transposed text establishes their enhanced
role from the onset.
... As by the strength of our illusion
Shall draw him on to his confusion.
(Macbeth) sltall spurn fate, $Corn
death, and bear
His hopes 'hove wisdom, grace, and
fear ...
- Hecate, from the original
Act III. SC. V., I. 28-31
The Third Witch is played by a hooded
man (Kevin M. Sepaul), a move which
initially seems to be an inconsequential
deviation. However, at the end of the
sleepwalking scene (V. v.) the Doctor
ministering to Lady Macbeth - played by
Sepaul again, in the same dress - covers
his head and reveals his dual nature to the
audience. This inspired alteration provides
a startling subtext to a classic scene. and is
consistent with the strengthening that the
Witches arc given.
The banquet scene (Ill. iv.) is turned
from a feast to a dance. Originally, when
the ghost of Banquo appears, infirm

bile.
Likewise, the Lady stalks the stage with
hating eyes, arched eyebrows, hunched
shoulders and extended claws- she twists
herself into a monster. The guilt that later
manifests itself in sleepwalking
and
compulsive handwashing does not ring true
because there is no capacity for remorse in
this wretched creature.
To be victims of fate, the lead roles
need to be played with a subtlety of
character, but as presented they are
deserving subjects of punishment and
damnation.
Conversely, Jeff Grujicich (Banquo)
treats the metre as free verse. It stands up
well. He gives a warm easy reading during
times of good fortune, which. by contrast,
allows the tragic events to explode their
dral}Mlticpotential.
1'tecomedy of the porter scene (II. iii.)
is not conveyed in print; it needs the subtle
modulation
of benevolent
rage. By
swinging an imaginary corpse, Paul
Edward Lippincott (the porter) engages the
imagination, bringing sense and laughter to
the " ... / armer that hanged himself on th '
expectation of plenty." His common tone
and appropriate nether-region gestures
Macbeth (Alex LeMay) and Lady Macbeth (Elizabeth Foulds). Lance photo by Jason Kryk
underscore a description of the effects of
It's a nice touch, and hints at their drink on male sexual functioning: " ... it
Macbeth shouts at his dinner guests while
his wife makes excuses. In this new continuing influence on the Scottish court provokes the desire, but it takes away the
(Roman Polanski's 1971 film version had performance ... "
interpretation, the appearance of the ghost
At just over half the length of Hamlet
causes the happy revellers to break
a similar suggestion).
The acting does not share the novelty of - being relatively free of the prince's
formation.
contemplative speeches - the text of
the direction.
They chaotically spin about, evoking
Alex LeMay (Macbeth) and Elizabeth Macbeth works as dialogue. These four
the sinister image of the coven, and
clearly demonstrate
the
reinforcing the malevolent control of Fate. Foulds (Lady Macbeth) give the same examples
overwrought performance. Setting their effectiveness of a natural method of
In Shakespeare's
original
text,
back teeth before each line, they growl the characterization over stilted melodrama Macbeth is killed in the final scene offstage
by Macduff, who then carries the severed
iambic beat with the cadence of a Macheth might not have artful images, but
it is compelling storytelling.
head on for Malcolm's closing speech. In metronome. This robs them of their
It has become tradition to alter
the Player's version, Macbeth is killed
emotional authority. and their characters of
Shakespeare. not to preserve it. and the
onstage and left to rot. Also, the Three
their humanity.
Witches return for a coda, repeating the
In the fifth scene, the Lady worries that Un ivcrsity Players have staged an
her husband is not psychotic enough to ambitious production
that strikes a
first four lines of the play over the corpse.
murder his way to the top ( ... / fear thy satisfying balance.
When shall we three meet again?
In thunder, lightning, or in rain?
11a111re;/
It is too full o' th' milk of humu11
(Macbeth continues to toil and trouhle
When the hurlyburly 's done,
kindness ... ). However. whenever we sec October 3/ tltrouglt Nowmher 4. Call the
When the battle's lost and won.
Macbeth. his face and speech arc not filled Box Office at 253-4565 for ticket
[Fade to black.]
with wholesome lactation. but seething
in/ormation.)
O

Hi/berry does damn fine Shakespeare
Twelfth Night
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Marti Maraden
The Hilberry Repertory Theatre
Wayne State University
by Marsha Way
A large and attentive audience viewed
the opening of Hilberry's production of
Twelfth Night, a comedic tale of misplaced
love and mistaken identity.
Twins Viola and Sebastian
are
separated and each believes the other to be
lost at sea. Viola disguises herself as
Cesario, a male servant to Duke Orsino
(with whom she procedcs to fall in love).
Orsino asks the help of his young friend
Cesario in courting the Countess Olivia.
The Countess will have none of the duke
but takes a decided interest in Cesario.
Meanwhile, Olivia's steward Malvolio
is an easy target for Sir Toby and his
mischievous cronies because he is so
consumed with self love that he finds it
only natural that Olivia should want him.
Malvolio is, however, below her station.
There were more than a few occassions
when the actors' tongues failed to negotiate
the structured verse. but all recovered well,
and these minor mistakes did not interrupt
the flow of the play.
Some performances were delightful.

I

Max Baker, portraying Malvolio,
virtually stoic the show. He was able to
establish instantly and credibly the
personality of an undaunted egoist.
Eric Pcgnam gave a commanding
performance as Feste. Olivia ·s jester.
Besides having the demanding part of
playing a fool who offers both wisdom and
amusing diversion. his role entreats him to
sing. He managed all of these tasks
superbly.
Bart Hansard, as the drunken Sir Toby
Belch, quickly brought his character to life,
leaving
no doubt
regarding
the
appropriateness of the surname.
Other performances
were less
commendable.
Tami Evans. starting as Viola, was not
convincing in her Cesario incarnation. The
character was too innocent in nature and
lacked conviction in her actions, which is
odd reading. considering that we are to
believe that Viola disguises her gender for
three months.
Henry Lide played Fabian, a member of
Olivia's household and co-conspirator in
the plot against Malvolio. Fabian was just
too darn happy and loud. He walked around
the stage on tiptoes, for no apparent reason,
and exaggerated his expressions. The
audience reflexively winced in annoyance
whenever Lide's buffoon appeared.
Wayne Preston Chambers, as the sea
captain who rescues Sebastian, has a

Viola (Tami Evans) and Olivia (Kate Willinger) discuss ample parking.

promising future as a line prompter if this
performance is any indication of his acting
abilities. Chambers simply stood on stage
and recited his part - it must have been an
off day for him, he couldn't possibly be that
bad consistently.
While Hilberry's production was not
without flaws, overall it was enjoyable and
well worth the fifteen minute drive across
the border. This is Shakespeare, but don't

be intimidated by reputation. The plot and
language of Twelfth Night are relatively
straightforward.
Twelfth Night runs until December t 5
at the Hilberry Theatre, in the heart of the
Wayne State University Campus. It is easy
t'l find and has abundant parking nearby
(re: safe parking). For ticket information
call (313) 577-2972.
O
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• bco~s
• herbalapolhecary
• taro!cards
• crys1a1s

• in<:ense
• classes

Magick
Store
~~Futon
~~Futon
Mex,canJackel•
8 Styles
$14.95
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Windsor Symphony brilliant
The Windsor Symphony Orchestra
Classics Series
Susan Haig, Guest Conductor
Robert Silverman, piano
Cleary Auditorium

-.~

I?

by Lance Arts Staff

UnusualGilt ldtas for Body,Spirit & Mind

Saturday night, October
INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR 27, Last
the Windsor Symphony

255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

Orchestra's
Classics Series
presented Brahms' Concerto No
1. in D minor and the Symphony

No. 1 in C minor.
The First Piano Concerto is
Brahms' earliest work for orchestra. Written, for the most part,
between 1854 and 1856, the concerto reflects a depressing period
for Brahms. Jt was during this
time that his mentor, Robert
Schumann, attempted suicide by
throwing himself into Germany's
Rhine river. Schumann was then
admitted to an asylum where he
died two years later.
Much of Brahms' grieving
can be felt in the opening
maestroto. The concerto builds
very slowly, passing through
some stringently sober moments,
and the high points are never
overdramatic. Rather, Brahms
tended to keep the themes simple
and melodic.
The finale, a rhondo, picks up
the pace a bit with the piano in
lead of the main theme, to be
joined by the string section and
the rest of the orchestra near the
very end.
The piece featured pianist
Robert Silverman, a Canadianborn performer who has become
internationally renowned. He has
appearanced with the Chicago
Symphony, the Leningrad Philharmonic and the London Symphony.
Silverman displayed remarkable talent and flawless technique
at the piano. If the concerto had
only been a sonata, as it was
originally intended to be, it would
have been beautiful. Unfortunately, in contrast to Silverman, the
accompanying orchestra lacked
force. However, one would be
hard-pressed to discern whether
the blame lies with Brahms' score
or the WSO itself. It was apparent
the piece was selected for the pur-

The WSO's financial problems might easily be solHd if instruments could be taught to play themselves.

pose of highlighting the soloist,
while the abilities of the orchestra
as a whole were not taken into
consideration.
The Cleary Auditorium was
hot and stuffy, and those who had
lost hope for the evening's
program left during intermission.
It's too bad they did.
The absence of the piano
enabled the audience to have their
first good view of the conductor;
it was not Dwight Bennett, as had
been stated in the symphony's
program. In his stead was guest
conductor Susan Haig of the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra.
Dressed in a purple maestro jacket and hlack pants she stood out
against the all-black allire of the
orchestra. During the performunceofthcSymphony No. I she
was incredibly vibrant and vivacious, practically dancing on the
conductor's stand. It was obvious
that her energy and style inspired

LEADING EDGE MODEL D/LT386SX
• 80386-16 microprocessor

• 1 M RAM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panasonic

KX-P1180

with cable

ride of the rising and falling
movements
prepared
the
audience for the finale - an explosion of sound, a feast for the
cars.
Unsurprisingly. the piece was
porfom1cd brilliantly. The WSO
is rarely disappointing when performing symphonies, suggesting
that it takes its name too literally.
Al the end of the evening the
orchestra ;ind conductor received
a much-deserved standing ovution. It was unfortunate that Silverman was not on stage at that
time to enjoy it. His playing of the
concerto warranted a share of the
praise.
Lovers of classical music
shouldn't miss the next performance by the WSO - Mozart's
Symphony No. 39 on December 1
and 2. The ticket price is very
reasonable: $15 and $10 for students.
You will not regret it.
O

A good place to overhear conversations ...

then rour horsemen

came out orllob

~

The Palace
300 Ouellette Avenue
253 •2355

$249

V

~~

Rac's

mouth •••"

· Special

~""
e
~
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" ... we went bowling just once- now he's brini:ini: over his
laundry ... "
" •••if your picture appe11rsin the Windsor Star one more
time, I'm going to kick you •••"
•-·and

1.44 M 3.5" floppy disk drive
40 M hard drive
VGAsystem
1 ser., lpar., 1 mouse port
Internal rechargeable battery
and more features
External floppy drive and internal modem optional .

9-pin printer

the musicians.
Brahms' Symphony. No 1
was written in 1876 and by that
time he had many works to his
credit. The piece indicates a more
mature and refined Brahms
whuso style was hl!avily influenced by the challenging compositions of Beethoven. In the
first movement the theme unfolds
slowly, methodically, with the
string section rising and the wind
section descending in opposing
lines. After the main allegro the
movement ends quietly. So too
begins the second movement,
with the main emphasis on the
strings and ending with an eloquent violin solo from concertmaster Mara Milkis.
The third movement, after
another quiet introduction, has a
rising middle section which includes the long-awaited trombones, and ends with another
quiet segment. The rollercoaster
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to none·

Don't
know which
way to go?

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty
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TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017

Don't wait
'til
you graduate
to find out.

We carry Polaroid, 3M. Sony, Dysan, Maxell and Kao diskettes in any format

Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

Come in for career counselling.
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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Motor City Rushdie: devilish author
roasts his "hometown" for a buck
by Martin Deck

Ze 'ev Chafets, a Pontiac-born
Israeli jounafist, IJas shocked
Detroit by claint~
dtat it is a
third-worlddty. ff you, like mest
Windsorites, are a loyal reader of
The Detro# Free Puss or the
Metro Times. you know that quite
a few Detroiters are very insulted
by this epithet and iftcensed by the
very notion of the book Devil's
Night.
Interestingly,
Chafets borrowed his "thirdworld" diagnosis
from some of the Detroiters he mterviewed. including a few who
are currently involved i11 the
city's admiltistration. According
to Chafets, many of Detroit's
leaders see the 1967 riot as a war

of independence, the result of
which was the comingto powerof
Coleman Young. Young's status
as revolutio nary hero is used to
excuse any subsequent shortcomings of his administration -up to
and including any possible corruption.
Another interesting
thing
about De~·il's Night is that despite
what appears to be a rather harsh
diagnosis of Detroit's ills. the
author is an exceptionally sympathetic observe r. Perhaps this
can be explained by the fact that
Chafets is an cmmigra nt to Israel.
Like Israel, Detroit is surrounded
hy hostile neighbours that arc full
of expatriates who continue to
meddle in "internal affairs". Also.
like Israe l, Detroit is run by a
government that insists that it is
the victim :.qf u.uucscn,cd media
scrutiny and racistcriticism. Un<louhtcdly, it was in Israel that
Chafcts acquired his taste for the
kind of rhetoric involved in
defending onc·s country (or c.:ity.
or rac.:c). right or wrong.
One of the disappointing

1

-Zc'cv Charets, shadowy and controversial fi)!ure behind l>t,·il 's Night,
hardly looks like some orthe things people arc calling him behind his back.

been called the greatest urban history ever written. Chafets has borrowed extensively from this book
for the historical information
provided in Devil's Night, but in
doing so, he merely whets the
reader's appetite for another book
- one yet to be written.
What Chafets does bl!st are
the things you expect from a good
journalist
- anecdotes
and
vignette'> that are meant to
provide li\111!
.cap>ijlizcd "truths"
give Detroitthe kindof treatment aboutthe subjectunderinvestigation. He spends a few nights on
that a book like this should.
In the early seventies, a mem- the beat with the Highland Park
Police and accompanies them on
ber of the commission investigating the causes of the Detroit riots a raid of a crack house. He drives
wrote a history of the city entit led from church to church on the camAmerican Odyssey, which has See "Devil." page 13.
aspects of Devil's Night is that it
rarely rises above rhetoric.
Chafcts reports the opinion of
Young and his cron ies, of mayors
and administrators of various suburbs, of the man on the street, of
Motown has-beens ... but he is
rather sparse on facts, examining
claims, and offering analysis.
This is too bad, because
Devil's Night is interesting, highly entertaining in parts, and wellwriUen throughout~ it just doc.:m·~

ACOUSTIC CAFE
RETURNS
to the
SUBWAY PUB
Tuesday Nights starting November 6
with hosts Tom Dreyer and John Bourne

Bring your Guitar and Jam ...
Tuesday Nights at the

SUBWAY
Show starts at 9 pm

125 years of Labatt'sIPA:

Whatbeer
wasmeant
tobe.

A superior old-style ale brewed by the
traditional top fermentation process.
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Lunch with W.O. Mitchell

Coffee awarded

at South Shore Books
164 Pitt St. West

253-9102

by Lance Arts Staff

WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 7, 12-1 pm.

He will be signing
copies of his latest
novel, Roses Are
Difficult Here.

Bring your own
lunch!

JZL((ison
's'Trave(JZl.gency
Ltd
175 Tecumseh Rd. W. - 258-5404

Ski Killington, VT
Jan 01-06 (other dates available)

Intercollegiate Skifest
Choose from 34 hotels/motels/condos
Prices Include:
air from Detroit
car (5 days)
accommodations
lift tickets and taxes
free Blue Cross Health Ins.
Call Nancy for details & prices - 258-5404
also: Sun destinations for Winter Break

STUDENTS!
Have the unendurable
demands of your education
given you the burning desire
to be part of a group that
looks beyond the short-term
goals of acceptance to
medical

rikemmett
LEAD

S I NGE

R /

the

SICILIA CLUB
of WINDSOR
1019 HWY #3

(ZJ;Jl#[IJ}
&CRAIN
"lift.~_1.
, 1?«/
ENTERPRISES
I\"'~
"~
present
FORMER

school,

accumulation
of vast
wealth, and finally making
your parents proud of you?
Then why not write for the
Lance's Art Section?
Simply come up to the
Lance Monday, Tuesday, or
Wednesday and say, "gimme
some of that two-fisted,
bespectacled
romantic
Babylon you crazy Art types
are living up here in the
Lance!" Or better yet say it to
Co-Arts editors Karl Mamer
or Terry Brown. Karl is the
bespectacled romantic and
Terry is the easy-riding,
two-fisted steamy guy.
The Lance's Art Section:
Re-huma nize yourself.

The October Lance Arts Section Coffee Achiever of the
l\lonth award goes to Gregory T.
Duym, the genius responsible for
designing the functional and
emotive set for the University
Players' production of Macbeth.
Rarely do set designers, sound
operators, running crews, master
carpenters, combat choreographers, or the lowly assistant
combat choreographers win attention, praise, or coffee for their
invaluable contribution to the
arts.
Even in
T e r r y
Brown's exh au s t iv e
review of
Macbeth in

plains, "Due ·'--------------,
to unusual space constraints, my
learned and lengthy opinions on
staging were left on the Lance's
green tile floor."
Well, as the Bard himself put
it so unintelligibly in his supernatural tale of Highland hijinks:
And for an earnest of a
greater honour
He bade me, from him, call
thee Coffee Achiever;
In which addition, hail, most
worthy set designer!
For a pound of ground is
thine.
Act I, Scene iii ( 104-107)
According to Duym, the
curved spires of his set are meant
to represent the claws of Fate

ensnaring the characters. O(
course, an ensnaring Fate is a hell
of a lot easier to face every morning with a cup of joe in hand.
So Gregory, for those times
when you feel that life is but a
walking shadow, and you are a
humble designer that struts and
frets his hour behind the stage and
then gets no press, pour yourself
a cup of Second Cup Costa Rican
coffee (twice the caffeine of a
regular brew) and let it soothe thy
troubled brow.
Duym can contact the Lance
(253-4060) to find out how to
pick up his
prize. But,
Gregory,
don't be like
the last winner
who
moved far
away and
then tried to
weasel us
into mailin'
it to her.
'Cause
if
you
do,
we'll give it
to the assistant combat choreographer, Cameron MacDuffee as if that's his real name.
Eligible candidates for Coffee
Achiever of the Month are culled
from the month's Lance pages:
contributors to the Arts Section,
notables in the Windsor/University arts community, or anybody
in a foul mood during such a
beauti fu I,
economical Iy
depressed fall.
The selection of the Coffee
Achiever of the Month is made
solely by the lance Arts staff, and
does not in any way reflect the
views or opinions of people who
drink instant coffee, or worse,
reuse lea bags.
0
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Devil's Night milks irony
Continued from page 11.
paign trail with Coleman Young,
hearing the mayor make the same
joke from every pulpit. He
actually hangs with Young in his
mansion, and treats the gentle
reader to the mayor's choice
vocabulary (which goes mostly
unreported in Detroit's family
newspapers). Much of what he
reports is amusing, inspiring,
frightening, and touching.
But where's the analysis? Just
how bad are things in Detroit?
Judging from the tone of his
reports (since this is all we have
to go on), Chafets seems to think
that they're not as bad as the
suburbanites imagine, but not as
good as Young and his boosters
claim, either.
Chafets seems to agree with
the official line on the murder rate
- that most murders are the result
of drug-related or intra-family
altercations. But, in the interests
of journalism,
Chafets also
reports on the other cases: the

"The suburbs purr
with the contented
sounds of
post-Reagan
America while the
city teeters on the
brink of separatism
and seethes with the
resentments of
postcolonial Africa. "

***

Chapter 1: "White
People Don't Know
A Goddamned
Thing"
shopkeepers gunned down on
their way to make the night
deposit, the children caught in the
crossfire.
The book ends up reading like

a newspaper. This is especially
true towards the end when
Chafets reports on Devil's Night
1988.
There are two different
figures for the number of fires set
that night - one low, put forward
by the city administration,
another much higher, put out by
the white-dominated
fire
department.
Chafets milks the irony of the
situation for all it's worth, but
that's it. He does not delve further
or come down on either side of his
argument.
In fact, he doesn't come down
on either side of any of Detroit's
great debates. Though this
neutrality is his right, Devil's
Night would be a more interesting
book if the author had stated some
position and made a case for his
opinion.
Devil's Night is a good read,
just
don't
looP for the
earth-shattering revelation it was
billed to be.
O

Swinging concert to benefit clubs

Being prepared!
This is the number one rule in successful interviewing.

That's easy to say, but what does it mean?
Find out what you can do to prepare by attending an

Interview Skills Workshop
Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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hy Lance Arts staff

Of'
The University of Windsor's
Student Administrative Council
(SAC), in conjunction with 88.7
FM (The Cutting Edge), is sponsoring a concert by Detroit's own
progressive music band, Rhythm
Corps.
Proceeds from the show will
go towards the administration
costs and special events funding
for SAC-endorsed clubs currently
servicing the social and academic
needs of students.
Rhythm Corps' popularity in
Detroit in considerable. The band
regularly fills 1000 - 1500 seat
venues, is a staple at Hart Plaza
concerts during the Freedom Festival, and has opened for (among
others) Billy Idol, The Clash, the
Fixx. and X.
Rhythm Corps' single "Common Ground" not only achieved
top ten ratings in over 80 major
commercial radio markets, but it
received global exposure as the
theme song of the 1988 U.S.
Olympic Volleyball team.
Fans will be pleased to know
that Rhythm Corps will highlight
selected cuts from a recently completed second album tilled The
Future's Not What It Used to Be.
The group's special guests
will be The Swing. a local band
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The All-New trendy cafe is offering "Students'
99
Study Hours" 4-7:00 pm. Dessert & coffee:
102 Park Street West
973-5577

S2·

Video

Dance

Bar

WINDSOR'S
which not only enjoys a following
that can only be compared to the
image of army ants piling their
small chitinous corpses into a
river so that the rest of the troupe
can go about its conquest-driven
business, but has recently survived a massive, vendetta-driven
smear campaign by a local student-funded newspaper.
The Swing presently has an
independently produced cassette
tape ... in the clouds topping
CJAM'scharts and selling not too

badly at Doctor Disc downtown.
Rhythm Corps and The Swing
will be playing
Thursday,
November 8 at the Ambassador
Auditorium, on the the second
floor of the student centre. SAC
invites all members of the University Community to come out and
support their clubs.
Tickets for this event are
$8.00 in advance or $9.00 at the
door and can be purchased at
CJAM 91.5 FM in the basement
of the Student Centre.
O

ALTERNA1'1VE
Alternative
music Thursday - Sunday
Live band every Tuesday.

Ballowe 'en Bash
Cash prizes for best costumes.
First drinkfree with costume.
Live Tuesday November 6

Sanity of Reason
964 Wyandotte

East

252-4600

Men & Women's
Hairstylists

$3.00

OFF

all haircuts

Offer valid to all students upon presentation of valid student ID.
At University Mall location only.
WE USE AND RECOMMEND

un1versrrv MSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534

lWJffiatrtx·
HAIR

ESSENTIALS

Convenient Hours
Mon - Fri .. 9 am - 9 pm
Sat ......
9am-6pm
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Don Says: "RedW. 1ngs Fans! ~:
~:i~~...:"We show all the Detroit games.
"Catch the Wings
Thursday vs. The Leafs and
Saturday against the Canadians!
"Watch for the Saturday night
DC flight 531 shuttle bus
- no charge"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'til 11 p.m.

256-00NS

r-----------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------,
2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1 '
Prep Courses for
DEC l LSAT
OEC8GRE
JAN 19GMAT

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Hallowe'en Bash October 31 -

cash prizes, come in a costume

Burger Fest - Buy one of our delicious 1/2 pound burgers and get one free.
Every Tuesday from 5 - 1O pm. (no take-out)
(Bring in this coupon for 2 for 1).
Thanksgiving Day Football - Detroit Lions vs Denver Broncos
Nov. 22190
Ticket includes: transportation, Caesar breakfast, game tickets,
refreshments. Only $50.00 Cdn/person.

': Dancing every Thursday Thru Saturday at Windsor's #1 Restaurant/Bar
•
I

: 2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1
L-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..J

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
BY-ELECTIONS 1990
Candidates running for
Social Science Society
Black, Bradley J.
Giovannini, Melanie
Schram, Michelle

Senators
Davison, Jat
Hanson, Allan
McDonald, Michael
Nino, Papa
St. John, Julie

Students'
Administrative
Council
CONSEIL AOMINISTRATIF DES tTUOIANTS

Advanced polls are November 7, 1990 from 9 am to 7 pm.
By-elections are November 8, 1990 from 9 am - 4 pm.
All voting will be in the University Centre lobby for all faculties.

Come cast your vote!!!
.,./

'·

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker

:15

-

Lancers ousted early in upset
by·John Marentette

OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Football

Sat. Oct. 27
McMaster 16 Windsor 12

fa cry season has to come to
an end sometime; even the great
ones. For the University of
Windsor· s men· s soccer team, the
end came suddenly, and all too
soon.

Men's Soccer

Sat. Oct. 27
Windsor 3 McMaster 0
Tues. Oct. 30
OUAA Quarter Finals
Guelph 2 Windsor 1
Women's Soccer

Sat. Oct. 27
McMaster 2 Windsor I
Sun. Oct. 28
Windsor 2 Waterloo l
Hockey

Sat. Oct. 27
Windsor 5 Laurier 2
Sun. Oct. 28
Windsor 3 Waterloo 3
Men's Yolleyball

Wed. Oct. 24
Guelph def. Windsor (15-10,
14-16, 15-12, 15-6)
Women's Volleyball

Wed. Oct. 24
Guelph def. Windsor(l5-l I,
15-7, 15-5)

Upcoming Events

'·

Football
Sat. Nov. 3

OUAA Semi-Finals
Windsor at Toronto
Cross Country

Sat. Nov. 4
CJAU Championships
at Ottawa
Men's Basketball

Sat. Nov. 3
Wayne State at Windsor (8pm)
Wed. Nov. 7
Windsor at Siena Heights
(7:30pm)
Sat. Nov. 10
Windsor at Grand Valley
(7:30pm)
Women's Basketball

Sat. Nov. 3
Wayne State at Windsor (6pm)
Fri. Nov. 9
Windsor at Laurentian
(Tournament)
Hockey

Fri. Nov. 2-Sat. Nov. 3
Windsor at University of
Alabama (Huntsville)
Men's Volleyball

Fri. Nov. 2
Windsor at Ryerson
(Tournament)
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo at Windsor (6pm)
Sat. Nov. JO
Windsor at McMaster (3pm)
Women's Volleyball

Fri. Nov. 2
Windsor at Wilfrid Laurier
(Tournament)
Tues. Nov. 6
Windsor at Schoolcraft
College (7:30pm)
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo at Windsor (8pm)

MEN'S SOCCER
For the fourth consecutive
year they were ousted in the first
round of the Ontario University
Athletic Association (OUAA)
playoffs. The spoilers this year
were the Gryphons, and a 2-1 victory on Windsor's home turf allows Guelph to move on to the
second round, to play the winner
of the Western-Brock matchup.
The lancers must have been
confident going into the match.
They had reason to be. Goalie
Dave Hodgson·s injured hand had
been healing nicely and was not
considered to be a factor in his effectiveness.
As well. the team had seen
their offense pick up of late in its
four straight shutout victories.
The contest started out on the
right foot for the Lancers as they
grabbed an early lead; something
they have been doing all year.
Pete Roscoe headed a long
kick from the top that bounded
just outside the goal. As it turned
out, it was a perfect pass to teammate Johnny Maraccus, who was
able to head the ball once more,
this time over the outstretched
hands of 1heGuelph goalie.
Windsor's 1-0 lead probably
seemed like enough to a lot of the
Windsor faithful, considering the
stinginess of the Lancer defense
of late, but Guelph was far from
read) to pack it in.
The Gryphons got a break
when the Lancers couldn ·1 get the
right bounce while trying to clear
the ball out of their own zone.
With a lose ball in their midst,
Guelph 's Pat Dugas found it first
and drove a shot wide of goalie
Hodgson to knot the score at one.
The Lancers began the second

Jim Asprakas in action against Guelph.

half with an intense attack aimed
at breaking the deadlock. Despite
the effort, Windsor could not
capitalize on any of their sustained offensive attacks .

Late in the game, Guelph
somehow found daylight again in
the barrage of Lancer defenders.
Alex Tsatas' kick from just over
the goal-line was much like their
first goal. The Gryphons were
simply at the right pace at the right
time, one step ahead when it
counted the most.
With less than fifteen minutes
to play in the contest, the Lancers
found themselves in the position
of having to manufacture instant
offense in order to prolong their
season.
Coach Pat McNelis inserted a
strong frontline of scorers which

increased the game· s tempo.
The last. and perhaps nearest
chance, the Lancers had of tying
the game came when Rob Gogol
booted an uncontested kick over
the heads of several Guclph
defenders and just over the
crossbar.
The game ended amid loud
cheers from the Guelph sideline
as it was their biggest win in
years. Meanwhile the Lancers
wore the look of a stunned team,
not merely because the) los:, but
more like!) because they would
not have another chance to come
back.
McNelis was at a loss of
words after his team· s suddc, and
unexpected season exit. It was
another year that didn't seem to fit
the bill. The Lancers were ranked

as the fifth best team in the nation
heading into the contest. and
many belic\'ed the team would
qualify for the OUAA finals.
They had won their division
over the weekend with a fine 3-0
win at l\lcMaster. and their future
looked nothing but bright.
When it was all over. man) of
the Lancers could only shake their
heads 10 disma). They sat on the
field with their heads down, still
searching for answers that would
make sense of it all.
In this case, the ending is not
an encouraging one, but the nature of sports brings a new season
each year. In Windsor's case,
many of the same players, along
with their excellent coach, will
return one more time to aucmpt to
break their playoff jinx.
:J

Windsor places its best ever at provincials
b~ Jim Parry
A superb performance by
Julie Inglis and a possibility of a
ClAU berth for the men's team
were among the highlights for the
University of Windsor's cross
countr) teams at the Ontario
Uni\ ersity Athletic Association
{OUAA) and Ontario Women's
Intercollegiate Athletic Associa1ion (OWIAA) championships
,
last weekend.
I:
Inglis was selected to the
1
OWIAA all-conference team
after fini,hing in 8th place and
leading the women's team to their
best finish ever al the OWIAA·s
with a fifth-place finish. Inglis
also had the distinction of being
the first freshman to finish the
race.
The men's team finished in
fourth place overall, but a
"wildcard" berth into the CIAU's
remains a remote but still realistic

said.
The men·s team once again
showed their depth as the top and
the fifth finishers were separated
by a mere 35 seconds.
The men were led by Jason
Boyle," ho capped a great season
by finishing in 17thplace, the first
freshman to finish the meet.
According to Fairall the men
CROSS COUNTRY
ran a "tough race" but Toronto's
Queen's (who finished ahead second place finish caught them
of Windsor). Windsor and a team off guard. He added that the men
out west will be given two out of became the first Lancer team to
defeat Western at the OUAA
the three wildcard berths.
championships.
"We're not too optimistic,
Finishing behind Inglis on the
they (the selection committee)
women's
side were Jackie Mcusually go for regionalization."
Viuie
in
32nd,
Crystal Garrett in
said Windsor coach Dennis
33rd,
Lisa
Hartleib
34th and
Fairall.
Tanya
Bielby
in
42nd.
Fairall added that the Lancers
Fairall said aside from Inglis'
are ranked, and probably are, betbrilliant
performance,
the
ter than the winners from the Atwomen's
results
were
a
bit
disaplantic and Quebec regions.
"I think we are one of the top pointing. He said that the team
five teams in the country," Fairall learned to run with the best, but

possibility.
Since Ottawa won the meet
and already earned an automatic
berth in the nationals because
the) arc the host city. three more
teams from Ontario could be
selected for the ClAU championships.

howe\cr the conditioning that
was needed was lost due to the
earlier start of the school year.
According to the Lancers ·
coach this most hurl Garrell, "ho
last year finished in I0th and in
the process beat this year's thirdplace finisher.
The future loks good for next
season as almost all of the team
returns for another season. Three
of lhe top male winners in Ontario
are expected to attend Windsor
next year if they do not auend
school in the States. Also,
Michelle King, who a year ago
was in the NCAA tournament
with Texas, will be declared
eligible to compete.
Fairall said next year training
camp will open a week earlier,
and the university put in a bid to
host OUAA's championship. ::::,
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Slumping Lancers upset by McMaster
by Dave Briggs
It started as a meaningless game, but
Windsor's 16-12 loss to McMaster last
Saturday may turn out to effect the
Lancers' season more than any game
they 've played this year.

FOOTBALL
Though the game did not change
Windsor's final stading, it was the second
week in a row in which the third-place team
put forth a dreadful effort, leaving many to
wonder, "What's wrong with the Lancers?"
"Right now I'm at a loss. Obviously
something going on somewhere because
for two weeks we just haven't been ready
to play," said Windsor's head coach John
Musselman.
The loss dropped the blue and gold to
4-3, while giving the youthful Marauders
only their second win of the year.
Following a 40-2 drubbing two weeks
ago at the hands of Toronto, the loss to McMaster has the Lancers crawling rather
than running into the playoffs.
Windsor will get a chance to pull out of
its tailspin next week when the team travels
to Toronto to face the Varsity Blues in the
opening round of the Onatrio University
Athletic Association's (OUAA) playoffs.
In the other sudden-death, semi-final
contest, the undefeated Western Mustangs
will host the fourth place Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks (4-3 ).
Aside from a first quarter touchdown
pass from quarterback Walt Tazzman to
running back Ozzie Nethersole, the Lancers were a lifeless bunch.
"There's really nothing we' re doing
well right now. It's a total breakdown."
Musselman ,;aid.
Mc Master took a I0-7 lead shortly after
Windsor's TD on a 21-yard field goal hy

lance photo by Jason Kryk

Lancer Vic Kulla goes in ror the sack.

Marc Crombeen and a 23-yard touchdown
pass from Anthony Alfano to Derek McCallum.
Crombeen later added a 17-yard field
goal to put the Marauders up by six at
halftime.
McMaster's kicker added his third
three-pointer of the day in the second half
before his Windsor counterpart, Lazar
Acamovic notched a 22-yarder to pull the
Lancers back within six points.
Late in the fourth quarter, a smart
decision by Mc Master special teams coach
Doug Trimble to concede a safety rather
than punt and give Windsor the ball in good
field position paid off as the Lancers started
in their end of the field after the kickoff.
Nonetheless. Windsor managed to
drive to their opponent's 35 yard line in a
last-ditch attempt to win the game.
Facing second down and three. the
predomincntly
run-oriented
Lancers
elected 10 go to the air twice in the shorl-

yardage situation.
The questionable strategy failed to pay
off as both ofTazzman's passes fell incomplete and the Marauders took posession of
the ball until the final gun.
"It was very important for us to close
out with a victory," said McMaster's coach
Steve Bruno.
Windsor compiled a meagre 227 yards
in total offense. while McMaster did only
slightly better with 264 yards.
Playing against a strong wind for half
of the game, Tazzman completed only 8 of
25 passes for 149 yards. Alfano was5 of 16
for only 63 yards.
McMaster's offense was generated almost solely on the ground. Rob Ferry carried 26 times for 160 of the team's 233
rushing yards.
"They played hard. They came and
played football the way it's supposed to be
played. They 're not a good team. hut they
played with enthusiasm," Musselman said.

Windsor had a paltry 92 yards in rushing. QB Tazzman was the team's leading
rusher with 32 yards.
Bruno felt the key to his team's victory
was his offense's control of the ball in the
second quarter and his defense 's control of
the ball in the fourth quarter.
The Marauders' win is more impressive
when you consider they started 15 freshmen.
"I give all the credit to Mac. They had
nothing to lose. I know we are a better team
than them, but we just didn't come out to
play," said Lancer linebacker Craig
Davies.
In all seven games this year, Windsor
has yet to score a touchdown in the second
half.
As well, the team is the only OUAA
playoff team to have more points i;cored
against than for.
All statistics aside, however, Windsor
is able to beat Toronto should they play as
they can, and not as they have of late.
"I still think we can win this league, but
not playing the way we're playing now,"
Musselman said, "We're not playing well,
but I don't think we're a bad team, and I
haven't given up on them."
Now the question is whether the team
can return to form for Saturday's showdown with Toronto.
"I think things are starting to fall apart
mentally," said Davies after the McMaster
game. "We've got a lot of soul searching to
get ready positively for Toronto."
The key may be how quickly the team
can get over the McMaster disaster and
prepare for the playoffs.
''I'm upset about this game, hut I've already put it aside and I'm just getting ready
for Toronto." Davies said
Saturda) ·.., game will be pla}cd at
Toronto s Varsity stadium\\ ith the kickoff
slated for I pm.
n
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CHEESE

6.95

8.70

10.45

CHEESE& l ITEM

7.40

9.85

11.15
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2055

22.85

CHEESE& 2 ITEMS

7.85

9.85

11.85

13.20

21.35

23 75

CHEESE& 3 ITEMS

8.30

10.40

12.50

14.00

22.15

24.65

CHEESE& 4 ITEMS
CYPRUS SPECIAL

8.75

11.00

13.20

14.85
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9.25

11.55
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15.65
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26.55
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(Cheese, Pepperom. Ham, Mushrooms
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Offer ends November JO -

We also off er:_
• souvlaki • gyros • shisk-a-bob •
• chick en shisk-a-bob • panzerotti •
• chicken fingers • fish & chips •
• salads • sandwiches • burgers •
• spaghetti • lasagna • submarines •
Hours:
Mo nda y - Thur sday ....... 11 am - l am
Frid ay - Sat urday ........... 11 am - 2 am
Sund ay ....................... .... 3 pm - midni g ht

Items : Pepperoni, Ham, Mushrooms, Bacon, Green Peppers, Onions.

Anchovies, Sliced Tomatoes, Hot Peppers, Hamburger, Pineapple, Olives

sJ ..~ ..E.. ··C..1j YOUR
1

''LET CYPRUS

-
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Icemen impressive against Hawks,Warriors
by Mike Mouat
Despite taking three of a possible four points at Adie Knox
Arena on the weekend, the
University of Windsor hockey
team is a little disappointed.

MEN'S HOCKEY
After defeating last year's
western division champ Laurier
Golden Hawks 5-2 on Saturday
night, the Lancers turned their
sights to the Waterloo Warriors, a
team many feel should finish first
in the OUAA this season.
The Laurier game was a little
closer than the score would indi-

campus
recreation
Bowling Tournament

On Nov. 7 Campus Ree is
holding its annual bowling tournament. Once again, it will be
held at Rosebowl Lanes on
Dougall Road from 4-6 p.m.
The cost is $1.50 per game,
and shoes are free. Each perticipant can bowl as many games
as they can in the two hour span.
Anyone interested can show up at
Rosebowl or contact the Campus
Ree office at 253-4232, ext. 2456.

cate. With the score 3-2 late in the
third period, Laurier pulled their
goalie in favour of an extra attacker in an attempt to tie the game.
The plan backfired and the Lancers scored a couple of insurance
goals into the empty net.
Against Waterloo on Sunday,
the Lancers again forced their opponent into pulling their goalie
late in the game, in an attempt to
tie the score. However, this time
Waterloo was able to capitalize
on the man advantage.
With the faceoff to the right of
Windsor goaltender Mark Seguin
with just over a minute remaining
in the game, Waterloo pulled their
goaltender
Just four seconds
later Waterloo's Jim David, who
was left unguarded in front of
Seguin, scored after receiving a
pass right off the faceoff.
"I reall)' don't know what happened on the faceoff," said
Windsor's Dan Mahon. "I tied
the guy's stick up, and I think he
hit it out of the air."
The teams were unahlc to
hreak the 4-4 tic through a fiveminute overtime period.

Karate Club Announcements

The Karate Club will be black
belt testing on Sunday, Nov. l t
from 12 noon to 7 p.m. in the St.
Denis Centre Multi-Purpose
Room.

The Tac Kwon Do Club is
hosting a tournament at St. Clair
College on Saturday, Nov. 3.
Anyone interested
contact
Raymond Teo, the club instructor
(his number is available through
the Campus Ree office).

Give

Lance photo
Windsor went into the third
period leading 4-3, but the score
could have been much htghe, rt ,t
weren't for the spectacular play of
Seguin and Waterloo goaltender
Steve Udvari.
"Mark was very steady, he
makes everyone more confident
out on the ice," said Windsor
coach Rick Cranker. "He can
make up for defensive mistakes.

to

see

if

an intercollegiate schedule for baseball at
Canadian post-secondary institutions.
A baseball club from the University of
Guelph is the only other university team in
the country.
Martin, who wants to begin his masters in
Human Kinetics here next year, plans to have
the Windsor contingent compete against
nearby colleges and universities in the United
States, including some NCAA division I
schools such as the University of Michigan.
For now. it is likely the team will only play
the larger schools' junior varsity teams.
Windsor may he a perfect hirthplacc for
Canadian college hall as its proximity to the
United States has made it a hothed of talent
for years. The Windsor Chiefs have a

by Dave Briggs
This spring, the University of Windsor
plans to add baseball to its already long list
of offered sports.

BASEBALL
The enthusiastic efforts of coach David
Martin have paid off, and baseball has been
slated for the spring schedule as a club run by
Campus Recreation.
Martin, who played baseball at the
University of Arizona. has taken responsibility for the team in an effort to promote
interest in the sport at Canadian universities.
Despite interest in the sport, there is not

yourself
credit.

you

"Today's tie was a little disappointing, and not getting the four
points," said Cranker.
"It
would've been different ifwe had
to come from behind to get the tie.
"We were really up for this
weekend, and the three points
should give the players a little
more confidence,"
added
Cranker. "If we play our game as
we did this weekend, we can play

with anyone."
The team will travel to
Alabama next week to play a pair
of exhibition games, and Cranker
hopes to work on a few things to
improve the Lancers. He thinks
the trip will help team unity.
Windsor's next home games
are November 10 against Universite de Quebec Trois-Rivieres and
November 11, against Ottawa. O

University baseball slated for U of Windsor

get

an interview.

Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

stranglehold on the Canadian amateur championship.
Martin said he intends the team to be
highly competitive, and looks to practise
through the winter (including a weekly classroom session) to build a winner.
The team's first meeting will be Monday,
Nov. 5 in room 212 of the Human Kinetics
building starting at 8 pm and is open to
University of Windsor students.
According to Martin. the Lancers will
play their home games at nearhy Mic Mac
Park. and will train in the winter in the St.
Denis Centre fieldhow,e
Wind,or i, currently schedukd to begin
its seasnn in early April.
n
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You've
prepared
a
good resume
and
cover
letter.
Now wait

by Greg Davis

Lancer Vidale speeds away.
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Indian Cuisine -

15% student discount on everything,
including lunch specials and buffet

* • • • • • • • • • Introducing Special Additional •
:
VEGETARIAN DISHES
*
for our valuable
:

it .. • • • • • •

Vegetarian Customers

*

Z
*
:

: * Okra Curry * Spinach with Cheese * Vegetable Curry !
*...............................................
* Potato Peas * Chana Curry (Chick Pea Curry)
*
In addition to this we also offer every

muffler king~
315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
until October 31 , 1990

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

* GRAND

BUFFET*

A/1-U-Can-Eat $7.99
OUR REGULAR MENU as well as

* Beef Steak * Chicken Masala * Fish Masala * Lamb Curry * Rice Paloe
* Chicken Madrassi (Boneless Chicken) * Chicken Tandoori
Please visit us and try many other specialities

Lunch Specials (M-F) $4.95
* Open 7 Days *
11 :30 am to 10:00 pm

At Speedy, you're a somebody!

289 WYANDOTTE WEST (at Dougall)
Phone 977-6794
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Lancers round out improved season
by Calvin Knight
The University of Windsor's
women's soccer team unofficially finished in fifth place and out
of the playoffs this weekend with
a win and a loss. The team's
season record was 4-5-3.
On Saturday the Lancers lost

2-1 to McMaster.

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
After a 0-0 first half, the Lancers put in the first goal. It came
on a precise pass sent by Kelly

Postma which gave Sue Brogno a
breakaway. Sue took advantage
of the situation
and coolly
chipped the ball over the charging
McMaster goalie.
The score remained in favour
of the Lancers until there were ten
minutes left in the game. At this
point McMaster put in two quick

goals.
Gord Caldwell, the women's
head coach, was impressed with
his team's play.
The turning point of the game
came when a Lancer corner kick
was headed by Brogno past the
McMaster goalie only to be
headed out by a defender. A goal

Young team swept in home opener
by Paul Mayne
The University of Windsor
women's volleyball team showed
the new faces Wednesday at the
St. Denis Centre. Ten of the
twelve team members are firstye a r players, with Jordynn
Gloster and Debbie Massong the
only returning players.
The brand-new Lancers began
their 1990-91 season against
Guelph. Unfortunately most of
the match belonged
to the
Gryphons,
who swept three
straight games by scores of 15-11,
15-7, 15-5.
Despite a squad full of mainly
first-year players, Lancer head
coach Marge Holman didn't just
assume a loss to Guelph was inevitable.
"I told the team that I expected
them to win," she said.
Those expectations looked
hopeful during the first game as
things were kept close. The Lancers managed a 9-9 tie before the
Gryphons pulled away to win the
game and eventually the following two.

won't see it as being a
complete
write-off
either. She wants to get
a lot accomplished.
"I think it's going tu

be a learning season,
and it's important that
we recognize
our
limitations," said Holman.
"We are a very
strong team and there is
a tremendous amount
of ability. We just have
to develop it and be
Lance photo by Carolyn Cox patient.
They have
Holman was aware of the fact confidence in themselves."
that there was going to be a little
Confidence is important. You
pressure for the players, since it need to have a proper frame of
was the first game of the season.
mind throughout the season. Just
That might have been part of the concentrate on getting better each
reason for the outcome of the and every game and don't worry
match.
too much about the outcome.
"They knew there was going
Holman is aware that the team
to be some nerves to begin with," will be challenged throughout the
she said, "but they never really got season. She likes the idea of her
past those nerves. We weren't
players being treated like this. It
playing at the level we know we will give her proof of what this
arc capable of playing at."
team will be able to accomplish.
Holman doesn't expect a stelAs long as the team stays
lar seaso n from her players. but together
and is not easily

frustrated by little mistakes,
things will eventually start to
click. The idea is to be patient and
not to expect an overnight transformation.

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
The Lancer squad is full of
talented ahtletes, and it's just a
matter of time before a familiarity
of each other's abilities is established and a more comfortable
playing atmosphere is set.
Holman is not only thinking
of this year, but is putting her
thoughts together about the years
to come.
"We want to focus on the long
term," she said. "Our goals are in
the future."
As for this year's goal, the
playoffs aren't out of the question. If that can be accomplished
who knows what could happen.
The Lancers continue the
season with a game on the road at
Laurier. They face the Golden
Hawks Wednesday Octoher 3 I. O

then would have made it 2-0 for
Windsor and would have been a
blow to McMaster's confidence.
In Sunday's game, Windsor
downed the visiting Waterloo
Warriors 2-1. The Lancers,
though, were probably just as glad
to see the game end as the weather
conditions were terrible, especially when all you are wearing is atshirt and shorts.
"We were at the mercy of the
weather," Caldwell said.
In the first half with the wind
behind them, Waterloo scored the
first goal.
In the second half, though,
after they got accustomed to the
blustering wind, the Lancers were
able to take control and score a
couple of goals of their own.
Their first goal came on a Lancer free kick by Lori Collodel.
She passed over to Katherine
Devlaeminck, who wasted no
time and shot it into the net.
With ten minutes left in the
game, Devlaeminck scored again.
This time she beat a couple of opponents and then drove a blistering shot in the corner of the net.
This was quite a fitting end to
Devlaeminck·s four year career at
Windsor.
Devlaeminck. who is in her
final year of the education
program, was the heart of the
team for the last four years.
Caldwell summed it up hcst by
saying she was cumulatively over
the last four years the team ·s most
valuable player.
She will he missed hy the Lancers for hoth her talent and her
personality.
n

STUDENT PATROL
The Student Council office is looking for volunteers for
its new Student Patrol service. Get involved and help
make this a safer campus.
-

I

Jackets and walkie-talkies -will -be provided to the new
Student Patrol.
We are also looking for ideas for a Student Patrol logo.
If interested in volunteering or
submitting, please contact the
SAC office at 253-6423 or on
the second floor of the
pniversity Centre.
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New Lancer coach opens season with loss
by Glen Skinner
The University of Windsor's
men's volleyball team opened up
against Guelph at home last Wednesday under the direction of new
head coach Bob Bond.
The Lancers dropped the

home opener to the Gryphons , but
with tenacious defence they gave
the crowd confidence for the future.
The Gryphons won the first
game 15-10, but the Lancers took
the second 16-14.
Guelph
rebounded in the third to fend off

OUAA football playoffs
Sudden Death Semi-Finals
University of Windsor vs. University of Toronto
Saturday, November 3rd, 1990, 1 pm
at Varsity Stadium in Toronto (cap. 21,739)

* Windsor Lancers (third place,
4-3, blue and gold)
* Toronto Varsity Blues(second
place, 5-2, royal blue and white)
* last meeting-Friday, Oct. 19,
1990 (Toronto 40-Windsor 2)
* Toronto holds series lead 10-7

* last Windsor victory vs.
Toronto - 1989 (Windsor 16Toronto 11)
* winner plays winner of game
between University of Western
Ontario and Wilfrid Laurier
University

Match-ups

Windsor to earn a 15-12decision,
before rounding out the match
with a 15-6 win.

MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
It was noted by Bond that John
Lieramen was the player of the
game after contributing a vivacious effort.
The Lancer volleyball team is
young. Windsor is in its fourth
year, but on its way to being successful.
Rookies Doug Abbot, a
graduate from Massey, and
Brennan's Mark Mailloux saw
action and are valuable to the
team's future.
Bond has coached previously
with the St. Clair College
women's team and has helped out
at Belle River high school.
"Offense impresses, defense
successes," is the phrase of his
analytical
approach towards

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
John Lieraman makes the reach.

coaching. The coach has no team
goals, but believes strongly in
players achieving personal ambitions.
"Each individual working as a
unit, to win games," is Bond's

motto.
This Wednesday, the Lancers
will play at Laurier to give them a
trick and a treat. Then they will
proceed to Toronto to play in a
tournament November 2 and 3. O

Four Lancers star for OUM
by Dave Briggs

Windsor

Toronto

Coaching
John Musselman (4th year, 1513, coached
1984 Guelph
Gryphons to Vanier Cup championship)
QB
Walt Tazzman (2nd year,
former QR of Windsor AKO
Fratmen, runner-up Canadian
junior player of the year 1987)
Strengths
Offensive line, linebackers, running backs
Weaknesses
Receivers, defensive line

Coaching
Bob Laycoe (3rd year, 13-7-1,
coached UBC Thunderbirds to
Vanier Cup championship in
1982 and 1986)
QB
Eugene Buccigrossi (3rd year,
offensive and playoff MVP
Scarlett Heights Collegiate
1987)
Strengths
Running backs, offensive line,
quarterback , defensive line
Weaknesses
Receivers, linebacking

If you can't list 20 basic guidelines
for handling interviews effectively,
you can get the answers at
Career Planning and Placement.
Contact out office in Room 163, Dillon Hall for workshops.

Four University of Windsor football players
were honoured for their excellence on the gridiron
this week with selections to Ontario University Athletic Association (OUAA) all-star teams.
Gerald Hlady, Jimmy Aspropotamitis, and Mike
O'Neil were all named to the first all-star team,
while Rick Dugal was selected to the second team.
Hlady, a fourth year offensive guard from
Windsor's Assumption High Scho ol, has had an excellent season, and is likely to be named an allCanadian at his position.
Not only was he a second team OUAA all-star
last year. but he is also an academic al I-star with over
a 90 percent average in Human Kinetics.
This is the third straight year that Aspropotamitis
has been named to the OUAA first all-star team. The

Lance sports writers are a
special breed. They know there
are more important things in life
than the environment or world
peace ... for instance, anything
to do with athletics.
If you fit this description, check
out
the
Lance sports
department.
Just drop by our office on the second floor of the
University Centre, or call us up at 253-4060. Ask
to talk to Sports Editor Dave Briggs about how
you can join the most popular team on campus.

Lance sports: we work for free ...
and we write like it!
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Your life may have meaning
if you don't write for the
Lance sports section BUT DON'T COUNT ON IT!

fifth year defensive back is also a deserving candidate for all-Canadian status.
The Kennedy Collegiate graduate currently
holds the team's career record for interception return
yardage.
O'Neil is the anchor of Windsor's fine linebacking core. In his fifth and final year, the Perth native
has put together another in a series of terrific
seasons.
O'Neil holds the Lancer all-time tackle record,
above 400 and climbing . The linebacker shattered
the tackle mark last year, and now eclipses the old
record by more than 140 tackles.
Dugal is also in his fifth year and has been the
epitom1.: of consistency throughout his career. The
defensive hack out of Windsor's Herman high
school has also doubled as a punt :mu kickoff return
man.
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UC goes to a vote
b) Jennifer Johnston
After inviting students' comments about their proposed
University Centre expansion, the
University
Centre Advisory
Board (UCAB) is bringing the
question to a referendum.
Mary Lou Thibert, associate
centre director and member of
UCAB, said the popular repsonsc
has been very positive.
"I think the majority of students that we've spoken \\ith to
date arc in favour of the project,"
Thibert said. UCAB has been
operating an information booth
and suggestion box in the centre
lobb) this month.
According to Thibert, 63 percent of students' comments were
positive,
and she hopes the
referendum
will reflect this
response. UCAB received 120
comments in its suggestion box at
the information booth.
Several supportive responses
cited crowded conditions, and a
need for progress as their reasons
to vote '}es.'
01 the 37 percent negative
responses, some common reactions centercd around the student
financial contribution, and the
fact that some students would
support the expansion yet not be
here upon ccmplc.-tion of the
project.
Thibert expressed surprise
that some of the anti-expansionists suggested putting the
money into an updated library or
better classroom facilities. The
government will not fund a nonacademic building.
Thibert said that if students
wish to put extra funds into expanded academic facilities, the
government would probably be
very receptive. The government
will not, however, put any money
behind an expanded Centre,
Thibert explained.
The referendum will take
place on Wednesday, November
14, with advance polls on Tues-
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manhandled by a dominating Blues defence: the game didn't get any better.

A rude ouster for Lancers
by Dave 81"'i~s
TORONTO - The University of
Windsor's football team began its
season with a roar, but went out
with a whimper.
Last Saturday's 32-6 first-

round playoff loss to the University of Toronto
ended the
Lancers' season and advanced the
Varsity Blues to the Ontario
Universities Athletic Association
(OUAA) championship where
they will face Western.

Campus Patrol
offers safe passage
by Laura Penchuk
The University of Windsor's
Campus Patrol program is ready
for implementation.
"With this student patrol, we
will be one of the safest campuses
in Ontario," says Students' Administrative Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves.
The patrol will run on a volunteer basis and has already found
almost 40 student volunteers, of
whom 8 are female.
"I'd like to encourage more
women to come out and volunteer, but we'll take as many
volunteers as we can get. All are
welcome," Esteves said.
A training course for all
volunteers will be provided.
"The purpose of the Student
Patrol is to prevent and avoid confrontation, not act," explained Esteves.
As well as patrolling the campus, the volunteers will provide
an escort service. Any student requesting assistance will be able to
call a central office, and a patrol
member will be dispatched by

Next week:

walkie-talkie to escort the student
to his or her destination.
"Since the inception of the
idea for the Student Patrol,
[University of Windsor president
Ron] Ianni, [assistant vice president operations! Nick Plebani,
and the administration have been
100 percent supportive," Esteves
said. "I take my hat off to them."
The university is providing
the necessary equipment for the
patrol: walkie-talkies, flashlights,
and jackets. SAC is currently
looking for designs for the
patrol's logo; all ideas can be submitted to the SAC office.
Esteves is planning to take
$1000.00 out of his salary cut
(which was earmarked
for
Christmas decorations) to set up
an honorary council position for
the coordinator for the patrol.
"An annual safety audit is also
in the works, it will keep all of us
on our toes in regards to the safety
on campus." The patrol's first
meeting will be held in the Blue
Room, on the second floor of the
University Centre on Friday,
November 9, at 4:30 pm.
O

"We started out like wildfire,
and we finished up like a drowned
out campfire," said Windsor's
head coach John Musselman.
The Lancers began the first
part of the season with a 4-1
record, and ended up losing their
final three games. As for the
playoff game before a meagre
crowd at the Blues' Varsity
Stadium, Windsor just couldn't
get the breaks.
"We played hard out there
today, we just couldn't make anything work, everything that could
go wrong went wrong," Musselman.
Absolutely dreadful special
teams play killed the Lancers and
contributed to 22 of Toronto's
points.

See"l..anceret"rors"page 13

day, November 13. Thibert says
that the results should be a\'ailable shortly thereafter.
The vote will be open to fulltime undergraduate students only;
graduate students have expressed
a desire to hold their own referendum.
Voting will talc place in the
University Centre only. Thibert
says the reason for this is twofold: the cost of holding a campus-wide vote is prohibitive, and,
traditionally, voter turn-out at
locations other than the Centre is
nominal.
Thibert said that notices will
be posted throughout the campus
to notify students of the referendum.
When asked why a public
debate was not held regarding the
matter, as was the case with the
failed expansion referendum of
1988, Thibert said she felt debates
were ineffective as a means to express the concerns of the students.
"I've been on this campus for
fifteen years. Public debates are
forums for a \ery few people. It's
an opportunity to grandc,! nd
often on unrelated issues, she
said .
Thibert said UCAB decided
that a more effective method of
guaging public response would be
in the form that the information
booth took.
lfUCAB's present proposal is
approved, Thibert says it will be
approximately eighteen months
before ground-breaking for the
extension takes place. Until then,
bids will be accepted, contractors
sought, and plans finalized. Once
construction is begun, it will take
another eighteen months to complete.
Thibert says that UCAB will
continue to monitor all stages of
development to ensure that, "it's
what students want and what they
voted for." She went on to say that
students' suggestions for the expansion will be considered.
O

Police warn of campus assaults
by Kevin Wilson
Two assaults on students on or
near the university have Campus
Police warning students to exercise caution.
Jim Foreman, director of the
Campus Police, said the incidents
"point up to the need for caution,
especially on the part of women
who are on campus or returning to
residence late at night."

A woman who was walking
alone through one of the campus
parking lots was asked to assist a
motorist allegedly having difficulty with his car; she was assaulted and eventually punched in
the face before escaping her as-

Student loans good, auditor bad

sailant.
In the other incident, a man in
a vehicle brandished a handgun at
two students walking near Wyandotte and Patricia streets. When
the students ran, the assailant
chased them brieny in his car
before neeing the scene.
In a third incident, unreported
to campus police, a woman was
attacked by several youths, who
attempted to force her into a car
with Michigan license plates.
The woman managed to break
free after a struggle.
Further details arc not available at this time. Foreman reoommends that students take the
following precautions, particular-

Cyberpunk explored

ly if returning to their homes
during the evening:
Don't travel alone; travel with
a buddy, or better still, in groups.
Stay in well-lighted areas and
on main thoroughfares with good
sightlines.
Be wary of any person acting
suspiciously; get to a phone as
quickly as possible and report
your concerns to Campus Police.
Call Campus Police for an escort if necessary; telephone 2534232, ext. 2413.
Whistles or other loud noise
makers may help to scare off an
assailant but are not always effective in summoning help.
O

Butter chicken
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LECTURES and SEMINARS
Assumption University's Christian Culture
Serles:
In the Blue Room, Assumption University, 400 Huron
Church Road, 973-7033. Begins at 8:00 pm.
Sunday, November 18
w Professor Leo McNamara: Ireland Today: Prof.
McNamara, American Committee for Irish
Studies, University of Michigan. $2.00 for stu·
dents, $5.00 general admission.

Department of History:
In Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, University
Campus.
Wednesday, November 14
q,
Environmental Dilemmas Eighteenth Century
Style: a lecture by Dr. Gordon S. Wood, profes·
sor of history from Brown University. It begins at
3:30.

YMCA International Development Lecture
Serles:

ONTARIO UNIVERSmES'
APPLICATION CENTRE
TEACHER EDUCATION APPUCATION SERVICE

************************************
Are you interested in ...

TEACHER EDUCATION ??
Applications for all Ontario University
Faculties of Education must be
received by the Teacher Education
Application Service (TEAS) on or
before 4:30 pm E.S.T. December 14, 1990,
for Fall 1991 Admissions.
For applications write to:
T.E.A.S.
P.O.Box 1328
650 Woodlawn Rd, West
GUELPH, Ontario N1H 7P4

At Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 258·9622.
Wednesday, November 14
q,
Women's Rights - India: a lecture and video
presentation by Rookaya Parak, Race Relations
Coordinator for the Windsor Bd of Ed, about the
abuse of women's rights in the Indian state of
Kerala, and women's demands for change . Cosponsored by the South Asian Centre and Iona
College.

Human Rights Lecture:
At Assumption Lounge, University Centre, University
Campus.
Thursday, November 15
•
The Importance of Individual Rights: a lecture by
Chris Mclnnon, human rights officer for the City
of Windsor. This event is sponsored by Students'
Administrative Council. @PLACE = Department
of Kinesiology Alumni Speaker's Series:
Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human Kinetics
Conference Room.)
Friday, November 23
..- Bimanual Coordination in Infants and Young
Children: by Marliese Kimmerly of the University
of Windsor.

CONCERTS

Rhythm Corps Club Benefit
In Ambassador Auditorium, on the 2nd floor of the
University Centre, University Campus.

Thursday, November 8
SAC's executive sponsored event, proceeds to
go to campus clubs. Tickets are $8.00 in advance, $9.00 at the door.

w

School of Music Concert Serles:
At the Moot Court Room, Faculty of Law Building,
University West at Sunset. (For ticket information call
the School of Music: 253-4232 extension 2780.)
Friday, November 9
..- Marion Hall: pianist, will perform works by
Chopin,
Beethoven,
Mendelssohn,
Rakhmaninov and others. General audience
$8.00. student and senior $5.00. Begins at 8:00
pm.

MISCELLANEOUS
Windsor Society of Criminology:
Friday, November 9
..- Field Trip to Alymer Police Academy: all day trip.
$20.00 for members, $25.00 for non-members.
For more information call Lisa at 979-3812.

Indian Students Organization:
Friday, November 16
..- Formal Dinner Dance: cocktails at 6:00, dinner
at 7:00 in McPherson Lounge at Electa Hall. Advance tickets only. Call Gayle at 258-7117 or
Bhindi at 736-0248 for tickets.

Essex-Windsor
Dance:

RALLIES AND PROTESTS
Freedom for Nltasslnan Rally:
Outside the University Centre, at 12:00 noon.
Friday, November 9
..- Rally for Natassanin: in support of justice for the
lnnu.
w Bus Trip to Ottawa Rally: immediately follows the
rally.

Labour Council G.S.T. Committee:
On Ottawa Street in Windsor, from 11:00 am to 4:00
pm.
Saturday, November 10
w G.S. T. Protest: including petitions, leaflets.

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

PROF. LEO McNAMARA

Speaking On

Ireland Today
Date:
Time:
Place:

Adults:
Students:

Sunday, November 18, 1990
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
$5.00
$2.00

Dinner

At the Croatian Centre, 5259 Tecumseh Road East.
For more information/tickets: 966-0856.
Saturday, November 17
q,
"Celebrating the Victory": NOP annual dinner
dance, with Steven Langdon. Cocktails at 6pm,
dinner at 7pm. $25/person.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

American Committee for Irish Studies,
University of Michigan
Author and Actor

New Democrats
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Harper slams government handling of natives
by Lance News Staff

This summer Canadians got a
glance of the despair and frustration of aboriginal people in this
country. This was an observation
of Manitoba MLA Elijah Harper
as he addressed an audience in the
Law Faculty's Moot Court last
Thursday.

Harper called last summer a
"long Indian summer" in referrence to events in which many
long-simmering native disputes
boiled over. In his speech on
aboriginal rights in the postMeech Lake era, Harper said
Canadians have started to recognise the complaints natives have
over the way they have been

treated.
Commenting on his own role
as the person many credit with the
death of the Meech Lake Constitutional Accord, Harper said he
and the natives he represents
could not support a document that
"we felt was fundamently flawed
and didn't recognise the role we
play in this country."

SAC's Akpata packs it in
by Jennifer Johnston

The Students' Adminstrative
Council (SAC) has lost another
employee, but this time the move
was not financially motivated.
Last Thursday, SAC vice president external affairs MikeAkpata
resigned citing academic reasons.
SAC president Joe Esteves
said he understands Akpata 's
decision to quit.
"We're at university. Education has to be our first priority.
(Akpata's] position went parttime," Esteves said. "It's my understanding that Mike's thinking
of going [to school] full-time in

January."
Akpata's resignation came a
week and a half before the next
scheduled meeting of council. At
this meeting, a motion to amalgamate his former position with
that of the vice-president
of
university affairs (Rachel Black)
will be brought before council.
Because Akpata's portfolio no
longer has a budget, there are
those who believe the two positions should be combined.
"Personally, due to the nature
of our financial difficulties, I
would like to see the position
amalgamated with the vice president university affairs," said Es-

teves.
The president explained that
Black took care of the external affairs portfolio over the summer,
and he feels she can handle the
extra duties. Esteves also said
that, with students from the award
office's work-study program help
for Black may be available.
Esteves
said that the
university's position in organizations like Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS) and Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS)
would not be compromised by the
loss of a Akpata's position because other SAC members could
attend to those duties.
O

The
former
chief
of
Manitoba 's Red Sucker Lake
Band said the accord was based
on a lie. Harper said it is a myth to
say canada was founded by the
English and the French without
taking into account the contributions of native peoples. Not being
recognised as a founding people
means natives would be excluded
from participating in the future of
their homeland.
The lone native member of the
Manitoba legislature said he had
to say no to Meech because it was
an unjust accord. Harper told the
audience that Canada needs a
government that honours treaties
and recognises native peoples'
right to self-determination. He
defined self-determination as the
right to control one's own life,
make one's own decisions and
determine one's own future and
destiny.
Harper had harsh criticism for
the national government's history
of dealing with native issues. He
blamed the Indian Act for creating many of the problems that we
now face, and said this summer's
events at Oka are a result of
frustration over the way Indians

have been treated over the past
100 years.
Harper, who served as the
minister responsible for native
and northern affairs in 1986 and
1987 acknow !edged that the
events at Oka "mark an ugly part
of history of the Canadian
people."
But he added that violence has
never been part of Indian culture,
and that the mohawk warriors
used extreme tactics as a last
resort to get the government to
deal with their concerns in a "sincere manner."
He likened the situation at
Oka to the failure of the Meech
Lake Accord; in both cases, native people had to say "No" to the
deal when everything else failed.
Harper said what is needed
now is for governments and native peoples to define aboriginal
rights. He urged the Prime Minister to call a first ministers meeting to deal with this subject.
In closing Harper told the
audience that in coming to terms
with its aboriginal population, all
Canadians will ensure a better future for themselves.
O

Canadian studies establishes
exchange with Florida university
by Daryll Smith

Professor Kenneth Pryke of
the university's History Department may have just the thing for
studi:nts who want an extended
spring break in Florida.
The Canadian Studies Department at the University of Central
Florida in Orlando has organized
an exchange program with the
University of Windsor. The exchange will allow up to eight students to study for a full semester
in Florida, experiencing Floridian
culture.
"Officially, you are a student
at the University of Windsor,
taking courses at the University of
Central Florida," Pryke explained. "Your courses at Orlando must therefore be approved by
your dean, and accepted for credit
in your program. You will register

as a University of Windsor student and pay all fees to the
University here, but take your
classes in Florida."
· The cost of living in Florida
must be absorbed by the students;
no government aid is included in
the exchange. Pryke was unsure
whether a student-work visa
could be obtained
for this
program.
There are many other administrative details to be worked
out, before anyone begins packing.
The first exchange group will
be experimental; small details
like library borrowing privileges
on a U of W student card, will
have to be worked out as they crop
up.
''Their school has 22,000 students ... so their classes are pretty
full. We have to make sure there

is a seat for [a University of
Windsor student) in Orlando,"
said Pryke.
As these problems take time
to solve, Pryke said that, "our
main.thrust is [or next September,
although we welcome- anyone
willing to try it in January."
Orlando is expected to send
three students here next semester
to kick off the five-year program.
"This is not their first exchange program, and they're a little more experienced at handling
the details," Pryke said.
There have been a number of
inquiries from Windsor, but no
confirmations for January. Students from all faculties are
eligible, provided they are in good
academic standing and are among
the first eight to confirm.
More information is available
through the history department. O
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Points of light
Our students' council is in a time of crisis.
Forced by financial constraints themselves the result of
years of mismanagement, the council must reevaluate its
size, its structure, its very role in this community. It's a
self-examination this year's administration may not be up to.
The recent events lend credence to a criticism of SAC that
pundits have been making for years: the organization has
grown too large for itself, losing sight of its origins and
priorities.
SAC, like most students' councils, was created to fulfill the
role of a student union - of a group that would support and
promote our causes, to champion us in our often unfriendly
relationship with the university and governments of province
and nation. This is its origin and true nature.
In those days, the council was run voluntarily. A president
and vice-president received honoraria, but by and large, the
work of the union was the work of dedicated, financially
unrewarded, activists.
The council maintained services necessary to the good of
the commonweal: active membership in the Ontario and
Canadian Federations of Students, club coordination, a free
press to keep students informed.
As time wore on, the population of the campus increased.
The council took cues from student unions at bigger
universities and added services they saw were provided
elsewhere: a student pub, an insurance plan, and so on.
Eventually, additional paid portfolios were created to
handle the council's new obligations. SAC moved away from
voluntarism to 'professionalism,' or at least to a state in which
its executives would no longer do the work without substantial
annual salaries.
The priorities shifted. Where SAC had taken shape to fight
the administration and the government for students dues, it
now cosied up to the university's professionals, devoting
more and more time to entertainment extravaganzas (most
often flops) and administration of the drug plan.

(Not that activism was abandoned. SAC was instrumental
in encouraging the faculty association to divest its pension
plan from South African concerns. But not since the days of
Heidi Vlahantones has SAC taken genuine initiative on social
issues.)
SAC became a bureaucracy staffed by bureacrats. An
organization to which few students could relate, and which
fewer could understand.
We can't ignore the benefits of this expansion, but we can't
ignore the more catastrophic problems. More than losing sight
of its priorities, SAC lost sight of its budget. Now the
accumulated debt has forced the council to eliminate certain
portfolios and cut certain of the less essential services.
SAC's return to a smaller, more understandable and
perhaps more voluntary structure would be more welcome if
it were more considered. That is, while SAC is moving in the
right direction by paring itself down and streamlining its
operations, it seems to be doing so less out of a will to return
to its roots than as an ad hoe stop-gap strategy.
When the executive indicates that one of its reasons for
firing CJAM's station manager was a desire to save the
$10,000 that would have paid his salary, they are being
honest and truthful. At this point, they need the money.
More penetrating reasons exist for eliminating the station
manager position however, among them a will to make the
campus radio station a more effective and democratic place,
a place where the people who do the most work can have the
most power.
For the same reasons, SAC must pause to consider its
own history, its own purpose- its vision. This administration
stands at a crossroads. Will Esteves and his colleagues
accept the burden of restructuring the council in its original
image, or continue in the aimless footsteps of Tsilfidis,
Williams, Alexander and Brisebois?
The history is there for them to learn from, or, if they ignore
it, to repeat.

Dangers
Think of your girlfriend, your sister, your mother, or you.
Think of how safe they should feel leaving a class at night,
walking home, or just going from the Leddy library to the
University Centre.
Now, imagine that person being followed, threatened,
attacked, or raped. It could happen - to anyone, at any time,
anywhere.
In the last two weeks, three women have been attacked
on or near the university campus. These assaults prove that
campus safety is a very real problem that needs to be
addressed immediately.
For a long time, some people have felt that those speaking
out about this issue were championing a moot cause.
Campus safety is not an imaginary problem. It is not a joke.
In actuality, it is a real concern that has hit the University of
Windsor yet again.
We cannot ignore this issue any longer. Thinking, "it'll
never happen to me• is a dangerous rationalization.

We cannot say it enough: Be careful. Take precautions for
your safety. Walk with a buddy, take a taxi home, call Campus
Patrol for an escort (see article page one).
Prepare yourself for the possibility of an attack. Try to be
aware of the area's potential danger spots. Be aware of dark,
isolated areas.
In this respect, sadly, women cannot expect the university
administration, Students' Administrative CounGil, Campus
Police, or the Windsor Police, to help. Try asking any of these
groups for information about attacks. The responses you
encounter will range from ignorance to avoidance. Like us,
you'll probably be disappointed at the lack of information with
which to arm yourself.
Women have a right to feel safe. Do something about your
own safety. Don't be complacent anymore.
Carolyn Cox
Jennifer Johnston
Mary Popovich

QPINIONS
Religious
Dear Editor,
I wish to respond to the editorial written
by M .J. Cohen in the October 24th issue of
the lance regarding
the proposed
chaplaincy office in the University Centre
expansion.
I too believe that the 1990's will be a
decade of change for the University of
Windsor. However, this is the extent of my
agreement with Mr Cohen.
Increased enrollment need not be
attributed directly to secularism. There arc
a host of reasons for coming to this
university; research and religion arc not
mutually exclusive.
The editorial argues that there are many
other uses for this office space, yet fails to
suggest any alternatives. The article also
states that the inclusion into the expansion
plan was a result of students' requests for a
centralized chaplain's office; if SAC truly
professes to work in the interests of
students, then support certainly is in order .
The Peer Support Centre, for example,
provides services that are not useful to all
students, but somehow these services have
been deemed valuable enough to merit
office space in the University Centre .
The idea of an interdenominatinal
chaplaincy office on campus is not a new
one. The University of Calgary , another
"major, international,
secular school
involved in world-class
research and
education," with an enrollment twice the
size of this university, has made such
offices available to students. They too have
individual campus chaplaincy offices in

Fraternal
Dear Editor,
This letter is in reference tu the number
of Articles in the latest issue of the Lance
regarding fraternities
(not frats) and
sororities.

addition to the centralized locale in the
MacEwan Student Centre.
The proposed chaplaincy office would
be available to serve all faiths. If the
presence of any religion is not felt, it is not
the result of an attempt to exclude certain
Firstly, I would like to tell Miss Palmer
that I take offense to her sexist [sic]
depiction of a male person, who we are led
to assume is a Greek and whose only
concern is drinking. As a Greek myself, I
am appalled at her ignorance regarding
fraternities & sororities and the role that
drinking plays in these organisations [sic].

Deceased students
not merely statistics
Unpopular
Dear Editor,
Where do you draw the line between
average students and popular students?
Why should a so-called popular student
gain more attention when it comes to death
(than a so-called average student)? I don't
see these lines (divisions) as strongly as
I've seen through high school. So why do
some gain special recognition while others
such as Peter and Shane are treated near a
statistic rather than equal scholars. Who's
popular in this school anyways? If
somebody on the student government was
to die tommorrow,
say the school
President, what kind of treatment would he
get? Yet if you were to ask the majority of
the school population who our school
president was, I'd bet you that only about
3 or 4 percent would know! So why print a

They were not sports stars or SAC reps
or alumni, but they were nonetheless
important
people in the university
community
and deserve
the same
recognition as the other students.
However the lance took no effort for
even a short article. The lance is suposscd
to be a representation of the student body,
not simply the people the editors want to
draw attention to. Who arc they to judge
so-called ordinary people as unimportant'!
Humanitarians are every much a part of the
community as anyone else. It is a shame it
takes a letter to the editor to notice the
situation.

Sincerely,
Laura Drexler
Concerned Student

faiths, but because representatives have not
yet come forth and expressed an interest. In
fact, there exist religious groups currently
part of the university's
ecumenical
chaplaincy,
such as the lntcrVarsity
Christian Fellowship and the Lutherans,
which do not have any office space on or
near campus. Therefore, the office would
not duplicate services. The centralization
of the office itself would make it unique,
and promote unity of all faiths.
It is ludicrous to believe that a single
office
would
constitute
uneven
prominence in a building as large as the
expanded Centre. The rca-.on that the "high
profile environment" of the University
Centre was chosen is that it is essentially
the centre of university life; in the lives of
many students, religion does play a
prominent role. The centralized office
would offer the accessibility not afforded
by Assumption
University
and Iona
College, which have limited office hours.
Religion has been a vital component of
my university experience; the fact that this
university has ceased to be a religious
institution per se does not mean that
religion has to be suppressed. In the
so-called
balance
that Mr Cohen
advocates, it is obvious that the weight of
religious heritage is negligible when
compared to that of secular thought.
Religion should not have to be relegated to
the past; it takes a closed mind to perceive
a move to recognize our religious heritage
as a step in the wrong direction for all
people attending this university.
Sincerely,
Lori Hasulo
If Miss Palmer and her cohorts had taken
the time to properly investigate this, they
would have learned that fraternities &
sororites, though they like their fun. arc
strong advocates of dry, or non-alcoholic,
frosh events.
Secondly,
most importantly
as a
student, and a member of a fraternity, I am
distressed at the need to belong to a ratified
organization in order to enjoy the privilege
that I, as a 'fee-paying s 11.>nt,' should be
entitled to. Do we not already pay fees to
S.A.C. in order that we may have the use
of university facilities? Is it not then in
effect, 'elitist' that S.A.C. should allow
only 'ratified' organisations, an unfair
advantage to "book University space for
meetings, use the Suhway puh for official
events. or receive S.A.C. cluh funding."
Finally, I would like to address Mr.
Cohen and his ambivalent attitude towards
the charitable contributions of the Greek
clubs. ("The donate to charities, too.") He
fails to comprehend the role that the said
contributions play in the development of
positive social attitudes towards both
fraternities
& sororitcs
and to the
University as a whole.
Sincerely,
Stephen McNamara
student,
University of Windsor
Alumni [sic],
Sigma Chi Fraternity
Theta Psi chapter
University of Waterloo

5
breakdown
A student called our offices
requesting information about his student
fees. Unable to get clear answers from the
people on duty at the students' council
office or the informationdesk, he wanted
to know if we could help him by
explaining "where his SAC dollar goes."
With
the help of SAC
vice-president finance MarkHorsfall, we
bring you this breakdown of each dollar
of your contribution to student services
on the campus.

Item
Drug Plan
SAC Basic
SAC General
CJAM-FM

Club Funding
Legal Aid
CFS
The Lance
OFS
Entertainment
SNAC

Approx. Cost
421t
241t
81t
71t
5q
41t
31t
31t
21t
lit
.Sit

Notes:
- 421tof each dollar ($56.50) goes
to the drug plan. This pays for 80 percent
year-round coverage including oral
contraceptives. In addition, it covers the
cost of mailing individual drug plan
cards, and handling claims;
-Membership
in the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS) and the
larger Candadian F of S costs each
student a mere $7.00 total;
- The Lance, a weekly newspaper
with a circulation of over 10,000, is yours
for a once-a-year contribution of $3.50
- about 13c an issue. Like\\-ise, it you
pay less than 20c a week for the privilege
of listening to the campus radio station.

enviro-tip
Essex County is the flallest county
in North America according to
cartographical studies.
In a place with so few hills, it might
come as a surprise that the biggest in the
entire county is the Maidstone Landfill!
An interesting reminder of the
amounts garbage we produce, brought to
you by the university's Environmental
Awareness Association.

look?
Sincerely,
Rodney Murphy

Statistical
Dear Editor,
On October 15th, the University of
Windsor lost another 2 students: Harry
Shane O'Brien and Jeffrey Peter Taves.
The lance mentioned the fact that they
had been killed in a car crash and the
university's plans for a vigil. The blurb
made Pete and Shane sound like statistics.

The Lance certainly did not intend to
ignore the deaths of Taves or O'Brien. If
obituaries were written for Todd Thomas
and Ed Chisolm, it is because a member of
our staff knew these students - not
because they were 'popular' or more
I
important.
It was neither possible nor appropriate
for of us to eulogize Peter or Shane; none
of us knew them.
We welcome, and have always
welcomed, the friends of the university's
deceased to write for us in their memories.
It is, in all honesty, the most we can do.

You might look 'elitism' and 'sexism'
up in a reliable dictionary. To call SAC
elitist for withholding club funding from
discriminatory groups is to betray a
thorough lack of comprehension of the
former term, which, coming from an
alumnus of a /rat house, is hardly
surprising.
And unless otherwise indicated by a
signature, the material on the Editorial
Page is written by the editor in chief:
myself, Lawrence Daniel Deck, not Mike
Cohen.

Letters policy
Tlte lance welcomes letters to the
editor, hut reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be puhlishcd, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
•Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.
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Buyearly
andbreakaway
for50%off.

TICKETSMUST BE

PURCHASED
ATLEAST
5 DAYSIN ADVANCESEATSARE LIMITED.
Yes,VIARail'sstudent discount now applies
7 days a week - Fridaysand Sundays
included.So you can get away more often
for half-price.And it's easy ridingall the way
- nothing beats the train for stretch-out,
walk-aboutcomfort.There'seven a light
meal with beverage served on most routes.
It's the ideal place to relax,meet new
friends- and even study!
But student discount seats are limited,
especiallyon heavilytravelledroutes. So it
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pays to plan ahead and purchase your
tickets wellin advance.
Forfulldetails,call a travel agent, or
VIA Rail™.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full-time
students with /.D. for Coach travel only in the Quebec
City /Windsor Corridor. • Seat availability is limited
and varies depending on the route and day of
travel. • Blackout periods apply. including Christmas
(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3) and Easter (Mar. 28 - Apr. 1)periods.
• A 10% Student discount applies any time for regular
unrestricted travel (no advance purchase). • Other
conditions may apply; please check.

LETVIATAKEYOUAWAY!
SampleStudentone-way Coachfares
Windsor - London . . . . . . . . . . . $13
Windsor - Toronto . . . . . . . . . . . $25
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A marketplace of
handunique
crafted clothing,
art objects and
jewellery from
the
around
world.

Monday
Nov. 12 to
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Moon-wise Study's worth preserving
Witches - A Moon-wise Study in
Hagography
By Pamela Brown and Heather Majaury
Directed by Heather Majaury
A Windsor
Feminist
Theatre
Production
by Mary Popovich
"It's a tool of oppression to take away
or rewrite a people's history".
- Heather Majaury
The Windsor Feminist Theatre (WFf)
has attempted to restore herstory. Through
its latest theatrical effort, Witches - A
Moon-wise Study In Hagography, the WFT
has reclaimed women's spirituality and
past with beautiful imagery and powerful
words.
And isn't it about time?
The script, written by Pamela Brown
and Heather Majaury, includes a narrator
(played by Betty Wamsley). One must
question the use of a narrator in a play.
The very nature of drama is to show
rather than simply to explain. Since they
call it a 'study,' does that allow for the
lecture-style?
In this case, Wamsley's voice grows on
you, and she did eventually appear in Act
II. But I can't help wishing she hadn't been
hidden through all of Act I.
The play was very experimental, but
included traditional dramatic scenes as
well. Two notable ones were the
unbelievably
nefarious
"Paranoid
Preacher" and the cunning and subtle
"Graymalkin and Pyewacket."
In "The Paranoid Preacher,"
the
'witches' sunk to the ground, hissing and
writhing in a mass. It was like one of those
giant monsters from Dr. Who, only much
scarier and much more successful as a
theatrical
device. The priest (Mark
Lefebvre) addressed his congregation
while a woman (Pat Noonan) sung in latin
beside him. Partially taken from a Globe
and Mail article relating the disturbing,
anti-feminist views of an actual Catholic
priest, the speech was a vicious attack on
women. He called the efforts of feminists
"a ruthless,
cold,
blood-thirsty

lesbian-driven
hatred of men and
motherhood."
Noonan's singing was
eventually squelched by the priest's
venomous words and she joined the hissing
mass on the floor.
Some people thought the priest's
speech was too exaggerated and unrealistic
("people don't talk like that anymore").
After the play, however, they found the
Globe article pinned up on the wall in the
theatre's lobby so that they might bP-lieve.
Others (presumably cynical, in-the-know
Catholics) chuckled through lines like
"homosexuality, feminism and modern
theology are to blame for problems facing
the Roman Catholic Church." Still others
found these very lines deeply disrurbing.
Such a variety of responses.
Act II's "Graymalkin and Pyewacket"
had Linda Zagaglioni and Stephanie
Bickford as two witches' cats conversing
about the fates of their 'sister-women'
during "The Burning Time." The cat's
exchange began with worn puns (a
welcome bit of comic relief for the
audience)
but gradually
became a
mesmerizing description of the lives
destroyed by the witch-hunts. It concluded
with a hopeful vision of the goddess
returning. Both Zagaglioni and Bickford
were delightfully feline. The audience
loved this scene.
Kerry Ross was outstanding as the
play's main wisewoman, as Hecate, and as
the silent defendant at a witch-trial. Her
voice, g~stures, and presence were always
right on the mark. Her wild chanting in the
transition from "The Casting of the Circle"
to "The Paranoid Preacher" was thrilling
and frightening . Iler participation in future
WFT productions is manditory.
The set design. costumes, music.
interpretive movement and experimental
vocal work all blended together well to
give the play a cohesiveness that its
non-linear construction did not otherwise
provide.
There
are
countless
representations of the goddess in art and
myth from all over the world, and the WFT
managed to convey her beauty and mystery
very well indeed.
The
cruelty,
stupidity
and

oppressiveness of society - ancient and
modem - was dearly !>hown. One of the
authors' strongest images was their
contrast between a witch trial of the past
and a rape trial of the present. On one side
of the stage a prosecuter asked leading
questions to an herb woman accused of
witchcraft.
On the moder" side, the
date-rape victim was cross-examined by a
defense lawyer claiming she asked for it. In
both cases it was the women on trial and in
both cases the law failed women
completely.
Witches handed down strong criticism

of patriarchal religion and society, yet it
offered hope for the future. Trust women to
banish evil, and provide wisdom and
inspiration.
Although playing to packed houses,
Witches - A Moon-wise
Study In
Hagography had a very short run, a mere
five days. It was a worthy creation dance in
its own right and the WFT should seriously
condsider either preserving it on film or
taking it on the road. It brought joy to many
of the women (and quite a few men too)
who saw it, and the message it carries
should be heard by many, more often. O

Speed the Plow is a religious experience
Speed the Plow
By David Mamet

Directed by Mary F. Bremer
Starring Timothy Alvaro and
Maggie MacDonald
At Stage Right (161 Riverside
Drive West)
October 12 - December 9
by Alanis Walker
One floor above Riverside
Drive is the newest theatre in
Windsor's thriving Downtown
Corridor: Stage Right.
Although
the lobby is
decorated in Early American
Police Station, the venue is quite
nice. There are 75 seats and a
small but functional stage. Music
is piped in before the shows (no
Madonna,
though)
to
complement
the
cozy
atmosphere.
Speed the Plow's story is
simple and has nothing to do with
farming. It involves two men
(played by Tim Alvaro and David
Jeffrey) who are working their
way up in the movie industry, and
one naive but sexy temporary
secretary (played by Maggie
MacDonald).
The men are interested in

What's the guy in the background look like? Go see the play.

making a sure-to-be-successful
prison film starring a grunting
tough-guy actor. The picture is
almost abandoned when the
secretary convinces the head
producer that a book about the
way God is changing us all
through small doses of radiation
would be more substantive
subject matter. In the end,
however, greed prevails and the
prison film is made.

Tim
Alv.aro
is
very
convincing
as a Hollywood
slimeball. His ease on stage and
wonderful comic timing makes
you forget that he is acting. His
energy keeps the scenes moving.
David Jeffery;s acting is also
strong, but in a scene where the
two men fight, he comes off as
lethargic. After the skirmish, his
half-hearted attempt at being
angry is not effective either.

Lance photo by Greg Davis

There are also times when
Jeffrey's character has nothing to
do, and it is obvious that he is
simply waiting for his next cue.
This problem is, however, the
fault of the playwright, David
Mamet, and the director, Mary
Bremer.
Maggie
MacDonald's
portrayal
of the innocent
secretary is less than subtle; her
wide eyes and ever-grinning

countenance
borders
on
caricature. The audience doesn't
get involved with the woman until
the final scene when she realizes
that she is out of her depth (for
good or bad) among the
Hollywood schemers.
Speed the Plow was a
Broadway hit (with Madonna as
the secretary) but it is a mediocre
piece of writing by Mamet. The
story line isn't very interesting,
relying on jokes to give the plot
momentum. The parts referring to
the radiation book are confusing,
and there's a lot of show biz
jargon which needlessly drags out
some passages.
Watching
the play is a
pleasant experience, but you do
not really think about it after
you've left- kind of like church.
Speed the Plow continues
through December 9. Tickets are
$12 on Thursdays and Sundays
and $14 on Fridllys and
Saturdays. There is a special $6
student rate on Thursdays, and
for the Sunday matinee, with a
student card - subject to
availability.
For more information or to
reserve tickets call 254-4622.
Amen.
a
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by Matthew Kelly
Do you have a body? Don't sit on the porch!
Go out and walk in the rain!
If you are in love,
then why are you asleep?
Wake up, wake up!
You have slept millions and millions of years
Why not wake up this morning?
-Kabir
It took my going to
India this summer
to give expression
to what I've known
about those Big
Questions since at
least my youth.
Within the context
of my trip to India l
wish to share with
you what I believe
about God.
Near the end of
June and some forty
hours after departing Canadian soil, I
was greeted with
opulent garlands of
intoxicating
flowers
at New
Delhi airport. The
alluring world of my textbooks exploded into the teeming,
agonizing, sweltering, joyous, repulsive, melodious land of
my Indian brothers and sisters. Hands clasped, as in Christian prayer, and with deep bow, countl ess heads would bend
and utter "Namaste" (I greet your divinity).
Immediately I responded with a deep familiarity and
remembered that this world which we see through only
darkly is imbued with Divinity. With the Indian poet
Tagore, I appealed to That One: "When grace is lost from
life, come with a burst of song." And so it was.
My first full assault of culture took place on day three
when, high atop the Minaret (the tower for the call to prayer)
of the Jami Massjid mosque in old Delhi (India's largest
mosque with capacity for 25,000), I experienced radical vertigo and was thrown into a dream-state. Suddenly, while
looking down on perhaps a million people going about their
regular tumultuous lives, I knew that I was summoned by
deep forces in my psyche to push myself to the edge of my
fears and to jump.
I saw how all my life is as a dream where l allow fears
to immobilize me because I mistake their dauntingness as
real. I am being dreamed by Brahman, Yahweh, Allah, the
Great Mystery Power and in my tum I merely dream that I
am fully awake! Immediately following I recollected myself
at Raj Ghat where Mahatma Gandhi was cremated after his
assassination in 1948. There my heart found a new pulse as
I saw many dignified 'untouchables' coming to revere the
black marble slab and pose for pictures.
It was perhaps on this day that I recommitted myself to
becoming awake on the path for which I took my birth. It is
not going to India which changes you, it is coming back. I
am the guardian of a deeper sub-continent today and this is
a place much more immediate, I call this place my Inner
India.

In heaven you will be having such
a marvelous time looking at God,
that you won't get your own experience
at all. That is not the place Jo have
the experience, here is the place
to have it.

- Joseph Campbell
I could impinge upon your precious time to tell you of
my voracious memories of the Taj Mahal, the sixteenth century Moghul ghost city of Fatehpur Sikri, Sabarmah Ashram in Ahmedabad where Gandhi lived during his long
struggle for Indian independence, village life in Narsanda
where [ resided with a family for a short time, temple-tripping in the deep southern state of Karnataka, the bliss of
ocean-basking on the Bay of Bengal south of Madras, the
Project Tiger wild game sanctuary in the jungles of interior
Kerala. I could convey my impressions from reading the national newspapers, eating the district delicacies, encountering the beggars and the amicable wealthy. I could elaborate

on why among a population of nearly nine-hundred million
there resides a middle-class of some quarter of a billion
(that's eight times the populus of Canada having definite
middle-class life-styles), while an equal number do not get
their daily proper calorie intake. I could argue how government legislation is already fairly progressive toward the
poor, yet the poor lack the empowerment to organize and
take, for example, their alloted minimum wage.
I will not crowd you with this. 1wish to share with you
something other, something else which includes your relaxing in the courtyard of my Inner India. I need your eye-balls,
your brains and your heart to keep me honest with what I'm
about to say.
Clearly it would be discouraging and predictable for me
to talk glowingly of the spiritual world when the everyday
world cries out so terribly in darkness. Not a few Indian mystics have been accused of fleeing responsibility to the world
by taking up lives as forest-dwellers. Western mystics have
a similar legacy of exalting the body-soul dualism, or at least
those infected by Hellenistic (early Greek) abstractions.
I will not talk glowingly of how wonderful it is to leave
the world of the body for that of the soul, nor of the delight
of holing oneself up in a church, temple, shrine, or mosque
to forget the wastelands of existence.
No, instead I wish to address the drunkenness of
ideological and religious addiction which you and I are heir
to.
I wish to dispell the notion of the obsolescence of
religion by highlighting how so much of the misery and
hatred on our tiny planet are governed by deep-seated
religious beliefs. Even government nationalist policies have
the effect of hardening one group against another who are
'not us, not saved, not worthy.'
Within our beloved world religions we must remember
that there are countless ways of being religious. And that the
heart of every religion is the religion of the heart.

we fail to see that the divinity of the hero or god represents
a potential within us for transformation. We find it much
easier to admire the hero or god, forgetting that that person
or god 'made it' because they worked their ass off for it!
Whether it be the metaphorical forty days in the 'desert'
confronting one's inner demons (Jesus of Nazareth), or sitting under the shady 'bo tree' dispelling egoic desires to ignore the suffering of humanity (Gautama Buddha), the toil
involved is obvious. So too is the role of grace bestowed by
the Blessed One.

Idolatry results from mistaking for
God that which only points to God.
- Karl Jaspers
By its very nature the condition which
makes distinguishing and naming cannot
itself have a name.
- Karl Rahner
The infinite is nameless
for it includes all names .
-

S. Radhakrishnan

When we mistake our symbols for fact we don't merely suffer personal spiritual ignorance. In concretizing our
symbols we can wreak great havoc. Those who anticipate
the Armageddon of this world (I've seen the bumper-stickers of those who are praying for it) will very possibly bring
it about. Sanctified by their unreflective, unself-conscious
herd-instinct (to which we are all susceptible) they will surely bless their own bombs. Wisdom instead warns us to await
the destruction
(Armageddon)
of all our treasured
ideologies and symbols when we fully encounter God face
to face ... perhaps at our bodily death.

I believe that the reason of life
is for each of us simply to grow in love.
- Leo Tolstoy
I shall tell you a great thing, my friends: we incarnate
into a world of darkness which is illumined only by our
propensity to produce symbols which point beyond and
beneath the familiar. God is not the object our comprehension, rather God is the ground of it. All of our world
mythologies and religions remain alive and true provided
that their symbolic natures remain symbolic. The function
of these lofty and great symbols is to become, or remain
"transparent to transcendence" (Campbell).

Those who anticipate the Armageddon of this world ... will very possibly
bring it about ... they will surely bless
their own bombs.
When we mistake symbol for fact then we see the Ho ly
Land as residing in Jerusalem or in the sky and not dwelling within us and enveloping the cosmos. We assume a Holy
War is to be against the unbeliever and not against our own
callousness and disbelief. We mistake the death and resurrection for something which took place two thousand years
ago and not something which takes place again and again
within us. The task is not to be 'born again,' but rather to
be born again and again and again. And it sure doesn't feel
like Heaven when it's happening! It involves yet another
death of the sel(-centered ego and the immergence of the
more fully human.
We mistake our dieties for fact instead of metaphor. We
erect idols of our ideologies instead of remembering that the
Infinite Mystery, the Primordial Being, the Ineffable One
transcends all of our wonderous revelations. Yes, we need
our stories, and our stories of revelations, for they arc the
food of the soul. Yet these very stories are now endangered
because their transparent, symbolic nature has been
clouded.
And the fundamentalist compulsion to factualizc has
taken away their ability to nourish. In this perilous time we
arc called to be stewards of our ancient stories to keep them
transparent to transcendence, no less than we are called to
be stewards of the endangered rain-forests.
For followers of a scripture-centered religion the tendency is greatest to, over time, cement a notion of the Silent
One. Consequently a complacency often seeps in whereby

I imp lore you to awaken to the immeasurable vastness
of God. No partisian god can bestow the preparatory wis·
dom essential to court Mystery as your guide so that no im·
ages need to be shattered when the bright light of Being
engulfs you.
For some, what you read here is demoralizing. I have
no intention for you to suffer that. I am not the author of
these truths. I am a steward of the ancient wisdom still alive
in the West and East, North and South. you may feel robbed
of your 'investment' in an uncharitable dogma, yet you too
can still learn to stretch your heart to accomodate the expan·
sivencss of your Maker.
Dare you stand in the grey areas of life? Oare you wail
in the place of not-knowing which will reward you with the
blazing realization that God is not only the Goal of your ex·
istence, but equally the Source and Ground of it?

Between hammers endures
Our heart, as the tongue
endures between teeth
and still remains praising.
-Rilke

If you're looking for that God whith exists as a being
alongside other beings (tree, cat, house, coffee-cup, God,
broom ...), then you are searching for a false God. The atheist
and the naive theist both "labor under the same false notion
of God, only the former denies it while the latter believes
that he can make sense out of it" (Rahner).
Are you invested in discounting the unconditional
worth of other people simply because their conscience tells
them to inhabit the symbols of one chosen story, not over
and above but, alongside other stories? Does your religion
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of the heart allow you to see and respond to the divinity
within the other who does not speak your religious language?
You were born into a myth, a religion - a story none
the less. This story tells you of your origins, your identity
and your destination. All of your stories are symbolic and
point to a reality beyond and beneath our words.
Human language is symbolic: without which we'd be
in full darkness. Our language-use is so steeped in mystery
that it cannot even contain an analysis of the conditions of
its own application! And the letters/symbols G-0-D are
simply part of a larger story which is the story of how we
humans make our world meaningful to us through language.
Within Christianity we read of the fourth gospel' s
reference to Jesus as the Logos, the Word. Now a word is a
sign, a symbol, a manifestation of thought. Here we are told
how the life of Jesus is symbolic of the unsymbolic ... God.
Jesus is the Word uttered from the mouth of Being; he symbolizes the ideal integration on divinity and humanity,
reminding us to return to God blessing for blessing as he did.

If you 're looking for that God which
exists as a being alongside other beings
(tree, cat, house, coffee-cup, God,
broom ...), then you are searching for a
false God.
We too are uttered from the mouth of Being. Are you
willing to declare the unique thought which God impressed
you with? If you are, then you are on your way to discovering }'.Our.,elf as Word. The story of the life of J esus inform s
us that all of creation is Word Longingto speak. of That One 's
fidelity.

Esteem and honour your great stories, and stories of
revelation. And in being a true steward, push yourself that
extra bit to cherish other world myths, for thay too are true.
But the one which will lead you the furthest to that distant
shore is the myth you learned as a child, provided it was not
a toxic and disgracing story.
Honour your stories and allow them to inspire and
warm your soul. In this honouring you might finally go
beyond your story. To learn all the myths of the earth will
not in itself ultimately feed you. In the end, perhaps, we are
called to cast even those stories behind us, not in adolescent
reactiveness, but, with great care for our children's
children's children.
As we move closer to that Great Birth which we call
death, we realize the wisdom of 'traveling lightly.' With our
preparations and initiations behind us, we begin to know
ourselves as 'transparent to transcendence.' And the
mystery once shrouded in darkness and ignorance begins to
take on a great light and intelligibility. Perhaps this is as far
as word and symbol, thought and story will stretch in telling us of that Big Story.
Contribute to that Story, and if confusion besets you, I
encourage you nonetheless to stay open. Muster up the
courage to enter your 'desert, ' and access the patience to
sit long and lucidly under your 'bo tree.' Perhaps you will
then realize that whatever you are and whatever your belief
or disbelief, God remains, unasked-for, as the ground of
your blessed-ordinary existence. For this, give thanks! Even
if you address 'only ' Life.

But remember that, in the end, this world does not carry
its own meaning. It is not self-explanatory, "it is not the
cause of itself. It is an effect" (Radhakrishnan). And that effect will never fully comprehend the heart of the lips which
utter it.

The task is not to be 'born again,' but
rather to be born again and again and
again. And it sure doesn't feel like
Heaven when it's happening!
On my journey to India I marvelled in the motherland
of four major world religions. On my continual travels
within my Inner India I bask in the light of That nameless
horizon and ground. Dare you trek your inner scape? I say:
Begin! Affirm the need for grace befitting the beginner, always a beginner. And where to place the first step? Here!
Now!
A condition of complete simplicity
(Costing not less than everything)
And all shall be well and
All manner of thing shall be well.

-T.S.

Matthew Kelty is wntmg a masters thesis in the
Upanishad Scripture.,· for the 1111i1·erity
's Departme/11 of
Religious Studies.

Heresy for the heretic
dogma for the dogmatic.
But the essence of the rose petals
is the balm for the rose-gatherer's heart.

-Abdul

Eliot

l<'azl

Our sincere appreciation to:
Prof. J. R. Wood, Prof. B. S. Baviskar, Shri. P. N. Malik,
Shri. M. M. Anand
And to the many others who made the 1990 Summer
Programme in India a memorable success.
- Canadian Participants of the
SHASTRI INDO-CANADIAN INSTITUTE
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LEA TH ER JACKETS
We beat American pnces
(We wholesale to U.S.A.)
Unusual Girt Ideas for B~dy, Sp1r1t& Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR

.:_

255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252·8686

Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Advance: $2.00/At the door: $3.00

Too much of a good thing
SPAY/NEUTER YOUR PETS

Notice to all
Full Time
Undergraduate
Students

REFERENDUM
(}N

UNIVERSITY

CENTRE
EXPANSION&

WORD
PROCESSING
MADE
POSSIBLE
FOR
LESS
THAN
YOU
THOUGHT
POSSIBLE.

will take place
Advance Poll

Tuesday

November 13
9 am - 7 pm
Regular Poll

Wednesday

November 14
9 am - 4 m

Now there'sa personalword proces.sorthat will fill your needs without emptying
your wallet.
The Smith Corona PWP 1000PersonalWordProces.sorcomes with state-of-theart featureslike a 32,000 character internal memory,a Spell-Right®75,000wordelectronic dictionary,an eight line by eightycharacter liquidcrystal display, plus lots more.
What it doesn't come with is an astronomicalprice tag. In fact, the PWP 1000
is-hold your breath-downright affordable.
Now how many word proces.sorshaveyou seen with
that feature?
ltlMOAROW'STECMNOlOGY
.

AT'l'OURTOUCH'

Formore informationon this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue,NewCanaan, CT 06840 or
SmithCorona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIB IY4.

All voting will
be in the
University
Centre lobby
for all students

Come cast
your vote!
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Accent
esigns
Prep Courses for
DEC! ~AT
DEC8GRE
JAN 19GMAT
1-800-387 -SS 19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

10% student discount
on all services
Tuesdays &
•
Wednesdays
989 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. N9B 1J6
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Deee-Lite funkin' grooves
Deee-Lite
The Latin Quarter
3067 E. Grand Blvd.
Detroit, Michigan

by Allan Mamaril
Deee-Lite is a multi-cultural
musical group comprised of
American redhead Lady Miss
Kier, Russian DJ Dimitry Daddy0 and Japanese computer jock
Jungle DJ Towa Towa.
The New York-based trio
brought their message of positive
thinking and vision of a global
community to Detroit's Latin
Quarter last Saturday night.
After a wait of nearly two
hours, the near-capacity audience
became restless and violence occasionally erupted. But when
Deee-Lite took the stage, their
psychedelic
flower-power
bonded everY.one with a hybrid
groove of funk, pop and house
music.
They performed their uptempo songs such as "Smile On,"
"World Clique" and their current

HAIR SALON

smash "Groove is in the Heart"
with such intensity that every listener was lifted into an ecstatic
reverie.
Although there was a guitar
and a few bongos on stage, these
were only stage props. The music
came from the careful mixing and
sampling done by DJ Dimitry and
DJ Towa Towa, and the powerful,
mesmerizing voice of Lady Miss
Kier.
The show only lasted forty
minutes, but the crowd was given
a sense of happiness and peace
that is hard to come by in these
times of decline. Specific world
issues may take a back seat in
their lyrics, but the positjve feeling that one gets from Deee-lite ' s
rhymes will stick with those who .
came to hear them.
·
If you missed the show, do
yourself a favour and pick up a
coey of Q.eec-Lite's 9ebut album
World Ctfque and introduce yourself to the groove sound that will
awaken you to the "Power of
Love."
0

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount*

Did you know that interviewers
don't only look at grades?

The
Subway
Pub
presents

Find out the other areas that interest them.

Attend an
INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP
sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

M IKE

THE INCREDIBLE WORLD OF

MANDE

L-

(performing hypnotist)

Wednesday, November 14
Advance: $4.00
At the Door: $5.00

FORGOTTEN REBELS
Friday, November 16
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"Don 'tforget
- along with great hockey,
we have dancing
Thursday through Saturday,
and as always, no cover."

SJI Pelis!.ier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'til l a.m.
Sunday 11:30 ' til 11 p.m.
256-00NS
Licensed Under the LLBO

GRADUATE
ENGINEERING
AT WAYNE STATE
UNIVERSITY:
It offers you a chance to gain
the competitive edge.
In today's industrial world, the emphasis is on expertise. Competitive engineers need the
ability to innovate, optimize, and sustain the thrust toward excellence.
The College of Engineering at Wayne State University is at home in the heart of the world's
greatest concentration of industry. We offer graduate certificates, Masters degrees, and PhD
degrees in
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
ElectricaVComputer Engineering
IndustriaVManufacturing Engineering
Materials Science/Engineering

•
•
•
•

Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Technology
Hazardous Waste Management
Polymer Engineering

Video

Dance

WINDSOR'S
ALTERNATIVE
Alternative
music Thursday - Sunday
Live band every Tuesday.

Tuesday, November
Acoustic

Jean Pigna!
Roger Wurdermann
Dean Drouillard

J. Silversmith,
Associate Dean for Graduate Programs, College of Engineering, Wayne State
University, Detroit MI 48202, 313/577-3861. Now is a good time to move forward

and open mike ...

964 Wyandotte

raft
tax

13

Night with

If you're interested in any of these programs, write to Dr. Donald
in your engineering career.

Bar

East

252-4600

Draft prices
va

draft
including tax

See ya there!

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Football
OUAA Semi-Finals
Sat. Nov. 3
Toronto 32 Windsor 6

Men's Basketball
Sat. Nov. 3 (exhibition)
Wayne State 90 Windsor 77

Women'sBasketball
Sat. Nov. 3 (exhibition)
Wayne State 80 Windsor 67

Hockey
Sat. Nov. 3 (exhibitionO
Alabama 5 Windsor 1
Sun. Nov. 4 (exhibition)
Alabama 8 Windsor 5

Men's Volleyball
Wed. Oct. 31
Laurier def. Windsor (15-6,
15-0, 15-5)
Fri. Nov. 2-3 Ryerson Tourn.
Apollo Solars def. Windsor
(15-1,17-15)
Toronto def. Windsor
(15-10,15- 7)
Ryerson def. Windsor
(15-10,15-13)
Guelph def. Windsor
(15-8,15-9)

Women'sVolleyball
Sat. Nov. 3 Laurier Tourn.
Windsor dcf. Waterloo
(1'3-15,14-16,15-12,15-13,15-10)
Queen's def. Windsor
(15-13,15-13, 10-15,15-5)

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
Sat. Nov. 10
Windsor at Grand Valley
Mon. Nov.12
Siena Heights at Windsor(8pm)
Wed. Nov.14
Windsor at Northwood

Women'sBasketball
Fri. Nov. 9
Windsor at Laurentian

Hockey
Sat. Nov.10
UQTR at Windsor (7:30 pm)
Sun. Nov. 11
Ottawa at Windsor (3:30 pm)

Men's Volleyball
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo at Windsor (6 pm)
Sat. Nov. 10
Windsor at McMaster

Women'sVolleyball
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo at Windsor (8 pm)

Correction
Last week's issue of the Lance
incorrectly gave some readers
the impression that the
University of Windsor is
starting a baseball team. While
a team has been started on
campus, it is not an official
varsity team, but a club run
through the campus recreation
department and not the
university's athletic
department.
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Lancer errors spur Blues' romp
Continued from front page.

Rookie
kicker
Lazar
Acamovic had an especially
rough day. Acamovic had two of
his four punts blocked before
being replaced as the team's
punter. He later had a 47-yard
field goal blocked.
"Basically we've got a young
kicker who takes too long to get
rid of the ball," Musselman said.
"He's got a cannon for a leg, but
he's never punted competitively
before.
"All season long we were
living on borrowed time; we
knew it."
The first blocked punt led to a
field goal by Toronto's Andrew
Astrom, while the second was
recovered in the endzone by
Blues linebacker Derek Barber.
The blocked field goal led to
another Toronto touchdown.
"You don't have to throw the
ball sixty yards to block a punt, all
you have to have is a lot of hustle
and desire to get it done," said
Toronto's
head coach Bob
Laycoe.
On the other side of Windsor's
special teams play, kick returner

Ozzie Nethersole fumbled a punt
which set-up a Blues field goal.
He later watched a punt bounce in
front of him to be recovered by
Toronto's punter. This particular
play set-up a single on a missed
field goal by Astrom.

FOOTBALL
One other play, a bad punt by
back-up punter Rick Dugal (who
in all fairness is truly a defensive
back) gave the Blues the ball deep
in Windsor's territory. This led to
a single.
"I think more occured in the
punt and punt return aspect of the
game today than in many of our
games. We put a real emphasis on
that," Laycoe said.
While Windsor's offense was
particularly uneffective, their
defense played quite well considering they were for the most
part victims of poor field position.
Toronto only scored on one
drive that began in its own end of
the field, and that started on the
54-yard line. The Blues scored on
seven drives that began in
Windsor's territory, while failing

to come away with any points on
eight drives that began in their
half of the field.
"From scrimmage we were in
the ball game, but with special
teams we weren't," Musselman
said.
The Lancers could only amass
a paltry 84 yards in total offense
compared to Toronto's 343. As
well, Windsor only managed one
first down in the first half.
"Our defense played really
well. They've been doing it back
to back, week after week. I would
have to say that probably still .
defensively that was the number
one reason we won the game,"
Laycoe said.
Running back Mike Scratch
scored Windsor's only touchdown by rushing in from three
yards out. Walt Tazzman's pass
attempt on the ensuing two-point
conversion fell incomplete.
Tazzman and back-up Sean
McKeon combined for 71 yards
passing, while fivt: rushers i.:ompiled 69 yards for the Lancers.
Team losses amounted to 56
yards .
Oddly. running back Kevin
Strong, who was averaging over

five yards a carry coming into the
contest, did not get the ball once.
Instead, the team insisted on running Nethersole (a 5'8", 175
pound back) up the middle or
pitching the ball to him; both were
plays that failed to work all year.
Musselman now begins the
unenviable task of getting ready
for next year. Key losses will be
all-star defensive backs Jimmy
Aspropotamitis, and the team's
all-time tackle leader, linebacker
Mike O'Neil. Defensive lineman
Sandro Tesolin has also played
the maximum five years. Several
other key players are expected to
have played their final down for
Windsor, though nothing is
definite as they all have years of
eligibility left.
Through it all, Windsor's
coach already has big plans for
some of his younger players. and
the old Musselman optimism is
starting to show.
"We're a better team now than
we were a year ago at this time
and we'll be better next year,"
Musselman said.
0

Injuries hamper Windsor's effort
by John Marentette
The University of Windsor's
women's basketball team is a
group that is hurting.
Both forward Lisa White and
guard Sheila Windle, two of
Windsor's returning players,
were unavailable for action last
week. Windle, the team captain,
is still recuperating
from a
separated shoulder, and it is
doubtful she will be ready for the
regular season opener.
The absence of these two
veterans was highlighted
in
Windsor's 80-67 loss at the hands
of the Wayne State Tartans.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sloppy ball movement and a
lack of crisp passing took their
tolls on the Lancers more and
more as the game progressed.
The first half was played quite
evenly by both squads. The
game's pace was feverish, often a
tempo that is reserved for the final
minutes of a close game. In a runand-gun format, coupled with
some serious offensive rebounding underneath the basket, neither
team was really able to shake the
other. As a result, the score at the
half was a tie, 43-43.
After quickly racking up the
first six points of the second half,
the Lancers never took the lead
again.
The Tartans established their
biggest lead of 65-52 midway
through the second half. Not soon
after, another Lancer went down
with an injury - forward Carol
Gordon.
Windsor reduced the deficit to
seven in the waning minutes of
the game; Tammy Fluet's threepoint hoop made the score 71-64.
But that was as close as Windsor

got, and Wayne State equalled
their biggest lead of the game in
its thirteen-point victory.
Ann -Marie Ou e llet led the
Lancers with 14 points, and
Monique Johnson chipped in a

team-high of 15 for the Tartans.
Lancer coach Joanne Maclean
was disappointed with the loss,
whi ch included a meagre point
total of 24 points in the second
half. The team's nagging injuries

give her even more reason to
worry about Windsor's future.
The Lancers will face Laurentian University this weekend to
prepare themselves for the upcoming season.
O

Hoopsters fall short in opener
by Jim Parry
This year's University of
Windsor men's basketball team
opened its season last week and
gave the spectators at the St.
Denis Centre a preview of what
promises to be an exciting season.
Saturday the Lancers held
tough with the Wayne State Tartans before losing 90-77.
Windsor opened the game by
forcing several Tartan turnovers
with its press defence.
After Dennis Byrne connected on a three-pointer the Lancers had an early five point lead.
Wi11dsorstretched its margin
to seven points at the 12 minute
mark of the half after consecutive
baskets by Everton Shakespeare.
But the inside game of Wayne
State soon began to take control
over the smaller Lancers as Otis
Evans became too tough to handle on the offensive and defensive
boards.
An 18-2 run at the end of the
first half gave the Tartans a seemingly comfortable 14 point lead
heading into the intermission.
In the second half, the Lancers
hustled their way back into the
game, but their inability to stop
the inside game of Wayne State
continued to hurt as the Tartans
built a 19-point lead past the midway point of the half.
A timeout call by head coach
Wayne Curtin brought some life
back into the Lancers, who started
an incredible rally.
A three-pointer by Chris Daly

and his sul5sequent steal on an inbounds pass led to a basket by
Kris Pauley and closed the margin
to 14.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
The Lancers found their
second wind. Hustling for loose
balls, they outran the Tartans up
and down the court and started to
narrow the lead.
With one minute to go in the
game, the Lancers had closed the
gap to four points before an excited and frenzied crowd.
Before the Lancers could do
any more damage, Art Johnson of
the Tartans ended all hopes of a
comeback by nailing a threepointer and making two consecutive steals to add insurance points
to the Tartans' lead.
Curtin was pleased with the
Lancers' performance. He said
that the team showed a lot of
courage in coming back in the
second half, but the Wayne Smith
run at the end of the first half was
more than the team could make
up.
Curtin added that the team
worked hard on defense and held
its own with the Tartans for most
of the game, but miscalculations
due to inexperience
and the
Tartans'
strength under the
boards decided the outcome.
"The first 13 minutes we held
our own with rebounds by outquicking them. When you get
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,ired size takes over. They had the
size, 11 Curtin said.
The Lancers were led in scoring by Shakespeare who had 14
points, while Vincent Osier added
13 and Daly 12.
The Tartans were led by
Johnson with 18 points and Greg
McDowell with 17 points.
Windsor has a busy week
ahead of them as they play two exhibition games during the week
before hosting Seina Heights
Monday,
November
12.
Gamctime is 8 p.m.

n
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WINDSORTO TORONTOAIRPORT · perfect dress for your
C011te

naetdM 11-.1./

Christmas Formal or
for New Year's Eve?
j Experienced Designer

For Reservations Call

available for dressmaking
and alterations.
Specialized in evening
and bridal wear.

• Student Oiscou11t
Toll Free 1·B00-265-4948
or call your travel agent

Call 971- 7885

We spent the night together, so
you might as well stay for
breakfast ...

Sunday Brunch
at

Performer of the
Week - Julie Inglis
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
Sports editor's note: Due to
complications, we were unable to
print last week's Performer of the
Week. We have decided to include
last week's winner this week.
The Performer of the Week
for the Period ending November 5
is women's cross country runner
Julie Inglis.
Inglis placed eighth in the
OWIAA Cross Country Championships in Kingston. She was
also named to the OWIAA AllConference team and was the first
Windsor rookie to cross the finish
line.

Performer of the Week
- Yvonne Richards
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the Period ending Nov. 12 is
Yvonne Richards, a power hitter
on the women's volleyball team.

10am -2pm

10% student discount
755 Ouellette Avenue

256-2385

Inglis was also instrumental in
helping the Lancers achieve fifth
place out of the fourteen schools
that competed. It was Windsor's
best finish ever.
Inglis is a first-year Human
Kinetics student from Kin cardine, Ontario.
For being named the Performer of the Week Inglis will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 531 Pelissier in downtown Windsor.
The Performer of the Week is
made in conjuction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way reflects
the views or opinions of Don
Cherry's Restaurant.

Richards excelled over a tournament held this past weekend at
Wilfrid Laurier University. She
demonstrated her strong serving
ability with a +6 rating. Such
statistics earned her a spot on the
tournament all-star team for the
second straight weekend.
Richards is also known for her

strong team leadership and her
aggressive defensive style of
play.
Richards is a third-year Social
Science student from Scarborough, Ontario.
For being named the Performer of the Week Richards will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 53 l Pelissier in downtown Windsor.
The Performer of the Week is
made in conjuction with the
University of Wi11dsor athletic
departme11ta11din no way reflects
the views or opinions of Don
Cherry's Restaura111.

Free parking at rear

It's Better than Breakfast in Bed!

TUESDAY NIGHT

with Guest D.J. Mark Mitchell

2-for-1 wings

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$7.95 1 lb. of ribs

THURSDAY NIGHT

,--------------------------------------,

SUNDAY BRUNCH

2rorl

SUNDAYS 11 am - 2 pm

both
locations

L ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Gotta be pasta
A/I-you-can-eat Italian food $7.95
Our all-you-can-eat brunch $8.95

~

O'Toole's East
6675 Tecumseh Road East
945-3175

Top 40 dancing
Thursday - Sunday
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Southerners shock Lancers
by Mike Mouat
Perhaps the University of
Windsor's hockey teamwas looking ahead to this weekend's two
home games, or maybe it was the
nice weather in Alabama that distracted the players.
Whatever it was, by their own
admission the Lancers did not
play well in their two gamesat the
University
of
AlabamaHuntsville.
It is a weekend of hockey they
would rather forget. "It seemedas

though we played as if we didn 't road trip would bring lhe team
care too much," said defenseman closer together.
Jeff Mascarin.
After a strong performance in
exhibition
contests against
Waterloo and Laurier the preThe team will resume its
vious weekend, the team may regular schedule on Saturday,
have suffered from underestima- November 10 as Windsor hosts
tion and a lack of motivation.
the University of Quebec TroisFor the players it was a chance Rivieres at Adie Knox Herman
to get to know each other a little
Arena at 7:30 p.m. The Lancers
better, as they spent the better part also play at home at 3:30 p.m. on
of72 hours together. With several Sunday November 11 against the
rookies on this year's roster, the University of Ottawa.
O
coaching staff was hoping the

MEN'S HOCKEY

Lancers winless in five-match week
by Glen Skinner
Last Wednesday, the University of Windsor's men's volleyball team was soundly beaten
by the Laurier Golden Hawks at
the St. Denis Centre.

MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
The Hawks defeated Windsor
in three straight games (15-6, 150, and 15-5) giving coach Bob
Bond a better idea of how the
team will fare this season.
Following the loss to Laurier,
the Lancers moved on to a
weekend tournament at Ryerson
in Toronto.
Last Friday, Windsor lost its
match to Apollo Soleurs, a club

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

squad. In the first game, the Lancers were defeated 15-1 before
losing the second game by the
close score of 17-15.
In the second match, Windsor
squared off against tffe University
of Toronto - losing again 15-1O
and 15-7, but showing considerable improvement.
The Lancers proceeded into
the consolation round and were
dismissed by Ryerson, then
Guelph.
Bond expects it to be a long
season,unlesshis players become
more disciplined and clear up
their mistakes.
The team will to have to dig
deep to beat Waterloo at the St.
Denis Centre Friday November 9
and win at McMaster Saturday
November 10.
D

campus recreation
Squash Club

Intramurals

I'll bet you didn't even know the University of
Windsor has a Campus Ree squash club. Well, we
do and it's growing.
Unlike most universities, Windsor does not have
campus squash courts. Consequently, the squash
club is welcomed every Monday by the Essex Racquet and Fitness club.
The calibre of play ranges from beginner to the
more experienced three and four year veterans. The
format is that of a round robin and professional instruction is available to all if players desire.
We are now in the middle of the fall session but
beginning February 4, 1991, a new eight-week session will begin. Spots are limited due to the number
of courts available.
If you're interested in joining contact Campus
Ree or Essex Racquets.

The Campus Ree fall intramural program is
winding down for the semester. Most sports have
begun or will be starting playoffs this week. Flag
football ended last week with the championship
going to Woody's Stiffies after beating the Lapper
20-13 in the final. We will keep you updated as to
who the winners are of each intramural.

Build Your Resume
Campus Ree is having the annual High School
All-Nighter on November 16 & 17 from 8 p.m. until
8 a.m. To enhanceyour resumesign up to be a volunteer. There will be gamesgoing on all night and we
need help to supervise the games and the students.
Pleasecontact the Campus Ree office at 253-4232,
ext. 2456 and let us know if you would like to help
out.

LEADING EDGE MO.DEL D/LT386SX
• 80386-16 microprocessor
• 1 M RAM expandable to 2M
• 1.44 M 3.5" floppy disk drive
• 40 M hard drive (17 MS)
On Sale
• VGA system
• 1 ser., 1par., 1 mouse port
• Internal rechargeable battery
• MS-DOS 3.3, GW BASIC 3.20 software
• Carrying hag
• Weight 13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
• and more features
• External floppy drive and intcmal modem optional

For

$3199

Panasonic

KX-P1180

9-p_inprin~er Special only until November 15
wtth cable

$239

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

lo
L..:
,,.,

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017
We also carry Olivetti Laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service/ Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

Prepare! Prepare! Prepare!
Three basic rules to successful
interviewing.
For more information about what you can do before the
interview contact
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

muffler king•
315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

Special extension
- two weeks ONLY!

10% discount on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
until November 17, 1990
At Speedy, you're a somebody!
Career Fair 1991 Co-ordinators
Two Positions Available
Full-time beginning May 1 to August 30; continuing with
part-time until mid-October.

Salary $8.50 per hour
Part-time position, three days per week from mid-May to
mid-October.
In order to promote continuity for each successive Career
Fair, it is hoped that the candidate selected for the
part-t ime in 1991 will be advanced to the full-time position
in 1992. Therefore, preference for the part-time position
will be given to students who are currently two years away
from graduation.

Salary $7 .50 per hour
One Career Fair planning project must be conducted prior
to the cLficial May start date. The hours involved in this
project will be accumulated towards lieu time which can
be taken at the end of July or beginning of August 1991.

Qualifications
Both positions are open only to students returning to the
University of Windsor, full-time in the fall of 1991.
The successful candidate(s) must have demonstrated
ability in organizational, leadership and management
skills, as well as demonstrated ability in marketing and
time management skills. In addition, the sucessful
candidate(s) must have strong English communication
skills in both oral and written form.

Major Resposlblltles of Position
To plan, organize and implement a successful Career
Fair, to be held in October 1991. This includes:
• co-ordinate the Employer invitation list from the different
faculties on campus
• mail written invitation to prospective companies, organizations,
etc.
• conduct phone follow-up and personal contact with employers
• co-ordinate and design brochures and all literature for Fair
• book room rentals, audio-visual equipment, electrical
requirements as well as refreshments, transportation to hotels
and hotel dinners
• cultivate good public relations with University administration
and faculty to promote and support Career Fair
• design advertising and marketing strategies to encourage
students' attendance of Fair
• write press releases and organize live television and radio
coverage for the day of the Fair
• organize, supervise and motivate volunteer student groups to
assist in the organization and promotion of the Fair
• maintain ongoing bookkeeping to ensure that costs do not
exceed allotted budget

How to Apply
Candidates are requested to submit resume, covering
letter and transcript of marks. In addition, candidates are
invited to submit three (3) creative ideas to promote the
Fair to students and/or potential employers.
Submit appllcatlons to
Carol-Anne Uegama
Career Planning and Placement Centre
Dillon Hall, Room 163

Appl/caton Deadline
January 14,1991 NOON

µu
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Students fear repercussions

City plans crackdown on illegal housing
by Jay Davison
In the next few months. students living
in the area immediately west of the Ambassador Bridge may be forced to find other
accomodations.
Members of the City of Windsor's
Common Concerns Committee (CCC) say
the neighborhood in question is zoned for
single-family
dwellings,
and zoning
violators will not go unchecked much
longer.
Ron Raeside, the city's West Division
Manager of Inspection, said that students
are living in basements in some of the
area's houses. The area is not zoned for
such accomodation.
"We will take action against dwellings
in cellars. We've taken action before and
we'll do it again," Raeside said late last
week.
"Because of the housing shortage, there
are a numbe r
ndlords who are creating
illegal and suu-:.landard units - basically
they're in it for the money," he said.
Raeside said that while he understands
the difficulties students may encounter, enforcement of ihe policy is directed a1 the
landlords, not the students.
Raeside also pointed out that the
university publishes a list of available
housing every year that is not cleared by his
department. Raeside said he recommends

"that anyone on the list be subject to an inspection by the building department before
it is placed on the list."
CCC chair Ron Ianni said "if [students J
had problems either being evicted or being
examined by city officials, I'd like to know
it. II
"I'd certainly be prepared to raise that
with the committee at the earliest possible
(date], and I'd like to have some exact information on students who either have been
evicted, who are under threat of eviction,
or who think there is a problem," fanni offerc
1,rnni said that the idea of monitoring
the housing list was "an interesting
proposition and we could certainly look at
it. The system, as it runs now, people come
to us and give us their names. We don't
guarantee these, we allow the students to
make their own inspections and determine
whether or not they want to go there."
Students'
Administrative
Council
(SAC) president Joe Esteves objected to
the possible imposition on students.
"I think that students should be aware
of exactly wh~t rights they have a~ tenant!-.
As students they ar\. heing rippcu ofL
"Here's where the problem is - when
you have this zoning where it's classified
as a family dwelling and then you have
landlords that have eight or nine students
in the house. do you go and enforce it in the

Esteves labels stereo theft
''slap in the face'' for SAC
by Laura Penchuk
The stereo that Students' Administrative Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves
purchased for student use has been stolen.
In a separate incident the week before, a
VCR and a turntable were taken from the
SAC office.
"You'd like to think people are honest,
then something like this happens," said Esteves. "This has been like a slap in the face.
You try to do something for the students
and look what happens."
The stereo was taken from a dressing
room adjacent to Ambassador Auditorium.
Access to the auditori'um and its dressing
room requires two different keys or a
University Centre master key.
"There are too many people who have

Next week:

access to this building," explained a school
janitor who requested anonymity. "Every
janitor on campus has a key to access most
of the University Centre in order to use the
punch clock." The punch clock is located
on the second floor of the University
Centre.
The janitor went on to say that the main
door to the auditorium was left open all
weekend.
"The loss of the stereo may be covered
by insurance," Esteves said. "We should
know in a while."
In the meantime, Esteves said he might
rent a stereo for student use. Prior to the
theft, students could book the stereo for
functions.
"I may buy another but why bother
when one was purchased already?"
O

Spikers seek first win

middle of January when they are beginning
classes'? I find that wrong."
Esteves said that students' rights have
to be the main concern regardless of who
takes action.
"The bottom line is, we're here to

defend students' rights from housing all the
way to funding of post-secondary education, and we'll keep on fighting for student
rights. All I can say to the city is ... don't
screw the students."
O
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University to enforce
campus smoking ban
by Jennifer Johnston
Smokers at the University of Windsor
may soon have to butt out where they once
lit up.
Keith Nelligan,
campus
safety
manager, said this week the university will
be enforcing its smoking area restrictions
more actively.
Notices will be posted around the campus to make students, staff, and faculty
aware of the restrictions. In addition to
university restrictions, local bylaws state
that smoking is prohibited in line-ups and
elevators. Maximum fines for ignoring the
bylaws reach $1500.
Stciff and faculty who ignore the policy
are subject to action on the part of the
university.
"We've asked Campus Police to
cooperate, and they have had to at times,"
Nelligan said.
If a person is caught smoking in a
restricted area, she or he is asked to stop. If
that does not work, a written request 1s
made. As a last resort, the person could he
fined up to $500. As well. the university
could face a maximum fine of $25,000 for
not ~nforcing the policy.

"If we don't do that [enforce the
policy], then we could be held hable by the
government," Nelligan said in reference to
the fines.
The policy, which took effect in May
1990, prohibits smoking in most campus
locations. Specific spots have been designated as smoking areas to meet the needs
of employees and students.
"We've been pleasantly surprised with
the cooperation we've had," Nelligan said
in regards to compliance with the regulations.
He went on to say that the policy was
developed to protect staff and students
from the harmful effects of smoking. All
departments were consulted prior to implementation
of the policy, and their
specific smoking area requirements were
considered. Nelligan said that he compliments all at the university for their adherance to the rules.
In concert with the policy, the university is offering smoking cessation classes
for employees wishing to hreak the habit.
Ideally, Nelligan sees the university as a
completely smoke-free campus within two
years.

n

Fourth assault in as many weeks
by Jennifer Johnston
Another woman was assaulted near
campus last weekend.It is the fourth attack on or near campus in the last four
weeks.
The incident occured on Sunday
morning at approximately 12:30 a.m ..
The victim was walking near the intersection of Patricia and Union Streets when a

Local activists arrested

car pulled up beside her.
According to the woman, a man got
out of the car and tried to force her into it.
She resisted her assailant and was able to
break free.
In the course of the struggle, the
woman fell to the ground and sustained
minor injuries to her head. She was unable to provide Campus Poli<:c with a
description of the attacker or vehicle. O

Ostpolitik: art beyond the Brandenburg
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Looking for that

perfectdress for your

1

'r KNOW /v1Ap:T
WANNA Do?
----

Christmas Formal or
for New Year's Eve?
Experienced Designer
available for dressmaking
and alterations.
Specialized in evening
and bridal wear.

Call 971-7885

Christian Culture Serles:
ARTS

OLD WORLD CHARM

' 'I

·x

3022 Alexander
Lovely 3 bedroom. 2 storey home located
close to all conveniences and the U. ofW.
The warmth of a variety of woods. stain
glass, a natural fireplace in the master
bedroom and living room provide just
some of the character of this enchanting
home. Of course, this home has been
updated with many newer features and
renovations. For your exclusive preview
call JOE GIBSON, Sales Rep.1·326-6176.
1
~:WIGLE toNREAL TYt\!'J.

Leamington 1-::?26-6176

Term papers, theses,
resumes, etc., edited
in clear, effective
English.
-948-5273-

classifieds
MEET HOWARD PAWLEY at the

U. of W. NOP Youth meeting on
Tuesday,November20 at 4:00 pm
in ConferenceRoom A, 2nd floor,
University
Centre. Labour
speaker. New memberswelcome.
GENERAL MEETING for Environ-'
mental Awareness Association
memberson Wednesday,November 21st at 4pm at the Grad House.
AS A CONTINUATION of the discussions on 'Psychology

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258- 7111
(Regular hour~· - 11 :00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11 :00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11 :30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)
November 1O to January 13
.... Art from the Roof of the World - Tibet more
than 200 artifacts from the 16th to the 19th
centuries including sculpture, musical instruments, paintings , jewellry, and ritual objects. Located in the Graybiel/Eansor
Galleries.

Artcite:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
Until December 2
w Schrittwechsel (Change of Galt): an exhibition of "underground" art from East Germany in the 80's.

Common Ground:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564 for public viewing times.
Until November 14
w Gunny Hotte and Barbara Murawski: an exhibition of prints.

the Marxist-LeninistStudy Group
will look at the role of consciousness. Wed. Nov. 21. 5:00pm.SAC
Club Office. Everyonewelcome.
ARK II: The Canadian Animal
Rights Network, Windsor,Ontario,
will be holding a meeting at the
Windsor Public Library, Main
Branch,OuelletteAvenue, (Lower
Level)at 7:30 pm on November15.
PUBLIC INVITED. For more info
please call us at 972-6588.
AMBER: Life is not worth living

without love, longing, loneliness,
and Vesna. You tell her that.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION of

Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Until November 18
w Jesus of Montreal (Canada, 1989, Denys
Arcand): Wednesday at 7:00, Thursday at
9:30, Friday at 7:00, 7:00 only on Saturday,
4:00 and 7:00 on Sunday.
.... The Belly of An Architect (England, 1987,
Peter Greenaway): Wednesday at 9:30,
Thursday at 7:00, Friday at 9:30, not at all
on Saturday, and on Sunday at 9:30.

the Universityof Windsor will hold
its Annual GeneralMeetingand installation of officers on Saturday,
November 17, 1990 at 10:00 am,
in the Leon Z McPhersonReception Centre, 6th floor, Electa Hall,
corner of University and Patricia
Avenues. For further information
please call the Office of Alumni Affairs, 253-4232,ext 3244.
ADULT CHILDREN of Alcoholic
and DysfunctionalFamilies:Meetings on Sundaysat 8:00, 711 McEwan St., Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement).

LECTURES and SEMINARS
La Maison Francalse Conference Serles:
La Maison Francaise, 478 Sunset Avenue,
254-6615.
vendredi, le 16 novembre
.... Voltaire - le colonialisme et l'esclavage:
une conference presentee par Dr. JeanPierre de Villers, Professeur du Departement de francais, Universite de Windsor. Le
conference commence a 16h.

Workshop on Sexual Abuse:
At Assumption University, 973-7034.
Saturday, November 17
The Individual Journey- Sexual Abuse To
Empowerment with facilitator Steve Brennan, MSW. The workshop runs from 9:00
am to 4:00 pm. and the cost is $10.00. Bag
lunch. To register call 973- 7034. Registration is limited to 25 people.

e-

Women's Centre Symposium
In the Blue Room, 2nd floor, University Centre.
Tuesday, November 20
..., Sexual Assault and Date Rape: and how to
prevent them. Given the recent assaults on
campus, students are encouraged to attend
this event which begins at 6:30 pm.

YMCA Development Lecture Serles:
At Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 258-9622.
Wednesday, November 21
Es'
Africa: Consuming Hunger: a two-part
series examining how the media determines
North American views of Third World nations, focusing on the 1984 Ethopian
famine. Moderator: Vito Signorile, Professor
of Sociology, University of Windsor. Cosponsored by the Department of Sociology
and Anthropology, University of Windsor
and Iona College.

"Effects of Isolation" Programme Series

CINEMA

and Life".

In the Blue Room, Assumption University, 400
Huron Church, 973-7033. Begins at 8:00 pm.
Sunday, November 18
e- Professor Leo McNamara: Ireland Today:
Prof. McNamara, from the Department of
English Language and Literature, at the
University of Michigan, and the American
Committee for Irish Studies. $2.00 for students, $5.00 general admission.

In the Hoffman Auditorium, Iona College, 208
Sunset Avenue, 973-7039.
Thursday, November 22
w The Effects of Isolation: there is evidence of
a relationship between isolation and illness,
addiction, suicide and other destructive
states. The programme begins at 7:30 pm.

Klneslology Alumni Speaker's Series:
Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention
2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human
Kinetics Conference Room.)
Friday, November 23
w Bimanual Coordination in Infants and
Young Children: by Marliese Kimmerly of
the University of Windsor.

C.P. Gravenor Lecture Series:

style keyboard.30 Meg hard drive.
Accessories include: MS-DOS
3.21;
GW-BASIS
3.20;
WORDPERFECT 4.2 - all with
manuals. Plus many other
programs. $1,300 or best offer.
254-7070 (hm), 253-4232 ext.
2432 (wk).

rr 1 "You can't complain about a
free service,' says she who does
these wretched classifieds."If you
insist on complaining,complainto
me personally.Coz then I get to tell
you personallythat you can't complain about a free service.•

CONCERTS
New York's 23 West and Peky Productions
At Stanley's Tavern, 340 Pitt Street East.
Saturday, November 17
~ The Avenue: live in Windsor with a full band.
Doors open at 9:00 pm. For more information call 252-3118.

School of Music Concert Series:
At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street. (For
ticket information call the School of Music:
253-4232 extension 2780.)
Friday, November 23
i..·
Robert Hall and John Gonder: The Birds
and the Beasts: Hall, baritone, and Gonder.
pianist, will present a recital featuring the
world premiere of "Canadianimals ", written
by Paul McIntyre. Begins at 8:00 pm.

MISCELLANEOUS
Indian Students Organization:
Friday, November 16
Formal Dinner Dance: cocktails at 6.00, dinner at 7:00 in McPherson Lounge at Electa
Hall. Advance tickets only. Call Gayle at
258- 7117 or Bhindi at 736-0248 for tickets.

11.'i'

Essex-Windsor New Democrats Dinner
Dance:
At the Croatian Centre. 5259 Tecumseh Road
East. For more information/tickets: 966-0856.
Saturday, November 17
1G'
"Celebrating the Victory'': NOP annual dinner dance, with Steven Langdon. Cocktails
at 6pm, dinner at 7pm. $25/person.

The Bookroom At the Court

The Department of Philosophy

254 Pitt Street West, call 253-1812 for tickets.

At Canterbury College, Riverside Drive.
Wednesday, November 28
w Antigone and Two Theories of Authority: the
guest speaker is Ptofessor Bill Conklin of
the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor.
Lecture begins at 7:30 pm. Everyone is welcome.

Sunda~November18
w Vive Le Canada: A Celebration of Things
French-Canadian: a fund raiser for the
Museum Group. Entertainers, exhibitors,
costumed figures, and tours. French cuisine
upstairs for a $5.00 donation. From 5:00 to
8:00 pm. Everyone is welcome.

I could have written for the
lance when I was in college,
but dammit, Bill ... I never did!

At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street.
258-2726.
c.· Two Poets from the University of Windsor:
a poetry reading featuring John o,tsky and
Lenore Langs. Begins at 8:00 pm.

Hiram Walker Historical Museum Group

DON'T BE CAUGHT

DEAD
IN A FUR COAT

RiversideDr.acrossfromAssumption Park. Call 256-9569.

PACKARD BELL VX88 COM·
PUTER with colour monitor & AT

University Players:
At Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus. 401
Sunset. Box Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
November 22 to 25, November 28 to December 2
as' Dames At Sea: by George Haimsohn, Robin
Miller and Jim Wise. Musical parody
directed by Patricia Hennessy Lang.

In Room 302, Memorial Hall, at 4:00 pm.
Wednesday, November 28
.... The tectonic
history of the Lower
Proterozoic in the Great Lakes Region: by
Dr. W.F. Cambray of the Department of
Geological Sciences at Michigan State
University.

FOUND: Bifocal reading glasses.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Additional volunteersare neededat the
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre. If interested, please call 253-3100.
FOR SALE: Commodore 64
keyboard, $100; MSD disk drive,
$150; 1541 drive, $50; colour
monitor, $200; joystick, $5; lots of
programs,
disks,
books,
magazines. All prices negotiable.
Call 945-0794,evenings.

THEATRE

Your life may have meaning even if you
don't write for the Lance BUT CAN YOU COUNT ON IT?
Don't regret it later. Just drop by the Lance office on the
second floor of the University Centre, or call us up at
253-4060. Ask News Editors Jennifer Johnston and
Kevin Wilson how you can join the Lance news staff and
find out what you're missing.

Lance news means never
having to say you're sorry.

Trapping is an inhumane activity which kills both wanted
and unwanted species. The fur industry has succeeded in
convincing the public that trapping is a necessary form of
wildlife management, and that farmed furs are both morally
acceptable and humane. Be an enlightened consumer. Our
wildlife belongs in forests. Don't buy fur.

FUR-FREE FRIDA

t IS NOVEMBER

23.
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Students slam report on
education loan program
by Andy Riga
OTTA WA (CUP) The administrators of the Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP) got a
tongue-lashing in the latest report
on federal government spending,
but student leaders say the auditor
general missed the point.
Auditor General Ken Dye
ripped into the Department of the
Secretary of State for failing to
deal with serious inefficiencies in
the CSLP in his annual report,
presented to Parliament October
30.
According to the report, one in
six students defaults on his or her
loan. The department was urged
to be "more aggressive" in tracing
students who don't pay their loans
back.
But the Canadaian Federation
of Students (CFS) says the department should be spending its time
trying to make Canada's colleges
and universities more accessible,
not tracking down students who
can't cough up money they owe.
"Pointing out the default rates
is good but we see the number of
defaults as proof that the (loan)
system isn't working," said Silvia
Sioufi, a researcher for CFS.
She said the current program
is confusing and should be
simplified. Students aren't given
enough information from banks
and student aid offices and the 18month grace period is not wellpublicized, Sioufi added.
"We should be talking about
making it easier to get loans," she
said.
CFS wants loans scrapped in
favor of grants. Canada is one of
· the few countries in the western
world that doesn't have a national system of grants, according to
CFS· s Strategy for Change, a
report
that outlines
the
federation's alternative funding
strategy.
Almost half of Canada's

500,000 full-time post-secondary
students outside Quebec use the
CSLP. Quebec opted out of the
plan and administers its own
program.
Under the CSLP - which in
1988-89 approved $551 million
in student loans - the federal
government guarantees loans
made by banks. Provincial aid
programs complement the CSLP,
which is administered in cooperation with the provinces.
Interest on the loans is paid by
the federal government until six
months after a student leaves
school, when the loan must be
repaid, with interest. An additional 18-month grace period may be
granted.
Twenty-six years after the
program's inception, the CSLP is
riddled with inefficiencies and
lacks adequate controls, according to the report.
Between 1964 and 1989, the
government was forced to reimburse lenders $858 million that
students didn't pay back. Of that,
only about $300 million has been
recovered.
The government should ensure "more aggressive follow-up
and collection," the report says. It
recommends using the US system: American students who have
outstanding debts have their tax
refunds withheld.
Reacting to the report's findings. Liberal post-secondary
education critic Ron Duhamel
said the "inadequate"
loan
program must be revamped so
that "every single Canadian who
meets the criteria" has access to
post-secondary education.
"When you borrow money,
you have to repay it," Duhamel
said, "but the program should be
more flexible to make it easier for
students who can't find work or
can't afford to pay their loan back
quickly."
He said that instead of "tinker-

ing" with the program, the
government should review the
program from top to bottom and
make immediate changes.
Len Westerberg, an aide to
Secretary of State Gerry Weiner,
said critics should put the loan
program in proper perspective.
"Since 1964, $6 billion in
loans has gone out to two million
students. If we didn't do it, it's
very unlikely that they would get
loans" because banks consider
students a "high risk," he said.
He also said the number of
defaults is ralatively low. The
reported number of defaulting
students may be misleading,
Westerberg said, because the
government eventually catches
up to all but about four percent of
students who owe money.
The department is encourag- by Kevin Wilson
ing banks to be "more thorough in
counselling students in financial
Students of the University of
planning" to help them become Windsor and St. Clair College
more responsible borrowers, he may have been bilked by a travel
service that is not sure what it is
said.
The Department of the offering.
Secretary of State is also changStudent Travel Services
ing policies to improve collec- (STS), of London, has been selling package travel plans to
tion and minimize losses,
Westerberg said.
· various destinations for the study
latt: next
Beginning next September, week beginning
students· credit rating will be af- February. Among the package
fected when they default on their plans was a trip to Daytona
loans. According to Westerberg. Beach. Florida. In their brochure,
the new policy will make students STS claimed its package offers
think twice about defaulting on "superior quality ... accomodation
thdr loan.
for 7 great nights at one of our
And, to help recoup the costs centrally located hotels."
of defaulted loans, the department
STS claimed that they had
announced a three percent "ad- reserved space with the Internaministrative fee" on student loans tional Inn, a three-star hotel in
last December. The surcharge Daytona Beach. However, the
will be tacked onto student loans hotel ' s general manager, E.
beginning next August.
Spence Ra.ilerson claimed (in a
Westerberg said the new fee fax) that his hotel was ''not holdwill force students to take their ing space at this time for Student
loans seriously. and give them a Travel Services ... for next year's
"better understanding of the Spring Break Period. In addition,
program."
O we have no plans for any immediate relationship with Student
Travel Services."

No room at the inn

Travel company
under suspicion
The Better Business Bureau
of Western Ontario released
records showing STS has had "a
pattern of failure to deliver
promised products or services as
represented," adding that, "our
file experience shows this company has an unsatisfactory record
with the Bureau."
Students' Adminstrative
Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves said that the council had intended to work with STS to
provide students with trips.
"We asked them if they had
any lawsuits pending against
them, and they categorically
denied it. We then discovered that
three people were suing them. and
we withdrew (our support]." Esteves said.
Esteves cautioned students
against being taken in by travel
agencies, but added that there are
other agencies on campus providing travel services for study week.
The council currently endorses
Adanac Travel's Cancun package.
STS representatives were unavailable for comment.
O

Throwing macaroni new trend in student politics
TORONTO (CUP) A hot, new
fad is sweeping student politics;
the macaroni shower. And- like
the hula hoop - people either
love it or hate it.
It is now trendy to pelt unpopular federal politicians with
tile ultimate symbol of student

poverty, Kraft Dinner. Brian Mulroney was the most recent victim
during an appearance at York
University November 5.
Student politicians
are
divided over the effectiveness of
such actions, and disagreement
over flying pasta mirrors the dif-

fcrences within the student movement over lobbying tactics.
According to Marc Molgat,
organizer of the flying food fest in
the House of Commons last
month, flinging macaroni draws
national attention to chronic underfunding of universities.

MP unhappy with student leader
OTTAWA (CUP) The student

who organized the macaroni
protest on Parliament Hill October 17 says he stands by his actions.
On National Student Day,
about 20 University of Ottawa
students pelted Secretary of State
Gerry Weiner with macaroni and
postcards when he rose to answer
a question from NOP post-secondary education critic Howard McCurdy. McCurdy's question
concerned the three percent
federal surcharge on student
loans.
MPs outraged
by the
demonstration later accused McCurdy off knowing about ·he
protest beforehand. McCurdy
denied the allegations.

Protest organizer Marc Molgat, president of the U of O student council executive, has been
criticized
for
harming
McCurdy's credibility and the
reputation of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS).
In an angry letter to Molgat,
McCurdy later called the incident,
"embarrassing and counterproductive."
"I feel personally insulted that
you abused my efforts on your behalf to embarrass me ... In politics
it is not enough to engage in antics
whose sole result is ego-stroking
media attention," McCurdy said
in the letter.
"What you have done
diminished the credibility and effectiveness of students who have

worked hard on post-secondary
education issues."
Mccurdy also told Molgat
that "30 seconds on the CBC National News can and has undermined months of hard work in
other quarters."
Molgat
defended
the
demonstration, saying students
had to force politicians to discuss
the issue.
"At some point in time, education is going to have to be debated
in the House of Commons, which
hasn't happenend in 10 or 20
years, " he said.
"It was clear McCurdy wasn't
happy with the incident but he
said it would be no problem in the
future to ask for favors," Molgat
said.
O

"Macaroni is definitely symbolic," said the University of Ottawa student council executive.
"That's what alot of studt:nts cat
because they can't afford anything else."
"I think that. it's time that
people realized students are getting pissed off by what's happening with tuition and the three
percent tax on loans."
Last month. about 20 U of 0
students threw macaroni and
protest cards in the House after
NDP MP Howard Mccurdy
asked a question about student
aid. They were protesting the
federal government's plan to levy
a three percent surcharge on student loans, beginning in August
1991.
Molgat said students have to
experiment with new ideas to
draw attention to post-secondary
education issues.
"Different things have to be
tried. Demonstrations and rallies
arc almost a dime a dozen. You
get to the point where the government completely ignores it."
But Sarah Kimball, a student
council executive at McMastcr
University, said the House of

Commons incident may have
been damaging.
"I think in the long run it might
have done more harm than good,"
she said. "Personally, I don't
agree with throwing food at
politicians."
Educating the public about
problems facing universities is
the key to affecting change, she
said. "We need to convince the
general public, and I don't think a
radical approach will necessarily
work."
However, Lori Kingston, of
Trent University's student council, said she thinks macaroni
throwing has been useful.
"Creative protest" is an excellent means of drawing media attention, mobilizing mass support
from students and educating the
public, she added.
"I'm very excited to see the
more creative types of protest,"
she said. "Some people would
prefer to see us not rock the boat.
That's been the policy for too
long."
"I hope this is marking a turning point in the student movemcnt."
n
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McCaroni
The Goods and Service Tax is on its way; so is a three
percent tax on student loans. The economy is taking a
backslide.
For the student who can count on no support from home,
who pays for rent, food, tuitions and books with money earned
principally during the summer break, for the student who

At times like this, students should be able to count on
opposition critics to redirect the government's attention to
matters of more genuine importance. That's why the recent
actions of Howard Mccurdy are so disappointing.
Mccurdy is the New Democrat's post-secondary
education critic. On National Student Day (October 17), he

supplements his or her income with measly student loans and

asked Secretary of State Gerry Weiner a question about the

measlier grants, things look grim.
Maybe the impending recession surprised everybody, but
the Tory's treatment of students was no hat trick - just the
same old hat.
More of the same: the Auditor General complains that
something has to be done about people who default on
student loans. Apparently one in four loan recipients is a bit
lax repaying the sum.
Between 1964 and 1989, the government had to pay
lenders $858 million to cover loans on which students had
defaulted. About $300 million of this has been recovered. So
we're talking about a loss of $558 million over the space of
two decades .
Exact figures are not available to us, but we strongly
suspect that enough corporations have defaulted on
guaranteed loans between 1964 and now to cost the
government more than half a billion dollars. You won't hear
Tories whining that Chrysler's won't pay its bills, though.
We don't suggest that students default on loans. But the
crime of it is a minimal one where the government is
concerned, and preoccupation with it reflects a typical
misdirection.

three percent tax on student loans. His question prompted
University of Ottawa students to throw macaroni from the
gallery. The macaroni is symbolic of the average student diet.
Mccurdy, if he got the joke , was not amused. He has since
criticized the University of Ottawa students (particulary
student council president and protest organizer Marc Molgat)
for what he called an "embarassing and counter-productive "
display, "whose sole result is ego-stroking media attention. "
In a letter to Molgat, Mccurdy wrote "30 seconds on the
CBC ... can and has undermined months of hard work in other
quarters."
You might rightly call that an exaggeration, but then
McCurdy feels he has been embarrassed by Molgat et.al.
It's too bad his embarrassment is enough to make him
publicly denounce a student activist who was doing what he
could to make students an issue on their national day.
A former professor himself, Mccurdy should show more
sympathy and less self-righteous ire, should champion
students against a government that cares less and less.
If we can't count on the opposition, whom can we count
on?

New Democrac y
Two months after being thrust into power, Ontario 's New
Democratic Party has made its first major decision. The NOP
is backing out of a Liberal committment to donate sixty-five
million dollars towards the building of a three hundred million
dollar balleVopera house in Toronto . Without provincial
funding, the project is dead .
Critics (mainly building contractors) cry that it is a blow
against the arts while supporters (primarily union leaders) say
that the opera house would have been a subsidized playpen
for the rich. The rhetoric suggests that the NOP pulled the
plug as a matter of party principle, but a brief look at the figures
demonstrates that killing the opera house was merely
responsible.
Government Services Minister Frances Larkin pointed to
the celebrated SkyDome as a similar government investment
which went bad and will drain resources for years to come.
The proposed SkyDome cost was $150 million ($60 million of
it from taxpayers), but the final price shot up to $578 million .
The yearly interest payments atone amount to $40 million, and
despite the fact that the Blue Jays drew a staggering four
million fans to concession stands this season, 1990 SkyDome
revenues are projected to be a mere $23 million.
It is argued that the opera house would have created 500

full-time jobs and brought tourist dollars to the city.
In a patent misapplication of Kenyesian economic theory,
former Finance Mir:ister Robert Nixon said, " ... the ballet
opera house ... would give a boost to the economy ... "
Maybe, but at what cost? A mere $600,000 per job - a
nice down payment on a modest house in Yorkville
(supermailbox service included) .
The Globe and Mail reported Tuesday that the
Metropolitan Toronto Convention and Visitors Association
says visitor spending has actually declined in the 18 months
since the SkyDome opened .
Robert Nixon's pre-election budget surplus has turned into
a $2.5 billion dollar debt, and with the onset of the recession,
the government's ledgers are guaranteed to be steeped in red
for the next two or three years. As the Toronto advocacy
group's name says, it's a time for Bread, not Circuses.
On September 6 we gave the NOP instructions to end the
traditional waste of our tax dollars . Opting out of the Ballet
Opera House project is a signal that they are carrying out the
will of the people.
Democracy works.
- Terry Brown
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Hints for genuine waste management
by Paul Michaud
In Suburbia, Hallowe' en happens every
week - metaphorically anyway. The
ghouls and goblins of waste are placed by
the roadside to scare everyone with a
conscience only to disappear miraculously
the next morning (All Saints Day?). The
suburb then takes on the saintly appearance
of cleanliness.
Where have these bags of goodies
gone? The evil manifestations of excessive
packaging and overindulgence are on their
way back to hell ... actually they've gone
to a landfill.
Thankfully, the people inheriting this
trash don't believe in the miracle of
disappearing garbage.
Maidstone Against Dumping is pretty
MAD about this modem-day miracle. The
way our guilt is erased when the garbage
man takes away our trash, that's a treat.
The smug look of satisfaction on the
homeowner's face when he manages to fill
his blue box with cans of coke and unread
newspapers, that's a treat. Remind that man
of the waste management logo: "Reduce,
Re-use, Recycle." They are in that order for
a reason. The garbage collection logo
might be "out of sight, out of mind."
The Ministry of the Environment and
Environment Canada have a new logo.
Rumor has it that "What you don't know
can't hurt you" is their philosophy. The

Enviro-tip of the Week:
In North America, approximately 3000 tonnes of
polystyrene - enough to make 900 million coffee
cups - end up in garbage cans every day.
Loosely packed, these cups would fill 100 75-story
office buildings every day!
The Enviro-tip is brought to you by the University
of Windsor's
Environmental
Awareness
Association.
disregard
for proper monitoring
of
pollution levels supports that thesis.
The Allied/General Chemical situation
is simply one example.
What you don't know can hurt you.
That's obvious. We all know it, so why do
we buy "Big Macs?"
Here's
a mind-blowing
fact:
polystyrene does not biodegrade. It will be
around when our grandchildren walk the
earth. If you need coffee to stay awake,
ponder the fate of the styrofoam cup you
drank it in. It will serve as your legacy for
many generations to come.
You may not have to worry though.
Rainforest depletion could result in your
grandchildren never being born. Then they
won't have a chance to condemn you.
Let's be optimistic:
surely our

Alumnus
Dear Editor,
First, I would like to extend apologies
to Mr. Cohen.
Second, if you had actually taken the
time to read my letter with an open mind
rather than a predetermined prejudice
against fraternities, you would have
realized my concern with S.A.C.'s elitism
has nothing to do with "withholding club
funding from discriminatory groups," but
rather with the fact that a student at the U
of W whether a member of a ratified group
or not should be able to reserve rooms. Also
if you recall from your paper's original
article, fraternities and sororities are
exempt from sexual discrimination under
the Ontario Human Rights code.
Thank you once again for your time.

grandchildren will survive. It may be a
warmer Earth they live on though.
Chlorofluorocarbons
released in the
manufacture of coffee cups produce 24
percent of the gases responsible for global
wanning.
What
about
cars?
Another
mind-blowing fact: an eight-cylinder
engine
burns more fuel than a
four-cylinder. Imagine that. The burning of
fossil fuels is responsible for 55 percent of
the gases that cause global warming. I
guess if your ego needs a fast powerful V-8
than you 're excused. Did you know the big
three automakers are re-introducing the 10
cylinder?
What can we do about it? Right here on
campus, environmental
crimes are
committed. Pop cans end up in normal

Student, University of Windsor
Alumnus, Sigma Chi Fraternity
Theta Psi Chapter
University of Waterloo

awareness.

Apathy.

Desire

for

convenience. Excess. Inaction, etc ...
If yuu read this, do something about it,
JOIDan association, throw your cans into
the recycling barrels. Otherwise you've
wa·sted your time reading, and more
importantly this piece itself has cost
Mother Earth a few more trees ...

Paul Michaud is a member of the
£m'iro11me11tal
Aware11essAssociation.

Your comment that we donate to charities
is, in fact, the only statement that is true in

congregate around the stereo only to find
oursdvcd doubled-up in laughter and at the

the whole ed itorial.

-;amc time. let the steam off from schuurs

The GLS docs not discriminate in any
way shape or form. It should be brought to
your attention that in regards to sororitics
and fraternities they arc exempt from the
sexist clause under the Ontario Human
Rights Code.
The Greek Letter Society 1sin no way
elitist. Our members encompass all areas of
the economic spectrum and religious and
ethnic backgrounds.
Lawrence Deck should fully research
and understand a topic before blatently
editorializing and misleading students.
This editorial could be termed as slander
. [sic] and Mr. Deck is not fulfilling his
obligations as editor.
Bev Edmondson, President
Mike Dixon, Vice President
Tai Czudner, Secretary
Betty Rutherford, Treasurer
Greek Letter Society

Sincerely,
Stephen McNamara

garbages due to confusion, mainly. They
should go into the large black barrels
labelled "Beverage Cans Only."
Do you drink coffee? Carry a mug with
you. Have you noticed there is cream as
well as milk available at the coffee
counter? choose the milk. One carton of
milk can supply about a hundred coffees. If
you use the cream, a hundred coffees will
result in as many as 200 plastic thimbles
going into a garbage. One carton vs 200
plastic thimbles: easy enough to choose
isn't it?
Cardboard is recycled on campus. The
drop area is located behind MacDonald
Hall.
If you want to know more, read up on
it. By reading you give a purpose to the
trees that are sacrificed for printing
purposes, at the expense of clean air, of
course.
What is the problem?
Lack of

pressures and share something we all
enjoyed. Unfortunately, the program went
off the air, but we were in luck, for the
\.Oices of the White Label guys can be
heard in 1he lance this year as our Arts
Editors.
Great work so far, guys! Let the arts
prevail! Our Arts section has impressively
improved, thus allow me to suggest it
should expand. And may I suggest 11,e
Lance not take itself so seriously! Our Arts
Editors, both talented young men, may
consider incorporating more humour in
The lance -- maybe a humour page every
once in awhile. The lance has the tools and
the students need humour. Now, Karl and
Terry, show them what you can do!
Sincerely,
Erica Howard

Tire written form of defamation i.\
called 'libel, ' but my editorial was not
libelous.
Anybody may be welcome to "come out
P.S. I would further suggest Mr. Deck
to your meetings and find out wlta you 're
that your liberal use of ["sics"] displays a
all about, " but not e~·eryonewho wants to
form of elitism in itself.
joi11 a given sorority or fraternity is
actually admitted; whence the charge of
The government of Ontario might not
elitism. As for your exemption from sexism,
let anybody sue Greeks for sexual
see
my comments re. Stephen McNamara 's
discrimination, Mr. McNamara, but that status to Windsor's frats and sororities" is letter ...
doesn't mean they aren't sexist, it just incorrect.
In reference to the comment of how the
means that the government has skewed
Greek
Letter Society falls short in being
values.
open
to
all SAC-fee paying members, we
Don't fraternities still elect their
we
have
never denied anyone membership Dear Editor,
members, Mr. McNamara? What exactly
in our club and therefore your statement is
do you think elitism is?
You and your staff may be quite weary

Karl's Dream

Greeks
Dear Editor,
This letter is in reply to the editorial
"Folding Umbrellas" in the October 31st
1990 issue of the lance.
First of all, the individual fraternities
and sororities decided not to go for
ratification at this time so your statement
"SAC has finally denied campus club

totally unfounded. Contrary to your belief,
anyone is welcome to come out to our
meetings and find out what we are all
about.
For your information, the GLS does
more then [sic] it is credited for. We have
various projects set in motion such as
Greek Week which is similar to a winter
carnival which would not only benefit
Greek Letter Society members but the
whole campus. Everyone would be invited
to participate not just our own members.

of the conventional letter-to-the-editor, so
allow me to address to the lance two
elements of life that, experienced in greater
proportions,
make one healthier and
happier; humour and art.
As a third-year History major, I've
been around the University of Windsor
long enough to appreciate these two
present here. The program on CJAM,
"White Label Humour," was a particularly
good-natured common ground for my
roommates and I. All eight of us would

Letters policy
The Lance welcomes letters to the
editor, but reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments care of
'Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

The Lance, November 14, 1990, page 6 .
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Rhythm Corps and The Swing
Thursday, Nov. 8
Ambassador Auditorium
by Karl Mamer
Last
Thursday,
Students'
Administrative
Council staged a great
show, but only about 80 or 90 people
braved the mild weather to come out and
see Rhythm Corps - a group one
Michigander
in attendance
called
"America's greatest unknown band."
Thursday's
show lacked adequate
seating. A couple dozen folding chairs
lined the walls - hardly enough for the
handful in attendance, let alone the throng
of ratified-club
members SAC hoped
would turn out. If the chairs were lifeboats
and the Ambassador an oceanliner sinking
in arctic waters, the night might have been
ugly.
The Swing was the opening act, and did
a fine job of perfonning a number of cuts
from its independently released tape ... in
the clouds (on sale at Or. Disc downtown).
Though lead singer Dean Orouillard's
singing style has been described as thin and
plaintive and his guitar playing as splashy.
the voice and music of the 'master' were
considerably richer and sonorous live. Still,
there is nothing about his vocal abilities
that distinguishes him from any other
singer in a local alternative band that
attracts a moderate following for a time.
The Swing's bass player (Mark Cassar)
and drummer (Dean Valctino) did stand

out, frequently
upstaging Drouillard.
Cassar's four strings resonated with a deep
and deadly ponderosity. Valetino made full
use of his kit with dexterous drumstick
handling - no mere thunderous skin
basher this one. Both brought the audience
members who had found chairs to sit in to
their feet with The Swing's finale, an
instrumental called "Sugar Jam."
Drouillard and the boys may never rank
with area legends like Luxury Christ, The
Prehistoric Cavestrokers, or The Stickmen,
but they would definitely win more critical
acclaim and have a longer shelf life if they
acquired a distinguishable image, wrote
lyrics with substance, and let the singing
chalice pass to a person more capable so
that Drouillard can delegate his energy and
considerable musical skills to what he does

7

best.
Full of energy and genuinely glad to be
playing in Windsor, Detroit's own Rhythm
Corps - comprised of David Persh
(vocals), Davey Holmbo (bass), Greg Apro
(guitar), and Richie Lovsin ( drums)-took
the audience on an amp-driven junket of
musical delight.
Comparisons to U2 and The Cult are
inevitable when listening to the Corps. It's
manifest,
however, that the group's
musical and lyrical inspiration comes from
personal sources. Although the members
were brought up in a city Devil's Night
author Ze 'e v Cha fets corn pares to a
third-world nation, the Corps' music is
introspective
and
not
about
unemployment, urban decay, or arson.
The audience was treated to a preview

of "Love Beneath the Satellites," the first
single from Rhythm Corps' second album,
due out in January. A savage, unrestrained
bass line and primitive,
militaristic
drumming
that invoked
images of
Alexander's
phalanxes
overrunning
everything west of the lndus river attacked
the listener. Unfortunately 1 the vivified
foundation of discord, foreboding, and
terror that Holmbo and Lovsin worked so
hard setting up was sacked by Persh with
up-beat lyrics informed
by all the
misplaced optimism of a Glass Tiger tune.
Midway through the show, Rhythm
Corps played its l 987 college radio hit
"Common Ground" - much to the delight
of the audience. A lot of two-hit bands hold
their two hits until the finale and encore.
The Corps' fans are considerably more
devoted, giving Persh and his mates the
luxury of playing their LWO hits any time
they choose.
Smash number two, and Rhythm
Corps' best known tune, "Broken Halos,"
was held for the first of two encores.
Although the song is eight years old released during the height of all-keyboard
techno-pop - "Broken Halos" endures as
a serious, progressive piece of music
without being laden with a Square-Pegs era
cuteness.
Persh, Holmbo, and Apro finished up
by rolling out their own drums, and in a
resounding tribal bonding ritual joined
Lovsin in pounding out the song's
distinctive beat.
Wow.
O

Simple, nonsensical, touching music
China Crisis Collection:
The Very Best of China Crisis
China Crisis
Virgin Records
by Sarah Roebuck

1

Virgin Records has released a China
Crisis 'greatest hits' package culled from
the defunct band's five albums.
China Crisis had a keyboard-oriented
sound imitative of Thomas Dolby's Golden
Age of Wireless. They occasionally
experimented with the oboe, flugal horn
and various keyboard effects, but didn't
succeed in developing an original style,
borrowing too much from David Bowie's
extensive catalogue.
Their
lack
of
imagination,
unfortunately, matches their lack of talent.
ft is questionable if China Crisis trumpeter
"Mr. Walsh" passed his grade three
conservatory exam.
His inadequacy is most apparent on
"No More Blue Horizons" as he blares a11
embarassingly simple melody· over the
plodding beat. When the band lacks
imagination and energy, tile bright brass
isn't ahle to-compensate.
Vocalist G. Daly also needsto demand
more from himself, instcll(f of falling back
on Dothy's
breathless singing style.
Although Dai y doesn't mumble, he doesn't
hold his vowels k>ng eaough for the lyrics
to be understood.
Bassist G. Johnson's imagination and
energy contrast
the lethargy of his
bandmates. His dynamic bass on "African
and White" provides a foundation for the
spare musical arrangement.
He can also make the music smooth and
seamless, as when he plays the fretless bass
on the meditative "Christian."
The band comes together on the last
song of the album, "St. Saviour's Square,"
and projects a celebratory spirit. The

melody is the only one written in a major
key - it is more natural and appealing than
any other on the album.
China Crisis is not an original band, and
a collecJion
of their alleged 'best'
underscores the fact. Don't buy this album.
It's redundant. Go back to the sources of
their inspiration for a guarantee of quality.
Traveling Wilburys: Vol. 3
Traveling Wilburys
Warner Brothers Records
hy Dave Briggs
Aging rockstars George Harrison, Tom
Petty, Jeff Lynne and Bob
Dylan have
released
their second
album, Vol.
J, and it's as
entertaining
as their 1988
debut. Both

a

r

e

domin;,ited
by acoustic
guitar, vocal
harmonies
and a -.imple
backbeat
(provided by
Jim Keltner)but Vol. 3ha
a harder, more upbeatstyie
that is reminiscent
rockabilly.
TIit new altMNn
off witti the first singlt
the best track. "She's My
Baby" is a toe-tapping,
chord-strumming number
enlivened by Harrison's catchy lead guitar
riff.
The nonsensical lyrics make it obvious
that this is one supergroup which docsn 't

take itself too seriously. Vol. 3 sounds like
a well-produced
drunken jam session
where the musicians ma!,.~ui: the words as
they go along.
The group's
ability
to rhyme
unconnected things is a tongue-in-cheek
condemnation of pop lyrics and gives the
album its bite. The Wilburysdon't miss any
opportunity to lampoon the pop music
industry in the songs and liner notes-they
even changed their pseudonyms for this
volume.
The Wilburys poke the most fun at
society and themselves. "he Devil's Been
Busy" comments on our willful blindness
to the problems around us ("While you're
strolling
down
the
fairway/ showing no
remorse/ glowing from
the
poisons/
they
sprayed on
your golf
course/
w hi 1 e
you're
b u s y
sinking
birdies/
a n d
keeping
y o u r
scorecard/
the devil's
been busy
in your backyard").
There are numerous
rtferences to Harrison' s
life with the Beatles,
notably "Wilbury Twist"
and the song "Inside
Out" when the group's
harmonics
crescendo
with: " ... don't it make you want to twist
and shout?"
Nowhere on this album will you rind
deep meaningful messages or dark tunes

about how the world is one hig pile of crap.
Instead, you get four mu~icians having a
good time - an experience you will share
while listening to this album.
Good Day ,Uessial,
Daniel Weaver
Stream Records

by Allan Mamaril
With the international
success of
Cowboy Junkies, k.d. tang, Art Bergmann
and Skinny Puppy, Canadian audiences
have been paying more attention to the
music coming out their own country.
Montreal recording artist Daniel Weaver's
debut album, Good Day Messiah, suggests
a pop star on the rise.
The opening track, "Strange Town",
displays the considerable talent of the
multi-instrumental
Weaver. The song
features the crafty guitar work prevalent on
the album. The spiritual
lyrics are
enhanced by the catchy melody and chorus,
and supported by a steady beat.
The remainder of Good Day Messiah,
however, fails to keep your attention.
The steady
beat turns into a
monotonous drone. By the fourth cut,
"Another Tombstone", Weaver's whining
voc1tls also become irritating. At the end of
the album the beauty of "Strange Town" is
long forgotten.
Weaver's
lyrics are touching and
poetic. His expressive style brilliantly puts
across his ideas about the problems with
rclationsh ips, the problems with one's sel [,
and the problems
with society.
Unfortunately,
the lyrics are more
convincing in the black and white o[ the
inner sleeve than in the repetition of the
music.
Daniel
Weaver is an emerging
Canadian taknt, but his recording debut is
a poor exhibition of his ahilily.
O
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1Oo/ostudent discount
on all services
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405 Pelissier
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University of Windsor School of
Music
Artists Series
Marion Hall, Piano
Moot Court, Law Building

254-6865

• Open 7Days

989 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont. N9B 1J6

Video

Dance

by Ron Albrecht and
Elisabeth Deck

Bar

It was an evening of Bach,
Beethoven and bonbons last
Friday at the Moot Court when the
School of Music's Concert Series
presented pianist Marion Hall.
Braving a capacity crowd
without an introduction (a rude
oversight by those in charge),
Hall seated herself at the piano
and began the first piece: Bach's
/eh ruf zu dir, Herr ("I Call on
Thee, Lord"). Hall was either
nervous or out of sorts- her style
was rigid, forced and she seemed
to have trouble with the piece.
The piece itself was so short that
the audience was caught offguard and neglected to applaud
her effort.

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World

WINDSOR'S
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The next composition, Nun
freut euch, lieben Christen
("Rejoice, beloved Christians"),
also by Bach, was a faster, less
sombre chorale. Hall seemed
more in control, but her tempo
was off, even though she was
playing the piece at a pace slower
than Bach originally intended.
When she was finished she
demonstrated
how a former
teacher of her's had performed
the chorale - too quick and
haughty for her own liking.
Whether it was the upbeat version
or the quip the mood of the
audience lightened considerably
and so did Hall.
Ne~t up was Beethoven's
Variations and Fugue on an
Original Theme in E Flat Major,
Op. 35. In typically Beethovenian
style, the piece never had a dull

moment; it fluctuated
from
deceptively soft moments to loud,
brash booms of sonic delight.
AJso, since it was longer than the
two Bach Chorales, the Variations provided the audience with
a better impression of Hall's
musical talent.
After a brief intermission
came a work by Mendelssohn entitled Scherzo from the Incidental
Music to A Midsummer Night's
Dream, Op. 61. Unfortunately,
the piece was very short and
before the audience was aware
that it had ended Hall began
Rakhmaninov'sPreludes, Op. 23.
As with the Scherzo, the Preludes
had their moments but were, in
general, non-descript and eas ily
forgotten. Rakhmaninov's work
is usually more entertaining (for
example, Piano Concerto No. 2).
One wonders why (or whether)
Hall chose to play the Preludes.
Hall then decided to stray
from the programme, and without
the help of sheet music (which she
had occasionally
referred to
during the evening) played her
own selection of Chopin waltzes.
Each was in its own way delightful, although, not surprisingly, the
famous Waltz in D Flat Major
drew the loudest applause.
The programme indicated C.
Saint-Saens 's Etude en forme de
Valse, Op. 52, No. 6 as the last
piece of the evening but Hall left
the room without playing it. After
returning for several bows, she
was informed
that she had
neglected the final selection.
Apologizing to the audience, Hall
returned to the piano for a performance of unequaled verve. This
powerful finale brought her a
standing ovation.
Judging by the success of the
evening, we will be looking forward to the future performances
in the concert series.
(The next concert will be "The
Birds and the Beasts" on November 23rd featuring baritone
Robert Hall and Jonathan
Gonder on piano.)
O

3199 Sandwich Street
Windsor, Ontario N9C 1A7
Teleflora Worldwide Delivery
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Don't like Indian food?

Few bones to pick with Kashmir
by Lawrence Deck
Anyone who's lived here
more than a year can tell you:
Windsor's 'lunch bucket' reputation does not reflect the city's true
state of affairs. This is a cultured
burg - it supports at least five
restaurants that serve cuisine of
the Indian subcontinent.
Of these, the closest to the
campus is the Kashmir. Just between Wellington and Elm on
University, it's a short walk to one
of the best student bargains in
town.
The Kashmir offers a $4.50
lunch special and students get a 15
percent discount; at prices like
these, even those of you who
"don't like Indian food" might
consider an introduction.
The ambience of the place is
benevolent and subdued: sitar
music wafts through the background at an acceptable volume,
and the decor is nice (north-Indian paintings, nothing loud).
The service is prompt and
polite. Feel free to ask about items
on the menu - the answers might
surprise you.
The menu itself is Jong. Very.
Most every variety of Indian
cuisine available at other restaurants is available here, from
the mild Korma style dishes to the
piping hot Vindaloo.
Brief explanations of these
styles will help you make your
difficult decisions. For example,
you can see that Biryanis are
"fried rice dishes prepared the Indi an way and served with
vegetable curry-sauce, garnished
with raisins, nuts and boiled egg."
The Kashmir has a few unique
spccialties
that come highly
recommended.
One of these,
under the Tandoori heading, is
their Fish Tandoori.

Our paper doesn't grow on trees ...
recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable
service

2184 W andotte St. W.

253-4302

NIPISSINGUNIVERSITYCOLLEGE

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Still don't like Indian food? I guess nothing pleases you!

The Kashmir is the only restaurant in the Windsor-Detroit
area that prepares this recipe. A
whole pompfret is marinated in
special spices, broiled, and served
with nan bread, rice pelawf and
salad.
Abdul Ullah, the proprietor,
says he chose the pompfret, a fish
indigenous to the Indian Ocean,
because it has fewer bones than
other fish.
Truly, a bit of diligence to
remove these bones is rewarded
by a seafood-lover's dream; the
pompfret is a meaty, very unfishy fish. The marinade compliments
its natural
flavour
beautifully. Even the skin is tasty.
I recommend it highly.
Ullah explains that his staff
tries, where possible, to make
everything on the menu from
scratch. By way of example considerthcirSagMutorPoncer.The
menu describes it as "chopped
spinach & green peas cooked in
cream and cheddar cheese." Ac-

you can squeeze
me
in, I'd like
you to
drop by so
we can
discuss
job search
techniques.
If

tually, the cheese used in this dish
is home-made - big delicious
curds. Again, highly recommended.
Many excellent combo deals
are suggested on the menu's first
page. I have a few suggestions,
though.
For dinner, start with Onion
Bhagi - batter-dipped, deepfried sliced onions. A friend of
mine is partisan to the Prawn Puri
appetizer.
Tiny shrimp-like
prawns in a mild but spicy sauce
come with little 'puri' bread-patties, and they're delicious. Don't
stuffyourselfthough. The entrees
will fill you up alright.
The Tandoori items, though
comparatively
expensive, are
well worth it. A tandooris an eggshaped clay oven, open at the top,
in which fooa is cooked on vcrtical spits. Tandoori dishes are
marinated in special sauces
before being barbecued in this
special oven.
Sec "Don't" page 12.

The B.Ed. Degreeprogram at
Nipissingis a one-yearlimited
enrolmentprogramtaught at the
Primaryllunior and the Junior/
Intermediatelevels.
Our small class size
of approximately35
students ensurespersonal
attentionfrom professors. Our
practiceteachingpolicyallowsyou
to choosethe locationof most of
your practiceteaching.

And we have a generousentrance
scholarshipprogramas well as Teach
North Awards. For more information
contactthe Registrar's Office:

g

Y

Nipissing
University College

~ Affilialed with Lauramn Uniwmty
100 Coll<g• Ori .. , -

5001, I\IOlth.. ,. Onur1o FIi &L7 0051'7._SUI

ACOUSTIC CAFE
RETURNS ~
to the
SUBWAY PUB

Come to the
Career Planning and Placement Centre. Room 163, Dillon Hall .

Tuesday Nights
with hostsTom Dreyer and John Bourne

Bringyour Guitar and Jam...
Tuesday Nights at the

SUBWAY

Show starts at 9 pm
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by Lawrence Deck

S:

I actually found that rnan
thought ... it's quite true
tl
work. Because, you kfto
damn weird, and theresj
granted, the days areg,r
learning' and master per
... now you can't even•1
master cell biology,~ t
discipline. And what~ )
doplasmic reticulum, t1 d
Are you a micro-biO-celu
level?

y friend Paul and I attended the Detroit Institute of Arts' symposium "Beyond Cyberpunk: Speculative Fiction for the Year 2000 ,"
last Saturday.

I

The guest iist for the one-day conference was
auspicious indeed: six prominent authors including John Shirley (author of the Eclipse trilogy), Pat Cadigan (Synners), and Elizabeth Hand
(Winterlong). Canadian author William Gibson, whose
1984 debut Neuromancer won science fiction's most prestigious honours (the Hugo, Nebula and Phillip K. Dick
awards), was ill and unable to attend.

When [Larry] McCaffre;t,
when he's getting intoa,
mindset different fromcu
he talks about the rupa,r

Bruce Sterling, author of the brilliant Schismatrix and The
Artificial Kid, editor of Mirrorshades: the Cyberpunk Anthology was in attendance, and graciously agreed to be interviewed.

There was a rupture Wl!
longer surround the cl!IJL
And you can see that.do
that science fiction ofttie
trapolative, while scierw
be a patchwork - te~; t
the-wall stuff sewn to,:h
like the idea of an lslara
c
an extrapolation, whatha
has more to do with tl'e
s1
with the structure of scM
ferent belief systems aid
work as systems of l~u;

Sterling , whose recent publications include the short story
"Hollywood Kremlin" (in the latest Fantasy and Science
Fiction), has collaborated with Gibson on a 'steampunk'
fantasy (set in the Victorian era) . The novel , The Difference Engines, is due out in March.

The Lance: Reading your stuff I get the idea that you are one
of the great idea men in science fiction right now. Your
ideas, for me , signal that a revolution is going on, and a
meaningful one at that Sterling:
L:

I hate to use the term 1m
of knowing] what makes
[t
and then extracting tine
- doing a transplanttere

rm not one for meaningless revolutions . [Laughs].

I'm constantly impressed by the depth of research , and the
amount of culture-hopping you do. In the story in the
Sem,otext(e) SF collection ["We See Things Differently"] ,
when ... Who is it, is it Farme r in the introduct ion ... ?

So there's a 'Frankens
lot of modern SF.

S:

Robert Anton Wilson.

L:

... Robert Anton Wilson who remarks on how he thought that
you had actually lived in Islamic countries for a while
when he read that story - and you really do manage to
startlingly evoke that culture. And also in the recent thing
that was published in F&SF ("Hollywood Kremlin") , with
the hustler in Azerbaijan, you get that whole
infrastructure...
L:

S:

Right.

L:

Do you do a lot of research? Do you spend most of your
time researching these things, so that you can evoke
them so powerfully, or how do you do that?

S:

I've gotten on 'kicks ' ever since I was a kid. I get very
interested in something and really just tear into something
and try to find out what it's about. I still do that. I'm a little
more systematic - I've gotten better, better at research
as I've gotten older.

S:

Uh huh.

S:

When I was in school, I was a journalism major, and
was going to be a pop science journalist.

1r1 facl

L:

Was that at U of Texas?

S:

Yeah, that's right. They have a big journalism school there,
and ... I sold a book when I was twenty, and I soon
learned that it was easier to make up lies about it than
actually go out and get the facts. But I do have some
journalism training, and I've always done some journalism
work , and that's my background; I'm not a creative writing
person or an English Lit person. I'm a journalist, and I like
to have facts to chew on and ideas to chew on, and that's
the centre of my work. And it shows .

L:

That's great , yeah . It's almost like you're a realist science
fiction writer.
Tom Wolfe did this big essay in Harper's recently, in
which he was saying that writers should pay more attention to journalism and to the virtues of journalism.

Even modern fantasy Ii~
pieces, rags and tatters.
..
said, "That's a very po11

And when you do thatA n
authenticity, because)eu
ing stuff, you 're just usg
records.
Grist for the mill.

Well, either we 're go~ tc
to us, and we 're goingk>
·
ing about - either thetu
le on what's happenu~to
kind of order, a system.a
world culture ... or elsed1
Vinge calls a singulart/ ~

There's a great book oat1
Chicken and the Trans.f
author is] talking ab~na
and downloading human

When you're young, you know, you have ... you're very
plastic, very impressionable, and you just suck stuff in,
and as you get older you have to, if you're going to keep
going, you know •.. I mean, neurons are dying every day,
right? You've got to get some discipline. So, yeah, I actually do journalism, more journalism work nowadays.

L:

Well, Tom would sayfla

You know, the humano:i
think what's going to'-1:
muffled explosion of Iii h
will get a handle on i~Im
on it we're not going tob
be pretty radically diffele

Things may still be th1"8
years old, or ...

I

L:

Uh huh. I wanted to touc
pretty in-depth, because
r
world of ethics, in theI\O
modern theory and all1r

Do you think that it's rea
beyond itself and started
things as having ethicalS
nificance in the system?

S:

Well, I think this is a verfc
something we invented.II
human condition is asdd

Look at the pyramids ofE
machines, that there ~·
really believed would nwould conclusively lift the
humanity and make h11T
and if you look throughhu
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0
!hat,because he is a journalist.
IW!ifestovery interesting and
iethat people need to do more legrr:,w
the stuff that is going on is so
is just so much of it. I mean,
g,ne when you could be a 'man of
ierhapsseveral disciplines, or even
~1asterone, you know. You cannot
~ that's a sub-discipline of a sub" you exactly? Are you into the enr do you study vacuole dynamics?
• ular this, or are you on a higher
~

talks about post-modernism, and
lie heavy things that make our
culturethat's gone before ... when
lire, right?
illenthe human brain could no
1nuntof information that's around.
~weloped a lot in science fiction,
~eforties is still fairly closely exte fiction in the nineties tends to
~;to be weird comparisons of off~:her,or two ideas thrown together,
11cartificial intelligence. That's not
hat is is a double exposure, and it
estructure of language than it does
•,ntific thought. It's taking two difndfinding out what makes them
~uage, you know.
·remiotics,'but it's really (a matter
!S[languages) work semiologically,
Je [rules] and picking the innards
!ere.
•m· thing about cyberpunk and a

like that. It used to be bits and
s;.. My hero in that story I read
-1\10[post-modern)

complaint.''

i makes you lose your sense of
~ufeel as if you're not really creatg stuff. It's like sampling on

qto get a handle on what's happening
k>- it's the human race I'm talkit uman race is going to get a hand~ to it, and there's going to be some
la workable thing, you know, a
d1ere'sgoing to be what Vernor
~ you know.

xitnow called The Great Mambo
;.NumanCondition, where [the
111anotechnology
and hypertexts
anbrains into software and stuff ...

o>nditionis going to explode, and I

111:,pen
is that there's going to be a
1 human condition. I think that we

111t
by the time we've got a handle
>belike we are now, we're going to
,ent.
IIIS,but, you know, we may be 200

ochon the subject of post-humanism
seit seems to be catching on in the
~d of science fiction, in postIris business.
i,allyhigh time that humanity got
:ed,you know, considering other
alsignificance- having sign?

iryold human idea. I don't think this is
l I think the idea of defeating the
oklas humanity.

,!Egypt.Gibson says they're time
~ a technology there that they

nal<e
Pharaohs immortal, that they
thePharaoh out of tile realm of
rndivine.He was a divine being,
1hunan history, there are a lot of

divine beings, okay? They're as common as dirt, basically, and the things that they have done have not been very
divine, okay?

rhetoric of scientism, the rhetoric of millennial transcendence, and recognize that there can be millennial "'.1anges without transcendence.

And perhaps it's because they didn't actually have a tiny
cube sewn in their brain with eight million megs of computing power in there, but I tend to think that a human being
L:
with eight million megs of direct neural computer power
would probably be just a sort of bigger and more bloated
version of what a human being is now, you know? I
mean, he'd be able to do shit, but it's like the difference
between a salamander and a diplodocus: the same sort
of basic body plan, but one makes the earth tremble and
S:
the other lives under logs.

We don't transcend. We mutate, but we don't transcend.

In other words, it's gonna happen, but it doesn't mean
we're going to end up in white robes and Lucite sandals,
okay? Things are still go11nabe things, and the human
brain's still gonna be made out of mud, mostly, there's
gonna be death and stupid accidents and ridiculous weird
shit like there is now.
And we can't get awa~ from that. We can kind of change
the nature of it ... I don't know if I can hit the right
metaphor here, but ...
We're already being impacted by lots of severely weird
technologies, like television and the telephone, or jet
plane travel. I mean, even when World War II was breaking out, the British Prime Minister was able to say, "What
is it about the Sudetenland? That's just a quarrel in a land
far away! We don't care about the Danzig border! Who
knows any of those Poles, anyhow?" And now, you know,
you cannot - that stuff is pressed on your eyeballs right
through the boob tube, and that's a completely different
kind of politics. and social situation, and everything.
And is that good or is that bad? Well, parts of it are good
and parts of it are bad; I think that's just the nature of technological change, there are always tradeoffs.
My aim in writing about this is to look at the tradeoffs, and
recognize thdl technology' is not an answer, ifs not the
cathedral, ifs not the Egyptian pyramids, and it's not the
Apollo space program. It's not a big fancy candy cane in
the sky, okay? It's something that's under your skin,
something that's in your eyeballs, it's like the fluoride in
your teeth and the strontium in the livers of sheep outside
Chernobyl. It's there, and it needs to be thought about in
those terms, and you need to recognize that rhetoric, the

Is that why you're into black market economies and these
sorts of hucksters who can con and adapt themselves to
these different conditions and make these tradeoffs that
you're talking about that allow them to persist and persist,
like the protagonist of Schismatrix?
Well, you have to have an ambivalent attitude about that. I
mean, obviously if we are going to get a handle on things,
you've got to worry about criminals, you've got to worry
about the black market, you've got to worry about people
breaking the rules, because a lot of these technologies
and tremendous implications, and a lot of them aren't
good.
I think, for instance, of the computer virus. A computer
virus is a fairly easy thing for a programmer to make, and
you can let the thing loose. and it really fucks up a lot of
people. Not only that, but it hurts the people who are most
vulnerable, the ones who have a computer on their desk
and they're getting along with it but they're not like corporate security experts. okay? It plays into the hands of
the computer elite by hurting people who can't defend
themselves properly.
And at the same time, I think a lot of the kids who build
these viruses really think they're doing something really
cool. "Look, I can really fuck up everybody's IBMs, wow!"
And if you met them, you might think they were interesting guys, you know - what the hell, who knows, maybe
they listen to the politically correct bands and politically
correct haircuts or something, but they're fucking people
up.okay?
But at the same time, you don't want to go out and say,
"Well, we can't give you a computer, you might make a
virus with it. Let's just let the Pentagon have it, we can
trust them. They're elected, you know, sure." That's like,
"We'll show you TV, you know, but heaven forbid you
should get a videocam. You might make your own TV and
show mat to your nasty little friends!"
So that's a dichotomy, and that's not going to go away.
It's got to be thought about and dealt with.
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$1.00 per page.

Downtown Office Services

Devonshire Mall area.

Professional and confidential preparation
of academic articles, theses, manuscripts,
resumes, essays and papers.

Call Debbie at

972-7804.
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Serving Windsor for 8 Years -
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327 Chatham St. W.

Inquire about Faculty and Student Discounts.
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Subway
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Don't stuff yourself
Continued from 9.
I've told you about the Fish
Tandoori. My other suggestion is
Butter Chicken. The chicken is
roasted in the tandoor then
cooked with cream, butter and
yogurt and garnished with almonds and pistachios. It's a bit
sweet (if you object to sweet
entrees, you won't like it), but
basically wonderful.
If you like things hot, Madras
and Vindaloo dishes of several
varieties are here for you.
Vegetarians
have a wide
selection of rice dishes (consider
the vegetable palao) and Bhajis to
choose from. Try the Sag Mutor
Poneer for sure, but don't miss the
Mixed Vegetable Bhaji or their
Okra dish (as far as I can tell, it's
not on the menu, but ask).
A Lassr yogurt 'milkshake'
will take the edge off the hotter

spices, as will a beer or a nice
glass of white wine.
For dessert, mangoes and ice
cream will appeal to any sweet
tooth, but the more experimental
should check out Guiab Jamun
(literally 'rose plums') - fried
thickened milk balls in syrup, the
quintessential Indian sweet.
Close, quiet, and inexpensive,
the Kashmir offers students an exotic and delicious alternative to
the everyday, offers it courteously, and really delivers.
The Kashmir is open for lunch
11:30 to 2:30 Monday to Saturday, for dinner 4:30 to 11 p.m.
every day. There's the $4.50
lunch special, and dinner for two
costs between $20 & $30, not
counting alcohol. Don't forget to
show your 1.0. for the 15 percent
student discount.
O

Soups salacious softcore
by Michael Nehme

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Advanced $3.00/At the door $4.00

The Soup Dragons were featured at the Latin Quarter, Friday
November 2. The group is a
'softcore' alternative pottage with
unusual tastes and unusual fans,
whose dress ranged from leather
to lace, velvet to chains.
The concert was exciting and
the fans responded with some
traditional slam dancing and stage
diving. The Soup Dragons
delivered live what their album
fails to offer - energy. The
audience was helplessly caught
up in the band's spirited music
and theatrics.

An image of a swirling black
hole was projected on a screen behind the group, adding a timeand-space warping spectacle of
incomprehensibility to The Soup
Dragon's
potent show. The
musicians threw t-shirts to the
crowd along with various
obscenities and rude gestures,
driving the audience to new
fevered levels. All were of good
temperament, correctly interpreting The Soup Dragon's on-stage
salaciousness as a good clean
sonic assault from four manic
men who gave their all in a
wonderful event horizon of sight
and soun<l.
D

MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS (a tribute to the Stones}

Friday, November 23
CRAIN

ENTERPRISES

PRESENTS

§ zjJ~~
~ ~ ij ~ (ill
Magical Mystery Tour
At the

Sicilia Club of
Windsor

Friday,
November 23
Doors open at 8 pm
Show starts at 9 pm

.
Top 50 Current Albums
for the week ending November 11th, 1990
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
chart compiled by Frank Presel/o (Program Director)
Lst
Wk
1
4

9

Ths
Wk
1
2
3

21
2
5

4

18
848
30
6
16

8
9

28
39
11
12
34
22
7
49
31

5
6
7

10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24

For tickets, call:

The Sights, The Sounds, The Magic ...
Of the Greatest Group of All Time.

966-6668

Opening Act:

Legendary Speds
November 30

The White, a live musical tribute to Led Zeppelin

3
36
25
13
38
17

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

29
45

32

50

34

8

35
36
37

15
26
27

33

38
39

35
32
37
40
23

46
41
24
14

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

Numof
Wksas
Name of Album
Record
Artist
Current
Label (C=Can)
Easy
Magic Seed
Blast Forst
3
Cocteau Twins
Heaven or Las Vegas
Polygram
2
Roadk1II
Roadk,11(Soundtrack) Shadow Shows (C)
5
Stoney Plain (C):
2
Shuffle Demons. The
What Do You Want'
Galax1e500
This is Our Music
Rough Trade
2
Various
lnd,eCan90
Intrepid (Cl
9
Ned·s Atomic Dustbin
Until You Found Out
Chapter 22
1
Dread Zeppelin
Un-Led-Ed
IRS
6
Telescopes The
Precious Little E P
Creation
8
Pixies
4AD
9
Bossanova
Jane·s Addiction
Ritual De Lo Habitual
Warner
11
Capitol (C)
National Velvet
Shine On
9
Cranes
Inescapable
Dedicated
2
New Model Army
lmpunty
Capitol
3
Ride
Fall
Creation
5
Rubaiyat
Elektra ·s40th Annw
Elektra
1
Last Temptation of Reid
Alternalove Ten
5
Lard
Virgin
9
Railway Children, The
Native Place
Social Dis:ort1on
Social Distortion
CBS
6
Bob Mould
Black Sheets of Ram
Virgin
3
Viva Bertaga
Fleuve Noor
3
Berurier Noor
Stony Plain (C)
Jr Gone Wild
Too Dumb Too Quit
3
1 Lottie Indian
Pop1n1ays.The
Please Let Me Go
9
WEA
An Emotional Fish
An Emo/Iona/ Fish
2
Chapterhouse
Free Fall
Dedicated
2
All Shook Down
Sore
Replacements. The
6
Heartthrobs, The
Cleopatra Gflp
Elektra
9
Bltss
Frontier
6
Dharma Bums
Some Fnend/y
BMG
1
Charlatans, The
Matador
Teenage Fan Club
A Catholic Education
5
Darkside, The
Highr,se Love EP .
S1tua11on2
9
Don t Cry Too Hard
Capitol (Cl
Leslie Spit Treeo, The
9
Five Alive
Unicorn
Po1at0Five
6
Jesus & Mary Chain, The
Rollercoaster E.P.
WEA
9
Greatest Hits So Far
Virgin
Public Image Ltd.
2
King Swamp
W1seblood
Virgin
5
Strange Things
EMI
2
Tackhead
Persistence of Time
Island
Anthrax
9
INDEPENDENT (C)
1
Doomsday Dogs
Doomsday Dogs
Something·s Wrong
Davy Lamp
Blind Mice
5
Killdozer
For Ladies Only
Touch &Go
5
Unity(C)
3
Mike Murley
Two Sides
Forth lnve•sion
Forth Inversion
Unity (C)
3
You Can't Always Get What One Drop (C)
3
One
Dionysus
1
Girt Trouble
Stomp and Shout and Work
Fire
1
Anastasia Screamed
Samantha Black
Chapter22
8
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
The Ingredients E.P
Silvertone
2
Men They Couldn't Hang
The Domino Club
Warner Bros.
Wrong Way Up
3
Cale/Eno
5
Cud Elvis Bell
Imaginary
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Dcmn it, it's Rik Emmett I
bJ Sarah Roebuck

"Unfortunately, drtue isn't as
fashionable a theme as the seven
deadly sins ... " Rik Emmett said,
quoting Robertson Davies from
Tire Rebel Angels.
Thursday, November 8, the
Sicilia Club hosted a sold-out
concert featuring Windsor band
Vagabond and guitarist Rik Emmcll, formerly of the Torontobased group Triumph. Emmett is
touring with a support band to
promote his debut so lo album,
Absolutely.
Despite his past success, Emmett came across as unpretentious, speak ing conversat ionally
to the CTO"- d between songs.
Rather than scowling or gnashing
his teeth while he sang, he grinned
in delight.
Emmett's songs often express
optimistic perspectives.
"B ig
Lie," from the new album, is
about the cu rrent hedon istic
themes in popu lar music.
Emmett sa id "I want to step
beyo nd the exp loita tion aspect of
making music simply for its co nsumptio n, sim ply because it sells
... unfortunate ly, virtue isn't as
fashionable a theme as the Seven
Dead ly Sins. A group like 2 Live
Crew are controversial right now
and they are selling because of
that, without a sense of morality
or musical value. I feel a kinship
with writers who have a more
positive approach ... "
This outlook was a factor in
his leaving Triumph three years
ago: " I wanted to make a statement as a singer/songwriter
which I believed I succeeded in
doing on ... Absolutely. With Triumph there were too many artistic, moral, even spiritual differences for me to stay."
As the album quietly approaches Gold in Canadian sales,
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LEATHER JACKETS
We beat Amenc11n pnces
(We wholesale to U SA)
Unusual G,11Ideas for B~dy. Spml & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

it's good to see an articulate and
intelligent
musician receive
recognit ion. At an earlier age Em.
mett had a brief career as an
educator, and he has often peppered his lyrics with literary illusions. Thunder Seven, one of
Triumph's last albums, refers to
James Joyce's novel Finnegans
Wake. On the new album, Emmett
has a song called "World of
Wonders," which is taken from
t h e last book of Robertson
Davies' Deptfo rd Trilogy.
Emmett is keeping it simple.
"I just want to play for the
audience, whether it be ten or ten
thousand. I have to wor k hard and
prove myse lf all ove r again."
Emmett played blister in g
guitar solos with his custommade Yamaha Pacifica on songs
like "Big Lie." He balanced the
set with original pseudo-baroque
compositions
such
as
"Midsummer's
Daydream"
which he plucked out on an
acoustic.
The audience was responsive
during the entire show and stayed
behind for an encore which included the upbeat hit "Fight the
Good Fight" ("You can make it
through another day/ Make it
worth the price you pay").
What's so bad about being
good?
0

~

< CL0~,j

GRADS!
How are your first interviews going?
If you are not being called back for
second interviews , maybe we can help.

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOPS
are available through Career Planning
and Placement.
Pick up a schedule in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Quality Computer 80286 Turbo AT
IM RAM
1.2M Floppy disk dr ive
IDE HD/FD controller
2 Ser., l Par., 1 Game
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
Enhance 10 l keyboard
200W Power supply
Styl ing case

Pan as o-nic

On Sale For

$695

KX-P1180

9-pin printer Special only until November 15
with cable

$239
125 years of Labatt'sIPA:

We will beat any ad vertised pri ce in Windsor !

Whatbeer
wasmeant
tobe.

10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)

Tel: (519) 254-2721

Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

ng Service

Networking Programm ng / Desktop Publishing

L--

A supenor old style a'e brewed by the
trad1t1onal
top fe rnenta. on process.
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Don Says:

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'Iii 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'Iii 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

"We're the official headquarters
of Monday night football
- with half-price wings,
nine TVs and our super six foot
screen."

,r

1--,"IA:1
MOBILE
POWER WASH

)

Too much
of a good thing
SPAY/NEUTER YOUR PETS

Students wanted

Part-time:
weekends-evenings
Power washing
• siding
• brick
• restaurant exhaust
systems
• boats

Rate: $7.00/hour
Call Mike: 979-1544

presents

classifieds
Would the Jennifer who owns the
car with the licence VAN-775
please contact Peter Baumgartner
at 948-7002. It's important.

GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS:
Metropolitan Community Church
of Windsor. a gay-positive church
for all people, meets for worship
Sundays at 10:30 am at 3301
Edison (at Brock), two blocks west
of Huron Line. In addition we
provide many social activities. For
more information call 978-1473.
FOR SALE: Electric typewriters
from $50 to $100. Apple I[ parts.
boards, stuff. Also , small Can. forces double breasted green trench
coats: $10. Call 256-8054, leave
message.
ROOMS FOR RENT; In large,
spotless. remodelled house. 500
block Randolph. Partially furnished
(new). Females only. Preferably
non-smokers. $265-$325 + a portion of the utilities. 974-3646.
FOR RENT: Two bedrooms, from
January 1st tiH April 30th. Located
on Askin, University area. 5 minute
walk to University. $275 per room,
utilities included. No smokers. First
and last month rent. 254-5621.

..

FREE TO GOOD HOME: Twoyear-old
sociable,
neutered,
orange cat seeks gentle and loving
owner(s). Family scene OK. Have
been vaccinated. CaQ971-8511 or
254-0951.
ROOM FOR RENT: In a beautiful
home, 867 Victoria Ave. $250 a
month, utilities included and
kitchen available. Female, nonsmoker preferred. Phone 2561497.
ROOM FOR RENT: Available Dec
1st, 751 California, steps from the
University. Call Al at 252-7803 or
Chris at 973- 78-«.
ROOM
FOR
RENT:
$300.00/month. In • two bedroom
apartment. Includes utilities. looking for • non-smoker,quiet {usually). Ctose enough to U so you can
get up at 8:40 for a 9:00 class and
still run there in time. {I should
know.) Near the C.H .. Call 9737834 and ask for Bruce.

ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
C~APEL: M_asseson Sundays at
10.30am &4.30pm. Mas&on Mon-

R.A.'S WITH THEIR PASS GET THEIR
ENTIRE FLOOR IN FOR FREE!!!

day at 11 :50am. Liturgy of the
Word: Tuesday at 6:00pm (Mass
followed by dinner at cost price).
Masses from Wednesday to Friday
at 11:50am. All are welcome to attend. Also please feel free to drop
by the Cafe for coffee, to use the
Library for study, or just come &
relax. We are located between the
University Centre & Huron Church
Rd. Phone 973- 7034 .

_P_O_R_T_S
__
The Lancer
Locker

j

--_______

Lancers suffer double setback
posts several times.
The other Windsor goals were
scored by Dan l\,fdhon and Rod
Anthony.

b) ~like Mouat

OUAA\OWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed. Nov. 7
Grand Valley State 132
Windsor 65 (exhibition)
Mon. Nov. 12
Sienna Heights 89 Windsor 85
(exhibition)

Women's Basketball
Laurentian 92 Wind sor 47
(exhibition)
Laurentian 78 Windsor 45
(exhibition) ·

Hockey
Sal. Nov. 10
UQTR 9 Windsor 1
Sun. Nov. 11
Ottawa 4 Windsor 3

Men's Volleyball
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo def. Windsor

( I0-15,15-8,15-7, 15-7)
Sat. Nov. 10
McMaster def. Windsor

(15-9,15-5,15-4)
Women's Volleyball
Fri. Nov. 9
Waterloo def. Windsor
(15-0, 15-7,15-12)

5

The University of Windsor's
hockey team dropped a pair of
games to University de Quebec
Trois-Rivieres (UQTR) and Ottawa over the weekend.
In a blowout last Saturday, the
Lancers lost to UQTR 9-1.
Despite the fact that they outshot their opponents, they were
never in the game. Lapses in concentration lost them the game.
UQTR is a team with a potent
offense, as they proved here on
Saturday.
"We were outplayed," said
Lancer coach Rick Cranker.
"They took away our game, and
their goalie played well."
Marty Haidy knew that
UQTR was a good offensive team
but it was their defensive play that
surprised him. "They are the best
defensive
team I've played
against, we deserved to lose."
Brad Belland scored the lone
Lancer goal.
On Sunday, Ottawa scored
three powerplay goals (two in the
third period) to come from behind
and defeat the Lancers 4-3.
The Lancers led 2-1 going
into the final period, and seemed
to put the game out of reach when

MEN'S HOCKEY

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

An aggressive Lancer hockey team fell short in weekend action.

Belland scored a shorthanded
goal early in the third period.
But Ottawa came back to
score three unanswered goals to
take the lead.

Windsor had several great opportunities to tie the score, but the
Ottawa goaltender made some
key saves. Luck didn't hurt the
goalie either: Windsor hit the

"There was no excuse for our
loss tonight," Cranker said. "We
bad this game, and we let it get
away in the third."
Ottawa scored three of their
four goals on the powcrplay, but
the penalties Windsor took did
not upset Cranker.
"The penalties
we took
weren't too bad, but I thought the
ref was looking for us only, after
we took the lead."
After team lost on Saturday.
several of Windsor's rookies
made their debuts and played
well, while veterans - some of
them injured - sat it out. Team
captain J.D. Urbanic missed
Saturday's game because of a
bleeding ulcer, and will undergo
tests this week to determine if he
can play next week.
The Lancers go on the road for
their next five games before
returning home for an exhibition
game against Western on Saturday, January 5.
'.J

Young team maintains losing streak
b)' Scott Pratt
Whoever is in charge of
giving
the University
of
Windsor's women's volleyball
players their wake-up calls should
wind his watch.

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
Fri. Nov. 17
Windsor at Laurentian
Tournament
Tues. Nov. 20
Oakland at Windsor (8 pm)
Sat. Nov. 24
·vork at Windsor (8 pm)

Women's BasketbaU
Sat. Nov. 17
GU(lph at Windsor (3 pm)
SaL Nov. 24
Waterloo at Windsor (6 pm)

Hockey
Sat. Nov. 17
Windsor at Laurier
Sun. Nov. 18
Windsor at Waterloo
Sat. Nov. 24
Windsor at Brock
Sun. Nov. 25
Windsor at Guelph

Men's Volleyball
Wed. Nov. 21
Westernat Windsor(6 pm)
Wvmen's Volleyball

Wed.No\l.21
Westernat Windsor(8 pm)
Fri.Nov.23
WindsoratMcMaster
. SaLNov. 24
Windsorat Brock

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
It wasn't until the final game
of Friday night's contest with the
Waterloo Athenas that Windsor
began to come together, and by
then it was too late. They had dug
themselves a two-game hole, and
couldn't climb out.
The final score from the St.
Denis Centre read 15-0, 15-7, 1512, all in favour of the visitors.
In the first game, despite the
score, Windsor showed some of
the play that allowed them to beat
Waterloo three games out of five
the previous weekend. Some
good blocks and strategic time-

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

An experienced Waterloo team dominated the young Windsor squad.

outs were not enough, however,
to offset their opponents' experience and precision.
The second game featured the
scoring of Windsor's first point,

Perfarmer of the Week
- Brad Belland
Sponsoredby Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending November
19 is University of Windsor
hockey player Brad Belland.
Bellands' s two goals in the
Lancers' two weekend losses
were the most impressive thing
in a dismal weekend for all
Windsor teams.
Belland, the team's leading
scorer last year, is in his third
year with the Lancers and is a

centre out of Belle River District
high school.
For being named the Performer of the Week, Belland
will receive a $20 voucher from
Don Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Pellissier St. in downtown
Windsor.
0

Due to the University of
Windsor's athletic department's
inability to select a Performer of
the Week, this week's winner
was selected solely by the Lance
sports department.

after a 25-point Waterloo run
opened the affair. The Lancers
began to sharpen their play, cutting the Athenas' margin of victory from the first game nearly in
half.
Before the start of the third
game, I had already begun writing
the team's obituary. The Lancers
looked to be over-matched, understaffed, and on this particular
night it seemed as if they wouldn't
provide a challenge for Waterloo,
but in the third game they began
to come together. In the early
going Windsor jumped out to a 52 lead.
The wakeup call was late, but
was there nonetheless. The team
played with enthusiasm and drive,
not quitting until the score reads
15-12 for the Athenas.
Indeed,
though
the enthusiasm they showed resulted in
their best play of the night, head
Coach Marge Holman would

sooner have the team calm down
a bit.
"They let their emotions get in
the way of their play at times. We
talked about it and the girls tried
to deny their feelings, but it's obvious.
"The first thing I'd like to do
is ban all the fans from our home
games. We play better on the road
than at home," Holman said.
Holman may feel that the
team's energy did them in, but
being one player short didn · t help,
either. First year power Stephanie
Purr suffered a severely sprained
ankle in the pre-season, and although she participated in warmup drills on Friday night, has not
played a game this season.
"She's starting to come back,"
said Holman of Purr :s foj ury.
"It's getting better."
The Lancers' next game is
against the Western Mustangs at
home November 21 at 8 pm. D
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There are at least 20 basic rules fo
successful interviewing.
How many do you know and more
importantly, how many don't you know?
To complete your list attend an

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP
Schedules are available at Career Planning and
Placement , Room 163, Dillon Hall.

KASHMIR
INDIAN TANDOORI
RESTAURANT
• Fully Licensed •

15% discount for students
$4.50 lunch special
Monday - Friday
1139 University W
Windsor, Ontario
Canada N9A 5Tl
Tel: (519)977-6173

Hours:
Mon - Sat.. ........ 12-2:30 pm
......................... .5-llpm
Sun & Holidays
......................... .5 -1 lpm

all day,
all night
7 days a week

aug ty Arizona punished
by DaYeBriggs
There 'II be no dessert fo r you,
you ng man, unless you eat you r
vegetables!
Good old morn couldn ' t have
said it better . Recently the state o f
Arizona was ver} bad, and it lost
out on a triple scoop hot fudge
sundae with whipped cream and
sprinkles known as the National
Football League ' s Sup er Bowl.
Last week, in the .~ake of
Arizona's electoral decbion not
to endorse Martin Luther King's
birthday as a holiday, Phoenix,
Arizona was stripped of the right
to host the 1993 Super Bowl.
Arizona is now one of three
U.S. states without a holiday
honouring the slain black civil
rights leader.
Phoenix had been chosen as
the site for the prestigious NFL
championship game last March,
but was warned that if the state
failed to recognize
King's
birthday, it might lose the game.
Though the move requires at
least 21 of the 28 NFL teams to
vote in favour of NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue's recommendation, it is likely that such a
measure will be supported by
most, if not all, teams.
It's fascinating that sports
could play such a major role in an
important social issue.
I applaud Tagliabue and the
chair of the Super Bowl site selection committee, Norman Braman,
for making the move.
In a time when some high
schoolcrs have difficulty naming
our own prime minister, it is most
important
to recognize
and
remember one of the most influential people of our time.
King· s fight to change the
prevailing attitude of racial hatred
resulted in many social changes;
the most important of which was

the armchair gladiator
bringing an end to legalized
here. This time, leave it to dad to
segregation.
come up with a re all} good threat
To forget what he has done to of his own. In this case Tagliabue
further equality is a backwards
is the man behind the wheel of a
step that worsens an already un- huge Buick that has just turned
healthy racial climate.
around and i~ speeding home.
Such a move is a sign of a
The damage has been done,
change in attitudes. Apparently
and Arizona may end up losing
ending racism is no longer as im- more than the business and attenportant as it once was. In a time tion the Super Bowl carries with
when racism still runs ram pants in it. The move has already caused
parts of North America, merely other parties to consider pulling
accepting it only brings the pot large conventions out of the state.
closer to the boiling point.
Who knows what will be yanked
Arizona voters don't think
from Arizona next?
King is worthy of being honoured
Few other events bring the
with a holiday. What kind of sig- level of world attention generated
nal does this send to kids across by the Super Bowl. For one night
North America? They might
at the end of January, Phoenix
question what the man has done in would have been in the world's
the ongoing fight to turn the tide spotlight.
of racial hatred, or worse still,
Some say Arizona voted
they might question whether
down the holiday because the
equality is really an issue we NFL put pressure on them to supshould fight for.
port it. I guess that just goes back
There is nu question that
to morn and her vegetables. The
n ters had a democratic right not more pressure she put on you to
to support the King holiday, but eat them, the more you refused.
one wonders what they acThe key point to remember is:
complished hesides losing mil- morn was right. No matter how
lions of dollar s in tourism.
they taste, vegetables are good for
I 'll turn this car around right you.
now, if you kids don't stop fightNo, J 'm sorry, Arizona cannot
ing!
come out and play. It ·s been bad
Another legendary parental
and it's going to stay in its room
proverb seems quite appropriate
and think about ~ihat it's done. O

Spinner's
presents

every Thursday
COMEDY AND
MAGIC NIGHT

Ron Martin

* Monday & Wednesday - Two for One Chicken Wings

with his guests
No cover before 9 • Show starts at 10 pm

Thursday
November22
the original

Foxy

FRENCHMEN

3217 Sandwich Street
255-1833

Served with Fries or Vegies
* Tuesday - Spaghetti & Meat Sauce Served with Garlic
Bread & Pitcher of Beer $9.95
Konas & Marshall After 9:00 pm
* Thursday- Looney Burgers Try Them You'll Love Them
For Just a Dollar
Who Can Eat The Most?

* D.J. Every Nite

show

$4.00 cover
Where is everyone going this week?

Spinner's

*

No Cover Charge
* Super Sound Dance Floor
* 10 T.V.'s For Your Sports Viewing
(Satellite Coverage)
* Saturday Nite Super Shooter Nite

Diner Dance Club
2960 Huron Church Rd. at Grand Marais
(519) 966-3388

Join Us Where the Good Times Are A Breeze
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ectic week schedule

~ancers winlessin

shot fell way short of the basket a
and after some insurance buckets,
the Saints were on their way home
with an 89-85 victory.
Osier led the Lancers with 30
points, with Byrne adding 10
points in a losing cause. The
Saints were led by Morgan with
23 points.
After the game, head coach
Wayne Curtin said the team gave
a good effort despite the fact they
were tired.
According to Curtin, the team
played their best defensive game
of the season, especially in the
second half where they were able
to control the Saints' inside game.

by Jim Parry
The hectic schedule of the
University of Windsor's men's
basketball team took its toll on the
team over the past week.
Playing five games in seven
days, the Lancers could not
manage a single win. Windsor
lost to Grand Valley State 132-65
and dropped two more games in a
tournament over the weekend.
On Monday, the Lancers
hosted the Sienna Height Saints in
a rematch of a game which the
Lancers lost 111-83. In the first
match-up there were an incredible
63 fouls called, so both teams did
not seem to be on friendly terms.
The second meeting was different, though, as both teams battled for the lead throughout the
game before the Saints managed
to squeak out an 89-85 victory.
The Lancers' gruelling road
schedule seemed to affect them
early as they played a notch below
their average tempo.
Oddly, this seemed to work in
their favour as they were more
patient on offense, waiting for the
right opportunity to take a shot.
Windsor held aA eight point
lead, 19-11, after Vincent Osier,
who led all scorers with 30 points,
followed up a missed shot with a
vicious dunk.
The home team would up the
lead to nine points later in the half
after Chris Daly used some
muscles under the hasket to
tipped the ball home.
The Saints tought back using
the tandem of Paul Morgan and
lcsli:r
DickcrS(ln
to notch

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Lancer Andy Johnston presses Sienna's Steve Moo~.

numerous easy inside baskets.
With five minutes remaining
in the hatf, Sienna evened the
score at 30. The tempo of the
game increased dramatically for
the rest of the half as both teams
entered the intermission tied at
47.
In the second half, the Lancers
once again grabbed the lead after
Osier sank a three pointer for a 5552 edge six minutes into the half.
Windsor managed to neutral-

ize the inside game of the Saints
causing Sienna to put-up shots
from long range. A 14-3 run at
the midway point of the half
powered by two three-pointers by
James Stafford Junior and an additional by Steve Moore gave
them a 71-63 lead.
The Saints would stretch the
lead to I O points he fore the blue
and gold hattled back into the
g.1me. Steve Blalevic converted
a three-point play after driving lo

the basket and getting fouled to
narrow the margin to seven.
The Lancers whittled the margin to one point before BJazevic
was called for a technical foul that
sent the Saints to the line where
they converted three out of four
foul shots for a four-point lead.
The opposition's margin was
cut to just two points with I :26
left to play before Windsor once
again shot themselves in the foot.
Dennis Byrne's attempted

CAMPUS
CATALOGlJE
For Rates and Information call
Leanne l<'ullerton, Campus Plus
(416)362-6468
Sec you in January!

On the other hand, the team's
inability to finish strongly is a
problem which is of concern to
the Lancers' coach.
"We're so close but we just
seem to let it slip away. We don't
know how to close yet," Curtin
said.
Curtin added that if the team
could survive the busy schedule
of the weeks ahead, theywould be
in excellent shape.
The Lancers once again
refused to rest as they travelled to
ptay Northwood on Wednesday,
November 14. The team will then
venture into Sudbury as they par1i c i pate in a tournament
at
Laurention University over the
weekend.
Next Tuesday, the
Lancers will hll"'' Oakland al the
SL.Denis C'entre al Xpm.
[1

SUMMER JOBS

Applicationsare now being
accepted for summer jobs on
cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No experience
noccessary. For more
informationsend $2 and a
self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL CLUB

5334 Yonge Street

Suits 1407
Toronto. Ontario
M2N 6M2
Find out about the only program to prepare you
competition I
'l-DAY SEMINAR
• Covers all aspects of the complex .1pphcation. exam and
interview process.
• Sample ques~ons with in-class practice and tips. wnhng
exercise instrucuon, and crucial guidance on the interview.

Pi Lambda Phi
wishes to thank
theUniversity of
Windsor and the
community for
contributing to the
March of Dimes.

IIA<P

• Comprehensive study l\lt on aid, tr.1de, immigration, nnd
politicaVeconomic issues and slats.
• Taught at universities across Canada by former FSO Barry
Yeates.
• Outstanding Placement Record.
For•lgn S.rvlc• Ex,im CounHlllng
104-404 L.aurl•r Ave. Easl
Ottawa K1N 6R2

613 567-1764

,.._,,,,,.._
MAKEYOUR

OWN BEERI

• ••••••

Large Selection of Kitsl

- rr·sSIMPLE

& EASYI
$COMPARE OUR PRICES$
We also have WINE MAKING
KITS and KITCHEN WARE.

°'

Ph0<1e,wnte
fax for your FREE
calalo11U'3,in bme for the holidays.

519-642·2546

Inc.

DC. TRADING
P.O. Box 23064
City Centre
London, ON N6A 5N9
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U.S.JOBS
GRADS: Find out how the Free
Trade Agreement will open up
positions for Canadian grads to
work in the U.S.
Mr. Dave Houston of U.S.
Immigration
will provide
information on the process
involved in obtaining
U.S.
immigration
clearance
for
permanent positions.

DATE: Tuesday, November 20
TIME: 11 :30 am
LOCATION: Vanier Student
Lounge
(Vanier Hall, first floor near
Wyandotte St. entrance)
This seminar sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement
should be of interest to all
students who want to explore
the possibilities of positions ,n
the United States.

Hoopsters confide11t about season
by Scott Pratt
A5 the 1990-91 season nears,
the University of Windsor's
women's basketball team bears a
strong resemblance to this year's
Detroit Red Wings: young, somewhat inexperienced, and ready to
take on the world.
Head coach Joanne McLean
sees a team with enormous potential.
Though only five oflast year's
players are returning, McLean
believes that the team is learning
quickly and playing well.
''Team wise, we have our work
cut out for us," she said. "We're
very young and certainly have a
lot to learn, but the players are
working very hard and are

focussed
season]."

[on the upcoming

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Of the new players, McLean
is especially impressed with point
guard Tracy Beaudoin from
Sandwich Secondary and forward
Nancy Gyurcsic, who played
Lancer volleyball last year.
Both players "have all the
tools to play at this level." The
main thing they lack, she says, is
the experience that can only be
gained by playing against the
faster, bigger opponents found in
university basketball.
The team is using a new off en-

sive scheme this season; a quick,
pass-oriented game. The strategy
is expected to draw opposition
players into commitments that
stop them from reacting to quick
shots from open players.
McLean questioned whether
such a young team should try as
fast-moving a system as this, but
the results have been mostly positive, as in their preseason 55-48
victory over the Ryerson Rams.
The toughest challenges this
year should come from McMaster
(ranked third in Canada last
season), Western, and perennial
powers Brock and Lakehead. A
formidable list, but McLean is
confident that "we'll be right up
there" at the end of the sedson. O

campus recreation
Campus Ree Next Semester
Start getting those teams ready for next
semester's intramurals. Different intramurals will be
held in January so why not try your hand at a different sport, such as mixed innertube waterpolo?
Pick up applications starting at the beginning of next
semester.
Bowling Tournament
The Campus Ree. bowling tournament was held
this past Wednesday (November 7). Fourteen people
showed up to bowl their hearts out. High game for
the tournament was 190. Full details will follow in
the next lance.
High School AII-Nighter
There will be a mandatory meeting held next
week for anyone who has signed up to assist at this

event. The dates are:
Tuesday, November 13 at I 1:30 am or 12:30 pm;
Wednesday, November 14 at 11:30 am or 12:30pm.
Everyone must attend one meeting. If you have
any concerns or problems please contact the Campus Ree. office at 253-4232, ext. 2456.

GECanada
invites 1990-91
graduates to
apply for the
following program~:

I hope you find this
a refreshing
idea.
The CPPC can
provide
you
with guidelines
on questions
often
asked
by employers
during an
interview.
Come to the
• ,...___
~Career Planning and Placement Centre, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

• Edison Engineering Program
.• Manufacturing Management
• Sales and Marketing Development Program
• Information Systems Management
Students interested in applying to GE Canada
should pick up company literature describing the
various programs and qualifications from the
Career Planning and Placement Centre.
Students are asked to submit an ACCIS form as
well as transcript of marks to the Career Planning
and Placement Centre, Dillon Hall, by November
26th NOON. No late applications will be accepted.

muffler king~
315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

Special extension
- two weeks ONLY!

10% discount.on any
exhaust and brakes upon
presentation of student card
until November 17, 1990
At Speedy, you're a somebody!
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Future looking bleak for Lancers
by Glen Skinner
Trials and tribulations have
severely hurt the University of
Windsor's
men's volleyball
team's chances for a successful
season.

MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Last Friday, the Lancers lost
their match at the St. Denis Centre
to a mediocre Waterloo team.
The Waterloo players came
into the game with full stomachs.
They had been eating dinner and
mistakenly thought the game was
at 8 p.m. instead of 6 p.m. Warrior players had to be rounded up
before play could begin.
The second string line-up
started for the Warriors and lost
15-10 to Windsor. Geoff Kemp
had a viciou:. kill to wrap up the
game.
A tough dig made by John
Lieraman opened up the second
game to give the Lancers the lead.
The game progressed to an 8-8 tie
before Waterloo's starters took
over and won 15-8.
The Warriors won the third
and fourth games both by scores
of 15-7. The Lancer team played
a tough game, but made mistakes
which cost them the lead.
"Winning and losing doesn't
matter. You can·t control a team
who is taller and more talented,"
said Windsor's head coach Bob
Bond.
Bond would like to hear his
players scream ing and shouting at

every great play, hut it is tough to
get excited when you 're constantly hchind.
The team is lacking in many
areas, especially their hem:h. The
starters arcn "t worricu about

losing their positions because no
one else will take them; there is no
motivation for them to work really hard.
On Saturday November 10.
the Lancer went away to take on
the McMaster Marauders. The tall
Marauders walked over the Lancers in three straight games. The
scores were 15-9, 15-5 and 15-4.
The men's volleyhall team
has eight games left. Right now
their record is 0-4.
The Lancers will face the
Western Mustangs on Wednesday. November 21 al 6 pm al the
St. Denis Centre.
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- an intensive 12-month program commencing May
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Winless Lancers hope to rebound against Western.

Lacrosse club places fourth
by Jordynn Gloster
-----------------Last weekend the Windsor Rivermen competed
in the OUFLA (Ontario University Field Lacrosse
Association) finals held in Ottawa.

LACROSSE
Alth1>Ughthe team consists entirely of University or Windsor students it is a club team sponsorcu
by Campus Recreation. Because they arc not a varsity team they had difficulty l'inuing a coach anu

ended up coaching themselves.
However, despite their lack of coaching and selffunding. they competed for the full OUFLA season
and ended up fourth place in the province.
Finishing their season with five wins and three
losses, the Rivermen enter the OU FLA 's ranked
rifth in league play.
After heating the University of Toronto 16-6 in
the first round or the OUFLA. they lost to McMastcr
I J-J. Their loss to gave McMaslcr third place.
Brock won the tournament h~ healing Western X-6
in the finals.

n

Pile on down for the
time of your life ...

The distinguishing feature of Wilfrid Laurier's MBA program
is our dedication to the growth and development of our
,students. This manifests itself in our deep commitment to
excellence in teaching. You will find at Wilfrid Laurier a
climate for learning which is both intellectually challenging
and exciting.
The full-time program is designed for engineering, computer
science, science and mathematics graduates who wish to
develop their skills as managers. However, the program is
also suitable for individuals from a variety of disciplines.
Admission to the program is based on the following criteria:
• undergraduate grades (73% in the final year of
study)
• GMATscore-minimum
540
• work experience - two years full-time or
equivalent (co-op or internship programs}
• academic and work references
• completion of prerequisite business courses
Deadline to apply is December 1, 1990
For more information or an application package contact:
Director, M.B.A. Program

•

Wilfrid LaurierUniversity
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5
(519) 884-1970, ext. 2544

755
Ouellette
Avenue
265-2385

Free
Parking

At
Rear
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0
For complete details
on the GM Graduate
Program, ea// now/

1-800-GM-DRIVE

• fhe 1991 GMGraduate Programis open to oll slvdtnts who groduor. durin9 the period September l,. 1988 through Augu11 31, 1991.
tTheGM Groduott Progromconnot be combined with the GM EmployeePurchase Program
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Racism under assault
by Rick Hiebert
VANCOUVER (CUP) - Canadian students are getting
together to fight racism on November 21.
"Our membership has recognized that racism has become a problem on campuses nationwide," says Christoph
Sicking, deputy chair of the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS). "lt's a big problem."
CFS is organizing a day for student governments and
organizations to hold seminars, host speakers and meet to
discuss how to fight racial discrimination on campuses
from coast to coast.
"There are forms of racism on every campus across the
country, I would argue," Sicking said.
"It could be institutionalized racism where students
who say, come from a Muslim background and are taking
Bachelors' degrees in history, find that all the history
they're studying is European and European-based," Sicking said.
"It can also be more blatant or overt, where you sit
down in the men's or women's wash room and you look on
the walls of the stall and are offended by the things you
have to read," he said.
Member campuses. Sicking said, arc free to approach
the issue as they think best. "We want to encourage the
members to take the day and adapt it to their own needs."
At the University of Windsor, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) Human Rights co-ordinator Winston
Hall said that an information booth will be set up in the

University Centre. At the hooth, students will he able to
watch movies which deal with human rights issues, or look
over brochures.
The day is being informally supported by the New
Democratic Youth of Canada and several trade unions,
notably the Canadian Union of Postal Workers.
In British Columbia, CFS region chair Brad Lavigne
hopes to discourage discrimination in several ways.
Posters are being printed for campuses across the
province and stickers reading "This is a racism-free zone"
are being distributed to paste over racist bathroom graffiti.
''We hope student groups will meet in workshops," said
Lavigne. "We're looking for a policy which will outline
the racism problem and provide mechanisms for student
unions to fairly deal with incidents of racism on campus."
For the most pan, he said, student councils have no
forums or mechanisms to address the issue.
"Hopefully, this day will promote some things that will
be useful on an ongoing basis," he said. "We'd like to see
some new policies ready to go by next semester."
The call for .~e anti-racism day has gotten some positive response from campus groups.
"This way, we 'II have a starting point to at least address
the problems of the issue," said Patrick Chow of the
University of British Columbia's
Chinese Collegiate
Society.
"We need to get everyone together to discuss each
other's views," he said.
CJ

A "yes "·to Centre expansion
by Jennifer Johnston
University Centre expansion has been given the g<'ahead. Of those who voted in last week's referendum,
seventy-two percent were in favour of the expansion.
However, only 6.2 percent of all students came out to
vote.
While University Centre associate director Mary Lou
Thibert said she was extremely pleased with the results.
she was not surprised at the low voter turnout.
"Everyone had the opportunity to vote, it was well
publicized. Traditionally, on this campus, we do have a low
voter turnout - the Senator"s race the week before had
four percent of the students out for it," Thibert said.
She went on to say that if the vote had been close. she
would have been concerned about the outcome. However,
due to the overwhelming positive response, Thibert feels

Breeze follows political convictions to jail
by Kevin Wilson
A 1000 kilometre walk to Ottawa
and nine hours in a holding cell hasn't
dampened Sue Breeze's resolve.
Breeze and approximately
150
other protestors were arrested on
November I O at National Defence
Headquarters
(NDHQ) in Ottawa
during a peaceful protest on behalf of
the
lnnu
of
Nitassinan
in
Labrador/Quebec.
In spite of the arrests, Breeze said
she feels "fantastic."
The protestors were charged ~ith
public mischief for blocking the
entrance to NDHQ. One woman was
also charged with assault after she
threw blood at the building and inadvertently spilled some on a nearby
police officer.
The demonstration at NDHQ was
the culmination of a 'peace walk,' the
local branch of which left Windsor on
September 2J. Spnnsored by the Al-

Next week:

liance for Non-Violent
Action
(ANV A), the Windsor walkers made
40 stops in various communities en
route to Ottawa to draw attention to
the plight of the Nitassinan lnnu.
The lnnu of Nitassinan
are a
nomadic hunting people. They have
disputed the Department of National
Defcnce's use of their land as a training ground for low-level bombing
flights.
An Ottawa organizer
for the
protest was 'unoffically detained' one
week prior to the protest, said Breeze.
"The military police threatened
her with charges under the Security
Act because she was advocating civil
disobedience ... She insisted that she
be officially detained, and they let her
go, and the Ottawa police tried the
same thing."
Brec:te said that although she suffered some minor bruises to her arm
while being arrested.
the p1,licc
generally did not treat the protestors

A new Christmas classic

roughly. In spite of this, Breeze said,
a few French-speaking
protestors
were "roughed up, because they
refused to speak English."
Breeze also said that while the
highlight of the entire walk was the
civil disobedience action at NDHQ,
the march for Nitassinan was "a
wonderful experience" from start to
finish.
"We most certainly got our message to the people," she said. "I alone
spoke to thousands of people in
dozens of communities
along the
way."
With the march for Nitassinan
now over, ANV A is looking towards
ARMX, an upcoming convention of
mi litary hardware
producers
in
Toronto.
"It's going to be interesting to sec
how the Ontario government acts on
this one." Breeze said. "We now have
a premier wh1.lhas openly participated
in civil disobedience actions."
n

See "Sea" by UP

the results arc beyond reproach.
Answering complaints that the referendum was pushed
through without ample preparation Lime. Thibert said that
she feels students had ample time to raise concerns.
"It was made known that if we had support for this
project (at the information booth), we would forge ahead
with a referendum. The response we received at the hooth
was extremely positive, so we took it to a vote," she said.
Dave McMurray. director of student services at the
university, echoed Thibert's sentiments.
"I think it's a democratic process. rt was our wish that
concerned students would come out and vote. They had
two days to f!!ake their wishes known." McMurray said.
He continued by stating that he feels that the students
who did vote use the centre on a regular basis.
"I think [low voter turnout J is traditional." he said.
"Those who didn't feel it was important, didn't vote.
Whenever a decision is made, there is always another
side."
McMurray said that any concerns about the expansion
can still be addressed by the University Centre Advisory
Board (UCAB). Both he and Thibert stressed that UCAB
will not abandon the project to a group of developers.
Rather, they will be monitoring the project on an ongoing
basis to ensure that st4dents "get what they voted for."
Some responses received at the information booth
stressed the greater need for expanded library facilities and
the difficulties that OSAP students will have in meeting
the new financial requirements. Students will be expected
to finance the expansion through a $5-per-coursc student
fee.
McMurray said he wanted to remind people that the
library is expanding, and that the government has just
created a commission to look into the effectiveness of the
OSAP program.
The library will be expanding into the west wing (currently the Student Affairs Department) and the bookstore.
Student Affairs will be moving to Dillon Hall hy September 1991, taking over the room of the defunct Home
Economics department. The bookstore will be moving into
the new business building in 1993.
Thibert foresees the expanded centre, "as one of, if not
the hest student centre in the province."
Thibert said the next steps will be to find an architect
to finaliLe plans, and to entertain hids for construction. n

Women's Centre seminar on rape prevention
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Essays, theses,
resumes, all
kinds of typing.

,,diversions

Reasonable rates.

Telephone:
258-1973
Leave a message.

classifieds
ATTENTION
ALL SOCIAL
SCIENCE STUDENTS: The Social
Science Society has executive
positions open for the upcoming
semester. Anyone interested in
these positions is asked to contact
either Kim or Jackie at 253-6063 or
G 130 WHN for further information.
ROOM FOR RENT: In a beautiful
home, 867 Victoria Ave. $250 a
month, utilities included and
kitchen available. Female. nonsmoker preferred. Phone 2561497.
FOR RENT: Two bedrooms. from
January 1st till April 30th. Located
on Askin, University area. 5 minute
walk to University. $275 per room,
utilities included. No smokers. First
and last month rent. 254-5621.
EAA MEMBERSHIPS, MUGS, tsh1rts(including Once Great Lakes
t-shirts) are available at the following locations: Great Lakes United,
Rm 3, Assumption University,
phone 973-7019. c/o Lydia Stam;
or Rm 215, Biology Building, 2534232 ext 2735. c/o Mary Ann Ryan.
LA MAISON FRANCAISE: 478
Sunset Avenue, 254-6615. Open
Monday: 10-1:30pm. Tuesday: 1o-\
12pm, 1-2pm. Wednesday: 12:301:30pm, 3:30-4:30pm. Thursday:
10-12pm, 3:30-4:30pm. Friday· ,
12:30-1:30pm, 2:30-5:00pm.
RESUMES
TYPESET ...mail
merge. Call 948-1727.
WISH TO TRADE: Mitshubishi int.
amp. 100 watts for VHS VCR .. Mitshubishi quartz synth. tunerfor pair
of
speakers...
Kenmore
refrigerator for deep freezer. Call
254-9248.
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Philosophy of the Academy of Science of
the USSR. Programme begins at 7:30 pm.
All members of the University community
are welcome.

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11 :00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11 :30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)
Until January 13
w Rod Strickland: Around the Sweet Sea: an
exhibition this Windsor artist's sculpture.
w Carole Conde and Karl Beveridge:
OSHAWA-A History of Local 222, UAW,
CLC, 1982-83: a photographic recreation
of the union's development.
Until January 13
u- Art from the Roof of the World - Tibet:
more than 200 artifacts from the 16th to the
19th centuries including sculpture, musical
· instruments, paintings, jewellry, and ritual
objects. Located in the Graybiel/Eansor
Galleries.

Artcite:
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277
Sandwich Street, 977-6564.
Until November 30
Schrittwechsel (Change of Gait): an exhibition of "underground" art from East
Germany in the 80's.

Common Ground:
Mackenzie
Hall Cultural Centre, 3277
Sandwich Street, 977-6564 for public viewing
times.
November 16 - 28
I's'
Sculpture Show: work in progress by exchange student, Neil Mitchell.
November 29 to December 13
Soft Rains: an installation and performance. A discourse on love and identity in
the machine age by General Memetics fnstitute. Performance on Saturday, December 8 at 8:00 pm.

Toledo Museum of Art:
2445 Monroe Street, Toledo, Ohio, (419)
243-7000.
Until November 25
Impressionism: Selections from Five
American Museums: last weekend to see
this exceptional exhibition featuring 80
pamtmgs and sculptu_res from 21 artists-.

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Department of Phllosophy
At the Canterbury College Common Room, 172
Patricia.
Thursday, November 22
Dr. Afexi Tolstov: The State of Soviet
Philosophy Today: Dr. Tolstov
is
Secretary-Assistant of the Philosophical
Anthropology
and Modern Science
Research Group of The lnS1itute' of

Department of Klneslology
Speaker's Series:
1

Alumni

Human KintStlcs Building, 253-4232 extention
2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human
Kinetics Conference Room.)
Friday, November 23
I's'
Bimanual Coordination in Infants and
Young Children: by Marliese Kimmerly of
the University of Windsor.

Department of Geology's C.P. Gravenor
Lecture Serles:
All lectures in this series are in Room 302,
Memorial Hall, University Campus and begin at
4:00 pm.
Wednesday, November 28
r.- The tectonic history of the Lower
Proterozoic in the Great Lakes Region: by
Dr. WF. Cambray of the Department of
Geological Sciences at Michigan State
University.

The Department of Philosophy
At Canterbury College, 172 Patricia.
Wednesday, November 28
q-,
Antigone and Two Theories of Authority:
the guest speaker is Professor Bilf Conklin
of the Faculty of Law, University of
Windsor. Lecture begins at 7:30 pm.
Everyone is welcome.

"Effects
Series

of Isolation"

Programme

In the Hoffman Auditorium, Iona College, 208
Sunset Avenue, 973-7039.
Thursday, November 29
w The Effects of Isolation: there is evidence
of a relationship between isolation and illness, addiction, suicide and other destructive states. The programme begins at 7:30
pm.

Chlstlan Culture Series
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
Sunday, December 2
w The Synod - Success or Faifure: a lecture
by the Most Reverend Frederick B. Henry,
0.0., V.G., Auxiliary Bishop of the
Dioceses of London. Begins at 8:00 pm.

THEATRE
University Players:
At Essex Hall Theatre, University Campus, 401
Sunset. Box Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
November 22 to 25, November 28 to December 2
u- Dames At Sea: by George Haimsohn.
Robin Miller and Jim Wise.

CINEMA
Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Until Sunday, November 25
w Wild At Heart (U.S., 1990, David Lynch):
Tuesday at 7:00, Wednesday at 9:30,
Thursday at 7:00. Friday at 9:30 and mid·
night, Saturday at midnight. Not shown
on Sunday.
w The XXfl International Tournee of Animation (Various?, 1990?, Various?): Tuesday
at 9:30, Wednesday at 7:00, Thursday at
9:30, Friday at 7:00, Saturday at 7:00 and
9:30, Sunday at 4:00, 7:00 and 9:30.
Tuesday, November 27 to Sunday, December 2
w After Dark My Sweet (USA, James Foley,
1990): based on the novel by Jim
Thompson. This is supposed to be good.
w Raggedy Rawney: "a young soldier
deserts and joins a gypsy caravan disguised as a rawney, a half-crazed witch
with magical powers".

Attic Theatre:
2990 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Box
Office: (313) 875-8284.
Until December 9
w
Frankie and Johnny In The Clair De Lune:
by Terence McNally. "A tender, lastchance love story of the 80's". Directed by
Lavinia Moyer, the Attic's artistic director.

CONCERTS
School of Music Concert Serles:
At Assumption Church, 350 Huron Church
Road.
Friday, December 2
w A Festival of Christmas: the tradition continues featuring multiple choirs and an
audience sing-along. Directed by Richard
Householder. Programme begins at 8:00
pm For ticket information call the School
of Music: 253-4232 ext. 2780.

MISCELLANEOUS
Music Therapy Club
Thursday, November 23
w Bake Sale: the School of Music's Music
Therapy Club will hold said bake sale at
the University Centre from 12:00 to
2:00pm.

Italian Cultural Evening
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Avenue,
252-8383.
Wednesday, December 5
I's'
Verdi - His Life and Music: a presentation
by Mr. Fernando Busico. Bilingual presentations, beginning at 7:30 pm, open to
public, gratis.
•

I

•

.
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Senate bylaws disregarded

Student charges professor misconduct
by Kevin Wilson
Students enrolled in one of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology's service courses are in the dark.
The course, "Law and Society," is a
mandatory course for sociology majors;
this year two lawyers, Shaughnessy Cohen,
a Crown attorney, and Steve Rogin, a
defence lawyer, are te2ching it.
Students taking the course are complaining that the professors have ignored
university rules regarding evaluation of a
final mark. Greg Weston, a student in the
course, said that Cohen and Rogin were
"stepping all over the bylaws."

Bylaw 51 of the university's Senate
constitution states that "Each instructor
must inform his/her students in writing, by
the end of the second week of each course,"
concerning procedures for determining the
final grade of the course, and approximate
dates for tests and essays. No such outline
was made available to the Law and Society
students until October 22.
"The eighth week, she gave us the
course outline, but it was just the information. No dates, or anything like that...The
ninth week, she gave us this other one,
which she didn't announce in class, and the
grade was lowered from a 45 percent to a
30 percent paper and nobody even knew,"

Weston _said.
The bylaws further state that any
amendments to the outline should be made
by the instructor with the consent of the
majority of the registered class.
Weston claims that no such consultation took place. "A lot of students are
afraid to say anything right now," for fear
of receiving poor marks.
Department head Max Hedley spoke
with the class on October 29 to ensure a
consensus, but students are still dissatisfied.
"We were given the option of writing a
paper worth 30 percent of the mark, but the
topics didn't show up," said one student,

who requested anonymity.
"There's only three lectures left, and
it's an eight to ten page, double-spaced
essay, and they don't even know what
topics (we should) write it on." said Weston
Cohen said that she had received no further complaints since Hedley had spoken to
the class, and feels the matter is closed.
Weston disagrees. "Neither of them
[Cohen and Rogin) showed up for last
week's class," he said. "It's very u nprofessional."
0

Student senator Peters
steps down without
attending one meeting
by Jay Davison
The student body at the
university has not been represented on the Senate so far this
year, and it looks like it will
remain that way for the duration
of this semester.
Kay Peters, elected to the
position of student senator last
spring, informed Students' Administrative Council (SAC) of her
decision to resign last Thursday.
Peters cited academic concerns as the reason for her resignation, explaining that she would
be unable to attend the Senate
meetings; they are held on the last
Thursday of every month. Peters
had not yet attended a session and
the Senate does not meet again
until January.
"Basically I think I did the
right th ...g ~'lr the students and for
myself," Peters said. "It wasn't
fair for me not to attend the meetings."
SAC president Joe Esteves
said he doesn't think student representation on the Senate was
necessary this semester .
"Luckily no real controversial
issue really showed up." Esteves
said after being intormed of
Peters' decision.
"If it had of been something
like spot quizzes or something
along those lines it's obviously
Lance photo by Carolyn Cox nice to have student repreDan Ronen and Stuart Rosenberg grin after a successful day of selling falafel ror the Windsor Jewish Law Stu· sentatives there."
If a senator misses mmc than
dents Association at the Law Building Monday. Profits from the sale were earmarked fur "Operation E,odus,"
three
meetings, he llf :-.heis asked
a cross-Canada student campaign to raise money to bring Soviet Jews to Israel.

-

Fill in the blank.

to resign.
"I would have asked her to
leave if she hadn't resigned," Esteves said.
"She should have let me know
[earlier] at least, and then we
could have decided ~omething
right there," he said.
Nino Papa was elected to the
second Senate position in a
Novemhcr 8 by -election.
Esteves said that instead of
holding another by-election, SAC'
would probably appoint another
person to Senale temporarily.
"I Holding another hy-eleclion Jjust wouldn ·,.,., ork." Esteves
said. "fehruary 21 is our general
election. We may as well just vote
on the senatM then.• and put S\lOlC hoJ) 10 for the inh.:rim - somchod) from council"

n

Council ratifies Greek society despite concerns
by Jay Davison
Another dimension was added to the
ongoing debate over the Greek Letter
Society (GLS) last Wedenesday evening
when the group was ratified in a majority
decision by Students' Administrative
Council (SAC). The GLS had previously
been denied ratification at a SAC meeting
on October 24.
The new vote listed 12 in favour, 4 opposed.
"It was the wish of the council and the
majority of the council, 12 to 4, that the
GLS should be part of the university community," commented SAC president Joe
Esteves.
After the meeting, some people questioned the priorities of SAC, especially
with regard to their financial situation.
"I think it's apalling that they were ac-

tually ratified," said SAC Human Rights
co-ordinator Winston Hall. "We should get
our priorities straight. l think the reason
why they were ratified is strictly from a
financial perspective. These guys bring in
a lot money to the Subway, and to the
university."
Hall went on to sum up most of the
reasons for the dissatisfaction with the
decision.
"There's no question in the minds of
most of the students that these guys are
sexist, elitist, racist organizations. I mean
especially sexist. They 'II admit openly that
they're sexist organizations. It's like bringing in the Klu Klux Klan on campus."
A survey of Ontario universities indicated that only two of the approximate
eight surveyed permitted Greek societies
voting representation
on their student
councils.

"Tlzere 's no question in
the minds of most
students that these guys
are sexist, elitist, racist
organizations. "
According to Tai Czudner, secretary of
the GLS, fraternities and sororities in Ontario are exempt from legal charges of
sexual discrimination under the Human
Rights Code. Since the GLS only sponsors
the fraternities and sororities and is an organization distinct from them, the group
maintains that its enrollment does not suggest sexism.
"We're not sexist," said GLS president
Bev Edmondson.

Both Esteves and Czudner stressed the
importance of the GLS to SAC and vice
versa, from a financial point of view.
"It's starting to come to the attention of
the students that the pub is in a lot of
trouble," said Czudner. "When you get
down to it, if there ·s going to be a future
SAC needs the pub and the pub needs
Greek Letter Society."
Esteves felt that not only was the GLS
important but all clubs were.
"I think that the GLS brings to this campus a social awareness and a certain spiriL"
The GLS holds this view as well and
also feels that they have not been given
enough time to prove their critics wrong.
"We haven't even been an active club
for a year," said Czudner. "I don't think any
other club in one year can do a whole lot. "O

1
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Career Planning and Placement Centre, Room 163, Dillon Hall .

Business _reps left up in the air
for Janua~y regi stration , and a
fourth el ection in February when
some high -school students enroll .
Because this would be so impractical , Clemens think s SAC
should
stick by the repre sentatives that are elected each
spring.
SAC president Joe Esteves
seconded the motion and noted
that he was in favor of ammending and/or changing the by-law.

by Lance News Staff
A motion drafted to clear up
the controversy ov er business
students' representation on the
Students ' Administrative Council
(SAC) did not make it to the table
at last Wednesday's
council
meeting. Drafted by business representative Jason Clemens, the
motion will not be dealt with until
the next SAC meeting in January.
At the time of the council election last spring, the business
faculty had sufficient students
registered to warrant two representatives on council. This year
faculty enrollment dropped , and
business lost one of their representatives.
According to Clemens , the
process of following the numbers
exactly sets a dangerous precendent.
Clemens pointed out that if
council follows its Letters Patent
strictly, SAC would have to hold
elections four times a year: the
main election in the spring, a byelection when the actual registration numbers are tallied
in
September, another by-election

"SAC
has set a very
dangerous precedent for the future ," said Esteves.
The president said that to hold
a by-election each time enrollment fluctuated would be very
costly and unecessary. Esteve s
noted that a minimum price for a
by- e l e ction
would
be approximately $1500.
"Any councilor who votes
against the motion should not be
a councilor , because he would not
be representing the students ' interests," said Clemens .
The representative announced
that he will resign if the motion is
defeated, but not before completLance photo by Carolyn Cox ing work on the finance commitJason Clemens.
tee.
D

classifieds
CANTERBURY COLLEGE is ac-

cepting applications for single &
double rooms for January 1991.
Call the Business Office at 2566442 between 10:00 am & 4:00
pm, weekdays.

presents

HOUSE FOR RENT: furnished,
January - April 1991, South
Windsor, 7km to U of W, very
moderate rent. Call U of W, ext.
2329 or 969-5457.
LOOKING FOR LISA: We met at

the Nov.10 lnnu Peace March in
Ottawa.Wishto talk morewith you.
Please contact Jaybo Russell at
(613) 235-5536.
ARE YOU DOWN & FEELING
LOW? Things just aren't going the

•

way you'd likethem to go?Well, we
at the Peer Support Centre are
here to listen, to care, & to share
our time with you, all in strict confidence. We offer a variety of services & counselling if needed.
Drop by to see what we're all about
- 2nd floor, University Centre or
give us a call at 256-PEER/2567337. Rememberwe are students
helping students.
FOR SALE: Alpineski package,in-

cluding: skis, boots, bindings, and
poles. Price: negotiable.For more
info call Kevin at 734-1492.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 4 bedroom

house, 728 Sunset, available Dec.
1st, fridge & stove. 1275/month.
254-5566 or 735-0400.
LASER PRINTING: IBM-ATARI-

ASCII. Call 948-1727.
GIFT WRAPPERS: Creative in-

dividuals, Christmasgift wrapping
at locations throughout Toronto,
Scarborough,Pickering, Oshawa,
Mississauga,Brampton, Hamilton,
St.Catherines. Managers to
$7.50/hour + bonuses. Wrappers
to $6.10 + bonuses. Wages increase proportionately to hours
worked. Full/Part time, December
1-24. Call (416) 588-6853.
ROOM FOR RENT: Available Dec

1st, 751 California,steps from the
University. Call Al at 252-7803 or
Chris at 973-7844.
LE CAFE FRANCAIS will be open
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 1Oam - 2pm. Bring a
lunch! Pop, tea, coffee and croissants available for purchase.
Everyonewelcome!
CJAM 91.5 FM - Every Thursday

R.A.'S WITH THEIR PASS GET THEIR
ENTIRE FLOOR IN FOR FREE!!!

from 12:00pm to 1:OOpmthe Environmental Awareness Association hosts a radioshow focusingon
environmentissues.The "Environmental Power Hour" opens the
phone lines for questions or comments . Simply call CJAM at
2586397or 258-8786.
TO SAVE the
Sandwich West Woodlot is available for signing at the University
Centre Desk.
. .. .
A PETITION

..... ····--
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"Right-wing'-'--assailant set free
by Jeff Harrington
HALIFAX(CUP) - An Ottawa
man who pleaded guilty November 13 to assaulting two female
students and a college lecturer in
Halifax is free and heading back
home .
Donald James Way was given
a suspended sentence and put on
probation for one year for three
assaults near the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD).
Provincial Court Judge Elmer
MacDonald ordered Way to stay
away from the college and told
him it was "advisable he follow
through" on his stated intention to
leave the Halifax area.
Crown Prosecutor Darrell
Martin told the court that despite
the "fear and apprehension" suffered by the victims, he could not
request Way be jailed because the
"bizarre" offences were technical
assaults - no one was hurt.
Martin said Way approached
a female NSCAD lecturer near
the college October 1, shouting
"Murderess! Murderess! Spermkiller! Women are fetus-killers!"
Though Way raised his knapsack over his head in a threatening manner, he did not strike her,
Martin said.
Martin said Way also accosted two female NSCAD students in separate incidents near
the school.
"Mr. Way approached them,
swearing, again talking about
feminism and sperm-killing. and
spit on both of them," said Martin.
Defence lawyer William
Digby did not take issue with
Martin' s comments.

"This case points out the holes
in the interface between the
criminal justice system and the
mental health system," he said.
Digby said that while Way
might be a "danger to others,"
doctors would not "certify" for
help in a mental health institution.
Way spent a month at the
Nova Scotia
Hospital
in
Dartmouth before being arrested.
Prosecutor Martin said he apparently came to Halifax from Ottawa "to observe things around
Dr. Morgentaler's trial."
"He continues to exhibit extreme right-wing views and certainly had to be medicated once

sent to the hospital ," said Martin.
Martin quoted a medical
report that said Way might lose
control of his "angry impulses" if
he stops taking the medication he
needs three times daily.
Judge MacDonald said he
would recommend Way get
psychiatric help if he were not
planning to leave Halifax.
"I have my own doctor in Ottawa," Way told the judge.
Way has been banned from
Dalhousie in Halifax twice in the
past three years for harassing
women, most recently on October
1, the day of the assaults.
CJ

Jim Jones party criticized
by Paul Hayward
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Student reaction is split over a fraternity party
named after a cult leader who murdered 900 of his followers.
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity held its 11th annual "Jim Jones
Remembered - Electric Kool Aid" party on November 9 at its frat
house.
In November 1978, members of the People's Temple were found
poisoned after having drunk, many at gunpoint, a deadly cocktail of
Kool Aid and cyanide.
The disaster occurred at Jonestown , a commune in the Guyanese
jungle named after the movement's leader Jim Jones. The final death
toll reached 912.
Garry Sande, a University of Manitoba professor who teaches a social psychology class which includes a study of the Jim Jones disaster,
said he became aware of the party after a student showed him a poster.
"It seems to have been in very bad taste," Sande said, adding students may not have been "aware of the magnitude of the tragedy, the
number of innocent people, the murder of young children by their
parents."
Pete Robbie, a member of the fraternity. said he hadn't heard about
the controversy, apart from a message scrawled on one poster.
"We make up an alcoholic punch which is free. There arc no mock
ceremonies," he said. "We usually make a donation to the Heart Foundation. a fund for terminally ill children ."
O

Top 50 Current Albums
for the week ending November 18th, 1990
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
chart compiled by Frank Presello (program director)
Numof
Lat Thi WklH
Wk Wk Current
1
27
4
7
21
5
15
18
22
9
:25
14
23
13
24
42
8
6
10
35
43
44
30
45
32
29
47
31
46
2
41
38
26
16
3
20
34

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1
4
10
3
2
4
3
6
10
4

9
1
1
3
4

1
1o
3
3
4
7
1
1O
10
1
3
1
4
4
6
4
1
2
10
2
9
10
1
2
3
6
10
1
7
2
2
6
4
1O
1

Artist

Name of Album

House of Love, The
8 Sides and Unreleased
Easy
Magic Seed
Heartthrobs, The
Cleopatra Grip
Shuffle Demons, The
What Do You Want
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Until You Found Out
Berurier NOir
Viva Bertaga
Galaxie 500
This is Our Music
Aide
Fall
Railway Children, The
Native Place
Jr. Gone Wild
Too Dumb to Quit
Telescopes, The
Precious Little E.P.
BMG
Wedding Present, The
Corduroy
WEA
Sisters of Mercy
Vision Thing
Dedicated
Chapterhouse
Free Fall
Capitol
New Model Army
Impurity
4AD
Pale Saints
Half-Life
1 Little Indian
Popinjays, The
Please Let Me Go
Dedicated
Cranes
Inescapable
WEA
An Emotional Fish
An Emotional Fish
Unity (C)
Murley, Mike
Two Sides
IRS
Dread Zeppelin
Un-Led-Ed
Situation Two
Buffalo Tom
Birdbrain
Intrepid (C)
Various
India Can 90
4AD
Pixies
Bossanova
Beggars Banque
Fields of the Nephilim
Elizium
Virgin
Public Image Ltd.
Greatest Hits So Far
Gymnastic
Various
Sacred War
Unity(C)
Forth Inversion
Forth Inversion
One Drop (C)
One
You Can"tAlways Get What
Matador
Teenage Fan Club
A Cathol,c Education
Situation 2
Motorhead
The Birthday Party
Ladd-Frith
Various
lnt. Object No. 4
Dionysus
Girl Trouble
Stomp and Shout and Work
Capi1ol(C)
Leslie SpitTreeo, The
Don't Cry Too Hard
BMG
Charlatans. The
Some Friendly
Chapter22
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
The Ingredients EP .
Situation2
Darkside, The
Highrise Love E.P.
Wipeout(C)
W1peoutBeach
Wipeout Beach
Fire
Anastasia Screamed
Samantha Black
Polygram
Cocteau Twins
Heaven or Las Vegas
Killdozer
For Ladies Only
Touch &Go
Island
Anthrax
Persistence of Time
Mute
lnspiral Carpets
Life
Sire
Replacements.The
Al/ Shook Down
Elektra
Aubaiyat
Elektra's40thAnniv .
New Alliance
Purple Outside, The
Mystery Lane
Aoadkill
Roadkill (Soundtrack)
Shadow Shows (C)
Virgin
Mould, Bob
Black Sheets of Rain
WEA
Jesus & Mary Chain, The Rollercoaster E.P.
Wilfred N & the Grown Men Lift Off
Zonlk·SOCAN (Cl

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

MOST REV. FREDERICK HENRY, D.D.
Auxiliary Bishop of London
Canadian Delegate to 1990
World Synod in Rome
Speaking On

The Synod:
Success or Failure
Date:
Time:
Place:

Adults:
Students:

Sunday, December 2, 1990
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
$5.00
$2.00

Record

Label (C:Can)
Fontana
Blast First
Elektra
Stoney Plain (C)
Chapter22
Fleuve NOir
Rough Trade
Creation
Virgin
Stony Plain (C)
Creation
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Piece of the II
SAC's blown it again.
After wisely denying society status to a fraternity/sorority
umbrella organization, the council reneged. Now Windsor
joins the ignominious company of universities where
discriminatory
organizations
are allowed to involve
themselves in the affairs of the students' union.
The Greek Letter Society (GLS) now has a vote on
students' council, is entitled to funding and can book room on
campus - just like a legitimate campus club.
Other clubs are required to grant membership to any
fee-paying student of this university. Nominally, the GLS
complies. Nominally. Effectively. it represents fraternities and
sororities-groups
whose sexism, racism and elitism are not
historically notorious by accident.
An organization that professes democratic and egalitarian
ideals, SAC has thrown these principles to the wind.
SAC president Joe Esteves, who voted in favour of the
motion to ratify the GLS, should hang his head in shame.
Angelo Epifani, a supporter of the Women's Centre, also
voted for tl-'Temotion; Angelo: what were you thinking?
International Student Society president Chris Cheng, a man

Atkinson - two from whom more could have been expected.
Newly elected Senator Nino Papa got his career off to a
pointless start by declining the vote on this crucial issue.
Why did SAC come full circle and allow the GLS its
ratification?
Money. Debate on the issue centred on the financial plight
of the Subway Pub. Supporters of ratification reasoned thus:
the GLS will bring a lot of business to the flagging Subway
Pub, and SAC could use the money.
Is the Pub losing money because the fraternities and
sororities couldn't have parties there until last week, or is it
losing because students prefer to go elsewhere? Can any
club with significant membership get ratification regardless of
their membership policies by promising to hold parties in the
Pub? Did anyone care?
Did anyone balk at the cynicism of this money-grubbing
disregard for the ethics of student government?
We don't know. Joe Esteves called the question.
Our council: bought and sold.

who agrees ~that it is important to make the people aware of

Science Representative Abby Aackam, Faculty of Business

womens' issues," voted in favor. Good show of concern,
Chris! Better luck next time.
Walking in step with these rogues are the councillors who
abstained. These include SAC vice-president administration
Fred Sherman and Student Law Society president Tom

Representative Sharon O'Flaherty, Student Law Society
Representative Cinda Serianni, and Huron Hall House
Council President Buffy-Camille Joseph, thank you. We hope
the blindness of your colleagues doesn't divert you from your
own noble stance.

To the councillors who opposed the ratification, Faculty of

Centre of inattention
the University Centre Advisory Board (UCAB) did much to
encourage voting. The referendum's chief sponsor, UCAB did
the bare minimum to promote and publicize the vote.
Meanwhile, SAC"s performance during the 'campaign'
was even more unpalatable. When this question came before
The votes are in and the results are tabulated. The SAC in the Winter of 1989, it prompted a spirited democratic
University of Windsor can give itself a big pat on the back as debate, the surfacing of important student issues at council
meetings and strong leadership in search for votes both for
it starts down the road to joining most other Ontario
universities witha much-needed, improved University Centre. and against the proposition. This year's SAC is led by an
In the midst of the popping of champagne corks and executive that thinks Christmas decorations, stereos, and
choruses of "Happy Days are here Again," there is reason to drug insurance administration are burning student issues.
One would be hard pressed to find a member of the current
feel glum.
council
that understands
the concept of university
The results of the referendum for student funding of the
administration
shifting
its
chronic
government funding
centre expansion might make some people sad. It is not the
problems
onto
the
backs
of
students.
fact that students voted by a margin of almost three to one in
Whether student council expansion is a good thing or not
favour of funding the expansion - in fact, this newspaper
supported centre expansion. The sadness arises when one is irrelevant. The fact that nobody in SAC or the student body
looks at how many students turned out to express their even questioned the issue or called for public debate is
repugnant and disgusting. The administration would be wise
opinions.
Just over 600 eligible voters out of a possible 10,338 to capitalize on student apathy and SAC indifference and
turned out. In other words, only 6.2 percent of the student bring forth measures which would cure many of this school's
,
population gave enough of a damn to express their opinions ills.
One such measure could be levying a charge of $15,000
on a major issue at their own university. The fact that this will
cost them an additional $5.00 per course over the rest of their per course per semester. With this amount of money the U
academic life at Windsor didn't spark so much as a thought could build an even better centre complete with the following:
a parking garage to alleviate parking problems; twenty floors
from most students on campus.
'Student apathy' is a term which is misapplied as the cause of low-rent student apartments to help with the housing
for everything from SAC and its pub's financial problems to shortage; a cafeteria that can seat the entire student body,
poor attendance at university football games, but this vote faculty and staff all at the same time; and the addition of new
was an indication of how apathetic Windsor's student body classrooms and fully equipped labs to relieve the problems of
overcrowding and outdated equipment.
truly is.
This proposal would solve almost all the current problems
A mere year and a half ago the same questionevoked
lively student debate, well organisedpro-expansionand on campus, and because neither SAC nor the majority of
anti-expansion campaigns and a voter turnout of over 26 students seem to care about important issues facing them and
their university, the administration could be assured of little
percent.
to sucha move.
While Windsor students have a lot to be ashamed about opposition
- Michael J. Cohe~
in regards to their attitude towards the democratic process on

The Death of democracy
is not likely to be an
assassination from ambush. It will be a slow extinction from
apathy, indifference, and undernourishment.
Robert Maynard Hutchins

campus,neitherStudent'sAdministrative
Council!S~C) nor

......
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The voices of noble silence speak
by Matthew Kelly

of over 1.2 million Tibetan deaths
since the Chinese occupation by
labelling it an act of genocide;
With the occupation,
61,000
monasteries were razed, destroying
most of Tibet's cultural inheritance.
Only 9 were left standing;

/China's rule in Tibet is/ more brutal
and inhumane than any other Communist
regime in the world.
-

AJexander Solzhenitsyn,
October 9, 1982

incentives. This 'final solution' to China's
Tibet problem began in 1983 in the hopes
of drowning Tibetan culture within a few
decades. AJready the 6 million Tibetans are
outnumbered. A clear system of economic,
educational
and medical apartheid is
established which denies Tibetans basic

Tibet was for two thousand years free
and fully in control of its own affairs and a
thousand times more free than many
members of the United Nations.
- Ambassador Aiken,
Irish Representative to the U .N ., 1961
You missed it.
Last Thursday evening (November 15),
Tashi Rabgey and her sister Losang spoke
passionately about the need to break the
silence of the international community
toward the Chinese
government's
genocide of the Tibetan people. At a time
when a new, informed radicalism is on the
increase at campuses in the Wrstern
Hemisphere, it is deplorable that there
wasn't a stronger presence at this warm taik
and slide presentation.
The two young Tibetan-Canadian
women delivered
some of the grim
statistics of the Chinese occupation:
•
80.000 Chinese troops invaded and
occupied Tibet in 1949/50;
87 ,OOO
Tibetans were killed in a 1959
national uprising;
•
In that same year. 1()(),()()0 Tibetans
tled into exile, including the spiritual
and temporal leader, His Holiness the
Dalai Lama;
•
The International Commission of
Jurists conduJcd their investigations

BAY OF BENGAL

THAILAND

•
•

Over 10,000 Tibetans presently
remain in captivity for anti-state
activities, almost all of whom arc loyal
to the high Buddhist
ideal of
non-violence.
The atrocities
don't stop there.
Environmental
degradation
is nearly
irreparable at this time, with clear-cut
logging and the dumping of China's
nuclear waste on the plains of this
important ecosystem at the ·roof of the
world.'
Already 7.5 million Chinese colonists

rights.
By opening wide the doors of Tibet to
the world tourist trade. China is simply
attempting the gross commercialization of
an ancient heritage. With the rise in alcohol
dependency, Tashi and Losang compared
the plundered self-esteem of the Tibetan
people to that of America· s aboriginal
peoples. To add to the misery of these
peace-loving sufferers, China is now
enforcing sterilization of Tibetan women in
rural settlements.
Ten years after being greeted by

have moved to Tibet through government

Canadian

dignitaries

to Canada,

Holiness the Dalai Lama's most recent visit
this fall was completely ignored by the
Canadian government. Clearly China's
intimidation tactics are working!
The Dalai Lama was questioned at a
recent press conference in Toronto with
regard to the contrasting reaction by
Canada to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and
China's parallel invasion of Tibet. His
answer was: "You see, we have no oil."
If Canada and the democratic West are
serious about freedom, they will place the
peril of Tibet as top priority over the
reinstallment of a non-democratic Kuwaiti
dynasty. In Dharamasala,
India, the
Tibetan government-in-exile
has been
reorganized along modern democratic
lines.
Especially Chinese students studying
in Canada should be informed of the U.N.
General Assembly passage of Resolutions
1353 (1959~ 1723 (1961~ and 2079
( 1965), calling for the recognition of the
right to self-determination of the Tibetan
people, as well as Canada and the United
State~ equally having a record of
condemning the human rights abuses in
Tibet. But since the Tiananmcn massacre,
the imposition of marshal law in Tibet in
March 1989, and the expulsion of foreign
journalists from the region, the suffering
anJ genocide
of these tolerant and
non-violent' Tibetan people quickens its
pace because the governments of the West
refuse to recognize the actions of China as
having any consequence on their own
interests.
The talk was sponsored
by the
Canadian Institute of International Affairs.

His

Justice is everyone's issue
by Lynn Bezaire

rn the 1930s, Canada donated a parcel
of land to the government of South Africa
and invited it to establish an embassy here.
South Africa's purpose in coming to
Canada was to study our Indian Act and our
reservation system. Canada, at that time,
had the only 'legitimate' apartheid system
in the world.
This is only one of the issues that has
been raised as a result of the Freedom of
Nitassinan peace walk this fall. The plight
of the Jnnu people has drawn together
animal rights groups, environmental
groups, and nuclear disarmament groups
across the country. Yet the majority of the
Canadian people have remained untouched
by the recent cry for Native justice.
I have tried to engage a number of
people in discussion about the state of
social justice in this country. I am told that
social issues are something we should
discuss only once in a while. If we talk
about them too much, they will become
mundane and insignificant.
I asked these same people why it was
that only a few individuals banded together
to fight for social justice - justice not
merely for themselves or the Natives, hut
for all Canadians. They tell me most people
have enough to deal with in their own lives
without worrying about everyone else's
problems.
This level of thinking forces human
rights activists to work on the fringes of our
society. The media sensationalizes their
endeavours and the public dismisses them
without giving any serious attention to the
issues they raise. The common perception
of such people is that they arc extremists,
radicals, and anarchists.
Things haven't changed much since the
1930s. The Natives in this country still live

under a system of apartheid.
Most
Canadians refuse to believe this. Perhaps it
is too painful for the majority of people in
this country to accept that the standard of
living that they enjoy is a direct result of
what we have done to the Native people of
Canada. We are their oppressors.
As long as social justice is looked upon
as something that does not require the
concern of each member of this society,
this will not change. People will remain
ignorant of the facts surrounding social
issues in this country. The myths will be
perpetuated.
As university students, we are the elite
of this country. We will control the
corporations, media, educational system,
and government of tomorrow. It is our
obligation to end the status quo, which is
oppressive
and exploitative,
which
supports a cultural genocide in this
country.
In trying to effect social change. we will
undoubtedly make many mistakes. But
once we begin to make changes it will
become easier to continue changing. Only
in this way will we have a hope to realize
justice for all Canadians.
If each of us accepts responsibility for
the state of social justice in Canada we can
realize it from within. We do not have to
join groups, wave hanners, or attend rallies.
We simply have to change the way we treat
each other. We must strive to be tolerant of
others and to recognize that human dignity
is a right, not something to be determined
by the social and financial situation of an
individual.
I am not an extremist, a radical, or an
anarchist. But I will remain committed to
changing the hearts and minds of those who
remain insensitive to the issues plaguing
our society.

mail

Kashmire

Voted

Dear Editor,
Re: Your article in last week's lance
"Few Bones to pick with Kashmir."
After reading your rave review of the
Kashmir Indian Restuarant, a group of
close friends and I decided we would dine
at this restaurant. Our experience was far
from elating.
There were five of us, so we decided to
order one dish each and split the food
among us. One member of the party did the
ordering.
The waiter then proceeded to read back
the list and informed us we wouldn't have
enough food. He went to two ofmy friends,
asked them specifically what they had
ordered and said that they had to order
more. He would not take 'no' for an
answer. I have never had the experience of
being told by a waiter at any restaurant that
I must order more food. The situation was
embarassing and condescending. Ifwe had
not had enough food, we could always have
ordered more later.
With the cheque came the final insult.
The total came to $48. We gave the waiter
three $20 bills. He took the bills and the
cheque and stood by the front door to let us
out.
Arc we supposed to have to ask for the
change? It is up to the diners to decide how
much tip they choose to leave and frankly
I think 30 percent is a little steep for an
unpleasant evening.
I question the ethics of the Kashmir
restaurant owners. Needless to say, neither
I nor any of my friends will ever dine there
again.
Sincerely,
Ron Albrecht

Dear Editor,
Was the vote just?
Last week a student vote was held
concerning the expansion of the student
centre. In the Windsor Star. results showed
that of approximately
10,000 students
attending the U of W, just over 600 voted.
72 percent of the 600 voters were in I
favour of the expansion.
Through
calculations this 72 percent turns out to be
only 4 percent of 10,000. That means that
4 percent of this school is responsible for a
multimillion dollar project that concerns all
ofus.
This small fraction of the student
population can't seriously be considered to
represent a proper vote. A vote of this
magnitude should have been handled to the
same extent as elections (ie multiple voting
stations).
I think a re-vote should be taken to
make sure everyone is truly in favour of
expansion.
Sincerely,
Derek Drekis,
One of few , oters

enviro-tip
Every tonne of newspaper recycled
saves 17 to 19 trees. And much less energy
is needed to recycle paper than to process
raw wood fibre.
What should
you do? Choose
newspapers that use recycled newsprint,
put your newspapers in recycle bins and try
to use only the paper you need.
The enviro-tip is brought to you by the
university's
Environmental Awareness
Association.
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Underground art disturbing, violent
Shrittwechsel - Cha11geof Gait
Artcite
Mackenzie Hall
November 2 - December 2
by Karl Mamer
The works of five East German artists are on exhibit at
Artcite, giving many in the local
community their first chance to
see underground art produced in
the excommunist country.
The abstracts of Klaus Zylia
are what one would expect from
the East German art community.
Old Masters and an untitled work
are reminscent of the cave drawings that vanished civilizations
have left as unintentional
memorials to their ultimately
futile struggle to survive.
A skull similar to the death's
head worn by Hitler's
S.S.
dominates Old Masters. It is
clearly a warning that unless East
Germany (now a reunited Germany) sets itself on a surer course,
the old masters (Hitler, Goering,

et al) may well be all that is
remembered by future historians.
Michael Dillcr's kaleidoscopic paintings also speak of survival, but on a more personal
level. Diller's use of seemingly
found materials as canvases (ie
cardboard) indicates the kind of
resourcefulness
required by a
painter outside of the sanctioned
artcommunity. However, Diller's
oil paintings are as disappointing
as they are colourful. They say little and give the Western viewer
no insight into the artist's mind or
condition.
Other than Diller, none of the
East Germans in Shrittwechsel
worked with vibrant tones - unsurprising from artists who have
been born into the glum, regimented world of Eastern Europe.
Reports coming to the West of
communist governments' shameless disregard for the environment
are captured in Micha Brendel 's
series of reworked
photos:
Creep, leap, and Beetle Heads.
Awash in various shades of

brown, her imagery is the most
telling of all the pieces in the
show.
Much of what Brendel
recounts is violent and disturbing.
She takes the already startling
theme of unnatural deaths and
makes her work truly appalling by
perverting the final moment of
life: Brown, not grey, matter flies
off everywhere from an exploding human head. A drowning, battered, strangled human exhales
his last breath but the bubbles
streaming from his mouth are
heavily tainted with a fuscous
tinge.
Volker "Via" Lewandowsky
employs the simplest of media,
black pastel and pencil on paper,
and uncomplicated imagery. If
taken at face value, the deeper,
humourous
meaning
of
Lewandowsky's work is lost. His
simple drawings visually score
satirical titles. How Did He Get
In.to the Hole and How Did He
Pull Hiimself Out, Clod-Hero's
Watch, and Serious Positioning

Abstract East German art or a pre-historic cave painter's depiction of a
space God in his sauna?

Error seem to attack East German
politics, communism's
stock
apologues,
and government
double-talk.
Serious Positioning Error is
the Eastern equivalentofEscher's
hand drawing another hand. In
Lewandowsky's piece, two index
fingers grow out of each other.
Escher's hands each produce
another hand. Lewandowsky's

fingers do nothing. The fingers'
inability to be useful is not the
result of a failure in the system,
explains the party official, it is a
mere positioning error. The
problem has been labeled, therefore diagnosed.
Artcite is open Wednesday to
Saturday from 12 to 5 pm and
Sunday from l to 5 pm.
O

Ransom Worth Noting worth something
Ransom Worth Noting
Written and Directed hy D0u1,:lasKelvin
Performed hy the Sun Parlour Players
Leamington Arena Auditorium

hy Karl Mamer and Terry Brown
While attempts to establish professional theatre in Windsor have had little
success, amateur theatre seems to thrive. In
the last month, Windsor Feminist Theatre
and Windsor Light Opera liave played to
capacity crowds. The Sun Parlour Players,
a Leamington-based group, continue to
demonstrate the viability of communityoriented performing arts.
Ransom Worth Noting, a farce written
by Kingsville native Douglas Kelvin, is the
latest Sun Parlour production to be staged
in the small hall above the Lcamington
Arena.
The play takes place in a suite in a
Caribbean resort hotel. Walter Noseworthy , a financially troubled factory owner
from Buffalo, is vacationing with his wife
Rita and their grown daughters Jan'c and
Daphnee. They are spending a week in San
Pedro , an impoverished island-nation offering bargain-priced tour packages and
two fabricated attractions - a Cuban-style
revolution and a brooding volcano.
Walter meets a loud-talking,
bigmonied Texas rich kid, "Wild Bill" Calhoun, on the night down. Walter sizes up
Calhoun as a free-spending hayseed with
enough petro-dollars to put his nearbankrupt plastics factory back into the Fortune 500.
Meanwhile, a band of freedom fighters
led by a rebel named Che and aided by Lt.
Garcia, second in command of San Pedro 's
two-man police force, lie in wait to
leverage Walter and ransom him off for his
non-existent money.
The play was enlivened by good performances from Jim Ondrovcik, the sympathetic robber haron, Shannon O · Neil, the
innocent yet prudent Jane, and Joey Ouellette, the name and beard-sake of Che
Guevara.
Ondrovcik 's character was affable
de:;pitc being a curmudgeonly capitalist.
O'Neil transcended the default characteristics of the cliched virgin (vulnerability,
purity in body and character, Electra Complex) by conveying strength and intel-

"Grow up like good revolutionaries. Stud_) a lot so as to master the technique that allows man
to master nature. Remember that the re,,olution is the important thing, and that each of us
is worth nothing alone."
-Quote from Che Guevara·s letter to the editor to the Lf'amillgton Poll.

ligence. Ouellette,
despite having a credulous left-hand man, explained to Jane
freedom force of five, was believable as the that he learned the English language so he
confident leader of a people's movement.
could "make a better life and watch
American television."
Phil Howe turned in the best comedic
Salmon was given the onerous task of
execution in what was the most stereotyped
answering most everything with Si. The
role - "Wild Bill" Calhoun. Howe easily
hog-tied the Lone Star archetype and audience laughed the first dozen times, but
spiced long, talkative scenes with a eventually it wore on them. Theatre is not
classical conditioning.
vigorous physical cadence.
Over all, the performances were in
Although Kelvin goes for some easy
keeping with the modest standard of comlaughs (bathroom jokes), he docs not, as a
munity theatre. Kelvin, in the role of direcrule, take the path of least resistance. He
tor, kept his troupe tight and free of overdeftly explores common situations and
acting. His script varied from subtle, wellprovides fresh interpretations of human
crafted inventions to painfully familiar
relationships. His parody is most attuned
gags registering absolute zero on the
when he ignores the details of the plot and
humour scale.
focuses on the interactions of the characHe cleverly exploited gregarious goodters.
old boys("'Pardner' is Texan for 'stupid'")
Structurally, the play starts off with a
and perennial students ("Che, let's go back string of segmented conversations that exto university and take another course"). At plain the situation, setting, and the
times, however, erudite jokes passed
psychological profiles of the fam iiy. These
through the audience harmlessly. In one in- · chats are padded with irrelevant facts and
stance, Paco (Paul Salmon), Che 1 s needless repetition. Waku's dire fia&IICial

straits are recounted more times than
necessary. Daphnee's proclivity for men in
uniform is related at great length at the
beginning of the play and is demonstrated
several times throughout, but it contributed
little to the plot. Since this infatuation was
Daphnee's sole reason for being, deleting
her would bring considerable economy to
the script.
Only in the second act do we have any
action. The farce element in Ransom Worth
Noting becomes more apparent as all the
characters come together for the final playing out.
To Kelvin's credit, he does not conform
to style by neatly resolving the characters'
diverse problems and motivations.
Walter's financial situation is left unsolved - clearly allegorical of the uncertain fatcofLeamington's
Heinz plant in the
wake of Free Trade. No hints arc given of
Che's ultimate fate, leaving audience
members free to speculate. Does he flee for
New York? Does he take another course?
What kind of exorbitant tuition fees must
he pay as a foreign student'!
Garcia ' s role in the play, though important to the resolution:, or many another
character 's prohlcms. required an unexplained shift in allegiance . In the final
scene. he arrests his compatriots, seeming
to have forgotten he was ever on their side .
Such a critical transli.irmation should have
been more ohvious.
Rawiom Worth Nmi11}{has the potential
to hccome a staple for loc:al companies.
Theatre On The Doc:k is scheduled to stage
Kelvin's work next year. and other groups
beyond Essex arc taking interest. Its
durability, however, depends on some
careful revising.
As already noted, Daphnee 's role is extraneous. The person-to-person chat is a tad
unwieldy and needs stream Iining. The
humourous dialogue should be complemented with more physical comedy. Although Kelvin's liberties with the form
should be encouraged, the loose ends were
confusing and detracted from the overall
enjoyment of the play.
If Kelvin is willing, in the words of
Eugene McNamara, to "pour a little cold
blood" on his work, Ransom Worth Noting
will become another positive contribution
_to local theatre.
O
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SO MANY PAR
by Karl Mamer
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especially if you've been fading for sometime. It's
likely people will only converse with you to be
polite. If Bomeone in a coffee shop wants to talk
with you badly enough, he or she will initiate the
conversation.
But if you insist on talking to them, watch for a
couple warning signs:
i) they never look up from their newspapers.
ii) at regular intervals, they punctuate your endless, rambling talk about how bilingualism is a plot
to undermine your bid for designing the new
Sportsplex with "I see your point," "oh yeah," and
"My name's Bill Docherty - waitress can I have
another table."
2. Go to the library. You'll find a lot of lonely people
in the library. You'll also find a lot of magazines to
read.
Take the time to explore the little used
reference section. Or with one of the search computers find out how many authors share your last
name. If your name is a common one you might
find solace in knowing your search has exceeded
the computer's limit. If it's obscure, you'll find
yourself even more alienated.
3. Think about God, death, and infinity. These are
·normally such disturbing,
confusing, and
depressing questions that we shunt them out of
our mind, lest they ruin a perfectly good relationship The abstract has no place- in love. This is
why Philosophy majors, and not Engineers, are
the loneliest people on campus. By way of example, I haven't dated since I took Metaphysics.
Luckily, I did poorly, so there is some hope for me.
4. Go to movies and restaurants you know no one
else would enjoy. You'll find a lot of people like
yourself at the Windsor Film Theatre and Arby's.
The Windsor Film Theatre knows its audience
and targets it with unrealistic films about lonely
people finding joy or purpose (i.e., Cinema
Paradiso; Jesus of Montreal; Mama, There's a
Man in Your Bed). They alternate these with
bizarre, so-called art films that remind the lonely
of what they've been missing (i.e. Tie Me Up, Tie
Me Down; Strapless; The Cook, the Thief, and His
Spatula).
I haven't been able to get anyone to go with
me to a fast-food restaurant since high school.
Propose stepping into a fast-food restaurant for a
quick bite to anyone over the age of 18 and the
person will hem and haw about serum
cholesterol, the benefits of vegetarianism, and
the deforestation of the Amazon. If you're companionless,
however, you can eat Great
Canadian Cheddar roast beef sandwiches with
three packets of horseradish sauce until your last
white blood cell dies.
5. Watch Dr. Who. Now that PBS has moved Dr.
Who to Saturday night, lonely people have something to do on the weekend. The BBC's long-running science fiction show is the perfect program
for the loner. Dr. Who is a charismatic, affable oddball who travels through space and time with one
or two incredibly attractive, quirky female companions. Females helplessly fall in love with the
Doctor, males with one or more of the companions.

6. Buy a metal detector. Not only has no one ever
met another person strolling up and down a beach
looking for pocket change, but no one has ever
made enough in "incredible finds" to recoup the
cost of the instrument. A more perfect no-win endeavor for the lonely simply does not exist. Seize
the day!
7. When you go shopping don't go to Devonshire.
Everybody at the Mall has somebody who loves
them (except maybe the people who work at the
stores that still sell leather ties and waiter jackets). Go on shopping trips to lonely places: Salvation Army re-sale stores, Ouellette avenue
T-shirt shops, University and Tecumseh malls,
Wyandotte St. West, stores built by Mady
Leaseholding.
8. Plan your solitary activities ahead of time, and
vary them often. The forlorn will find Windsor and
the surrounding area a cornucopia of things no
happy person could enjoy. Go to the race track or
the bingo. Fish along the edge of Coventry Garden; throw your catch back so you can hook it
again or eat if you want to end it all. Take bus tours
to Jack Miner's bird sanctuary or Frankenmuth just remember which one serves the all-you-caneat chicken dinners.
As you can see, your bereft existence does not
have to be void of all enjoyable activity, so enjoy
it while it lasts, and lasts, and lasts ...

Songs for the Lonely
"I Know It's True But I'm Sorry To Say," The Violent
Femmes
"Just Like A Dream," The Cure
"Tell Me Why," Branski Beat
"Baby Ran," 54-40
"Margaret's Eyes," King Missile
Everything from Soul Mining, The The
"Suicide is Painless," the M*A*S*H theme by
Johnny Mandel.
Movies for the Lonely
The Lonely Guy, starring Steve Martin
Manhattan (and others), by Woody Allen
King of Comedy and Taxi Driver, both staring
Robert DeNiro
Marty, starring Ernest Borginine
When Harry Met Sally, Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan
Any Winona Ryder film
Authors for the Lonely
Kurt Vonnegut
Joseph Heller
Franz Kafka
Feodor Dostoevski
Jobs for the Lonely: Self-serve gas station attendant, phone solicitor
Food for the Lonely: Cold Cereal, ice cream, airpopped popcorn, crackers
Drinks for the Lonely: Pot of tea, Carnation's instant
hot chocolate
Hobbies for the Lonely: Ham radio, building Heath
kits
Worst times for the Lonely: Christmas, St.
Valentine's Day
Best times for the Lonely: Usually never, except
maybe the two weeks following a nuclear holocaust
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Sidewalk author to sell books indoors
Crad Kilodney at South Shore Books
164 Pitt St. West
7:00 pm Thursday, November 22

Kilodney's no cutesy ironic writ~·r.
Kilodney's tone is, in a word, sardonic. The epigram
from Kraus neatly sums up a lot of what he has to say.
You might expect someone who writes about the triumph of mediocrity to sound bitter and condescending,
and at his worst Kilodney docs - at his worst he reads like
post-Cambodia Brian Fawcett.
But when he hits the nail on the head - and he does
more often than you'd expect - he delivers an accurate,
sympathetic picture of what it's like to admire greatness in
the civilization that has given us chicken McNuggets and
the Yorkdale Shopping Centre, a culture that prides itself
on 'freedom of choice' so long as no one chooses greatness.
In his new Black Moss collection, Girl on the Subway,
Kilodney explores this theme in a series of stories that ring
grimly true. "No Chekhov at Yorkdale," is almost self-explanatory; the author goes to the YSC looking for a collection of Chekhov short stories and encounters the real
freedom of choice. In "The Simplified Existence of Mr.
Duggins," the title character is brow-beaten for his attachment to material possessions, to "dead weight," and winds
up weighing them preparatory to 'reducing' his total bulk.
My own favourite is "A Moment of Silence for Man Ray,"
since it accounts for an experience I've had more than once
myself: the author is working in a warehouse; on his way
to work one morning, he hears over the radio that Man Ray
(an artist who was prominent in the Dada and Surrealist
movements in modem art) has died; he is thunderstruck,
feeling it is "as though a great secret were being revealed
to an ignorant world. I wanted the whole world to stop for
just a minute - cars, buses, pedestrians, everyone." Of
course, no one at the author's workplace even knows who
Man Ray was.
I remember when lzzy Stone died, people whom I expected to know of him staring blankly at what I thought
would come as a bombshell to them. "lzzy Stone is dead,
did you hear'!"
"Who?"
In his job at the warehouse, the author sits alone reading Henry Miller's Plexu.s (Kilodncy lists Miller as an
'influence') when

by Lawrence Deck

This and only this is the substance of our civilization:
the speed with which stupidity sucks us into its vortex.
- Karl Kraus
Experimental small-press fiction, when it's good, is
usually interesting on an intellectual level at best. Alternative narrative techniques and opaque personal allusions are
sometimes - rarely - clever enough to draw forth a
smile.
Experimentalists who also manage genuinely to entertain are rarae aves indeed. They come along about once
every decade. I'm thinking about bp Nichol here, and most
recently Mark Leyner, whose splendid My Cousin, My
Gastroenterologist already has a cultic following in the
reading vanguard.
I'm thinking too about Crad Kilodney.
Kilodney is the quintessential small-press radical, the
sort of guy who, if he wants to be published by big houses,
sure doesn't sound like he does.
Kilodney runs his own imprint: Charnel House Books,
a press so small that of the more than fifty titles it's printed
so far, only one (to my knowledge) is perfect-bound. That
is, the majority of Charnel House issues are staple-bound
volumes that most people would call 'pamphlets.'
Kilodney, the sole author of these many imprints, sells
them on the streets of Toronto.
If you can imagine a guy standing on Yonge, with a
sandwich board that reads "Rotten Canadian Literature,
$4.00 (cheap)," selling copies of a thin book with a gaudy
cartoon cover, a book whose title is Blood Sucking
Monkeys from North Tonawanda and Other Stories, if you
can picture all that, you can begin to see why I call Kilodney a renegade.
As far as he, or anyone else, knows, Kilodney is the
only person in Canada making a living selling selfpublished material on the street.
Kilodney was born in the Borough of Queens, NYC in
1948; he grew up in the suburbs of Long Island. At the age
of 20, he graduated with a B.Sc. in astronomy from the
University of Michigan. After working in a planetarium
"for exactly four months," he quit "and never took up
science again."
He began writing. suhmilling his stuff"indisc:riminately to major magazines and obscure literary magazines
alike." He didn't manage to sell too much, but National
lampoon accepted one of his shorts - the first unsolicited

story the magazine ever purchased.
He worked at a vanity press called Exposition Press for
three years, later calling it "an experience that had a
tremendous influence on me."
He hit on the idea of hawking small volumes of stories
in 1977. By '78, "I was on the street with my first little
book, Mental Cases, published as a special issue of the
New Orleans literary magazine, lowlands Review." In '79
he formed Charnel House.
He still places the occasional story with a magazine,
and several trade anthologies have been printed by small
presses.
Windsor's Black Moss Press issued Malignant Humors
in 1988. The thirteen stories in that attractive little book
were my introduction to Kilodney. I won't ever forget my
brother Martin (who discovered it) reading "The Discovery of Bismuth" aloud to a bunch of us; we sat there
laughing to warp the walls, wondering why none of us
could write stuff like that.
Kilodney ·s narrative techniques vary from story to
story, but in his 'experimental' mode, he makes extensive
and effective use of what /iterateur.\ call parafiction using journal is tic prose in short passages that ·relate' a
story without actually telling it. There's n,,thing new about
the technique, hut as far as I know.whenever it's heen used
for humour. it's been pn:dominantly an ironic device.

the canned music snapped on overhead, pouring over me like marshmallow puke. I had
once complained about it at a weekly meeting,
and the others had looked at me strangely ...
From that day on. I sat hy myself and read.
Which is. after all. all you can do.
Kilodney will read at South Shore Books. 7 pm this
Thursday. lfhe agrees. he will he on campus 1-riday morning selling and signing hi-, hooks.
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We've tracked
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why you haven't
been granted
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need help
o.O<> in preparing
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your resume
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and ACCIS form.

Get details at the
Career Planning and Placement Centre in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

KASHMIR
INDIAN TANDOORI
RESTAURANT
• Fully Licensed •

15% discount for students
$4.50 lunch special
Monday - Friday
For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *

1139 University W
Windsor, Ontario
Canada N9A 5Tl
Tel: (519) 977-6173

Hours:
Mon - Sat.. ........ 12-2:30 pm
......................... 5-1 lpm
Sun & Holidays
.........................5 -1 lpm

Local authors awarded national
honour for poetry and prose
by Sarah Roebuck
A pair of Essex county natives have been
awarded one of Canada's highest literary honours.
The prestigious F. J. Bressani Awards for
Canadian poetry and prose went to Len Gasparini's
poetry collection Ink from an Octopus and Nino
Ricci's novel Lives of the Saints. The awards are
sponsored by The Multicultural Association in Vancouver, and celebrate outstanding national writers
every other year.
Len Gasparini, born in Windsor, is very active
in Canadian literature. He has written for the book
section of The Globe and Mail and was the Reviews
Editor for Poetry Canada Review. His poetry is
published in various magazines and anthologies. His
credentials include a one-act play, Enough Rope,
which was produced in Montreal in 1976, and
several books of his own poetry, such as Tunnel Bus
to Detroit (l 971),lfYouLove (1975),Moon Without
Light (1978) and Breaking and Entering (1980).
Many of the poems in Ink from an Octopus
(Hounslow Press, 1989) reflect specific personal experiences. "Prelude to a Life," narrates the poet's
earliest memory as a child. His love poems are uniquely imaginative; in "Out of Time," the poet
wonders if his lover, who is in another time zone,
thinks of him before he thinks of her. He even writes
about some of our own familiar landmarks, as in
"Under the Ambassador Bridge."
He stresses the beauty and importance of nature,

and dedicates almost an entire chapter to this theme.
Poems like "Crabdance." "Lines to a Ladybug" and
"Pumpkins" encourage the reader to appreciate his
surroundings by drawing attention to the unnoticed
aspects of life. This may be one of the most valuable
tasks of a poet.
Currently. Gasparini enjoys wintering in New
Orleans and is working on his next libretto, a
children's book called The Butcherbird and Other
Poems.
Leamington-born Nino Ricci has earned praise
for his first novel Lives of the Saints, but there is still
more to come. It is forecasted that this award-winning book is the first of a trilogy.
The Lives of the Saints takes place in the Appenine Mountains in Italy and the story focuses on
Cristina, a pregnant adulteress, and her naf ve, seven
year-old son, Vittorio. The two are shunned by the
villagers because of her sin, for which she refuses to
repent.
Though the book is initially narrated in the
limited perspective of Vittorio, character revelation
and the recounting of events become more intense
and complex as the boy matures throughout the
story. Nino Ricci provides a personal perspective of
a small village and simultaneously portrays the attitudes and spirituality relevant to any society.
Along with the credit of the Bressani Award,
Nino Ricci is one of the finalists this year for the
Governor-General Literary Award in the EnglishLanguage Fiction category.
O

Video

Dance

Bar

WINDSOR'S
ALTERNA1'1VE
Alternative
music Thursday - Sunday
Live band every Tuesday.

Tuesday, November 27

Vavoorn
964 Wyandotte

East

252-4600

G
To get your graduate rebate information and your
$ 750 Ford Graduate rebate certificate, just phone Ford's
toll-free number right now or see your Ford or Mercury dealer.

1-800•387-5535
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Don Says:
"Beat Finals Burnout!!!
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

531 Peli~sier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 a.m. 'ti l l a.m.
Sunday 11:30 'til 11 p .m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Do you know the basic
questions interviewers asked ...

Groups of 8 or more,
with university ID,
get 15% off."

WINDSORTO TORONTO AIRPORT
C011te nae,di'A 1,-:1./

And the type of response they expect?

Find out at an

Term papers, theses,
resumes, etc., edited
in clear, effective
English.
-948-5273-

A~

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP
Contact
Career Planning and Placement Centre. Room 163 Dillon Hall.

For Reservations Call

• Student Discourit
Toll Free 1-800-265-4948
or call your travel agent

Magick
Store
~~,..,~~Futon
~~Futon
LEATHER JACKETS
We beat American prices
r,Ne wholesale to U.S.A.)
Unusual Gill Ideasfor Body,Spir,I & Mmd

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

I met myself a woman, she
took my heart away
t Dire Straits
2. Bachman Turner Overdrive
3. Electric Light Orchestra
4. Georgia Sattalites

Now here we go again you
say want your freedom
I . Carly Simon
2. Fleetwood Mac
3. Carol Pope
4. Cindy Lauper

Mars aln 't the kind of place
to raise your kids
I.
2.
3.
4.

David Bowie
INXS
Elton John
Duran Duran

Pretty woman out talking with

gorillas down my street
I JOPCockPr
2. John Denver
3. Colin James
4. Joe Jackson

On the day I was born the
nurses all gathered round
I. Billy Idol
2. George Thorogood and
The Delaware Destroyers
3. Rod Stewart

There's an old man slttln'
next to me makln' love to his
tonic and gin
I . Bruce Springsteen
2. Billy Joel
3. Bob Marley
4 . The Band

:15

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker

Brogno heads list of all-stars
by John Marentette

OUAA/OWIAA
Results

Windsor has reason to boast
once again after three University
of Windsor soccer players were
granted all-star status this week.
Sue Brogno the Lancer
women's soccer team, and Dave
Hodgson and Larry Quarshie of
the men's team were asked to represent the school.
Brogno was selected for the
Ontario Women's Intercollegiate

Football
Sat. Nov. 17
Atlantic Bowl
St. Mary's 31 Western 30
ChurchiU Bowl
Saskatchewan 4 t Bishop's 13

Men's Basketball
Sat. Nov. 17
Sudbury Alumni 107 Windsor
103
Sun. Nov. 18
Windsor 99 Laurier 82

Women'sBasketball
Sat. Nov. 17
Guelph 65 Windsor 57

Hockey
Sat. Nov.17
Windsor 4 Laurier 3
Sun. Nov. 18
Waterloo 3 Windsor 2

Upcoming Events
Football
Sat.Nov.24
Vanier Cup (National Finals)
Saskatchewan vs. St. Mary's
at Toronto (Skydome, 2pm)

Men's Basketball
Sat. Nov, 24
rit,.at W~dsor1i(Sp~

Women'sBasketball
SaL Nov. 24
Waterloo at Windsor (6 pm)

Hockey
Sat. Nov. 24
Windsor\lt Brock
Sun. Nov. 25
Windsor at Guelph

Men's Volleyball
Fri. Nov. 23
Windsor al Guelph
Tournament

Women'sVolleyball
Fri. Nov. 23
Windsor at McMaster
Sat. Nov. 24
Windsor at Brock

Track and Field
Tues. Nov. 27-Wed. Nov. 28
Blue-and-Gold Meet at St.
Denis Centre

Men·s Swimming
Fri. Nov.23
WindsoratToronto

Woaea'sS ..........

Sat.Nov.24

Wiadlc,t,atMcM..-

Honourees Dave Hodgson, Sue Brogno and Larry Quarshie.

Lancers ice division powers
by Mike Mouat
The University of Windsor's men's hockey team
' ' took its show on the road last weekend for the first
two of five away games.
The team managed a split in the games. On
Saturday, the Lancers downed Laurier 4-3, and on
Sunday, in another close game, the team lost to
Waterloo 3-2.
It was the second time the Lancers played these
two teams - they beat Laurier 5-2 and tied Waterloo at the beginning of the season.
Windsor will try to improve on its 2-3-1 record
as they play Brock on Saturday and Guelph on Sunday.
"We just came up one goal short against Waterloo," said Windsor's Brad Belland. "Just two mental mistakes led to two goals for Waterloo and cost
us the game."

MEN'S HOCKEY
The Lancers have now managed to take five of
a possible eight points against two of the top ranked
teams in Ontario (Laurier and Waterloo). Windsor
was picked to finish sixth in their own division.
With a fairly good start, the Lancers look poised
to challenge for top spot in the division, and their
confidence is building.
"We won't blow teams out 7-0, or 7-2, but we
will be able to win the close games," said Belland,
who scored two goals and added two assists over the
weekend.
Team captain J. D. Urbanic continues to sit out
with an injury- he is suffering from internal bleeding. Also injured over the weekend was defenseman
Rick Vidale.
a

Athletic Association (OWIAA)
All-star Team, and the Canadian
Intercollegiate Athletic Union's
(CIAU) second team as well.
Brogno is a third-year student in
human kinetics. The twenty-one
year old striker hails from Sault
Ste. Marie, Ontario where she
graduated from Bawaiting Secondary School. This past season, she
tied the OWIAA scoring record
with ten goals. Coach Gord
Caldwell describes her as an opportunistic player with great
speed and a strong heading
ability.
Hodgson is twenty years old
and currently in the third year of
the business program. As the
Lancers' goalie, Hodgson was instrumental in leading a team that
boasted one of the best defenses
in their division. His top accomplishments include a string of
four straight regular-season
shutouts.
Larry Quarshie, a twenty-six
year old midfielder from Rexdale,
Ontario is a fourth-year business
student. He saved the Lancer
defense many times with his great
ability to clear the ball from
dangerous zones. A main cog in a
team with great defense, Quarshie
was selected for the OUAA AllStars for the third time.
O

Sukunda's fencers take a stab at respect
by Dave Brie~s
For years the University of
Windsor's fencing team has suffered anonymity.

FENCING
Though they have been one of
the most consistently successful
teams on campus, few people
know of them and even fewer can
actually claim an interest in the
sport.
It's a shame more people
don't share the enthusiasm Eli
Sukunda has for fencing.
Like a linebacker who speaks
of 'crushing' a quarterback, or a
baseball player who talks of
'stroking· a game-winning home
run, Sukunda, the coach of the
university's fencing team, glows
when the topic turns to his sport.
"Ifs a tricky sport because
what people expect from it isn't
what they get. They think it's
going to be easy, like it was a
dance course or something,"
Sukunda said.
Sukunda ·s current fencing
project involves hosting a major
tournament on campus.
This Saturday, the 'eyes of the
fencing elite will be on Windsor:
the St. Denis Centre is the site of
the Fred Wach tournament.
The tournament, named for
the late Hungarian fencing master
who was part of Canada's Olympic program, draws entrants from
various parts of Canada and the
United States.
Though the tournament is not
a university competition, Sukuoda expects between 15 and 18 participants from hls fencing club; 10
of whom are U of W students.
Only sabre fencing wiJl be

1

showcased in the tourney. Neither
foil or epee events will be present.
"[The sabre] is adapted from
the cavalry sword so there is a lot
of charging and running. It's a
slashing weapon, so it's quite
fast," Sukunda said.
This is the third straight year
Windsor has hosted the event,
which kicks off at 9 am and is
slated to end around 4 pm.
Sukunda hopes to draw a little
more attention to the tournament,
the sport, and the University of
Windsor fencers.
"We fight a numbers game
here at Windsor. We've got good
quality, and we've probably got
the best university program, but
we don't get the graduate students
that have fenced here before,"
Sukunda said.
"I think people understand
what we're up against here. They
know something good is going on
here."
Though he's relatively unknown on campus outside the St.

Denis Centre,Sukundais perhaps
the most accomplished fencing
coach in the country.
"I'm happy to be in Windsor,

so I'mnotfrustrated.Mostimportantly I like to teach," Sukunda

said.
He's fenced for 23 years, including nine years on the national team. He competed in the '76
and '84 Olympics, and captained
the '88 Canadian contingent.
As well, he won a gold medal
at the Commonwealth Games,
and a bronze medal at the Pan Am
Games.

In 14 years as Windsor's
coach, he has piloted the Lancers
to two Ontario university championships, and placed second, by
his account, eight or nine times.
'Tm a bit of a maverick the
way I teach. My style with sabre
is an eclectic style. I do stuff that
nobody does the same way."
Sukunda said.
Perhaps his most amazing accomplishment has been moulding
fencing newcomers into champions. In all his years here only
two fencers had competed in the
sport prior to coming to the team.
"This year we're trying to
change the mentality of the team
to make it a privilege to be part of
the team,'' the Lancer coach said.
Sukunda also wants to get rid
of what he calls a tourist mentality. Some fencers think it's
great to be on the team, but don ·t
want to work too hard.
O

Perf armer of the week
-Chris Daly
Sponsored by Don Cherry's

Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending November
26 is University of Windsor
men's basketball player Chris
Daly.
In Saturday's close contest
against the Sudbury Alumni at
~aurentian,
Daly scored 18
points before Windsor finally
bowed out, 107-103.
In the game on Sunday
against Laurier, Daly poured in
13 points in a 99-82 Windsor
victory.
Daly's strong offensive play

over the weekend also made him
a tournament All-Star.
Daly is a third-year Visual
Arts student and a Windsor native.
For being selected the Performer of the Week, Daly will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Pelissier St. in downtown

Windsor.

0

The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.
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Do you know how to handle
"Illegal questions".
Should they be asked in an
interview?

-~

.,=

Bowling

Specialist
Resumes, Reports, etc.

Excellent Rates

It's not easy, but we have some suggestions.
Contact Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon
Hall for Interview Skllls Workshops.

' campus recreation
-

Typing

\._

9 am -9 pm
979-2026,1

.The

On Wednesday November
7th, Campus Ree held its annual
bowling tournament. The team
event was very tight, with the top
two teams splitting the two
games. In the end, the Doors took
the competition from Five Alive
by 88 pins.
The individual competition
was even tougher. Best single
game was by Steve Kielt, followed closely by Kieu Ly,Alfred
Poon and Paul Frayne. High
double scores were just as close
with Poon on top and Frayne,
Kleit and Tony Wong right behind.
Top markers included: most
consecutive strikes - Ly (4);
most consecutive spares - Kielt
(4); most consecutive marks Kielt (10).
Interested in Teaching
Aerobics?

Campus Ree is looking for
energetic, outgoing individuals
interested in teaching fitness classes during the winter semester. Instructors are required to have
F.O.L.P., CPR, and First Aid, or
to be willing to complete this
training within 2 months of being
hired. Those interested can pick
up applications at the Campus
Ree office or phone ext. 2456 for
more information.
Soccer Wins Volleyball

The women's Campus Ree
volleyball league came to an end
this past week with "Soccer One"
taking home the championship.

a tribute to the Stones

Teams and captains consisted of:
Soccer One - Wendy Srigley;
Faced - Suk Ping Cho; Crickets
- Kim Black; and BF As Spphia McKnight.
Intramural Winners

Of the intramurals that are
completed, here is a list of the
winners:
Men's Flag Football - Woody
Stiffies
Women's Volleyball - Soccer
One
Mixed 3-on-3 Volleyball- Bold
and the Beautiful
Mixed Slopitch - Athletics
Anonymous
Basketball

The regular season is coming
to a close, and heading the list in
the East are the undefeated Cody
Cavs, with theJuckoJuniorsclose
behind. In the South East, the Always Fresh and Hogan's Heroes
II share top spot with 3-1 records.
In the West, the Bearded Clams
are undefeated while the Bridge
Tavern awaits to meet the Clams
in the playoffs. In the Mid-West
the St. Denis Menaces and the
Running Rebels are tied for top
spot.
Easy Cash

This is just an early reminder
that we will be looking for
referees for the following intramurals next semester: men's
and women's ice hockey and basketball, and men's floor hockey.
Applications
are due in by
January 11, 1991.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1990
Advance $3/ At the Door $4

Pile on ·down for the
time of your life ...

TUESDAY NIGHT
2-for-1 wings

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$7.95 1 lb. of ribs

THURSDAY NIGHT
Gotta be pasta
All-you-can-eat Italian food $7.95

SUNDAYS 11 am -2 pm
Our a/I-you-can-eat brunch $8.95

755
Ouellette
Avenue
265-2385

Free
Parking

At
Rear

Top 40 dancing
Thursday - Sunday
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Windsor's downhil1 reputation unearned
by Dave Briggs

Isn't this the place where some
misinformed
Americans drive
into town in the middle of July
with skis strapped to the top of
their cars?
Isn't this the country where
your parents - assuming they
were born in Canada - used to
walk backwards six miles up

If you've ever tried to throw
your body off a snowy cliff with
two boards strapped to your feet
and a javelin in each hand you can
attest to the fact that Windsor is
not exactly a downhill skier's
paradise.

City of Windsor

the armchair gladiator
Living in Canada, you would
expect to share some of the horrendous winters that give our na. tion its fibre and identity, but this
just isn't the case in the City of
Roses.
If you live in Guam, you know
it's not going to snow, so you
don't rush out and spend $7,000
on ski equipment and that co,,1
neon ski jacket that seems ma datory today.
Here in the great white north
- and I stress the word 'white'
here - we should expect better.

treacherous mountains through
twelve feet of snow both ways just
to get to school each day?
Last week - in the middle of
November no less - the weather
topped out somewhere in the low
70s.
As I walked around in shorts,
I noticed one of my friends on the
verge of tears. Without asking, I
suddenly realized what was upsetting him so much.
You see, he's the type who
drools at the sight of a single
snowflake. It could be a piece of

lint, or someone's dandruff: it
doesn't matter because seconds
after seeing any sort of falling
white fleck, he's racing home to
strap himself into his ski boots.
You know: those boots that
weigh 350 pounds, that never fit

Lancers consolation kings
cers with 18 points.
Head coach Wayne Curtin
said the team showed signs of improvement as it cut down on turnovers
and
played
more
disciplined basketball.

by Jim Parry
The University of Windsor
men's basketball team had its first
taste of success when it won the
consolation championship at the
Laurentian Invitational tournament last weekend.
The Lancers beat the Wilfred
Laurier Golden Hawks 99-82
(thanks largely to game MVP
Kris Pauley's 24 points), capturing the consolation crown.
In the first game. the Lancers
dropped a close l 07-103 decision
to the eventual champions. the
Sudbury Alumni team. C'hris
Daly. who was named to the tournament all-star team. led the Lan-
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MEN'S
BASKETBALL
Curtin said the team needed a
victory for morale purposes, and
added he hopes it is an indicator
of better things to come.
The coach said that the hectic
schedule may have hurt the Lancers. "We had too hard a schedule
for such a young learn." Curlin

said.
According to the team's first
year coach, the tournament might
have been beneficial for the team,
since it allowed the players to get
close to one another. Curtin said
with the November schedule
there has been little time for practicing, which has hurt the overall
feeling of team unity.
He also noted the team's goal
is lo end the exhibition on a high
note before the Christmas break
and to carry the momentum into
the regular season.
On Saturday. November 24.
the Lancers will host the York
Yeomen al the St. Denis Centre.
Game time is at 8 pm.
rJ

urban planning
social policy
organizational change
international development
impact assessment
regional planning and
development
• women and environments
• environmental planning
and design
• environmental thought
• housing
• resource management
• communication, advocacy
and social change
• environmental education

1ft 'l?(dcf/~1/-

at The Sicilia Club, 1019 HWY # 3
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1990
Doors open 8:00 pm
Call 966-6668
'~.~~-~ ~

• human ser\'ices and health
• '.\lative / Canadian
relations
• qualitv of working life
• environmental po1itics
and economics
• environmental policy
• tropical environments
• biological conservation
• northern studies
• action learning
• environment and beha\'iour
• organizational
environments
• cooperative management

The Faculty also offers an undergraduate degree programme leading
to a Bachelor in Environmental Studies (BESJ. Information for all
programmes can be obtained from:
Coordinator of External Liaison
Faculty of Environmental Studies
York University
4700 Keele Street
North York, Ontario, Canada
M3J1P3
TeL (416) 736-5252
Fax (416) 736-5679
BitNet: ES052003@0RION.YORKU.CA
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ENTERPRISES

MICHAEL WHITE & THE WHITE

Applications for September 1991should be received by March 1,1991.
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@MJ)& CRAIN present ...

MASTERSAND PhD
PROGRAMMESIN
ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES

The FACULTYOF ENVIRONMENTALSTUDIESoffers a
unique opportunity for those interest~d in graduate wor~, at both the
Masters and PhD le\'el, to pursue their own interests, build on fast
experience, and explore ideas from a broad spectrum ~f natura ,
social, built and organizational environment perspechves.
Interdisciplinary, individualized and flexible programmes are offered
in a wide range of areas including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

properly, that make you sound
like Frankenstein doing the Lambada whenever you try to walk in
them?
I can just see my friend in the
tuck position in his back yard;
goggles on, scarf blowing in the
wind, and his skis firmly implanted in two feet of mud.
As he looks across the horizon
he sees .. . well, more horizon.
Now, this is usually good if
you're a farmer, but if you're a
skier you're going to need some
mountains to obscure your sight
once in a while.
Unfortunately, this is another
of Windsor's downfalls (sorry).
It's a little difficult to go downhill
when you are as far down as you
are going to get.
Skiers in this area seem to
curb their intense hunger for
dodging trees, chair lift poles and
()thcr human, hy going to one of
several
man-made
hills in
southern Michigan.
Most of these places have the
nerve to call themselves· resmts. ·
I guess they do this hecause they

aren't sure why people would
resort to skiing there for more
than two hours.
These places are great if you
haven't been anywhere good,
such as any place where you can
ski for more than three seconds
before you have to stand in a lift
line.
"Simple," some say. "Why
don't you cross-country ski?"
Oooooh, the thought of trekking across endless, flat, snowcovered fields nearly sends me
over the edge with glee.
That solution is like telling a
deep sea diver to grab nickels off
the bottom of a seven-foot pool;
like asking Pavarotti to sing his
favourite New Kids on the Block
tune.
The point I'm trying to make
is that downhill skiers won't be
happy unless they're careening
down a mountain as fast as possible, attempting to go further
than their friends without faceplanting (more commonly known
as grinding your face into chunks
of ice and snow and dragging your
nearly
lifeless
body
the
equivalent of 12 city blocks).
Skiers live for the next run and
the high of pushing their bodies
and their equipment to the limit.
That's what causes my friend
to curse bright sunny days and
pray
for
quick
summer
snowstorms. We've often found
him sitting in his room, just staring at his skis as if he was going
to jump up and sacrifice some
small animal to them at any moment.
His personal
hell i-. the
thought
of never
getting
any"' here where there .ire more of
his kind. He's 1r.1pped in a skier's
worst nightmare.
lie lives in
Windsor.

.

f
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U. of Windsor leading Uie way in amateur baseball
by Dave Briggs
The University of Windsor
may soon be a trend-setter in the
ranks of Canadian amateur
baseball.
The school's newly formed
baseball club looks to be the first

of its kind at a Canadian postsecondary institution , and may
spawn other university clubs in
the not-too-distant future.
David Martin, the team's 21year-old coach and founder, is a
meticulous organizer, fanatically
devoted to the game.

His infectious exhuberance
has already paid off in numbers as
the team started its indoor practice schedule at the beginning of
November with well over 100
players.
Martin, formerly a baseball
player at Arizona State Univer-

Rookies power impressive swimmers
by Calvin Knight
The University of Windsor's
men's swim team had an impressive weekend in Michigan against
Wayne State and Ferris State,
while the women struggled to live
up to their pre-season rank of
eighth in Canada.

SWIMMING
For the men it was the rookies
who were the most successful.
Scott Fields won the 100 and 200
yard backstroke events and set a
team record in winning the 400
yard individual medley.
Scott Griffin, another rookie,
won the 100 yard freestyle and set
a team record in winning the 500
yard freestyle.

Jim Seacy rounded out the
rookie performance with a win in
the 200 yard backstroke.
Searcy had nothing but praise
for his fellow rookies.
"The two Scotts have taken
the team from the middle of the
pack to legitimate contenders,"
Searcy said.
Griffin and Searcy combined
with Scott Shelestynsky. and yet
another rookie, Geoff Butler to
win the 4 x 100 yard freestyle.
First year assistant coach
Bruce Januskus was pleased with
his team's performance.
"This team is going to really
surprise some people," he said.
One thing that will not be a
surprise is if the men's team increases its number of wins in the
second semester when Matt But-

ler returns .. Last year, Butler was
the co-winner of the University of
Windsor's athlete of the year
award, as well as being a CIAU
silver medalist.
The women's team is in a
rebuilding year and did not fair as
well as the men on the weekend.
"They are working hard ...but
there is just not enough talent
there," Januskus said.
In an earlier meet at Brock
University on Nov. 2, the men did
well, placing first in the 3xl00
breaststroke with Fields, Shelestynsky and Greg Holoweck.
The men's team also placed
third in the 4x100 medley relay.
Windsor's
next meet is
November 23 at the University of
Toronto. The women will compete in McMaster the next day.

STUDENT ROOMS
Single $395.00

II il <I>

Double $295.00
includes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

wishes to congratulate IOTA CLASS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ffre Minutes from Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

Excellent summer rates available!

...

The Lance
always
welcomes
new
volunteers
at our
Wednesday
staff
meetings.
So come by
around
4:30 pm.
We're on the
second floor
of the U.C.
(beside the
SAC office).

sity, has since whittled the team
down to around 60 players, and
plans to keep in the neighbourhood of 40 once the season starts.
"We find that many people
were very interested in playing
the sport, however they saw that
this club team is running as a topnotch organized program," Martin said, explaining why a number
of players' have quit the club.
The coach already has big
plans for the fledgling team, and
has booked games with several
U.S. schools competing in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), including
Ohio State, Wisconsin, and Bowling Green.
"The work ethic is very, very
high ... one thing we stress is
dedication and becoming a student of the game of baseball,"
Martin said.
The team, which will play its
home games at Mic Mac Park,
plans to go to Coco Beach,
Florida during the February slack
week to train at the old Houston
Astros facility.
Windsor plans to start its
season March 16 in Cincinnati
versus Xavier, and then host

...

Steve "Neptune" Clifford
Jay "Thumper" Clemens
Kevin "Screecher" Soucie
Brad "Ping" Courtney
Chip "Ding" Lavallee
Aide "Gordie" Vanderhoven
Chuck "Mofo" Demarce
Brian "Dirk" Clelland

smaller universities
such as
Northwood Institute, Oakland
university, and Ferris State.

BASEBALL
The team practices Monday to
Friday from 7am to 8:30am inside
the St. Denis Centre fieldhouse,
and attends what Martin calls a
'baseball theory class' every
Tuesday night.
"We study the game of
baseball and break it down," Martin said. "I think having smart
baseball players is very important. We try to create in each of
our ball players an arsenal of information."
It's too early accurately to
evaluate the team's talent, but
considering Windsor has always
been a strong baseball city, hopes
are high that the inagural team
will be a solid foundation to a successful program.
"This is a baseball city, and if
we offer the right kind of schedule
with the United States· schools on
it ... baseball can become a
revenue sport within Windsor,"
Martin said.
See "Basehall ", next page.

classifieds
FOR SALE: Yashica 108 SLR
camera with Yash1ca 50mm F1 .9
lens. Asking $300.00 or best offer.
Please leave a message for
Carolyn at the Lance, 253-4060.
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: Masses on Sundays at
10:30am &4:30pm. Mass on Monday at 11 :50am. Liturgy of the
Word: Tuesday at 5:00pm (Mass
followed by dinner at cost price).
Masses from Wednesday to Friday
at 11:50am. All are welcome to attend. Also please feel free to drop
by the Cale for coffee, to use the
Library for study, or just come &
relax. We are located between the
University Centre & Huron Church
Rd. Phone 973-7034 .
ADULT CHILDREN of Alcoholic
and Dysfunctional Families: Meet;
ings on Sundays at 8:00, 711 McEwan St., Holy Name of Mary
Church (basement).
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED : Addi tional volunteers are needed at the
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre . If interested, please call 253-3100 .
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS: the
Gay Information Line is here for
you . For information
on the
Windsor gay community, call 9734951.
Would the Jennifer who owns
the car with the licence VAN-775
please contact Peter Baumgartner at 948-7002. It's important.
GAY & LESBIAN STUDENTS :
Metropolitan Community Church
of Windsor. a gay-positive church
for all people . meets for worship
Sundays at 10:30 am at 3301
Edison (at Brock), two blocks west
of Huron Line . In add1t1on we
provide many social activities . For
more information call 978-1473 .
FOR SALE : Electric typewriters
from $50 to $100 Apple JIparts.
boards. stuff . Also, small Can. forces double breasted green trench
coats : $10. Call 256-8054 , leave
message .
A DAY WITHOUT VESNA is like a
day without coffee.

ROOMS FOR RENT : In large,
spotless, remodelled house, 500
block Randolph. Partially furnished
(new). Females only. Preferably
non-smokers. $265-$325 + a portion of the utilities. 974-3646.
ROOM
FOR
RENT ;
$300.00/month. In a two bedroom
apartment. Includes utilities. Looking for a non-smoker, quiet (usually). Close enough to U so you can
get up at 8:40 for a 9:00 class and
still run there in time. (I should
know.) Near the D.H.• Call 9737834 and ask for Bruce.
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Lancers fall in opener

Our paper doesn't grow on trees ...
recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable
service

by John Marentette
The University of Windsor's women's basketball dropped their season opener to the Guelph
Gryphons 65-57 last Saturday at the St. Denis
Centre.
Down 32-13 with seven minutes to go in the half,
the Lancers started miraculously to cut the 19-point
deficit.

253-4302

2184 W andotte St. W.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The Lancer defense turned stingy, the offense
turned ruthless, and what easy shots Guelph got off
fell harmlessly off a rim that seemedto have a lid on
it. As it turned out, the Gryphons were unable to
generate any offense for the remainder of the half,
while Windsor's sudden spurt left them down by
only a single point at the the intermission.
The Lancers had a chance to take the lead with
moments to go in the first half, but forward Lisa
White bumped the front end of a one-and-one situation at the free throw line in the half's final play.
Guelph finally broke their string of blanks when
they scored the first basket after the break. As time
progressed Guelph resurrected its offensive attack.
With twelve minutes left, the Gryphons were
able to spread their lead to six points: 43-37.
Windsor showed its heart by coming back once
again. Heather Quick"s basket and Jill Bahri's two
Jay-upstied the game at 43.
Windsor captured its first lead with seven
minutes left in the contest when Ann-Marie Ouellette got a jump shot to fall.
Following a string of Guelph points, the Lancers
got their lead back when Tammy Fluet nailed both
of her free throws to make it 53-52 with five minutes
left.
But Guelph delivered a deadly blow when they
went on a 6-0 run to take a 58-53 lead with 2:30 left.
To make matters worse, Quick was forced to leave
the game after suffering a leg cramp.
With Windsor's back firmly against the wall, the
team·s offense turned to numerous unsuccessful
three-point attempts in the last moments of the game.

muffler king~
Unfortunately for Windsor, Guelph's Karen
Schroder connected on a jumper from the right
corner that practically sealedthe victory.
In the game's dying seconds,the Lancers' final
three-point try clanged off the rim.
The game ended when the Lancers, unwilling to
foul the opposition any longer, watched as Guclph's
Linda Veach caught a quick pass under the basket
and scooped in a lay-up at the buzzer.
Lancer coach Joanne Maclean was understandably disappointed with the loss.
"We made a lot of bad choices offensively. and
so we let them bottle us up," she said.
"In the last ten minutes, we didn't exert ourselves defensively. We just didn't handle the pressure
well."
The Lancers were playing without the assistance
of forward Carol Gordon andguard Tracy Beaudoin.
who are still recuperating from injuries, but enjoyed
having their inspirational team captain Sheila
Windle back in her familiar role as playmaker.
Though her separated shoulder proved to alter
her shooting aim considerably, her artful passingand
sheer hustle played a major contribution.
Fluet was Windsor's leading scorer with 15
points. Bahri and Nancy Gyurcsik led the battle of
the boards with 8 rebounds apiece.
Windsor's next game is this Saturday against the
Walt:rloo Warriors at the St. Denis Centre. Game
time is 6 pm.
:J

Baseball organizer hopeful
Continued from page 18.
"Developing a program is my
first focus."
For the time being, the team
does most of its drills without
balls, bats or gloves, as such training has been slated to begin in
January. Windsor is currently
fund-raising to pay for equipment
they'll need to hit and pitch indoors.
In what seems to be a

groundswell of support for the U
of W club, several professional
teams have helped their cause
considerably.
The Toledo Mudhens have
donated 70 pairs of pants, while
the London Tigers havesent some
extra equipment to the team. The
Toronto Blue Jays have offered to
help out financially as well.
"The ball players are realizing
what an opportunity this is. I think
they find the uniqueness of being

the first university program in
Canada carries quite an honour,"
Martin said.
Martin has received support
from the university·s administration as well, and is especially
pleased that president Ron Ianni
seemsgenuinely excited about instituting baseball on campus.
"We 're very optimistic about
this program. I think we're going
to develop something unique
here," Martin said.
O

Quality Computer 80286 Turbo AT
Fully IBM compatible

IM RAM

On Sale For

1.2 M, 5.25" Floppy disk drive

IDE HD/FD controller
2 Ser., 1 Par., 1 Game
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
Enhance 101 keyboard
200W Power supply
Styling case

$695

1 year parts, 3 years labour warranty

Panasonic

KX-P1180

9-pin printer
with cable

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

Jfj
L..:
,,..,

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

••••••COUPON••••••

I

STRUTS

I

10°/o
OFF
On Any Set of
Installed Struts

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

••••••

COUPON••••••

LIFETIME*
MUFFLER

s4999
lnstallocl.
Most Cars & Light Trucks

.................•
Offer expir es 11/24 90
Otte, not vahd wiany other
promohon or coupon.

·vou, Speedv Mutner King muffler is ouaran.
teed tor as tong as you own your car Sh0uld
tne muff er eve<neea ,epJaCJng,Speedy Mui •
t e,r King will tnstaU a new muffler at no
cnarge Otter expires 11 ?4/90 . one, not
vahd with any other p,omot O'l or couoon

..................

At Speedy, you're a somebody!
Career Fair 1991 Co-ordinators
Two Positions Available
Full-time beginning May 1 to August 30; continuing with
part-time until mid-October.

Salary $8.50 per hour
Part-time position, three days per week from mid-May to
mid-October.
In order to promote continuity for each successive Career
Fair, it is hoped that the candidate selected for the
part-time In 1991 will be advanced to the full-time position
in 1992. Therefore, preference for the part-time position
will be given to students who are currently two years away
from graduation.

Salary $7 .50 per hour
One Career Fair planning project must be conducted prior
to thti oificial May start date. The hours involved in this
pro1ect will be accumulated towards lieu time which can
be taken at the end of July or beginning of August 1991.

Qualifications
Both positions are open only to students returning to the
University of Windsor. full-time in the fall of 1991.
The successful candidate(s) must have demonstrated
ability in organizational, leadership and management
skills, as well as demonstrated ability in marketing and
time management skills. In addition, the sucessful
candidate(s) must have strong English communication
skills in both oral and written form.

Major Resposlblltles of Position
To plan, organize and implement a successful Career
Fair, to be held in October 1991. This includes:
• co-ordinate the Employer invitation list from the different
faculties on campus
• mail written invitation to prospective companies, organizations,
etc.
• conduct phone follow-up and personal contact with employers
• co-ordinate and design brochures and all literature for Fair
• book room rentals, audio-visual equipment, electrical
requirements as well as refreshments. transportation to hotels
and hotel dinners
·
• cultivate good public relations with University administration
and faculty to promote and support Career Fair
• design advertising and marketing strategies to encourage
students' attendance of Fair
• write press releases and organize live television and radio
coverage for the day of the Fair
• organize, supervise and motivate volunteer student groups to
assist in the organization and promotion of the Fair
• maintain ongoing bookkeeping to ensure that costs do not
exceed allotted budget

How to Apply
Candidates are requested to submit resume, covering
letter and transcript of marks. In addition, candidates are
invited to submit three (3) creative ideas to promote the
Fair to students and/or potential employers.

Submit appllcatlons to
Carol-Anne Uegama
Career Planning and Placement Centre
Dillon Hall, Room 163

Applicaton Deadline
• ,...,January 14, 1991 NOON
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Lancer trio honoured for excellence
by Dave Briggs
There's a major difference between being good at something
and being the best in the entire
country.
Recently, three University of
Windsor football players discovered they were better than
good as they joined an elite group
of all-Canadians.
Offensive guard Gerald Hlady
and defensive
back Jimmy
Aspropotamitis were selected to
the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union's (CIAU) first all-star
team, while linebacker Mike
O'Neil was named to the second
team.

The three were honouredat a
nationally televised banquetlast
Thursday in Toronto amidst
celebrations
surrounding the
Vanier Cup national championship game.
"You couldn't ask for three
better representatives
of our
university," said Windsor's head
coach John Musselman.
It is only the second time in
the history of the Lancers that
three football players have been
named to the all-Canadian team.
"It's nice that there's three of
us on the all-Canadian team,
though it would have been nice if
all three of us were on the first
team," O'Neil said.
For the trio, the all-Canadian
rings are the fruition of many
years of extremely hard work.
The honour puts a nice cap to
O'Ne_il and Aspropotamitis' five

Photo courtesy Mai Webster

Lancer all-Canadians Jimmy Aspropotamitis, Mike O'Neil and Gerald Hlady

year university careers, and was a
fitting tribute to Hlady whose
position seldom garnered him
much recognition.
"It's funny, and I know
everybody says it, but I'd rather
keep on playing than get an
honour like this," Hlady said. "It's
nice after the fact, but I'd still
rather go to Toronto to play a
game than get an award."

Though they all echoed
Hlady's preference for team success over individual accomplishments, they were content that they
had pushed their abilities to the
limit.
L'We're glad we played
university football because this is
the highest level we can play at,"
Hlady said. "We didn't settle for
a second-rate, or less-competitive
league."
In fact, Hlady, a 22-year-old,

fourth year Human Kinetics
major, not only got the most of his
potential, but he made an accurate
prognosticator of Windsor's head
coach John Musselman as well.
"On my second day of practice the coach said, 'Well, you're
not a linebacker, but four years
down the road you're going to be
an all-Canadian offensive tackle
o, uL ..'"'°1, ..,,vc:e n d ' .' l !L.L!y (' •:.J.
"You could sec that Gerald
had it all. He had the size potential, the athletic ability, and he had
the attitude. With all that going
for him, quite frankly I didn't see
how he could miss," Musselman
said.
It is only fitting
that
Aspropotamitis
is Hlady 's
workout partner. Both learned
many years ago how to get the
most out of each other; something
that paid obvious dividends.

"Motivated people seek out
motivated people to associate
with," Musselman said.
Aspropotamitis has long been
considered the premiere defensive back in the OUAA. It was
only this year that the rest of the
country found out about him.
"Making the first team is a little surprising," he said. "I thought
I : ..i-1 ~ ~- ~ J .,hot at seco nd, hut I
d1Jn t know about the first team
because we're talking about the
whole country."
The 24-year-old Kennedy
Collegiate grad went on to say
that the award was a nice way to
go out, though he too would have
loved to have walked away a winner.
O'Neil's second team selection is a slight vindication for last
year when he was hampered considerably with an ankle injury.

The Perth native was a menacing force at his linebacker position, and like Aspropotamitis, he
is a three-time OUAA all-star.
"In the course of five years he
has given of himself, and he's
worked hard to develop himself.
He came in as a good football
player, a good athlete," Musselman said.
As well, the 25-year-old holds
the Lancer all-time tackle record,
with well over 400 stops to his
credit.
"The nicest thing about that is
when I come back in 10 years I'm
pretty sure that record is still
going to stand," said O'Neil of his
tackle mark.
O'Neil's CFL aspirations run
deep. And he's hoping, like the
other two, that the prestige of his
award will help him latch on to
one of the pro teams.
Hlady, who has a year of
eligibility left, thinks it's better
than a fifty percent chance that he
will return to play for the Lancers
next season, though he plans to
give the CFL his undivided attention should he be drafted.
As for Musselman. the three
all-Canadians may be a powerful
motivational tool for future Lancer teams.
"One of the strongest things
that this recognition is going to do
for our program is I think it's
going to help spur on and
motivate some of the younger
players coming up," Musselman
said.
O

Subway business picking up, says manager
In the past, the pub has relied
almost exclusively on Thursday
night sales for revenue. But for
Student's
Administrative
most of the month of October, atCouncil (SAC) is breathing easier
tendance on Thursdays - the
now that traffic in the Subway pub
traditional
'pub night'
is starting to pick up after a
averaged 250 people, Benusa
remarked. Any chance of recovering the lost revenue for the year
has been abandoned by the
December 6, 1989 was the bigby Lawrence Deck
manager.
gest mass murder in Canadian
"Basically what you're saying
The university's Womens' history. 14 female students of
is that we have to meet budget,
Centre will hold a candlelight the Ecole Polytechnique an
plus exceed budget by 50 percent
vigil next Thursday to com- Montreal were shot and killed
for all the losses that we've sufmemoratethe 14women slain in that day, and severalotberswere
fered in lost revenue," Benusa
last year's 'MontrealMassacre' injured.
said. "There's no way we can do
A letter foundon Lepine".& that, not even in the good times.
- Thursdayis the first anniverbody, wh1cbwas
to 14
sary of the event.
There is only so much booze you
MargaretParsons, students' Presse columniafranane Pel
can pump out of the draft lines or
letier, was rea;:ndJ
publishedin serve out of the cooler in any
council's Womens' Issues
Coordinator,explained that the the WumorStii,land~llllil
given amount of time and feasibceremony will be conducted on Mail. 'lbe-leteBJ.;Wffd~
ly, it can't be done."
the northpatio of the University a 'hitlist' thafd8lll t9'WOIIJN',.'. SAC vice president finance
Centre "weather permitting." endedwiththis
MarkHorsfall said that even if the
"Neadydiedtoc,fay..
tie lack pub were to recover its loss, the
Otherwise,it will be held inside
of time (because I startedtoo
the centre in Ambassador
financial picture for this semester
Lounge. Participants are en- late) has allowedthose radk:al is bleak.
couraged to bring their own feministsto survive.
"We've consolidated liquor
"AleaJaeta Eil (die die is
candles.
services and the Subway and
Marc Lepine's rampage on cast)."
we're still losing money. One

by Jay Davison

semester-long lull in business.
According to Dave Benusa,
manager of the Subway, "in the
last couple of Thursdays we've
been up to 350-400 people which
is a lot more than before.''

Montreal remembered

•t

11-

a

Next issue:

to be published January 9th, 1991

isn't offsetting the other, either.
It's not that you could cut out liquor services and have a really
profitable pub ... they 're both
doing poorly," Horsfall said.
The vice president noted that,
"these figures arc from the end of
October and the Save Our Student
Subway (SOSS) strategy was not
in effect at that time. Since then
we've had a number of successful
events including Mike Mandel
and the Forgotten Rebels."
The Mandel show took place
on a Wednesday evening and the
Forgotten Rebels played on a
Friday night, leaving the traditional pub night open.
"The trend has picked up,"
said Horsfall. "The pub night
seems to be back, although the
crowd seems to have shifted to a
later time slot. We're not experiencing line-ups like we have
in the past."
Horsfall and Benusa said SAC
intends to focus pub promotions
on soliciting support from campus organizations.
"We 're trying to appeal to
them on a social aspect and a

See you at the DH December 13

monetary aspect. Ir they run the
event, the Subway pub or SAC
books the entertainment,
but
through them. They arc responsible for the advertising for it,
payment to the booking agents for
it, so they're really responsible for
that event and any monies they
can make through the doors is
theirs," said Benusa.
"We're soliciting support
from all the ratified and recognized organizations on campus,"
said Horsfall.
SAC president Joe Esteves
also stressed that co-sponsorship
was a long term solution, and that
for the coming semester. the
SOSS strategy would still be
used.
"I'm optimistic that, come
January, students will come back
to the pub because it is picking
up," said Esteves. "We've done
everything we can do. They (students) know the situation and it's
up to them to support their pub.
"I guess you really don't know
how good something is until
you've lost it."
0

Have ,a safe break!
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Term papers, theses,
resumes, etc., edited
in clear, effective
English.
-948-5273-

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(Regular hours · 11:00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11:00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays • 11:30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)
Until January 13
+
Rod Strickland: Around the Sweet Sea: an
exhibition this Windsor artist's sculpture.
+ Carole Conde and Karl Beveridge:
OSHAWA- A History of Local 222, UAW,
CLC, 1982-83: a photographic recreation of
the union's development.
+ Art from the Roof of the World - Tibet more
than 200 artifacts from the 16th to the 19th
centuries including sculpture , musical instruments , paintings, 1ewellry, and ritual objects . Located in the Graybiel / Eansor
Galleries .
Untll January 20
+ Inuit Artworks from the Permanent Collection: Tabachnik Gallery.

Essays, theses,
resumes,
all kinds of typing.
-

Computer printout -

Reasonable
Rates
T elephone:258-1973
Leave a message.

Artcite:

Magick
Store
fl~~Fut
on
~~F
uton
LEATHER JACKETS
We beat American prices
r,Ne wholesale to U.S.A.)
UnusualGIit Ideasfor Body, Spint & Mind

Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
Until November 30
+ Schrittwechsel (Change of Gait): an exnlbition of "underground" art from East Ger- Wii.-..._..-, ___________________
many in the 80's.
Friday, December 7
+ Doin' The Louvre: Gala Reception: Artcite's
School of Music Concert Series:
8th annual Christmas fundraiser. This exAt
Assumption Church, 350 Huron Church Road.
hibition and sale provides Artcite supporters
Sunday, December 2
affordable,
one-of-a-kind
gifts tor
+ A Festival of Christmas: Featuring multiple
Christmas. Always a lot of fun! Begins at
choirs and an audience sing-along. Directed
8:00 pm.
by Richard Householder. Begins at8 :00pm.
Friday, December 14
Ticket information: 253-4232 ext. 2780.
+ Susan Gold Smith: "My Slides from Siberia":
Artist and Director of the University of
LECTURES and SEMINARS
Windsor School of Visual Arts, Ms Gold
Smith will present a lecture based on her Chistian Culture Serles:
working trip to Irkutsk, Siberia. Begins at
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
7:30 pm at Artcite.
Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
By January 31
Sunday, December 2
+ Artists and Models 5: Recession Wear: Call
+ The Synod - Success or Failure: a lecture
For Entries: Artcite's annual "perforby the Most Reverend Frederick B. Henry,
mance/wearable art extravaganza• is comD.D., V. G., Auxiliary Bishop of the Dioceses
ing up in the new year. Entry deadline is
of London. Begins at 8:00 pm. Suggested
January 31. For more informatin call 977donation: $2.00 - students, $5.00 - general
6564.
admission.

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
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FROM THE ORIGINAL ....

Mackenzle Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street. 977-6564 for public viewing times.
November 29 to December 13
+ Soft Rains: an installation and performance.
A discourse on love and identity in the
machine age by General Memetics Institute.
Performance on Saturday, December 8 at
8:00 pm.

THEATRE

_
Lance photo by Jason Kryk

CINEMA
Windsor film Theatre:

2135 wyan dotte street west, 254- FILM·
Untlil Sunday, December 2
+ After Dark My Sweet (USA, James Foley,
1990): based on the novel by Jim
Thompson. This is supposed to be good.
+ Raggedy Rawney: •a young soldier deserts
and joins a gypsy caravan disguised as a
rawney, a half-crazed witch with magical
powers".
December 4 to December 9
+
The Unbelievable Truth (USA, Hal Hartley,
1990): "eccentric but utterly believable
characters" on a $200,000 budget.
+ The Cook, The Thief, His Wife & Her Lover
(England/France, 1989, Peter Greenaway):
Like so many "writer"/directors these days,
he's a great director, but a lousy writer.

Marxist-Leninist Study Group:
Meet in the SAC Club Office, 2nd floor,
University Centre.
Wednesday, December 5
+ The Role of Consciousness: Session seven
of the ongoing discussion series, Psycho/ogy and Life. Begins at 5:00 pm. Everyone

welcome.

Lines - New Writing At The Detroit Institute of Arts:

University Players:
In the D.I.A. Lecture Hall, 5200 Woodward
At Essex Hall Theatre , University Campus. Box Avenue, Detroit, (313) 833-1858.
Office: 253-4232 extention 2815.
Sunday,December2
Untll December 2
+ Symposium on the films of Carl Dreyer: two
+ Dames At Sea: by George Haimsohn, Robin
lectures, one by Jytte Jensen, Assistant
Miller and Jim Wise. Musical parody
Curator of Film at The Museum of Modern
directed by Patricia Hennessy Lang.
Art in New York, and another by P. Adams
Stanley,
author and critic. Begins at 2:30
Attic Theatre:
pm. $5.00 for general public and $4.00 for
2990 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Box Office:
students, seniors, and founders .
(313) 875-8284.
Until December 9
Windsor-Essex Citizen Advocacy
+ Frankie and Johnny In The Cla,r De Lune: In Auditorium, Holy Names High School, 1400
by Terence McNally. "A tender, last-char ce Northwood, 256-3135.
love story of the 80's". Directed by Lavinia
Tuesday, December 4
Moyer, the Attic's artistic director.
+ Support Networks - The Circle of Friends
Concept: featuring Ms. Judith Snow, lecCONCERTS
turer on integrated education from frontier
college, Toronto . Begins at 7:00 pm.
Friday, November 30
Presented in conjunction with Concerned
+ Touch + Go band: Pegboy, with Luxury
Citizens for Access and Equality.
Christ. Cover - $4.00, at Stanley's, 340 Pitt.

MISCELLANEOUS
Sandwich Secondary School:
7050 Malden Road, 734-1237.
Friday , November 30 & Sunday, December 2
+ Fusion - 13th Annual Fashion Show:
Featuring fall & winter fashions from many
local boutiques. $5.00 for adults, $2.00 for
children under 12. Friday's show is at 7:30
pm. Sunday's show is a 2:00 pm matinee.

Italian Cultural Evening:
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Avenue.
252-8383.

Wednesday, December 5
+ Verdi - His Life and Music: a presentation
by Mr. Fernando Busico. Bilingual presentations, beginning at 7:30 pm, open to
public, gratis.

The Lance's Annual Holiday Party:
In the basement of the Dominion House, 3140
Sandwich Street. Call the Lance at 253-4060 for
more information.
Thursday, December 13
+ You are cordially invited to celebrate the end
of the semester with the Lance staff. Tickets
are only $4.00. You can get them at our offices (2nd floor, University Centre) or at the
door. This is your chance to enjoy libations,
dancing, pretentious conversation and
general merriement with your beloved
Lance staffers. Starts at party-time.

You are cordially invited to celebrate the end of the semester with the Lance staff at our

ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY.
Dominion House
Tickets: $4.00
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Libations • Dancing • Pretentious talk • General merriment

Pre-recorded music to suit certain tastes!

0, come all ye faithful!
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Corrections ana
our apologies
by Lance Editorial Board
Several errors appeared in last
week's editorial, "Piece of the Pi.''
Minutes of the Students' Administrative Council meeting of
Novemher 14 were given to the
newspaper on Tuesday of last
week. Due to a misunderstanding,
these preliminary minutes were
taken to be an accurate reflection
of what transpired at the November 14 meeting. However, SAC
vice-president
administration
Fred Sherman had not had the opportunity to verify the records.
As a result, the lance's
editorial board, operating on mistaken information, authorized an
editorial in which several mistakes appeared. The corrections
are as follows:
l. The newly ratified Greek Letter Society (GLS) does not have

voting privileges on SAC as the
editorial attested .
2. GL5 will not receive funding
from SAC.
3. Angelo Epifani, who was listed
among the supporters of the motion, did not vote.
4. Chris Cheng voted by proxy to
support the motion.
5. Student Law Society president
Tom Atkinson, listed among
those who abstained,
voted
against the ratification.
6. Nino Papa, also listed as
abstaining, supported the ratification.
The lance regrets any confusion the editorial might have
caused. We note with regret our
mistaken attributions.
And we apologize most sincerely to Epifani and Atkinson,
whom we hope have not been too
severely offended.
a
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Campus patrollers get training in karate.

Patrols learn self-defense
by Jennifer Johnston
The start of the new Student
Patrol program,
tentatively
scheduled for Monday, November 26, has been pushed back one
week in order to better prepare the
patrols,
students'
council
revealed this week.
Initiated by Students' Administrative Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves, the Patrol will

Society votes to oppose GLS
by Kevin Wilson
The Social Science Society
(SSS) council has decided to oppose any attempts to ratify the
Greek Letter Society (GLS) next
semester.
On Monday evening, the SSS
passed a motion directing its
president to "vote against any
ratification" of the GLS during
the academic year of 1990-91.
The motion passed with nine
members voting in favour, three
opposed, and four abstentions.
Debate on the motion, moved
by SSS secretary Brian Klunder
and vice-president Jackie Touma,
centered largely on whether the
GLS is discriminatory.
and
whether it is an umbrella organization for fraternities and
sororitics on campus.
Touma called on the SSS
council to give their president a
clear mandate for Students' Administrative Council (SAC) meetings. noting they previously
lacked a formal stance on the
issue. She also drew attention to
SAC's shifting opinion toward
the GLS during the last two meetings.
"I don't know if they're going
to continue to flip-flop all year, or
what," Touma said.
Mike Cummins,
a social
science representative on SAC,
spoke against the motion and
defended the G LS, saying that the
society was open to all students.
He also cited the need for interested students to be represented
on SAC.
"Regardless if you think it !the
Gl.SJ is an umhrella organization.
there arc people who want to he
represented." Cummin, ,aid.
SSS council rcpre,cn1,11ivc
Brad Blacl,,. felt fralanitie, and

sororities were justified in practicing exclusionary policies because of their exemption from
Ontario Human Rights Code.

"There are people
who want to be
represented. "
"It is not illegal, immoral or
wrong if a couple of their groups
form [ an 11mhrella organization],"

said Black.
Several SSS council members
complained that not enough information regarding the GLS was
available for them to make a
decision.
"We can't not ratify them.
People have said 'I've heard this
and I've heard that about the
GLS,' but no one has come up

conflict management - recognizing a threatening situation and
nullifying it in a non-violent manner.
"I don't see it as a need, but an
asset," De Roches said about skills
he will teach to the patrols. "It's
not a panic situation (campus
safety) yet, but it's better to be
safe than sorry."
While the program is off to a
late start this semester, Esteves
said he felt it was important to
begin operations as soon as possible. With students staying oncampus later than usual due to
exams, the president said he felt
they could not wait until January
to start up the Patrol.
For the remainder
of the
semester, the patrol will be dispatched from the Campus Police
office on Sunset Avenue. Esteves
hopes that by January a separate
office and phone number can be
arranged for the service. The three
patrol co-ordinators will be using
a SAC office for scheduling and
operations.
The patrol will operate three
shifts each night, with six volunteers per shift. The shifts run from
8 - 10pm, lOpm - 12am, and 12am
- 2 am. Until jackeL<.can be ordered, jerseys will be worn by
volunteers to identify themselves
as member!', of the Student Patrol.
As well. each volunteer will he issued an identification hadge. (1

Debating teain impressive despite obscurity
by :\tark Malone

Quick thinking and clear
speaking arc just two of the skills
that can be improved by joining
the university's
Debating
Society.
The society will discuss almost
any
subject,
from
Nietszchcan philosophy to why
the debaters would want to he
famous. The topic "I am a wild
horse" can lead to a debate on
freedom in society.
During a debate. two teams
(each comprised of two mcmhers)
arc given a resolution. f.aeh team
is designated as either government or opposition.
"Y11udon't debate ah11utyour
personal fcdings - you dehatc
what you can get out ora rc..,olution." said society vice prc,idcnt

Phi Sigma Sigma
celebrates its
77th anniversary
November 26th,
1990.

with any facts," said Lisa
Hartlieb, Urban Planning president.
SSS president Kim Morneau
argued that fraternities
and
sororitics, who make up the hulk
of the GLS, do not "cater to the
average student."
"Not many students have the
$225 to pay for membership fees
[in Phi Sigma Sigma sorority),"
Morneau said.
After the 1J1otion had passed,
Morneau said she was pleased
with the mandate she received
from the council. "In my personal
opinion, I don't think the society
could have went any other way."
"rt was good to sec the way
(the vote) went," Kundler agreed.
''If the potential for discrimination exists, then it has to be
eliminated."
a

provide an escort service for students on campus. Esteves says he
felt that the recent attacks on campus necessitated a program to
maintain student safety.
The delay was required to
provide the volunteer patrols with
a self-defense course, taught by
one of the volunteers, Esteves
said. The extra time also allowed
Jim Foreman, head of Campus
Police, to run police checks on all
patrol volunteers.
"We were going to start
today," said Esteves on Monday.
"But, we didn't want to do a nalfassed job."
Esteves said that the program
was modeled after similar patrols
at the University of Western Ontario, and Queen's University.
Both of these programs offered
self-defence courses to patrol
members and ran security checks
on volunteers.
Darryl DeRoches, a full-time
student at the university, offered
to teach the self-defense program
because he "thought it was needed
to protect the patrols and students."
A black belt in karate, DeRoches said he joined the patrol
because
he felt it was a
worthwhile program. His course
runs. r :vo nights. and he said he
would like to sec it expanded to a
full-semester program.
Skills taught will emphasize

<I>,L ,L

Adriana Czuchnowsky.
There arc two main types of
debates. A value debate involves
a yes or no discussion, along with
reasons why, while a legislative
debate leads to the formation of a
plan by a team.
Each team member has a time
limit for speaking that ranges
from seven to ten minutes, along
with an extra three minutes at the
end of the debate for the member
acting as Prime Minister.
The society also practises
public speaking. The speaker is
given ten seconds to read a rcsolut it1n, then must talk for five
minutes.
The talk may he
hurnournus or ,eriou!s, hut it must
he on-topic and feature s11mestyle
and wit.
"People ha, ea rniscom:eption
that debating is very seriom,,"

Czuchnowsky said.
No research is required for the
debates - all the thinking is done
on the spot.
"ll improves your skill to
come up with ideas quickly and
your ability to articulate things,"
said Czuchnowsky.
Weekly practises feature two
to three debates, along with a few
public speaking "rounds.
"The only way to he a good
debater is to practise." she said.
Howard Pawley.
former
Premier of Manloha and visiting
professor at the University of
Windsor, is the society's faculty
~1dvi!sorand gives critical analy,is
at the pral..'li...es. Czuchnov.,i,,.y
said hi..,prescnn: should al,o help
in lundrai ....ng cllorts.
At the 1.egcr Cup. held
Novcmher 2-4 at the University

Our paper doesn't grow on trees ...
recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable
service

2184 W andotte St. W.

253-4302

of Ottawa,
Czuchnowsky
finished sixth in what was only
her second attempt at competitive
public speaking. Society member
Margaret Gold placed in the top
third of debaters al the tournament, which consisted of 52
teams from 20 universities.
The debaters arc judged in
several categories.
including
style. wit content. and refutation.
The society also ha, judging at the
practises.
Next semester. the s11di:1y
will send teams lo the Nationals.
and to McGill, am1,ng.other tournaments.
Any person intcrc,tcd in join ·
ing c.111
contact pre,ident Mil-.eSt
Pierre at 961J-OIJ2l'i. or Adnana
C/Ul..'hnov.sl,,.y,11252-5(1Cil.
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Posters warn students

STRUTS

by Mark Malone
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At Speedy, you're a Somebody!

Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) began posting
notices around campus last
Thursday warning all students,
faculty and staff to take caution on
and near the campus.
The notices were prompted by
the recent assaults on campus.
"That was when we first
decided something had to be
done," said Rachel Black, SAC
vice president university affairs.
Black said she thought posters
would be the most efficient way
to reach the most students.

The notices urge university
members to take precautions
when travelling around campus,
particularly at night. They are advised to not travel alone, to stay in
well lit areas, and to call for an escort if they feel unsafe.
People must take advantage of
the escort service offered by the
new Student Patrol if it is to work,
said SAC president Joe Esteves.
The phone number of the
patrol will be added to notices as
soon as it becomes available, he
said. The organization now has
95 volunteers.
O

Help Wanted
Is your club/society, residence/house
council interested in the
sole/co-sponsorship of entertainment
events?

* Examples of entertainment that can be provided

Plan your next get-together, party, or bash at the Subway. Here
are just a few good reasons why:
• Conveniently located in the heart of U of W's campus (University Centre)
• Capacity to accomodate large or small parties
• DJ's, cable TV and video facilites
• Friendly staff and atmosphere
• Competitive pricing
I

For further details, please contact either Jackie or Dave at 253-4232, ext. 3908.

' ,
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Business greens Winilsor
by Michael J. Cohen
Two University of Windsor
grads are defying the notion that
commerce and the environment
don't mix.
Petra Beckstette and Matt McBride are partners in one of
Windsor's newest and most unusual businesses. Their Wyandotte Avenue store, Green Earth,
carries an eclectic mix of environmentally friendly products ranging from energy
efficient
Jightbulbs to natural foods and organ ica IIy produced
paint
products.
The two decided to open
Green Earth after realising there
was a demand for such products
and no other store in the area was
carrying them.
"We were tired of going out of
town to find things," Bcckstette
said.
Before opening their shop in
late October, the two partners
spent six months researching environmentally positive products
from all over the world. However,
they claim that many of the best
products come as a result of requests from customers. While
they do not limit the categories of
merchandise on their shelves,
they do have strict guide lines as to
what type of product they carry.

Lance photo by Beth Wynn
According to McBride, each
product must have the "minimum
impact on the environment" compared to other similar products.
He added that merchandise must
be sold "in minimum packaging
or in bulk and not be tested on
animals." They also will not sell
merchandise by manufacturers
that exploit third world countries
or the environment.
In support of third world business, the store carries Bridgehead
coffees and teas. Bridgehead is
part of the Oxfam organization;
all profits the company makes are
sent back to the growers in the
third world. McBride reports that
customer response has been very
positive towards these products.
Some of the store's other unique products
include solar
powered battery chargers and a
complete line of fully recycled
paper products. McBride says
consumers should be wary of

,

---

-

paper which claims to be recyled.
He points out that much of
recycled paper products on the
market only contain five to fifteen
percent recycled material. Green
Earth's Recyconomic
line of
papers is unique in that its made
from 100 percent
recycled
material.
Green Earth is also in the paint
business as the area's only retailer
for the Auro line of paints and
finishes. McBride says that Auro
is different from other paints
bcause it is made from plant base
materials with no petrochemicals.
preservatives, or drying agents.
He adds that while using the paint
to refinish the inside of their store,
there were none of the fumes associated with regular synthetic
paints.
While he concedes some environmentally friendly products
are more expensive than similar
conventional goods, McBride
says the gap is rapidly narrowing
as environmentally safe products
gain wider markets.
As committed environmentalists, both partners look at their
store as not just another business,
but as a catalyst to raising environmental consciousness.
Green Earth is located two
blocks east of the university at
2184 Wyndotte Street West.

n

President fulfills promises
by Jennifer Johnston
Stude nts' Administrative
Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves is followi ng up on his campaign promises, wit h a twist.
During his election campa ign,
Esteves promised to take a cut in
his $15,000 salary to purchase a
television and stereo for the students and decorate the campus at
Christmas.
While Esteves did purc hase
the te levision set and the stereo,
he has recons idered his promise to
decorate the campus. Instead, the
president has dec ided to use the
rest of the mo ney to purchase food
for the needy during the holidays,
and provide honoura ria for Student Patro l co-ord inators.
Esteves said he fee ls his new
plan will meet wit h stude nts' ap-

prova l.
"When I was runni ng for office, I thought it was a good idea
[decorating the campus]. After
talking to students, I felt this was
a bette r idea," Esteves said.
The tota l amount of the salary
cut was $5000. Esteves said the
total cost of the stereo and
television was approximately
$1200. Of the remaining $3800,
$1000 will be divided betwee n
three Student Patrol co-ordinators, and $2800 w ill go to the
food drive.
Esteves said the school admin ist rat ion is prov iding a van
and a driver for the food drive. On
Christmas Eve Esteves, vice
preside nt finance Mark Horsfa ll,
and chief electoral officer Sergio
Gomes will use the va n to distribute the food to releva nt agen-

cies throughout Windsor: the
downtown mission, Salvatio n
Army, etc., Esteves explained.
"If we can't make this a
brighter campus, we can make it
a happier one," Esteves said. "I
think this will put a smile on
students' faces. We've got to give
a little bit back to the community."
Esteves decided to earmark
the remainder of the money for
the Student Pat rol because, "at
this time, SAC cannot financially
susta in [the cost of the co-ordinators ).''
T he three members of the
patro l wi ll r eceive
t h eir
honouraria at the end of the year,
once they have completed the ir
duties.
O
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Never again
A year ago next Thursday, a man who hated 'feminists'
gunned down 14 women at Montreal's Ecole Polytechnique.
Twelve months later, what have we learned?
we·ve learned that when women tried to gather in
commemoration of their fallen sisters, they had to deal with
violent reactions from men who felt ·excluded.'
Ever since someone hit on the idea of 'reverse sexism,'
men have tried to use the legitimate actions of feminists to
bury the women's movement in clever rhetoric. How people
without power (women) can discriminate against the people
in power (men) is left to the imagination. Don't be fooled: it
can't be done. Feminism is not 'another kind of sexism,' it's a
kind of liberation.
We've learned that when women went on radio talk shows
to express their grief and outrage, men phoned in
(anonymously) to say "Marc was not alone."
He wasn't. Marc Lepine was just one of the millions of men
who hate and resent women. He is unique in that he had a
gun and used it for the worst mass murder in Canadian
history; otherwise, he is the same as any bastard who's ever
hit a woman.
We've learned how the Canadian media represents mass
murderers: as psychotics, as victims of some emotional
maladjustment. As 'sick' people, ultimately absolved of all
guilt.
Sociologist Elliot Leyton has argued persuasively ag~inst
this representation. In his book Hunting Humans, he

hypothesizes that mass murderers are not typically
psychopaths. He suggests they are men (there has not been
a recorded case of multiple murders committed by a woman}
who feel that their problems are caused by some specific
group of people (Asians, whites, Jews, women}, who feel they
have nothing to lose, who decide to go out in a blaze of glory
and have their revenge.
If his outbursts during the rampage left any question that
Lepine fit this profile, his 'suicide letter' (printed in The Globe
and Mail, Tuesday, November 27, page A21} clears up all
doubt. Lepine hated women, felt they had robbed him of his
deserved success, thought them opportunistic and stupid.
Is this mental illness, or is it evil?
I hear men on this campus expressing the same feelings
of hatred and resentment almost every week. In my classes
they mutter "feminist" under their breaths every time a woman
suggests that she isn't treated fairly because she is a woman.
We've learned that in this society, men who resent and
deride women are 'normal'; after all, they're in the majority.
Because of the way the massacre has been depicted.
we've neglected to learn the most important lesson it could
teach us: that we live in a society that condones and ignores
hatred of women, that harbors more Lepines than anyone
would want to think about.
Until this lesson is learned, we can say "Never again," as
much as we want, but we will be powerless to guarantee it.

Advocates abdicate
The Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) has begun a
concerted effort to doom itself into oblivion.
The warning signs have been building for a while now; an
increasingly autocratic leadership (evidenced by its current
infighting over jurisdiction of the most mundane of matters}
and an excessively hyped education platform are but two
examples. But the most damning symptom came when the
CFS executive took pains to distance themselves from
University of Ottawa student leader Marc Molgat's Kraft
Dinner free-for-all in the House of Commons on October 17.
The rationale behind the CFS executive's move is
perplexing. Perhaps they wanted to remain in education critic
Howard McCurdy's good graces. Mccurdy, of course, was
incensed by what he called an effort in "ego-stroking media
attention." The most plausible explanation may be that CFS
is concerned that their credibility as a legitimate student lobby
group may be called into question. In fact, their own actions
have seriously undermined this legitimacy.
Donning pin-striped suits and shaking hands with MPs
from all three major parties has resulted in not one iota of
media coverage throughout the year. In its quest for

legitimacy among lobby groups, the CFS exec has proven
itself totally incapable of representing the students who pay
their salaries. CFS has not mobilized the grassroots support
necessary to educate the general electorate about the needs
of students. Molgat's protest, a brilliant piece of guerilla
theatre, has.
Recently, secondary and post-secondary students in
France staged massive strikes and civil disobedience actions
to call attention to the problems of underfunding in their
schools. When the smoke cleared, president Francois
Miterrand met with the students and several billion francs
were magically earmarked to meet the shortfalls. CFS has
been quietly operating behind the scenes, 'networking· with
the government and the loyal opposition. For all its bravado,
CFS has nothing to show.
Well-resourced, well-paid, and firmly entrenched in the
Canadian university community, CFS is now a terribly
adulterated version of the voice students need to represent
them, an utterly ineffective bunch of dogs barking up the
wrong tree.
- Kevin Wilson
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Styrofoam a disservice
b) Sue l\lorin

spends approximately
$300,000 on
disposable styrofoam, plastic and paper for
The Environmental
Awareness
take-out service campus-wide.
Food
Association's
(EAA) Food Service
Services would actually save money if they
Committee recently had a guided tour
could purchase only china (where possible
through all of the Food Service outlets on - at present there are no dishwashing
campus. Let me just say, the situation isn't
facilities at the Grand Marketplace, so full
very good.
take out service is provided, but this will
Most of the service that is provided on change with the centre expansion). If Food
campus
is take-out
(ie. styrofoam
Services could save money by not
containers, paper plates and cups, plastic
purchasing take-out containers, this could
cutlery), and at present all that is recycled
be reflected in student costs as well.
is cardboard. So, needless to say, there is
Food Services
is responding
to
an outrageous amount of waste produced
student's desires by providing an extensive
every day here on
take-out
service;
campus.
they have asked for
Following
the
it. It is up to students
tour, the EAA Food
to stop using it. This
Service Committee
may mean giving up
drafted
convenience
or
recommendations for
eating
in
more,
but
'' ' waste reduction and
Food Services will
met
with
Food
continue purchasing
.; .
...
Service
and disposing
of
-.'
..--.., .
representatives
to
non-recyclable items
discuss
their
·; \"
in mass quantities
.....~ ...
implementation.
until students change
~.
,...
.......
Food Services has
,.
their attitudes and
been very cooperative
begin
taking
and are more than
responsibility for the
willing to properly
environment
on a
manage
waste
personal level.
throughout their facilities on campus.
The Food Services Committee well
Much of the problem for Food Services
continue to meet with Food Services
lies in the fact that the city does not provide
throughout the year. and both will attempt
adequate services for the collection of large to imp!ement changes that will help reduce
amounts of recyclable
waste. Also,
the current waste levels on campus. As
students have requested take-out service.
well, we will be working towards student
the primar) source of food service waste.
awareness through education programmes
On the tour I observed that even people on campus.
eating at Vanier Hall use take-out
We, along with the Environmental
containers. In fact, I'd say that 90 percent Task Force, will be entering residences
of the trays I looked at had at least one during the floor meetings to discuss what
take-out container on them.
individuals can do to reduce waste. Plan to
Students may say, "well, they were out attend these meetings.
of plates and cutlery so I had to use them."
If you are interested in getting involved
If this is the case, students shu:.1J ...sk f0r in the EAA Food Service Committee,
china. Food Services has assured me that check the "Diversions" section of the
more china will be made available in the lance for our next General Meeting. We
future.
could use any help we can get. r
Another big problem Food Services
Sue Morin is a representative of the
face is theft of china and cutlery that are Enviro11me11talAwareness Association's
costly to replace. At present the U of W Food Services Committee.
_I

.

Joseph Thomas Culliton

..

1935-1990
hy Lawrence Deck
The flags on campus flew at half-mast
this week as the university mourned the
passing of Reverend Doctor Joseph
Thomas Culliton, C.S.B. Father Culliton
died on Saturday; he was 55.
Father Culliton was born on July 9,
1935. He received his Bachelor of Arts
degree from the University of Toronto in
1957 and joined the Order of Saint Basil the
next year. He completed a Master of Arts
degree in theology at the University of
Saint Michael's College in 1964 and was
ordained a priest on December 13 of that
year. He received his doctorate, also in
theology, from Fordham University in
1971.
Father Culliton joined Windsor's
Department of Religious Studies as a
lecturer in 1965. He was elected head of
that department in 1980 and became dean
of the Faculty of Arts in 1985.
He is remembered for his kindness and
devotion to his students. Interim dean of

Issues
Dear Editor,
We would like to take this opportunity
to make students aware of exactly what
SAC has been involved with.
We must admit, first of all, our utmost
shock and disappointment with the article
~ritten by Mike Cohen entitled "Centre of
Inattention," in the lance's November21st
issue. Here, Cohen suggests that this year's
Executive
considers
Christmas
tiecorations,
stereos, and Drug Plan
administration as "burning student issues."
c At this point, we can't help but question
the journalistic
responsibility of Mr.
Cohen. It is understandable
that an
Individual can hold a limited perspective
on an issue, but it is a total derogation of
lhe rights
of students
when
a
student-financed newspaper serves as a
wch1clc for his pertmaciouc;, one-sided
opinion .
It i.:;our understanding that the Lance's
mandate is to report the facts as objectively
as possible. The 1990-91 Executive has
maintained an unprecedented level of
communication and has never hesitated to
provide the lance with any information
that they may require. This leaves us
wondering why Mr. Cohen would be so
irresponsible in his journalism?
We would, at this point, like to list just
a few of the activities and issues that Mr.

.

Arts Sue Martin said of him "Father Joe
would often meet with students in evenings
and weekends, to help with any matter.
"I don't think people knew how much
time he gave to helping students."
At his funeral, he was memorialized by
his long-time
friend and colleague
Reverend Doctor Joseph Quinn, professor
of English at the university. Father Quinn
called attention to Father Culliton 's
enthusiasm for the spiritually liberating
powers of the liberal arts, to his friendship
with and desire fully to know Jesus Christ,
to his kindness and universal concern for
his 'fellow travellers.'
Father Quinn explained that 'Joe' had
welcomed his death as an opportunity to. in
the words of the Apostle "know fully even
as I am known."
In closing, Father Quinn exhorted the
congregation to "be thankful for his life,
and be thankful that his life touched yours."
Joseph Thomas Culliton, l 935-1990.

requiescat in pace.

O

Cohen manipulatively chose to exclude
from his short-sighted and unbelievably
biased critique.
Is Mr. Cohen aware that the very first
issue of the same lance Newspaper prabed
our efforts at the Queen's Park Rally where
we starved for two days, and slept in the
dew outside of the provincial legislature to
protest
the
underfunding
of
Post-Secondary
Education? This is a
burning student issue.
Does Cohen not recognize the efforts of
SAC in lobbying for and providing a
program for safety on campus? He may
think this is not a burning issue regardless
of the fact that over one hundred students,
male and female.
have selflessly
volunteered their personal time in the best
interest of their fellow schoolmates· safety.
The Windsor Star and CBC found this very
worthy of coverage. Using Mr. Cohc11's
reason mg patterns, it is safe to suggest that,
by virtue of the fact that he has 1101 yet
volunteered, of course it's not a burning
issue. Maybe Mr. Cohen would like to
clarify his opinion on this to the women on
campus who have been victimized.
Does Cohen not consider the SAC
sponsored
Candlelight
Vigil which
brought together over a hundred students in
commemoration of their fellow students
that passed on as worthy of his mention'?
The Windsor Star gave it front page
coverage. CBC came on campus and aired
a segment on it. Maybe Mr. Cohen would

like to tell the parents and friends of these
students that this is not a burning issue.
Docs he know about the Mature
Student Centre SAC initiative which
sought to accommodate those full-time
undergraduate fee-paying students who
have encountered unique difficulties?
Docs this not underscore the pro-active
agenda of this year's Executive?
Would Mr. Cohen like to tell the
student body, as well as disenfranchised
groups, that our participation in rallies in
support of the Native Peoples is not worthy
of his journalistic mention?
The
Univen,ity
of Windsor
experienced a highly unprecedented spirit
reinsurgence during the Homecoming
Festivities of this year. This year's SAC did
with
$100 00
what
previous
administratrnns
could not do with
$20.000.00. Maybe Mr. Cohen would like
to tell the v<1rious societies, clubs, and
re.,idcnccs that worked hard to represent
their school that thetr efforts were not
important
Even if we focused on the three issues
that Mr. Cohen chose to present, we find
that he promulgates
a poisonously
misleading dimension. The onus should be
on him to explain to the Residence students
that an Executive member's gesture to cut
his salary in order to provide a constructive
entertainment venue is ill conceived. He
should furthermore profess to the student
body that he is thoroughly unaware of the

\

decision
to replace the Christmas
decorations with the provision or food to
those in need, regardless of the fact that this
was indeed expressed to individuals from
the lance on several occasions.
Furthermore, Mr. Cohen should try to
understand that many thousands of the
students here at Windsor do indeed
consider the services provided by the SAC
administered Drug Plan as important. He
need only visit the office for an hour to see
how highly utilized the Plan is by students
who do not have similar coverage by other
means. As well, he should not that, given
the circumstances, the 1990-91 Executive
negotiated one of the best student-run Plans
in the country.
In closing, we have had to make many
responsible decisions along with countless
sacnficcc; in the best interest of preserving
a govermng and reprc ..entative structure
tor the students 1t the Universitv of
Windsor We smcerely apprec1atc all th,>se
who have stepped forth and offered th 1r
support. We believe in the students a 1
Windsor. and all our efforts m the future
will continue to reflect this.
Sincerely,
The 1990-91 SAC Executin
Joe Esteves
Fred Sherman
Mark Horsfall
Rachel Black
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For complete detail s
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Letters to the editor:

Piece of the 11 part two: the response
Kluless

"Piece of the Pi" continues to slam the
Greek system with the same outdated
rhetoric used in "Council ratifies Greek
society ... " This editorial states that the GLS
represents fraternities and sororitcs "groups whose sexism, racism and elitism
are not historically notorious by accident."
Editor, quit living in the past! historically
many institutions in society have been
guilty of that type of objectionable activity
and have later evolved. Unfortunately,
your opinion and ignorance of Greek
societie s have not. The editorial then
begins its unconscionable
attack of the
individual members of SAC , who voted to
ratify the GLS, and not bow to any
pressures of The Lance, the self styled
arbiter of social mores on campus. The
public dressing down of these individual
members is alarmingly similar to those
tactics used by politically abusive lobby
groups in the US congress and senate such
as the National
Rifle Association.
Although their ideologies arc diametrically
opposed, their techniques of discrcditation
are similar.
That's
appal I ing! No
newspaper, student or professional, that
purports to engage in the serious pursuit of
journalism should conduct itself in such a
manner. Actions such as these relegate
many of The lance's editorials
to
inflammatory exercises in propaganda and
thereby nullify any of the valid, thoughtful,
and insightful issues that may be present
amid the editorial clutter.
Sincerely,
S. Patrick Stepp. U.Sc. t Hons I,
Unhcrsity of Western Ontario
:\lcmber of Alpha Si~ma Chi
FratcrnitJ
llniversitJ ' ot' \\ indsor

Dear Editor,
I've noticed a disturbing trend over the
past few months with regards to the
editorials in The Lance. They tend to be no
more than a soap box for the irrational,
reactionary and somewhat radical rhetoric
of their author. From excusing the actions
of Saddam Hussein (re: Daddy Warbucks),
to encouraging
of disruptive
acts in
Parliament (re: McCaroni), to the latest
' editorial abuse of last week (Piece of the
Pi), the Lance editorials have increasingly
shown that they have no social , moral, and
dare I say, no journalistic legitimacy.
The latest trangression of reasonable
thought and balanced reporting openly
shows The Lance's blatant dictatorial or
"our agenda is the only way" slant. "Piece
of the Pi" and its companion
article,
"Council ratifies Greek society ... " were
merely a subterfuge to once again criticize
the Greek system and assert The Lance's
bias against sororities and fraternities. The
Lance has no credibility to suggest that
SAC sold out e.specially
when it
encourages activites of the aforementioned
editorials
and docs not balance
its
reporting. Winston Hall's unfounded quote
that, "There's no question in the minds of
most students that these guys (now there's
a little sexism right there) arc sexist, elitist,
and racist," shows the true conjectural
nature of the article. What basis did he have
for this statement
on this campus
presently? Did Mr. Hall take a survey?
Furthermore, this passage was notably
highlighted to slant the article further from
any other contributors at first glance. Bev
Edmondson·s quote. ''We're not sexist,"
wasn't highlighted nor were any of Tai
C:wdncr's comments ln:ated in the silm~·
Although we misspelled it oun;elves
manner as Mr. Hall's. 1 also resent Mr.
Hall'~ compari~on of the Orcck system to last week, we should point out that
Dixieland 's favourite lynching society is
the Klu Klux Klan. This comment
the Ku Klux Klan, not the 'Klu Klux Klan. '
trivializes all advances in the area of civil
and human rights. These instances of On an interesting historical aside, the
prejudiced reporting in this article only founding fathers of the Klan got 'Ku Klux'
preface the unscrupulous uevices used the from KUKA.Oi; - Greek for circle. Kappa
kappa kappa!
in the latest Lance editorial.

Deltoid
Dear Editor,
In light of the recent articles pertaining
to the non-ratification of fraternities and
sororities on campus, the Windsor Chapter
of the Delta Chi Fraternity would like to
respond to clear up a number of points.
Delta Chi is not a clique. Delta Chi is a
brotherhood of college and university men
that was founded on October 13. 1890 at
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. It
originated as a law fraternity and evolved
to include all faculties.
Delta Chi is based on the principles and
doctrines of Sir Edward Coke, pronounced
Cook, (1552-1634).
Coke was an
exceptional English lawyer who rose to
become Speaker of the House of Commons
(1593), Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
(1606-1613)
and the King's Bench
(1613-1617). Coke led the defense of the
common law against encroachment by
James I and Charles I. Coke also took the
lead in the drafting of the Petition of Right
(1628),
and his "Law
Reports"
(1600-1615) helped to formulate what we
now know as due process, civil rights and
parliamentary procedure.
Delta Chi fraternity has 100 chapters in
North America; two of them are in Canada,
in London and Windsor.
There
is no doubt
that male
organizations (NBA, CFL, NFL!) can be
sexist, chauvinist pigs. Delta Chi neither
conforms to sexist mentality, nor do we
wish to be stereotyped as a sexist fraternity .
In the early days of Delta Chi, one

reason why women were not accepted was
directly related to social taboos of that era.
Unmarried men and women Iiving together
and having secretive meetings in private
houses was not an acceptable practice for
university students. Today things are
different, but not to a great extent. As more
women attend university today, living in
coed dorms etc., most parents still do not
savour the thought of their daughters
joining or living in a house full of guys. To
eliminate controversy with parents, respect
religious
beliefs
and other social
circumstances,
we do not encourage
female memberships.
However, Delta Chi can initiate female
members if a chapter desires, but the
ultimate relationship of equality between a
man and a woman
is through
the
commitment of marriage, where the two
shall become one.
Another major reason why Delta Chi
has men only is because women do not
want to join our fraternity! Some Delta Chi
chapters have a Chi Delphia program
(female members),
but relationship
problems,jealousy and promiscuity ( above
normal) interfere with the program; not
because of the women, but because of both
sexes not being able to incorporate (sic]
each other. This is why the Delta Chi
Fraternity National Headquarters does not
recommend the program.
The squabble about fraternities and
sororities as elitist is quite odd:
I. A university hy nature is elitist. All
those who attend university participate in
an elitist institution whether they arc in a
fraternity /so10rity or not.

Insulted
Dear Editor,
This letter is being sent in response to
the editorial
which appeared
in the
November 21st issue of the lance called
"Piece of the Pi."
In this editorial you seem to have been
confused. As a result of your confusion
(ignorance of fact) I have been personally
insulted and slandered. In your editorial
you imply that I voted in favour of the
Greek Letter Society. This is not so,
because I was not even there for the vote.
Regardless of my stand on this issue (which
I hope is obvious), there is no way you
should have assumed the way I would vote.
In the next issue of the Lance I expect
a written apology. I'll suggest that in the
future you get the facts straight before you
write anything.
Sincerely,
Angelo Epifani

Wool

Letters policy
Tlte Lance welcomes letters to the
editor. but reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published,
and letters will ,not be
returned.
Send us your comments
care of
•Letters.' Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

Dear Editor,
Mr. Deck has once again proved that he
is unqualified
to hold the leadership
position as editor-in-chief at the Lance.
One must also question Mr. Deck's
Mr. Deck, above all else should
integrity in that if he feels so strongly
exemplify the highest of journalistic ethics,
against fraternities and sororities why docs
instead he has proven his own inahility to
he allow them to advertise in the lance and
properly and fully research and report on
subsequently
support it financially.
student issues.
How can Mr. Deck think that students
In Mr. Deck's
editorial
dated
will value the lance's editorials as being
November 21, he stated that Greek Letter
insightful and unbiased when they must
Society (now a ratified cluh) will receive a
ouestion whether or not the facts reported
seal on SAC a~ well as cluh funding. The
are true?
only person trying pull the wool over
Sincerely,
1,tudent's eyes is the c<litor-in-chid. Mr.
J. Jason Clemens
Deck.
If Mr. Deck had rescarcheu the i~sue
Actually, I made a mistake, I admit it,
with a minimum effort he would h.ivc
discovered that no ratifieu cluhs receive a and I apologize.
I wasn't trying to mislead anyone, and
scat on SAC and that G LS has refuse<l club
funding due lo SAC's current fo,cal
before you libel me by saying I tried to 'pull
the wool over· people's eyes Mr. Clemens,
position.
Mr. Deck was even unable to report you might consider the possibility that I
properly and accurately th: '- ,uncillors on was simply wrong. If ei·ery error were
SAC who voted for, against or abstained on made with malicious intent, we would live
in an evil society indeed.
the issue of ratification for GLS.
2. Students calling fraternities and
sororitics elitists is like a snowflake calling
the rice white.
The composition
of the Delta Chi
membership is made of many walks of life
from the university. We have members
who are extroverted and aggressive, and
we have members who have few friends
and remain anonymous. Some Delta Chi
members keep straight A's, while some
members maintain a C average (boo).
Some Delta Chi's become lawyers, doctors
or real estate agents, while some members
may struggle for years before they become
steadily employed. We are not exclusive,
and we arc not all one type. We are of
different backgrounds,
but together in
brotherhood.
Some day maybe female students will
officially lobby to become members, then
our background will be enhanced. Today
our closest endeavour
toward female
members lies in our relationship with the
Phi Sigma Sigma sorority.
Delta Chi is not as picky about money
as your local supermarket. If you do not pay
for that piece of cheese at the market you
will be arrested. Delta Chi looks at the
content of a person's character first. We
realize that money is not easily available to
most of us in this world (especially
students). We often make arrangements or
work something out for those in financial
difficulties. Delta Chi neither prides itself
on recruiting rich kids, nor indulges in
harbouring snivclers.
Racism is found throughout
our
society . It docs not take the e xistence of a
fraternity to pro ve thi s fact. Delta Chi doe s

not condone racism and docs not exclude
members on account of race. colour or
creed. This issue is ol'ten Jirecteu at
fraternities in general. After all. the Aryan
Brothers and the Ku Klux Klan arc
fraternal orders! Let it be known that Delta
Chi is not like the forcmentioncd
organizations.
And if you knew the
members, you would understand.
Students
should
not forget that
fraternity and sorority members are your
colleagues who have a right to assemble.
We believe in our right to assemble as the
men of Delta Chi. We apologize if we have
caused any harm to the university. If
anyone has been harassed. or assaulted by
a member of Delta Chi, let us know, so we
can deal with it. We have been called
names from rapists to racists - with no
substance indicating the specific facts
(stats are cited about fraternities in general
- hung jury).
We will continue
to support and
participate in university events. Most of all,
we will continue to strive toward higher
education.
We will not enter into a
navel-gazing confrontation with SAC, the
Lance, the Law Society or any student.
We challenge you to sec beyond the
rumours and chatter about Delta Chi and
the other fraternities and sororitics. You do
not have to ratify us, if that pleases you. But
do not label us, especially when you truly
do not know us, nor [sic J endeavoured to
do so in good faith.
SincerelJ,
Windsor Chapter,
Delta Chi 1-·ratcrnitJ

11- .___,
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GLOW NECKLACES

Buyearly
andbreakaway
for50%off.

TICKETS
MUSTBE
PURCHASEDATLEAST
5 DAYSIN ADVANCESEATSARELIMITED.
Yes,VIARail'sstudent discount now applies
7 days a week - Fridaysand Sundays
included.So you can get away more often
for half-price.And it's easy ridingall the way
- nothing beats the train for stretch-out,
walk-aboutcomfort.There'seven a light
meal with beverage served on most routes.
It's the ideal place to relax, meet new
friends- and even study!
But student discount seats are limited,
especiallyon heavilytravelledroutes. So it

Neon glow in the dark necklaces ava'lab le in blue, grun, pink, orange.
You' ve seen them at concerts, fairs,
community eve nts, etc. Excellent f~r
University parties, concerts, fundra,sers,
etc. Best prices.

Call Steph en (416) 338-2422.

pays to plan ahead and purchase your
tickets well in advance.
For fulldetails, call a travel agent, or
VIARail™.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50 % Student discounts apply to full-time
students with !.D. for Coach travel only in the Quebec
City! Windsor Corridor. • Seat availability is limited
and varies depending on the route and day of
travel. • Blackout periods apply, including Christmas
(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3) and Easter (Mar. 28 - Apr. 1) periods.
• A 10% Student discount applies any time for regular
unrestricted travel (no advance purchase). • Other
conditions may apply ; please check.

LETVIATAKE
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SampleStudentone-wayCoachfares

Windsor- London. . . . . . . . . . . $1 3
Windsor - Toronto. .......
. . . $25

Could you be
comfortable in a
church like this?
If you believe in human dignity,
taking responsibility for your
own religious life,
and can live with a constant
search for truth,
we invite you to join with other
Unitarian Universalists,
Sunday Evenings at 7:00 pm.

Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich, Windsor
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And she's buying a bookcase for Heaven
by Martin Deck
My brother thinks that after one dies, one is forced to
read all the books one has bought but never read before one
is assigned to the realm of eternal bliss or to the other place.
And yet ... my brother keeps buying books.

Why?
Because, even proceeding on the assumption that 99%
of everything is junk, there are still probably a dozen new
books per month that are well worth reading. There ought
to be a law against it, but there isn't. So, like it or not, one
must continue to buy books.
If, however, one is a student or otherwise disadvantaged, one cannot afford to buy books when they're
truly new. One must wait for that greatest of all 20th century inventions, the paperback.
Unfortunately, paperbacks are easy to lose track of, because they are seldom as heavily hyped as hardcovers.
That's where I come in. I'm here to fill you in on some of
the most exciting books that have come out in paperback
in the last year, thus enabling you to make wise bookbuying decisions for Christmas.
At the top of my list is a book by Leamington's own
Nino Ricci, a novel entitled Lives of the Saints ($12.95).
This book has just been nominated for the Governor
General's Award for Fiction and it more than deserves it.
It's set in a small Italian village and deals with extramarital sex, self-righteous hypocrisy, paganism, Catholicism
and snakes. It's very well written and it's the first book in
a projected trilogy. Reading it now will set you up for years
of future reading pleasure.
People You'd Trust Your life To ($12 .95) is the first.
and only. book of short fiction from Bronwen Wallace, a
great poet who died last year. The stories arc about ordinary people living ordinary lives but they aren't written in
the ordinary way. Wallace had one of the strongest and
most original voices in Canadian literature and she is sorely missed.
Russell Banks has been called "the greatest white male
American writer today. His latest novel is Afjlictimz
($6 .95). a murder story with many twists - more
psychological than narrative - and great insight into the
life of the hc.:lcagucred American working class. If you
haven ·1 read Banks' earlier novel. Co11ti11e111al
Driji
($6.50). you should. It's about Haitians and New
En!!lamlcrs and the force orillusion that 1.lrawsthem all to
Florida, and it's the best novel rvc rcad in years.
Forces and illusions of many kinds arc explained in
Roger Penrose 's Emperor's New Mind ($9. 95). The author
has set out to undermine the scientific bases of the artificial intelligence movement, and in doing so has written a
big book (596 pages) which explains things like mathematics. cla'isical and quantum physics and time. Daniel
Dennett, one of Penrose's adversaries, says that this book
shakes the foundations of the cathedral of science. It does
so with the help of lots of equations and lots(!) of exclamation points.
While the spectre of artificial intelligence fills Penrose
with nausea, there arc plenty of folks out there embracing
it with open arms. None, perhaps, are as gleeful as Hans
Moravec whose book Mind Children ($13. 95) looks forward to the day when we carbon-based organisms will be
able to download our "minds" into more stable - even
eternal - silicon-based machines. Moravec's book crosses the line between science and science fiction, but he
doesn't care.
Speaking of SF and our glorious sit icon future, how has
"cyberpunk" been treating you? If you're looking for a
good anthology of short pieces that'll give you a handle on
this wacky trend, you can do no better than Semiotext(e)
SF ($16. 95). It's experimental, and self-referential, and irreverent, and often disgusting. But it's new!
Should you be growing a little jaded in your
postmodernity already, check out Mark Leyner's My
Cousin, My Gastroenterologist ($11. 95), a book of short
fiction too funny to read aloud without sputtering but too
hilarious not to share with your friends.
For those of you who want a laugh but don't actually
read books, there's The late Night with David letlerma11
Book of Top Ten lists ($11.95), but by far the best humour
buy of the year is Monty Python's Flyin,: Circ11sComplete
Scripts, Volumes I and 2 ($13.95). which is perfect for
those long pledge drive nights when PBS perversely
refuses to run the actual show.
If you suffer from a deeper angst than even the Pythons
can cure, perhaps you should be reading or re-reading Albert Camus· L 'Etranger. If you read it 'in high school, you
probably suffered through Stuart Gilbert's dreary translation called 71,e Outsider. There's a new version, which
came out in paper last year under the title 11,eStm11ga
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($8.95). lr,inslatcd hy Stephen Milchcll. Mitchell translated it with the kmrn ledge that Camus had wrillen it under
the inlluence of American hard-boiled detective fiction especially the novcls of James M. Cain (i.e. 1lt<' l'os11111111
Always Rings Twice ($ IO.95) and D011hl<'/11dem11ity
($ I0.95)). The result is a much snappier and biting book
than you may remember.
Not all detectives come hard-boiled. One of my
favourites is a pudgy middle-aged Acting Sergeant of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police named Maynard Bullock.
He's the creation of James Powell, and there's a story about
him in Powell's first collection of mystery stories, A Murder Coming ($14.95). Powell is, first and foremost, a
humourist, but he also comes up with ingenious twists in
each and every story. Any reader would love these imaginative tales.
Two annual anthologies which you can always count
on are Best American Short Stories and Best American Essays ($14.95 each). The editors have gracefully chosen to
include Canadian writers, but only if they can get their stuff
published in Yankee magazines. New on the annual scene
is Best Canadian Essays ($15.95) and the 1990 issue is
packed with good reading. My favourite piece is Joyce
Nelson's "Power of the Pollsters," a look at the way the
Tories used the polls to change their image (but not their
policies) in the last election.
This essay is also a chapter in Nelson's own book, Sultans of Sleaze ($14.95), a thought-provoking but far from
exhaustive look at the power of public relations in the
media. Nelson works on the foundations laid by Noam
Chomsky in Manufacturing Consent ($18.95) and Ben
Bagdikian in The Media Monopoly ($16.95) to unravel the
nightmare world of Marshall McLuhan's "Global Village," where multinational corporations control all major
media and through them the popular perception by "accentuating the positive" and simply excluding what Nelson
calls the "shadow side" of their multifaceted operations.
It's a very depressing book but strangely stimulating. Unfortunately, it docs not contain the greatest sentence Nelson ever wrote: "The bizfest activities surrounding Earth
Day 1990 remind us that green is also the colour of money
and bile."
A slightly more upbeat is Dr. Ursula Franklin's Real
World of Tec:/1110/ogy
($8.95). Franklin holds that although
technology is, in and of itself, morally neutral. it is also a
social product and serves a social use. Thus it is not surpris-

'

ing that much of the "new technology" seems designed to
perpetuate rclati11nsof dominance - soi.:ial. racial. class.
vou name ii - and that we nccd other teL'lrnologie~ if we
arc going to emhark on rclati11nsof equality.
"Dominam:e" and "c4uality" arc also the themes of
Rianc Eislcr's Tlze Chalice and tlze Blade ($14.95), not exactly a new hook but one that will probably remain on the
cutting edge of feminist (and egalitarian) thinking for years
to come. Eisler believes that humankind, at the very dawn
of history, took a detour into dominance (and its concomitant violence) which has now reached its reductio ad
absurdam. She hopes that we can rediscover the egalitarian
values which, it seems, were held by the tribes of homo
sapiens who inhabited Europe before the "lndoEuropeans" or anyone else invaded.
Speaking of history, the curious but lazy are invited to
dip into Peter Carey's Eyewitness to History ($13.95), an
anthology of first-hand reports of such events as the death
of Socrates, the Spanish conquest of Peru, the moon landing, and all kinds of other things, both grandiose and mundane.
If you find Eyewitness a trifle tame, then look into Greil
Marcus' Lipstick Traces: A Secret History of the Twentieth
Century ($18.95). Marcus is, by,profession, a rock critic,
and his book opens with a chap)er on Johnny Rotten, but
don't be fooled. It really is a secret history, but it stretches
back way beyond 1900. Marcus is concerned with the
kinds of people who rate footnotes in regular histories wierd sects of nihilists who die out suddenly and generally don't bother to write anything down. Marcus does a
good job, but all this secret history stuff sends me back to
the master of the genre, Jorge Luis Borges, the great Argentinian short-story writer who died in 1986. Borges
wrote his history as fiction and vice versa. His work is
available in a variety of different editions, the most representative of which is Labyrinths ($11. 95). When this book
first came out in English in the '60s, it led people like John·
Barth to moan about the death of fiction. There was, it
seemed, nowhere left to go.
Of course Barth and the other doom-sayers were
wrong. There's still plenty of imaginative writers out there
reinventing the novel and the short story. Some of these
writers are mentioned above, but there are plenty more. Go
to the nearest library or your favourite bookstore and look
for yourself.
Don't be caught without a book on Judgment Day. O
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books lately?
Win a $50 gift certificate redeemable at
South Shore Books. Tickets just $1.00
available from the Lance office until the
end of exams . Draw at the Lance postexam party, December 13 at the DH.

Positive proof the '80s happened
by Karl Mamer

Progress ive/alte rnative music neve r seems to get
a foothold in the Detroit-Wind sor commer cial radio
market. WABX, WDTX, and WLBSare memorabl e
radio stations that have tried the form at and , despite
no seriou s comp etition , failed.
Since the demi se of WDTX about three or four
years ago, denize ns of the Motor Cities have had to
content themselv es with CJA M's highly eclec tic
mell of co llege rad io tunes.
W indso r's CI MX (88 .7 FM - "The Mi x"), for
yea rs a reprehe nsible pop station, has enlisted the
aid of veteran Detroi t Disk Joc key Greg St. Jam es
to (paraphrasing the Metro Times ad) give this town
an alternative-music enema. Put in the more genteel
words of St. James, The Cutting Edge is trying let
listeners know that "the '80s actually happened."
St. James refuses to ignore what rock stations
W~ IF, WLLZ, and WCSX leave out of their
playlists. He is more than a DJ. He is like the guardian of a people's oral history. Left up to the
mainstream, the music of The The, XTC, Billy
Bragg, The Replacements, and The English Beat
will be lost and forgotten. Imagine a North America
twenty years in the future that looks back on the '80s
and sees Phil Collins, Cher, and Huey Lewis as the
fire in the Punk Rock Movement.
Diehards who believe college radio should be
granted distinct society status will surely find fault
with the format of The Cutting Edge. Most,
howeve r, will gladly allow CTMX a more commercial approach for the sake of having secure access to
songs by such rarely heard bands as Jesus Jones,
Chameleons UK, Jane's Addiciton, 54-40, and Lost
Patrol.
Altho ugh the near-alternative programming
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MEN'S AND LADIES' FASHIONS
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in Leamington • 36 Talbot St. East,

A NEW STORE WITH ALL
THE LATEST FASHIONS.

~entt

Limit 2 per customer.

Come and check our selection, you'll be amazed!
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3199 Sandwich Street
Windsor, Ontario N9C 1A 7
Teleflora Worldwide Delivery

Lynn Ball
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~254-9676

An Evening with

TIMOTHY
FINDLEY
Tuesday,
December 4th
7:30 pm

• ESPRIT• MEXX • BRONX• BUFFALO JEANS
• PEPE JEANS • BIG ST AR JEANS from France
• and much more .

This weekend mock necks, 5
different colours
only $2 each.

.. ,

• Flowers • Fruit Baskets •
• Christmas Plants •
We make stuffed balloons!
Open 7 days a week • We deliver

Many Famous brand names,
all in one location, such as:

r------------------,
With this ad,
students get
an additional
10% OFF sale or
regular price. _J
L_________________

runs seven days a week, from 8 pm to 3 am, it is the
long- te rm plan of St. Jam es to turn CIMXinto a 24ho ur mod ern rock station . In an intervi ew published
in the latest issue of Park Press, St. Jame s suggests
fans should write the advertisers if they wi sh The
Cutting Edge format to be extended. A go od idea,
yet it warrants one addition: writers shou ld stress listener loyality.
Radio and telev ision audiences, if they can help
it , zap to a nothe r sta tion du rin g co mmer ials.
However, cons idering the fickle tastes of the alte rnative music fan, one cou ld hardly imagine a pe rson
flipping from The Cutting Edge to WHYT to hear
the latest mach ine-processed product from New
Kids on the Block. CIMX's advertisers, for the most
part, have a captive audience of discerning, intelligent consumers.
The success of The Cutting Edge depends not
only on ratings, but on DJs with a background in
progressive music. Hearing "The Time Warp" and
"Rock Lobster" over and over again will surely drive
people away.
St. James·s credentials speak for themselves:
over 14 years in the business. host of Dangerous Exposure on the fabled WABX, and for a short time
host of a new music show on WLLZ.
CIMX's addition of Greg Gynp (a former CJAM
music director) was a wise move. A punk version of
Cam Gardner, Gynp has a likeable personality and
the ability to improvise humourously. He is one DJ
unafraid of actually being out on the cutting edge.
Will progressive music have a long-lasting home
at ClMX? With rock-bottom ratings, The Mix has
liltle to lose and a lot to gain - an untapped market
of listeners disenchanted with classic rock, rap, and
pop.
0

Findley will read
from his new book
"Inside Memory"
Meet Timothy Findley
and have your book personally autographed .
1
Copies can be reserved with Visa or Mastercard. 1
I

SOUTH snOI![ BOOKS
164 Pitt St. West

253-9102
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by Lance Arts Staff
What to do, what to do on your Christmas break,
especially if it doesn't snow. But what are the chances we' re going to get a nice dusting? Pretty slim,
what with all the seasonal weather being cut back
and diverted to Saudi Arabia in order to make our
fighting lads feel at home for the holidays.
After three weeks of spending your holiday indoors with your parents, those CNN reports out of
Utah of estranged husbands barracading themselves
in their wives' houses with shotguns and cases of
Jack Daniels begin to make sense.
With this in mind, we have compiled a list of interesting events to get you out of the house ...

..a

•

On Campus: "A Festival of Christmas" The
University of Windsor Singers, University of
Windsor Chamber Choir, Windsor Classic Chorale
and Windsor Community Choir (over 300 lungs in
total) will perform "sacred music of the season."
Those afraid of the growing danger of street caroling or the impending mid-western earthquake will
find safety in knowing the event is to be held on hallowed ground: Assumption Church, December 2 at
8pm. Call the University of Windsor School of
Music at 253-4232 ex. 2799 for details.

"Just in time for Christmas," the Windsor
Printmaker's Forum will be selling a large selection
of original prints, size 8" by 10" (20.32cm by
25.4cm), or smaller. Avoid those tacky art sales in
the center of the mall and buy some real art for a
loved one. There will be an opening reception with
entertainment, refreshments and Christmas Cheer
(re: more refreshments), December 7 from 7:30 to
10pm. The sale runs through January 7. 384 Pitt St.
E. Suite 204. Call 253-9493 for more info.
The Windsor Symphony Orchestra: Handel's
"Messiah" will be performed December 8. The Hallelujah stuff doesn't come until the end, so bring a
book. Be warned: there is an odd ritual where you
are forced to stand through the chorus. So if you suffer from vertigo, avoid sitting in the front row of the
balcony with babe in arms.
If you want just the hits, Mitch Miller conducts
an evening of Christmas tunes and the audience
sings along. Well, that's the plan anyway. December 14 and 15.
Both shows begin at 8 pm at the Cleary.
The Art Gallery of Windsor: 445 Riverside
Drive E., 258-711 l (extended hours Sundays from
11:30 am to 5 pm, probably closed Christmas day)
Art from the Roof of the World: Tibet: 200
pieces of Tibetan culture on display through January
6. A lot of good things have been said about this exhibit. Tibetan art might not put you in the spirit of
the season, but if it's a green Christmas, you might
find solace in knowing the Tibetan language is
fabled for having over 13,000 words for snow.
Local Images: Depictions of the Windsor Area:
nearly two centuries of paintings and drawings of
the Windsor, Sandw ich, Amherstburg and Detroit
areas. Undoubtedly a lot of winter landscapes,
people skating on River Canard, helicopters rescuing ice fishermen. Through January 5.
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CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
For the Week Ending November 25th, 1990
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)

Windsor Film Theatre: December 11-16 the
WFT is screening Akira, an elaborate Japanese
animated feature in which a maligned teenager
(Akira, 'the wolfcub ') comes into the possession of
a motherlode of sophisticated
weaponry and
proceeds to 'clear the docket' in Neo-Tokyo. Cartoon violence and Christmas seem to go well
together. Akira should not disappoint those looking
to get into the mood. The work of Katsuhiro Otomo
has recently taken the jaded citizens of Toronto by
storm. Imagine what it will do to Windsorites.

Hilb erry Theatre: If you're looking for something with less blood, killing, and sly product placements then take the kids to see Lewis Carroll's A/ice
in Wonderland December 7-9, 13 (matinee), 14, 15
(matinee and evening) and 16 at the Bonstelle
Theatre on the Wayne Stak University Campus,
Detroit, Michigan. Call (313) 577-2972 for more information.

Hill Auditorium: The Chieftains perform a
Thea tre on the Dock: A Leami11gto11
Christmas
Carol, November 23-December 23. Rumour has it special Christmas show of real Irish music (no
that the play is set inside the giant red tomato.
Downtown Leamington 's lack of after-hours clubs
makes it a safe alternative to shopping on Ouellette.
Call 1-322-2806 or 1-326-6790 for more info.

As your might have guessed,
this graphic has little to do with
coffee. But it is frightening.*

could-have-been-the-three-or-four-six-packs-I-don'
t-know-but-look-at-the-shape- 1'm-in-m y-head-islike-a-football-thin,k- I 'm-gonna-die-me-o-me-o-m y
-wasn't-that-a-party Rover crap). December 15 at
8pm. The Hill Auditorium is not only cozy but.it's
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Call Ticketmaster for more
info. And if you go to the concert, buy me a T-shirt,
extra large.

Common Grou nd (at Macke nzie Hall): "Soft
Rains," a multi-media installation by Bernard Helling, November 29 to December 12. It's a discourse
on love and identity in the machine age. There is a
performance featuring Trevor Malcolm on SaturAnd don't watch your VCR tape of IT. It was a
day, December 8 at 8:00 pm. Brace yourself.
. space spider, forChrissakes. What a fuckin' gip. 0

Numof
Record
Artist
Name of Album
Lst Ths Wks as
Label (C:Can)
Wk Wk Current
. Fontana
B Sides and Unreleased
1
House of Love, The
2
Rough Trade
This is Our Music
7
2
4
Galaxie500
Creation
Fall
7
Ride
8
3
Chapter22
Until You Found Out
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
5
4
3
Blast First
Magic Seed
2
5
5
Easy
4AD
Half.Life
16 6
Pale Sainls
2
Island
1
Pogues.The
Hell's Dtlch
7
Polygram
40 8
4
Cocteau Twins
Heaven or Las Vegas
BMG
Some Fr,endly
3
Charlatans, The
35 9
Beggars Banque
Fields of the Nephilim
Eliz1um
25 10 2
Situation Two
Birdbrain
22 11 2
Buffalo Tom
WEA
Vision Thing
13 12 2
Sisters of Mercy
For Ladies Only
Touch & Go
41 13 7
Killdozer
Chapter22
The Ingredients E.P
36 14 10 Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Mute
43 15 2
lnsp1ralCarpets
Ute
Matador
Teenage Fan Club
A Catholic Education
30 16 7
Gyl'l'IM!!lic
21 17 2
Var ious
Sacred War
Alt. Tentacles
Mule
18 1
AliceDonut
Ladd-Firth
lnt. Ob1ectNo.4
32 19 2
Various
Capitol
15 20 5
New Model Army
Impurity
Dionysus
Stomp and Shout and Work
33 21 3
Girl Trouble
Beggar's Banquet
Go-Betweens. The
1978-1990
0
22 1
Elektra
45 23 3
Elektra ·s t 0th Ann iv.
Rubaiyat
W1peout(C)
Wipeout Beach
38 24 2
Wipeout Beach
Dedicated
14 25 4
Chapterhouse
Free Fall
BMG
12 ~·
Wedding Present, The
Corduroy
Shadow Shows (C)
47 27 7
Roadkill
Roadki/1(Soundtrack)
Island
The Dancing Years
28 1
Shriekback
Fire
Anastasia Screamed
Samantha Black
39 29 3
Stoney Plain (C)
What Do You Want?
4
Shuffle Demons, The
30 4
Virgin
48 31 5
Mould, Bob
Black Sheets of Rain
Dedicated
Cranes
Inescapable
18 32 4
Creation
11 33 10 Telescopes, The
Precious Little E.P.
New Alliance
46 34 3
Purple Outside. The
Mystery Lane
Cargo
Vomito Negro
Human
35 1
Sire
Dax, Danielle
Blast the Human Flower
36 1
WEA
An Emotional Fish
19 37 4
An Emotional Fish
1/4 Stick
Three Chord Monte
38 1
Pegboy
Zonik-SOCAN (C)
Wilfred N & the Grown Men Lift Off
50 39 2
FleuveNoir
Viva Bertaga
40 5
Berurier Noir
6
Epic
41 2
Prefab Sprout
Jordan . The Comeback
Virgin
Greatest Hits So Far
Public Image Ltd.
26 42 4
One Drop (C)
One
You Can't Always Get What
29 43 5
Stony Plain (C)
Too Dumb to Quit
10 44 5
Jr. Gone Wild
Sire
44 45 8
Replacements. The
All Shook Down
Unity(C)
Two Sides
Murley. Mike
20 46 5
Unity (C)
Forth Inversion
Forth Inversion
28 47 5
1/4 Stick
Turned On
48 1
Rollins Band
50Skadillion
49 2
Happy Family
Lucky
Situation2
Motorhead
The Birthday Party
31 50 5

:

Men & Women's
Hairstylists

$3.00

OFF

all haircuts

Offer valid to all students upon presentation of valid student ID.
At University Mall location only.
WE USEAND RECOMMEND

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534
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matrbC®
·

. HAIR

ESSENTIALS

Convenient Hours
Mon - Fri . . 9 am - 9 pm
Sat . . . . . . 9 am -6 pm
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Seasons Greetings
from
Management and Staff
Have a safe and happy holiday!
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by Lance Arts Staff

maniac sat at a table in the lobby
of the University Centre selling
The November Lance Section
tapes and books. A sign he set up
Coffee Achiever of the Month on the table read "Easy Books For
Award goes to Crad Kilodney, the Idiots, Student Discount 50%
renegade Canadian author who Today Only." Copies of Excrecame to Windsor last week to ment and two other Charnel
speak at South Shore Books and House issues (Junior Brain
sell his self-published works at Tumours in Action, and The First
the University Centre.
Charnei House Anthology of Bad
Although coffee has only a Poetry) as well as tapes of readsmall role to play in Kilodney's
ings were available for sale.
The Lance Arts Section apworks and the author himself
prefers
hot
preciates the
effort Kilodchocolate, it
ne y took to
would not be
far off the
make the trek
to our backmark to call
water.
A
him an 'honourary coffee
pleasant and
entertaining
achiever.'
If
only because
fellow, Kilodney will be
Kilodney gets
up before six
remembered
fondly by all
o'clock most
days,
it is
who met him,
we're sure.
clear that his
Eligible
body
produces some
,·
candidates for
Coffee
form of coffee
of its own acAchiever of
cord.
Crad
Lance photo by Jason Kryk the Month arc
Kilodney appeared at South culled from the month's Lance
Shore Books last Thursday eve- pages: contributiors to the Arts
ning to read excerpts from his section,
notables
in the
recent collection of short stories,
Windsor/University community,
The Girl 011the Subway and Other or anybody who hates Christmas.
Stories (Black Moss Press, 1990),
The selection of the Coffee
and his autobiographical novella Achiever of the Month is made
Excrement. The latter was
solelyby1heLa11ceArtsstaff,and
published by Kilodney under the does not reflect the view or
auspices of his Charnel House im- opinions of people who cry while
print; it is the second perfectthey watch It's a Wonderful
bound book from the press, the life, especially the colourized
first with a glossy cover.
version.
D
Friday morning, the rebel
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• Florida Style Sports Bar with 1O TV's for ""~
"-~~~
.A.~~
your sports viewing and satellite
~•
8
coverage
• D.J. Every nite
• Marshall and Kanas Tuesdays
• N.T.N. trivia computer
system: pit your skill and
knowledge against players
here and in bars nationwide

MONDAY &
WEDNESDAY
TU ES DAY - Spaghetti & Pitcher of Beer $9.95
THURS DAV - LOONEY BURGERS- a buck a burg
SATURDAY -SUPERSHOOTERNITE
-

TWO FOR ONE WINGS
Served with Fries or Vegies

Line up that summer job early.

We can help.
Contact
Career Planning and Placement,
Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Selected
Attache

Cases

20%off
Fine quality leather accessories for everyone on your list

Luggage, Briefcases, Portfolios, Wallets,
Belts, Gloves, Desk Accessories, Purses,
Filofax Organizers and more.

LAGIINA
Leather Accessories
405 Pelissier
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Home Alone
Directed by Chris Columbus
Produceed by John Hughes
Starring Macauley Culkin,
Catherine O'Hara,
John Heard, and John Candy
by Jennifer .Johnston and
Laura Penchuk

After seeing the commercials
on television, one of us thought it
had promise, the other was worried she'd fall asleep. But we
were given free passes to this
movie, so we thought we had better go.
What we saw was a hilarious
movie that neither of us can stop
raving about.
In fact, our room-mates have
threatened to throw us out of the
house if we continue to recount
scenes to them each time the
trailer appears on the tube. We
can't help it: that kid who stars in
it (Macauley Culkin, from Uncle
Buck) is just too cute.
The plot: an eight year-old
who accidentally gets left home

Cute liulc Macaule) ' Culkin shows Jimmy Stewart how he should have
handled the crotchety old banker in It's a Wo11tlerfullife.

alone when his family goes to
Paris for Christmas. After going
nuts, like any eight-year old
worth his Ninja Turtles would do,
Kevin (Culkin) has to defend his
house from a couple of inept wet
cat burglers (see the movie, you 'JI
understand what we mean).
While it does have all the
markings of a typical John
Hughes movie (rich family, great
house, siblings that, on the surface, despise each other, and an
all-too-obvious moral), Home

Lance photo by Andrew Gan

Dames at Sea, a parody of depression-era Hollywood musicals, runs
at Essex Hall Theatre Nov. 28 - Dec. 2. The University Pla~crs' latest
production has dancing , fun and bouncy songs, humour, and t" irling
umbrellas. An opening night audie nce member left crowing, "It
makes you feel good inside."

Alone breaks new ground in the
'feel-good
family movie'
category.
After realizing that he's on his
own, Kevin goes from a helpless
eight year-old to a little wonderkid who can do his own laundry
and remembers his coupons when
shopping. In one of the best
scenes, Kevin discovers that bathing isn · 1 as bad as he remembers.
In fact, for the audience, it's really funny.
Once the burglers attack,
Kevin is forced to protect the
place ("I must defend my home").
and becomes a mini-Rambo. His
arsenal includes paint cans. a
steam iron, micro machines, and
a whole bunch of firecrackers. He
even gives the old tar-and-feather
routine a new twist.
The movie is full of lillle moments that don't advance the plot
much, but are funny regardless.
For example. John Candy makes
a cameo appearance as a washedup polka king from the mid-west.
There· s also a parody of Lillie
Caesar"s pizza (Lillie Nero's) that
runs throughout the movie.
We'd love to give all the
hilarious one-liners that are in the
movie, but that would ruin it.
This is one flick you've got to
see. Some are calling it a new
Christmas classic. While it may
not fall into the same category as
A ,\-firacle 011 34rh Street, it is
right up there with new classics
like Peter Billingsty·s
A
Christmas Story.
:J

TUESDAY NIGHT
2-for-1 wings

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$7.95 1 lb. of ribs

THURSDAY NIGHT
Gotta be pasta
All-you-can-eat Italian food $7.95

SUNDAYS 11 am - 2 pm
Our a/I-you-can-eat brunch $8.95

To get your graduate rebate information and your
$ 750 Ford Graduate rebate certificate, just phone Ford 's
toll-free number right now or see your Ford or Mercury dealer.

Top 40 dancing
Thursday - Sunday

.....•.••.•....•.••......•..•••.•.•..•.••.

1-800•387-5535

· 15% off all food with
student card and coupon.
- Valid until December 11th.-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Don Says:
"The best b~ng for your buck!
-This New Year's, do it at Don's!!!
"$50.00 a couple buys our prime rib
buffet, champagne toast and
party favours.
"Don't be left out in the cold,
call now for reservations."

"Purveyo rs Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 :30 am ' til l am
Sunday 11:30 am 'ti l 11 pm
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Would you pencil

We'd like
to discuss

us in?

Are you reading this ad?

..

Then you know Lance ads get read .

~---

One this size would run you about $50. To
reach 10,000 weekly readers in 1991, call
ad director Kevin Johnson at 253-2288.

to meet
career

with you
options!

The Lance: the best deal in town.

Come to the
Career Planning and Placement Office, Dillon Hall. Room 163.

Prep Courses for
DEC 1 LSAT
DEC8GRE
JAN 19GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

After three days In the desert
sun my skin began to turn red
I. America
2. The Beatles
3. Pink Floyd
4. Sting

Let them 11ftyou up In the
air, let them brush your rock
'n roll hair
I. Kiss
2. The Cars
3. Rush

No one knows what It's like
to be the bad man
I. The Kinks
2. The Rolling Stones
3. The Who
4. The Clash

I want to tear down the walls
that hold me Inside
1. Alice Cooper
2.U2

Got an old coat for a plllow
and the earth was last
night's bed
I. The Monkee·s
2. Elton John
3. Bon Jovi
4. The Scorpions

So I called up the captain

please bring me my wine
I . Foreigner
2. Nazareth
3. Electric Light Orchestra
4. The Eagles

:19

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUANOWIAA
Results
Men•s Basketball
Tues. Nov. 20
Oakland 108 Windsor 68
Sat. Nove. 24
York 69 Windsor 68

Women's Basketball
Sat. Nov. 24
Waterloo 60 Lancers 55
Hockey
Sat. Nov. 24
Windsor 3 Brock 2
Sun. Nov. 25
Windsor 3 Guelph 2

Men's Volleyball
Wed. Nov. 21
Windsor def. Western 3-2
Fri. Nov. 23
(Guelph Tournament)
Toronto def. Windsor 3-0
Sat. Nov. 24
Laurentian def. Windsor 3-0
Windsor def. Queen's 3-2
Ryerson def. Windsor 3-0

Women·s Volleyball
Wed. Nov. 21
Western def. Windsor 3-1

Men's Swimming
Fri. Nov. 23 at Toronto
Scott Griffin- lst 200m
freestyle, 5th 50m freestyle
Scott Fields-3rd 200m
breaststroke, 6th 100m
breaststroke, 2nd 400m ind.
med.
Tim Searcy-5th 200m
backstroke, 8th 100m
backstroke
Scott Shelestynsky-8th 25m
freestyle, 10th 50m freestyle
Greg Holowsky-16th 100m
breaststroke
Jamie Mason-14th 25m
freestyle
GeoffButler-16th 100m

freestyle

UpcomingEvents
Men's BasketbeH

Thurs. Nov. 29
Windsor at Defiance
Fri. Dec. 28
Windsor vs. Alumni (2:30 pm)
Sat. Dec. 29-Sun. Dec. 30
Can/Am Basketball Tourn.

Women's Basketball
Fri. Dec. 28-Sun. Dec. 30
Windsor al Lethbridge

Hockey

A Lancer first

Men spikers down Western
by Glen Skinner
Suspense was of the essence
last Wednesday night for the
University of Windsor men's volleyball team. The team came on
strong in the first two games of its
Windsor tournament, then fell,
and finally came back in the last
game to defeat the University of
Western Ontario Mus tangs for the
first time.
In the beginning of the match,
Windsor looked impeccable,
taking 3-0, 8-4 leads. The team
held out and played tough volleyball.
Previously the Lancers lacked
motivation, but by winning 1513, 15-10, they regained their
energy.
Western turned around and
stole the glory. They hammered
out two victories, 15-5, 15-3, to
send the match to a fifth and
deciding game.
The young Windsor team
foiled Western 's plans. Coach
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Lancer., Jude Popp and ~lark Mailloux jump to block a Bryan Ku\sner spike.

Bob Bond routed his players to
win - this is the first time ever
that the Lancers beat the Mustangs in this sport.

Geoff Kempe closed the game
with a kill. It was a 15-10
decision, to win the match 3-2.
Bond's plan of hard work and

Griffin leads swimmers
by Calvin Knight
The Lancer men's swim team, provided a strong
but not dominating effort against stiff competition
from several universities last Friday.

MEN'S SWIMMING
Again it was the rookies that led the way. Scott
Griffen provided Windsor with its only first place
finish, plac.:ing first in the 200 metre freestyle. He
also pla\:ed fifth in the 50 metre freestyle.
Scott Field, another newcomer, placed second in

the 200 metre individual medley. In the breaststroke
he placed third in the 200 metre and sixth in the 100
metre.
The final link in the rookie trio which last week
created a big splash in the Michigan meet is Tim
s~rcy. He placed fifth in the 200 metre backstroke
and eighth in the 100 metre backstroke.
Other strong performers were Scott Shelestynsky , who placed eighth in the 25 metre freestyle,
Greg Holowecky, Jamie Mason and Geoff Butler.
Coach Arusoo was unavailable for comment.
The women's results were not available at press
time.
0

determination seemed to show in
Windsor's victory. The team had
a week or so to prepare for
Western, to organize their game
plan and strategy to win.
Western is a strong team. For
the hopeful Lancers to beat them,
they must have some heart and
upcoming ability to finish the
season out decently.

MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
The men's volleyball team
will now have a rest over the
holiday and then come back to
play in a tournament on Saturday,
January 5 at Mohawk College,
and then open up to Brock at
home on January 9 al 7:00 p.m.o

Lancer learning process continues
by Scott Pratt
Making up somewhat for their
dismal performance
against
Waterloo
November
9, the
University
of Windsor's
women's volleyball team took the
Western Mustangs to four games
last Wednesday before bowing
out at the St. Denis Centre.
The team's play improved
substantially over the Waterloo
game, despite its failure to record
a long-overdue win.
Especially impressive was

first-year
player
Yvonne
Richards, who "keeps us in so
many games," according to coach
Marge Holman. Wednesday was
certainly one of the best performances of her young career, and
it substantiates the idea that this
will soon be a very good team.
"We're inexperienced, but we
learn a lot more with every practice," Richards said.
Windsor had the lead at least
once each game, but could only
get to fifteen points before
Western on one occassion.

Per/ ormer of the
Week
Jude Popp
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending December
3 is University of Windsor
men's volleyball player Jude
Popp.
Popp, a second year arts student, helped Windsor defeat
Western last Wednesday for the
first time in the history of Lancer men's volleyball.
·
The
middle
blocker
recorded 18 kills, eight digs, six

stuff blocks, and had a serving
effeciency of 93 percent.
For being named the Performer of the Week, Popp will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry'sRestaurantat 531 Pellissier St. in downtown
Windsor.
CJ
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjuction with the
University of Windsor's athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.

"This is such a young team
that I have to do a lot of teaching
before coaching, and right now
we lack the mental discipline to
close out games," said Holman
who was obviously disappointed
with the loss.

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Even so, the team is, she said,
"improving constantly."
Holman blamed sloppy play
in the Waterloo game on overact ive emotions.
When asked
whether she thought the team's
self-control had improved, she
answered emphatically.
"Yes, definitely. We tried
some relaxation techniques in
practice, and they've really
worked. I was much happier with
that aspect of our game."
It would seem that Holman's
suggestion to banish fans from
home games has been shelved, at
least for now.
In the coach's eyes, the future
of this team is clear. She sees this
group o[ Lancers as a team other
schools hate to play, particularly
in the opening rounds of a tournament.
"If we keep improving, hopefully we'll be the team that upsets

a few teams."
Yes, and in more ways than
one. probably.
This past weekend Windsor
went on the road; to McMaster on
Friday and Brock on Saturday.
Both are tough opponents, particularly at home.
At McMaster, the team played
what Holman described as the
best game of the year. The women
were solid throughout, but some
ill-timed and questionable calls
contributed to a McMaster victory, 15-11, 16-14 and 15-10.
Before the second match, the
team discussed the difficulty of
being mentally ready after such a
tough game.
The tension showed as they
lost the first game to Brock, 15-0.
They came back, however, and
made the scores of games two and
three more bearable: I 5-8 and 159 respectively.
Despite the lopsided score of
game one, the play was rather
close, with the serve being traded
back and forth several times.
Another good effort, but backto-back games are never simple.
The team now has more than
a month off. Holman would prefer
other arrangements.
"It's tough to maintain a good
level of physical conditioning
over the holidays."
CJ
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Sack spoils perfectly good miracle
by Dave Briggs
TORONTO - Whoever said quarterbacks
always get the glory never met Chris Flynn.
Though he's the most decorated QB in
Canadian university history, his bare ring
finger will be a glaring reminder of his inability to win the one thing he desired most;
the Vanier Cup.
Flynn has long had a penchant for pulling off miracles; for working the clock like
a maker of fine Swiss watches - for
scrambling, throwing, scratching to keep
drives alive.
In the dying moments of last Saturday's
national championship game, he tried for
one more last-second comeback, one more
magical escape from the quicksand.
With 26 seconds left and the ball on
Saskatchewan's
36-yard line, Flynn
needed to move his team closer to set-up a
game-tying field goal.
He dropped to pass and instantly began
one of his patented scrambles. It was one
of only a handful of times that he didn't
hear the footsteps, or see the pursuing
defender until it was too late.
This time he would not leave the oppone nt grasp ing air. This time there was
nothing but defeat.
For someone who has always had such
definitive contro l of the game, it's iron ic
how he ended up: face dow n on the turf,
watching helplessly as the ball slipped
from his arms and under a stack of white
and gree n shirts.
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body off the field amidst the ce lebratio n of
the Saskatchewan players.
He got his chance to win it all, some-

the armchair gladiator
Saskatc hewan's Don Bristow left a
clear and de fiant message with the sack. It
was if he was say ing, "There will be no
miracle today!"
Head do wn, Flynn dragged his beate n

:~·

thing not many of us are lucky enough to
get. Perhaps having the opportu nity and
coming away empty will be his biggest torment.
We found out later that Flynn had un-

dermined the decis ion of head coach Larry
Uteck. Uteck had called a run play whic h
Flynn decided to change. There was much
condemnatio n of Flynn's move follow ing
the contest.
Standard footba ll logic dictates that
Sai nt Mary's shou ld have run the ba ll, but
in tight situat ions you go wit h what has
worked in the past, and it's hard to argue
with Flyn n 's success in similar situations.
How many times befo re has he take n

the offense into his own hands and come
out a hero and a genius? His ow n coach has
said many times that his star quarterback
often changes plays, and has much more
freedom to do so than others in his position.
I admire Flynn's heart, his cock iness,
his unwillingness to settle for second-best
- something he has rarely had to deal wit h
throughout his university career. It is hard
to look at his stat istics and not be overcome
with awe.
He has won the Hee Crighton Award
for the best university football player in the
country an unprecedented three straight
times.
Over four years he has thrown 87
regular season touchdowns, 24 more than
any QB in Canadian university history. The
Buckingham, Quebec native also holds the
mark for the most TD passes in one season
and has rushed for 1658 yards with an
average of 7.4 yards per carry.
Only Greg Varva has thrown for more
yards, and during his stint with the University of Calgary, he attempted 335 more passes than Flynn has at Saint Mary's.
Still, in a sport where individual
achieveme nts pale in compariso n to championships, his long list of records and accomplishments
will forever have an
asterisk beside them.
Most assume he'll be back, and he 'II get
another shot at a championship - if not at
SJint Mary's for his final year, then with
another team in some other league. Unfortunately, this may not be the case.
Some say he doesn't have the arm to
play in the pros, and others say he can't cut
it because Canadian QB's are inferior to
their U.S. counterparts.
The one thing his critics fail to mention
is the size of his heart. I guess no one is sure
how to measure something that big.
O

The
Beach
Tanning_

Canadian
PanPizza
Topp
edwith bacon, pepperoniandmushrooms.

20 Chatham St. E.
Unit #2 Lower Level
Phone

252-4 739

Student Specials
Hours
Mon-Sat
8am-8pm
Sunday
12-Spm
Enjoy an ooey,gooey goodTM
Large
Canadian Pan Pizza topped with bacon,
pepperoni and mushrooms for the price
of a Medium Canadian Pan Pizza.

,.

STUDENT ROOMS
Single $395.00

Double $295.00
includes

•
•
•
•
•
•
LIMITED
TIME
OFFER
@Pizza
Hut1saRegistered
Trade
MarkofPizzaHutInc.
Reg
istereduserPepsl-Cc,Ja
Canada
Ltd.

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

Fi ve Minutes from Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

Excellent summer rates available!
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Brawl, suspensions mar-viGtories·~-

Lan ce rS fight for two wins on road
by Mike Mouat
The Lancers improved their
road record to 3-1 with a pair of
3-2 victories over Brock and
Guelph last weekend. The Lancers also moved over the .500
mark for the first time since opening weekend; the team is now 43-1 overall.

I

MEN'S HOCKEY

Lance

photo by Jason Kryk

Overshadowing the two victories was a brawl in the second
period of Saturday's game against
Brock, in which leading scorer
Brad Belland was ejected. It is

Hoopsters' hard times hang on
by John Marentette
The University of Windsor's
women's basketball team is still
waiting for its first win. Another
setback, this time at the hands of
the Waterloo Athenas (60-55),
leaves the team with an 0-2 record
and no choice but to settle for
goose eggs underneath
the
Christmas tree this year. The team
doesn't resume league action
until January.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

abundance of Waterloo fouls put
them in the bonus situation.
Yet the momentum never
managed to swing to the Lancer
side.
Windsor's Tammy Fluet continued her strong performance
with a game-high 12 points. Four
quick points gave the Lancers a
55-54 lead with 1: 10 left in the
game.
Waterloo's Bradley retaliated
with another short jumper making

it 56-55 for the Athenas.
After Fluet finally missed a
crucial jump-shot in the waning
seconds of the game, Windsor had
a chance to foul Waterloo and get
possession again.
Unfortunately for the Lancers, the Athenas were not in the
bonus, and Windsor had to settle
for putting Waterloo's Bradley at
the free-throw line with only five
seconds left.
See "Athenas", page 22.

Dan Mahon took the scoring
responsibilities
into his own
hands, scoring twice against
Brock. Mahon also netted the
game winner against Guelph

about 20 seconds into overtime
and added two assists.
Backup goaltender
Norm
Depta took on a huge role as well.
Forced into action due to Seguin' s
suspension, Depta was equal to
the challenge.
Goaltending
is a key ingredient to success for this team
and Seguin is relied upon to
provide steady, if not spectacular
goaltending. Seguin played every
minute of this season until his
suspension.
Depta was able to step in and
provide solid goaltending at a crucial time, just as a backup should.
His solid play should provide increased confidence, as the team
now knows its goaltending is in
very capable hands.
The Lancers will complete a
five-game road show as they take
on the Western
Mustangs
Thursday in London.
Following that game, the Lancers are off until January 5, when
they play an exhibition game
against Western at Windsor's
Adie Knox Arena.
O

Yeomen defeat Lancers in heartbreaker
by Jim Parry

In a game that began with a
familiar tempo, Windsor held its
ground well against the much-improved Athenas. The Lancers
compensated for a lackluster offensive attack by making some
heady defensive plays and steals.
By the half, Waterloo had a slim
26-23 lead.
In the early minutes of the
second half, though, Windsor
regained their lead with a play that
was a thing of beauty. Nancy
Gyurcsik stole the ball, then
flipped it to team captain Shei la
Windle. who made a reverse pass
to Anne-Marie Ouellett cutting
underneath the hoop.
Ouellett's easy lay-up gave
Windsor a 29-28 edge, but Waterloo soon regained control of the
game with a 32-30 lead.
Windsor bounced back once
again, however.
With six minutes left to play
in the contest, Windsor appeared
in good shape, mainly because an

believed that Belland will receive
a six- to eight-game suspension
for fighting.
Belland, often the centre of attention in opponents' defensive
schemes, receives plenty of
abuse.
Pleading his own case, Belland said, "I just got sick and tired
of constantly
being hooked,
cross-checked in the back of the
head and slashed."
Other teams have been able to
get Belland frustrated with their
constant harassment, goading
him to take penalties at key moments. Opponents do it purposefully, and coach Rick Cranker
said earlier in the season that Belland would have to play through
it for his own good and for the
good of the team.
Goaltender Mark Seguin and
team captain J. D. Urbanic were
also suspended for participating
in the brawl. Both received onegame suspensions, which they
served the following day during
the game against Guclph.
With three key players out of
the lineup, others had to step up
and take charge. This has been a
problem for the Lancers, since the
bulk of the scoring has come from
their top line.

The month of November has been anything but kind to the University of Windsor ' s
men's basketball team.
Last week their problems continued as
they were crushed 108-68 by Oakland University and suffered a heartbreaking 69-68 loss to
the York Yeomen.
On Wednesday night, the Oakland University Pioneers visited the St. Denis Centre and
found everything to their liking. While not
playing that well, the Pioneers quickly ran the
score by beating the Lancers' defense with
long passes.
At the half, the Pioneers were enjoying a
52-32 lead and they never looked back.
However, much to their credit the Lancers
never stopped hustling and near the end they
actually started to control the game. But when
the buzzer sounded, the Lancers were looking
at the wrong end of a l 08-68 score.
The Lancers were led in scoring by Everton Shakespeare, who shot 14, and Rob Gipson, who added 9.
On Saturday, the York Yeomen escaped
Windsor with a 69-68 victory after York's
Alex Brainis hit a 15-foot jumper with three

seconds left to win the game.
The game was highlighted by sloppy play
by both teams, which resulted in numerous
turnovers and stretches of no scoring whatsoever.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
The lead would switch from team to team
during the game. At the half Yo1i<it ..d 40-38,
but by the halfway point of the half they were
leading by one point.
The final ten minutes of the game was
dominated in a Lancer viewpoint by Vincent
Osier. Osier scored 12 of the Lancers· final 14
points but it was his two missed free throws
with 20 seconds left and the Lancers leading
by one point which set the stage for York's
heroics.
Osier led the team with 21 points, while
Chris Daly chipped in 17.
Needless to say, head coach Wayne Curtin will not be too upset when this exhibition
schedule is finished. The Lancers have played
too many games in this period, which has left
them tired and unable to play to the hcst of
their ability.
The Lancers may have an exhibition

record of2-8, but Lancer fans should remember that the majority of these games have been
played against American schools. Against
Canadian teams, the Lancers have provet' · hey
are ready to be competitive this season
Curtin said that if the Lancers would not
think that American teams are better than they
actually are, the games would be a lot closer.
Curtin added that the team will have a shot
at making the playoffs, even though four of the
top ten teams in the nation are in their conference.
Curtin said that after the last two games of
the exhibition season this week, the team will
take a much-needed break in order to prepare
for the regular season, which begins in
January.
The Lancers will host their first exhibition
home game as the St. Mary's Eagles visit the
St. Denis Centre on Wednesday, November
28 at 8:00 p.m. The team then travels across
the border once again as they take on Defiance
of Ohio November 29.
The Lancers will next see action before the
new year as they host at the Can-Am Classic
Tournament at St. Denis Centre, December 29
and 30.
0

The Social Science Society
is now acceptingresumesfor the followingpositions:

Inter -Departmental Coordinator
Public-RelationsDirector
Chief ElectoralOfficer
Deadline for resumes is January 16, 1991 . Please submit resumes in a sealed
envelope to the attention of Kim Morneau, President.
For further information please contact 253-6063 or stop by G130 Windsor Hall North.
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If yotJ can't list 20 basic guidelines
for handling interviews effectively,
you can get the answers at
Career Planning and Placement.
Contact out office in Room 163, Dillon Hall for workshops.

The Human Rights
Coordinator
Have your rights been violated?
Do you feel the need to talk?
The Human Rights Coordinator
is here for you!
So let's get together and talk.

Winston A. Hall
Human Rights Coordinator
253-4232, ext. 3905
For more information about this position, or
concerning possible rights violations, contact
me at the Human Rights Office located in the
SAC office.

Thi:s ...is a
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CAREFULLY REAP
~~~~BE. CAREFUL
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Unlike any Niteclub

Unlike any Bar
Unlike any Pub

Athenas hanllWindsor a loss
Continued from page 21.
Bradley would have had to
miss the front end of her one-andone to give the Lancers an outside
chance of hitting the miracle
three-pointer and sending the
game into overtime. But the
Athena star hit both, sealing the
Lancers' fate.
Windsor's rash of injuries has

hurt the squad considerably. Still
absent from action are Tracey
Beaudoin and Carol Gordon.
The Lancers travel to Brock
University on January 4 when
they resume regular-season action against the Badgers.
Coach Maclean hopes the
home-court losses will not affect
her team's performances away

from home.
"(Losing these first two
games) bothers me because we
play better ball against good
teams and come up just as short in
those tough games," Maclean
said.
The Lancers plan to take part
in a tournament held on December 27 at Lethbridge University .0

Dueling Lancers host tourney
by Beth Wynn

What 12th Century men
regarded as life and death combat
held only the thrill of competition
for the ten University of Windsor
students who competed in fencing
last Saturday.
The Windsor Fencing Club
hosted the Fred Wach Tournament this past weekend at the St.
Denis Centre Fieldhouse.
Named after the late Canadian
Olympic fencing master, the open
invitational drew entrants from
universities and privately-owned
clubs across Canada and the
United States.
The event was restricted to
sabre fencing; one of three types
of fencing, distinguished by the

type of sword used. The sabre is a
broad and heavy blade which is
thick at the back and curved
toward the point.

FENCING
With
sabres
in hand,
Windsor's fencers dueled their
way to a strong standing. Four of
the team's members placed in the
top eight. U of W student Rob Fallenbuchl was the pride of the team
with his third-place ranking.
First place went to Les
Nowosielski,
a Canadian on
scholarship
to Notre Dame.
Ranked
sixth in Canada,
Nowosielski is a good example of
the skilled competition Windsor
was up against.

Second place was captured by
a Chicago fencer, Brad Burgett,
and fourth place went to Bill
Goering of a Detroit club.
Windsor coach Eli Sukunda
said, "We're not inhibited by any
style." Sukunda added members
of the team may not have the expertise of other teams, but they
also don't have the experience.
At the end of the day Sukunda
had nothing but an optimistic
forecast for the club's future.
Without hesitation the Olympiclevel coach said he was very
pleased with his team's overall
performance.
The matches ended at 4:00 pm
with a friendly and informal
awards ceremony.
O

campus recreation
Involvement in Campus Ree. programs has been
on the increase this year.
Women's intramurals has always had low turnout, but this year looks like a turnaround. Forty-five
more women participated this year than last year.
Other increases include: men's intramurals up 59,

We are very pleased with these numbers and
hope that this will set a trend for the future.
Keep coming out, because it is you, the participant, who makes Campus Ree. a better program.
Happy Holidays

mixed intramurals up 9, special events up 187, fit-

ness up 27, personal
aquatics up 2.
The only decrease
sports clubs (down 7),
sixty or so participants

enhancement

up 42, and

in numbers from 1989 was
and this does not include the
in the new baseball club.

The staff at Campus Ree. would like to take this
time and wish everyone a safe and happy holiday
and great success on exams. Hope to see a lot of you
out for our programs in the winter semester!

INTRODUCING

THIS MOST EXCELLENT
ESTABLISHMENT

s~
Open 7 Days A Week S~
Pinball, Pool Tables, Darts

s~
$6.50 Pitchers of Beer S~
High Energy Dance Muzic

20 items

$2.95
with fries

s~
Light Show

S~

Where is Everyone going this
weekend _____
_

Every
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday
4 pm-12:30 am

DINER DANCE CLUB
2960 Huron Church Rd.
5 Minutes dot~~n~:~on Church &

9663388
•

755 Ouellette Ave
Free parking In rear
256-2385
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TORONTO - The pre-game
hype predicted a 'dogfight at the
dome' and fur certainly did fly
last Saturday as the University of
Saskatchewan narrowly edged
Saint Mary's University 24-21 to
win their first national football
championship at the Skydome.
The twenty-sixth Vanier Cup
proved to be more than a battle between two teams named Huskies.
It was a duel between two gifted
quarterbacks, and Saint Mary's
big threat offense
versus
Saskatchewan's stingy defense.
In the end, David Earl outperformed the country's biggest gun,
SMU's Chris Flynn, to earn the
Ted Morris trophy as the game's
most valuable player. The Saskatchewan quarterback completed 16 of 25 passes for 244
yards with two interceptions, but
had high praise for his adversary.
"He's an exceptional ball
player and whenever the ball is in
his hands something great is possible ... " Earl said.
Before 26,846 screaming
fans, the western Huskies' suffocating defense forced five turnovers to hold their opponents in
check most of the afternoon.
"fThe defense] is the foundation of our team. They came up
with some huge plays that eventually won us the ball game," Earl
said.
The key defensive play for the
Saskatoon based group came in
the waning moments of the game.
With the ball on Saskatchewan's
36 yard line, and Saint Mary's
down by three points, Don Bristow forced the pigskin out of
Flynn's hands with a jarring sack
from behind. Bristow's teammates recovered the loose ball,
and erased any hopes Flynn had
of pulling off his accustomed lastsecond heroics.
"Bristow chased him all day,
and he finally got him on the last
one," said Saskatchewan's head

Saskatchewan QB David Earl scores from five yards out for the game-winning TD.

Defense keys Saskatchewan win
coach Brian Towriss.
The green and white western
Huskies began the scoring midway through the first quarter
when running back Rob Symchyck bounced off defenders and
plunged into the endzone from
four yards out to cap a 10-play,
77-yard drive.
Earl upped his team's lead to
14 points at the beginning of the
second period when he connected
with receiver Dan Farthing from

twelve yards out.
"We played very tentative at
the beginning of the game," said
SMU's head coach Larry Uteck
explaining
his team's early
deficit.
Only moments later, after the
eastern Huskies kept their drive
alive by recovering a fumbled
punt, Flynn worked some magic
of his
own
to narrow
Saskatchewan's lead to seven.
1n perhaps the most impres-

St. Mary's Trevor Burke is hauled down by Brian Eltom after intercepting an Earl effort.

sive play of the game, the QB
reversed direction several times
to escape would-be tacklers. His
scrambling
efforts enabled
receiver Matt Nealon to break
free of coverage and catch a perfect pass just over the goal line.
Early in the third quarter,
Saint Mary's knotted the score on
its first possession of the half.
Nealon burned his defender,
broke open in the end.zone, and
caught a perfect strike from Flynn
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to close a 10-play, 76-yard drive.
Saskatchewan took the ensuing kickoff and proceded to
march straight down the field to
SMU's 1-yard line. A second
down run play was stuffed by
Saint Mary's defenders forcing an
11-yard field goal by Phil Guebert.
to up Saskatchewan's lead to 1714.
"When you're playing against
a great team like Saint Mary's,
and a great offense like Saint
Mary's, if you're not winning by
40 points they're still in the ball
game," Earl said.
Early in the final quarter, following a costly SMU fumble,
Saskatchewan scored again when
Earl looked off his receivers and
took the ball straight up the middle for the five yard, game-winn i ng touchdown.
Turnovers
killed the Halifax bunch in the
final period.
"With four turnovers in the
fourth quarter you're not going to
win," Flynn said.
With just over four minutes
remaining, Saint Mary's scored
what turned out to be a too-little,
too-late TD when Ian MacDonald
made a superb diving catch in the
end.zone to end one of the greatest
games in Vanier Cup history.
"This is a feeling that I've
never experienced before, and
I'm going to cherish it for awhile
and then get down to business and
look at next year," Earl said. a

Glenn Suiherlandcontributed
to this report.
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Heaith -Wanted =-=--

i........
----------------------------------,
by Dr. W. Wren, M.D. and
Marg. Aubry, R.N.

We welcome your questions
and concerns. You may send any
questions to us in Health Services,
or use the GREEN BOXES located in the University Centre or
all the residences.
Q. I use the showers at H.K. and
I've been hearing a great deal
about Athlete's Foot and Plantar
Warts. What are they and how can
I protect myself?
A. Athlete's Foot is a fungal infection, usually between the toes
but could be anywhere on the
foot. It usually is itchy and may
have an odour.
Plantar Warts are a viral wart
located anywhere on the bottom
of the foot. They become painful
to walk on and become covered
with a callus. They tend to grow
"in" rather than out. Both are
picked up around pools and
showers. The use of disposable
paper slippers or the use of a
waterproof sandal is helpful.
Q. How long can you have
Chlamydia without a positive
diagnosis or any symptoms? How
long does it take before it causes
any damage to a reproductive system? Is three months too long?
What if you are under 18?
A. You may have Chlamydia for
years without symptoms. The
usual symptoms in a male is mild,
sticky penile drip or discharge.
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Most female cases are picked up
on routine smears done at the time
of routine pelvic exam as for contraception. We are not certain
about length of time of infection
before damage to tubes. Probably
most will leave no permanent
damage-ex. sterility resulting, but
some will! I do not understand
your "age" question. Bacteria do
not ask your age before they infect. Nor do sperm before they
impregnate! If you feel you are
not old enough, chronologically
or emotionally to handle the possible side effects of sexual activity, just say NO!!!!
Q. Many of us in Electa Hall are
annoyed about the Food Plan. We
prefer to eat in the Grand
Marketplace and feel we are
being penalized for this and being
forced to eat in Vanier. Why
doesn't the food plan cover the
food in the Grand Marketplace?
A. We asked Zora Sanson, from
Food Services to explain the plan.
A portion of the payment of
the plan you select is applied to
cover overhead costs for Vanier
and the Crocodile. These fixed
costs must be covered to operate
the service for resident students.
Your meal plan account is
credited with the remainder.
Residents receive the same 63
percent reduction at point of sale
on all purchases in Vanier East,
West, the Crocodile, Pizzeria, and
the Faculty of Education (until

patriated with the main campus).
Fixed costs (labour, general supplies, maintenance, heat, power,
water, furniture, equipment,
repairs and renovations) built into
the retail price will have been paid
up front in these locations.
Students will then pay for
only the food they actually consume as well as any variable costs
associated with their usage of the
plan (i.e. paper supplies, additional labour for special events etc.)
when they are making purchases
in these locations.
Satellite units including the
Grand Marketplace, the Mini
Mart, Kiosk, Dividends, and the
outlet in the Faculty of Law cover
their overhead for the various
units through the retail price.
Resident students have not
prepaid the overhead for these
outlets and must pay the retail
listed price. Unlimited usage of
the meal plan card is allowed in
these locations but no prepaid
overhead discount applies.
Resident students have the
flexibility to go elsewhere hut
must pay the overhead costs associated with the cash or retail
outlet.
I hope this answers your question. The policy was voted in by
last year's Food Service Advisory
Board. Anyone with olher concerns or questions should contact
Food Services at campus extension 3272.

n

WINDSORWESTERN
Special Services At-Home Workers
The Regional Children's Centre Autism Resource
Program of Windsor Western Hospital Centre, a
fully accredited general hospital, is seeking a pool
of Special Services At-Home Workers. These
positions are part-time, 6 month renewable
contracts, in Windsor and surrounding county; 6-20
hours/week; evenings and weekends. The S.S.W.
will work one-on-one with an autistic child or
adolescent, some with challenging behaviours .
Work in the home and community will focus on
communication, socialization, daily living skills and
behavioural programming. They will be working as
part of an interdisciplinary team of professionals,
receiving ongoing training and clinical supervision.
Workers must have own transportation and be
insured to transport a client in their car; some
mileage costs are covered. Successful applicants
will be earning or possessing a degree in Social
Science or related programs offered by a
community college. Experience working with
children or adolescents and the developmentally
handicapped will be strongly considered.
Please forward your resume quoting file No.
PR-RCC-8 to the undersigned by December 7,
1990:
Employment Coordinator
Windsor Western Hospital Centre Inc.
1453 Prince Road
Windsor, Ontario
N9C 3Z4
Only those meeting
the qualification
requirements will be acknowledged.
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University press set for expansion
by Karl Mamer
Abbotsford, British Columbia, host of
the only air show in North America that the
Soviets attend, saw a new group of leftwingers come to town: student journalists.
The Canadian University Press (CUP)
- a cooperative comprised of 4 7 papers,
including the Lance - held its fifty-third
national convention in an area beset by
blizzards and flash floods. Delegates from
member papers convened to decide the
group's policy, reform its operations, hatch
one or more national news campaigns, and
plan for its long-term survival.
In the past few years member papers
have seen CUP's staff and services
dwindle. At the fifty-third national conference, delegates assured of CUP's financial well-being voted for expansion.
A national features writer/vice-president was added to the head office in Ottawa, a board of directors is being planned
to make the organization more responsive
to its members, and the needs of physically challenged delegates will be met at all
future conferences.
With expansion in mind, the delegates
in Abbotsford kicked off CUP's three-year
plan to attract more large university papers
to the news organization.
Two papers of considerable note accepted CUP's invitation to send non-voting
attendees. The Brunswickan, the University of New Brunswick's official student
paper and the Canada's oldest student publication, sent two staffers while The
Queen's Journal sent one.
With member papers from Halifax to
Victoria contributing news to the organization, CUP is in a position to tackle nation-

I

give the stories coverage from a nonmainstream perspective.
The peace news campaign, which is
scheduled to begin sometime this semester,
will look into Canada's
role as
peacemaker, on-campus recruiting by the
Department of National Defense, and
women in the armed forces.
The native issues campaign will delve
into native student enrollment, the position
of native women in society, and the exclusion of native arts from the mainstream
arts community. CUP papers should be carrying the native issues campaign next fall.
More general student issues were addressed by the New Democrat national
education critic, Howard McCurdy ( M P Windsor-Lake St. Clair), who spoke to
conference delegates.
Canadians, he believes, are unconvinced of the value of higher education and
research and development. They are" ... not
getting the message,"
the MP told
delegates.
McCurdy argues that post-secondary
education lobbyists, such as the Canadian
Federation of Students, are spending too
much time selling the merits of advanced
education to the already converted.
Not only arc students

Lance photo by Ron Murphy

Lance delegate Karl Mamer bites his lip in anticipation of close vote.

al stories with depth and wide-ranging
perspective. The conference delegates
decided CUP should focus on peace and the
gulf crisis as well as native affai.s as national news campaigns.

Though neither topic is directly
relevant to broader student issues like underfunding, and the lack of student housing, CUP's
member papers felt a
responsibi lily as agents of social change to

lobbying

the

wrong people, McCurdy said, but they are
making the wrong choices in their studies.
They are shying away from programs like
science and engineering that are important
to the long-term economic health of
Canada.
CUP's 54th national conference will be
held next winter in Ottawa, hosted by Carleton University's weekly newsmagazinc

The Charlatan.
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Swimsuit calendar creates campus controv .ersy
by Kevin Wilson
A
swimsuit
calendar
published by Huron Hall's house
council has raised the ire of some
members of the campus community and left-others scratching
their heads.
The calendar has photographs
of bikini-clad female residents of
Huron Hall posed around the
University area. All of the models
were acquaintances of the house
council executive. Each was paid
$50 to pose in the calendar.
The calendar recently sold in
the University Centre with the
University of Windsor emblem
on it, until complaints were
registered. Since then, the calendars were withdrawn, and the
Windsor logo covered.
Steve Crozier, Huron Hall
house council treasurer, said the
printer of the calendar made a
mistake in placing the University
emblem on the calendar.
Crozier hopes to sell the
calendar at the Centre again,
"with the University's permission."
"We only asked them to print

Next week:

high traffic, common area for students."
Black expressed
concern
about the nature of the "poses and
expressions" in the calendar, adding, "the distressing part is that
the upset people are the ones not
involved. The people who participated
don't even realize
they're being exploited."
Julie Inglis, a first year human
kinetics major, and a model for
the calendar, is a case in point.
"We were a little hesitant .at
first, but the photographer and
Steve were really professional,"
said Inglis .
Both Crozier and Huron Hall
House Council president Camille
Joseph welcome criticism of the
calendar, but draw the line at
restricting its sale.
"People are entitled to their
opinion, but that's where it stops,"
said Joseph.
"If the sale of the calendar is
stopped, it's kind of censorship."
Crozier said, adding he believes
the number of people opposed to
the calendar "are very few, but
very vocal."
0

the name (of the University) on
the calendar," Crozier said, "but
they thought it was a University
of Windsor calendar, so they put
the logo on it anyways."

"The upset people
are not the ones
involved. The
people who 1
participated don ~t
even realize they 're
being exploited. "
-Rachel Black
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) vice president
university affairs Rachel Black
said she was "appalled" by the
sale of the calendar in the University Centre.
"[The calendar] speaks 1000
words of perpetuating stereotypes
of dominance and submission,"
said Black. "The reaction was
pretty swift ... when it first came
out with the logo, being sold in a

Hearing the Voice of the Tigers

University equity assessed

Curtin rises on basketball season
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

MR. PHILIP MARCHAND
Book Editor, Toronto Star
Author, Biographer
Speaking On

McLuhan's Media:
Mechanical Bride and
Electrical Call Girl
Date:
Time:
Place:

Sunday, January 20, 1991
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor , Ontario

Adults:
Students:

•j-

$5.00
$2.00
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Auld Jang syne
Quaff, oh quaff this kind nepenthe,
and forget this lost Lenore!
-Poe

men will have postured themselves into a war - or not - but
everything I remember about today will be coloured by their
decisions. Certainly the Canadian government's abominable
decision to cut $350 million from its legitimate expenditures
An artist friend remarked rer.ently that he thinks people in order to support our involvement in the newest oil war and opposition suggestions that their estimation of those
have a basic need to forget.
costs is grossly and intentionally exaggerated in order to
He wasn't talking about forgetting traumatic youthful
expedite further cuts to existing programs - will be forgotten
experiences or the atrocities of human history; he was talking
sooner rather than later.
about forgetting, for instance, last year.
Will I remember that it was right around now that we all
Initially I thought it a bit daft, but on consideration, I decided
to do a little experiment: without consulting any of my adm ttc-d a recession was going on, and that most of us
recorded opinions from early January of last year, I would try admitted it was the result of bungling supply-side
mismanagement?
Will I remember the current Tory
to remember what that time was like.
braggadocio over their spending-slashing
ingenuity? I
What I remembered first and foremost is that I was feeling
optimistic about the world- I wasn't alone in that. Those were suppose it depends on how bad things are next January, but
the heady days of the death of dictatorship in Europe (if not somehow I doubt it.
I think, though, that I will remember the new government
elsewhere); I'd been to Berlin just two months prior, and could
hardly get over the changes made even since my visit there. of Ontario. I will remember how almost half of its cabinet is
These are only personal reflections, but the fact is that female (by then perhaps half or more than half will be- knock
when I think of last year, I am fast to recall the liberation of on wood); how it has frozen rent-increases pending a review
other countries and slow to recall the turmoil of my own of the Landlord-Tenant Act; how it has declared pension
country and my own life at the time (which were both of them • benefits to extend to gay spouses of civil servants. I will
remember its proposals to improve parental leave provisions,
considerable).
pay equity, the rights of unions to organize, access to
This time next year, what will I remember about today?
I don't think I will be quick to remember that the Goods and abortion, to index pensions, to increase the minimum wage.
I will remember how they cancelled Toronto's $300 million
Services Tax swung into effect last week, that all attempts
noble and ignoble to stop it were in vain. I won't recall how ballet-opera house ...
Again, my memories will be tinged by how all the New
the papers are making such a mountain
out of
Democrats'
promises cash out in the year to come.
businesspeople's befuddlement and ill-preparedness. I won't
But I think I will remember this year's optimism like I
hark back to my annoyance at the discovery that routine
transactions are now longer than they used to be. For good remembered last year's, recalling only slowly how it appears
now as a dim green light of hope through a smog of national
or bad, I will have acclimatized myself.
I will remember the Persian Gulf countdown, and the and global decline.
- Lawrence Deck
tension we all feel these days. But by then my memory will be
conditioned by the outcome of the fifteenth. The little army

Idiocy
Returning to school is bad enough. Usually one gradually
remembers as the weeks progress that one is being
'educated' along with complete idiots. The Huron Hall
Swimsuit Calendar simply makes one realize this in the first
week instead of the third.
The calendar could be described in many ways. It could
be derided and condemned aesthetically, politically, morally.
It has almost become tiresome to discuss what so many
intelligent folks have rejected . 81..1t
apparently there are still
people out there who don't get it.
And they re not going to get ,t. Because all the progressive,
egalitarian philosophies in the world won't convince people
who don't read them, who don't talk about them, who don't
think about them.

If you don't examine your life and the world around you,
you won't improve or enhance anything. And whafs worse you're a hindrance and an annoyance to many others who
believe that your behaviour is stupid if not revolting.
The real problem with those who persist in behaviour that
objectifies and exploits women is that they refuse to stop.
Everyone who participated in the making of the Huron Hall
calendar and everyone who buys one is part of the problem.
Quite frankly, many of the people you share the planet with
are sick of your sad ploys to titilate and humiliate each other.
With any luck, all the women photographed in the
calendar, and the men involved too, will get good jobs in the
future, when they graduate from university.
- Mary Popovich
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Yet another installment of the Lance series on World Literature:

by Laura Gould
don't know when exactly my
fascination with pop-up
books began-certainly not
when I vvasa child. Probably,
I was too young to appreciate
them. I believe I bought my
first one, entitled "Goblins",
when I vvasabout 20. The
now classic "Beatles" and
"Elvis" musical pop-ups
followed shortly thereafterand those two, I guess, got
me hooked. I now own about
a dozen pop-ups (not many
by a fanatic's standards, I
admit) including: "Sharks",
mosaurs ,
e Old-Fashioned Garden", "How
Many Bugs in a Box?", "The Magic Toyshop",
"More Bugs in Boxes", "Haunted House" and
"The Things in Mouldy Manor". Now, pop-ups
may not exactly be your cup of tea, but that
anyone can fail to be fascinated by bugs jumping
out of boxes, cats popping from toilets, and Brian
Epstein emerging from underneath a carload of
Beatles is beyond me. I now kick myself almost
daily for not buying a pop-up at South Shore
Books a few years ago that had classic movie
scenes in it from the likes of "King Kong" and
"Casablanca"-$25 seemed too much to pay at the
time. How naive I vvas!
Anyv.:ay,I am now also in possession of a book
called "How to make pop-ups"-given to me by
my morn for Christmas. I immediately made my
first pop-up card (of the birthday fish genre) and
have this to say to the literary pop-up world:
WATCHOlJf!
A LIVELY, IF SOMETIMES SPURIOUS,
HISTORY OF TIIE POP-UP BOOK:

The Harlequinade, or turn-up book, vvas
probably the first ever movable book. In 1765, a
London bookseller named Robert Sayer, in an
anempt to comer a larger share of the very
competitive children's book market, came up wit
the idea of a story with pictures which changed
when a series of flaps were moved. The name
Harlequinade, as these books quickly became
known, is derived from their central character:
Harlequin.
Harlequin also appeared in educational tablets,
six linked wooden sections with pictures on them.
Conan tapes linked the pieces together, enabling
a child to flick through them with his hands while
at the same time making an annoying clicking
sound. This, no doubt, vvasa popular innovation.
Around 1810 the firm of S. and). Fuller,
operating from its address of The Temple of Fancy
in Rathbone Place, London, invented the paper
doll book, inside which were seven cut-out figures
and a single head with a long tag for the neck
which could be inserted into paper pockets at the
back of each figure. There were also hats that
could be fined to each head. This technique had
endless satirical possibilities, as you can imagine,
but vvas really only used in children's books.
The oddly named Toilet Books emerged next in
the 1820s, invented by William Grimaldi. On the
top flap of a piece of paper he drew pictures <:j..,
toilet items appearing on his daughter's dressihgtable and when the flap vvas lifted, an appropriate
virtue would appear beneath. For example, under
a container of rouge would appear the virtue
"modesty'' (perhaps rouge vvas used for different
reasons then than it is today). This genre grew to
include pictures of all sorts of things, with the
appropriate virtue or vice beneath. Some of the

most popular were a court jester under which it
said "knavery", an armoured figure under which it
said "knightly" and a bespectacled freckled figure
under which it said "knerdy".
In the 1830s F.C. Westley, a London publisher,
improved upon the idea of Fuller's paper dolls, by
devising an elaborate slot book, knov.n as the
paignion. It consisted of 12 everyday scenes cu t
with slots into which cut-out figures could be
inserted. Great hilarity could be had by perversely
placing the standing figures in the chair slots,
sitting figures in the floor slots, etc., much to the
dismay of the stern-faced cut-out figures. As might
have been expected, a toilet book of sorts
appeared in the slot genre as well.
In the 1840s a London firm named Dean and
Son devoted itself entirely to the publishing of
toybooks-and still does so to this day. This
company developed increasingly complicated
movable books, operated at the pull of a flap, slip
of tape or thin piece of copper wire.
The Fuller company was still busy at this time,
however, and v.'as making lifelike peep-shows in
miniature-much
like the old peepshows which
travelled around the country for festivities and
annual fairs. Dean and Son also published peepshows which displayed the lifelike effects of real
distance and space. Classic novels like Cervantes'
"Don Quixote" lent themselves well to this

telescoping book technique, where central figur
and crucial events could be combined at a glana
While on the topic of peep-shows, it is truly
mystifying to me that the movable book, espec·
the pop-up, has not lent itself to more naughty
endeavours-as I think it naturally would. But
perhaps it has-I may simply frequent the wro
bookstores.
Fuller also published panoramas-a series of
folded pictures all joined together in one strip,
some as long as nine feet. The panorama was a
good format in which to retell famous dramatic
stories, and could be bundled up or displayed
opened out.
The first truly movable books, however, were
produced by Dean and Son in the mid-1850s. In
these books, scenes relating to the stories
''Cinderella", "Little Red Riding Hood", "Aladdin
and "Robinson Crusoe" consisted of three layers
all lying flat, face dov.nward, on the page. Each
layer was attached to the next by a ribbon. When
pulled, the whole scene sprang up into
perspective.
The advent of books animated by the pull of a
tab came about in the 1860s, almost by accident,
when Dean and Son were forced to switch to
cheaper production methods (everything was
done by hand up to this point).
In the 1870s, a German named Raphael Tuck
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"Internationaler Zirkus" in which 450 separate
pieces are set against the backdrop of a circus ring .
Of course, the mechanisms were so delicate they
could easily be destroyed by an overzealous child.
Interest in movables in the States finally
developed at the tum of the century in New York
with the E.P.Dutton firm, working in conjunction
with Ernest Nister. (Perhaps one of the finest
collections of Early Children's Books is actually
housed in North America-in the Toronto Public
Library.) One of Dutton's most successful
innovations was a variation of the dissolving
picture: the revolving picture. The illustrations
were printed on two separate circular cards which
overlapped through a small slit to cover each
other.
Although all this history may seem boring to
some and a little too much like schoolwork, it
certainly helps one to appreciate a book like "The
Things in Mouldy Manor", for example, a little
more than you might have otherwise. That many
of the old movables were handcut and coloured
makes them desirable collector's items. An
understanding of pop- ups is also crucial to a
deeper understanding of the Lance.

inevitable, really, considering the contributions of
the Germans to the development of colour
printing in the late nineteenth centmy and their
subsequent mastery of the intricacies of definition
and shade. Tuck's books, combining many
toybook techniques, were created for young and
old alike and covered topics ranging from ancient
myth to current events in colourful and
imaginative ways. Possibly the most popular of
Tuck's early books was "Slovenly Peter", a tale of
"the dirtiest boy you ever met."
Another German, Ernest Nister, produced
movable books in the 1890s and his achievements
are regarded as some of the finest. His major
contribution was the dissolving picture, in which
an illustration changed into a completely different
scene at the pull of a tab. The effect was achieved
through the pictures being printed on slats which
slid over each other.
Nister aside, however, the most elaborate and
ingenious movables ever produced were those of
the German Lothar Meggendorfer, in the 1880s
and 90s. His volumes are far superior in originality
and are humourous and delightful to both
children and adults. Often, several movements
take place on the same page at the same time.
Meggendorfer's most magnificent creation was

THE RELEVANCE OF POP-UP TECHNIQUES

TO ffiELANCE
One night, while sitting by myself at the Lance, I
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decided to practice some basic pop-up cuts and
folds. I seized upon the now coveted World War II
50 year memorial edition of the Lance (published
under the Gosselin regime) and began my
operation. Little did I know that making pop-ups
out of Lances is like playing Led Zeppelin
backwards. In my attempt to make LarryDeck's
face pop out of the page, I inadvertently made a
discovery. Although I was successful in popping
Larry's face, when I did so scenes of horror and
devastation were revealed beneath, as well as part
of Hitler's right arm. Coincidence? Who can tell?
But I was frightened enough not to attempt to
make the faces of John May, Kevin Johnson and
most especially Rob Croley (former Lance editors,
all of them) pop out, fearing what I knew would
lie concealed beneath them. ( Okay, I did try it
with KJ., but only an "El Coolio" cartoon emerged
instead of the face of Jon Carlos, as I had feared.)
This entire exercise simply confirmed in my own
mind that the Lance has more significance than
most people realize.

Bibliography:

Haining, Peter. Movable Books: An Illustrated
History. London: New English Library, 1979.
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Engineers to change image
TORONTO (CUP) - Engineering at the University of Toronto
will have to become a kinder,
gentler faculty, according to its
Task Force Report on Professional Image and Women in Engineering.
Gary Heinke, dean of engineering and chair of the task
force, said something must be
done to change the traditional
image engineers have of being
homophobes and sexists.
"There have been a number of
incidents that create this negative
climate and if we can avoid these
then that will be the most important step," Heinke said.
"Public relations can't work if
we shoot ourselves in the foot
every once in a while."
The report, released by a task
force comprised of engineering
students and administrators,
recommended 'vigorous' recruitment of women at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and
the possible creation of a graduate
scholarship
for women. It
specified that student orientation
leaders should conduct themselves according to a code of ethics
and all orientation activities be
positive in nature, that all activities associated with the engineering society's Lady Godiva
theme be reviewed and changed if

necessary. "The story of Lady
Godiva is currently being researched to determine ways of
highlighting its positive aspects."
The report suggested the student engineering society consider
changing the name of its Brute
Force Committee - which helps
conduct orientation and initiations - to its acronym BFS, because "the term [Brute Force] has
connotations of violence and aggression, particularly against
women." The report also recommends that a survey be taken to
assess the climate in the faculty
specifically identifying attitudes
and opportunities for women.
Karel Swift, a U of T administrator who has written a
paper about the low number of
women in engineering at the
university, said certain traditions
make women feel uncomfortable
and this prevents them from applying to engineering.
"There are traditions that are
flawed enough that they' II have to
be changed," Swift said. "They
have historical backgrounds, but
for some, you can now just say it
is history."
Professional engineer Patrick
Quinn said he is concerned the
report is not confronting the main
issues of why women are underrepresented
in engineering.

Women currently make up 16
percent of all undergraduated enrolled in engineering.
"They should face the
problems head on. For example,
there is no place for a Brute Force
Committee in today's society.
They should change the name,"
Quinn said.
"Theage when the engineering profession is macho is gone.
Lady Godiva has no positive
aspects. It should be dropped. We
have to cut out anything that gives
the impression of hostility or a
cold climate towards women."
Kevin Fair, president of the
engineering society and member
of the task force, said he didn't
agree that all the traditions associated with engineering have to
be dropped.
"In no way is the term Brute
Force meant to suggest violence
or aggression. I don't really think
it has to be changed."
Heinke said he is confident
the number of women in engineering can increase. "I believe
there is every possibility that by
the end of this decade we can have
female enrollment at 25 per cent."
Although he is concerned
about the engineers' image ,
Heinke said he is hesitant to force
changes upon the engineering
society.
O
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THE NATIONAL THEATRE
SCHOOL OF CANADA
Acting
Design
Production
Playwriting
Directing

AUDITIONS
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QPINION-S
die waiting.
If women have to rely on men to educate
men, we have nothing to hope for.

Issues
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on the
Students' Administrative Counsel (SAC)
executive's response to Mr. Cohen's recent
article in the Lance.
There are at least three points worthy of
rebuttal, in my opinion. I would hope that
others will take the time and effort to at
least comment on this unworthy SAC
response.
On the matter of the "burning student
issue" of underfunding , a 48 hour hunger
strike/ protest is certainly laudable as far as
it goes, and that is as far as it went. The use
of the word "starved" is a little dramatic,
for abstinence in a 48 hour period! I noticed
no follow up once the initial publicity was
over. This particular "burning issue"
fizzled and died.
On the matter of the Mature Student
Centre, this initiative originated outside of
SAC and while Mr. Esteves did make an
effort. as time and energy permitted. as
with other "burning issues," this project
also fizzled and died.
As for the drug plan, it is the beginning
of December, and I for one still don't have
a card.
It is important also to remember that we
have a disinterested student body in regards
to most University events and issues, as
evidenced in the recent voter turnout for the
approval of the new student centre. Over
90% of students had no interest in this
important issue.
I hate to drag the dreary old 60's up, but
students of that day would never have let
issues such as exist today slip by without a
real fight. Issues such as funding cutbacks,
Oka, the environment, the potential war in
the Middle East, the management of SAC
by previous administrations. (The mere
mention of SAC involvement in native
issues is an insult to both native people and
those students and faculty who actually get
involved for reasons other than politics and
photo opportunities.)
In regards to SAC management of our
mandatory fees, I have yet to see any
financia I statements or explanations of
what is happening with our monies since I
have been on campus. Certainly no
students are screaming or protesting about
this, although they probably should.
There is a clear lack of commitment on
too many issues by the present
administration, and I would suggest that
they spend less time congratulating
themselves for what they haven't done, less
time criticizing their critics and do
something meaningful. Until such time as
we students ourselves decide, that the best
way to run SAC is with a volunteer
(unpaid) group of people, who have a
desire to do the job, SAC will never
become a meaningful part of the University

of Windsor.
Sincerely,
John Foot

Sensitivity
Dear Editor,
This letter is being sent in response to
the editorial which appeared in the
November 28th issue of the lance called
"Never Again." Your conclusion was that
we can say 'never again' as much as we
want, but we will be powerless to prevent
it.
I see things differently, I believe that
society, particularly men, have the power
to prevent such horrible massacres such as
the Marc Lepine incident. I say this because
of the lack of results achieved through the
women's liberation movement. I am in no
way discrediting the enormous gains 'won'
by the movement, but the gains were not
enough. As you pointed out in your article,

Super bole

an equality among the sexes does not exist
and there are many women who can attest
to this fact of life.
I propose that in order for an equality
of the sexes to exist, many men must
change. Men must start to promote
equality, to use gender neutral language. to
treat women with the respect that they
deserve, etc., etc. Being specific. men must

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the letter
written by Dave Briggs in the November
14, 1990 edition of the Lance entitled
"Naughty Arizona Punished."
I disagree with your views, Mr. Briggs.
Certainly, the fact that Arizona voted
down Martin Luther King Jr. Day is not
good. There can be no debate about that.
However, the NFL removing the Super
Bowl from Phoenix as a result does little to
remedy it. In addition to the NFL's
withdrawal from Arizona, the universities
of Virginia and Notre Dame both have
refused to play in the Fiesta Bowl in
Tampe, Arizona on the same grounds.
Notre Dame has instead chosen to play
in Miami's Orange Bowl. Miami, Florida
where cops and blacks are battling on the
street every day. The last time the NFL took
its precious Super Bowl there, a policeman
killed a I O year old black youth. Blacks
rioted and people wl!re killed. The NFL
chose to ignore it and dismissed it as "out
of their hands."
The University of Virginia has chosen
to rebuke "South Arizona" and play in the
New Orleans Sugar Bowl instead. One
would think New Orleans were a lovely
place for black people. Hardly. It is a place
of centuries-old demagoguery and deep,
bitter racial hatred, perhaps the most
backward social metropolis
in the
American nation. It personifies all that
Louisiana is - a pit of putrid politics. (By
the way, the NFL's Super Bowl has played
there seven times.) Where will the '93

thinking of how I could've stopped it fro,.
happening. Now I'm terrified of being
alone, meeting new people and going to
bars. All are only a reminder of the pain.
Who will be next? I want to tell
everyone: you may not think walking alone
is a big deal, but to me it's a painful
experience I have to deal with, and it's not
easy.
So please,
take the necessary
precautions. Think of me before you decide
to walk alone, call an escort, be safe.
Sincerely,
A concerned student
[Name withheld by request]

Belittled
Dear Editor,
Recently a friend and myself (both
blacks) finished our studies for the night at
the Leddy Library. As we left with
approximately four other students (all
· whites), the alarm went off. The staffer on
duty took it upon herself to call me back
and proceded her investigation of what I
had, even though I had checked out
materials "moments before." When I was
given clearance, my friend who looked on
was then called back and received the same
treatment. The white students, on the other
hand, were ignored and went on their way
without breaking a stride.
What can one conclude from this
situation?
All we know is that on November 19,
1990 at approximately 11:35 pm, we were
humiliated, angered and belittled.
Sincerely,
Rhona Samuels
Glenda Osbourne

Apologies

lose their sexist attitudes. The only way I

Supe1 Bowl

foresee this happening is by men educating
men.
During the 60's, 70's, and 80's we saw
that most men were ignorant to the
women's movement. Since this was the
case, now is the time for men to start
educating other men. This educating can
come in many forms, from not tolerating
sexist jokes to correcting gender-biased
language.
An example of this 'educating other
men· happened to me recently. As I entered
the UC Centre 1 approached a group of
guys, one of whom was a frit!nd. These
guys were laughing because one of the
guys had just told a degrading and sexist
joke. Afterthe joke I was introduced to the
rest of the group as "a sensitive male."
After that. the mood of the group changed
dramatically, and the one who told the joke
said it was only a joke andthathe believed
in equality also. Whetherhe does or not is
not the issue. However,I am confidentthat
the next time we meet, he will refrainfrom

Cat)etown?
The voters of Arizona (just over one
million ,.,f them) voted MLK LDay down
by a margin of 17,000 votes - that's 51
percent to 49 percent against. So, if the
opposite occured and it was 51 percent to
49 percent in favourofMLl(Day, does that
suddenly make everrything all right? Does
that make the state of Arizona a pioneer in
the Civil Rights Cause? Would the NFL,
Virginia and Notre Dame reverse their
decisions on a 2 percent shift?
The NFL and Virginia should ask
themselves: "Do we want to play in
Arizona where 49 percent of the people
voted for Dr. King, or do I want to play in
New Orleans, La where 44 percent of the
state voted for David Duke, former Grand
Cyclops of the K.K.K.?"
The issue is not black and white (no pun
intended). Martin Luther King gave up his
life on a Memphis balcony so that blacks
everywhere could go anywhere and dream
anything. He didn't run away from "bad
places" like Arizona - he looked at them,
sought them out and made them realize
how wrong they were. A more suitable
tribute to Martin Luther King would be one
of spirit and of strength. If the NFL,
Virginia and Notre Dame wanted to pay
tribute to such a great man, they would seek
out the prohlem, rather than ignore it and
let it ferment.
Sincerely,
Michael Suara

Dear Editor,
This is in response to Mr. Ron
Albrecht's letter published in last week's
Lance. Let me start by saying that we are
really ashamed and sorry for what
happened during Mr. Albrecht's visit to our
restaurant. And this letter is not to justify
that day's incident but to provide some
factual information which, we believe, had
some link to that day's incident.
The day Mr. Albrecht and his friends
dined at our restaurant (Sunday) was a very
busy one for us. To tackle the rush, we had
to assign one of our trainee employees to
accept customer
orders. From our
experience, we have observed that to a
good number of customers, Indian food is
a first-time experience. So by knowing
their preferences
and helping them
selecting food items accordingly, we try to
ensure that our customers
have an
enjoyable dinner at our restaurant.
Satisfying individual customer needs
rather than opportunism is our purpose in
doing so. Probably, our new waiter had
some problem in communicating with Mr.
Albrecht's group. We are completely
aware that this does provide us an excuse
for our mistake. We once again would like
to express our regret to Mr. Albrecht and
his friends for their inconvenience.
Finally, we would like to thank Mr.
Albrecht for letting us know his reaction.
This feedback will certainly help us
improving
our service
by taking
appropriate corrective measures.
Sincerely,
Abdul M. Ullah, ProprietQr

Assault

Letters policy

Dear Editor,
Sexual assault has become a fairly large
topic on campus and I wish to contribute
my experience in order for students to thind
twice about their safety.
I was sexually assaulted by a stranger.
In your case, it doesn't necessarily have to
be a stranger, it could be someone you're
attracted to. It could even happen on a date.
Reliving those scenes day after day,

The lance welcomes letters to the
editor, hut reserves the right to edit for
reasons of length or clarity. No material of
a racist, sexist, or homophobic nature will
be published, and letters will not be
returned.
Send us your comments c·arc of
•Letters.; Our address is in the masthead
box on the opposite page.

sexist language.
The point that I am tryingto make in
this letter,is thatmales musteducateother
males aboutequality.All is not lost, there
aremales out therewho believe in equality
and I urge all the males out therenot to tell
those sexist jokes, or use gender biased
language.But insteadthinkaboutthis letter
and think about the inequalitythat exists
and most importantly,men think about
educatingothermen.
Siacerely,
Angelo Epifani
Actually, my conclusion was "Until this
lesson is learned, we can say 'Never
again, 'as much as we want, but we will be
powerless to guarantee it. "
Here's another lesson we have to learn:
Men's opinions about the success or failure
of the women's movement will have
nothing to do with women's emancipation.
Men have been 'educating men' for
centuries; until recently, they've educated
only men. If you expect those who hold the
power to relinquish it voluntarilly, you'll

be instead

of Pheonix?
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Do you want to opt out of the SAC Drug Plan?
If you have comparable existing coverage, you may choose to opt
out. You must come to the SAC Office on the Second Floor of the
University Centre with proof of your existing coverage (ie, a
photocopy of your existing plan), even if you opted out last
semester.
This must be done before 4:00 pm Friday January 18.
Full-time undergraduate students
are automatically enrolled in the
plan. Graduate and part-time
students may opt in.

For more information, contact
Fred Sherman
at the SAC office
253-4232 ext. 3905.

208 Sunset Avenue

FACE
TO FACE
WITHA
CMA
"Withso manypeoplegraduating
from universityeachyear,I knew
I neededa competitiveedge to
succeedin the businessworld.A
universitybusinessdegreejust
wasn't enough. A professional
designationwas necessaryto
achievemy careergoals.
"I enjoyaccountingand working
with people. But I discovered,after
a work term as an auditor, that I
preferredmanagementaccounting
to public auditing.As a Certified
ManagementAccountant,I'm able
to providerecommendationsand
directionon tacticaland operational
decisions.I'm using my accounting
skillsto workstrategicallyto meet
the company'sbottom line objec·
rives.
"The CMAdesignationhaspro·
vided me with more opportunities
• withinand outside the management
accountingfield.Aswellas acquir·
ing valuablemanagementskills,the
designationgivesme credibilityin
my day-to-daydealingswith other
executiveswho are, increasingly,
CMAsthemselves."
LindaYeh-Robinson,CMA,B.B.A.
Client Manager
MinicomData Corporation
For further information,call
or write:70 UniversityAvenue,
Suite 300, Toronto, Ontario
MSJ 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Toll free 1-800-387-2932

CMA
Certified Management Accountant
Scttin8 the Standard

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario

STUDENT
SUPPERS
resume

Monday. January 14

5:00pm
Suggested donation $4.00

A PLACE TO MEET
FRIENDS

I
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Delcol's show "exciting and intense"
Mono Print 40
Print sale by Elio Delcol
December 3 to 29
Mackenzie Hall
by Sarah Roebuck
Last month the walls of Mackenzie Hall were graced with
Windsor artist Elio Delcol's new
series of prints, Mono Print 40.
Delco! is self-taught; he has
been an instructor at St. Clair College for eleven ·years. Since September, he has been working
incessantly on his new batch of
prints, which he calls "exciting
and intense." After doing time in
the world of commercial art, Elio
is happy to be creating with his
own ideas. The results have
pleased him.
Delcol's show represents five
or six years of work that is just
coming together now and is nothing like he has ever produced in
the past. These limited edition
prints are all originals and one-ofa-kind.
Above all, Delco! emphasizes
texture, using materials such as
cement, burlap fibres, different
metals, sand, foils, plasters and
oils. His show features collographs, which are prints from
plates that are built-up in relief
rather than etched or engraved.

Is it art yet? Elio Dekol demonstrates the patience required or an artist whose work takes years to complete.

The plates are inked, dyed, and
pressed on acid-free paper. The
prints are left for a period of time
which determines the tone and
strength of the colours.
Although it may take some artists several days to create a plate,

it sometimes takes Delco} years
before he completes a print.
Delcol 's work evolves with every
step.
Though Delco! focuses on experimenting with texture, his use
of colour is striking. Pinks bleed

into yellows in one remarkable
print. Rich blues overlap deep
reds in another to create various
moods.
The 40 prints were for sale,
but Delco! was not expecting to
sell.

Lance photo by Sarah Roebuck

"It's better to have a small,
knowledgeable following as an
independent artist than to produce
commercially what someone else
wants," said the artist.
Elio simply enjoys working
on his own ideas and his art. O

Dead Can Dance to music of the Extreme
Pornograffitti

Extreme
by Mike Borshuk
"They 're like meta~ but they 're funky."
Thus spoke the young man who first introduced me to the music of Extreme.
Funky? If this group is representative
of the future of 'funky,' then, God in
Heaven, it's time we freed James Brown.
Extreme's ambitious attempt to expand
the self-restricting heavy metal image almost compensates for their lack of funk.
The band fails to be unique, however, and
ends up copying the work of others, with
only minor embellishments.
The songs sound too much like old Kiss
tunes with new arrangements. Most of the
first side of Pornograffi.tti even sounds like
it was performed by Kiss, or Poison.
The writing explores all the welltravelled hard rock avenues. There's a
party anthem ("Decadence Dance"), a sex
anthem ("Li'l Jack Horny"), a political anthem ("When I'm President") .... Do you
see the trend?
Extreme does try to alter the formulae,
adding a horn section to "Li'I Jack Horny"
and "Get the Funk Out" (the only song on
the album even remotely close to earning
the label 'funky'). Brass, however, isn't
enough to give life to these stale offerings.
"More Than Words," the one non-anthem on the first side, is worthwhile. It is a
delicate acoustic ballad that sits somewhere between James Taylor and The
Beatles.
By the time the listener has made it to
the second side of Pornograffi.tti, he/she
begins to experience the 'AC/DC Effect'
- the feeling that you've heard the song
before. And you have.
Highlights of the second side (if you
can call them that) include "When I First
Kis.c;edYou," a cocktail lounge ballad that
, tries to achieve what Tom Waits and Was

(Not Was) have done previously (and done
better), and "He-Man Woman Hater"
(another anthem) which has a cameo performance by Dweezil Zappa.
Extreme earns its name in its effort to
distance itself from the motherlode of
monotony that heavy metal groups have
lucratively tapped into. Unfortunately, this
eager quartet lacks the ability and, as a
result, delivers more of the same hard rock
material we've been hearing for years. O

Dead Can Dance
Vertigo

dance (a treat for fans of the computer
music generated by Lord British 's Ultima
adventure game series). On side two, "The
End of the Words" and "Wilderness," a pair
of Gregorian chants, are guaranteed to tum
any room into a deeply resonating
cathedral.
If you are satisfied
with the
instrumental offerings of a shirtless guy in
Edwin jeans, sitting cross-legged in his
$1 OOO-a-month studio apartment, turning
out repetitive, swirling mush, then, please,
stay away fromAion. If, however, you want
real music to fill your soundscape, then
pick up Dead Can Dance' s latest release. O

t>yKarl Mamer

Sudden Stop

Ai011

When yuppies gush their love for New
Age tunes - those electronic sound
collages created by part-time computer
hackers trying to :idd meaning to their
materialistic lifestyles with a stack of
semiconductor-driven keyboards - they
invariably say "it's good background
music." What they mean is: "it's music that
can be ignored and forgotten."
Lisa Gerrard and Brendan Perry, better
know as Dead Can Dance, have released
their fifth album Aion. It is an answer to
New Age music.
The twelve selections on Aion, though
suitable for background enjoyment, are
(from a historical
perspective)
not
forgettable. Each piece is based on a
musical style from a 400-500 year period
between the Middle Ages and the early
Renaissance. It is music that has survived
for centuries and will survive long after the
impending Butlerian jihad destroys the
impersonal computer.
Aion is filled with material inspired by
Gregorian choirs, the music of the Italian
Renaissance, and the mystic chants of the
Middle East.
A n9table cut on side one is
"Saltarello," a 14th century instrumental

Colin James
Virgin Records
by Terry Brown
Colin James is a white Canadian boy
lost in the blues.
Despite past critical and popular
acclaim, James takes no chances on his new
album, Sudden Stop.
It is slick trash.
It opens promisingly enough with
Delta-style acoustic slide guitar, but the
song, "Just Came Back," quickly turns into
an over-blown riff-driven piece of gonzo
garbage.
This jarring contrast is the paradigm for
the artistic decisions made by James on this
album.
He has only three song-writing credits
on Sudden Stop, yet he has picked mindless
rhymes such as "Keep on Loving Me
Baby" to fill it out ("Love me in the
morning/ any time at night/ well I can feel
your tender lips/ making me feel all right/
keep on loving me girl - wa, ha, ha/ keep
on loving me baby - whoa! Ya!/ You know
it pleases me!"). If he's going to record
cliched crap, why doesn't he just write it all
himself and ~p
the royalties? Can't he

come up with anything better than the chant
of the teenaged satyr in "Show Me" ("I was
standing at the comer/ waiting for the bus
to come/ l was thinking about you baby/
Wondering when I'd get me some ... you
just gotta come through ... won't you show
me what you can do").
His playing style is also reduced to the
common-denominator. Power chords and
squealing guitar effects designed for
stadium concerts attempt to punctuate the
monotonous dance club percussion.
Virgin Records and producer Joe
Hardy should realize that there's a
difference between universal appeal and
mass marketing.
James can only be listened to seriously
when he unplugs the distortion pedals and
returns to the personal Stratocaster sound.
He tries to get back to basics on side two,
but there are intermediate stages of quality.
The electric slide on "T For Trouble"
almost, but not for long, makes you forget
the stupid words. "Cross My Heart" is also
a tough, dignified R&B tune, but it is
marred by its incredible similarity to Stevie
Ray Vaughan's "Pride and Joy."
The only two songs worth owning
(read: 'taping') are "Crazy Over You" and
"Sudden Stop," the title track. Both are
slow blues numbers with heavy jazz
inflections. The innate integrity of the
material transforms James from a rock
heartthrob into a passionate artist. His
guitar and voice no longer scream demands
for sex and record sales, but push out the
yearning of the heart in one expressive note
after another.
Unfortunately, these rar~ moments of
transcendance are not worth it. ilo matter
how many coupons they give out at. the
record stores in the mall.
If you know someone who already has
Sudden Stop, take a bottle of wine, a blank
cassette and a few candles ov~r to bis or her
place and let nature take its course.
This is not a legal op~n~n.
a
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You think you know how to hand!c
yourself in an interview.
Are you sure? ...Don't chance it!

Prep Courses for

Attend an

JAN 19GMAT
FEB2 GRE
FEB 9LSAT

Interview Skills Workshop

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Schedules are available at
Career Planning and Placement in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Delta Omega
invites you to join our rush

January 17 to
January 27
For more
information,
call Rebel

at254-7694

RUDY'S
HAIR SALON

WHOIS
TOKYO?

-

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *
Juno Award winner
Double platinum seller
Coming to Windsor
under the pseudonym
Tokyo

Don't miss the chance to see
this top Canadian group!!!
Call 966-6668
for information and tickets.
January 21,22,23
- closed to the public for video production.
Thursday, January 24
- 88.T FJl,fpresents 88t night (all admission only sse)
Friday, January 25
11
Tokyo 11 and Eagle tribute Hotel California
Saturday, January 26
- "Tokyo" and Windsor's own noizeAnoize
{taping for broadcast on CIMX's Cutting Edge)

icilia Club of Windsor, 1019 Hwy #3
A CRAIN

ENTERPRISES

PRODUCTION

~)

CILl!l!fJ!l!lJf,

Top 50 Current Albums
for the week ending January 6th, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
chart compiled by Frank Presello {program director)
Numof
Lst Ths Wks as
Wk Wk Current
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
27 13
14
9
5
15
23 16
12 17
25 18
15 19
26 20
21
24 22
21 23
28 24
19 25
18 26
33 27
22 28
40 29
32 30
31
6
34 32
16 33
14 34
36 35
41 36
11 37
38
30 39
42 40
43 41
38 42
31 43
44 44
46 45
50 46
48 47
47 48
49
50
3
2
17
8
10
37
7
1
20
49
13

6
6
4
4
4
6
6
6
4
2
6
3
6
6
6
2
6
4
9
6
4
6
4
10
2
6
6
7
7
4
6
6
2
11
6
7
6
2
10
8
7

6
8
7
7
7
7

8
2
10

Artist

Trash CanSinatras. The
Various
Ride
Bleach
Swervedriver
My Jealous God
Blur
Various
Toys Went Berserk
Pitch Black
Charlottes, The
Slowdive
Various
Carter the Unstoppable
MazzyStar
Mission. The
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Various
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Dixon. Wille
Boxcar
Fujahtive
Happy Mondays
Sh• Ifie Demons, The
F1ggyDuff
Rump Rangers, The
Poesie Noire
Blue Rodeo
Pogues.The
Prayertower
Etch
Telescopes. The
Boo Radleys
Easy
Napoleon Blownaparte
Vanous
Darling Buds, The
Big Trouble House
Puohc Image Ltd
Lost Palrol
Helmet
Skinny Puppy
Wedding Present
AliceDonut
Dax Danielle
Naked Raygur
Pegboy
Pale Saints

Vexed
Cranes

Name of Album

Record
Label (C:Can)

Cake
Go' Discs
Imaginary
Velvet Underground Trib.
Nowhere
Creation
Way Cool
EclipseEP
Creation
Rave Down EP
Rough Trade
Pray
She's So High
Food
Nettwerk
Nettwerk Sampler
Aberrant
The Smiler With a Knife
RocR ulin·
Suspiria
Cherry Red
Liar
Creation
SlowdiveEP
Alvin lives (In Leeds)
Midnight Music
Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere Rough Trade
Rough Trade
She Hangs Brightly
Polygram
Grains of Sand
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Independent (C)
Hard to Believe
C/Z
Chapter22
Until You Found Out
The Big Three Trio
CBS
Vertigo
Nettwerk
Independent (C)
Fujahtive
Pills & Thrills & .....
Elektra
What Do You Want?
Stoney Plain (C)
A&M(C)
Weather Out the Storm
We're Not Inbred
Independent (C)
Antler Subway
Toulouse
WEA(C)
Casino
Island
Heirs Ditch
DAL(C)
Prayertower EP
Independent (C)
Wall to Wall
Creation
Everso
Kaleidescope
Rough Trade
Blast First
Magic Seed
f113poleonBlownaparte
Independent (C)
Where the Pyramid Meets
WEA
CBS
Crawdaddy
Horse Latitudes
Mouthful of V101ence
Virgin
Greatest Hits So Far
Tell No Lies
'ndeperdent (C)
Amph Reptile
Strap tOn
l'llettwerk (Cl
Too Dark Park
BMG
Corduroy
Alt Tentacles
Mule
s,re
81 ..t lf'e Humar, Flower
Carohne
Raygur
'/4 suck
Three Ct'ord Monte
4AD
Half-Life
C/Z
Tt>e Good F ght
Dedicated
l'lescaprible
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Ki dness of voluntee14!s
paid off
with h3lf-pound of coffee each
by Lance Arts Staff

Ryder is re-~:Deee-Lite funkin: grooves

Although the Lance did not
publish in December, the Arts
staff felt Windsor's
brave,
despondent coffee achievers of
last month could not- should not
- be ignored. Therefore, this first
issue back, we are giving a special

outcast in heJ!tttt-Litc
~ Laun

Coffee Achiever of the Month
Award for December to those

Ultraviolence ~g,Qj{edup

who make publishing the Arts
section possible: volunteers.
We understand that our small,
dedicated corps of volunteer
writers, working late, late into the
night on their articles, have dire
need of cups of steaming java ...
especially after the demeaning rewrite by the arts editors drives the
contributers to draw strength
from a bottle.
Last semester four volunteers
withstood careless and often
punitive editing and distinguished
themselves as spirited Coffee
Achievers. Mike Borshuk, Laila
Farrell, Allan Mamaril, and Sarah
Roebuck consistently demonstrated
their
caffcinated
capabilities. They have produced
text on time and with a verbosity
resulting
from the aesthetic
menage of human, word processor, and automatic drip coffee
mal...cr.
Mike, Laila. Allan. and Sarah

•

Quarter.
Mikc llorshuk
~113~7 E. Grand Bhd.
pcl Dttrolt, Michigan
j
.,
In the ntw rnm Wtlco>nt r!' fo•
Home. Ruxy Corm,d,otl, actor
(p by Allan Mamaril
Winona Ryder continue, her on• • O,
scrtcn crusade against all 1ha1 is;. "3 Dcce-Utc is a multi-<:ultural
p<>pularin ~ains1re1m America. .: If. musi~al group comprised of
Ryder ,s forevor 1he hkable
b, AJ,tncan redhead Lady Mis.,
;: .::;.i

,...,,,. .... ,

•t. .. airlwhnict1,-1ioh1.

.v; .... 0,-·.

........

Tht Cook, tlit Tltit/, llis II ift a11d lltr w,·tr
funt.:ut n•,...ion)
\\ ind,ur lilm ·rhutrc

sma.sh "Groove is in the H
with s••ch iauen,i1y that every I
rener was li(kd into 111
WI$ • gui
and a re,.. wng<<J
r,tog<.lb
00
were only stage props.Them
came from rbc ca.rcful mixing
111mpling<loncby OJ Dimitry
1
DJTowaTowa. ..

,,.11~-----<

~

LUST,MURDER
& DESSERT!
Ad,l;c001AblMtt<Offl<dr
... ,..,,

II(

2135 \\ / ;111dull• SI. W t>I
2S4-FILM

Writer/Director Peter Greenaway ha~ created a
film which ;, •imul1aneously picturesqut and
pathologically nauseating.

Tltc C0<,k,1ht Tlucf. Hu W,fe a11dHer lov<r "
a bi,:ure dream narrative u~mg a no\iel mixture of
techniques 10 move the auJ1cnccm an unfamiliar
wav h incorporate< the 'ultraviolcncc' of A Clock•

....c.J..Orangt, thc eran11.

•~ ......

feel Orccnaway\couplcc. th,~ \I, 1th the costume
c.lcs1gns
or Jcu P:ul Gaulucr, v. ho~_crc:n:ons can
be dcscrib<d u. 5pacc-ageromanllct'm. U"ng
1h.-~~ ,.,..,....
'
• .~. 11:11hiectmatlcr,

Local authors awarded nationar:~~
honour for poetry and prose
and dedicates atmosl ancnlne cl,apter 10 lhis thtme.
P<.cm, hke Crabdantc,• "lanes to a l.ad)~Ug" •.nd

b) Snrah R0<huck

step forward and receive your
award: a half pound of Costa
Rican joe.
Candidates
for
Coffee
Achie,•er of the Month arc culled
from the pagesof the Lan, c: cont rihutcrs to the Arts section,
notahlc creative persons in the
Wtnd'>or/University community.

or anybody who takes statistics
courses for fun (an exclusionary
attribute).
The selection of the Coffee
Achiever of the Mumh is made
solely by the l.a11ceArts staff. and
doc-; not reflect the views or
opmiom, of people who wait 111
line to bu) their textbooks.
.,

Fully IBM compatible

On Sale For

$999
GST
included

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

lo
L..:

Schedules for these and other workshops available at
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon Hall.
....

, .cation deadrme
APP'~ed to noon, Career Fair 1991
J~;~~ry30, 199 1!
Co-ordinators
Two Positions Available
Full-time beginning May 1 to August 30; continuing with
part-time until mid-October.

Salary $8.50 per hour

b) Laila Farroll

14" colour VGA monitor {640 x 480 resolution)
16 bit VGA graphic card
16 MHz landmark speed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onboard)
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive contro ller
Mouse/ Modem / Printer/ Joystick port s
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 wall CSA approved power supply
MS DOS 3.3
Word processing software
And much more!
l year parts and 3 years labour warranty

,,...,

IS YOUR RESUME GETTING
YOU INTERVIEWS?
IF NOT, TRY A
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP.

rcvtric.
AJUieugb there

Back to School Special
TCI 286c System

r

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

.

Part-time position, three days per week from mid-May to
mid-October .
In order to promote continuity for each successive Career
Fair, it is hoped that the candidate selected for the
part-time m 1991 will be advanced to the full-time position
in 1992. Therefore, preference for the part-time position
will be given to students who are currently two years away
from graduation.

Salary $7 .50 per hour

.

One Career Fair planning project must be conducted prior
to the official May start date. The hours involved in this
proiect will be accumulated towards heu time whic~ can
be taken at the end of July or beginning of August 1991.

Qualifications
Both positions are open only to students returning to the
University of Windsor, full-time in the fall of 1991.
The successful candidate(s) must have demonstrated
ability in organizational, leadership and management
skills, as well as demonstrated ability in marketing and
time management skills. In addition, the sucessful
candidate(s) must have strong English communication
skills m both oral and written form.

Major Resposibllties of Position
To plan, organize and implement a successful Career
Fair, to be held m October 1991. This includes:
• co-ordinate the Employer invitation list from the different
faculties on campus
• mail written invitation to prospective companies, organizations,
etc.
• conduct phone follow-up and personal contact with employers
• co-ordinate and design brochures and all literature for Fair
• book room rentals, audio-visual equipment, electrical
requirements as well as refreshments, transportation to hotels
and hotel dinners
• cult:v •c 300d public relations with University administration
and faculty to promote and support Career Fair
• design advertising and marketing strategies to encourage
students' attendance of Fair
• write press releases and organize live television and radio
coverage for the day of the Fair
• organize. supervise and motivate volunteer student groups to
assist in the organization and promotion of the Fair
• maintain ongoing bookkeeping to ensure that costs do not
exceed allotted budget

How to Apply
Candidates are requested to submit resume, covering
letter and transcript of marks. In addition, candidates are
invited to submit three (3) creative ideas to promote the
Fair to students and/or potential employers.
Submit applications to
Carol-Anne Uegama
Career Planning and Placement Centre
Dillon Hall, Room 163

Men & Women's
Hairstylists

$3.00 OFF all ha_ircuts
Offer valid to all students upon presentation of valid student ID.
At University Mall location only.
WE USE ANO RECOMMEND

un1vers1TY
MaLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534

wmatrbr
HAIR

ESSENTIALS

Convenient Hours
Mon - Fri .• 9 am - 9 pm
Sat . . . . . . 9 am -6 pm
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Don Says:
"J,Jlelcomeback U of W students!

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 am 't il lam
Sunday 11:30 am 'ti t 11 pm
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

coming soon.
"Grand prize transportation and
accommodation to a private box in the
Montreal Forum for a playoff game."

The Social Science Society
is now accepting resumes for the following positions:

Inter-Departmental Coordinator
Public-Relations Director
Chief Electoral Officer
Deadline for resumes is January 16, 1991 . Please submit resumes in a sealed
envelope to the attention of Kim Morneau, President.
For further information please contact 253-6063 or stop by G130 Windsor Hall North.

\De

ATTENTION

olo shrllelaGh
'])etroit's

~

Jrisli.Pu6

- ~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

classifieds

.

ROOM WITHOUT
BOARD:
private room in old Victorian
house.
Bus route downtown,
laundry/kitchen
facilities.
$350/mont h. Call 258-0575 after
5pm.

---v,~
-----~-~--~:d

Female students in academic
disciplines that are male dominated
Pathmakers in a special "awareness"
program sponsored by the Ontario
Women's directorate to provide
information on educational programs and
career choices to female high school
students.
Your participation in Pathmakers
could mean a 'world of difference' to
young high school girls who are at the
threshold of making life long decisions
about future careers. Your involvement
would require you to visit 2 or more
regional high schools (this could include
your old Alma Mater!) to speak informally
about the career that you are personally
preparing for. The sessions will be held in

late January through March, and you can
speak individually or as part of a group.
This is an excellent way to
demonstrate "community interest " and
"leadership" qualities to potential
employers on your resume.
For further information, please call
Carol-Anne Uegama
Director, Career Planning and
Placement
253-4232, ext. 7055
Your early response to this request
would greatly be appreciated as §ln
information meeting and dinner will be
held in the 3rd week of January.

CANTERBURY COLLEGE has
single and double rooms available
for January '91. Call 256-6442
1Oam-4pm weekdays.
WINDSOR REGIONAL CANCER
CENTRE presents an informal
drop-in on Radiation Therapy and
Technology careers for B.Sc.
graduates. The drop-in will be in
the Blue Room, University Centre,
Wednesday January 16th from 13pm.

ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL-973-7034. Mass--Sundays-10:30am and 4:30pm; Mon·
days-11 :50am--Liturgy
of the
Word; Tuesdays at 5pm. Mass followed by dinner at cost price: Wed·
nesday to Friday--11 :50am. Mass.
All are welcome. Feel free to drop
by the cafe for coffee, to use the
Library for study, or just come to
relax.
ALL UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
STUDENTS are invited to participate in the student dinners held
at 5.00pm at Iona College. 208
Sunset Ave. The first dinner of the
semester will be held on January
14 Come and make new friends
while en1oying home cooked food
Donation of $4 to partially offset the
cost of food will be appreciated
FOR SALE: electric typewriter
beefy office style, $50. IBM 20
MEG hard drive $150 . H,ghquahty computer pr,nter $175.
Also Apple II+ clone parts FM Mui
t1plex tuner, bass guitar, call 256·
8054
BIG HAPPY 23rd to Michaela for
January 1st.

..
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The Lancer
Locker

Windsor ices Western in exhibition
by Mike Mouat

OUAA/OWIAA

In its first action in little over
a month the University
of
Windsor's hockey team moved
closer to fulfilling coach Rick
Cranker·s Christmas wish.

RESULTS
Men's Basketball
Can-Am Tournament
(Windsor)
Sat. Dec. 29
Windsor 94 Chicago 83
Waterloo 67 Carleton 53
Sun. Dec. 30
Championship
Waterloo 101 Windsor 74
Consolation
Carleton 74 Chicago 59
Sat. Jan 5
Tiffin Tournament (Ohio)
Rio Grande College 100
Windsor76

MEN'S HOCKEY
The Lancers defeated the
Western Mustangs 5-2, in a very
physical exhibition game January
5 at Adie Knox arena.
What did the coach want for
Christmas? "It's hard to say
without hurting someone's feelings, but a couple more 20-goal
scorers would be nice," Cranker
said.
With several regulars out of
the line-up, some of the younger
players had a chance to show their
stuff and earn one of the few
regular positions left in the roster.
Dirk Gebhardt led the attack

Women's Basketball
Lethbridge Tournament
Fri. Dec. 28
Lethbridge 84 Windsor 49
Sat. Dec. 29
Calgary 77 Windsor 48
Sun. Dec. 30
Windsor 79 Saskatchewan 72
Regular Season
Fri. Jan. 4
Brock 73 Windsor 53

by Dave Briggs
Vince Osier, a forward with
the University of Windsor's
men·s basketball team, has been
declared academically ineligible
to play for the Lancers in the upcoming season.
Osier, a 6'7" Windsor native,
was one of the team's biggest offensive threats. According to the
univen,ity's coordinator of men's
athletics,
John Musselman.
Osier·s spot on the roster will
likely be filled by Geoff Hewick.
The Lancers began regular
season competition with a game
at Brock on Wednesday, January
9 (results unavailable before press
time).
Over the holidays Windsor
defeated a tough University of
Chicago team 94-83 at the
Lancers' four team Can-Am tournament before being handed a
stinging 101-74 loss to Waterloo
in the championship game.

Sat. Jan. 5
Exhibition
Windsor 5 Western 2

UPCOMING

EVENTS
!\ten's Hockey
Fri. Jan. 11
Windsor at Concordia
Sat. Jan. 12
Windsor at McGill
Sat. Jan. 19
Guelph at Windsor (7:30pm)

Men's Basketball
Sat. Jan. 12
Laurier at Windsor (8pm)
Fri. Jan. 18
Windsor at Lakehead
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor at Lakehead

.

Women's Basketball

Men's Volleyball
Wed. Jan 23
Windsor at Western

Women's Volleyball

Tue,;. Jan. 15
Wmdsor at York
Sat. Jan 9-Sun. Jan. 20
Windc;or at Mc\.1aster
f'urling
Sun.Jan.20
Sat. Ja .
Wind-so t Guelph

with a pair of identical breakaway
goals. He beat the Western goaltender twice with low snapshots
to the stick side.
After a scoreless first period

the Lancers scored three times in
the second period to lead 3-1 after
forty minutes of play. Windsor's
goals were scored by newcomer
Randy Stephenson, Gebhardt and

.

in their 84-49 opening match loss
against
the University
of
Lethbridge, before playing slightly better in a 77-48 loss to Calgary.
The Lancers notched a 79-72
win over Saskatchewan in their
closing match.
The team is currently 0-3 in
regular season competition,
though Maclean said they are not
out of contention for a playoff
berth by any means.

LANCER
ROUNDUP
Windsor's most recent defeat
came at the hands of the Brock
Badgers last Friday in St.
Catherines.
The team looks for its first win
of the year this Saturday against
Laurier at the St. Denis Centre.
Coach Rick Cranker and the
University of Windsor's hockey
team have two more players
available to add to their roster.
Former Windsor Spitfire Bob
Leeming, and Randy Stephenson
from a Junior
B team in
Streetsville have been practicing
with the team, and both played in
a 5-2 Lancer exhibition victory
over Western last Saturday.

It is unknown at this time
whether either will make the
squad.
Fresh from a sun-drenched
training camp in Jamaica, the
prom1s10g
University
of
Windsor's track and field team is
ready to kick-off the indoor track
and field schedule.
In Jamaica from December 31
to January 5, the team practiced
twice a day at the country's national stadium in Kingston.
According to head coach Dennis Fairall, the 52 athletes on the
trip accomplished quite a lot
while away from the distractions
of cam, u~ life.
The team begins its quest for
an OUAA/OWIAA championship this Friday at the Spectator
games in Hamilton. On Saturday,
the squad will travel to a meet at
York.
This year Windsor will host
the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union (CIAU) championships on M.arch.8 an~ 9.
The University of Windsor's
football team is beginning winter
workouts. Anyone interested in
attending spring practice should
contact coach John Musselman
(253-4232 ext. 2462) immediately.
0

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Pete Dobrich.
Brad Belland scored early in
the third period to put the Lancers
up 4-1. He broke in behind the
defenseman, picked up a loose
puck at centre ice, raced down the
right side and beat the goaltender
with a slapshot over the glove
from the top of the circle. Belland
also set up Gebhardt
and
Dobrich's goals with two great
passes.
Moments later the Mustangs
closed the gap to two goals, as
they scored during a goalmouth
scramble.
Gebhardt closed out the scoring on a breakaway near the ten
minute mark with his second goal
of the night.
Jim O'Neill, who was playing
defense instead of his usual forward position, contributed two assists.
"I thought Jim played a pretty
good game, he is still learning the
position," Cranker said. "Defense
is where we need him."
Getting an exhibition game in
before resuming the regular
schedule did both teams some
good as the coaches got a chance
to look at some new players and
get the bugs out before the games
count for anything.
"I thought the positional play
was a little off in the first period,"
Cranker said. "But all three goaltenders played well."
The Lancers resume their
schedule this weekend as they
travel north to Montreal to take on
Concordia and McGill. The Lancers will be without Brad Belland
and Jeff Mascarin as they sit out
suspensions.
0

!campus recreation
Registration

Track and Field

Fencing

.

The University of Windsor's
women's basketball team headed
for the unseasonably
cold
temperatures of Lethbridge, Alberta over the holiday break and
came away with one win in three
attempts.
According to coach Joanne
Maclean, the team played poorly

Sat. Jan. 12
Laurier at Windsor (6pm)

Fri. Jan. 11
Windsor at Spectator Games
(Hamilton)
Sat. Jan. 12
Windsor at York
Sat. Jan. 19
Wmdsor at Don Wright Jnvit.
(London)

Grant Larsen battles Western player for the puck as Howie Thompson looks on.

Osier ousted from Lancers

Men's Hockey

Fri. Jan. 11-Sat. Jan. 12
Windsor at McMaster Tourn.
Wed.Jan. 16
Brock at Windsor
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This semester's registration
for all Campus Recreation
programs will take place on Tuesday and Wednesday January 15
and 16 from 10 am till 3 pm in
conference room A upstairs in the
University Centre. All registration is on a first-come-first-serve
basic;.

cardiac, canoe, squash, and
lacrosse clubs. Contact the Campus Ree. office to find out which
clubs are actually offered. Our
hotline is 253-4232 ext. 2456.
Adult Learn to Swim

The Campus Ree. swim
program is geared to adults who
want to learn to swim. The classes
are conducted under the Red
Cross colour-coded level system.
Campus Ree. Sports Clubs
The colours are as follows: YelRed/Maroon,
This semester Campus Ree. is low/Orange,
offering a variety of sports clubs. Blue/Green, Grey, and White. We
They may include the aikido, bad- also offer stroke improvement,
early bird swim, bronze medalminton isshmryu karate, judo,
rugby, tae kwon do, wrestlmg. rye lion and cross. To find out what
level you should take, consult the
_ry_e_kemp karate, s_e_ir_-d_e~~_ense,

J

Campus Ree. calendar or call our
office and we will try to help. All
colour levels and stroke improvement are offered on Saturday
mornings, while bronze cross and
medallion are on Sundays. Early
bird swims are Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings from 78:30. Registration is on Tuesday
and Wednesdays, January 15 and
16 from 10-3 in Conference
Room A al the University Centre.
The programs run from January
19 until April 7.

Free Fitness
Once again Campus Ree. will
be offering a free aerobics
program. Free Fitness will be

January 7, 9, 14 and 16 from 5-6
p.m. and on January 8, 10, 15 and
17 from 12-1 pm in the multi-purpose room in the St. Denis Centre.
All are welcome to come!

Help Needed
Campus Ree. is always looking for people to help out.
Referees and sport managers are
needed for the intramurals, and
aerobic instructors arc needed.
The special events supervisor also
needs people to run each special
event. Pay ranges from $30 to
$150. If interested, contact the office as soon as possible
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BuDWEISE,6
..WANTS
You IN DAYTONAWin A TripForTwoTo
BEACH
f ORSPRING
BREAK
'91! DaytonaBeach,Florida.
Enter now to win one of 14 trips to Daytona Beach in the
Budweiser Spring Break Sweepstakes. You'll
be soaking up the sun, playing in the surf and enjoying
the good times of Spring Break this Morch 9th through
Morch 16th.

The Budweiser Grand Prize includes:
e
e

e
e

e
e

Return airfare for two
Deluxe beach-front hotel accommodations
$200 (U.S.) spending money
A week of fun and rays ... and the ultimate
In Spring Break activities
Budweiser welcome reception
Budw-Beach Club merchandise

But you can't win if you don't enter. So just fill out the
coupon below, and send it in!

Bud Beach Club Activities
Bud hits the beach-with Daytono Beach's best Spring
Break activities and hospitality:
e

e
e

e

Beach volleyball
Water games
Nlghtlife activities and
specials
Concerts

Don't forget ••.
Florida's drinking age 1s21,
so 1fyou're under age,
please don't drink. If you
ore 21, be sure
to bring a
valid 1.D.
to prove 1t.

4 The contest is open to all residents of Olltario, Alberto and Saskatchewan, having reached
· the legal drinking age, except employees, representatives and agents of Labatt Breweries of
Canada, its affiliated companies, their advertising and promotional agencies, licensees and
their employees, the independent contest judging organization and persons with whom they
are domiciled. Employees and contracton of the applicable Liquor Control Licensing Bureaus,
and members of their immediate fomilies ore not eligible. The contest is subject to all applicable
Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws.
5. The Liquor Control Boord is not connected with this contest in any mann er whatsoever, and
is not liable in any way whatsoever in regard to any matter which relates ta the contest.
6. All entries become the property of Labatt Breweries of Canada and none will be returned. No
responsibility will be taken for entries lost, misdirected or delayed. No correspondence will be
entered into except with the selected entrant.

''Budweiser
®Spring
BreakSweepstakes''
RulesandRegulations
1. To enter, complete the Officio! Entry Form or print your name, address, telephone number,
University/College and age on a plain piece of paper and mail to:
" Budweiser Spring Break Sweepstakes "

P.O. BOX 9286
Saint John, New Brunswick 12l 4Y8
Enter as often as you wish. Each entry must be sent in a separate envelope bearing sufficient
postage. No Purchase Necessary .
2. There will be 14 (fourteen) Grand Prizes awarded consisting of return economy airfare tickets
for two (2) winners including eight (8) days, seven (7) nights hotel accommodations at the
Daytona Beach, Whitehall (based on double occupancy) and $200.00 U.S. spel'ding money.
Departure for the Ontario winners will be from the Pearson International Airport (Toronto) on
Saturday, March 9, 1991 and the returning flignt from Doytono Beach willbe on Saturday, Morch
16, 1991. Ontario winners will be responsible for arranging their own economy class travel to
Toronto; lobott' swill reimburse winners for these costs upon submission of receipts. Departure
for Alberta and Saskatchewan winners will be Fromthe international airport nearest the winner's
residence on Saturday, Morch 9, 1991 and the returning flight from Daytona Beach will be on
Saturday, Morch 16, 1991. Prize does not include transportation in Daytona Beach, meals, service
charges, gratuities and personal expenses. Approximate retail ',/Qlueof prize is $1,500.00.
3. Entries must be received no loter than the Sweepstakes Closing Date : Midnight,
Fe bruary 9 , 1991. Rondom draws will be made on February 11, 1991 at 10:00 a.m. in Saint
John, New Brunswick from among oil eligible entries received. Chance of being selected for
the prize is dependent upon the total number of eligible entries received. Prize winners and
their travelling companions agree to sign Release Forms releasing the sponsor and its agents
from any liability occurring as a result of the prize being awarded; a standard declaration form
confirming compliance with the contest rules and acceptance of the prize as awarded. Allwinners
must agree to the use of their name and/or photograph in any related publicity without
compensation. No substitution for, or transfer of the prize will be allowed. All winners will be
notified by mail.

c 1990 Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Brewers of Budweiser® • St. Louis, MO., U.S.A.

r----------------ENTRYFORMeeeENTER*& WINI
Breok owoy to Doylono Beoch-with Budweiser ·- this Morch.
You hove lo enter to win! Just fill ou l ond moil 1h1scoupon lo
the address listed below
~--Age

Nome

__

Address __
Cily, Province
Postal Code------

_I------

Tele No

Un,versoty/College -----Moil )IOUr entry to:

~------

I

"audwe11or Spr ing a,eak s-op 1talco1 "
P.O. Sox 92H
.Saint John , N- a,un lWlclc 12L 4Ya

L

~us~e

l~ol c:_nk,'.! og_:!o ~er_

_

_

WinA Tripfor
TwoTo
DaytonaBeach,Florida
....
NI?
.........
1 ........
. .. hy!NI
INcll ... ....... M YN ltyMwllter.
Enter the lud- lMr Sprln9 lr e ak
s -patalcea
. Gtond pr,ze includes
• leturn a irfare f or two
• Deluxe beach- f ront ho te l
a ccommocla t lona
• $200 (U.S.) spending mon ey
• A
of fun and ro y1 ... and
plannocl load, Club oc tlvltiH
(Morch 9th -16th )
• lud -l1er _ ,co me reception
• lud l e ach Club mercha nd ise

-• le

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_J
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campus recreatiw-- ---=

OfficialLanguages
Monitor*Program

MIXED LEAGUES

WINTER
Mixed
Volleyball

Mixed
Innertube
Water Polo

Play Days &
Times
& Start Date

Entry Deadline
Date

Captains' Meeting

Friday, January 11
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Tuesday, January 15
4:30 p.m.
Rm. 202, H.K.

Monday, January
14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Thursday, January 17
6:00 p.m.
Rm. 201, H.K.

Fee

Thursday
7:00-10:30 p.m.
Starts: Thursday,
Jan. 17

$30 Default
Bond

Sunday
8:00-10:00 p.m.
Starts: Sunday,
Jan. 20

$30 Default
Bond

Monitors
(Part-time)

WOMEN'S LEAGUES
Entry
Deadline Date

WINTER

Ca plains'
Meeting

Play Days & Times
& Start Date

Fee

Ice Hockey

Monday,
January 14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Thursday, January
17
4:30 p.m.
Rm. 201, H.K.

Tuesday/Wednesday
7:00-8:00 p.m.
Thursday, 1:30-2:30 a.m.
Starts: Tuesday, Jan. 21

$200/feam
Fee (Rental)

Basketball

Monday,
January 14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Wednesday,
January 16
4:30 p.m.
Rm. 204, H.K.

Tuesday
8:30-10:30 p.m.
Starts: Tuesday, Jan. 22

$30 Default
Bond

WINTER
Basketball

Volleyball

Floor
Hockey

Plays Days &
Times
& Start Date

Captains'
Meeting

Fee

Monday, January 14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Wednesday,
January 16
4:30 p.m.
Rm. 202, H.K.

Monday/Wednesday
7:30-10:30 p.m.
Starts: Monday, Jan.
21

$30 Default
Bond

Monday, January 14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Thursday,
January 17
4:30 p.ni.
Rm. 202, H.K.

Tuesday
7:30-10:30 p.m.
Sta,ts: Tuesday, Jan.
22

$30 Default
Bond

Monday, January 14
1:00 p.m.
C.R. Office

Wednesday,
January 16
6:30 p.m.
Rm. 202, H.K.

Official-languagesmonitors must be full-time postsecondary studentsusuallystudying in a provinceother than their
own. They will work betweensix and eight hours per week
under the supervisionof a second-languageteacher.Some
francophone monitorswill be assignedto Frenchschools
outside Quebec.For eight months participation in the
program, they will receiveat least $3,500 and one return trip
betweentheir home and the host province.
To be eligible for part-timemonitor duties,students must
have completedat least one year of postsecondarystudies
or will havecompletedsuch studies by the end of the 1990-91
academic year.

Monitors
(Full-time)
Full-timemonitorsmust have completedat least one year
of postsecondarystudies. Duties consist of assisting
second-languageteachers(Frenchor English) in rural or
semi-urbanareas usually in a province other than their
own for 25 hours per week. Some francophonemonitors
will be assigned to French schools outside Quebec. Monitors will receive up to $10,000 for 10 months of participation.
They will also receivetwo return trips per year between
their home provinceand the host province.They may also
receivea settling-inallowanceof up to $770 and a maximum of $1,110 for commuting expenseswithin the host
province.
Applicationforms and program brochuresmay be obtained
from placement offices in postsecondaryinstitutions,or at
the address below:

MEN'S LEAGUES
Entry Deadline
Date

Under a programfunded by the Departmentof the Secretary
of Stateof Canada, the Ministry of Education in conjunction
with the Council of Ministersof Education,Canada, invites
studentsto apply for the position of second-language
monitors(Frenchor English)for the academic year 1991-92.

Tuesday /fhursda y
7:00-11:00 p.m.
Thursday, January 17

Manager,Monitor Program
Ministry of Education
Education Liaisonand ExchangeBranch
14thFloor,MowatBlock, Queen's Park
Toronto,Ontario
M7A 1L2
Duly completedapplicationforms must arrive at the
address indicatedin the informationpackage,postmarked
no later than February15,1991.Qualified candidateswill
be requiredto attend an interview.
·(appliesto men and womenequally)

(@\
$30/f eam Fee
(Rental)

M1mstry

\JL/
~~ucabon
Ontano

J, r., Council
of Min,sters
of Education. Canada

~
(,,

~

I -*W'
'

Department of the
Secretaryof State
of Canada

.....,.\

~Do

You Have Your
Career Options
All "Ironed"
Out?
Free Parking at Rear

NO?
See the career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

STUDENT ROOMS
Double $295.00

Single $395.00

EVERY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

includes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

4pm-12:30

20
ITEMS

Ffre Minutesfrom Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881
Excellent summer rates available!

..

am

WITH FRIES
-'

------------------------ ----------- ------------ ----- .

-----------
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Community prays for peace in Gulf
by Kevin Wilson
s the world stood on the brink of
war, the University of Windsor
voiced its hopes for peace. On
January 14, the eve of the United
Nations' deadline for a peaceful Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait, an overflow
crowd filled Assumption College to pray
for peace. On January 15, students and
faculty rallied against Canada's involvement in the Gulf conflict.
The church service, sponsored by the
University
of Windsor Ecumenical
Chaplaincy
Team and Students'
Administrative Council (SAC), was called
"A Cry for Peace." ft was a nonsectarian,
nonpartisan appeal to all world leaders
currently involved in the Persian Gulf crisis
to cxercize wisdom and prudence.
"We all have many fears tonight," said
Rev. Donald Hull of Canterbury College.
"We are not here to condemn, we are not
here to take sides. we are here to pray for
peace." Many people in the pews brushed
back tears during the service. Some wept
opcnlv. "We arc here to pray for a world
tha1 ,;ccms to have 1,-,.,.1;,., clu:e.ction."
\Voile no criticisn, was made of U .S
President George Bush. Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein, or P·ime Minister Brian
Mulroney, Hull urged all leaders to
consider the consequences of their actions.
In contrast to the quiet prayer vigil, the
rally. which attracted
about 350
participants and onlookers, was a loud and
occasionally violent affair. Organized by
students Chris McIntyre and Edward
Ozimek, the gathering called on the
Canadian and American governments not
to go to war.
"We think that sanctions should he

A

given enough time lo work," said
McIntyre. "No one's going to win if shots
start getting fired."
Several academics spoke at the rally to
denounce Canada's role in the Gulf crisis.
Dr. George Crowell of the university's
Religious Studies department, told the
crowd that January 15 was "a terrible day."
Lamenting
Canada's
increasingly
belligerent role in the Gulf, Crowell said,
"It is incomprehensible that Canada, which
sees itself as a peacekeeper, has decided lo
align itself in this fashion."
Not all the students involved in the rally
were demanding peace. A small group of
students at the periphery of the rally
shouted at the speakers. encouraging
America to "just drop a big bomb on them.''
An anonymous
heckler called it a
"communist rally," while another held a
sign which said, "stop the Zionist war".
Dr. Robert Kent, of the School of
Computer Science, said in his address that,
"the last recorded incident of a man rising
from the dead was Lazarus, and I don't
think that George Bush or Saddam Hussein
is the second coming of Christ." Kent
expressed concern ahout the intentions of
B ..:·'i cd Husse in t I
-their rcspc~: ...
nations lo war. adding, "it docsn 't appear
that we have intellectual giants in either
case." Kent, a member of the Alliance for
Non-Violent
Action (ANYA). also
encouraged prolestors to participate in the
planned blockade of the Department of
External Affairs on January 21 should war
break out.
About 150 students and faculty
members left the rally and marched to the
Cenotaph in city hall square.
Chanting, "No blood for oil," and "Hell
no, we won't go, we won ·1 fight for
C

Lance photo by

The campus commuuil) marked ils concern 0H1· Tu~:.da) '!.
prayer senicc in As!>umplion chapel Monday.

Texaco," the protestors blocked traffic on
the eastbound lanes of University Avenue.
Upon reaching the cenotaph. they arrayed
their placards and hanners around it, and
dispersed.
Students at the rally felt that the
government was entering war without
seeing how ordinary citiLens felt ahout the
move.

'431'

arolyn Cox

deadline" ith a candlelight

Garth Rennie, a communications
studies major, participated because he was
angry that he had no say in the
government'sdecision. 'Tm mad." he said.
"I'm so mad, I'm shaking ... Canadians
should have a say in this."
''I'm pissed off." said Norma-Jo Baker,
a sociology student. "And I'm scared.
scan:d. scared."

n'

Peace group plans Ottawa protest
by Kevin Wilson

Lance photo by Greg Davis

Over 350 studenb rallied for peace in front of the Unhersity Centre Tuesday. The
dcmon~trators, critical of Canada's role in the Gulf crisis, marched to the cenotaph.

Next week:

Vital organs: a recital

Local peace activist Sue Breeze may
once again be marching to Ottawa - this
time to protest Canada's involvement in
the Persian Gulf conflict.
Breeze, in conjunction
with The
Alliance For Non-Violent Action (ANVA)
will be conducting a 'civil resistance
action' at the Department of External
Affairs
on January
21 if Canada
commences hostilities against Iraq. ANYA
announced it plans to blockad.e the
department in the event that Canada
remains in the Persian Gulf after the United
Nation's January 15 deadline.
Breeze questions the motives of the
coalition of armed forces gathered against
Iraq. "This has nothing to do with
[protecting] democracy," she said, "The
region has never had any. It's a phony issue
to maintain U.S. military power over the
region's oil supply, which they've come to
consider their own."
"We don't consider Canada's role
passive in the Gulf," said Breeze. "Our
main concern is that Canada decided to ally
itself with the U.S. on this issue, and we see
no validity in the UN resolutions. We
didn't do this to Israel when they took the
West Bank; we didn't do this to South
Africa; we didn't do this in Central

America."
Breeze recently faced charges of public
mischief after an attempted hlockade of the
Department of National Defense to protest
low level military flights over native
hunting grounds in Labrador.
Her involvement in peace issues started
at an early age. She was 12 years old during
the Bay of Pigs crisis, and recalls feeling
the same fear then as she does now. "I felt
so helpless then," she said. "1 remember
telling my parents that I was going to stop
this."
Breeze's greatest concern is that North
Americans are eager for war right now
because of its remoteness, not realizing that
up to one million Iraqi civilians could be
killed in a war. "They feel so detached ...
because they won't have missiles and
bombs flying over their heads. The people
of Iraq should not be the target. Saddam
Hussein should."
Even if Canada does not fire a shot in
the Gulf conflict, ANY A plans to continue
its civil resistance action in Ottawa.
Police in Ottawa have already begun to
threaten
the group.
An Ottawa
spokesperson
for ANY A was briefly
detained by police and was "notified that if
we blockaded External Affairs, we could
be looking at being charged with treason,"
said Breeze.
O

Artistic freedoms evergone?.
___ P_re_m_ie_r_o---'p,__i_n_io_n_o_n_C_a_n_a
........
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diversions
Anyone who submitted events for this issue that will
still be current in upcoming weeks is requested to
resubmit them. We apologize for the inconvenience.

CINEMA

Friday, January 25
Why Was Freud Important?: a lecture by John
C. Burnham, Professor of History at the Ohio
State University. Begins at 8:00 pm. Everyone
is welcome. Call ext. 2299 for details.

13"

Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
This Week
w Listen Up. The Lives of Quincey Jones: (USA,
Ellen Weissbrod, 1990): biography of this
prominent black musician/producer, with music
and interviews.
... Special Feature: three Canadian short subjects.
w Midnight Showing of Wild at Heart: on Friday
and Saturday.

Tuesday, January 22 to Sunday, January 27
w White Hunter Black Heart: (USA, 1990, Clint
Eastwood): "It is a sin to kill an elephant".
w Rosalie Goes Shopping: (Germany, 1990,
Percy Adlon): from the director of Bagdad Cafe.
... Beautiful Dreamers: (Canada, 1989, John Harrison): Walt Whitman's visit to a London, Ontario
sanatarium.

CONCERTS
Sicilia Club of Windsor
1019 Hwy # 3
Saturday, January 26
w "Tokyo" with noizeAnoize.
Thursday, February 21
w Colin James live in concert.

MEETINGS
Prayer Book Society of Canada
All Saints' Anglican Church, City Hall Square.
Thursday, February 7
'-'-' The Windsor & Essex County Branch of the PBS
will be holding a full membership meeting at 7:30
pm. Guests welcome.

ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111
(Regular hours · 11 :00 till 5:00; extended hours on
Thursdays and Fridays· 11:00 till 5:00; new hours on
Sundays - 11 :30 till 5:00; closed Mondays.)
Until January 20
q,
Inuit Artworks from the Permanent Collection: in
the Tabachnik Gallery.
Beginning January 19
13"
Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary Poles: in the Print Gallery.
Until June 30
w Artists in British Columbia: comparison of Emily
Carr with other artists who painted in B.C. in the
late 19th to mid-20th century. In the Mezzanine
Gallery.

Artcite:
LECTURES and SEMINARS
Canadian Studies Conference
At the Moot Court, Faculty of Law Bldg ..
Friday, January 18
a- Canada: What now?: Howard Pawley, visiting
professor of political science and former premier
and NOP leader of. Manitoba. 7:30 to 8:30 pm.

CLIFF ERIKSON
Monday, January 21,22
Wednesday, January 23
Thursday, January 25
8:00 pm

Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
... Artists and Models 5: Recession Wear: Call For
Entries: Artcite's annual "performance/wearable
art extravaganza" is coming up. Entry deadline
is January 31. For more informatin call 9776564.

MISCELLANEOUS

Chlstlan Culture Serles
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
Sunday, January 20
G" Mcluhan's
Media • Mechanical Bride and
Electronic Call Girl: presented by Philip Marchand, book editor for the Toronto Star.

Bookroom At The Court

In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street.
Friday, January 25
13"
Poetry Reading: featuring George Elliott Clarke:
a Nova Scotian poet and researcher for Howard
Mccurdy, MP. He recently published Why/ah
Falls, his second collection of poetry. Also
Humanities Research Group
featuring Len Wallace, local fglk..adi&t,-aAd-Rcn
~At:._:M.:..::a~d::.::a:.:..:.m~e....:Y:,.::a::_:n~ie:.r
,:::Lo::::u::.:n;:!.ge:::..:,_:V:..:::a:.:..:.n:.::ie:__r
H:...::a::::1:.:...1
_____
__..!D~i~ck::..::s:!:::o!.!.;n,~C~A~WCL-l~ogt,-rsat
8 pm.
G"

$2 advance, $3 at the door

Beat the GST ... Shop at the
Students' Administrative Council's

Used Book Sale
Make money off old books, save money on new books!
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY WEDNESDAYITHURDSDAY FRIDAY

2

3

-

-7

-6
CLOSED

Book
Drop-off

-8

Book
Drop-off

9-6

9-6

-9

Book
Drop-off &
Sale

-10

Book
Drop-off &
Sale

9-6

-13
CLOSED

-14

15

Book
Sale

9-9
20
CLOSED

-

16

Book
Sale

9-9

-

-4

-

9-6

-11

Book
Drop-off &
Sale

9-6

-

Book
Sale

-s

Book
Drop-off
10-3

Book
Drop-off &
Sale
10-3

19

-

11-9

Book
Returns
11-9

Book
Returns
. 11-9

Assumption Lounge
University Centre
For further
information contact:

-

CLOSED

CLOSED

9-6

SAC office

-21Money & -22Money & 23
- Money & -24Money & 25
- Money & -26Money &
Book
· Returns

January

-12

9-6
18

17

Book
Sale

Book
Drop-off
10-3

SATURDAY

Book
Returns

Book
Returns

9-6

9-6

Book
Returns
10-3

253-6423
or ext. 3905/3906
All Sales Final
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classifieds

Calendar venclors-defy ban

TO THOSE WHO PLACED CLASSIFIEDS for this week. If your ads

are stdl current. please send them
in again as they have been lost. We
apologize for the inconvenience.

by Keiin Wilson
De fiant Huron Hall residents
are once aga in selling their controver sial swimsuit calendar in
the Univ ersity Centre.
The council, under the advice
of Univer s ity professor John
Spellman , began selling the
calendar s in the centre December
14.
University Ombudsperson
, Dr. Subhas Ramcharan had announced that the Administration
considers the calendar sexually
descriminatory and unnacceptable for public sale on campus.
Professor D. Charles James,
Secretary and General Counsel to
the University, said the calendar's
publishers were informed of the
administration's objections.
Nevertheless,
members of
Huron Hall house council con- Thh potential buyer seems undisturbed by Sue Dufour's silent protest.
mission or approval from the the council was operating, "on the
tinued to sell the calendar,
University administration to sell advice of our legal council."
remarking that the administration
had given them no written an- the calendar on campus, adding Joseph also said that Spellman,
that the house council will have to "has done other cases like this.
nouncement of the ban.
James said that his office is face any consequences should the When he heard what was going
university
pursue an action
on, he was outraged."
currently
reviewing
the
Spellman, an Asian Studies
university's legal options. He em- against them.
Camille Joseph, Huron Hall professor and civil rights activist,
phasized that the calendar's
publishers have received no per- house council president, said that became involved in the issue after

Meal plan pushed out of UC
by Kevin Johnson
Residence students face fewer
dining choices this year.
The federal Goods and Services Tax prevents those holding
residence meal cards from using
them in the Grand Marketplace,
the Vanier MiniMart, or the food
services operations in the law and
business buildings.
The cards will be accepted
only by the Vanier cafeteria, the
on-campus Pizzeria, and the
Crocodile fast food outlet. Last
semester, the three locations accounted for over nine-tenths of
meal card purchases.
According to food services
spokesperson Zora Sanson, the
university was told the 7 percent
GST would apply to entire meal
plans unless the plans were
restricted to those venues. When
residents buy the compulsory

meal plans, a percentage
automatically goes toward the
operating expenses of those
facilities. Students then get a price
break when they make a purchase
there.
The other locations made no
provi sion fur any price break, aml
meal cards were treated like cash.
Now, residents using those outlets
will have to pay cash - and the
GST. Those with off-campus
meal cards will continue to be
able to use their cards for all food
services.
Students'
Administrative
Council residence commissioner
Sandra Hollingsworth said she
thinks the legislation makes mistakes which may be corrected.
"The GST is so new, there are
still bugs in the system," she said.
"The government should reconsider what it's done."
The MiniMart, a variety stor~

located in Vanier Hall, has already suffered. Meal card purchases accounted for half last
semester's sales. Volume is down
40 percent since lhe switch to
cash-only operation.
Sanson is confident manager
St e lla Fieldl> will turn

t hings

around. The MiniMart is passing
on cuts in costs from the lifting of
the manufacturers' sales tax, and
Fields had to change the ticketed
price of most items. "She's working really hard," Sanson said.
Sanson said she hopes the
university can accommodate the
GST regulations in next year's
meal plan. Food services is considering a proposal that would
allow residents to pay the GST on
purchases in the retail outlets
without having to pay on the entire meal plan.
Off-campus meal plans will
not be sold this semester.
O

ROOM WITHOUT
BOARD :
private room in old Victorian
house. Bus route downtown ,
laundry / kitchen
fac1ht1es .
$350/monlh . Call 258-0575 after
5pm.
11

COLLEGE has
single and double rooms available
for January '91. Call 256-6442
1Oam-4pm weekdays.
CANTERBURY

ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL-973-7034 . Mass--Sun -

days-10:30am and 4:30pm; Mondays-11 :50am--Liturgy of the
Word; Tuesdays at 5pm. Mass followed by dinner at cost price; Wednesday to Friday--11 :50am. Mass.
All are welcome. Feel tree to drop
by the cafe for coffee, to use the
library for study, or just come to
relax.
ALL UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
STUDENTS are invited to par-

ticipate in the student dinners held
at 5:00pm at Iona College, 208
Sunset Ave. The first dinner of the
semester will be held on January
14. Come and make new friends
while enjoying home cooked food.
Donation of $4 to partially offset the
cost of food will be appreciated. i'

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

reading a newspaper article about
it.
"It was clear to me that there
was no ban," said Spellman . "If
you say something is banned, it
has to be in writing, presumably
signed by lhe president, srnling
what the violations are."
Huron Hall house council
treasurer Steve Crozier feels lhat
since there is no written statement
preventing them from selling the
calendar on campus, "there is no
ban." Crozier also added that
University of Windsor Pre~ident
Ron Ianni has not spoken with
them. Ianni is currently on vacation.
Susan Dufour, President of
the Organization of part-time students (UPUS) , stood next to the
residents selling the calendar, carrying a placard which read, "Stop
the sexist calendar." While not
professing an opinion about the
calendar, Dufour had received
several c0111olaintsabout it. "It is
my job to act on behalf of the c;tudents I represent," she said.
Spellman said that while he
supported the Huron Hall students, he also supported any students who were protesting the
sale of the calendar. "A university
is supposed to be a marketplace of
ideas," he said, adding that all students should have "the fullest access to all information."
O

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSII

Need extra money for school or
parties? New US/Canadian Mail
Order Business seeks information
distributors. You could eam full·
time
pay
with
company
bonuses/commisions for less than.
part-time effort. Work at home or
out. Call 255-6014.(Beeper)
FOR SALE: electric typewriter.

beefy office style, $50. IBM 20
MEG hard drive. $150. Highquality computer printer, $175.
Also Apple II+ clone parts, FM Multiplex tuner, bass guitar, call 2568054.
EPS electronic
typewriter with lift off correction.
$100.00 or best offer. Excellent
condition. Phone Jennifer at 9n.
6159 .
BROTHER

\ne

OIDShlllelaGh
'.Detro
it's
Irish Pu6

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

WHAT DO
THESE TWO
HAVE IN
COMMON?
The Lance needs one part-time
paid news editor and lots of
volunteer reporters.
No experience necessary.
Our news editor assigns, writes,
and edits stories, and helps lay out
the news section. The news editor
plays a vital role in determining
Lance editorials and helps shape
the agenda for the paper and the
campus. Reporting to the editor, the
position pays $75 a week.

Volunteers are needed to cover
the many stories that happen every
week at the U of W. Our team of
editors can give you tips to follow
up, or you can find stories on your
own. We work with you to produce
the best news section we can.
Call 253-4060, or apply in writing
to editor-in-chief Larry Deck, the
Lance, second floor, University
Centre by January 23rd.
No superpower leaders, please.

We offer:

• Fatoush salad .......
• Combination platter . . . .
(Falafel, Hummos, Tabouleh)
• Pepper Steak dinner
• Breaded Deep Fried Shrimp
• Shish Kebab dinners
(Beef, Lamb or Chicken)
• Homestyle Cheeseburgers
with Fries and Coleslaw

.
.

$4.50
$5.95

dinner
. . . . .

$8.95
$9.95
$10.95

. . . . . . . . $4.35

and much more, including many vegetarian dishes!

1404 Tecumseh Rd. East
-

Licensed by LLBO -

971-8712
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The good fight
In a more perfect world, Reverend Doctor Martin Luther
King, Jr. would have celebrated his 62nd birthday this
Tuesday. With his wife Coretta and their four children, King
might have enjoyed a sedate party~t bisbome io Atlanta Ibe
papers would mention in passing that it was his birthday, and
there might be a short overview of his career on the ABC
Nightly News .
As it is, April 4, 1991 will be the 23rd anniversary of King's
assassination, and the memory of his date of birth-January
15, 1929 - is overshadowed by the countdown to a war.
The coincidence of dates is ironic enough to smack of
conspiracy. How many of us will remember , amid our frantic
speculations, silently to contemplate the life of one of this
centuries greatest heroes?
What would King have said about this war?
The answer should be fairly obvious. As a student at
Crozer Theological Seminary, King developed a deep
fascination for the life and teachings of Mahatma Gandhi.
Gandhi's influence on King was profound and obvious. When
King began his career as an activist, leading the boycott of
Montgomery, Alabama's segregated-seating public transit
system, King categorically affirmed the values of non-violent
protest.
"We will not resort to violence," King said, "We will not
degrade ourselves with hatred. Love will be returned for hate."
The Montgomery boycott was ultimately successful,
although the opponents of integration were not in the least
opposed to degrading themselves with hatred. The blacks of
Montgomery suffered assaults both verbal and physical, while

King was threatened with death. Nevertheless, King neither
resorted to violence in retaliation, nor encouraged his
followers to do so.
He stood by bis obilasanbv ol.n011-'VTC>hmce
for the rest of
his tragically short career. In 1964, King was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring change to America
without bloodshed. 35 years old, he was the youngest person
in history to be thus honored.
As the U.S. preoccupied itself with the war in Vietnam.
King accepted a leadership role in the American peace
movement. King protested the diversion of resources from
improving the lot of America's black poor in order to support
the war effort. Many who had supported the civil rights
movement earlier in the decade now criticized King for his
stance on the war.
Clearly, they failed to appreciate King's message. For him,
a victory won through bloodshed was no victory, a triumph at
the cost of human life no triumph.
The countries of the United Nations, having 'tried'
non-violent methods of persuading the Iraqi armed forces to
withdraw from Kuwait, now endorse a violent 'solution.·
Those of you who pause to reflect on the life of Reverend
Doctor King, America's great martyr for social justice, might
also consider that, for him, the bellicose solution was worse
than no solution at all.
And while the young men and women of North America fewer than half of them whites - die in the desert, reflect on
what might been avoided had love been returned for hate.

Glasnost and glasnot
March 11, after watching the Eastern Bloc walk out of the
Warsaw Pact, Lithuania declared itself independent of the
Soviet Union. Under the scrutiny of its new Western allies,
Moscow decided to impose a goods embargo rather than
send in the Red Army.
January 6, Soviet troops and tanks rolled into the three
Baltic regions, and four other areas, under the pretext of
enforcing mandatory conscription. A week later, fourteen
people were killed and 160 injured when the Soviet forces
took control of radio and television facilities in Vilnius, the
Lithuanian capital.
Many of the possible implications are profound.
Most obvious is the link between the rising tide of
repression and Mikhail Gorbachev's growing reliance on the
support of communist party hard-liners and the military. Is
Shevardnaze correct? Is dictatorship on its way back in?
If Moscow's divestment of blame is accurate, and local
military leaders are responsible for the bloodshed, who's
really in charge of the U.S.S.R.? Does this action give
credence to the rumours of a military coup? If Gorbachev is

deposed, will the reforms of the last five years be negated?
At this crucial juncture, the international coalition opposmg
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait is faced with a serious credibility
problem. Will the United Nations sacrifice Lithuania and look
the other way just because it's expedient to do so? Will this
be a repeat of the late sixties when the United States
encouraged Czeckoslavakia to defy the Kremlin, but then
abandoned the Oubcek government when Brehznev ordered
a crackdown?
As a long-term consideration, will the 'restructured· world
order, which seemed inevitable a year ago, break apart? Will
China and other human rights violators gamble that western
politicans might compromise to keep alive the 'moral victory'
of Western democracy?
If glasnost and perestroika have failed, will we return to a
confrontational world order? Can we afford a renewed arms
race that keeps us from cleaning up the environment and
addressing global overpopulation?
Can we survive?

-Terry

Brown

- ----------- --------------------------------------------------:-::"=='
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Semiotics a nostrum for Toryism?
QPINIONS

by D. Dexter Finisteris t
Semiotics is a wonderful science,
precisely because it deals with things that
do not exist. Sciences that deal with things
that do exist are good for making toast, but
are useless to deal with all the real big
problems of everyday life. For instance ...
Willasemiotics, you can boot the Tories
out of government, forever!
Sound too good to be true? Pay
attention: this is really quite easy, once you
get into the swing of it.
Politics runs on money. The Tories get
money from big business. With the money
they find out what we want to hear, then use
more money to tell it to us, but really loud!
The attraction between big business and the
Tories is based on the myth that the Tories
understand business, and the economy, and
thereby will make things good for business .
This of course is horsehooey. If you buy
this, you'll buy junk bonds, go bankrupt
and spend your old age eating dog food
stir-fry.
The Tories don't understand business
or the economy. Neither do the people who
run big business - but they've got a lot of
other people's money to play with and they
have to look busy to get their share. If any
of them actually understood the global
economy, they wou ld probably laugh
themselves into an asylum or die of a heart
attack.
Let me explain: First there was the
thing, say a cow, or your day's work. Then

t D. Dexter Finisteris does not exist - he
has been destroyed in the reflectivity of
meaning. All that remains is pure sedurtion.

there was the sign of the thing - money.
After this come the signs of money:
cheques, insurance, bonds, stocks, junk
bonds, futures, options, calls and puts. Next
there is the sign of all these signs: the global
economy,
where
these monetary
instruments
are compared
to other
countries' monetary instruments, money
and cows . Then there is the international
money market, where these equivalences
are represented by movements of abstract
numbers, scores at a game somewhere, that
no one really in the know cares about.
Forget who won, what was the point
spread?

the Canadian economy into will do
anything to boost investor confidence in
Canada?
Business types might be a bit naive, but
they are not blind. The Tories said they'd
lower the deficit. Result: deficit bigger than
ever before, and then double it for good
measure. The Tories said they would
deliver jobs. No elaboration necessary
here. The Tories said they would trim the
Government and get it out of the business
sector ...
Whooohaaa! The Germans, the French,
the Japanese and even the Americans must
be rolling in the aisles laughing at this one!

Finally there is the last sign of all of
these: Investor confidence.
The Tories are supposed to be good at
this, the Liberals not quite as good, and the
crazy socialists useless. Without investor
confidence, the long chain of signs, of the
abstractions I just described, come rolling
back home to demand that we pay the GST,
lay off another 3,000 auto workers and shut
down/sell off such and such crown
c;orporation.
All fine, except that eight years of Tory
government has screwed up the Canadian
economy in a way that makes one wonder
how bad it could have been if they didn't
understand business.
Now what makes you think that the
massive mess that the Tories have turned

The only way that you can exercise any
kind of global economic power is with
government and business in cahoots. The
Germans know its a good idea to invite
Labour into the deal too, so that together
you can figure out how to sell your widgets
for some other country's gold ... or oil... or

VCRs...
So the one thing the Tories actually did,
get government out of the business sector,
turns out to be the kind of fatal beginners
mistake that finance ministers and global
economists find so funny.
And once out of the business of
business, did the Tories reduce the size of
the civil service to cut costs? No way! we
need bureaucrats to collect all those new
taxes!

Did the Tories reduce taxes? Well sure,
a few breaks for business, but the whole
load gets shifted onto the consumer. Out of
work, angry and overtaxed consumers arc
not happy consumers. They do not buy
things. Why would anyone want to invest
in a country where there is nothing but hard
times and angry, broke citizens?
The only investment opportunities are
those of the national bankruptcy sale that is
going on across this country. What is being
sold off is being taken out of the country to
happier, wealthier and more carefree (read
spending) countries. Business can use its
tax savings to get the hell out of Canada and
set up somewhere where the pickings are
better, and where governments know how
to build up systems with business that do
what global business is set up to do: take it
out on some other country.
As I said, the international monetary set
are not blind: They see that the Tories have
run the country into the ground. Only a fool
would deny that the Tories are destroying
international
investor confidence
in
Canada.
I only hope that Tory mismanagement
does not become such a big joke in world
financial markets that Quebec is forced to
seek independence (and repudiation of 'its
share' of the country's debt) in a last-ditch
effort to keep its economy from being
sucked into the void.
Sounds far-fetched? So why are you
feeling a little bit more nervous? Loosing
confidence?
I assure you, what I have just presented
is as true as anything else in today's global
economics .
Ain't Semiotics wonderful?

Environmental corner

A degree in censorship?
by Andrew Goetz, 8.A.
The administrative
organs of the
University of Windsor should seriously
consider
the creation
of a new
undergraduate
degree program
in
Censorship. The demand from our student
body would make this a lucrative
endeavour indeed. As to whether to grant a
8.A. or B. Sc. upon successful completion
of a major in Censorship, I argue for a B.
Sc. owing to the unrelenting certitude and
steadfast conviction of Censor wanna-be 's.
(I am hard-pressed to find a comparable
level of certainty in doctorial candidates in
Physics.)
I am a Special B. Comm. student at this
university and I have yet to finish one
complete academic year. But in my time
spent here thus far I have been amazed al
the sheer number of people who, in their
reckless self- righteousness, assert their
'right' or 'responsibility' to prevent me or
others from producing, earning. creating,
selling, or expressing the fruits of a
rational, powerful and free mind.
You will notice that the Censors will
not even attempt lo argue their viewpoint
on the basis of logic or ethics. The Censors
and their cronies consistently appeal to
subjectivism and emotionalism and use
force (be it preventing you from offering
your product by legislative fiat or physical
violence) to back-up their whims.
There is one outstandingly peculiar

attributethatall Censorsshareand that is
their distrust of, and disgust for mankind.

Mary Popovich is a case in point. Her
article is so pompous, ignorant and
belligerent that her message is almost lost
in one assualt upon her peers after another.
The title of her article is the only thing I
agree with. I found it consistent with the
emotional rantings and ravings of an idiot.
As for Rachel Black: I am glad to read
that you disabused poor Julie Inglis of her
ignorance. It would surely be lamentable
had Julie continued to labour under the
misconception that mutual trade for mutual
benefit between consenting adults is
exploitive. It may not have dawned on
Rachel, but every other reader of the Inglis'
quote saw a desire for the project to be
taken seriously and in accordance with
prescribed professionalism.
Black has
decided to look for things that do not exist
and present a concern that falls flat because
it is not consistent with the quote - it is not
logical. But Rachel does not care; she's a
Censor.
I personally would not purchase one of
the calendars but if anyone wishes to
compile, publish, pose for and sell an
edition or several editions it is their concern
(the buyer and seller) - not mine, not
Rachel Black's, not Mary Popovich's.
Allow the calendars to be sold and let
the students of the University of Windsor
determine their aesthetic, moral and
political solidity. If the sellers go broke the
calendars were not acceptable, if they make
a mint the 1992 edition should be due a year
from now.

Enviro-Tip
One should not accept junk mail. It
taxes our mailing system and creates
phenomenal amounts of paper waste
which inevitably ends up in landfills at the
cost of an undetermined number of trees
as well as the energy consumption
involved.
You can partially stop this barrage by
writing to:
Canadian Direct MarketingAssociation
1 Concorde Gate
Suite 607
Don Mills, Ont.

Juicy stories
Dear Editor,
There was an insert in a local
newspaper last month highlighting the
advantages of Tetra-Pak juice boxes.
Stressing
the box's environmental
soundness, the flyer pointed out its use of
paper, a rcplenishable
resource, as
opposed to non-replenishable aluminum
(these juiceboxes also contain a sheet of
aluminum making them all that much
harder to recycle).
Here's a reminder to the people
endorsing
juice-boxes;
trees are
replaceable
but they're
1101 being
replaced! 78 percent of the forest land that
is harvested is not replanted. Rather than
send every household in Canada a flyer of
misleading facts, (killing many trees for
such a flyer) they should've donated their
money toward reforestation projects.
The piece also speaks of recycling
these juice-boxes. Surprise! We do not
recycle juice boxes in Essex County!
These boxes are also an example of
extreme over-packaging, avoid buying
them altogether; in this way you can make
a difference in your world.
Paul Michaud,
EAA MNlia l'ummilttt

Mug's game
Attention everyone who purchased an
Environmetal Awareness Association
mug after Sept. 7. Unfortunately there
have been problems with the lids fitting.
Free replacement lids will be available
at our table in the University Centre from
Jan. 28 - Feb. 1, and at the U.C. Centre
Desk permanently.
If you have your old lids, bring them
and we'll trade old fornew; if not-don't
worry.
We apologize for any great stress this
has created in your life.
E.A.A. Executive

Waste full
Dear Editor,
What do they mean we don't produce
enough waste?
On Friday, November
23rd the
Windsor Star reported on a lawsuit being
brought against the Essex-Windsor Waste
Management Commission. The landfill
company accuses the county of not living
up lo its end of the contract because its
waste control efforts have been too
effective. Too effective!?!
This claim is obscene. ln the past few
weeks, Windsor has been called the most
polluted city in Canada.
In the midst of this environmental
turmoil, how can a company have the
audacity to sue because we're not giving
them enough garbage?! This is just
another reflection of a sick capitalist
society driven by greed, totally ignorant
of the environment we all live in. I'm
waiting for the people responsible for this
lawsuit lo tell me this is really some kind
of sick joke ... Please?
Tamara Skrrrall
l\lember, EAA
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WHOIS
TOKYO?

-

Juno Award winner
Double platinum seller
Coming to Windsor
under the pseudonym
Tokyo

Don't miss the chance to see
this top Canadian group!!!
Cal I 966-6668 '
for information and tickets ..

January 21,22,23
- closed to the public for video production.
Thursday, January 24
- 88.T FAf ~presents 88~ night (all admission only
Friday, January 25
- "Tokyo" and Eagle tribute Hotel California
Saturday, January 26
- "Tokyo" and Windsor's own noizeAnoize

by Jay Dal'ison

BS<t)

(taping for broadcast on CIMX's Cutting Edge)

Sicilia Club of Windsor, 1019 Hwy #3
A

CRAIN

ENTERPRISES

Patrol hits street

PRODUCTION

ARE YO
UPTO
PAR?
COLLEGE BOWL is a game of academic knowledge and quick
recall ...questions cover every conceivable topic from literature,
science, history, geography, religion, social sciences and the arts,
to popular culture, sports and current events.

datory, and members sign contracts spelling out nine general
Members of the University of rules with which they must cornWindsor Campus Patrol began
ply. Personal references are also
walking their beats on Monday
required.
night after three months of
114 students have joined the
preparation. The patrol, fonned
patrol. SAC President Joe Esteves
on request of the Student's Ad- said he hopes this trend will conministrative Council (SAC) and tinue.
the University, will attempt to
"Really, it is up to the students
make the campus safer for stuto support the patrol," Esteves
dents.
said. "This administration
has
The patrol operates between
devoted much of its time to it and
8pm and 2am, 7 nights a week.
I hope that the next administration
Duties of the patrol's member in- does the same. It's a positive adelude scouting the campus and es- dition to the school and one which
corting fellow students to campus
I hope the students will use."
destinations.
Maich and Esteves
emAccording to patrol organizer
phasized that the patrol was availChris Maich, "there will be two
able to escort faculty and staff as
teams consisting
of two inwell as students.
dividuals, one male, one female
Anyone on campus who rewho will be able to escort students
quires an escort or assistance is
around the campus up to the camencouraged to call extension 2413
pus perimeters."
on any of the university's courPatrol members will be unable
tcsy phones, or to call the campus
·~to~-pr-o-v1
......
d-e-e-sc-o'"""rts-o-,ut-s1--..de-th_e_s_w..;.,.1tchboard
at 253-4232 and ask
campus perimeter.
for extension 2413.
Individuals have to fulfill cerVolunteers are still welcomed
lain requirements before they are and encouraged to offer their serpermitted to patrol the campus. A vices by coming to the SAC office
course in self defence is manand picking up an application. D

Prepare! Prepare! Prepare!
Three basic rules to successful
interviewing.
For more information about what you can do before the
interview contact
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

"Dese
shtake'n
ickentucos
arglate!

Now in its 14th year, COLLEGE BOWL is a popular tradition on
America's campuses ...and campus competition is beginning at
the University of Windsor in February '91 !
Teams of four players may sign-up at the University Centre's
Information Desk up to Friday, February 1, 1991. The winning
team will compete in regional competitions against schools from
r higan and Ohio at the University of Toledo on March 2-3, 1991.

$169

For further information see Mary Lou Thibert, University Centre,
or call ext. 3230.

CDLLEIE
BOWL
The VarsitySport of the Mind

Introducing Taco Bell's new

each Steak and Chicken Soft Tacos.

Made with tender strips of Chicken "
or steak and covered with fresh lettuce and 100% cheddar cheese. ~-- ~~
Allthe things you like. And please ... TACO
don't talk with your mouth full.

--------

11Ell.

~

~

FREETaco
Purchase a Steak or ChickenSoft
and receivea freeValueMenu

I ~-_..,,,
I
I
I

RegularTaco.

I

TACO Presentthis couponbeforeordeI1nl,!.
Onecouponper
11ELL.personpervisit.Notvalidincombina1lonwithanyother I

L

offer.No cash value. Plus applicabletax. Coupon
expiresJuly 1.1991.

5150TECUMSEHRD. E.
6707TECUMSEHRD. E.
3054 DOUGALL AVE.
1790 HURONCHURCHRD.
328 ST. CLAIR ST. (CHATHAM)

- ------ -
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Faculty features fish, phalluses and Jesus
Annual Faculty Exhibition
Lebel Gallery
School of Visual Arts
University of Windsor
January 11 to 23
by Terry Brown
The School of Visual Arts is holding its
Annual Faculty Exhibition at the Lebel
Building on Huron Church Road.
The most interesting
piece in the
exhibit is right inside the entrance. Daniel
W. Dingler's Pointe de Vien Der Nudeste
is a pulp-paper casting of a reclined man
(the figure has no head, but this is
compensated for with an extra casting of
arms). Recalling the statue painting of the
ancient Greeks, the contours of the upper
body are accentuated with orange and
black prints of nude figures and flacid
phalluses. Dingler also applies shredded
U.S. dollar bills, representing pubic hair,
directly to the pulp shell. The individual
images might be strong to some, but the
overall impression
is of a busy and
considered piece.
By way of contrast, consider Come Hell
or High Water by Judy Chappus. The work
is mounted on a wall, at about eye level. To
the viewer's right is a portrait of Jesus. A
smaller portrait of Mary is centred on top
of this. In the clearance over her is spelled
"COME" in those refrigerator magnet
letters we all had when we were kids.
Underneath is "HELL." To the viewer's
left is an upright metal pan with eighty-one
pieces of stick tack or fired clay (11etoucl,e
pas) pinned inside in a nine by nine
configuration. The small. white nuggets
have figures pressed into them. Below this
is a metal ledge with a glass of water resting
onit.

ff you found Waldo, get professional help.

Clever.
An interesting photo display is Pacific
Salmon Series, Parts I-IV, by Barrie Jones.
The four seasons are individually presented
in pictures mounted on translucent plastic
plates that are lit from behind. giving them
the vividness of a television image. The
scenes appear to be common holiday shots,
but suspended in the foreground of each is
a silver salmon. This doesn't
seem
exceptional, but the fish isn't obvious, and
the discovery is pleasant.
From the gallery entrance one can see
the most understated piece in the faculty
show. It is Susan Gold Smith'sArcticStone
Pieces, a wide photo collage of a stony
northern beach. It subtly captures the
curvature of the earth, a startling sight.
When painting landscapes, an artist is
required to paint the background first then
layer the midground and foreground

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox
overtop. This avoids a two-dimensional
colouring-book effect. Unfortunately, so
much time and care are spent on the first
two stages, the painter sometimes becomes
tired of the scene by the last stage, or feels
that the foreground obscures weeks and
months of lovingly rendered work. The
foreground is an intrusion.
lain Baxter's Great Lakes landscape
suffers from this problem. The width and
depth of the water and sky pull the viewer
into the painting, but as one approaches,
peculiar colour combinations disrupt the
soothing emotions initially evoked. Pink
and flesh-tone crests and ruined umber
sand belie the implied health of the purple
lake and blue sky , suggesting a view from
the toxic beaches of Fighting Island.
The land in the foreground is so lacking
in chromatil.: tone that it appears as an
upright
plane.
distorting
the

three-dimensional effect. The short strokes
of latex applied
with a broad and
coarse-haired brush also seem careless.
The last thing one notices is a small,
round liquid crystal display timepiece
glued onto the bottom left-hand corner of
the canvas. It's incongruous, but amusing.
Mission Bells, the best of Tony
Doctor's
three paintings,
also has a
foreground that undermines the care which
obviously went into the rest of the piece.
The three bleached bell towers are more
defined as they come forward, but sitting
up front, centred, is a blurry flower bush
flanked by bright walkways. Perspective is
destroyed and the soft colour scheme
blighted.
There are other technical problems.
The first two towers are built into the same
wall, but the eaves and ledges of the
cupolas do not follow the same lines of
convergence - a serious oversight. Also,
the scene was drawn on the canvas, in
pencil, beforehand, essentially making the
piece a 'paint by numbers' job. The
Masters (except Michelangelo) used this
shortcut, but they were trying to map out
intricate battlescenes from the bible and
mythology on enormous canvases. In this
case, it's just lazy.
Adele Duck's paintings, en masse 6 and
en masse 7, arc drab, two-dimensional, and
fail to engage the viewer. In en masse 6, the
better of the pair, she crams together large
areas of colour (apparently mixed with dirt
and riverwater), then drags her palette
knife across them in an attempt to bring
through the underlying colours. The effort
produces
nothing more than a line
wriggling on a muddied snowhank.
Overall, the exhibit reveals a narrow
range of styles and the qua Iily of the pii:ces
is disturbingly inconsistent.
(1

Fortin disrupts mundane with vandalism
lnten•entions
Multi-media art by Robbert
l<'ortin
Artcite
3277 Sandwhich St.
by Karl Mamer
Multi-media artist Robbert
Fortin will soon be leaving for
Europe but his last local show, Interventions, is at Artcite until
January 27.
"I wanted to avoid the way
society wants us to go," the artist
says of his show. "l started with
no preconceived ideas. I Jet my
choice be influenced by what's
happening now."
Fortin 's collection of a dozen
large collages churns up quiescent, pedestrian existence with a
dynamic assemblage of 'material

de base.'
Mirrors, patches of window
screening, newspapers, family
snapshots, images of fossilized
winged creatures, and an actual
duck wing or two are common to
the collages
in Interventions.
Black strips of car door molding,
central to each piece and placed at
violent angles, immediately disrupt the otherwise mundane nature of the artist's materials. The
mouldings
stab like knives,
giving the collection a vandalized

appearance.
His collages are crowed by
patterns similar to sedimentary
accretions. The patterns constant1y remind the viewer of two

things: 1) most of the personal
creative process is hidden and 2)
most of the truly creative art being
done today is underground.
The pieces in Interventions
are at first glance similar to each
other - similar materials, size,
and shape. The contents of the individual collages are, however,
quite varied. Survival, energy, '
and change are a few of the
themes informing the works.
Fortin's
most interesting
piece is actually the collection's
most singular. A small, untitled
work is framed by a wooden cage.
It features a jester figure matted
on top of a collection of ads and
what appears to be run-of-themill high school yearbook photos.
The piece is clearly an intervention within Interventions.
The photos the artist uses are
purposefully simple.
"It's interesting to use raw
pictures," says Fo'rtin. "They are
pictures that can be taken by
anybody. My materials come
from the street."
Fortin's show gives one the
impression that the artist both
rejects and desires to be part of a
larger social group. The animal
imagery (ducks, birds, elephants)
Snapshops, mirrors, and a whole lot or off-white paint are only three of the
in Interventions is of creatures
collages of multi-media artist Robbert Fortin.
that exist in flocks or herds. Yet,
creature is also evident in the way
however 'sociable' his animals
ticipation. Fortin was born in
his work includes the viewer.
are, his elephants are endangered,
Quebec and has studied in France
Every collage has mirrors to and Italy. He has lived in Windsor
his birds arc fossilized relics, and
reflect the viewer. The mirrors
his ducks arc in pieces on the canfor the past nine years.
arc, however, cut in long thin
vas.
A visit to France lm,1 sumstrips and tightly limit viewer parThe duality of loner and social
mer got Fortin offers to display

ILance photo by Kart Mamer
many 'found' materials used In the
in galleries
and to work in
schools in various provinces. He
is also expecting to work in Berlin with Christopher Tanner, the
former underground East German artist.
O
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living-room that he uses to stay fit. "We have a
schedule where a lot of times we get in late in the
morning ...the jet lag ..you've got to adju::;tto that. I try
to \'\/atLh my diet. get_plcntx of rcst ...eat the nght kind
of food and I don't drink ana I don't smoke," H.1rwell
said.
Even today, Harwell becomes slightly nervous before
a game. Not as much as he used to when he began
broadcasting for the Atbnta Crackers minor league
club back in the 1940s or the Brooklyn Dodgers in
1948. "You have a slight bit of tension before any type
of performance ...you wouldn't be human if you didn't
feel nervous."

by Joe Bronzi
Sportseditor'snote:ErnieH11rwell
createdquitea smsalionIns/
monthwhenhe announced
lh11/rndios/11/ion
WJR 11ndthe Detroit
Tigersdid notwant him as ifs broadrnsfer
11fler
the 1991 season.
In October,11merethreedaysbeforeHarwellsigneda oneyear
contr11ct
and wastoldit wouldbehisfinal season,Lance reporter
JoeBronziinfm'lewedthe legendary72-year-old
a1111ouncer
111
his
homei,1Farming/on,
Michigan.
At tiretime,neitherBronzinor Harwellcouldf11thom
the
massivepul,licoutcrythatfollowedmonthsInterwhenthe news
broke.
If you/(71)e
Tigerbnseba/1,
it'shard no/to lavethe man with the
sweetGeorgiandrawl.Often I'd tum the radioan in the middleof
a gameand begreetedby ten seconds
of nenrsilence.In the
background
youcouldhearthesoundsof thestadiumat Michigan
and Trumbull;the hatdogvendors,aruithecrowd.I'll always
rememberHarwellfor that;for lettingthegametellthesfory,and
for speakmgonlywhenit wasessential.
It is toolateto changewhat hRShappened.
Insteadwe should
devoteour timeta cherishingthe lasthurrahof oneof America's
greatestbaseballbroadcasters.
Maybeit'sabouttimewe learned
somethingaboutthe man manylooeso much.As you'lldiscover,
therehavealwaysbeenplentyof wordslofill /hesilence.

lick! Fffzzzzzz ...blip, woooooeee,
blip, blip..."AND THE FORECAST
FOR GRE-flip, blip,
woooooeeeooo, "NA NA NA OOH
OOH-" blip, blip, flip..."...OUR
NEWSTIME IS SEVE-"...blip, blip,
wooooeeeeerrrrr ..."UP NEXT
WE'LL HEAR FR-"...blip, blip, flip...
"TRAMMELL DIGGING IN AN
WAITING ON THE TWO-TWOO DELIVREE...
HERE IT COMMES ...HE SWEEINGS AND FALLSIT
BACK INT A THA ST ANDS ...AND A MAN FROM
PETROLIA, ONTARIO COT THET ONE ..."
That great voice behind that microphone. That slight
Georgian drawl we've come to know so well. The voice
behind that call on WJR belongs to HaJl of Fame
member and Detroit Tigers broadcaster for more than
30 years, Ernie Harwell.
Harwell, who is 72 years old, will wrap up his fortyfifth season of broacasting baseball at the end of the
1991 season. Harwell keeps himself in shape for the
long 162-game schedule. He walks as often as he can
with his best friend and wife, Lulu, jumps rope,
stretches and has a small round trampoline in his

ny baseball buff could sat down
with this man and be intrigued
when he speaks. Presto! The Baseball Encyclopedia has turned into a
human being! He has witnessed a
lot more in baseball that you or I
could ever imagine; the players, the
managers, the stadiums, the
broadcasters and the fans.
Ernie Harwell is walking baseball history. This man
has made a smooth transition from older, more
traditional basebll to the modern game. From hot dog
to quiche, from monotone to stereo, from clean-cut
kids to hippies to yuppies, and from grass fields
to ...to ...uh ...well, you know!
Of all the teams and years that Ernie has broadcast,
including the Tiger teams of the '60s and '80s, and the
Giants of the early '50s, the most exciting team he
broadcast for were the Boys of Summer, the 1949
Brooklyn Dodgers.
"Jackie Robinson was on the team, Pee Wee Reese,
Billy Cox was at third, (Gil) Hodges at first, (Roy)
Campanella, Duke Snicler, (Carl) Furillo," Harwell
reminisced. He sure didn't forget the Yankee team of
the '60s either, but he announced the games as their
opponent and didn't see as much of them.
Harwell has had the opportunity to broadcast some
of the true greats of the gc1melike Mickey Mantle,
Roger Maris, Harmen Killebrew, Rocky Colevito,
Denny McL<1in,Jackie Robinson, Ted Williams, Al
Kaline; the list goes on. Of all of them, the "Say Hay
Kid", Willie Mays, was the best player, certainly the
most exciting that Harwell ever witnessed.
And in classic Harwell style, he also gives credit
where credit is due. "You have to temper that with the
fact that I didn't see Ooe) Dimaggio at his peak. I saw
him when he was about through," Harwell said "I
didn't see (Roberto) Clemente play either. By the time
he came along I was in the American League by then.
So you have to make a judgment by what you've
seen."
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How about some of the managers, Mr. Harwell?
I'm sure l"\ameslike Sparky, Tony and Tommy pop
mto e\'eryone's mind tod,1y. But can you imagine
knowmg the likes of C.1sey Stengel, Charli e Dressen ,
Connie Mack ,ind Leo Durocher? These guys are long
gone but ,1re institutions of the game
Harwell knew them all and knew them well.
Especi,1llyLeo Durocher, one-time Brooklyn Dodger
m,111ager,and the man who was suspended by then
Commissioner of Baseball, A.B. "Happy Chandler.
Durocher accused ,1 baseb,111owner of gambling.
"He was very feisty ...very strong personality, was
smart...very entertaining, fun to be around ...and very
self-centered," Harwell said. He chuckles as he
remembers Durocher' s antics, "When he came into the
room he would be the star ...he would be the big guy.''
At one point in his career he even got into a small
swffle with Durocher . Harwell fighting? Yes, it's true,
but he maintams that was the only time in his career
he had a squabble with anyone. Harwell is respected
enormously by his friends and colleagues. Besides,
Durocher started it anyway!

ne of those colleagues is his longtime partner, Paul Carey, with
whom he's been broadcasting for
the past 18 seasons . Obviously
Paul was nervous, too, when he
first stepped into the booth with
Ernie in 1973, but he's known him
since 1960 when Ernie first came
to Detroit. Paul was producing for
the Tiger Network back then.
"I never thought I would become tlu·Tiger
broadc,1ster, but it was a dream to become II Tiger
broadcaster," Carey said. "And to work with a guy like
Ernie has been ,1joy."
"He's a great partner and I'm lucky to have him,"
said Harwell of Carey. "He's got a great voice."
Carey credits Ernie with being an optimist, e,1sygoing and not having an enemy in the world. "We (the
Tigers) have had a couple of bad years, but the days of
the season fly by when you work with Ernie. His
approach to things comes out alright where I tend to
worry too much," Carey said.
Carey, like Harwell, is one of the best broadcasters
in baseball. He has that unique old rndio voice with
that familiar deep tone, and describes the game so
vividly.
This year, Comiskey Park in Chicago, one of the few
remaining baseball monuments, is going the way of the
Wrecking ball. Harwell has broadcast hundreds of
games there.

He's also had the opportunity to broadcast at shrines
like old Crosley Field, Sportsmans Park,Forbes Field,
The Polo Grounds and Ebbets Field. These parks have
lost the battle to contempor ary society, too; or 1s
wntemporary society lool<ingbalk to old baseball
architecture?
Harwell's reflections on those old parks are
affectionate . "The old ballparks were built on the basis
of what real estate was available," Harwell said. "If a
railroad cut off a certain piece of land, you had to build
a wall out tnere."
To Harwell, the uniqueness of an older ballpark,
because of some oftentimes bizzarre feature, made it
more picturesque and gave it character. Like the Green
Monster at Fenway or the left field upper deck
overhang and protruding exterior wall at the corner of
Michigan and Trumbull.
But ask about a new ballpark and suddenly you
sense disappointment in Harwell's voice. He turns in
his rocker to adjust himself. "The new ones are too
much alike. I don't like the artificial turf...When you go
to a ballpark in Cincinnati it's going to look like the one
in Pittsburgh or Atlanta or wherever, and I don't like
that trend."
Harwell is impressed with the fact that some new
ballparks that are going up right now, and will be
ready in a year or so, like Comiskey and Baltimore, are
getting back to their old-fashioned roots. "Hopefully
the Tigers are going to build a sort of an old-fashioned
type ballpark where the stands are going to be close
down. It's going to be a good trend if they do that...and
let the fans have good sightlines and be down near the
field," Harwell said
His favourite ballpark today is Tiger Stadium. For
him, it's home. He likens it to Ebbets Field. Tiger
Stadium has that mystic feeling about it and is one of
the greatest traditions in baseball
hem! Now the big question:
Players! Dollar signs may flash
across that scoreboard in your
head. What's happened since the
early days? For one thing, there
was nowhere near the amount of
television coverage there is today.
But the players themselves. How
do they stack up?
For one, Harwell has noticed that the players are
much bigger and stronger. "Certainly they make a lot
more money than what they did, and some people say
they don't have the spirit that the old-timers do,"
Harwell said. "I don't believe that. I think there's
always the spirit of competition in a player no matter
how much money he's making."

After broadcasting more than 40 years of baseball,
Harwell can look oack on a very successful career. He
has broadcast the World Series and playoffs for
national radio networks and re,1d two passages for the
1990 \.Vorld Series on CBS Television. He's broadcast
with other greats like Red Barber, Curt Gowdy and
Russ Hodges.
One of the most famous radio calls in baseball was
Russ Hodges' call of Bobby Thompson's home run of
the 1951 pennant game between two great rivals: the
New York Giants and the Brooklyn Dodgers. You may
recall Hodges screaming ..."THE GIANTS WIN THE
PENNANT...THE GIANTS WIN THE PENNANT ...
THE GIANTS WIN THE PENNANT." Harwell was
calling that same home run. Only on NBC Television.
"I just said, "It's gone." That about all I said, just "It's
gone." And then I sat back and let the picture take
over," Harwell said.
When Harwell moved over to the Giants from the
Dodgers, the man who took his place was Yin Scully
who worked for NBC doing The Game of the Week
for many years until CBS recently took over the
televising of Major League Baseball.
hat will it be like when Ernie
Harwell ceases to broadcast for the
Detroit Tigers at the end of the
upcoming season? Imagine that!
Turning on your radio in the
summer, listening to the Tigers on
WJR and not being able to hear the
voice of Harwell. It's almost
unimagineable.
Harwell contemplates broadcasting for only one
more year. One more year Mr . Harwell? Now I'm
adjusting myself on his couch. "Well, at least one
more ...and then maybe more," Harwell said. Whew! I
think he was toying with me.
"It just depends on how I feel and how they (the
Tigers and his audience) feel about me. Whether I can
do the job or not."
Ironically, at the time I didn't realize what was going
on. How was I to know that anyone could find fault
with Harwell's work?
"But I want to keep on working." Is it possible when
I was staring at that baseball great, that he already
knew what was going to happen?
Hmmm ...
The thought of turning on the radio and not hearing
Ernie Harwell broadcast Tiger Baseball is a depressing
thought. At least we've got one more year to enjoy
him ...
Woooooeeeerrrooo ..."HEE SWEINGS AND IT'S A
LONNGG ONE ...THIS ONE IS
LLLOOOOONNNGG GOOOONNE." Click.
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"Plug
Into"
Career
Planning
and Placement
and see what
the career
counsellor
can do
for you!

~See the career counsellor in theCareer Planning and Placement office, Room 163 Dillon Hall.

MODE FASHION

and

COOL JEWELLERY

Artcite looking for a twist
Call for entries for Artists &
Models V
5th Annual Multidisciplinary
Extra,·aganza
Recession Wear
Sponsored by Artcite
by Karl Mamer
Artcite 's fifth annual fashion
show / fundraiser is accepting
entries until January 31, I 991.
The theme for this year's
benefit is "Recession Wear."
Though Artcite's director
Liane Payne is hesitant to suggest
what recession wear is, she indicates that it's ''wearable art with a
twist."
The show, to be held at
Stanley"s Tavern in May, is not
limited to the productions of artistic fashion designers. Organizers
are looking
for works by
musicians, performance artists,
and poets.
Artists wishing to have their
work displayed must submit a
rough draft proposal, including a
description of the art, technical
equipment required, and any
other special requirement.
Though Artcite originally
looked at making models avail-

WEAR THE CARS YOUR
NEIGHBOURS HELPED
TO BUILD

able for the artists, a pared-down
version of the fundraiser has the
gallery looking for an alternative.
"We're hoping artists will be
able to supply their own models
or wear the work themselves,"
says Payne.
As of January 12, Artcite has
not received any entries, but
Payne is impressed with the
diversity and number of informational requests she has received.
"We've gotten calls from
singers, drama students, and tshirt designers."
For a nominal commission,

Artcite will allow designers to
auction off their wearable art.
Proceeds from the auction and
show will go to support Artcite,
the Windsor Printmaker's Forum,
and Common Ground.
An informational
meeting
will be held 7 PM this Thursday
at Artcite. Following the meeting,
the artist-run centre will be
celebrating
its birthday
at
Stanley's.
Cover charge is a
single dollar.
Those unable to attend either
meeting can call 977-6564 for
further information.
O

Ryder's adult film tells youth little
Mermaids
Staring Cher, Bob Hoskins, and Winona Ryder
Directed by richard Benjamin
Playing at Forest Glade Cinema
by Karl Mamer

~\

In the October 17 issue of the Lance, Arts writer
Mike Borshuk astutely noted that Winona Ryder is
"... forever the likeable outcast ... " In Mermaids, one
of the best movies of the Christmas season, Ryder is
once again cast in this role.
Though Cher and Bob Hoskins receive top billing, Ryder makes the movie as Charlotte, the 15year-old puritanical daughter of Mrs. Flax (Cher).
Mermaids is a coming-of-age movie in which
both mother and daughter grow and mature. Charlotte comes of age in the traditional sense, while her
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CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
for the Week Ending January 13th, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Prese/lo (Program Director)
Numof
Last This Wks As
Wk Wk Current
15
2
11

2

8

4

5
10

5
6
7

14

1
3

8
16
7

7
7
7
7
5
3
7
1
3
7
5
10
3
12

9
10
4
11
19 12
33 13
34 14
36 15 8
1, 16 7
29 17 8
18 1
12 19 4
23 20 5
21 1
17 22 7
3
23 5
13 24 7
25 1
6
26 7
27 1
25 28 3
29 1
30 1
45 31 8
18 32 5
27 33 7
32 34 7
42 35 7
24 36 11
21 37 5
38 3
43 39 9
37
7
28 41 8
42 1
20 43 7
22 44 7
31 45 7
9
46 5

"°

30

47 5

48

48
49
50

35
40

9
7
9

Artist

Name of Album

Record
Label (C=Can.)

MazzyStar
She Hangs Brightly
Rough Trade
Vanous
Imaginary
Velvet Underground Trib.
Charlottes. The
Liar
Cherry Red
Various
Nettwerk Sampler
Nettwerk
Swervednver
RaveDownEP
Creation
Pitch Black
Susp,ria
Roe Ruhn
Carter the Unstoppable
Anytime. Anyplace. Anywhere Rough Trade
La's,The
The La's
Go Discs
Mission, The
Grains of Sand
Polygram
Blur
She's So High
Food
Bleach
Ecl,pseEP
Way Coot
Ned's Atomic Dustbin
Until You Found Out
Chapter22
Rough Trade
Boo Radleys
Kaleidescope
Easy
Magic Seed
Blast First
Various
WEA
Where the Pyramid Meets
Go! Discs
Trash Can Sinatras, The
Cake
Pogues,The
Hell's Ditch
Island
Floyd Band
I Burped and Puke ....
Synthetic
Slowd1ve
S/owr:J,veEP
Creation
Happy Mondays
Elektra
Pills & Thrills & .....
1 Little Indian
Shaman, The
Entact
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Independent (C)
Ride
Nowhere
Creation
Various
AMn Lives (In Leeds}
Midnight MUSIC
Flying Bulgar KJezmer Band
Flying Bulger (C)
Flying Bulgar ....
My Jealous God
Pray
Rough Trade
Mute
Meat Beat Manifesto
99%
Figgy Duff
Weather Out the Storm
A&M(C)
Beyond
Quantum Bummer
Epidemic (C)
MX-80
A&REnt.
Das Love Boat
Dax,Oamelle
Blast the Human Flower
Sire
Various
Hard to Believe
crz
Antler Subway
Poesie Noire
Toulouse
Telescopes, The
Everso
Creation
Skinny Puppy
Too Oarlr Parlr
Nettwerk (C)
Shuffle Demons, The
Stoney Plain (C)
What Do You Want?
Nettwerk
Boxcar
Vertigo
Vanous
Ongin/11Club Ska
Heartbeat
Wedding Present, The
BMG
Corduroy
Darling Buds, The
Crawdsddy
CBS
Blue Rodeo
Casino
WEA(C)
Machtoc
Zippy
Unicom
Dixon, WilHe
The Big Three Trio
CBS
Independent (C)
Fujahtive
Fujahlive
Etch
to Wall
Independent (C)
Toys Went Bersenc
TM Smiler With a Knife
Aberrant
OAL(C)
Prayenower
P~EP

wan

Pale S8lnta
Napoleon Blownaparte

l.olt Pawol

Helf.Life
Nlll)(M(KI8/ownaplllte
TeltNoU.

mother learns to settle into a long-term relationship.
Cher's performance never rises above the
vacant, I'm-not-phased-by-the-tight-bodies-oftwenty-year-olds emotional level of her fitness commercials. A less attitude-laden actress would have
brought depth to the role.
-Wtthmucil humour, Ryder convincingly juggles
the role of a converted Catholic who wishes to join
a nearby order of nuns and lead a saintly life yet
dreams of being ravished by the nuns' 24-year-old
grounds keeper.
Considering Mermaids is an adult film and
Ryder's character teaches troubled youth little about
the importance of being yourself, maybe we 'II start
seeing her in more mature roles. Despite her considerable talent, the part of the teen outcast is wearing mighty thin.
0

4AO
Independent (C)
Independent(C)

Looking for a way to say it?
This Valentine's Day, give
something they'll really like
a Lance classified ad.
The Lance will devote the back page of our February
14 issue to your Valentine's messages. Just write your
Jove Jetter of 25 words or Jess, enclose a cheque or
money order for $5.00, and drop it off at the Lance or
in one of our special boxes displayed around campus.

We'll let your Valentine
know how you feel.

.I
Back to schooI spec1a
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!WINDSOR

FILM THEA1-fR....,_,_._
-

2135WYANDOTTEST.WEST.(519)254-FILM

JANUARY1991

TCI 286~ System

12 7:00
13
7:00 MILLER'SCROSS.ING
KUROSAWA'S
DREAMS
9:30 DREAMS
9:30 MIUER'SCROSSING
.

191
-

0 LISTENUP
O WILDAT HEART
.ODMIDNIGHT
ILDAT HEART

20

7:00 LISTENUP
9·30 WILDATHEART
·
•

-i-4:00
DREAMERS~27

7:00 WHITEHUHTER,26
9:30 BEAUTIFUL
DREAMERS

This week the Windsor Film
Theatre will present a special
screening of four Canadian shorts
including The Star Turn, a halfhour picture made by a group of
former Windsor residents.
The Star Turn was produced
by Don Booth and directed by
Nelu Ghiran, both former University of Windsor students now
based in Toronto. The director of
photography, Gerald Packer, is
originally from Windsor.
The film stars Nigel Bennett
as a middle-aged reporter whose
career is threatened by his alcoholism. With a cub reporter,
played by Joe Norman-Shaw, he
is staking out the love creche of a
prominent politician.
The long hours of their watch
give them opportunity
to
ruminate on their jobs. The
veteran imparts such wisdom as,
"Cardinal Rule of Life: you never
know what goes on in someone
else's bedroom. Cardinal Rule of

Journalism: Find out."
Booth says the film isn't really about politics or journalism but
the effect of the assignment on the
lives of both men. For Bennett's
character, the su·ccess of the
stakeout will re-establish him
professionally. For the young
reporter, the experience is a 'coming of age.'
The idea for the film was first
conceived
by Ghiran, who
thought it would be interesting
(and cheap) to shoot a film about
two cops on a stakeout. John
Colapinto, who wrote the script,
suggested the film should feature
two reporters working on a story
similar to the Senator Gary
Hart/Donna Rice scandal.
The Star Turn will be shown
with In Search of the Last Good
Man, The Mario Lanza Story:
Like a Dream, and Odyssey in
August on Friday, January 18 at
9:30 PM at the Windsor Film
Theatre, 2135 Wyandotte St.
West.
0

FREE NON TOP

Orbitron
Video

JANUARY
Top 10 Releases
Die Hard II
Young Guns II
Delta Force II
Adventure of Ford
Fairlane
My Blue Heaven
King of the
Kick Boxers
Freshman
Problem Child
Navy Seals
Hardware

2144 Wyandotte St. West
Mon-Thur 11-9
~~~
Fri-Sun 11-11

14" colour VGA monitor (640 x 480 resolution)
16 bit VGA graphic card
16 MHz landmark speed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onboard)
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
Mouse/ Modem / Printer/ Joystick ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 wan CSA approved power supply
MS DOS3.3
Word processing software
And much more!
1 year parts and 3 years labour warranty

On Sale For

$999
GST
included

7:00 & 9:30
WHITEHUNTER.

More local kids make
good by making a movie
b) Lance Arts Staff

Fully IBM compatible

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty

TCI Data Systems Inc.

rr--;
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
L..:
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

lE1

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training/ Service/ Networking/ Programming/

• A strong beginning to your future in management

For detailed information write to:

Desktop Publishing

• An opportunity to specialize:
* Accounting * Finance * Organizational
Behavior/Human Resource Management
* Management Science/Information Systems
* Marketing * Policy Analysis
• A trimester system allowing for year round
stdu y
• Attractive funding offered through scholarships and teaching assistantships for exceptional candidates.
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CRAIN

ENTERPRISES

PRESENTS

LIVE in concert
Singer/guitarist

MOVIE WITH AO

Thursday,
February 21
at the Sicilia Clu
1019 Hwy #3

WAYNE TURNER is
pleased to announce that
he has re-located to
Peter Liscio Salon, 469A
Pelissier St., 256-3326.
Student discounts still
apply. Thank you for your
patronage and all the
best in tfle New Year.

FOR TODAY'S WOMAN AND MAN

-The Lance, January 16, 1991 , page 12.

9 Don Says:

" Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 am 'til 1 am
Sunday 11:30 am 'til 11 pm

Don't miss our super sports trivia contest every
Wednesday night beginning January 16.
Great weekly prizes; winners qualify for Ontario
championships to compete for three trips for two to the
Montreal Forum for a Canadiens playoff game.

256-DONS

Licensed Under the LLBO

Master of Industrial Relations, Queen's University
A twelve-month multi-disciplinary program for students wishing to pursue
careers in the broad field of industrial relations and human resource management.
Admission Requirements: A four-year bachelor's degree with upper secondc~ss standing (or a three-year degree with relevant and substantial work expenence and demonstrated evidence of academic potential). Applicants must have
successfully completed a basic university-level course covering both micro- and
macro-economics and at least one university-level course in statistics. Students
from all academic fields are invited to apply.

Infonnation/ School of Industrial Relations, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L3N6
Applications: Telephone (613) 54.5-2193

Before
this
problem
gets any bigger ...
I think

schedule

~

we shou1cf 0_
a meeting!

Are you finding it difficult to get job interviews?
How effective is your resume and cover letter?
Come to the Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall , see
how we can help.

ATTENTION
• Open7Days

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World
• Swe.iters

•
•
•
•

• Masks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

Female students in academic
disciplines that are male dominated
Pathmakers in a special "awareness 11
program sponsored by the Ontario
Women's directorate to provide
information on educational programs and
career choices to female high school
students.
Your participation in Pathmakers
could mean a 'world of difference ' to
young high school girls who are at the
threshold of making life long decisions
about future careers . Your involvement
would require you to visit 2 or more
regional high schools (this could include
your old Alma Mater!) to speak informally
about the career that you are personally
preparing for. The sessions will be held in

late January through March, and you can
speak individually or as part of a group.
This is an excellent way to
demonstrate "community interest" and
"leadership" qualities to potential
employers on your resume.
For further information, please call
Carol-Anne Uegama
Director, Career Planning and
Placement
253-4232, ext. 7055
Your early response to this request
would greatly be appreciated as ~n
information meeting and dinner will be
held in the 3rd week of January .
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed.Jan.9
Brock 97 Windsor 85
Sat. Jan. 12
Windsor 81 Laurier 77

Hockey
Fri. Jan. 1J
Concordia 5 Windsor 2
Sat. Jan. 12
McGill 9 Windsor 8

Men's Volleyball
Wed.Jan.9
Brock 3 Windsor 0
(15-8, 15-1 ], 15-10)

Women's Basketball
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Lancers net home opener
by Jim Parry
The University of Windsor
men· s basketball team rallied
from a five-point deficit in the
second half to beat Laurier 81- 77
on the St. Denis court Saturday.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
It was the first OUAA victory
for interim coach Wayne Curtin,
which evened the Lancers' record
at 1-1.
On Wednesday, the Brock
Badgers enjoyed a distinct height
advantage, beating the Lancers
97-85. Kris Pauley led the team
with 29 points.

Against Laurier, the Lancers
had trouble getting their offense
started during the first half. The
Lancers shot poorly from the
field, and showed little patience in
their shot selection.
Windsor seemed to end the
half on a strong note as Chris Daly
rejected a·Golden Hawk shot with
only seconds left to leave the Lancers trailing 38-32 going into the
break.
The start of the second half
proved this wrong, as Laurier
raced out to an 11-2 run for a ISpoint lead only minutes into the
half.
But true to their season form
thus far, the Lancers refused to
quit.
In fact it only took five

Sat. Jan. 12
Windsor 47 laurier 44

Sat. Jan. 12
McMaster 3 Windsor 1
University of New Brunswick
3 WindsorO
Sun. Jan. 13
Waterloo 3 Windsor 0

by Mike Mouat

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
18
at Lakchcad
19
at Lakehcad

/

Hockey
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor vs. Guelph (7:30 pm)
Sun. Jan. 20
Windsor vs. Western (3:30 pm)

Track
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor at Western

Women's Basketball
Fri. Jan.
Windsor
Sat. Jan.
Windsor

18
at Lakehead
19
at lakehead

Women's Volleyball
Wed.Jan. 16
Windsor vs. Brock (8 pm)
Fri. Jan. 18
Windsor vs. Lakehead (8 pm)
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor vs. Lakehead (2 pm)

Fencing
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor at McMaster
Sun. Jan. 20
Windsor at McMaster

Wrestling
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor at Guelph

Curling
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor at Guelph
Sun. Jan. 20
Windsor at Guelph

game. Curtin said the defense
played well down the stretch to
keep it close until the Lancers'
shooters started to get hot.
While noting that Laurier is
the only team the Lancers can
match physically, Curtin said that
shooting,
especially
threepointers, will determine the success of the team.
Curtin added that the emergence of Pepper, who played the
best game of his freshman season
thus far, and Pauley has given the
Lancers a boost. Curtin said that
next week's road trip to Lakehead
University will be crucial to the
team.
Next weekend, the Lancers
head to Thunder Bay to visit the
LU. Nor'westers.
0

Windsor drops two
on Montreal trip

Women's Volleyball

Fri. Jan.
Windsor
Sat. Jan.
Windsor

minutes for the Lancers to tie up
the score as Jamie Pepper converted a three-point play.
The lead see-sawed back and
forth the rest of the way, with the
Lancer defense playing tough
down the stretch,
limiting
laurier's inside game.
The Lancers took control of
the game when Pauley split the
Laurier defense and hit the layup
while being fouled.
Daly led the Lancers with 25
points and 12 rebounds; Pepper
was next with 17 points, including
4 three-pointers;
Everton
Shakespeare
with 16 points
rounded out the top scorers.
After the game, head coach
Wayne Curtin said the defense
determined the outcome of the

Checked off the puck.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Even though the Univcn,ity of
Windsor's hockey team is now 46-1 after dropping a pair of games
on the weekend to Concordia and
McGill, there is reason for optimism.
The Lancers lost 5-3 to Concordia on Jan. l I. and then lost a
shoot-out 9-8 to McGill the following night.
Windsor has been looking for
a strong offensive perfonnance
all year. Unfor1unalely. once they
manag"d I" score eight goah their

Women score first win of season
h}· Darren Osborne
Last Saturday the University
of Windsor's women's basketball
learn won their first game of the
y~ar, defeating the Laurier Golden Hawks 47-45 at the St. Denis
Centre. Windsor, now 1-4, had
just come off of a 20-point
blowout at the hands of Brock.
The Lauricr match was a
tough defensive struggle which
saw Windsor hang on for the victory despite a second-half comeback and a strong late surge by the
Golden Hawks.
After taking the initial lead,
Windsor soon fell behind, relying
on free throws to keep them in the
~ame. They took a 17-16 lead
with 3:34 to go in the first half,
and held on for a 22-21 half-time
lead.
The Golden Hawks came out
with a bang in the second half,
with Jennifer Field scoring three
straight baskets to make the score
27-22.
Thanks to some great outside
shooting by Field's sister Janice,
laurier took control 33-26 with
14:13 to go in the game. But the
Golden Hawks soon faltered.
A 35-28 lead with 12:35 to go
dwindled to just 41-40 with 7
minutes left. Two minutes later,
Windsor's Sheila Windle sunk a
basket to give her team a lead they
would not give up.
Forward Heather Quick made

one of two foul shots to up the
Lancers' lead to 43-41. AnneMarie Ouelle1 made it 46-41 with
4:40 to go. bu1 Laurier was nol
finished.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
They rallied a,; guard Holly
Bourne put them within a basket,
47-45, with a field goal at the 1:29
mark. Laurier's Holly Brown had
a chance to win the game for the
Golden Hawks , but her threepoint attempt at the buzzer
bounced off the rim, giving
Windsor a long-awaited victory.
The Lancers' leading scorer
was Windle, with 15 points. She
was glad to get the win.
"We feel good but it's almost
more of a relief," Windle said. "It
just seemed like all these games
we should have been winning,
and it just wasn 'l happening, and
the pressure was sort of building
... like ifwe don't win soon we're
going to be out of the playoffs."
Jennifer Field led Lauri er with
18 points, making 8 of 12 shots
from the field, while her sister
Janice was 6 of 12 for 12 points.
Coach Sue Lindley of the Golden Hawks was pleased with her
team's play. "I feel lousy about
the game. I don't like coming out
of the gym losing, but we had
some chances to win it, or tie it up

at least, in overtime. We didn ·1."
Lindley said.
Windsor
coach Joanne
Maclean was much harder on her
team, particularly the offense.
"I thought our dcfense played
real strong and hustled, and
played positionally correct. We
played pathetically offensively.
The Lancers' next two games
will be at Lakehead this Friday
and Saturday before the team
returns home on January 23 to
face Western.
O

defense let them dov. n.
The Lancers have pl,1)ctl thcir
last seven games on the roau and
will now pla} seven in a row at
home before finishing
the
schedule v.ith four games on the
road. Windsor ·s road record
during those seven games v. as 3-

4.

MEN'S HOCKEY
As the team returns home, its
top offensh e threat Brad Belland
relurns from a fighting suspension. Several key veterans such as
team captain J .D. Urbanic arc also
returning from injuries.
Also in the Lancers· fa\ or is
the fact that the tougher part of
their schedule ii. now behind
them. they now face some of the
weaker teams.
As the team enters the ..,ccond
half of its schedule, the seven
home games are crucial if the
team is to make a run al the
division title.
They will begin their home
stand on Sat. Jan. 19 at 7:30pm
against Guelph. They also pla) on
Sun. Jan. 20 at 3:30 pm against
Western. their arch-rivals.
::J

Performer of the Week
- Kelly Dinsmore
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending January21
is freshman Kelly Dinsmore, a
member of the Lancer track
team.
In competition this past
weekend at both the Hamilton
SpectatorGames and the York
University
Invitational,
Dinsmore collected four gold

Her incredible performances
over the weekend qualified her
for the 1991 CIAU track championships in the triple jump and
both relay teams.
Dinsmore is a first-year Arts
student from Thornbury, Ont.
For being selected the Performer of the Week. Dinsmore
will receive a $20 voucher from
Don Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Pelissier
St. in downtown
Windsor.
0

andone bronze medal.
The Performerof the Weekis
At the Hamilton meet she selected in conjunction with the
won a gold in the 4x2 lap and a Universily of Wuulsor athletic
bronze in the long jump. At department and in no way
York she won gold medals in the reflects the views or opinions of
4x200m relay, 4x400m relay
Don Cherry's Restaurant.
and in the triple jump.
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"F..,irst-yearrunners shine
by Dne Briggs

For Reservations

• Student Discou'lt
Toll Free 1-800-265-4948

Call

or call your travel agent

,...

...

STUDENT ROOMS
Double $295.00

Single $395.00
includes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

Five Minutes from Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

Excellent summer rates available!
·on deadline
App uca t •

ded to noon, Career Fair 1991
exten
1991'
January 30,
·
Co-ordinators
Two Positions Available
Full-time beginning May 1 to August 30; continuing with
part-time until mid-October.

Salary $8.50 per hour
Part-time position, three days per week from mid-May to
mid-October.
In order to promote continuityfor each successiveCareer
Fair, it is hoped that the candidate selected for the
part-time in 1991 will be advanced to the full-time position
in 1992. Therefore, preference for the part-time position
will be given to students who are currently two years away
from graduation.

You would think any team
that just came back from a training camp in Jamaica would be
well-rested and eager to take on
all comers.
While the popular impression
may be of sun-soaked athletes
sprawled on tropical beaches,
members of the University of
Windsor's men's and women's
track and field teams are still
recovering from gruelling two-aday workouts on the island.
Having returned to the grim
grime of Windsor just the previous week, the teams jumped
into competition with both feet
last weekend. They competed in
two meets on consecutive days.
Last Friday, Windsor athletes
were rudely reminded they were
no longer in Jamaica as they
travelled through ice and snow to
take part in the Hamilton Spectator Games better known as Ben
Johnson's Media Circus.
The next day, the Lancers
travelled up the road to Toronto to
compete in a meet at York
University.
Freshman Kelly Dinsmore
made a lasting first impression by
collecting four gold medals and
one bronze over the two days.
Dinsmore,
a native
of
Thornbury, Ontario, picked up
her first gold in Hamilton as part
of the women's 4x2 lap relay
team. The preceding day, she
received top honours in the triple
jump and also as part of both the
4x200m and 4x400m relay teams.
Dinsmore won a bronze medal in
the long jump afffamnton.
"I said last year that she was
the top recruit out of high school
just because she can do so many
things," said Windsor's head
coach Dennis Fairall.

Fairall believes Dinsmore can
improve markedly with the help
and expertise of jumping coach
Richie Coughlin
. Continuing the freshman
showcase,
O'Brian Gibbons
notched a gold medal and a new
school record in the 50m dash
with a time of 5.93, which was
faster than the last place finisher
in Johnson 's sprint. In the
process, Gibbons defeated the
defending national university
champion,
Mark Ito from
Western.

TRACK and FIELD
Gibbons collected another
gold medal for his part in the 4x2
lap relay team. The sprinter was
sidelined with a hamstring pull
during the York meet. He's expeeled to return to training in ten
days.
Overall, Fairall thought the
team looked rather sluggish in its
debut, though he blamed part of
that on the rigors of training
camp.
"Their performances weren't
really that great, but we really
didn't rest for the meets," Fairall
said. "We came off an intense
week of training."
At the Spectator Games, in an
afternoon segment that featured
intercollegiate competition, the
Lancers walked off with two gold,
eight silver, and five bronze
medals.
Fairall admitted that the cornpetition in the afternoon wasn't
indicative of the normally high
standards of Ontario Universities
Atlltelfc~socfahon
(OUAAF
meets.
At night, in the invitational
segment which climaxed with the
return of the nation's fallen hero
Ben Johnson,
the Lancers

grabbed a gold, a silver, and two
bronze medals .
The following day , U of W
runners collected one bronze, six
silver, and four gold medals .
Already, a number of Lancers
posted times or distances that
qualified them to compete in the
Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union (CIAU) championships
held in Windsor in the first week
of March.
Irma Grant, the defending national champion in the 60m dash,
qualified with a gold medal performance at York. Dinsmore
qualified in the triple jump. and
the women's 4x200m relay team
also earned an appearance at the
national championships.
Last year, Windsor's men's
team was on the verge of a national championship.
This year,
thanks to what Fairall calls a great
recruiting year, the roles have
been reversed and the women's
team looks especially tough.
Over recent months, several
key losses from the men's squad
has them scrambling to fill holes.
Anthony Black, the defending
national champion in the high
jump, is registered in school, but
he has decided not to jump this
year. Black is expected to return
next season.
As well, shot-putter
Bill
Bailey has quit school, and Derek
Bergey, who was key in the long
jump, has transferred
to an
agricultural college.
"We haven't really been able
to fill the void of Joe Ross in the
hurdles and Doug Tilson in the
600m," said Fairall, explaining
more of the men's team's personnel problems.
The Lancers will travel to the
University of Western Ontario
this Saturday to compete in the
Don Wright Invitational.
D

Salary $7.50 per hour
One Career Fair planning project must be conducted prior
to the official May start date. The hours involved in this
project will be accumulated towards lieu time which .can
be taken at the end of July or beginning of August 1991.

Qualifications
Both positions are open only to students returning to the
University of Windsor, full-time in the fall of 1991.
The successful candidate(s) must have demonstrated
ability in organizational, leadership and management
skills, as well as demonstrated ability in marketing and
time management skills. In addition, the sucessful
candidate(s) must have strong English communication
skills in both oral and written form.

Major Resposibiltles of Position
To plan, organize and implement a successful Career
Fair, to be held in October 1991. This includes:
• co-ordinate the Employer invitation list from the different
faculties on campus
• mail written invitation to prospective companies, organizations,
etc.
• conduct phone follow-up and personal contact with employers
••co-ordinate and design brochures and all literature for Fair
• book room rentals, audio-visual equipment, electrical
requirements as well as refreshments, transportation to hotels
and hotel dinners
• cultivate good public relations with University administration
and faculty to promote and support Career Fair
• design advertising and marketing strategies.to encourage
students' attendance of Fair
• write press releases and organize live television and radio
coverage for the day of the Fair
• organize, supervise and motivate volunteer student groups to
assist in the organization and promotion of the Fair
• maintain ongoing bookkeeping to ensure that costs do not
exceed allotted budget

How to Apply

,

Candidates are requested to submit resume, covering
letter and transcript of marks. In addition, candidates are
invited to submit three (3) creative ideas to promote the
Fair to students and/or potential employers.
·
Submit appllcatlons to
Carol-Anne Uegama
Career Planning and Placement Centre
Dillon Hall, Room 163
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Statistician scores from the bench

15 years as an unsung hero
b~ Dan Bri~~s
There's someone like him at
every level of sports.
Sometimes, if that person is
lucky, he'll get a tiny mention in
small print at the back of a
program, or a coach will give him
a nod of thanks, but usually he 'II
just go unmentioned.
In high school - kids that age
are often especially cruel sports statisticians and managers
are often the brunt of athletes'
jokes. Seldom does anyone fully
appreciate their value.
Through it all, such volunteers
don't ask to be thanked; they're
not looking to be immortalized
like the top athletes. Instead all
they ask is respect, and that they
be treated as part of the gang.
For the past 15 years Dave Bechard has epitomized devotion as

a statistician for a number of the
University of Windsor's athletic
teams.
Always in the background,
Bechard quietly goes about his
business with the kind of committment typical of scientists who
devote their lives to research.
He's done it all; from managing football and basketball teams
to keeping statistical tabs on
hockey, basketball and football
players.
I figure Bechard has filled out
so many stats sheets that he now
qualifies for one of those cute,
awe-inspiring illustrations.
You know, the ones that say
something incredibly hokey like:
If you took all the stats sheets
Dave Bechard has filled out and
stacked them up, the pile would
be so high that it would stretch
half-way to the moon.

The fact remains that Bechard
has been a im.li5pensible source of
sports information. He's the per-

I the armchair gladiator I
son in the know, the guy smart
reporters routinely talk to to find
out what's really going on.
I've often wondered why he
does it, and more importantly why
he's done stats for so long? After
all, let's face it, it's hardly a
glamorous position.
Bechard admits he loves
doing stats. He says it gives him
something to do on the weekends.
He started keeping score for
the men's junior varsity team
back in 1976. At the time he was
enrolled in the human kinetics
program. He finished two years of
school before quitting.

Golds help club toward goal
by Dan Briggs
Two recent gold medal performances
have helped the
University of Windsor's wrestling club rise above relative
obscurity to approach its goal of
obtaining official intercollegiate
team status.

WRESTLING CLUB
Last Saturday,
Rotlger
Levesque won top honours in the
177 pound division in Kingston at
the Queen's Open.
Earlier in the season, Dean
Nixon placed first in the espoir
section of a meet at Brock University.
Levesque, a Windsor native,
wrestled the last two years at York
University. Normally athletes
must sit out a year of competition
when they switch schools, but as
a club the Windsor group does not
fall under Ontario Universities
Athletic Association (OUAA)
regulations.
Last year, Levesque won the
OUAA championship and thus
far this year he has bolstered
Windsor's line-up considerably.
"Rodger's quite the wrestler.
When he came down here this
year we expected a lot out of him,
which we're getting out of him
right now," said Windsor head
coach Tim Toffolo.

"He's technically quite a good
wrestler. He's very very aggressive."
In the same meet at Queen's,
Jason McCoy finished fourth in
the 143 pound division, and Jim
Renaud placed fifth in the 167
pound division.
The club was founded last
year, and Toffolo had hoped it
would be an official university
team this year, but off-season disagreements over finding a coach
for the squad forced the athletic
department to scrap its plan to in-elude the group in its stable of varsity teams in 1990/1991.

<I>rrPhi Sigma Sigma <1>rr
invites you to join our rush.
For more information,
call Bev at 977-7631.
Please leave a message.

The folio"' ing autumn, he wa5
asked tu keep labs on the iuutball
team, and has stuck with the

Toffolo realizes the decision
to ratify the club lies in the hands
of athletic director Bob Boucher.
''That's really not up to me,"
Toffolo said. "All we can do is
prepare ourselves in the best way
and hope for the best. I think we
have the potential to be an intercollegiate team - we just have to
hope everyone else sees it that
way."
Next Saturday the club will
travel to Guelph to compete
against a tough field including
some of the nation's best intercollegiate wrestlers from western
Canada.
O

gridiron monsters ever since. Bechard credits then coach Gino
Fracas for inspiring him to continue to look after the team's
statistics.
"The main reason I kept doing
it was Gino," Bechard said. "He
was just so easy to work with."
Bechard's love of football led
him to compile a large book of
complete Lancer football statistics and records. Currently Bechard holds the only copy of such
records.
Besides working with the
football team, the Chatham native
currently keeps score for the
university's men's and women·s
basketball teams.
Bechard is as consistent a
sight at University of Windsor
sporting events as Jack Nicholson
is at Los Angeles Laker basketball
games.
Looking a lot like Santa Claus
minus the beard, and with short
legs and a scraggly mop of black
curly hair, he can either be found
perched high atop the football
field press box, or seated front and
centre at the scorers' table inside
the St. Denis Centre.
Though he won ·1 admit how
old he is, a quick calculation
plau;s him in his mid-to lower
thirties, an age well past the
average age of non-professional
statisticians. He has tried several
times to get a job with professional sports franchises, but has
been unsuC1.:!SsfuJ.
The sad part is that if he ever
decided to leave few would miss
him until he was gone, and by
then the void might just be too
large to fill.
Too often we concentrate on
the people at centre stage, and fail
to notice the person operating the
spot light.
Bechard's story is not one of
pass completions or the number of
rebounds. It's about volunteering
to do something because you love
it regardless of what people might
think.
It's a matter of being a giver,
rather than a taker. If you ask me,
it's an example more of us should
follow.
O
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Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.
Devonshire Mall area.

Call Debbie at

972-7804.
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Preo Courses for
JAN 19 GMAT

FEB 2 GRE
FEB 9 LSAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Students' Administrative Council Election
Positions available:
President; Vice-president; 3 Senators; 1 Arts Representative; 1 Business
Administration Representative; 1 Education Representative; 1 Engineering
Representative; 2 Science Representatives; 1 Drama Representative; 1 Human
Kinetics Representative; 4 Social Science Representative; 1 Nursing Representative;
1 Law Representative; 1 Social Work Representative.

*

There are at least 20 basic rules for
successful interviewing.
How many do you know and more
importantly, how many don't you know?
To complete your list attend an

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP
Schedules are available at Career Planning and
Placement , Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Note: Some positions are subject to change, pending
January 23, 1991 Students' Administrative Council meeting.

Nominations open Wednesday January 23, 1991 at 9:00 am.
Nominations close Wednesday February 6, at 4:00 pm.
Elections will be held:
Advanced polls- Wednesday February 20, 1991
Elections- Thursday February 21, 1991
Nominations forms can be picked up in the SAC office weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm.

Come in and get involved in student council!

'
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Watch for U of W's
coolest event!!!
You could win this Blue Light Fridge.
Stay tuned for details in
January 23rd issue.

Closed minds
close galleries,
see pp. 8-9.
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Hockey win, p. 13
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Campus rallies for and against war
by Kevin Wilson
As multinational forces commenced hostilities against
Iraq last week, a war of words and opinions began on campus.
On January 17, about 350 students turned out to protest
the war against Iraq. Students and members of faculty took
to the podium to denounce the war and Canada's involvement in it.
Rhonda Hammer, a professor of communication
studies said she attended the rally because'' ... we live in a
democratic society, and it's important to protest." Hammer
said the war is an "economic war, and the Pentagon is now
making it a sanitized ... Nintendo war."
During the course of the demonstration, a small group
of hecklers at the perimeter of the crowd shouted insults at
the demonstrators.
The following day, about 20 Macdonald Hall residents
held a counter-rally to voice their support for the troops in
the Gulf.
Rob Bruno, who organized the counter-rally, said, "it
was positive that a lot of people came out. A lot of people
actually shared the same view as myself." Bruno said he
supports the war because he feels that Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein is "a criminal."
"If Hussein was in North America, he would be
charged with horrible crimes for what he's done," Bruno
said.
He decided to organize the rally as a reaction to what
he saw at a peace vigil held on campus. "There were all
these people talking about how bad the U.S. was, and I just
got tired of it."
Bruno added "There's no time for peace."
Since the January 15 deadline passed, and the war
began, an ad hoe committee of students, faculty, and concerned residents has formed to discuss the gulf war. The
Windsor Anti-War Coalition (WAWC) is currently planning a series of rallies and discussions. The coalition has
scheduled a teach-in for Saturday, January 26 from 10 am
to 3 pm.
Hammer said a Saturday teach-in is not enough. "I feel
that this issue is so serious that we should think about closing the University for a day and holding a teach-in," she
said. Hammer said she is outraged at the Canadian government for not getting parliamentary approval to go to war,
adding, "we are a democratic country, and parliament was
not even consulted."
While rallies continued on the campus, a group of
Windsorites made good on their promise to shut down the
Department of External Affairs on January 21.
Susan Breeze and her husband, Dr. Robert Kent, local
members of the Alliance For Non- Violent Action, were
among some 400 citizens from Ontario and Quebec who
blockaded what they call, "the political voice for war in
the Gulf."
0
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Students call for peace
TORONTO (CUP) Students across Canada are getting ii:
volved in anti-war movements and demonstrations in unprecedented numbers.
Organizers and activists on even the smallest campuses
say they're overwhelmed with the response.
"It's very well organized, very powerful," said Paula
Clark, a student at Dalhousie University in Halifax who
began organizing protests in October.
"At the last demonstration someone asked me what
decade this is. You can tell it's not the end-it's
the beginning of a really big movement."
Record-breaking demonstrations have been the norm
in every region of the country. Small demonstrations last
fall quickly turned into thousands of students taking to the
streets to oppose the war last weekend.
"Some 30,000 Canadians were on the streets marching
against the war, which reflects a broad public opinion
against the war," said Ian Fellows, a law student at University of Toronto.
"You can't help but be optimistic about a movement
that in a space of a few months is quickly superseding the

level of activity against the US war in Vietnam," Fellows
added.
Chantal Sundaram, an organizerofthe McGill University "Troops Out!" coalition, said she has never seen organized anti-war protest on this scale in Montreal.
"We're in a good position because (we were) already
organized before the fighting started," Sundaram observed. "Everybody's making comparisons with Vietnam.
We're committed to coordinating anti-war actions."
"We had a very successful teach-in on December 13
with more than 60 people in attendance. The coalition is
building all the time," said David Munro, an undergraduate
student at the Univer:sity of British Columbia who helped
organize Students Against the War.
West Coast students braved record snowfalls and
freezing temperatures taking their cause to the streets
January 12. Munro described the Vancouver rally as hugely successful. "It spontaneously took off and marched
down Granville Street and blocked traffic for three hours."
The corn mon demand ot' most campus groups is the immediate removal of Western troops from the Persian Gulf.

Student pub to die after lengthy illness
by Simon Dwyer

Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) President Joe Esteves says students should get
ready to lose the Subway. At
Wednesday's SAC meeting, Esteves will suggest that the pub be
closed for two to three years.
The move to close the Subway
is the outcome of events that
started in April of last year, when
the present student government
took office only to find itself
deeply in debt.
SAC has had to borrow
$425,000 at two points above the

Next week:

prime interest rate. At this current
rate, $70,000 of SAC-generated
revenues must go to pay interest
alone.
The Subway, traditionally
SAC's main source of revenue,
has lost $26,000 in sales this
semester, and is projected to lose
a total of $90,000 for the year of
1990-91.
Esteves said that all spending
cuts so far have been absorbed by
the loss of revenue from the pub.
SAC's payroll has dwindled from
13 full-time employees at the
beginning of September to only
three.

Hamlet down under

While Esteves acknowledges
that there are other possible solutions, such as closing down the
Lance or CJAM, he feels that the
media are essential services to the
student body. The pub is a
"luxury" SAC can no longer afford.
While the pub has lost money
in previous years, revenues from
other areas could cover losses. Esteves feels the move to bring
down the debt by eliminating superfluous full-time positions
could have been taken earlier, but
past councils neglected to do it. "It
is very easy to say 'I'm only here

When SAC met

for one year, so why should I have
to tell someone with a mortgage
on a house, a car, children, (and
say), 'I'm sorry, but we don't
have the money to pay you
anymore'," Esteves remarked .
Esteves said the forced
austerity program has been particularly hard on him.
"[There are] people who have
been here nine or ten years that
have dedicated their lives to SAC,
and I've had to stand in front of
them and say, 'You're gone'." Esteves added that the cutbacks are,
"decisions that should have been
made a long time ago so this

Teaching-in

wouldn't have happened."
SAC has been spending over
$200,000 on salaries, while there
has only been approximately
$100,000 budgeted for the expense. Last year's executive
created four new positions before
it left office in April.
Asked if students are going to
be upset about losing their pub,
Esteves pointed to the current
dirth of patronage.
According to Esteves, students are proving that they would
rather go off-campus.
O

Can-Am Track Classic

~ Lance, January

23, 1991, page 2.
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1Come

out and join the
l Greek Letter Society!

CINEMA
Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30 pm, with an additional
,4 :00 matinee on Sunday.
This Week

!Call Bev at 971-7631 for more info,
or come to our party in the
Subway February 8th.

Until Sunday, January 27
w White Hunter Black Heart: (USA, 1990, Clint
Eastwood): "It is a sin to kill an elephant".
w Rosalie Goes Shopping: (Germany, 1990,
Percy Adlon): from the director of Bagdad Cate.
w Beautiful Dreamers: (Canada, 1989, John Harrison): Walt Whitman's visit to a London, Ontario
sanatarium.
Tuesday, January 29 to Sunday, February 3
s- To Sleep With Anger: (USA, 1990, Charles Burnett): "langurous, sneaky essay on the evolution
of black American values" starring Danny
Glover.
w King of New York: (USA, 1990): Christopher
Walken is king.

\...'----------------------·~

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Will your resume get you an interview for that
perfect career related summer job?
Find out how to write a resume
to help you get the interviews you want.

Career Planning and Placement has
workshops and summer Job postings that
may Interest you.
- Visit us in Room 163, Dillon Hall.-

,..

LECTURES and SEMINARS
.....

STUDENT ROOMS
Single $395.00

Double $295.00
includes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

Humanities Research Group:
At Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, University
Campus, 253-4232, ext. 2299
Friday, January 25
w Why Was Freud Important?: a lecture by John
C. Burnham, Professor of History at the Ohio
State University. Begins at 8:00 pm. Everyone
is welcome.

Canadian Institute for International Affairs:
In the Oak Room, Vanier Hall, University Campus.
Tuesday, January 29
w War in the Gulf - Canada's Power Role: a
strategic analysis of prospects and possible
consequences, presented by Alex Morrison, executive director of the Canadian Institute for
Strategic Studies. Begins at 8:00 pm.

Marxist-Leninist Study Group:

Five Minutes from Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881
Excellent summer rates available!
.....

diversions

~

In the SAC Club Office, 2nd floor, University Centre.
Wednesday, January 30
w Features of a War Economy: session four on
recession and the Canadian economy. Begins
at 5:00 pm. Everyone welcome.

Department
of Klneslology
Speaker's Serles:
....

Alumni

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438.
(All seminars are held at noon in the Human Kinetics

Conference Room.)
Friday, February B
w Working Class Women's Sport: presented by
Tina Parrat from the University of Iowa.

Chlstlan Culture Serles:
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
w Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
Sunday, February 10
w Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: a lecture by Rev. Joseph Fitxmyer, S.J .. Begins at
8:00 pm. Students $2.00, general audience
$5.00.

CONCERTS
Windsor Symphony Pops Concert Serles:
At the Cleary Auditorium, 252-6579.
January 18 and 19
w The BO's on Broadway: with guest conductor
Howard Cable. Begins at 8:00 pm. Tickets from
$10 - $21.

Windsor Symphony Family Fun Serles:
At the Cleary Auditorium, 252-6579.
Sunday, January 20
w Suite Potato: performing with the full Windsor
Symphony Orchestra and guest conductor Victor Sawa of the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony.
Begins at 3:00 pm. Tickets from $3.25 - $11.25.

EAA/ Clean Water Alliance Benefit Concert:
At Changez, 960 Wyandotte St East.
Tuesday, January 29
w Lost Patrol: tickets are $3.00 at the door.

MISCELLANEOUS
Bookroom At The Court
In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street.
Friday, January 25
w Poetry Reading: featuring George Elliott Clarke:
a Nova Scotian poet and researcher for Howard
Mccurdy, MP. He recently published Why/ah
Falls, his second collection of poetry. Also
featuring Len Wallace, local folk artist, and Ron
Dickson, CAW poet. Begins at 8 pm.

Caboto Club Archives Committee:
Caboto Club, 2175 Tecumseh Road East, 252-8383.
January 24 to February 7
Italy From Above: a photo exhibit featuring a
spectacular series of 200 aerial photos of Italy. Free
admission. (Mon.- Fri. 2-4pm, 7-9pm. Weekend
2-4pm)

WIN A BLUE LIGHT FRIDGE
Also available to be won are the following Blue Light
prizes:
• 16 Sweatshirts • 16 Hats • 16 T-shirts • 16 Dufflebags •
Enter your ballot in the boxes in the SAC office and the
Subway
Rules and regulations
1. Open to all U of W students over 19 years of age.
2. Commencing January 24, there will be 16 prizes for 4 weeks and
one Blue Light Fridge drawn February 14, 1991 in the Subway
3. All eligible winners must answer a skill testing question without
the aid of any mechanical or electronic devices
. Winner to be notified no later than March 30, 1991
. No purchase necessary

,--------------------------------------------,
Please Print Clearly
Name
Address
Phone
Skill Testing Question
___________________________________________

.J
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We'd like
to discuss

to meet
career

~

with you
options!

Come to the
Career Planning and Placement Office, Dillon Hall, Room 163.

present your
College or University /.D.

'
~

at

~

..

on

WEDNESDAYS
\

and you will receive

50°/o OFF
any size

PIZZA
beginning

8:30

Kryk

Lance photo by Jason

Howard Pawley.

as well our draft is only

Pawley addresses nationaJ unity
hy Simon Dwyer
Howard Pawley has been involved in constitutional issues
long before many other people
became interested
in them.
Ha\ ing served as Premier of
Manitoba from 1981 to 1988,
Pawley was a signatory to the
abortive Meech Lake constitutional accord.
Pawley is now a visiting
professor in the department of
Political Science at the University
of Windsor. Last Friday, the
former politician and theorist
gave a lecture entitled "Canada:
What Now?"
Pawley spoke of the crisis
facing Canada today. Rather than
summing up Canada's problems
by blaming the Progressive Con-

servative government for a lack of
leadership, Pawley said, "I reject
that. Although I criticize the
policies of the present government, I must suggest that it has
moved in a purposeful and in a
precise direction."
Pawley added this direction is
one which the government "considers, in its own earnestness, to
be in the public's interests."
During his lecture, Pawley
suggested it is the responsibility
of Canadians who do not share the
current government's view of
Canada's future to, "accept the
challenge of developing an alternative vision."
He also reminded
the
audience that it was out of a crisis
that Canada's initial confederation was born.

Prep Courses for

First National Butlding. Suit~ 600, Detroit, Michigan 48226
(519) 977-0206, (519) 97-H968 Fax (313) 963-8839

FEB9 LSAT
FEB 2 GRE
MAR 16GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
• bco,s
• herbalapothecary
• tarot cards
• c•ys1a1s
• mcense

• cl.lsses

Magick
Store
fl~~Futon
~~Futon
Mex,canJacket• ~1
8 Styles
$14.95

-.i::::>

9

Unusual Gflt Ideasfor Body,Spirit & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

"Likewise," Pawley said, "the
crisis of 1990-91 can contribute to
a new beginning."
Pawley's lecture led to a number of questions, comments, and
suggestions on how to improve
Canada's constitution. Pawley
noted that the Citizen's Forum on
Canada's Future - called the
Spicer Commission - will rely
on precise Iy the same kind of suggestions from the citizens of
Canada.
The talk was the first in an annual series to be co-sponsored by
the Canadian Studies programs of
the University of Windsor and
Detroit's Wayne State University.
Next year's lecture and
workshop will be held at Wayne
State University.
O

BASIC JAPANESE
Tuesdays, February 5 through
April 23, 6 - 7:30 pm
The course will be offered at the
GDWJAS conference room at
150 West Jefferson. Suite 1500,
Detroit, or a second course may
be added at a Windsor location.
Fee: $150.00 US (textbook
available for purchase.
Course content: Addresses
both the spoken and written
aspects of the language. Native
speakers will teach practical
vocabulary focussing on daily
business situations.

CULTURAL SAMPLER
Saturdays, January 26 through
February 23 from 9 - 11 am
The course will be offered at The
Cencourse Project Building,
600 Ouellette, Windsor
Fee: $175.00 US covers course,
materials and coffee.
Course content: includes
spoken and written language as
well as discussion of Japanese
culture. Course is designed for
educators, students, and
business people who come in
contact with Japanese business
persons or tourists.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RESERVATION REPLV FORM
Name:

Address:_________________

_

Phone:
Check one: O Cultural Sampler ($175) O Basic Japanese ($150)
R. V.S.P. by forwarding this portion and a cheque (US funds payable to the
GDWJAS) to GDWJAS, 150 West Jefferson, Suite 1500, Detroit, Michigan
48226 or Fax{313) 963-8839.
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CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
From the Week ending January 20th, 1991
Music director: Brendan Hickey
Chart compiled by Frank Presel/o (Program Director)
Numof
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26 4
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9 6
7
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1
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3
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19 15
48 16
17 17
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25 19
4
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46 21
40 22
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22 24
11 25
41 26
39 27
32 28
36 29
24 30
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44 32
37 33
31 34
45 35
36
49 37
50 38
6
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18 40
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34 42
21 43
20 44
35 45
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29 47
30 48
10 49
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8
4
6
2
6

8
8
2

4
2
5
10
9
2
2
8
6

8
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8
6
9
10
6
12

8
2

8
6
9
8
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8
10

4
2
2

8
2

6
8
2
2
2
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Artist

Name of Album

Record Label
(C)=Canadian

Las, the
TheLa·s
Go Discs
Carter the Unstoppable
Anyt,me, Anyptace. Anywhere Rough Trade
Trash Can Slnatras. the
Cake
Go' Discs
My Jealous God
Pray
Rough Trade
Various
Velvet Underground Tribute
Imaginary
Mission, the
Grams of Sand
Polygram
Swerved river
RaveDownEP
Creation
Machtoc
Zippy
Unicorn
Ride
Nowhere
Creation
Mazzy Star
She Hangs Br,ghtly
Rough Trade
Chartottes, the
Liar
Cherry Red
Strange Fruit
At Last
Unicom
BooRadleys
Ka/eidescope
Rough Trade
Various
Crunchouse
Glitterhouse
Slowdrve
Slowd,veEP
Creation
Pale Saints
Half·Ufe
4AD
Pogues, the
Hetrso,tch
Island
Various
Feast
Polygram
Flymg Bulgar Klezmer Band
Flying Butgar ...
Flymg Bulgar (C)
Vanous
Nettwerk Sampler
Nettwerk
Toys Went Berserk
The Smiter with a Knife
Aberrant
Darling Buds, the
Crawdaddy
CBS
Hysterical Male, the
The Hysterical Male
Socan
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Fabulous Skull Bleeders
Independent (Cl
Bleach
EclipseEP
Way Cool
Blue Rodeo
Casmo
WEA(C)
Wedding Present, the
Corduroy
BMG
Various
Hard to Believe
CIZ
Shuffle Demons, the
What Do You Want?
Stoney Pla,n (C)
Vanous
Alvm Lives (In Leeds)
Midnight Music
Plain Teens
Born in Blood
Trance
Fujahtive
Fujahtive
Independent (C)
Boxcar
Vertigo
Nettwerk
Dax, Danielle
Blast the Human Flower
Sire
Etch
Wal/to Wall
Independent (C)
Art of Noise
Ambient Collect1on
China
Napoleon Blownaparte
Napoleon Blownaparte
Independent (C)
Lost Patrol
Tell No Lies
Independent (Cl
Pitch Black
Suspma
RocRulin'
Floyd Band
I Burped and Puke .
Synthetic
Confident Tncksters. the
Shipwrecked Agam
Peachy Swell
Telescopes, the
Everso
Creation
Shaman, the
Entact
1 Little Indian
Happy Mondays
Pills & Thnlls & ...
Elektra
Skinny Puppy
Too Dark Park
Nettwerk (C)
Faryna. Emily
Retum of the Repressed
Spiral(C)
Beyond
Quantum Bummer
Epidemic (C)
MX-80
Oas Love Boat
A&REnt.
Blur
She's So High
Food
Meat Beat Manifesto
99%
Mute
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Citizen Keith
It's difficult to write about Canada's coherence as a nation
without lapsing into the cliches the style-guides inveigh
against. Stock phrases are reviled for a good reason: The
fresher one's writing is, the harder it is for the reader to tune
it out.
'Post-Meech crisis,' and 'national unity dilemma' are the
sorts of pnrases that the mass media are reducing to white
noise - they no longer carry significant information. The
media can accurately be blamed for having created the crisis
in the first place, but now the power to set the national agenda
must be seconded from them. If we are to continue to talk
about Canada as if it were a nation, we will have to forge a
new, meaningful discourse.
And the new melieu won't be handed down from on high.
It may not be accurate to describe the intellectual state of our
country's leadership as a vacuum, but the atmospheric
pressure in Ottawa is, figuratively speaking, at an all-time low.
For other reasons, the government has endowed the
Citizen's Forum on Canada's Future, a sort of mini-series
bureaucracy which, according to Chairman Keith Spicer, is
meant to be an "exercise in grassroots democracy."
"Don't think you're dealing with a government
bureaucracy," writes Spicer in a letter to student newspapers.
"Nearly all of us are from outside the government, and we're
ferociously separate from it."
All of which sounds pretty good, unless you're given to
skepticism, or to "the tired cynicism which clogs the brain cells
of every establishment," as Spicer would have it.
The officiators of the Forum are keen to have us all believe
that they, and consequently the government, intend at long
last to listen to You, the Citizen. Submissions are actively
being encouraged from every corner. The committee will
hear, see, and read them all, so they say. "We will listen,"
Spicer assures, sounding for all the world like the guy with a
great deal on land in Florida.

At long last the government will know what those
Canadians who care enough to comment really think. As for
those who don't care to comment, Spicer pulls no punches:
You can, of course, stay quiet now. If you do, then later
you will have to endure without complaint the country
others will have defined and decided for you. Canada is
your country: Act for it today or pay for it tomorrow.
Garbage. The greatest fallacy of pro-democratic rhetoric
is the non sequitur according to which "If you didn't vote, you
must suffer the regime in silence." Au contraire, no one need
endure anything without complaint.
Of course, Spicer's intention is to drive home the idea that
the Citizen's Forum will listen to You, and if You don't have
anything to say to the CF, then You asked for it.
It all may be a smoke-screen for Ottawa's utter
indifference; Mulroney's government has a negligible record
of listening to You if You are one of the millions who stood
opposed to the Meech Lake Constitutional Accord, the
Canada-US Free Trade Agreement, the government's
treatment of the Mohawk Nation this summer, the Goods and
Services Tax etc. etc ....
On the other hand, maybe they will listen this time. Knock
on wood. Better still, try them: Write
Citizen's Forum on Canada's Future
P.O. Box 1991
Station B,
Ottawa, KIP 1A2
Or better yet, engage in one of many collective actions like
the Lance's upcoming Canadian Unity Poetry Supplement (all
submissions will be forewarded to the CF).
And if this latest snake-oil balm fails to sooth the nation's
ills, don't go crying to Keith.

A hundred flowers bloom
The prospect of Canadian troops being involved in a
shooting war has driven Canadians from all walks of life to
speak out, either in favour of the war in the Gulf, or to voice
their diametrical opposition to it. In the past week, the
University has been the site of several demonstrations,
rallies, protests, call them what you will.
It is fitting that a wide range of opinions should germinate
on campus. A university is a place where the free exchange
of ideas ought to occur. It is unfortunate that some do not
understand this.
When people have strong feelings about an issue, they
often organize a demonstration to air their opinions. They
should be able to carry on their demonstration with no fear of

beingdisruptedbythosewhodisagree.Thishas notbeenthe

case at the University of Windsor. The groups organizing the
rallies are finding their viewpoints being shouted down and
scoffed at. There have been murmurs of violence directed at
people involved.
Derision and threats are anathema to the ideals of the free
expression. All persons have the right to express their views
and to assemble to lend credence to them. Neither hawks nor
doves have a monopoly on the moral high ground. The rallies
and protests are healthy, and neither side should presume
that the opinions of others are without validity.
Let the demonstrations continue, unfettered by the fear of
scorn for one's beliefs.
- Kevin WIison
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Calendar perpetuates status quo
(;)PINIONS

by Andrew

Grt:l ·II

I would like to address the recent debate
at our university over the Huron Hall
swimsuit calendar. Perhaps the males will
listen to another male this time.
Gentlemen, it is clear that the situation
between men and women is not getting any
better, and it seems to be getting worse at
many internalized levels. The recent sexual
assaults on campus and the constan .. fear
that women have for their safety are clear
examples. Any male that has had a female
roommate knows of her fear of walking
home at night. Also, that male is a 'great
guy' for walking her home at night, yet he
may be out the next night perpetuating the
problem by not chastising his friends for a
misogynistic comment (misogyny is the
hatred of women) or by making one
himself.
Swimsuit calendars and other forms of
exploitation have the effect of obi tifying
women. This means that wonn.:n arc
considered objects that should be judged
solely on looks, and their purpose is to
satisfy
males. As a result of the
objectification of women for centuries,
many men only consider a woman at first
for her looks. Most men who read this
should honestly think about what goes
through thier minds the first time they see
a woman in a bar or in the UC to realize that
this is true.
What else is true is that most men do
not listen to women's criticisms of their
actions. They call them 'emotional'
feminists and dismiss them. They argue
that the feminists have closed minds. It is
they who close their minds to a new way of
· ' - thinkingwhich may change the status quo
whichhasonly recently (in terms of human
thought) been expounded.
One last comment before my point. So
far I have only reviewed some general
principles that even the most adamant
critics could understand. Included in these
hopefully is the author of the insulting
article in last week's lance, Andrew
Goetz, B.A. (seriously. look around you

Gutz
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to Andrew
Goetz's article on censorship in last week's
Lance.
Getting past his tasteless graphic and
hopelessly sarcastic lead was hard enough.
Mr. Goetz is an example of one who takes
freedom of expression and uses it as a
'-'eapon. It amazes me that such ruthless
attitudes have been cultiv.ated in the
considerably short time that Canadians
became aware of this freedom. Goetz
comes across as equally, if not more,
over-confident, reckless and self-righteous
than his censors. It is people like him who
take the humanitarian intentions out of the
freedom granted us.
He then goes on to say that if the 1991

and you' II be able to recognize those who
feel the need to mention their degrees to
others), who, while calling for logic instead
used 'floodgates' and 'I can scream louder
than you' arguments. I do not want to talk
at all about censorship. Nothing gets
accomplished when representatives
of
different viewpoints start calling each other
names. Nothing at all. Once the walls are
up between the two groups there is no
open-minded discussion. The Berlin Wall,
as a simple analogy, was up for 40 years
but once the first brick was dislodged it
seemed like the wall had been pointless for
a long time before 1990. These same
barriers
to discussion
occur with
name-calling, something which maintains
the status quo.
My point is that we are supposed to be,
as university students, leaders of society.
We already know of the problems facing
women because of years of objectification.
We, as university students, should be
leading the way to help solve the problem,
no perpetuating it. In phrasing my point so
it is "the fruits of a rational, powerful and
free mind" as Mr. Goetz, B.A. calls for, if
there is a clear problem in society then we
as leaders should try to lead towards a
solution. For example, I do not know
specifically why the university bookstore
does not carry Penthouse, but I hope that
one of the reasons is that it is not the
appropriate forum or place to be selling
those materials. It clearly would se,11
because as some previous comments by
others have shown, there are more than
enough men out there ready, willing, and
able to continue the objectification of
women.
What ' s wrong with this way of
thinking'! Why do so many males continue
to fight vehemently against these concepts
which only serve to maintain the status
quo? It is clear that the status quo is failing
women. Gentlemen, see what it is like to
have a girlfriend at another university tell
you over the phone that she'll he walking
home later that night from the hiology
lluilding on the other side of the large, dark
Huron Hall calendar sells well, it was a
success. These are the views of a cruel
capitalist and chavinist pig, with absolutely
no consideration for the direct personal and
social exploitation
towards women
involved. My girlfriend was wondering
when the male student poster edition will
be available, and she'd like to see you, Mr.
Goetz, exploiting yourself subhumanly on
the cover - at least for a good laugh, if not
for your so-called freedom's sake.
The article was obviously written by an
angry young man groping for some
pseudo-intellectual
place in the world.
Your article, Mr. Goetz, was rational,
powerful and was a good showcase for
your free mind, but you have no soul.
And as for your facetious degree in
Censorship - you can stick it up your ass.
Sincerely,
Paul C. George

Enviro-tips
The average person in Ontario
generates one tonne of garbage a year!
How much of that garbage was necessary?
Ask yourself.
The average household in Ontario
spent $2500 on energy in 1986. Half of
that money was spent on vehicle fuel.
How much do you spend now? How much
energy could we save? Ask yourself.

Free replacement lids will be available
at our table in the University Centre from
Jan. 28 - Feb. 1. and at the U.C. Centre
Desk permanently.
If you have your old lids, bring them
and we 'II trade old for new; if not -- don't
worry.
We apologize for any great stress this
has created in your life.

Attention everyone who purchased an
Environmental Awareness Association
mug after Sept. 7. Unfortunately there
have been problems with the lids fitting.

Our apologies for the lack of notice on
the E.A.A. 's General Meeting on January
23rd. The next meeting will be on
February 6th at the Grad House at 4 pm.

campus, most likely alone because it's
extra lab work, and see if you don't start
worrying about her getting sexually
assaulted.
If the men who created the calendar had
been more cognizant of this way of
thinking then we never would have gotten
into this scenario. Men must make this a
priority. Once it is a priority the changes
will be quick. Take AIDS for example.
AIDS affects a small percentage of the
population (with the possibility of affecting
a much larger percentage unless changes
are made). But because men can get it, men
have made it a priority and there have been

numerous changes. Wife assault, rape, and
the objectification of women affects a
much higher proportion of people, but
because men are not afraid of the status quo
they do not make changes, in fact they
vehemently fight these changes.
As Joe Jackson put it "And if there's
war between the sexes then there'll be no
people left." The calendar only perpetuates
the objectification of women and that is
why it should not have been made. Men
must educate themselves so that they can
clearly see the problems with the status quo
and the problems, barriers, and fears that it
has created for women.
O

Obscenity in the eye of the beholder
by Greg Schweitzer
In the interest of women's rights and
the preservation of their dignity, the
University of Windsor's Ombudsperson
Dr. Subhas Ramcharan has decided to ban
the Huron Hall swimsuit calendar.
Ramcharan agreed with a small group
of "feminists" who said the calender was
exploitive. The calendar was, at best, tame.
Under the guise of feminism and equal
rights this group managed to prohibit the
sale and distribution of the allegedly
exploitive
calendar.
They are selfproclaimed judges of morality. They make
no distinction between sexy and erotic,
between art and pornography. They see
shame in the female human body.
It is pernicious to assume, as Dr.
Ramcharan has, that Marc Lepine and his
sickening slaughter of 14 women at the
University of Montral has anything to do
with the swimsuit calendar. Where and
how does he make the connection? He has
bowed to the whims of a small but very
vocal group of people and somehow tied it
in with a psychotic killer. Why? One could
make the supposition
he felt it was
necessary to appease this vocal minority by
using what he would consider justifiable
censorship. It is a regression in the policy
of the University.

It is an individual's perception that
makes something offensive or obscene and
an individual has the right to make his or
her own decision. The people at the
University apparently do not have the
intelligence or moral fibre to make an
independent determination of what is in
good taste, so Ramcharan has made the
decision for the student body. It must be
noted the models in the calendar, all of
whom are university students, did not feel
the were being exploited.
The calendars have been printed and
they now are to be discarded because of a
judgement made from someone else's
ethics that are not based in fact, but solely
on opinion.
Would the Swedes make such an ordeal
over a calendar? No. Do they suffer from
the same paranoia over sexism? No. They
are in many ways world leaders in equality
between the sexes.
The message conceded by Ramcharan,
circumlocutively, is that the calendar is an
exploitation of not only the women in it but
of all women.
No apology is necessary for there was
no transgression in the printing of this
calendar though perhaps one is deserving
for the people who put forth their time and
effort in producing the calendar.

Environment a victim in Gulf War
by Tamara Skerratt
Anyone who has heen around campus
lately has probably noticed the anti-war
protests (and the pro-war protests too!).
People have been speaking out against
Canada's involvement in the Gulf, the
tragic loss of civilian life and loss of life
among the soldiers stationed in the Middle
East. But few have bothered to mention the
one of the greatest casualties of the war:
our environment!
The issue given the most concern deals
with the supplies of our most widely used
natural resource: oil. Saddam Hussein has
tonnes of oil at his disposal, with which he
has threatened massive environmental
destruction. Hussein has threatened to
release oil into the Persian Gulf from his
underground pipelines. Experts who have
frequented our nightly news reports have
estimated the worst-case scenario would
see 200 to 400 barrels dumped per day, but
this could be controlled with the right
measures. Surely they've under-estimated
the potential damage that could take place
in the Gulf, that would make the Exxon
Valdez spill look like a drop in the bucket
by comparison. And if they couldn't
control that spill what makes them think
they could do it now but on a larger scale
and in a war zone?
There is also the existing danger of oil
fields being set on fire. Kuwait alone has
up to 1000 oil wells which, if set ablaze,

could bum for an undetermined period of
time; speculations say up to nine months or
ten years. Nobody knows for sure. Teams
of' fire fighters' have been deployed in case
such a problem arises; supposedly they will
be able to extinguish the fires (although
nobody has said how they plan to do it).
One expert said that such an event would
cause severe pollution, but nothing quite as
bad as a nuclear winter. How reassuring!
But of course nothing can be done about the
fires until the area is 'militarily secure.'
How long will that take?
The war itself and the possibilities of
major global disasters in the oilfields have
lead many to believe we are on the brink of
a severe energy crisis. The effects of the
Gulf war would surely be felt worldwide.
Maybe this wouldn't be such a problem if
we didn't rely so heavily on fossil fuels,
which, by the way, are non-renewable and
major pollutors in the first place. Our
society's reluctance to research and use
safer energy sources may be our demise.
Here's an idea: Maybe our government
could take the money it's using to support
our troops. ships (yes, all three of them) and
aircrafts and invest it in research for new,
clean, environmentally
safe energy
sources. Instead of supporting
mass
destruction
and contributing
to the
possibility of an environmental tragedy,
perhaps they could try looking for ways to
take responsibility for global security from
a different direction.
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Men and Women's Hairstylists

$3· OFF
00

all haircuts
Offer valid to all students, staff and faculty upon
presentation of valid ID.
At University Mall location only.

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534
Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday . . . . . 9 am-9 pm
Saturday
. . . . . . . . 9 am-6 pm

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

~matrbr
HAIR

ESSENTIALS

-

Positions available:

• President
·• Vice President

Nominations open: Wednesday, January 23, 1991 at 9 am
And close: Wednesday, February 6, 1991 at 4 pm

Advanced polls: Wednesday, February 20,1991
Elections: Thursday, February 21, 1991
Nomination forms and election rules can be picked up in the Social Society office in
Windsor Hall North in Room G130 weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm

-

Be involved in your Social Science Society -

Make a difference!

--
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Hot and cool blues at the art gallery
Deloitte & Touchc .Jaa '91 Concert Series
"The Ladies Have the Blues!"
A Tribute to Bessie Smith
Sunday, January 20
Art Gallery of Windsor
by Terry Brown
Last Sunday, the Art Gallery of Windsor's Chrysler
Room was filled with an upscale, mature audience eager to
hear blues in a smokeless, alcohol-free environment.
The program started with pianist Art Hodes and trumpeter Marcus Belgrave playing instrumental selections from
their recent Hot and Cool Blues cassette. The title track an original composition - fuses the 'hot jazz' style Hodes
learned on the south side of Chicago during the '20s with
bebop and the 'cool style' blues that were popular in the '50s
when Belgrave began performing.
The combination evoked a wider range of emotions,
and the different interpretations of common themes involved the faculties as well. It was a popular and critical success.
Acknowledging the applause, Hodes remarked, "It's so
gratifying to have a small but intelligent audience."
The well-behaved crowd was then treated to solid renditions of standards such as Thelonius Monk's chromatic
"Blue Monk," Kurt Weill's moving "September Song"
(people were humming along with the opening bars), and a
high-spirited version of "Sweet Georgia Brown" which had
the eighty-six-year-old Hodes pounding out the beat with
his foot during non troppo piano segments.
Detroit vocalist Kerry Price came out for the first part
of the tribute to Bessie Smith, the "Empress of the Blues"
who achieved fame in the 1920s when the colour barrier was
broken in the recording of popular music.
Price gave a technically solid, emotionally restrained
performance of Smith's "Mecca Flat Blues" and "Down-

Hearted Blues." The positive audience response showed
they appreciated the rare opportunity to hear these songs.
When Price momentarily forgot the words toJellyroll's
"Sweet Substitute," Hodes and Belgrave used the lapse to
elaborate on the simple melody - a tribute to their professionalism and ability.
Despite this small mistake and two failed attempts to
lead the audience in clapping out the beat of "Down-Hearted
Blues," flowers were thrust into Price's hands as she left the
stage.
After intermission, Hodes and Belgrave performed
another short program of originals and standards (including
Louis Armstrong's "Bye Bye") before introducing vocalist
Juanita McCray.
In keeping with the motif of contrast, McCray was free
with her emotions, even allowing them to interrupt her performance. It worked well when she stopped to emphasize
the last verse of "C.C. Ryder" but was embarrassing and annoying when she halted Smith's poignant "Ain't Nobody's
Business" to offer a spurious background to the lyrics. The
two accompanists tried to make accommodations, as they
did with Price, but they were frustrated by the mercurial narrator.
The audience, however, lapped it up, especially when
McCray altered (or perhaps added) a verse to deflect questions of her age.
Despite the problems, McCray's expressiveness
brought out the bawdy connotations of the lyrics (which
were notoriously raunchy), and even had Belgrave cracking
up over a passage about eating "seed" from the song "Watermelon Man."
McCray performed a gospel tune for her encore, but
was so overwrought that she left the stage in tears.
Hodes recovered the moment, saying, "Like in New Orleans, after the sad part comes the joyful part," and then
closed the afternoon with a sing along of "When the Saints
Go Marching In."
O

Bessie Smith, Empress of the Blues.

Ivory tower trickles on blue-bin toters
.-\ssumption University Christian Culture Series
Philip Marchand, Guest Speaker
"McLuhan's Media: Mechanical Bride
and Electronic Call Girt"
by Sarah Atkinson
Social theory and cultural criticism are
subject to the trickle-down theory; the
general public eventually absorbs some of
what drips from the ivory tower, seeps
through the walls of the barracks of
radicalism, or is spat at them through the
slickened lips of the avant-garde.
Thus does the average cultural
consumer
become
an armchair
psychologist,
a blue-bin
toting,
whale-loving weekend environmentalist,
and the docile audience of deconstructured,
re-reified, post-capitalist
advertising
fodder. And thus do the words "The
medium is the message" strike a chord of
familiarity to almost any such consumer
over the age of seventeen.
Unfortunately,
analysis
and
understanding do not trickle down too well
- too thick and gloppy perhaps - and in
the memory bank of the many, McLuhan's
slogan gathers dust right alongside "I Like
Ike."
So who pays attention to Marshall
McLuhan anymore? Now that we have
decided that we really enjoy all the illusory
favours and treats piled on us by the
madams of media manipulation (and with
so many pretty young theorists of various
exotic origins around to titillate the
hardware of our higher selves) it's no
wonder that McLuhan, like his slogan, has
been more or less shelved.
One scholar who has been paying
considerable attention to the Canadian
media theorist is Philip Marchand, book
editor of the Toronto Star, who has recently
published a biography of McLuhan.
Marchand, speaking last Sunday as part of

Assumption University's Christian Culture
Series, mapped out McLuhan 's legacy and
suggested some possible perspectives from
which McLuhan 's current relevance can be
seen.
Only two of McLuhan's books are still
in print - The Gutenberg Galaxy and
Understanding Media - but both are
considered
classics in the fields of
communications and sociology. Mcluhan
was one of the first in a class of academics
interested in popular culture, a class now
large enough to support international
conferences unabashedly devoted to the
many facets of pop culture.
McLuhan's earliest influences in this
direction, points out Marchand, came from
critic F.R. Leavis, who with Dennis
Thompson
wrote
Culture
and

Environment, a book which sought to apply
the tenets of the New Criticism (a truly
ground-breaking development in literary
theory led by another well-known
Cambrian I.A. Richards) to the current
media and especially to advertising.
McLuhan's
years of study at
Cambridge during this exciting time of
pedagogic upheaval set him up for a
lifetime career of semiotic revenge and
scrutiny on the exponentially expanding
field of media mirage. His first book, The
Mechanical Bride, published in 1951, was
an analysis. a la F.R. Leavis, of a series of
advertisements of the day. He intended in
this text to expose and describe society's
mechanistic view of the world, which had
been brought on by the industrial
revolution and the rise of the assembly line.

Another text, The Electronic Cull Girl,
came about later as McLuhan witnessed the
shift in media technology which shook up
our marriage to mechanism and started up
a new liaison, with our now predominant
means of communication - electronics.
Marchand's
claims about current
theory's substantial debt to McLuhan are
persuasive, but not entirely convincing
given Marchand 's limited historical
knowledge about several other schools of
theory. But more substantiation might be
found in the aforementioned biography.
And given the viral nature of cultural
theory in general, especially in the age of
electronic info-glut, I have no contentions
with Marchand's claim that McLuhan's
thinking is still percolating into media
theory.
0

Organ concert better than carpet bombing
University of Windsor School of Music
Artists Series
David Palmer, Organist
All Saints' Church, City Hall Square
by Karl Mamer
The School of Music, which normally
stages its Artist Series at Moot Court,
moved into All Saints' Church for a
performance by University of Windsor
music professor and organist David
Palmer.
Palmer, whose performances have been
heard several times on CBC radio, started
the concl:!rtpromptly at 8 pm. Palmer began
with a piece synonymous
with the
collapsing psyches of mad B-movic
scientists, their arachniphagic assistants,
and whatever petty dictator against whom
the U.S. is waging an all-out, completely
moral, !lag-waving carpet bomhing blitz:
Johann Sebastian Bach's Toccata and

Distinguished organist, David Palmer.

Fugue in D minor.
Recognition
was instant and the
audience was delighted.
Two small children looked at each
other and smiled. Maybe spending a couple
hours in a church on a Friday night ain 't
gon11abe so had.
The acoustics of the church dampened

the cathedral echo that heightens the
emotive
nature of the work. Yet
considering the limited number of pipe
organs and massive stone cathedrals in
Windsor, this is a minor quibble.
Overall,
it was an excellent
introduction - a well-known standard by
which the audience might be able to
appreciate
the quality of Palmer's
performance. Also, with Bach's Toccata
und Fugue in D minor out of the way and
the attention of the audience captured,
Palmer was able to tackle! some lesser
known, more adventurous works.
His second selection
was Paul
Hindemith 's Sonata I. The first movement
had a bouncy construction. It was lively
music coming from an instrument that can
only be carried around in a truck. The
second movement slipped one into a dream
world that quietly dissipated in the closing
section.
See "Organist," p~ge 1O.
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by Laila Farrell
ear of censorship has struck a note of
panic into the art community. The
Mapplethorpe incident in Cincinnati
and the Evergon incident at home
demonstrate a rise of conservatism
which threatens freedom of expression and has made some liberal gallery directors
martyrs of a constitutional debate.
Censorship in Canada is enforced both internally and at the border. Imported artworks are
viewed by a commission in Oltawa called the
Prohibited Importations Directorate, a special
branch of Canada Customs. Although the backgrounds and educations of those on the board vary,
commissionmember, Officer Jill Milks, stressed
that officers follow "precise government
guidelines" and that they are "trained to consider
the artist's message" when examining materials.

One wonders who, exactly, trained them. Milks
also adds that the commission does not change or
tone-down works, but restricts or approves them
on the basis of whether or not tn~y exhibit "undue
exploitation."
The censorship of art produced within Canada
is a much more complicated issue. What is
Canada's policy? Artwork is subject to the
obscenity laws in the Criminal Code, but these are
broad and ambiguous so that the actual decisions
on whether a work is obscene or not can be left to
the courts and judges, (people who do not necessarily have any artistic sensitivity), but who, it is
hoped, are able to take into consideration changing societal attitudes.
Obscenity is an individual perception. It must,
however, be generalized to some community
standard in order to be enforceable under law. The
standard is never acceptable to everyone and so
the result can only be imposed morality.

An embarrassing example of the problem of
lack of legislation in Canada manifested itself in
the Evergon incident in Saskatchewan, where art
director Lynda Milrod was dismissed by the
Board of Directors after showing an exhibition by
Canadian photographer Evergon. Apparently, the
Board members panicked after receiving complaints about the "immoral" and "obscene" works
of Evergon. The letters were sent by a radical
Christian group with a mailing list and a computer.
The majority of the petitioners had never even
viewed the paintings.
The Art Gallery of Windsor also had a showing of the works of Evergon, to very positive reaction. The work was, according to gallery director
Alf Bogusky "loosely, loosely erotic," and was
described by Artcite director Lianne Payne as
"beautiful."
The disturbing aspect of the Evergon incident,
aside from the scapegoating of the gallery director, is the ignorance of the Canadian people about
the whole affair. Perhaps most disturbing is the ignorance of the Canadian people about their rights
and the laws on censorship. The Evergon incident
should never have gotten so out of hand. The complaints against the showing were from a minority
of people in the community--not enough to create
a standard. The majority of community members
remained uninformed or aJ>athetic.
In contrast, the jailing and eventual acquittal of
Dennis Barrie, director of the contemporary Arts
Center in Cincinnati, was widely publicized and
created an open forum for debate. Barrie was
responsible for the exhibition of photographs by
the late Richard Mapplethorpe. Behind the debate
on censorship was a drive to reestablish the principles of freedom of speech, which are guaranteed
in the First Amendment of the American Constitution. Knowledge of the incident and Americans'
knowledge of their rights is widespread and support for both sides of the controversy is strong. It
was clearly an exercise in the redefinition of community standards.
Locally, the directors of galleries have felt the
effects of the censorship issue as well. Lianne
Payne and Alf Bogusky both are concerned by the
conservative backlash. When asked if he would
exhibit Mapplethorpe, Bogusky was cautious,
saying that the AGW tries to detail mostly
Canadian artist, but that he would "have to weigh
the probable consequences of detailing the work,
in this time, in this context, given the general level
of hysteria [that Mapplethorpe's work prompts].
If we felt strongly about the artistic merit of the
work, we would have no reservations."
Payne was enthusiastic when asked the same
question, but both galleries have a Board of Directors which has final authority over the work exhibited. The boards, Payne admitted, tend to be
conservative. Unfortunately, they are so for pragmatic rather than artistic reasons. "These issues,"
says Payne, "are having an effect on selection
committees; there is self-censorship going on.
[The directors Jhave seen things happen at other
galleries and they are that much more cautious.
This can lead to bland shows."
What does artwork stand to lose with the threat
of censorship? Presumably the laws which govern
censorship were created to keep "the obscene"
from public view while still allowing the viewing
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, of that which demonstrates artistic merit and intent. But will merit and intent be diluted in the
process, and artwork become characterized by insipidity? "It stands to lose vitality," says Bogusky,
"cutting out the core of vitality of what drives or
advances society. Systems which seek to control
are doomed to fail because they do not get to the
root of the problem which is charging the individual with responsibility."
Payne agrees and elaborates on the danger of
censorship to the viewing public. "We have a role
as a facilitator. Different views are essential for
progress and change. Progress is informed by
other lifestyles, ideas, and relationships." To examine the negative outcome of the Evergon exhibition in Saskatoon is to examine the
self-perception Canada has of its artworld. Bogusky uses the Evergon case as an example of how
"the tyranny of a small group of people can control public opinion."

,;

Censorship is not only abhorrent for the fact fluenced by American culture on the one hand,
that it restricts what everyone has access to based while grasping onto Canadiana with the other.
on the opinion of a small group of people, but it Here, our national identity is precarious ...and prealso works against itself in that it makes people cious.
Bogusky points out that the exposure censorwant what they're told they cannot have. Thus,
Mapplethorpe's shows broke attendance records ship is getting these days can only be a positive
at galleries in Chicago, Berkeley, California and thing and should demonstrate the importance and
many other U.S. cities--but for all the wrong power of art.
Art is important because it expresses ideas, and
reasons.
Perhaps Canadian censorship laws are obscure ideas can evoke change. Every government on
because we do not value our artists. Censorship earth recognizes this and, ~onsequently, suppresseems a non-issue in this country because many ses work which is contrary to its ideology. Art
Canadians see our culture as dwindling and reflects society and it may be ugly or move you in
believe that there have been no important artists ways which are uncomfortable, but remember it is
since the Group of Seven. This attitude promotes only a reflection. Freedom of speech is vital. Once
the disparagement ofthe Canadian artworld and we lose our ability to decide what is acceptable to
us as individuals, we have lost our choice on how
the subsequent loss of our cultural identity.
Windsorites are especialy vulnerable as ' to live.
Windsor is in a cultural purgatory, being situated
so close to the States. We are tremendously in-

Organist finishes spryly
Continued from page 7.

Sonata, Opus 38would, however,
work well in a pastoral setting,
heralding the end of a season of
bountiful harvests.
Palmer finished up with the
short but spry Toccata (Symphonie Number 5, Opus 42) by
Charles-Marie
Widor. The

The first half of Palmer's
recital ended with the short, snappy, and aptly named Piece de
Resistance by Ronald Arnatt. The
toccata was written for the 1989
convention of the American
Guild of Organists. Reminiscent
of Bring in the Clowns, the joyous
composition makes one hope that
Arnatt will get some work scoring
the next teamsters' convention.
After a short intermission,
Palmer opened the second half in
much the same way he did the
first - with Bach. Though the
18th century composer's Toccata
and Fugue in F Major is less
known than his Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor, the piece's extended pedal solos and vigorous
conclusion were interesting.
Otto Olsson's Sonata, Opus
38, the best work of the evening,
followed. The first movement
was unimpressive, but the second
and third were captivating. The
fugue was celebratory but in an
unintrusive way - it is not a
piece one would use to score an
enthronement or victory parade.

"The fugue
was very
celebratory ... "
brevity of the composition was
welcome; despite Palmer's entertaining selection and playing, the
All Saints'
pews were not
designed with a concert goer's
comfort in mind.
The School of Music's Artists Series will return to Moot
Court February 15, featuring
pianist Paul McIntyre and the
Debussy Preludes, Books I and 2.
Tickets are $6.00 for adults,
$4.00 for students and seniors.
Contact the School of Music at
253-4232 (extension 2780) for
more information.
0

School will bus you to church,
Greektown, and fascination
by Karl Mamer
The School of Music's Wednesday afternoon lecture series
will be featuring some fascinating

RUDY'S
HAIR SALON

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *

January 30: The New Old
Saint Mary's Organ: Tracking
the Midwest 's Largest Tracker,
Alan Botsford speaking.
FebruaQ 6: Topic to be announced,
Music Theatre
Clinician for 1990-1991.
February 13: 15th Century
Chanson, Edward Kovarik
speaking.
February 20: Recital of Own
Composition, Jens Hanson.
March 11 (a Monday): Topic
to be announced, Murray Adaskin and Louis Applebaum.

•
0 r b 1tron
VI•de Q
2144 Wyandotte St.
Mon-Thur 11·9
Fri-Sun 11-11

L

presentations this semester.
Near capacity crowds of students, professors, and people
from the outside community fill
the school's ninety seat recital
hall for the 3:30 pm lectures.
Speakers are drawn from the
school's faculty, from other
music schools, and from people in
the community with particular
expertise.
One of the highlights of the
series is a bus tour January 30 to
Old Saint Mary's church in
Detroit's
Greektown.
The
church's magnificent pipe organ
will
be
discussed
and
demonstrated.
Admission for all lectures,
including the bus tour, is free.
Contact the School of Music. O
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Join us for lunch
Monday thru Friday
between
11 am & 4 pm and
we'll pay your G.S.T.
Great Specials
Everyday!
(alcoholic beverages excluded)
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11
1~1
The Bookroom
AtTheCourt

1111 Sale

on
everything!
Save up to 70%!

Friday, January 25, 1991
Poetry reading featuring

George Elliot Clarke
Halifax poet, parliamentary
assistant for Howard McCurdy

Ron Dickson
Windsor's CAW poet

Len Wallace
Local folk singer

Mackenzie Hall 3277 Sandwich St.
Windsor, ON 258-2726
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Back to School Special
TCI 286c System

Fully IBM compatible

14" colour VGA monitor (640 x 480 resolution)
16 bit VGA graphic card
16 MHz landmark speed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onboard)
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
Mouse/ Modem/ Printer/ Joystick ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply
MS DOS 3.3
Word processing software
And much more!
1 year parts and 3 years labour warranty

On Sale For

$999

~

GST

included

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regu1a·r1y priced items for students and faculty
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Multi--Media students plan
bloodless takeover of Lebel
bJ Lance Arts staff

"Wisdom is bom of wonder"
- St Gregory the llluminator
No matter how scant your experience of the fine arts, you are
probably aware that artists no
longer confine themselves to
working
with
traditional
materials like paint, canvas, and
stone. But have you ever seen
work in non-traditional materials
close up?
Prepare yourself for a pleasant
evening of surprises.

.. This Friday, , January 25i at
7:30 pm, the Multi-Media
program
of University
of
Windsor's School of Visual Arts
presents its first annual MultiMedia Showcase, an open house
featuring the works of fifteen ar-

TCI Data Systems Inc.

2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training/ Service/ Networking/ Programming/ Desktop Publishing

tists who explore the use of nontraditional materials and themes.
You've probably heard of Art
Video, Performance Art, Video
Installation and non-traditional
sculpture, but have you ever been
personally invited to attend a
premierc? By artists who are
working here, in this community?
friday night, one night only!
The Multi-Media students have
taken over the whole Lebel building (corner of Huron Church
Road and College Avenue, opposite the McDonalds) to show
off the best of their works. Orop
in, wander around. Free admission, friendly guides ... ihere will
even be munchies.
The Multi-Media Showcase:
more fun than TV footage of a
Scud missile ... come on down
and see for yourself.
O

It's not easy
being a daisy on
Valentine's Day.
Too many people asking,
"Love me, love me not?"

I

Now, you don't have to
wonder. Just read the back
page of the Lance on
February 14, and look for the
message from thedJne you
love.

I

I

Summer jobs require resumes too!

Will yours measure up?
Find out at a

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP
Visit Career Planning and Placement in Room 163, Dillon Hall
to pick up a workshop schedule and check out the summer job
postings.
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!Men'sOn{y 'Vafentine'sVay
Lingerie.Party
Monday, February 11 - starts at 7 pm

Buffet dinner
- $8 per person
includes chicken, ribs, lots of
salad and great dressing

Let O''Ioo[e's lie.ffl..
you witfi your
Sweet
:J{eart's

gift
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Don Says:
Don't miss our super sports trivia contest every
Wednesday night beginning January 16.
Great weekly prizes; winners qualify for Ontario
championships to compete for three trips for two to the
Montreal Forum for a Canadiens pla yoff game.

"Purv Lyors Of Fun"

SJ l Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 am ' til 1 am
Sunday 11:30 am ' til 11 pm
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Join us for our SuperBowl Festivities!

T·hfs is a .
Su..b l im .i:a.l A.d.4t~ •.
CAREFULLY READ
..~~ ..BE CAREFUL
Unlike any Bar

S~
S~

Unlike any Pub

S~

·on deadline
Appuca t ,
.
ded to noon, Career Fair 1991
exten
1991'
.
January 30,
·
Co-ordinators
Two Positions Available
Full-time beginning May 1 to August 30; continuing with
part-time until mid-October .

I

1

405 Pelluier
Windsor

'

254-6865
• Open 7Days

Salary $8.50 per hour
Part-time position, three days per week from mid-May to
mid-October.
In order to promote continuity for each successive Career
Fair, it is hoped that the candidate selected for the
part-time in 1991 will be advanced to the full-time position
in 1992. Therefore, preference for the part-time position
will be given to students who are currently two years away
from graduation.

Unlike any Niteclub

:1cASA
~~!
CHAVELA
-~' '
I
I

I

•. 1

I

Salary $7 .50 per hour

INTRODUCING

THIS MOST EXCELLENT
ESTABLISHMENT

s~

Open 7 Days A Week S~
Pinball, Pool Tables, Darts

s~

$6.50 Pitchers of Beer S~
High Energy Dance Muzic

s~
Light Show

S~

Where is Everyone going this
weekend

--------

One Career Fair planning project must be conducted prior
to the official May start date. The hours involved in this
project will be accumulated towards lieu time which can
be taken at the end of July or beginning of August 1991.

Qualifications
Both positions are open only to students returning to the
University of Windsor, full-time in the fall of 1991.
The successful candidate(s) must have demonstrated
ability in organizational, leadership and management
skills, as well as demonstrated ability in marketing and
time management skills. In addition, the sucessful
candidate(s) must have strong English communication
skills in both oral and written form.

2960HuronChurchRd.

5 Minutes dot:~n~~~on Church &

9663388
•

• Sweaters
• M.isks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

• Ponchos
• Tapestries
• M.iy,m Pieces
• Clothing

Major Resposibilties of Position
To plan, organize and implement a successful Career
Fair, to be held in October 1991 . This includes:
• co-ordinate the Employer invitation list from the different
faculties on campus
• mail written invitation to prospective companies, organizations,
etc.
• conduct phone follow-up and personal contact with employers
• co-ordinate and design brochures and all literature for Fair
• book room rentals, audio-visual equipment, electrical
requirements as well as refreshments, transportation to hotels
and hotel dinners
• cultivate good public relations with University administration
and faculty to promote and support Career Fair
• design advertising and marketing strategies to encourage
students ' attendance of Fair
• write press releases and organize live television and radio
coverage for the day of the Fair
• organize , supervise and motivate volunteer student groups to
assist in the organization and promotion of the Fair
• maintain ongoing bookkeeping to ensure that costs do not
exceed allotted budget

How to Apply

DINER DANCE CLUB

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World

Candidates are requested to submit resume, covering
letter and transcript of marks. In addition, candidates are
invited to submit three (3) creative ideas to promote the
Fair to students and/or potential employers.
Submit appllcatlons to
Carol-Anne Uegama
Career Planning and Placement Centre
Dillon Hall, Room 163

•••• TO THE EXOTIC
Hutd Crafted Worldwide Import,

• 1-~11..,.

• Africa

• Pl•nla
• Whlpe
• Oolhlng

• Folk Art

C.UVlng,

• T--4ri•

•s""' ...
OPEN

7 DAYS

300 Ouellette, Windsor
(Pala~

01')

Compl .. ·Upper)

256-1551
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
RESULTS
Men's Basketball
Fri. Jan. 18
Lakehead 77 Windsor 69
Sat. Jan. 19
Lakehead 85 Windsor 77
Women's Basketball

Fri. Jan. 18
Lakehead 93 Windsor 64
Sat. Jan. 19
Lakehead 84 Windsor 60

Hockey
Sat. Jan. 19
Windsor6 Guelph5 (OTI
Sun.Jan20
Windsor 7 Western 4
Women'sVolleyball
Wed.Jan.16

Brock def. Windsor (1S-12,
15-12, 15-4)
Fri. Jan. 18
Lakehead def. Windsor
(15-12. 8-15, 15-11, 15-12)
Sat. Jan. 19
Lakehead def. Windsor (15-9,
15-4, 15-13)

Track & Field
Team Scores

wi.n

1. Windsor 90.5 pts.

2. Western 85.5 pts.
3. York 57.5 pts.
4. Rochester 28.5 pts.
Mt;n
l. Windsor/Western 82 pts.
3. York 73 pts.
4. Rochester 42 pts.

Fencing
Sabre
1. Marc Scarfone
4.Paul1',,1acEachen
5. Steve MacAdam
Epee
2. Tyuen Nguyea
Foil
4. BridgetO'Shoughnessy

Upcomiog Events
Men's Basketball
Sat. Jan. 26
Windsor al Guelph

Women's Basketball
Sat. Jan. 26
Windsor at Guelph

Hockey
Sat. Jan. 26
Windsor vs. York 7:30pm
Sun.Jan 27
Windsor vs. Toronto 3:30pm

Track & Fleld
SaLJan.26
Can-Am Omc
(11:30am)

at Windsor

Curliq

[-Lancers skate over Mustangs
Mike Mouat
With a pair of home victories
over the weekend the Lancer
hockey team took a big step
toward achieving coach Rick
Cranker's goal for the season.
Windsor needed overtime lo
defeat Guelph 6-5 last Saturday,
before beating Western 7-4 the
Mllowing afternoon.
The Lancers and Cranker have
set their sights on finishing no
worse than fourth in their division
and as high as second, despite the
fact that many experts had picked
Windsor as a sixth-place team.

period to tic the score.
After a scoreless third period
in which neither team had many
good scoring opportunities the
game headed into overtime.
Mahon scored the game winner for Windsor with 1:20 left to
play. Mahon and Anthony broke
over the Guelph blueline on a twoon-one. Anthony then flipped a
perfect
pass
over
the

0 had it not been for a fluke goal
by Western. While on the
powerplay a Western player tried
to pass it across the front of the
Windsor net, and the pass
deflected into the net off the
Windsor defenseman's foot.
Anthony started the scoring
for Windsor as he streaked in behind the defcnseman, picked up a
pass from Belland, then cut across

to the glove side after gi,.ing l11m
a little head fake.
Mahon scored on a n.:bound
late in the second period "'hile
Windsor was on the po"erplay
Western scored mid"' ay
through the third to make the
score 5-3 as they capitalized on a
Windsor giveaway.
Unlike the previous night the
Lancers did not fold and give up
their lead as Brunet replied
minutes later to cement the game
for the Lancers.
Two insignificant goals by
each squad made the final score 74.

MEN'S HOCKEY
The Lancers came out flying
on Saturday, taking a 3-0 lead
before the ten minute mark of the
first period. Dwayne Brunet,
Mike Miller, and Rod Anthony
scored the goals for Windsor.
Guelph was able to narrow the
gap to one before the period was
over, as momentum shifted in the
Gryphons' favour.
Luke Ducharme got Windsor
started out on the right foot in the
second period as he scored on a Marty Haidy (#11) looks to backcheck.
Lance photoby Carolyn Cox
backhand shot from the hashmarks to the left of the Guelph defenseman 's stick to Mahon who the net and caught the goalie
fired a slapshot through the standing still. He then easily slid
goalie.
the puck into the empty net.
A few minutes later with goaltender's legs.
"We
weren't
able
to
maintain
Anthony scored again late in
Windsor on the powerplay, Dan
our
focus
for
the
full
60
minutes
the
first with a slapshot just inside
Mahon and Brad Belland crissand
we
let
them
back
into
the
the
post to the goaltendcr's glove
crossed al the blueline and Mahon
left the puck for Belland who game," Cranker said. "Letting side.
Western closed the gap to one
blasted a slapshot past the goal- them come back like that, t""ice
from
three
goal
deficits
I
think
put
on
a
two-man advantage early in
tender to restore Windsor's three
a
scare
into
us."
the
second
period.
goal advantage.
The
Lancers
again
came
out
The
\1•1stangs,
again on the
However, the Lancers let
flying
against
Western
on
Sunpowerplay,
were
burned
when
Guelph back into the game with
day,
as
they
took
a
3-1
lead
into
Marty
Haidy
intercepted
a
pass
at
sloppy and at times uninterested
the
dressing
room
after
one
period
his
own
blueline
and
walked
in
on
play.
a breakaway. Haidy beat thegoalGuelph scored three times of play.
The
score
could
have
been
3- tender with a good wrist shot high
before the end of the second

Windsor's specially teams
were spectacular
over the
weekend. scoring four powerplay
goals and two shorthanded goals.
"It was something we worked
on at practice this week." Cranker
said. "It was not effective last
week. When we came back from
the break we concentrated on conditioning and didn ·1 have a chance
to work on the specialty teams."
Again the Lancers diJ not
have a full lineup as regulars such
as J.D. Urbanic, Dirk Gebhardt,
and Howie Thompson were all
sidelined. Jamie Baker sat out
Saturday's game because of
suspension. Several players also
suffered from the flu.
"Our hands are tied as far as
the lineup is concerned,'' Cranker
said. "We're getting u~ed to it
now. We got our lineup all set on
paper and if \.\e could get
everybody healthy we woulJ be
auset."
The Lancers play Toronto and
York this weekend. Both games
are at home at Adie Knox Arena.
Again the games are Saturday at
7:30 p.m. and Sunday afternoon at
3:30 p.m.
::J

Refreshing freshmen whip Western
by Dave Briggs
Tf the first two weeks are any
indication of things to come,
some members of the University
of Windsor's women's track and
field team may soon be dubbed
'the refreshing freshmen.'
At the Don Wright Invitational Track and Field meet at the
University of Western Ontario
last Saturday, the women's team
continued to show its vast improvement over last year's squad
by defeating Western to win the
team title.
The men's team, short five
key athletes, earned enough
points to tie the host school for the
team championship.
Windsor's head coach Dennis
Fairall was especially pleased
with the women's win over
Western and York.
"That's the first time we've
beaten them [Western] when
we've both been at full strength,"
Fairall said.
The gold medal performance
of the women's 4x400m team was
particularly noteworthy because
the group consisted entirely of
freshmen runners who have
blown a breath of fresh air into the
group.

"I think the girls 4x400m time
is the fastest in the country this
year," Fairall said.

TRACK and FIELD
Stephanie Plamondon, Kelly
Dinsmore, Lisa Laughton and
Kari Vickers posted a time of
3:58.1 to win top honours as well
as qualify for the Canadian Interco 11e g i ate Athletic Union's
(CIAU) national championship.
Dinsmore also set a meet
record in winning the triple jump
(11 m66), and Plamondon collected a second gold medal for her
part in the 4x200m team.
Overall, the Lancers won 9
gold, 7 silver, and 11 bronze
medals.
''I think it's easier to get
motivated for a team scored
meet," Fairall said.
Irma Grant won a gold medal
in the 60m (7 .86), and a second as
a member of the 4x200m team.
Mark MacDonald also netted
two gold medals; one in the
1500m (4:03.9) and the other as a
part of the 4xs800m team which
set a meet record (7:54.4).
Other Lancer gold medal performances: Tashlyn Chase (shot

put, l 2m26); Brett Lumley (triple
jump, 13m59); and decathlete
Chris Weinberg (shot put,
14m53) (who only competed in
one event due to a shin splint
problem).
Windsor's men's contingent
was one of the country's best
teams a year ago, and its performance at Western showed it still
is a formidable foe; particularly
when you consider the Mustangs
stacked a number of athletes in
each event in an effort to get
enough points to win both team

titles.
This Saturday, Windsor will
host the Can-Am meet at the St.
Denis Centre. Fairall expects 10
U.S. schools and 6 Canadian
universities to attend the meet.
The Lancer coach hopes to
add more athletes to the already
significantly large group who
have qualified to compete at the
CIAU national championshipships. Athletes will be able to concentrate more easily on their own
performances as team points will
not be allotted at the meet.
O

Perf armer of the Week
- Rod Anthony
Sponsored by Don Cher11 ·s
Restaurant

The Performer of the Week
for the period ending January 28
is Rod Anthony, a centre for the
Lancer hockey team.
This past weekend Anthony
led the team with three goals and
one assist. The team defeated the
Guelph Gryphons 6-5 in overtime, and the Western Mustangs
7-4.
Anthony is a second year So-

cial Science student from Burlington.
For being selected as the Performer of the Week, Anthony
will receive a $20 voucher from
Don Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Pelissier St. in downtown
Windsor.
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way
refelcts the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.
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Our paper doesn't grow on trees ...
recycled papers
natural surface paints & finishes
water purifiers
organic foods
all-natural cleaning products
solar devices
energy efficient lighting
friendly & knowledgeable
service

2184 W andotte St. W.

253-4302

Though seemingly about coffee, this
poem is so obscure that it can be
freely interpreted.
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STUDY IN FRANCE
Students can enjoy a unique
opportunity to earn
university credits toward
a Canadian B.A. while
studying in the south of
France near Nice. The
U niversiti canadienne en
France offers studies in
Humanities, Social Sciences
and French and English language courses to students who have
the equivalent of one year of university studies.
Students may qualify for Federal/Provincial student assistance
programs Ooans and bursaries}.

Forinformation,callor write:
UNIVERSITECANADIENNEEN FRANCE
Laurentian University, Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury,
Ontario P3E 2C6. (705}673-6513, Ontario (800} 461-4030 or
UCF, 68 Scollard Street, Toronto, Ontario MSR 1G2
(416}964-2569,Ontario (800}387-5€,03,Canada (800}387-1387.
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InformationSession
University of Windsor
Thuraday, January 31, 1~1
1 :00 - 2:30 p.m. - Room 168
OHlonHall
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Sports ·enGolfed in war
by Dave Briggs
I'm sure at least some of you
have turned to the sports pages to
escape
momentarily
the
coverage of the War in the Gulf.
The fact is that the war has
such broad-reaching
implications that it has even found its
way into the reams of basketball
statistics and photos of athletes
diving for footballs.
Thankfully our priorities
have been realigned of late and
many things seem to have been
placed neatly into perspective.
War or no war, sports should
rarely achieve the level of attention, adulation, and significance
they often do. It's just too bad it
took a world event so momentous for some of us to realize this.
Last Tuesday - though admitedly I was concerned about
the January 15 United Nations
deadline for Iraq to leave Kuwait
- most of my free time was
taken up with checking standings, getting up-to-the-minute
scores, and watching a variety of
sports highlight shows.
Just after United Nations
coalition forces began their
aerial bombardment of Iraq I lost
my consuming
appetite for
sports about as quickly as someone who has just tossed his
lunch.
As I sat transfixed in front of
a television set that was busy
blasting
me with ongoing

coverage of the hostilities, I no
longer cared which team would
win the Super Bowl, or which
basketball teams were playing
that night.
Occassionally I would scan
the channels to find different

just one of the things that makes
life a little more bearable
Armed Forces Radio has long
made a habit of broadcaMing any
major sporting event it can get its
hands on. For a few hours it brings
the troops that much closer to

I the armchair gladiator
coverage of the war. A wave of
guilt washed over me every time
I passed TSN and saw a hockey
game in progress.
How can anyone be watching
this game now? I thought. In fact
I also wondered how it was possible for the two teams to be playing.
Almost immediately there
was talk of can~elling many of the
professional
sports. Wayne
Gretzky spoke out and said it was
improper to play the NHL AllStar game considering the circumstances.
The Super Bowl came
perilously close to cancellation,
and a few college basketball
games were postponed indefinitely until a proper time could be
found to play them.
After much thought I'm convinced sports must go on if not for
our own sanity then at least for the
thousands of sports-loving personnel currently serving in the
Middle East.
For many soldiers, sports are

home and away from the ongoing
nightmare they face in the sand.
Cancelling the Super Bowl is
little more than a token attempt to
ease our own consciences;
a
pretentious way of saying we are
suffering too.
In order to survive such
gloomy times, some of us simply
mm,t temper our over-zealous
love of sports with the knO\\ ledge
that they arc nothing more than an
insignificant smudge on a li~t of
realistic priorities.
I'm not saying we should
dress in black, curl up in the
corner of an empty room and be
miserable until the war b over. Instead, I believe we should keep
the men and women serving O\ erseas in ouc thoughts and pra)ers
as we go about our everyday
routines.
It's the least we can do for
those willing to lay down their
lives for the freedom and lifestyle
we currently enjoy, yet rarely
fully appreciate.
:J

Scarf one's sabres win title
by Dave Briggs
An innovative new system introduced by the University of
Winusor's fencing coach Eli
Sukunda helped the men's squad
capture the sabre team title this
past weekend at the Ontario
University Athletic Association's
(OUAA) west sectional at McMaster University.
Freshman fencer Mark Scarfone paved the way to the team
crown by capturing the individual
championship, while losing only
one of his 20 bouts.
Paul MacEachen finished in
fourth place in the same category,
while teammate Steve MacAdam
placed fifth.
"The sabre team is a new
team," Sukunda said. "We've in-

novated a new system that's
worked very well for them."
Though th..: sabre group
produced exciting results, Sukunda felt the men ·sepee tt;am should
have fared better. The team was
mathematically eliminated from
competition, though their coach
felt they were one of the strongest
groups at the tournament.
"The epee team was probably
the best team there," Sukunda
said.
The Lancers' coach felt the
epee fencers lost concentration
while using a counter-attacking
system that requires them to react
to moves initiated by the opponent.
"The counter-attacking system requires the other team to take
the initiative
and then we

respond," Sukunda explained.
Though th~ team Jid not Jo as
well as ..:xpccteu, Sukunda said he
will stick with the plan in the future, and that with more experienced fencers it should work
well.

FENCING
"It's responsive, reactive and
you need courage," Sukunda said.
In the women's competition,
Tuyen Nguyea placed second in
the epee division, while Briget
O'Shaughnessy was fourth in the
foil section.
The team's next competition
will once again be in H.imilton in
three weeks.
CJ

AUDITIONS Hoopsters downed twice
KingsProductions,the world's # 1 producer of entertainment,is
holdingauditionsforthe spectocvlor1991 season ot CANADA'S
WONDERLAND,
Toronto,Ontorio.Mokeyour auditiono showwe
con't dowithout!Forodditionolinformation,collthe Canada's
Wonderland Entertainmentofficeot 416/832-8356.
MAPLE,ONTARIO
Saturday, February2 ond Sunday, February3
Canada's Wonderland,ScondinovionStudios
11 o.m.-1 p.m. Soturday 2-4 p.m. Sunday
Technicians,Chorocters,Escorts
WINDSat,ONTARIO- Thursday,February7
MocKenzieHollCulturalCentre
3277 SandwichStreet
10-11 o.m. Singers
11 o.m. DancersRegistration
10-11 o.m. Musicians,SpecialtyActs,
Technicions,Characters,Escorts
MAPLE,
ONTARIO
Soturday,February9 and Sunday, February 10
Conodo's Wonderland,CanterburyTheatre
12 noon-2 p.m. Singers
2 p.m. DancersRegistration
12 noon-2 p.m. Musicians,SpecioltyActs
J Reg,•letedTradeMoro of Conoda'•WonderloridInc

O CopyrightConoda', Wonderlorid
Inc. 1991

j

Calvin Knight
The University of Windsor's
men's basketball team played
two well-fought
games at
Lakehead University in Thunder
Bay last weekend only to place
them both in the losses column.
In Friday's game, played in
what is called the 'Thunderdome,' the packed stands pushed
the home team back from a tenpoint deficit to down Windsor
77-69.
James Pepper with 17 points,
Everton Shakespeare with 13
points and Kris Pauley with 12
points were Windsor's
top
scorers.
Head Coach Wayne Curtin
said his team played excellent

defense, but its lack of size eventually proved to be its downfall as
Lakehead
out-rebounded
Windsor 2 to 1.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
"Our small guys could not
keep up near the end of the game,"
Curtin said.
Windsor lost Saturday's game
by the same margin with an even
more exciting ending.
Again
Pepper
and
Shakespeare had good games.
Shakespeare led the Lancers with
26 points.
At halftimi.:, Windsor was
losing 51-47. They eventually

tied the game with two minutes
left only to trail shortly after. With
30 seconds left the Lancers battled their way to within two.
At that point Windsor turned
on the pressure and started to trap,
forcing a loose ball. Unfortunate1y Lakehead recovered and it
ended up in the hands of their
sharp shooter, Jeff Byerle), ""ho
nailed a three-pointer
into
Windsor's coffin. Byerley was
Lakehead's top scorer with 22
points.
The Lancers have studdered
their way to a disappointing early
record of 1-3. The team will play
in Guelph this weekend followed
by a home contest versus Waterloo next Wednesday.
CJ
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Future briglit for volleyers?
by Scott Pratt

After more than a month off,
the women's volleyball team
began 1991 with a tournament
appearance against the powerful
McMaster Marauders.

$169

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Coach Marge Holman had
been concerned about her team's
sharpness
following
the
holidays, but her fears were laid
to rest as the Lancers took one
game from the team ranked number six in the province in a hotly
contested match.
As throughout the season so
far, Holman continues to see improvement.
"At the beginning of the year,
we tended to think individual
first, team second. Now we're
starting to think of the team as a
whole first."
The women returned home to
face the Brock Badgers at the St.
Denis Centre on January 16. Displaying intensity that is becoming commonplace, the Lancers
marched out to a 7-4 lead in the
first game. The team Jost control
just as fast as they had gained it,
however, and soon trailed 8-7.
After drawing to an 11-11 tie behind the serving of Darlene Ing,
the team faltered and fe11,15-12.

each

Madewith tender strips of Chicken "
or steak and covered with fresh ----lettuce and 100% cheddar cheese ...... -yo
Allthe things you like.And please ... TACO
don't talk with your mouth full.
'BELL.

The University of Windsor
women's basketball team isn't
getting any breaks.
The squad fe11prey to a very
powerful Lakehead team in
Thunder Bay, struggled in both
of their matches. and came up
84-60 and 93-64.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Windsor attempted to wear
the Lady Nor'Westers out with
their fast-paced 'run-and-gun'
offense.
In both contests Windsor's
faster pace backfired on them
early. Lakehead's more efficient
style of inside-outside shooting
took the Lancers out of the game
early as their opponents were
able to mount leads of over twenty before the first halves expired.
"We came out tentative and
dug ourselves into a hole," said
Windsor's head coach Joanne
MacLean.
"It's hard, even
though we played much better
for the remainder of the games,

\ne

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Lancers Renee Michiels (#12) and Yvonne Richards (#2) anticipate.

The first game appeared to
have tired Windsor,
as the
Badgers took an early 12-3 lead in
the second. Fortunately, the team
woke up and stormed back to
within two points, 13-11. It
wasn't enough though, and Game
2 ended 15-12 in favour of the
Badgers.
Some questionable calls by
the officials resulted in a more
lopsided third game, which the
visitors won 15-4.
The team played without one
of its top reserves,
Marci
Dreszcator, against Lakehead for
two games this past weekend.
Preszcator strained her knee in
practice, but should return to action fairly soon.
Giving what Holman called

twenty points."
For the Lancers, having to
play in front of a riled up
Lakehead crowd was not the most
encouraging of circumstances.
The Lancers did manage to
cut the Lakehead lead to eight in
the late stages of the first game.
In Friday's action, point guard
Sheila Windle chipped in 19
points with 7 rebounds, while on
Saturday,
Nancy Gyurcsik

"our best effort this !>eason," the
team took Lakehead to four
games before bowing out Friday
night.
Returning to the Windsor
lineup was Stephanie
Purr,
sidelined until recently with a
nagging ankle injury.
In the Saturday matinee, a
vocal and supportive crowd ~aw a
visibly tired Windsor team urop
the first two games by scores of
15-9 and 15-4 respecth-ely. The
team gradua11y re!>umedtheir normal, feisty levd of pla) in the
third contest, fighting back from
an early deficit to tie the contest at
12. The referee continued his inconsistent officiating, however,
and the Lancers went down fighting, 15-13.
O

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

The two losses dropped the
I .ancers to the dangerous posi1ion
of 1-5 with eight games still
remaining.
Though MacLean is emphatic
that this season has already been
the most injury-riddled of her
coaching career, she maintains a
fresh outlook of optimism. As the
team's health situation improves,
so. likely, will its performance!..:}

•

•
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FREETaco
Purchasea Steak or ChickenSoft
and receivea freeValueMenu
RegularTaco.

I

TACOPresentthis couponbeforeordertn,I!.Onecouponper
'BELLpersonpervisit.Notvalldlncomblnalionwlthanyother
I
• offer.No cash value. Plus applicabletax. Coupon
expiresJuly 1.1991.

L

5150TECUMSEHRD. E.
6707TECUMSEHRD. E.
3054 DOUGALLAVE.
1790HURONCHURCHRD.
328 ST. CLAIR ST. (CHATHAM)

------- -
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ACareer
ThatCounts.
[!J
Opportunity
From controller to CEO, CGAs are multi-skilled
professionals who fill key accounting and financial

positions.

Reward
Only CGA offers a complete certification program
that allows you to continue working full time while
pursuing a professional accounting designation.

Roster woes hurt team
by Glen Skinner

The University of Windsor's
men's volleyball team began the
new year a little short.

MEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
A total of five players were
lost from the team over the
holidays. One player was cut because he skipped a week of practices during the break. Jeff
Kempe, a starter for the Lancer
team, quit because he finished his
degree in the first semester.

010shrllelaGh
Vetroit's
lris/i Pu6

--------

~

Lakehead drops Windsor
by John Marentette

IntroducingTheo Bell's new
Steak and ChickenSoft Theos.

The major loss was power hitter Jude Popp - Popp became
academically ineligible to play
for the team. The three losses left
the team with eight players in the
first week of January.
Lightning struck a fourth and
fifth time when Mark Mai11oux
and Todd Stevenson went do"' n
with ankle injuries. The team was
then left"' ith six healthy players.
Coach Bob Bond made some
calls and persuaded Scott Clements and Mike Duben to join the
team. Duben played on the 11..am
last year, and Clements was a
player who was initially cut from
the squJd.
D

yourself
Don't leave
out on a limb.

r,,

Take the risk
out of job
interviews.
~q

Innovation
In addition to our unique modular program, CGA is
the only professional accounting body that provides
you with valuable hands-on computer use throughout your studies.

rfl

Mobility
Your CGA designation is transferable between
provinces.

Credibility
As a CGA, you will be recognized as a leading
accounting professional in Canada's business
community.

Infinity
If you're 1ooking for a career with infinite possibilities
contact us today at 1-800-668-1454.

CertifiedGenemlAccountm1ts
Associationof Ontario

y
Attend a job interview skills w~rkshop at the .
Career Planning & Placement Office, Room 163. Dillon Hall.
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Subway scheduled for end-of-semester shutdown

SAC deals students bitter debt pill
by PremaOza
Students'
Administrative
Council
(SAC) has launched a full-scale financial
restructuring
plan to ensure
the
corporation's long-term survival. The plan,
proposed at last Wednesday's council
meeting on Wednesday, is intended to restore SAC to solvency after a year of indebtedness.
The plan involves closing the Subway
Pub, located in the basement of the University Centre.
SAC President Joe Esteves said he
planned to close the flagging student pub
by executive mandate, but that council
forced him to present the deci~ion in the
form of a motion. The motion was tabled
on Wednesday, but this Monday it was

passed by a two-thirds majority of the
council.
Council accepted the restructuring in
principle, but chose to postpone implementation of the program until SAC's upcoming general elections are completed.
Executives explained that time was
also needed to edit SAC's corporate patent.
"What we wanted to do is we wanted to
cut out officers of the corporation and shift
the responsibility elsewhere to make it
more financially
viable," said Mark
Horsfall, SAC vice president finance, "but
because our letter patent says we must have
a President and a Vice-President - and
those are the rules under which we are incorporated - we don't have enough time
to implement the proposal."
When the restructuring program is im-

plemented, SAC hopes to acquire a loan
contract to assist in maintainence of its
operations. In exchange for the loan, SAC
would agree to pay their Bank a fixed
amount two or three times a year.
"It would be an arrangement where we
would, immediately upon receipt of our
[student] fees, forward a payment to the
financial institution to repay a certain
amount of the debt that we've accumulated
... the rest of our fees would be deposited
into our account, and we would operate
with cash instead of credit," Horsfall
elaborated.
The SAC executive has estimated that
the corporation
will have a debt of
$380,000 at the end of this year.
"It's not a very attractive situation to be
in, and the situation has gotten worse from

last year ... it's a direct result of the Subway
Pub." said HorsfaJI. "The Pub was forecast
to profit this year. Two years ago. the Pub
made $60,000 or so, last year $40,000. As
of the end of December ( 1990) it lost
$30,000. Obviously we had no way of
forecasting this."
Esteves says that while the decision to
close the pub is not a popular one, "I know
I've made the right decision. In three years,
when SAC is out of debt, people will say
that closing the pub was the right thing to
do."
Horsfall said he wasn't surprised by the
closure of the pub. "Let's face it, everbody
saw it coming," he said, "and I have to echo
Esteves' sentiments in that if the students
really gave a shit, they would have been out
t 1isyear."
0

''Public concern''
sparks crackdown
on artist ~sproject
by Karl Mamer
Fourth-year visual arts major
Otto Buj's latest art project has
many local rrsicients worried that
Windsor's water supply is unsafe
to drink.
Friday afternoon, a sign was
erected on the grounds of the
University's Lebel Building. The
billboard informed passersby that
"There are Drugs in the Water."
The sign prompted a number
of
area
residents
and
businesspeople
to call the
Windsor Utilities Commission
(WUC).
"A lot of people are calling up
asking if the water is safe to
drink," said a WUC spokesperson
who
wished
to
remain
anonymous.
"The sign looks
professional. People drive by,
they don't know if it's serious.
With this Persian Gulf thing,
people are nervous. Why couldn't
they have done it a few months
ago?"

University hiring policies short of the mark: report
by Kevin Wilson
The University of Windsor needs to make
and effort to hire more visible minorities, native Canadians and physically challenged individuals. This is the conclusion of a report
submitted by Ottawa's Federal Contract Compliance Review Board (FCCRB).
Under the 1986 Employment Equity Act,
and the Federal Contractors Program, the
government requires, "that all organizations
with 100 or more employees and bidding on
contracts of $200,000 or more," implement
policies to ensure employment equity, subject
to periodic review.
Since the U of W falls into that category,

Next week:

failure to comply with the equity program can
result in it being prosecuted or denied the right
to bid on federal contracts.
The government has established four target groups for employment equity- women,
visible minorities, native peoples, and the
physically challenged. According to the recent
report, the university is only up to par on one
count.
"The (FCCRBJ was pleased with our
hiring of women [faculty], but felt that more
attention must be paid to the other target
groups," said Jim Butler, Director of Human
Resources for the University.
Currently, the University has begun to implement the recommendations made hy the

Western basketball

Rumours of war

review board. Ms. Shahrzad Mojab was appointed to the re-created position of University Employment Equity Officer.
Other recommendations to enhance the
equity policies of the University and to increase the hiring of target groups are proceeding on a timetable set by the review board.
Butler is doubtful that the University will
be able to meet the board's deadline, but is
"confident" that the board will accept the efforts of the University to comply with their
recommendations.
"!The board) takes into consideration
whether or not there has been good-faith efforts on the part of the employer to implement
their recommendations," Butler said.
a

Mature students lost in shuffle

Buj claims thathis projectwas
planned well before the commencement of hostilities in the Gulf.
"It's both wonderful and horrible. People are going to become
that more upset about terrorism
paranoia."
The sign was part of a student
exhibition featuring experimental
and traditional
multi-media
artworks. Buj was one of seventeen fine arts students involved in
the showcase, which had its opening Friday evening.
In the weeksleading up to the
show, Buj distributed dozens of
smaller flyers and stickers with
around the campus. In addition to
the slogan, the flyers featured the
corporate logo of the Bostonbased Cathode Ray Trust, and a
proverb from the bible - John
9:39. Friday night, the artist introduced another element of his
multi-media project - t-shirts,
with the same slogan.
Though the work has upset
many people, the artist feels that
every aspect of it can be explained
and justified.
"It's mass manipulation for
the sake of making an example of
mass manipulation," he said.
Buj took the billboard down
Monday night. According to
Susan Gold, Director of the
School of Visual Arts, the sign's
removal was a planned part of
Lebel's mulit-media exhibition
last Friday night.
But Buj says he had no intention of removing the sign, and
would "love to put it back up." He
explained that official pressure
from University faculty and administration forced him to cut
short his display.

n

Fourth of Tchaikovsky
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I hope you
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find this
idea~

The CPPC can
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with guidelines
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often
asked
by employers
during an
interview.
Come to the
, ~(
Career Planning and Placement Centre, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

diversions
ARTS
Art Gallery of Windsor:

Disco Night at the Subway

445 Riverside Drive East, 258- 7111
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00; new hours on
Sundays - 11:30 till 5:00; closed Mondays.)
Until January 20
..... Inuit Artworks from the Permanent Collection: in
the Tabachnik Gallery.
Beginning January 19
..... Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary Poles: in Print Gallery.
Until June 30
w Artists in British Columbia: comparison of Emily
Carr with other artists who painted in B.C. in the
late 19th to mid-20th century. In the Mezzanine
Gallery.

In the basement, University Centre
Friday, February 1
..... Boogie with the BSA. $2 advance, $3 door.

Artclte:

Campus

Marketing,

Inc.

presents

~-

A Great Beach Party
Panama City Beach
Florida

SPEND A WEEK -

Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 3277 Sandwich
Street, 977-6564.
d'
Artists and Models 5: Recession Wear: Call For
Entries: Artcite's annual "performance/wearable
art extravaganza" is coming up. Entry deadline
is January 31. For information call 977-6564.

Caboto Club Archives Committee:

at

NOT A FORTUNE

$119

Caboto Club, 2175 Tecumseh Road East, 252-8383.
Until February 7
d'
Italy From Above: a spectacular series of aerial
photos of Italy. Free admission. (Mon-Fri. 24pm, 7-9pm. Weekend 2-4pm)

CINEMA

At this low. attordable price: you

arrange your own transportation.

CMI TOUR INCLUDES:
""
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TRANSPORTATION
INCLUDES:

OPTION
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be...... mocttrn ti.gtw.~ cr»chfs

Total including transpopation

$234
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

,

Call the Max
\
253-9039
, Jalso C our display
in the UCEJ C!!:

SOCIALS

Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30 pm, with an additional
4:00 matinee on Sunday.
Until Sunday, February 3
d'
To Sleep With Anger: (USA, 1990, Charles Burnett): "langurous, sneaky essay on the evolution
of black American values" starring Danny
Glover.
d'
King of New York: (USA, 1990): Christopher
Walken is king.
Tuesday, February 5 to Sunday, February 10
d'
The Tall Guy: (USNUK, 1990): a movie about a
musical about the "elephant man", meant to
ridicule Andrew Lloyd Webber. Jeff Goldblum.
d'
Metropolitan: (USA, 1990, Wilt Stillman): "a
sparkling comedy about downwardly mobile."
d'
Frankenhooker. showing only at 9:30 & midnight
on Friday, Feb 8, midnight on Saturday, Feb 9.

LECTURES and SEMINARS
The Graduate Communications Students'
Colloquium:
In the Oak Room, Vanier Hall, University Campus.
Tuesday, February 5
w
Where the Global Meets the Local - New
Perspectives on the T.V. Audience: a lecture by
Professor David Morley, Brunel University,
England. From 4:00 to 6:00 pm. Free admission.
In the Oak Room, Vanier Hall, University Campus.
Thursday, February 7
w 'Die Hard'; Live Harder - Homeless Men,
Violent Videos and Empowerment: a lecture by
Professor John Fiske, University of Wisconsin.
From 4:00 to 5:00 pm. Free admission.

Department
of Kinesiology
Speaker's Series:

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention 2438.
Friday, February 8
d'
Working Class Women's Sport: presented by
Tina Parrat from the University of Iowa. Noon in
the Human Kinetics Conference Room.

Chlstlan Culture Serles:
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
Huron Church Road, 973- 7033.
Sunday, February 10
w Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: a lecture by Rev. Joseph Fitzmyer, S.J., Professor
Emiritus, Catholic University, Washington, D.C..
Begins at 8:00 pm. Students $2.00, general
audience $5.00.

MEETINGS
ARK II - Canadian Animal Rights Network
In the basement at the Main Branch of the Windsor
Public Library, 851 Ouellette Avenue.
Thursday, January 31
GMonthly meeting: among the topics to be discussed will be up the Point Pelee & Rondeau
Park deer kill, and up-coming fur demonstrations. Begins at 7:30 pm & all are welcome. Call
Marina at 972-6588 for more info.rmation.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

REV. JOSEPH FITZMYER, S.J.
Professor Emeritus
Catholic University, Washington, D.C.
Pontifical Biblical Commission

Speaking On

Dead Sea Scrolls and
the New Testament
Date:
Time:
Place:

Adults:
Students:

Sunday, February 10, 1991
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
$5.00
$2.00

Alumni
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Rejected for being 4', 7"

Student lodges complaint against Leddy
by Kevin Wilson
A University of Windsor student says
she has been
"humiliated"
by the Leddy
Library, and nobody seems to be
able to do anything for her.
Christina Konhya , a fourth
year honours psychology student,
has been applying for part-time
work at the library since the fall of
1987. The library will not hire her
because they feel she is too short
to perform the duties commen surate with the position.
Konhya is four feet and seven
inches tall.
After speaking with University Ombudsperson Subhas Ramcharan in the Winter of 1990,
Konhya was given a tour of the
Leddy Library circulation and
reserve room desks by Jerry
Malone, Associate Librarian for
Public Services.

"I felt really
insulted.... You
don't have to be a
rocket scientist to
work at the
library."
After the tour, she was not
contacted for employment.
"I felt really insulted," said
Konhya. "I felt like they were
talking down to rnc. You don't

have to be a roc ket scientist to

Ho" ard Paw le) makes a point while lecturing at the anti-war teach-in held at the uniHrsit) last Saturda).

work at the library. It's not like
I'm blind or deaf."
Konhya has since filed a forma I complaint with the Omhuu!'.pcrsun. ~harging the !ibrary
wit h discrimination , bu t Ram -

charan has decided not to pursue
the case.
"I do not believe the library
could do any differently," said
Ramcharan. "They had no way to
hire her. "

Ottawa wins top oratory honours
by Jay Davison

debates with other teams drawn at
random. One team represents the
When the University
of
government and proposes a plan;
Windsor's debating team ran out the other team represents the opof gas on the highway ten miles
position. Points were awarded for
south of Cornwall, they did the style and content.
only logical thing - they debated
Windsor·s Dave McNevin
their next move.
and Adriana Czuchnowsky
Over the past weekend, the placed in the top 50 against teams
Debating Society headed to such as Princeton, Harvard and
Montreal to match wits with the Hart House from the University of
best from North America at Mc- Toronto. Both McNevin and
Gill University's annual debate
Czuchnowsky also did well in inmeet.
dividual ratings. Results for the
The debates ran from t 0:00 other four members of the team
am to around 5:00 in the evening
are not yet available.
hoth days. Topics of dehate inFollowing their elimination,
c Iuded Meech Lake and the
the Windsor team stayed to watch
potential colonialization of Mar.-.. the final rounds. The competition
Each competing. team has two boi!cu down to a spirited match
memhcrs who engage in six
hetwecn The University of Ot-

If that perfect job for you was advertised
today, would your current resume be
good enough to get you the interview?

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN CREA TE
A RESUME TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
CHANCES.
Contact Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon Hall

A tree

died

for

this

paper.

tawa and Concordia University,
who argued the issue of Quebec
separatism.
AJter the debate. the speaker
opened
the floorhumourous
to enlightening
and
sometimes
comments. Finally, the results were
announced, Ottawa emerging as
the victor.
The Windsor
Debating
Society attends between four and
six debating competitions a year
and meets from 3:30 to 6:30 pm
in Erie Hall, room 3150 every
Wednesday. New members are
wclcomed, and anyone interested
in dehating
is strongly encouragcd to attend.
Jav Dm'i.m11 is a memher of

Ramcharan cited a memorandum written by Malone which
claimed it was "physically impossible" to hire Konhya, given her
size and the current physical arrangemen t of the library .
According to the memo, Konhya was unable to retrieve certain
materials placed on high shelves,
such
as
microfilm
and
photocnoicd material.
Ramcharan said he was satisfied hy the library's reasons for

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

not hiring Konhya, but he hopes
that the university's efforts to become more accessible to special
needs students will prevent
similar situations from ari:>ing.
K9!lhya ·~ complai~~ !S f"~ren tly being reviewed
hy
Students'
Administrative
Council's (SAC) Human Rights
Co-ordinator Winston Hall.
'Tm just sick of all this going
back and forth," said Konhya. "I
feel just like a chesspici.:e."

n

Student thwarts theft
by Michael Nehme

AUniversityofWindsorstudent almost lost her leather jacket
to a thief last Tuesday.
According to a witness who
requested anonymity, the incident
occuredaround 1:00pm. Thewitness noticed a man running away
from the library.
"At first I thought they were
joking," said the witness when she
the Unin!rrny of Windwr Dehm- heard the victim yelling, "He's
i11gSociety.
got my coat."

The suspect fled past the witness, who did not understand
what was going on until the victim finally ran past her in pursuit.
Another student pursued the
suspect on foot. After a short
chase, he was caught and held
until city police arrived. The victim had her jacket returned to her.
While Campus Police have no
other reports of thefts in the
lihrary, they encourage students
to exercise caution with belonging:,, in the library.

n

HOW DOI
LOVE THEE?
LET ME COUNT
THE WORDS ...
Up to 25 words on the back page of the February 13 Lance will cost you only $5. 00.
Just write it up, enclose payment and bring it to our office before February 11.
It's our way of saying ''Be Our Valentine" to our readers.
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ON.

SHOW YOU CARE WITH A LANCE VALENTINE.
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Sign Lallguage
"Don't you see, Mr. Chien? You've learned something.
The Leader is not the Leader; he is something else, but we
can't tell what. Not yet. Mr. Chien, with all due respect, have
you ever had your drinking water analyzed? I know it sounds
paranoiac, but have you?"
"No," he said. "Of course not." Knowing what she was
going to say.
Miss Lee said briskly, "Our tests show that it's saturated
with hallucinogens. It is, has been, will continue to be. Not the
ones used during the war; not the disorienting ones, but a
synthetic quasi-ergot derivative called Datrox-3. You drink it
here in the building from the time you get up; you drink it in
restaurants and other apartments that you visit. You drink it
at the Ministry; it's all piped from a central, common source."
- Philip K. Dick
"Faith of Our Fathers"

CONTRIBUTING STAFF
Jay Davison
Michael Nehme

Drugs have been in the water a long time now- since the
'50s at least. A substance that prevents disease is a drug -..-.,.._;
~
n__,•
--.....:.-•;.;..cr~.6:·~
i};~ ;tmse...of !-P.~
wC:4 - ang. ~id.g h~i)ft'v~
.:>old/I
MOE:/uu ...n --tooth decay, a disease. As much as right-wing fanatics tried
CONTRIBUTORS
to prevent it, flouride has been introduced to public water
Sarah Atkinson
supplies for decades.
Neil Becker
Of course, the truth often offends people.
Martin Deck
So when a student of fine arts at this university erected a
Simon Dwyer
huge
sign that read There are Drugs in the Water,
Laila Farrell
representatives
of the Windsor Utilities Commission (WUC)
Paul Michaud
showed up to cut down ... the truth.
Prema Oza
Zdenka Pittman
When we called them, the WUC told us they thought that,
Scott Pratt
what with the war in the Gulf and the prospects of pro-Iraq
Glen Skinner
terrorism - and considering how 'real' the sign looked Maurice Souza-Leite
people might think it was an official warning.
Glenn Sutherland
"I can't take responsibility for anyone's interpretation," the
John Andrew Yorke
artist, fourth-year fine arts major Otto Buj remarked. "I can't
control interpretations."
The Lance, the weekly student
newspaper of the University of
Windsor, is published every
Wednesday of the fall and winter
semesters by the Student Media
Corporation, with a circulation of
10,000.
Six years after former premier William Davis and the
Opinions expressed in the
Ontario government dropped a bomb named Bill 30 on the
Lance are not necessarily those of
the University of Windsor or
province's secondary education system, some areas are just
Students' Administrative Council.
beginning to feel the effects of the fallout.
Signededitorialsare producedby the
The bill, which gives full provincial funding to the separate
Lance editorial board, but may not
schools, has been especially newsworthy lately in Essex
reflect the beliefs of all its members.
Contents are copyright © 1991.
County where several public high schools are scrambling to
Nothing may be duplicated in any
avoid annexation by the Roman Catholic school board.
way without the prior permission of
Prior to the bill, St. Anne's in Tecumseh was the county's
the editor. All rights reserved.
only
Catholic high school outside of Windsor. Following the
The Lance is a member of the
bill,
the
Essex County Separate school board established
Canadian University Press and the
Ontario Community Newspapers'
Villanova, Cardinal Carter, and seized L'Essor, the only
Association.
French high school in the county.
Villanova, located in the western section of the county, and
The Lance
Cardinal
Carter, situated in the east, both shared quarters with
Second Floor, UniversityCentre
public high schools while they waited to have their schools
Universityof Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
built.
Windsor, Ontario N9B 2S7
Now, facing severe economic troubles and declining
Telephone: (519) 253-4060or
enrollment
in the public school system, Villanova has
253-4232 ext. 3909
scrapped plans for a new building, and will instead simply
commandeer one of the public high schools.
For advertisingrates
and information,call ad director
It appears Sandwich Secondary School is at the top of the
Kevin Johnson
list of new homes for Villanova. Of course, this is fine if you're
253-2288 FAX 253-8871
attending Villanova, but not so great if you happen to go to
Sandwich.
For nationaladvertisingrates,
please contact: Campus Plus
The whole deal looks twice as fishy when you consider
73 RichmondStreet West, 4th floor
Sandwich is the newest of the public high schools in Essex
Toronto Ontario M5H 124
County, has excellent facilities, and is located in a prime
(416) 362-6468
location.
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Who can? Buj didn't intend the piece to refer to flouride,
Iraqi terrorism, or zebra mussels.
Buj's 'billboard' - he prefers to call it an installation - is
the culmination of his recent work in the Lebel school's
multi-media studio. The course encourages students to
explore non-traditional materials, themes, and modes of
implementation.
Buj has certainly taken the suggestions to heart. His
'Drugs in the Water' installation was prefaced by a
bumper-sticker and flyer campaign that hit the campus two
weeks ago. The sign is one part of a multi-media artistic event
that even includes t-shirts.
What better way to make a wry comment on the
manipulative abilities of the mass-media and of advertising?
"Machinating the mass bad trip," Buj has subverted
advertising on its own territory - on billboards, bulletin
boards, bumpers and people's chests.
The project is ingenius. Redolent of the pranks of Berlin
dadaists and French Situationists, Buj's stickers and posters
{}~rt-attention jusHong enough to befuddte. Ano, IIKe any
true prank, it's ultimately harmless .
Bowing to official pressure, Buj has dismantled his
billboard. A public debate on the issue is being arranged, and
the artist intends to continue to promote his project.
He says he wants an open discussion to take place so that
future projects "of the same form and structural nature" will
have precedents and documents to learn from.
Open discussion is not too much to ask. This institution
should be forced publically to account for its priorities. It took
the administration more than two weeks officially to ban the
on-campus public sale of a sexist publication and just over 78
hours to force an artist to tear down his art. Ironic.
Another billboard might read: Fear What You Don·t
Understand.
If recent history is any indication, it wouldn't last the night.

Separatism
I don't blame the Separate board for drooling at the
thought of occupying that building mainly because I know if
someone told me I could choose between a Ferrari and a
Hyundai I would laugh hysterically while I drove off in that fine
Italian number.
Sandwich isn't the only high school in danger of losing its
public status. The sad part is that apparently all the county
public schools are threatened.
The disturbing thing is that the Essex County Public school
board and its director Ron Pronger are acting as if they were
completely powerless in the situation.
Apparently they aren't quite sure the public education
system is worth fighting for.
One of the primary purposes of our educational system is
to teach us about equality.
However, the Separate school board blatantly promotes
segregation of students by nature of their religious beliefs.
While it's true non-Catholics may now attend Separate
schools, these students must abide by the rules of the
institution which include studying Catholic religious beliefs.
It would make more sense to eliminate the Separate
school board entirely, not only to remove the bureaucractic
nightmare of two competing systems, but to further enhance
the idea that no religion is necessarily better than another.
I'm not knocking religion. People should be free to worship
any way they please. All I'm asking is that we keep it out of
the school system.
Unfortunately, it's a little late for that.
- Dave Briggs
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(;)PINIONS

[Sic]
(This letter is printed exactly as we
received it.]
Dear Editor,
Recently there has been a serious of
thefts of student's belongings. I happen to
been a victum of this crime myself. I
therefore demand to either have the person
return the goods or be compensated in the
event that this student dosen't abide by the
rules of the university as stated in the senate
rules of a student's expected behaviour (in
the rules).
I will issue a reward and expect the
finder or retreiver
to hand it (-a
brown-orange colour portfolio brief case)
in the same condition as he/she finds it.
The articles in the case really are only
useful for me, just notes, resumes and other
assorted papers but note: There are
important gov't documents contained in
the case.
I would appreciate them being returned
-- so please return them. The case was
stolen in the student center on Tuesday,
January the 15th, 1991@ approx. 7:47. I
expect to hear from you whomever you are.
Finally, this act of vengence, insecurity
or whatever tempted this person in
committing this act is uncalled for in the
presumed mature university system.
Therefore I hope that these senseless cyclic
acts will by stopped. In sum, let's have
moderation with this opcnmindedness
business
and try and attain
an
ecosystematic attitude.
Thank-you for listening to my
complaint.
Ed Del Colombo.
Note: This article should be printed on
the first page so that the person (assuming he/she is not a regular lance
reader) will have more incentive to respond
to it!
A n:\\-ard will be given if and when
contents and portfolio case is returned!
Note: incident occurred (ji) approx.

7:47.

Publicity
Dear Editor,
I fail to see the logic in the ruling of the
University Centre expansion. How can
anybody with the least amount of
university education think that an open
vote with such minimal participation can
count for anything, much less the final say
as to whether every university student has
to pay $5 per course to finance this
expansion?
Perhaps the people who actually
believe that "due to the overwhelming
positive response, the results are beyond
reproach" should be further educated. If
only 6.2 percent of all students participate
in a vote, one should not believe this
represents the remaining 94.8 percent that
might not have known about it. If this wote
was so 'well-publicized,'
how can you
account for so many students not voting?
Perhaps a small proportion of non-voters
didn't feel the issue was important. These
people may have thought the project
wouldn't affect them _ emotionally or
financially.
Please educate me on how this voting
procedure was well-publicized, because I
certainly didn't know about it.
Who is Mary-Lou Thibert to judge
whether "Students had ample time to raise
concerns"? - obviously not a student.
I apologize for not knowing about the
vote that was 'well-publicized.' but as a
student, I do not believe that being given
two days to vote (on something I didn't
know existed) is 'ample time to raise
concerns.' A student is one who needs to
attend classes, complete assignments, and
study for upcoming tests and exams (which
I remind you, began one week from the
referendum).
Is there time to look for important
_;_

voting opportunities that will effect the
students' long-term financial situation?
Is there time to think about what we 're
voting for, much less time to voice one's
opinion to the editor about something that
is 'beyond reproach'?
.
The complaints
about how the
"referendum was pushed through without
ample preperation time" seem to mean that
the students are voting for a revote. This
revote should involve handing a voting
ballot to each student as registration access
codes are distributed so at least then. the
students can actually have some say in
what they voted for. Please keep in mind
the purpose of the original vote.
Sincerely.
A Student

Proverbial Pie
Dear Editor,
The deadline for registering in Winter
classes has expired and once again the
University
has managed to enlarge
enrolment and increase tuition. In the board
rooms of the top echelon of the University
officials I am sure the picture is positive,
for the intake of money has risen as
expenditures have remained stable. As any
student will attest, it is not such a pretty
picture.
On campus. there exist some serious
problems. These problems have been
getting worse. More students are being let
in every year. yet little is being done to
solve issues of classroom space and course
availability.
It is especially problematic for the
Social Science faculty. even more so in the
Criminology courses. l am sure those
enrolled in these courses can relate to the
ridiculous situations that exist: competing
with mobs of people to get signed in to a
required course, people registered in the
course having to stand or sit on th-.:tloor the
entire class, being forced to take only four
courses because a fifth cannot be found
resulting in having to take summer classes
(which means paying more money and
losing potential employment), being forced
to take three or more night classes which
effectively cuts into the ·campus life' of an
individual (not to mention part-time jobs).
or having to strain to hear the professor's
lecture or a student's question because of
the full gymnasium-sized classrooms.
Atrociously enough. third and fourth
year students are facing these problems!

______________ ____
_

,

The University's answer has been to
hire a small number of sessionaJ instructors
to teach 'overflow' courses. I am not saying
that this practice is wrong or that these
teachers are inadequate. I must admit that
many of them are excellent professors,
many are better than some of the 'veteran'
professors. However, they are not being
offered full-time positions and thus
students are not receiving the full potential
these professors have to offer.
Interest in Criminology, a discipline of
Social Science, has increased significantly
over the past two years. Windsor has kept
above competition with other Universities
by offering
an Honours Degree in
Criminology and this in tum has generated
even more students enrolling in Windsor's
program. However, the money these
students pay in tuition has not been getting
back to them the way it is supposed to. We
must ask where this money is being
channeled.
Is it being pumped in to the lovely new
Business Building? Is it paying for board
members' vacations? It is certainly not
going to professor's
salaries or new
classroom space (the only new space we
arc getting is the new U.C and we arc
paying for that, another issue altogether).
There have been two proposed reasons
for this dilemma. One, that Social Science
is the largest Faculty on the campus and
thus has more students to deal with. The
second reason given is that the sudden
interest in Criminology is a fad that will
soon pass
Both of these reasons are preposterous.
When I filled out Criminology on the
application form, I expected that my tuition
money would be spent on that area so that
I could enrol! in these courses, learn from
the professors that are teaching them and
perhaps enter the work force with some sort
of enlightened
attitudes. I would not
expect , nor will I stand for, my tuition
money being diverted elsewhere. If Social
Science is the largest faculty, then we
should get the largest piece of the
proverbial pie. What we've been getting is
the crust and the pits. Criminology is not a
passing
fancy, it is a :young and
constructive discipline and the only way
that interest in it will fade away is if
University officials ignore its potential.
While these questions
remain
unanswered and the bureaucratic machine
turns the students suffer. We are being
herded into classes like cattle. where we
will be branded with a minimal education
and slaughtered in the real world of
competitiveness. The only way we are
unlike cattle in this scenario is the fact that
we are paying the University for it. Where
is all of the money going to? Is it being
spent improperly or is it the fault of the
registrar's
office. failing to enforce
prerequisite requirements and enrollment
caps? I sense that it is a combination of
both, but nonetheless,
the questions
remain.
Someone must answer these questions.
Something has got to be done.
Carsten Kroon
President,
Windsor Society of Criminology

Oh, Canada

reading
February is Black History Month.
Watch the Lance for upcoming events
and related issues.
This poem originally appeared in
the November/December 1990 issue of
Power to the People, a Toronto-based
newspaper.

Drop Out
by Wayne Salmon
You went that long?
bet they told you HANNIBAL
was white

& SPACEMEN
built the GREAT PYRAMIDS
that Jesus Christ is
OUR great white saviour
& that "Hypocrates" is
the father of medicine
& the Greeks invented
this & that
(even though
Egyptians practiced
this & that
generations before)
BET they made you feel
your AFRICAN lips
AFRICAN nose
& RICH BLACK skin
was ugly
& BLACK people
never been nothin'
but slaves
savages living
in trees
1didn't believe
it either.

Was I wrong to drop out'!

approximately 7 percent which is wider
than the recession of the early '80s. The
biggest jump in inflation this year will be
because of the G.S .T. introduced by the
government to feed its insatiable appetite
to blow away public money. The Bank of
Canada Governor John Crow says on one
hand that Canadians should be moderate in
asking for wage hikes this year. but on the
other hand he gives himself a 21 percent
wage hike. This is coming out of our
pockets. folks.
What makes me wonder is how long are
the Canadian people going to digest all
this? I realize that the general population is
tolerant and docs not wish to ·make a fuss.·
But no other nation on the face of this earth
would tolerate this rape of its national fibre.
I am bitter about this nation's arrogant and
selfish leaders and I have re-written the
Canadian National Anthem not as an insult
to this great country or its wonderful
people, but as a retlection of what this
government has done to destroy everything
that made us proud Canadians. instead of
laughing at the old Three Stooges. Larry.
Curly, and Moe, the U.S. Government
laughs at the new three stooges of the '90s:
Mulroney, Wilson and Crow.
Oh Canada!
Where is that glorious land
In the U.I. lines
one million people stand.
With G.S .T . and P.S.T.
our lives arc N.F.G.
And a fool that leads the parliament
by the name of Mulroney.
They steel and spend
and get away scott free,
Oh average Joe
get back your dignity
Stand up and fight
against this Irony.
Sincerely,
Shaily Vaishnav

Dear Editor,
The current economic chaos is a
definite re:-.ullof our leaders Ca\'ing in to
the demands of the US.
As part of the free trade deal, our dollar
is being shored up to come as close to being
at par with that of the American dollar. This
in turn was the reason
for the
unprecedented high interest rates which in
turn resulted in our 'Made in Canada'
recession. Obviously, the 'reason' given to
us for this economic policy has not worked .
Inflation is still high after almost three
years of high interest rates, the gap between
Irony? Can we use this for our
inflation and the Bank of Canada rate is Canadian U11ityPoetry Supplement?
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Orwellian
Dear Editor,
I was surprised to see that white trash,
cretins, Nazi-jocks, and subhumans still exist
among us and, unfortunately, remain capable
of forming as well as communicating reasonably coherent sentences. Coherent thought,
however, is another matter.
I'm referring to the 'demonstration' that
took place on Friday,January 18 on the University of Windsor campus. It was a somewhat
confused event to say the least. A motley arrangement of predominantly white males (the
majority of whom sported neat, cropped hair
and are likely referred to as "Bifr' and "Bull")
shared with the world their hawk-like views on
the war in the Middle East. They carried signs
attached to the ends of hockey sticks (a somewhat revealing fact in itself) displaying such intelligent and logical slogans as "War for
peace." This, in itself, is a complete contradiction, not to mention grammatically sloppy. It is
a perfect example of the profound thought that
is a product of the minds of these geniuses. The
participants screamed for the blood of Hussein,
violently shook their fists in defiant unity, and
called for the freedom of Kuwait from this
madman. As a direct result of this gathering, I
found myself feeling embarrassed for being
white, male, and a student of Windsor University.
There was great opposition forming around
this Orwellian hate rally. Loud, intense arguments took place between the hawks and doves.
An example of the defence of the position held
by this group went something like this: "He's a
madman, man. He's just like Hitler, man. He's
got those people brain-washed, man. He's got
to be stopped now, man, before he gets out of
control." This defence was screamed into the
face of an older gentleman while a musclebound finger shook in his face. The man
replied, "What about the crimes of the United
States?" The redneck was dumbfounded.
"Huh?" he replied meaningfully. The man cited
examples of Panama. Grenada, and one could
add to this list of bumbling, contradictory
foreign policy Vietnam, Nicaragua, Libya,
Cuba, etc. Shortly after this confrontation, I
believe the congregation dissipated.
This event left me with many important observations. The true nature of these unthinking
lowlifes was apparent, despite the overt attempt
at hiding it. They adopted the stance of the
schoolyard bully, daring anyone to confront
and oppose them. I was shocked by their
restraint, because they undoubtedly really
wanted to smash all the peace-loving wimps
over the head with the hockey sticks. They will
likely call for my blood after reading this letter
(if indeed they are literate, which is debatable)
s they similarly call for the blood of Hussein.
Obvious!) 1hc) feel 'violence sol'ves the
problem. If one has a dispute, one should fight
first and discuss issues later, if at all. The) are
a product of a video-sedated society that idolizes muscles and strength, while dismissing intelligence as unimportant and boring.
It is difficult to comprehend the motives
and reasoning behind this event (if indeed there
are any, which is also debatable). I am relieved
that their opinion is not widely supported, lest
we become a society that rejoices in the face of
war and death. Like the poor, oppressed Iraqi
people, we would swallow all the propaganda
shoved down our throats by the state, blindly
following and supporting the government in
any action unquestioningly. We, as Canadian,;,
should be the enlightened, well-informed, rational faction in this world crisis. Perhaps those
who organized this pro-war, pro-insanity. proirrationality demonstration should remove
their blinders, open their minds, and question
authority. I hope their opinions will soon
change in light of the impending doom of this
situation becoming more complex and out of
control.
One thing I have not yet mentioned: during
the rally, some fool screamed. "You have a duty
to support your country!" I was personally of
the belief that this flag-waving, chest-beating,
mindlessly nationalistic, love-it-or-leave-it attitude was exposed as the stupidity it is during
the anti-Vietnam demonstrations of the 60s. It
seems some people still have thought patterns
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classifieds

THE AIDS COMMITTEE OF
WINDSOR is currently in great
need of volunteers. Consider a
rewarding and challenging volunteer position where you can directly use your talents and skills in the
struggle against AIDS. Immediately, we need people to work as:
volunteer drivers, library hosts,
newsletter producers and research
cataloguers . We also need concerned individuals to become
"buddies• and provide practical
and emotional support to People
with AIDS and HIV. Extensive
training is provided to all volunteers. By volunteering just two or
three hours a week at the AIDS
Committee of Windsor you really
can make a difference. Please call
Caroline at 973-0222 between 9
and 5 weekdays . Long distance
call 1-800-265-4858.
DISCO! DISCO! DISCO! Relive
the feeling! Friday, February 1,
1991 at the Subway Pub at 8:00
pm. $2.00 in advance, $3.00 at the
door. Come early to avoid disappointment. Dancing days are here
again!!
DO YOU WANT OUT of your lease
in May or September? We are
looking for a two-bedroom apartment between $450-$600/mth for
next year, preferably a location
near the U of W. Please call 2531804.
WELCOME
BACK to reality
Michaela! Your hair and tan look
great! Now to hit the books and
graduation. Yehl!!!
TO THE GUY I saw in class: you
were looking at me. I think you like
me. If you do, run a classified in the
Lance on Valentine's Day. Then I'll
know for sure.
From the
wholesome-looking gal.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE of
the University of Windsor wishes to
announce the availability of counselling & intervention services for
students with problems related to
alcohol & substance abuse. Referrals can be made by calling Student Health Services, 973-7002
daily 9:00 to 17:00 hours. We welcome & urge your use of this confidential service.
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
CENTRE & the Office of Student
SeMces are pleased to announce
the appointment
of Dr. Ann
Sprague to the staff of Psychological Services Centre from January
14, 1991 to July 31, 1991. Dr.
Sprague will be providing emergencey consutations & crisis intervention services for students. For
more information: residence students call ext. 7065, non-residence
students call ext. 7012.
WANTED:
PART-TIME
WAITSTAFF. Experienced. Apply
in person to Cadillac Jacks .
ROOM FOR RENT: 515 Bridge, 5
bedroom house. 2nd/3rd year
males. Newly renovated. 2 fridges,
laundry, parking . $275/month
everything included. Phone Peter:
256-2542.
KIM: 25 IS FAST APPROACHING. Grey hair & wrinkles now
encroaching . In your time you've
done it all. Now sit back & take your
Geritol. We still like you even now
that you're old & cranky . -J.
DEAR POTENTIAL FRIEND or
LOVER(?): I met you the other
day . I was wearing black. If you are
really interested , take out a Valentine in the Lance classifieds. I'll be
waiting.
ROOM WITHOUT
BOARD:
private room in old Victorian
house.
Bus route downtown,
laundry / kitchen
fac11it1es .
$350/month . Call 258-0575 after
5pm.
CANTERBURY COLLEGE has
single and double rooms available
for January 91. Call 256-6442
1Oam-4pm weekdays .
FOR SALE: electric typewriter,
beefy office style, $50. IBM 20
MEG hard drive, $150. Highquahty computer printer, $175.
Also Apple II+ clone parts, FM Multiplex tuner, bass guitar, call 2566054.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Kitchen
tac1lit1es.Moy off Wyandotte. can
9n-897S.

derived from the dark ages. I have some suggestions for those who participated in this nonsense: leave the demonstrations to those who
have at least two brain cells left intact in their
heads, preferably two that do not work against
each other; keep to the things that you can understand like hockey, beer, parties, and watching videos of the cool (fatal) explosions that
occur in professional auto racing without thinking of the loss of life inv,olved; leave the contemplation of political events to those who are
competent and capable.
Sincerely,
Jeff Gattinger

Swimzoot
Dear Editor,
I believe that women should be protrayed
as .,..hole beings who can and do contribute to
our society in numerous ways.I also believe in
the fcedom of expression, especially when I
disagree-.....ith that is being expressed.
I am not going to directly address the
"Huron Hall Calendar" issue since I have only
~een the cover of the pubIication and think that
some broader issues need 10 be discussed.
Each time -.....hat
something is banned there
is a limitation being placed on expression. In
order 10 allow for the free flow of ideas we must
be sure that our limitations are justified.
Sex and sexuality are an integral part of all
of our lives. Protraying sexuality, even in raw
forms (barring violence, subservience and inferiority), is sirnpl) an affirmation of a part of
ourselves.
If I see a calendar of naked men I do not feel
belittled, threatened, exploited, or stereotyped,
because so many other roles for men in society
are prevalent. The problem in our society lies
not in fact that women are portrayed as sexual,
but in that this is the only way that women are
portra)ed. Depicting men and women's
sexuality should not be banned but explored as
a valid trait that contributes to one's whole self.
Banning something does not make it go
away and is usually only a reactionary band-aid
for a symptom instead of a cure for the illness.
Instead of focusing on stopping people from
being portrayed as sexual creatures, we should
direct our efforts towards promoting positive
and "'holistic (sic] images of both sexes. If
women were perceived as the intelligent and
capable people that they are, a sexually explicit
calendar would be viewed as a narrow and unidimensional portrayal of females instead of an
instrument of violation.
It is up to those of us who want all aspects
of ourselves celebrated, not to censor those the
put forth a limited view of women, but to make
evayone aware of the fact that the body is only
one characteristic among ll)any. The freedom
of speech is necessary not only to be exersized
by those of us who may disagree with those
views (ie: rather than banning an attitude you
don't agree with; strive to make others aware
of your alternatives).
Sincerely,
Michael S. \"alihora

Support
Dear Editor,
On the brink of war with Iraq my fears are
surmounting [sic]. Not because of the actual
outbreak of the violence, but on the fear of how
our citizens and those of our allies will treat
those -.....ho
are now scn ing.
Are we going to relive the past by rejecting
our soldiers who are risking their lives for our
country. Most of the men am.Iv.omen who arc
serving over in the Gulf. whether they arc
American, Canadian or any other nation did not
choose to become a part of a "'artime force.
Will we follow the actions of those \.\ho ,pit at
'.elcrans after the Vietnam connict? Will we
call them killers and mentally devastate the
people who are just fulfilling the obligations of
commitment?
Reasons for these questions arc the many
different protest marches and statements which
have been made from these groups. The words
of the President of the Arab Students Association as reported in the January 14th, 1990 issue
of the Windsor Star, which state that he "would
prefer to see the United States and the Western
powers defeated," also have me worried.

enviro-tip
Did you know that if Ontario was as efficient as the average European country Germany or Denmark for example - we
could close down all of our nuclear reactors
and get by on the other existing supplies of
electricity?
If we were as efficient as Japan, we could
not only close down our nuclear reactors, but
close down our coal-fired generators as ,veil.
Energy conservation is easily implemented: shut off those unnecessary lights,
fix those leaky faucets, seal those drafty windows, turn down the heat.
The best energy you can use is your own.
Do you really need an electric can-opener?
(This week's tip courtesy of Earthkeeper
Magazine.)
We can wish and work for peace but our
fighting soldiers need our support whether we
agree with their actions or not.
Let us embrace our people who have been
forced into a difficult situation in the gulf. Let
us not cause more damage to our own by heartless actions and help the world healing process
by accepting those y. ho serve their country in
all different ways.
Sincere I),
Shannon Roe

Smoke
Dear Editor,
After many years in the real world as a
scientist, I came back to Windsor to upgrade
my education.
My first time back at the Student Centre
was quite a shock. Over the ) ears. I ha, e followed the students' activities. from working
against South African investment, to cleaner
enviorments. I had assumed that today's young
generation had a modern standard based on the
facts generated from University research and
experimentation.
That is why. seeing the sale of cigarettes on
campus, was like walking into a brick \\ all.
Talk about something being out of place. let
alone out of time.
I believe that healthy people have the right
to kill themselves, as long as they do not ph) ,;ically hurt other people in the process. I just find
it hard to believe that the atmosphere on campus would tolerate making death profitable.
Sincere!),
Bruce Walman

Pub Patron
Dear Editor,
Re: January 23 issue of the Lance, "Student
pub to die after lengthy illness."
I was dismayed to read that the student pub
would be closing its doors; however, what
caused me the most chagrin was that Mr. Esteves seemed to imply that students were the
cause of the Pub's demise.
The financial difficulties of the Pub cannot
be placed solely on the fact of poor patronage
by students. Atrocious mismanagement and exceedingly poor customer relations are in fact
the true culprits. The fiasco surrounding the
dismissal of Chuck Blewett as manager of the
pub left a sour taste for many of the 'regulars,'
who appreciated the new venues he had been
approaching in seeking greater patronage of the
establishment. The subsequent employee
shakeup affected both employee and customer
alike in a negative manner.
The poor handling of internal matters, combined with very poor marketing in recent
months is more to blame for the present situation, than is poor student turnout. I would ask
Mr. Esteves if he trul) likes to go somewhere
that has a sterile atmosphere and doesn't cater
to the tastes of its target audience.
In conclusion I would like to add that this
is one student who docsn 't like having to leave
the campus in order to have a beer while listening to good music in surroundings that reflect
a student pub and not a cafeteria or cheap diner.
Sincerely,
Tolly Foerstner
Fourth Year International Relations
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Subversives affront Theory Police
Multimedia Showcase
Experimental and Traditional
Work
University of Windsor
School of Visual Arts
Friday. January 25
Lebel Building
by Sarah Atkinson

Since noise is in no intrinsic
way distinguishable from any
other form of variety, information
is not intrinsically distinct from
noise ... What is noise for one system may be information for
another.
- Anthony Wilden
Write! and your self-seeking
text will know itself better than
flesh and blood, rising, msurrectionary dough kneading itself,
with sonorous, perfumed ingredients, a lively combination of
flying colours, leaves, and rivers
plunging into the sea we feed.
- Helene Cixous
Make art and go public with it
until all media collapses in on itself.
-Anonymous
Multi-media/performance art
can provide an adequate if somewhat uncomfortable resting place
for densely encoded texts. Once
the Theory Police learn to tolerate
some of the experimental swerves
of student drivers following their
maps of misreading, even the
liberalist common denominator
of art-viewers stands a chance of
having its horizons broadened.
A dozen
students
at
Windsor's School of Visual Arts
spread their maps and displayed
some of the souvenirs of their
journeys of interpretive play in a
one-night show last Friday evening.

Lan._ce
photoby Karl Mamer
Smoker tunes into pre-recorded health advice dispensed b)-Sarita Baker's duolithic art

The participating
artists
seemed not to recognize (whether
intentionally or accidentally) the
cynical/critical brackets that jade
the current art world at large:
there may be jouissa11ce happening here. In a civilization where
there's nowhere to go but around
in circles (or spirals, if we really
want to push the metaphor into the
21st century), the more aesthetic
your self-reflexivity the better.
Several of the works used
video, which is, by virtue of its
cultural significance and its increasing access1hility, a true (first
world) medium of praxis. The
technical roughness and selfretlcx ive nature of these pieces

earmarked them as experiments.
and simultaneously
helped to
generate an incidental (and accidental) volati lity.
Janie Magri's My Foucault
Video began a satirical discourse
on feminine eroticism. Another
untitled video addressed the more
specific feminist issue of rape and
the self-generating nature of maie
domination/invasion. Magri used
an unintimidating feminine voice
to protest and reverse the invasion
through questioning; such an
honest use of the female voice is
a key to dismantling the male
multi-fuck.
Live performance pieces were
going on throughout the evening.

and again a theme of selfreflexivity surfaced.
Perhaps one reason why
artists' use of audio-visual technology so redundantly results in
solipsism, in the almost obsessive
use of the self as subject, i::; this:
it's the best way to get back at
television. And who can argue
with the valid ity of that? (And
remember, zombies can't argue.)
Broadening the horizon of
technolo ira l subversion was
Bernie Helling's installation
whkh featured two glass panels
heari ng the image of the ''His
Master's Voice" puppy (if you're
older than twelve. you have this
RCA/cultural
il.:on indelibly

sandhlasted into your memory).
Behind the panels were six
teletypc machines ticking at full
speed. The phrase "faith of our
fathers" was repeated on the
blackboards
(primary school
punishment fashion). ( Forgive the
inadequate description. sometimes it's pointless to even try to
access the intuitive response: just
go see the next public thing Helling docs-you 'II either love it or
you'll think it's stupid. Or both.)
Winning the prize for artistic
subversion as praxis was a mock
billboard campaign, warning
"There Arc Drugs In The Water".
The billboard
faced Huron
Church Road and was visible to
the endless onslaught of traffic.
Posters and stickers bearing the
phrase turned up on campus
several days before the Lebel
show.
The unfortunate effect of juxtaposing experimental with more
traditional works in the same
show is that the latter tend to be
upstaged by the generally louder
former ones. The sculptural offer. ings of Diane Daniels and Sandy
McKay made comparatively
more classic statements on form
and substance. One wonders if
Sarita Baker's duolithic structure
- two large stone slabs, one bearing a succinct quote from Kant's
aesthetics, the other holding a
lengthy
extract
trom AnuOedipus:
Capitalism
and
Schiwph renia by Gilles De lcuze
and Felix Guattari - is open to
rigorous theoretical analysis, or if
the chosen texts merely signify
contrasting theoretical flavours.
The kind of art that seeks to
blur boundaries and cross-pollinate contexts invariahly raises
amhiguities: the problem hec,,mes one of dctermining how
deep a reading is appropriate. rJ

Williams ' buddy picture an awakening
Awakenings
Starring Robin Williams and
Robert DeNiro
Based on the book by Dr. Oliver
Sacks
by Zdenka Pittman
From the advertising campaign, one gets the fee ling that
Awakenings is going lo be a poor
fusion of One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest and Rain Man.
But it's a film populated by
stunning characters, especially
that of Dr. Sayer (Robin Williams).
Awakenings is set in the late
sixties and is based on a clinical
experience of Dr. Oliver Sacks',
author of the surprise best seller
The Man Who Mistook His Wife
fora Hat. Sacks' simulacrum, Dr.
Sayer (played by Williams), is a
new physician at a psychiatric
hospital where the methods for
dealing with catatonic patients
have not evolved heyond housing
them. Sayer discovers that a
group of the patients, all victims
of encephalitis,
are able to
respond to certain stimuli, are at
least partially aware. He pulls the

patients into full consciousness
by administering
L-dopa
(Levodopa), a drug normally used
to treat Parkinson 's disease.
The stricken experience an
·awakening,' feeling fully alive
and conscious for the first time in
years.
Williams' sensitive portrayal
of the shy, forgetful doctor, supported as it is by a high-quality
script, made for a characterization
of considerable depth.
Robert DeNiro plays Leonard
Lowe, Dr. Sayer's most studied
patient. He is the first to receive
the drug and the first to become

"The fate of the
patients underscores
the fear that all of
us have ... "
habituated to it, a nerve-racking
degeneration which casts him
back into the void.
DeNiro does an excellent job,
particularly as the drug's effect
begins to lessen and he regresses
into a twitching, paranoid wreck.
The patients treated by Dr.
Sayer were well handled by the

support ing cast, who lead the
viewer to the conclusion tha t
sometimes it wasn't necessarily a
good thing to be 'awakened.'
One patient revives to find
that his wife and family have died
years hence, leaving him with no
motivation
to live. Another
patient is shocked to discover that
she's not the attractive 22 year old
of her interrupted
memory
stream, but a gray-haired old
women. Unlike the man who lost
his family, she finds solace in her
still youthful singing voice.
The fate of the patients underscores the fear that all of us have
about our own lives, that one day
home. family, and the simple
pleasures of experience will he
denied us.
Though the treatment ultimately fails, Dr. Sayer reports
this conclusion of the experiment
to the board committee of the
hospital:
"The human spirit is more
powerful than any drug and it is
the human spirit which needs to
be nourished."
Awakenings is a truly eye- and
heart-opening film: a delightful
'must see.'
O

Awakenings is to Good Morning, Vietnam as Moscow on the Hudson is
to __
_
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by La\\ rence Deck

I got a
long-distance phone
call from a
buddy of mine
this Sunday. He
called at around
three-thirty,
complaining
that he was
severely hung
over, and that if he
didn't talk to
somebody, he was
going to vomit. He
didn't want to vomit.
Go figure.
See, Saturday was
the birthday of Robby
Burns, the only poet
who ever wrote a rolling 'R' into his work,
Scotland's Laureate, etc. etc. Saturday night, my pal
went to a soirree and swilled low-quality blended
Scotch whiskey (no, clearly his host was not
Scottish) and got the worst hangover of his life.
If I was in the same city as he, I would have
tried to convince him to come celebrate another
birthday on Sunday. After all, gab is no cure for the
morning after - this guy needed the hair of the dog.

AVE

EB

a11dfirst biographer, 'Le"° b Carrulr was one of
several names Dodgson tried on the Train 's editor,
Edmund Yates. Others were 'Edgar Cuthwellis' and
'Edgar U.C. Westhall' - thank God for Yates'
insight.
At that time (March, 1857), Dodgson was
lecturing at Christ Church, Oxford, three and a half
hours a day, seven days a week(!). He was friends
with Doctor Henry George Liddell, then Dean of the
college, and with Dean Liddell's three young
daughters Edith, Lorina, and Alice.
He loved the Dean's daughters, and Alice best
of all. It was on a trip up the Isis river in a rowboat
(July 4, 1862) that Dodgson spun Alice's Adventures
Underg~ound - the Ur-Alice - for the three girls.
With this admittedly biased audience, the yarn was a
smash. ,'Lewis Carroll' sat down to write it the next
day.
On July 4, 1865, Alice received the first
presentation copy of the completed book.
'Alice in Wonderland,' as it has come to be
called, was a dream-narrative about a young girl
who falls asleep while on a boring outing with her
sister. She's wondering why her sister reads books
without pictures or conversations when a White
Rabbit runs by. The Rabbit says "Oh dear! Oh dear!
I shall be too late!", consults a watch he keeps in his

excepted).
And as for the conversations, what can one sav?
What can one say about a dialogue between a
•
Victorian schoolgirl and a solipsistic Caterpillar who
smokes a hookah? Nothing, except to reproduce part
of it.
Alice is shrunk to the size of a mouse when she
encounters the Caterpillar. She wants to be girl-sized
again ...
"Are you content now?" said the Caterpillar
"Well, I should like to be a little larger, Sir, if
you wouldn't mind," said Alice: "three inches is
such a wretched height to be."
"It is a very good height indeed!" said the
Caterpillar angrily, rearing itself upright as it spoke
(it was exactly three inches high).
"But I'm not used to it!" pleaded poor Alice in a
piteous tone. And she thought to herself "I wish the
creature wouldn't be so easily offended!"
"You'll get used to it in time,'' said the
Caterpillar; and it put the hookah into its mouth, and
began smoking again.

Sunday was the 159th anniversary of Charles
Lutwidge Dodgson's birth. Dodgson was born in
Dai:esbury, Cheshire, the son of the local Rect01. By
all accounts, he was a gifted and imaginative child.
Unlike most gifted and imaginative children,
Dodgson was to keep those graces all his life. As a
logician and mathematician, a maker of puzzles, and
paradoxes he excelled and astounded.
But Dodgson is not remembered for Dodgson,
his mathematician/lecturer/deacon persona. He is
remembered for his psuedonymous creation, Lewis
Carroll, whose books are the bedrock of the
children's and fantastic literature of the English
language.
The first time Dodgson used his immortal nom
de plume was in a periodical called the Train, eight
years before the publication of his most famous
book Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. According
to Stuart Dodgson Collingwood, Dodgson's nephew

waistcoat and hurries on, disappearing down a
Rabbit whole.
Alice follows the Rabbit. Wouldn't you?
Everybody followed the Rabbit. Because among
its many virtues, the Macmillan edition of Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland had picture's and
conversations enough to satisfy the attention span of
any genteel Victorian - child or otherwise.
The pictures were the work of John Tennie! and
'
have been accorded the status of classics in
themselves. As many modern illustrated editions as I
see, I continue to see Alice, principally as Tennie!
saw her. Nor, as far as I know, has any illustrator
since tried to reinterpret Tenniel's renditions of the
Mock Turtle, the Mad Hatter, or any number of
other central characters (minor modifications

It turns out that eating from one side of the
mushroom makes you taller, and eating from the
other side makes you shorter. As Martin Gardner
remarks in More Annotated Alice (Random House,
1990): "Many readers have referred me to old books,
which Carroll could have read, that describe the
hallucinogenic properties of certain mushrooms.
Amanita muscaria (or fly agaric) is most often cited.
Eating it produces hallucinations in which time and
space are distorted."
Maybe Steve Martin's 'Let's Get Small' routine
was less original than we all thought.
In any case, the Lewis Carroll/ love is less the
Carroll of 'Alice in Wonderland' than that of

Through the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found
There, and The Hunting oftlze Snark. These two
books are the finest examples of nonsense literature
and semantic inventiveness I can think of. As
fantasies they rank as classics; as veiled
commentaries on logic and the mysteries of logos,
they are without any conceivable peer in this
language.
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Through the Looking Class is m,my thiugs. A
roman a clef, a dream-narrative (and it might be
Alice's dream, or the dream of the Red King, we
don't know), a record of a chess game played by
non-standard ('fairy chess') rules, a I,.·ok of original
puzzles and paradoxes, a pastiche ol IJ1shop
Berkeley's idealism, and a damned good read.
Again, the excellent conversations abound.
Consider this one that Alice has with the Red King:
[Red King:] "... And I haven't sent the two
Messengers, either. They're both gone to the town.
Just lookalong the road, and tell me if you can see
either of them."
u1see nobody on the road," said Alice.
"I only wish / had such eyes," the King
remarked in a fretful tone. "To be able to see
Nobody! And at that distance too! Why, it's as much
as I can do to see real people, by this light."
Gardner notes: "Mathematicians, logicians, and
some metaphysicians like to treat zero, the null class,
and Nothing as if they were Something, and Carroll
was no exception ... Here we encounter the
unexecuted Nobody walking along the road, and
later we learn that Nobody walks slower or faster
than the messenger."
It is this sort of play
on the esoteric logic of
certain English figures
of speech that lends
meaning to the adjective
'Carrollia n, · an
adjective too freely used
to describe the workof
lesser wit-s.
The.phoosophical
significance of Carroll's
play on 'Nothing,' is
easilly missed by small
minds, but it wasn't lost
on the likes of Ludwig Wittgenstein or ingenius
modern logician and puzzlers like Gardner, Douglas
Hofstadter, and Raymond Smullyan.
Take Wittgenstein's example. The great
Austrian is said to have been tormented by the fact
that, although it is almost always the case that when

UTHWELLIS
Suggested Books:
The Life of Lewis Carroll, by Florence Becker
Lennon; A terrific, highly readable biography, and a
short one, this book is sometimes a bit wacky and
speculative, but an excellent source book.
More Annotated Alice, Alice's Adventure in
Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass and
What Alice Found There, by Lewis Carroll, with
notes by Martin Gardner and illustrations by Peter
Newell; This is the follow-up to Gardner's
Annotated Alice. Long-time Scientific American
columnist Gardner's annotation is an invaluable
exposition of Carroll's Victorian terminology, as
well as a terrific account of the philosophical.
linguistic, and social commentary embedded in the
writing. Among other goodies, it includes several
translations of "Jabberwocky" (into Latin, Welsh,
Russian, French etc.). Gardner has also annotated
The Hunting of the Sn ark.
Alice in Puzzle-land, by Raymond Smullyan; As
far as I know, the only Smullyan in print, this is a
gem-like collection of paradoxes and logical puzzles
related in a narrative that includes Wonderland and

Y.e say 'X' is in 'Y', and •y· is in 'Z', we ar1..y,jlJing
to say that 'X' is in 'Z' (the water is in the glass, the
glass is in the room, therefore the water is in the
room), nonetheless when we say "I have a pain in
my foot," and "My foot is in my shoe," we would
not say "The pain is in my shoe."
It seems trivial, but consider this: what is it
about the way we talk about pains, thoughts, and
sensations that makes them violate the conventional
logic of the relation 'In•? And what is it about the
word 'Nothing' that makes this argument so funny:
A ham sandwich is·better than nothing.
Nothing is better than eternal happiness.
Therefore, a ham sandwich is better than eternal
happiness.
Of the few contemporary writers/humourists
who really deserve the accolade 'Carrollian, • Woody
Allen, Stephen Reich, and a few others spring to
mind. Perhaps the only one to warrant it
continuously is Smullyan, author of What Is the
Name of This Book?, This Book Needs No Title, and
Alice in Puzzle-land, to name a few.
Here's an example of Smullyana from This Book
Needs No Title
(Prentice-Hall, 1980):
Some cars rattle.
My car really is some car.
So no wonder my car rattles.
Today. almost a hundred years after he died
(January 14, 1898), there is a Journal of Lewis
Carroll Studies, an active Carrollian Society. and the
books are still in print, several of them in a number
of simultaneous editions. Endless tributes and
pastiches continue to role from the printers of
Carroll's admirers, and the stamp of his peculiar
brilliance is felt in all the better fantastic literature.
For the youth of today, the problems presented
by his Victorian argot are considerable. But growing
up without ever having read or been read Lewis
Carroll would be like completing an English degree
without readingShakespeare;like the Bard,Carroll
may seem a smidgen daunting at first, but once you
start reading, you '11wonder what the hell kept you.
And next year, maybe I'll convince my buddy to
forgoe the cruddy scotch of his pretentious friends,
and come with me to raise the wrist to a mutual
influence.
And if Nobody shows up, we '11buy her a pint to
boot.

Looking Glass characters and their 'logics.' A great
book for people who Jove a conundrum.
I Think. Therefore l Laugh: An Alternative
Approach to Philo!iophy, by John Allen Paulos:
Wittgenstein once remarked that he thought a good
book of philosophy could be written that would
consist entirely of jokes. Paulos, the author of
Innumeracy. takes Wittgenstein up on the
suggestion, and the result is highly and
self-consciously Carrollian.
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GRADS!
How are your first interviews going?
If you are not being called back for
second interviews, maybe we can help.

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOPS
are available through Career Planning
and Placement.
Pick up a schedule in Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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January 16, at a ceremony in the School of Music Recital Hall, second-year voice performance major Lisa
Driediger was presented with the Provincial Chapter of Ontario 1.0.D.E. Scholarship in Mm,ic for 1990-91. It is
her third award this year.

Ondaatje's anthology a
cultural travelogue
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STREET

Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

...Excellent summer rates available!
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W.S. Merwin ·s lines begin
Michael Ondaatje's introduction
to From Ink Lake, an anthology of
Canadian stories selected by the
poet.
Unfortunaly the quote is too
fitting, as this attempt to give "an
angular portrait of time and
place" is haunted by the exclusion
of prominent Canadian writers.
From Ink lake is uniquely
diverse, but incomplete.
Renowned writers such as
Morley
Callaghan,
W .0.
Mitchell, and John Metcalf were
neglected. Instead, Ondaatje
chose to include disappointing
works by pianist Glenn Gould and
politician Jacques Ferron.
There is also the puzzling inclusion of Chief John Kelly's
compelling speech to the Royal
Commission on the northern environment. It's beautiful, but its

Back to School Special
TCI 286~ System

presence in an anthology of
stories is questionable.
The anthology is not without
merit. Ondaatje ventures beyond
the traditional
Anglo-Saxon
stories that dominate other
Canadian collections.
He includes many worthwhile pieces, such as Austin
Clarke ' s "Leaving This Island
Place," a compelling tale about a
young student who leaves his native island to study in Canada.
From Ink Lake offers the
reader a unique look at the multicultraual landscape of Canada.
The book paints a colourful
mosaic thanks to contributions by
writers
such Joy Kogawa,
Gabrielle Roy, Bharti Mukherjee,
and Sean Virgo.
The Univeristy of Windsor's
own Alistar MacLeod is one of
the writers included twice in the
anthology. His story "As Birds
Bring Forth the Sun" begins the
book, while ''The Closing Down
of Summer" fittingly closes it.
Ondaatje makes no mistake

1

POETS OF CANADA ARISE!
Your country needs you!
And more importantly your
paper needs you! We
require your original poems

Fully IB'.\I compatible

14" colour VGA monitor (640 x 480 resolution)
16 bit VGA graphic card
16 MHz landmark speed
1024 Kb RA~ {upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onboard}
1.2 Mb 5.25 tlopp:, disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
Mouse/ Modem / Printer/ Joystick ports
lOI key enhanced keyboard
200 wan CSA approved power supply
Free mouse
Word processing software
And much more!
2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty

by using MacLeoJ ' s stories to
frame the book. They are among
the best the anthology has to '
offer. They now with beautifully
precise narrations and draw the
reader deep into the story. The
style is stunningly realistic because of the matter-of-fact way
they are told.
Though there is a lot in From
Ink Lake from well-known
authors - Margaret Atwood's
"The Man from Mars" is touching
and Mordecai
Richler and
Timothy Findley are at their best
- there is an excellent selection
of writers that the average
Canadian may not get the chance
to experience.
Michael Ondaatje may be
the one-armed explorer, unable
to reach the entire country, but he
does touch on enough quality
stories to make the anthology
worth owning. If you are going
to venture into Canadian fiction,
From lnk Lake is worth visitin~
0

On Sale For

about Canadian

unity. (And

you thought we wanted your

$999
GST
included

19 year-old body to die
fighting for countries with
democracy only for men.)
Be audacious,

courageous

,

expressive,
patriotic, be brief {no mock-Viking
epics of over 2000 lines will be accepted - even if they are
seditious,

done by real Vikings).

We will beat any advertised price in Windsor!
10% discount on regularly priced items for students and faculty
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TCI Data Svstems
Inc.
.,

2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721
Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / N~tworking / Programming / Oesr<top Publishing

Send , drop, or deliver your best work to our offices· by
February

28 for inclusion

in the Lance's

Canadian

Unity Poetry Supplement.
All entries will
subsequent
Unity.

be

considered for publication and

delivery to the Spicer Commission

on Canadian

·rhe Lance will not be responsible for work lost due to the covert
activities of CSIS.
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Goods for the common good ...

Forum validates photogFaphy as art
The Loaded Image
Photographic Exhibit
Eansor Gallery
Art Gallery of Windsor
through March 17

ring traditional gelatin silver
prints so that the viewer sees only
the true images of human suffering.
Four works by Noami Kaplan
depict lighter subject matter. She
combines classical images with
modern
settings.
In her
photograph
entitled
"Deep
Purple," Kaplan has placed
human subjects in Classical
Greek and Roman costumes set in
front of a graffiti-covered wall.
The Ektacoloured
prints are
hand-coloured after development, creating a rich vitality juxtaposed against the static

the typewritten words on the
prints.
The most bizarre yet sensual
of all the photographs are the
three Cibachrome prints by Mark
Lewis. The large free-standing
by Carolyn Cox and
triptych contrasted the thirdLaila Farrell
world to the luxurious indulgence
of Beverly Hills. The middle
Photographersstillstruggleto
panel contained children of
legitimize their work as art, and
various ethnic backgrounds
The Loaded Image, an exhibit at
whose purpose was to represent
the Art Gallery of Windsor,
people of developing countries.
provides
a
forum
for
Unfortunately,
the children
photography's
open array of
looked more like a Benetton adforms and facets.
vertisement
than the malBecause photography is a
nourished masses of the Earth.
medium that combines
The contrast would
technology with real life
have been more powcrimages, some have arful had Lewis used
gued that it does not have
subjects who seemed
the validity of traditional
more unhappy. The
art, such as paint or sculptwo outer panels depict
ture. Many cannot see the
various figures of male
creative
aspects
of
beauty representing the
photography.
Here is
rich Western nations.
where the importance of
As people walk around
this exhibit lies: it eduthe piece they may be
cates and to demonstrates
caught unawares by a
the visual, social, techspray of Giorgio of
nological, and artistic
Beverly Hills perfume
sideofphotography.
that squirts
periAll the works on disodically from the back
play are by contemporary
of the structure - like
Canadian photographers.
in the aisle at Sears.
They show various efThe exhibit confects achieved by in- Rdugee child (and Barbie TM doll) by Larry Towell
tained more fascinatdividual experimentation both in sculptural figures.
ing photos. such as Michael
and out of the darkroom.
The downside of the show Semak's contribution which
Larry Towell's eight-piece
was the glorified suburban orgy combined gelatin prints with
display from the series "The Dog of domestic splendour (socks and newspaper text to create a format
Show That Never Happened,"
blenders) by Susan McEachern.
including the thoughts of the subdocuments
the horror and
Theworkswereindisputablywell
jects.
brutality of the dictatorial regime done with beautiful lighting and
The collection
presents
of El Salvador where the artist tonal range, but McEachern 's photography with the respect it
travelcd in 1989. The nature of goal of romanticizing kitchen ap- deserves as a valid art form as
the theme falls within the field of pliances and Levelor blinds
well as showing a surprisingly
photojournalism, making "The seemed ludicrous in comparison
wide variation of technique and
Dog Show That Never Hapto the talent of the other photog- themes. Most importantly, it
pened" the most realistic con- raphers. Her supposedly feminist proves that not just anybody can
tribution to the exhibit. Towell point was drowned by the con- pick up a camera.
0
fusion between the images and
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Join us for lunch
Monday thru Friday
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11 am & 4 pm and
we'll pay your G.S.T.
Great Specials
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soaps and body products
organic foods
Bridgehead coffees and teas
recycled papers
gift cards and wrap
all-natural cleaning products
natural insecticides
T-shirts and sweats
posters and more!
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Friendly and knowledgeable service
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®

Ministry of
Colleges and
Universities

Ontario

253-4302

Financial
assistancefor
Ontariostudents
1990-1991

Apply Now/

OSAP applicationsfor
1990-1991should be
submitted at least 90
days before the end of
the school year.
One OSAP application
lets you apply for:
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan
If you received a loan in
the past, but not this
year, you must obtain
from your FinancialAid
Administrator,your

..

bank, or any other
lending institution,the
forms necessaryto
maintain your
interest-freestatus.

If you have already
applied for assistance
and want to appeal for
additionalassistance,
please contact as soon
as possible your
FinancialAid
Administrator to obtain
the deadline and other
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CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
For the week ending January 27th, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)
Numof
Record
LSI Ths Wks
Artist
Name of Album
Label (C:Can)
Wk Wk Current
GoD,sks
1
1
La·s. The
The Las
3
A&M
1
Kitchens of D1s11nclion
Onve That Fast
2
CBS
22 3
Darling Buds. The
Crawdaddy
9
Emergo
4
1
Token Entry
The Weight of the World
Go• Disks
Trash Can S1natras, The
Cake
5
9
3
Molson Can (C)
CFNY Sampler
1
Vanous
6
Way Cool
EclipseEP
25 7
7
Bleach
Polygram
Cult of the Basement
1
Jazz Butcher
8
Cherry Red
Liar
11 9
Charlottes The
9
Rough Trade
Pray
4
10 9
My Jealous God
Carter the Unstoppable
Anyt1me. Anyplace. Anywhere Rough Trade
11 9
2
Unity (C)
Time Warp Live
At George ·sJazzroom
12 9
Aberrant
The Smiler W,th a Knife
Toys Went Berserk
21 13 7
Nettwerk
Vanous
Nettwerk Sampler
20 14 9
Hamet(C)
Sweet Happiness
15 1
Scarlet Drops
Horse Latitudes
16 5
819 Touble House
Mouthful of Violence
Polygram
M1ss1on,The
Grains of sand
6
17 5
Flymg Bulgar
19 18 3
Flying Bulger Klezmer Band Flying Bulgar .
Glotterhouse
14 19 3
Vanous
Crunchouse
lmag,nary
Vanous
Velvet Underground Trib.
5
20 9
Sore
Blast the Human Flower
34 21 10 Dax . Danielle
Rough Trade
10 22 9
MazzyStar
She Hangs Brightly
Polygram
23 5
Lush
Gala
3mm (C)
24 1
Dirt
R1poff
Polygram
Feast
18 25 3
Vanous
Sp1ral(C)
46 26 3
Faryna Emily
Return of the Repressed
Elektra
44 27 7
Pt/ls & Thrrlfs &
Happy Mondays
Epidemic (C)
47 28 3
Beyond
Quantum Bummer
Unicorn
12 29 3
Strange Fruit
At Last
A&M(C )
Ftggy Duff
Weather Out the Storm
30 5
Half,Ufe
4AD
16 31 11 PaleSa,nts
Socan
The Hystencal Male
23 32 3
Hysterica l Male . The
Trance
Born ,n Blood
31 33 3
Pa,nTeens
Food
49 34 9
She's So Hrgh
Blur
SlowdweEP
Creation
15 35 6
Slowd1ve
Midn ight MUSIC
30 36 9
Vanous
AMn Lives (lr, Leeds)
BMI
10 Ton Pressure
37 1
Chemlab
Rewind Part II
RAS
38 5
Various
Mother Love Bone
Apple
Polygram
39 3
Bean Creek
40 1
Slash Orchestra
Hypothetical World
Peachy Swell
41 41 3
Confident Tricksters. Tile
Shipwrecked Again
Casino
WEA(C)
26 42 10 Blue Rodeo
48 43 3
MX-80
Oas Love Boat
A&REnt
China
Art of Noise
36 44 5
Ambient Collection
13 45 5
BooRadleys
Rough Trade
Kale,descope
Low Rumble
46 1
Storm Orphans
LMng In a Wasted Union
40 47 3
Floyd Band
Synthetic
I Burped and Puke .
7
48 7
Sweflledr,11er
Creation
RaveDownEP
49 3
Unicorn
8
Machtoc
Zippy
Mule
Meat Beat Manifesto
50 50 3
99%
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Don Says:

"Purv, yors Of Fun"
531 Pelissier Street (at W yandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11:30 am 'tit I am
Sunday 11 :30 am 'ti l 11 pm
256-DO NS
Licen!.ed Under the LLB O

Don't miss our super sports trivia contest every
Wednesday night beginning January 16.
Great weekly prizes ; winners qualify for Ontario
championships to compete for three trips for two to the
Montreal Forum for a Canadiens playoff game .

"Dese
shtake'n
ickentucos
AUDITIONS arglate!
~~~ WON%

~v

J

~~

~

Preo Courses for

Kings Productions,the world's # l producer of entertainment,is
holding auditions for the spectacular 1991 season at CANADA
'S
WONDERLAND
, Toronto,Ontario. Make your audition o show we
can't do without!For additional information, coll the Conodo's
Wonderland Entertainmentofficeat 4 16/832-8356.
MAPLE
, ONTARIO
Soturdoy,February 2 and Sunday, February 3
Canada's Wonderland, Scandinavian Studios
11 o.m.· 1 p.m. Soturdoy 2·4 p.m. Sunday
Technicions,Characters, Escorts
WINDSOR
, ONTARIO- Thursday,February 7
MacKenzie HollCulturalCentre
3277 SondwichStreet
10· 11 o.m. Singers
11 o.m. Dancers Registration
1O·11 o.m. Musicians,SpecialtyActs,
Technicians,Characters, Escorts
MAPLE
, ONTARIO
Soturday, February 9 and Sunday, February 10
Canada's Wonderland, Canterbury Theatre
12 noon·2 p.m. Singers
2 p.m. Dancers Registration
12 noon·2 p.m. Musicians,SpecialtyActs
Reg,steredTrodeMork,of Conodo's WonderlandInc
CopynghtConodo'1 WonderlandInc 1991

$169

each

FEB 9 LSAT
FEB 2 GRE
MAR 16 GMAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

IntroducingTaco Bell's new
Steak and ChickenSoftTacos.

'bCOIS

Made with tender strips of Chicken "
or steak and covered with fresh ---lettuce and 100% cheddar cheese. ~
Allthe things you like.And please ... TACO
don't talk with your mouth full.
11Ell .

--------

~

I

•
W
~

FREEPurchase
a Steak or Chicken Soft
Tacoand recrin• a freeValueMenu
RegularTaco.

• herbalapolhecary
• 1a,01 ca•ds
• C•)Slals

• incense
' c,asses

I

TACOPresentthis couponbeforeordering.Onecouponper
'HELL. personpervisit.Not\'alidincombinauonwithanyother I

I
I
I
L

offer.;"-Jocash \'alue. Plus applicable tax. Coupon
expiresJuly I. 1991.

5150TECUMSEHRD. E.
6707TECUMSEH RD. E.
3054 DOUGALL AVE.
1790 HURON CHURCH RD.
328 ST. CLAIR ST. (CHATHAM)

- ------ -

I
I
.J

Magick
Store
~~-- It\:~ Futon
~
~Futon
Mex,canJacket•
JJ..
6 S1y1es
$ 14.95

0 ,.-.';0
l9)

UnusualGilt Ideas for Body, Splfl l & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

WIN A BLUE LIGHT FRIDGE
Also available to be won are the following Blue Light
prizes :
• 16 Sweatshirts • 16 Hats • 16 T -shirts • 16 Dufflebags •
Enter your ballot in the boxes in the SAC office and the
Subway
Rules and regulations

1. Open to all U of W students over 19 years of age .
2. Commencing January 24, there will be 16 prizes for 4 weeks and
one Blue Light Fridge drawn February 14, 1991 in the Subway
3. All eligible winners must answer a skill testing question without
the aid of any mechanical or electronic devices
4. Winner to be notified no later than March 30, 1991
5 . No purchase necessary

,--------------------------------------------,
•
Please Print Clearly
Name
Address
Phone
Skill Testing Question
9x8-25+4
___________________________________________

.J

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed.Jan.23
Western 102 Windsor 79
Sat. Jan. 26
Guelph 103 Windsor 56

Women's Basketball
Sat. Jan. 26
Guelph 66 Windsor 56

Hockey
Sat. Jan. 26
Windsor 8 York 3
Sun. Jan. 27
Toronto 4 Windsor 3

Men's Volleyball
Wed. Jan. 23
Western 3 WindsorO

Women's Volleyball
Wed.Jan. 23
Western 3 Windsor 2

Women's Curling
Fri. Jan. 25/Sat. Jan. 26
Windsor I Laurier 0
Windsor 1 Queens 0
Windsor 1 Trent 0
Team qualifies for OWIAA
championships

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 2
Windsor at Western
Wed.Feb.6
Windsor at McMaster

Women's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 2
Windsor at Western
Wed.Feb.6
Windsor at McMaster

Track and Field
Fri. Feb. 1
Windsor at Saginaw Valley
Fri. Feb. 9
Team Challenge at Windsor

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 2
Windsor vs. RMC at 7:30pm
Sun.Feb.3
Windsor vs. Brockat 3:30 pm

Women's VolleybaU
Fri. Feb. 1/SaLFeb. 2
Windsor at Concordia

Invitational

Wed.Feb.6
McMaster at Windsor (8 pm)

Fri. Feb.8
Windsor at Ouelph

Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor at Waterloo

Men'sVolleybaR
Wed. Feb. 6
McMuterat Windsor(6 pm)
Fri.Feb.8
Windsorat Ouelph
Sat.Feb.9
Windsorat Brock

13
Grant puts Windsor on track
by Dave Briggs
It looks like the University of
Windsor's women's track and
field team has a grant to pursue a
national championship.
Irma Grant, the team's
defending national champion in
the 60m sprint, collected gold
medals in each of her three events
last Saturday at Windsor's CanAm Classic track meet to further
establish the women's contingent
as a threat for the Canadian
crown.

TRACK and FIELD
Rated as the third best team in
the country coming into the meet,
Grant helped justify her squad's
high ranking with winning times
in the 60m, 300m and as a member of the top 4x200m relay team.
"I usually do really well at this
meet," Grant said. "My times are
a lot better than last year, especially in the 300m, so I'm happy.
The wins are fine, but I'm really
concerned about the times."
The meet featured representatives from nine U.S. universities and colleges, plus eight '---------------~La-nc·e·p"'!'h-o·to"'!'b-y
Carolyn Cox
Ontario University Athletic As- Windsor's Stoe Radovich finished fifth in the 1000m.
sociation (OUAA) teams includstrength.
shattered Mike Murray's school
ing York, Western, McMaster,
Though the Can-Am Classic
record by over two seconds.
Waterloo, and Guelph.
As well, it was a strong meet was not scored to renect final
Overall, between the men's
for both the men·s and women's
team standings, Fairall was not
and women's teams the Lancers
4x800m relay teams, who nailed exactly ecstatic over his teams'
walked off with five gold medals,
results.
down gold medals.
six silver medals, and four bronze
"U of T is not here and
The team, consisting of Jackie
medals. The women's team was McYittie, Tanya Bielby, Tracey
Western is not at full strength
responsible for ten of the 15 James, and Kari Vickers, com- today so you can't get overly exmedals Windsor earned.
pleted their race in a time of cited about the results today,"
Fairall said.
As if that weren't enough,
9:22.12, while their male countereven though the men's team was parts - Mike Gingras, Jason
The Lancer coach does feel,
however, that the women's team
ranked number one in Canada
Petro, Chris D'Annunzio. and
before last weekend, assistant
MacDonald - etched a time of should win the Ontario chamcoach Molly Killingbeck feels 7:50.38.
pionship if it can score more
there's still room for improveLisa Laughton hit for the points in the field events.
ment.
cycle by winning a gold, a silver
A bumper crop of fresh
"Most of the athletes are not and a bronze medal. Her part in female recruits has bolstered the
competing anywhere near their the 4x200m relay team earned her
potential right now," Killingbeck
the gold, while the silver and
said. "As the season progresses
bronze medals came on the heels
and they get into more meets
of Grant in the 300m and 60m
they'll start coming together
events respectively.
eventual! y."
Windsor's head coach Dennis
Mark MacDonald
nearly
Fairall said he is pleased that five
by Scott Pratt
qualified for the Canadian Inter- of his six relay teams have
collegiate
Athletic Union's
qualified for the CIAU championThere is light at the end of the
(CIAU) national championships
ships. He expects the men's
tunnel, but for the University of
with a silver medal performance
4x440m relay squad to qualify
Windsor's women's volleyball
in the 1500m. His time of 3:55.9
soon, as they have yet to run at full
team it seems to be taking its time
getting here.
The team went to London on
January 23 to face the Western
Mustangs. A slow start by the
Lancers was almost nullified by
later play, but the team eventualThis season's performances
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
ly fell to the Mustangs in five
currently rank Grant first in
Restaurant
games,15-2,15-11.14-16.
13-15,
CIAU in the 60m and 4x200m
and 15-13.
The Performer of the Week relay. She is ranked second in
In the opening game, the slugfor the period ending February 4 the300m.
gish and lacklustre play of the
For being selected as the
is lnna Grant, a sprinter for the
Lancers allowed a Western rout.
Performer of the Week, Grant
Lancer track team and last
The second game began the same
will receive a $20 voucher from
year's Athlete of the Year.
way, as the Mustangs marched to
Don Cherry's Restaurant at 531
Last weekend at Windsor's
a 9-2 lead. Head coach Marge
Can-Am Classic track meet
Pelissier
St. in downtown
Holman, having seen enough,
Grant won gold medals in the Windsor..
CJ called a time-out and for the first
The Performer of the Week is
60m, 300m and 4x200m relay.
time this season, became angry
Last year's CIAU 60m cham- selected in conjunction with the
with her team.
University of Wmdsor athletic
pion, Grant
has already
"We came in with a definite
qualified for the CIAU cham- department and in no way
match strategy," she said after the
pionships in the 60m, 300m, and reflects the views or opinions of
game. "But we simply weren't exDon Cherry's Restaurant.
4x200m relay.
ecuting it." The team responded to

team's rosh:r com,idcrdbl) compared to last )Car; a change Gr.int
welcomes.
"I have an extra dri" c this year
because there·s a lot more girls,
and they're good," she said. "It's
time for the girls' team 10 say
something."
Killingbeck thinks Fair.ill"s
tremendous recruiting job \\as
helped considerably
by both
teams' strong provincial and national showing last season.
"We have a program that's
selling itself. Last year we got a
lot of publicity," Killingbeck said.
A key to any hope the male
Lancers have of pulling off a
provincial championship are the
points decathlete Chris Weinberg
can score in an array of different
events.
After taking ten months off
from track and field, Weinberg
came to training camp overweight and has yet to return completely to form, though he admits
it was nice to start training camp
without any major injuries.
"The ten month lay-off helped
me a lot," Weinberg said. "I finally got to heal everything. It's the
first time I started training'without
something major wrong."
Thus far, Weinberg
has
qualified for the CIAU finals in
the shot put, the pole vault and the
long jump.
This year. in the first week of
March, Windsor has the added advantage of hosting the CIAU national championships.
"I think we· re going to do well
at the Cl's," said Weinberg.
speaking for the men's team. "I
don't know if our chances are as
good at winning the Cl's as last
year, though."
This weekend the Lancers
will travel to Michigan to compete in a meet at Saginaw Valley
State.
:J

Lack of execution
costs Lancers win

Performer of the
Week - Irma Grant

their coach's words, and came
back to win games 3 and 4.

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Poised to win their first match,
the Lancers came out strong!) in
the fifth and final game. The fire
and adrenalin weren't quite
enough, however, as they lost by
the slimmest margin possible in
volleyball, two points.
Despite the team's poor performance at the beginning of the
match, Holman was impressed
with the group's response to her
anger.
"The team saw [my feelings]
as a fair and honest evaluation of
the game. They take criticism
constructively now, and realize
that I'm criticizing the situation,
not each player personally."
After a two-week break, the
team will take part in the Concordia Invitational Tournament in
Montreal on February 1 and 2. a
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.UWO's Stiefelmeyer sets record
by Glenn Sutherland
He only needed 24 points to
make history.
For most Canadian university
basketball players, last Wednesday night at Windsor's St. Denis
Centre would have been a great
night on the score sheet. For John
Stiefelmeyer of the University of
Western Ontario's men's basketball team, it is an average one.
Coming into the match
against the Lancers, Stiefelmeyer
sat within two dozen points of
tying the career record in Ontario
University Athletic Association
(OUAA) play. Stiefelmeyer
popped in 25 as the Mustangs
trounced Windsor 102-79.
With the points, the Mustang
broke the record of 1210 held by
Carleton 's Bill Holmes, who
played for the Ravens from 198185.
Western was already up by 25,
90-65, when Stiefelmeyer
reached the elusive mark of 1211
career points with a 2-pointer. He
added a foul shot, which turned
out to be his last point of the night.
Western's head coach Craig
BoydelJsaid the record was not on
the top of his mind. Of greater
concern was his star forward's
knee.
He kept Stiefelmeyer in the
game to test his knee, which had
been injured in a practice earlier
in the week. Stiefelmeyer has a
history of knee trouble, having
been operated on two years ago.
"The record was not an issue
... He had to get a workout tonight
to ~t:t: if tht: knt:t: was going to

The Mayor's Task Force
invites you to attend our
dinner dance to benefit the
CBC Legal Fund.
All-you-can-eat spaghetti dinner
and live music by The Locals

$10.00 per person
Thursday, Jan. 31 4:30-9:30
after 9:30, $3 cover charge

Be~~inger's+avern
1521 Riverside Drive West

SOS -

Save Our Station

lock, and so he was going to get
major time. That was all we were
worried about tonight," BoydelJ
said.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
Windsor kept the score close
for most of the first half, but near
the end of the first twenty
minutes, Western began to pull
away.
The Mustangs were only up
by four, 40-36, but went on a 166 run to close out the half 56-43.
Western continued to run with
more effectiveness than their opponents as they ran their lead up
to 25 points, outscoring Windsor
12-0 to begin the final twenty
minutes.
By that time, Western was
well in control and even sat
Stiefelmeyer out for a spell. The
Mustangs cruised to their sixth
victory of the season against no
losses, never alJowing Windsor to
get within 20 points. The loss
dropped Windsor to 1-4.
Despite the fact that his team
scored 102 points, Boydell gave
much credit to his defense.
"1 was concerned with our
defense [in the first half). We 're a
very good defensive team and we
didn't play good defense in the inside positions in the first half,"
BoydelJ said.
"I thought our guards played
good defense ... but we usually
frqnt well and deny well and we
help well underneath. We didn't
do too much of that in the first

half. So our emphasis at halftime
was to come out and play good
defense and we did."
Stiefelmeyer led all Western
scorers. Fellow forward Brian
Does chipped in with 22. Guard
James Green was the only other
Mustang in double figures, with
16.
Everton Shakespeare had
another impressive game. The
sophomorc scored 26 points. He
was 8 for 14 from the floor and 10
for 12 at the line.
Other Lancers in double
figures included Chris Pauley at
17 and James Pepper at 16. Pauley
was almost perfect at the line,
sinking 11 of J 2 free throws.
Lancer head coach Wayne
Curtin was happy with his team's
play in the first half, but felt the
lull at the beginning of the second
half really hurt the team.
"I thought we played very
well in the first half, but to come
out so flat in the second half really bothered us. We just got stuck
at 43 points for about seven
minutes," Curtin said.
"We played pretty well defensively but then we'd come up and
take an ill-advised shot or a shot
wouldn't drop."
Windsor suffered an inhumane 103-56 pummelling in
Guelph three days later that left
them and Laurice as the sole
gatekeepers of the cellar.
The Lancers currently hold a
1-5 record in what has quickly
turned into a dismal season. The
team will try and regroup when
they play the Mustangs in London
this Saturday aftt:moon.
O

campus recreation
Registration

Spots are still available for the Campus Ree. service programs (aerobics, swimming, and clubs). Call
now to book your spot.

PIZZA
HUT®
PAIRS

Dance for Heart

Come out and help Campus Ree. help fight heart
disease by participating in our second annual
aerobithon which will take place on Sunday,
February 10, 1991 from 1-4 p.m. Register now and
earn some terrific incentive prizes, have a chance to
win door prizes, and help fight Canada's leading
cause of death - heart disease! For more informa-

Do You Feel
You're
Lost
Maze?

tion contact Nicole Johnston at ext. 2456. All
proceeds will go to the Heart and Stroke Foundation
of Ontario.
Personal Enhancement Programs

Campus Ree is offering three CPR-related courses this semester. Heart Saver Plus is being held on
Saturday and Sunday February 2 and 3 from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in Room 202 H.K., CPR recertification is
offered March 9 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Room 202
H.K., and Red Cross First Aid on Saturday and Sunday February 9 and 10 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Room
202 H.K. To register or get more information, phone
the Campus Ree. office.

As If
•
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010shrllelaGh
'.Detroit's
1risliPu6
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Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week

MEDIUM
CHEESE
PAN
PIZZAS

See your career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

s
$}•99*
PERTOPPING
TOPS
BOTH
PIZZAS
,l/l'lmHul•• ........

--

......................

_~Lld

Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007
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flood try-not eno·ugh to top Mustangs
by Neil Becker

Soon after that the floodgates
opened. After getting into some
foul trouble, the Mustangs cruised
out in front 32-26. With the dying
minutes ticking down to end the
first half, Windsor scored to narrow the lead to 34-32.

Last Wednesday the University of Windsor's women's basketball team took another step
towards elimination. The undefeated Western Mustangs beat
the injury-ridden Lancers by a
convincing 75-58 score at the St.
Denis Centre.
Early in the game, the red-hot
Mustangs were going with the
long breakout passes as well as
controlling the rebounds. They
got off to a 16-9 lead.
With approximately
nine
minutes left before halftime, the
Lancers, led by Sheila Windle,
put on the pressure and eventually cut their opponents' lead to 2421 on a pair of foul shots by
Nancy Gyurcsik.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Lancer Sheila Windle drives to the hoop.

Icemen earn split over Toronto teams
by Mike Mouat
Two giveaways in the final period against
the University of Toronto last Sunday cost the
University of Windsor's hockey team two
points and a weekend sweep of Toronto and
York.

MEN'S HOCKEY
After going ahead 3-2 early in the third on
Brad Belland's goal the Lancers literally gave
the game away. Toronto took advantage of
two Windsor giveaways to steal the win.
"We made two horrendous defensive mistakes and they scored both times," said Lancer
coach Rick Cranker.
Randy Stephenson and Rod

scored the other Lancer goals.
Windsor beat York 8-3 Saturday night in
a game that was a lot closer than the final score
indicates.
MarkSeguin played superbly in goal for
Windsor, while the Lancer offense took two
periods to get on track.
Stephenson scored the game winner, and
his second of the game, midway through the
third period opened the floodgates as Windsor
scored five times in the final frame.
Twenty seconds after Stephenson's goal
Grant Larsen intercepted a pass and raced
down the ice on a breakaway. Larsen snapped
a shot from the top of the slot that beat the
York goaltcnder high to the glove side.
Brad Belland scored the rest of the
Windsor goals in the
Belland

TUESDAY
The Hitmen
Doors open at 8pm

.

.

·.· .. . ..
.· ....·· . .
;-· .. .
. .. ·....
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. . .. ..

completed the hat trick with agreatdeke of the
York goaltender, who was completely fooled.
The Lancers are now 7-7-1 and their next
seven games are against teams positioned behind them in the standings. The Lancers have
control of their destiny, and with a little help
could finish as high as second in the west.
In order for them to finish second they will
have to play more consistently than they've
shown so far this season.
A complete lineup would also be a bonus
- team captain J.D. Urbanic continues to be
sidelined, as are Dirk Gebhardt, Howie
Thompson, and now Jamie Baker, who has an
infected elbow.
·
Windsor meets RMC Saturday. February
2 at 7:JU p.m. and Brock Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
Both games are Adie Knox Arena.
(1

In the second half, the Mustangs overmatched the Lancers
from the opening tip-off.
Around the eight minute
mark, the Lancers got on track,
narrowing the lead to 51-48.
Finally Western's
Michelle
Mommersteeg put her team in
front by ten, as she led the offense
with great cross-court passes and
end-to-end rushes.
Windsor came back to close
the gap to 62-54. The game was
close until the last five minutes
when Western scored ten points
in the final 4:55 to make it a 7558 final score.
After the game, Lancers'
coach Joanne Maclean was in an
upbeat mood, as she talked with
enthusiasm about the game, and
the team's performance.
She thought the team played
well despite injury problems.
Maclean said that it isn't difficult
to be ready for Western because
of the rivalry between the two
schools.
With the loss to the Mustangs,
the Lancers' record fell to 1-6.
Last Saturday.
the team
travelled to Guelph. lost 66-56,
and dropped their record to I -7.

THURSDAY
Meet in the Heat
DJ and dancing
FRIDAY
"BLOW OUT
Beach party "
with the Greek
Letter Society

Watch for ·the
posters across :
campus and the·
bonhomme at the
University Centre!

n
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Arrogan ee ~eigns supreme at UWO
by Dave Briggs
Over the past year I've made
a hab it of picking up the University of Western Ontario's student
newspaper, the Gazette. I must
admit it's been a great source of
entertainment, particularly in the
spo rts pages.
Though the section is professiona l, we ll -wr itten and goodlooking, it is fil led with the
biggest load of arrogant crap I've
ever read.
Last week's issue was the topper. In fact, I've just finished

laughing hysterically over a quote
from the university's track and
field coac h.
Given our school's success on

than the great Harvard of the
North.
"[W indsor and Yo rk} have
lower entrance requirements than

the armchair gladiator
the track the last couple of years,
Westem's Bob Vigars took the
opportunity to cover his ass in
case we actua lly beat his great
team this year.
Vigars credits our success to
the fact that we have lower
academic entrance requirements

Western," he told the Gazette.
"We have lost a number of good
athletes by a couple of percentage
points."
Geez. our success in track and
field must not have anything to do
with the fact that our athletes may
actually prefer to compete here, or

that coach Dennis Fairall has put
together an excellent program
with qua lity athletes.
Statistically, a schoo l with
over 20,000 students shou ld be
able to field a track team far superior to that of a schoo l with 10,000
stude nts. After all: they arc intellectually superior, right?
But don't get me wrong; I'm
not saying Windsor will defeat
Western at the Ontario championships.
I'm not arrogant enough to assume that.
0

Johnson should be forgi ven for his sins
by Scott Pratt
"It is much more secure to be
feared than to be Loved."
- Niccolo Machiavelli
If any doubt in the validity of
Machiavelli's statement were to
arise, one would on ly have to look
at Ca nad ian sprinter Ben Johnson.
Be fore the infamous I00m
final at the Seou l Olympics in
1988, Ben Jo hnson was a natio nal hero, loved as much for his ru nn ing ab ili ty as for what he
represe nted to many Canadia ns: a
threat to U.S. sports supremacy.
M any der ived as m uch
pleasure in seei ng Jo hnson beat
Carl Lew is as in seei ng him win.
One failed drug test later, Ben
went from being Canada's 'Golde n Hope' to be ing an insecure,
uni ntell igent "Jamaican-horn
sprintl!r." He didn't deserve this.
I.et 'sget o ne thing straight- Ben

Johnson wasn't the one who used
steroids. He was the one who was
caught. If you believe Johnson
was the only one using performance-enhancing drugs in that
race. you're fooling yourself.

OP INION
It takes a certa in per iod of
time for stero ids to beco me undetectable, and Jo hnson and Co.
simply cut it too close.
The sport needed a scapegoat,
howeve r. and he was it. A twoyear suspe nsion fro m compet ition
was his pu nishment. The phrase,
"Tak in g away a pe r so n 's
livelihood " has bee n very muc h
overused, but it app lies here. For
a bad case of timing, Ben's life
was irrevocahly changed.
l le made his return to the track
amid much attention on January
11 att he Ham ilton Indoor Games.

Against an average field, Jo hnson
placed second behind Aml!rican
Daron Council (a former narcotics agent, ironically enough) in
the 50m dash.
Immediately, excuses for not
winning bega n pouring from the
Johnson camp. the first of which
held that Ben had mistakenly let
up at the 50 ya rd finish line, thinking that it was the 50m line. An
inane excuse at best. but no excuse should have been necessa ry.
After a two-yea r layo ff from
competition, placing seco nd at his
first meet s ho uld have bee n applaude d . Instead. John son feels
the need to apologize to a coun try
who shou ld fee l luc ky he st ill
wants to be here.
Simi larly, Johnso n ran in a
meet at Los Angeles on the 18th.
Desp ite setting a new Canadia n
record in the 50m. he still placed
second. l ie ran Stirn faster than

anyone in Canadian history.
Last weekend, Johnson won
the 55m sprint at the Ottawa
Winternational Indoor Games. In
the process he set a new Canadian
record of 6.20. Though it was his
most successful race since his
return, Johnson is still well off the
times he set using steroids. Unfortunately, he st ill needs to just ify
his efforts to the country he has
chosen to represe nt.
Ben Johnson shou ld still be
cons idered a national sports hero.
Th e sports wor ld ca me dow n far
too hard o n him in the first place.
and now it's time to g ive the guy
a much-deserved brea k. Instead
of quest io ning whether or not he
shou ld eve n be allowed to rl!prescnt Canada agai n, he gratefu l
that he st ill wa nts to. Given what
hl!'s heen put through. I 'm
amazl!d he's sltll here. I'm not
sure I wou ld he.
n

Elections
Positions available:

• President
• Vice President

Nominations open: Wednesday, January 23, 1991 at 9 am
And close: Wednesday, February 6, 1991 at 4 pm

Advanced polls: Wednesday, February 20,1991
Elections: Thursday, February 21, 1991
Nomination forms and election rules can be picked up in the Social Society office in
Windsor Hall North in Room G130 weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm

Be involved in your Social Science Society

Make a difference!
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Mature students lose their place
by Terry Brown

The Students' Administrative
Council Mature Students organisation (SMS), established
this September, no longer exists.
The initiative, which was
meant to address the special needs
of older students, suffered from
student council budget cuts and
finally died from conflicts between its organisers.
The formation of the SMS
was prompted by the June 1990
report of the university Senate
Standing Committee on Undergraduate Standards and Admissions which found that full -time
mature
students
were
on
academic
probation
and
withdrawing from school at twice
the rate of other full-time students. The senate speculated that
mature students were "either
poorly prepared for [their] courses ... or not properly counselled."

Problems
In addition to these problems,
many mature students have to accommodate families and jobs
cWit'.1
classes and study time.
In response to the report, SAC
President Joe Esteves, in association with mature student John
Foote, organised the SMS and
booked space for it in the SAC
Club Room on the second floor of
the University Centre.

Budget cuts
Volunteers were to be trained
by Edie Caruso, the full-time
employee of the Peer Support
Centre. But budget cuts at the start
of the school year required the
dismissal of Caruso, and training
was never provided.
Foote's involvement in SMS
came to an end three weeks into
the school year when the Club
Room was occupied for an entire
week by a company taking photos
of graduate students. AJthough
Esteves had informed him of this
arrangement ahead of time, no alternative place was available.

No understanding
On October 15, Foote wrote to
Charles James, the secretary and
general counsel of the university,
saying that "there is no real understanding, real commitment or real
co-operation from SAC ... mature
students ... would best be served
by OPUS (theOrganisation
of
Part-time University Students) ...
I am no longer interested in this
project if it has to be allied with
SAC."
After Foote left, the remaining
volunteers kept the centre running, but when SAC reviewed the
project in December, they felt it
was under-staffed and underutilised, and decided not to renew
it. The SMS was dissolved.
O
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Law students compare notes on what they will tell Canadian Lawyer when they graduate.

U. of W. law school one of Canada's best
by Shari Hoppin
The University of Windsor's law school
is one of the best in Canada, according to
recent law school graduates.
In a survey of 2,500 Canadian law school
graduates carried out by Canadian Lawyer
Magazine last fall, the local law school got
an 'A' grade, as did the University of
Toronto's and the University of Victoria's
schools.
"I'm elated that we would figure first with
the University of Toronto and the University
of Victoria," said Jeff Berryman, dean of the
Faculty of Law.

"It shows that we have a very loyal alumni," he added, mentioning
that the
university's law school was also rated among
the best in a similar survey carried out in
1988.
Graduates gave York University's Osgoode Hall a C-plus, the same grade given the
University of Western Ontario and Queen's
University.
Graduates were asked to rate law schools
according to six categories including quality
of curriculum, quality of the law faculty,
quality of fellow students, relevance of
education to actual practice, standards of testing and adequacy to facilities.

The university's law school earned an
'A-'
for curriculum and an 'A' for its
facilities.
Berryman mentioned that the faculty's
admission requirements had changed slowly
between 1975 and 1978. The new criteria,
which Berryman said have proved "very successful," look at the total person.
In addition to the academic qualifications, applicants are asked to submit a very
large personal profile including challenges
they have met and overcome, the extent of
their community involvement, their aspirations, work experience and personal and
academic references.
O

Armed Forces pull ads from university papers
OTTAWA
(CUP)
The
Canadian Armed Forces have
yanked their ads from campus
newspapers .
But the decision to cancel ads
in stude nt news papers has nothing to do with campus protests or
the Persian Gulf war, said Maj.
Daniel Tremblay, the Forces ' advertising manager for recruitment.
Since the war broke out in the
Middle East, recruiting centres
and campus recruitment drives
have been targeted by anti-war
groups across the country.
The Forces are in "urgent need
of technicians and technical personnel so we are going to target
people coming out of technical
schools," Tremblay said. The new

advertising
strategy includes
airing radio spots aimed at attracting a different kind of recruit.
"We're getting close to the
end of our fiscal year (March 31)
and we are realigning our advertising plan," said Tremblay. "It
has nothing to do with what's
going on on campuses or the Gulf
war."
The announced
cutbacks
came only months after the Forces intensified
their campus
recruiting effort.
Jn an interview last November, Capt. Bob Ascah, who is in
charge of the Forces' advertising
nationwide, said they were planning on spending $300,000 on advertising directed at students
during the 1990-91 school year.

SAC candidate interviews

He attributed the 25 per cent
increase over 89-90 to new emphasis on recruiting people with
higher education.
Besides demonstrations,
some student papers have also
been hampering
the Forces'
recruitment efforts. At least 16
papers currently refuse to run
recruitment ads - and others are
considering a boycott. Most of
them, however, were already
boycotting the Forces when the
war broke out.
The lance has boycotted
military recruiting ads since 1986.
The latest paper to join the
boycott is York University's lexicon, which decided in December
to ban the ads.
lexicon editor Cindy Reeves

Arab students face war

said the paper was planning an
anti-war issue and felt it was
hypocritical to run the recruitment ads in the issue. She said the
policy will be reviewed when the
war ends.
Some were in favour of the
boycott simply because they opposed the Forces' 'militarism·,
while others were in favour because of the war, she said.
At Vanier
College
in
Montreal, the staff of Phoenix is
considering adding the Forces to
the paper's boycott list.
Phoenix copy editor Jessika
Diamond said some staff members are concerned
that the
boycott would be seen as a reaction to the Gulf war.
O
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diversions

classifieds
WOMEN'S INCENTIVE CENTRE:
volunteers are needed for a campus audit to be conducted
Thursday, March 7. Contact the
Women's Centre, 2nd floor,
University Centre, or the SAC ext ..
Leave your name and phone number.
CANTERBURY COLLEGE has
single and double rooms available
for January '91 . Call 256-6442
10am-4pm weekdays.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bedroom,
immediate possession, 563 St.
Joseph, $619/month. Call 9442701, after 7pm.
ROOM FOR RENT: one bedroom
in a three bedroom apartment. Ten
minute walk from the University.
$260/month, utilities included. Call
948-3935 or 971-9411.
FOR SALE: OLYMPIA mechanical
typewriter, $75. PANASONIC KXP1080C 9 pin printer, $180. Both
in excellent condition. Phone 0779159 & ask for Paul.
LEARN TO JUGGLE! Students,
take a Saturday to learn a skill
you'll never forget. Study with
Carlo, author of The Juggling
Book, published by Random
House on Saturday, February 16
from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm at Assumption University Conference
Centre. Bring a brown bag lunch.
For university or college students:
$40.00, general admission: $50.00
for the whole day. Bring three balls.
Call 735-8978.
ONE BEDROOM APT. FOR
RENT: includes large bedroom,
lots of closet space, some furniture, hardwood floors. Living room:
fireplace, kitchen: fridge/stove.
$450/month. 5 minutes from the U
ofW. Call Sam: 253-1959, or Tony:
254-5098.
ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS!
Take an active role In a peaceful
demonstration against the senseless slaughter of deer at Point
Pelee National Part<.Join us in a
peaceful protest march outside of
Point Pelee Park gates on
February 2 at 12 noon. For information call 674-2225, evenings.
WANTED: hard -working , ener getic people to work southern and
northern Ontario planting trees.
Potential
earnings
up to
$750.00/wk. Call (416)756-4165 .

MEETINGS
Marxist-Leninist Study Group:
In the Rose Room, Vanier Hall, University
Campus.
w Public Meeting: against the U.S. led war
in the Gulf. Guest speaker: Hardial Bains,
National Leader of the Communist Party
of Canada (Marxist-Leninist). Begins at
7:30 pm. Everyone is welcome.

Canadian Crossroads International:
At Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue.
Wednesday, February 13
w Swaziland Slide Show and Information
Night: begins at 7:00 pm and everone is
welcome. CCI applications for 1992 will be
available at meeting and are due April 1st.
For more information call 973-0214.

CINEMA
Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Shows are at 7:00 and 9:30 pm, with an
additional 4:00 matinee on Sunday, and the
occasional midnight screening.
This Week
Until Sunday, February 10
w
The Tall Guy: (USA/UK, 1990): a movie
about a musical about the "elephant man",
meant to ridicule Andrew Lloyd Webber.
It's got Jeff Goldblum in it.
w Metropolitan: (USA, 1990, Wilt Stillman):
•a sparkling comedy about downwardly
mobile" teens from the US means they
were upward to begin with, right?
w Frankenhooker: showing only at 9:30 &
midnight on Friday, Feb 8, midnight on
Saturday, Feb 9.

Australian FIim at the AGW:
At the Art Gallery of Windsor, 445 Riverside
Drive West, 258-7111.
Friday, February 8 and Sunday, Februay 10
w Aurora Australis Film Works: short films by
Australians. Serious Undertakings, History Takes Place, Ee/Static, and Camera
Natura. Admission is free. Friday's show:
7:00 pm, reshown on Sunday: 2:00pm.

Windsor Film Society
Windsor Film Theatre, 2135 Wyandotte West.
Monday, February 11
B'
Taxi Driver and Raging Bull: at 7:00 and

9:30 pm respectively. Admission is $6 for
both, $4 for one (film society members
$5/$3).

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Department of Klneslology
Speaker's Serles:

Alumni

Human Kinetics Building, 253-4232 extention
2438.
Friday, February 8
w Working Class Women's Sport: presented
by Tina Parral from the University of Iowa.
Noon in the Conference Room.

Chlstlan Culture Series:
Assumption University Conference Centre,
400 Huron Church Road, 973-7033.
Sunday, February 10
w Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: a lecture by Rev. Joseph Fitxmyer,
S.J., Professor Emiritus, Catholic University, Washington, D.C.. Begins at8:00 pm.
Students $2.00, general audience $5.00.

Women's Studies Lecture Serles:
In the Blue Room, 2nd floor, University Centre.
Tuesday, February f9
w Disease Patterns in Women in Late Victorian Canada: a lecture by Professor
Wendy Mitchinson, University of Waterloo. Begins at 8:00.

ARTS
Common Ground:
At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street.
Until Thursday, February 21
w Bryan Ritchie and Andrew Burke: the work
of these artists, students in Fine Arts, will
be on display from 1:00 to 4:00 pm daily.

Artclte:
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich Street.
Until Sunday, March 3
w Michael Fernandes: Personal History: a
new mixed-media installation by this
Halifax artist includes media, text and objects. Wed. to Sat.: 12-5pm, Sun.: 1-Spm.

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive West, 258-7111
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00; extended hours
on Thursdays and Fridays - 11:00 till 5:00; new
hours on Sundays - 11:30 till 5:00; closed
Mondays.)

Until Sunday, March 17
w Painters Eleven - Selected Works from
the Permanent Collection and Windsor
Private Collections: in the Graybiel Gallery.
w The Loaded Image: Canadian photographers explore a range of photographic
practices. In the Eansor Gallery.
Until Sunday, June 30
w Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary Poles: in the
Print Gallery.
w Artists in British Columbia: comparison of
Emily Carr with other artists who painted
in B.C. in the late 19th to mid-20th century.
In the Mezzanine Gallery ..

MISCELLANEOUS
Windsor Anti-War Coalition:
At the Vegetarian Delight restaurant, 131 Park
West.
Saturday, February 9
w Make Music, Not War: a night of music
featuring Gil Nelson, Deidre Roberts,
Luxury Christ (or parts thereof) and more.
Begins at 8:00 pm. Admission is free,
donations accepted at the door.

"Save Our Station" Benefit Dinner:
At Studebaker's, 2629 Howard Avenue,
972-3138.
Sunday, February 10
w S.O.S.: all you can eat spagetti dinner for
only $5.00 with all proceeds going to the
S.O.S. Legal Fund. From 3:00 to 7:00 pm.
Please call for reservations.

Assumption Campus Community:
At Assumption University, 400 Huron Church.
Tuesday, February 12
w Mardi Gras Celebration: will begin with
mass in the chapel, followed by a southern
style feast and a coffee house. Begins at
5:00 pm. Tickets only $4.00 in advance.
Call 973-7034.

Windsor Women's Incentive Centre:
4547 Wyandotte Street East, 944-8989 .
Friday, February 22
w 9th Annual Windsor Women of the Year
Awards Banquet: this year's honourees
are Win Harwood, Betty Leal, and Karen
Morrison. Tickets are $20 .00 and available until Feb. 14 at WIG. The banquet will
be held in Ambassador Auditorium at the
University of Windsor.

.

..

WIN A BLUE LIGHT FRIDGE
Also available to be won are the following Blue Light
prizes:
• 16 Sweatshirts • 16 Hats • 16 T-shirts • 16 Dufflebags •
Enter your ballot in the boxes in the SAC office and the
Subway
Rules and regulations
1. Open to all U of W students over 19 years of age.
2. Commencing January 24, there will be 16 prizes for 4 weeks and
one Blue Light Fridge drawn February 14, 1991 in the Subway
3. All eligible winners must answer a skill testing question without
the aid of any mechanical or electronic devices
4. Winner to be notified no later than March 30, 1991
5. No purchase necessary
.

,--------------------------------------------,
Please Print Clearly
Name
Address
Phone
Skill Testing Question

9x8-25+4
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Kurdish prof speaks out

• herbalapo1hecary
• larol cards
• cryslals
• incense

'Superpowers share blame'
by Kevin Wilson
Dr. Amir Hassan pour has seen
the brutality of Saddam Hussein
firsthand, but says that the Soviet
Union and the United States are
largely responsible for Hussein's
current warmaking capacity.
Hassanpour, who is originally
from Iran, is a Kurdish national.
His homeland was absorbed by
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Syria after
the first World War. While living
in Iran, Hassanpour campaigned
for an autonomous Kurdish state.
He fled to Canada in 1983, after
avoiding arrest and execution at
the hands of Iranian authorities.
Now
he teaches
in the
university's Department of Communication Studies.
Since the start of the war in the
Gulf, Hassan pour has been lecturing students in different classes
about the situation. He has often
been asked by professors to speak
to their students in order to help
them understand the history and
politics of the now topical region.
He is critical
of the
superpowers' historical role in
Arabian geopolitics.
"If it were not for the support
of the USSR and the United
States, the people could have gotten rid of Saddam in the 1970s,"
said Hassanpour, who has linked
American and Soviet support of
Iraq with the superpowers'

Lance photo by Kevin Wilson
Amir Hassanpour conde mns superpower hypocr isy.

economic interests.
"After Iraq attacked Iran in
1980, Hussein proved to be a
good ally to the U.S.," said Hassanpour.
This Sunday's Toronto Star
included a breakdown of Iraqi
military expenditures
which
listed the United States as the
fourth largest exporter of arms to
Iraq before the war began. In total,

the permanent members of the
United Nations' Security Council
supplied Iraq with three-quarters
of its weapons.
The Kurds have fought Iraqi
oppression for years, but have
been 'demoralized' since 1988,
whenlraqusedmustardgasonthe
Kurdish town of Halabja, killing
5,000 civilians. Hassanpour tried
to tell
major
Canadian

• classes

Magick
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ucwspapers about the crackdown,
"but they weren't much interested," he said. "The European
press writes about it. but the U.S.
does so very rarely."
While citing historical precedent for Iraq to annex Kuwait,
Hassanpour said that Hussein
should "get out." But he added:
"Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are
even worse than Iraq. The tragic
thing is that the U.S. has disguised
this in slogans of freedom and
democracy. There is nothing
democratic
about it ... Both
governments were installed by
Great Britain,
and in both
countries, women are ... slaves."
In Iraq , women are not required to wear veils over their
faces, and arc allowed to drive.
These privileges are not accorded
to women under Islamic law in
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.
Hassanpour said he feels the
United States has sent a message
that, "a form of apartheid based on
race is wrong, but one based on
sex is okay."
It is for these reasons that Hassanpour questions Canadian involvement in the war.
"Why should Canadians die
for these corrupt rulers?" said
Hassanpour. "I condemn [the annexation of Kuwait] strongl), but
the reality is that the U.S. has done
all of this, too."
:,
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Patrons p iqued over Subway shutdown
by Kevin Wilso n
When the Subway pub shuts its doors at
the end of this semester, not everyone will be
happy to see it go.
The clos ure of the once- popu lar student
hangout is the resu lt of a restructuring plan that
will see Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) try to pull itself out of debt within three
years.
But some Subway regu lars feel that closing the pub is not the right idea.
David Stoyanovich, a fourth-year communications studies major, remembers when
the Subway used to do a healthy busi ness.
"Around 1985," said Stoya novich, "this
place used to be packed arou nd lunch time, and

I don't know what happened over the last year
but this place went down and down."
John Drummond, a second-year International Relations Major, doesn·t think that the
pub should close down at all.
"I think that the pub should at least be open
at lunch time, because every time I'm here at
lunch, it's always full," he said.
SAC president Joe Esteves said that while
a facel ift wo u ld probably return the patrons to
the Subway, the re's no money in the-budget to
perform one.
Esteves agrees that the pub "does look like
a cafeteria," adding that, "some students feel
that it should be returned to the time of '85,
and '86, when it looked like a bar. But the
thing is, in order to turn the whole thing

WINDSORTO TORONTO AIRPORT
C011te

nae,AIA 11.1./

around ... you need money. Money that
don't iiave."
Jane Farris, an honours criminology major
says that if students didn't like the way the
Subway operated, th"v should have said
something to the management.
"All I've heard is complaints," she said,
"well why didn't anyone say anyth ing. Maybe
they could have changed it."
In retrospect, Esteves said SAC should
have closed the pub and used the money that
was saved to remodel it for later use.
"If we wou ld have had hindsight, we
would have probably shut the pub down in the
first semester and spent the money we saved
on remodelling the pub and reopening it, but
none of us has hindsight."
O
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WARANDTELEVISION:
THEAMERICAN
AESTHET
by Lorenzo Buj

Just w hen America was slumping through a
prolegomenon to recession, Saddam Hussein
saved the show by stubbornly standing firm, attracting the ideological ire of George Bush and
the concealed glee of defense contractors.
With capitalism slumping on the home front,
the president and the media flocked happily
toward Hussein, a self-made sacrificial target.

". . . thevirtuesof democracy
mustbe
testedin thefiresof a bristling
wilderness."
But now that Hussein has disappeare d into a
network of million -dollar bunk ers, news crews
have little to report from the "theatre" of war ,
and the Middle East dese rt becom es imaginary
territory as closely cropp ed image s of jets
taking off, troops moving into position , and
civilians picking through wreckag e are fed to a
national audience. The myth of the American
West is transplanted to Saudi Arabia, and
George Bush informs the masses at home and
the soldiers on the line that the virtues of
democracy must be tested in the fires of a
bristling wilderness.

The Metaphors
Pragmatic and calculating, Bush uses the
presidential podium to invest the mediascape
with ideological energies that rationalize the
human and material costs of war. It was obvious in the early days of the air campaign, and
especially on that euphoric first night, that Bush
was attempting to mobilize voyeuristic consensus, to catalyze the national imagination with
the violent prospect that technology could triumph over mere metaphysics. George Bush,
therefore, is a sadistic deus ex machina (barely
concealing a grin as he announced that bombing
had begun), a machine god whose airforce overflies Biblical territory, seeking to annihilate a
lesser, chthonic deity.
True to the economy of the Republican
mind, Bush remains personally offended that
evil incarnate -- currently attired as Saddam
Hussein -- could presume to disrupt his plan of
submitting the planet to the visionary engineering of a "New World Order." The rubric is chilling not only to the degree that it recalls Nazi
sloganeering, but that at one time (and likely
continuing in months to come) George Bush
used it with such paternalistic menace in his
quarrel with Saddam Hussein. The point being
that Iraq is a burning example of the manner in
which Bush hopes to police the New World
Order.
But 'policing' is too easy and too inaccurate
either as metaphor or term of description. The
New World Order, after all, presupposes a vast
ideological genealogy (capitalist and neo-fascist) and a matching psychology (individual
and collective, enamoured of "moral" law and
fixated on authority). The ideology, and certainly the psychology of the New World Order can
easily accommodate someone like Hussein,
who is really the disfigured, repressed image of
its own absolutist ambitions.

Let me explain. Hussein is a "monster," a
phantasmago ric figure of absolute ev il practicing the art of literal murder -- but he is not
Noriega, and th is is crucial. The sing le,
hygienic stroke wit h which Bush flushed
Noriega out of the canal zone and into Miami,
was not a police action that could be repeated in
Kuwait. So far, George has not really succeeded
in criminalizing Saddam, perhaps because every
time he is invoked on a first-name basis, Bush
unconsciously reminds himself that his own
policies on war, abortion, and arms deals arc
morally crimina l in their hypocrisy. But even if

of yesteryear and not the spiffy statesman of
political economy waging war for the sanctity
of capital. He docsn 't have the money or the
economy to live with a new world map where
borders are always open to biz-information and
where political hegemony with a corporate face
is perfect PR so long as you mind your toxins,
keep your sweatshops out of sight, and don ' t
threaten the world with environmental terroris m.
His mistake, in short, is that he chose not to
play by First World rules designed to remake
the planet into an agglomeration of corporate
spheres, an engineered environment where big
business and big politics are the Janus-faced
mask of authoritarian privilege.
So if George Bus h in his poli tical se lfGeorge
Bush... is a sadistic
deusex fashioning sometimes seems a reprise of LynJoh nson, what is Sadda m Husse in? He is a
machina
... a machine
godwhose don
dictator who chooses to lob homicida l hardwa re
airforce
overflies
Biblical
territory,
back at a gove rnment that support ed him
inst Iran. He is also an excuse, and a dark
seeking
toannihilatea lesser,
chthonic aga
double reviled for exposing the cynical underdeity.
side of capitalist ideology .

the American polity were to recognize this , it is
improbable that the king-making media apparatus could sustain the kind of interrogative
attention that would map out Bush's psychological dynamics and expos e him as an agent of
identification with "Saddam."
Sounds farfetched? Consider that if this war
is not an outright attempt to kill off Hussein and
his nuclear capability, then the campaign is an
exercise in heuristic violence as Hussein is reeducated into the ways of a New World Order.
Hussein's aggression against Kuwait clearly indicated that he had miscalculated in the course
of his imperial aspirations and was not following protocol in his bid to join the select, international club of push-button power-brokers.

... media coverage
of thePersian
Gulf
reveals thedegree
to whichthe
supposed
plurality
of anelectoral
landscape
is legitimated
by the
president
andtheflagthatenshrouds
him.

Noriega,
andthisis crucial.

plurality of an electoral landscape is legitimated
by the president and the flag that enshrouds
him. This president, whose power is not
nominally autocratic, nevertheless occupies an
imperial place within the hierarchy of executive
rule. The American president commands all the
loose energy of free-form dialogue; he
transcends the self-cancelling medley of voices
multiplying into pure difference; he is, as
Reagan proved, a capital example of the selfempowering, .rational actor that democracy
produces in order to avert its own tendency
toward entropy and inertia.
Countless commentators have already argued that the protocol of public debate in
America is conventionalized so as to accord
with the informational fluidity of television, the
transparent sense of self-expression it seems
designed to authenticate. Enamoured of the discursive power they appear to be accessing,
speakers forget that their speech is produced,
solicited , or orchestrated through a set of generically defined dynamics that organize the

The Machinery
TV talkshows like Donahue, Oprah Winfrey,
Arsenio, Sixty Minutes, Nightline, are perfect
examples of a nation dramatizing its ideological
unconscious. Ideology is always the topic of the
day, but only because it dissolves into an
economy of "free" debate where nothing can be
settled and ultimate resolution can only radiate
from a source beyond the frame -- from a grand
Hussein
is a "monster,"
a phantasma-referent installed to save the public from the
goricfigureof absolute
evilpracticing chaos of its own competing voices.
That is, media coverage of the Persian Gulf
theartof literalmurder-butheis not reveals the degree to which the supposed

Hussein's desire to play with the toys of annihilation, is not simply a sign of his immaturity
or prematurity, but rather an indication that he
is a truant schoolboy, a perfect candidate for
punitive reform. In other words, he must be
made to learn that the postmodern totalitarian
must remake himself into a capitalist
demagogue, a right-wing gentleman who
sanitizes the administration of violence by enlisting the United Nations.
"Poor,hard-headed Saddam," say those same
Westerners who sold him much of his arsenal.
ln his battle dress he is a charismatically sullen
barbarian, a tailor-made caricature for the welldressed right that invariably trots out military
spokesmen when it wants to legitimate censorship. Like Ceaucescu, like the Chinese leaders
responsible for the Tiananmen massacre, he is a
diabolical throwback to the bloodgorged tyrants
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parameters of self-expression.
The rhetoric of American liberty therefore
conceals a much more cynical ideology, where
the operative assumption is that the democratic
voicing would tend toward entropy or disorder
were it not polarized by electoral categories or,
as in the present case, given a directional force
by the presidential voice.
So long as the authority of the presidential
voice is held in abeyance, so long as the voice
of the symbolic father ( after all, the head of
state bears no natural connection to the body
politic) is bureaucratically buffered, preserved
at a distance from which it can be debated but

not challenged, then Americans feel free within
the immanence of a democratic convention:
namely, television as a public stage.
But in these days of war psychosis, when
sadistic fever and patriotic sentiment justify
military secrecy and dark designs; when censorship is accommodated and the president's lips
are carefully cleansed of any mention of the
dead and dying; -- then democracy is a barren
noun for a nation of talk-show walk-ons venting
their spleens under the umbrella of a corporatesponsored media.
In a bitterly exact staging of the Althusserian
model, the illusion of political agency, the act

of voicing freedom -- embodying democracy by
speaking on its behalf -- reproduces the
ideological directives of the state without ever
exposing violence as the source of its authority.
The mythic "voice of the people" is revealed
as the commodified property of a communications system that is, in effect, an organ of the
state. The media therefore functions as a sometime truculent and reluctant broker of state
ideology, and the voices of those who, under
the illusion of free speech, want to reshape and
redefine America without resorting to violence
or sedition, are bound to become one more
vocal blur within an echoing soundscape.
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Unclerfunding linked
to erosion of ethics
by Simon Dwyer

Thursday, February 14, 1991

Underfunding is making it
difficult for universities to meet
their ethical responsibilities.
So said Dr Richard Price, dean
of student affairs, when he spoke
at Iona College on Monday evening. His lecture, the third in the
college's four-part series on
Ethics for the '90s dealt with
"Ethical Issues and Students."
Price discussed some of the
current problems facing the
University of Windsor. Addressing the obligations of the government and the university
administration to students, he
remarked "the university cares
about its students," but added that
underfunding by the provincial
governments is making it difficult
for post-secondary institutions to
fulfil! their obligations.
Price also addressed the battle
between what he called" 19th century laissez faire liberalism and
20th century human rights
liberalism."
He pointed to an incident
whkh occurred last September, in
which an effigy of a woman with
graffiti and swastikas drawn on it
was set ablaze in the University
Centre. Witnesses refused to
name the person responsible,
saying, "we don ·1 get involved in
other people ·s business, and we
don't want you getting involved

in mine."
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) president Joe Esteves also addressed the forum as
a spokesperson for students.
Esteves said he thought the
lack of funding from the provincial government was the result of
post-secondary_ institutions not
being considered a high priority.
Although health care, social services and the environment are at
the top of the list, Esteves pointed
out that Ontario universities,
where doctors, social workers and
scientists are trained, suffer from
underfunding.
The
Reverend
Karen
Hillman-Millson
provided a
religious perspective. She felt that
the church was in the category of
a modern liberal institution because it believes in "community."
She argued that the "ladder of success" frame of mind held by many
students was one of the roots of
their ethical problems.
"You are climbing on the
backs of your brothers and
sisters," she said.
Millson suggested society
would do better to view itself as a
circle and, "to hold hands and
recognise that each person there is
a valuable link."
The final lecture in the series
will be held on Monday, February
11 at 7:30 pm, at Iona College.
Call 973-7039.
0

Councils not taking war stands
OTTAWA (CUP)Many Canadian student councils are not taking
a stand on Canada's involvement in the Gulf war, leaving the issue up
to students.
"The only stand we've taken is not to take a stand," said Mark Arsenault, an executive with the student council of Mt. Allison University. "We've decided [the Persian Gulf crisis] is a personal issue."
Student council was split on the issue, he said, but sponsored two
"controversia l" debates on Canada's role in the gu lf.
The student councils at the U of Calgary, U of British Columbia, U
of Manitoba, and the U of Saskatchewan, like the U of Windsor, have
also not taken a stand on the issue.
But the student counci l at Acad ia University bucked the trend by
passing a motio n on January 13 opposing Canada's involvement in the
war, and has sent a letter to Prime Minister Brian Mu lroney.
O

Fine tune your skills in interviewing .
You only get one chance to make a
good impression!
Attend one of

Career Planning and Placement's
Interview Skills Workshops
Schedules are available in Room 163, Dillon Hall.

+
UNIVERSITY

OF

WINDSOR

BOOKSTORE

LEATHER JACKET DAY
Wed. Feb. 13 10 am - 2 pm
Leather $270 .95

Melton and Leather $185.95

FullPaymentRequffed
Poly Cotton also availabl e $165 .00 and $125.00

Red Cross
Blood Donor Clinic

February 12 and 13
10 am - 4 pm
Assumption Lounge
Bone Marrow Donor
Presentation
February 13, 7 pm
Blue Room, University Centre

Everyone Welcome!
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Sltowdown looms
over student loans
by Jeff Harrington

HALIFAX (CUP) - A posse of
education ministers will ride to
Ottawa on February 25, hoping to
rescue Canada's sorely wounded
student financial aid system.
The Council of Ministers of
Education will try to persuade
Secretary of State Gerry Weiner
that the Canada Student Loan
Programme (CSLP) is "in serious
need of reform."
Major student lobby groups
including the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) feel the
federal government is at fault,
having let the CSLP stagnate to
the point where it is of no use for
many people and inadequate to
others.
The Progressive Conservatives have capped transfer payments to the provinces for two
years, and plan to reduce them
after that. These funds, given to
the provinces for health and
education, account for more than
50 per cent of university funding.
New Democrat education
critic Chris Axworthy has calculated that the payments will
shrink to zero by the year 2004,
taking inflation into account.
"Our biggest fight right now is
to keep the federal government
involved in (funding] education at
all.'' said Jane Arnold, chair of
the CFS.
She said that"" hile presenting
the CFS's position on the cuts to
a Senate committ ee last wee k, , he
was astounded by its tenous grasp
!r°'<---t-

--+<rttre l>ituation.

"One senator said there are too
many students, and by cutting the
number of students, we can cut
down the crisis our universities
are facing. What kind of attitude
is that?" she said.
The CFS, which represents
over 400,000 college and university students, has called for a national system of grants - to be
paid with corporate taxes- to en-

sure equal access regardless of
economic background. But given
the Tory background on postsecondary education, Arnold said
she's "being realistic."
The CSLP, created in 1964 on
the premise that "inadequate
finances should not prohibit
people from attending college or
university," has been in a time
warp since the 1984-85 academic
year. Despite inflation, allowable
expenses such as rent, food and
bus fare have remained frozen.
A committee created by the
government recommended in
January 1989 that the programme
be revamped and allowances be
increased. However, the government ignored its suggestions and
has hired a private firm to do an
independent study.
In Nova Scotia, an internal
government report has backed up
the grim assessment of the CSLP
given by the provinces and student groups.
The report, prepared by the
province's advisory committee
on student aid, uses data from
Statistics Canada to suggest that
for many students in Nova Scotia.
a university education is an impossible dream.
"It backs up what we've been
saying all along," said Jeff Phelps.
chair of the Student Union of
Nova Scotia.
The report examines students
in a variety of financial situations
and concludes that attending
university in Nova Scot ia "requires sign ificantl y more funds
than arc available' through the
province's bursary programme,
CSLP and family savings.
Nova Scotia education minister Joel Matheson said the report
"is still under review, " but noted
that there is a consensus among
the education ministers.
"The federal government has
to update its approach to student
aid to the needs of today," Matheson said.
0
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ls75 TO THE LADY WITH THEj
I
HOTTEST LIPS
I
1$75 TO THE LADY WITH THEI
I HOTTEST RED DRESS
I

I

Ladies Receive a Complimentary
Glass of Champagne
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DINE & DANCE
CLUB

2529HO~/ARD
AVE.

972-3138

socialsciencesociety

or those graduating before Aug. 1991
call for details

Elections

We Offer

sentatives

Call us to
become a contestant.

Come out
and vote!

Graduating Students
* Low, low prices
* $750.00 G.M. rebate
* Special GMAC financing
* great service
* Low or no down payment O.A.C.
* Free loaner cars
* Courteous no pressure sales repre-

Thurs. Feb. 14, 1991,
Come Meet your
11
Valentine" in our
Dating Game

I

J

WANTED
L.

Steve King &
The Dittilies

Positions to be elected:
• PRESIDENT
• VICE-PRESIDENT

Advanced polls:
Wednesday, February 20, 8:30 am-4:30 pm

Election:
Thursday, February 21, 8:30 am-4:30 pm

Easy to Buy
A Pleasure to Own
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CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILE

by GJ,y MJdvo Lid

75 MILL STREET WEST (HIGHWAY #2 at 401)
TILBURY, ONTARIO NOP 2LO
TILBURY
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In the interest of better oral health
by Dr. Joseph A. Belsito

Monday Pizza & Beer

Cheese and 5 Items
Baby
$9.45
Small
$10.80
Large
$15.10
King
$27.45
First pitcher $5.00,
2nd pitcher $9.00

It always seems to happen just
before that big da,e or important
job interview, first you notice a
tingling sensation on your lip,
then a few days later a red, blistery
sore develops.
Only a few of us live out our
lives without experiencing at least
one episode of this unpleasant
condition. Besides being unattractive, cold sores can also be extremely painful.
Some people experience other
symptoms - sore throat, swollen
glands, generalised body aches
and mild fever - hence the term
"cold sore" or "fever blister".
In fact, these sores aren't
caused by a cold or fever at all, but
by the herpes simplex virus
(H.S.V.) type I. Some studies
show that by age 60, 80 per cent
of people have been exposed to
HSV-1, and about one third of

them will develop recurrent herpes labialis-genital
herpes. Occasionally, one of the viruses
seems to cross over and infect the
territory of the other.
HSY-I is easily transmitted
through direct contact only, such
as by kissing, but not by shaking
hands or sharing eating utensils.
The virus proliferates inside the
sore during the first three days of
infection. After that, it remains in
nerve cells but is no longer contagious. Anyone developing a
cold sore should avoid kissing
friends and making skin contact
with newborns or people with impaired immunity. It totally resolves in 10 days.
The virus quietly enters nerve
cells, where it persists indefinitely, usually in a dormant state. But
~mtimc~tim~~~a~ri~
that may last for years or decades,
the infection is reactivated and
erupts into a typical cold sore.

Sunburn, injury to the lip, emotional stress, menstruation , or
high fevers are thought to he
among the triggers, but in the
worst cases the cause of reactivation is not apparent.
The good news is that even if
you don't do anything, a cold sore
will go away, and there probably
won't be a scar. A number of
creams, both prescription and
over-the-counter, are said to help
cure cold sores. However, no
study to date has shown anything
on the market to genuinely alter
symptoms, healing or virus shedding.
Some doctors still advise
patients to apply alcohol to the
sore to dry it out, but this procedure is painful and does nothing
to speed healing. The appropriate
treatment is simply to keep the affected area clean by gently washing with soap and warm water a
few times a day, and blotting the

area dry with a clean towel. Also
try to avoid moistening the area
with the tongue.
Once a scab has formed, the
trick is to switch from drying the
area to keeping it moist. Apply
skin moisturizer: this will keep
the lip from cracking or splitting.
Never use creams containing
steroids on a cold sore. Steroids
are known to aggravate these
lesions, making them grow longer
instead of shrinking them.
The recently discovered antiviral· drug, acyclovir cream, is
recommended only for those who
have frequent recurrences on the
order of six times a year or more
often, or whose cold sores are
especially severe and prohibit you
from speaking.
Early detection and quick
therapy is the only chance.
O
Joseph A. Belsito is a Windsor
dentist. The Lance presents this
column as a public service.

Wednesday Pasta & Beer
Pasta only $5.95
Pitcher only $7.50
3206 Sandwich St.
Phone: 254-5103
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Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World
• Swe.iters
• M.isks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

•
•
•
•

Ponchos
T.ipestries
M.iy,m Pi«es
Clothing

II!
FROM THE ORIGINAL
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FACE
TO FACE
WITHA
CMA
"I know what it feels like being
faced with career choices. It can
be overwhelming. I was in high
school when I made two of my
best decisions to date. One was
deciding on a Co-op Bachelor of
Business Administration at university. The other was choosing the
CMA designation over other
accounting programs.
"Those decisions have played
an integral role in my personal
and professional life. How do I
feel about the enhanced CMA
standards? I think the timing is
perfect for a New Education
and Accreditation Program. A
university business degree simply
isn't enough of a qualification to
compete in today's business world.
"There's an immediate need
for management accountants.
And that need is growing as our
combination of skills is matched
with the growing public and
employer perception of the value
of the CMA designation. I believe
that there's no better time than
now to decide on a CMA career."
Jeff Rushton, CMA,MBA,H.B.B.A.
Vice President, Finance
Mediacom Inc.

.... TO THE EXOTIC
Hmd Crafted Worldwide Imports
• )<Wellery
• Plana.

• Alric.111Catvlnp
• Folk Art

• W~lpe

• T-4n

• Oo1~1.,

•

s--..

OPEN 7 DAYS
300 Ouellette, Windsor

(Pa.Lace
Complex-Upper)
(Sit)

256-1551

For further information, call
or write: 70 University Avenue,
Suite 300, Toronto, Ontario
MSJ 2M4 (416) 977-7741
Toll free 1-800-387-2932
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Cost-free psychotherapy at Lebel
A_RTS

M.F.A. Student Exhibition
Lebel Gallery
School of Visual Arts
University of Windsor
Until February 15
by Karl Mamer
Lebel art shows rarely fail to
impress with the imagination,
hard work, and pure creativity
generated by the students of the
visual arts school. Last week's
ground-breaking
multi-media
open house was nothing less than
a carpet-bombing of the mind.
Following up total artistic
warfare, Lebel is staging an exhibition
by students
of the
Masters
Fine Arts (MFA)
program; Andy Convery, David
Dalziel, Peter Gibson, Alistair
Magee, and Tom McKinnon all
have work on display.
The present installations may
not stir up much anxiety in the
minds of the easily duped. The art
is more spiritual, relaxed , and
contemplative.
David Dalziel's D0w11, a
sprocket-like
wall-mounted
sculpture, is a mockery of a
natural
wonder:
sundown.
Dalzicl's 'sun' reflects, not sheds.
light. The last rays of the day are
the result of crudely rigged handheld mechanic's lamps.
Down's uneven surface and
red, brown, and orange hues make
it appear to be a piece of metal
·- - -t-~cmeni'latanctlhen
stamped into
the shape of the sun. Long masonry spikes have been pounded into
the piece and add to the debasement. Spirit Level (Portrait of Ian
Kane), a painting by Alistair
Magee. featun.:s the countenance
of a benevolent, heardeJ man.

Magee's
brush strokes
are
uniform in shape and follow the
vectors of the features; like arrows guiding the eye into and out
of the depths of the painting. His
colours
are
distributed
homogenously across the canvas;
it must be viewed as a whole.
All of this would result in a
tranquil, soothing work. Magee,
however, violates the piece's
serenity.
Two wood beams
emerge from the portrait's nose
and left shoulder. The figure's
three-quarters profile is dashed by
a right eye and cheek painted from
a straight-on perspective. Small
groups of plaster globs marr the
complexion of the painting.
The cubist effect makes the
figure look anguished, the beams
are a mildly tortuous intrusion,
and the globs an unfortunate pox.
The most ambitious installation is by Peter Gibson. His Three
Christs of Ypsilanti was displayed
at last week's open house but was
overshadowed
by the adventurous and sometimes loud works
of Otto Buj, Bernie Helling, and
Sarita Baker. Yet among the
static, serious pieces of the
present show, the jesting Three
Chnsts of Ypsilanti is the natural
focus.
Three.Chrfats is.actually four
pieces. "Joseph," "Clyde." and
"Leon'' are the three christs to the
fourth work, "I." "Joseph" is a
mirror vertically set in the hollow
of a log; "Clyde" is a mon1for
housed in a cone-shaped cylinder,
displaying a man ruhbing his
hairy chest; "Leon" is a mold
growing in a petri dish that is
housed in a bell jar. They arc all
worshiped by a mass of gelatin
dripping through a conic nute. A

Lance photo by Terry Brown
The Good Old Days by Tom Mc Kinnon. "My dad made this," said the artist's daughter. pictured on the right.
"Our front yard is full of this stuff. Our neighbours get mad because he turns it upside down."
spot light bouncing off the surface
of the gelatin projects an "I" 011the ceiling. The artist calls the
projections "angels."
Gibson's intentionally unintelligible creation is delightful.
1hc
ag in the artist comes
through magnificently.
Finally, Torn McKinnon's
The Good Old Day:; is big. gaudy,
and the sh1>w's best piece. The
Good Old Days resembles those
stick-your-head-through-the-hole
photo-ops found at carnivals. In-

stead of a stand-up board painted
with lhe bodies of barrel-chest
men and hour-glass
shaped
women. McKinnon's work is a
half-cylinder painted with the
visage of a cigar-smoking huckster. The teeth arc poorly spaced
and ugly. The lips are thin. The
mouth is cruel.
The nose is represented by a
hole. The viewers arc compelled
to move behma the piece and to
slick their heads (or most of their
hoc.Jies)through the space.

Above the absent nose rests a
pi11ce-nez, completing the image
of a thoroughly untrustworthy
figure. However, if one looks behind the mirrored glasses, one is
struck by a pair of soft, harmless
blue eyes.
It is apparent that if the glasses were to be removed, the
malevolence of the figure would
vanish. The Good ()fd Days is a
prescription for exploding the terrors resident in our childhood
memories.
O

Lasting tribute paid to great but ugly Cleary
Hiram Walker Classics Series
The Windsor Symphony Orchestra
Daniel Swift, guest conductor
Andre Laplante, pianist
February 2
by Ron Albrecht and Elizabeth Deck
Last Saturday marked the end of an era.
The Windsor Symphony held its final
concert in the Cleary Auditorium before
the structure is closed for final renovations,
not to reopen until October.
The only hint of the occasion's
significance was the microphones that had
been set up for the CBC's recording of the
concert.
Saturday's
musical lineup had a
well-rounded assortment of familiar works
by popular composers. Guest conductor
Daniel Swift (currently the music director
and conductor
of the Saskatoon
Symphony) kept things in order and
displayed his interesting interpretation of
the scores.
The opening piece was Wagner's
Overture to Rienzi, an earlier work, but the
tone, style and feel were typical Wagner.
The piece opens with a single sustained
note. Unfortunately,
the trumpeter's
attempt to play his note fell short of the
mark, leaving one to wonder what could be
expected during the rest of the evening. The
Windsor symphony is notorious for
committing
minor misJakes during

performances, turning the audience into
perturbed perfectionists.
Increased precision came with the
progression of the overture. This was
particularly refreshing and increased the
audience's concentration on the work.
Wagner's mastery of controlling his
music, using understatement one moment
to heighten anticipation then bombarding
the listener with brash, explosive sounds
the next moment, made this particular work
enjoyable for its cathartic effect.
After the inspirational Wagner piece,
the orchestra
was accompanied
by
Canadian
pianist,
Andre Laplante.
Laplante has been called the 'heir apparent'
to Glenn Gould. However true this
statement is, he satisfied the eager crowd
with his rendition of Liszt's Piano
Concerto No. I in E Flat.
The concerto was well received by the
audience, probably due to the familiarity of
the work. The concerto opened slowly,
perhaps too slowly, which may have been
due to the interpretation. Nevertheless,
Laplante's
affected playing got the
concerto started and the orchestra followed
his lead.
At times Laplante seemed to speed
ahead of the other musicians, wait for them
to catch up, only to speed off again in his
own direction. When the piano was
spotlighted,
Laplante
exhibited
his
virtuosity, making child's play of Liszt's
work.

''Andre
Laplante has
been called
the 'heir
apparent' to
Glenn
Gould.''

What he gained in speed, he lost in
delicateness and differentiation of sound,
as all keys blended into one.
The concerto was a resounding success;
Swift and Laplante received several curtain
calls.
Next up was Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No.4 in F Minor Op.36. There is no doubt
that Tchaikovsky's music can be loud and
very effective. The No.4 definitely has its
moments of power, but these are tempered
with quieter, more reflective passages that
highlight the romantic and contemplative
themes under which the symphony was
written. The No. 4 is a well-balanced and
entertaining piece.
Once again there were technical
problems with the orchestra; a few
twanging sounds were heard during the
Scherzo: Pizzicato Ostinato, and Swift
seemed to have some difficulty keeping the
players organized as a cohesive whole.
The orchestra raised itself to the height
of its ability for the finale and played with
flare and feeling such as has not recently
been experienced in the Cleary.
Windsor has much to be proud of and
its symphony is no exception. In its final
performance
in the old theatre, the
symphony may rest assured that a lasting
tribute was paid to one of Windsor's
greatest landmarks.
The symphony will be moving to the
WalkervilJe high school auditorium for its
next perfonnance.
a
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Top10Releases
Days of Thunder
FlaUtners
Death Warrant
Quick Change
Air America
Darkman
Moon 44
I Come anPeace
Taking Care of
Two~:~r:ss
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CMHC~SCHL
Question habitation,
comptez sur nous

Helping to

house Canadians

Scholarships for
graduate studies
in housing
FOR THE 1991-1992 ACADEMIC YEAR
Individualscholarshipsof up to $13,200 each for
graduatestudiesin housingare awardedby Canada
Mortgageand HousingCorporation(CMHC)to
candidatesof demonstratedabilityand high academic
promise
Scholarshipwinnersare chosen competitivelyby a
nationalcommitteerepresentingbusiness.universities
and government.Theseawardsmay be usedfor studies
in such disciplinesas engineering.environment.business
and public administration.social and behavioural
science. architecture, economics,law, planningand
history
A Guidelineand Application form may be obtained
from your universityoffice responsiblefor graduate
studies or studentawards. Or write to:

Administrator,ScholarshipProgram
Canada Mortgageand HousingCorporation
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OP7
Your request for a form must reach Ottawa by
March 8, 1991. In turn, your application for the 1991-1992 academic ~r mustbe s-entto CMHCt>y youruniversity no later than April 5, 1991.
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Best-Kept secret revealed

FEBRUARY 11
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Sanity found at Changez
Sanity ot' Keason
at Changez By Nile
960 Wyandotte St. E.
Tuesday, January 29

.J

by Zdenka Pittman
The best-kept
secret of
Windsor's music scene, a new
band named Sanity of Reason,
played at Changez By Nite
January 29. The group is comprised of three University of
Windsor students and one from
Massey High School.
They are clean-cut, wear
hound's tooth jackets, dress
pants, and dress shoes - a very
middle-class appearance. They
look like they should be playing
at weddings.
The performance, however,
was energetic and visually exciting.
Despite playing double duty
as lead singer and guitarist, Dave
Domitrovic underscored his emo- melodies (those not played in D
tional delivery with dramatic ges- minor) are emotionally elevating;
they are anthems for the spirit.
tures. Unlike most keyboardist,
The attitude and artistic
Rob Hof was unrestrained, quickthemes
of Sanity of Reason are
ly destroying his gelled coif!
(somewhat justly, as it was in the best represented in "Relation to
the Sky" - a song about
style of the Cure's Robert Smith).
It is difficult to label the sound necrophilia. They're not trying to
of Sanity of Reason. Dave says be weird just for the popular effect
his personal influence is Ian Cur- - rather, the song mocks bands
tis, the lead singer and lyricist for that use controversial subject
matter to affect a ·cool' image.
Joy Division, who committed
suicide on the eve of the groups The group says they 're about truth
first American tour.
· and beauty, and if decadence
makes them happy, then so be it,
The band's songs (they don't
even if it turns some people off.
play covers) are eerie composiThe crowd at Changez didn't
tions driven by the throbbing bass
lines of Jason Cox and the solid seem to mind; they were less
spectators than witnesses to the
beat of drummer
Stefan
Jovanovic. Hof provides a back- euphoric passions of Domitrovic.
His powerful voice made the ecground score suitable for a supercentric topics sound like lofty
natural thriller .
ideal-.. Only by listening clw,cly
In contrast.
the happier

.!!L~lll(flllJim
CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
For the Week Ending February 3rd, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)
Lst
Wk
8
1
34
2
45
4
19
5
36
48
33
3
39
6
9
11
7
20
23
49
10
22
35
15

18
26
21
31
28
46
29
16
32
13
50
24
25
37
42

30

Num of
Ths Wka as
Artist
Name of Album
Record Label
Wk Current
(C:CAN)
1 2
Jazz Butcher
Cult of the Basement
Polygram
2
4
La's, The
The Las·s
Go Discs
3
10 Blur
ShesSoH,gh
Food
4
2
Kitchens of Distinction
Drive That Fast
A&M
5
1
Hawkw1nd
Space Bandits
GWR
6
6
Boo Radleys
Kale,descope
Rough Trade
7
2
Token Entry
The Weight of the World
Emergo
8
4
Vanous
Crunchouse
Glrtterhouse
9
10 Trash Can Sinatras. The
Cake
Go' Disks
10 8
Rode
Nowhere
Creation
11 10 Vanous
Alvin Lives (In Leeds/
MrdnrghtMusic
12 2
Lunar Bear Ensemble
Lunar Bear Ensemble
Muworks
13 8
Swervednver
Rave Down EP
Creation
14 4
ParnTeens
Born in Blood
Trance
15 10 oar1,ngBuds. The
Crawdaddy
CBS
16 4
Mother Love Bone
Apple
Polygram
17 2
Various
CFNY Sampler
Molson Can (C)
18 1O Charlottes, The
Liar
Cherry Red
19 1
29 Crash
3·5 Colhde
lndependent(C)
20 1o Carter the Unstoppable
Anyt1me.Anyplace. Anywhere Rough Trade
21 8
Bleach
Eclipse EP
Way Cool
22 10 Vanous
Velvet Underground Tnb.
Imaginary
23 6
Lush
Gala
Polygram
24 4
Machtoc
Zippy
Unicom
25 2
Alien Sex Fiend
Curse
Sinclair
26 10 My Jealous God
Pray
Rough Trade
27 10 Mazzy Star
She Hangs Bnghtly
Rough Trade
28 7
Slowd,ve
Slowdive EP
Creation
29 2
Scarlet Drops
Sweet Happiness
Harriet (C)
30 1
See No Evil
Witchdoctor
Epic
31 1
Pop Will Eat Itself
Cure for Samty
BMG
32 4
Flying Bulgar Klezmer Band Flying Bulger...
Flyin Bulgar (C)
33 2
Majesty Crush. The
The Ms1esty Crush
Independent
34 4
Faryna, Emrly
Return of the Reprt1ssed
Spiral (C)
35 11 Dax. Danielle
Blast the Human Flower
Sire
36 12 Pale Saints
Half-Life
4AD
37 4
Beyond
Quantum Bummer
Epidemic (C)
38 2
Storm Orphans
Uving in a Wasted Union
Low Rumble
39 4
Strange Frurt
At Last
Unicorn
40 6
Big Trouble House
Mouthfv/ of Violence
Horse Latitudes
41 4
Hystencal Mate, The
The Hysteflcal Male
Socan (C)
42 8
ToysWentBerserk
TheSmlferW,thsKnlfe
Aberrant
43 4
Meat Beat Manifesto
99%
Mute
44 2
Drrt
Rip Off
3mm (C)
45 4
Vanous
Feast
Polygram
46 11 Various
Where the Pyramids Meets
WEA
47 2
Chem Lab
Ton Preswre
BMI
48 11 Blue Rodeo
Casino
WEA (C)
49 1
Flag of Democracy
Down With People
Rave
50 6
FlggyDuff
We.f1th8{
Out the Storm
~ (Cf

to

are you aware that he is singing
his affection for a dead body.
The lyrics remind me of
Coleridge's
poetry, avoiding
cliche by taking everyday human
emotions and placing them in unusual scenarios.
The show was wonderful, but
there were a few drawbacks.
Sometimes the musicians were so
excited that they played out of
synch, at which times they
returned to Jovanovic's steady
percussion.
The quality of the sound system was sub-standard, but this
should change as they increase
bookings.
Sanity of Reason has recorded
a demo which hasn't been distributed. hut again, after more exposure. this will change.

n

classifieds

VALENTINE
SPECIALS
** 10 SPICY CARNATIONS
ARRANGED IN A VASE
95
WITH A HEART
$ 15

**

3 CARNATIONSIN BUD
95
VASE WITH A HEART $ 5

** ROSE PRICES UPON
REQUEST

I 2500 TO S 35•
S 32•
Fl'D•FiaMr
AU. THE MJ:N£ CAStt• C1Mr
Bala 8cupt
Dl1MR\' 1X1M

TO t 40

00

FID9Hana It
F1uwcu"'
laieqaM!

FLOWER
d: CARDEN
CENTRE
ELMARA
WAL.KER
ROAD
WINDSOR,ONTARION9A 8R3

TEL: 737-1151
FAX:
_1
624
737

F1tt - 9.IIO M - &oo PM

FOR SALE: electric typewriter,
beefy office style, $50. IBM 20
MEG hard drive, $150. Highquality computer printer, $175.
Also Apple II+ clone parts. FM Multiplex tuner, bass guitar, call 2568054.
BROTHER
EPS electronic
typewriter with lift off correction.
$100.00 or best offer. Excellent
condition. Phone Jennifer at 9776159.
WANTED:
PART-TIME
WAITSTAFF. Experienced. Apply
in person to Cadillac Jacks.
ROOM FOR RENT: 515 Bridge, 5
bedroom house. 2nd/3rd year
males. Newly renovated. 2 fridges,
laundry, parking. $275/month
everything included. Phone Peter:
256-2542.

ROOMS FOR RENT: Kitchen
facilities. Moy off Wyandotte. Call
977-8978.
THE AIDS COMMITTEE OF
WINDSOR Is currently In great
need of volunteers. Immediately,
we need people to work as: volunteer drivers, library hosts, newsletter producers and research
cataloguers. We also need concerned individuals to become
"buddies• and provide practical
and emotional support to People
with AIDS and HIV. Extensive
training is provided to all volunteers. By volunteering just two or
three hours a week at the AIDS
Committee of Windsor you really
can make a difference. Please call
Caroline at 973-0222 between 9
and 5 weekdays. Long distance
call 1-800-265-4858.
ROOM WITHOUT
BOARD:
private room in old Victorian
house. Bus route downtown.
laundry/kitchen
facilities.
$350/month. Call 258-0575 after
5pm.
TO THE GUY I saw in class: you
were looking at me. I think you like
me. If you do, run a classified in the
Lariceon Valentine's Day.

The Lance, February 6, 1991, page 11.

NURSING
STIJDENTS
Choose Your
CareerWith

Sting, though a great lover to women, has committed four errors in wooing his sweetie on Valentine's day: I)
His tie should have been knotted with a double Windsor. 2) lle has brought carnations, not long-stem roses. 3)
His bubbly is an inexpensive import from the Galapagm,.-1) He forgot to start the whole romance off on the right
foot by buying a Valentine's classified in the lance for only $5.00.

Sting's new work is a relief
after his last cruddy album
ticular target except society's general malaise.
Side two starts out with a nifty instrumental, "St.
Agnes and the Burning Train," featuring Dominic
Miller on classical guitar. (Some of the Blue Turtles
bJ Lorne Beaton
remain, particularly Kenny Kirkland on keyboards,
but Branford Marsalis, though fully credited, is not
The Soul Cages, Sting's first album since 1987, highlighted as he was on the previous two albums.,
might be called a return to Earth. Coming off a long
"The Soul Cages," the guitar-driven title track,
bout of writer's block following the deaths of his although lyrically linked with "Island of Souls," is
parents, Sting has forsaken the haughty sophistica- musically out of place on this album; one feels that
tion of. .. Nothing Like the Sun for a more spare, per- it was put in to give the album more airplay on
sonal style.
pop/rock radio.
The Soul Cages is as much of a concept album
The album opener, "Island of Souls," is a rarity
coming from Sting: a ballad. It is the semi- as Sting has ever done. Sting is exorcising some old
autobiographical story of the son of a Newcastle ghosts, while retreating from the lush orchestral
shipbuilder and his frustrated dreams of a better life. dead-end of ... Nothing Like the Sun. The result is a
Sting himself speaks of his first memory as a child: welcome relief.
The Soul Cages was recorded using a new
a gigantic supertanker built in the town then
process called QSound, which, according to the liner
launched, never to return.
The highlight of side one is the darkly passionate notes, is supposed Loprovide maximum clarity and
"MadAbout You," a breathless journey through the three-dimensional imaging. Certainly there is nothnether regions of the heart. Unlike overproduced ing wrong with the sound quality on this album, and
tunes such as "Be Still My Beating Heart" or "Little there are some neat effects; some sounds seem to
Wing," this track is the most straightforwardly emo- emanate from places other than the speakers. The 3tional song Sting has done since "Fortress Around D effect is, however, not as spectacular as the sonic
gimmicks used on some other albums, such as Pink
Your Heart."
Also featured on side one is "Jeremiah Blues Floyd's The Final Cut. QSound does expand the
(Part I)." It's a rather weak political tune with Sting range of stereo irnaging, although the effect is much
in the guise of the fiery Biblical prophet of the title. more obvious with stand-up speakers than with earCJ
"Jeremiah Blues (Part I)" fails because it has no par- phones.

'~ good place
to fall in
love ... " t

More gifts for your sweetie
than you could shake a stick
at ... two sticks, even.

t We make no guarantees. I mean,
how can anything like love ever be
certain? Of course you can improve
your chances considerably if you read
a few good books and learn how to
smile even when you're hurting inside
from all 1he other past relationships
that friends said were doomed from
the start, although they never said it to
your face.

~

SECONDCUR

second to none .

-

St.[,l Hospital and Medical Center
John
GROWINGFORAIL TIIE RIGIITRF.A.SONS

The Soul Cages
Sting
A&M Records

,-··--

You have worked
hard to get where you
Confidence
are, and at St. John
Hospital and Medical
Center, we work hard to ensure you have the support,
resources and opportunitiesyou need to achieveyour
career goals. When you join St John Hospital and
Medical Center, you can be confident in joining a
progressivehospitalthat is committedto your professionaldevelopment,and is attentiveto your individual
growth.
A dedicated support staffand large learning environment with programs such as full-timepreceptors, onsite BSNcompletionand departmentalClinicalNurse
Specialistsare essentialelements ofour support What
is more, we are colIUilittedto a system of Shared
Governancewhichgivesyou the authorityto make and
implementdecisionsregarding nursing practices.
Located in a residential community on the border of
Grosse Pointe and Lake St Clair, our 607-bedacute
care teaching hospitalis a recognizedTrauma Center,
RegionalLevelIDPerinatalCenterand CardiacCenter.
Our diversitygives you a widerange ofcareer options.
Wewill bevisiting yourcampussoon.Checkwithyour
campus career planningand placementofficefor more
information.Equal OpportunityEmployer.

AGW

SPECIAL
EVENTS
PROGRAMMING

Gontemporary Australian Film
Friday, Feb. 8 (7 pm) and Sunday Feb. 10 (2pm)
Senous Undertakings, Helen Grace, 1983 (28 min)
History Takes Place, Sonia Leber, 1987 (25 min)
EC/Static, Toula Anastas, 1987 (8 min)
Camera Nat 1 1ra, Ross Gibson, 1985 (32 min)

Thursday, Feb. 14 (7 pm) and Sunday, Feb. 17 (2 pm)
Caramba, Nick Meyers, 1985 (2 min)
Square Bashing , Stephen Harrop, 1982 (10 min)
One View, Maggie Fooke, Chris Knowles, 1985 (13 min)
White Woman. Anne-Marie Crawford, 1988 (4 min)
Tales From Vienna Hoods, Marcus Bergner, 1987 (15 min)
The Rational Life Films, Debbie Lee , 1989 (13 min)
Salt. Saliva, Sperm and Sweat. Philip Brophy, 1988 (47 min)

Thursday, Feb. 21 (7 pm) and Sunday, Feb. 24 (2 pm)
In Thts Life's Body , Arthur & Corinne Cantnll, 1984 (147 m1n)

Thursday, Feb. 28 (7 pm) and Sunday, March 3 (2 pm)
Adaptor, Michael Hill, 1989 (20 min)
A Song of Ceylon, Laleen Jayamanne, 1985 (51 min)
Nice Coloured Girls, Tracey Moffat, 1987 (16 min)
A Song of Air, Merilee Bennett, 1987 (26 m1n)
Too Many Captain Cooks, Penny McDonald, 1989 (18 min)

Admission is free.
Aurora Australis : Film and Photographic Works has been organized by Presentation
House Gallery. Vancouver , and 1spresented at the AGW with funding assistance from
the Ontario Arts Council.

445 RIVERSIDE OR. W ., WINDSOR, ONTARIO NSA 6TB (5191 256-7111
GALLERY HOURS: TUES, WED , SAT: 11-5 THURS , FRJ. 11 -9 SUN : 1-5

CHAMPAGNE IS VERY
EXPENSWE, CANDY IS
FATTENING AND
ROSES WILT!
So send your beloved a 25 word message on the
back page of the February 13 Lance. For only $5
you can give your love a personalized gift that is
straight from the heart. Bring
your message and payment to the
Lance office before February 11.

300 Ouellette
I•

•

eREATE 'A.'~STJNG

..

MEMORY WITHA LANCE VALENTINE.

The Lance. February 6. 1991, page 12

'fne-choice was clear
and Otto-matic
b~ Lance Arts Staff

"Whoei·er drinks this water
will become thirsty again; even if
you have a two-for-one coupon."

HAIR SALON

-John

4:13

Selecting a recipient for The
Coffee Achiever of the Month
Award is usually a difficult task,

For fv1en& Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *

given the number of inspired coffee drinkers in control of the
Windsor arts community.
Usually,
the
Arts
editors, after
consulting
with Diversions editor
M a r y
Popovich and
other semidivine beings,
are drawn bet wee n two
equally deserving
candidates.
A
run-off slapfight then decides the winner (a
recent tradition taken from the
House of Commons).
The selection of January's
coffee achiever saw no such immature spectacle. The choice was
clear: Otto Buj wins for his consciousness-raising artistry.
Buj has parsimoniously
summed up java's essential nature with his slogan , 'THERE
ARE DRUGS IN THE WATER.'
An amazing feat, considering the
unintentional fear-monger is an
admitted coffee abstainer.
With the advent of the
automatic drip coffee-maker,
auto-bre~ timers, Irish-Cream
flavoured beans, and new allnatural decaffination processes

that make a cup of joe taste worse
than ever, coffee drinkers have
become far too complacent about
their favourite beverage. Buj has
done them a great service by
making the consumer-society cattle question the safety of the water
supply. (Fresh, clean water, as
anyone in the know will tell you,
is the single most important ingredient in coffee after milk, three
sugars, whip cream, and an ice
cube to cool it down.)
Coffee
Achievers are
normally
given a pound
of the Second
Cup's Costa
Rican beans
(twice the caffeine
of a
regular
grind), but since
Buj professes
a love for hot
cocoa (made
from milk, not
water; make
your own connections), he will be
presented with a can of Second
Cup hot chocolate instead.
Candidates
for the Coffee
Achiever of the Month are culled
from the pages of the Lance: cont ri but ers to the Arts section,
notable creative persons in the
Windsor/University community,
or students who have taken a critical thinking course offered by the
Philosophy department and are
still respected by their peers.
The selection of the Coffee
Achiever of the Monti, is made
solcy by the lance Art<;staff , and
does not reflect the views or
opinions of people who believe
everything they read, especially
stuff on billboards.
O

If you can't list 20 basic guidelines
for handling interviews effectively,
you can get the answers at
Career Planning and Placement.
Contact out office in Room 163, Dillon Hall for workshops.

POETS OF CANADA ARISE!
Your country needs you!
And more importantly your
paper needs you! We
require your original poems
about Canadian unity. (And
you thought we wanted your
19 year-old body to die
fighting for countries with
democracy only for men.)

Present this two-for-one coupon at the
box-office of any Cineplex Odeon Cinema
In Canada presenting "POPCORN".
Purchase one adult admission and
receive the second FREE. No mechanical

Buya bag... Gohome
Ina box.

2FOR 1
(.. MOVIE OFFER

reproductions will be accepted. Coupon
not valid with any other offer and has no
cash surrender value. This offer valid
daily except Tuesdays and expires
February 28, 1991.

Be audacious, courageous,
seditious, expressive, patriotic, be brief (no mock-Viking
epics of over 2000 lines will be accepted - even if they are
done by real Vikings).

•

Send, drop, or deliver your best work to our offices by
February 28 for inclusion in the Lance's Canadian

Unity Poetry Supplement.
All entries will be considered for publication and
subsequent delivery to the Spicer Commission on Canadian
Unity.
*The Lance w/11not be responsible for work lost due to the covert
acti-.,ities of CSIS.

The Lance, February 6, 1991, page 13.
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Lance photo by Karl Mamer

Eateries with funny names off er f ab food
by Karl Mamer

In the restaurant business, a good name means
a lot, and a funny name means even more:
Xochimilco's and Bubi's Awesome Eats are about
as hilarious and memorable as you can get.
Two new oddly titled restaurants have opened
recently in Windsor: The Eating Garden and The
Transilvania [sic] Restaurant.
The Eating Garden
Conveniently located three blocks east of the
university, The Eating Garden is what the Li Ho
Tran used to like be before the renovations: an inexpensive Chinese place offering barbecued meats.
The menu offers a wide assortment of authentic
Chinese dishes common to the west end of town but
practically unavailable to the three-car families of
Forest Glade. What makes The Eating Garden unique to this area of culinary diversity is its barbecued
pork.
For a mere $4.50 one is served a wide, full plate
of garlic-sweetened sliced pork piled on steamed
rice. To my knowledge, no other restaurant in
Windsor offers pork this good.
Alone, the dish is more than a sufficient meal for
a single person. Add a few bowls of soup and a
couple spring rolls, and you have a cheap, tasty meal
for two or three.
Also for $4.50, The Eating Garden offers inviting "Canadian" Chinese lunch specials: Sweet and
sour chicken, chicken soo gai, or sweet and sour
pork with wonton soup, spring roll, and mushroom
fried rice.
An amazing bargain and an amazing alternative

to a Big Mac Combo ($4.75).
The Transilvania Restaurant
The Transilvania Restaurant, located at 3606
Seminole, serves reasonably priced Canadian and
European food to the area's numerous hard-working
labourers.
The name itself will undoubtedly attract the
curious from Windsor's well-read, black-clothes
wearing artistic community - or anyone who has
read too much Bram Stoker- seeking exotic dishes
native to Romania. Unfortunately, The Transilvania
Restaurant serves only one: mici - a three-inch
long sausage.
The Mici Deluxe comes with three of the
sausages, fries, and coleslaw. It is a good, filling
meal for a reasonable price ($4. 75 including GST).
Despite the name, the restaurant makes no
pretense of being devoted to Romanian food. The
establishment's sign and menu bills it as serving
"Canadian and European Food."
The "European" entrees include souvlaki
($3.50), marinated Greek chicken (which comes
with Greek salad, rice, and fries for $5.25), and
ravioli (which comes with four fluffy pieces of bread
and a small tossed salad with nice tomato chunks for
$5.25).
Oh yes, for the exceptionally brave, The Transilvania Restaurant also offers tripe soup. (Tripe is
appetizingly defined by Webster's dictionary as" I:
stomach tissue of a ruminant and esp. of the ox for
use as a food ... b: that of the reticulum wall ... ")
None of my dinner companions that day were
brave enough to try the soup, even after I offered to
pay for it.
O
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Valentine's Specials
Look what $20. 00 buys
¥ 12 sweetheart roses boxed
or

• 6 long stem roses boxed
or

• a balloon bouquet
or

• a stuffed balloon

Free delivery within city limits

Jt1f:gc>ni.l8
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ON THE WEST END
3199 SANDWICH STREET
254-9676
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Eguity awakenings
The overzealous and less than prudent egalitarian
programs of the '60s and '70s have given the words
'employment equity' and 'equal opportunity' unpleasant
associations in the minds of many. Legislated hiring quotas
infested with loopholes and corruption probably did more
harm than good. Nevertheless it is still the right thing to prefer
women, non-whites and physically challenged people to white
men when hiring. A reversal of the patriarchal. racist and elitist
injustices of the past several millenia is, if nothing else,
something worth trying.
But anything worth trying is w.orthtrying with consideration
and planning. Slap-dash legislation and idiotic platitudinizing
have given us our current dilemma.
A university is the sort of place where thoughtful, socially
progressive policies might be expected to develop. Here is a
group of intellectuals, people of letters and science, scholars.
Here is a place for enlightenment.
Unfortunately, the men (and few women) who make the
rules at universities are, many of them, the sorts who
by-passed social awareness on the way to their Ph.D.s and
Special B. Comms. These are the people who use their
education and erudition to attack the meliorists who threaten
their unjust supremacy.
Last summer, a media battle between professors Pamela
Milne (Religious Studies) and Berislav Primorac (Classical
and Modern Languages and Civilizations) highlighted the fact,
disputed by so many, that the universities are crawling with
atavism at the most basic level. Primorac sent Milne a memo
in which he defined 'feminism' as 'sexual Stalinism' (queerly
attributing the definition to Ambrose Bierce, who disappeared
more than two decades before the word 'Stalinism' was ever
coined), and wrote that he felt Milne was 'some kind of local
Beria.'
Milne protested Primorac's comparing her to Stalin's
hated and ultimately executed hatchet man, and requested
that the administration penalize Primorac for the offense. The
university did absolutely nothing, and the local newspaper
supported Primorac.
What this means is that Primorac, a man who thinks the
women's movement is some form of monstrous Bolshevism,
has the opportunity to foul the career of any progressive
woman who tries to study in his department. And if he sits on
hiring and graduate studies committees, how likely are we to
see the Classicsdepartmentchange itsways?
Nor is Primorac alone. When tenured white male
professorsgrumblethat "you haveto be a womanor a black"
to be hiredin academicstoday,they are showingtheirtrue,

knuckle-walking
colours.
The Federal ContractComplianceRewiew Board may

have given the university an 'A' for its performance in hiring
women, but you'ld be hard-pressed to find a department other
than Nursing or Religious Studies that even approaches
parity.
And if the faculty doesn 't exhibit progressive tendencies,
how can the support staff be expected to?
While the FCCRB scolds the university for not hiring
enough physically challenged individuals, the library (with the
full support of the ombudsperson and administration) refuses
to hire a woman because she's short.
Perhaps the real upshot of our failed attempts at progress
is that the lip-service officials pay to justice is more bald-faced
and cynical than ever.
Now that we've elected a provincial government with the
wisdom to appoint a cabinet just short of parity, maybe we
have reason to hope that the laws will finally have more bite
than bark.
And maybe the university will be roused from its paleolithic
slumber after all.

Ensuring access
The Canada Student Loan Program needs major surgery,
but the Mulroney government is administering the death of a
thousand cuts.
Two years ago, a federal committee proposed an overhaul
of the CSLP, a program dedicated to the notion that university
should be open to all who will benefit, not just those who can
pay. Its recommendations for increased support fell on deaf
ears.
While investment in education is being made a priority by
our competitors in the global market, we've seen a freeze in
allowances for federal student aid. Loans are not keeping
pace with rising costs of university, and more and more
financially marginal students are being pushed out of school.
Provincial education ministers are going to Ottawa this
month to lobby for greater levels of federal loans, but this is
at best a stopgap measure. Unless we wish to regress to a
time when post-secondary institutions were the sole preserve
of the rich, we must address the issue of access now.
While student organizations must press for what is
possible, we cannot lose sight of the fact that free education
for all is our ultimate aim, and the way to get there is lower
tuition and higher student grants, not loans.
If we claim society as a whole gains from investment in
research and learning, we must stop placing the burden of
debt on individual graduates.
- Kevin Johnson

-----
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OPINIONS

'Drugs in the water' not the only lie
by Otto Buj
lfto openly state "There are drugs in the
water" generates fear, paranoia and
· confusion, and keeps the everyman up until
dawn wondering whether or not the tap is
laced with LSD, GOD, PCP, etc. - then
we should at least recognize that reaction
as a measure of our mistrust in the structure
and system that sustains us. To dismiss its
1 likelihood only attests to the fact that we've
unfortunately been sold on the myth that
we are actually 'free' beings and that all is
well on the homefront, and thus nothing at
all need be confronted and queried. To be
offended and repelled by the prospect of a
contamination of the 'essentials'
(i.e.
water, information, air, doctrine, etc.)
serves only as evidence of our skepticism
of all we so (un)willingly embrace as
gospel.
However, as intended, "There are drugs
in the water" was not a literal statement on
my behalf. I am not qualified to utter such
a fact, nor am I (or sadly anybody else for
that matter) at the same time able to
discount the statement's verity. I dealt with
metaphor, and as such cannot assume any
responsibility for anybody's interpretation.

That is something I cannot control, nor
want to, simply for the sake of maintaining
the electricity
and integrity of the
'art' -work.
But yes, I do feel bad that in light of not

inclined to pledge 4-5 hours a night to the
Third Eye; and why we 're doomed to abide
by the unwritten 'go with the flow or else
... '-law dictated by the likes of Daddy,
preacher, Nike, NBC, MTV, coach,

reducing the concept to the lowest common
denominator (and insult the 'intelligence'
of my prospective audience), mothers did
have to explain
(lie?)
to their
impressionable children that there really
are no drugs in the water. But at the same
time, maybe they should also explain the
true motives of the Allied in the Middle
East wargame;
why sexual assault
happens; why we've got a well-stocked
liquor cabinet; why visible minorities are
generally ill-treated; why we're each

counsellor, the Bush Administration, and
Budweiser.
And perhaps most importantly is that
they keep telling me that I've got a right to
speak, and so I've endeavoured to exercise
and challenge that supposed privilege. I'd
like to think that I've employed the right
(and responsibility) to provoke the public's
indifference and apathy, and get down and
challenge that low level of consciousness
that would just rather not have to know. O

Have you ever wondered what the
current logo of the University of Windsor
is supposed to be? An exploding maple leaf
with two extra branche!'> is probably the
most popular answer.J would like to take
this opportunity to explain some history
behind the current logo and why you
should sign a petition in favor of making
the official Coat of Arms more accessible
at the University.
The current logo is not a maple leaf but
an art-work
of five 'Ws' which
inaccurately might resemble a maple leaf.
Each ·w· represents one of the colleges
that combined to form the University of
Windsor - Assumption, Canterbury.
Essex. Iona. and Holy Redeemer. The
current logo was devised to portray the
University of Windsor as more modern and
contemporary. This, I believe, was a big
mistake.
On any visit to our bookstore. one is
sure to see that the university suffers from
an identity problem. The various colors and
meaningless insignia which are available
lack tradition and class. When one walks

Hats off
Dear Editor,
Last Friday, January 18th, in response
to announced plans for a "Pro U.S. Invasion
of Iraq" rally, a group of five of us who
oppose U.S. aggression decided to attend
the rally in order to engage those attending
in serious discussion about this unjust war.
We unfurled a banner denouncing the
war hysteria being promoted by the U.S.
and its supporters. When one of the
speakers made some particularly absurd
statements one of our members challenged
him to defend these statements.
Almost immediately the occasion was
transformed from one of a few swaggering
supporters
of U.S. aggression to an
occasion of serious debate and discussion
concerning the present crisis in the Middle
East. In order for the few of the organizers
of the pro war rally to continue to even be
involved they left their speakers' platform
to join those who were gathering around
those of us who were explaining why we
enjoy the war.
A very lively exchange of views

February is Black History Month.
The following list of upcoming events
comes to us courtesy of the University of
Windsor's Black Students' Alliance
(BSA) .
Monday, February 11, to Thursday,
February 14: The BSA will have a display in the University Centre every day
from 11 am to 2 pm. Expand your
knowledge of African History and support the BSA. Books, art works, sculptures, newspapers and t-shirts are among
the items that will be available.
Sunday, February 10: A Forum on
African History from 10 am to 4 pm at
Sandwich Baptist Church, 3652 Peter St.
Friday, February 15: Panel discussion,
7 pm at Tanner African Methodist Episcopal Church, 727 McDougall (at Tuscarora).
Saturday, February 16: Musical, 7 pm
at Tanner AME.
Throughout February: Tours at the
North American Black Historical
Museum in Amherstburg (277 King St.,
736-5433).
Look for more information
in
upcoming issues of the Lance, and
remember: Before there was any history.
there was Black History.

campaign

Heraldry for your own well-being
by Greg Kindiak

schedule

around campus, one-is flooded by Western
and Michigan attire which do have
traditional insignia. This is of course
bothersome for any proud University of
Windsor student.
But my main concern, and I believe I
represent a large proportion of the student
body and faculty when I say this, is that the
current logo for this Unviersity is vague.
weak. and to some extent silly. It is by no
means self-explanatory. and even its initial
implementation in 1981 was unpopular.
The university's official Coat of Arms
has been recognized by the College of
Herald since 1963. The College is based in
Great Britain and is the world governing
body of official Coats of Arms. A detailed
description of the University of Windsor's
official Coat of Arms is presented in the
university's academic calendar on page
eleven.
Other universities have logos which
might imitate an offical Coat of Arms. The
University of Windsor already has a
legitimate one. but its accessibility is
over-restricted. So much so that most
undergraduates do not know that it exists.
This is a tragedy.

Tradition,
culture, and roots arc
something that everyone should realize he
or she is a part of, and be proud of, whether
they be your personal family tree or the
University you have attended. The official
Coat of Arms gives us all of this. Realizing
our history as individuals helps us realize
who we arc and where we come from. and
ultimately helps to be the best that we can
be. lsn 't that what attending a University is
all about'? To be the best that we can be.
As you read the petiti 10 it specifically
states that the Coat of Arms would be used
only for particular University attire. The
student senators feel it is in the interest of
faculty. staff. and students that they support
this petition to help initiate discussion in
this direction. It is believed that this
petition will help initiate a long-term
phasing out of our current.
highly
unpopular logo, or at least increase the Coat
of Arms' accessibility.
For your own well-being please sign
the petition (which is located at the
University Centre's front desk) and be a
part of bringing back the Coat of Arms. O

followed for several hours while those
gathered around increased in numbers from
the relatively few who had first gathered to
express support for the U.S. aggression.
The event had been transformed into the
kind of give and take of views on the
important issues of our day that should be
characteristic
of such academic
institutions.
Although the exchange was sometimes
heated, contrary to some media reports. I
never had the impression that there was any
serious probability of violence between
those who were disagreeing.
In fact. while a very few of the
organizers may have been hostile, most of
the onlookers and participants were cager
for serious discussion of the issues. Even
many of those who had come to support the
pro war rally seemed to be open to hearing
other views.
Jt was my impression that many of
those attending were very decent, well
motivated young people who had heen
taken in by the pro-war propaganda. I
would not be surprised to find that upon
sober reflection many of the supporters will

reconsider their initial support.
My hat is off to those who participated
in the serious exchanges that day.
Sincerely,
Dale Woodyard, Ph.D.

Greg Kindiak is a student senator.

Mayor John Millson's CBC Task
Force has brought its 'Canned Loony
Drive' fundraising campaign to the
campus and is counting on your support.
The purpose of the campaign is to raise
funds for legal and other costs related to
the battle to regain CBET-TV. Windsor
9. If everyone who signed the CBET
petition:,, that circulated in December
were to contribute a loony to the Task
Force, close to $60,000 would be raised
by this initiative alone.
Contributions can he dropped in
loony cans at these and other :.pots on
campus:
• The Grand Marketplace
• Law Building (cafeteria)
• Business Building (cafeteria)
• Education Building (cafeteria)
• Vanier Mini Mart
• Gignac Graduate Center (Grad House)
• St. Denis Centre (control room)
• Department
of Communication
Studies
• Iona College
• The Faculty Club
• Main Desk, University Centre
A $5 spaghetti dinner 3- 7 pm.
February 10 at Studebakers (2629
Howard, 972-3138) will feature local
celebrities
and dignitaries
as
table-waiting staff-don ·1 miss the fun!
A Tally Rally February 28 will
tabulate the total returns - if you love
this city, your loonies will be among
those tallied.

enviro-tip

Vituperative
Dear Editor,
1 was appalled
at the v1c1ous,
vituperative letter of Jeff Gattinger. To call
people with ''neat, cropped hair" who
demonstrate for a cause which one opposes
"white trash, cretins, Nazi-jocks and
subhumans"
is hardly the mark of a
"competent and capable", open-minded
individual, which Mr. Gattinger purports to
be.
Only in totalitarian societies are views
contrary to accepted orthodoxy forcibly
suppressed, accordingly both sides in this
heated controversy have an equal right to
be heard. Clearly we have not succeeded in
teaching this lesson to some of our
students.
Sincerely,

H.W. Bird

Let's shatter the Nuclear Energy
Myth.
Did you know that for nuclear power
to halve the use of fossil fuel by the year
2020, the world would have to build
nuclear plants more than 40 times faster
than it ever has?
Now assume that no nuclear plants
are built in that same period. By
improving the efficiency rate worldwide
by just 4.6% per year, we could reduce
fossil fuel dependency by half anyway!
(Figures tabulated by the University
of Guelph in 1988.)
So forget cancer-causing nuclear
power, and let's get on with efficiency!
P.S. Energy efficiency does not
cause pollution or any other harmful side
effect.

,.
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Proud
Dear Editor,
Educational
institutions
should
enlighten, instruct, guide and broaden a
student's mind. Please tell me why I am
paying the salary of a professor who is
strictly singing his own biased song,
forgetting there are two sides to the Persian
Gulf War.
I'm tired of professors, though they are
few, who show up for class with anti-war,
anti-American lectures. Many of our
friends
are in the Persian
Gulf,
volunteering to fight for our country and
for our government's
policy.
I
whole-heartedly support our military. I
love my country and I am behind my
government in this situation. Facts,
speculation, analysis and propaganda
related to the war abound. Having weighed
all this information I'm proud that my
country is taking a stand for justice.
For a broad understanding of the
international community and the role of our
nation in that community, I recommend
taking one or two of the political science
courses taught at this school. It will help
students understand how war develops and
why fighting cannot always be avoided.
In the future, professors should come to
class prepared to show a fair, unbiased
opinion to the students. Lecture on both
sides of the issue or drop it. Yes, we must
question our government policy and weigh
the facts in any situation, but in these times
we must question our instructors and their
motives as well. Keep an open mind, form
your own opinion and be fair.
Sincerely,
Weary in Windsor

Hzppies
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Jeff
Gattingcr's arrogant letter regarding the
'Support Our Troops' dcmom,tration. The
thc:-.i:-.
of your lcue,. Jeff, ~.1:-. J1flkult hl

determine. Was it tcv-express your views
against the demonstration, or was it to
maliciously attack a group of students for
their beliefs? I think the latter. For an
individual who is proficient at judging the
intelligence level of another human being,
you seem to lack a certain degree of
maturity by labelling others as "Nazi jocks,
unthinking lowlifes, and sub-humans."
How do you justify condemning others'
freedom of speech? There was absolutely
no need to include sentences containing:
"motives are debateable, if indeed they are
literate, only understand beer, parties and
hockey," etc.
Obviously, the leaders of the rest of the
world are intelligent and made reasonable
decisions to use force to evict Saddam
Hussein from Kuwait. I am convinced by
the tone of your letter, that you feel that you
and other peace activists, are the only ones
capable of "contemplating
political
events."
You compare slogans used to those of
the sixties. That's a good analogy!
However, you sould like the type who sits
on the cement with you hippie friends
discussing expired issues; such as a
negotiation for peace in the Gulf (all the
while fantasizing about getting a peace
symbol tatooed on your forehead.)
As far as I am concerned, you are a
slanderous fool who should be ashamed to
be a white, male student. Especially with
the calibre of letter that you obviously tore
off in a fit of fury. And as far a illogical,
and pointless signs being used, during the
peace rally, you were probably toting the
sign - "FUCK YOU GEORGE BUSH!"
Sincerely,
Timothy Kearns

Condescending
Dear Editor,
In response to Jeff Gattinger's letter
which appeared in the January 30th issue
of the lance:
People in this country are entitled to
have their opinions and to voice them. I
respect your right to disagree with thier
position on the war, but the self-righteous,
condescending attitude you took was
offensive. A university is a place which
should encourage free thinking and the
exchange of ideas and not to promote the
censorship of any position, even those we
may not agree with.
Your stereotyping of the persons you
mention in your letter indicates that you
share alot of the traits which you attribute
to them. To judge a group of people is to
dehumanize them and reveal your own
bias. We all fit into a stereotype, which
never encompasses the dynamic and
diverse natures of the group to which it is
applied.
Sincerely,
Brian Marion

Criminal

gain an impartial opinion. Carsten was
invited to attend but declined.
As we thought of different ways to
address this issue, we had planned to write
a letter but thought it unprofessional to
submit it without first exploring our
criticisms further and substantiating our
claims. We were personally advised not to
use the criminology club as a political vise
and therefore refrained from asking the
club to actively participate.
Carsten' s presumptuous statements
regarding the use of funds for the new
Business Building, board members
vacations, professors salaries & classroom
space, let alone an unsubstantiated dig at
the registrar's office, served no beneficial
purpose. Our goal is to find the facts and
see where improvements can be made,
rather than to stir emotional vengence and
and step on toes.
We only hope that his "Proverbial Pie"
does not hinder our attempts to resolve
what we feel are pressing issues.
Sincerely,
Mark Holmes,
Lisa Colwill

Unjustified

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,
In regards to last week's "Proverbial
In response to Carsten Kroon 's letter of Pie" letter from Carsten Kroon, it should be
last week, I would first like to say that in known that the views expressed by Carsten
order to make the student body an Kroon were his own and do not necessarily
organized
vocal authority
takes
reflect the views of the executive or other
substantiated facts and a lot of foot work. members of the Criminogy Club. While
Carsten has done neither.
some of his arguments were well-based his
At this moment a group of concerned open criticism of veteran professors, board
students are organzing to look into the members, and the financial state of the
needs of the University and share these University of Windsor proved unjustified,
with the administration. For two weeks uncalled for, and not based on any known
now, we have gained widespread support documentation. At this point I would like
"Obviously, the leaders of the rest of the both on and off campus. We've [illegible to extend, on behalf of the Criminology
world are intelligent and made reasonable word) any input that faculty members Club, an apology to any parties offended by
decisions to use force to evict Saddam
might offer as we understand that the the comments of Carsten Kroon.
Hussein from Kuwait ... " That's called prohlcms that face this institution affect
Sincerely,
'hegging the question, · Timotl,y. l11deecl, everyone. A meeting was arranged with an
Dale A. Brown
tlie rl'crnmahility of 1/,c war i.,·exC1ct~vwhat individual off campus to hrainstorm with
Vice President
i., (/i.,pt11,•d hy 11.'i '/,ippi<'S. •
Windsor Society ufCriminulugy
:-.,imconen,H direc.:tlyinv,ilved in c.>rderto

D

Join Don here live!
"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m 'til I a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Wednesday, February 13 for our
Don Cherry's Trivia Competition
Great prizes to be won, qualify for the
championship round and you could win a trip for
two to Montreal for a Canadiens playoff game.

WHENALLYOUNEEDISCASH1
Visitour NewestCashCounter'"Locatedat:
Beckers at Wyandotte & Randolph Windsor

dJ.~
~

Prep Courses for
MAR 16GMAT

JUNE l GRE
JUNE LSAT

The Cash Counter is a convenient way to get
cash fast. Cash Counter accepts virtually all
Canadian Banking Machine Cards including
those of all financial institutions belonging to
the lnterac,* Visa,* and Plus System* Networks.

1-800-387 -5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

xne
010shrllelaGh
'lJetroies
Irisfi. Pu6

Canada'sleaderin self-servebanking.
ROYAL BANK

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

--
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SPORTS

The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
1\fcn·s Basketball
Wed.Jan.30
Waterloo 86 Windsor 81
Sat. Feb. 2
Western 107 Windsor 77
\V omen· s Basketball

Sat. Feb. 2
Western 74 Windsor 56

Men's Volleybalf
Wed.Jan.30
Waterloo 3 WindsorO

Sat. Feb. 2
Windsor 2 Wheaton CoUege0
Windsor2 Baldwin CollegeO
MichiganState2 WindsorO
W,igbl State 2 \Vindsnr
0

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 2
Windsor 10 RMC 3
Sun.Feb,3
Windsor 6 Brock f

Upcoming Events
M~n·sBasketball
Sat. Feb 9
Windsor vs. Brock at 8:00pm

Women's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor vs. Brock at 6:00pm

Men's \ olreyball
Fri. Feb. 8
Windsor at Guelph
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor at Brock

Women'sVolleyball
Fri. Feb.8
Windsor at Brock
Sat.Feb. 9
Windsor at Waterloo

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor vs. Laurentian at
7:30pm

Track& Field
Fri. Feb. 8
Team challenge at 6:30pm
Sun.feb.10
O.T.F.A. Championships at
9:00am

Swimming
Sat. Feb. 9/Sun. Feb. 10
OWIAA at Laurentian
Curling Sat. Feb. 9/ Sun. Feb.

10
OUAA/OWIAA at Laurier

Fencing
Sat Feb.9/Sun.Feb.10
Windsorat MacMaster-West
SectionII

Meet success puts Lancers on top
by Da,·e Briggs
It seemed like business as
usual last weekend when the
University of Windsor's track and
field teams took their show south
of the border and picked up an
amazing 26 medals at Saginaw
Valley State's Cardinal Invitational.
The results helped rank the
men as the number one team in
Canada, while the women maintained their number two ranking.

TRACK and FIELD
Lancer coach Dennis Fairall
was elated with the results which
upped the number of Windsor's
Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union (CIAU) qualifiers to an
astonishing 43 athletes. Last year
the team had just over 30 athletes
qualify for the national championship meet.
"It was one of my most exciting meets in my five years here,"
Fairall said. "There were just so
many br'eak-throughs against
very formidable competition.
"I can't remember any time
we've done that well at any meet."
Though the competition was
fill~d with terrific performances
perhaps the Lancers' biggest feat
came when two women's
4x400m relay squads finished
first and second respectively in
the same r&ee. Nine Windsor
women have qualified to compete
at the CIAU championships in the
4x400m relay.
With a gold medal performance, by the men's 4x400m
relay contingent, Windsor has
now qualified all six men's and
women's relay teams for the
CIAU finals. The squad of Dan
Fryer, Al Herron, O'Brian Gibbons and team veteran Don MacGregor notched a time of3:22.79.
As well, April Austin set a
school record in the 55m hurdles
with a time of 8.50 which
qualified her to compete at the
CIAU's.
Fairall credits a strong and

successful training camp for his
team's continued success.
"Training camp is just kicking
in," he said. "Kids who went to
training camp are showing a lot of
improvement."
Both Irma Grant and Kelly
Dinsmore picked-up two gold
medals. Grant won the 55m and

was part of the 4x400m relay
team, while Dinsmore won golt.l
for the 4x400m relay as well as
winning the triple jump. Her male
triple jump counterpart, Ted Battiston also won top honours in that
event with a lot of support from
his team.
According to Fairall, about

Tracki.ng the ..CIAU's

* Windsor men ranked first in Canada
"*Windsor women

ranked second in

Canada
~

Last weekend, Lancers won 26 medals
at Saginaw Valley State

* 43 Lancer athletes have qualified for
CIAU's

~'<This Friday night, U of W hosts Team
Challenge at St. Denis Centre
CIAU national Indoor Track and Field
Championships March 8 and 9
U of W's St. Denis Centre

Spikers net tourney win
by Scott Pratt
The University of Windsor's
women's volleyball team went to
Montreal this past weekend to
compete in LheConcordia Invitational Tournament.
Despite the long trip, the Lancers managed a long overdue win
- one of three matches they
played.

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
In the first match, Windsor
faced tournament hosts Concordia University. A quick-paced
game kept the Lancers on their
toes, and they played one of their
best games so far this season.
But the Concordia Stingers
came out on top, winning the
match3-0.

"The team came together
during the match, and despite our
loss it was a very encouraging
performance," said second-year
Lancer setter Jordynn Gloster.
"We finally started to work as a
team. The rest of the season looks
more promising."
On Saturday, the team faced
the McGill Martlets with renewed
energy. Windsor played with
precision and poise and won the
match in three straight games.
Renee Michiels was awarded
player of the game in the contest.
Later in the day, Lheteam took
on John Abbot University. The
Lancers came out strong, winning
the first game, but soon tired bolh
mentally and physically. They
Jost the match in four games, 3-1.
The team now knows the feeling of being winners, a feeling
that will with any luck become addictive. Michiels was honoured as

a member of the tournament's allstar team.
The Lancers play Lheir next
game on Friday, February 8, as
they visit the Guelph Gryphons.O

three quarters of the Windsor athletes surrounded the pit to cheer
Battiston on in what is becoming
a typical display of Lancer enthusiasm.
Dual-sport
athlete Geoff
Hewick grabbed a bronze medal
in the high jump while squeezing
in the meet between his duties
with the Lancer basketball squad.
Hewick qualified for the CIAU's
with a leap of 2.03m
Women's shot put specialist
Tashlyn
Chase busted the
Windsor school record with a silver-medal toss of 13.30m, while
Mark MacDonald continued his
impressive year by winning the
1000m.
Overall the Lancers walked
off with 10 gold, 6 silver, and I 0
bronze medals. The team also
managed to break eight Saginaw
Valley
State
University
fieldhouse records. Final team
standings were not available as
the meet was not team scored.
Fairall is anxious to have
several more of his athletes post
qualifying standards for the
CIAU's. Following advice from
former coach Mike Salter, Fairall
feels by setting such marks before
the Ontario championships, athletes will be able to concentrate
more on where they finish, and
subsequently score more points
for the team.
This Friday night, Windsor
will host the U of W Team Challenge at the St. Denis Centre
which is the team's second track
meet in three weeks.
O

Perf armer of the week
-Dan

Mahon

Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending February
11 is left-winger for the Lancer
Hockey team, Dan Mahon.
Mahon scored nine points in
two games this weekend against
RMC and Brock. He led the team
to a 10-3 victory over RMC on
Saturday and a 6-1 victory over
Brock by scoring five goals and
contributing four assists.

A fourth-year
student,
Mahon is a former OUAA allstar.
For being selected the Performer of the Week, Mahon will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's Restaurant, 531 Pelissier in downtown Windsor.
D
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.

"
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The University of Windsor's
men's basketball team desperately needed a victory last Wednesday at the St. Denis Centre. After
two defeats to the Western Mustangs and Guelph Gryphons,
Windsor was looking to pick
themselves up at home.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
The Waterloo Warriors are a
perennial powerhouse, but this
year has been difficult for them.
Halfway through the season,
Waterloo is mired in the middle of
the OUAA Western Division with
a record of 3-3. The Warriors arc
without their starting five from
last season. Thus, Windsor had an
opportunity to improve its playoff
chances.
The Lancers kept it close in
the first half, up by as much as
eight points (32-24) with just
under. six minutes left. But the
Warriors battled back and went to
the locker room with a 43-42 advantage.
The score remained close in
the second half, the gap never exceeding four points. The Lancers
even went on a six-point run to
take a 58-54 lead, but that would
be their widest lead of the half.
Hope for their second victory
of the season quickly faded within
the final five minutes. With the
score 71-69, Waterloo went on a
seven point run and never looked
back.
The closest Windsor came to
catching Waterloo was when
Lancer guard Jamie Pepper sunk
a 3-pointcr to make the score 838 t. The Warriors put three more
on the board to walk away with
victory number four, 86-81.

Geoff Hewick derends against a Waterloo scoring threat.
"We broke down offensively
who Finished the game with 15
when they went into a match-up
points, cited Waterloo's zone
zone in the final minutes," said defcnse for Windsor's offensive
Wind,or head coach Wayne C'ur- downfall.
tin.
"With the match-up :wne, we
l.un1.:erEverton Shakespeare.
would only he able to take one

shot. And ifwe missed, they were
getting most of the rebounds,"
said the sophomorc forward.
1-lut an effective Waterloo
dcfense wa, only one of a few
thing, that heat the Lancers. Ac-

"It's a gam e we should have
won. We beat ourselves . We just
made some bad passes and took
some stupid fouls."
Waterloo head coach Don
McCrac gave a lot of credit to his
sixth man , John Hamilton.
"He only played about six to
eight minutes, but provided excellent rebounding and lifted up the
team 's energy," McCrae said.
Hamilton finished the game
with eight rebounds, second for
the Warriors behind starting
centre Dave Rosebush
National junior team member
Sean Vankoughnett led Waterloo
with 25 points. Nine of those 25
points came from 3-point range.
Top scorer for the Lancers
was Geoff Astles with 16 points.
Chris Pauley scored 15, and Jamie
Pepper 13.
Things got worse for the Lancers on Saturday in London. They
dropped their record to 1-7 with a
107-77 loss to the Western Mustangs.
It was the second time in as
many games (and weeks) that
Windsor had lost to Western.
Pepper led Windsor with 20
points. Pauley had 13 points and
Shakespeare 10.
Western lacked star forward
John Stiefelmeyer, who was out
with an injured knee. Pauley
missed
a large portion
of
Saturday's game with a hyper-extended knee.
Top scorer for Western was
James Green with 23. Other Mustang stars included Es,ex native
Peter Vanddrn vcnkamp, who
scored 15.
Windsor's next contest will he
against Bro1.:kthis Saturday al the
St. Denis Centre. Tip-oil time is~
pm.
0
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Perhaps
you don't
understand
the gravity
of

Men's On[y 'Va[entine'sVay
Lingerie.Party
Monday, February 11 - starts at 7 pm

Buffet dinner
- $8 per person
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Graduates - have you prepared for the on-campus recruitment season?
Workshops in resume writing. ACCIS application forms and
interview skills are available in the Career Planning and
Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall

r

STUDENT ROOMS

includes chicken, ribs, lots of
salad and great dressing

Single $395.00

"

Double $295.00
includes

Let O''Too{e'slie.CJ!.
you witli your
Sweet
j{eart's

• Furnished
• All utilities
• T.V. Room

• Laundry Facilities
• Kitchen Facilities
• Private Parking

Fire Minutes from Campus

gift

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

Excellent summer rates available!
'"
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Icemen taking aim at second place
by Mike Mouat
The University of Windsor's
hockey team regained its scoring
touch over the weekend, as it
pounded RMC 10-3 on Saturday,
and defeated Brock 6-1 on Sunday.
The victories boosted the Lancers into a tie for third place in
their division.
Leading
the attack for

Windsor was Dan Mahon, who
scored five goals and added four
assists in the two games.
Despite the 10-3 score, coach
Rick Cranker was not impressed.
"It was our poorest game
team-wise offensively," Cranker
said.
Against RMC the Lancers
didn't get rolling until late in the
first period. The score was 3-2 for
Windsor before Mahon scored on

Lance

photo by Carolyn Cox

Lancer Heather Quick struggles toward the basket.

Lancers downed
by Western squad
hy John Marentette
The University of Windsor's
women's basketball team tried to
salvage its season last weekend.
Playing in enemy territory controlled by the 8-0 Western Mustangs, the Lancers played the
division leaders close, were down
by only four at halftime, and
ended up losing 74-56.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
The depth and experience of
the Mustangs took its toll on the
lesser Windsor squad, as UWO's
lead was soon built to double
digits. The Lancers fatigued, the
Mustangs never looked back.
Windsor's leading scorer was
Anne-Marie Ouellet with 13
points and six rebounds.
Despite the team's lack of
success, coach Joanne MacLean
still sees a high level of mornle in
her team as they look to the future.
"We're definitely already setting goals for next year. Obviously, with the position we're in now
(1-8), the playoffs are out of the
question for us. The wins and losses aren't that important right
now. We're trying to focus just on
building our fundamentals," Mac-

Lean said.
The Lancers
play their
second-last home game of the
season against the Brock Badgers
this Saturday night at 6 pm at the
St. Denis Centre.
D

a powerplay to take the lead for
good.
Just 90 seconds later, Brad
Belland scored a beautiful goal
while shorthanded. After taking a
pass from Mahon, Belland deked
the defenseman and then fooled
the goaltender with an even better
fake before lifting the puck over
his shoulder.
Luke Ducharme picked-up his
third assist of the period on
Belland's goal.
Scoring the early goals for the
Lancers were Dirk Gebhardt returning from a shoulder injury
- Rod Anthony, and Belland.
The Lancers extended their
lead to 8-3 in the second period.
Mahon scored his second goal of
the game just before the end of the
period. Marty Haidy set up the
play, skating into the RMC zone
and taking the puck in behind the
net. The RMC defense stood and
watched Haidy as Mahon snuck
into the slot behind them and onetimed a Haidy pass.
Dwayne Brunet continued his
scoring ways with an early period
goal. Randy Stephenson also
joined in the fun.
Stephenson finished out the
scoring with his second goal of
the game. Stephenson,
who
joined the team at the Christmas
break, has become a key player.
He now gives the Lancers three
scoring centers, and with wingers
Mike Miller al}d other newcomer
Bob Leeming, a third offensive
line.
"With Randy we were patient
with him fortunately, he was
recovering from mono," Cranker
said. "He provides that extra
punch off the bench for us."
One of Cranker's bigger concerns for Sunday was that his
team did not pick up any bad
habits from RMC.
The Lancers responded with
perhaps their best defensive game
of the season, as well as a strong
offensive effort to make the victory look easy.
After the first period Windsor
led 1-0 on a weak goal by Grant
Larsen. Larsen took a shot from
the top of the circle, the puck was
redirected in front by a Brock
player and it trickled past the
goal tender.
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Windsor mauled RMC and Brock over the weekend to claim home wins.

Brunet scored his second goal
in as many games at the fiveminute mark of the second period.
Mahon then scored his first of
three goals of the day, as he broke
in on a two-on-one with Larsen.
Mahon used Larsen as a decoy
and fired a shot that was saved,
but the goalie cou Id not handle the
rebound, and Mahon buried it behind him on the second opportunity.

MEN'S HOCKEY
Stephenson closed out the
scoring in the second period on a
nice break-in play started by
Miller.
Ma k ~eguin, who played
another great game, lost his
shutout midway through the final
period when hem is-played a slaps hot from just outside
the
hlueline. The Brock player was
just dumping it in on net and the
puck deflected off Scguin's
gloves and dropped in behind
him.
Mahon completed the hat
trick with two goals in the final
period, both on feeds from
linemates Anthony and Larsen.

Anthony collected five assists in
the game.
Although Larsen scored once
and collected two assist against
Brock, it was his defensive play
which caught the attention of
Cranker.
"That may have been our best
defensive game, and Grant was
our best defensive forward,"
Cranker· said:
As the playoffs approach,
Cranker knows that defense becomes more important. However,
the Lancers close out the season
against some of the weaker teams
in the league and likely won't be
tested defensively.
"We have to be disciplined,
keep our shots against under 30,
we have to work on that," Cranker
said. "Defense is what will win
games for us down the line."
With just five games remaining, the Lancers know that they
can finish second, and have set
that as their goal.
The Lancers play their last
home game of the regular season
on Saturday, February 9 at 7:30
p.m. They finish the season with
four consecutive road game. D

Search underway for basketball coach
by Dave Briggs
The fate of the University of
Windsor's men's basketball team
rests in the hands of the eight
people responsible for picking the
team's next coach from 41 applicants.
Well past last Thursday's
deadline for applications, the
selection committee now has the
chore of sifting through the
resumes, cutting the list down to
a few top candidates.
The new coach will be a permanent replacement for longtime
Lancer stalwart Paul 'Doc'
Thomas, who retired at the end of
last season. Wayne Curtin is the
team's interim head coach.
The position will be one of
two coaching posts which do not
require additional
teaching
duties. Football coach John Musselman is the other coach who is
not required to double as a professor.

"In previous years, prior to
Musselman, we hired people who
were professors and they taught ...
as well as coached and that was a
big problem for us," said athletic
director Bob Boucher, who chairs
the selection committee.
Also on the committee are
Mike Salter (Dean of Human
Kinetics), Joanne Maclean
(coordinator of women's athletics), John Corlett (professor of
Human Kinetics), track coach
Dennis Fairall, law professor
Chris Wydrzynski, education
professor Noel Williams, and
Human Kinetics' student council
representative Mike Murphy.
"We're looking for someone
who can get us up in the top half
of the OUAA and stay there consistently," Boucher said. "In the
intangible side we're looking for
someone of the highest moral and
ethical character. We want people
who will play by the rules and

The group is looking for
someone who has a masters degree and post-secondary coaching
experience, although that person
need not have been a head coach.
"If a person did not have that,
they would have to have one heck
of an outstanding record in high
school," Boucher said.
Boucher would like someone
who will revive basketball in
Windsor while attracting the best
student athletes available.
According to the athletic
director the group would like to
cut the list down to seven or eight
people before finalizing a shortlist of three to five candidates for
two-day interviews.
Besides being responsible for
the men's basketball program, the
new coach will be responsible for
one of several administrative
jobs. He or she will choose from
sports marketing, sports information, risk management, promotion

andpuMicitr, and eoor9inato,of

men's athletics.
Currently Musselman holds
the coordinator of men's athletics
post, though his term will end at
the end of this season. Boucher
thinks it is likely that the new basketball coach will take over the
coordinator position, while the
football coach seems headed for
the publicity and promotions
department.
Though Curtin has made it
known that he has applied for the
permanent
coaching
slot,
Boucher said all applications are
confidential.
The one person
rumoured to be a shoo-in for the
job has not even applied.
"The rumour going around
town is that this is a whole
charade because Jay Trieano has
got the job. Jay Trieano hasn't applied .. . so how can he get the
job?" Boucher wondered.
The selection committee
hopes to make its final decision by
April.
El
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by Dave Briggs
A lot of people have a great
deal of trouble understanding
sports. I'm not talking about those
who can't figure out quarterback
efficiency ratings, or what con-

cendants of protohuman cave
dwellers who liked to beat their
own heads in with clubs. We just
like to watch others bash themselves silly.
(2] People who sip beer
through a straw that protrudes

the armchair gladiator
stitutes a good game of darts. I'm
more concerned with those who
can't fathom what others see in
sports.
In an effort to come to grips
with the sports fanatic's world,
these non-sport entities invariably have the same misconceptions.
I'd like to take a moment and
dispel a few myths about our culture.
[ l] Contrary to popular belief,
most sports fans aren't direct des-

from two cans strapped to the side
of a plastic baseball helmet are not
our leaders.
[3] Not all of us feel obliged
to write our favorite bible parable
on a huge sign and display it
proudly at a football game.
[4j Many of us actually enjoy
other things that do not include
trying to put a puck/ball in a net,
or attempting to separate another
person's head from his shoulders
with a quick clean blow.

... ..·\.
.
[5] Beer is not necessarily the
requisite drink. But if you enjoy
it, feel free to drink a lot of it if
you want to test a sport called
gravity.
[6] "Kill da ref' is not our

campus recreation
Dance for Heart
Help campus Ree. fight heart disease by
participating in our second annual aerobithon
on Sun. Feb. I 0, from 1-4 pm. Register now
and earn some terrific incentive prizes while
helping to fight Canada's leading cause of
death. For more information contact Nicole
Johnston at ext. 2456. All proceeds will go to
the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario.
Women's Ice Hocke)
On the first night of league gam,.:s there
was a close battle between the Cody
Canadicns and the Stingers. The Canadiens
won the game 4-J. Following the game. a

rookie squad from Clark Hall was overpowered by the veterans from the Law
department 8 to I.
6 on 6 Mixed Volleyhall
Week three of mixed volleyball was a
showcase of good action in both the Competitive and Recreational leagues.
In Competitive. Aldo ·s Animals won two
out of three matches to raise their record to a
league leading 7 and I. Thus far. they arc
matched only hy Furghn ·s. who swept their
two games. Good showings wcr!! also made
hy Super Team. who went 2-0. Hammers and
New Kids on the Net. who both improved
their records with a 2-1 week.

'

favorite expression. We also like:
"Kill da umpire", "Kill da coach"
and "Hey, toss me another slice of
pizza."
(7] Only about half of us
believe synchronized swimming

would be improved if it were
made a full contact sport. The rest
of us don't call it a sport.
[8] No sports fan will admit
they own an album entitled
"Charge! and 30 oth~r great hockey organ tunes."
[91 People need not speak in
sports analogies (i.e. " ... then I
rounded third and headed for
In Recreational Pool A, both Cody Hall
home ... ") for us to understand
teams, the Killers and Boomers, won a pair
them.
of games to raise their records to 4-0 and 3-0
[ IOJ Sports writers aren't
respectively. The Jammers won both their
necessarily
fat, frustrated athletes
games to stay near the top at 3-1. a record they
whose
pathetic
coordination
share with Ore-L. Pool A looks to go down
keeps
them
from
even playing
to the wire as 8 teams arc within 4 points of
ping
pong
well.
Sometimes
first.
they're
great
at
ping
pong.
In Pool B. Friends of Paul won three
You're now well-equipped to
games to raise their record to 5-1. resulting in
under~tand the average sports
a first place tic for points with the Amateurs
huff. You·11 no longer need to
and Tequila Slammers, who arc both 5-0. The
speak slowly in their presence or
O'Metallics split a pair to remain near the
try to ward them off with cloves
lead.at 4-2, while the Faculty of Ed stands at_
of garlic or large llaming torches.
4-3 after a 2-1 week. All teams arc 10 he conAfter all. they· re a lot more
gra tu I at cd on their attendance
and
...., like you than you think.
sportsmanship thus far.

____________________________________

Get a "leg up"
WITHAC02!
the competition
THE ART OF WINNING INTERVIEWS
ow many job interviews have you
gone through without receiving a
job offer? Or perhaps the right job offer?
The Career Planning & Placement
Centre is pleased to present a two
workshop program by Mr. Charles
Reagan which will undoubtedly teach
you the art of winning interviews.
Mr. Charles Reagan is a prominent
member of the Windsor business
community and in addition to owning
several businesses of his own, he is also
the area manager of Windsor's Dale
Carnegie franchise and the Economic
Development Officer for the mayor's
office.

H
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---Bring your resumes and your questions - this will be an audience
participation workshop!

This course will be offered only once this semester and there is
no course fee. However, registration is limited, and as such, you
must sign up in Career Planning and Placement Centre, Dillon Hall.

Charlie, as he prefers to be called, is
upbeat and motivational and will provide
you with the insight to:
•
•

•

walk into an interview self-assured and
full of confidence
understand the impression and image
you present to employers and change
any negative factors into positive ones
use body language to your best
advantage

Attendance at both sessions is mandatory:·:
Friday, February 15th, 2:00 - 4:30
Friday, March 8th, 2:00 - 4:30
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CEO censors candidate's posters
by Shari Hoppin

Chief electoral officer Sergio
Gomes has forced student council
vice-presidential candidate Angelo Epifani to take the words
"Don 't you think it's time someone on SAC did something?" off
his campaign posters.
All campaign material must
be approved and stamped by the
chief electoral officer, and Gomes
refused to approve Epifani's
original posters.

He said such decisions were at

his ~~:~~;\rom
the electoral
guidelines, Gomes said "All campaign material shall be approved
and stamped by the Chief Electoral Officer."
The chief electoral officer
also has the power to "supervise
and oversee the conduct of candidates or petitions and any person acting on their behalf."
Gomes added that he could
have disqualified Epifani.

Slander

Appeal

Gomes said he thought the
question slandered the council
and all its subsidiaries.
"The
Lance, the Womyn 's Centre,
CJAM, the Pub, our secretaries
[all were slandered]," he said
Monday.
Epifani objected.
"I don't mean to imply that all
of them do nothing," the candidate said. "There are some SAC
people who do good jobs. The students see SAC as doing nothing.
I'm saying what the students

Although he changed some of
his posters, Epifani intends to appeal . to the electoral committee
which meets Wednesday. He
pointed out Gomes' decision
leaves him only one week to display posters before polls open

feel."

Epifani said he dropped off his
posters to be stamped by Gomes
on Friday, and had 20 people
ready to post them that day,but
was told to come back Monday.
Gomes told Epifani on Monday he would not approve the
posters unless the slogan was
removed. Epifani had 500 posters
and 750 pamphlets printed; the
slogan appeared on all of them.
Gomes agreed to stamp 266
campaign posters with the slogan
cut off the bottom.

next Wednesday.
"I didn't want them all to go to
waste," he explained, "and I had
to start putting them up."
John Bryja, who is running
against Epifani for the post of
vice-president, said he didn't
think Gomt:s' decision would affect Epifani's campa,gn. }lr 1j ..
feels that posters are not that important, that the bulk of a campaign consists of meeting people.
He plans to start posting his own
posters, which were delayed at the
printer, this Wednesday.
Chris Cheng, the third vicepresidential candidate, whose
posters have already been up for
about a week, said, "l believe
SAC should stamp those posters
and let [Angelo) put them up." O

...· .
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It may be noisier than Point Pelee, but at least there aren't any pesky deer.

Calling attention to peace
by Kevin Wilson

Hope for peace in the Persian Gulf put up stakes
on the north lawn of the University Centre Monday afternoon.
A ~ oup of o!>
lui.'...,iltsc1J J w,1 1.,rncdcitizens
from the Windsor Anti-War Coalition pitched a
tent on the lawn to heighten public awareness of
the war. Organisers said they planned to stay outside for at least a week, possibly longer if there are
enough volunteers.
"The war is becoming part of people's
everyday lives," said Brian Wall, a second-year
psychology major. "They're just going about their
usual business, and the war is not on their minds as
often as it first was."
The campers intend to set up an information
. table at their site, and are encouraging people to

----------

Viruses
attacking
university
computers

The Lance apologises
by Lawrence Deck

by Shari Hoppin
The bad news is: your personal computer may be stoned.
The good news is: there's treatment.
The 'stoned' virus and, to a
lesser extent, the 'bouncing ball'
virus are infecting campus computers. Both viruses alter or
destroy data stored on discs and
are able to make copies of themselves if executed.
Sean Moriarty of the Micro
Support Centre said "A lot [of PC
users) have been coming in in the
last week. It would be good if
more came in."
Virus-detecting
and 'antibody' programmes are available
at the Computer Centre, and all
PC users are encouraged to get a
copy of the detecting programme

come out and particip~· in debate on the war.
Reid Johnson, a local citizen, said he was
'shocked' to find out that Canada was at war. To
mark his concern, he loaned his tent to the coalition, and intends to camp out for a few nights with
then:.
"It's the one thing I can do," said Johnson, adding: "It's important to act now. It's really shocking to belong to a country that is at war. Especially
Canada."
Members of the coalition have the support of
the university administration as well as assurances
from campus police that they will not be harassed
during their occupation of the north lawn.
"We were really surprised," said Lydia Starn,
co-organiser of the event. "The campus police and
the administration have both been really good." O

and to check all the floppies and
hard drives they own.
The Computer Centre's vaccination programme has been
quite successful and the number
of reported incidents of the
'stoned'
virus has greatly
decreased in recent weeks.
Unlike some virus programs,
the 'stoned' virus is usually nondestructive. It moves the boot sector of a floppy or hard disc to
another location and occasionally
boots up with the message "Your
PC is stoned."

PC users are advised to keep a
copy of the detection programme
on their hard drives, which should
be checked to make sure they
have not been infected. Also,
users should not share software
and should check all discs for
viruses before use.
Any users who suspect they
have infected computers should
inform those who have had recent
contact with the equipment, and
contact the Micro Support Centre
(extension 2767) for information
about symptoms and treatment. O

The lance extends its sincerest apologies to Tom Atkinson, president of the Student Law
Society (SLS).
The lance falsely accused Atkinson of failing to oppose the
Graduate Letter Society's (GLS)
bid for ratification by students'
council last November, and in an
editorial November 21, spuriously derided the councillor for his
assumed lapse.
But Atkinson did oppose the
GLS' bid for ratification. The
lance's Editorial Board, acting
on the basis of council minutes
then unconfirmed by vice-president administration Fred Sherman, believed Atkinson to have
declined his right to vote on the
issue.
Atkinson, however, upheld
the SLS' traditional opposition to
GLS ratification. It was the SLS
that first moved to rebuke
students' council for its support of
the GLS, and Atkinson acted on

Next week: Making good neighbours - OUAA fencing championships

the historical precedent set by his
society.
Readers could have construed
that the lance felt Atkinson had
no concern for the ratification
issue, putting the monetary concerns of the council in general
before the expressed wishes and
principles of his own SLS. It is
possible that some readers construed the editorial as a suggestion
that Atkinson reacted blindly and
inappropriately to a situation that
demanded his responsible action.
A newspaper
can only
proceed on the basis of the information made ayailable to it. As far
as the Editorial Board of the
lance knew, Atkinson abstained.
But a mistake is a mistake. The
lance has no wish to libel anyone,
least of all someone of Atkinson· s
considerable
integrity.
We
wholeheartedly and unreservedly
apologise to Atkinson for our ignorant attack . lf he has suffered
any damage to his reputation by
it. we hope this will repair that
damaF.
0

Settling accounts with Chuck Blewett
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diversions
LECTURES and SEMINARS

Windsor FIim Theatre:

Club Soda's Playfest 91:

In Room 162, Windsor Hall Tower South.
Wednesday, February 13
•
Soviet journalist Marina Makarova will discuss political changes & new forms of
mass media in the Soviet Union. Open to
the public. Free admission. Lecture
begins at noon.

2135 Wyandotte Street West, 254-FILM.
Shows are at 7 & 9:30pm, with occasional 4pm
Sunday matinees & midnight screenings.
Films alternate time slots, call for details.
Untll Sunday, February 17
..., Interrogation: (Poland, 1982, Richard
Bugajski): previously banned, award-winning performance by Krystyna Janda.
..., Une Histoire lnventee: (Canada/Quebec,
1990, Andre Forcier): magic realism, title
translated as "An Imaginary Tale". Showing exclusively on Saturday.

In Experimental Theatre, School of Dramatic
Arts, University Campus. Free admission.
Saturday, February 16
q,
Despair: by Lezley Havard. 8pm.
Sunday, February 17
a- Sitting Among Graves: by Mike S,oui.
2pm.
w Dance: Collective Choreography by students of the School of Drama. 3:30pm.
•
The Zoo Story: by Edward Albee. 7pm.
w The Trojan Women: by Euripedes. 8 pm.
Wednesday, February 20
w The Dragon: by Stephen Powell. 7pm.
ir
The Real Inspector Hound: by Tom Stoppard. 8:30pm.
Thursday, February 21
a- A Walk in the Woods: by Lee Blessing. 7
pm.
q
No Exit: by Jean-Paul Sartre. 8:30pm.
Friday, February 22
a- Dance for Gods: by Maxim Mazumdar.
7pm.
s:r The Voice Within: by John Bourne. 8 30
pm.

In the Blue Room , 2nd floor, University Centre.
February 19
•
Disease Patterns in Women in Late Victorian Canada: a lecture by Professor
Wendy Mitchinson, University of Waterloo. Begins at 8:00.

C.P. Gravenor Lecture Serles:

• Swe.aters

• M.isk,
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

•
•
•
•

In Room 302, Memorial Hall.
Thursday, February 21
•
Deposition & Diagenesis: Dr. Stephen 0.
Moshier of the University of Kentucky's
Geology Dept.. Begins at 4:00 pm.

Ponchos
T.apestries
May.in PiecH
Clothing

Midwifery Information Forum:
At Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue.
Monday, February 25
•
How To Communicate With Your Doctor:
by Dr. J. Jones, Obstetrician, including
other speakers. 7:30 to 10:00 pm. For
more info, please calf Wendy at 256·6174.

Chlstlan Culture Serles:
Assumption University Conference Centre,
400 Huron Church, 973-7033.
Sunday, March 10
d'
Ethics of Sex and Gender - Challenges
for Roman Catholicism: a lecture by Dr.
Lisa Sowle Cahill of Boston College. At
8:00 pm. Students $2.00, general
audience $5.00.

Klneslology Alumnl Speaker 's Serles:
At Human Kinetics Bldg., 253-4232 ext. 2438.
Friday, March 15
a- Attaining vs. Retaining Motor Skills Why Bad Is Sometimes Good: presented
by Tim Lee from McMaster University. At
noon in the Human Kinetics Conference
Room.

TELEVISION
TV Ontario Presents:
.... TO THE EXOTIC
HM!d Crafted Worldwide Imports
• 1....
• Africa ~Inga

11..,,

• Pl&nt.o
• Whlpe
• Oolhlng

• Folk Art

• Tapeebi•
•Swqcn
OPE~

THEATRE

Depts. of Sociology & Anthropology:

Women's Studies Lecture Serles:

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World

CINEMA

At 9:00 pm every Tuesday on channel 32.
Beginning Tuesday, February 26
a- Born Talking - A Personal Inquiry into
Language with Jonathan Miller: a four-part
series featuring rennaissance man Miller
examining the development of language.

CONCERTS
School of Music Ensemble Series:
At Ambassador
Auditorium,
2nd floor,
University Centre.
Sunday, February 17
"'
Student Concerto Night: with accompaniment by the Windsor Community Orchestra. At 8:00 pm. Students/seniors: $4,
general admission: $6.

MEETINGS
Select Committee on Ontario In Confederation:
At the Teutonia Club, 55 Edinborough.
Tuesday, February 19
•
The public is encouraged to call 1-800668-7275 for info on the Committee's
agenda, to make requests to appear and
to, briefly, give the Committee their views
on Ontario's role in Confederation. Actual
meetings are from 1-4pm and 6-8pm. It is
important that the Committee hear the
views of the people of Windsor on
Ontario's future in Confederation.

Environmental
tion:

Awareness Associa-

At the Grad House on Sunset.
Wednesday, February 20
w £.A.A. General Meeting: at 4:00 pm, with
a guest speaker.
Wednesday, February 27
a- £.A.A. Constitutional Meeting: amendments to constitution will be made, please
attend the general meeting on the 20th as
well. Also at 4:00 pm?

Windsor Peace Network:
At Local 195 on Ottawa Street.
Tuesday, February 26
Is'
Why We Oppose the War: including
speakers from the labour, peace and
religious communities. Starts at 8:00 pm.

7 DAYS

MISCELLANEOUS
Windsor Women's Incentive Centre:
4547 Wyandotte Street East, 944-8989.
Friday, February 22
G'
9th Annual Windsor Women of the Year
Awards Banquet: this year's honourees
are Win Harwood, Betty Leal, and Karen
Morrison. Tickets are $20.00 and avail·
able until Feb. 14 at WIC. The banquet w,11
be held in Ambassador Auditorium at the
University of Windsor.

La Malson Francalse:
478 Sunset Avenue, 254-6615.
dlmanche le 2 mars/Su nday, March 2
a- Vente de garage/Garage Sale: from 9am
to 5pm. Any items that you wish to donate
can be dropped off at the Maison before
March 2, (phone for drop-off times). Articles must be in good condition No food
or clothes please.

International Women's Day Dinner:
Wednesday, March 6
City of Windsor Personnel Dept. hosts this
annual dinner & presentation of the Frances Horvath Memorial Employment Equ,.
ty Award. Theatrical presentation by the
Trinity Theatre Toronto company. Dead·
line for registration is Monday, February
25. Please call 255-6749 or 255·6408

11:i'

300 Ouellette, Windsor
(P&La~
m,i

Complt•·UpPff)

256-1551

Come out
and vote!
social science society

Elections
Positions to be elected: . ·
.·•·PRESIDENT
• VICE-PRESIDENT
.

..

Advanced p·olls:
Wednesday, February 20, ~~30 am-4:30 pm

Election:
Thurscl;a.y,
February 21, 8:30 am-4:30 pm

If you can squeeze
me
in,
I'd like
you to
drop by so

Come to the
Career Planning and Placement Centre. Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Constable Michael Ramsey
of

The Waterloo Regional Police Force
(Trustee for the Waterloo County Board of Education)

Presents a lecture
on

Police and
Minority
Relations
Place: The Blue Room

Make .a difference!

(second floor of the University Centre)

Date: Tuesday, February 19
Time: 12:00 noon
Sponsoredby: Human Rights Co-ordinator

-The Lance, February 13, 1991. page-3.

CSIS harassing Arab
students, group says
by Michael Nehme
Arab-Canadian students who
have participated
in peace
protests are being harassed and intimidated
by the Canadian
Security Intelligence
Service
(CSIS),
according
to the
Canadian Arab Federation.
Federation president James
Kafieh said students who took
part in peace demonstrations
protesting Canada's involvement
in the Gulf conflict
were
photographed by CSIS agents
who then circulated the pictures
among members of the Arab community for identification.
Kafie said his organisation
has received complaints from
Arab-Canadians
about CSIS
agents approaching them for information.
Kafieh said there had been a
handful of cases in Toronto and
that in one case CSIS agents
stayed in the home of one person
for six hours to conduct an interview.
He said CSIS's tactics aimed

to intimidate Arab-Canadian students into not expressing their opposition to the war.
Liberal MP John Nunziata has
asked that Solicitor General
Pierre Cadieux, who has jurisdiction over CSIS, appear in front of
the Justice and Solicitor General
Committee.
"Our principal concern is that
CSIS's questionning of ArabCanadians may be based on their
ethnic origin rather than on any
real suspicion that they may be
engaged in illegal activities," said
David Pratt, an aid to Nunziata.
Ray Boisvert, head of external
communications of CSIS, said:
"If persons are out there expressing their legitimate political
beliefs, CSIS has no business interfering. CSIS can only investigate matters of national security,
i.e. terrorism, espionage."
Boisvert said Kafieh met with
the Solicitor General of Canada
and a commissioner of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police as well
as the CSIS director
At this meeting, said Boisvert,

it was made very clear to Kafieh
that CSIS was not investigating
legitimate political activities of
Canadian-Arab students such as
attending demonstrations.
"We cannot work like cops by
means of arresting people and
filing charges, we're more like
journalists soliciting information
from the people," Boisvert said.
When asked to comment
about Kafieh's convictions concerning CSIS's handling of ArabCanadians, Boisvert said: "It's
unfortunate that he persists on
carrying the notion of intimidation.
"Mr.Kafieh has yet to make a
formal complaint about this issue
to the Solicitor General or even
the [Human Rights Commission],
he's met with CSIS's director as
well as the RCMPcommissioner,
and he refuses to acknowledge the
facts· that have been presented to
him by government."
Windsor
Police and the
Windsor detachment of the Royal
Canadian
Mounted
Police
declined to comment.
O

University fund-raising exceeds
donation target by $50,000 in '90
by Lance News Staff

other programmes and to purchase library books and buy
equipment for the university.

Friends of the university
didn't let the recession get in the
way of their giving last year.
They donated $638,000 to the
university's 1990 Annual Giving
Programme, exceeding by more
than $50,000 the $585,000 goal.
The total raised during the
campaign, which ran from September to January, was "especially fantastic in a recessionary
period," said general campaign
chair Pat Palmer, a 1970 graduate
who is now a vice-president of the
Royal Bank of Canada.

The alumni division, which
raised $393,000, was the top contributor, said University Development Officer Susan Lester.
Alumni's
Talking Proud
Phonathon netted $252,000 in 17
evenings-about
$5,000 an hour
- and the alumni's pacesetter
section, whose members personally contacted about 200
major donors,
contributed
$141,000.

Investment

Faculty

"Continuous investment in
our universities is essential to
Canada's future."
The total raised also topped
the 1989 total by more than
$100,000.
The funds are used to bankroll
scholarships, endowments and

The university
division
brought in $158,000. Its faculty
section raised $81,000 with over
50 percent participation, and the
retiree section doubled its total
donations.
A mail appeal to alumni and
friends
of the university

classifieds
SHORT STORY CONTEST: spon·
sored by the THIRD WORLD
RESOURCE CENTRE.Three
categories for entnes: Elementary,
Secondary. and Adult. Stories
should in some way include: life in
a developing country, an mternat,onal development issue. a social
Justice issue. Entries should be
typed or clearly printed. double
spaced. & no longer than 3000
words . Submissions deadline is
APRIL 1ST, 1991. Stories will be
judged on the basis of creativity,
originality, and the development of
the theme. Winners & runners-up
in each category receive a cash
prize. Elementary - winner: $25.
runner-up: $10. Seconday - winner: $60, runner-up: $30. Adult winner: $100, runner-up: $50.
Please send your story, with the
category clearly indicated to:
Resource & Information Coordinator, Third World Resource
Centre, 125 Tecumseh West,
Windsor, N8X 1ES. For more info
call: 252-1517.
GUITAR AMPLIFIER WANTED:
40 watts or more.Call Rick at 256-

Alumni
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generated $62,000.
An in-plant canvass of Chrys1er Canada employees
contributed $17,800.
O

Grad House profits
while pub flounders
by Andrew Sipes
As the Subway Pub dies, the
new Grad House is experiencing
a rebirth.
The Gignac Graduate Centre,
recently renovated at a cost of
over $200,000, is becoming increasingly popular as a meeting
place for students and faculty.
Business has been good since
the Grad House re-opened in September. Peak timesar~ lunch, supper and most nights from 8 pm
until closing. Student clubs and
organisations that patronize the
Grad House include the History
Club, Film Society, Environmen-

tal Awareness Association and
AEISEC.
Gross sales for this year are
expected to be around $250,000.
Of the $200,000 spent on
renovations, $150,000came from
a loan; the other $50,000 was a
grant from the university.
The new Grad House is twice
the size of its predecessor, which
was razed to make way for the
construction of the new business
building.
The facility can cater to 206
patrons. Two floors of the house,
including private meeting rooms,
are available to students and
faculty.
O

Where ana when to cast your ballot
Students'
Administrative
Council general elections will
take place next week.
Advanced polls will be held in
the University Centre on Wednesday, February 20, from 9a.m. to
7p.m.
Regular polls will take place
between 9a.m. and 4p.m. on
Thursday, February 21.
The polling stations are:
• for visual arts undergraduates,
the Dramatic Arts Building;
• for music undergraduates. the
Music Building;
• for business undergraduates,
the Business Building;
• for engineering
Essex Hall;

students,

• for Human Kinetics undergraduates, St. Denis Centre;
• for sciencn and nursing undergraduates, Erie Hall;
• for social
graduates,
Centre;

science underthe University

• for law students,
Building;

the Law

• for education students,
Education Building;

the

• All students in Laurier, Mac,
Cartier, and Cody Halls vote in
Vanier Hall; they do not vote
at the faculty stations.
When they reach the polls,
voters will find few decisions to
make. There are only three contested races.

There are two candidates for
president: Brian Klunder and
Nino Papa; and three for vicepresident: John Bryja, Chris
Cheng, and Angelo Epifani.
There are five people competing for the four social science representative spots: Brad Black,
David Crowe, Melanie Ann
Giovannini, Beverly Johnson,
and Jon Ricci.
Accclamations include new
Senators Michael Cummins, Sean
Dass and Paul Quenneville,
science reps Ty Daniels and
Lorena Taricani and law rep John
Stout.
All other positions will go
empty until by-elections in the

fall.

0

I think it's time
for a change at SAC.

Cheryl Johnston
at Ticket Wicket
Travel announces

Elect

ANGELO
EPIFANI

SLACK WEEK
SPECIALS.

Acapulco

Skiing in Quebec

Vice-President

February 23 - 1 week
Air/Hotel from $489 US

February 24 - 5 nights
- Mont Tremblant
Air from Toronto,
accomodation, ski pass,
breakfast and dinner daily.
From $499 Cdn.

and you will get that change.

Cancun
February 24 - 1 week
Air/Hotel from $499 US

Jamaica
February 23 - 1 week
Air/Hotel from $599 US

Cheryl is pleased to
assist you with all
your travel needs.

744 Ouellette Ave., Suite 203
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Election '91
It's time to elect the Students ' Administrative Council's
(SAC) top executives for the coming year.
If you voted last year, you were one of a dismal few - less
than 20 percent of the eligible voters availed themselves of
the opportunity. With any luck, this year 's voter-turnout will be
more representative, but unless history misleads us, we can
expect to have another student government given its madate
by a small minority of students.
But history also tells us that one vote can make a
difference in this university 's SAC elections. Last year, Mike
Akpata lost the president's office to Joe Esteves by only 71
votes, and previous years' races were close enough to
warrant re-counts.
We hope our overview of candidates on pages 8 and 9
helps you to make an informed decision.
The two-way presidential race is between third-year
poli-sci major Brian Klunder and second-year poli-sci major
Nino Papa.
The two agree that paying SAC 's enormous debt is the
first priority of next year's council. Klunder advocates wider
student involvement in the major financial decisions of SAC,
while Papa hopes to approach the off-campus community for
mutual aid. On the subject of budget cuts, Klunder promises
to lower his own salary and cut salaries of non-elected SAC
staff. Papa intends to honour the budget restrictions passed
by this year's council, and hopes to make more.
The three candidates for vice-president agree on the
centrality of the financial problem. All three stress the
importance of the Subway Pub.
Third year communication studies major John Bryja
believes the recent closing of the pub is one of the most
important issues of the campaign. Bryja points out that many
students are sorry to see it to, but that changes have to be
made before it can be made viable again. Chris Cheng, third
year economics major and president of the International
Students' Society, suggests privatizing the establishment in
hopes that a company exterior to SAC (with more market
experience) might turn a profit, part of which would go to the
council. Angelo Epifani, a third year social work major and
chair of the Social Science Society, also suggests
privatization. Epifani thinks the pub might otherwise be
managed by Masters Business Administration students who
would work for course credit.
While all the candidates emphasize treatment of the debt,

other issues are glossed or ignored. Things like ratification of
the Greek Letter Society, the inefficiency of the drug plan
administration, and the proper organization of subsidiary
volunteer department are not of central importance- but they
warrant attention. Things like campus safety, discrimination
at the university, and the future of student activism, however ,
are being perilously ignored.
What SAC needs now is long-term vision and a solid policy
detailing what is essential to the operation and what 1sn·t.
When candidates suggest cutting positions and salaries, we
should expect to hear their plans for SAC's structure. But we
don 't. None of the candidates offers a clear , well reasoned
strategy for reforming the executive and its operations.
Vague suggestions abound; salary-cuts, streamlining,
and community involvement all sound good in abstract, but
what exactly is being offered here?
In comparison, very few of the concrete promises and
plans sound good at all. Klunder's promise to cut back his own
salary for the Peer Conselling Centre sounds like a replay of
Joe Esteves ' campaign strategy of last year- it lacks enough
definition that Klunder can modify it at will. The popular idea
to privatize the pub makes a little sense, but how does one.
sell a losing venture to professionals? {Epifani 's course-credit
idea is ill conceived, too: do the MBAs fail if they don't turn a
profit?)
Of course, a few suggestions are genuinely clear-headed
and intelligent. For instance, Epifani's idea of withdrawing
from the Canadian Federation of Students is one the Lance
and others have advocated for some time.
Certainly some candidates have more experience than
others, and some are better-informed about the existing SAC
structure. These are not always good qualifications, however.
People familiar with the offices of power are often the most
likely to take them for granted, the least likely to reform. If what
SAC needs is perestroika, what it doesn't need are uncritical
career politicians.
In any case, The Lance has decided not to endorse
candidates in this election. Our misgivings about the
vaguenesses of the campaign and the personal records of
certain of the candidates make us somewhat ambivalent
about the outcome.
Nevertheless, we enjoin you to cast a ballot on the 21st.
and hope that next year's president and vice-president are up
to the challenges that face them.

Poster facto
Someone on SAC has done something.
Another election campaign has begun, and another Chief
Electoral Officer has found himself embroiled in controversy.
While this comes as no surprise to anyone, the situation, as
always, merits attention.
Apparently,
CEO Sergio Gomes took offense to
vice-presidential candidate Angelo Epifani's sloganeering.
The slogan in question: "Don't you think it's time someone on
SAC did something?" Gomes felt that Epifani would be
"slandering" not only the council executive, but also the paid
staff, CJAM, The Lance, the office secretaries, and anyone
even remotely associated with SAC .
Gomes' claim is a little shaky. It is doubtful that anyone
outside of the SAC executive is upset with Epifani's
campaign. A couple of bruised egos notwithstanding, it is safe
to assume no permanent damage has been suffered.
But Gomes has probably damaged Epifani's campaign. By
forcing him either to alter his posters or to await a ruling by
the CEO's council, Gomes has given Epifani's rivals a jump
on the campaign. Epifani finds himself in between Scylla and
Charybdis - the theme of his campaign receives no
exposure if he follows directions, or remains completely

anonymous if he doesn't put the posters up.
Epifani is not running a 'negative campaign.' He has made
no effort to drag his opponents through the mud. Had he
attempted falsely to accuse his rivals of some spectacular
inadequacy, like being cocaine-snorting objectivists, Gomes
would have had cause to act. But he hasn't even accused any
member of the current executive, or their subsidiaries, of
being particularly ineffectual. At most, he's insinuated that
something needs to be done that nobody is doing, which could
easily be true.
Epifani should be allowed to post his posters intact.
Gomes has taken his personal interpretation of the
electoral bylaws too far. While rapid action is always
desireable, Gomes· invocation of executive privilege is an
example of autocratic decision-making at its best. His actions
also serve notice to the campus that the bylaws pertaining to
the elections and the CEO are still in drastic need of review.
Constitutionally, the CEO is charged with reviewing all
electoral bylaws and suggesting amendments to council.
It appears that this important responsibility has once again
been ignored.
- Kevi n Wilson
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U.S.A. won't pay in Gulf War
The long-term costs of the War in the Gulf will be absorbed by Israel and the Arab
Nations, not the U.S. and its lst-world allies
by Lorenzo Buj
When a close Jewish-American friend
of mine told me that she supported the war
despite her growing revulsion at the
unknown number of civilian casualties, I
replied that she had surely been absorbing
trickle-down
influence
from more
stridently aggressive elements in her local
community.
My difficulty with her position,
however, had nothing to do with her strong
and understandable need to preserve a
vision of the Israeli homeland which she
has visited and may one day settle. I was
much more disturbed by the assumptions
and omissions that underlay her stand.
Should American-led air operations not
succeed in disentrenching Iraqi ground
forces and destroying the possibility of
concerted resistance, then the battle of
Kuwait will be a grim and bloody affair.
But if we are to believe the tribunals of

democracy who keep insisting that the cost
of stopping the Butcher of Baghdad must
be paid out, then we might also bear in
mind that it will be Arabs and Jews who
will provide the corporeal currency long
after the multinationals have vacated.
After the litter of American machinery
and the remains of American soldiers are
carted off or bake away in the Middle
Eastern sun; after taxpayers
find
themselves shelling out dollars for having
leisurely spent their winter evenings before
a play-by-play docudrama; after all this
what will have been purchased? Who will
benefit? Certainly Israel, at least in the
short run with the removal or pacification
of Hussein. But certainly not the U.S. if it
finds itself in the position of maintaining a
military presence in the region.
Will Iran, will Syria stand for it? Even
if the Americans don't hang around, what
will the Middle East look like when a new
configuration of old tensions replaces the

present crisis? Will the P.L.O. insist that
the Mossad (Israeli intelligence) was
behind the assassination of Abu lyad,
Arafat's presumed successor, and will
Israel be any safer from P.L.O. terrorism?
Sad to say, but the Israeli dream of
displacing the West Bank issue through the
miraculous transformation of Jordan into
an official Palestinian state is not near at
hand. And I find it puzzling that intelligent,
self-searching people, well-aware that the
Middle East focalizes the contradictory
standards of American foreign policy,
might believe that Hussein's expected
demise will not ultimately exacerbate Arab
perceptions of football politics, American
style. When America vacates the area amid
the self-congratulating fanfare of dirty
work well accomplished then we will see
how prompt the Bush administration will
be to inform Americans of the many and
complex factors that will keep the region
volatile for years to come.
O

I believe my letter accurately
represented the students' point of view as I
did the proper "foot work" required in
finding out students opinions. The students
are angry and frustrated and require some
truthful answers to why our University is
overcrowded. They need to know where
and how their money is being spent.
If Lisa Colwell and Mark Holmes wish
to uncover the solution to this problem of
overcrowding and underfunding they have
my help and that of the students I am sure.
However. their attacks on me personally in
their joint letter to the lance last week were
unfounded
and damaging
to their
credibility . Thi! meeting with the
off-campus individual was one which I
wished to attend but could not, as my job
prevented me from doing so. The organizer
of this meeting. whom Lisa and Mark failed
to give any credit to. was aware of this fact.
If only they had done some "foot work" in
this area before hurriedly running off a
letter to the lance and making themselves
and this entire endeavour to generate some
action from the University look foolish.
Even more unbelievable is the fact that they
did not approach me on this subject and
inform me that my letter could perhaps
impede their fact-finding expedition.
I sincerely hope that Mark and Lisa can
get to the bottom of this problem soon and
let the student body know just what is going
on and what is going to be done to prevent
the situation from worsening, however,
some semblance of teamwork will be
required.
I would also like to take this time to
thank Dale Brown for his letter, as it was
an error on my part to make it appear my
letter was club policy. I would also like to
thank him for some constructive criticism
of my letter.
This entire debate has nothing to do, nor
does it affect in any way the functioning of
the Windsor Society of Criminology.
In conclusion, I would like to send a
massage to any students out there who are
feeling the crunch of the overcrowding
problem - let the right people know about
it. It is not your professors' fault. They are
under as much if not more strain from the
overcrowding problem than we arc. Let the
Dean of your Faculty know by a letter 01
by an appointment with him/her. They
have to be made aware that this is a serious
far-reaching problem.
Sincerely,
Carsten Kroon

Tragedy

mail
The following is an open letter to Nino
Papa, presidential candidate in the
upcoming Students' Administrative
Council election.

Recyclone
Dear Mister Papa,
The recent
rash

of campaign
poster-hanging has raised some questions
in my mind and I have decided to come to
you with them.
By placing that nifty little recycling
logo and "Please Recycle this Poster" at the
bottom of all your posters, I assume that
you are attempting to give the impression
that you are concerned
with our
environmental crisis. I must admit the
whole thing rings a little false in my ears
and I am personally offended by your
exploitation of a very serious problem for
your own gain.
Had you really been concerned about
the poster binge's
effects on the
environment, you could have:
(a) Used recyled paper;
(b) Used smaller paper stock for your
posters;
(c) Used non-toxic ink.
Also, I am curious about the reasoning
behind the logo since, to my understanding.
you are personally responsible for the
removal and disposal of the posters.
So now I have a few suggestions to
make. In the spirit of saving the world or.
in your case, saving face, I think that you
should make one hell of an effort to come
up with your own little recycling plan because the blue box person isn't going to
take care of this problem.
And on a more general level, I realize
that the candidates need to get themselves
recognized, but I don't need to see a whole
wall of the same face to get the point.
Just one more thing Nino, if you are
really concerned about "People," you need
to realize that we need the trees!
Sincerely,
Lisa Sylvestre, President,
Environmental Awareness Association

I

'Foot work'
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to the remarks
in last weeks edition.
I would first like to say that I was
surprised to see no response from an
official point of view.

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to student
senator Greg Kindiak's opinion piece in
last week's issue, "Heraldry for your
well-being."
I see that a lot of work went into writing
this article , hut who the hell really cares
whether or not the U of W logo is "vague "?
My point is, that in light of more pressing
issues on campus and globally, changing
the U of W logo 1s a rather trivial matter. I
think it is far from "a tragedy" that "most
undergrads do not know that the University
of Windsor has an official Codi 0:: Arms."
These are tragedies:

WAR
Environmental Destruction
Mutually Assured Destruction
Endangered Species(includes humans)
Gas Masks, SCUDS, PATRIOTS and
Dictators (includes Mulroney)
Global Warming
Sexism, Racism and CAPITALISM
Deforestation
Oil Spills
(to name a few).
The fact that the U of W's logo may be
"silly," doesn't concern me much.
Sincerely,
Sue Morin

Tantamount
Dear Editor,
To call me a dangerous antifeminist
because I challenge Pam Milne's methods
is tantamount to calling Kevin Johnson a
competent journalist because he writes
editorials. Both are gross distortions of the
truth. My students and colleagues know it,
and the readers of the lance know it too.
Sincerely,
B. Primorac,
Classical & Modern Languages

Note: Unsigned editorials appearing
on the 'Editorials' page are composed by
Lawrence Deck, the lance's editor in chief
The topics and contents of unsigned
editorials are decided by the paper's
Editorial Board, which consists of Deck,
the Section Editors, Production Manager,
and two members of the contributing staff.
Signed editorials are the expressed
opinions of individuals acting on discretion
of the Editorial Board.

schedule
February is Black History Month,
the lance and the University of
Windsor's Black Students' Alliance
(BSA) invite you to learn more about
African culture.
At the University of Windsor:
The African History Display in the
lobby of the University Centre offers
literature and related paraphrenalia;
come out and show your support for the
African students of this university.
Tuesday, February 19: Constable
Michael Ramsey of the Waterloo
Regional Police speaks on "Police and
Minority Relations"; 12:00 noon in the
University Centre's Blue Room.
At Wayne State University in Detroit
(313-577-6429):

Wednesday, February 27: Symposium on "Apartheid and Nelson Mande la: Significance
for the United
States," 4:30 pm in the Kresge
Auditorium of the Purdy-Kresge
Library.
At the North American Black Historical
Museum, 227 King St., Amherstburg
(736-5433, or 966-7862 after business
hours):
February 17-23: Exhibit - Black
Women in Essex County.
February 23: Workshop on Black
Women in Essex County: 10:00 am:
Speaker Afua Cooper on "Julia Turner,
Black teacher in Essex County in the
second half of the 19th century," panel
discussion; 1:00 pm: Speaker Adrian
Shadd on "Brave Women on the Underground Railroad"; 2:30 pm: Video show
and tour of the museum.
At the Music Hall Centre (313-6456666):

February 12-17: Black Heroes in the
Hall of Fame , a moving spectacle of
music, dance and drama - the biggest
stage production in the history of Black
theatre. Note: this is the last week of this
production. call the Music Hall to
reserve tickets now!

enviro-tip
The six major appliances (fridge,
freezer. dishwasher,
range/stove,
clothes washer and clothes dryer)
account for 14% of the electricity used
in homes.
In conventional terms, these six
appliances will consume over 6500
Kwh per year or $390 of electricity per
year.
If energy-efficient appliances were
used, the energy used would drop to
about 300 Kwh or $180 of electricity per
year.
How do you find out if an appliance
is energy-efficient? Simply look at the
Energuide label affixed to all appliances
in Canada and select the one that uses
the least amount of energy!
This will result in a savings of over
$950 on the lifetime energy cost of a
fridge. The average unit uses 1800
Kwh/year while an efficient one will use
about 840 Kwh/year.
Keep the energuide labels in mind
when buying appliances, you 'II not only
conserve energy. you'll save mass
amounts of money.

policy
The lance welcomes letters to the
editor, but reserves the right to edit for
reasons of libel, length or clarity. No
material of a racist, sexist or homophobic
nature will be published, and letters will
not be returned.
Send us your typed, double-spaced,
signed comments care of 'Letters'.
Please include a phone number where we
can reach you. Our address is in the
masthead box on the opposite page.

The Lance, February 13, 1991, page 6.
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CIHIW/lJL
CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums
For the Week Ending February 10th, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)
NumOf

Lst Ths Wks As
Wk Wk Current
1
2
3
33 4
5
32 6
7
8
9
10
9
11
34 12
13
17 14
19 15
27 16
3
17
18
23 19
21 20
21
29 22
18 23
28 24
6 25
43 26
27
45 28
15 29
16 30
2 31
41 32
33
34
44 35
50 36
49 37
14 38
31 39
42 40
41
37 42
43
20 44
12 45
4
46
8 47
7
48
49
5
10 50

1
1
1
3
1
5
3
1
1
1
11
5
1
3
2
11
11
1
7
11
1
3
11
8
7
5
1
5
11
5
5
5
3
1
3
7
2
5
2
9

Artist

Name of Album

Record Label
(C~Can)

Vanous
Thru The Looking Glass 66
Imaginary
Jesus Jones
Doubt
Capitol
Connels,The
One Simple Word
MCA
Majesty Crush, The
The Majesty Crush
Independent
Fast Automatic Daffodils Pigeonhole
Play It Again Sam
Flying Bulgar Klezmer Band Flying Bulger ..
Flyin Bulgar (C)
Jazz Butcher
Cult of the Basement
Potygram
Hollowmen, The
Cresta
Arista
Northside
My Rising Star
Factory
Sandkings,The
Earthwhee/
Sugarbeach
Trash Can Sinatras.The Cake
Go! Discs
Far,na, Emily
Retum of the Repressed
Spiral (C)
Dc:1
~side,The
All That Noise
BeggarsBanquet
V. 'lUS
CFNY Sampler
Molson Can (C)
29Crash
J'sColl1de
Independent(C)
MazzyStar
She Hangs Brightly
RoughTrade
Blur
She's So High
Food
Various
Rutles Highway Revisited
Shimmydisc
Lush
Gala
Polygram
My Jealous God
Pray
RoughTrade
Ash.Daniel
CommgDown
Beggars Banquet
Scarlet Drops
Sweet Happiness
Harnet(C)
Charlottes,The
Liar
Cherry Red
Slowdive
SlowdiveEP
Creation
Boo Radleys
Kaleidescope
RoughTrade
meat Beat Manifesto
m.
Mute
DinosaurJr.
The Wagon· 12'
Blancoy Negro
Various
Feast
Polygram
Darling Buds. The
Crawdaddy
CBS
Mother Love Bone
Apple
Polygram
La's, The
The La's
Go Discs
HystericalMale.The
The Hystertcal Male
Socan (C)
Slash Orchestra
Hypothetical World
Bean Creek
Judybats.The
Native Son
Sire
Dirt
Rip Off
3mm (C)
Figgy Duff
Weather Out the Storm
A&M(C)
Flag of Democracy
Down with People
Rave
PamTeens
Born ,n Blood
Trance
Pop Will Eat Itself
Cure for Sanity
BMG
Toys Went Berserk
The Smiler With a Knife
Aberrant
1
Blue Aeroplanes
World View Blue
MCA
5
Beyond
Ouantum Bummer
Epidemic (C)
1 Love Battery
Between the Eyes
Sub Pop
11 Carter the Unstoppable
Anyt1me,Anyplace, Anywhere Rough Trade
3
Lunar Bear Ensemble
Lunar Bear Ensemble
Muworks
3
Kitchensof Distinction
Drive That Fast
A&M
5
Various
Crunchouse
Glitterhouse
3 Token Entry
The Weight of the World
Emergo
2
Hawkwind
Space Benefits
GWR
9
Ride
Nowhere

ROOMS FOR RENT: single

GO~OUTH
W

I

T

&

double rooms, pnvate bathrooms,
shared kitchen & laundry facilities.
furnished or unfurnished. 585 Mill
at Wyandotte , call 256-7386 or
971- 7421 , leave a message.
SUMMER JOBS: Springtime Garden Centres Ltd is hiring retail
salespersons . No experience
necessary. Enthusiasum essential. Information & application available at the Career Planning &
Placement Centre, Room 163, Dil·
Ion Hall.
MCGREGOR 3 BEDROOM main
floor $800 & 1 bedroom lower
apartment
$550. Both inclu~e
utilities, fridge, stove, central atr,
laundry
facilities
avail. 726·
5090/726-67 49.
FOR
SALE:
Brother
AP5
electronic typewriter. Excellent
condition. $100 or best offer. Call
Jennifer: 977-6159.
FOR SALE: Ol YMPIA mechanical
typewriter, $75. PANASONIC 9 pin
printer, $180. Both in excellent
condition. Phone 977-9159 & ask
for Paul.
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom in apartment on Askin. Minutes from
University. $275 1st & last. Includes utilities. Call 256-1483.
FOR SALE: OLYMPIA mechanical
typewriter. $75. PANASONIC KXP1080C 9 pin printer, $180. Both
in excellent condition. Phone 077·
9159 & ask for Paul.
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SPRING

BREAK
'91

SpeadSpringBreakwith MuchMusic
as we Broadcast
Live from DaytonaBeach.Live bands, Live VJs and
lots of Live Fun.

!-!iii.
IJJfil

Full Package, From$ 239.00
For More lnformahon Call
Claude or Graham at 256-8080

•
·
rG

ZJJ.{l-1.
ALL LIVE from the TEXAN HOTEL
ALL FREE with HAPPENING HOLIDAYS
THE OFFICIAL TOUR COMPANYOF MUCHMUSIC™

HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bedroom,
immediate possession, 563 St.
Joseph, $619/month. Call 944·
2701, after 7pm.
ROOM FOR RENT: one bedroom
in a three bedroom apartment. Ten
minute walk from the University.
$260/month, utilities included. Call
948-3935 or 971-9411.

WIN A BLUE LIGHT FRIDGE
Also available to be won are the following Blue Light
prizes:
• 16 Sweatshirts • 16 Hats • 16 T-shirts• 16 Dufflebags •
Enter your ballot in the boxes in the SAC office and the
Subway
Rules and regulations
1. Open to all U of W students over 19 years of age.
2. Commencing January 24, there will be 16 prizes for 4 weeks and
one Blue Light Fridge drawn February 14, 1991 in the Subway
3. All eligible winners must answer a skill testing question without
the aid of any mechanical or electronic devices
4. Winner to be notified no later than March 30, 1991
5. No purchase necessary

,--------------------------------------------,
:
Please Print Clearly
• Name
Address
Phone
Skill Testing Question

9x8-25+4

--------------------------------------------1
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One-room play brings down house
-,S:RTS

•

· The Dining Room
by A.R. Gurney
Directed by William H. Pinnell
The University Players
Essex Hall Theatre
by Alanis Walker

r

There is a mystique connected
with the functions of rooms in a
house . The living room is a place
for casual congregation,
the
bedroom an inner sanctum, the
bathroom (the shower, actually) a
place for quiet introspection. But
for many in the middle to upper
classes, a dining room is more
than just another room. It symbolizes ritual, respect, and usually,
staunch conservatism.
The University Players has
taken a close and humourous look
at this phenomenon in its production of A.R. Gurney's The Dining
Room. The play is a series of
vignettes designed to show the
changing
(though often inflexible) attitudes toward the
traditional family dining area.
The short stories give the
audience a chance to peek into the
lives of different families over the
course of this century. The most
interesting
is of a young
anthropologist (Paul Lippincott)
interviewing his great aunt while
photographing her dinnerware.

Janice Hawke is wonderful as the
aunt, explaining the use of each
piece and posing for pictures, unaware of the purpose of the exercise.
A more serious scene deals
with a young boy's crush on the
family maid (Karen Tufts). Her
tender let down and Martin
Moreau's insightful portrayal of a
broken-hearted kid are moving.
Another dramatic story relates
the attempts of three men to jog
the memory of their senile
mother. The brothers (Sepaul,
Lippincott, and Moreau) harmonize her favourite song, but to
no avail.
In the last vignette, a wealthy
woman (played by Jennifer
Rayner) is distressed that her
favourite maid is retiring. It signifies a recurring theme in the
play - the insensitivity of the
rich, and in this case, their ignorance of the fact that people
don't want to be servants. Amid
the orders and instructions, the
woman gives the maid a clumsy
hug to show her gratitude. Both
are uncomfortable with this and it
is quickly forgotten.
The wide range of characters
gives all six actors ample opportunity to display their talents.
Extra-marital affairs, a kid's
birthday party, a carpenter and an

Lance photo by Greg Davis

In this vignette, insenstive dinner guest (played by Paul Lippincott) shocks hosts by bringing his own chair.

amorous
widow,
a rich
grandfather being asked for his
money; these scenes have something for the audience to identify
with, WASP or not.
Kudos to Martin Moreau and
Janice Hawke for their standout
performances.
Moreau's portrayal of the young boy in love
and a crotchety old man are equal-

Finally, a one-woman play
co-starring recombinant dolls
Old Woman at Play
Written and performed
by Adele Wiseman
Dramatic Arts Building
University of Windsor
February 9 and 10
by Terry Brown
Last weekend, Adele Wiseman, the University
of Windsor's writer-in-residence, performed The
Doll Show, a one-woman tribute to her mother.
Wiseman also read from a related work, Old Woman
at Play- a book published .in 1978, shortly before
her mother's death.
A classroom in the Dramatic Arts Building was
draped in black and generous) y appointed with a tiny
fraction of the cloth dolls Wiseman's mother
produced over three decades. They were on shelves,
in cabinets, on lecterns, and hanging from the ceiling.
On the stage was a small, round table with an unobtrusive manual typewriter on top. Behind it sat
Wiseman in her ubiquitous green felt hat, looking
down her spectacles, waiting for the audience to settle in.

Wiseman 's show was
an examination of
the creative process ...
The scene suggested an exercise in sentiment
punctuated by sighs and polite laughter from the
audience, but Wiseman's show was an examination
of the creative process: one artist trying to understand another through the art left behind.
The question daughter was always putting to
mother was, "Why do you make dolls?"
But Wiseman the writer conceded, ''why should
she have to answer if her language was sewing?" and
then made the appropriate analogy to her books:

read them and figure it out for yourself.
Wiseman began her interpretation by explaining
the language of the artist. She said that the artist must
have total mastery of the art before going beyond the
medium. With absolute control of technique, the artist can fully develop ideas.
Jn demonstration, Wiseman said that as a young
woman, "I began to notice the dolls were talking to
me ... These were characters," expressing their own
personalities. They all had histories full of triumph
and tragedy, like any person. Wiseman went about
the room, bringing dolls before the audience and
showing how the "recombinant" use of diverse
materials made up the profile of each doll. Some
materials required specific accessories, which posed
different problems, which were represented in the
profiles of the characters. This too was analogous to
writing, in what Wiseman calls the resolution of the
problem of function and form in art.
Onion bags, bottles, foam stuffing, buttons,
nylons (the formed heels make great pregnant bellies), the bones of animals were the only life experience of the dolls, however indirect.
An experiment with materials produced a mermaid doll (named Circe) that had the tail fin of a
carp. Because Wiseman's mother disapproved of
loneliness, Circe was given a mate, but not a merman or a sailor, rather, a clown.
"There is, nonetheless, travel in this man's eyes,"
and Wiseman pointed out the red double-decker
buses looking out from the eye sockets.
One pregnant doll had a mate, but her mother
said the man looked "too young for this responsibility," so she put moustaches on him. Wiseman
said this attitude indicated "the prejudices of the
age," when all Englishmen have buck teeth and
Frenchmen were unfaithful to their wives.
This observation lead into the next: that the artist works towards generalizations. The dolls were individuals, but they also represented the greatest of
their type. For instance, a orchestra conductor from
Florida, though bald, has Toscanini's hair when
made into a doll.

ly believable.
Hawke has a
wonderful comic timing that
make her characters come alive.
It is easy to criticize The
Dining Room for dealing solely
with wealthy white people, but
rather than aggrandizing class
distinctions, the stories poke fun
at the silly rules and rigid formality of a single room in the

house.Ontheotherhand,theplay
subtlysuggeststhatthisplacealso
holds good memories and offers a
sense of stability that the human
animal frequently craves.
(The Dining Room continues
February 13 through 17. Call the
Box Office at 253-4565 for ticket
andperformanceinformation.) O

Brian Klunder

Nino Papa

John Bryja

22 years old
Third year -

21 years old
Second year -

22 years old
Third year - Communication

Political Science

Political Science

What experience do you bring to this post?

What experience do you bring to this post?

What experience do you bring to

I currently sit as secretary on the Social
Science Society executive, I'm one of the
main people planning the Phantom of the
Opera trip. I think I've taken on challenges
on the society that help people

I was a level rep all through high school.
Jn grade 13, I was elected president of student council at Brennan High School, I was
a proxy on SSS council, and SAC, and 1'11
an elected student senator this year. I'm a
member of the President's advisory board
on student life.

I was social director of Cody
I've been following SAC . I've
volved with community work'*
CJAM. I've followed SAC really'*a
the past three years. I've been a.-

Why should people 1·otefor you? What will
you do for students?
'---

..........

I think I care. I care about this univen,ity. After three-and a half years,
it's finally time I gave something back to this university.
I want to
11tfor student rights, especially fight against discrimination on campus, whether it be racial, sexual, against the residence students,
or against special needs students. Every student has a right to education.
It's SAC's job to ensure that each student at this University sees the best
education possible.

What do you think is the most important function of student council?
~that iv the most important function of the position you 're running for?
Once again, the most important function of student council is to fight
for student rights, 10 make sure that students arc treated in the best possible way, and they should be lobbying. First, we have to be cleaning up
our own house at the University of Windsor, working within OFS and
CFS. which are needed causes. but first we have 10 work here.
The president has 10 be a liaison between the students and the administration, as well as a liaison between the students and SAC. The !students can't relate to SAC unless the president is out there. getting
information while he's on the job, not just while he's out on the campaign
trail.

In )'Ollr opinion, K'hat is the most important is.\ue of thi .\ campaign?
Obviously, I have to say finances are the main issue. The mistakes thac
have been made in the past administrations are huge. We are approximately $400,000 in debt. To make that type of mistake is just huge. What I'd
like to say is that SAC can't have that kind of power, that they can't get
that far into debt. We have 10 make some tough financial decisions. but
those financial decisions, students should also have a say in. They
shouldn't just unilaterally decide that the Pub should be closed. Sixteen,
or however many people sit on SAC at a time, should not be able to just
say, "The pub is closed today. That's what we have to do". They should
have brought up some options, and said to the students, "You decide. This
is our recommendation but you decide in the end what we have to do".

SAC is in a bind financially. What ideas do you ha,•e to help SAC deal
with the situation?
I think there's a lot of things we have to do. We have to cut, unfortunately, non-elected personnel, non-elected executives may have to have
their pay cut, positions may have to be cut. Unfortunately, that's the terrible thing that we have to remove people from, a job that they held fur a
couple of years. Also, I think there are essential services here. Peer counselling. I think, is an e~ 1tial service. My salary should be lowered. I'm
pledging to give $1,500 of my own salary to peer counselling, and more
if needed.
!

What role do you think you ~·ould like to play on the university's Board
of Governors and Senate?
I want to fight for students. On both boards, I want to start to say, first
of all, don't raise our tuition without giving us a forseeable increase in
education. I can't sit with 45 people in a fourth-year level class, if I'm
trying to learn something that's important to my future career. I want to
tell the Senate, let's try to hire more profs, let's show the students that this
university is the best in the province. The only way you can do that is by
improving the class structure, improving the faculty in every way forc;ceable, and the best way to do that is by making the classes smaller, because
we learn better in smaller classes.

If your campaign had a theme song, what would it be?

What a Wonderful World, by Louis B. Armstrong.

Why should people ,·ote for you? What will you do for students?
Because I think I realize what SAC's financial problem is right now.
the most important problem they have. I know the system. I know what's
going on, I know what the stu11 .·nts need, and I can honestly say that, as
president of SAC, I will hold an honest, sincere effort in office. What I
would like to do for students is get SAC a more prestigious, stronger
profile in the community.
I would also like to increase the morale of this university by the unity
of the students. People have a big misconception, they think it's money
problems that are going to unite the university, it's not. Obviously, spending money is not going to unite the students of this university. Anybody
who thinks that should look at past years when money has been spent. The
only thing it's created is a $400,000 debt and bankruptcy.

Why should people ,,otefor you? IN
you do for students?

I think I've got a good graspoii
I've got a lot of feedback from si.
is being done, a lot of them disap
lack of continuity between the diffaa
to go in and change the world. I brr
they' re not extremely drastic. Righ&n
the debt is going to be paying it o~.
ing it out as long, but maintaioingal(
expect. I think raising student fecst
sum, would be the fairest way tolll!I
while the debt was incurred wouldli:
What do you think is the murM,IIJII
What is the mm,t important Jttncliiia
,,

»'hat do you think i\ the most important Junction of student t:Otmcil?
What is the most importaritfimctio11 of the position you are rmmingfor?

Keeping students well-infonnet
sity, and it's very much an cducatia1'i
Representation of students' needs abroad, things like representing in dents. Like Campus Calendar at llt
the government, getting them to he known in the community, saying, "Lis- doesn't seem like that big of a deal.i,.
ten, we're students of the University of Windsor, we take a stand on is- tant facets of SAC in that it infonm·
sues, we're not getting pushed around any longer."
and gives them a gl:neral briefing of
The most important function of the president is to be a good repre- is very much a custodian, whw
se ntative of the studcnh, to hold a clean track record so that people can that everyone is functioning p
.
say, "Well, if Nino Papa is president of Windsor, he represents a good are carried out in full. If SAC deo,i
group of people, because he's not bad himself." I also want people to real- responsibility to make sure that it del.
ize that Windsor students are not just quantity, but very much so, quality.
Jt'hat,in your opinion, is the-,mo,.
»1,at, in your opinion, is the most important issue in this cam- Please explain.

paign.Please explain.
I would have to say the deficit. because we need to take a realistic approach to this deficit and realize just because it's a student government
docsn 't mean the $400,000 debt isn't real. The banks arc knocking on our
doors, and it is a real debt. I've been sitting on SAC this year, I've listened
to the solutions put up. I've been working with the business managers,
I've worked with the directors, I've worked with student directors of services, all these people, and I've presented them with my ideas, and they're
all pretty positive about what I've got to say.

Student council is in a bind financially. What ideas do youhave lo help
SAC deaf with the situation?

Actually, l think that thcn:'siDe
The Subway pub is one of thcm.1' kl
but as it is right now, I can't seeiti.i:1
future there's going to have to be.SOI

Student council is in a bind fuumi
SAC deal with the situation?
They've streamlined almost as'm
to be a matter of trying to not decrease
provides. They've got to be mairilailal,
SAC there, if all they' re going to di&
So I think that the services that a1tl1
tained. It would be a shame to IOS1!"1

First ut all, I commend this year's executive for the extreme budget
cuts. We have to keep these budget cuts in effect because it's been the first
year in many years that anything positive has been done towards the debt.
I would keep these cuts in effect, and if there are more I could make, I For vice-presidential candidateswould make them. I also think that we should have more emphasis on the role in the Ontario and CanadilUth
community so that people know what we're about, know what we're
Within OFS, it's very much ga,
facing. I'm not afraid to take this to the community and say, "We need
ment, and getting more money out
help, if you can help us out, fine; if we can ever help you out, fine."
and student rights, what's goingonJth
ting people outside of the universityal
Whal role do you think you would like to play on the university's Board
on. I know when I came from hip
of Gu•·ernors u11dSenate?
be like this. (CFS) role is more, ~
A lot of my platform is based on quality of education through Senate provinces in our funding, and it'
reform. I sat on Senate this year, and I saw a lot of areas where student government to make sure the pro
representation could be stronger, let alone be there at all. There are a lot like the Gulf war, the CFS can do aee
of committees where students don't sit. S~nate ..:ommittees create ment. Although right now with thdGil
academic bylaws for this university. The Senate is the academic govern- I'm going to take a completely
ing body of this university. With more and stronger student representation,
very personal issue.
things will work out.
If your campaign had a themes

ff your campaig11had a theme so11g,what would ii be?

Save the Pub, by the Tea Party.

In the Name of love, by U2.

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
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Chris Cheng

Angelo Epifani

24 years old
BSc Biology (Windsor) 1989

21 years old
Third year - Social work

Third year - Economics
totl,;jpost?

iy "11,
and
ve en in·k4'wn in
Y~clyfor

1S011$1Chef.
:?ttlatwill
1of.1batstudentswant to see in SAC and
Sllltats,a Jot of them don ' t feel enough
gl'etlwith
a lot of the decisions. There's a
ffeautyears of SAC, like everyone wants
I baiesome changes I want to make, but
gbMiow,
the debt. The biggest thing about
o~. quickly as possible and not spreadnglalf
the services students have come to
esltJ for just one semester, in one lump
)Slllllents;
so that students that were here
J!db~paying their fair share.

mrp,.irtantfenctionof student council?
·liiJa
'>fthe flOSitionyou are running/or?

rneo
lf what is going on with the univer1t~I tool, and provide services for stu1t1icbeginning of the year, although it
eal,i.'sprobably one of the most impor>11111
students as to what their rights are,
gofWindsor and what goe s on. Th e VP
~16/&urwthat SAC runs prop erly, and
pcdt'l1andthat all the decisions of SAC
deo.:esto do something , it's the VP ' s
t ooisget done and follow it through.

What experience do you bring to this post?

What experience do you bring to this post?
I have been the president of the Intema- ,
tional Students ' Society since 1988 and I' m
also president of the Cody Hall House
Council. I used to be VP adminstration of
the International StuJLnts' Society; I was
the Chair for the Ontario Committee on International Students, of the Ontario Federation of Students, from 1989-90.

Why should people vote for you? Whal will you do for the students?
Why should people vote for you? What will you do for students?
First of all, let me tell you the reason I'm running. As you know, the
student council is in a lot of trouble this year, and I think it's about time
that we had someone who has the experience and 11ualifications to run the
student council. They did some good things this year, for example the campus safety programme, and we've got to make sure that those kinds of
programmes are continued next year.
And students should vote for me because I have a whole lot of new
ideas that won't lose money, but generate money.

What do you think is the most importa11tfu11ction of student cou11cil?
What is the most important function of the post you 're running for?
You can look at it two wa ys. According to the by-law, the VP is the
one who 's supposed to run the office smoothly. That's one way of looking at it.
The other way is that, being a part of SAC, you should be representing
students. You should be helping to organise every single event that SAC
is organising. SAC has to reach out: resident students don't get all the attention they deserve. The Faculty of Education cannot vote again this year.
I went to post posters in the Lebel Building, in HK, and no one else put a
poster there, no other candidate put a poster there. ls it like these places
don ' t belong to campus, or what?

!O,,m.portantissue in this campaign.

What, i11your opinion, is the most important issue of this campaign?
Please explain.

lluteOr four that are pretty important.

Well, finance is definitely one of them. As you know, by the end of
this semester, SAC is going to have something like a $380,000 deficit and
that 's a major focus, and of course I have some solutions for that.

Aio ttfstudents don't want to see it go,
tbcingvaluable to operate as it is. In the
:sm1echanges made down there.

,ciHy.What ideas do you have to help
1sl111uch
as they can, and now it's going
ea!l:Jheqnalityof the services that SAC
-~or there's really no point in having
:Idtakein money and pay off the debt.
tre ~1ereare going to have to be main;aaoyof them.

-•MLdo you see as the U. of Windsor's
, ltderations of Students?

gtai,dtowards the provincial govem-

Student council is in a bind financially. What ideas do you hare to help
SAC deal with the situation?
I agree that we've got to close the pub right now because if we don't
close the pub, the bank won't lend us money, so it's not really under our
control to say whether we're going to close the pub or not.
However, the pub is a place for students to get together to socialise.
So in order to solve the problem what I suggest we do is to privatize the
pub.
The idea is to get an outside company to come in to operate the puh
and then they give a certain percentage of the profit back to student council, so student council is not engaged in any risk of losing money any more.
Most likely the outside company can make a profit because the pub is still
in a prime location; we just need some market experience to get it going.
The outside company will definitely have that experience, they 'II be more
professional and they can get it done.

at~e. government for the university,
~•students. Within the OFS, it's letityrtnvironmentknow that that's going
:)lAtiloot,
I had no idea it was going to
Jttje'Uomany inequities between the
~y
more pressure to the federal
jbGe6ido
a better job. On a lot of issues,
slbetter~b of petitioning the govemtdG:ilf
~ar, I don't think it should be.
idlllstand
on that because I think it's a
1

~biu

,would ii be?
~!

I sat on the Social Work Society for
three years, I sat on SAC for two, including
the Board of Directors. I sit on the Canadian
Association of Schools of Social Work, I ' m
the chair of the Social Science Society. I was
social director Mac Hall, and helped found
Windsor Students for a Safer Campus.

For vice-presidential candidates - what do you see as the U. of
Windsor's role in the Ontario and Canadian Federations of Students?

ln summertime,

r'II do a full report

about CFS and OFS, reevaluate,
and then I'll present that report as a pamphlet to the council.
It's up to the students if they want to go on or not; it's not up to me. If
the students say we don't benefit that much, let's go out with CFS anc!
OFS, that will save students $7. Every time student council goes out there
with a referendum, it's asking for more money, this time it would be asking students for less money. If we want to join OFS or CFS five years
later, we can still join them. It's not like we cannot join them anymore.

If your camfHZignhad a theme song, what would it be?
The national anthem, because the financial situation of SAC is the
same as the situation that Canada right now, which is in a big debt.

I represent change. I am a symbol of new things to come. I think it's
time someone on SAC did something for a change. I'm not your regular
type of politician. I'm not-charismatic but I do know the issues. I've been
standing up for students the last two years on SAC, and I will continue to
do so. I plan to open up the pub because that's the students' pub. I want
to continue to promote safety on campus, which I've been active with. l
feel I'm the best for the students, and that's why they should vote for me.

What do you think is the m ·'it important function of student council?
What is the most important) iction of the position you are running for?
The most important function of SAC is to represent the students.
However , the most important job of SAC upcoming is the reopening of
the pub. The pub is supposed to be there for students, and SAC has just
taken it away from them.
The most important job of the vice-president is to deal internally, to
deal with issues on campus. One function is the drug plan , and I think that
the drug plan should be administered by a professional. Frankly , the
people who come up here don ' t know how to run a drug plan.

What,in your opinion, is the most important issue in this campaign.
Please explain.
The most important issue , r feel, is the opening of the pub. It's a student service that has made monev for SAC in the oast. Students have been
dealt an unfair deal. I see no reason why studentc; on our campus should
have a bus come in here, pick them up, and take them out. That's the biggest issue because students aren't going to want someone who deals with
these rhetorical questions like quality of education.
There are two ways to reopen the Subway. I've been talking to business professors, and MBA students could get course credit to define the
target population, market the crowd, find out how to make it an actual student pub. These people, who are going to be professionals in the area of
marketing and business administration, know a lot more than the people
up here do. The second way is to contract it out to outside professional
entertainment firms. We could get a percentage of the profit. At least it's
a pub on campus, and I feel that's essential.

Student council is in a bind financially. What ideas do you have to help
SAC deal with the situation?
Right now, we're two percentage points over the prime rate, and in interest, it's costing us $70,000 a year. That's just totally ridiculous. Let's
work something out with the university. We could send our student fees
directly to pay off the debt, and then we could get prime rate, so we don't
have to pay that extra rate. It would help our financial system not to make
silly business decisions. Through my three years on the Social Work
Society, we've had a surplus budget every year, and I'm going to use my
money-making skills in dealing with budgets and apply that to SAC.

For vice-presidential candidates - what do you see as the U. of
Windsor's role in the Ontario a11dCanadian Federations of Students?
I feel that we should drop out of CFS. CFS is just a bureaucratic
nightmare that makes money off students. It's a waste of our money. CFS
represents us by throwing macaroni at politicians. What do we get from
CFS? We get a pack of Trident once a year. And we pay $70,000. We
should pull out of CFS, have a referendum to see if the students want it.
OFS, on the other hand, is an effective lobbying organization which represents students. They work on keeping tuition controlled, on housing.
OFS is a fine and well-run organization we should remain a part of.

If your camfHZignhad a theme song, what would ii be?

Revolution, by the Beatles.

'V1cE- PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
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11 free one-act plays

IS YOUR RESUME GETIING
YOU INTERVIEWS?
IF NOT, TRY A
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP .

b) Kar l Mamer and Cam
Mac Du ffee

Sartre, Euripides, and Tom Stop·
pard.
All of the shows are perIt is 1101customary to show formed and directed by drama
011e's soul in society without a11 students in the school's Eximperious motive.
perimental Theatre. Students en- Jean-Paul Sartre rolled in music and visual arts will
also be 'offering their wares.'
Playfest ' 91, an annual drama
A small gallery will be set up
festival of the School of Dramatic
in the drama building where
Arts Student Society (SODA), is Visual Arts students will be able
offering a greatly expanded
to display their creations. During
series.
intermissions between p lays,
Last year, the society staged music students will play selected
three productions. This year , works.
SODA will be exhibiting the
Admission is free, but donations will be accepted at the door.
works
of eleven
d i ffernt
playwrites, including Jean-Paul
Seating is limited .
0

Prep Cour ses {or
MAR 16GMAT

JUNEl GRE
JUNE LSAT

Schedules for these and other wo rkshops available at
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163 Dillon Hall .

1-800-38 7-5519
(416) 923- PR E P (7737)

Playfest '91 Schedule
Saturday, February 16
8:00 pm, Despair by Lezley Havard

CARAVAN
'91

TIIIS MIJCII FRn : 8 TlffF
SIIOULD
DE 11.LCCAl .!!

llto Cnmpu~ Cnnada C,unvau •:. C"M,tllo road 1u1;u11,( · 0111111q
to:. c,1mptVi nuar yuu
d.ty nnw . Wah .h fnr uu, huolh
tkulntl u,n dny lo !JOl yoor ·rrno Ha~)Ot !;h,U. • :uul tlu•n
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WEDNESDAY
Feb. 20th, '91

,Jtop 1,y ou, pub nkJ1I to Y1.1f1
lahulou:: r,1110, •, our ,11.,w
YOlJ

Universityof Windsor

COtJl.D

WIN

THE SUBW AY - eve ning
ST UDENT CENTR E - dn y

• Panasonic high-performance portable typewriter with '1K character memory & J\ccu-Spell
• Dudw ciser Prize Pack -

includes denim jacket c\ gym bng

• Texas Instruments Spell-Checker -

---

··-·-----

---

perfecl sp elhng 111.ideensy

the best music around

--- -- -- ---····--

m

"""'-"'ill
Panasonic
~ WAII
NIRMUSIC

11 JIA>;

~

fNSIIUJM I NIS

IANAIV.
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2:00 pm, Sitting Am ong Graves by Mike Sioui
3:30 pm, Dance collective choreography by
students of the School of Drama
7:00 pm, 11teZoo Story by EdwardAlbee
8:30 pm, The Trojan Woman by Euripides

Wednesday, February 20
7:00 pm, 11teDragon by Stephen Powell
8:30 pm, The Real Inspector Howard by Tom
Stoppard

Thursday, February 21
7:00 pm, A Walk in the Woods by Lee Blessing
8:30 pm, No bit by Jean-Paul Sartre

• Hitac hi 2· ba nd headpho ne s1e,eo rutho/c asselle player wit h auto-s top
• Warner Music Lid. Prize Pack -

Sunday, February 17

V HITACHI

--

.. -

Friday, February 22
7:00 pm, Dance for Gods by Maxim Mazumdar
8:30 pm, 7lieVoitt Within by John Bourne
,,,.

PIZZA
HUT
®PAIRS
~~'tilt-'.bo•• you need

~

extra money?
Jobs available!

The Office of Development and Alumni Affairs is
seeking a dynamic team of students to assist
with the University 's Telemarketing Program :
March 4 through April 20,
Monday through Thursday, 6:00 pm-9:30 pm,
and
Saturdays, 11 :00 am-2:00 pm.

Experience not essential. Training will be
provided . Schedules will be designed to meet
individual timetables.
For further information, please contact the office
of Career Planning and Placement , Room 163,
Dillon Hall.

SJ
99*
PERTOPPING
•
TOPSBOTHPIZZAS
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Back to School Special
Fully IBM compatible

TCI 286m System
Monochrome monitor
Mono graphics adapter
16 MHz landmark speed

On Special
For Only

$649

I024Kb RAM
(upgradeable to 4 Mb RAMonboard)
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller

Mo~/

modem / Printer/ Joystick ports
101 key enhancedkeyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply
Free mouse

2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty
10% discount on regularly priced items for U of W students and faculty
Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

The acoustic stylings oft he Tea Party, formerly the Stickmcn, were fea' tu red last week at the Coach and Horses. Sometimes loud, always good,
the room~filling band will be playing the still-open Subway this Friday

Question answered
Continued from p. 7.
The elaboration of the doll
show was interesting, but fortyfive minutes into the show, one
was tempted to count the number
of dolls yet to be explained, divide
by the number of dolls already explained, and multiply this by the
time elapsed to figure out the time
remaining.
Fortunately, the coda came in
Wiseman's revelation, first suggested by a series of dolls with
distorted features.
The series showed children
who were victims of thalidomide,
there were hydrocephal ic dolls,
anddolls with two heads.
Initially, Wiseman said, her
mother hid these dolls from her,

but with their discovery came the
answer to "Why do you make
dolls?"
These unfortunate yet gaily
dressed dolls represented children
the mother had seen over the
years. They were her way of dealing with the sadness in nature. But
through the dolls the mother tried
to improve the sadness, tried to
come to terms with it.
"Nature gives it out; there
must be something in it."
This longjourney into the soul
of the artist was moving without
becoming mired in false sentiment. Wiseman's alternate tones
of frustration
and wonder
recreated the search for meaning,
and it too was art.
O

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017
We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

with

Steve King &
The Dittilies
Thurs. Feb. 14, 1991,
Come Meet your
"Valentine" in our
Dating Game
Call us to
become a contestant.

DINE & DANCE ,___.,-..
CLUB

2629HOWARD
AVE••

972-3138

Are You on the
Right Track?

See YOUR Career Couns·euor in: Room 163, Dillon

Hall.

Every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
4:00 'til 12:30 am

755 Ouellette
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Join Don here live!
"Puiveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'ti l 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Wednesday , February 13 for our
Don Cherry 's Trivia Competition
Great prizes to be won, qualify for the
championship round and you could win a trip for
two to Montreal for a Canadiens playoff game.

HELP!
Here at the Lance we need some intelligent,
creative,
and motivated
volunteers
to help us serve
the public
even better.
If you fit
this
description,
and are
looking
for something
to do in your spare
time that
is challenging
and fun, we can help.
You can be a Lance
reporter,
photographer
or artist.
Interested?
Then come and meet the
Lance team at our
office
on Wednesdays
at
4:30 PM.

'l'HE LANCE

NEEDS YOU!

Men and Women 's Hairstylists

$3· OFF
00

all haircuts
Offer valid to all students , staff and faculty upon
presentation of valid ID.
At University Mall location only.

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W . 253-8534
Convenient Hours
Monda y-Friday . . . . . 9 am-9 pm
Saturday
. . . . . . . . 9 am-6 pm

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

wmatrbc
HAIR

ESSENTIALS
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed.Feb.6
Mc Master 98 Windsor 62
Sat. Feb. 9
Brock 81 Windsor 77
Women's Basketball

Wed. Feb. 6
McMaster 62 Windsor 45
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor 63 Brock 60

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor 7 Laurentian t

Track and Field
Fri. Feb. 8
Team Challenge
Women
I. Windsor 121 pts.
2. Western 81.5 pts.

Men
I. Windsor 127 pts.
2. Central Michigan 80 pts.

Tracksters dominate challenge
b) Da,e Briggs
If last weekend is a reliable indication of how the University of
Windsor's track and field teams
perform at home, coai.;h Dennis
Fairall must be ecstatic in anticipation of hosting the Canadian
championships in March.
Last Friday night, both the
men·s and women's track teams
posted significant team victories
over Western, Sherbroke and
Central Michigan to solidify their
status as one of Canada's best
squads.
The men raked in 127 points
to top second place Central
Michigan by 47 points, while the
Lancer women knocked off
Western by 20 points, amassing
121 in 15 events. Combined,
Windsor stacked up 248 points to
Western's 138.5.

Women's Vollt!yhall
Wed.Feb.6
McMaster 3 Windsor 1
Fri. Feb. 8
Guelph 3 Windsor 1
Sat. Feb. 9
Waterloo 3 Windsor 1

Curling

OWIAAChampionships
Sat. Feb. 9
Windsor finished fourth

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor at Waterloo
Wed.Feb.20
Windsor at Laurier

Women's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor at Waterloo
Wed.Feb.20
Windsor at Laurier

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor at Queen's
Sun. Feb. 17
Windsor at RMC

Track and Field
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor at Wisconsin

Men's Volleyball
Sat. Feb. 16
Laurier at Windsor (7 pm)

Women's Volleyball
Sat. Feb. 16
Laurier at Windsor (8 pm)

Swimming
Sat. Feb. 16/Sun. Feb. 17
OUAA finals at U ofT

Fencing
Sat. Feb. 16

OUANOWIAA
championships at McMaster

third in the 60m hurdles, and first
as a member of the 4x400m relay
group.

TRACK and FIELD
Veteran Jackie McVittie furthered her comeback season by
winning the 1OOOmand becoming
the 44th Lancer to qualify to compete in the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union's (CIAU)
championship meet.
High jumper Anthony Black
had a comeback of his own when
he won with a leap of 2.10m. It
was the first meet back for the
defending national champion
who had trouble
meeting
eligibility requirements earlier in
the season.
"l fcl: ~lightly rusty,'' Black
said, "though throughout the
week I was feeling somewhat bet-

ter in practice."
At this point in the season
everything seems to be falling
into place for the Lancers. Fai1..ill
expects his team to have a belier
shot at winning the Ontario championships than the Canadian
crown, but according to last
week's national ranking Windsor
is still the team to beat.
"We really have great bal..incc
right across the board ... Hopefully at the OUAA level that's going
to be able to do it," Fairall said.
"We will put 25 girls anu 25
guys on the track and 90 per .:ent
of them will score, and that" sour
strength."
This weekend most of the
squad will compete in a meet at
the the University of Wisconsin,
while those unable to make the
long trip will likely head to
Eastern Michigan to compete. :J

Jn the pool the Butler did do it
bJ John Marentette

l\len'!>Volleyball
Wed. fcb.6
McMaster 3 Windsor
Fri. Feb. 8
Guclph 3 Windsor 0
Sat. Feb. 9
Brock 3 Windsor 0

The Lancers
horded 3u
medals; 18 gold, 10 silver, and 8
bronze.
Rookie phenom O'Brian Gibbons picked-up two gold medals
and male athlete of the meet
honours with a winning time in
the 300m, and as part of the top
4x200m relay team.
Gibbons· female sprinting
counterpart, Irma Grant, also
notched two golds; one in the 60m
and the other as a 4x200m relay
participant.
Kelly Dinsmore continued her
successful freshman year by winning one of each medal. She won
the silver in the 600m, the bronze
in the long jump, and the gold as
the third leg in the 4x200m relay
event.
Teammate Audra O'Brien
matched Dinsmore's
feat by
finishing second in the 300m,

Matt Butler has a ritual he performs before he swims his races.
He talks to no one.
"I have to find a corner about
ten minutes before a race," he
says, "and just sit by myself and
completely block out everything
... You couldn't find me. I try to
hide."
It is time set aside for himself.
"I breathe in deep, hold it and
just sit there and think of blankness," he admits. Wisdom from an
expert, you might ask? With
Butler's success, who can quibble?
After capturing
the gold
medal in the 1990 OUAA 100
metre backstroke event, qualifying for the CIA Us, and sharing the
university's male athlete of the
year honours, Butler is back for
more. The 1991 OUAA finals are
this weekend in Toronto.
"I was numb for a good weekand-a-half after that," Butler said,
reminiscing about the gold medal
performance.
"I was walking
above the ground ... Seeing my
time up on the clock and where I
was placed ... I really tried to absorb as much as I could at that moment because I knew that it's
going to last with me forever."
Qualifying for the Canadian

championships was a memorable
accomplishment for Butler.
"That was a real thrill for me,
placing second to the \\.Orld
record holder, the best backstroker in a 25m pool in the world
[Mark Tewksbury)," he said.
For Butler, it was the high
point of a lifetime of swimming
that hasn't always been enjoyable. He remembers the time
when he competed in tlie 1984
Olympic Game trials. He was 18
years old.

PROFILE
Butler wasn't very successful
that time. Perhaps it was too much
to ask from someone on a high
school swimming
team. His
choice to compete in a world audition had even less an effect on him
than the incredible media spotlight surrounding the prestigious
event. He was terrified.
Butler became so discouraged
with his results that he quit. To his
credit, he never bid farewell to the
water completely. Many of his
friends were still training every
day, and so he was always close
enough for a comeback.
" ... It just started to itch at me
again," he said, "that I didn't give
my all and still had a few things
left undone. So I got back into it."

.

Performer of the
Week - Heather Quick
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending February
18 is University of Windsor
women's basketball forward
Heather Quick.
Last Wednesday Quick led
the Lancers against McMaster
by scoring 16 points and contributing 9 rebounds.
On Saturday Quick played
an exciting game and scored 12
points and 3 rebounds as the
Lancers defeated Brock 63-60.
The versatile Quick corn-

peted in the Team Challenge on
Friday and, without preparation,
placed third in the shot put.
Quick is a third year Human
Kinetics student.
For being selected the Performer of the Week, Quick will
receive a $20 voucher from Don
Cherry's
Restaurant,
531
Pelisier in Windsor.
O

The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.

Butler was introduced
10
Coad1 Tom Arusoo, who knows
what it takes to win. In 1970 at the
Britbh Commonwealth Games
Arusoo won the gold in the 200
metre butterfly.
Better training, weight conditioning and mental preparation
are what Butler points to in this
turning point in his career.
"The times ... just started to
drop in seconds, not just in tenttis.
1 think it was the fact that I was
focused ... I just thought about
swimming."
While his spirit was willing,
Butlc, s body wasn't always
ready for battle. When the 1988
Olympic Games arrived, Butler
suffered an ankle injury that
ruined his chances.
Butler has dreams of competing in the 1992 Games, but he
realizes the enormous work ahead

of him. Next week, he lead~ a
fresh pack of Windsor swimmers
to the OUAAs.
A torn stomach muscle m ..y
keep Butler from repeating last
year's
performance
at the
OUAA ·s. Although he feels fine
now, Butler dreads the injury
recurring during the big race.
"When it comes down to the
race as my coach says, 'We'll
throw you in the water and let you
go, and then we ·11worry about it
after'."
To those who know him, this
is no surprise. Matt Butler is a
winner.
"This is my last year and I
want to end it on a bang," he admits. Though he is on the wa) out.
he still cares deeply about the success of his team members; only
what you· d expect from someone
who is dedicated to his sport. ::J

Icemen crush L.U.
by Mike Mouat
Superb goaltending kept the
University of Windsor's hockey
team in the game and allowed
them to skate to to a 7-1 victory
over Laurentian in their only action of the weekend.
After giving up an early goal,
Lancer goaltender Mark Seguin
was flawless. At the other end, the
Laurcntian goaltender kept the
Voyageurs in the game - especially in the first period.
"We are especially pleased
with giving up one goal," said
Lancer coach Rick Cranker.
"Mark[Seguin] kept us in there in
the first period."
Laurentian 's lack of composure after Windsor's third goal
may have cost the Voyageurs any
chance they had in the game. A
Laurentian player was injured
about 40 seconds before the goal
and Laurentian
felt the play
should have been stopped well
before the goal.
On the ensuing faceoff, which
Laurentian won cleanly, their
defenseman blasted a slapshot in
the direction of the referee. The

obvious show of frustration got
the player ejected from the game,
and Windsor was able to take control of the contest from that point
on.

MEN'S HOCKEY
Laurentian had several opportunities to get back into the game
in the third period, but each time
they were turned away by Seguin
who made innumerable saves,
doving back and forth across the
net.
The Lancers will conclude
their regular season on the road as
they visit Queen's and RMC this
weekend
and Ryerson
and
Laurentian
the following
weekend.
"We are going to have\\ in all
four games," Cranker said. "Our
feeling is we should win the four
games."
With Western
upsetting
Waterloo over the weekend, the
Lancers now have to win their
remaining games in orderto finish
second in the Western division
and earn a first round bye.
a
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O'Shaughnessy makes history
by Lance Sports Staff
Veteran
fencer
Briget
O'Shaughnessy set a University
of Windsor precedent in Hamilton last weekend by capturing the
gold medal in the foil division of
the Ontario Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(OWIAA) west sectional.
Despite the University of
Windsor's prominence in fencing, according to coach Eli
Sukunda the Lancers did not have
a female individual champion
before last weekend.
O'Shaughnessy's teammate
Tuyen Nguyea placed second in
the epee division.
In men's fencing the epee
team pulled off a miraculous
comeback to qualiry for the Ontario University Athletic Association (OUAA} championships.
Virtually eliminated two weeks
ago, the team rallied to win the
sectional, and only qualified with
an extremely fortunate streak of
seven losses by a group of competitors.
"Every team that had to lose,
lost," Sukunda said. "It was just
incredible. It's never happened
before that I've seen."
The men's sabre team,
bolstered by a third place finish by
Mark Scarfone and a fourth place
finish by Paul MacEachen, also
captured the team title.

This weekend the La111..ers straight games, 15-11 in each. The
will return to Hamilton to com- time of the game was pushed up
pete in the OUAA/OWIAA
by several hours, a factor several
championships.
players felt added to their already
- Dave Briggs sizable burden.
• • •
The team plays its final game
The U of W's women's vol- of the season on Saturday,
leyball team played three games February 16 against Sir Wilfrid
last week, hosting McMaster on Laurier University at the St. Denis
February 6 and visiting Guelph Centre at 8 pm.
and Waterloo on the weekend.
- Scott Pratt
•

LANCER
ROUNDUP
Against McMaster the team
was lethargic. After losing the
first two games, the Lancers came
back to win game three.
Winc.bor head coach Marge
Holman was grateful for the win,
but felt that the score could have
and should have heen much more
lopsided than 15- l l.
The team kept the fourth game
close, but returned to their lacklustre form of games 1 and 2 and
fell, 3 games to 1.
The Lancers then faced the
Guelph Gryphons in Saturday's
contest. Though the final score
read Guelph 3, Windsor 1, first
year player Stephanie Purr felt
that the team put out a good effort.
"We played really well. We
should have won," she said.
At Guelph the team didn't fare
much better, falling in three

*

"[This victory] keeps the
morale up. It helps our confidcr..;e
and keeps our intensity for the I est
of the games, " said Windsor's
coach Joanne MacLean.
With a record of 2-9, the
squad will try for their seconJ
consecutive win when they tJkc
on the Waterloo Atenas, Saturday, February 16 in Waterloo.
- John Marcnletle

• • •

•

The University of Windsor's
women's
basketball
team
enthralled a St. Denis Centre
crowd Saturday with a 63-60
overtime win over the Brock
Badgers.
With the teams tied at 56,
Brock had possession of the ball
in the final seconds of regulation.
With one second left, the two
teams faced a jump ball directly in
front of Windsor's basket.
A lucky tip by the Badgers
ended up in the hands of an open
player who grabbed the ball and
rattled it off the rim as the buzzer
sounded.
In overtime, the Badgers
scored the first four points, yet
Lancer guard Sheila Windle
propelled her team to victory
down the stretch. Her jumper with
1:50 left in OT cut the Brock lead
to one at 60-59.
Then, with 56 seconds left,
Windle scored again to put her
team up for good, 61-60.

do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.

The University of Windsor's
men's basketball team took sole
control of the basement last week
with a 98-62 road loss to McMaster on Wednesday and a :aslsecond 81-77 loss at the St. Dl-nis
Centre Saturday.Wayne Curtin· s
Lancers dropped to 1-9, just two
points shy of the Laurier GolJen
Hawks. The Lancers have four
games remaining to salvage "'h.it
has been a dismal season.
The team· s play off hope'>
were dealt a near-fatal blow \Vh1.,1
the Badgers held off a late
Windsor rally to notch their fuurth
victory of the season.
Everton Shakespeare \\.as th1.
Lancers' top scorer with 24
points. Geoff Astles chippe<l in

Far too often, athletics become
embroiled in poor sportsmanship.
wars between egomaniacs, and
wild tales of athletes' extra-curricular activities.
The sports media, in its ongoing quest to quench the voracious
appetite of a public enthralled by
scandal, highlight such trivial
events, often failing to comment
on what is good in sports.
Last weekend, during the
University of Windsor's track and
field Team Challenge. two things
happened to temper my scepticism and reaffirm my belief that
sports can still be exciting while
void of turpitude.
In a display of class rarely seen
in sports these days, University of
Western Ontario track and field
coach Bob Vigars made a sincere
apology to the entire Windsor
track team for comments he made

recently in Western's stu~t
newspaper, the Gazette.
Vigars was blasted in the
lance two weeks .igo for saying
J

Vigars· actions only slightly
overshadowed the exuberance of
the Lancer track team which is
quickly gaining notoriety not only

the armchair gladiator

he had lost many good athletes to
York and Windsor because both
schools' academic entrance requirements are lower than
Western's.
Though he admits he
shouldn't have made the comment
in the first place, Vigars did seem
particularly frustrated with some
of his school's academics who
vainly set unrealistic entrance
standards.
His repentance does not make
up for the arrogance
that
enshrouds UWO, though it is clear
Vigars meant no ill, and he does
indeed have quite a high level of
respect for Windsor's program.

for its widespread repute, but for
its extraordinary cohesiveness.
In his five years on campus,
Windsor coach Dennis Fairall has
crafted one of the strongest
programs in the nation. Sadly, his
achievements often go unnoticed
as misconceptions about the
sport's entertainment value keep
students away.
The men's and women's
squads are by far the most
dominant athletic teams on campus and as Fairall says, what could
be more interesting than watching
an athlete come from a major
deficit to pass the lead runner on
the backstretch of a race?

Windsor hosted division leaJing Guelph Wednesday (resJlts
unavailable at press time}, before
travelling to Waterloo Satun.la).
- Dan B1ig~s

-

Serving Windsor For 8 Years

Let Us Prepare a Professional Resume
for your Future Interviews
We also Prepare Academic Articles,
Thesis, Manuscripts, Essays and Papers

253-3571

327 Chatham St. W.
Inquire about Student and Faculty Discounts

Knowing the basics of interviewing is not enough.
How well do your interview skills rate with your
competition?
Make sure yours are first rate by attendingone of
Career Planning and Placement's

INTERVIEW. SKILLS WORKSHOPS.
Pick up a schedule in
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall

L--------------------..1
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Vetroit's
Jris!i Pu6

Perhaps the most amazing attribute the Lancers have is their
ability to make the sport mure a
high-spirited team affair tli.in a
group of weakly consolidated individuals
The athletes bond like epox).
and this emotional glue flows partic u I a r I y from their coach.
Fairall's office is a shrine where
two or three Lancer tracksters can
be found at any given time.
It is clear the coach is doing a
lot of things right. He garners
respect from his team, his athletes
love him and he has the
knowledge and recruitme111
capabilities to continue the trend
in years to come.
Should he ever choose to leave
Windsor he will be missed more
than anyone can imagine because
what he brings to his program encompasses everything that still is
good in sports.
:J

Single $395.00

Double $295.00
includes

Furnished
All utilities
T.V. Room
Laundry Facilities
Kitchen Facilities
Private Parking

Ffre Minutes from Campus

245 DETROIT STREET
Office: 258-0046
Head Resident: 971-9881

Excellent summer rates available!

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007
• bco•s
• he•balapo1hecary
• 1a,01
ca•ds
• c•y11a11

• ,nce~se
• c asses

Magick
Store

r..~

(f.3_., Futon

~~Futon
MexicanJackel
S1yles
St4.95

a

~~

I:?

INTtRNATIONAL
BAZAAR

STUDENT ROOMS
•
•
•
•
•
•

972-7804.

•

UnusualGift Ideas tor Body, Sp/r,/ & Mind

r

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES

Call Debbie at

with 18.

Rival track coaches exemplify class
_hy Dan Briggs

Devonshire Mall area.

I,

11
I,

~

lr

255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686
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To the guy who makes a long story
really long: keep talking. Your
friend is corny, but you're keen,
Terry Brown. Let's get drunk and
discuss books.

•••••••••••

Michael,
Our love is like a rosebush
beautiful and enduring.
You just have to be wary of the
thorns.
But if pricked, the pain can last
only for a minute,
if that's all it's allowed.
A rosebush sleeps during the
winter
But in the spring it awakens
And blooms more beautiful than
ever.
I pray you will come back to me
And allow our love to bloom again.
I await our spring.
Debbie

•••••••••••

~e~;;;

_
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To Robert Ashley Milks,
You predicted that the Detroit Pistons will '3-peat' this year. Sorry
Robert, I think you mean,
"DEFEAT'.
Happy Valentines,
Love "Magic"

. . .. ..... ..

K.A.R.M. 2
Friends so dear
and so special ,
Friends so deep
and so true
I hope this day's
real special
Especially for you

cc

•••••••••••

Tall dark haired guy in back in 46115 (30) last semester. Don't
know your name but would love to
get to know you.
Tracey

•••••••••••

To Mark DesR.
On this Valentine Day
I want to say;
How much you mean to me
Each moment of every day
Love always, Amanda

•••••••••••

To my sweet Babboo,
I've fallen (for you) and I can't get
up. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
YoursweetBabbooette

•••••••••••

Sarah

.......... . • • • • • • • • • • •

:::;

Composureconstructionenergyresponse.

I like that.
Terry

•••••••••••

Rover the cat:
St. Valentine wuz a martyr, i ain't!
Still, today and every day 's
Remembrance Day. Come tomorrow, hero - still don't have the
words ....

•••••••••••

Hello puny girly-man, I just want
you to pump (clap) me up! Love Always, Laurier Hall Franz.

•••••••••••

With dreams yet to weave:
For Martina, today, and ever, my
Valentine.
Your own, Kevin

•••••••••••

RM
To you my heart cries "Lover''
To you my heart weeps "Happiness"
To you my love holding true
"Forever"
Happy Valentine's Day!

Kevin, when I met you I thought
you were cute. You are cuter now
than ever. Love you, froufalou.
M.
Happy Valentine 's Day, hon. It'll
be a year soon. I love you R.S.
P.S. Happy Birthday!
Michelle
Dearest Tracey,
Ever notice how there always
seems to be a rainbow after the
storm?
Love always, Curt
To my love-lump,
You know how I feel better than
these words can ever say. I just
hope people reading this understand. Love, Gravy.

•••••••••••
Dear Sister-Sarah:

To my nearly high school
sweetheart, if you're as nice as
your cute little smile, and I know
that you are, then you have plenty to smile about.
Lots of love, your friend forever
That cute little Italian
Puzzol's

•••••••••••

•••••••••••

•••••••••••

cc

•••••••••••

My girlfriend sure is pretty smart
She looks like a piece of art
and so, Valentine
I hope you'll be mine
Wendy Foster, you've captured
my heart
Kevin

•••••••••••

My search is over.
Your presence fulfills my deepest
desires. You have catalyzed the
vicissitudes of my life.
You are my Awakenings, Allison.
Love.Jeff

APARTMENTS, HOUSES, ROOMS

FOR RENT
li1 Prime locations- 5 to 1O
minutewalk from campus
li1 Completelynew buildings

li1 Central air conditioning
li1 Stoves, fridges, microwaves

li1 Parking, laundryavailable

li1 Quality, quiet, comfortable
and energy efficient

li13, 5, & 6 bedroomunits
available

li1Approximately$275/person
plus utilities

Don't wait until
August.
Now renting.

Call

971-8200
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Silence is olden, p. 7

Agenda for SAC, p. 5

One left in SSS race

Jugglacious balls , p. 3

If sport were entertainment , p. 15

Candidate loses
to poster rule
by Prema 01.a
~ociaJ. Science Society (SSS)
pres1dent1al candidate Kristine
Robinson was disqualified last
w~ek for putting posters up on
painted surfaces in the University
Centre.
According to Abe Elias, chief
electora J officer of the SSS
Robinson viola ted a clause in th~
SSS by-laws which states that no
posters other than officia l banners
of the Soc ial Science Society can
be posted
in the Grand
Marketplace . He said she thercfo re raced immediate
disqualifi cation.
"We ' ve been asked by the
Unive rsity Cent re not to have any
pos ters pos ted on painted surfaces," said Elias. "I found one of
her posters on a p aintc<1su n ace u u
the school day follow ing our
meeting wher e I expl ained ou r
by- laws. Sh e knew she had to be
disqualified. "
However, according to the
Univ e rsity Centre's associate
dir ec to r, Mary Louise T hibert,
any electio n poste rs can be pu t up
as long as they coincide with
Stude nts' Admini strati ve Coun cil
el ec tio ns and are pos ted and
remov ed by candidate s.

"As far as I'm concerned
they're legitimat e," said Thibert.
"They've been up for the last few
years duri ng SAC elections."
Under section G article t the
University Cent re by-laws s;ate :
'.'All prin t~d materials for posting
m the University Centre must be
submitted to the info rmatio n
desk. Exce ption to the above falls
during the campa ign period prior
to SAC general and by-e lections,
when candidates
must also
remove all campa ign materials
them selves, generally by midnight prior Jo election day."
Robinson claims that the
po s_terswere put up by a campaign
assistant, and that the by-Jaws
were not specific as to what
course of action would be taken if
they were not adhered to.
IIIC
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the punishment would be; it was
[Elias' Jde cisio n. I'm not denying
respons ibility, but it wasn ·t intentional.I'm verydisappointed."

President-elect Trina Dura
said she felt badly about what has
happened, but added that the matter was entirely up to Elias' discretion.
Robinson and Bura were the
only candid ates running for the
SSS presidency .
O

Falling sales worry
Marketplace staff
by Andrew Sipes
Dimini s hing sales at the
Grand Mark etplace have given
Zora Sanson, director of food service s, cause for concern .
Alth o ugh figure s for thi s
acad emic year are not yet avail able , a significant drop in sales
has already been noticed.
The unanti c ipated reduction
in sales volume has already
caused the position of food services manager finance , formerly
held by John Brown, to be
eliminated. MikeMasse, assistant
director of food servi ces, has assumed Brown ' s responsibilities.
Massesaid the decline in sal es
could be attributed to three things:
the GST, the recession, and inade quate seating in the Univer sity
Centre.
He added that more people are
brown-bagging, and that many
people other than GMP customers
often occupy seats in the
Marketplace that might otherwise
be used by paying customers.
This and the fact that introduction
of the GST invalidated campus

Next Issue, March 6

To Saddam, without love
by Michael Nehme
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) fraternity has sent
a Jetter to Saddam Hussein care of the Iraqi embassy in Ottawa.
The lellcr, a large sheet of art paper, was displayed in the University Centre last Monday for
students to sign. It was sent last Wednesday,
headed "Sponsored by TKE University of
Windsor" and addressed "Dear Saddam."
About 70 students contributed personal messages to the Iraqi president.
According to fraternity president Scoll Sullivan, the responses varied from the extreme to the
conservative. Sullivan said the leller was the idea

of Rob Rukavina,a memberof the fraternitywho
mentioned it during a general meeting.
"We thought it would be a good idea; it is not
necessarily pro- or con-Iraq. It's just for people to
express their opinions about the situation," said

Sullivan.
"There is no particular stand that we take;
we 're just surprised that no one grabbed the bull by
the horns and did something like this.
"One of the reasons we did it was because the
demonstrations on campus have been so confrontational that this was a chance for both sides to use
the same forum, not the 'me versus you' situation.
"Sofar we have not receiveda response,"Sullivan remarked.
O

Winter Games displace PEI students

meal cards in the GMP, have
resulted in the short-fall.
Solution s to the man y
problems plaguing the GMP are
being devised and implemented .
It is hoped that increasing the
variety of foods and rotating
weekly menus will draw more
students back to the GMP for
lunch and dinner , changing
students'
attitudes
towards
university food .
O

HALIFAX (CUP) - Student s at
the Univer sity of Prince Edward
Island are in the middle of what
may be the longest spring break in
history .
Over 3,000 athl etes tak ing
part in Charlouetown ' s Canada
Winter Gam es have taken over
the campu s for a month , and student s have been told to stay away .
When the city was chosen as
the site for the g ames in 1987, the
university 's administration kindly offered its campu s, including
student residence s, to organisers
for a month .
This year , student s have been
told they have a break from
February 10 to March 9 - a sort
of reading month - and that they
are not only free to leave campus,
they have no choice.
UPEI president C.W.J. Eliot
said be expected "some minor inconveniences."
"The students have all been

Our source on the Blue Nile

looked after," he sa id.
But student s sa id they have
had to scramble to find plac es to
stay . The university residence office tried to find free billets for the
24 student s who didn 't hav e the
money to go home or friends in
town to stay with .
One student. Wendy Nicholson, the single mother of a twoyear-old, found a plac e to stay two
day s before the deadline. Because
she is a single mother , Nicholson
could not get a billet.
She had to find an apartment.
and with the cost of moving,
telephone and electricity hookup, damagedeposit and rent, the
Canada Games are costing her
$1,300 .
With the university entirely
taken over by athletes, classes
have also been cancelled . Students were given a number of options as to how to makeup for lost
time .

National track preview

It seems the least painful of
these was extending their year
into the s ummer bre ak, whi ch
means starting summer jobs late,
if the jobs aren't already taken by
students from other prov inces.
It also means problems with
next year' s student loans . Univers ity students ' expected income
over the summer is gauged on an
18-week work term.
The PEI student aid department said it will account for the
shortened summer , but students
from outside of the province may
have a lot of headaches.
According to Jach Kane of the
the Canada Games host society,
displacing students is standard
practice .
"Since the first Canada Games
in '67, the athletes have been put
up in schools or universities the
majority of times ," said Kane .
"It's really only a problem for the
winter games."
CJ

SAC election results
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APARTMENTS,HOUSES,ROOMS

li1 Primelocations- 6 to 1o
minute
walkfrom campus
.
li1 Completelynewbuildings
li1 Parking,laundryavailable
li13, 6, & e bedroomunits
available

Don't wait until
Augu t.
Now renting.

li1Centralair conditioning
li1 Stoves.fridges,microwaves

li1Quality.quiet,comfortable
and energyefficient

li1Approximately$276/person
plusutllltlea
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Study condemns racism
by Shari Hoppin

personal experiences of racial intolerance on campus; 60 percent
A recent study indicates the did not believe professors or staff
University of Windsor offers a showed favouritism to white stufairly positive environment for dents.
visible minority students, but in"It is , however, the large
sists more can be done to "create minority who believe the opposite
a racist-free learning environ- that gives us cause for concern,
ment."
and it is the perception of this
Race relations officer Subhas group that makes it imperative
Ramcharan released the study that the university redouble its efFriday at a two-day conference on forts to create a racist-free learn"The Quest for Racial Equality in ing environment, " stated the
the University Environment."
study, which concludes by recomOf 100 students surveyed, 52 mending that:
were visa students and 48 were • Educational programmes on
not; 76 were male and 24 female.
campus be stepped up to conOver 70 percent reported no
vince all groups as to the nega-

•

•

•

•

•

•

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Jugglers have a ball
by Lance News Staff

Bad weather kept all but three would-be jugglers from a learn-tojuggle workshop held at the Assumption University Conference Centre
on Saturday.
Instructor Charles "Carlo" Lewis said eight people had registered
for the workshop, which cost $50 or for students, $40.
One university student, Matthew Kelly, took advantage of the offer.
The other participants were Ralph Everal, a Detroit resident, and Jerry
Lesa, a resident of Tecumseh who had been trying to teach himself to
juggle but wanted personal attention.
Lewis, who said he thinks that "Everyone at one point when they've
seen a juggler wanted to know how to juggle but concluded it was too
hard," has tentatively planned another workshop. This second is to be
held at the La SaJJian Centre on the corner of Riverside and Patricia
Avenue on March 11.
"Hopefully the weather will be better then," he said.
He can be reached at 735-8978.
0

•

r

& Big Sisters Association of Greater Windsor

tive effects of racist attitudes
and discriminatory behaviour;
The Faculties of Social
Science, Education, Law and
Arts consider the design and
implementation of a onesemester course in mult1cult ura Ii sm, and the Senate
discuss whether this course
should be compulsory for all
graduating students;
The University's International
Student's Office and the Office of Race Relations sponsor
programmes aimed at improving understanding of the cultures of foreign students;
The International Students Office redouble its efforts to
pubIicise its visa orientation
programme, so that more visa
students can learn about the
types of problems they face in
their new society,
The Senate endorse a policy
that visa students be required
to pass an English proficiency
test, TOEFL, with a score of
600;
The International Students Office publish and distribute to
all visa students a handbook
outlining their rights and services available to them;
All non-white student organisations co-ordinate their
efforts with the Office of Race
Relations to develop an annual
cultural heritage programme
aimed at furthering cultural
awareness on campus;
The university clearly state
that discriminatory behaviour
be inc\uded

in th e \i :. l o t o H c n -

ses leading to dismissal;

• The university establish procedures to identify areas of possible systemic discrimination
towards racial minorities in
courses;
• The Office of Human Resources, in co-operation with the
International Students and
Race Relations offices, increase its efforts to obtain
casual wage employment on
campus for visa students;
• The university continue to
lobby the Ontario government
for a removal of the visa student differential fee policy. O

DELTA OMEGA SORORITY

!

would like to congratulate our
Valentine's Day Draw Winners
• 1st prize - Lucy Pinard
2nd prize - Garry McFadden
• 3rd prize - Linda Dafoe

AQ •

BE ON THE
INSIDE
TRACK
ASA

Volunteer at the
Career Planning
& Placement
Centre

As benefits, you will:
• keep up-to-date regarding job opportunities
• gain exposure to career options and potential
employers
• learn job search techniques and participate
in professional development activities
• develop interpersonal, organizational,
planning and public relations skills

As responsibilities, you wlll:
three to tour hours each
week, based on a schedule convenient to you
• handle student inquiries and direct students
to the Centre's services and resources
• greet recruiters and familiarize them with the
Centre ·s sevices
• promote the Centre's services on campus
• become involved in a special career or job
search related project chosen with your
specific interests in mind
• staff the Centre

APPLICATIONS FOR THESE VOLUNTEER
CAREER ASSISTANT POSITIONS FOR THE
1991 /92 ACADEMIC
YEAR ARE BEING
ACCEPTED UNTIL MARCH 13, 1991.
For more information visit the Career Planning and
Placement Centre, Room 163 Dillon Hall, or call
Marlene Taub at 253-4232, extension 3554.

r---------------------------------------------,
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WILL BE IN THE
BOOKSTORE
ON THURSDAY
MARCH 7
GIVING YOU A
10% DISCOUNT
ON YOUR RING!

RING DAY

TCI 286c System
On Special
For Only

$1199

Colour VGA monitor
VGA graphic card
16 MHz landmarkspeed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeabk to 4 Mb RAM ollboard)
40 Mb Hard Disk Drive (25 ms)
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
Mouse / modem / Printer/ Joystick ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply

2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty
Regular price $1295. Bring this ad to receive our special sale price.

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017
We also carry Ollvettl and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training/ Service/ Networking/ Programming/ Desktop Publishing

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
1
1
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Clues dirt cheap
for the occasion themselves, its time to think about why we
pay them.
The Ontario Federation, in the meantime, continues to be
a worthy recipient of our fees. It would be a bad idea to
withdraw from this federation when (as the economy
improves)
the students·
agenda in Qotario may actually have
We have a few suggestioos.-forthe...ne.w..ex.ecuti¥,e,..1Q
a chance of being realized.
consider as it forms its policy.

This Thursday night we will know the results of the SAC
election contests {all three of them). We declined to endorse
any candidates in this year's race, but we offer the incoming
council our best wishes and hopes for a more profitable and
stable year in '91-'92.

Interest students In their council.

Let the pub lie.

Only three of the fourteen positions to be determined by
the General Election are contested; nominations have not
even been received for eight of them. The new council will be
a half-council, barely representing half the campus.
For years SAC has operated in semi-secrecy, ignoring the
student body's opinions in the course of its routine operations.
The executive has come to consider itself a 'professional'
organisation with little to gain from students unclear about its
operations.
The council is supposed to be a students' union, providing
support and services for beleaguered undergrads and
championing students rights to official bodies on campus and
off. A union that ignores its constituents and considers them
insignificant to the decision making process soon alienates
its membership completely.
In an age when fewer than twenty students on a campus
of over 10,000 are willing to run in the general elections, we
must ask ourselves why. Then we must make repairs.

Reopening the Subway ·at any cost' seems to be a priority
for some candidates. Considering how much money stands
simply to be lost by such a venture, any move warrants
reflection.
Privatizing the pub might actually work. Our advice: read
the fineprint. Allowing a private firm to take control of the pub
is a dangerous prospect, unless your business sense is good
enough to keep you from being burned by individuals who
have no particular interest in the well-being of the council.

Get people Involved in the Administration.
Students have positions on the university's Senate and
Board of Governors. More effort should be made to champion
students to these official campus bodies.
When students are being denied employment 'because
they're short,' denied basic rights by their professors (no
course outlines, essay topics, counselling etc.) and so on, a
students' council that doesn't work to erase these abuses is
a joke.

Decide what SAC really Is.

Reform the clubs.

SAC is ill; few of us would deny it.
To heal a thing, one must know how it looks when it is
healthy. When was SAC last healthy?
Hard to say. The council has been in debt for a long time.
Not as deep a debt as today's, but not in the black. A council
that collects more than $100 a year from each of more than
10,000 students should be able to tread water. What gives?
SAC is overextended. The cut-backs and position
eliminations this year were a step in the right direction. But
eliminating positions and dropping services won't do the trick
if no one knows what the council is supposed to look like in
the end. And if anyone knows, she hasn't said anything.

Student clubs should get more special events funding from
the council One way to get students interested in the council
is to support their many clubs.
On the other hand, certain clubs do not deserve to be
recognized as such by the council. Membership in every
ratified club must be open to all fee-paying students on this
campus. That is, if Joe pays fees, and Joe wants to be a
member of a ratified club, Joe is a member of that club. No
strings.
A review board should be established to field complaints.
If any fee-paying student is denied membership in a campus
club, that club should be decertified. As uncomplicated as this
requirement is, it is lost on at least two of our current executive
candidates.

Reconsider the Drug Plan.
SAC's prescription drug insurance plan is the single
biggest slice of the fee pie - 42e of every dollar of your
student fees.
This year, problems connected with the plan were legion.
Inefficiently managed, the drug plan became the most
frequent subject of complaints about council.
The drug plan is not a sacred cow. Anything a student
involuntarily pays $56 .50 for should be worth it. Is the drug
plan worth it?

Quit the Canadian Federation of Students.
Once a reliable organisation of student activists, the CFS
has become an ineffective group of suits. Their milquetoast
efforts to lobby the federal government on our behalf are less
and less worthy of the more than $4 every student at this
university pays them.
When the CFS poo-poos actions like the macaroni protest
on National Student Day {dctobef 17)._having done hothing

Take a stand against discrimination.
Sexism is a huge problem on this campus. Read the graffiti
in the bathrooms. Listen to conversations in the Grand
Marketplace. Hatred of women and their attempts to gain
respect and equality on this campus are everywhere.
SAC must support the Womyn's Centre financially and
morally, continue to involve itself in improving campus safety,
and encourage those who have been discriminated against
to take official action.
The Student Patrol is indispensable. It may as well be
considered the most important service SAC provides. More
support and time should be devoted to it.
Racism is a huge problem too. SAC must continue to
support its Human Rights Coordinator and the groups that
fight for justice. Things will not improve unless a genuine
commitment is made.

OPINIONS
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No democracy for Social S-cience
With on-;of only two presidential candidates dis uaf;r.- d
b
·
· , - .
.
.q
t,te ' mem ers of the untverslly s biggest society are left
'!'_0VOlCf!._!n
this year's executive elections.
. For the second year in a row, a person

by Kevin Wilson

Abe Elias, Chief Electoral Officer for
the Social Science Society (SSS) has saved
members the bother of electing a new
president.
In one of the only contested student
el~ct!ons th!s year, Elias disqualified
Kn stme Robmson, one of two candidates
vying for SSS presidency. Robinson was
tossed out of the race after her campaign
staff i~advertently hung three of her flyers
on painted surfaces in the Univer s ity
Centre , contravening SS S byl aw s.
What appears to be a minor gaffe by

Robinson and her supporters has turned
.
mto a major embarassment for the SSS.
Elias' interpretation and enforcement of
S SS bylaw s, however well -intentioned
can generously
be classified
as'

h

opele ssly ambiguous

and give broad

powers of interpretation to any official.
These powers and their misuse point to the
need for revisions to electoral bylaws .
Elias has made a terrible mistake in his
interpretation. Withawealthofoptionsand
b
fr
a num er .o tactors to weigh, Elias opted
for the s imple st solution . Rather than
simply forcing Robinson to remove the

ham.-han~ed. One can hardly say that
Robmso_n s punishment fits the 'crime.' By
comparison , SAC CEO Sergio Gome s'
treatment of vice -presidential candidate
Angelo Epifani seem s tame .

posters in que stion, Elias chose to take the
presidency out of the hands of the voters. It
hasn ' t been there for a while.

There is no de nying that el ectoral
bylaw s in most student organizations are

Sage words from the senator
Note: Student Senator Greg Kindiak wrote
us this piece a few weeks ago, but we were
una~le t? print it at that time. Although
nominations for the senatorial position are
closed, and our three senators are acclaimed, we feel Kindiak 's comments are
still topical. Consider them words of advice
for Michael Cummins, Sean Dass, and
Paul Quenneville.
by Greg Kindiak
This article is for any student who is
considering running for Student Senator in
the next SAC election, or, for that matter,
anyone who is curious about the position.
The senate is one of many government
bodies at the University of Windsor. 40
peo ple si t on the senate: Clean:,, p 1ur=v1:,,
students and staff. Three undergraduate
and two graduate students are elected to the
senate every year.
In general, its mandate is to uphold the

Leftists
Dear Editor,
Talking with a lot of students, I see that
the anti-war movement on campus has a
very bad reputation amongst most people
here due to the irresponsible actions of
some who have jumped on the anti-war
bandwagon with ulterior motives. A lot of
students react negatively to the anti-war
message due to the fact that the Peace
movement
is regarded
as "full of
communists." I myself am against this
unjust war, and I and maRy other anti-war
people are insulte'1 by the presence at
meetings and del'llOMtrations of vocal
leftist groups. I have nodliwtgat all against
their help as indivi4utis, bttt it is unfair that
they should sidetrack Ille Peace movement
with their political ~bHcations
and
rhetoric. The Peace1118Ve111ewtstletlkl exist
to stop the war - not as 80IM vehicle for
political ideolegies of 11111
stripe! Why
caa't, if these politices a. .INiy interested
in ending dK war, 1htifdltbl groupsstick
to die iss~ - peacet For eae &bing,it
wou14 NRprove our i.._., aad it would
also stop the alieaati0A.t fll9RY poteatial
supporters. This it an issue ef Peace, not

Politics.

Sincerely,
Jeyce Wilffams

Smoked
Dear Editor,
I don't know whether you've noticed,
but smokers at this university aren't very
polite anymore.
They smoke in the
hallways during class breaks (not allowed).
Lately they have even taken to smoking in
the clearly-marked no-smoking section of
the cafeteria in the University Centre.

enviro-tip

high quality of our academic programmes
learning the ropes of any institution can
and to maintain the overall functioning of
take time. For this reason, I kept relatively
the ~niver s ity . The senate frequently
quiet during the Fall 1990 semester. But
considers changes to the university by-laws
now that I feel I know how the bureaucratic
- anything from revising procedures for c~annels work, I can actually help make a
appointing
a new dean, to the rules
difference . This semester, there is a student
governing examinations.
senator petition which will make the
How much time being a senator takes
official Coat of Arms accessible for
out of your study week is relative. Like
particular
items of clothing
in the
anything in life, 'it is what you make it. · As bookstore. I believe that this pc:tition will
a senator, you are obligated to attend e•,ery help initiate a long-term phasing out of our
meeting of SAC and the senate, as well as current logo, which is highly unpopular.
the meeting of senate sub-committees on
If you have any questions regarding the
which you sit. A student senator sits on
by-laws of the Senate of the University of
three sub-committees out of about ele\'en.
Windsor, or if you just want to see what's
Merely to attend these meetings can take going on, drop by the Student Senators'
up as much as ten hours oer week, if thf'v Q ,.f,·rp on , .. _ =""-d n,
_,.
O U U G t,Ji-""'U
LV l.~U
O h ,lUU
\. U t, -:,1.llll.\,,,
"1"1'"''-'A)
o T, ::,
M "rJ.Y
7 ,,,. ,·UH; • • .e.c.v, •nt:1"0l" "" v . ""' ~ _..M .. has happened to me twice this semester.
3208. If you ~annot reach us,. please leave
Usually, the meetings involve a total of
amessageatinoneofourma1lboxesatthe
about five hours per week.
SAC office or at the front desk of the
I would like to conclude by saying how
library.
D

.L_.

collective rights of the student community.
Apparently Gomes felt his command of
slander law was so proficient (sic) that he
didn't need to consult a trained lawyer. His
authority to prohibit campaign materials is
limited by strict criteria enumerated in the
electoral guidelines, which deal with time,
Sincerely, place, and size issues. Gomes is absolutley
Teresa Moore (sic) incorrect to state that "such decisions
are at his discretion." Discretion is not an
attribute granted to this position for the
simple rationale that discretion is a licence
for abuse arid Gomes certainly sunk [sic) to
Dear Editor,
a new level of abuse.
This letter concerns the recent decision
The election for vice president should
of the Students' Administrative Council's
Chief Electoral Officer Sergio Gomes to be delayed and conducted so that the
harmed candidate may properly campaign
censor a SAC vice presidential candidate's
election posters. Gomes has committed the free of interference. SAC should issue and
apology to Epifani. Gomes acted beyond
unpardonable
sin of squelching
the
ligitimate, Aecessaryand constitutionaNy tile scope of his position. He failed to obtain
protected right of free speech. AppareMly legal a'1vice.
Sincerely,
GOffles hasn't taken the time to review the
Chris Mclatyre
CanadianConstitution; if he had he wouhl
have shttlrbledacross section 2(b), wlticla
provide& lhat "everyone has f.ree4oal of
th()llght, belief, opinion an exp,e~ioll,
itlcllldiag freedom of the press aad other Dear Etliter,
media of COfflOlunication." Perhaps Goines
I ant wri&illg&hisletter to let off some
feels coMfortable in the company of book
frustrations. l couider
myself to be a
b1JJRers and rednecks opposed k> free
reasonable peF80R.
BYt I am at the breaking
speec:11,ht he has violated the constitulion
point. Let me tell you of my sad tale, to
and overstepped his powers as CEO by some it may be amusing; to the rest of you
imposing his own incorrect, narrowminded
witl be ashamed.
views on the student community.
I thought this was going to be a perfect
Gomes compounds his sin by claiming
year, I have a nice room in the New
that his position grants him the power to residence. The only problem that I had was
serve as the guardian of SAC's image. Had
getting a parking spot close to where I live.
he read his job description Gomes would
Like many people in residence I couldn't
realize his only function is to oversee and
get a parking place. I resorted to parking on
administer elections. SAC has retained
Sunset. Big mistake! This is the walk way
legal councel to provide advice on legal
from Faces. everyone from the Quad has to
matters
in order
that law school
walkdownthisstreettogethome.lfound
want-a-be's
(.\ic) like Gomes won't
thisouttoolate.
When asked to butt out a lot of them stare
at you in disbelief as if to say, "You mean
rules are for me too?"
Their self-centred
behaviour
is
especially
harmful to those who are
adversely affected by second-hand smoke.
Please get them to stop!

Gomes

Pissed

, Ff'i1P~f3f.i
!lhCfQ;'ifil~csoc 1fwnmomi~

me
, .,

will be acclaimed to the SSS top spot.
Voters will not even have the opportunity
to cast a ballot to support or oppose the
remaining candidate, Trina Bura . This lack
of democracy in the largest student society
on campus, one with more than 5,000
members and a budget in excess of
$40 ,000, is appalling.
. Students of the Faculty of Social
Sci ence have been denied one of their most
important rights - the right to select their
own repres entative s. They should demand
another election.
0

You can help reduce waste on
campus , particularly at all the Food
Services outlets (Vanier Hall, the Grand
Marketplace,
Crocodile,
Mini Mart
etc.). Here ·s how:
• Stop using take-out containers when
eating in at Vanier Hall. If there are no
plates or silverware available, ask for
them .
• Stop using the take-out services altogether, or at least cut down.
• Use milk in your coffee: avoid individual creamers in plastic containers.
• If you drink coffee, tea, milk, hot
chocolate, pop or juice, bring your own
mug to _school.
["I:11s week ' s Ii~ is courtesy of the
EAA sCOmmltlCC
Food Services
Committee
,- Other
01 IOC t:.i'\A,
pu.:·=If - - ,--attend the EAA's general meetings~ _
they're
every other week, 4 pm
Wednesday at the Grad House.I

year. Somebody walked on my car. The
individuals walked from front to end. They
started from the front bumper to the roof:
where someone decided to jump up and
down to cause more damage, and slide
down the hatch. If walking on the car was
not enough the persons picked up the back
end, and moved it from the street to the
grass on the side. So down to the police
station I go and fill out a report. I thought
this would never happen again, what are
the odds? Right!
Less than a month later it happened
again! This time there was less damage.
But I had running shoe marks en my front
hood and the roof. I didn't evea .eport it to
the police. What was the poilll?
llten a short time later SOl8C ignorant
bas&ardpissed on the passenpreide of the
car. What can you say? If pisailwonthe car
wasn't enough, someone deci411d that dtey
were going to spit on my car. Were not
talking normal spit, we are allirtg super
spit, it took alot of cleaning ..-..Sing and
sweariagto get the huge haileeff.
1fbea on Hatloween my •IJOl egged.
I am still trying to get the ~ egg off,
I hM'e tried ever1hing eJrolllllor a blow

t4>rola.
In closing I woutd like tep,iat out that
alt this has caused my i11st1rance
19 go up.

It is no wonder considerisag dial it.ere has
been $1500 damage done to lhecar.
I have one thing to say to the drunks that
walk back from Faces on Wednesday
night: Some of you have no respect for
people's property - you know who you
are. Go to Hell! The only thingthat keeps
me from getting really mad is that I will
have pleasure in knowing that the same
thing is going to happen to you one day.
You'll be the victim! Just park on Sunset!
~

Sinl"erely,
A Pissed Off Student
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StudentSidingand
WindowCleaning

Natives trained for "white world"

• A summer ..«4ffll)loymenl
opportunity

• Polential eernongs $1000.00 per
_.
or mo<e
• Complete stall up package only
$3000.00
• Student Bank L.oens available

No~ hi · Nt RIJll!l

-·
Ta -

a cornplelAI o,IQnna!,on package

A·1 PowerWasllEquipment
P. 0. lox 3072

Tecamsell,Olll N8H2M3

End of year Blow out!!!
Students needed to
promote end of year trip to
CANCUN MEXICO! Earn
commissions $$$, free
trips and valuable work ex-;
perience. Apply now!! Two
positions are available to
start right away, call Student Travel Service, 1-800265-1799. Ask for T .J.

\\\e

oIOshrllelaGh
'])etroit's
Irisli Pu6

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

classifieds
FOR SALE: quetin size futon
frame (foldsinto couch) • $80; also
: ge mvove
1nthe most exciting business opportunity of the 90 s and profit
profit.profit!For more lnformallo~
call 972-9041 for the 24 hour
recorded message.
COMPUTERS FOR SALE: XT s

from $499 . AT's from $650.
Guaranteed 100% IBM compatible. 1 year full parts & labour
warranty.Call Rickat 977-9159
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: 973-7034 Located be-

tween the University Centre &
Huron Church Ad. Masses: Sundays at 10:30am & 4:30pm. Mondays at 11·50am: Liturgyof the
Word. Tuesdays at 5pm followed
by a dinner at cost pnce. Wednesday to Fnday:11:50am.Allare welcome to attend. Feel free to drop
by the Gale for coffee. to use the
Libraryfor study, or Justcome and
relax.
ROOMS FOR RENT: single &
double rooms. private bathrooms
shared kitchen& laundry facilities'
furnished or unfurnished. 585 Mili
at Wyandotte. call 256-7386 or
971-7421, leave a message.
SUMMER JOBS: SpringtimeGarden Centres lid is hiring retail
salespersons
No experience
necessary. Enthus1asum essential. Information& appflcat,onavallable at the Career Planning &
Placement Centre, Room 163 011_
Ion Hall.
'
MCGREGOR 3 BEDROOM main
floor $800 & 1 bedroom lower
apartment $550. Both include
utilities, fridge, stove, central arr,
laundry fac1llt1es avail. 726 _
5090/726-6749
WOMEN'S CENTRE: volunteers
are needed for a campus audit to
be conducted Thursday. March 7.
Contact the Women's Centre, 2nd
floor,UniversityCentre, or the SAC
ext.. Leave your name and phone
number.
ARE YOU DOWN & FEELING
LOW? ThingsJUSIaren't going the

wayyou'dlikethemtogo?Well we
at the Peer Support Centre 'are
here lo listen,to care, and to share
our time withyou, all 1nstrict confidence. We offer a vanety of serVICeS & counsellingif needed.Drop
by to see what we are all about
2nd floor.UniversityCentre or give
us a can· 256-PEER. Students
helpingstudents.
GUITAR AMPLIFIER WANTED:
40 wattsor more.Call Rick

9078 Leave !"essage

at 256-

OTTAWA (CUP)Would you
enrol in an education system that
taught you your culture was extinct?
Most native students don't.
"The Canadian school S) stem
is seen as a tool of assimilation,"
said Martin Dunn of the Native
School of Canada.
"The curriculum is irrelevant
to my experience and understanding
of Canada,"
said
Melodie Johnnie, a fourth-year
student al the University of Winnipeg.
Johnnie, a commissioner for
the Canadian
Federation
of
Students' Aboriginal Students
Constituency Group, said the
material being taught at Canadian
high schools, colleges and universities is racist and ethnocentric.
Other students say that while
professors are often supportive,
~ hat little they do know of
aboriginal cultures is usually
gleaned from books written by
non-natives.
Because non-native teachers
at the primary and secondary
level know little about aboriginal
culture, they often judge students
- by their own standards - as
shy, disinterested or stupid. As a
result many students are streamed
into general
or vocational
programmes, rather than the courses required for uni\ ersity.
"It's a struggle even to finish
high school," Johnnie remarked.
Sylvie Sioufi, a researcher for
the Canadian Federation of Students, also pointed that "There are
no post-secondary institutions on
reserve::.. For many students, then,

means moving away from home.
It's very expensive, and that discourages a lot of people."
Moving away also means forsaking the emotional and spiritual
support of their community.
Dunn said some native students look at a university educa-

SAC
presents

Income
TAX
Clinic
FREE of CHARGE
Date:
March 4-5
Time:
11 am-12 noon
Place:
Assumption
Lounge,
University Centre
to aid students with
their tax returns. We"
are not accountants
and have the right to
refuse anyone.

will leave the community to ~ork
else~here."
The Canadian school S)stem
teaches that there's no socioeconomic future for natives as natives, he says.
"They're training natives for a
white man's world."
:::J

NDP reneges on promises

IIA<P
along with

lion as a way to learn skills they
can take back to their community.
"But the reality is that there
isn't much use in their community
for the skills they've learned,' he
said. "People in the aboriginal
community
can't pay high
salaries. and so the nath e students

by Karen Hill
TORONTO (CUP) - Breaking
its long-standing tradition of supporting a tuition fee freeze,
Ontario's
New Democratic
government announced an eight
percent increase February 11.
Observers were surprised and
dismayed by the announcement.
"It would be difficult to look
at [the] announcement and realise
there's been a change in government," said Glen Brown of the
Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations.
Tim Jackson, Ontario Federation of Students' chair, agreed:
"This could have come out of
Sean Conway's office," he said.
Conway is the former Liberal
minister of colleges and universities.
Provincial treasurer Floyd
Laughren announced the increase
while unveiling a 7.3 percent increase in operating grants to
universities. Last year, the Liberal
government boosted both fees
and operating grants by eight per
cent.
Funding will be increased by
$132.7 million, bringing the

province ·s total contribution to
$1.96 billion And money from a
pay equi ty plan will add another
$14 million or $15 million,
making the total increase about
eight per cent, said government
official Jamie MacKay.
MacKay also said more
money would go into the
province's loan plan to accommodate the fee increase, although

he would not specify an amount.
NOP policy calls for a freeze
in fee increases, leading toward
the abolition of such hikes. When
asked about the policy, MacKay
said, "I don't know if that's the
position of the government, although I know it was the position
of the party. The economic situation has made it very difficult to
deal with a lot of these things." ::J

Help needed for audit
by Shari Hoppin
Students who want a safer campus will have the chance to contribute personally to this goal when a safety audit is carried out on
Thursday, March 7.
Anyone, male or female, interested in taking part may contact Margaret P arsons at the Womyn 's Centre.
Participants will meet at Assumption Lounge at 6 pm on the e\'ening of the audit, which is expected to be completed by 9 pm. They
should wear warm clothing and comfortable walking shoes, and bring
a notebook and pen to take notes as the) inspect the campus.
Dr Ann McCabe. assistant vice-president academic and one of the
organisers of the audit, said it will cover the campus, extending as far
as the Human Kinetics Building. although possibly not the Faculty of
Education.
McCabe pointed out that "There's no way to make a campus totally safe. People have to attend to certain kinds of risks. We 'JI try to introduce any safety measures we can, but that doesn·t relieve the

:J

Line up that summer job early.

We can help.
Contact
Career Planning and Placement
Room 163, Dillon Hall.
'
A tree

died

for

this

paper.

PASS IT ON.

Volunteers needed
for a Campus
Safety Audit on
Thursday March
7th.
Please leave
name and
number at
Women's Centre
or SAC office or
phone extension
3905/3906.
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celebrateeachotherandourselves,and I don'tbelievethat the
twocanbe disconnected.'
MarkFalcioni,a third-yearstudentin religiousstudiesfrom
SaultSte. Marie,organizesan outreachprogramto BeaconHill
RestHomeeveryThursday.Explaining
whyhegetsinvolved,Mark
saysthatit is his wayof givingsomethingbackto the community
that'sgivenhimso much.He sayshecomesbackto Assumption
becauseof thefriendshipshe hasestablished
there.
"It'sa placewhereyoucaninteractat a spirituallevel:spiritual
beingthatyoucanopenlyandhonestlysharewhatyou'refeeling
insideandexperience
someof the aspectsthataretruestin life."
Jack
Lafleur,
a
fourth-year
studentin sociologyand religious
Like the TV bar
Cheers, Assumption studies,leads a folk choir at the Tuesdaynight masses.He
describesAssumption
as being"convenient·and "comfortable."
college is a daily
Overall,however,hecomesbackfor thewarmthhe sooftenfinds
gathering spot for
people that may be
there.
"Thechaplainsprovidea widerangeof programs,as wellas
quite different from
a lotof theirowntimeto listen.It'snotjustspiritualcounselling,
but
each other as far as
their backgrounds
and personalcounselling.•
StephanieMcIntyre,a third-yearpsychology
student,is chairinterests are concerned. But beyond personfor thePeerMinistryGroup.The groupis a moreintimate
thesedifferencesthey communityof studentswhoarecommittedto performingspecial
ShesaysthatAssumption
is a place
aHbelongto one big functionsfortheCommunity.
for herto callon in bothgoodtimesandbad.
family.
"It'sa placewhereyoucancomeandbeyourself,at yourbest
Formanystudents
You don't
on campus,Assump- and at yourworst,and be acceptedunconditionally.
tionis a placetheycall comeherehavingto weara mask,or to feel a certainwaywhen
you'renot.Throughthe friendshipsthataresownhere,yourtrue
a secondhome.Butin
manycases,Assump- selfis revealedandaffirmed."
SlephariealsoexplainswhytheAssumption
Community
is so
tion is simply home.
ButAssumption
stands differentfromsimplyattendinga massoncea week."It'sanevery
for morethan just the daything,wherestudentscan liveout theirfaithandlearnmore
richly gothic piece of
aboutit."
MintaSmart,alsoa third-yearpsychology
studentfromToronarchitecture
that
Steering
Committee
for
three.years,
standsjust offof Huron to anda memberof the
.
. points

"TherearemanyI callmyfriends.Welaugha lot,wesiptea,munch
good food,and discussour successesor politicsor clothesor
others.Butthereareveryfewof myfriendsI willturnto if I fallflat
on myfaceorgetlostin thefog.TherearehardlyanyI totallytrust;
peoplewhowillnevercommerdalize
onme,peoplewhoknowhow
brashtheworldcanbe, peoplewhowillbelievein mybasicgood...
evenwhenthebadis showing.•
- Anonymous

BY JOHN

MARENTETTE

characer of this o d
Windsormonument
extendsmuchfurtherthan this. For all the
good thingsAssumption
has to offer, its best asset is simply
people. Assumption
standsfor a close-knitgroupof studentswho
essentially
makethe placewhatit is: a community;
morespecifi-

caHy,a communityof Catholicswhobelievein strengthening
their
faith,especiallyduringthosesometimesoverlydemandingand
uncertainperiodsof post-adolescent
~fe.
The paidstaffat Assumptionincludesa chaplaincyteamof
four members.FatherPaurMcGilhas beenAssumption's
head
chaplaineversincecomingfromtheUniversity
of WesternOntario
in 1985.DorothyMcDougall,alsoa chaplain,is servingherfirst
year, having originated from Sudbury.Eleanor Reeve,the
secretary,has been heresince1978whilepastoralassistantSteve
Lozinski,also a 1990graduatefromWindsorin publicadministration,roundsoutthededicatedteamof individuals.
To thosewho want evenmorethanwhat attendingweekly
churchservicewouldprovidethemwith,the chaplaincy
teamoffers a widea,rayof programsthat are free for studentsto par.
ticipatein. Whie Massis offeredon a dallybasis, thereare also
retreats,prayergroups,spiritualitygroups,and other special
events.The weeklygatheringsfor Mass,supper,and a social
eventon Tuesdaynightsat Assumptionis for manystudentsthe
highpointofan Olherwisebusyworkweek.
·1 believeAssumptionrepresentsa new directionfor the
Churchas a whole,•SteveLozinskisays."It's a placewherethe
emphasis
is on community
andpersonalgrowth.It allowsfor discussions ofcurrentissues, forchalengingthe pastdirectionsof
the Churchandlooking
intothe future.Assumption
gives people
a chanceto do morethanjust go to churchoncea week;but to
truly become involved
in Christiancommuniy- a chalenging
prospect.butwel worththe effort..
ForLozinski,
especially,the job is a chanceto give backmore
lo the communilybydoingfull-timesomeof the thingshe volunlaered toras a stud8l1.Buthe also explainswhy manystudents
sinplyeniOY
making
useof lhe friendlypremises,
comingback to
Asaunption someti11111S
evenon a ddy basis. "Assumption
provides
a placewherepeoplecanrelaxandunwindin a safe and
comb1ableenvironment.
It's a wayto removeyourselffromthe
haclcpaceof campuslife.
we*',ggle wilhsomeoflhe preco11C8Md
notionsthal
peoplehave of lhe Ctuch. The Churchshwd be a place of joy
andcelebrallon
that welcomesin al people.Therearetoo many
negail,a illlagesof lhe CtuchbeingQlj oftouchwilhthe way
peoplen loday,as beinga placeof 'bibleltunpefs'or'holy
rollers'.
Aslumplion
is abcu normal
peoplewhogatherto learn
fromeachother,sharefriendships
andhelpeach olherthrough
personal
slruggles.Wegalherto celebrale
lheMass,butalsoto

, '**

campus.
"Thisis wheremy closestfriendshangout andii givesme a
chanceto slayin touchwiththemeveryday.Attimes.I findit hard
to stayconnected
withmyotherfriendswhentheuniversityscene
seemsso vastat times.It's hardto find a certainmeetingplace,
butAssumption
givesthat."
ElameGillan,a first-yeardramastudent.likesthe waysheis
receivedat Assumption
uponenteringthe building."Ikeepcoming back becauseeverytime I walk in, I am immediatelywelcomed,'shesays."MyfriendssmileandI get at leastonehuga
day!"
Elainealsoenjoysherrolein thepreparation
of celebrating
the
Mass.
"I got involved
in the liturgyfor myownpersonalgrowth,"she
says."I wantedto improvemy relationship
with Godand others
and I findthat praisingGodthroughdrama,danceandmusicnot
onlyhelpsmefullyunderstand
the messagebutotherpeople,too.
SeeingtheWorddancedor dramatizedreallyhelpsto conveyits
meaning;moreso thanbyjust readingit or hearingit.•
JustineAgocs,a third-yearstudent,describesAssumption
as
beingoneof themostsignificantpartsof heruniversityeducation.
Notincludingit in heruniversitylife,shecontends,
wouldmakeher
ownlife incompleteat a timewhenshe seesmanyfriendsof her
ownagelevelbecome unraveledand unfocused.
"Thepeopletherechalengemein personalandspiritualways
throughtheirfriendships,
andthishascausedmy perspective
on
life to be broadened.Althoughuniversity,to me, is a time for
academicstressand partying,al this wouldbe less meaningful
wilhoutthe opportunityto growin olher ways.•
Justineis also a co-ordinator
for thenextAntiochretreat,and
heads a teamofstudentswhohelpto makethe bi-yearly,Assumplion-sponsored
weekenda huge success.
The nextonetakes
place on March8 at Holy Redeemer Colege, and Justineencourages
anystudentwhois interestedin a spiritualand faith.tied
experiencelo attend.AssllllJ)tion'sAntiochteamhelpstofacililate
a movingweekendbyproviding
talesonrelationships.
Sometalks
lor the weekendincule; "My Relallonshipswith Others,. "My
RelationstipwithGod,•"MyRelationshipswilhMysell"and "The
ChristianCal to Fldelly.• These seninars are just a few of the
waystoryoungadullslo learnabcu the experiencesoftheirpeers.
She says I is fascinatinghowthe pa,s torlhe weekendarealreadystar1lngto unfoldwilhinmembersof the team."Thewhole
thingIsveryexciting,"she adds. WWe
a,e al lookingforwardto an

awesome
weekend.•
lateur, a c:o-onlnalortorthe lastAntioch
relreat(inOctober),
definesthe weekend'ssuccessby the amountof newstudents
whodecideto establishthemselveswithinthe AssumptionCommunityaftarward.
"It's a veryorganizedweekend,•Jack clains,

"butlaidbackenoughwherepeoplea,efreeto experience
Godat
theirownpace.I wouldrecommend
it to anystudentwhois look·
ing to meet a great bunch of peopleand possiblyform some
lifelongfriendships.•
AngelaDavid,a third-yeardrama-in-education
student,tels
whatthelast Antiochretreatdidfor her.Assomeonewhoinltialy
alelldedMasseach weekat Assumption,she knewtheweekend
wasa chance lo expandher horizons.
"Onethinfl
ii cld wasintroduce
meto a communityof people
whowerestudentsIkemyseffand sharedthesamefaith.Because
it'snotpartof mycurriculum,Assumption
alowedmeto express,
share, and expelie11ce
myfalh in everydaylife.It leftmefeelinga
strongaflrmalion
fromothers aboutthe thingsI believedin.•
Ukemanyothers,Angelahesitatedto furtherInvolve
herself
in the churchcommunitybecause she didn'tknowanyoneon a
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personal basis. Mhoughshe describesherselfashavingaeady

been 'religious' beforejoining lhe comrnunily,in feeing lhe
genuinebonds of such a close-knilcomrnunily
I Angelabeleves
herfMh has becomeevengreater.
'It's niceto be able to goto yourpeers,notjustforsupportin
personal struggleswilh friendsand famly members, butforsupport in spiritualstruggles. As for lhe reasonswhypeople get inVOM!d,
I leel that Assumptionis Ice any oltl8f social lllit. It's
anotherwayfor peopleto expresswhothey are.Theystun their
interesls,as wel as lheirtalenls.'
LoriHasulo,a ltird-yearbiologystudent,seesAssumption
as
a wholesomesocialoullelto universityife. 'It's anexperience
you
can'tgain tom dass . Peoplerealy knowyou for who youare.
You're notjustanolher
number.•
Loriis alsothe programming
directorfor the 1991Canaclan

CatholicStudents'Conference
, to be heldonourveryownUniversityofWindsorcampusfromAugust17to 22. Lastyear'seventin
Calgary,Alberta, had over150 students,wilhAssumption
representingneartya tenth of the wholecounlry'saltendance. The
strengthandcommilment
of the AssumptionCommriy wasone
of the mainreasonswhythey decidedto host the eventthisyear.
Althoughthe inmense preparalionsand fund-raisinghave the
communily
saamblngalready Lori,. thaleverythingappears
to be goingaccordingto plan. 'We'vewrittento al the universities
in Canada,•she says. 'We'realso makilga promotional
video to
publcize lhe Conference,
as welasourll1iversilyin general.•
The themetor this year's conference
is 'Bridgingthe Gap.•
I

Someof the issues addressed
wil be relationships
, personaland
spiritualgrowth,socialjustice, and environmental
concems
. 'The
Co11fere11ce
alows sludenls to havea lot of input.•says Hamo.

srhey canexpectto leama lot and makefriendsfromuniversities
al acrossCanada
.·
BernardMacdonaldhas been a mainlenancepersonal Assumption lor (NfJI sixteenye,n . Over lhe years.he admlls to
havingseenanost everything. 'I've seenmanystudents come
and go. SomeInd theirmateshereandget married. It'sstar1ing
to pickupagain.
Throughcu118love, warmlh,and inlimacyof thisi,881 comnriy of )'OIJfl9adulls, the teeing is oneof hope. Buiwhenal is
said and done, the peoplewho weretouchedby Assumption
wl
alwaysrememberthebuldingthalseemed to wilhstandlhe physical elemenlsof a rulhlessWOftd
. Forever,therewil be a place in
theirhearts,knownonlyby a singlemagicword: Asunpfloo . Bui
beforethese sludenls moveonto newlivesand careers,Assumptionis therefor them.
As
EleanorReevesays,'The c:oleeis alRys on,
I

I
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CJAM's Weekly Top 50 Current Albums'
For the Week Ending February 17th, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Prese/lo (Program Director)
Numol
Lat Ths WkaH
Wk Wk Current

Tlte Ca11adia11
Flo~ h)' Ja,on Cowell.

lance

photo by Cordwainer Bird

Stamp out nature at Lebel
Vanishing Woodlands : Variations on a Theme

Undergrad student exhibition
Lebel Gallery
February 18 - 22

by Karl Mamer
Hurry! You have two days at
best to catch Lebel 's latest exhibit ion, Vanishing Woodlands:
Variations on a theme.
Playing on the cliches and
emotionally impacting imagery
used by the environmental
movement, the students convey
the important,
underlying
message of the deteriorating
biosphere with inventive humour.
Though the witless might read
Vanishing Woodlands wrong and
maybe call the police, or come by
the school with their own
chainsaws, the joke is not on those
working selflessly to save the
world. The joke is on all of us.
Entering the gallery, one
walks by Ketherine Matovi(:'s

TM Death, a tree lymg m state.
The bough's glass sarcophagus is
set on a cenotaph, reading "Here

lies the tree. RIP. 00 - 1991."
Dawn Darby also uses
funereal imagery. On one side of
her Metropolis, a city of metal and
glass rises. The reverse side is a
drab, grey tombstone. The stone
is engraved not with a name but
with a number: RIP Lot 24.
Darby's city is a mass grave.
The two cleverest works are
Growth by Ken Drouillard and
What's Next by Lori O'Meara.
Growth is a simple landscape
of trees. Drouillard has supressed
the sense of depth in his work to
highlight an actual foam brick
sprouting from the canvas - a
simple but effective visual gag.
What's Next is a cute spoof on
work that enlists the participation
of the viewer. Rows of nature
scenes have been stamped over
with a red circle and bar (0),
commonly seen on 'No Parking '
signs and Ghost Busters lunch
pails. As the eye tracks along and
down the scenes, it comes to rest
on an unstamped question mark.
Tacked to the wall is a pre-inked
0-stamper.
So. now. Pet tn it

I know you'rec.
busy,
but ...
Have you attended
workshops
in
resume preparation
and completing
the
ACCIS form?

A

~.

Get details from the Career
Plannrng and Placement office. Room 163 Dillon Hall.
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Artist

Neme ol Album

Record Label
(C•CAN)

Vanous
Thru The Loolong Glass 66
lmagnary
Dream Warnors
And Now The Legacy
Island (C)
Carter the Unstoppable
Bloodsport for All
Rough Trade
Pop w,11
Eat Itself
Cure for San ty
BMG
Dart:ng Buds, The
Crswdaddy
CBS
Darks1de,The
All Thal Noise
Beggars Banquet
Kitchens of D:stlnction
Dnve That Fast
A&M
Las. The
TheLB's
GoD:sks
Norths:de
My R,s,ng Star
Factory
Flying Bulgar Klezmerband Flying Butgsi
Flyln Bulger (C)
Aide
Nowhere
Creation
Hoflowmen,The
Cresta
Arista
Slowdive
Slowd1V8EP
Creation
Fast Automatic Daffodils
P,geonhole
Play 11Aga:n Sam
Smashing Orange
Only Complete In You
Ringers lactate
Faryna, Emily
Return of the Repressed
Spiral (C)
Birdland
Everybody Needs Somebody
Lazy
Trash Can S1natras.The
Cake
Go• Disks
Str8Jtjacke1Fits
Meft
Flying Nun
Jesus Jones
Doubt
Cap,tol
Martey, Bob
Ta 'JunBlues
Island
Vanous
CFNY Sampler
Molson Can. (C)
Sandk ngs. The
Eartnwheel
Sugarbeach
29Crash
3s Collide
Independent (Cl
Cranes, The
Espero
Dedcated
Slur
ShesSoHgh
Food
My Jealous God
Pray
Rough Trade
Maiesty Crush, The
The M8.JeStyCrush
Independent
Jazz 8U1cher
Cutt of the Basement
Polygram
Judybats, The
Native Son
s,re
Hysterical Male, The
The Hyslencal Male
Socan (C)
Hgh, The
Somewhere Soon
Polygram
Aswad
Too Wicked
Mango
Beautiful South, The
Choke
Polygram
Chanones. The
Liar
Cherry Red
F1ggyDuff
Weather Out the Storm
A&M (C)
Beyond
Ouantum Bummer
Epidemic (C)
Boo Radleys
Kale1descope
Rough Trade
Dinosaur Jr
The Wagon - 12"
Blanco y Negro
Heads Up'
Soul Bro1her Cns1s
Emergo
Connels, The
One Simple Word
MCA
Vanous
Electro-Clps
Diffusion (C)
Vanous
Rutles Highway Revisited
Shmmyd:sc
Pain Teens
BornmBlood
Trance
Eleventh Dream Day
UVedto TeH
Allan C
Hawkw:nd
Space Bandits
GWR
Ash Daniel
Com1ngDown
Bt,ggars Banquet
Lunar Bear Ensemble
Lunar Bear Ensemble
MUWMs
F!roclatTh•
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Get off the ice and hit the beach!

''BLUE'S BEACH BASH''
Saturday, March 2
Contests; cash prizes
"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.

~~~~..::::::::2~5~~D~O~N~S~:!'..-:-::-::-::-::=:=:=:=:=::::::::::::::;~
·t:•'h---,
the;:ETS
OF CANADA ARISE! Don , t know whicEY-Licensed Unde<

Your country needs you!
And more importantly your

Prep Courses for

paper needs youl We
require your original poems
about Canadian unity. (And
you thought we wanted your
19 year-old body to die
fighting for countries with
democracy only for men.)

MAR t6GMAT

JUNE 1 GRE
JUNE LSAT

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
• bCO• S

• he•t>alap01hecary
• 1a,01ca•ds

Don't wait
'til
you graduate
to find out.

Be audacious , courageous,

• CtySlcllS

• ,ncense
• classes

Magick
Store
~~~
.· Futon
~~Futon
Mex,canJacket
8 S1yles
S14.95

way tO go?

seditious, expressive, !')atriotic, be brief (no mo~k-Viking
epics of over 2000 lines will be accepted - even tf they are

Come in for career counse/ling .R

Career Planning and Placement, oom

1think it's time
for a change at SAC.

done by real Vikings) .
Send drop or deliver your best work to Courofficde: by
,
·
.
.
.
La
,
February 28 for mclus,on tn the
nee s

Elect

ana ,an

ANGELO
EPIFANI

Unity Poetry Supplement.

))_

V/g~
..

Unusual Gilt Ideasfor Body.Sp111t
& Mind

163 Dillon Hall.
,

·11 be considered for publication and
All entr ies w,
. .
.
subsequent delivery to the Spicer Comm1ss1onon Canadian

Vice-President

tNT(RNATlONAL
BAZAAA un· .

and you will get that change.

255 Ouellette.2nd Floor
252-8686

SAC GENERAL

ELECTION

1991

Advanced Polls: February 20, 1991
From 9:00 am to 7:00 pm at the University Centre
Regular Polls: February 21, 1991
From 9:00 am to 4:00 pm as stated below

Polling Stations
Dramatic Arts Building .......•.................................................................

Drama and Visual Arts Undergrad

~~ EILlitciin~
...............................................................................................................~ic:: lJrl(Jftr~clCI
ButS~&I~l:3lJilctir,~
..................................................................................................... Ill.Ifs~
~&let
Essex Hal .............................................. ................................................................ Er,gineermgStlJclerlts
St. Denis Centre ............................................................................................ Human KirleticsUndergrad

Erie HaH.................................................................................................
Science and Nursing Undergrad
University Centre ........................... .................................................................. SociaJ Science Undergrad
Law Building .........................................................................................................
............. ..Law Students
Educati<>nBuilclin~ .................... ...................................................................... ........... Eclucati<>nStudents
Vanier Hall ....................................... All students in Mac, Laurier, Cartier and C<>clyHallls v<>tein Vanier
they cl<>n<>tvote at their faculty stati<>ns

Come cast your vote!
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUANOWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed.Feb. 13
Guelph 97 Windsor 74
Sat. Feb. 16
Waterloo 100 Windsor 77

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor 5 Queen's 2
Sun.Feb.17
Windsor 8 RMC 4

Men's Volleyball
Sat. Feb. 16
Laurier def. Windsor (15-10,
15-7, 15-17, 15-13)

Women's Basketball
Sat. Feb. 16
Windsor 78 Waterloo 45

Women's Volleyball
Sat. Feb. 16
Laurier def. Winsor (15-11,
15-10, 15-0)

Track and Field
Sat. Feb. 16

Lancers drop three in two games
by Glenn Sutherland

and

Da,e Briggs
The Lancer men's basketball
season got a little more gloomy
last week when the team not only
dropped two more games, but was
required to forfeit its only victory
of the year.
The team's home victory over
the Laurier Golden Hawks on
Saturday, January 12 was overturned by the Ontario University
Athletic Association (OUAA)
when it was discoverd that Lancer
Dennis Byrne was not eligible to
play. Byrne contributed points for
Windsor's cause in the contest.
Only a few weeks ago, the
Lancers were dumped by more
than 40 points by Guelph.
Last Wednesday
night at
Windsor's
St. Denis Centre,
freshman
forward
Everton
Shakespeare scored 21 points, but
it wasn't enough to overcome the
9-1 Gryphons who walked away
with a 97-74 victory. The following Saturday,
the Lancers
dropped their twelfth straight
game, this time by the score of
100-77, at Waterloo.
Wednesday's loss helped the
Gryphons head back to Guelph in
first place with a one point advantage over Western.
"We lost by 40 the first time

b~ One Briggs

Upcoming Events
Men's Basketball
5at. Feb. 23
McMaster al Windsor (2 pm)
Lancer Alumni at Windsor
(4 pm)

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 23
Windsor at Ryerson
Sun.Feb.24
Windsor at Laurentian
Playoffs
Tues. Feb. 26
6@3/5@4
Thurs. Feb. 28-Mon. March 4
Division Semi-Finals
(Best of 3)
Wed. March 6-Mon. March 11
Division Finals
(Best of 3)

There ·s one good thing about
the Lancer volleyball games last
weekend: at least now the worst is
over.
After a long, winless season,
the women ·s volleyball team
finished its year on Saturday night
by losing to Laurier 3-0 (15-11,
15-10, 15-0).

VOLLEYBALL
Similarly, the men's team
wrapped-up its year the same
night by losing to the Golden
Hawks 3-1 (15-10, 15-7, 15-17,
15-13).
The men·s record ended up a
dismal 1-11. The Lancers' one
victory came early in the season
against Western.
For both teams, this campaign
has been one of new players, in-

we played them, so we went out
there and tried to slow the game
down, take some good shots,"
said Lancer coach Wayne Curtin.
"But we got a little intimidated and some bad shots
took place."

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
Curtin stressed the fact that
the play of all-Canadian Gryphon
Tim Mau contributed
to his
team's downfall.
"When he came in there and
went to the top of the zone against
us, he picked us apart. He either
shot or passed the ball well, " the
coach said.
Mau was part of a very wellbalanced attack (five Gryphons in
double figures and one with nine
points) as he popped in 17 points
and had three of his team's 14 assists. The veteran was six for ten
from the field and five for six
from the line.
Guard Brian Moore normally
starts, but he was used sparingly
because of ankle problems.
"We have a lot of depth and
everybody can come in and do
their own thing. Hold their ground
if we need them to hold their
ground and give the starters a
rest," said the fourth-year veteran

juries, and lack of leadership.
Because
of graduations,
women's volleyball coach Marge
Holman, was left with 10 rookies
and two veterans.
Despite their 0-14 season
record, the women improved with
every game. In exhibition competition they won three matches.
"After last year's sucess it's
been difficult to adjust to our winJess season," said second year
player Jordynn Gloster. "The
team worked very hard and we
improved with every game."
The men's teain started out
strong in the fall, but due to the
loss of many key players and the
premier of rookie coach Bob
Bond, the team sputtered in its
final contests.
Bond, a former assistant
coach at St. Clair College, was in
his first year as a university coach.
The men finished the year

Track and Field
Sat. Feb. 23
Windsor at Macomb
Community College
Fri. March 1-Sat. March 2
OUAA/OWIAA rmals at York
Fri. March 8-Sat. March 9
CIAU championships at
Windsor

Womea'sBasketball
Sat. Feb. 23
Lancer Alumni at Windsor

(6pm)
McMasterat Windsor(8 pm)

Mea'sVolleyball
Sat. Feb. 23
Windsorat MichiganState
(exhibition)

Performer of the week
- Tashlyn Chase
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending February
25 is University of Windsor shot
putter Tashlyn Chase.
Chase, a third-year Human
Kinetics student, set a school
record with a throw of 13.95m at
the University of Wisconsin
Open last Saturday.
Her throw makes her the best
women's shot putter in Canada
this year. It is the third time this

season that the W.D. Lowe
graduate has shattered
the
school mark.
For being selected the Performer of the Week Chase will
receivea $20 voucher from Don

Cherry'sRestaurant,531 PelissierSt. indowntownWindsor.O

ThePerformerof the Weekis
selected in conjuction with the
University of Windsor athletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinionsof
Don Cherry's Restaurant.

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

out of Scarborough West Hill.
Starting centre Eric Hammond led all Guelph scorers with
19. Other top scorers besides
Mau, Barnhart, and Sherwood included Darren Thomas with 10
and Ray Darling with 9.
Lancers in double figures besides Shakespeare included Chris
Pauley and Geoff Astles who had
11 each.
"Teams have a difficult time
matching up with us because we
can throw a lot of different looks.
We can go three small. We can go
four big. We can do quite a few
things," said Guelph head coach
Tim Darling.

without six of their original
players. All twelve women stayed
the year, and should be a formidable contingent next season if
their lineup remains intact.
The future of the men's
program, however, is not as clear.
And without significant changes,
the squad is likely to walk the
basement alone next season.
O

Lancer basketball fans got
their first chance to see a pair of
new faces in the Windsor lineup.
Former junior varsity player
(and current Lancer football star)
Graham Brown and Lancer track
specialist Dave Walls (cut by
Curtin in training camp) saw their
first action on home court.
With the Lancers down to
seven bodies, Curtin decided to
give the two call-ups last week in
time for the McMaster road trip.
Walls has run track and crosscountry for the past four seasons,
but decided this year he would try
to crack the varsity basketball
lineup. The last time Walls played
varsity basketbaJJwas in grade
thirteen at Forster,when, rromcaf-

Seven remained after Kim Elliot left the team follov. ing the
Waterloo loss and Jamie Pepper
went on the injury list.
The team played at Laurier
Wednesday (results unavailable
before press time), and will host
the McMaster Marauders Saturday at 2pm in the season finale.:,

Final weekend key to
second-place hopes
by Mike Mouat
It took strong third-period efforts to beat two of the weakest
teams, but the Lancer hockey
team managed to continue its
quest for second place.

MEN'S HOCKEY
The team defeated Queen's 52 on Saturday, and doubled RMC
8-4 on Sunday to improve its
record - 12-7-1.
The two victories move the
Lancers into third overall in their
division, just one point back of
Laurier.
Windsor has a game in hand
with as many games left, compared to just one remaining contest for Laurier. Two victories
will guarantee second spot for
Windsor. With Westernjust one
point behind the Lancers, also
with two games to play, there is
no room for error.
Finishing second would give
the Lancers a bye in the first round
of playoffs, as well as home-ice

advantage in the second round,
which is a best of three games
series.
Both weekend contests were
close going into the third period,
but the Lancers turned on the offense and changed squeakers into
laughers.
The line of Dan Mahon. Rod
Anthony, and Grant Larsen led
the attack.
The team's leading scorer,
Mahon ended the weekend with
his forty-sixth point after adding

4 goals and 6 assists.
Anthony chipped in with 3
goals, and Larsen scored two.
The Lancers finish the regular
season with gamesagainstRyerson and Laurentian, two teams the
Lancers should be able to beat.
Windsor has been hit by injuries again:Grant Larsen split his
elbow open and is out indefinitely.
Brad Belland will also be out
of the lineup as he serves a
suspension; Belland retaliated
after receiving a high-stick that
left a 7-inch mark on his neck. 0
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Women cagers score second straight
by lAtnce Sports Staff

It may have taken them nearly a full season. but the University
of Windsor's women's basketball
team may have finally found the
magic. After breaking their 5game losing streak against Brock
two weeks ago, the women won
for the second consecutive time
last Saturday when they crushed
the Waterloo Athenas 78-45.

LANCER
ROUNDUP
Windsor held a commanding
37-22 lead at halftime and never
looked back. The team outplayed
Waterloo on both sides of the ball.
The Athenas had trouble conta in i ng the Lancers' offense.
Windsor, showing more patience,
shot close to 60 percent from the
field in the conquest.
Heather Quick was the
game's hero, leading all scorers
with 22 points in one of her best
games ever as a Lancer.
Nancy Gyurcsik was also exceptional in the effort. scoring 16

while leading the team in
rebounds with nine.
Now, with a record of 3-9, but
improving steadily, the Lancers
travel to Laurier this Wednesday
to take on the Golden Hawks.
-John Marentette
00

00

00

There will be a shake-up in the
athletic department next year: two
senior administrators take their
sabbaticals, and another switches
duties.
Athletic
director,
Bob
Boucher is scheduled to leave for
a 10 month break .
While he's away, Boucher's
spot will be filled by Jim Weese
who is best known as the director
of the Campus Recreation
program.
Business manager Dianne
Rawlings will handle the coor ·
dinator of women's athletics
duties while current coordinator
Joanne Maclean takes some time
off.
Finally. track coach Dennis
Fairall will take over the coor·
dinator of men's athletics post
from football coach John Musselman.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Windsor's Lisa White ( 10) tries to steal a Badger ball.

Recent reports suggest Musselman might move to publicity
and promotions to fulfill his work
requirement.
-0al'e8ri~s
00

OC

00

The University of Windsor's
men's and women's fencing
teams finished near the bottom of

the pack in the Ontario university
championships last weekend in
Hamilton.Coming off a successful West Sectional meet last
weekend. the men's team finished
a disappointing tenth, and the
women placed only slightly better
in eighth .
Tyuen Nguyea finished fifth

in the cpee. while her teammate
Briget 0-Shaughnessy was ninth
best in the foil.
Freshman sabre Mark Scarfone was seventh, while Paul
MacEachen was right behind him
in eigth. Bob Cvitkovic posted an
eleventh place finish in the cpce.
- DaH Briggs

campus recreation
6-on-6 Mixed \'olleybaH

games last week to move to 6-4 .

Many teams arc still vying for the final playoff positions after week five of 6-on-6 mixed volleyball. In competition. Aldo 's Animals and Furghn 's both had 2-1
weeks to remain tied for first with 20 points. But the Super
Team. which raised its record to 8-5 by winning eight
straight, is making its move.
There is another dogfight taking place in Recreation-

Mixed Couples Water Badminton

. In R_ecreational Pool B. Prientls of Paul have di~chetl
first with a 9-1 record. hut Tequila Sl:immcrs and
Amateurs arc close hchind ut 7-2. Facult) ol Ed. .,.,011 hoth

March 16 and 17. If you are interested in either of 1hese
courses, call the Campus Ree. HOT LINE at 253-4232,
ext. 2456 .
Fitness Facts

In mixed couples water badminton, the Empire of the
Senseless an' beat in' tar out of everyhody with Iheir I 02 record. Hot on their tails arc the Mud Puppies, \.\hose
lack of evolution ha'.'>n
't stopped them from garnering an
8-4 score.

Did you know ... the most successful and healthy Y.a)
to lose weight - and keep it off - 1s hy eating food
recommended in Canada's Food Guide. and hy exercisin • at least three times a week for a minimum of twenty
have
'-- how to ch.ingc your
. If
. you
.
. . any ~ucs,·ton!'>a,",ut

. If you arc looking for a CPR re-cert or a Basic First
~1tl course, look no further. Campu'.'>Rec. is offering a
C PR re-cert on March IJ and a Basic Firs! Aid course -on

sc.:dc.:nt,1ry
htesl)·le, ,gl\ e us a call at e,t • -"4'(. , 1 .111
. d .1s
. k 1·or
•
N1co_le John,1on or Ritu Mueller. We'll hdp eel }OU on
the right foot!
'

Did you know that interviewers
don't only look at grades?
Find out the other areas that interest them at an

Interview Skills Workshop.
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall
CELEBRATE------.
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GRADS

sler youonyourway!
$750
CashRebate
inaddition
to anyotherincentives

PLUSNOPAYMENTS
FOR3 MONTHS
on s<.'lcctcd offcrst

Pl)mouthLao;er
Si1.1hng
looksam!hutpcrfonnanct'
From $13,000•••

EagleTalon

Jeep¥}

111efun-to-drivel'Onverlihl<·
From $11,825•••

You've worked hard for your education. And now Chrysler wants to start
you on your way with incredible savings on your first new car or truck.
Whatever your taste, from the dynamic, affordable Colt to the
adventurous Jeep )'.J to the sleek Eagle Talon, you'll save an additional
$750 on any new 1991 Chrysler vehicle of your choice!
Make the best deal you can at any Dodge-Plymouth or Jeep/Eagle
dealership, then present the certificate below for an additional savings
of $750!
And there's more good news. You can defer your payments for three
months on Chrysler Credit approved financed purchases on 48-month
terms on selected offers. You will pay the full amount, but Chrysler
understands that when you're first starting out this deferral option

Dmingexcitementfroman
:l\\ard·11oinner
From $15,100* ..

gives you a little extra time to start you on your way.t
It's that simple. And that affordable!
Visit your Dodge-Plymouth or Jeep/Eagle dealer today for a
test-drive. Experience the Chrysler difference for yourself.

Buywith confidence
All of Chrysler Canada's cars and trucks are protected by warranty
coverage that spells confidence. The Powertrain Warranty extends
coverage up to 7 years or 115,000 kilometres for all domestic vehicles
and up to 5 years or 100,000 kilometres for all import vehicles.••
~clc,,
lll2)' not be exactly as shown
.. A dcductlblc may appl) Sec Dealer for dcuib.
reUil pncc, -vehicle
Price cxdud<s frcigtu, llcrnce. tu and imunncc
maybe ncccs.ury Dcakr may scJIfor lc$S. OIJcr av.lbblc until Dttenlbcr \I, 1991
~ ~cd

Ocakr order

REBATE

s750
------------- - --------- -- -------- ------------ - --------- -- -----------ChryslerGraduateProgram

750

$

Please complete:

LANCE2·91

Namc=-----------------------Street: ___________

~!e~
Chrysler vehicle of your choice
in addition to any other incentives
PUJSNO PAYMENTS
FOR 3 MON111S

on selectedofferst

Province: ___

City: __________

Postal Code: ____

Tclcphone: _____

_
_

!king 11m«rtifiaatc to ttx, ~ Plymouth oc
Jeep,Eajclc dc:alcr or}""" choi<:t"to ~
your ca."1 rebate

CH~l.ERO

All you have to do is drive one .

•

On the mark
see centrespread
University of Windsor, Volume LJ(f/1, Number 22, March 6, 1991.
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Election count, . 3

Lancers bod -checked,
7 Editorials,
opinions,
pp.___
14-15.,
__ p.________
__:__...__
___ _:__.___,.__
___;_....._

twice!

by Da, e Briggs

junction. The team had failed to
submit its cligihility forms by the
The Lancer track and field required deadline, and the OUAA
teams were a long way from
moved lo bar them from compcjeopardy last weekend when they tion.
scored a daily double al their
Track and field convenor and
provincial championships.
U of W athletic director Bob
In perhaps the finest athletic
Boucher hopes to have a court
achievement in this school's short decision on Toronto's eligibility
sports history·, the Lancers won 25 before the CIAU finals this
medals e11 route to men· s and weekend.
women's team titles.
Though the off-track activity
The teams were competing at threatened to mar the two day
the Ontario University Athletic
event, Lancers turned in countless
Association (OUAA)/Onlario
awe-inspiring performances. But
Women's lntcrunivcrsity Athletic
none was more impressive than
Association (OWTAA) chamthe selflessness of middle-dispionships at York University.
tance runner Michele King.
Decked out in their bright yelIn an effort to add more points
low, white and blue jackets they to the team total King competed
took the Metro Toronto Track and in both the 1500m and 3000m.
Field Centre by storm, and didn't The gruelling events took their ,
leave until they had cheered
toll, causing her lo just miss the
themselves hoarse, ran themselqualifying mark for the Canadian
ves ragged, and jumped themsellnteruniversity Athletic Union's
ves silly.
(CIAU) championships.
"You look around and you see
"We were sure she could have
yellow uniforms all over the qualified in the 3000m. She realplace, and that ju~t significc; how ly sacrili1.:ctl to help luc team at
we arc doing," said Windsor's the expense or maybe qualifying
proud team captain Don Mac- for the CIAU's," said Windsor's
Gregor.
head coach Dennis Fairall.
Sparked by relentless enRookie phcnoms O'Brian
thusiasm and a team cohesiveness
Gibbons and Kelly Dinsmore
unlike any seen in individual
walked off with four gold and one
sports, Windsor established the silver medal between them.
Lancer as a symbol of track and Dinsmore set a new OWIAA
field prowess.
record in the triple jump and also
"We don't have to sell
guided the 4x200m relay team to
The U ofW's men's (lop) and women's (holtom) tral·k teams show off respective OUAA/OWIAA tum titles
Windsor's programme anymore.
the top spot, while Gibbons
People nationally will know that streaked to golds in the 60m and
sprinter, and silver medalist in the subsequent OUAA/OWTAAtitles take all the credit, though he is the
the Windsor team is alive and 300m, as well as earning a silver
60m anJ 300m echoed Chase 's arc the fruition of six years of love one the athletes chose to throw
doing well," said assistant coach with the 4x200m relay squad.
sentiments.
and labour by Fairall, something
fully-clothed into the shower in a
Molly Killingbeck.
Tashlyn Chase, a Windsor na"We've always been saying
Killingbeck points to when asked post-meet celehration.
The men's squad shook a tive who competed last year at
'We're a team, we're a team,· hut why the team has done so well.
"We have a great coaching
seventeen year case of the blues Auburn, recorded the teams· final
we've always had too many
"I think it's the many years of staff. I feel totally confident about
when they became the first group gold medal in the shot put. To her,
people looking out for inDennis Fairall huilding up the any decisions they make, and that
to take the team title away from the team goals set by Fairall arc a
dividuals," Grant said. "This year
Lancer track and field team. He's just helps me to do my joh. I don ·1
the Toronto Varsity Blues since prime reason for its success.
we really pulled together as a rinally got it together ... we're get- have to supercedc decisions."
the 1973-1974 season. The Lan"I like the idea," Chase said.
team."
ting depth in every event."
Fairall said after drying off and
cers avenged last year's six point "It's not as individualised as a lot
The team concept, and the
Of course Fairall couldn"t
finding another set of clothes. O
defeat to U of T with a four and a of schools are. A lot of schools are
half point victory. The women
worried about what the personal
won by a comfortable 50-point
performances arc. Here you're
margin over York and Western worried about not only your perwho tied for the runner-up spot.
sonal performance, but your team by Shari Hoppin
recession programme, which will help post-seconToronto was only able to com- performance as well."
dary institutions introduce temporary, labour-intenpete after obtaining a court inIrma Grant,
third-year
There was good news on Budget Day after all.
sive projects aimed at casing some or the hardship
When Minister or Colleges and Universities Dr or the current recession.
Richard Allen visited the University or Windsor
It was still Budget Day, however, and in Ottawa,
February 26, he announced that the university will federal finance minster Michael Wilson's budget
by Shari Hoppin
receive $2,504,300 in extra funding as part or the froze transfer payments to colleges and universities
government's anti-recession programme.
until 1994-95.
The funding includes $1,415,000 from the
Windsor City Council will on Monday, March 11, deliver its
New Democratic Party education critic Howard
decision on whether summer jobs usually reserved for students will be province to complete renovations to Old St. Denis McCurdy said post-secondary education was the key
opened to everyone.
Hall. The project will provide a teaching gymnasium
to a healthy economy and the budget was "absoluteAbout 3,500 students apply annually for about 300 summer jobs and other related facilities for the Faculty of Educa- ly bloody insane."
provided by the city.
tion which is relocating to the main campus.
"You'd have to be a full-blown idiot like the
The university will receive a further $1,089,300
This year a group called the Unemployed and Employed of
prime minister not to realise that post-secondary
Windsor argued that those jobs should be available to everyone, not to improve the physical maintenance, health and education and research and development are key to
just students. When council last met, it accepted the proposal in prin- safety features and energy efficiency of facilities on international competition. We 're not able to increase
ciple.
campus, as well as access for the disabled.
wealth without knowledge," he said.
Allen met with and fielded questions from faculStudents' Adminstrative Council president Joe Esteves has argued
Ontario's NDP government announced an eight
that students have only the summer to make enough money to last a ty, members of the Students' Administrative Counpercent tuition fee increase on February 11.
whole school year, whereas other people can work at other times during cil and other members of the university community.
Since then, a motion calling for the "immediate
the year. He is urging students to come to Monday's meeting, which
The funding is part of a total of $94 million col- freeze on tuition" was roundly endorsed by delegates
begins at 7 pm at City Hall.
O leges and universities are receiving through the anti- to the recent 15th convention of the Ontario NDP. C:,

Extra $2 million for Windsor

Students may lose jobs

~ Duelling

Doors reviews

--------::------:--------=--------------------------l

Students storm City Hall

CIAU track and field championship results
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Career Planning and Placement Centre, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

INT'L WOMEN'S DAY EVENTS
Womyn's Centre Events:

We have everything you need to get your bike
back on the road. huge selection of tires, parts
& accessories for all makes.
Don't miss a single day of great riding weather. Take
advantage of our Spring Bike Tune-up Special.

-.....

Bicycles By~
'*
·.'
CANNONDALE
FAT CHANCE
GT ALL-TERRA
DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN
AND MANY MORE
STARTING AT
$319.00

Feel The Need For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED .
10% Student Discount With 1.0. Card
519-972- 7044
2694 Howard Ave. 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

Dept. of Classical & Modern Languages,
Literatures & Civilizations:

Thursday, March 7
q,
Campus Safety Audit: physical inspection of
campus to determine unsafe sites. Contact the
Womyn's Centre at extentions 3905/3906.
q,
Film Series: The Accused at 7pm in Assumption
Lounge.
Friday, March 8
q,
Celebrating International Women's Day: lunchtime speakers, discussion, entertainment. At
noon in the University Centre Lounge.
r.- Film Series: This Is Not A Love Story at 7pm in
Assumption Lounge.
Monday, March 11
q,
Forum on Women of Colour & Feminism: Defining Feminism for Ourselves: women of colour
discuss their racial and cultural definition of
feminism. At 7pm in Assumption Lounge.
March 13, 14, 15
q,
Women's Self Defense Mini-Course: defense
techniques for use against violent attackers. At
7pm in Assumption Lounge. Registration required: at lnt'I Womyn's Day table in the University Centre on Friday the 8th, from 11am-2pm.

In Room 2125, Erie Hall, University Campus.
Wednesday, March 13
.:. Computer Viruses Information Seminar: on wellknown viruses & ways to protect & cure infected
computers. At noon. To register call ext.2740.

Alliance for Non-Violent Action:

Gravenor Lecture Series:

Civil Resistance in Rexdale, Ontario.
Friday, March 8
q,
Protest Litton Systems of Canada: No Profit
From War: No Profit From Racism: Sponsored
by ANVA & Women's Collective. Endorsed by
lnt'I Women's Day Committee. Call 258-0283 for
more info. ALL WOMEN WELCOME.

In Room 302, Memorial Hall, University Campus.
Thursday, March 14
... Carbon Isotope Equilibration: a lecture by Dr
Lynn Walter, University of Michigan's Geology
Department. Begins at 4pm.

(J-u-Tem CZ/-cfe
Inc)
Bike Not Well?

LECTURES and SEMINARS

Gtraduate Students' Society:
At the Grad House, 458 Sunset.
Tuesday, March 12
q,
No To Violence Against Women: a day of informative seminars and workshops. Runs all day:
1Oam -4p. Drop in anytime. Free.
w Shelter From Assault: by The Company of
Sirens. Free theatrical presentation about
violence against women.
At 8pm. Centre
Lounge.

Windsor Women's Incentive Centre:
At Trinity Lutheran Church Hall, 1215 Parent.
Friday, March 8
We'll All Be Heard: a film and workshop featuring the stories of Windsor women who have
been living in poverty. Between 11am and 2pm.
Call WWIC to register: 944-8989.

q,

In Room 105, Memorial Hall, University Campus.
Friday, March 8
q-·
Warfare and Society in Indian and Greek Epics;
a lecture by Professor Gabr,efe Erasmi McMaster University. At 1:30pm.

Christian Culture Serles:
Assumption University Conference Centre, 400
Huron Rd, 973-7033.
Sunday, March 10
q,
Ethics of Sex and Gender - Challenges for
Roman Catholicism: a lecture by Dr. Lisa Sowle
Cahill of Boston College, this year's recipient of
the Christian Culture Gold Medal Award for her
research & scholarship in sexual & feminist
ethics. At 8pm. Students $2, gen. audience S5,

Computer Centre Seminar:

Kineslology Alumni Speaker's Series:
HK Bldg. 253-4232 ext. 2438.
Friday, March 15
r.. Attaining vs. Retaining Motor Skills - Why Bad
Is Sometimes Good: presented by Tim Lee from
McMaster University. At noon in HK Conference
Room.

TELEVISION
TV Ontario Presents:
At 9pm every Tuesday on ch.32.
Through March 19
r.- Born Talking - A Personal Inquiry into Language with Jonathan Miller: this series features
renaissance man Miller examining the development of language. Pt.Ill: non-oral language. as
demonstrated by the hands of the deaf. Pt. IV:
an exploration of conversation assembling the
discoveries of the first three programs

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
presents

DR. LISA SOWLE CAHILL, Ph.D.
Professor of Christian Ethics
Boston College
Editor, Concilium
Speaking On

Ethics of Sex and Gender:
Challenges for Roman
Catholicism
Date:
Time:
Place:

Sunday, March 10, 1991
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
Adults:
$5.00
Students:
$2.00
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Papa, Cheng, triumph at polls
by Michael Nehme
Nino Papa will be the next
president of the Students' Adminstrative Council; Chris Cheng
will be vice-president.
Of the 10,300 full-time undergraduate students who were
eligible to vote, only 1,705 voted
in the presidential race and l, 725
for vice-president.
Just over 12 percent of this
university's eligible voters chose
Papa as president. He received
1,262 votes. Rival candidate
Brian K.Junder poled 443 votes.
In the vice-presidential race,
Chris Cheng got 1000 votes, John
Bryja 384 and Angelo

Epifani

341.
Papa and Cheng will take office on May I.
Social Science students also
elected their representatives in the
elections on February 20 and 21.
The winning candidates are
Melanie Ann Giovannini (265
votes), Jon Ricci (239), Beverly
Johnson (161), and David Crowe
( 141). The fifth candidate, Brad
Black, got 131 votes.
Most of the votes for the
presidential and vice-presidential
candidates were collected at the

advanced polls held in the
University Centre on February
20, followed the next day by
Vanier Hall (where resident students voted) and the University
Centre
(social
science
undergraduates' polling station).
There were 104 spoiled ballots.
"With such a big mandate set
by the voting I felt that people
were behind me and liked what I
had to say during my campaign ."
said Nino Papa, who was pleased
with the outcome of the election.
Papa said he is happy to have
Cheng as vice-president: "I am
happy that Chris Cheng won.
Chris and I worked together on a

He said long-term planning and
saving were the answer.
One of the first tasks of the
new SAC executive will be the
review of resumes and applications for the council's appointed
positions, including vice-presidents of finance and university affairs.
Cheng plans to evaluate ,the
effectiveness of the Canadian and
Ontario Federations of Students
and file a report to students and
the council and have them decide
by referendum
whether to
withdraw and save the fees.
Klunder was disappointed by
voter turnout, but said he was

lot of projects and we get along

pleased he ran a clean campaign.

very well. We also have a lot of
ideas for the coming semester."
Cheng emphasised that students should not expect a lot right
away from SAC this year. He said
he will be working to make things
better for the student elected
government two or three years
down the road.
Papa agreed. "My whole term
will be based on stabilising the
deficit and eradicating it if possible," he said.
Cheng also plans to try to
solve SAC's financial problems.

"The people that ran have to
look at the fact that over 80 percent of the people on campus did
not vote and have to look at why
this type of apathy exists on campus and why don't people care
about SAC,'' he said.
Defeated vice-presidential
candidate Angelo Epifani echoed
Klunder's sentiments.
"l wish more students had
come out to vote. 17 percent tumout is not what you call
democratic,
it is more
popularity contest."

Goods for the common good ...
soaps and body products
organic foods
Bridgehead coffees and teas
recycled papers
gift cards and wrap
all-natural cleaning products
natural insecticides
T-shirts and sweats
posters and more!

c ~
Friendly and knowledgeable service

2184 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST

253-4302

Gold Looks
Good in
Any Degree
JOSTENS gives
the highest
degree of:
•
•
•

Quality
Customer
Satisfaction
Service
Warranty

Order your
University Ring
NOW!

'JQ§ATJ}NS
THURSDAY
MARCH7
10 am-4 pm

10%0FF

Lance photos by Jason Kryk
SPRING BREAK 1991 - Approximately 800 U of W students went south to Daytona Florida for a ,u•ck of
studying. Lancer football player Walt Hanson (above right) ask.\ for a measurement in the "Wet Willie" contest. Judge Coleen Nietzel looks on from an unusual vantage point.

IN THE BOOKSTORE

StudentSidingand
WindowCleaning
• A summer self-employment
opportunily
• Potential earnings $1000.00 per
Wffkormore
• Complete start up package only
$3000.00
• Student Bank Loans available

No Franchise
Fee· No Royalty
To obtain a complete inlonnation package

wnte:
A·1 Power Waah Equipment

P.O. Box 3072
TecumNh, Ont. NBN2M3
979-1544

\ne

010shrllelaGh
Vetroit's
Irish.Pu6

Here's,

.......•......•.......•.•••.........................

~

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

...................................................

BUY ONE

$1*0FF

FOOTLONG OR SALAD
AT REGULAR PRICE

GET ONE

ANY

OF EQUAL VALUE FOR ONLY

FOOTLONG
SANDWICH
•With purchase of a large soft drink (excluding Super Subs)
Expires March IS/91
Redeemable only al 2424 University Avenue West Joca1ion

'With purchase of a large soft drink (excluding Super Subs)
Expires March 15/91
Redeemable only at 2424 University Avenue Wes! location

..
I
I

I
I

._....................................................
ANY 2 REGULAR
FOOTLONG

SANDWICHES

~~~y $6.99
*With purchase of a large sofl drink
One coupon per customer per visit
Expires March IS/91
Redeemable only al 2424 University Avenue West loc.ition

.
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NO?
·see the career counsellor in the
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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• A wideselectionof day
andeveningcoursesIn
arts,socialsciences,
scienceandcomputer
science,at the
undergraduate
and
graduatelevels.

• Fora copyof the1991
SummerSupplement,
• Specialized
Summer
writetheSchoolof
Schoolsfocusingon
ContinuingEducation,
contemporary
Issues
Room302,
In canadlanStudies,
Administration
Building,
CrlmlnalJusticeand
CarletonUniversity,
SocialPolley,Political
Ottawa,Ontario
Economy,
andSocial
K1S586
SciencesMethodology.
or call(613)788-3500.

-

irtbrimJt

·°';'~· at

252-3322

or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road

Toll free 1-800-328-LOVE

social science society
is now accepting resumes for the following positions:

Treasurer
Secretary
Public Relations Director
Social Director
Inter-Departmental Coordinator
Media Director
Administrative Assistant
If interested please forward resume to Petrina Bura in G 130 Windsor
Hall North or contact 253-6063 for further information.

Resumes will be accepted until March 20, 1991.
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Eee increase _
deemed illegal
by Monique Beaudin
OTI AW A (CUP) - A 378 percent increase in graduate student
fees at the University of Alberta
has been deemed illegal by an Alberta provincial court.
The Alberta Court of the
Queen's Bench found the increase contravened a provincial
law prohibiting fee increases of
more than 15 percent annually
without legislative approval. The
university's board of governors
approved the increase last May.
The fee hike applied to
graduate students working on
their dissertations or independent
projects. The increase raised fees
from $104 to $498 last year.

Happy
"We're very happy with the
decision," said Wolfgang Engler,
vice-president of the Graduate
Students' Association. "We had a
lingering doubt we might lose, but
we were fairly confident."
"We don't have much money,
so if we didn't think we would
win, we wouldn't have pursued
it," Engler said.
If the university decides to
reimburse the "illegally collected" fees, it will cost the
university $860,000, Engler said.

BE ON THE
INSIDE
TRACK

About 2,200 of the 6,000 graduate
students could be reimbursed
with cash, or given a credit for
"instructional" fees.

ASA

Volunteer at the
Career Planning
& Placement
Centre

Cutbacks
The university administration
has
already
announced
programme cutbacks for next
year because of decreased provincial funding. Engler said reimbursing the grad students should
not affect other programmes.
"They should have budgeted
for this," said Engler. "They
should never have assumed that
they would have this money. The
result of this court case shouldn't
hurt the financial position of the
university." The university is appealing the decision, he added.
The university also has to pay
part of the GSA's legal costs,

which are between $10,000 and
$20,000, Engler said. The rest of
the costs will come out of the
GSA's annual membership fees.
U of A president Paul Davenport released a statement saying
he was disappointed with the
decision, and added that U of A
grad students already pay the
lowest fees in the country.
Davenport did not return
phone calls.
O

Spicer forum coming
The University of Windsor's first forum to report to the Spicer
Commission will take place March 12 at 7 pm.
The "Citizen's Forum on Canada's Future" will be hosted by Iona
College, 208 Sunset Avenue, and will be open to the public.
Iona principal Bob Tschanz will use the Spicer Commission kit and
agenda to conduct the forum. Lloyd Brown-John, local commission
moderator. will not be able to be present.
Tschanz is contacting student groups and publicising the forum on
campus to bring together a variety of views and ideas.
O

As benefits, you will:
• keep up-to-date regarding job opportunities
• gain exposure to career options and potential
employers
• learn job search techniques and participate
in professional development activities
• develop interpersonal, organizational,
planning and public relations skills

As responsibilities, you will:
• staff the Centre three to four hours each
week, based on a schedule convenient to you
• handle student inquiries and direct students
to the Centre's services and resources
• greet recruiters and familiarize them with the
Centre's sevices
• promote the Centre's services on campus
• become involved in a special career or job
search related project chosen with your
specific interests in mind

APPLICATIONS FOR THESE VOLUNTEER
CAREER ASSISTANT POSITIONS FOR THE
1991/92 ACADEMIC YEAR ARE BEING
ACCEPTED UNTIL MARCH 13, 1991.
For more information visit the Career Planning and
Placement Centre, Room 163 Dillon Hall, or call
Marlene Taub at 253-4232, extension 3554.

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
- Serving Windsor For 8 Years

Let Us Prepare a Professional Resume
for your Future Interviews
We also Prepare Academic Articles,
Thesis, Manuscripts, Essays and Papers

253-3571

327 Chatham St. W.
Inquire about Student and Faculty Discounts
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You read
about it,
but have
;you tried
one? I
Every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
4:00 'til 12:30 am

755 Ouellette
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Watch all the NHL games
on our 10 big TV screens.
Plus

"Purveyor s Of Fun"

play Score-0 every Thursday night.

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday -Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

End of year Blow out!!!

s3000

Interest-FreeLoan
to Start YourOwn
Summer Business
Ask us how.
Callthe YouthHotlineFREE

1-800-387-0777.

You could qualify if you are a full
time student , 15 or over and
returning to full time studies in
the fall.
Student Venture is sponsored
by the Ontario Ministry of
Industry , ltade and 'Iechnology
in co-operation with the Royal
Bank of Canada, the Ontario
Chamber of Commerce and local
Chambers of Commerce and
Boards of ltade.

' bCOIS

• herbalapothecary
• tarot cards
• crystals
• mcense
• classes

Magick
Store
,..~ ~
Futon
~~Futon
Mex,canJackel
~1
8 S1ytes
-.0
$14.95

®
Ontario

9)

Unusual Gilt Ideasfor Body, Spirit & Mind

Ministry of
Industry ,
Trade and
Technology

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CORPS

YOUTH

"~•,.,

EARN
MONEY

Students needed to
promote end of year trip to
CANCUN MEXICO! Earn
commissions $$$ , free
trips and valuable work experience. Apply now!! Two
positions are available to
start right awa y, call Student Travel Service, 1-800265-1799. Ask for T.J.

WHILE
YOUGIVE

ANDGAIN

THEENVIRONMENT

WORK
EXPERIENCE

A HAND

TheEYCis sponsored
bytheOntario
at yourschoolplacement
officeor careercentre,andyour
localCanada
Employment
Centrefor Students
, or by

Ministries
of Agriculture
andFood,Environment,
NaturalResources,
NorthernDevelopment
andMines,

callingtheYouthHotlineat 1-800-387-0777.

andTourismandRecreation.

Youth and community-based organizations working together for Ontario's environment.

®

Ontario

Cetteinformation
estegalement
disponible
enfran~ais.
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SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
OUAA/OWIAA
Results
Men's Basketball
Wed. Feb.20
Laurier 98 Windsor 86
Sat. Feb. 23
McMaster 96 Windsor 59

Women's Basketball
Wed. Feb. 20
Windsor 69 Laurier 49
Sat. Feb. 23
McMaster 69 Windsor 49

Hockey
Sat. Feb. 23
Windsor 3 Ryerson 2
Sun.Feb.24
Laurentian 4 Windsor 0
Division Semi-Finals
Thurs. Feb. 28
Laurier 3 Windsor 2
Sat. Mar. 2
Laurier 9 Windsor 2

Track and Field

Fri. Mar. 1- Sat. Mar. 2
OUAA Championships
[1] WINDSOR 146.5 pts
[2] Toronto 142 pts
[3] York 104 pts
Men win OUAA team title
OWIAA Championships
(1} WINDSOR 147 pts
[2}York 97 pts
[3] Western 97 pts
Women win OWIAA team title
Individual Results
Irma Grant-1 gold (4x200m), 2
silvers (60m, 300m)
Kari Vickers-1 silver
(4x400m), 2 bronze (600m,
4x800m)
Jackie McVittie-1 silver
(1500m), 1 bronze (4x800m)
Crystal Garrett- I silver
(3000m)
Michele King- I bronze
(3000m)
Yvette Blackburn-I bronze
(60m hurdles)
Marcia Van Derheyden-1 gold
(4x200m), 1 silver (4x400m)
Lisa Laughton- I gold
(4x200m), 1 silver (4x400m)
Kelly Dinsmore-2 gold (triple
jump, 4x200m)
Stephanie Plamondon-2 silver
(4x400m)
Lisa Hartleib- l bronze
(4x800m)
Tanya Bielby-1 bronze
(4x800m)
Tashlyn Chase-1 gold (shot
put)
O'Brian Gibbons-2 gold (60m,
300m), 1 silver (4x200m)
Don MacGregor-2 silver
(4x200m, 4x400m), 1 bronze
(300m)
Al Herron-1 silver (4x400m),
2 bronze (4x800m, 600m)
MarkMacDonald-1 silver
(1500m, 1 bronze (4x800m)
Chris Weinberg-1 silver (long
jump), 1 bronze (60m hurdle)
Chuck Canfield- I silver
(4x200m)
Ed Futo-1 silver (4x200m)
Dan Fryer-1 silver (4x400m)
Dustin Soulliere- I silver
(4x400m)
Petro Jason-1 bronze (4 x800m)
Anthony Black-1 silver (high
jump)
Rob Robinson- I silver (shot
put)
Alex Stanat-1 silver (shot put)

Windsor exits early from playoffs
by Scott Pratt
The University of Windsor's
hockey team ended its season on
a sour note this past week, suffering two straight defeats to the
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks in
the best-of-three division semifinals.
The Lancers finished the
regular season in second place
after defeating RMC and losing to
Laurentian in the final week of the
schedule. The team earned a bye
in the first round of the playoffs,
and home ice advantage in the
semis.

for game two and with the home
crowd behind them the Golden
Hawks cruised to a 9-2 victory,
bringing the Lancers' season to an
abrupt and unexpected halt.
"We played well, but they
took our game away from us,"

said Windsor coach Rick Cranker
after the first game. "We couldn't
react to what they were doing."
Despite
the early exit,
Windsor accomplished more than
was expected of them this season.
Dan Mahon and Rod Anthony

were permanent fixtures near the
top of the Ontario University Athletic Association (OUAA) scoring list, and many of the ) oungcr
players developed a sturdy ba~e
which Cranker likely will build
on next season.
:J

MEN'S HOCKEY
Poised for a strong showing in
post-season action Windsor was
confident heading into the first
game.
At the beginning of the contest, it appeared the Lancers were
more than capable of handling the
Golden Hawks as they jumped
out to a two-goal lead.
But Laurier eliminiated the
lead almost as quickly as the Lancers built it. Two Golden Hawk
goals evened the match and
shifted the wind into their sails.
With 1 :16 remaining
the
visitors scored again to gain the
home ice advantage in the series
with a 3-2 victory.
The scene moved to Laurier

Freshman swimmer Scott Griffin (above) and teammate Matt Butler represented Windsor at the CIA\.: championships last weekend al Dalhousie University. Griffin finished 15th in the 50m free style, while Butler was sixth
in the lOOm backstroke, and 12th in the 200m breaststroke. A week prior lo that, the two swimmers hdp1:d
Windsor to their best finish e,·er in OUAA competition. The team finished sixth in the conference and 1-'th in
the nation out of23 schools. The men's squad has made drastic improvements since last year wh1:nthey linbhcd
in I Ith place in the OUAA.

Ottawa selects Lancers' Hlady in fourth round
Hlady picked up lineman of
the year h01,ours, while linebacker Mike O'Neil was the defensive
player of the year, and Mike
Scratch earned similar offensive
honours.
Norrn Casola was named the
team's rookie of the year, while
defensive back Wayne Campbell
picked up the most improved
player award.
Rick Dugal rounded out the

b~ Dan Briggs
Uni\'ersity of Windsor offensive guard Gerald Hlady has
added another line to his growing
list of accomplishments.
Hlady was selected 27th overall in the Canadian Football
League (CFL) draft by the Ottawa
Rough Riders February 23.

FOOTBALL
Hlady"s selection in the fourth
round wasn ·1 much of a surprise
after the fourth year Human
Kinetics student had a stellar year
that earned him all-Canadian
status in the Canadian Interuni ve rs ity Athletic
Union
(CIAU).
Hlady was away on a skj vacation the day of the draft, and only
heard the good news when he
phoned home.
"I was nervous all day, and
when I called l was very happy I
had been drafted,'' Hlady said.
"I expected I would go somewhere between the third and
fourth round, so I was pretty much
right on the money."
Hlady has not been to Ottawa,
but he has spoken to coach Steve
Goldman by telephone. Currently
Goldman isn't sure whether
Hlady will be on the roster this
year, or whether he will be asked
to play another season of university football for the Lancers.
Hlady said he won't be too disappointed if he returns to play here
next fall.
"I'd like to play [for Ottawa],

Photo courtesy Mai Webster

and I'll try my best [at training
camp], but if they say go back to
university, I'll go."
Unless Hlady signs a contract,
the Rough Riders will hold his
rights until February 15, 1992.
The Windsornative is currently in
the midst of contract negotiations
with the team, with his former
Lancer teammate Lloyd Dean acting as his legal representative.
f{lady was drafted ahead of
three-time Hee Crighton award
winner Chris Flynn. Flynn, who
was drafted in the fifth round by
Ottawa was been named the best
CIAU football player in the
country as the quarterback for
Saint Mary's University.
Hlady's play helped guide the
Lancers to the playoffs for the
first time in three years, and
bolstered an offensive line-up that
has been overshadowed by the
defense in the last few seasons. O

***

The Lancer football squad
handed out its annual awards at
the team's annual banquet Sat.
Feb.9.

football awards by winning the
Stievano award.
:J

***

The Lancers· spring training
camp will be held April 1-8.
All interested fuutball pla} ers
must contact coach John Musselman (253-4232 ext. 2462) as soon
as possible.
Camp is open to U of W students only.
:J

Perf armers of the week - Chris
Weinberg, O'Brian Gibbons
Sponsored by Don Cherry's
Restaurant
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending March 4 is
Chris Weinberg, member of the
Lancer men's Track and Field
team.
At the Macomb Track meet
on Saturday,
February 23,
Weinberg won a total of four
gold medals in the long jump,
pole vault, shot put and 60-yard
hurdlles. Weinberg's 7.00 metre
leap in the pole vault and his performance in the hurdles current1y rank him number one
nationally in both events.
His performance in the long
jump and the shot put also met
CIAU standards.
Weinberg is a third year
biology student and a graduate
of Sandwich Secondary School.
The Performer of the Week
for the period ending March 11
is freshman O'Brian Gibbons,
also a men's track team member.

During his performances at
the OUAA Championships last
weekend, Gibbons captured
gold medals in the 60m and the
300m. He was also a member of
the silver medal 4x200m rela}
team.
Gibbons has had a very successful
season
thus far.
Throughout the season he set
school records in the 300m, 50
yards and 50m.
A social science student,
Gibbons is a graduate of West
Hill Collegiate Institute in Scarborough, Ontario.
For Being selected the Performer of the Week Weinberg
and Gibbons will each receive
$20 vouchers
from Don
Cherry's Restaurant, 531 Pelissier St. in down town Windsor. :J
The Performer of the Week is
selected in conjunctio11with the
University of Windsor atltletic
department and in no way
reflects the views or opinions of
Don Cherry's Restaurant.

by Dave Briggs

T

he Lancer track and field
teams have a decided advantage heading into the
national championships this
weekend.
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Not only are both the men's and women's
teams the reigning Ontario university champions, but the CanadianlnteruniversityAthletic
Union(CIAU)championshipswillbeheldat their
traininggrounds- the St. DenisCentre.
Beginningthis Fridaynight, and concluding
on Saturdayafternoon,the Universityof Windsor
will host athletesfrom universitiesall acrossthe
nationin the premiereventin Canadianintercollegiatetrack and field.
Thewomen'steamfromthe Universityof Calgary looks to be the early favorite for a team
championshipsastheirrosteris bolsteredbyfive
athleteswho competeon nationalteams.
·calgary's womenare really, really tough,"
saidWindsor'scoachDennisFairall."They'realmostunbeatable."
Calgaryalso has the advantageof having a
nationaltrainingcentrewith highcalibrecoaches
andfacilities.
"There'sa lot of nationalteammembersout
West.Wehavegreatdepthandverysolid teams,
but we just don't have enough national team

DROCK
BADGERS

members.We have maybethree athleteswho
have,or will be on nationalteams,•Fairallsaid.
According to Fairall,the rest of the strong
women's teams are from Ontario, including
Windsor,YorkandWestern.
Windsorwill fieldthe largestcontingentatthe
meet,and their depth is the key to any chance
they haveof capturingthe nationalcrow
• If one of Calgary'sfive majorathletesis injured, their chancesto win would be reduced
greatly.
The battlefor the men'stitle should be hotly
contestedbetweenWindsor,Manitoba,Toronto,
York, and UBC.Currentnationalrankingsonly
separatetheseteamsby a coupleof points.
Perhapsthe mostinterestingmatch-upof the
meetwill be in the women'sshot put wheretwo
Windsor natives will go head to head. The
lancers' TashlynChase,and the Universityof
Saskatchewan'sJoanne Rothery are ranked
number one and number two in the country
respectively.
FreshmanO'BrianGibbonsis a strong candidateto win both the 60mandthe 300mas he is
the top nationalseedandthe OUAAchampionin
both events.
Hisfemalecounterpart,IrmaGrant,will likely
have similar success in the same events.Her
main rival, York's France Gareau has been
selectedto competeat the WorldIndoorGames
this weekend,andwill missthe CIAUfinals.
FreshmanKelly Dinsmoreis also important

for the Uof W.Dinsmoreseta newOWIAArecord
last weekendwith a jump of 12.20min the triple
jump. Shealsohelpedthe 4x200mrelayteamto
a gold medal.
DecathleteChrisWeinberg,slatedto compete
in four events,is a big scoringthreatfor the blue
andgold.At the OUAAshe placedsecondin the
longjump,third in the 60mhurdles,andnotched
fourth placefinishesin both the pole vault and
the shot put.
But Windsor faces displacers from other
schoolswhobumplancer athletesout of thetop
six spots.
Anyathleteat a Canadianuniversitycancompeteat the meetif he or she meetsthe standard
set in the event,or if he or she finishesfirst or
secondat the conferencechampionshsip.
"If they didn't take all those individualswho
aredisplacersno onewouldbeatus becausewe
havesuch balance,•Fairallsaid.
Themeetkicksoff at 5:30pmthis Fridayand
runs until 9:50pm.The secondday of competi
tion beginson Saturdayat 1 pm and will endat
approximately5:30pm.
Adult tickets are $5 per sessionor $8 fora
two-daypass.A two daypassfor kids is $5- $3
per session.Unlikestandarduniversityathletic
events,Univerityof Windsorstudentswill notbe
admittedfree.
O
TheSt. Denis Centreis located on College
Ave.right nearHuronLine and the Ambassado
Bridgeentrance.

"Eagle" raises hopes for Lancer gold

by Mike Murphy
The eagle has landed. The talented sprint star,
O'Brian Gibbons, has found a home at the University of Windsor and we are glad to have him.
The rookie from Scarborough West Hill Hi~h
School has turned the collegiate ranks upside down
with his number one ranking in both the 60m and
300m, in addition to his key presence on two topranked relay teams.
Last weekend at the Ontario University Athletic
Association (OUAA) championships "O.B." Gibbons grabbed double gold medals in the 60m and
300m as well as anchoring the 4x200m team to a silver medal.
Success is not new to Gibbons; he w~s an Ontario high school champion in both the 100m and
200m as a junior. Unfortunately, as a senior he was
plagued by injuries and his performances were
hampered.
Last summer, competing healthy, Gibbons
placed third in the 200m with a personal best time
of 21.90 seconds at the Canadian Senior Nationals,
the pinnacle of track meets in Canada.
His goals are not limited, nor should they be, as
he has his sights set on competing at the Olympics.
So far, the University of Windsor has been an integral part of the pursuit of this dream.
"I like Windsor, the team is very friendly and if
I stay healthy, all will fall into place," Gibbons said.
During the season, Gibbons had the pleasure of
competing in the university section of the 50m at the
Hamilton Spectator Games. The Games were the site
of Ben Johnson's grand return to track after a 2 1/2
year absence.
Gibbons was scheduled to run right before Big
Ben's race and the crowd was nothing less than enthusiastic. "I was scared and nervous." Gibbons said.
Who wouldn't he? He was only running in front of
a crowd of 16,000 plus, minutes before the world's

O'Brian Gibbons.

fastest human made his return.
Scared or not, he was the class of the field in the
collegiate race, he walked away with the gold medal
and in the process his time was better than the fifth
place finisher in Johnson's section, which featured
world class competition.
The next day, unfortunately, was disastrous for
Gihhons. While competing at York in the 60m he
pulled a hamstring. For many athletes, such an injury could end a season, but not for Gihbons.
"O.B. is very talented. He is also a team person.
When he was injured he never missed a practice, he

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

came out and did some slow jogging," said coach
Molly Killingbeck. "At meets he also came out and
cheered on his tcammates."
Gibbons started a rehabilitation program that in·
eluded massage, physiotherapy
and tempo
workouts.
The rehabilitation has worked well; Gibbons is
ready to repeat his times of earlier performances anc
may, in all likelihood, better them.
What docs this mean for Gibbons. Lancer Traci
and the CIAU's'! Medals the colourofgold. lfl wer,
a betting man, I'd put my money on Gibbons.
C
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~~ Fairall earns respect of colleagues
by John Marentette

ete
lue Baseball's Leo Durocher felt managers had to
lhe exhibit a gruff exterior to get the most out of their
led athletes. It's obvious Durocher never bumped into
ind the University of Windsor's head track and field
coach, Dennis Fairall.
Few teachers enjoy as much admiration from
their pupils as Fairall does. Not surprisingly, the
op highest respect comes from the team's middle-distance runners whom Fairall personally coaches.
m,:
Respect comes in other fonns as well. In fact, the
lrd coach who was named the Ontario University Athor letic Association's (OUAA) coach of the year last
weekend for the second consecutive time cannot
ho remember the last time his athletes formally adwedressed him as "Mister."
"As far as I'm concerned," he said, "where I get
nd the respect is in the performances because they give
!ti: 1()0percent every time they run."
To the athletes Fairall is more than a coach; he
at is their mentor. Hardly an hour goes by when athletes aren't in his office seeking his advice.
ra
"Besides coaching, I spend a lot of time actually
S3 counselling athletes on various things," he said.
tic "Not just on track and field, but on studies, family
be problems, and relationships."
0
Fairall 's advice is especially beneficial to the
ge first year athletes who may have trouble adjusting to
for university life.
Although he jokes about having to "stay home"
to get his work done, he is by no means complaining. The one on one communication is simply
another facet of maintaining a good rapport with his
athletes.

ter

~
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Drug use under the
microscope at meet
by Scott Pratt

Schedule
of Events
FRIDAY,
MARCH8
5:30pm 60mHeats(W)
5:45pm 60mHeats(M)
6:00pm 600mTimedFinals(W)
Women'sHighJump
Men'sLongJump
6:15pm 600mTimedFinals(M)
6:30pm OpeningCeremonies
6:45pm 60mFinal(W)
6:55pm 60mFinal(M)
7:05pm 60mHighSchoolExhibition(W)
7:15pm 60mHighSchoolExhibition(M)
7:25pm 1500m(W)
7:35pm 1500m(M)
7:45pm 300mHeats(W)
8:00pm 300mHeats(M)
yk
Women'sTripleJump
Men'sHighJump
.eh
nd 8:40pm HighSchoolExhibitionMile(M)
MedalPresentations
in·
(WHJ,MLJ,1500m)
po
9:15pm 4x200mHeats(W)
; is 9:25pm 4x200mHeats(M)
1nc 9:30pm MedalPresentations
(ExhibitionMile,WTJ, MHJ)
1cl
9:35pm 4x800mRelay(W)
~fl
.__
C 9:50pm 4x800mRelay(M)

a

As a student, Fairall was an integral part of the
University of Western Ontario's track team. His personal success, as well as his knowledge of the sport,
gave him the incentive to pursue a coaching career.
Shortly after Windsor hosted the last Canadian
Intercollegiate Athletic Union's (CIAU) Track and
Field Champi<;nships in 1985, Fairall was hired as
the Lancers' new coach. Now six years later, and
with three times the number of athletes, Fairall is
pleased with the improvements in the the program.
"I think we have a very high rate of athletes coming in who are satisfied enough with the program,
and enjoy it enough to stick with it [throughout their
University years]," Fairall said. "I think we really do
emphasize fun, but we get a lot out of them."
"The most exciting thing in the world isn't running around a track or jumping into dirty sand," he
said. "It's not a big spectator sport and it gets
monotonous after a while. And that's why we have
to try to make it fun."
Though he coached at the World Student Games
in Germany, and at the Macave Games in Israel,
Fairall thinks one of his most memorable experiences came in familiar surroundings.
"I think last year's [men's] team -the drama of
last year's team -was incredible. Somebody would
get injured, we'd still be in the running. Somebody '
else would get injured, we'd still be competitive.
And then when the third one went down, that was
it...we only lost by six points to the team that won
the nationals."
Dennis Fairall.
This year, Windsor has the advantage of hosting
the CIAU championships. With the aid of some
homecooking, maybe this will be the year Fairall
proves nice guys don't necessarily finish last.
O

SATURDAY,
MARCH9
1:00 pm MedalPresentations
(4x800m)
1:15 pm 60mHurdlesHeats(W)
Women'sShotPut
Men'sPoleVault
Men'sTripleJump
1:30pm 60mHurdlesHeats(M)
1:45pm 300mFinal(W)
1:55pm 300mFinal(M)
2:05pm 1OOOm
TimedFinal(W)
2:20pm 1OOOm
TimedFinal(M)
2:35 pm HighSchoolExhib.60mHurdle(M)
2:45pm HighSchoolExhib.60mHurdle(W)
2:55 pm 60mHurdleFinal(W)
3:05 pm 60mHurdleFinal(M)
MedalPresentations
(300m,1OOOm)
3:15 pm Men'sShotPut
Women'sLongJump
3:25 pm 4x200mFinal(W)
3:35 pm 4x200mFinal(M)
3:45 pm HighSchoolExhibitionMile(W)
4:15 pm 3000mFinal(W)
4:30 pm 3000mFinal(M)
4:45pm MedalPresentations
(4x200m,60m)
4:55pm 4x400mTimedFinal(W)
5:1Opm 4x400mTimedFinal(M)
5:20 pm MedalPresentations
5:30 pm TearnChampionsPresentations

The 1991 Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union's (CIA U) Indoor Track and Field Championships will test the strP.ngth, endurance, and speed of
its participants. This year, it will also be testing
something else - perfomance-enhancing drugs.
Through a random selection of events and placings, screening for banned substances will be conducted throughout the two-day affair.
The Sports Medicine Council of Canada
(SMCC) will be administering the tests after each
selected event. The results of the tests will not be
known, however, until after the championships are
completed as the samples will be flown to a testing
facility outside of Windsor.
The SMCC is an impartial third party, not affiliated with the Canadian Track and Field Association (CTFA) or the CIAU. The need for an outside
testing source became apparent when tampering
with test outcomes was addressed at the infamous
Dubin Inquiry.
Once the results (either positive or negative) are
discovered, they will be given to the CTF A, who
will then disclose them to the CIAU. If an athlete
tests positive, he or she will then be notified through
his or her school.
The substances considered unacceptable to the
SMCC include more than just the familiar assortment of anabolic steroids. Other drugs, even certain
cold remedies, are on the 'banned' list.
The severity of punishment for testing positive
varies with the type of drug used. A less serious offence involving a prescription medication may carry
with it a three-month ban from competition, while
discovery of a performance enhancing steroid in an
athlete's body could incur a two-year suspension.
The council will be conducting a total of20 tests
during the March 8 and 9 meet.
O
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1991CIAUIndoorTraclr&FieRITopSeeds
PhotoscourtesyMaiWebster

Men
(1)WINDSOR54.5pts.
(21Toronto52 pts.
(3)York38.5pts.
(4)Manitoba38.5pts.
(5)BritishColumbia33.5pts.

q,Team Rankings

(11Toronto9:06.69
(2)Manitoba9:09.36
(3)Victoria9:11.98

wHighJump
(11BobbiThoen(Sask)1.81m
(21LeslieEstwick(McGill)1.78m
(3)SherriUmeris(Calgary)1.71m
LyndsayClapperton(Calgary)1.71m

w60m
(1)FranceGareau(York)7.52
(2)1rmaGrant(WINDSOR)7.63
(3)JaneCox(Alberta)7.68

w60m
(1)O'BrianGibbons(WINDSOR)
6.87
(2)IanDanney(Alberta)6.94
(3)ChuckCanfield(WINDSOR)
6.94

wlongJump
(1)JaneCox(Alberta)6.10m
(21KerriDrosdewich(Manitoba)
5.98m
(3)SimoneLemeiux(Laval)5.90m

6'300m
(1)FranceGareau(York)38.7
(2]IrmaGrant(WINDSOR)
39.0
(3)Jill McDermid(Calgary)39.44

6'300m
(1)O'BrianGibbons(WINDSOR)
34.2
(2)ChristianAlain(Sherbrooke)
34.83
(3)TimRobinson(Guelph)34.6

q,600m
(1)NicoleMasi!(York)1:31.26
(21Jill McDermid(Calgary)1.32.63
(3)MaxineSchringer-Wil
(Calgary)
1:32.95

w600m
(1)MaxMuzzolini(Sask)1:20.65
(2]BruceMilner(Calgary)1:20.86
(3)AnthonyBiggar(Toronto)1:21.08

6'1000m

l<ii'1000m
Highjump'sAnthonyBlack.

6'1500m
(1)AllanKlassen(UBC)3:46.13
(2)ShaneBilodeau(UBC)3:50.15
(3)DarrenKlassen(Manitoba)3:51.13

6'3000m
(1)DarrenKlassen(Manitoba)8:09.96
(21HenryKlassen(Manitoba)8:16.28
(3)ColinDignum(Queen's)8:16.94

Q'60m Hurdles
(1)ChrisWeinberg(WINDSOR)
8.23
(2)GregStefaniw(Queen's)8.25
(3)TrevorMcAlmont(York)8.25

w4x200m Relay
(1)York1:29.08
(2)WINDSOR1:29.15
(3)Manitoba1:30.24

a:w4x400mRelay
[1)York3:19.11
(2)WINDSOR3:20.18
(31Manitoba3:21.46
Shotputter
RobRobinson.

~4x800m Relay

(1)Calgary53 pts
(2)York50.8 pts
(3)WINDSOR40 pts
(4)Manitoba31.5pts
(5)Saskatchewan
24 pts

wTeam Rankings

(1)BrianHall(Toronto)2:26.16
(2)AllanKlassen(UBC)2:26.38
(3)ShaneBilodeau(UBC)2:26.87

Women

(2)Queen's7:38.17
(3)WINDSOR7:39.32

wHigh Jump
(11AlexZaliaukas(Toronto)2.28m
(2)AnthonyBlack(WINDSOR)
2.14m
(3)DarrenCunningham
(Toronto)2.1Om

q,Pole Vault
(1)DougWood(York)5.40m
(2)Stuartlove (Victoria)5.25m
(3)Kevinlake (York)5.15m

G"LongJump
(1)EmileJohn(Toronto)7.25m
(2)ChrisWeinberg(WINDSOR)
7.00m
(3)GregRoberts(UBC)6.88m

G"Triple Jump
(11OralOgilvie(Alberta)15.61m
(21GeoffHamlet(Toronto)14.82m
(31DerekHansen(UBC)14.64m

D:ir'ShotPut

u:~·4x800m Relay

(11Jut.\1elady(McMaster)16.53m
(21RobRobinson(WINDSOR)
15.56m

111
Toronto

(31Dean Andrews (Saskl 15.55m

7:35.!:!4

(1)NicoleMasil(York)2:49.6
(2)AnnaGunasekera
(Victoria)2:52.7
(3)LoriDurward(UBC)2:52.98

6'1500m
(1)NicoleMasil(York)4:25.3
(2)CherylMurphy(Manitoba)
4:29.48
(3)AnnaGunasekera
(Victoria)4:30.17

6'3000m
(1)lisa Harvey(Calgary)9:33.29
(21CherylMurphy(Manitoba)
9:38.59
(3)MelanieBrandson(Calgary)9:46.03

~60m Hurdles
[1) LeslieEstwick(McGill)8.55
(21Andrealittle (Manitoba)
8.63
(3)JanetScott(Sask)8.64

SprinterIrmaGrant.

~Triple Jump

(1)WINDSOR1:42.96
(2)Sherbrooke1:43.05
(31Calgary1:43.79

(11KellyDinsmore(WINDSOR)
12.20m
(21AndreaHastick(York)12.02
131
SimoneLemieux(Lavalle)11.78m

6'4x400m Relay

u:wShotPut

(11Calgary3:53.76
(2)York 3:55.39
(3)WINDSOR3:55.90

121
JoanneRothery(Sask)13.61m
131
JoanneArchambault
(Laurentian)

~4x200m Relay

111
TashlynChase(WINDSOR)
13.95m
12.99m

Men and Women's Hairstylists

3.

00

OFF

all haircuts
Offer valid to all students, staff and faculty upon
presentation of valid ID.
At University Mall location only.

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534
Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday
9 am-9 pm
Saturday . . . . . . . . 9 am-6 pm
WE USE AND RECOMMEND

~matrbr
HAIR

ESSENTIALS
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The Knack still knot knew Beatles

Serious Fun
The Knack
Charisma Records

by Terry Brown
"The songs are an assortment
of feelings and emotions expressed redundantly as only The
K11ackcan. "
- Mike Chapman, record
producer, from the liner notes of

... but the Little girls understand
(1980)
The plague of band reunions
continues:
The Knack have
released Serious Fun, twelve
years after the incredible success
oftheirdebut, Get The Kllack, and
ten years after their quiet denoue-

ment, Round Trip.
Like most reunited hands. The
Knack are not using the original
personnel (Billy Ward replaces
Bruce Gary on drums, with no
deleterious effect). And they' re
no longer dressing like each other
or, transitively, the Beatles (black
dress pants and jackets, white
shirts, long narrow ties, leather
boots).
But, breaking
the trend,
they've altered their sound. The
Knack's quirky, emotionally immature pop songs, such as "My
Sharona," have devolved to emotionally immature hard rock.
A prime example is the single.
"Rocket of Love." which assaults
the listener with power chords
and a compliment of the sexual

images usually associated with
the prodigious rock 'n' roll penis
- missiles
delivering
their
payloads, the big bang, firearms,
faceless women riding a fellow's
"mean machine."
"I Want Love," which follows
"Rocket of Love" on the first side,
also uses machines and gunshots
and flame in the search fnr love,
but in this song it's vague as to
whether this is physical or emotion a I love
because
the
protagonist's angst isnot resolved
in an orgasm so intense that it
causes the universe prematurely
to collapse upon itself , squeeze
into a fist, then explode infinitely
in all directions until the energy is
uniformly spread in a heat death,
or until the second date (or the
next song), when the process
starts all over again.
The most idiotic song has to
he "Doin • The Dog," the very last
cut on the album. It has references
to Pavlov's classical conditioning
experiments
and
Allen
Ginsberg 's Howl nested in double
entendres such as "give the dog a
bone." The low point of the album
comes in the final stanza, which
starts with "Beg for your love, lift
a leg for your love, baby/Yeah,
yeah."
On Serious Fun, as in life. the
concept of 'love' is not only
degraded, hut overusage of the
word threatens to render it meaningless. Not including ad-libs. the
word · tove · appears in the lyrics
sixty-three times. and 'hahy' thir-

Tht Knack has come out or oblivion to record a terrible album. Former drummer Bruce Gary (inset) reali1inA
they were,r 't the new Beatles, left the hand, chanAcd hi:. name loJefrGoldblum, married Geena Davis, and starred
in a few movies, most notably one about aliens and earth girls.

ty-one.
The lyrics wcren 't any better
on the first three albums. but
Doug Ficgcr's plaintive vocals
matched the sexual frustration
and lent emotional integrity to
songs such as "Can ·1 Put a Price
on Love" and "H,lw C'an Lm,e
llurt So Much." The Knack niulJ

get away with the libidinous
whining of "My Sharona," "Baby
Talks Dirty" and "Good Girls
Don't" adecadeago,butnowthey
arc men, and it sounds pathetic.
The music is just as stupid and
dichcd, although it is played v. ith
surprising
energ y and com pctence. Producer Don Was al-

Clean digits, modicum of courage needed at Motown eatery
Blue Nile Restaurant
2nd floor of Trappers' Alley
Detroit, Michigan
by Karl Mamer and Cheryl Wirch
The Blue Nile's Ethiopian food is so
good you'll think you're in the Land of
Goshen. Not only is it good (and all you can
cat), but it is likely you haven't experienced
as much fun at mealtime since your preoperational childhood days. At the Blue Nile
you are required to eat with your hands.
After cleansing your hands at the table
with hot tea towels, you are brought pureed
and nicely spiced heaps of collard greens,
lentils, cabbage, split peas, and C:hick peas
on an edible plate of spongy Ethiopian flapjacks. A side helping of the pancake-like
bread is your only utensil for scooping up the
tasty dollops.
Though delicious, the food is, admittedly, unattractive. It requires a modicum of
courage to sample. (If it was presented to
you at your grandmother's house, in a big
green plastic bowl with a wooden spoon, you
would certainly pass on it, accepting instead

another helping of her minute-ready scalloped potatoes covered by her secret Cheeze
Whiz topping.)
The Blue Nile's simple yet exotic atmosphere - low-slung chairs, wicker tables,
and Nubian decor - allows your associated
inhibitions to vanish.
The Blue Nile's all-you-can-eat feast is
best enjoyed when ravenous. The zestful
spices incite the timidly peckish; like salted
peanuts or Hershey's Kisses, the seasonings
drive you to wantonly consume larger and
larger mouthfuls.
Be advised that when everyone is digging in, licking fingers, then digging in for
some more, the initial ablution no longer
seems purposeful. A feeding frenzy at the
Blue Nile is best shared between a group of
people unafraid of sharing germs, or a
couple that's known each other for so long
that they no longer care about the cleanliness
of the other's body.
The Blue Nile offers two different feasts
- one for herbivores ($11.90). and one for
carnivores ($14.90). ln addition to the peas,
cabbage, and lentils of the vegetarian meal.
the meat-eater's repast also offers chicken,

beef, and lamb. Though the savory pots of
steaming death arc as tasty as the masticated
legumes, they are an unnecessary distraction. The non-vegetarian will find the lowerpriced feast fully satisfying.
Don't stuff yourself too much, however.
Room should be saved for a cup or two of
coffee. Legend has it that coffee originated
in Ethiopia's kaffa region. The Blue Nile's
strong but sweet primordial brew does
everything but awaken one's race memory
of building Pharaoh' s treasure cities, Pithom
and Raamses.
After food and coffee, check out the
women's washroom (that is. if you are a
'woman). Jfyou are male, prod your date into
revealing
its mysteries.
But don't be
surprised if she only speaks about it in vague
generalities.
As with Xochimiko's. your first visit to
the Blue Nile will not be your last. It's a bit
more expensive than the Mexican restaurants of Bagley Street. but without the
temptation of ordering numerous pitchers of
inexpensive margaritas, you'll likely find
your overall bill to be a lot less.
a

lows newcomer Billy Ward to
roam freely on the percussion
tracks, rather than have him
mimic the wet-slap of drum
programming prevalent on Top
40 radio. Berton Avcrre. the lead
guitarist. has saved musical notes
like freshly minted pennies and
now fills up his solos with them.
Not all the notes arc his, though;
the one on "River of Sighs"
having been lifted out of "Black
Dog" by Led Zeppelin, and sped
up a hit.
Another tiorrowing is the
guitar ending of Neil Young's
"Cinnamon Girl/ which is quietly tacked on to the end of "Won't
Let Go/Aces
and Eights."
Producer Was even steals from
himself by sticking the opening
chant of "Walk the Dinosaur" into
the drum solo of "(I'll Be) Your
Mau Mau." These last two are
nice touches, but they don't offset
the noisome riffs and power
chords.
The only listenable song on
Serious Fu11 is "One Day at a
Time," a mid-tempo piece that
suggests "Love is the answer" by
talking of heartbeats and sad eyes
instead of female bodies being invaded by allusory weapons systems. It's nothing special, but it's
relief from the rest of the album,
which seems to be party rock nonsense aimed at filling stadiums
with young men who consider
vomit-drenched concert jerseys to
be a statement of disaffected
youth.
Although the band and their
superstar producer should be
ashamed of Serious Fun, The
Knack didn't rip off their old
songs and that's encouraging. Extensive touring will bring personality conflicts and therefore
inspire creativity. or else it will
break up the band. This will make
a second comeback album worth
purchasing, or impossible.
The consumer wins and justice is served.
Leave it to the gods.
0
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Secrets Revealed, Part IV: The School of Music has a music library that can be used by students from all faculties. With a validated student card, one can enjoy classical,jazz, and pop. Headphones are available but they are
of questionable quality. So hring that pair your room mate never bothered to engrave his social insurance number on. The library is open seven days a week. Call 253-4232 ext. 2780 for times.

BorderCityComix

Springer for
Science

is nowhandlingthelargest
selectionof role-playing
gamesin Windsor.Seeusfor
bestprices.Also,wehandle
a varietyof plasticscale
modelkit.
Call:977-7311.
1009Wyandotte
StreetEast
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Visit the University of Windsor Bookstore for a

10% DISCOUNT
on
many fine Springer-Verlag titles
in Astronomy and Astrophysics. Special-orders also accepted
in the store only at this special discount.
FAIR DATES: March 4 • 29, 1991
For further details call
Sandy Goulette at (519) 973- 7018

Springer-Verlag
New York Berlin Heidelberg Vienna London Paris Tokyo Hono
Kon(T
0
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NewAstronomy and Astrophysics
titles have just arrived
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No wonder dogs in this Mazursky flick

by Karl Mamer
In the past few years, Woody
Allen has limited his screen time
in his own films. The director/writer/actor seemed content
with a supporting role in such pictures as Hannah and Her Sisters
and Crimes and Misdemeanors.
After two decades of omnipresent
film making, Allen appears to be
entering a period of semi-retirement. In Scenes from a Mall, the
bespectacled wit distanced himself even more, relinquishing the
hats of director and writer to Paul
Mazursky.
(Co-star
Bette
Midler's name even appears
before Allen's in the credits.)
Mazursky is best known for
the successful but unfunny Down
and Out in Beverly Hills and the
plain unfunny Moscow on the
Hudson. Mazursky seems to be a
director that takes talented actors
and withers them.
His effect on Allen was minor.
His effect on Midler, who has
never displayed talent, was inconseq u en t i a I. Mazursky
did,
however, affect a Allenesque atmosphere. Scenes from a Mall is
stocked with satire on relationships, obscure cultural references,
and even a veiled visual reference

WILDERNESS
REFORESTATION

WHERE: Northern Ontario

WHY:

Good Time•
Good$$$
It must be done!!

HOW: Apply now at your
student placement
office.

I

to Allen's most famous mall
scene as the panne Francesco
equipped lover in Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About
Sex, But Were Afraid to Ask.
Allen and Midler, as a professional couple celebrating sixteen
years of marriage, were convincing. Inconsistencies did emerge in
their individual roles. Allen, playing a lawyer to sports stars, lacked the zeal and untrustworthyness
required of the job. Midler's
character is a successful clincical
psychologist to troubled Californians, althouth her occasional
references to Freudian psychology (one of Allen's fixations)
simply does not jibe with the cognitive /humanistic
ideologies
prevelant on the west coast.

Ultimately, the picture's setting in Los Angeles (it was actually filmed in New York) has little
relevance to the plot. A few pokes
are made at the lifestyles of
Californians, though considerably fewer than in Steve Martin's
l.A. Story. (Martin's film failed
because a believable love story
took a back seat to spoofing North
America's Mecca of pop culture.)
Mazursky's flick succeeds on
Allen's comic subtleties. We
don't get Richard Dreyfuss running around screaming "Dial 9-11" four times for a laugh. We will
not see a wonder dog making the
talk-show rounds. We do see a
picture as good as Crimes and
Misdemeanors, The Purple Rose
of Cairo, and Radio Days.
O
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8% solution
When the Ontario government decided to hike tuition fees
by eight percent this year, they knew they would take some
heat. But few thought that their own party would tell them to
repeal the increase and cap tuition fees.
The government probably won't reverse its decision for a
while. We are in a recession. The province has no piggy bank
to dip into. But amid the brouhaha that has resulted from the
party's supposedly contradictory decisions are several points
which are being ignored.
Former finance minister Robert Nixon has said that the
government's inability to live up to its election promises is a
betrayal of the electorate.
"If there ever was an instance where a political promise
was not kept, this is it," said Nixon. Bullshit.
If you don't know who put us in this economic pickle in the
first place, you weren't paying attention. Nixon promised
Ontarians a 23 million dollar budget surplus just before the
election was called last summer. He hasn't been saying much
about how this transformed into a multi-billion dollar deficit
before the throne speech was made.
The NOP inherited Liberal (and Tory) debt. Its promises
are automatically
recontextualised.
The provincial
government has taken a bad situation and tried its hardest to
look after as many people as possible.
While college and university students may not be getting
taken care of directly (ie. with a tuition freeze), they are being
looked after indirectly.
It has been noted that the 'ancillary costs' (food, rent,
books, transportation) of attending school are substantially
higher than tuition itself. Tougher rent controls ensure that no
student will be gouged by landlords and a public auto
insurance plan may lower some students' premiums; the
government is easing the financial burden on students.
The government's 8 percent hike might the smallest
possible under the circumstances (especially since the feds
have frozen transfer payments again). The party's call for a
freeze reiterates the true ideal that makes them the students'
party. It is safe to assume that students 't'ould have gotten a
far worse deal under another Liberal government. The NOP

rank and file has roundly and repeatedly endorsed a freeze
on tuition increases. Nothing of the sort has ever been
proposed by the other two parties.
Unfortunately, at the time when the agenda of so many
groups traditionally denied power is so close to being realized,
an inherited financial problem is still preventing them from
obtaining that which is rightfully theirs.
Education is a right of all Canadians, not just a wealthy
few, yet Canadian universities continue to degenerate into
havens for not-so-smart, but rich, kids.
Bill Graham, president of the Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations (OCUFA) agrees. Though
perfectly aware that falling revenues are crippling the
university system, Graham maintains that as fees rise
"universities will remain a haven for the white and wealthy and
privileged classes."
Others disagree. David Stager a University of Toronto
economist, notes that an Australian experiment to freeze
tuition produced no significant increase in minority enrolment.
The Globe and Mail cites Stager in an attempt to show that
tuition freezes are pointless.
The point not quite expressed would be: since minorities
and the poor are less likely to enrol, no attempt should be
made to make it easier for them. Rich whites are the ·ones
who use universities, and rich whites are able to pay. So
what's the problem?
This is a sort of supply-side philosophy of higher
education. It asserts that the wealth of the post-secondary
institution is not its student body, but its hardware, its capital.
Just as the producers of consumer goods are helpless
when their market can't afford the products (the fallacy of
supply-side economics), so a university with the newest
buildings, most books, and biggest cyclotrons is worse than
a dead world's fair when high-school graduates can't affort to
go there.
The provincial New Democratic Party has reasserted the
ideal of free, universal access to post-secondary education.
Let's hope that, when they can, the government will make
the ideal real.
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'New Order' same old American Way
by W alid S. Saba
So, what was 'Desert Storm' all about?
Perhaps no one will ever know. But let
us just think about the 'stated' goals. It is
the duty of all of us (people on this planet),
to ask a few questions. After all, the
'civilized' world chose to spend 1.5 billion
dollars a day on waging war (we'll feed the
hungry on this planet from the next
Live-Aid concert!).
These are some of the questions we
have in mind (our apologies to the
'honorable' newsmedia in North America
- they just 'forgot'
to pose these
questions):
l. Why did the so-called 'civilized' world
wage the most vicious war in modern
times? Was the enemy so powerful?
Couldn't economic containment achieve
the same thing? It did work with the Soviet
Union (or at least that is what we were
told).
2. How did it happen that the United Nations decided (now) to take action against
aggression, violation of international law,
and other inhumane acts. Wasn't that the
excuse? (South Africa, Israel, El Salvador,
Chile, and others, please write NIA for 'not
applicable').
3. What exactly does Mr Bush mean by
'New World Order'? Can we assume that
this fancy term is in some mysterious way
identical to 'the American way or no way'?
This is how we view the whole fiasco.
First, the 'civilized' world did not wage
the war to free Kuwait. After all, if this was
the reason, the civilized would have also
waged war on several other countries. Mr.
Bush, and his Anglo-Saxon and Zionist
friends cannot convince us that they have
strong feelings for the people of Kuwait.
For the curious among you: Kuwait was
actually stripped from Iraq by the great
glorious Britain.
Second, the war was not waged to save
the people of Iraq from ("Hitler revisited."
according to Bush) a dictator. We cannot
and do not accept this hypocrisy . The
hlacks of South Afril:a. the people or
Palestine and others have not received this
warmth and consideration from the western
powers. And even if we were to believe
their concern for the people of Iraq. it is the

- ....

An Arab student's point of view on the Gulf War
job of the Iraqis themselves to make any
change in their government.
We hope no one is actually convinced
that the U.S. is trying to help the people of
Iraq, by removing the 'ruthless' regime. It
will be enough if they can do better for their
own people. ls it not the case that 500 are
killed every year in Washington, another
600 or so in LA., 700 in Detroit and so on,
all in poverty-related violence? Well, those
people are victims of the U.S. government.
Oh, yes they are. Now who should bomb
the U.S. until it treats its people better?
We believe that the U.S. agenda of the
operation had three main items:
The Economic Agenda (Sponsored
by Shell and British Petroleum): The
danger of joining Kuwait back to Iraq is an
economical
danger.
After al I, the
monopoly on oil that is enjoyed by U.S. and
British companies is endangered. (A hint
for those who were wondering why the
Netherlands was all of a sudden engaged in
enforcing international law: Shell is a
Dutch company.)
Iraq is essentially a socialist country,
and oil revenues in Iraq are not spent on
Casinos, expensive yachts, and other toys
that the spoiled U.S.- and British-bred
Kings and Emirs chose to invest their
money on. Oil revenues in Iraq were spent
on education, industrial development and
the building of a better society. The rapid
development that was taking place in Iraq
was setting an example to the rest of the oil
producing countries. The danger (to the
'allies') here is that if the oil-Kings fall, the
progressive Arabs will eventually have
complete control over their resources. With
an example like Iraq, the West would have
to live with a new-kid-on-the-block: a
strong and resourceful Middle East. Not a
very acccptahlc idea.
The Israeli Agenda: What docs a
strong lra4 with 211percent or the world's
oil mean to Israel'! It means lsrad can no
longer go on occupying Arah land and
terrorizing
civilians
under their
occupation. It also means that Israel will be
forced to settle the Palestinian question,
and not entirely on their terms. Of course a
weaker Iraq is a blessing to Israel.

The American Agenda: Essentially
all of the above and more. The U.S. wants
to test the new toys that the Pentagon has
had designed in recent years. They also
want to keep their grip on Arab oil. The
U.S. wants to boost its economy (they will
assist in cleaning the oil spill that they
provoked - they only require 5 billion
dollars for their assistance), they want to
end the 'Vietnam syndrome,' and so on.
This is all fine. It does not surprise us
that the U.S., Britain, and Israel have
destructive plans for the Middle East. The
question is why did the entire Western
world join in the crime. How could the
Canadian population allow the hypocrisy
to go on in front of their eyes? Why did the
Canadian media (and politicians) simply
echo whatever Washington, New Yorkand
London said? This is an issue that should
concern all Canadians. Canadians should
not allow the image of Canada as a
peaceful, non-aggressive, and fair country
to be tarnished by few politicians who have
their own interests at heart.
Is the West now prepared to declare war
on South Africa, Israel , El Salvador, and
others? Most likely not, since the agenda
that we described above does not apply. So
perhaps we will remain in the 'Old World
Order.'
The West labels people 'terrorists' or
'freedom fighters' according to their
convenience. They define democracy.
freedom and other fuzzy concepts. And if
challenged, they appoint themselves as the
Police of the world, carry a big stick and
' teach' third world countries what the
'civilized world' is all about (the children
in Iraq arc now well acquainted with the
civilized world!).
We cannot help hut remcmhcr what the
biggest Ramho of al I. Ronald Reagan. once
saiu ahout a right-wing ll11.:tator111 South
America: "We know he i., a Bastard, hut
he is our Bastard ... " Docs the new world
order that the current U.S. President have
in mind differentiate between Bastards?
Fellow students. hypocrisy is not new to
governments and politicians. It is a shame,
however, if we simply accept it or, worse
yet, become party to it.

Africa's shadow in 'white' Europe
by Shaka Kawame
Andrew Goetz has got guts.
At the last general meeting of the
Students' Administrative Council, Mr
Goetz made a profound statement about
African history being "a fallacy."
MrGoetz, it is obvious you do not know
your own Germanic or European history.
However, I know you did not only make
such statements because of ignorance, but
also out of 'Aryan' arrogance. As a result,
I will redress your stupidity with facts
about your 'German race' and suppressed
European history.
Some facts about Africans in European
history:
1. Politics - France has had six
colored cabinet ministers: Severiano do
Heredia, 1887; Senator Henri Lemery,
1915-1918 and 1934; Acide Delmont,
1928; Blaise Diagne, 1931; Gratien
Cadace, 1932; Gaston Monnerville, 1937.
2. Royalty - Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, a colored man, was the founder of
the royal family of Sweden. In 1818 he ascended to the throne of Sweden as Charles

XIV.
Queen Charlotte Sophia of England, a
consort of George Ill, great-greatgrandmother of George VI, was black.
3. Military - Abraham Hannibal,

commander-in-chief of the Russian Army.
He died in 1782 at the age of 90, owning
vast estates and 2000 white slaves.
General A. Dodds was France's best
known soldier prior to the first world war.
In 1901, as Senior General of the French
Army, he commanded the Allied Army
(White Americans, Germans, British,
French and Japanese) against the Boxers in
China.
Ex-Kaiser Wilhelm II had an African
'uncle' by adoption. His grandfather, Wilhelm I, adopted an African boy given to
him by an explorer as his son. His name
was Henri Noel. He later became an officer
in the German Army.
4. Religion - There have been several
African Popes: Victor (189-199 A.D.);
Melchiadcs (311-312); and St. Gelasius
(496 A.D.), just to name three.
The Celestial Saint of Germany is St.
Maurice. While in command of a Roman
Legion in Gaul (Switzerland) in 287 A.D.,
he refused to attack Christians when ordered to do so by the Emperor Maximian
Hcrculius, for which he was executed. His
painting is in many German cathedrals and
museums, sometimes with the German
eagle on his head. He was black. (Pictures
of Hitler, nearly 1700 years later, showed
him depicted with the same emblem on his
head.)

5. Medicine - Aben Ali, an African,
was personal physician to Charles VII,
king of France ( 1403-1463).
I would like Mr Goetz to demonstrate
the 'fallacy' of these African presences in
European history. All I ask of Mr Goetz is
intelligent proof that these obviously influential people were not of African origin.
There was a time when the school system was able to keep our history from us,
to make us feel insecure. They taught us
that they found us in Africa with bones in
our noses. They never told us that we were
the mothers and fathers of civilizations.
They even told us that the ancient Egyptians and Ethiopians were not black.
Today, we are starting to show that the
"little white lies" that were told to us were
just that - White lies.
We now know that idea of African history being a 'fallacy'
is just the
slavemastcrs' last attempt to destroy our
movement towards affirming our glorious
past.
Mr Goetz thinks such statements can
stop the struggle of Blacks to reaffirm their
right to all the benefits of human justice and
dignity.
Well, I have news for neo-Nazis: Black
people will raise themselves up to justice
and human rights the world over.
0

We believe that the savage war that the
Western powers waged on the people of
Iraq resulted in a New World Order, as Mr.
Bush predicted. Unfortunately for him, it is
not the 'order' he had in mind.
The New World Order carries with it a
bright moment of the Old World Order, a
moment when "the little yellow men" (as
the Americans called the Vietnamese) '
defeated the most aggressive and massive
power arrayed against them. The New
Order is one in which developing countries
could face the savageness of the imperialist
West. It is one in which a country as small
as Iraq (18 million), chooses to fight the
most sophisticated machinery that the West
can deliver, without any backing from the
other superpower, and not go down on its
knees. It defended itself with pride, while
the U.S., a superpower, was going around
asking (more like begging) for money to
fight a war ("In God We Trust" indeed).
What the Americans set out to do for
themselves and others will fail. This is not
a first for the U.S. in any case. The tragedy
however, is that at times we sense that the
human in us is losing to the sop histication
of the media that supports this system. We
hear terms that we thought would be fading
away as we approach the year 2000.
Americans are cheering for war, the
replaced "the little yellow man" expression
by "kick ass," and "nuke them all," and
other Rambo-inspired terminology.
Shouldn't we he a bit more 'educated'
than this? After all, what did we mean when
we said we are the civilized world"!
O
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enviro-tip
Why should we care about the environment? In 1987, the World Commission
on Environment
and
Development implicitly stated the need
when it remarked how "From space, we
see a small and fragile ball dominated
not by human activity and edifice, but
by a pattern of clouds, oceans, greenery
and soils. Humanity's inability to fit its
doings into that pattern is changing
planetary systems, fundamentally.
Many such changes are accompanied by
life-threatening
hazards. This new
reality, from which there is no escape,
must be recognized - and managed."
This week's tips concentrate on
water wastage.
In Canada, we use an average of
5000 litres of water per person per day!
The Swiss use 350 litres.
Water wastage may not contribute
directly to water pollution if non-hazardous dcancrs. soaps and detergents
arc used. but this obscene waste of water
is reflective of our excessively irresponsible society.
Once you're
aware of water
wastage, it's easy to make a difference.
The costs of water are mainly hidden, in
taxes. A drop in water consumption
could lower taxes.
How can you curb your water
usage?
A 10-ccnt washer or 0-ring can
solve a leaky tap problem. A tap leaking
just 1 drop/second wastes 25 litres of
water per day and 9000 litres per year.
Toilets use an average of 20 litres
per flush! A water-dam costing S IO can
cut that to about 8 litres/flush. A low:
flush toilet costing S 150 will use only 1
'
litre per flush.
A run-of-the-mill
shower-head
sprays 15 to 30 litres per minute! A lowflow showcrhead will use ahuut 7 litres

I
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per minute and costs $12 to $20.
1
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Legal secretary will

Buyearly
and
break
awayfor50%offany day of the week.

do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.
Devonshire Mall area.

Call Debbie at

972-7804.
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Prep Courses for
MAR 16GMAT

JUNE I GRE
JUNE LSAT

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

classifieds
KATIMAVIK
EX-PARTICIPANTS for your opportunity
lo express your views to lhe Spicer
Comm1ss1on,conlact David Wood
al 735-6230
H "USES
FOR RENT: newly
r
.vated 4 5 '6 bedroom houses,
near the Un1vers1ty, includes
laundry & parking. $260/room +
ullhlles. Phone Peter at 256-2542.
WATERBED FOR SALE: super
single · sleeps two: includes book·
shelf, headboard, 3 black caps,
new heater, mattress and mattress
cover. $150 or best offer. Call
Janice at 971-8596
APARTMENT FOR RENT: newly
renovated 2 bedroom basement
apartment, near the University, in·
cl 1 1des laundry
& parking.
$SOO/month • ut11it1es. Phone
Peler at 256-2542.
RED CROSS SOCIETY: in March
the community requires 1470 units
of blood. Schedule of blood donor
chrncs: Thu Mar 7/ Mon . Mar 11/
Thu Mar .14( Mon. Mar 18/ Wed
Mar .20/ Thu Mar.21/ Mon. Mar.25/
<1nd I hu. Mar.28. All climes are
open from 1·00-8 OOpm. Red
Cross ,s localed at 1226 Ouellette

Ticketsmust be purchased
at least 5 days in advance.
Seats are limited.
Yes,VIARail's50% student discount appliesevery
day of the week,Fridayand Sunday included.So
why not get away more often?Nothingbeats the
train forstretch·out,walk·aboutcomfort- there's
even a lightmeal with beverageserved on most
routes. It's a great place to relax... or even study!
But discount seats are limited,especiallyon
busy routes. So be sure to buy your ticket
wellin advance.
call a travel agent or VIARail™for full details.
• Ttcketsmust be purchased at least 5 days in
advance.• 50% Student discounts apply tofu/I-time
studentswithI.D. forCoachtravel in the Quebec
City/Windsor
corridoronly. • Seat availabilityis limited and variesdependingon the route and day of
travel• Blackoutperiodsapply,including Easter
(Mar. 28 -April 1)and Christmas(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3)
periods• A 10% Studentdiscountappliesany time
for regularunrestricted
travel(noadvancepurchase).
• Other conditionsmay apply; please check.

"LETVIA TAKEYOUAWAY"
Contest- from March 11to
April 30, 1991.
Youcouldwin a trip for two by train
- for a maximumvalue of $500
per person!Just pick up an entry
formwhere you buy your train
ticket at a VIARailstation. And let
VIA take you away on a fantastic
train journeythis summer!
No purchase necessary. Open to
all full-time students 18 years old
and over enrolled in a partidpating
university. Ask for full details and
conditions at VIA Rail stations.

ROOMS FOR RENT: m newly
renovated 5 bedroom house. 515
Bridge, includes laundry & parking.
$300/room all 1nclus1ve Phone
Peier at 256·2542.
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: 973. 7034 Located be•
lween the University Centre &
Huron Church Ad .. Masses · Sundays at 10:30am & 4·3opm. Mondays al 11 50am: L1lurgy of the
Word. Tuesdays at 5pm followed
by a dinner at cost price Wednes day to Friday. 11 50am All are welcome to attend Feel free to drop
by the Cale for coffee, 10 use the
Library for srudy, or 1ustcome and
relax.

SHORT STORY CONTEST: sponsored by lhe THIRD WORLD
RESOURCE
CENTRE.
3
categories
Element,ir> Secon·
dal")I, and Adult Stories should in
elude: hie in a developing counlry,
an mternattonal
development
issue, a social justice issue . Entries
should be typed or clearly
printed. double spaced, & no
longer than 3000 words Submissions deadline is APRIL 1 ST,
1991. Winners & runners-up 1n
each category will receive a cash
prize Send your story, with the
calegory clearly indicated to:
Resource & Information Coordinator, Third World Resource
Centre, 125 Tecumseh West,
Windsor, N8X 1ES. For more info
call: 252-1517.
ROOMS FOR RENT : single &
double rooms, private bathrooms,
shared kitchen & laundry facilities,
furnished or unfurnished. 585 Mtll
at Wyandotte , call 256·7386 or'
971-7421, leave a message.
SUMMER JOBS: Sprrn1i11meGarden Centres Lid 1s hmng retail
salespersons.
No experience
necessary. Enthus1asum essenllal. lnformahon & application avail·
able at the Career Planning &
Placement Cenlre
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Opening double Doors, pp. 14-15

Women's day events, p. 4

Talking o'plenty, p. 3

Pitchin' art, p. 9

Senate told
to cut classes
by Shari Hoppin

Adminstrative
Unit] heads to
redistribute resources within their
units to provide the necessary
support.

Senate has been told that the
university cannot afford to offer
the current variety of third- and
fourth-year
courses
each
semester.
"Action to reduce the number
of very large classes will come in
the next few months when the
academic planning committee
reports on courses and changes
for the 1992-1994 calendar,"
academic vice-president Gordon
Wood told Senate at its last meeting.
"We may offer fewer thirdand fourth-year undergraduate
courses per semester."

Review
"Where BAU's find that the
limit of such redistribution has
been reached, it may be necessary
to review their commitments in
terms of programme breadth and
the numher of. and justification
for, small classes being offered
each year."
The report showed that 29.6
percent of classes this semester
contain fewer than 40 students.
The Senate Committee on Large
Classes had defined large classes
as those with an enrollment of 40
or more: however, concerns have
been raised about the adequacy of
this definition . It has been argued
that a large clas, can only be
defined in light of what is being
t:.ugh1. to whom, and for what
purpose.
Four classes out of 1.552 have
more than 400 students; at the
other end of the scale, 382 have
between one and nine.

Pressure

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Lancer track team members Don MacGregor (left) and Chris Weinberg do "theGatorade thing"
to coach Dennis Fairall in celebration of their CIAU championship.

Lancers sprint to national title
by Dave Briggs
The University of Windsor's men's track and
field team won the school's first Canadian championship in 22 years last weekend at the St. Denis
Centre.
The Lancer women's team finished second to
a strong contingent from the University of Calgary
in the race for the Canadian lnteruniversity Athletic Union (CIAU) crown.

Freshman sprinter O'Brian Gibbons was
named the CIAU male athlete of the meet after
collecting three gold medals. Windsor head coach
Dennis Fairall also picked up men's coach of the
year honours.
O

For in-depth coverage of the meet please see:
• Windsor results, p. 17
• Meet round-up. p. l 9
• Teamwork key, p. 20

Assaults spark calls for caution
by Michael Nehme
Two recent assaults on female
students have campus pot ice worried.
The incidents occurred off
campus on February 16 and 22.
On both occasions,
the
women were approached as they
were walking alone.
In the first incident, a man approached the student from behind

and grabbed her shoulder as she
was walking along Huron Church
Line near the customs brokers' of fices. She hit him in the face and
ran away.

Grabbed
In the second incident, near
Great Beginnings
Day Care
Centre, a man grabbed the student, who managed to escape by
scratching and kicking.

Job fate to be decided Monday
by Shari Hoppin
Only two students, a few
regulars, CBC Radio French and
the Lance showed up at City Hall
on Monday. All were hoping to
hear council's
decision
on
whether the student summer job
lottery will opened to non-students.
The poor tum-out didn't mat-

Next week:

ter that evening, though; council
didn't meet.
A city employee explained
that council does not meet when
high schools are on March break.
The next council meeting is
scheduled to be held on Monday,
March 18.
Students'
Administrative
Council president Joe Esteves has
urged students to attend.
O

Spicing up the Constitution

"I am trying to warn the
female residents - especially
walking from bars at night - just
to have someone with them." said
Jim Foreman, DircctorofCampus
Police.
Although no serious injuries
occurred
in either incident,
Foreman notes that students tend
not to think they could be assaulted on or near the campus.
"I don't want to create a panic
on campus, but I also don't want
to spread a false sense of
security," he said.

Student patrol
Campus police offer a 24hour escort service to any student
who needs it. Foreman also encourages students to take advantage of the Student Patrol.
Since both incidents occurred
off-campus, Windsor Police officials are now involved in their investigations.
O

Pages of white

In his report on large classes
to the Senate, Wood stated that
"Even with some reduction of student intake and re-balancing of
student/faculty ratios in 1991 and
future years. additional J.;parl
ments may find that either the
overall pressure of numbers. or
the need for seminars or other lo\.\enrollmcnt types of instruction
demand the mounting of one or
more classes with I 00-400 students. In that case it is important
that appropriate preparations be
made to assure that educational
objectives may he met. Since the
Council of Deans collectively sec
little room for inter-faculty transfer of rcsnun:es. ii will fall on ind i\ idual deans and UA U I Ba,i<.:

Stretched resources
Wood reported that "Even at
the present high levels of enrollment and thinly stretched resources there remain in Winter 1991
more than 700 classes ( 44 percent
11f the total number) whid1 have
ll}11r(C\H'r:-.tudc11h."

n

Interiors may be next,
say campus auditors
by Shari Hoppin
Poor lighting on campus has
been identified as a significant
problem by participants in last
week's safety audit The investigation may be followed by an interior audit of the university's
buildings.
Assistant
vice-president
academic Dr Ann McCabe, one of
the organisers of the audit, said
response was wonderful.
McCabe said about 50 people
participated and there was a mix
of males, females, students and
staff. They were divided into
seven groups, investigating the
campus as far as the St. Denis
Centre.
The initial results have already been plotted on a campus
map. It is hoped that this map will
give ideas as to appropriate locations for emergency telephones.
When all the results have been
compiled, McCabe said, suggestions will be made to the standing
committee on campus safety.

[n addition to poor lighting.
problems with orientation have
also been identified. Suggestions
include more signs, as well as a
lighted campus map. More suggestions from students would be
appreciated.
McCabe disclosed that an
audit of the inside of buildings is
being considered; this would help
students find their way around inside some of the more labyrinthine buildings on campus, such
as Windsor Hall North.
Although last week's audit is
over, McCabe pointed out that
students can still help make
•
Windsor's
a safe campus by
making recommendations to the
safety committee and by doing
simple things such as notifying
maintenance of burnt-out lights.
"The most important thing is
for people
to be aware of
dangerous situations and to avoid
them," she stressed. "Use the escort services; walk well-lit, welltravelled paths; don't take short
cuts."
0

City's student jobs on line

Burgess' life, pt. II
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Caribbean
sociation:

Students ' As-

I Sports and Cultu ral Weekend

is proud to present

CJAM'S 1991 JAMMY AWARDS
to be held on Fridav, \if arch 22nd
i n the University of Windsor
Subway Pub
in the basement of the Unive rsity Centre)

(Loe

Come

and meet all your fm •ourite CJAJ! personalities!!
&
Catch three of the hottest local bands :

011 doH

,. SANITY OF REASON"

Saturday, March 16
G"
Sports: at College Commu,.,ity Centre, 3325 Co1lege
Ave. at Brock St. 9am till 5pm.
s:.> Cultural Show: fashion show
by black designers at the
Subway Pub 1nthe University
Centre from 7pm till 1Opm.
,9. Dance: with music by
Toronto's Best, Brother R.H.
at College Community Centre
from 10pm till 5am (!).
G"
Ticket Info : show & dance: $8
for membe rs. $12 for nonmembers ; show only: $8 ;
dance only: $5. Call Caroline
at 256-6875 or Simone at
971-7917 .

ARTS

THE SWING

-

THE TEA PARTY
and don't forget

YOU, the listener, can get involved in the voting by sending us a
postcard with your name, address and the name of your

FAVOURITE CJAM PERSONALITY
to:

CJAM c/o The Unh·ersity of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
All this for ONLY -$2 AT THE DOOR!!!
SO COME ON OUT AND RUB ELBOWS WITH
'YOUR ONLY SOUND ALTERNATIVE'
IN THE WINDSOR-DETROIT AREA!!!

Selected Videos from the
AGW Archives:
art i stproduced video tapes. In the
Photography Gallery.

Artcite:
In Mackenzie
Hall,
3277
Sandwich, 977 -6564
(Regular hours - 2:00 till s·oo.
Wednesday through Saturaav
1:00 till 5:00, Sunday.)
Until Sunda y, March 31
B~
lnvitatlonal Group: ~tua io
Watcn Program : a group exhibition based on se1ec,ons
made through v1s1tsto stua1os
of emerging local artists.
Thursday , March 21
tt.~
Marion Penner Bancroft:
Visitors In The Arts Series:
guest lecture about photography. text and art. Begins at
7:30pm .

MEETINGS
Amnesty International:

Art Gallery of Windsor:

&

w

445 Riverside Or West, 258-7111.
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00,
Tuesday through Saturday; 11:30
till 5:00 on Sunday; closed
Monday.)
Until Sunday, June 30
G>
Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary
Poles: in the Print Gallery.
G> Artists in British Columbia:
comparison of Emily Carr. In
the Mezzanine Gallery.
Until April 21
Q>
Barrie Jones: oversize hand
tinted colour photographs by
Windsor artist. In Tabachnick
Gallery .
Until June 15
'-' J.E.H. MacDonald: Logs on
the Gatineau (1915): a close
examination of this piece by
Group of Seven member. In
the Print Gallery.
Until Aprll 14
'-' Sandra Semchuk: Moving
Parallel: Reconstructed Performances from Daily Life: in
the Hiram Walker Gallery.

At the Grad House , on Sunset.
Monday, March 18
w Information Session & LetterWriting/Petition Drive: this
month the campus Amnesty
group will be focusing on the
abuse of women. At 4:30pm.
Friday, March 22
w Pub Night: at the Subway in
the University Centre, featuring a variety of musical entertainment.
Tickets
are
available in advance (March
18-22) at the table in the UC
for only $2 or $3 at the door.

Environmental
Association:

Awareness

At the Grad House, on Sunset.
Wednesday, March 20
'-' General Meeting: amongst
other things will be a speech
on energy-efficiency. At 4pm.
First week of April
w Environment Week: for helpful information, visit the table
set up in the University
Centre.

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Environment al Law Society:
In Room G-1111 Faculty of Law
Wed nesday, March 20
"" The Defense of our Env,ronmenr: with David Donnelly.
executive director of the
Canadian Environmental
Defence Fund. 4: 15P.m.Call
Ian Laird, 256-8300 for info.

Th e United Way 's Community Forum Luncheon :
At Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Ave ..
Wednesday , March 20
ir.;
Multiculturalism - Celebrating The Difference: with Mrs
Rookaya Parak. Race Relati ons Consultan t for the
Windsor Board of Education.
At 12 noon. Please reserve
your place by calling 2583033. March 21st is International Day for the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination.

CONCERTS
Stanley's:
340 Pitt St. East, 252-3118.
Friday, March 15
w Barn Goblins : live music,
local band.
Saturday, March 16
w Red Rooster: more live
music.

School of Music Concert
Series:
At Ambassador Auditorium . 2nd
floor, University Centre, for tickets
call: 253-4232, ext.2780.
Sunday, March 24
w University Wind Ensemble:
directed by James Tamburini.
will present a concert of wind
music. At 8pm.
Sunday, April 7
aa~ The University
Singers:
directed
by
Richard
Householder, will present
their annual spring concert.
At 8pm.

APARTMENTS, HOUSES, ROOMS

FOR RENT
[i1 Prime locations- 5 to 1O
minute walk from campus
[i1 Completely new buildings

[i1 Central air conditioning
[i1 Stoves, fridges, microwaves

[i1 Parking, laundryavailable

[i1 Quality, quiet, comfortable
and energy efficient

[i13, 5, & 6 bedtoom units
available

[i1Approximately$275/person
plus utilities

Don't wait until
August.
Now renting.

Call

971-8200
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C,·ad colloquium dmwing crol-vds

Standing room only
by Kevin Wilson
What began as a support
group for graduate students in the
department of Communication
Studies has become one of the
biggest hosts to guest speakers on
campus.
The Graduate Communication Students' Colloquium Series,
since its formation last year, has
organised lectures by noted communications theorists Carmen
and Allen Luke , Professor Peter
Wicke from the University of
Berlin, and most recently, Professor John Fil>ke from Lht! Univt!rsity of Wisconsin and Dr David
Morley, a specialist in television
viewing habits.
"We started as a support network for grad students in the

department,"
said
Elaine
Grodaes, a founding member of
the colloquium, "but we decided
that it was a good idea to have a
forum to discuss issues relevant to
communication."
Grodaes says she is pleased by
the positive campus response to
the speakers. Both Morley's and
Fiske's lectures were attended by
"standing room only" crowds.
·•we·ve brought in scholars
that will be interesting to other social science disciplines." Grodaes
said. adding that. "the colloquium
is not just for grad students or
communications
studies students."
While the colloquium series
originally received a lukewarm
response from some members of
the faculty, Grodaes says support

for it has been increasing steadily
from the department and university administration.
"Dr Ianni was really co-operative. That was really supportive
for the colloquium,"
said
Grodaes.
Dr Marlene Cuthbert, Chair of
Graduate Studies in the Department of Communication Studies,
said that "The high quality
speakers brought to Windsor by
our Communication
Studies
graduate students is certainly enriching the education that they,
and the many others who attend,
are receiving." Cuthbert also said
that the colloquium organisers'
success was due "both to their
cohesive and hard-working student association and to fine mentoring."
CJ

Lance photo by Thomas

1dgeon

The happy winner of a new Blue Light refrigerator mugs for the camera.
The draw was held in the Sub"ay and saw over 20,000 entries.

I

University grapples with employment equity
by PremaOza
How best to address the issues
of race and gender imbalance,
how to make better use of human
resources, and Canada's changing demographics were among issues raised at a recent University
of Windsor employment equity
semi nar.
The day-long seminar was
hosted by the university's
employment equity co-ordinator,
Shahrzad Mojab and President
Ron Ianni.
Mojab said an employment
equity census will be followed by
the creation of time-tables and
goal-setting to enforce the present
equity policy.
Anita Dahlin. DirectorofSystemic Investigations for the Ontario Human Rights Commission,
spoke of the importance of data
collection and its uses. as well as
a sweeping change in orientation.
"Data collection is a very sensitive issue and I think it has a
great deal to do with the human
rights environment in the '60s.
'70s and '80s and what kind of approach to human rights they
promoted back then. Back then,
we told you not to ask any qucs·-----------

tions and that was the environment in which there was blatant
sexism and racism," said Dahlin.
With regard to gender imbalance, Dahlin said it would be
difficult for the majority, that is
"able-bodied white males," to
recognise that their initial powers
are not a right but a privilege.
"They must realise that they
are no longer the beneficiaries of
the privileges that came with
being in the majority- so there's
a problem there. These privileges
have to be shared with people in

the name of equal opportunity,
and it does require a certain
amount of giving-up of power and
so it's sensitive from that respect,
too."
Gayle Bennick, University
Relations Officer from the Ministry of Colleges and Universities.
affirmed that because of changing
demographics in the province. an
investment must be made to
facilitate those who are entering
the labour pool, specifically
women, native peoples. francophones, and people with dis-

abilities.
"No longer can we rely solely
upon the Canadian or Europeanborn, able-bodied, white male.
These are the people that we draw
upon to fill managerial positions,
technically skilled trade jobs and
who will account for 55 percent of
our employment growth, and
these are the people who will fill
the nearly two-thirds of the new
jobs created in the l 990's," said
Bennick. "We must become a
society where an investment in
people is understood to be as im-

portant as capital investment and
investment
in research and
development."
She emphasised that the goal
of improving and increasing accessibility was more than just increasing recruitment of students
and faculty from under-representd groups. Its aim, she said, is
also to "expand people's educational and employment opportunties and ultimately help maintain
the social, economic and cultural
values of individuals in this
province.
0

Constitution subject of student forum
by Kevin Wilson
In spite of sparse attendance,
the
Political
Science
Association's (PSA) first public
event still managed to provide a
forum for cons! itutional change in
Canada.
Recently ratified by the
Students' Administrative Council, the PSA held a students·
forum and workshop on Canada's
constitutional
problems last
weekend. The forum was attended by about 40 students.

FREE
GIFT

During the workshops. students discussed issues ranging
from Canadian identity to individual versus collective rights.
All opinions were noted and are
being compiled for distribution to
the federal and provincial governments and opposition parties.
Dr Joan Boase, a professor in
the Department
of Political
Science. called the attendance
"disappointing,"
but said that
"those who came bencfitted from
the experience."
Boase was one of several

professors who lent their experience to the event; several of
her colleagues led workshops on
the c0~,t'•utional issues.
Boase felt it was difficult Lo
bridge 'the gap between people
who knew a great deal about
Canada's constitution and those
who knew very little about it.
"There were some who knew
next to nothing about the issues.
and others who were quite
knowledgeable. All the opinions
were taken down. and there was
no animosity evident ... It was a

worthwhile experience."
John Cunningham, a fourth
year political science major and
events organiser for the association, said the forum discussed
"constitutional problems. not just
constitutional issues."
Cunningham
added that
"these problems' relevance and
importance in Canadian society
cannot be stressed enough.
"Canada will be different two
years from now - more different
than it ever has been in its entire
history."
CJ

TCI 286-16s System
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20 MHz landmark speed
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SIGNUP FORTHE
AMERICANEXPRESSCARD
AT

UNIVERSITYCENTRE
Monday,March18 - Friday,March22
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TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

9 AM-5:00 PM

Training I Service/ Networking/ Programming/ Desktop Publishing
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Women mark day of solidarity

Remember that idea we
put on the back burner?
I think we need
• t •I
to discuss
.1

by Prema Oza

~~~

~

The student Womyn's Centre
continued its series of activities in
recognition
of I nternational
Women's Day this week with a
forum Monday night on women
of colour and fe minism.
T he wee k of activities will
close with a three-day minicourse on self-defence, March 13
to 15.
The forum included University of Ottawa Director of Education Equity, Joanne St. Louis,
University of Windsor employment and education equity co-ordinator, Shahrzad Mojab, and Dr
Emily Carasco of the School of
Law. The group dealt with issues
of cultural imperialism, women
and violence, and gender separation.
"I do not see how as women
we can travel forward as a people

If you've thought about it but haven 't yet come in for a
resume writing workshop or preparing the ACCIS form
- do it now!!!
Contact the Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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at 252-3322
or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road
We provide free pregnancy tests,
community referrals,
accom modations
and legal advice.
Toll free 1-800-328-LOVE

if we leave the men behind," said
St. Louis, adding that the focus
must be made on education.
Carasco raised the point that
the white, ma le, patriarchical
society fails to view women of
visible minorities as a threat - it
is concerned solely with the men.
"They see visible minority
males as a greater threat because
these are the men they see as
taking over their positions," said
Carasco, adding that, "for white
women and feminism in North
America, they think of it as the
middle-class white male who has
done this to us. For women of
colour, it's not that straightforward. While we share with our
white sisters in many situations,
like a common oppression and the
men being the common oppressors, we also know that men of
colour have been oppressed."
"There is a general miscon-

ception of feminism being just a
western phenomenon, it's not,"
said Mojab. "Third World women
have made a big contribution. The
nationalist struggles that took
place played a part in the movement athough it was directed
against western influence."
"One other experience that we
do share is violence. Whether we
are talking about rape, about
family, or about failure to control
our own reproduction," says St.
Louis.
The three speakers stressed
the importance
of working
together with other communities
more directly and focussing on
the needs of all women.
''We're all bonded together
and it's really because of this
male, patriarchical society," said
St. Louis. "I agree that the black
woman needs to participate much
more in global issues."
::J

Socialisation blamed for lack off emale engin eers
by Zdenka Pittm an
Why women aren't involved
in traditionally male professions
- and why they should be were the topics of a March 8 lecture.
Called
"Women
in
Engineering:
the 1990s" the
speech was delivered by Professor Monique Frize.
Offering reasons why women
should consider the engineering
field, the University of New
Brunswick professor pointed out
that Japan has three times more
engineers than Canada and said
that Canadians have to create
more technologies and products

that relate to Canadians.
She maintains that a female
perspective would greatly enhance the field of engineering.
Frize said that in an age when
traditional women's jobs are
being replaced by new technologies such as automatic teller
machines, non-traditional jobs for
women pay better.
Only seven percent of engineering students arc women.
Frize suggested
that so few
women are in the field because it
has always been seen as a masculine domain. and because male
and female children are raised differently, males being encouraged

to build and construct.
And, Frize said, the popular
perception is still that brains and
feminity are incompatible.
She said a problem in engineering
schools was that
women were isolated through intimidation than often continues
into the workplace.
She suggested that that female
engineering students be grouped
together, especially when doing
experiments. since it has been
found that when males and
females are mixed in the lab, the
males do the experiment and the
females record the results.
O

social science society
is now accepting resumes for the followingpositions:

Treasurer
Secretary
Public Relations Director
Social Director
Inter-Departmental Coordinator
Chairperson
Administrative Assistant
If interestedplease forward resume to Petrina Bura in G 130 Windsor
Hall North or contact253-6063 for further information.

Resumes will be accepted until March 20, 1991.

1
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Cli\U easy on steroicl atiusers
by Leslie Wilson
TORONTO (CUP) - Admitted
steroid users still hold Canadian
lnteruniver .,ity Athletic Union
records in indoor track.
Athletes who confessed to
using stero ids at the Dubin Inquiry into the use of drugs and
banned substances in Canadian
sports were !>tripped of all their
records by the International
Amateur Athletic Federation,
Athletics Canada and the Ontario
Track and Field Association.
They included Angela Ta) lor Issajenko, Desai Williams and
MarkMcKoy.
But these runners still hold
CIAU, Ontario Universities Athletic Association and the Ontario
Women's lntcruniversity Athletic
Association records.
lssajenko holds the CIAU 60
metre and 300 metre records
which she set in 1981 while she
was competing for York University. She told the Dubin Inquiry
that she began taking steroids in
1979 and continued taking them
through to 1988 when the drug
scandal broke out after Ben
Johnson ·s positive test result at
the Olympic Games.
Athletics Canada, the governing bod) for track and field.
recent!) revoked lssajenko 's
Canadian indoor record in the
200m \\ hich she set in the same
year as her two CIAlJ records.
Bob Pugh, CIAU executive
, ice prisidcnt, said that the CIAU
had no opinion on the matter of
re\ oking lssajenko ·s record.
"We ha\ e not developed a
policy yet that will address that
matter,
Pugh said. "We're
having problems, how far back do
\\e go (in terms of re, oking
records)? We have no position,
we haven't addressed it."
Jennifer Russel, national

,

BorderCityComix
is nowhandlingthelargest
selection
of role-playing
gamesirtWtndsor.Seeusfor
bestprices. Also,wehan<le
a varietyof plast.cscale
modelkit.
Cal: 977-7311.
10II Wyandotte
Street Eatt

~
~

.
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programs director for the CIAU,
said the CIAU's policy stresses
education
and rehabilitation
programs. ''There has been no
plans to take away her records."
said Russel. "There has been no
discussion at the coaches' level or
the CIA U level."
But some people feel the
CIAU has been a little slow out of
the blocks.
Andy Higgins. head coach for

SPECIAL SERVICES AT-HOME WORKERS

the national and U of T track and
field teams, is a strong opponent
of drug use in sport.
"Should they take the records
away? orcourse - they are not
real," Higgins said. "Dirty performances are what the kids compare
themseh es to. The most powerful
education is not what you say, but
"hat you do. If you lea\ e dirty
records what docs that say?"
O

The regional Children's Centre Autism Resource Program of
Western Hospital Centre, a fully accredited general hospital, is seeking
a pool of Special Services At-Home Workers. These pos1t1onsare
part-time, tn Windsor and surrounding county: 6-20 hours/week;
evenings and weekends.
Successful applicants will work one-on-one with an autistic child
or adolescent, some with challenging behaviours Work m the home
and community will focus on communication, socialization. daily hvmg
skills and behavioural programming. They will be working as part of
an mterd1sc1plinaryteam of professionals, rece1vmgongoing training
and clinical supervision.
Starting salary is between $6.50 asnd $7.50 per hour.
Workers must have own transportation and be insured to
transport a client 1n their car; some mileage costs are covered.
successful applicants will be earning or possessing a degree in Social
Science or related programs offered by community college.
Experience working with children or adolescents and the
developmentally handicapped will be strongly considered. A
commitment of 6 months (mm1mum)to this pos1t1on1srequired.
Please forward your resume, quoting file No. PR-RCC-B to:
Coordinator, Staffing
WINDSOR WESTERN
HOSPITAL CENTRE INC.
1453 Prince Road
Windsor, Ontario
N9C3Z4
\".1r-.'DSOR
\ \'fSTlRN
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Juicy ...

Tasty ...
Yum-yum-yum ..
Mmmmm ...
Ahhhh ...
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
Carol) n \\ aldo's collection of
uclh c \\car ~urc made a ~1>la~h
01
lhc Ciociaro Cluh last \I cek.
The fom1er S) nchroni~cd
immcr - the onl) Canadian
\\Oman to ,,in t\\o gold mcdah at
the same OI) mpk Game~ - \\as
in \\ indsol' last ,, l'ek promoting
the ne\\ line . signing autogra11h\
and conduct ing a clinic for
members of the\\ indsor
S) nchroniscd S" im ming Club.
The 25-~car-old \\ aldo is no" a
tcll·\ bion sporh reporter in

s,,
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------Why not Sales!

End of year Blow out!!!
Students needed to
promote end of year trip to
CANCUN MEXICO! Earn
commissions $$$, free
trips and valuable work experience. Apply now!! Two
positions are avaita~ to
start right away, call Student Travel Service, 1-I00265-1799. Ask for T.J.

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of Windsor

:

Give your job search a lift and
consider the many career options
I
open to you msales.
Attend a special session with a current student
and recent _grads who have found that sales can
be a personally and financially rewaraing
profession. for students
with a university background.

Wednesday, March 27
1:30 pm
Rose Room - Vanier Hall.

Student Housing
(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
- four house units. newly constructed and furnished. Each
self-contained house accommodates I 2 students in
air-conditioned single rooms.
- seven former homes converted for student hvmg, each
self-contained and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or
douhle rooms.

MARRIED STUDENTS
- Geoffrey FisherHall Apartments
- all 38 suites arc one-bedroomand unfurnish~d
' Applicatio11s now being accepted for lllterse.~sio11a11d
Summer School and 1991-92 academic year.
i

For information and applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N98 389
(5/9) 256-6442

:,

Between 9:30 am-4:30 pm

Sponsored by:
Career Planning and
Placement
Room 163
Dillon Hall

~-·Presenters :
Graham Casson - Sales and Merchandising Group
Eduard Cordeiro - Metropolitan Life
Darryl Papoushek - Xerox Canada Limited

/
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Lotto luck

If the symptoms of this
recession are more obvious
in some other town than
Windsor, that is one sorry
town.
With an unemployment
c, O
rate topping 15 percent. the
City of Roses has a jobless
population
that
is ~o
proportionally the second
largest in Canada The
workers in this town are not
getting any big breaks.
They might be getting a
little one, though. If the
rumour mill rings true, City
Council
will
approve
opening its pool of about
300 summer jobs - the
'student
lottery'
to
Windsor's
non-student
population.
Not
surprisingly,
students are upset.
Last year, about 3.500
students entered the lottery; needless to say, the majority of
them were disappointed. If the jobs are made available to the
population at large, more students will have to look elsewhere
for employment.
Of course, students have more employment options than
the unskilled unemployed of Windsor. Many of the jobs
traditionally made available to students (grant-funded jobs,
research position and so on) have requirements the average
blue-collar worker can't meet.
SAC president Joe Esteves, who plans to attend the City
Council to oppose the opening of the lottery, has argued that
students have only the summer to make enough money to
last a whole school year. Non-students, he says, have all year
to look for work
With an unemployment rate of 15 percent, it doesn't look
like there is too much work for them to find.
Both Esteves and SAC president-elect Nino Papa have
stressed the necessity for the university to enter into an
improved rapport with the community More community
awareness of and support for the university, they have said,
is what is needed to guarantee a high quality campus.
One good way to make the Windsor community resent the
student body of this university is for us to whine when, in a

time of severe economic
depression, the City decides
to make one of our privileges
available to its workers.
Some have remarked
that, with the municipal
elections
approaching
(they re next November). the
\ City Council is merely trying
to shore up support among
I the unemployed. This is
trivially true But if one
assumes that this is the
O council's only motivation.
one is daft.
Windsor's jobless are not
to
blame
for
the
I unemployment in this city;
Mayor Millson·s comments
I about beer-swilling, T.V.
--------watching layabouts fail to
characterise the thousands
left abruptly and unwillingly
jobless by plant closures .
The City is not really to
blame, either. For years the federal and prov1nc1al
governments have unloaded their responsibilities on the
municipalities. In the age of Free Trade, the onus of 10b
creation can hardly rest on besieged towns and cities.
The Tories have made it profitable for 'Canadian· and U.S.
corporations flatly to deny any social responsibility - watch
them go where the workers come cheap and the 'unions· work
for them.
And when they've gone, what do the workers do?
In Windsor, some of them have little left to hope for.
Far be it from us to suggest that a student's life is easy it's not Many students have no support from their parents, all
their expenses are paid by loans. grants, and three months
of low-paying work a year. Some students are married, some
have children to support.
Things are tough all over.
But 1t would be callous for students to tell the jobless
labourers of Windsor (and their families): "These are our Jobs.
Hands off."
We with our OSAP, Canada Student Loans and
subsidised employment opportunities can surrender this one
privilege.
If we're really a part of this community, let's prove it.

I
I

I

"
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Clubs trump
SAC's recent re-ratification of the Greek Letter Society 1s
indicative of the sort of misdirection that can be corrected if
more students get involved in council.
Like we said two weeks ago, SAC has to reform its policy
on campus clubs. The council's Club Handbook describes
clubs as "the very backbone of student government at the
University of Windsor." That's a good description.
One of the central functions of any student union is to
maintain a network of clubs. Recognized, official clubs should
have access to funding from the student body (through SAC).
They should be allowed to schedule special events in the
students' Subway Pub (when it's open) as well as in other
rooms (through Conference Services). They should be allowed to set up tables in the Student Centre on approval from
the manager of the building. By allowing these things, the
council encourages students to get involved in the university
in capacities beyond the academic.
Because the point of all this is to get students - all the
students- involved in the campus, membership in every club
should be open to any fee-paying undergraduate student. The
bylaws uphold this(' Recognition of Clubs.' article 1), but some
clubs don't.
For some clubs, membership is not a right of fee-paying
students but rather a privilege accorded to people whose
religion or politics jibe with the executive. While each club's
official constitution (on file with SAC) states that membership
is open, many are qualified by phrases like "if the person
maintains the standards of the club ..." The point of such
provisos can only be to exclude certain people from certain
clubs.
It 1sunacceptable that any part of the mandatory fees paid
by students-at-large should go to fund elite groups.
Just over half of this campus' ratified clubs are organized
for specific religious, ethnic, or cultural purposes. Churches
(like the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints). political parties (like the New Democrats and the Communist Party

of Canada [MarxistLeninist]) and cultural minorities have
ratified clubs. And
unless membership
in these groups is
really freely available to any student
(and in any of the
cases mentioned it
may be - we aren't
pointing fingers).
they shou Id not
receive our funding.
Until
fairly
recently, political
and religious clubs
were never ratified
- as a matter of
principle.
Exclusive ethno-cultural organisations can get some of the
same privileges as SAC-ratified clubs Hthey associate themselves with the International Students' Society . Church
groups can affiliate with colleges or other, recognized.
societies and clubs. Likewise with political clubs.
Clubs like the debating and board-and-role-playing
societies, as well as larger groups like the Environmental
Awareness Association, have memberships that cross all
religious, racial and political boundaries. It 1s for clubs hke
these that we contribute to SAC.
Rachel Black is preparing to establish a committee to
review the club bylaws. We wish her luck in this much-needed
iniatiative, and hope that true reforms are not stalled by the
elitist powerbrokers who got us in this mess in the first place.

- Lawrence Deck
I

I
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QPIN/ONS
Misinformation

in which it misleads the general public.
Hopefully I have allowed this 'event' to be
seen from a new vantage.
In conclusion, this 'event' is characteristic of the white man's burden of our
time. Namely, so help any Caucasian who
should mention race or heritage except in
terms abject apologies.
And as for
Kawame's version of my statement: it shall
be remembered far more for its convenience and expediency than for its
validity.
Sincerely,
Andrew Goetz, B.A.

Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to the opinion
piece and article appearing in the February
20th Lance.
It seems to be that these articles and
editorials are the result of misquotes and
misinformation. With the intent of helping
you correct this problem, I am providing
you with the information which I was sure
that l had already provided to Prema Oza.
First of all, the actual bylaw that Ms.
Robinson was clearly informed of at our
meeting is under section 16 subsection (l)
of the bylaws, article 4: "No campaign
material shall be allowed to be posted on
the painted surfaces around the University
of Windsor, or in its buildings." Ms. Oza's
reference refers to section 16 subsection ( 1)
article 3, which has nothing to do at all with
Kristine Robinson's disqualification. The
by-law that is referred to in section 16 subsection ( 1) article 4 is in accordance with
the University of Windsor's maintenance
department, and the fact that the Social
Science Society adheres to this rule has
nothing to do with SAC elections at all.
As for any suggestions that a candidate
is not responsible for the conduct of campaign assistants, this is covered in section
4 subsection (9). powers of the Chief Electoral Officer: "[to] supervise and oversee
the conduct of candidates or petitions and
any person acting on their behalf."
All candidates are responsible
for
knowing the bylaws and adhering to them
during the campaign time.
I regretted having had to disqualify Ms.
Robinson. especially since she was very
sincere in her wishes to run for office. Also
I wa s aware that this would deny the electorate a choice. Yet all candidates are subjected to these bylaws and this is part of
proving their legitimacy on contesting for
office.
I would like to add that the violation
was not just limited to the University
Center - it extended to Dillon Hall. The
reasoning for my ruling that candidates
would be disqualified upon breaking certain sections of the electoral bylaws was
straightforward, allowing the most fair and
equal way to apply the bylaws to all candidates. After all, I am the Chief Electoral
Officer and not God. I can not be
everywhere supervising everyone at once.
I try to do my job as best and as humanly
possible.
Sincerely,
Abe Elias

C.E.O.
The Lance apologises to Mr Elias for
any difficulty he has encountered as a
result of the article or op-ed piece. It was
not our intention to besmirch his reputation
or impugn his competence as Chief Electoral Officer.

Motivation
Dear Editor,
Motivations are a difficult animal to
identify nowadays. A recent Letter to the
Editor drew my eye, and rang so loudly in
my ears that I felt I had to respond. The letter I refer to is to one from a peace activist,
bemoaning the flamboyant politicking of
"communists" at many Anti-war Rallies.
I personally do not claim to be politically aligned with the far left, but I am not too
embarrassed to associate with them under
the banner of peace.
I can certainly empathize with the afforementioned writer, for I too have found
myself supported by such "radicals," and
feeling somewhat uneasy in the process.
Yet when the question of motive arises, I
must admit that theirs is one of conscience.
Those of us who advocate peace today,
can take a lesson from our Leftist friends

Mr Goetz informs us that his remark
was quoted out of context and that it was
made prior to the SAC meeting in question.

Ignorance

who have been espousing
peace
throughout the world, and not just today.
but yesterday and tomorrow!
Finally, again looking at motives. I
think we should all take the lime to sift
through the political dogma and flag
waving, and study the real winners and
loser.. of this distasteful affair.
The realities of corporate profiteering
and the political grandstanding of our 'so
called' leaders. and the truth of just 'who'
will pay the price in dollars as well as blood
and tears. reveals for anyone of any political stance,
the true nature of this
catastrophic encounter. On this i~sue I have
no trouble standing a little closa to lhe
righl side of my SlH ..'iali-,1 hrnlhers and
sisters.
Sincerely,
Donald Thomas

Maliciousness
Dear Editor,
The Black Students' Alliance's ability
to find a race issue in almost any utterance
either denotes genius or maliciousness.
However. I must concede that the term
'genius· is hardly appropriate for an organization of ethnocentric malcontcnts.
Without a doubt, Shaka Kawame's
"Africa's shadow in 'white' Europe" is an
interesting piece. Particularly from my
position. since I am interested in knowing
how Kawame learned of my remarks which
I made privately to Winston Hall? (No
guesswork there.) Why my remarks were
deliberately taken out of context? Why
Kawame would openly lie by stating l
made them at the last SAC meeting'? And,
as an aside, why Winston Hall (U of W
Human Rights Co-ordinator) chose to aggravate or agitate segments of the university population he is to comfort and
defend?
Normally, such questions conjure
words like 'rabble rouser' or even
'misprint.' But in this case 'malefic' and
'propagandist' are the words which come
to mind after considering the Kawame article.
It is unfortunate, from a purely rhetorical perspective, that Kawame's argument
against me is based on the ability to spin a
sophistry and/or fabricate an incident - in
essence the engineering of a false reality.
Fortunately for all concerned it is successful only in direct relationship to the degree

Dear Editor,
This letter is regarding Walid Saba 's
opinions-page article in the March 6 edition of The lance.
Jn the past two months I have found
myself regretting my Canadian citizenship.
I have previously always defended Canada,
and shouted my anti-American slogans. but
if the War has affected me, your letter has
summed it up.
The Gulf war has united the American
people. and pushed the Canadians into a
deeper struggle to save national unity. How
can you not envy a nation of over 250 mill ion people uniting 95 percent of its
people? Canada can only boast uniting 95
percent of its people in a fight against the
GST!
What concerns me most about Saba's
article is its ignorance. The lraqui (sic I invasion of Kuwait cannot be compared to El
Salvador, South Africa. h.rael. Chile, etc.
except to say that the torture and slaughtering of any people is deplorable.
For the past two years I have worked
closely with an internationally accepted.
unbiased peace group. 01re a month we
receive a newsletter (almost a book)
'featuring· the atrocities committed by all
countries in the world (including the
United States). The Middle East 'justice
system' is so brutal. 'uncivilized,' violent
and dictatorial that I cannot even imagine
a comparison between Western Countries
and these. The only difference between the
Middle East countries and El Salvador.
Chile and other Central
American
countries is that the Middle East has the
money to purchase more sophisticated
equipment for the torturing of its people.
However , the invasion of Kuwait was
an external
agression
by Iraq . The
countrie-, mentioned in your article arc experiencing internal connicts. Perhaps reading up nn your Iacts would have helped ynu
unt.lersland current ec11nomic sandi11n-,.
There are economic sanctions against these
countries (except in the form of staples). As
for Shell and its place in South Africa.
boycotts have been placed upon it since
1986. These boycotts have been repeated1y made public.
Perhaps if you had reviewed any further
you would have come across Iraq's expenditures on arms. Of Iraq's income, approximately 45% is spent on the military.
(And with the Republican Guards' pay increase of 33.33% last week, who can be
sure of how much is being spent'?) Unless
you include military advancements in industrial development. your conclusion is
hiased and misleading. To refer to Iraq as
"essentially a socialist country" couldn't be
further from the truth. Forced dictatorship
is more like it.
It is my full intention to support my
family members, friends, and all soldiers
who return from the gulf. I beg you to show
them the kindness and decency they
deserve.

Sincerely,

Kelly Wolfe

enviro-tip
This week, we'll tackle cleaners.
The Canadian home spends up to 30
percent of its weekly budget on
cleaners. The chemicals and other substances in these cleaners arc toxic dangerous to personal health and/or to
the environment
(on which health
relies). They can cause cancer, affect the
central nervous system, and cause birth
defects, among other things. Once they
leave the household, these substances
cause havoc in the environment and
return to us in our food and water.
Most liquid cleaners are 95 percent
water, but they cost much more. Often,
the remaining 5 percent includes useless
perfumes and dyes.
You can replace these cleaners with
environmentally-friendly
homemadc
cleaners that cost much less. These
cleaners use mainly vinegar. baking
soda, borax, washing soda and ammonia.
A basic all-purpose cleaner can he
made with 125 ml ammonia. 75 ml
washing soda and 4 L warm water. This
cleaner can be used on walls, noors,
tiles and bathroom fixtures.
Laundry detergent can be replaced
with: 250 ml pure soap flakes and 30 ml
baking soda.
Windows can he cleaned with a
vinegar and water solution, and dish
detergents can he replaced with pure
soap flakes.
Thci.e alternatives serve three purposes: They eliminate the use of tllxic
substances in the home: lhey cost less;
and they provide the user with a lilllc exercise - they require some dhow
grease.
Be sure to visit the Environmental
Awareness Association·s table from
April ht to the 5th in the University
Centre for a full list of alternative
cleaners.

Non-partisan
Dear Editor,
In regards to Joyce Williams' letter of
February 20th, on the possibility of Leftist
political thought governing the Peace
movement: agreed. that it is important for
the peace movement to remain non-partisan. as well as remain represented by
people from different ideologies who work
tO[!.<!ther
for peace. This is why it is imperative that people who feel concerned about
dominant political factions developing
within the movement become actively involved.
Sincerely,
Lydia Stam

Inaccessible
Dear Editor,
It breaks my heart every time I watch
one ofour campus' ·disabled' people try to
get around on this inaccessible campus.
I realise that measures arc being taken
to make the campus more 'accessible,'
however, so much more can be done and
needs to be done.
I would love to see disabled students
protest this situation; 1 know that they
would have•plenty o' support.
Sincerely,
Judi Remigio

apology
The Lance apologises to anyone
offended by the 'spring break' photos
that ran on page three of last week's
issue. Their publication was contrary to
the Lance's policy on sexism, and
represented a lapse in judgement.

-The Lance , March 13, 1991, page 8 .
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UnusualGift Ideasfor Body, Splr,I & Mind

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686
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Windsor

254-6865
• Open 7 Days

Ticketsmust be purchased
at least 5 days in advance.
Seats are limited.
Yes,VIARail's50% student discount applies every
day of the week, Fridayand Sunday included.So
why not get away more often?Nothingbeats the
train for stretch-out,walk-about comfort - there's
even a light meal with beverage served on most
routes. It's a great place to relax... or even study!
But discount seats are limited,especiallyon
busy routes. So be sure to buy your ticket
wellin advance.
Calla travel agent or VIARail™for full details.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full-time
students with /. D. for Coach travel in the Quebec
City/Windsor corridor only. • Seat availability is limited and varies depending on the route and day of
travel• Blackout periods apply, including Easter
(Mar. 28 - April 1)and Christmas (Dec. 15 - Jan . 3)
periods • A 10% Student discount applies any time

for regularunrestrictedtravel(no advancepurchase).
• Otherconditionsmay apply;please check.
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"LET VIA TAKEYOUAWAY"
Contest - from March 11to
April 30, 1991.

1

11

• Sweaters
• ~idsks
• Folk Art

Youcouldwin a trip for two by train
- for a maximumvalue of $500
per person!Justpick up an entry
formwhere you buy your train
ticketat a VIARailstation.And let
VIA take you away on a fantastic
train journeythis summer!
No purchase necessary. Open to
all full-time students 18 years old
and over enrolled in a participating
university. Ask for full details and
conditions at VIA Rail stations.

VIA.

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World

• Jew..tlery

•
•
•
•

Poncho~
Tapestries
May4n l'it"Ces
Clothing

I
,

FR0\.1 l llE ORIGINAL

•••.

1

I

Hand Crafttd Worldwidt Imports
• Jew•ltory
• Pion..
•Whlpo
• Oothlag

• Afriaa Cuvtnp
, Folk Ar1
•T~a
• Sw•aen

OPEN 7 DAYS
300 Ouellette, Windsor

(Palace Compl•x-Upper)

cm>256-1551
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ARTS

Gallery art is dead, but so what?
Studio Watch
Group Exhibition
March 8- 31
Artcite Gallery
Mackenzie Hall
3277 Sandwich
by Larry Deck
If the public still responds to evocative,
high-quality
art, then Artcite has the
makings of a very popular show.
Until .the end of the month, the artistrun gallery on the ground floor of Mackenzie Hall is displaying works culled from a
tour of area studios. Artists working in
Detroit and Essex County have lent pieces
that range from high-impact cartoons to
crazy, rustic 'found' objects. But whereas
the average group exhibition is an annoying visual din, a clash of quality, Studio
Watch manages to work - e11e11semble as
well as in its atomic particulars.
Two artists from Detroit have the outstanding pieces of the show.
Among Marion Spitzlcy's impressive
sculptural contributions is the reflective assemblage
"The Garden."
Imagine a
plexiglass bubble on top of a square of
astroturf; in the bubble, an antique '30sstyle hat sits on a little pillar. The hat features an enormous sculptured flower. A
Iittle hose sticks through the top of the bubble as if to water this flower. The hose
comes from the white-washed facade of a
house wherein is set a photo-plate of an old
woman sitting on the porch with her plants
around her. (Stand at the right angle, and
the gallery ·s hardwood floor makes the
plate seem sepia-toned.)
Gardens are the sorts of artistic outlets
women are commonly forced into by the
codes of suburbia. It's obvious, though,
that the woman in the photo is a lover of
plants and an artist herself. This is an excellent and resonant piece.
Her two bronzed casts, "X-Backed
Breastplate" and "Breastplate and Gorget,"
are simple but powerful. Taking old
bodice-and-collar garments, Spitzley has

cast them and antiqued them. These corroded 'busts' recall Greek armor; they're a
stunning image of women's struggles
against oppression.
Detroit-based painter Eric Mesko's
contributions are the most topical. A
corner of the gallery has been transformed into a sort of bunker where
his work glares at you from all sides.
I suppose the collective title of the
many small illustrations and larger
paintings would be "Oil Warriors,"
or "Oil War, 1991." In
any case, every piece is
about the recent war in
the Gulf.
Mesko 's images are
cartoonish.
Garish
colours and heavy, hasty
lines give his slew of 8
1/2 X 11 illustrations
the raw power of war
scenes drawn by a kid
who survived them. On
the west wall of the
gallery, a series of cartoons features stylized
lightning-bolt soldiers
(Desert
Storm) in domed
helmets glaring
down the barre ls of their
guns. Close
by, another
series(" Death
Before
Empty") is in
grim, heavy
black.
Opposite these
arc a series of
deftly
executed mugshots
of
common soldiers.
These endless small illustrations frame
larger oil paintings arranged in dyptichs
and tryptichs around the 'bunker.' Among
these, "Cubo-newave Oil Warriors" and

the series that goes from "Dreams of Ol<l
Vietnam" to "Schizoid Crisis in the Oil
Wars" stand out.
Mesko
draws
on newspapers,
magazines and advertising for his images,
and he is not above
drawing on them
literally.
One
painting is on the
very surface of the
New York Times,
and a series of cartoons is drawn on
sheets of cheques
from
the
Manufacturer's
National Bank (3 cheques per 8 1/2 X 11
page).
Mesko
wa~
editorial cartoonist at
the Macomb Count)
Community College
paper during the days
of Nixon and Vietnam. He says that
whereas
Nixon
provided a wealth of
satirical
images,
George
Bush
i~
weaker visually. Bush
pops up only once in
the "Oil War" cartoons - a windo\, in
one of the lightning soldier
frames shows his face from
the New York Times.
Mesko says he hasn ·t
made politically motivated
art for som~ time, but that
the Gulf War spurred him
into action.
Lance photo by
The "Oil Wars" betray
Carolyn Cox
a sensitivity lo detail and a
solid, accomplished technique that you
might miss if you just take them for kids·
drawings. Besides the numerous ironies
(all the works are done in oil paints and oilsticks), look closely for the subtle colour
variations in the "Oil Warriors" series anJ

the .l\lanufacturc1 ·s Ilank cheque illustrations.
Another arresting contribution,
by
Windsor-based
Dale Beaudoin, is the
show 'son ly kinetic sculpture. "Black Time
Traveller" is a mechanical assemblage
whose parts range from Singer sewing
machine gears to a brass doorknob. The
whole is surmounted by a black enameled
head from a clothing dummy, which revolves slowly under the power of a 1905
Victrola motor.
Beaudoin has taken the idiom of '60s
'junk sculpture,' wed it to the arcane Victorian engines that drive the novels of H.G.
Wells (the original Time Traveller, for example) and, of all things, to illustrate the
evolution of African cultures(!). This falls
squarely in the grand surrealist tradition.
Beaudoin, whose kinetic/magnetic
masterpieces have graced other group exhibitions in the recent past, says that as a
member of this artistic community he felt
the nee<lto recognize the grace and nobility
of the Negro race.
While these pieces draw the most attention. there are other gems in the exhibition.
Nancy Patek has contributed
two
woodcut prints, the more notable of which
is "Street of Id," a ruined city street at sunset. Technically redolent of Dore and
(oddly) Edward Gorey, Patek's prints arc
keenly evocative.
Another accomplished, if derivative,
piece is U of W student Bernie Helling's
"Treacherous Object" (originally titled
"Peace Dividend"), a 'found object' assemblage that fuses a shotgun and a
pitchfork. Like Beaudoin's,
Helling's
work is nostalgiana for modernism, a solid
yearning for the days when Duchamp and
Picasso made a fresh joke.
A friend who should know tells me gallery art is dead. According to him, art must
now be public, made from public materials,
a confrontation of a mass audience.
He's right, but so what? A good show
is a good show. and that's exactly what
Artcite's got.
0

Yet another triumph for apiarian literature
The Beekeeper
hy Keith Henderson
DC Books
172 pages, $14.95
hy Sarah Roebuck
The design of The Beekeeper is misleading; its large
print, short chapters and simple pen-and-ink illustrations
resemble that of a children's book. The Beekeeper features
characters from the hard-core adult world, who introduce
the protagonist, twenty year-old Walter Taylor, to the selfcentered, amoral lifestyle of the 1960s.
It all begins in a Northern Ontario town where Walter
lives with his parents. They are engrossed in their own dull
lives, but occasionally they humour his awkward gropings
towards manhood.
He works on the highway during the summer, believing it to be the most manly of jobs. He takes up pipe-smoking to feel distinguished. He is preoccupied with losing his
virginity. He wants to leave home, but is unsure how to go
about it. The Champlain Fur Route sounds as if it would
lead to someplace exciting, but he doesn't know where that
is.
"Hadn't Huckleberry Finn gone West?" Walter
thinks.
With a few hundred dollars and his father's truck, he
sets his course westerly.
He is on the road for only two hours before he picks
up Natalie, a hitch-hiker who has no trouble persuading
him to drive her to a bee-farm on the outskirts of Toronto.
The rest of the book takes place here - to the disappointment of the reader, because Walter never reaches his
original destination.

The reader may pity Walter his remarkably indecisive
and submissive nature, But Henderson ·s satirical perspective allows the reader some objective space, enabling one
to laugh at Walter while still rooting for him.
During his stay on the bee-farm he learns plenty about
the romantic ideals of the hippie era. There he meets Helmut Rutner, the bee-keeper, and most potent character in
the story. Helmut has to be potent - Walter is incapable
of any action to advance the plot. As Julius Caesar is a
showcase for the character revelation of Brutus. so The
Beekeeper is named for Helmut, who plays an influential
role in Walter's explorations in the realms of adulthood.
Helmut lives the life of a bohemian and is deemed a
Renaissance man by Natalie. He is a painter, a poet, an
equestrian an<l the editor for an unnamed poetry magazine.
He talks like a hippy, (calling everything "goddamn beautiful") and frequently digresses into brief historical facts in
mid-conversation ("Ever hear of Rasputin? Fantastic man.
Real prophet."). When he isn't speaking in sloppy similes
("A word's like an octopus. Lots of tentacles, grabs everything in sight."), he is prescribing cure-alls ("Half-hour of
horseback riding a day'II put you in touch with real life.").
Helmut lives by his biological impulses, which is to say he
sleeps with as wide a variety of women as possible. He
considers this activity to be the highest form of aesthetic
enlightenment.
Walter looks at Helmut with envy and admiration and
tries out this new attitude, beginning with a brief but intense encounter with Natalie. But he is left humiliated,
defeated and frustrated over her disinterest when she is
through with him. Walter cannot accept the disturbing artificiality of the lifestyle, and pines silently. For Natalie,
"It's just bodies."
The book ends without resolution as Walter is beaten

in a brutal fist fight with Helmut. A dash more catharsis
for Walter would have satisfied this reader, but that was
not Henderson's intent. The joke may always be on Walter, but the author is actually satirizing the pervasive
pseudo-intellectualism of the late 1960s.
For some high humour and an amusing and intelligent
story with a moral, pick up The Beekeeper. It's an easy read
and a very entertaining story. On a rainy day see if you can
find all the literary allusions.
O

--

-The Lance, March 13, 1991, page 10.

Edited by Karl Mamer and Bernie Helling

People learn almost nothing about
existence through poetry. Although we
probably best remember a handful of
nursery rhymes from our childhood about
jumping over candles and living in shoes,
the odds of encountering such situations even in married life - are slim.
So why then is the Lance foolish enough to
believe a Canadian Unity Poetry
Supplement (what you are holding now) is
worthwhile? Because, even as you read, a
copy of this section is hurling as fast as
Canada Post can take it to The Spicer
Commission - then watch things happen.

I Love Canada
love Brian Mulroney
love GST
love playing puppet to the U.S. industry
love the way we treat our native peoples
love the police state
love the price of our cigarettes
loveARMX
love unemployment
love the strip clubs
love free trade
love high interest rates
love nuclear power plants
love holding on by the seat of my pants
Oh, Canada

Requiem de Rene Levesque

Primrose Valley

Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
dream
Rene Levesque,
see red
Rene Levesque,

t broad expanse. movement about the

you were a sex machine
you were a woman's
you made the West

soils. a multi-pored plane, stationary,
(forced womb to accommodate the fusing
bulbous growth).

but now you're dead!

t flesh fiber, (pull thin, out to extremes)
mesh this structure into an ideal form. fold
out regions (mountain the plane to create
valleys and soft-streamed waters).

Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
Quebec libre

I had a lot of fun
I loved Bill One-Oh-One
tell me why did you leave
oh well, vive le

Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
unmade bed?
Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,

what was it that they said?
you dressed like an
we'll miss the cigarette
for you my love is arret

given into the mind a rivered band of
visions (they sound out aloud and fold
through the pores, forcedly shake the
chambers of the body).

Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
voted oui
Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
greasy hair

why didn't you marry me?
because you know I

t native primrose animals, godly-cast

Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
Rene Levesque,
see red
Rene Levesque,

you were a sex machine
how you made me scream
you made the West

you had such political flair
you had longs strands of

but now you 're dead ...

lyrics reprinted by kind permission of
White Label Humour Music Industries
© 1988.

t

primrose valley (wombed movement lain
to bear a ponded species). clothed pores
(speak of suns that fuse life into their
rivered veins).

t

masses risen from deep red clays beneath
cropped soils fold out these masses laws of
Divinity. given tongue translator streamed
visions into fleshed realities one within
natures confines.

t forward movement

of a given time (subtle
sways of intelligence and passive emotion
o·er the primrose valley). given-god and
like-tribe environment passions curfosity
deep into the horizon. feld upon the eyes
and into the mind a movement (subtle)
towards the valley, (a very unusual and
alien sway of white-pored animals).

t they move closer and closer to the valley

by George Melon

I Gotta Get Out of Here

I remember, Spanky, a story
On The Journal
(about a guy making money
selling anti-sikh calendars
and the ugly, beer-swilling
sick-fuck
pigs
who thought it was
a marvelously funny and
righteous thing to do)
made me want to break
the knees of every
"Canadian"
by

a. E. Tooth
Game Over
We just
haven't
made a
go of
it. Let's
give it
back.
by M. Dash

and its people (great confusion matters
itself into a feared haze 'round the eyes.
what to make of these white-pored
animals? who are they and why have they
come to primorse valley?)
by John Sturcz

Brethren
Brethren to arms, man your pens and
embark into the darkest trenches of the
underground.
Be not fearful of thine enemies for they are
of the same flesh and blood as you.
Eyes peering into a bleak and uncertain
future where no one triumphs and all is but
destroyed, sending wasted words upon
paper into a blazing inferno.
Brethren to arms, man your philosophies
and plunge into the deepest depths of the
soul in search of meaning.
Be not envious of thine enemies for they
are in no better position than you.
We are all reaching out for an ounce of
compassion after being crushed under
combat boots and left to rot in the blood
soaked earth.
Brethren to arms ....
by Karyn L. Pellatt

The Lance, March 13, 1991, page 11.

Igloos, Canada, and National Salvation
"Oh, What shall we do
now that our Great Igloo is about
to become
unglooedwhat shall we do?"
j

n

:h
of
I
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n

·e
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Would a centrist Canada allow its Arctic

inhabitants
to build and live in igloos?
Probably not.
Despite the ingenious fusion of function
with abundant, locally available material
our frowning federal fathers would surely
disapprove
citing all sorts of violations of The Building
Code.
But if igloos aren't allowed in Canada
except as quaint museum exhibits
then I want out.
A strong Canada seems to me to mean
a certain uniformity
a downplaying of significant differences
("Wait a minute," you say, "but what about
Mutliculturalism?"
To which I would reply:
"Do we need Canada to ensure tolerance?"
"Hasn't our national multiculturalism policy,
thus far, permitted
mostly innocuous differences in language
shhh! not too loud!,
.religion only on holy days and not outside
the temple!,
clothing, song, dance, and food?"
"And would it allow whole cultures to exist
side by side with our own?").
A strong Canada seems to me to mean
politicians, lawyers, bureaucrats
even union organizers and artists
distracting us with anti-American rhetoric;
creating a false sense of comradery
ysrbased, not so much on
shared circumstances, experiences,
values, and aspirations
as on politicized geography
official history (as opposed to personal
history)
and stereotypes;
and then, congratulating themselves for
preserving
our (or is it their?) Canadian identity.
A strong Canada seems to me to mean
the forging of east to west ties
to the detriment of Communi-ties;
the imposition of an unnecessarily
complicated, unknowable
abstract, artificial (un)reality
to the detriment of the more concrete,
human scale
manifestations of society:
the locale, the neighbourhood, the
collective, the clan.
A strong Canada seems to me to mean
a strong-armed Ottawa;
a bottom to top flow of money and
resources;
atop
to bottom
flow of
(mis)communication
and
(dis)Orders.

Clutching at Threads

So instead of saying "Let us save Canada!"
(Why should I save something I have
hardly seen
and can but vaguely conceive?
Why should I save something which snuffs
the life
of that which is dear to me?)
we should be concerned with reconstructing
Windsor
(or Whistler Creek, or Cochine, or lnuvik, or
Trois Rivieres,
or ..•.);
we should be channeling our efforts
towards the rivivification of
the self-sufficient , self-sustaining
Community .
Then, if "Canada" is meant to be (from sea
to sea);
if it is the will of a community of
Communities
to form a federation based on
common interests and co-operation
It surely will come on Its own accord.
Kinuviktut stopped gathering snow into
a pile and turned to answer his
perplexed visitor. "Start over and build
anew - only practice making smaller
ones first before attempting
something so huge."
by Marc Fedak
Some People Should Shut Up
The hubbub
about American
flags on
the new
bills leads
me to believe
that the
most vocal
defenders of
Canadian sovereignty
and culture
are also
the most
ignorant
of Canadian
History.
It always
seems to
happen
that way.
by w.o.

A Poem

In the global gallery
hangs a colourful tapestry Canada's National Fabric.
The first threads were woven
July 1867Canada's Birthday.

Threads of the Native People
Were interwoven with those of
Canada's immigrants
The cloth's beauty was enhanced
By diverse colours and textures Canada's Distinct Societies.
Today, hands are reaching out
To snatch back their threads , and to rip at
Canada 's National Unity.
What will be left on display
In the global gallery?
A Canadian Tapestry?
or,
Canadian Remnants and Threads?
by Adina Kern

Poem for a Shaken Nation
While arguing on the constitutionality
of things so non-germane
as megadams
c1ndfranco-scams, and
things to which not one
can honestly say "It's all like
This"
Lest one be tempted to offer
Hard and fast answers
to that which is slow and amorphous
the simple fact of the matter
goes something like
this.
get a fucking
clue!

I luvmy
K. Michael Wilson
Contry 'n'
If you don't
Like it you can
Go back to Fockin'
Russia!!!
by J. Q. Sensitiv

-

-The Lance , March 13, 1991, page 12.
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Talent emerges despite facile, lurid images
School of Visual Arts
Annual Student Exhibition
Lebel Gallery and Assumption Lounge
March 8 - 28
by Kevin Atkinson
A few years ago a review of a School of Visual Arts
student show appeared in this paper, its headline thundering the sole word "lncommunication." Since then, student
artists have lost none of their reticence. Most of the work
in the current show aspires to a coolness, a sauvity born of
playing hard-to-get. Indeed, most of the entries are untitled
- they're not even giving out hints. The result is sometimes suggestive ambiguity, gnomic mystery, and sometimes mere vacuity.
Exemplifying this semantic coyness is Pina Frabotta 's
two-part untitled piece. One half consists of eight pairs of
female breasts, somewhat hastily rendered in white and
pink fabric, arranged uniformly in a rectangle.
Perhaps it is a social commentary. Society, the media,
male libidos symbolically dismember women in portraying them as mere inventories of sexually relevant components; but there is nothing denunciatory about the piece.
Maybe, conversely, it is celebratorya loving lexicon of
mammary types.
The second half of Frabotta 's work is composed of
seven menstrual pads lined up in a row, evidently
documenting a woman's period. Red embroidered thread
serves as a hygienic alternative to actua l blood.
The point here, of course, is not so much the object itself, but the juxtaposition of the object and the arena in
which the object is displayed. And what meaning arises out
of this clash of used sanitary napkins and art gallery wall?
Clearly, it is in keeping with that important strain in
feminist art that seeks to legitimize women's private experience by publicizing it. Certainly, Frabotta has used an
experience that could hardly he more private and a forum
that could hardly be more public.
Drew Ellwood's untitled work aspires to, and in some
measure achieves, a Francis Bacon scariness. It consists of
a two-foot (60.96 centimeters) high religious figurine.
luridly painted over in red and black. A set 111' dentures
cnvacd in repulsive grey goo serw-, as its head. Quite
,cary . The whole is 1111n111tcd on a :sheet ol"pl~\\ood \\ith a
sort of , in >ang mandala in red and black muted in and
J»iinft.'tl
011 My fCM.:n, ation here. as"' ith Ba...
,m. i:sthat lit-

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

''Yes, it is witty. It
is whimsical. But
for me it
remained a
bunch of paint ed
shoes. ''

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CORPS

,~•,.,

EARN
MONEY

tic substance lies beyond that considerable chill, or thrill,
that one gets from this peculiar coupling of crucifix and
ereepshow.
Brent van Daele has an untitled piece which seems to
take incommunication as its theme. Two panels of rusted
steel flank four similar ones arranged in a square on a piece
of soiled canvas. A rune-like script and two anguished,
crudely sketched faces have been blowtorchcd into the
steel. Inscrutable text plus tormented visages add up to ...
what? A metaphor for solipsistic pain, perhaps. Or maybe
primal angst. Well done, anyway.
Art Fundamental's (some-one's name? A course? A
movement?) Shoes is a bunch of brightly painted shoes, all
kinds of shoes, placed in a rectangular arrangement around
a leather suitcase. Yes, it is witty. It is whimsical. But for
me it untranscendantly remained ... a bunch of painted
shoes.
An exception to my thesis is S. Nilsson's The Great
American Dream which proffers its encoded contents like
a tidily packed valise. Xeroxes of a suburban home arranged in uniform rows above a small city map with a grid
placed over it, all mounted on ominous black. Consumerism, asp irations to suburbia darkly depicted as oppressive, homogenizing, controlli ng. An unoriginal point
nicely remade, never mind the ponderous tritism of the
title.
Robert Dittmer's sma ll untit led photograph attains a
slyness that is a significant notch above the snotty undergraduate cool that typifies too ma ny student productions.
In it, a headless woman, her head truncated by the frame
of the photo, exposes her breasts between two classica l
statues. The work 1s successful in playing "the questionable locutions of the carnal against the formal certainties of the academy," as Barthes might have it. In pitting
the erotic subversion of striptease against a gelded
academic formalism - establishment nakedness versus
anti-establishment nakedness. if you wil I.
As a student show, this one has its share of theatrical
angst. indulgent grimness. smug cynicism. and trite social
commentary. There is much that is pretentious. facile. and
shamelessly derivative; there arc too many lurid. random,
overworked abstract assemblages that arc simply unfathomable (indeed. there seems to he a thriving in-,crutahilist movement afoot in Lehel). Bui thcrl' is clearly
n111d1 t;tlcnt hlll. far more than l have had time to do proper
ju-,tin: 111here.
;1
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TheEYCis sponsored
by the Ontario
at yourschoolplacement
officeor careercentre,and your
localCanada
Employment
Centrefor Students.
or by

Ministriesof Agriculture
andFood,Environment,
NaturalResources,
NorthernDevelopment
andMines,

callingtheYouthHotlineat 1-800-387-0777.

andTou~smandRecreation.

Youth and community-based organizations working together for Ontario 's environment.

®
Ontario

Cette informationest egalement disponible en fran~ais.
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Stone film more than
a tedious rock video
I
Tire Doors
Starring Yal Kilmer and !\leg
R)an
Produced
and directed
by
OliYCr Stone
b) Robert Ferranti (the guy
who liked it)

,...

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount*

Graduation is a Memorable Occasion ...
We are back
on campus!

March 19-22

Oliver Stone has never been
accused of directing with a light
touch, nor has he been known to
practice the art of cinematic
subtlety. Without exception all of
his previous films, including
Platoon, Born on the Fourth of
July, and Talk Radio, have been
rugged, dare-you-to-endure
psychological slugfests. Stone
has once again applied this
sledgehammer approach with The
Doors. creating
a truly
exceptional movic.
The film follows the band's
progress from their Venice Beach
beginnings to Jim Morrison's
infamous death in a Paris bathtub.
There arc excellent performances
by all the leads. including Meg
Ryan. Kevin Dillon, and Kyle
Maclachlan (playing a cross
between Ray Manzerek and
Special Agent Dale Cooper). The
real surprise is Val Kilmcr·s
dead-on rendering of Morrison.
Kilmer mastered the swagger
and the look of the musician
without crossing the boundary
into parody. His performance is
so compelling
it makes
Morrison· s sc I f-dcst ruction
painful to \\,'atch.
Some people have asked why
anyone\\ ould want to sit through
this kind of psychic carnage. But
there is a deep sense of
redemption in Morrison ·s honest
spiritual odyssey. The guy might
have been way out of control, but
his gaze was cast much higher
than most.
Stone purposefully focused
on the side of Morrison that lends
itself to a wide screen, big-budget
adaptation: the haunted, alcoholic
'poet' who is fascinated with

Indian music and acid-induced
journeys of the mind. It is
precisely because of this focus '
that the film ·s scope is so
satisfying.
Stone, who also co-wrote the
screenplay. did not allow the
larger-than-life Morrison myth to
get in the way of creating
something
subjective
and
personal. Having to portray a
legend on screen could have
limited Stone to restaging events
and concerts, as if the flick were
a tedious rock documentary. But
The Doors goes much further. By

making breath-taking use of the
wide-screen format, hy distorting
time through the use of
stop-motion photography. by
blurring the edges of reality.
Stone has transcended the genre
of rock bio-pics. This is no I.a
Bamba.
1he Doors might not be an
accurate portrayal or true-life
events, but it is a fully realized
vision that rcnccts the spirit and
the mood of the '60s.
Yes, the film is dark.
brooding, and overflowing with
images of death, demons, and
nightmares; but what better foil
for the drug culture's band? O
Need a \econd opinion? See
page 15.

IS YOUR RESUME GETTING
YOU INTERVIEWS?
IF NOT, TRY A
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP.
Schedules for these and other workshops available at
Career Plannmg and Placement . Room 163 D1llon Hall

or call

Mainstreet
Photographic Studios Inc.

973-0205
to arrange an
appointment in studio.

The AGW hosts a reception on Friday, March 15. 1991
at 7:30 p.m. to open the cxhibtt1ons:

Barrie Jones: Young Women and Young Men of Canada
organ11C<lhy the AGV.

Sandra Semchuk: Moving Parallel:
Reconstructed Performances from Daily Life
counesy of The Phoiographers Gallery. Saskatoon

Both artists will be present

We have gowns and
faculty hoods.
(Masters available at the
registrar's office.)

Let us Make it Memorable.

~Artist Barrie Jones will lecture on his work
on Friday. March 15 at JO a. m. in the Chrysler Auditorium
·"Artist Sandra Semchuk will lecture on her work
at 2 p.m. on Sunday. March 17 in the Chrysler Auditorium
Admission to all of these events is free at your gallery

AGW
ART GAU.ERYOf WINDSOR

SPECIAL
EVENTS
PROGRAMMING

445 RIVERSIDE DR. W., WINDSOR, ONTARIO NSA 6TB [519] 258· 7111
GALLERY HOURS· TUES. WED. SAT: 11-5 THURS, FRt: 11-~ SUN : 11 :30 -5

SPORTS
The Lancer
Locker
CIAU Results
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Windsor men
national champs
Women finish second to Calgary

Men·s Scores

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Windsor
Toronto
Manitoba
York
Alberta

52 pts
45 pts
44 pls
41 pts
22 pts

Women's Scores
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Calgary
Windsor
York
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Western

56 pts
44 pts
41 pts
23 pts
22 pts
22 pts

Men's Point Scorers

O'Brian Gibbons:
60m
300m
Anthony Black
High Jump
Al Herron
600m
JeffHewick
High Jump
Rob Robinson
Shot Put
Chris Weinburg
60m Hurdles
Brad Carrol
60m Hurdles
Don MacGregor
300m

7 pts
7 pts
4pts
4 pts
3 pts
3 pls
3 pt<;
2 pts

2 pts

Men·s Reta, Point Scorers

4 x 200m·
7 pts
Ed Futo
Chuck C mfkld
Don Mactire gor
O'Brian Gibbons
4 x 800m:
7 pts
Jason Petro
Al Herron
Steve Radovich
Mark MarDonald
4 x 400m:
3 pts
Dan Fryer
Al Herron
Don MacGregor
Dustin Soulliere
Women's Point Scorers
lrma Grant
60m
300m
Tashl}n Chase
Shot Put
Kelly Dinsmore
Triple Jump
Kari Vickers
600m
Sue Dykxhoorn
TripleJump
Lisa Laughton
300m

7 pts
7 pts

7 pts
3 pts

2 pts
I pt

I pt

Women's Relay Point
Scorers

4 x 200m:
7 pts
Marcia Vanderheyden
Lisa Laughton
Kelly Dinsmore
Irma Grant
4 x 400m:
5 pts
Marcia Vanderheyden
Lisa Laughton
Kelly Dinsmore
Kari Vickers
4 x 800m:
3 pts
Kelly Dinsmore
Jackie McVittie
Tanya Bielby
Kari Vickers

by Dave Briggs

for top honours for the second ' · ·
week in a row - the Lancers colWith an awe-inspiring display lected 52 points against the Varof team cohesiveness, the Lancer sity Blues' 45.
men's track and field team was
While Windsor had the largest
walking on top of the world last men's and women's teams at the
weekend. The team captured its CIAU's, the scramble for the
first ever national team title at the men ·s title came down to the final
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic event: the men's 4x400m relay.
Union (CIAU) championships at The Lancers finished a disapthe St. Denis Centre.
pointing fourth in the fast section
of the race, but Toronto fared
The win ended a 22-year
drought in which the Lancers even worse when one of their runfailed to claim a national crown. ners pulled up lame and the team
The last Canadian champion from could not finish the race.
the university was the 1968-1969
A talented. but small squad ol ·
men· s basketball team - the only national calibre, Calgary athletes
sport in which the U of W has proved too potent for the "deep in
every event" Windsor women.
earned national distinction.
"It's a total team," said
The pinnacle of the CTAU
finals came al the end of the first
Windsor head coach Dennis
Fairall. "f think a lot of coaches day when the men's 4x800m
from other schools have said that relay squad upset a strong field
we have a great track team, not with a stunning finishing kick by
just a few great track individuals." anchor Mark MacDonald.
The women' 5 track team was
''I can't believe it really," said
just one step away from complet- an overwhelmed MacDonald.
ing the double team champion- "We were figuring we had a good
ships the Lancers pulled off at the chance at getting third, or fourth.
Ontario University Athletic As- but not winning, I didn't even
think about that."
sociation
(OUAA) / Ontario
Fairall was particularly
Women's Interuniversity Athletic
Association
(OWIAA) two
surprised at the results of that
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
weekends ago. The women fell t '.! relay.
Irma Grant streaks lu ~klnr~ in the 60m, one 111'
three gold medal, for the
'There's no way we're the Lancer sprinter at the CIAU finals.
points behind a strong team from
the University of Calgary. Their best team in there. We capitalized minds."
in the same events in the two-day
on other team's mistakes," Fairall
finish was the team's best ever.
Third-year sprinter Irma
meet \.\hich foaturcd ::!2 univerIt seems appropriate that said. "Manitoba. with the guns Grant successfully defended her silies from across the nation.
Windsor. a group noted for strong they had, should have gone out CIAU 60m championship, and
"T was more nervous al the
learn unity, should excel at the hard.'
added golds in the 300m and as a OUAA ·s," said Gibbons after
relays. the only non-individual
The relay win set the tone for member of tl: wornen·s 4x'.!00m breezing to victory in the 60m. "I
e\'ents. The Lancers won three the team heading into the second relay team.
couldn't get to sleep, and I was
golds and one silver medal in six day of competition. and aroused
worried and I was shaking. I got a
separate races.
speculation that Windsor might
good night sleep last night."
WINDSOR
win the coveted national title
Fairall and rookie sprint
Gibbons went on to set perphenom O'Brian Gibbons were befon a packed house of Lancer
sonal best times in each race. and
RESULTS
singled out for special recogni- supporters.
even admitted he hadn't given a
"Thal one felt better than the full-effort in his other races.
"The adrenalin of the 4x800m
tion, winning men's CIAU coach
of the year and male athlete of the was carried on into today," said 60m," said Grant after winning
"Everybody kept bugging me
Fairall at the conclusion of the the 300m. "because I wasn't sup- because every time I run I slow up
meet honours.
The men's team narrowly
second day of competition, "and posed to win."
in the last 10 metres. So this is the
Gibbons equatled Grant's feat first time a lot of people have seen
nipped the University of Toronto people just ran out of their
me run full out."
Shot put powerhouse Tashlyn
Chase easily scooped-up the
women·s gold medal with a personal best throw and school
record of 14.0lm.
"I felt really good in warmups so I kind of knew and was
hoping that I would throw 14
[metres)," Chase said.
Bronze medals were earned
by both Anthony Black (high
jump, 2.08m). and Al Herron
(600m, I :21.01) who was a key
component along with Steve
Radovich and Jason Petro in the
thrilling men's 4x800m relay
team victory.
"My 600m was a little more
memorable [than the 4x800m] ...
it was a personal victory," Herron
said.
As to next year, and defense of
the national championship Fairall
is already looking ahead.
"We definitely have to fill the
gaps. We need to have some
people running the 1500m and the
3000m," he said. "We really need
Lance photo by Jason Kryk
a really top middle-distance girl
Triple gold medalis O"Briao Gibbons rect: es one of his prizes from former track athlete Mark Galasso.
run~~·
0
0

I

--
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Iron out
your Job
Search
Wrinkles
with tips
from
students
who have
been successful
in
receiving
job offers
from on-campus
recruiters.

This

workshop

· you
job

are

· you

seek

is

looking

· you r ealize
of planning
ea r ly

for
for

a permanent

you if:
a summer
position

the importance
career
straegies

· what you can d o to mak e
yourself
more marketab l e to
emplo y ers
employers
i n interviews

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 3 pm
ROSE ROOM- VANIER HALL
Sponsored

Career

by :

Planning
and Placement
Room 163 Dillon
Hall

Centre

Visitors praise St. Denis
by Jord~nn Gloster

Take advantage
of the i r
experience
and insights
to
learn:

· what questions
typically
ask

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Lancer high jumper Geoff Hewick clear s 2.08m on his way to a fourth place finish.

Not only did Windsor' s track
teams score victories this
weekend, but the St. Denis Centre
and its staff received commendations from visiting athletes and
spectators.
Sundeep Brar, the Uni"crsity
of Calgary"s men's 60m hurdle
gohJ medal winner, was most impressed with the track.
"This is a great track to run on
- it's Yery fast. I especially like
the wide lanes," he said.
Brar·s only complaint was the
space for spectators. "There isn't

enough space for everyone. It's
easy to watch the track events. but
almost impossible to view some
field events from the stands."
Unfortunately, the staff could
on!) accommodate spectators on
the east side of the gym. Despite
the difficulty in viewing the Jong
jump and triple jump, the seats
were perfect for the track competition, offering an open \'iew of
the finish line.
York ·s Darren Gardner, a
competitor in both the 600m and
4x400m, was excited about both
the facilities and the organization
of the meet. "I feel that this is

definitely the best track facility in
Ontario.
"This track meet has been run
so well - it's great. Everything 's
been on time. There's been no
problems in the organization like
at the OUAA 's."
The meet ran like clockwork,
ending only six minutes past its
scheduled conclusion.
First-year Human Kinetics
student Katie Vander Knapp was
impressed with every aspect of
the competition.
"J was very impressed wi1h
the Windsor team. They turned a
sport that was very individual into
a team effort. I got a very strong
sense ofthcirteam spirit-J think
everyone did."
Judging from the rave reviews
from athletes and spectators alike

campus recreation
Cam pus Ree 0Hr 30 Hockey Tour nament

The Fifth Annual Campus
Ree. Over 30 Hockey Tournament is to be held March 25 and
27 at Adie Knox Arena. The

game times will be 8 pm and 9
pm.
Anyone
faculty, staff, or
students- 30 years or older, are
urged to conlact the Campus
Ree. office as soon as possible at
253-4232 ext. 2456.

.. . Can't
out your

Spring Fever '91

BEACH
PARTY
Wednesday Nite
March 20

career
direction?

it looks like Windsor may host the

CIAU track and field championships again soon. Which is good
news for the hosl team any way
you slice it.
O
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See the career counsellor in the
I
1
Career Planning and Placement office, Room 163 Dillon Hall

STUDENT ROOMS
For The Summer

Hula Contest
Limbo Contest
Hula-Hoop Contest
Great Prizes!!
Lots of Fun

includes:

• Furnished
• All Utili ties
• Secure Room Locks
• Laundry Facilit ies
• Kitchen Facilities
• Private Parking

WEAR YOUR BEACH CLOTHE S!

Private Roorn-$195.00/mon tli
A l'ailable May through Aug ust

245 Detro it Street
Office: 973-0130
lead Reside nt: 971-9881

..

Book ahead for Fall 1991
excellent rates availab le - single rooms
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Cb\U's more than-just-Windsor
by Scott Pratt
Windsor and Calgary may
have won the men's and women'<;
Canadian Interuniversltv Athleuc
Union's (CIAU) team championships, but the other schools m attendance grabbed their share 01
individual honours.
Here ·s a complete rundown of
the CIAU championships:
Women:
In the 60m dash, Windsor's
Irma Grant took top honours by
defeating her closest rival, Omen a
Ikede of St. Mary's University, by
.12 seconds. She repeated the feat
by outdistancing the field in the
300m race with a time of 39.53
seconds.
The 600m, 1000m, and
1500m races saw York University
flex some track muscle as Nicole
Masi! won all three in times of
1:31.21, 2:48.21, and 4:30.35,
respective!y.
Calgary's Lisa Harvey won
the endurance race of the meet,
finishing the 3000m in 9:28.27.
York posted another 1st place
finish in the 60m Hurdles, where
Lesley Tashlin won comfortably
by more than a tenth of a second.
In the relay events, Windsor
stood above the rest, winning the
4x200m, finishing second in the
4x400m and fourth in the
4x800m. The 4x400m was won
by Calgary, while Manitoba took
the 4x800m.
The four field contests
showed parity between the teams;
each event boasted a different
winner. Calgary's Sherri Umeris
won the high jump with a jump of
1.78m. Jane Cox of Alberta won

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

the long jump (6.08m), while
York's Andrea Hastick found
triple jump gold with a 12.12m effort.
Tashlyn Chase easily won the
shotput when she obliterated the
field with a throw of 14.0lm.

MEET ROUND-UP
Men:
The explosion of Windsor 's
O'Brian Gibbons onto the
University track scene brought
about much excitement as gold
medals. "0.B." won the 60m with
a time of 6.79 (.14 behind Ben
Johnson's time at the recent
World Championships in Spain),
the 300m in 34.32 seconds, and
anchored the 4x200m relay team
to a 1:28.95 win.
The Universities of Manitoba
and of British Columbia split the
longer
distance
events.

Manitoba 's Byron Goodwin won
the 600m 1n 1:JQ 92, while teammate Darren iZlasscn brea1heo on
che finish line .0 I seconds ahead
of Quecn·s Colin Dingum in
8:08.31 (a new ClAU meet
record).
t:BC won the middle distance
events. as Al Klassen won the
lOOl)min 2;26.67 and the 1500m
in 3:49.6.
Calgary took home che 60m
hurdle gold medal, with Sundeep
Brar turning in a performance of
8.16 seconds.
Like their female counterparts, the Lancer men's relay
teams were the best of the meet.
After winning the 4x200m and
placing fourth in the 4x400m,
Windsor won one of the most exciting 4x800m finishes ever. By
leaning over the finish line .05
seconds before the University of
Toronto, Windsor suprisingly
took the gold.
The 4x400m relay was won
by York University with a time of
3:18.78.
The field events saw two
CIAU meet records fall as Doug
Wood (York) pole vaulted into
the history books with a 5.26m effort the day after Alex Zaliauskas
(Toronto) high jumped 2.21m to
win the gold.
The long jump was won by
Emile John, also of Toronto, with
a jump of 7.31 m. Triple jump
glory went to Alberta's Oral Ogilvie (15.37m), while Bojan
Paunovic (Manitoba) putted a
shot 15.58m to finish atop the
field. Windsor's Rob Robinson
finished fourth with a put of
15.12m.
O

The Lance is produced using, in
part, recycled paper.
Keep the cycle going.
Please deposit this
newspaper in your
blue box when
you've finished
reading it.
The Lance: Takin' all the trees and
puttin' 'em in a tree museum.
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(f-ll-Tech
Bike Not Well?

We have everything you need to get your bike
back on the road. huge selection of tires, parts
& accessories for all makes.
Don't miss a single day of great riding weather. Take
advantage of our Spring Bike Tune-up Special.

~-

...Bicycles By~
CANNON DALE
FAT CHANCE
GT ALL-TERRA
DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN
AND MANY MORE
STARTING AT
$319.00

Feel The Need For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED.
10% Student Discount With I.D. Card
519-972- 7044
2694 Howard Ave . 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

mufflerking®
315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

•--·-----·----couPON••--··----1
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UFFLER

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE*

$

I
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95

Installed.
Most Cars
& Light
Trucks.

*Your Speedy Muffler King muffler is guaranteed for one year from date of purchase.
Speedy Muffler King will install a new muffler at no charge for the repL.acement or it's
installation should your muffler need replacing for any reason within this year.
Offer expires 03/31/91 .

Offer not valid with any other promotion -or coupon.
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At Speedy, you're a Somebody!
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Lancers earn golds, not Blues
by Da,e Briggs
Mark MacDonald rounded the final turn of the
track. The crowd rose to its feet with a deafening
roar of approval as he gained on the four runners just
inches ahead of him.
Anticipating a sensational 4x800m finish, athletes on the St. Denis Centre infield began a mad tear
over hurdles, ropes and other obstacles to get near
the finish line for a closer look.
With 40m to go, a hole opened up in front of the
Lancer runner and he wasted no time pulling into a
slim Jead. His teammates yelled his nickname.
"Zcke! Zeke! Zeke!"
As the finish line loomed closer, it became obvious that to fend off the runners at his heels he
would have to Jean at the line, a technique the middle-distance runner had rarely practiced.
It's a lillle like telling a nose-tackle to work on
his touchdown dance; a skill that's not likely to
come in handy.
With photographers wildly shooting the race's
climax, MacDonald leaned his upper body over the
tine just slightly ahead of the next fastest runner.

I

I the armchair gladiator I

Lancer 4x800m anchor Mark MacDonald is embraced by teammate Mike Gingras after winning the gold medal ~ith a stunning
finishing kick.

Teamwork proves key in victory
by Scott Pratt
In a weekend full of Lancer victories, one wing of Windsor's strong
track and field team rose above all
others.
The men's and women's relay teams
set the trend for other schools to follow,
collecting three gold.medals and one silver.
Relay racing is unique in track and
field competition - it is the only team
sport. Granted, the entire Windsor contingent is a very close-knit team, but in
no other event do participants have to
rely on each other so directly.
Teamwork and reliability were at
centre stage during the final of the
men's 4x800m race. Running in sixth
place early on, the Lancers kept their
confidence up. And when the mass of
runners hurled itself across the finish
line, it was Windsor's Mark MacDonald
who led the way.
O'Brian Gibbons, budding superstar and anchor of the national champion 4x200m men's relay team, prefers

relay racing lo running solo.
"I get more pumped up for it," he
said. "You really have to work
together."
The most difficult part ofrunningon
a relay team, the moment where medals
are won or lost, is the exchange of the
baton between legs of the race. For that
one brief instant, a team's performance
hangs on the clean transfer of a short
metal bar.

RELAY PROFILE
If one member of the group is more
concerned with his or her own performance, a sloppy exchange or worse a dropped baton - could easily result.
Through practice and mutual trust,
this wasn't a problem for Windsor's
runners.
"You can never practice exchanges
enough," said 4x200m runner Lisa
Laughton. Anchor (rma Grant echoed
Laughton's statement. "I was surprised
at how smooth they [the exchanges]
went," she laughed, referring to the

women's gold medal performance.
In the meet's final event, the men's
4x400m, Windsor needed only to fini~h
fourth to ensure a national team championship. But the team gave each leg of
the race every ounce of energy they possessed.
Fatigue and long waits had done
their damage, however, and although
they were able to finish fourth, they
were shut out of medal contention.
Team member Don MacGregor was
visibly upset.
"We really tried to get the other guys
on the team a medal," MacGregor said,
looking at the ground. "But anything
can happen. There was a lot of pressure
going into this race."
Though the Lancers won more relay
medals than any other school during
these championships, they achieved
something greater.
Through the camaraderie and teamwork unique to their event, Windsor
runners showed the country why, in the
words of Lisa Laughton, "Everything
went perfect."
O

As teammates swarmed the tired runner and
smothered him with hugs, the race loomed large: a
premonition of the success to follow the next day.
It took until the final event, ironically another
relay, before the Lancers made it official by giving
coach Dennis Fairall an impromptu shower from a
huge Gatorade jug to celebrate the men's Canadian
lnteruniversity Athletic Union (ClAU) team championship.
The dousing was a sign that Windsor has finally
made it to the big leagues. tossing aside the naysayers to bask in the glory of their new-found
respect.
I can't remember the last time I heard someone
say. "the University of Windsor" a11d "national
champions" in the same sentence, but all last
v.eekend, as the team neared the title, people were
heard practicing that phrase with a generous sprinkle
of glee in their voices.
Though Jason Petro, Al Herron, Steve Radovich,
and MacDonald's relay triumph \\as the pinnacle of
the meet, Windsor freshman O'Brian Gibbons
dominated the sprint events, picked up male athlete
of the meet honours. and made it look surprisingly
easy in the process.
With a smooth stride and arms swinging in perfect precision, Gibbons passeu teammate Don MacGregor mid-way through the 300m and breezed to
victory.
M~cGregor's face was contorted in a mixture of
pain and determination as he seemed lo be fighting
for every inch; a portrait of extremely hard work.
For him ;, ,vas the final shot at national glory and
the CTAUL u medal he had dreamed about so many
years. Bcft, .:! the day was over he held that medal
and glowed as he stood atop the awards platform
with Gibbons and the rest of the men's 4x200m relay
team.
Unlike other years and other learn champion- .
ships, this one did not belong solely to superstars
who competed as individuals and happened to score
points for their school along the way.
This victory belonged to everyone, befilling the
group which best embodies the word 'team· and
strives for success while sacrificing personal
achievement.
There was Herron's thrilling bronze medal performance in the 600m, Ed Fu1o·s strong first leg in
the 4x200m relay, Anthony Black·s third place
finish in the high jump, and l<.obRobinson's personal best throw, good for fourth place in the shot
put.
The Lancers' home building was a sea of gold
and blue track jackets, and Windsor team members
seemed on a crusade to cheer each other on as well
as to console those who did not fare as well as expected.
Fairall has spent a year praising the coaches:
Ritchie Coughlin, Greg McCullough, Don Garrod,
Dave McGuffin, Molly Killingbeck, Gisele St.
Louis, and John Schmidt, knowing full well he gets
the credit.
Having earned national and provincial coach of
the year honours, Fairall can look back on the year
with the knowledge he and his athletes have successfully tracked the CTAU's.
0
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Help on the way ·--------------.,
for residents
by Prema Oza
Beginning this September,
residence students will have an
added academic advantage.
The
academic
don
programme,
initiated
by
Residence Services, is designed
lo help residents with their study
needs.
The programme will gel under
way this fall with four dons in
MacDonald Hall, four in Laurier,
and four in Cody Hall on different
floors. It is hoped that the dons
will be from different faculties.
"The reason for choosing
these residences is beause they
house 80 percent of our first-year
students who require the most assistance," said assistant director
of residence life, Meri Kim
Oliver. "We don't have them
everywhere because we want a
year to compare and see how students do. Next year we'll be able
to compare Cody and Cartier, two
co-ed buildings, and see whether
students are actually making use
of the service."
"They may want more help
with studying or taking notes or
even writing essays," said Oliver.
She stressed that the duties of
resident assistants and dons

would be quite varied.
"This person [the don] is not
going to be a disciplinarian
hounding the students to do their
homework; they're strictly there
for assistance," she said. It is
hoped that this will help students
achieve the minimum C+ grade
required
to get back into
residence.
The residence office is looking for senior or graduate students
who can maintain a minimum B
average. An interest in residence
and a clear ability to work with
others would also be an asset.
"In addition the dons will be
paid a $500 stipend for the year.
They will be placed in a double
room without a room-mate," said
Oliver.
She added that so far recruitment has been promising.
"For the twelve positions, I
have about forty applicants and
I'm very pleased with that, because for the first year, when there
is nothing to look at to see what
the jo6 is, it's very difficult to say
whether or not you 're interested."
While interviews began this
week and the March 15 deadline
had passed, Oliver said other
qualified applicants would still be
considered.
0
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Twenty-two people turned out Tuesday to the univers ity's first public
meeting to solicit opi nion for the Cit izen's Forum on Canada's Future
- the Spicer Commission. The public is invited to submit comments
on the state or the country by calling 1-800-66-FORUM.

The Lance apolog ises
by Lance News Staff
The Lance offers sincere
apologies to Abe Elias, chief electoral officer of the Social Science
Society (SSS).
A front page news article by
Prema Oza in the February 20
issue stated that Mr Elias disqualified SSS presidential candidate Kristine Robinson for
putting up posters on painted surfaces in the University Centre.
The Lance is now satisfied that
Ms Robinson's disqualification
was also the result of campaign
posters of hers having been posted
on painted surfaces in Dillon Hall,
that all candidates knew that posting posters on painted surfaces
was against SSS bylaws, and that

!--------------------~

the candidates were aware of the
penalties for breaking these
bylaws.
The Lance also wishes to
apologise for statements made in
an editorial by Kevin Wilson in
the same issue. We are now satisfied that Mr Elias gave a great
deal of thought to the matter of
disqualifying Robinson and that
he did not "misuse" the power of
his office to remove democracy
from the hands of students.
Rather, Mr Elias was following
the SSS bylaws as his office requires.
We apologise to Mr Elias for
any difficulties he may have encountered. It was not our intention
to tarnish his reputation in any

way

:J

Lancer ru nners bask in the praise of Windsor City Council.

lance photo by Den nis Chadw ick

Council defers, praises students
by Lance News Staff
Students waiting for Windsor City Council to
hand down its decision on the student summer job
lottery will have to wait a little longer.
Council did not convene last Monday, explaining that the hiatus was due to the high schools'
March break. This week's meeting was to include
a final decision on whether the summer job lottery
will be opened to non-students.
Several students, including incoming and out-

going Students' Adminstrative Council executives, attended Monday's council meeting. To
their disappointment, the item was not even on the
agenda.
The council presented a plaque to the
university's men's indoor track team, expressing
its appreciation for the team's victory at this year's
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union championships.
'We're looking for you to repeat next year,''
the team was told.
O

Date rape a campus scourge
by Shari Hoppin
"In 84 percent of assault cases
the woman knows her attacker.
She has either been introduced to
him at some point, they have been
acquaintances either at work,
school or some other place, or
they are on a date."
Dale Hall, sexual harassment
CO··ordinator at York University,
had other pertinent statistics to
share with her audience at the
Grad House last week. Hall spoke
at a workshop titled "No Means
No: Date Rape."
"[Date rape] is extremely
prevalent on university and college campuses because we have
reside nces, because we have
fraternit ies, because we have a
close society," she said.
"We also have co-ed residences now and students are living
away from home for the first time;
there's a lot of peer pressure on
them to become adults quickly peer pressUie on young males to

score, peer pressure on young
females to lose their virginity."
Hall also talked about misconceptions that men have such as
that 'no' means yes, that an expensive dinner or movie implies a
payment in return, and that if
you've been dating for a long
time, something should happen.
She also mentioned the familiar
line "If we don't go all the way,
I'm going to be in pain."
"Well, if that's the case," she
said, "men are totally controlled
by their penis; they don't have a
mind. I think that if they realised
that's what was being said, they
wouldn't be too pleased about it."
She said reporting of date and
acqua intance rape is lower than
that of rape by strangers because
women are afraid that no one will
believe them, because a lot of
women can't believe what has
happened to them, and because
"what happens in acqua intance
and date rape that is different from
stranger rape is that the woman

will blame herself to a larger .xtent than in stranger rape."
Hall also informed
the
audience that "There doesn't have
to be intercourse for it to be rape.
Many times the rapists themselves are not able to perform the act;
what they will demand is oral sex,
anal sex. other kinds of violation."
She added that Canadian law had
been changed so that rape now includes such acts.
Hall said that while the 'safe
sex' message is starting to get
through to people, what has not
got through is the importance for
people to teach teenagers that "no
means no, that you don't force
peop le, that [sexual intercourse J
is not something you should expect to happen."
The workshop ended with
Hall stressing the need to acknowledge that date and acquaintance rape is prevalent. "Stop
referring to women as victims,"
she urged, "and start referring to
women as survivors."
O

High school students get to know U of W
by Andrew Sipes
Last week the campus was invaded by about 650
secondary school students eagerly checking out the
university, its facilities and the services it offers.
Some 30 university students acted as ambassadors for the March Break Orientation, taking visiting high school students on campus tours which
covered many areas, from food services to financial
planning for post-secondary education. Academic
counselling was provided separately
The number of applications for admission to the
university increases every year, but the number of

students who register for campus orientation week
remains roughly the same.
About half the students who took part this year
were from out of town. Francesco Triolo and Lisa
Misa, both Brampton area high school students,
spent a day touring the campus and attending presentations even though they said they were not interested in the orientation programme. The University
of Windsor is only one of many universities they
plan to visit.
Most applications are already in, and students
who have already applied will get word of accep~re ~ fu~
0
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Career Planning and Placement Centre in Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of Windsor

Student Housing
(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
- four house units, newly constructed and furnished. Each
self-contained house accommodates 12 students in
air-conditioned single rooms.
- seven former homes converted for student living, each
self-contained and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or
double rooms.

MARRIED STUDENTS
-

Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments
all 38 suites are one-bedroom and unfurnished

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and
Summer School and 1991-92 academic year.
For information and applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3B9
(519) 256-6442
Between 9:30 am-4:30 pm

In Mackenzie
Hall, 3277
Sandwich, 977-6564.
(Regular hours - 2:00 till 5:00 ,
Wednesday through Saturday;
1:00 till 5:00, Sunday.)
Thursday, March 21
w Marion Penner Bancroft:
Visitors In The Arts Series:
guest lecture about photography, text and art. Begins at
7:30pm.
Until Sunday, March 31
w Invitational Group: Studio
Watch Program: a group exhibition based on selections
made through visits to studios
of emerging local artists.

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Dr West, 258-7111.
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00,
Tuesday through Saturday; 11:30
till 5:00 on Sunday; closed
Monday.)
Untll Aprll 14
w Sandra Semchuk: Moving
Parallel: Reconstructed Performances from Daily Life: in
the Hiram Walker Gallery.
w Selected Videos from the
AGW Archives:
artistproduced video tapes. In the
Photography Gallery.
Until April 21
w Barrie Jones: oversize hand
tinted colour photographs. In
Tabachnick Gallery.
Until June 15
w J.E.H. MacDonald: Logs on
the Gatineau (1915): a close
examination of this piece by
Group of Seven member. In
the Print Gallery.
Until Sunday, June 30
w Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary
Poles: in the Print Gallery.
w Artists in British Columbia:
comparison of Emily Carr
with others who painted in the
late 19th to mid-20th century.
In the Mezzanine Gallery.

LECTURES and SEMINARS
Political Science & Public
Administration Club:
At the Moot Court, Faculty of Law.
Friday, March 22
G'
Premier Bob Rae: from
1:30pm to 2:30pm Ol:JJ.Y..
We
mean it.

French Department Lecture:
salle 1118, Erie Hall.
le lundl 8 avrll
w L 'Univers Poetique Dans Les
Fables De La Fontaine: conference par le Jean R. Mesnard, professeur emerite a
l'Universite de Paris-Sorbonne. A 19:00. Apres la conference
ii y aura une
reception avec vin et fromage
a La Maison francaise, 478
rue Sunset. Bowling est absolutement interdit.

CONCERTS
Amnesty International:
At the Subway Pub.
Friday, March 22
w Pub Night: featuring a variety
of entertainment. Tickets
available in advance at the
Amnesty table in the UC for
only $2 or $3 at the door .

School of Music Concert
Series:
At Ambassador Auditorium , 2nd
floor , University Centre.
Sunday, March 24
G'
University Wind Ensemble:
directed by James Tamburini,
will present a concert of wind
music. 8pm. For information
call 253-4232, ext. 2780.
At Mackenzie
Hall,
3277
Sandwich at Brock
Sunday, April 7
sr
The University
Singers:
directed
by
Richard
Householder, wil I present
their annual spring concert.,
8pm.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CORPS

Court Auditorium , Mackenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich.
Friday, Aprll 5
w The American Boychoir:
directed by James Litton. At
8pm. Call 252-6855 for ticket
information .

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte West, 254-FILM.
Until Sunday, March 24
q,
Hidden Agenda: (Ken Loach,
1990): Special Prize Winner
at Cannes. Both shows on
Thurs, Fri and Sun: 7pm; Sat:
9:30pm.
w The Nasty Girl: (Michael Verhoven, 1990): Windsor /
Detroit premiere. Fri & Sun:
9:30, Sat: 7pm.
Tuesday, March 26 to Sunday,
March 31
w The Nasty Girl: (see above):
both shows on Tues/Thu/Sat.
At 7pm on Fri/Sun.
G'
Jesus of Montreal: (Denys Arcand, 1988): back again! By
popular demand, or a cheap
cashing in on Easter? You be
the judge. Both shows on
Wed , 9:30 on Fri/Sun.

MISCELLANEOUS
Assumption
Chapel:

University

In the Chapel, 400 Building, Huron
Line.
Thursday, March 28
G'
Holy Thursday Celebration:
Mass of the Lord's Last Supper. Experience the Clown of
Christ Liturgy. At 7:30pm. All
are welcome.

Environ menta l Aware ness
Assoc iation:
First wee k of April
w Environment Week: for help-

ful information, visit the table
set up in the University
Centre.

YOUTH

~~·,.,

EARN
MONEY

~rts Council:

WHILE
YOUGIVE

ANDGAIN

THEENVIRONMENT

WORK
EXPERIENCE

A HAND

TheEYCis sponsored
by the Ontario
at yourschoolplacement
officeor careercentre,and your
localCanada
Employment
Centrefor Students,
or by

.Ministries
of AgricultureandFood,Environment,
NaturalResources,
NorthernDevelopment
andMines,

callingthe YouthHotlineat 1-800-387
-0777.

andTourismandRecreation.

Youth and community- based organizations work ing togethe r for Ontario's envi ronme nt.

®

Onta rio

Cetteinformation
estegalement
disponible
enfran~ais.
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York adviser hosts workshop

Earth Day is coming ...
soaps and body products
organic foods
Bridgehead coffees and 11:as
recycled papers
gift cards and wrap
all-natural cleaning products
natural insecticides
T-shirts and sweats
posters and more!

Speaking otit onh3rassment
by Vic Formosa
and Shari Hoppin
If you don't laugh at racist,
sexist jokes, you increase the
chance they won't be repeated.
This was one of the messages of a
workshop on sexual harassment

held at the Grad House last week.
It was the first of two
workshops conducted by Dale
Hall, a York University sexual
harassment co-ordinator, as part
of a day-long conference on
violence against women.
In her position, Hall deals

with education as well as complaints. She pointed out that although it is wel I-known that
sexual harassment is a problem in
the university
environment,
sexual harassment offices nonetheless have small budgets and
their officers are marginalised.

Silenced
Hall noted that a lot of gender
harassment goes on in lecture
halls and meetings. Women in the
audience gave examples such as
not being allowed to finish sentences, being silenced and not
being taken serious Iy.
On the subject of minority
hiring practices,

Hall mentioned

that it is common when women
and minorities are hired for
people to assume that they were
hired because they are minorities
and with no regard for their
qualifications

Friendly and knowledgeable service
2148 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST
253-4302

Bike Not Well?
We have everything you need to get your bike back
on the road. huge selection of tires, parts &
accessories for all makes.
Don't miss a single day of great riding weather.

Take advantage of our
Spring Bike Tune-up Special.
Bicycles By :

CANNONDALE
FAT CHANCE
,,.GT ALL-TERRA
~,DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN

Harassment
Photo courtesy Community Relations and Publications

Angie Kama, Janet Morris, Nicole Kupnicki and Min Zheng speak with
Dale Hall of York University about her seminar on sexual harassment.

Tables turned on men
by Shari Hoppin
Imagine that all the people in
power are women.
In school you learn about important women and their achievements. Occasionally someone
will point out the rare man who
made a contribution
to the
development of your society.
This scenario was part of a
role-reversing exercise in one of a
series of workshops held at the
Grad House last week.
Two University of Michigan
graduates, Will Rutledge and Phil
Eliot, facilitated the workshop on
"Men Talking to Men: Violence
Against Women."
Elliot pointed out that "at this
point, society is very complacent
about women's rights. In fact at least in the United States there's a woman beaten every 15
seconds and every 18 minutes a
woman is raped.
"With those kinds of statistics,
men have to do something more

than just criticise women for not
doing enough to protect themselves."
At the end of the role-reversal
exercise, Rutledge and Elliot
asked the audience how they felt.
Women in the audience said
they felt "powerful," "relieved.''
"frustrated because it's still not
what we want." Men felt "powerless" and "depressed."
When one man in the
audience
argued that some
women
like
the present
stereotypical roles, another man
responded "This was forced upon
us, we didn't have a free choice,
and whether we liked it or not
took a back seat to that."
Four months of preparation
went into the day of seminars and
workshops, designed to commemorate International Women's
Day. They included discussions
about date rape, sexual harassm en t on campus, images of
women in the mass media, and
women, injustice and the law. O

Hall noted that when female
university students face sexual
harassment, they usual Iy don't
say anything because they are
afraid that they will be singled out
in class, or that their grades will
be jeopardised. Often they simply
drop the course.
She added that "In sexual
harassment, one of the bottom
line fears that most women have
is that they will be physically
harmed."

...and many more

~..........
Starting at $319.00

Feel The Need For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED.
10% Student Discount With I.D. Card
519-972-7044
2694 Howard Ave. 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

CITY
LOCK

Misconceptions
She also noted that "There is a
misconception that women who
complain about sexual harassment are out to get somebody.
Most women who complain about
sexual harassment just want il to
stop."
Another misconception, she
said, is that people who complain
about sexual harassment hate the
harasser. She said they usually
have mixed feelings about the
harasser, finding it hard to accept
what he's doing, but not wanting
to hurt his feelings.
Hall also informed
the
audience that intent has nothing to
do with sexual harassment; at
issue is whether the effect of the
harasser's actions and whether a
hostile environment is created. O

Inc]

(f-ll-leL:::h~cfu

i

&LEAVE

"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facilit}"

Conveniently located near the U. of W ..
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte,
or call 254-5422.

Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422
VISA

55 Tecumseh Rd. W.
Windsor, Ontario
N8X 4Y4
(519) 971-9711

6675 Tecwnseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ontario
N8T 1E7
(519) 945-3175
''O'Toole's is busy every night"
presents

O'Toole's 5th Annual

,~

~

Good Friday "Car Rally"

I/ii

$10 per team 5 to a car
~
Cash prizes
Fun Fun Fun )
Limited number of teams
-.:

Dance Contest: Every Wednesday

1459

Ottawa
Street
971-0204

{only at 55 Tecumseh Road West)
Cash prizes - $100.00 first prize

Saturday March 24: Student Nite
(Downtown O'Toole's)
• Free bus• Free cover• Prizes•
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Legal secretary will

l

do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.

questions interviewers asked ...

Devonshire Mall area.

And the type of response they expect?
Find out at an

Call Debbie at

INTERVIEW SKILLS WORKSHOP

____________________
972-7804.
_. Contact

Career Planning and Placement Centre. Room 163 Dillon Hall.

Special Needs Present:

~
~
~

8J
Awareness Day
-

Wednesday, March 27th At the UC
Activities from 8:30 till noon
including several impairment simulations

J{o£./Y 'W'E'E1(
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
a service of
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
The University.of Windsor
March 24
Passion (Palm Sunday)

Blessing & procession of the palms
Masses at 10:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

March 25
Monday of the Holy Week

Liturgy of the Word
11:50 a.m.

Dehators speak
well for Windsor
by Jay Davison

When a Sydney, Nova Scotia
police officer asked debator Dave
McNevin if all debators from Ontario drove down one way streets
on the sidewalk,
McNevin
learned how practical his debating skills could be.
"Only during rush hour," he
replied.
Four
members
of the
university's
debating society
travelled to Coast Guard College
in Sydney to compete in the
Canadian University Society for
Inter-collegiate Debate's annual
national championship March 8,
9 and 10. About 130 people from
all over the country attended.

Following three days of often
strenuous and fierce debate, the
two Windsor teams placed well
but failed to make any of the final
rounds. Windsor's team "X" of
McNevin and Adrianna Czuchnowsky scraped its way to a 29th
place finish while team "Y", comprising Kim Bezaire and Jay
Davison, finished 40th.
Windsor's best finisher was
McNevin, 35th overall.
The final debate pitted Dalhousie University against Hart
House from the University of
Toronto. Hart House emerged as
this year's champions.
The Debating Society meets
at 3:30 Wednesdays in room
3150, Erie Hall.
O

Students fast for $$$
by Shari Hoppin
"After 30 hours, we had the
option to eat again, whereas there
are people around the world who
can't," said law student Michael
Williams.
Williams took part in last
week's World Vision Starv-athon, organised by the Law Students for Social Action.
About 25 participants, most of
them law students, gathered in the
Law School 'pit' shortly before
noon on March 13 for a potluck
before the 30-hour fast. They

hung out in the pit between classes and into the wee hours of
Thursday morning, supporting
each other through the fast which
ended at 6pm Thursday.
Williams said about $800 will
have been raised if all the pledges
made are collected. An additional
$150 was raised at a coffeehouse
held after the starv-a-thon.
"It really wasn't that bad," he
said of the starv-a-thon. "After
about 20 hours, I sort of adapted."
Similar events are being held
all across Canada this year.
O

Alumni to host grad.uates
by Zdenka Pittman
Graduating students will be introduced to the alumni office at a
Class of '91 reception al the Ambassador Auditorium on March 27.
Pizza and beer will be served at the informal event which is being
hosted by the alumni office. George McMahon , the assistant vice-president of alumni affairs, will welcome prospective graduates to the reception which will be held from 4 to 7pm.
The university's alumni family numbers about 50,000. Members
are eligible to use a variety of campus facilities including the Leddy
Library and the St. Denis Centre. Alumni membership cards, which
grant access to these services, are sent to graduates free of charge. O

Downtown
Office Services
- Serving Windsor for 8 Years Professional and confidential preparation
of academic articles, theses, manuscripts,
resumes, essays and papers.

253-3571

327 Chatham St. W.

Inquire about Faculty and Student Discounts.

March 26
Tuesday of Holy Week

Mass at 5:00 p.m. followed by
community supper ($3.00)

March 27
Wednesday of Holy Week

Mass
11:50 a.m.

March 28
Holy Thursday

Clown of Christ liturgy
7:30 p.m.

March29
Good Friday

Liturgy, veneration of the cross
and communion 3:00 p.m.

March 30
Holy Saturday

Easter vigil mass at 10:30 p.m.
followed by reception

March 31
Easter Sunday

Mass of the resurrection
10:30 a.m.

Wanted!
Campus Tour Guides
(1991-92)

March 29th.

COMMUNAL CELEBRATION OF THE SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION
THURSDAY, MARCH 21 AT 7:30 P.M.
CHAPEL 2nd floor

Applications and information for the position of ambassador
within the Secodary Liaison Office
are available at the Liaison Office
Room #110, Windsor Hall Tower.
Note - the application deadline is

PHONE 973-7034

P.S. -If you're graduating this
term stop by and ask about the
short· term con tract liaison officer
positions beginning in August.
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Buyearly
and
break
awayfor50%off-

253·1475

PLAY U.S. - WIN U.S.
WIN
, WIN

S./W Star!S 6 pm
tstBooi< Bingo 7:30pm
2nd8ookBingo9.00pm
Frldey·S•turd•y
3rd Book Bingo t0.30 pm

WIN
'°l ,

WIN
WIN

WIN

FREE PARKING

lf.~\~~~~
a ~ J 3-$2,150.00 Books

'

·

2 • $1,150.00 Jackpots

Friday, March 22
SponMH"ed by U ot W 8ualne111 ComS*lUon Team

StudentSidingand
WindowCleaning

any day of the WE!ek. ·

• A sommer self-employmen1
oppo,tunity

• Potential earnings $1000.00 per
week or more
• Complete start up package only

$3000.00
Bank Loans ava,fable

• St~nt

No franchise Fee · No Royalty
To obtain a eomj)lete 1nlonnatt0n package
wnte
A-1 Power Waeh Equipment

P.O. Box 3072
Tec:umMh, Ont. NBN 2M3
979-15"«

Prep Courses for
JUNELSAT
JUNE I GRE
JUNE 15GMAT

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
• bcois
• herbalapolhecary
• tarol cards

• c,yslals

• ,ncense
• classes

Magick
Store

MexicanJacket
8 Styles

~).
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$14.95

UnusvatGilt ldtas for Body,Spfr,/ & Mind

Ticketsmust be purchased
at least 5 days in advance.
Seatsare limited.
Yes,VIARail's50 % student discount applies every
day of the week, Fridayand Sunday included.So
why not get away more often? Nothingbeats the
train for stretch-out,walk-about comfort - there's
even a light meal with beverage served on most
routes. It's a great place to relax... or even study!
But discount seats are limited,especiallyon
busy routes. So be sure to buy your ticket
well in advance.

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor

Contest-from March 11to
April 30, 1991.

Calla travel agent or VIARail™for fulldetails.

Youcouldwin a trip for two by train
- for a maximumvalue of $500
per person!Justpick up an entry
formwhere you buy your train
ticketat a VIA Railstation.And let
VIA take you away on a fantastic
train journeythis summer!

• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full-time
students with I.D. for Coach travel in the Quebec
City/Windsor corridor only. • Seat availability is limited and varies depending on the route and day of
travel• Blackout periods apply, including Easter
(Mar. 28 -April 1)and Christmas (Dec. 15 - Jan. 3)
periods • A 10% Student discount applies any time

No purchase necessary.Open to
all full-time students 18years old
and over enrolled in a partidpating
university.Ask for full details and
conditions at VIA Rail stations.

for regularunrestrictedtravel(no advancepurchase).
• Otherconditionsmay apply;please check.

252-8686

"LETVIA TAKEYOUAWAY"

PREGNANT
and need help?

Call. ..

Btrtf,rigfft
at 253-3322
or visit our office at

,""-380
Chilver Road
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VIA .

We provide·
tests,

community

referrals,
accommodations
and l~gal
advice.

Toll free 1-800-328-LOVE
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Bigger and better
In an age when post-secondary education is as much a
commodity as Kraft Dinner®, it should come as no surprise
that a report to the university's senate reads like market
research.
The Council of Deans' "Report on Large Classes," tabled
at the last senate meeting, is a typically grim indication of
where priorities lie these days. The deans have found that the
current variety of small third- and fourth-year classes is not,
in the corporate sense of the word, viable.
1093 classes this semester are 'small' - that is, they have
fewer than 40 students. This is problematic since other
classes have to 'pick up the slack'; four classes have over 400
students. There are too many 'small' classes. As the deans
put it,
... it may be necessary to review ... commitments in terms
of program breadth and number of, and justification for,
small classes being offered each year. Even at the present
high levels of enrollment and thinly stretched resources
there remain ... more than 700 classes (44% of the total
number) which have 19 or less [sic] students.
By the report's account, defining a 'large class· as one with
over 40 students is not in the least bit arbitrary.
Given a student to faculty ratio of 20: 1 ... and student loads
of 5 classes per term, it is clear that on average instructors
must meet 100 students per term. With instructors
teaching 2-3 classes per term, the number 40 becomes
the average class size.
But ("Not to belabour the obvious," the report says) with
10,000+ students and 500 faculty (even if they all taught 5
classes), "A strict upper limit of 40 on class size would require
that ALL classes have 40 students."
Capping
enrollment
is, you see, completely
(mathematically) infeasible. Large classes are required to

even things out. "Each class of 70 makes possible one of 1O;
each of 100, 2 of 1O; each of 190, 5 of 10; and so on."
Small classes, as necessary as they are to actual learning.
are losing ventures, products that don't pay their way.
Many students already face situations in which the dearth
of upper-level courses offered in any given semester forces
them to stay on extra semesters just to complete degree
requirements. In many departments, courses required for the
bachelor's degree are on three or even four-year 'rotation'
periods. Course counselors often, understandably, overlook
these situations.
But the real question is one of values - of what value the
administration puts on education. on the supposed raison
d'etre of this institution.
The abject learning environment of large classes figures
into the calculations of the deans' report at best as a
parenthetical aside. Simply put, if you must have small
classes for whatever reason, you must compensate with large
classes elsewhere in your calendar.
Never mind that entire departments are devoted to
disciplines that simply aren't germane to huge classes. How
are literature or history (for obvious examples) to be taught to
classes with over 100 students, much less over 400 ('main
event' lectures in the faculty's argot)? Who cares?
Not the administration,
apparently.
Remarks and
suggestions by individual deans (appended to the report)
range from the poignant to the inane, but the general tenor of
them is one of agreement: small classes must make way for
large.
Elephantine classes may be worse than television for the
purposes of pedagogy, and eliminating small classes may
make it even more difficult for serious students to complete
their degrees, but so what?
A product is a product.

Play ing it saf e
As I woke up I could fe~I Mark's hard c ... pressing into my
a .. and was immediately reminded of last night. My first move
was to reach down beside the bed and grab the last remaining
condom .
- From a gay man's guide to safer sex printed In The
Muse, Memorial University's student newspaper.
The gentle readers of The Lance can probably fill m the
excerpt's blanks. The Lance was, quite frankly, too afraid to
run the article with all its naughty bits . We were afraid the locks
on our doors might be changed the day after it ran. Yet, the
readers of The Muse and a number of other Canadian
University Press (CUP) papers that chose run the article got
the uncensored version and a whole lot more - they got
advice on safer sex.
As part of a Gay/Lesbian supplement, The Muse included
an article by Patrick Barnhodlen and Padraic Brake that
tackled a problem with the literature that promotes safer sex.
The problem: mutual masturbation and oral sex with a
condom or dental dam just am ·t thought of as all that erotic.
However informative, most cold, clinical safe-sex pamphlets
can hardly compete with the more risky sexual tips offered by
other sources (i.e., XXX videos).
Barnholden and Brake's solution is the eroticization of lowand lower-risk practises. A good idea. (One which can readily
be applied to heterosexual activities.)
There was, however, just one problem with The Muse
article: graphic depictions of anal intercourse are thought of
by some as unlawful - and an outrage to decent family types
everywhere.
The Muse's supplement has been condemned in the local
media as "pornographic," and the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary is investigating the article.
That's not all.
The locks on the doors of The Cord {Wilfrid Laurier

University"s campus newspaper) were changed, and the
paper shut down by the students· council after they reprinted
the article .
The editors of The Uniter (University of Winnipeg) were
asked to hand in therr resignations. and their student council
is trying to impose a board of publications to oversee much
of the paper's editorial content. (The Uniter has, on a number
of occasions, raised its student population 's hackles with ,ts
pro gay/lesbian/bisexual stance .)
Copies of the Dai Gazette (Dalhous1e University) were
taken off the stands after the story was reprinted , and a group
of students on campus want the Gazette·s student levy taken
away.
Other papers have also been threatened by therr student
councils, which want to censor the papers by imposing
restrictions on what the paper can and can 't run.
Given that university newspapers are traditionally the
(dis)loyal opposition of student government, one wonders
how many councils merely used the reprinting as a pretext to
silence their detractors.
Funny. While student governments are moving with such
velocity to censor their campus newspapers, their lobby
groups, the Ontario Federation of Students and the Canadian
Federation of Students, have issued statements condemning
such interference.
The Lance (no stranger to controversy, morally outraged
[or just plain outraged] students, and miffed SACcies} felt that
despite the urging of its news collective to support The Muse
by reprinting the Barnholden and Brake article, despite a
lawyer's assurances that the questionable passages do not
contravene man's law, and despite the good intent of the
article, in printing it we might have risked the farm - the
gentle reader's only source of objective reporting on the
people spending your student fees.
-K arl Mamer
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From fish to fractals: the new science
by Larry Deck
It was the first time I'd seen a public
speaker talk about simple simulated
ecosystems and fractional dimensions in
the course of an hour. Maybe this is why
they call it 'chaos theory.'
The seminar staged last Friday in the
math building was also the first time the
School of Computer Science and the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
has jointly sponsored a guest speaker.
A.K. Dewdey, professor of computer
science at Western, and regular columnist
for Scientific American, was the guest. His
hour-long presentation on the topic of
"Dynamics, Chaos and Fractals," was an
entertaining, popular-level lecture backed
up with helpful audio-visual examples.
Every branch of science is abuzz over
'chaos' - the flashy name for the science
of dynamical, non-linear systems. Almost
everyone is keen to see what will become
of the 'new paradigm.'
Many of you will already have seen
computer-generated images of 'fractals,'
incredibly complex mathematical objects
some of which have fractional dimension.
Perhaps the most popular and astonishing
fractal is the Mandelbrot Set (a close-up of
which can be seen above). The set was discovered (invented?) by Benoit Mandelbrot,
whose Fractal Geometry of Nature is part
of the scriptures of chaos theory. Its border
is infinitely complex and twisted - no
matter how much it is magnified, the
paterns and contortions go on and on.
Dewdney introduced the Mandelbrot

tion.' Fractals are also generated using
iterative functions.
And if the stable shark-and-fish populations are compared on a chart representing
what mathematicians call a 'phase-space,'
a regular, circular pattern called an
'attractor' emerges. Dewdney pointed out,
all such attractors have a fractal structure.
~
A
The most fascinating
~'-i'Jl thing about chaos theory is
~~~ the way it is bringing scien:;;;:s~ll! .tists from normally incom1{~
patible disciplines together
on common ground.
Dewdney feels that the ultimate lesson
of chaos theory may be that some dynamic
A shark eats any fish that's immediately
systems defy ·solution' in principle - that,
next to it, and the fish just breed.
for example, we'll never be able to predict
The situation on Wa-Tor can end up the weather a week down the road. He also
one of three ways. The sharks can all die of said he thinks 'chaos' may be a scientific
starvation if there are too few fish. leaving . fad which, like the 'catastrophe theory' of
Wa-Tor dominated entirely by fish. The the seventies, may simply peter out without
sharks can go on a genocidal feeding fren- making any significant contribution.
zy and eat all the fish ... and starve, of
It's too bad this lecture was so poorly
course, leaving Wa-Tor barren. Or the advertised (I heard about it that afternoon).
'ecosystem' can balance out, with shark The turn-out was good, but my impression
and fish populations rising and falling in was that the majority of the people there
semi-regular, stable cycles. This last is the were math and physics majors for whom
most interesting possibility.
the material was nothing new. The dilemIn fact, Dewdney has found that charts ma of popular science writing is that the
of the changing shark and fish populations
people who know the science will be bored
in stable Wa-Torsimulations look a lot like by your low-level presentation, while those
charts (compiled by the Hudson's Bay who don't may well be daunted by the jarCompany between 1850 and 1900) that gon and the math.
compare lynx and rabbit populations in
Interested readers should pick up
Northern Canada. A chart that apDewdncy's Turing Omnihus (try South
proximates both thesf! patterns can be Shore Books on Pitt St.), an excellent introgenerated with a simple 'iterative func- duction to ·computer recreations.'
O

r

Set (and the algorithm for generating it on
your home computer) to the readers of
Scientific American in August of 1985.
Since then its popularity has blossomed to
the point where late-night ads on Channel
9 offer video tapes featuring images of the
set complete with music by the Moody
Blues ...
But Dewdney pointed out that fractals
were last in his title for a good reason.
Dewdney wanted the audience to see
that fractals can only be properly understood in the context of dynamic systems.
As an example of a dynamic system, he offered a computer-simulation of the ecology
of Wa-Tor, a toroidal (doughnut-shaped)
planet entirely covered by oceans (introduced in his column in December, 1984).
In the oceans of Wa-Tor live two species
of animal: 'sharks,' and ·fish.· These
animals are represented on the computer
screen as red and blue dots (red for sharks).

Racist
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to the article
"Africa's shadow in 'white' Europe' by
Shaka Kawame which appeared in the
March 6 edition of the lance. I cannot
believe that the lance would print this personal attack against Andrew Goetz . This
article, aside from maligning Mr Goetz, did
not in any way prove a point. It was entirely based upon false information and little
'black' lies. This article was written in very
poor taste. It not only insulted fytrGoetz but
the entire white race. Mr Kawame's attack
proclaiming Goetz's stupid ity is simply a
testimony to his own ignorance. Just because someone's views differ from your
own does not make him stupid. This kind
of insult has no place in an environment of
education much less published in a paper
that is supposed to represent freedom of
thought and speech.
Mr Kawame's pride in claiming that
Abraham Hannibal had 2000 white slaves
does not speak very well of him. If any one European history. Mr Kawame has, in efgroup of people should abhor slavery, it fect, helped more to prove Mr Goetz's
should be blacks. It is unbelievable that point than disprove it.
Also, Mr Kawame has challenged Mr
Kawame would insult in this way and at the
Goetz
to prove that his examples of "insame time insult the progress the human
fluential
people" were not black. Well Mr
race has made since the time of slavery. Mr
Kawame,
when you make a statement the
Kawame's views are not, I'm sure, repreonus
is
on
you to prove that it is true. It is
sentative of the average black person.
not
someone
else's duty to prove it is false.
Again, I cannot understand why the lance
Finally Mr Kawame's attempt to insult
would print this article.
When Mr Kawame talks about "the Mr Goetz by calling him a neo-Nazi was
National Socialism
slavemaster's last attempt to destroy our quite ignorant.
(Nazism) is a political ideology therefore it
movement towards affirming our glorious
cannot be solely equated to racism. If you
past," which slavemasters is he talking
think he is a racist then call him one but
about? The evil white one who oppressed
his people or the black slavemasters that he prove it. Don't try to fix false political
seems so proud of? Most importantly, Mr labels on people by calling them ignorant
if you are ignorant yourself.
Kawame has in no way proved that African
Sincerely,
history as he calls it (he really means black
Albert
Ryan
history - don't forget other races live in
Africa}, is not a fallacy. He has simply
To call Kawame 's list of prominent
stated to us that the only important black
people in history arc famous only for the European h/ach a list of "the only imporfact that they were involved some way in tant hlack people in /,i\tory" is pat!'ntly

ludicrous. 1l11d Naz.ism (wlud, t,\, spec.1/1cally, the form 'National Socialism' took
under Hitler) was not merely a 'political
ideology. 'Nor is neo-Nazism today merely 'political. ' Neither
'"quimlent' to
racism, but both are thoroughly racist.

Utopia
Dear Editor,
Only rarely do any of us have the opportunity to attend an event where different
views and competing visions are expounded, juxtaposed and discussed in a
manner which is tolerant. purposeful and
eminently civilized.
I had the good fortune to partake in such
an event on March 12 at Iona College. Principal Bob Tshantz hosted the Spicer Commission on Canada's future. Members of
both the university and community participated. The range of topics spanned the
economic to the social, from the political to
the ethical. All participants made meaningful contributions which kept the forum
alive and provocative. Moreover, the
maturity of presentation and the genuine
interest of all involved endowed the occasion with integrity and honesty that left
myself (and no doubt many others) with a
heightened respect for differing interpretations of Canada.
Also, it is a pleasant addition to any exchange of opinions when those involved
share their sentiments of what would make
Canada a utopia. The passion of those statements were apparent and made with high
regard for this country and its citizens.
The only unpropitious characteristic of
the event was the attendance. I was hoping
to see more of the student body. However,
I was disappointed. I was cxRecting to see
many campus 'activists.' But I suppose investing close to four hours in intelligent
conversation and leaving depreciatory
glances and comments at the door requires
more than rhyming bromides and a tent.
Sincerdy,
Andrew Goetz

enviro-tip
- M my 'itudcnts will travel during t~l
year and many will visit natural areas
such as provincial and federal parks.
One thmg to remember is to preserve
what you ve come to cnJOY - don't
destroy it.
Simply b} going somewhere. you'll
, affect the place. You can avoid many of
the harmful effects you'll have by following certain guidelines:
• use existing campsitcs and trails.
Don't attempt to improve your site by
pulling out plants or digging trenches.
If you do, you'll cause soil compaction, which will affect vegetation;
• whenever possible, use camp stoves
rather than cooking fires - they burn
much cleaner and so have less impact
on the environment. If you must have
a campfire, use only dead wood don't cut down any trees. Also, practice safety with campfires; build them
on stone, sand or clay, not on dry
leaves or in grass and make sure your
fire is out before leaving it;
• minimize your waste production first
and then make sure you take out
everything you brought in. If you find
garbage, dispose of it. Your garbage
should end up in a bin, not strewn
about the forest or campground;
• as for human waste, use existing
washrooms or outhouses, try not to
urinate in the wilderness - you
might contaminate the waterways;
• avoid disturbing wildlife or feeding it.
Animals become dependent on this
and lose their natural survival instincts. Keep your food in a safe place
like the trunk of your car or hang it on
a rope.
Try to leave things as they would
naturally be and rcmcmhcr why you're
there. If you want to part}, you Jon'1
have to he in the wild.
Go11dluck on your trip.
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by Lorenzo Buj

There was a lot of complaining about censorship during the recent
Gulf war, but polls repeatedly showed that the American public supported
Pentagon management of information for security reasons.
The reasons for this are many and complex, and should not be left
unexamined, especially now when Iraq is beset by internal turmoil and
George Bush threatens to reinstate the use of force if Saddam Hussein
uses chemical weaponsagainst Kw9 and Shiite rebels.
My suspicion is that the practice of restricting information dtmng
~Desert Shield" and "Desert Storm" proved more ideologically valuable to
the Bush administration than the actual risks of practicing something
called "censorship" in a democratic society. In fact, Bush, the Pentagon,
and the American media used prohibitions, allusions, and euphemisms not
only to deprive the war of its "reality," but - and this is more important
- to allow war the privilege of its rationality.
In other words, there was a denial or repression of one order of
representation (television imagery of carnage and conflagration), in order
to intensify the fetishistic appeal of another, more rational and
ideologically profitable order (Apache helicopters, Patriot missiles,
F-117A Stealth fighter-bombers). The long line of weapons experts
providing commentary on war machinery on all the major networks, or
Schwarzkopf himself narrating grainy, black and white video footage of
missile kills and demolished bridges - all this succeeded in a way that a
Soviet-style May Day parade down Pennsylvania Avenue never could
have.

Televisually speaking, one censors the potentially bloody imagery of
war in order to fetishize its operative technologies and to popularize iL-.
jargon. That is: to naturalize jargon, to make it an indigenous element of a
patriotic discourse presumably reflecting a popular will and not state
directives.
But it takes more than this to martial widespread support for the use
of military power in foreign policy. Long before the swift American
victory in "Desert Storm," Bush was selling the war as a rational and
logically inescapable measure against a demonic enemy - and therefore
as a moral necessity, as well. The manner and the extent of his domestic
success in this is significant, and may be for some time to come. For Bush
needn'tliterally parade military hardware at home or muzzle dissident
voices if a media-dependent public has accepted the concept of a "moral,"
or a "just," or a "necessary" war and so allows its government to invoke
doctrinal censorship under the guise of security measures.
After Bush had enlisted the support of Congreu and could position
himself as the legitimate executor of an American-led world war, he could
begin to make the rational prosecution of the war a moral imperative. The
normative, bureaucratic language of "timetables," "conditions,"
"prosecuting" the war and being "on schedule," could thus easil)' co-exist
with the rhetoric of moral horror and abomination directed at the person of
Hussein. With "God" on our side in a "just" campaign against an infernal
enemy, it becomes possible to make the total, technologically
overwhelming prosecution of the war a moral necessity.
That this could happen during a conflict where the United States was
not vitally threatened in any way is astounding. For what Bush (in concert
with the media) essentially succeeded in doing was to make the terms
"war" and "morality" compatible in what is still a Christian society, a
democratic society where the termjiluul, or "holy war," sounds barbarous,
infernally oxymoronic, and is conceptually inconceivable according to
founding principles of liberal humanism.
"Moral" and "holy" war are synecdoches of great conceptual
resonance; they are terms that refer to texts and discourses (The Bible,
The Koran, and other founding documents) that elaborate a totality,
produceandjustify a world view, and not only bind together a people, but

arso give ffiatpeOJSJean"elel"t@(>tfti~, sdet~oral)

position within a
cosmology. In an incomparable American way Bush succeeded in
reviving a theological sense of national destiny without ever invoking the
"destiny" narrative overtly, or only doing so in the secular guise of a "New
World Order" and a people, a planet, moving into "the next American
century."
In a state where power elites can manufacture consensus and mobilize
patriotic sentiment through a ramified empire of communications, it is
important to unify a national psyche through the visual glorification of
technological efficiency. But television is not simply an apparatus
designed to induce catatonia or stimulate desire through a process of
intense saturation; it also inherits or establishes national narratives and so
reproduces dominant ideologies.
Therefore, if a group is prepared to believe in a national psyche, a
popular will, or in the liberal myth of an informed, democratic majority,
then it comes as no surprise that it should seek to
abandon/obliterate/replace a narrative of national self-castigation
(Vietnam) with a morally sanctioned scenario of military success
(Kuwait). A traumatic sense of national failure and moral guilt is felt,
internalized, and transmitted to a point of ressentiment and then expelled.
thrown-off, in one violent moment of renunciation and sacrificial
slaughter.
But this model must not appearto operate such, for ressentiment and
sacrificial slaughter are not democratic virtues, and what must be
substituted in their stead is the moral difficulty, (and ultimate elation) of a
president justifying - morallyjustifying - the use of a vast war arsenal.
This, as mentioned above, is facilitated by a media system that refuses to
intellectually or affectively confront the morality of war (i.e.,
state-sponsored slaughter) and the fact of death, and also refuses to
interrogate motives, strategies, and practices of an American international
agendathat shifts pragmatically (i.e., cynically) between trade, economic
colonialism, and conquest.
By abusing and/or ignoring this responsibility before and during the
war with Iraq, the American media abetted Bush's resurrection of the
idolatry of power that was rendered dormant by the "Vietnam syndrome."
The resurrected idolatry, and the Vietnam narrative it was designed to
exploit and defeat, not only enabled the state to conceal the cynicism and
the opportunism of its foreign policy, but - most shockingly - to reflect
the "moral" difficulty of American policy in a region of long-standing
instability.
When pressed, enlightened peoples wage "moral" wars, rationally
executed to safeguard the security of sovereign states who may not share
our religion but at least partake in the civilized ways of international
capitalism. Barbarian states and tyrannous regimes, on the other hand,
wage "holy" wan;, invoking supernatural sanction to justify
megalomaniacal ambition and the terrors used to accomplish it.
It is revealing, however, to reflect on some of the daily gestures and
tactical manoeuvres that underwrite the legitimacy of these propagandistic.
simplicities. For example, Bush draws a line in the sand and escalates
rhetoric against Hussein as the January 15, 1991, deadline approaches.
The line in the sand is a masterful, if disingenuous, gesture warning
Hussein that he cannot cross into Saudi Arabia without confronting
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Students' Administrative Council
is now accepting applications for the office of
Vice-president Finance and Operations for
the 1991-92 academic year, responsibilities to
commence May 1st, remuneration by
honorarium.For details of responsibilities, SAC
by-laws are available in the SAC office,
2nd floor, University Centre.

CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIANTS

CONSEIL AOMINISTRATIF DES ETUOIANTS

is now accepting resumes for the following 1991-92 positions:
Vice President University Affairs
Chief Electoral Officer
Chairperson for S.A.C. Meetings
Residence Issues Coordinator
Women's Issues Coordinator
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Human Rights Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator

Deadline for applications is April 1, 1991 .
Please forward your resume to Nino Papa or Chris Cheng
at the S.A.C. office, 2nd floor, University Centre.

.
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Culture show moves
at Caribbean pace
Caribbean Students'
Association Cultural Night
Subway Pub
March 16
by Shari Hoppin
Those who went to the Subway Pub for the Caribbean
Students' Association's cultural
show on Saturday were in for a
marathon evening.
Act I -A Tribute to our Anceslly-started over an hour late.
The wait was somewhat
mitigated by a flawless performance by a vocal quartet called

Selections.
Next, Ruddy and Company, a
Toronto-based group, got off to a
false start. The DJ played the
wrong music at the beginning of
their African Dance, but they
recovered to give a brief, energetic performance.
Orville Pillers, Master of
Ceremonies, kept checking to see

Erratum
Last week, a shoe featured
at Artcite was photographed,
developed, half-toned, and
then used in a review of the current Lebel Gallery show.
It was an inexcusable oversight on the part of the Arts
editors. But the damage has
been done. Banks failed, U.S.
Marines practised "scheduled"
amphibious landings just south
of Nova Scotia, farm animals
began speaking, and the NDP
unexpectedly
shuffled the
cabinet. Sorry.

if acts were ready, and tried to kill
time when they weren't. But the
audience was sympathetic. They
were eager to see a show that
reflected their culture. They were
still thinking it wouldn't last more
than three hours.
Fred Sherman and Carol Parris gave a stirring performance of
Harriet Tubman, a piece about a
slave renowned for having led the
underground railroad. They're
only amateurs, but couldn't Sherman have done better than a
shower head and hose for a whip?
This ridiculous prop detracted
from his fine performance and the
otherwise appropriate costumes
worn by both actors.
Steinberg Henry of Dominica
read poetry and, after more
jocular stalling by the MC, the
Black Students' AJJiance (BSA)
gospel choir performed "Lord,
I'm Available
to You" and
"Praise Him."
Act II - The Roaring '30s opened with Abby and Company
performing the brief, repetitive
and unimaginative
Big Band
Dance. Perhaps the small stage
physically constrained the dozen
or so dancers, but it should not
have totally inhibited
their
creativity. Act II closed with a
musical tribute to the blues by the
O.C.P.A. Ensemble. This fourman band already
had the
audience rocking in their seats
when Jackie Russell, who sang in
the BSA gospel choir, returned to
give a soul-stirring rendition of
"God Bless The Child That's Got
His Own."
The O.C.P.A.
Ensemble

opened the best section of the
show, Act m -A Tribute to the
Caribbean - in the same fine
form with which it ended Act II.
Its tribute to Bob Marley included
instrumental versions of such reggae classics as "1 Wanna Love
You," "Buffalo Soldier," and "No
Woman, No Cry."
There was also an hilarious
skit, Seaside 12 (could that be a
play on Ocean 11?), by Michelle
(Whilby) and Company, performed in Caribbean dialects.
A
number
of
black
stereotypes were presented in
various scenarios, using humour
to convey serious messages.
One featured a young black
man named by two young pregnant black women as the fatherto-be. They pointed out that he
had refused to take precautionshe was a "bareback rider" - but
he shook the charges by claiming
to be "impletent." The message:

be responsible.
Derrick
Kent and the
O.C.P A. Ensemble then returned
to the stage with three dancers to
"do bad" to a calypso selection.
Kent doesn't have much of a
voice for calypso or this song was
just out of his range, although we
believed it when he sang "If Monday fall on a Friday, I don't care."
The audience did applaud his
'stage movements'
with the
female dancers, which went
beyond "jumping with muh finger
pointing in the air."
This was soon followed by the
third annual fashion show.
Instead of showing clothes
from local stores, the show fea-

Limbo dancer performing her art.

tured hand-made garments from
Africa as well as the work of
designers
Hopeton Georgio
Goulding, Charmaine Charles,
Vanessa Nisveth and Juliet
Stewart.
Act IV, Contemporary to
Present, started well after the
show's scheduled 10 pm finish.

Where Do We Go From Here,
a play which commented on
blacks' responsibility to their
community, was performed by
Judy and Company. Its message
was admirable but defeated by
scenes of unnatural dialogue (or
rather
a series
of Jong
monologues). The actors did their
best to sound convincing as they
recited the lines of a poorly writ-
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ten script.
After Judy and Company,
Ruddy and Company took to the
stage to perform an exciting, wellexecuted contemporary dance,
followed by the Omega Roughnecks doing The Frat Step.
Finally, the Legion of Boom,
featuring Warren and Troy,
brought the show to a rousing
close at 11:30.
Most of the audience stayed
until the end for what was, overall, an enjoyable show. Even if it
hadn't been an evening of good
entertainment,
they would
probably still have stayed for the
rare opportunity of enjoying
Caribbean culture in Windsor. O

Top women in Topgirls educate tattooed man
Topgirls
by Caryl Churchill
The University Players
Essex Theatre
March 14-17, 20-2-1
by Laila Farrell

The School of Drama has
provided a rare opportunity for its
women actors in staging the allfemale Top Girls, a play by Caryl
Churchill. The play is a funny and
moving journey into the feminine
psyche, relating the struggle of
women throughout history.
The play begins with a luncheon thrown by the main character,
Marlene (played by Elizabeth
Foulds). The guests are five exceptional women from different
cultures and times, going back
more than a millenium. They
spend the afternoon in an atmosphere reminiscent of The Big
Chill, complete with food, wine,
sexual jokes, and tears.
Their conversation concerns
the decisions and sacrifices each
woman has had to make to
achieve her goals in life - Pope
Joan (854-856) disguises her
femininity in order to have an
education, Isabella Bird (18311904) gives up a family life to
travel.
The plot concentrates on the

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Actors shocked to sec Peter Kormos
contemporary woman, Marlene,
and her struggle for success. Her
sacrifices are reflections of the
plights of the other women; they
bring universality to the story.
Elizabeth Foulds was engaging and believable as the hardshelled executive woman - the

'--------------------------------------------

in front row, showing off new tattoo.
most interesting female character
presented by the University
Players this year. Her portrayal
made one wonder if Foulds was
raised in an office tower, but she
wasabletoshowgreatsensitivity.
T. Weir also stood out in her
performances as the frivolous

Isabella Bird and as Marlene's intense sister, Joyce. The ease with
which
she changed
roles
demonstrated her range.
The set, designed by Tan it
Mendes, was effective
and
showed flexibility in the transition from the dream sequence of

-

the first act, to the plush office life
of Marlene. to the harsh reality of
lowcr-da!-.s living.
Particularly well-done were
the costumes by Danica West.
Whispers of "oooh, ahhh" were
heard whenever Marlene walked
out in a new 'power suit.'
The negative aspect of the
production was the dialogue. Not
only were the actors talking over
each other like a Woody Allen
audio nightmare. but their attempts at different British dialects
seemed self-conscious and false.
It gave the audience a chance to
see what the students learn in
voice classes, but it came off as
unprofessional.
Windsor residents cannot be expected to
recognize the subtle differences
between standard, Essex and Lancashire dialects.
The beauty of this play is that
it educates. It teaches that in a
man's world women are given,
and have always been given, unfair choices. The tattooed man beside me who asked "so, is this just
about, like, women and stuff?"
may have learned something ...
perhaps.
Should you see this play? Yes.
Should the Players present more
plays with good female roles?
Absolutely.
D
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Guest Juror Diana Nemiroff
Curator of Contemporary Art at the National Gallery of Canada
will open the
Art Gallery of Windsor's

Southwest Biennial
A juried show of the work of southwestern Ontario artists
March 22, 1991 at 7:30 p.m. at the gallery
Admission is free-Exhibition

We are looking for
Writers of children's
stories, happy and
thoug htful.
Ages 6-14.
You, of course,
may be any age.
19 Yorkville Avenue,
Suite 500
Toronto, Ontario
tel: (416) 924-3777
fax: (416) 924-1480

AGW
ART GALLERYOF WINDSOR

continues through June 9

SPECIAL
EVENTS
PROGRAMMING

445 RIVERSIDEDR. W., WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9A 6TB [519) 258-7111
GALLERYHOURS: TUES, WED, SAT: 11-5 THURS, FRI: 11-9 SUN· 11 :30-5

CONSIDER

A

CAREER

I N

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE
A FOUR YEAR PROGRAM
in natural and preventive health care leading
to graduation as a

Doctor of Naturopathy (N.D.)
and eligibility for licensure.

ADVANCEDSTANDING PROGRAM (22 Months)
Available to qualified health care practitioners
(Medical Doctor, Chiropractor, Dentist and Osteopath).

EXTENDED PROGRAMS (5 or 6 Years)
Available for increased flexibility.

ONTAR IO COLLEGE OF NATUROPATHIC

MEDI C INE

For more information: O.C.N.M. Office of the Registrar
60 Berl Avenue, Toronto. Ontario M8Y 3C7
·
(416) 251 5261 Fax (416) 251 5883

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PutYourUniversity
EducationTo Work
Cometo SheridanCollegein Oakvilleand developthe skills
necessaryto
enterthemanagement
andsupervisorylevelsof the
fast-growing
telecommunications
field.Wewilltrainyouto meet
the demand
to optimize
voice,dataandvideosystems
andservicesin business,
industryor government

Telecommunications
Management
One-YearProgram,OakvilleCampus
Many of our graduatesover the fast sevenyears have had
universitydegreesfrom a varietyof backgroundsandgained a
majorcompetitiveedgein the job marketwith their additional
telecommunications
skills.
To discussyour potentialof becominga telecommunications
manager,pleasecalf:

JohnAbrahams
(416)849-2848;
Fax(416)849-0064

$2.95

Every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
4:00 'til 12:30 am

Calltodayfor September·91enrolment!

•

SHERIDAN
COLL&GS

755 Ouellette
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Fanny's a kick
Fanny's Starlight Lounge
53 Pitt St. East (Upper)
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Take the risk
out of job
interviews.

by Lance Arts Staff

Last Thursday, the provincial
government issued a liquor
license to three Windsor residents. Friday night, a blues bar
opened downtown. No coincidence.
Fanny's Starlight Lounge is
owned by Cynthia McCarney,
Kelly Hoppe and J.P. Lepage. The
two latter partners are better
known as members of the
Windsor Dukes, the city's preeminent electric blues band.
Hoppe says the bar's unusual
name is derived from "Fanny
'Mae,"a Buster Brown song from
the mid-fifties, and the club's unobstructed second-story view of
the Detroit skyline.
But before one can partake of
this splendid sight, one must find
the entrance. It is hidden in an alcove between La Guardia Restaurant and Franco Angileri
Designs. (For now, Fanny's is
using space on the La Guardia
sign to advertise its musical acts.)
Beyond the enclosed stairway
(and a two dollar cover charge) is
an enormous studio apartment
with hardwood floors and a large
beer fridge. Bare plaster walls, a
high ceiling and a north wall entirely comprised of windows affect an open, unpretentious
atmosphere. Despite the stark expanse of the room, the small
round tables are intimate and the
padded chairs (unique) provide
comfort.
Two large support beams
bisect the room lengthwise, but
the table placement is carefully
arranged so that the musicians are
visible from every seat in the
house.
That the bar opened with The

Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week

Attend a job interview skills workshop at the t,
Career Planning & Placement Office, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Fully IBM compatible

WindsorDukes, a band that can

20 MHz landmark speed

afford clothing, bodes well. The
Dukes, however, will not be the
house band. They will continue to
play other venues and, Hoppe
says, back whatever recording
acts are booked at the Starlight.
Hoppe and his partners are trying
to make the bar a regular stop on
the North American blues circuit.
A mild detraction is the bar's
preference for canned beer over
bottled. Hoppe explained that
there is no "breakage" with cans,
they can be stored more efficiently than bottles, and the fridges are
less expensive. The first small alcohol shipment did include bottles of Upper Canada Dark Ale,
Grolsch, Heinekein and Newcastle Brown. Hoppe rightly
noted that after the first sip of
beer, no one cares what it came in.
For now, Fanny's Starlight
Lounge will be open Wednesday
through Saturday, at 8 pm. There
will be live music every night,
with jam sessions Wednesdays.
Despite the downtown Ioca. tion, the building is flanked by a
parking Jot and a parking garage.
Coincidence?
O

You could work in the U.S.or France this summer!
Contact the Student Work Abroad Programme
before April 1. 1991at

Super VGA monitor ( 1024 x 768) .28 dp
16 bit Super VGA graphics card
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeuble to 4 Mb RAM onhoard)

43 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
2 serial. I parallel, I game ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply
Stylish case

Word processing, graphics, & game software and a lot more!

2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty

Jj

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017

We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / Networking / Programming/ Desktop Publishing

is proud to present

CJAM'S 1991 JAMMY AWARDS
to be held on Friday, March 22nd
in the University of Windsor
Subway Pub
(Located in the basement of the University Centre)

TRAVEL
CUTS
660 RichmondStreet, London,ON
or call (519) 675-1005

Come 011dow11a11dmeet all your fal'ourite CJAMpersonalities!!

&
Catch three of the hottest

z

local bands:

SANITY OF REASON

D

THE SWING

_J

&

<t
Ul

THE TEA PARTY
and don't forget

YOU, the listener, can get involved in the voting by sending us a
postcard with your name, address and the name of your
FAVOURITE CJAM PERSONALITY
to:
CJAM c/o The Unh·ersity of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

N9B 3P4

.
j

All this for ONLY • $2 AT THE DOOR!!!

1

l

SO COME ON OUT AND RUB ELBOWS WITH
'YOUR ONLY SOUND ALTERNATIVE'
IN THE WINDSOR-DETROIT AREA!!!

I
1
I

964-0007

TCI 286-16s System

lance phQto by Jaaen Kryk

WORKIN THEU.S.A.!
WORKIN FRANCEI

Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
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Join Don, Mitch Alborn and all the
WLLZ crew here on Sunday, March 24
for a live broadcast of the
MITCH ALBOM SPORTS ALBUM.
Doors open at 6 pm.

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

STUDENT ROOMS
mufflerking®

For The Summer
includes:

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

315 University West
258-4080

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

r··MuFFNLER
___
i
I

I.
1
1
1

I
:

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE*

$

0

29 95 ~~~~ll~~~s
& Light
Trucks.

·vour Speedy Muffler Kmg muffler 1s guaranteed for one year from date of purchase.
Speedy Muffler King won install a new muffler at no charge for the replacement or ots
mstalla11onshould your muffler need replacing for any reason w1th1nthis year
Ot10te,p,res03/31191Otter not vahd w1lh any other promot,on or coupon.

I
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1
1
1
I
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At Speedy, you're a Somebody!

• Furnished
• All Utilities
• Secure Room Locks
• Laundry Facilities
• Kitchen Facilities
• Private Parking
Private Room-$195.00/month
Available May through August

245 Detroit Street
Office: 973-0130
Head Resident: 971-9881
Book ahead for Fall 1991
excellent rates available - single rooms

TuxTipsforyour1990
Return

classifieds
ACCOMMODATIONS
TO
SHARE: downtown, available April
1. Clean, quiet. non-smoker. male
or female. Call Rick: 971-2798.
ROOM FOR RENT: steps from U
of W, 751 California. utilities included. Call Chris: 973-7844 or Al:
252-7803.
GREAT SUMMER SUBLET!
Room in student house, $175 +
utilities, 7 min. walk from University, laundry facilities, BBQ, big
back yard. Call Jennifer: 252-8885
or 254- 7863.
ROOMMATES
NEEDED:
3
females looking tor 2 people to
share double room in nice house
on Rankin near University Ave. 8
minute walk to U of W. Laundry
facilities.
Available June 1st.
Please call 253-4168. Females
only.
ROOMS FOR RENT: available
Sept 1, 3 bedrooms in large, clean
house, washer/dryer. stove, fridge,
central air, paid cable, safe neighbourhood, $275/month. Call Mark:
738-3812.
KATIMAVIK
EX-PARTICIPANTS: for your opportunity
to express your views (o the Spicer
Commission. contact David Wood
at 735-6230
HOUSES FOR RENT: newly
renovated 4/5/6 bedroom houses,
near the University,
includes
laundry & parking. $260/room 1
utilities . Phone Peter at 256-2542 .
FOR RENT: two-bedroom apartment. $440/month, utilities included. Call Robert at 254-9194.

RevenueCanadadoesn'tjust collecttaxes,it alsodelivers
federalandprovincialcreditsyoucouldbenefitfrom,including
thegoodsandservicestax credit,thechildtax credit,andthis
year,for the lasttime,thefederalsalestax credit.But if you
don'tfile a tax returnbecauseyoudon'toweanytaxes,you
couldmissout.

arebefore10:00a.m.andafter2:00 p.m.FromFebruary
25 throughApril30, RevenueCanada'sphonehoursare
extendedto 8:00 p.m.,Mondayto Thursday.There'salsoan
automatedphoneservicecalledT.1.P.S.,
for answersto commonquestions.Fora completelist of servicesand phone
numbersin yourregion,seeyourGuide.

Is tax filingeasierthisyear?

Whatotherservicesare available?

RevenueCanadahasintroducednewmeasuresto simplify
the tax filingprocess.Theguidesuseclearer,plainerlanguage,
the Specialreturnhasbeentrimmeddownandtherearetwo
new"nocalculation"returns.Theone-page,gold65 Plus
returnis for seniorswithincomefrompensionsor interest.The
whiteShortreturnis for people,likestudents,with simplertax
situations.If youchooseoneof the "nocalculation"returns,
we'lldo allthe calculations,
includinganyfederalor provincial
creditsyoumaybe eligiblefor.

Youcanvisit SeasonalTaxAssistanceCentresin convenient
locations,likeshoppingmalls,for information,
guidesand
forms.Seeyourlocalnewspaper
for timesandlocations.
There'salsoa videocalled"SteppingThroughYourTax
Return"thatyoucanborrowfrompubliclibrariesor your
districttaxationoffice.

Gotsometips?
First,lookin the Guidethatcomesin yourtax package.It gives
youstep-by-step
instructionsandhelpfultax tips.Readthe
explanations
for the linesthatapplyto you,andignorethose
thatdon't.If yourincomesituationhasn'tchangedmuchfrom
lastyear,youcanuselastyear'sreturnas a reference.

Whatif I havequestions?
If youcan'tfindthe answersin the Guide,youcancall the
peopleat RevenueCanada.The besttimesto getthrough

Anything
I shouldwatchfor?
Makesureall the personalinformationprintedon yourreturn
is correct,especiallyyouraddress.Beforeyoustart,makesure
youhaveall yourreceiptsandinformationslips.Checkyour
calculations,
andattachall the informationthat'saskedfor in
the return.Thesestepswill helpavoiddelaysin gettingyour
refund.

If I move,will I stillgetmycheque?
If you'removing,call or write RevenueCanadawith yournew
address,so we can makesureyourchequegetsto you.If you
havemorequestions,talkto the peopleat RevenueCanada
Taxation.
They'rePeoplewithAnswers.

APARTMENT FOR RENT: newly
renovated 2 bedroom basement
apartment, near the University, includes
laundry
& parking.
$500/month + utilities. Phone
Peter at 256-2542.
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: 973-7034. Located between the University Centre &
Huron Church Ad .. Masses: Sundays at 10:30am & 4:30pm. Mondays at 11:50am: Liturgy of the
Word. Tuesdays at 5pm followed
by a dinner at cost price. Wednesday to Friday: 11:SOam.All are welcome to attend. Feel free to drop
by the Cate for coffee. to use the
Library for study, or just come and
relax.

j
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Soccer coach McN elis steps down
SPORTS

by Dave Briggs
After four years of exceptional soccer coaching at the University of Windsor, men's coach Pat
McNelis has called it quits.
McNelis stepped down right
after his team was unexpectedly
ousted from the playoffs by
Guelph in November. The athletic
department sat on the news, in
hopes he would change his mind
and return to coach the Lancers
next season.
The department finally broke
its silence this month when it
began a search for a replacement
after McNelis told coordinator of
men's athletics, John Musselman
that he had not changed his mind.
The coach declined to comment about why he left, though
there's specualtion his resignation came on the heels of the Ont a r io University
Athletic
Association's (OUAA) decision
to slice the men's schedule from
14 to 10 games this year, and later
rule changes that effect the
eligibility of Canadian Soccer
League (CSL) players in the
OUAA.
Athletic director Bob Boucher
feels McNelis was frustrated with
losing in the first round of the
playoffs in each of his four years,
though Windsor was consistently
ranked among the top ten teams in
the nation, and highly revered
around the league.
"Coming out of last year he
was very upset with the fact that
his team had lost in the playoffs,"

Photo courtesy Mai Webster
Pat McNelis.

Boucher said. "He indicated that
it was probably his fault and that
he wanted to quit. Of course it
wasn't his fault. The team that lost
last year in the playoffs was a different team that lost four years
earlier."
SAC president Joe Esteves,
who played for McNelis for two
years on the U of W squad, thinks
McNelis was unhappy with how
he was treated in the athletic
department.
"It's going to be a loss for the
soccer program at the University
of Windsor," Esteves said. "It's a
shame that there was so much

The University of Windsor's
Athletic departme nt has narrowed
the list of varsity basketball coach
applications to four.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
The four lucky contenders
will be interviewed this week.
Lancer athletic director Bob
Boucher was unable to name the
contenders, but he did offer hints.
"We have the best local candidate. We have the best community college coach in Canada
by our estimation,'' he said.
"We have a person who comes
from an institution where the
academics are of the highest
order, and he's been ab le to
recruit, and we have someone
who's been to the national championships as recently as this past
weekend."
Boucher's statements contradict a report featured in The
Windsor Star last week that
named five contenders, some of
whom had not even applied for
the position.
The appointments committee
hopes to meet next Tuesday lo
evaluate the four candidates and

MEN'S SOCCER
Boucher said McNelis and the
soccer team got fair treatment,
and that he stuck up for the coach
when the schedule was cut down.
"I hope Pat realized that we
thought soccer was important
here, and we were very supportive

of his efforts. Wethinkhe'sanexcellent coach," Boucher said.
Esteves agreed with Boucher
on the last point.
"He's a great coach. He's
demanding of his players which is
needed in order to be a succesful
team," Esteves said.
The athletic
department
received three applicants
to
replace McNelis, and Boucher
said one of those will be forwarded to the department council
on Thursday,
March 21 for
employment consideration.
The new coach will likely be
announced in the next week.
CJ

Three sports on chopping block
by Dave Briggs

to defend their programs before
the council meets.
Three men's sports teams may
Boucher said economics will
be eliminated,
University of
not play a role in the elimination
Windsor athletic director Bob of the teams. He said there is
money for the teams, should
Boucher said Monday.
At a departmental council
council vote to keep some or all of
meeting on Thursday, March 21, them next season.
The swim team had its best
the fate of the golf. curling and
season ever this year, finishing
swimming teams will be decided.
sixth in the Ontario University
The council will consider making
Athletic Association (OUAA),
the wrestling club a team.
and 14th nationally. The team
Boucher said all twelve parttime teams were evaluated this finished 11th in the OUAA last
year using the eight criteria estab- season.
The golf team is a perennial
lished by the council to determine
powerhouse
that has won the
viability .
OUAA championship five times
All ath letes and coaches in- since 1976.
volved with the golf, curling and
Some have suggested the
swimming programs have been
department is under pressure to
sent letters, and will get a chance
drop some men's teams in an effort to even up the number of
women's
and men's varsity
sports.
This year, there were 11
men's teams, compared with nine
for the women.
Boucher said the council's
recommendations were not made
in an effort to even up the nummake a final decision.
The
decision of the committee has bers "... although we are under a
then to be communicated to the lot of pressure from the council on
interuniversity athletics to make
vice-president, whose prerogative it is to give the departme nt the sure that we have a program that
green light to announce the name reflects equity."
As for wrestling, the counci l
of the new coach.
Boucher hopes to be able to passed the sport as a varsity team
announce the name of the new last season, but it remained a
coach late next week.
CJ Campus Recreation club team

Coach selection
to final four
by Jordyn n Gloster

conflict between him and the administration.
"Soccer was never a priority
for the athletic department, even
though our track record proved
we were always in the top ten in
the country."

Lance photo by Jason Kryk
The men's golf team is one or three thr eate ned with extinction .

this season.
"We had a real problem
reso lving who we were goi ng to
hire [last year], so our recommendation to department cou ncil was
that we hold it as a club program
for one more year,'' Boucher said.
The team will likely be
ratified at the council meeting.
Three people have applied to
coac h the squad, as opposed to the

two who did so last year.
Boucher said one of the three
names will be forwa rded to council for approval.
"The name that's going forward has very good references
from the natio nal coach, and the
Ontario Wrestling Association.
This person has been very active
in upgrading
credentials,"
Boucher said.
CJ

Martin's pitch may miss strike zone
by Dave Br iggs

Baseball? On a Canadian university campus? It sure sounds appealing, doesn't it?
Like most afficionadoes of America's national pastime, I was intrigued by the idea.
When David Martin first approached me
with his plans to start a Campus Recreation
baseba ll club, my excitement comp letely shut
down my left brain.
1have to admit, Martin's pitch was a beaut,
he was so enthusiastic. He could have made
dipping your head in a vat of acid sound appea ling.
But Martin has taken his good idea too far.
According to athletic director Bob Boucher,
the nascent baseball club is the subject of an
investigation
by Charles James, the
university's legal counsel.
Boucher says the athletic department is unable to comment on specific allegations while
the investigation is in progress.
One of the comp laints publicly lcveled

against Martin concerns his promotion of the
club.
Apparently
several
U.S. schools
scheduled to play Martin's group think the
team is sanctioned by the ath letic department.

to schedule games. The athletic director, who
has nothing to do with the team, has simply
passed the contracts on to Campus Recreation
director Kandi McElary.
As we ll, Martin has implied on several oc-

.____t_h_e_ a_rm
_ch
_a_,_·r_g_la_d_i_at_o_r__ J
The squad is not an officia lly recognized
varsity team; it is nothing more than a we ll-organized group under the wing of Campus
Recreation. It does not receive any funding
from the University of Windsor at hlet ic
department. and the club is not entitled to use
the Lancer logo or to call themselves 'Lancers.·
However, because the team is made up entire ly of Windsor students, it docs have the
right to be called the University of Windsor
Baseball Club, and this has caused considerable confusion.
Boucher says he has been sent contracts to
sign from more than one U.S. school looking

cassio ns he is introducing university baseball
to Canada. Unfortunately, there are no intentions of initiating baseball at the Canadian interuniversity level - the simple fact is that the
sport is not viable in Canada's climate. Most
universities aren't in session during the summer.
Whether James' investigation finds improper action is not the point. The point is, the
University of Windsor does not have a
baseball team, nor is it likely to.
The club may continue to play teams from
south of the border, but it can forget about a
Canadian university circuit - unless glohal
warming is way ahead of schedule.
O
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campus recreation
Campus Rec's Staff/Faculty
Over 30 hockey tournament will
take place March 25 and 27 from
8-10 p.m. each night with closing
ceremonies on the 27th. For more
information contact Campus Ree
at 253-4232 ext. 2456.

someone know where you are
going and for how long; never run
or walk alone in dark, secluded
areas; resist the temptation to run
through the park alone; and always carry (0 on you. Try to work
out with a partner to be extra safe
- it's more fun! Above all, use
common sense. Play it safe!

lntramurals

Dance for Heart

Most intramurals are winding
down for this semester, and
playoffs are beginning. We wish
all teams good luck as they vie for
the tops of their leagues!

On Sunday, February 10, 42
energetic people put their hearts
into three hours of fitness activities to raise money for the
Heart and Stroke Foundation.
Beth Oakley, from Student Affairs, won the prize for collecting
the most pledges. In total, our participants raised over $1200 in
pledges.
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Hockey Tournament

Fitness Safety

Here are some things you
should keep in mind: always let

What every grad should know
about interviewing

Come and find out.
Contact Career Planning and Placement,
Room 163, Dillon Hall tor INTERVIEW WORKSHOPS.

BLUE

Graauate Student Society

Why not Sales!
Give your job search a lift and
consider the many career options
I
open to you in sales.
Attend a special session with a current student
and recent grads who have fourd that sales can
be a personally and financially rewarding
profession. for students
\
with a university background.
I

I

Wednesday, March 27
1:30pm
Rose Room - Vanier Hall.

Sponsored by:
Career Planning and
Placement
Room 163
Dillon Hall
Presenters:
Graham Casson - Sales and Merchandising Group
Eduard Cordeiro - Metropolitan Life
Darryl Papoushek - Xerox Canada Limited

HEALTH CARE
REFERENDUM
in conjunction with

EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
on

Thursday, April 4, 1991
• Advanced poll open April 1
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Room 102 University Centre
• Polls open April 4
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Room 102 University Centre
or 5 - 8 p.m.
2nd floor, Grad House
Check your department mail
for details regarding current
and proposed health care
plans.
• Information session and
open discussion:
TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1991
7 p.m. at the GRAD HOUSE
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SAC changes guard
b~ Shari Hoppin
Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) now has no one to
audit its books.
The incoming council is considering keeping the pub open. It
is reconsidering hiring for such
positions as human rights co-ordinator and women·s issues coordinator, and discussing whether
people in these positions should
continue
to be paid an
honorarium.
SAC did some spring cleaning
last Wednesday, the first day of
spring. This year's council members held their last meeting and incoming members met for the first
time.
A motion in favour of appointing the accounting firm of
Deloitte and Touche to audit the
books of the 1990-91 council
failed. Vice-president finance
Mark Horsfall argued that
Deloitte and Touche were
familiar with SAC's operations
and that a new firm might bid low
, just to get the contract and then
raise its fees the- fottowing year.
But council decided SAC should
advertise for tenders for such a
valuable contract, worth about
$18,000 last year.
The council also decided to
support a petition, circulated by
student senator Greg Kindiak,

calling for the option of using the
official University -0f Windsor
coat of arms on university jackets
and long-sleeved collared Tshirts.
In their first meeting, incoming council members decided the
ne"" executive should look into
the remuneration of positions
such as co-ordinators
for
residence issues, women's issues.
special events and human rights,
and report back to council.
These co-ordinators were
each paid honoraria of$ I ,OOOin
1990-91.
Law representative John Stout
said he would rather have the

money go into programmes.
Huron Hall house council president Steve Crozier also asked
council lo look at whether all the
co-ordinators were even needed.
A committee has also been set
up to investigate "feasible options" to closing the Subway Pub.
"We feel the pub is an important
service to students," said SAC
president-elect Nino Papa. "We
want to be sure that closing it is
the last possible option."
Papa will sit on the committee
along with SAC vice-presidentelect Chris Cheng, pub manager
Dave Benusa, business manager
Debbie Quintal and Crozier. D

Report of assault in UC
by Shari Hoppin

City and campus police are investigating a report of an assault in
the women's washroom in the basement of the University Centre late
Friday night.
Jim Foreman of the campus police said Windsor police have a
suspect. No one has been arrested in connection with the incident.
"It was a situation in which a male party entered the washroom and
began masturbating in front of a female who was in the washroom,"
Windsor p<>1ice~id Tuc._..day.

"That's a little different from the sexual assault you 're used to reading about because of the masturbation thing, but at no time did he grab
her or anything like that."
n

"Endless capacity for discussion"

Rae spells out constitutional stance
b) Ke, in Wilson

Post-secondary school funding, secondary school transfers

Photoby Photo

Features Limited

and the recent firing of minister
Peter Kormos may have been on
the audience ·s minds, but Bob
Rae chose to talk about the constitution last Friday.
A capacity crowd filled the
Law School's moot court to hear
the Ontario premier speak. It was
his first visit to Windsor since his
election victory last September.
"I thought I'd talk to you
about the crisis our country finds

itself in," said Rae. He hung much
of the blame for the crisis on the
current economic situation and
the failure of the Meech Lake Ac-

McLaughlin
coming to
Council drops charges
raise funds

TORONTO (CUP) - Weary of court delays and legal fees, the student council at Queen's University has dropped proceedings against
Audrey McLaughlin, federal men who posted signs mocking a 1989 anti-date rape campaign.
Four women laid a complaint with the council's judicial commitleader of the New Democratic
tee
in the fall of 1989 about signs which went up during an education
Party,will be in town on Friday,
campaign
about date rape. Posters such as "No means more beer" and
April 12. McLaughlinis coming
"No
means
dyke" were hung in the windows of Gordon House, a stuto help raise funds for scholarships for women in science and dent residence.
But the nine men who were named in the complaint challenged in
engineering.
She will be the featuredguest court the jurisdiction of the committee. A veritable ping-pong game of
at a fund-raisingdinnerto be held delays and new hearings followed. The latest ruling referred the case
to Ontario Divisional court to determine the legality of the judicial
at the CiociaroClubon NorthTalbot Road.Cocktailswill be served committee.
Queen's student council president Emily Moore said the case was
at 6:30 anddinnerat 7:30.
closed,
even though the courts have yet to rule. She said by the time
Tickets($50 each, $30 forstuthe
next
court decision is heard, the time lapse will further reduce the
dents) arc on sale in the Univerchance
of
a win.
sity Centre, Room 2200 in the
Moore
said the council has already paid $8,500 in legal fees and it
Business Building, Room 242 in
would
be
"fiscally
irresponsible" to pursue the case.
Essex Hall and from the Faculty
Andrea Calver, one of the original complainants, said the case had
Associationoffice, 336 Sunset.
been botched from the very beginning.
a
Tax receiptsarc available.
by Lance News Staff

a

tr

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

STERLl~G SER\.ICE-T"enll•eighl
people "ho haH worked at
the t:nh ersity of\\ indsor for 25 years had their contribution to the
campu\ reco1,tni\edat a dinner in \'anier Hall last Saturday.
.-\bo,e. Celesta Castellucci of housekeeping is congratulated by
unhersity president Ron Ianni as she receh·es her award.
Others on the 25 y·ear honour roll include Geraldine Bryant (law);
Peter Burrell (economics): Louis Cor) (phJsical plant); Peter
Dufour, Gerald Garbus and Kendall Wadsworth (maintenance): Pat
Galasso (kinesiology J; Robert Ives, John Stones and Clarence
Weidman tEnergJ Conversion Centre); Stephen Kominar (human
resources): ~lichele Laino and Marie Smith (housekeeping);
:\lagdalen Lukacs, Helen Lukacs, Jeanette McGrath and Silvio
Petto,el (Leddy Library): Walter North and William Youdelis
(mechanical engineering); Hirashi Ogata (physics); Joseph Quinn
1Englbh1; Byron Rourkc <psychology>:Robert Rumfeldt (chemistry
and biolotQ 1; Leslie Sabina and Alden Warner (biolotkal sciences);
John Strick (economics); and Derrick Trac) (mathematics and
statistics I.

cord.
"I believe that the failure of
the Meech Lake process, combined with the Free Trade Agreement and the resultant economic
problems, are important in
analysing the problems," he said.
Rae also expressed concern
that Quebec was being blamed for
the current situation.
"This issue is not simply locked up in Quebec," he said. "The
whole country has everything to
gain."
Rae said people's expectations of the constitution rose in
1982 with the addition of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
"(The constitution] was no longer
an issue that affected 10 or so
premiers and their aides. It became a people's constitution, and

their expectations rose accordingly."
He said Canadians require a
"sense of identity" to solve their
constitutional problems. adding
that Canadians have been debating their future endlessly. yet not
acting to change the system.
"Canadians have an endless
capacity for discussion," said
Rae.
He told the audience that more
people must become involved in
the constitutional process to make
it legitimate.
"Constitutional reform will
only work if it's seen as some-

thing that creates a process which
involves more people," he said.
"There's too much at stake for
all of us. What's at stake is
Canada."

Job prospects get worse
by Lance News Staff
It seems studentsjust won't be
winning in the city's summer job
lottery this year.
News that City Council was
thinking about openingthe lottery
to non-students hasbeenfollowed
by the newsthat budget cuts may
axe the lottery altogether.
"It's anotherblow to students
but I'm really not surprised," said
Students· Administrative Council
(SAq president Joe Esteves. "I

realise that times are tough both
for the province and for the city of
Windsor."
Council will make its decision
on the job lottery next month.
The cuts would be part of the
city's plans to keep tax increase
below 3.8 percent this year.
"Thisis disappointingfor students, but I hope that if anyjobs
are available that they will open
to students,•said Esteves.
Over 300 students got jobs
throughthe lotterylast year. . G]
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diversions
mufflerking®

315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334

POW-WOW
Traditional
Feast:

Pow-Wow and

At Roseland United Church, 3919
Howard Ave ..
Sat., April 6 &Sun., April 7
a- We Mon Je Dwok (Gathering
of the People): sponsored by
the Committee in Support of
Native People. This event is
for the benefit of members of
the non-Native community.
Opens at 1Oam on Saturday,
with Grand Entry ceremony at
noon. Other dances & songs
throughout the day, plus information
booths. Cost:
$5/day or $8 for both days.
Contact D. Pine at 252-8331
or 977 -6539 for advance tickets or more info. TRADERS
WELCOME
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MUFFLER

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE*

s299s

Installed.
Most Cars
& Light
Trucks.

'Your Speedy Muffler K1n9 muffler ,s guaranteed for one year from date of purchas!
Speedy Muffler Kang wall 1nslall a new muffler al no charge for the replacement or 1ls
,nslallation Should your muffler need replacing lor any reason w1lh1nthis year
Offe, expores
03/31/91

Offer not vahd with any other promo11onor coupon.

I

I

---------------------------------·
At Speedy, you 're a Somebody!

LECTURES and SEMINARS
French Department Lecture:

STUDENT ROOMS
For The Summer
includes:

• Furnished
• All Utilities
• Secure Room Locks
• Laundry Facilities
• Kitchen Facilities
• Private Parking
Private Room-$195.00/month
Available May through August

245 Detroit Street
Office: 973-0130
Head Resident: 971-9881
Book ahead for Fall 1991
excellent rates available - single rooms

salle 1118, Erie Hall.
le lundl 8 avril
L 'Univers Poetique Dans Les
Fables De La Fontaine:
conference par le Jean R.
Mesnard, professeur emerite
l'Universite de Paris-Sorbonne. A 19:00. Apres la
conference ii y aura une
reception avec vin et from age
La Maison franAaise, 478
rue Sunset.

a-

a

a

Iona College Spring Serles:
208 Sunset Ave, 973-7093.
Mondays In April and May
a- Living Longer, Living Better:
this popular series resumes
with five weeks of Monday
afternoon
lectures:
Wild
Goose Jack, Eastern Icons,
What You Should Know
About Trees & Forests, Understanding
Islam, and
Opening Doors and Their
Challenges. Pre-registration
($7), individual lectures ($2).
Mondays, 1:30 to 3:30pm.

Monday, April 15
w
Wild Goose Jack: the film
documenting Jack Miner's
conversion from hunter to
conservator. Prof. James Linton and Calvin Moore of the U
of W, who produced the film,
will be present.

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte W., 254-FILM.

Until Sunday, March 31
w The Nasty Girl: (Michael Verhove n,
1990):
Windsor/Detroit
premiere.
Both shows on Tue/Thu/Sat,
at 7pm on Fri/Sun.
w Jesus of Montreal: (Oenys Arcand, 1988): back again!
Both shows on Wed, 9:30 on
Fri/Sun.
Tues., April 2 to Sun., April 7
w Mr. & Mrs. Bridge: (James
Ivory, 1990): same director as
Room With A View. Both
shows on Tue/Thu, at 7pm on
Fri/Sun, at 9:30pm on Sat.
a- Jesus of Montreal: (see
above): still here! Both shows
on Wed, at 9:30pm on Fri/Sun
and 7pm on Sat.

CONCERTS
Windsor Symphony:
At Mackenzie
Hall,
3277
Sandwich, tickets: 252-6579.
Wednesday, April 3
a- Music Now- Concert Music:
guest
conductor
Gary
Kulesha. Program includes
pieces by Glick, Hetu, Milhaud, & Bloch. At 8pm. Students: $5, others: $9.

School of Music Serles:
At Mackenzie
Hall,
3277
Sandwich at Brock.
Sunday, April 7
a- The University Singers:
directed
by
Richard
Householder, will present
their annual spring concert at

8pm. For ticket info phone the
School of Music at 252-4232,
ext.2780. This is the last concert of the series.

Unemployed
Benefit:

Help Centre

At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent.
Friday, April 26
w The
Great
Lakes
Troubadour. Pat Daily: show
at 7pm. For tickets call the
UHC at 254-2581

MISCELLANEOUS
Windsor Feminist Theatre:
w WFT 10th Anniversary: an
oral history of Canada's
oldest feminist theatre company is being compiled to
commemorate the anniversary. The WFT needs your
help. If you have any photos.
comments or personal anecdotes about either the
productions themselves or
'behind-the-scenes' activities
please drop them a line at
P.O. Box 274, Station A,
Windsor.

Environmental
Association:

Awareness

Monday, April 1 to Sat, April 6
w Environment Week: tor information, visit the table set up
in the University Centre.
Wednesday, April 3
w Last General Meeting of the
Year: and film night at the
Grad House, 7pm. Everyone
welcome.
Saturday, April 6
... Environmental Forum. at Assumption University from
1Oam to 4pm. Potluck lunch
at noon.

International Socialists:
Conference Room A, University
Centre
Thursday, April 4
w Meeting "After the War, the
New World Order." 7:30 pm

Men and Women's Hairstylists

3.ooOFF
all haircuts
Offer valid to all students, staff and faculty upon
presentation of valid 10.
At University Mall location only.

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd. W. 253-8534
Convenient Hours
Monday-Friday
9 am-9 pm
Saturday . . . . . . . . 9 am-6 pm
WE USE AND RECOMMEND

wmatrbc
HAIR

ESSENTIALS
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Credit cards no deal for students
by Heidi Modro

MONTREAL (CUP) - You
see them in the university lobby at
the beginning of each semester,
sitting at portable tables, wearing
suits and grinning confidently.
They· re the credit card hawks,
and they're clawing their way into
Canada ·s student market, offering students everything from free
life insurance policies to stereos,
all in exchange for signing up for
a MasterCard, Visa or American
Express card.
Students are no longer the
lepers of the money-lending
world. Selling credit cards to students has become big business for
card companies across Canada.
While many students use their
credit cards carefully, others arc
falling into debt and finding it
hard to get out.
When Paul, a Concordia
University student, applied for his
first credit card in October I 988,
he had very little trouble getting
one. Three more cards followed,
from department store and
gasoline companies.
When his student loan was
late arriving that winter and he
couldn't find a part-time job, he

ran up a $~,OOOdebt which he is
still trying to pay.
"I had to borrow money from
friends just to pay the monthly
payments," he said. "I feel used by
the big companies. It ·s all nonsense what they say about convenience and building up your
credit rating. They just want you
to spend, spend, spend so that they
can make money off what you pay
in interest rates."
Students are easy prey for
credit card companies, said Charlene Nero, co-president-elect for
the Concordia University student
council.
"(The sellers] come on campus at the beginning of the year
and start their con game," she
said. "Students in September have
lots of expenses. They see these
guys. and sign up for a card. But
they all think it's a lark. They
don't understand the concept of
debt, and lthey] lose control. And
the next thing you know they're in
debt for years to come."
Nero said students are increasingly resorting to credit
cards to offset increasing tuition
fees and an inadequate loans and
bursaries system.
"Students don't know where

to turn to when they're desperate,
so they use their cards and end up
stuck with paying twice the
market interest rate - 20 percent," she said.
Instead of helping students to
steer clear of the threat of credit
card excesses, many universities
have jumped on the money-lending bandwagon.
Affinity cards-personalised
with a school's logo-are pumping money into cash-starved
Canadian universities.
The
schools get a cut of every student
and alumni purchase or interest
payment, and are using the money
to fund special projects like
libraries and sports facilities.
"Inslcad of working for emergency loans and lobbying the
government for a better loans and
bursaries system, universities are
sucking out the blood of students
and joining up with other vampiric forces," said Nero.
But credit card companies
weren't always keen on students.
It's only since the mid-I980s that
North American banks and trust
companies have aggressively
been marketing credit cards to
students.
Creditors have a different

Student senator continues campaign against logo

Call for right to bear arms
b~· Michael Nehme

The University of Windsor
will continue to use the current
diploma format, university president Dr Ron Ianni announced last
week.
Ianni was responding to a plea
made by student senator Greg
Kindiak at Thursday's meeting of
the senate. Kindiak said many students would like to see the
university"s coat of arms on the
diploma, and that a more colourf u I document would be appreciated.
"If it's a matter of style, hey,
give me a break," replied Ianni.
He said the university will continue to use the same format for at
least three more years. It is under
contract to do so. He also indicated that it would have taken a
lot of time to reopen the diploma
issue, which had already been discussed in detail.
Kindiak has been campaign-

StudentSidingand
WindowCleaning
• A summe< selt~ploynw1nt
opportunity
• Potentoal earnings $1000.00 pe,
-k
0< mote
• Complete start up package only
$3000.00

• Student Bank Loans available

... ffNcllile fee .... lllyally
To obtain

a complete

onlormat,on package

wnte:

A·1 P-Waah
Equipment
P.O. Bolt 3072
Tec:umMh, Ont. N8N 2M3
179-1544

ing to have the coat of arms on
certain items of university apparel. He said he has collected
least 850 signatures on a petition
supporting the option of having
the coat of arms on university
jackets.
The senator said Ianni indicated privately after the Senate
meeting that he did not have any
problem with the coat of arms
being used as a jacket crest.

The Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) voted unanimously to support the petition in
its meeting last Wednesday.
Kindiak said some faculty
members have also expressed interest in seeing the coat of arms
return lb the university letterhead.
Students who wish to sign the
petition can find copies of it in the
SAC office, at the bookstore and
at the University Centre desk. O

opinion of students now than they
did a few years ago, said Lisa
Driscoll, manager of personal
cards at the Toronto Dominion
Bank.
"(Creditors] used to think students wouldn ·1 be able to pay their
debts and that they weren't mature enough," said Driscoll.
"Basically I think they thought
students were scum and not worth
their time."
For many years students were
only eligible if they were about to
graduate.
But the Toronto Dominion
Bank chang~d its mind when it
began losing out to other banks
and charge companies that started
handing out plastic to students
like candy. The bank launched its
own card under the VISA logo in
September 1990.
When the competition among
money-lending markets started to
get tough in the early 1980s,
Canadian banks and trust companies started looking to students
as new clients, said Henri Goulet,
president of the Association
Cooperative
d'Economie
Familiale.
"Companies thought that because students were in university,
they would eventually have a
higher wage-earning potential

and be more likely to use higher
lines of credit," said Goulet, who
works for a financial counselling
service. "But now they're going
after all kinds of students who, if
it weren't for the fact they were
students, would never get a card."
Goulet said many of the credit
card companies have developed
very loose criteria for handing out
cards.
"In some cases, if you're a student you don'( ~ven have to pro\ e
that you have an income," he says.
"They won't even check up on
your credit record. We know of
one case were a women applied
for 18 different credit cards and
got 15 in all."
Driscoll says the Toronto
Dominion Bank has tried to avoid
being too easy on potential card
holders. The bank has created
special criteria for students !.uch
as offering only $500 as the credit
limit, as opposed t(\S I ,OOOfor the
rest of the population.
"We figured that most students could afford $25 a month in
minimum payments if they hit the
$500 limit," she said. "And if a
student wants a card they have to
prove they have a clean credit
record, some kind of income, and
not an excessively high student
loan to pay."
::,

If thethoughtof packingandmovingall
yourstuffhasyouin a realbind,thinkRyder.
We canhelpwitheverything
from
wardrobecartonsto packingtape,plus10%
discountonlocalandone-waymovesupon
presentation
of yourstudentcard.
Ourlate-model
trucksareeasyto drive,
andthere'splentyof roomto sharewith
friends.
Forstarters,call Rydernowfor ourfree
28-pagemoversguide.
You'llbe amazedhowmuchuseful
information
we crammedinto.it.

RYDER~
Prep Courses for
JUNE 1 GRE
JUNE 15 GMAT
JUNE lOLSAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

WE'RE IBERE AT EVERY TURN
Convenient
RentalLocations
4810WalkerRoad.........................
969-4841
5432TecumsehRoadE................
948-8951
2105HuronChurchRoad..............
972-5720
12200TecumsehRoad..................
735-4343
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Human rights official
answers complaints
by Prema Oza

Reservations suggested

Enjoy a home-cooked Easter meal with us!

You've
gota future.
Don'ttakeyour
studentloanforgranted.

Students'
Adminstrative
Council (SAC) is planning to reevaluate and make more specific
the human rights co-ordinator's
job description following recent
complaints.
On Monday, SAC's board of
directors met with human rights
co-ordinator Winston Hall and
disgruntled students to hear complaints against Hall.
The allegations
stemmed
from alleged misconduct by Hall
during an investigation involving
six residents of Clark Hall.
The students claimed that Hall
performed his duties improperly
and without appropriate attention
to confidentiality.
"The problem was a roommate issue. The human rights coordinator
came and further
escalated the problem," said Lori
Ryan, one of those involved.
Another roommate, Miche lle
Hollos, claimed that Hall did not
properly perform his duties as a
mediator and failed to allow fair
representation of "the other side"
of the issue.
Hall maintained that he had
done nothing improper.
"Laurie Anderson [the complainant] approached me and
asked me to advise her. I contacted Lori Ryan. She said, 'I have
nothing to say to you. You can
speak to my lawyer.' I only spoke
to Laurie Anderson and not Lori
Ryan. It would have been a lot
easier if Lori Ryan would have
talked to me," said Hall.
The SAC board of directors
agreed that while Hall did fail to
ensure confidentiality, there were
other factors that required consideration.
In summarising a council-appointed committee report , socia l

science representative Melanie
Giovanni said that although a
"conversation was overheard and
steps could have been taken to
avoid that - it was not a case of
blatant disregard. It's a combination of miscommunication and a
job description problem."
Giovanni and fellow committee member Chris Cheng, agreed
that the matter should have gone
through the residence office.
Cheng added, "If residence
couldn't handle it, then it should
have gone to the ombudsperson's
office."
After a brief discussion with
Hall, the board passed four motions.
The motions were: for SAC to
apolog ise to the residents of Clark
Hall for the vague job description
of its human rights co-ordinator;
for a committee to be appointed to
"re-evaluate and make more
specific the job description of the
human rights co-ordinato r"; for a
"specific provision [to) be made
for confidentiality in the human
rights co-ordinator's job description"; and for Hall to apologise to
the Clark Hall residents.
They were not satisfied.
"Nothing they can do will
compensate for what we've gone
through," said Ryan.
She spoke of falling grades
among the roommates, as well as
genuine concern over their
careers, academic and otherwise,
because of "files" in the possession of SAC and Winston Hall.
Another resident, Tina Disimone, was also disappointed.
"They tried to brush us off. 1
would have liked to have seen
[Hall) reprimanded .."
A third roommate,
Irena
Burstein, added "He made one
roommate happy and five unhappy, and that's not fair."
0

Earth Day is coming ...

PAYBACKYOURSTUDENTLOAN
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~oaps and body products
organic foods
Bridgehead coffees and teas
recycled papers
gift cards am.I\\ rap
,ill-natural cleaning products
natural insecticides
T-~hirts and sweats
posters and more!

0

Your student
loan isn't a grant
or a gift from the
Government. It is a
debt you owe to a
bank. You are legally
obligated to repay
that money when you stop
going to school. It is also
your responsibility
to contact your bank
when you start each school
year, and if your address

or enrolment
status changes.
If you default
on your loan, it
will affect your
eligibility for
other student loans
and you'll establish a poor
credit history which can
affect your future. So if
you're having problems,
contact the people at your
bank - they can help.

GIVEYOURSELF
CREDIT
PAY
BACKYOURSTUDENT
LOAN.
CONTACT
YOURBANKTODAY!

•••

Department of the Secretary
of State of Canada

Secretariat d'Etat
du Canaaa

Canada Student
Loans Program

Programme canadien
de prets aux etudiants

Canada

\.l
Friend I) and knowledgeable scn ice
2/.18 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST
2.B-./302

Tasty ...
You've
heard about
them, but
have you
tried one
yet?

t

1459

Ottawa
Street
971-0204
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classifieds

Buyearly
and

break
awayfor50%off~

any day of the week

GENESIS ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLIC & OTHER DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES: 12step support group. 711 McEwan
St., Holy Name of Mary Church
(basement), Windsor. Sundays,
8:00pm .
SEEKING photos, anecdotes.
comments to supplement an oral
history
of the WINDSOR
FEMINIST THEATRE. To commemorate the 10th anniversary of
the WFT we need your help. If you
have any relevant photos, comments or personal anecdotes
about either the productions themselves or the ' behind-the-scenes'
activities we would like to hear from
you. Please drop us a line at P.O.
Box 274, Station A, Windsor.
ON BEHALF OF AMNESTY
INT'L: Ligaya Byrch would like to
thank the Subway Pub, the Pub
staff, all musicians, as well as
guest performers, for their time,
patience and talent. Our fundraiser
on March 21 was a success - we
raised $400. We hope to do
another fundraiser in Fall 1991.
Thank you, everyone, for your support.
ATTENTION ALL E.A.A. MEMBERS: nominations are open for
executive positions of the Environmental Awareness Association .
Positions open: president, v1cepres1dent, secretary, 4 committee
heads. Please submit nominations
,n writing to the EAA mail box in the
SAC office. Voting will be held at
the EAA table m the University
Centre on Thursday. April 4 from
9am to4pm .
WANTED FOR ART PROJECT:
broken/repairable VCR's, survelllance cameras and violins. Sorry,
can only pay up to $40 each. Call
256-8054, leave message.
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• Open 7Days

Ticketsmust be purchased
at least 5 days in advance.
Seats are limited.
Yes,VIARail's50% student discount applies every
day of the week, Friday and Sunday included.So
why not get away more often? Nothingbeats the
train for stretch-out,walk-aboutcomfort - there's
even a light meal with beverage served on most
routes. It's a great place to relax... or even study!
But discount seats are limited,especiallyon
busy routes. So be sure to buy your ticket
wellin advance.
Calla travel agent or VIARail™for full details.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in
advance. • 50% Student discounts apply to full-time
students with I.D. for Coach travel in the Quebec
City/Windsor corridor only. • Seat availability is limited and varies depending on the route and day of
travel• Blackout periods apply, including Easter
(Mar. 28 -April 1) and Christmas (Dec. 15 - Jan. 3)
periods • A 10% Student discount applies any time
for regular unrestricted travel (no advance purchase).
• Other conditions may apply; please check.
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"LETVIA TAKEYOUAWAY"
Contest-from March 11to
April 30, 1991.
Youcouldwin a trip for two by train
- for a maximumvalue of $500
per person!Justpick up an entry
fonn where you buy your train
ticketat a VIARailstation.Andlet
VIA take you away on a fantastic
train journeythis summer!

Unique Gifts & Clothing
From Around the World
• Swe.aters
• Muks
• Folk Art
• Jewellery

• Ponchos
• Tapestries
• May~n Pieces
• Clothing

No purchase necessary.Opento
all full-time students 18years old
and over enrolled in a participating
university.Ask for full details and
conditions at VIARail stations.

VIA.
.... TO THE EXOTIC
Hand Crafted Worldwide Imports

• 1-•tl«y

• Africa

• Pl•ab
• Whlpe
• Oochleg

• Fol.It Art
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OPEN

7 DAYS

300 Ouellette, Windsor
<PalaceComplex-Upper)
UltJ

256-1551
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First test for council
The new students· council is already planning for changes.
At its first meeting last Wednesday, the executive was
mandated to review certain paid positions. SAC has already
advertised that it is accepting resumes for the various
appointed jobs on council. Presumably, applicants to the
various 'coo rdinator' postions will be informed that these jobs
may not exist next year, and that if they do, they may not come
with pay.
Some members of council question
the need to have the positions at all,
some only question the money that
goes to them (honoraria of $1 OOOfor the
coordinators).
The executive will consider these
options and report back.
A review of these appointed
positions is surely a good idea. It may
even be a good idea to eliminate some,
or to cut the honoraria. But the review
"'::J::::~
could be misdirected by irrelevant ~~~.J
considerations.
~
~
The budget deficit, in this context, is ~ ·
one such irrelevant consideration.
Although the council must necessarily
consider all venues of economization,
the budget deficit will not be helped
much by eliminating piddly honoraria.
The argument will almost certainly be
made: "If we're cutting expenditures,
why not cut ... ?" A council that has more
or less committed itself to reopening the
Subway Pub can hardly begrudge its
commissioners
their
small
remuneration.
Another irrelevant consideration is
the current brou ha ha over the alleged
misconduct of human rights coordinator
Winston Hall. Whatever decision the
council has reached on this matter,
someone is sure to argue that the position of human rights
coordinator should be eliminated because of the potential for
abuses. But people seem to be agreed that the ambiguity of
the job description for this position contributed to the problem.
So rather than sever an important service (certainly more
important than the pub, unless 'profits' are under
consideration) on the grounds of sensational charges, council
should consider revisions to its job descriptions.
If the review ignores such irrelevant considerations, it will
be able to make a rational decision with attention to real

needs.
The coordinators for residence issues, women's issues,

human rights and the Womyn's Centre all have the potential
to fulfill important roles on the modern campus.
This campus is pest-ridden with racists. sexists and
homophobes, all of whom revel in the opportunity to harrass
their targets with impunity.
A case in point is the police report that last Friday, a pervert
assaulted a women in the University Centre. Such incidents
are by no means rare on a growing
campus like Windsor's.
Students with special needs and
members of religious
and racial
minorities face daily challenges to their
rights and their dignity.
The Womyn's Centre and the
coordinators
of human rights and
women's issues are necessary to insure
students that their rights are being
safeguarded.
Eliminating
these
services sends a bad message to
women, to visible minorities and the
physically challenged,
and to all
students who support the rights of the
individual; that message, in three
words: "We don't care."
Eliminating
the pay for these
positions is another issue. Perhaps
cutting the honoraria would mean that
only those individuals passionately
dedicated to the cause would apply. On
the other hand, maybe it would amount
,.,,.....-..,,,...
to eliminating the positions - maybe
nobody cares enough voluntarily to
spend that much time fighting for
students' rights.
When the new executive interviews
respondents
(its deadline
for
applications is April 1), it can simply ask
them how interested they would be in
the job if it didn't pay ("Please be honest
..."), and make its decisions with that information.
The significance of this issue may be underrated by people
who would as soon see the coordinators disappear. On the
other hand, the whole thing could be blown out of proportion
in an effort to distract attention away from real problems, like
the pub. In an age when people spend more time on quixotic
attempts to restore the university's coat of arms than they
spend on combating systemic discrimination, it would be no
surprise to see this relatively straightforward matter being
debated into nonsense.
How the new council handles this issue will be a good
indication of what's in store for next year.
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Watch CRTC for real entertainment
by D. Dexter Finisteris
Three cheers and a tiger!
The CBC is getting a ritual roasting
from the CRTC. Too bad the CBC pulled
out of Windsor; if it was still here it might
have pre-emped one of its dreadful Aussie
sitcoms to air the proceedings.
Maybe the hearings are on cable. Too
bad I don't have $300 a year to throw at the
cable company to watch something that I,
as a taxpayer, have already paid for.
The CBC ' s roasting is a lot like the
CBC's other entertainment programming:
loud, lame, the outcome never seriously in
doubt. The mother-corporation will get its
wrist slapped, will promise a whole load of
stuff to be axed on the next budget cut, and
public justic will be seen to be done. Almost like watching cartoon Raccoons on
the CBC.
Windsor is not going to get its news service back. Why? Because the CBC spent
all the money on 2 big projects: A new
production complex in Toronto and an
America n-cop-show-expe
rt-directed
policy to revamp CBC's 'entertainment'
programming.· Entertainment,' used in this
context, is an example of that rarest of
tropes - the one-word oxymoron.
Note: The lance has been receiving a
lot of anonymous letters recently (letters
both unsigned and written under pseudonyms). It is not our policy to print
anonymous letters.
If you are anxious to be published in the
newspaper, but refuse to sign, please make
your intentions known to the editor in chief.
Otherwise, do not be surprised that your
letters go unpublished.

African
Dear Editor,
This is in reply to the letters by Andrew
Goetz and Albert Ryan about an earlier article entitled "Africa's shadow in 'white'
Europe."
Andrew Goetz is constantly in search
of an audience on any issue (as he thinks
his opinions are worth something), and this
desperation to find attention is epitomized
in his 'deduction' that Shaka Kawame is a
member, or even an affiliate, of the Black
Students' Alliance.
It seems that Goetz has gotten himself
into an annoying habit of making falsified
statements pertaining to African history
being a fallacy, then believing that the BSA
(an organization of over fifty people) are
even remotely interested in the rantings of
an individual whose European (German)
history is vibrantly laced with hatred for
other people of the human race.
It amazed me more to see another individm1 I hy the name of Alhert Ryan
responding in support of Andrew Goetz.
First, I would like to comment on Ryan's
remarks. He stated that there are other races
in Africa besides Blacks; if that is the case,
then how did he come to the assumption
that Shaka Kawame is Black when he identified himself as African? (It just makes a
person say - hmmmmm!!)
Furthermore, why is it that Ryan rages
so adamantly against Kawamc mentioning
that Abraham Hannibal owned white
slaves? Ryan stated that Kawame felt
proud of this fact, when he only mentioned
it once and did not comment on it. If he
mentioned this once and Ryan feels so disturbed by it, just think about the amount of
times Black people have had to sit in classrooms since the Emancipation Proclamation until now, constantly reminded of the
fact that their ancestors were owned by
white slavemasters. If Ryan were capable
of understanding what this could feel like.

enviro-tip
Recycling takes disposable garbage
and makes it a resource : The Green
Consumer Guide explains it with the
following example:
Say your cat weighs 5 kg. and eats
one can of food each day. Each empty
tin of its food weighs 40g. In a
throwaway economy, you would discard 5,475 cans ovr the cat"s 15 year
lifetime, not counting leap years. That's
219 kg. of metal - more than a fifth of
a tonne, and more than 40 times the cat's
weight.
In a recycling economy, we would
make one set of 10 cans to start with,
then replace them over and over again
with recycled cans. Since almost 3% of
the metal is lost during reprocessing,
we ' d have to make an extra JOcans each
year. But in all, only 150 tins would be
used up over a cat 's lifetime - and
we ' d still have 10 left over for the next
cat.
Instead of using up 2 I 9 kg. of steel,
we've used up only 6 kg. And because
the process of recycling steel is less polluting than making new steel, we've
also achieved the following significant
savings:
In energy use, 47-74 percent;
In air pollution,85 percent;
In water pollution, 35 percent;
In water use, 45 percent.
The same benefits ensue from any
recycling; fewer resources expended,
less energy used in recycling than in
production, less pollution and less garbage produced.
What can you do?
I) Take advantage of any and all
recycling programs available.
2) Ask the government to implement recycling on a wider scale.
3) Buy those items that arc hcing
recycled in your area. not those that arc
marked recydahlc but arc not.

Granted that CBC Windsor was a bit of
a one-eyed, three legged tomcat, after I 0
years of budget cuts. At least it was ours.
We miss it. We miss the folksy reporting
mixed in with A.J. Gus Gervais commercials. We miss the 10 identical beer commercials every hour that were 20 percent
louder than the programs they interrupted.
We miss the high-school sports scores.
We now have 'regional' programming.
The region we are in appears to be
Toronto 's. Anything within 500 miles of
Toronto is Toronto's region - unless it is
American.
But for this sacrifice we get to watch
Urban Angel and Return to Avon/ea
(Avonlea has been moved to 50 miles East
of Toronto - its cheaper to shoot it there .)
Thank You, Toronto.
Any attack on the new 'entertainment'
mission of the CBC is seen as elitist. I find
it curious that 'elitist' now means anything
that is not certified 99. 99 percent shit. I find
it even more curious that I have to pay
$300 /yr for the non-elitist privilege of
watching Windsor City Council along with
my Much Music.
Any loud complaints by the disgruntled
yokels out in the sticks will be shrugged off
by the Ceeb brass as sour grapes: if we

cared we would have made evil Brian and
his henchmen give the poor CBC more
money. Any failure is ours. The pros at the
Ceeb don't make mistakes, they make
entertainment programming ...
Which leads me right back to the CRTC
hearings - they must be entertainment because they are pure fiction, and much too
predictable for drama. Watch Unca Watson
and his buddy Gerard-Bob get into hillarious hot water when their customers
found out that they spent all the money on
a Canadian remake of the Dukes of Hazzard. Watch them promise increased
Canadian content and warm fuzzy kittens
for all. Watch the rubes burst a blood vesse I when the old bi ind, toothless
bureaucrats at the CRTC get completely
reeled in on this line. Big yuks for all. Family viewing! American Syndication bucks
from Channel 81 in West Bilboe Wyoming!
Obviously the people who do the spindoctor work at the CBC's management
take us for fools - or non-Torontonians
(same thing). Perhaps the next round of
budget cuts should be directed at top of the
CBC management structure. They could
even televise the proceedings.
Now tltat ·s entertainment.
O

then I'm most certain he would not appoint
himself the authority
to state that
Kawame's views are not representative of
the average Black person.
In respect to both Goetz and Ryan
believing that they have scored a blow to
the beliefs of Black people -you are sadly
mistaken. In Shaka Kawame's article he
stated that "we are the Mothers and Fathers
of civilization," and that in essence shows
that African history exists. It exists since
civilization began in Africa, and it has been
proven (by white scientists) that mankind
originated in Africa. It has been said , "as it
was in the beginning, so shall it be in the
end" - in the year 2000, Black people will
be the majority on this planet. I'm not being
racist, I'm just stating estimated statistics
on population growth.
In closing, I want to add that you should
give Black people more credit in identifying racist symbolism. Case in point: Albert
Ryan may be your name, but it is also a oftused and notorious racist pseudonym ...
Sincerely,
'Millie Tent'
(Name withheld hy request)

the technical production of the show.
In an attempt to distance the self from
an event, one must understand the context
that one is distancing oneself from. We are
all students of the University of Windsor.
Therefore, to write that "the wait was
somewhat mitigated by a flawless performace by a vocal quartet called Selections"
is both a closeness and a distancing, an initial ambivalence, that only Shari Hoppin
understands.
That ten,;ion of opposites that she so
skillfully executes, could have edged her
into an analysis of the deeper structure of
Your reference to some fruitless invesHarriet Tubman. Has the situation
changed? What had happened to the tigation (which, of course, you couldn't
elahorate on), serves only to hurt our
relationship
between master/slave,
white/black, dominant/dominated and, by reputation needlessly. For now a seed of
extension, employer/employee? Docs not douht ahout our program has been planted
in people's mincJs that can't be erased, even
the sociology of slavery subsequently
transcend skin-colour and reveal to us all hy total clearance of any wrongdoing. That
the contradictions of male/female ine- i:-.complctely irrcsponsihlc journalbm.
qualities, and the disturhing prospect of
As a group we arc very undeserving of
dominated economics. You may find my the 'pot shots' you have taken at us.
generalizations broad. This is probably the
The biggest accusation you could
Caribbean pace, but one that is much faster muster against us deals with our promotion
than that trapped within technicalities and of the club. Not once did we misrepresent
a dependency psychology.
ourselves. We call ourselves "The UniverA single case could have been explored
sity of Windsor Baseball Club." Anyone
and would, by a ' strange' dynamic, lead who knows anything of collegiate athletics
Miss Hoppin to find a subtle connection in knows that ·club' signifies a team that has
Big Dance Band, Seaside I 2, and 1+11ere not achieved varsity status. However. the
Do We Go From Here. The single case fact that we are not a varsity team docs not
study is quite indigenous to this part of the tarnish the effort we have put forth, nor our
world.
accomplishments, which include a victory
Moreover, in adopting the practice of over an American college.
making connections and interrelations
We have never claimed to be funded by
Shari Hoppin would have been rewarded
the University. Nor have we ever use the
with what Barbadian historian Edward
"Lancer" name or logo.
Brathwaite calls "a prismatic whole." So
And who are you to make the assumpmany times, if you are not 'just reporting,·
tion that there will never be baseball at a
the analysis of the culture of people of Canadian interuniversity level? The first
African and Caribbean descent is better
steps have already been taken. The Univerdealt with a level deeper than the technical.
sity of Guelph is presently following our
And I am quite sure Miss Hoppin did not lead, and McMaster is discussing the
mean us ill. Our pace simply does not dwell
prospect.
on the surface.
In the future you may want to do a litSincerely,
tle research on the topic you are writing
Steinberg D. Henry
about. As it stands, everything you write
provides readers of the Lance greater insight into your vast ignorance.
Perhaps one good thing will result from
Dear Editor,
your article. That is, a strengthening in
As a member of the University of
people's belief in the freedom of the press.
Windsor Baseball Club, I take great ofI for one would invite you to "dip your
fensc to your article about us in last week's
head in a vat of acid." It may help clear it
lance (March 20). Your entire article is
out for you.
made up of unsubstantiated accusations
Sincerely.
and innuendos.
John Otto~alli

Caribbean
Dear Editor,
Having worked in both Radio and
Television news, I am aware of the tendency in journal ists/rcporters to 'just report.·
There is a fundamental lack in that perspective. It docs not only suggest a dependency
psychology, but borders on the idea that
people arc controlled even when they deem
themselves to be independent-spirited.
Markyou, such persons arc likely to hold
tremendous insights, but, unfortunately
that insight may be overwhelmed by the superficial, rather than the investigative.
That report appearing the The lance of
March 20, 1991, and entitled "Culture
show moves at Caribbean pace," represented a reporter who was 'just reporting.'
Shari Hoppin should be careful of her observations on Caribbean life and a Caribbean aesthetic.
If I were to tell Shari Hoppin that we
'walk Antiye,' I am almost sure that her images would fly to a Jamaican, Antiguan,
Bermudan or Bahamian mindscape. If her
perspective transcended those islands, then
her notion of a Caribbean pace would have
to be negated. But let me be fair about my
abstraction and not make any excuses for

Baseball

-The La nce , March 27, 1991, page 8.

Like the dog returns
to his vomit, so the
fool returns to
his folly.

The Lance , March 27, 1991, page 9.

Self-portraits by
JoAnne DeBortoli
Born: April 1, 1964

-The lance,
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No smashing art at city's gallery
Young Women and Young Men of
Canada
Barrie Jones
Art Gallery of Windsor
Until April 21

by Karl Mamer
A lot of artists, a lot of photographers,
like to play with juxtaposition - smashing
together, for an arresting effect, opposites
or images representing
competing
philosophies.
Barrie Jones' Young Women and Young
Men of Canada, currently on display at the
Art Gallery of Windsor, breaks from this
juxtapositional approach. His over-sized,
continuous-tone portraits of young men
and women are studies in intersection.
Line shots of classical Greek and
Roman busts are worked into the natural
curves of the subjects' heads and shoulders.
The suhjccts are representive of the ethnic
diversity found in Canada today.
Jones' message is simple: Canada ' s
cultural visage is changing; our ideas of
'beauty,· too long influenced by so-called
classical civilizations like Greece and
Rome, have to be adjusted. Of course, true
to the Roman spirit, the importation or new
ideas complement. rather than supplant.
For some of the photo/line-shot meldings, the intersection is logical and obvious. In subject David Ginn 's portrait his
nose, lips, and chin form much of the classical bust's nose, lips. and chin. Ginn, with
his white skin. far-seeing blue eyes. and
curly hair is Adonis - hence the three intersectiom, with the accompanying figure.
However. D'Arcy North. another tradition-

al Adonis, intersects with his figure in one
minor way: North's eye forms a lock of the
bust's hair.
In some photos, the subject and line
shot coalesce in ways other than matching
nose to nose, chin to chin.
Jackie Fedak is alluring with her shaggy mass of dark, crimped hair, skeleton earring, and naked shou lde rs. Her joining
figure is nearly absorbed by the black coif.
Fedak's unique beauty demands more than
intersection with our classical notions, it
demands union.
The slenderness of David Yee accentuates his cheek bones and chin to the point
where the two facial characteristics
threaten to dominate the portrait entirely.
His classical counterpart is an elderly .
bloated patrician whose features have been
rounded by years of excess. Yee looks restless and hungry. The patrician looks smug
and content.
Jones, by violating his over-all theme
with the Yee/ patrician portrait, makes the
statement that many of our accepted beliefs
will be challenged by the next wave of immigrants anxious to establish themselves in
this country.
Young Women and Young Men of
Canada is a timely work. It's refreshing in
its original approach. Jones goes beyond
raging about how much everything sucks.
Ultimately, howev er, the artist's simple
pairing of photo and line shot dulls the
viewer. Despite the challenge of figuring
out the ways in which Jones unifies photo
with classical bust. the image~ arc as compcll ing as a tlyer for The Bay's portrait
department.
0

Lance photo by Caroly _n Cox
Hey we know this guy! It's former associate ne~s editor Kevin Wilson. Believe you me, Jones
did right cropping out the grevious hockey injuries Wilson has suffered to his chest. G.4AAD!

Afightfor your right
to do research
TM i\'ast)· Girl
Directed b~ Michael Verhoeven
Starring Lena Stolze
Playing at the Windsor Film Theatre
March 28 - 31
by Geoff Isaac

Take this short quiz and graduate
by Ste\'e Laflamme
Q

Some of us have been here a long time.
Others have just started on four, five, or six
years of corruption. Sooner or later though,
we will all graduate.
Before that momentous day, there are
many aspects of campus life to be experienced. Too few partake in everything
education has to offer.
But how do you know if you are in dire
need of some intensive living before
graduation? Easy, take the Shepherd's Pie
test.
Check off the statements that best apply
to you. Keep track of your score.
D Passed an 8:30 am class without ever
attending. Score 1 point. (Deduct 2
points if another
section was
scheduled later in the day.)
D Unable to clean horribly besmirched
clothes worn to Homecoming parade,
and al parties recant lame 'exploding
wino' story you told lo cops. Score 2
points.
O Went to Florida for Spring break.
Score 1 point.
O Went to Florida but can't remember.
Score 2 points.
O Did not go to Florida but used tanning
salon coupon from Pennysaver and
got a darker tan. Score 3 points.

O

1

Took 64-101, Physics for the Nonphysical, and understoodmost of the

Q

D
O

stuff about Tarot cards. Score I point.
Followed the red foot prints in the
West library but discovered they just
lead to more books. Score 1 point.
Finally figured out why the cardboard
birds are taped to the walkway windows between the libraries. Score 1
point.
Took down the cardboard birds and
taped them to windshield of car whenever you parked.Score 2 points.
Got a letter to the editor published in
the lance without one' [sic).' Subtract
J point.

0-S points: Switch your majorat least
two moretimes. wearless velcro,watch

moreLetterman.
6-15points: You're an average student.
You've switched your major once, but
only to get into a Communication
Studies productioncourse.Keepyour
steady diet of Letterman and you'll do
fine.
tS..25points: If a BA in seven years
doesn't phase you, great. If not, take
some advice-you 're alreadypast draft

age.
More tflall 25 points: Life is a beer
commercial and you see no reason to
change. Vfrtual-reality technology
promiaesto make you a productive
memberof society.
C:J

Michael Verhoeven's The Nasty Girl
may be one of the most important films to
come out of Germany in the last fifty years.
It is a fresh and creative approach to
cinema, and one of the first films produced
in the newly united Germany.
The story involves a high school student, Sonia (Lena Stolze) who, after winning a national award for essay writing,
embarks on another contest. She decides to
write an essay about what happened to her
town during the war.
She becomes engrossed in her research
when she realizes the town is keeping a
dark secret. The citizens are afraid. Sonia
and her family are subjected to violent
reactions and even a neo-Nazi backlash for
good measure.
Needless to say, like in every other film
where the protagonist sustains property
damage, Sonia perseveres defiantly.
Sonia fights against the town for many
years and sues for the right of access to its
files. After getting hold of the documents,
she publishes a book, and again has to face
the indignant rage of the townspeople.
Lena Stolze's performance is the core
of this film. She is strong yet sensitive, and
retains Sonia's character despite the ex-

"... even a

neo-Nazi
backlash for good
measure."

In other scenes, reality is reinforced and
drama is effectively contrasted through the
use of documentary-style reporting.
The effect is a lightening of reality
without sanitizing the imponant issues.
Critics have been labelling The Nasty
Girl a comedy. Given the subject matter,
that is hard to believe. But Verhoeven uses
satire and black comedy quite well.
But this is not a very funny film. It isn't
supposed to be.
Verhoeven uses humour with a nervous
edge to counter the hardline taken by most
of the citizens of the town. He effectively
baJances the serious and the comic. The
tremeoppositionshe endures.
humour succeeds because it flys in the face
Verhoeven has given her plenty of of tragedyrather than being derived from
room to manoeuvre;she never appearsto it.
be taking direction. Her portrayal is
The Nasty Girl succeeds on many
natural,not contrived.
levels. Verhoeven has expressed a dark,
Verhoevenis a directorto be reckoned cynical view about society's attitude
with. He does notjust shy away fromcon- towards truth. He doesn't oversimplify the
vention, he rejectsit altogether.In scenes issue or blend it with overbearingattempts
where Sonia deals with bureaucracy,large at Hollywood-style window dressing.
scale setting is rejectedfor light-projected
The message is clear. To understand the
backdrop.This techniquecreatesa surreal importance of truth and its place in history,
microcosmfor the civil servants.
we first have to accept it.
C]

J
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Miracle man wins much
coffee - a pound ·plus

Before
this
problem
gets any bigger ...
we shou1cf 0_
a meeting!

I think

schedule

by Lance Arts Staff

0

Are you finding it difficult to get job interviews?
How effective is your resume and cover letter?
Come to the Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall, see
how we can help.

I
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CITY
LOCK
&LEAVE
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"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte,
or call 254-5422.
Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422
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FROMFACEBY
TO HAVANA
There's New Music In The Aii

-

29 Palms - The band from Faceby,
England, population 250.
Songs that bring to mind the very best of
Van Morrison, Elvis Costello and John Hiatt.
Featuring Magic Man, Ivan Ho and
Teddy's Song.

Havana 3 a.m. - Rebel rock with a groove
featuring Paul Simonon, bassist for The Clash.
Take a sonic journey from Kingston to Memphis
from The Ventures to Ennio Morricone and all
points in between. Includes Reach The Rock
and The Hardest Game.

AVAILABLE

NOW

AT

Bernie Helling. To know Bernie,
the towering man, is to fear him.
No one seems to have
To know his art is to love him.
noticed the lance failed to award
Those wishing to love Bernie
a pound of The Second Cup's
can see his impre ssive work at
Costa Rican coffee for the month
both Artcite and the Art Gallery
of February.
of Windsor. If you only make it to
Just in case
one gallery in a
you happened
month,
then
to notice, but
d e f i n i t e Iy
were
afraid
make a point to
even a politely
see his fur-enworded letter
hanced refrigmight jeopardera tor
on
ize your own
display at Artchances
at
cite in Mackwinning,
be
enzie Hall. We
assured a) it
don't want to
was not an
say too much
oversight
on
about
this
the part of the
work, but he
C o ff e e
has accomAchiever
plished someselection cornLance photo by Jason Kryk thing
with
mittee b) we would indeed tear up cooling technology never seen
your nomination if we received
before: a fuckin' miracle.
any kind of criticism from you.
Bernie, you don't get just one
The Arts Section withheld
pound, you 're gettin' one and a
heraldingaCojfeeAchieverofthe
half. We love ya, babe.
Month to protest the February
Candidates for the Coffee
release of the Sports Illustrated Achiever of the Month are culled
annual swimsuit issue. You can
from the pages of the lance: conunderstand our grief.
tributors to the Arts section.
Fortunately,
more than a notable creative persons in the
month has passed and no word has Windsor/University
community,
reached the Arts offices that
or anyone who hates Spring.
there's to be a television series
The selection of the Coffee
based on the issue.
Achiever of the Month is made
It is time once again to give
solely by the lance Arts staff and
away java.
docs not reflect the views or
The ideal Coffee Achiever not opinions of people who watched
only lives a life of artistic enthe Oscars even though Dances
dcavourbut best appreciates a cup
With Wofres was a pretty sure
of joe when it's free. That man is thing...

n

What'sblackandwtiiteall over?
TheannualLancespoofissue.
Appearing
on newstands
now.

classifieds
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!! Need

extra money? Earn $1 OOO's
monthly doing what you already
do. Work at home in your spare
time. You can work full or part-time,
days or evenings,even weekends.
Work when you want! It costs nothing to call: 255-8982; leave your
name & number after recording. If
busy call: 1-552-0621;leave your
number using a touch-tonephone.
ENTREPRENEURS: get involved
in the most exciting business opportunity of the 90's and profit,
profit, profit! For more information
call 972-9041 for the 24 hour
recorded messaQe.
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL: 973-7034. Located be·
tween the University Centre &

Huron Church Rd.. Masses: Sundays at 10:30am & 4:30pm. Mondays at 11:50am: Liturgy of the
Word. Tuesdays at 5pm followed
by a dinner at cost price. Wednesday to Friday: 11:50am.All are welcome to attend. Feel free to drop
by the Cate for coffee, to use the
Libraryfor study, or just come and
relax.
RED CROSS SOCIETY: in March
the communityrequires 1470units
of blood. Schedule of blood donor
clinics: Thu. Mar.7/ Mon. Mar.11/
Thu. Mar.14/ Mon. Mar.18/ Wed.
Mar.20/Thu. Mar.21/Mon.Mar.25/
and Thu. Mar.28. All clinics are
open from 1:00-8:00pm. Red
Cross is located at 1226 Ouellette.

• Consultation
• Resume preparation
• Typesetting/proofing
• Cover letters
• Pick-up and delivery
• All resumes composed
on Apple Desktop
PublishingSystem
• Printed by laser
• Affordable rates
• Your resume stored on
computer disk/revisions
available at no charge
•1Oyear's experience
-fillingall your
job search needs-

Cal I 966-3994
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Quality Computer
Fully IBM compatible

ATI Super VGA graphics card
Super VGA monitor ( 1024 x 768) .28 dp

16 Mhz landmark speed
l 024 Kb RAM (upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onboard)
43 Mb Hard Disk Driv e
t.2 Mb 5.25 tloppy disk drive
Hard drive and tloppy drive controller
2 serial, 1 parallel, 1 game ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 wall CSA approved power supply
Stylish case

Word processing, graphics & game software and a lot more!

Deity delivers divine DiVinyls
Dil ·;11y/s
by DiYinyls
Yirgin Records

The songs, most of them cowritten by Amphlett and McEntee, combine infectious hooks
with lyrics that range from rock
ballad ("If Love Was a Gun,"
"Need A Lover"), to the suggestive "Bless My Soul (It's Rock-NRoll)" ("I'll show you how to do
it/ I'll show how it's done/ You
can't let people go/ You got to
make them come"), to outright
proclamations of lust ("I don't
want anybody else/ When I think
about you/ I touch myself," from
"I Touch Myself'). Many of the
songs would crumble into selfparody if they came from a lesser
vocalist, but Amphlett pulls them
off with sultry conv iction .
There are two ways material
like this can go. All too often it
never finds its audience and ends
up on the musical junk heap. But
so metime s, and judging from the
top ten lists this seems to be the
case with DiVinyls, it takes off to
well-deserved success.
In sho rt, if you hadn't heard of
Di Vinyl. before this -atbum '"(I
hadn't), they're a major new
talent and definitely worth picking up. And if you had, why didn't
you tell me sooner?
O

by Lorne Beaton
They saved my life.
The statistical curves had hit
the negative jackpot and the
universe was going black. I had
begun to doubt that I would ever
be entertained again. Then I went
out and got the DiVinyls' new
self-tit led CD - their second
release - and the grace of God
descended
from heaven and
landed smack in my lap.
You mu st not take me too
seriously; all this effusion is just
my reaction to being lifted out of
my pop-culture-induced funk by
an album of sexy, honest rock and
roll.
The band's greatest asset by
far is lead singer Christina
Amphlett. Her sultry voice, alternately gaspy and gravelly, rides
on a solid foundation provided by
guitariSIMa rk McEntee, bassist
Randy Jack son and drummer
Charley Dra yto n. Many tracks
also feature Benmont Tench
(from Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers) on keyboard s.

2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017
We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training/ Service /Networking/

Programming / Desktop Publishing

TREE PLANTERS

I

WE CAN OUTFIT YOU WITHALL OF YOUREQUIPMENTNEEDS
PlanUngBags
PlantingSpades
PlantingDibbles
PlanUngGloves
FlaggingTape
Tents
SleepingBags
Planters'Pants
Wor1<
Socks
Thermarest
Cots
Insect Repellent

G

Can1)1ngGear
Clothing
FirstAid Kits
BackPad<s
Boots
Cooler Tarpt

CoolerSaclnaen1
Ralngear

VISITOUR
WAREHOUSE
SHOWROOM

1935 Drew Road, Unit I, Mississauga, On.
Phone: (416) 678-1586
Toll Free 1-aoo,.
.397-4940
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Marked for Death
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TV/ VCR RENTALS
Dally, 2 day, add1t10naldays, weekly, month y
Call for a pf108 IJS1111g

256- 5333

Y

Sibling Rivalry
Funny About love

-

Punisher

_

Graveyard Shift
Memphis Belle
,

MllersCross1ng
The Jungle Book
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RUDY'S
HAIR SALON

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount*
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Don Says:

"NHL Playoffs
NCAA Final Four
Baseball Season Openers

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m.

Catch 'em all here!''

256-DONS

Licensed Under the LLBO

~

~

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of W!ndsor

Student Housing

PREGNANT

Prepare! Prepare! Prepare!

and need help?

Three basic rules to successful
interviewing.

Call ...

Birtf.,rigfJt

For more information about what you can do before the
interview contact
Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
- four house units, newly constructed and furnished. Each
self-contained house accommodates 12 students in
air-conditioned single rooms.
- seven former homes converted for student living, each
self-contained and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or
double rooms.

\De

Irisli.Pu6

-~

- Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments
- all 38 suites are one-bedroom and unfurnished

Thursdays

& Sundays

Canadian

money at par

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and
Summer School and 1991-92 academic year.

Tuesdays

(519) 256-6442

Between 9:30 am-4:30 pm

• ta,ot ca,ds

010shrllelaGh
~

For information and applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 389

or visit our office at

• t,erbalapothecary

'.Detroit's

MARRIED STUDENTS

at 253-3322

' b~o~s

$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live entertainment
7 nights a week
Located one block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush

,, 380
Chilver Road
.....
...

• cryslals

~~

• ,ncense

:";;,?'
, ~--.
*'/ .-..

• ciasses

Magick
Store
,..~~Futon
~~
Futon
MexicanJacket
8 Styles

~~

\

J\
\\\
4;....,,....,
,,J

~

free pregnancy
tests

L.,i~
i\

~ ~
-~

"~"'
·
~\,

UnusualGIii Ideas/or Body, Sp/r,t & Mind

We provide:

r·.,,-f \ 1)
'\'~

-

$14.95

J

<..•~{

.

community

referrals,
accommodations

I

and l_egal
advice.

,.,/,

,;.rJ))''

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR ·-~
..255 Ouellette, 2nd Floor
252-8686

964-0007

Toll free 1-800-328-LOVE

·'

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CORPS

YOUTH

~~·,.,

EARN
MONEY

WHILE
YOUGIVE
THEENVIRONMENT

ANDGAIN

A HAND

WORK
EXPERIENCE

TheEYCis sponsored
by theOntario
at yourschoolplacement
officeor careercentre,and your
localCanada
Employment
Centrefor Students,
or by

Ministries
of Agriculture
andFood
, Environment,
NaturalResources
, NorthernDevelopment
andMines,
andTourismandRecreation.

callingtheYouthHotlineat 1-800-387-0777.

Youth and community-based

orgapizations working together for Ontario's environment.

®
Ontario

Cetteinformation
est egalement
disponible
enfran~ais.
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Threatened varsity programs saved from axe
by Dave Briggs
Snatched from the jaws of
death, two varsity men's teams
will be offered next year after all.
A third, slated for cancellation,
will return if a coach is found.
The news came at the University of Windsor's
athletic
departmental council meeting last

Thursday, where motions to cut
the golf, curling and swimming
teams were all defeated by slim
margins.
Council also granted varsity
status to the wrestling team, pending the location of a coach by
April 30.
According
to two-year
Human Kinetics Society Presi-

dent Mike Murphy, he and the
other two student representatives
on the council played a key role in
saving the golf and curling teams,
and in allowing swimming to
return if a coach is found in six
weeks.
"Fundamentally, as a student
leader you have to go against the
principle of cutting a program,

especially when there's student
interest," Murphy said.
John Musselman, coordinator
of men's athletics, said the motions went forward after an eightcriteria evaluation of all varsity
teams with part-time coaches.
"Our goal was to basically
take an overall look at how our
resources are being used," Musselman said.
Murphy
disagreed
with
results of the evaluation that listed
golf, and curling as programs that
were no longer viable.
"I went down all the criteria ...
and both those sports met every
single one, so it was hard to rationalize cutting a sport like that,"
Murphy said.
Athletic director Bob Boucher
justified his interest in cutting the
golf team and outlined
his
problems with the swimmers.
"The problem with golf was it
was almost an anti-climax because the university season is
after the end of the regular
season," he said. "We had to ask
ourselves if it was really necessary.
"The overall problem with
swimming was that we have to
share the coach, Tom Arusoo,

Lancer skaters selected as all-stars
by Jordynn Gloster
The success of Windsor's
men's hockey team has continued
into the off-season. Last week two
Lancers, Dan Mahon and Brad
Belland, were honoured as members of the Ontario University
Athletic Association (OUAA)
West division second all-star
team.
The Lancers finished their
regular season in second place
before bowing out to Laurier in
the first round of the playoffs.
For Mahon it was the end to a
very successful university career.
His success began in 1987-88
when he received OUAA West
Rookie of the year.
Last season he was also mem-

ber of the OUAA second all-star
team.
Mahon lead the team in
regular season scoring this year
with 47 points, good enough to tie
him with two others as the third
highest scorers in the OUAA.
Mahon's 21 goals was only one
shy of Brian McDonald's total.
McDonald also led the league in
points.
Coach Rick Cranker said he
was disappointed that Mahon did
not make first team all-star.
"l'm a little surprised that Dan
wasn't first-team.
He really
deserved it," Cranker said.
Cranker attributed Mahon 's
second-team position to the city's
distance from the league's core
teams.

"Unfortunately
our team
doesn't get as much exposure as
the others; that may have hurt Dan
in the all-star voting."
For Belland, who was also a
member of the OUAA's secondteam in 1989-90, this years selection came as a surprise.
"Rod Anthony deserved the
position before I did," he said. "I
was suspended for nine games
this season due to misconducts
such as fighting and spearing."
Anthony tied as the fifth
highest point getter in the OUAA
with 20 goals and 20 assists.
Belland may be suspended for
up to six games next season because of a ten-minute misconduct
penalty at the end of the schedule.
The decision is under review. O

with the Windsor Aquatic Club."
Musselman said the motions
to discontinue the three teams
were not made in an effort to cut
economic comers.
"The money to run the
programs is there," Musselman
said. "The question is ... what we
want to do with it?"
Murphy felt that as long as
there was money available, the
teams should stay on.
"If there's a program there and
there's student interest, why cut
it? Especially if it doesn't come
down to dollars, which this
didn't," Murphy said.
"If I'm a curler and I'd like to
show my support for the school in
curling, then I should be given
every right to do that in my books.
Obviously some other people
thought differently."
Musselman also said the attempt to eliminate three sports
was an effort to bring the total
number of teams to a more
manageable size.
"We're offering 20 sports
right now, and quite frankly it's
our opinion that we're stretching
ourselves a little bit too thin,"
Musselman said.
0

The quest for the Cup: how the divisions stack up
Steeltown over Beantown: lemieux th-e-differenee-in W-a-les-~~
by Mike Mouat
Finally, after 840 regular
season games, the NHL can
eliminate a whole five teams and
get down to some serious hockey.
With the playoffs now upon
us, it's time for people like me to
make fools of ourselves as we try
to pick the winners.
This year's Stanley Cup quest
is perhaps the most wide-open affair in years, as many teams have
been improved by key additions.
There are no fewer than seven
teams who have a good shot at
winning it all this season.
Here are my picks in the
Wales Conference:
In the Adams division, expect
a war between the Boston Bruins
and the Hartford Whalers (albeit
a short war, with the Bruins annihilating Hartford with extremely physical play and suffocating
defense).
The Montreal Canadiens will
meet the very puzzling Buffalo
Sabres. The Sabres are either very
hot or extremely cold, and it
seems to depend on how one
player is playing.
No, it's not how Dale Hawerchuk is playing, it's not how
PierreTurgeon is playing; rather
it's how Alexander Mogilny is
playing.
Mogilny
has sunk the
Canadiens a couple of times this
season with some spectacular
play. Superior goaltending will
win the series for Montreal, and if
Mogilny is hot he should at least
make the series interesti.
The Canadicns
and the
Bruins. A classic rivalry. An exciting series if you are a fan of
good goaltending. Look for the

Bruins to emerge victorious simply because they are have a slight1y better offense
than the
Canadien'S have, which is not
saying much. The small ice in
Boston will hurt the Canadiens,
and Russ Courtnall in particular.
In the Patrick division look for
the Penguins finally to achieve
some playoff glory .
It doesn't really matter who
the Pens meet in the first round.
They're on a roll and the rest of
the division is slumping.
Mario Lemieux is rested, and
he has to prove to the hockey
world he can win in the playoffs .
The New York Rangers will
likely face the Washington Capitals in the other Patrick matchup.
The Rangers are in a terrible
slump and it doesn't look like they
will recover in time for the
playoffs. The only thing that
could save them is their goaltending.
The Capitals,
like the
Rangers, have a well-balanced offenset. At this time it seems to be
working better than the New
York's, and that should prove the
difference. Plus, it's John Druce's
favourite time of year.
The Capitals will then face the
Penguins. The trade the Penguins
made with the Whalers at the
deadline will give Pittsburgh the
edge to advance to the final four.
The Penguins improved themselves defensively by acquiring
Ron Francis and Ulf Samuelsson,
and a good defensive effort will
slow the Capitals ' offense.
The Penguins certainly have
enough firepower to outscore the
Capitals, and again: Lemieux has
something to prove .
Allow me a moment to

Shytown over Cowtown in Campbell

..-

foreshadow a classic matrh-up:
by Scott Pratt
Gretzky vs. Lemieux.
-----------That 's right, the Kings will
It ' s time for the NHL to
eliminate the Blackhawks. The
separate the good, the bad , and the
Penguins will crack the defense of Nord14ucs .
the Bruins to advance.
Playoffs begin ne x t week.
The Kings will win because
Here are my predicitions for the
they have Wayne Gretzky .
Campbell Conference .
He is on a mission to win the
The Norris division , once conCup again and show his old mates sidered a group of mediocre IHL
in Edmonton that he can win it teams, now has some reasonable
without them. Just as they did last talent.
season without him.
A .500 record just won't earn
The Penguins wilt beat the a first place finish anymore.
Bruins because the Bruins can't
Chicago will probably win the
score enough goals. (Sure the division, meaning that they ' ll get
Bruins can stop goals, but that is to beat up on Minnesota in the
only half of the game.) The Pen- first round. The Blackhawks , no
guins are a bigger team and they matter how much I personally dis can play a physical game. This
klike them , have too many guns
eliminates the advantage of the for the North Stars to handle .
small ice in Boston. The Penguins
The number two and three
also have Mario Lemieux , who seeds offer little more excitement.
can smell the Cup and the opporIf the schizophrenic Red Wing s
tunity to face Gretzky in the big are in decent health, they may
showdown.
,,,
give the St. Louis Blues
Wait, I don ' t
\ a challenge,
but not
1
know who will win
"'r.....;,1 ., " ,.l ) much else .
yet!
. ,,,
All of this sets up a
I got you this far:
,
St. Louis-Chicago final,
You pick the winner . O )
J
with the Ultimate Warrior
{Sports editor's
~.
t~ l as guest ~eferee. The
note: Oh, really great! ,- . ...::
Blackhawks should take
Youdrag us all the way '
~
• the title in a close series,
through this great
~
\j
despite Brett Hu II
pit·ce of hockey
r~
, scoring 13 goals and
prognostication,
f
':\ (if the t~am is lucky)
and then you
L- ~·
J I one assist.
don 't even have
t
What's
neat
the courage to
·~
about the Smythe
pick a Stanley
division is that it feaCup champion.
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.... ~ lures
the
only
Re~, assured the
_
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I
remai~ing
play
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1
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,race in the conare so good that
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·ference, as Winnipeg
I m making a call
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and Vancouver look
to mJ bookie right
for the right to meet
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couver has an easier schedule, so
they will prohably fill the fourth
post-season spot.
Either way, Vancouver or
Winnipeg will lose to Calgary in
the first round.
Los Angeles will not win the
division because no team from
California should ever win anything in hockey, I don't care what
you say.
This is a matchup most people
won't really pay much attention
to anyway, since the games won't
start until 10:30 or 11:00 p.m.,
and lopsided contests in the middle of the night do not make
lifelong memories.
This leaves Los Angeles versus Edmonton, Gretzky against
his former team . The Kings have
been dismissed in the playoffs
recently , and I think the group ,
unfortunately , is due for a victory.
Take the Kings in a moderately
exciting series.
As in the Norris, this gives us
a I vs. 2 matchup in the Division
Final. The Flames should be able
to beat the Kings. notwithstanding close games. Well, maybe
next year, Wayne.
No, then again, maybe not.
ln the Conference
final,
Chicago will host Calgary in a
much-anticipated showdown.
This may tum out to be the
best series of the playoffs, as
momentum shifts continuously
between the NHL's two best
teams. When the zamboni leaves
the ice , though. the victors' jerseys will bear a profile of a Blackhawk Indian .
My Stanley Cup champion,
when all is said and done:
Ch11.:ago (over Montreal in at least
six games).
C]
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McN e~lisdenies bitterness
The Lance's editor-elect. Terry Brown, is now
accepting aplications for these positions for
the 1991-92 publishing year:

by Dave Briggs
Pat McNelis should have just
walked away and said: "Who
cares what people think?"
What did he owe anyone?
After four years of some of the
best soccer coaching this university has ever seen, he deserved to
exit gracefully, without people
pointing fingers and dredging up

Inc]

(J-u-TedJ ~/p
Bike Not Well?

We have everything you need to get your bike
back on the road. huge selection of tires, parts
& accessories for all makes.
Don't miss a single day of great riding weather .

Take advantage of our
Spring Bike Tune-up Special.
Bicycles By~

Campus
recreation
Dance for Heart
On Sunday, February JO,42
energetic people put their hearts
into three hours of fitness activities to raise money for the
Heart and Stroke Foundation.
Beth Oakley , from Student Affairs, received a prize for collecting the most pledges. Our
participants brought in over
$1200 in pledges.

Final lntramurals

CANNONDALE
FAT CHANCE
GT ALL- TERRA
DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN
...and many more

Starting at $319.00

Feel The Need For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED .

1Oo/o
Student Discount With 1.0. Card
519-972-7044
2694 Howard Ave . 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

Here are some dates for our
intramurals that will be having
final games in the next few
weeks:
Men's Basketball - April 4
lnnertube Waterpolo - April 7
' on 3 Volleyball - April 2
Mixed Volleyball - March 28
Women's Ice Hockey - April 9
Women's Basketball - April 9
Men's Floor Hockey - April 4
Men ·s Vollcyhall - April 2
Men's kc Hockey - March 26

the armchair gladiator
innuendoes.
Instead, in a display of class
typical of the way he ran his team,
McNelis thought of others first ,
attempting to attone for the harsh
words some tried to put in his
mouth.
Last week, McNelis' former
player, Students' Council PresidentJoe Esteves was quoted in the
Lance as saying the coach was in
conflict with the athletic department.
"Joey 's comment that I was
upset at the athletic departm ent is
a misconception," McNelis said .
McNelis said he felt Esteves'
words were too harsh - that they
sounded as if they referred to
everyone who works in the
department.
"To me the athletic department is the whole St. Denis
Centre complex," McNelis said.
"I kind of felt bad because these
people have done a lot for me."
The coach made a special
point of praising some of the
people who helped his team consistently to crack the top ten national rankings.
There was recognition for
head trainer Dave Stoute and his
student trainers, facility managers
George Bodnar and Dennis Hastings, and secretaries in the department of athletics and recreational
services.
As well. McNclis singled out
Peter Powell and c4uipmcnt

handlers Rick Mallat, Jerry
Wachowicz, Gary Ellis and Mike
Nowitsky.
"I've probably had better
backup than most coaches in the
CSL [Canadian Soccer League],"
said McNelis, referring to his behind-the-scenes helpers.
As well, the upper echelons of
the department didn't fall short of
his recognition .
"Bob Boucher probably supported soccer better than any athletic director in the whole west
division. Overall, in the four years
I was treated extremely well,"
McNelis said.
Though
the coach still
declines to comment on why he
left the team, he did point out that
the book was closed on that subject.
"The reasons I resigned were
personal and they're going to stay
that way," he said.
With any luck, the accusations
will stop there.
It's sad to see coaches leave
teams in a cloud of bitterness and
controversy. McNelis felt it was
best to walk away on the best
terms possible.
Forget how much he will be
missed, and forget the fact that
he's an excellent coach.
The lesson to be learned is that
Pat McNclis is a man of integrity
and dedication.
You can never have too many
of those people around.
("J

CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIANTS

is now acceptingresum·es for the following1991-92 positions:
V ice President Univers ity Affairs
Chief Electoral Officer
Chairperson for S.A.C. Meetings
Residence Issues Coordinator
Women's Issues Coordinator
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Human Rights Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator

Deadline for applicationsis April 1, 1991.
Please forwardyour resume to Nino Papa or Chris Cheng
at the S.A.C. office, 2nd floor, UniversityCentre.

t<.

How green L
is your
valley?
pp. 8-9
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Career misses op ortunities, p. 1O

Dreams of fielders, pp. 13-16
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University approached for funding

SAC may not shut down Subway
by Kevin Wilson
The incoming Students' Administrative Council (SAC) executive is humming a new tune
about the Subway Pub.
President-elect Nino Papa and
vice-president-elect Chris Cheng
are exploring options to keep the
financially strapped student bar
afloat another year. The new executive hopes to obtain funding
from the university administration at a lower interest rate than
that offered by the current lending
institution. the Toronto Dominion
Bank.
Papa and Cheng have struck a
committee to look into ways the
Subway can remain open. The
committee consists of Papa,
Cheng, Subway manager Dave
Benusa, Huron Hall president
Steve Crozier, and incoming Cartier Hall vice-president Crystal
Garrett.
"The only way the pub has a
chance 1s I we get func!mg from
the university," said Papa. The
Toronto Dominion Bank will not
guarantee a loan for SAC if the
pub remains open. By r~ceiving a
loan from the university, SAC
will be able to apply less money
towards its debt.

Papa said that finances from
other SAC subsidiaries would be
diverted to the pub to keep it
operating.
"I think the pub is an important service for students," he said.
"It's a service that's been around
for a long time, and I don't think
that students who come here next
year or returning students should
be without it."
Cheng said it would be in
everyone's best interests for students to frequent the Subway
more often.
"We encourage students to
drink on campus as opposed to off
campus." he said. "Many students
will be closer to their residences
or home if they go to the Subway.
As well, students won't be getting
in trouble with local residents if
they're at the Subway."
The initiative
is being
regarded with cautious optimism
by members of the old executive.
"I've always thought the pub
coula operate prot1tallly," said
vice-president
finance Mark
Horsfall, "but l've never tried to
snow anyone into thinking that it
will not lose money under any
conditions. I'm not sure the risk
justifies the return. l do support
their initiative. though."
O

Subway regular Tony Facchineri does frightening tarantula impersonation.

Business gains, science
losps in council-seat shuffle
by Shari Hoppin
Business students will now
have two representatives
on
Students' Adminstrative Council
(SAC), but science students will

University artists hit by thieves
by Shari Hoppin
If you should see someone admiring a painting at an exhibition
to the point of taking it off the
wall, pay attention. You may be
witnessing a theft.
After a rash of recent heists,
members of the university community may well lose the opportunity to see the work of some
campus artists.
"I wouldn't put anything up
there," said Sue Gold Smith,
director of the School of Visual
Arts, remarking on recent thefts
from exhibitions in the University

~

~

ves to a few things" during a
recent student exhibition, Gold
Smith said.
A piece of sculpture was also
taken from a recent student show
at the Lebel Gallery.
Gold Smith said that although
the art was insured "up to an
amount," and claims had been
submitted, no claims have yet
been paid. "We 'II find out how insured they are," she said.
She added that although theft
had always been a potential at exhibitions,
"This ruins it for
everyone, now that it's more than
a potential."
O

lose one.
At its meeting last Wednesday, the incoming
council
adopted "floating numbers" of
students to decide how many representatives
each faculty or
school will have on council.
Faculties will now have one
representative for every 700 to
800students, and schools one representative for every 400 to 500.

Recommendations

co-ordinator, who was also absent. He had also received no
response from the women's issues co-ordinator.

Clarification
Special events co-ordinator
Liz Gomes and residence issues
co-ordinator
Sandra
Hol·
lingsworth, who attended the
meeting and ga-..e reports, both
said their job descriptions needed
to be clarified.
An employment search committee was elected to choose next
year's CO·Ordinators. It comprises
Papa, Stout. vice·president-elect
Chris Cheng, social science representative Da\e Crowe, and International
Students
Society
representative Camille Shako.
Crowe pointed out that the committee would have to come up
with clear, specific job descriptions for co-ordinators.

Law representative
John
Stout, who informed council of
the recommendations of the ad
hoe bylaw review committee,
pointed out that business students,
numbering 1,564 at last count,
could now have two representatives on council. However,
one of the two science repreCentre.
sentatives will have to step down.
An oil painting by Professor
Science students number only
Tony Doctor was cut from the
about 1,200.
frame during a show in February,
Various co-ordinators
had
Administration
and somebody "helped themselbeen asked to present reports at
At Wednesday'smeeting, the
Wednesday's
meeting. SAC
president-elect
Nino Papa in- finance committee also got performed council that the human mission from council to hire the
rights co-ordinator, who had said candidate it has chosen to be drug
volved an incident at a residence party.
by Shari Hoppin
Campus police have also been informed of a he would attend, was absent and plan administrator.
Council also endorsed the
had not submitted a report;
Police have issued a descriptionof a suspect con- March 17 incident involving a female student returnGood
Neighbour programme. O
neither
had
the
Womyn's
Centre
ing alone to residence late at night. The student, who
nected with a recentsexual assaulton campus.
A female student was sexually assaulted in the escaped unharmed, was grabbed by an unknown
women's washroom in the basement of the Univer- male as she walked underneath the bridge on Huron
sity Centreat about 11:30 pm on Friday,March22. Church Road.
Two other off-campus assaults on female stu- ST. JOHN'S, NLFD. (CUP) - Memorial University's Muse
The suspect is describedas a white male of musnewspaper continues to face controversy. Months after the Muse
cular build, about 25 years old, approximatelysix dents occurred on February 16 and 22.
In the first incident, a man approached the stu- printed an explicitly erotic article promoting safer sexual practices for
feet tall, 175 pounds,with reddishblond hair.
Anyone with informationwhich might help with dent from behind and grabbed her shoulder as she homosexuals, the dust has yet to settle.
Now Memorial University's students' council wants to give the
the investigation should call campus police at 253- was walking along Huron Chruch Line near the
paper
a list of words it can't use.
custom's brokers offices. She hit him in the face and
4232, ext. 24 t 3.
Other
newspapers that have reprinted the Muse article have also
Security patrols have been increased in campus ran away.
In
the
second
incident,
near
Great
Beginnings
gotten
in
hot
water with their local councils. The Ontario Federation of
facilities open late at night.
Students
has
issued a statement condemning council interference in
Day
Care
Centre,
a
man
grabbed
a
student
who
One other reportedsexual assaultwas broughtto
student
newspapers
that print the article.
O
managed
to
escape
by
scratching
and
kicking.
O
the attention of campus police last month. It in-

·~~====~

Police describe suspect in assault

A-muse-ing developments

...
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---LECTURES and SEMINAAS
French Department Lecture:

POW-WOW
Tradltlonal Pow-Wow and Feast:
At Roseland United Church, 3919 Howard Ave ..
Saturday, April 6 and Sunday, April 7
w We Mon Je Dwok (Gathering of the People): sponsored by the Committee in Support of Native People.
This event is for the benefit of members of the non-Na·
tive community. Opens at 10am on Saturday, with
Grand Entry ceremony at noon. (Ceremony again on
Sunday at 1pm.) Other dances and songs throughout
the day. Information booths on Native communities &
organizations. Cost: $5/day or $8 for the whole
weekend. Themes: Caldwell Band "Struggle to Find a
Home"; Can-Am Indian Friendship Centre "New Build·
ing"; Kanasatake/Kanawake "Aftermath of Oka"; all
money raised will be donated to these themes.
TRADERS WELCOME! Contact D. Pine at 252-8331
or 977-6539 for advance tickets or more information.

ARTS
Artclte:
In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich, 977-6564.
(Regular hours - 2:00 till 5:00, Wednesday through
Saturday; 1:00 till 5:00, Sunday.)
Friday, April 5 to Friday, April 26
"'
Valerie Gill: Reflections sur la Ligne D'Horizon/Reflec·
tions on the Horizon: sculptural installation. Opening
on the 5th at 7:30pm.

Arts Council - Windsor & Region
In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich, 252-6855.
w Call for Volunteers: 2nd Annual Great Big Sandwich
Festival: street dance, parade, live entertainment, performance art. If you have special interests or abilities
don't hesitate calling the Arts Council. There is a need
for volunteers.

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111.
(Regular hours - 11:00 till 5:00, Tuesday through Saturday;
11 :30 till 5:00 on Sunday; closed Monday.)
Until April 14
w Sandra Semchuk: Moving Parallel: Reconstructed
Performanc"<: from Daily Life: in the Hiram Walker Gal·
lery.
w Selected Videos from the AGW Archives: artistproduced video tapes. In the Photography Gallery.
Until April 21
w Barrie Jones: oversize hand tinted colour photographs
by Windsor artist. In Tabachnick Gallery.
Until June 15
i.J.E.H. MacDonald: Logs on the Gatineau (1915): a
close examination of this piece by Group of Seven
member. In the Print Gallery.
Until Sunday, June 30
w Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary Poles: in the Print Gallery.
w Artists in British Columbia: comparison of Emily Carr
with other artists who painted in the late 19th to mid·
2oth century. In the Mezzanine Gallery.

diversions
...::::~~-

cs;:choolof Music Ensemble Serles:
At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich at Brock .

salle 1118, Erie Hall, l'Universite de Windsor.
le lundl 8 avril
w L 'Univers Poetique Dans Les Fables De La Fontaine:
conference par le Jean R. Mesnard, professeur
emerite
l'Universite de Paris-Sorbonne. A 19:00.
Apres la conference ii y aura une reception avec vin et
fromage La Maison franAaise, 478 rue Sunset.

a
a

Iona College Spring Serles:
208 Sunset Ave, 973- 7093.
Mondays in April and May
w
Living Longer, Living Better: this popular series
resumes with five weeks of Monday afternoon lectures: Wild Goose Jack, Eastern Icons, What You
Should Know About Trees & Forests, Understanding
Islam, and Opening Doors and Their Challenges. Preregistration ($7), individual presentation ($2). All sessions ~re on Mondays, 1:30 to 3:30pm.
Monday, April 15
w Wild Goose Jack: the film documenting the conversion
of Jack Miner from hunter to a pioneer in the preservation of wildlife and the environment. Professor
James Linton and Calvin Moore of the U of W who
produced the film will be present. From 1:30 to 3:00pm.

Sunday, April 7
w The University Singers: directed
by Richard
Householder, present their annual spring concert at
8pm. For ticket information, phone the School of Music
at 252-4232, ex1.2780. Last concert of the series.

Unemployed Help Centre Benefit:
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Ave ..
Friday, April 26
w The Great Lakes Troubadour: Pat Daily: show at 7pm.
For ticket information, call the UHC at 254-2581.

MISCELLANEOUS
Windsor Feminist Theatre:
w WFT 10th Anniversary: an oral history of Canada's
oldest feminist theatre company is being compiled to
commemorate the anniversary. If you have any
photos, comments or personal anecdotes about either
the productions or 'behind-the-scenes'
activities
please write to P.O. Box 274, Station A, Windsor.

Environmental Awareness Association:
Saturday, April 6
w Environmental Forum: at Assumption University from
10am to 4pm. Potluck lunch at noon.

Community Help Fair:

CINEMA
Windsor Film Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte West, 254-FILM.
Until Sunday, April 7
w Mr. & Mrs. Bridge: (James Ivory, 1990): same director
as Room With A View. Both shows on Tueffhu, at 7pm
on Fri/Sun, at 9:30pm on Sat.
w Jesus of Montreal: (Denys Arcand, 1988): still here!
Both shows on Wed, at 9:30pm on Fri/Sun and 7pm
"'r"I
c .....
Tuesday, April 2 to Sunday, April 7
w Heaven & Earth: (Haruki Kadokawa): At 9:30pm on
Tue(fhu /Fri, 7pm on SaVSun.
r.i'
Beautiful Dreamers: (John Harrison, 1989): Whitman
changes peoples' minds in London, Ont. At 9:30pm on
Wed/Sat, 7pm on Fri, 4pm on Sun.
l'.i' Frankenhooker: somehow convince yourself to see
this. Midnight on Fri/Sat.

CONCERTS

In Local 1973 CAW Hall, 3719 Walker Rd ..
Saturday, April 6
w When the paycheque stops: providing info on community services and resources available to the unemployed. Speakers, exhibits, workshops. From
8:30am to 1:30pm.

Ecole Secondalre L'Essor:
13605 St. Gregory Street, 735-4115.
Wednesday, April 10 and Thursday, April 11
w 8th Annual Fashion Show: Zoom-mode (Zoom on
Fashion): At 7pm. Tickets are $7 in advance, $8 at the
door, available by phone or at L'Essor.

Carousel of the Nations:
At Mindszenty Hail, 790 Hanna East.
Sunday, April 14
w A Heritage Tea: featuring international. teas and
pasteries, entertainment and heritage fashions. From
2·4pm. Everyone welcome. Tickets are $8 & available
at the Multicultural Council 255-1127.

Windsor Symphony:

Windsor's Centennial Celebration:

At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich at Brock call 252-6579.
Wednesday, April 17
w Best of Baroque: featuring Mara Milkis, violin. The
program includes Albinoni and Vivaldi. General admission. $9, student rate. $5. Last co11certof the season.

s.t"

Arts Council - Windsor & Region:
In the Court Auditorium, Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich.
Friday, April 5
w The American Boychoir: directed by James Litton. At
8pm. For ticket information, call 252-6855

.

INTERSESSION/SUMMER SESSION
AND FALL 1991 REGISTRATION
UNDERGRADUATE
All Returning, Undergraduate Students Will Use The Telephone
Registration System To Register For Both Intersession/Summer Session
And Fall 1991.

100th Anntversary in '92: the committee is interested
in hearing from any organization wishing to hold
events. To guarantee a spot on the calendar, applications must be received by April 15. For more info, call
977-1992.

Red Cross Society Art Auctlon"""
=--=~~---"'

I hope

you
a refreshing

find this
idea.

The CPPC can
provide
you
with guidelines
on questions
often
asked
by employers
during
an
interview.
Cometothe
,. -~
Career Planning and Placement Centre, Room 163, Dillon Hall.

Registration Materials And Instructions For Both Terms Will Be
Distributed To Currently Registered, Full-time Undergraduates From
The Office Of The Registrar Beginning On Monday, April 8, 1991.

BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD TO PICK-UP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE.
(Packages Will Be Mailed To Current, Part-time
Students At The End Of March.)

GRADUATE

Teaching Faculty Graduates,
your insurance co1npany,
TEACHERS FRATERNAL,

owned and operated by Ontario
Teachers, offers low cost disability and
term insurance to teachers on an
individual basis.
Check TEACHERS FRATERNAL

Returning, Full-time Graduates Should Contact Their
Department/School/Faculty For Registration Materials
·
And Instructions.
(Part-time Grads Will Receive Materials By Mail.)

--"'i
~

At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Ave ..
Friday, April 19
w 2nd Annual Art Auction: the Windsor Branch of the Red
Cross invites you to attend this fundraising campaign.
At 6:30pm. For more info call 737 -1678 or 254· 7587 .

before you buy.
Call: 416-620-1140 or 1-800-668-4229
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Leddy library
makes room for
special needs
by Shari Hoppin

among several representatives
from various organisations who
"To read 30 pages takes me came to the university for an
six to eight hour s ... so I can 't fall awareness day last Wednesday.
behind in my reading," laughs
"It was a lot of hard work but
Brian Lelievre. "I get a lot of my it was most enjoyable,'' she said
books on tape, but it's difficult , of her days at the univ ersity. She
especially when you have papers
graduated with a master 's degree
in English Language and Literatodo."
The Leddy l.ihrary will soon ture in t 975. "I used to have to
have a special room to help stu- take someone with me to get my
dents with special needs keep up books,'' she recalled.
"Improvements in technology
with their reading - students like
added Judy
Lelievre, a visually impaired so- have helped,"
cial work major who also has a Wageler, a visually impaired social work student. But there is still
learning disability.
"Everything
should be in room for improvement, all agree.
"The library is a problem,"
place by fall," said special needs
said Lelievre. "The ramp is narco-ordinator Margaret Crawford.
The equipment, which in- row and turns at sharp angles.
AJso, the doors open outwards.
cludes braille printers, enlargers
This is a problem for people in
and a voice activated typewriter,
wheelchairs or on scooters, espeis already here. The furniture,
some of which will have to be ad- cially when someone is coming
out the door at the same time."
j ustab Ie, should be here by
A video shown as part of the
August.
Crawford said a special needs awareness day activities noted
most buildings on university camtechnician will also be provided
to maintain the equipment and to puses were built before 1980 laws
dealing with architectural access
show students how to use it.
for the disabled came into effect.
The office of student affairs
The video also illustrated the
also hires note-takers, tutors and
text readers to assist students with problems caused by people who
lock their bicycles to wheelchair
special needs.
Yvonne Gardiner, chair of the ramps or park in front of ramps.
It is estimated that one of
Windsor Essex Advisory Board
every
four Canadians is disahlcd ,
for the Canadian National Inalthough the disahlities arc not alstitute for the Blind and a graduate
of the University of Windsor, was ways evident.

This week's sunny weather hrou~ht out Windsor students like Chris Susko, shown above enjoyin~ a tai;ty
meat-like hotdog courtesy of Delta Ome~a. The sorority sold the treats to raise funds for the Special Olympics.

n

GSS voting on health plan
Hesaid some students had approached him about the contraceptive option as well as the
family coverage option, and that
some undergraduate students,
especially those on student visas
who have families, would like to
have that option.

by Michael Nehme

Graduate students will vote
this week whether to adopt a new
drug plan. The plan will cost
more, but will aJso offer more
benefits.
The advanced poll in the
referendum being held by the
Graduate Students Society (GSS)
was Monday, April 1. Regular
polling
will take place on
Thursday from 9 am to 5 pm in the
University Centre, and from 5 to
8 pm at the Grad House.

Reimbursement

Autonomous
The GSS represents l,lOOpart
time and full time graduate students. "We're autonomous. We
really don't want to tie in with
SAC. We want to remain
autonomous and have our own
coverage,'' said GSS president
Robin Perry.
The GSS's current plan, offered through Seaboard Life,
costs students $22.08 a year. It includes 80 percent coverage for all
prescriptions, and benefits for accidental injuries.
The proposed plan, to be of-

fered through Blue Cross, costs
about $50 more. Patrons of the
proposed plan would receive a
personal card entitling them to
direct discounts.
The new plan also offers a
family coverage option and
covers oral contraceptives. "This
is a plan that Ryerson and
Queen's have already ... and York
just voted [the plan) in," said
Perry.

Under the new plan, graduate
students will have the option of
'opting out,' as well as receiving
reimbursement if they must leave
before the end of the year or join
in January.
"We're not endorsing the plan
one way or another, we just
published information on the new
plan to let people know about it.
And if they want it, they want it.
If they don't, they don't," said
Perry.
"I think it is a significant increase in cost but I think that's
backed up by a significant increase in benefits. It's really up to
the graduate students to decide."
Every graduate
student
received a copy of the current and
proposed plans as well as literature outlining all the benefits. O

Looking for _exciting, easy, high-paying work? Us, too.
if..
In the meantime, there's the Lance. •
'

We are ·now accepting applications for the following posf tions:
J,, • New Editor and Associate • Photo Editor and Associate • Ad Artist • *

A~
,.

~...

"f~

•

Circulation Manager • Features Editor • Sports Editor • Arts Editor •

...

Please deliver a letter of application to the Lance editor-elect Terry
Brown, Y,d floor, University Centre by Wednesday, April 10th.
Some of these positions

may change or be eliminated

in the 1991 -92 budget.

~

•

Permits to go on sale
by Lance News Staff
Parking permits for the next school year will go on saJe in the Ambassador Auditorium from 8pm on Monday, April 8.
Parking rates have gone up and GST is now included.
The new parking rates, effective September 1991, are as follows:
Fal:ulty/Slaff (full time) ................................................... $140.44/year
Faculty/Staff (part time) ................................................ Pay & display
Sessional instructors (M Lot) ..................................... $17.55/semester
(Gate cards extra)
Students
- full time (both semesters) ....................... $104.49
- Faculty of Education ............................... .$80.90
(includes M Lot from 4pm to 11pm)
- night (4pm to 11pm) ................. $17.55/semester
- motorcycles ............................................. $1 l.24
- intersession .............................................. .$17.55
- summer session ....................................... $17 .55
Extra (or replacement) gate cards and/or permits ............... $5.70 each

Earth Day is coming ...
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I prefer to talk about what's still to be done rather than what
we did.
- Bill Vander Zalm, 1986

golf courses ...) He began small. A gazebo here, a miniature
train and a train station there. By summer 1985, he was
granted the right to build a large commercial restaurant,
having explained to the Agricultural Land Commission that "A
If I were former British Columbia premier Bill Vander Zalm, venture such as ours is a tremendous benefit to British
I too would prefer not to talk about what I have done.
Columbians."
When Chairman Bill finally quit Tuesday afternoon, he said
The European Village Restaurant, completed in 1986, is
"In my view there is only one appropriate course of action ... a monstrosity fit to cater to large weddings. This is the
I am prepared to resign now ..."
windmill-crowned white elephant seen in all the film clips of
In the views of most rational people (and some of Veezee's
Fantasy Gacdens. It is a profit-making enterprise built on land
own cabinet) his resignation was the only appropriate course for which Vander Zalm paid agricultural tax rates, land which,
of action weeks ago. When he 'took his leave' on Good Friday, now that he's paved a substantial portion of 1t,couldn't sustain
there was general astonishment that the man didn't have the agriculture if it had to.
good sense to quit. It was as if he just couldn't say the words.
Before he announced his candidacy for the Sacred
("I have never been a quitter," said Dick Nixon when he quit.) leadership, Bill transferred control of the theme park to his
Vander Zalm might have believed that Conflict-of-Interest
wife Lillian, but later remarked "Let's face it, man and wife are
Commissioner Ted Hughes would find him innocent (as some one, we're together on it, and that's something I would want
pundits have actually suggested). That would mean that Bill to address in the not-too-distant future."
is either a complete buffoon (likely) or expects everyone to
He indicated that he would probably sell the park if he
share his ambivalence towards ethical considerations (even became premier," ... Because whether it's in my name. or my
more likely) or both (most likely).
wife's name, it's the same thing. I can't con anybody on that.
Former Sacred cabinet minister Rafe Mair calls Vander now would I?"
Zalm an "amoral" person. In an interview on The Journal
Apparently he would. The Hughes Report suggest that Bill
Tuesday night, Mair said Bill 1s " ... a very simple man. He used his influence in the B.C. legislature to facilitate the sale
doesn't understand anything abstract ... he doesn't
of Fantasy Gardens: the sale. to Taiwanese billionaire Tan
understand the difference between right and wrong."
Yu. fetched Lillian n' Bill some $14.5 million (U.S.). The report
Virtually his entire reign bears this suggestion out.
said Vander Zalm lied, and probably used his influence to help
One of his first official acts as premier was to welcome the Tan Yu buy a Petro Canada lot near the park.
Ambassador of South Africa to his office, making him the only
So Bill finally quit. Why? Not because he thinks he did
premier to recognize the government of that nation. The man, wrong, surely, but because he got caught.
who publicly referred to Francophone-Canadians as 'frogs,'
The Socreds have named Surrey MLA Rita Johnson
can hardly be called enlightened.
interim premier. Johnson is the first woman to be made leader
It's ironic that the Fantasy Gardens theme park should be of a province. Does this mean that the B.C. Social Credit party
the root of Vander Zalm's downfall.
is beginning to distance itself from Vander Zalm, the avowed
When he bought the Garden in 1984, it was a small, anti-feminist who has said he thinks women have "more ESP"
commercial nursery on land zoned for agriculture. The land than men?
had been so zoned by Dave Barrett's short-lived New
Probably not. As Rafe Mair pointed out, Chairman Bill
Democrat government in a wise attempt to stop Richmond stacked the party with 'Zalmoids,' most of whom are still there.
and other municipalities from blacktopping their food sources.
Vander Zalm Scam is just one more episode in the history
Bill snapped it up for $1.7 million and proceeded to finagle of a party that is more a haven for opportunistic lunatics
the now Socred government into letting him make a fairground
(Keegstra, Zundel, and on and on) than an ideological
out of the place. (The land had already been rezoned as organization, and one more kooky scene in the bizarre
'Agriculture Two,' a convenient classification that includes tragi-comedy of British Columbian politics.

After Quebec
There is more to Canada than Quebec.
While that is the only obvious conclusion to be drawn from
the preliminary report of the Spicer Commission released last
week, it is hard for some to accept.
The national media and political elite are turning
themselves inside out to deny that most Canadians want to
pay more attention to their own aspirations, and furthermore,
that this is how it should be.
Last Monday's Windsor Star editorial on the issue is
typical. It starts off paying homage to the wisdom of the
masses, who "admit they're fed up with Quebec's demands
[and] worried about the economy." It ends by saying the
people "want the Quebec issue resolved, and they want it
done by a strong federal government that puts national unity
ahead of anything else."
The Star is too busy telling us what we want. Too busy to
realize Canadians are in the process of telling the Spicer
Commission (and anyone else who cares to hear) that we
don't want to put national unity first.

That doesn't mean Canadians are sick of Quebec; we are
sick of leaders who are willing to turn their backs on our goals
to accomodate the Quebecois.
If there is such a thing as a national will, the Quebecois
are a nation- a conquered people. Like native peoples, they
are demanding and deserve to determine their own future.
Unless we wish to continue a literally imperialist vision of
Confederation, Canadians have to allow both groups to do
so. If it means a splintering of our present territory into a
number of political domains, so be it.
Natives and the Quebecois must define and follow their
goals, and we must do the same. Where our interests
coincide, so much the better. They may be unable to live in a
federation with us. That is their decision to make, and a
decision the rest of us will have to respect.
But it would be a mistake to let them set the conditions
under which we all would abide. That is what Canadians are
saying, and what we're waiting for the politicians to hear.
- Kevin Jo hnson
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No jobs for able bodied white males
Editor's Note: Articles run on the
Opinions page do not necessarily reflect
the views of the lance's Editorial Board.
They are essays solicited from individuals
whose opinions are often radically different from our own.
by Jay Lachine
For the past while we have been hearing a lot about employment equity. For
those of you who don't know, that is a
program which targets certain minority
groups and gives them preference for new
jobs and promotions. It is exactly like the
affirmative action campaign in the United
States. After witnessing the twenty years of
damaging effects affirmative action has
had on the United States, the Ontario
government has decided that now would be
a good time to start our own 'affirmative
action' program.
In the February 21 edition of the
Windsor Star, there was a very distressing
article, titled "U. of W. kickstarts equity."
This article explained how the university
will have an employment equity plan in full
effect by late summer or fall. The program
will target four groups: women, visible
minorities, aboriginal people, and people
with disabilities.
Any able, white males out there better
forget about having a job on campus next
year. In fact, forget about getting a job at
all, because employment equity will be in
full swing all across our province within a
few years; not just at universities but at
every kind of business. So you might as
well not bother going to school, because no
one will he allowed to hire you anyway.
It is bad enough that the government
,is going to establish an overtly <lis-

criminatory policy against white men, but
the worst part is that they are going to use
$31 million of our tax dollars to do it!
Anyone out there who doesn't feel
threatened, don't think for a minute that
white males are the only people who are
going to be adversely affected by this
program. White females will be the next to
go, because females who are part of a
visible minority will be accepted over
them.
It seems as if this program was
developed for the specific purpose of discriminating against white people. In a time
when racism has seen a decline, why is the
government trying to start more? Nothing
makes a racist faster than giving special
privileges to people of a certain race.
In an article called "Employment equity as a Trojan horse" (The Globe and Mail,
March 22) Jack Roberts, a professor in the
faculty of law at the University ofWestem
Ontario, outlined all the negative results
that preferred hiring practices have. They
causes resentment on the part of the people,
namely whites, who are not preferred for
jobs - resentment
not only against
whoever imposed the programs, but
against the people who receive unfair advantages because of them. These programs
breed racism and only succeed in 'fanning
the flames of bigotry."
Employment equity docs not only have
adverse affects on its vicims but also on the
people it was designed to help. When
preferred hiring and racial quotas arc in
place, it leaves questions in people's minds
as to why certain people arc given jobs or
promotions. Did they get through because
of their qualifications, or because of a
quota'! This not only creates resenlment on
the part of the ix:ople who didn't get the job

Poetry
Dear Editor,
Re: Karl Mamer's introduction to the
Canadian Unity poetry supplement which
begins: "People team almost nothing about
existence through poetry." (No matter what
his attempt at being funny.)
Do not assume you know so much you just might finesse yourself into complete ignorance. Your judgment of poetry
reveals a singular ignorance that does in
fact betray your credibility, and reveals a
lack of respect for a discipline that is
hundreds of years old.
Poets dedicate their lives to the craft,
and they are respected more than you might
know. The poets I have met, some of them
award-winners, are rich with a knowledge
and experience that is all too rare. When
you read poetry. attempt to experience it not just to categorize the meaning.
I have spent the last nine years working
at the craft of poetry, and when one is
honest in the attempt to express something
as clearly and as beautifully as possible, the
work becomes very difficult. The great
poets were always of the highest intellectual order: Bishop, Dickenson, Keats,
Baudelaire, Goethe, Rilke, Paul Valery ...
Goethe excelled
in poetry, prose,
philosophy, drama and the sciences.
My final remark is a lesson that ( too
had to learn: Poetry must be felt to be understood. I am always delighted when a
person, uneducated in poetry, is moved by
one of my poems, because it means I have
touched them with my words and images.
All areas of art and study are grounded in
this, and no one pursues a field of study
without a desire and a love for it. In this
sense, even the intellect is an emotion.
When I learned this, all the arts opened up
for me. Now when I listen to Mozart, I hear
poetry. When I read philosophy, I feel
poetry woven into its very logic. When I

or promotion, it makes minorities question
their own worth and ability. If a member of
a minority feels he or she got through because of a quota, it can cause feelings of inferiority and take away from the person's
accomplishments.
It is obvious that programs of this nature do not help anyone. This has been
proven once in the U.S., so why should we
try it again here?
Aside from the fact that employment
equity can cause racism, we should consider that the program itself is racist and
discriminatory. The Ontario Federation of
students defines institutional racism as
arising where "prejudice and discrination
combine with a power structure [ie. university J to form a practice which subordinates
and/or excludes a person or group based on
their colour, race or ethnic origin." According to this definition employment equity is,
without a doubt, institutional racism. It
uses the university hiring policy to discriminate against and exclude people because of their race and sex. Just because the
discrimination is against white males it
docs not make it non-racist.
Also the University of Windsor's
"Non-discrimination Policy," section two,
states that "The University will take an active role within its jurisdiction in eliminating all forms of discrimination, including
any of its policies and practices which,
while not intentionally discriminatory,
have a discriminatory effect." This sounds
like a very good way to ensure that no discrimination will take place on our campus,
hut then it is stated in the next line that the
university will he "implementing employment equity policies and practices." It is
ludicrous that in one line they commit to
having no discrimination at our univ\!rsil}

and then in the next say they will be starting discriminatory hiring practices. This illustrates the hypocrisy of the university's
policy very well, but it gets even worse.
In section 4 of the policy it is stated that
"The University will ensure that applicants
for employment are considered, and that
employees are treated during employment,
without regard to their race, colour,
religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap
or sexual orientation ... " It seems impossible that this statement could be a part of
the same policy, but it is true. The race relations office would be, I'm sure, more than
happy to give you a copy of the policy.
Now you may ask yourself, "How can
the University have an employment equity
program if race, sex and handicap are not
considered when you apply for a job?"
Well don't ask yourself that question. Ask
the university. Ask the race relations officer, ask the senate, ask the people who are
imposing a racist, discriminatory policy on
our student body!
It is important that everyone out there
tell the university how we. as students, feel
about their racist policies. Whether you are
one of the people this program is designed
to help or one it is designed to hurt, you
must stand up and put an end to this kind
of discrimination. If we arc going to oppose
racism, we must be against all of its forms.
Do not give into it because it may help you
get a job or you don't think it will hurt you.
In the long run any kind of racism hurts
everyone.

very seriously You mock these individuals
who fill their hours of pain and anxiety with
poetry. And to mock them is to mock the
creative essence, the strivin° !'lward fuller
life, which is above all what poetry can
teach us about the human condition. So
grow up.
Sincerely,
Salvatore Ala

Green Plan by 600 million. Will that help
your environment? Mulroney says he is for
the environment. All this, by the way, on a
tax windfall: the GST grab.
The deficit is the problem. We hear this
over and over again. Did you know that the
deficit is now 45 of the total economy? And
in 1984 it was 8% of the total economy. It
would be less if not for the high interest rate
policy of this government. The government
pays more interest to the banks for the
money it owes them.
All of this because of a government
that's for Big Business and the Rich. For
sure that's not me, and under this government I don't think it's for you. How much
are you going to be paying university? Real
wages are going to continue to drop and the
economy is and will continue to fall.
Thanks, Mulroney but I think "enough
is enough."
Sincerely,
Gary St. Laurent
University of Windsor Student
Plant Chairperson and worker (25
years seniority) of the recently closed
Kelsey Hayes plant (Windsor)

Budget

read a scientific work, I sense the poetry
that Goethe understood is in everything we
can know and not know about existence.
When you realize this, the poetic works of
others won't seem so alien to you.
Consider Goethe and what he was able
to do, but if you feel you are greater than
Goethe, wiser, more intelligent, with sharper instincts, a genius higher than Goethe
- then there is nothing more for you to
learn, and nothing I could say to shake you
from your arrogance.
When I was editor for the lance literary
supplement. I learned quickly that the
poems people brought to me were expressions of 1heir inner lives, an<l this I took

Dear Editor,
Thanks for the budget! It's nice to know
the federal government is on our side.
There's no help in the budget for the
people who need help the most - the
workers without jobs. Free trade has only
helped to create 1,321,000 unemployed.
That's 8,000 unemployed for each Tory sitting in parliament. What about the homeless, their numbers have grown, as well.
Should something be done? No! says
the federal government. They only created
the problem. Let the bums look after themselves. Welfare caseloads have exploded.
If your job is lost, it is the U.I. (Unemployment Fund) that is there to help.
But because of the growing number of
unemployed is putting pressure on U.I.
funds, premiums are being increased 24
percent (2.80 for each $100 earnings}. This
is after the federal government had made
the decision to withdraw billions of dollars
from the U.I. Fund (Bill C-21).
That's ok, the jobless can get welfare.
After all, they only caused the problem.
The people will find a way to survive after all, we've got ours.
And now more people will be getting
sick because of the problems put on their
shoulders. Our government answer. Let's
freeze the federal share for Medicare for
three years. That will help?
The environment needs help. How will
the conservatives help'! Uy culling the

Editor's Note: the 1111in?rsityis sig1wtory to a federal co111rac1
that specifies

equity hiring requirement\. The ro111rac1
Jui\ 110co1111<'Clio11
ro Ill£'c11rr<'III
provincial
~()\ "('/'/1111('/I/.

enviro-tip
Here are some hints for how to handle paper.
- Use all the paper you buy. Don't
contribute to the waste of natural resources as well as to the waste of your own
money.
- Buy recycled paper whenever
possible, it will help in many ways.
- Make sure you're buying postconsumer recycled paper. Post-commercial is simply the stuff that falls by
the wayside at the pulp and paper mill.
Post-consumer recycled paper has actually heen used. and so a cycle of reuse
is heing created hy recycling it.
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Windsor - Las Vueltas
Twin City Project
4th Anniversary Fundraiser
presents

Svend Robinson

{recent member of SalvAide (CANADA) delegation to El Salvador }

Thursday,

April 11
7:00 pm
CAW Local 195 Hall
1214 Ottawa Street
- $15.00 at the door Wine and Cheese reception to Jollow
For further information, please contact:
252-1517 /97 4-127 4/252-8281

®

Ministry of
Colleges and
Urnvers1hes

Ontario

Ontario

Student
Assistance
Program
1991-92

..

OSAP application forms for the 1991-92
academic year will soon be available at your
financial aid office.
The OSAP application form allows you to apply
for:
• Canada Student Loan

tJni:vcrsitytrying
to interest more
•
•
women 10 science
At present, only 35 of 425
University of Windsor engineering students are women. And excluding
nursing,
women
comprise only 35 percent of
science enrolments.
Last year, the university established the President's AJumni
Incentive Scholarship Fund to encourage more women to enrol in
engineering
- 23 first-year
women students were each
awarded $1,000. The goal this
year, according to Olga Crocker,
chair of the fund-raising committee, is to expand the programme

to include areas of science where
women are also under-represented.
New Democratic Party (NDP)
leader Audrey McLaughlin, who
was born and raised in Essex
County , will be the guest speaker
at an April 12 fund-raiser to raise
money for these scholarships.
Tickets for the dinner at the
Ciociaro Club are $30 for students and $50 for non-students.
Tax receipts will be provided.
Tickets are on sale on campus at
the University Centre, Room
2200 in the Business Building,

A total of $86,000 in prizes will be given out in
November to winn~rs in an ideas competition about
"living in harmony with winter."
The competition, set up by the Fifth International Winter Cities Biennial, is intended particularly for
university students.
The registration period began on March 18 and
will close May 29.
The challenge of the competition is to come up
with ideas on how city residents can succeed in
living in harmony with winter. Seven different subjects are proposed to contestants in the fields of environment, outdoor physical activity and urban
planning. .
Finalists' projects will be displayed at the biennial which will be staged in Montreal next winter
from January 17 to 21.
It will bring together about 800 delegates from
winter cities all over the world.
The student category of the competition is open
to students who will complete their bachelor's in
1991 or 1992 and those who are registered in a
master 's or doctorate programme.
There are no registration fees.
Three 1st prizes of $5,000 and three 2nd prizes
of $2,000 will be awarded.

Subjects are:

1 Environment
"Winter in the city"
Research on new methods of managing winter in
an urban environment (snow, ice and the cold).
2 Outdoor physical activity
"Youth and winter"
Creating an outdoor physical act1v1t1es
programme for youth groups (age 13-21).
3 Urban planning and animation
"Winter in my street"
Integrating winter seasonal effects in the design
and animation of public places.
There is also a category open to professional and
technicians working in the fields of environment,
outdoor physical activity or urban planning and
design.
The multidisciplinary grand prize of $20,000 is
open to students as well as professionals and technicians. For this prize. contestants must pay registration fees of $100 per project and under the theme
"living in harmony with winter, " must create an integrated concept for snow removal and outdoor
physical activities in renovating an existing residential neighbourhood.
O

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
-

For additional informationcontact your financial
aid administrator.

Apply Early!

Serving Windsor For 8 Years

Let Us Prepare a Professional Resume
for your Future Interviews
We also Prepare Academic Articles,
Thesis, Manuscripts, Essays and Papers

253-3571

327 Chatham St. W.
Inquire about Student and Faculty Discounts

TREE PLANTERS

!

WE CAN OUTFIT YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
We have all you need under one roof
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR GROUPS
PlantingBags
PlantingSpades
PlantingDibbles
PlantingGloves
FlaggingTape
Tents
SteepingBags
Planters'Pants
Work Socks
Thermarest
Cots
Insect Repellent

Room 242 in Essex Hall and from
the Faculty Association office,
336 Sunset.
McLaughlin
was elected
federal NDP leader in 1989, becoming the first woman to lead a
national political party in Canada.
In 1979, McLaughlin moved
to the Yukon, which continues to
be her home. A long-time New
Democrat, she was first elected as
Yukon's Member of Parliament
in 1987.
0

Prizes for students' winter ideas

• Ontario Student Loan
• Ontario Study Grant

Audrey McLaughlin.

Camping Gear
Clothing
Arst Aid Kits
Back Packs
Boots
CoolerTarps
CooterSac Inserts
Raingear

VISIT OUR
WAREH.OUSE SHOWROOM

1935 Drew Road, Unit I, Mississauga,On.
Phone: (416) 678-1586
Toll Free 1..aoo-.3
97-4940

,ryRd.E

classifieds
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT:
Recycle your prom dress & put
some green in your pocket. Bring
your dress to Brennan High
School, Sat. April 6 from 9am •
11am. & we will sell it for you. Cost
to you: $3/dress.
ROOMS FOR RENT: 3 females
looking for 2 people to share
double room in nice house on
Rankin Ave near University Ave. 8
minute walk to U of W. Laundry
facilities. Available June 1st.
Please call 253-4168. Females
only.
FULLY FURNISHED BEDROOM
in comfortable 2 bedroom duplex.
Corner California & University. Mature male student (vegetarian) to
rent with same. $330 inclusive.
Parking. Call Matt at 254-4608.
HOUSE FOR RENT: 6 bedrooms,
3092 Sandwich. Clean, large
rooms, 2 fridges, laundry & parking. 5 minute walk to U of W.
$250/room + utilities. Phone
Denise at 256-2542.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 2
bedroom, 3092 Sandwich. Clean
basement apartment. Laundry &
parking. 5 minute walk to U of W.
$490/month + utilities. Phone
Denise at 256-2542 .
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment. $440/month, utilities included. Campbell & University.
Call Robert at 254-9194.
WESTCOAST WOMEN'S NETWORK: formerly the Vancouver
Women's Network 1s planning a
REUNION on Oct 30/91. Anyone
who was a member of the Network
since its inception in 1979 & has
lost touch with the group, please
write: Westcoast Women·s Network, 310-1070 West Broadway,
Vancouver, B.C., V6H 1E7.
YVONNE
EDWARDS
(PHILOSOPHY)
proudly announces the safe arrival of her first
grandchild, Mercedes Arline, born
February 28, 1991 at St. Joseph's
Hospital. London. Ontario. weighing 71bs. 13ozs. at 5;06am.
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Artists spin theoretically congestive webs
Southwest Biennial
Juried Exhibition
Art Gallery of Windsor
Through June 9
by Sarah Atkinson

Are the mass media on the side of power
in the manipulation of the masses, or on the
side of the masses in the liquidation of
meaning, the violence done to meaning,
and the fascination that results?
- lean Baudrillard
Figuring out which side Baudrillard is
on is not essential; but his question inspires
a reasonable metaphor for the essence of
mass media: a perpetual oscillating
machine whose fuel and lubricant are the
possibilities and impossibilities of meaning. The mass media, the indispensable
holding web of mass culture, could never,
many will argue, be a neutral site, even if
it weren't so various. This judgment arises
from the belief that the media's meanings
are controlled by the side of power - a sensible position, but one that fails to recognize the potential of a form to make for
itself as many more meanings as there are
minds to apprehend it.
This little bit of theoretical congestion
is meant to serve two purposes: it opens the
floor for the "But what does it mean?" discussion of art interpretation and it begins to
articulate the possible limitations of some
of the works in this year's Southwest show.
The Southwest Biennial was established by the Art Gallery of Windsor fortytwo years ago in order to give artists in this
region an opportunity to display their
works in an established gallery setting. The
curatorial intent is that the chosen works

will represent the range and diversity of issues of southwestem Ontario's artists. The
majority of this year's represented artists
are based in Windsor, and many are new
artists whose previous exposure has been
limited to smaller galleries or student
shows.
The show's thematic and substantial
volatility is testimony to the energy that
this region currently holds: formal, intellectual, and psychological elements have
been confronted, tackled, and blended,
providing viewers with ample opportunity
to graze or sweat, or something in between.
Most monumental is Gary Spearin's
Unspoken Voices, a wall-sized mixedmedia installation of photographic images
and singed books. The images - video
stills, industrial structures, nature, historical photographs, snapshots - form a
checkerboard with thick volumes which
are open but largely unreadable, having
been burnt - beyond recognition, so to
speak. A book that is frequently presented
is Ernst Cassirer's The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, a classic text that attempted to
initiate a phenomenology of human culture. The prominently displayed title of
Cassirer's book becomes for Spearin an
icon of cultural criticism; Unspoken Voices
is a lattice upon which can snake one's
sobering contemplation
of the postcolonial global village.
Christine Burchnall's
Pride (The
Dialectic of Enlightenment) is commentary
on a related theme. A stark, grainy blackand-white photograph of some ancient
western memorial bears a quotation: "The
history of civilization is the history of introversion of sacrifice: in other words, the
history of renunciatiol\"
I hazard a guess that this is from

Lance photo by Bernie Helling

The Lovers by Bernard A. Helling. Coffee Achiever of the Month ror March

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer's
pessimistic 1944 text whose name is the
same as Burchnall 's bracketed titular
phrase. Two very small images, both
labelled, reversed, and printed on a plastic
transparency accompany the central one,
but have been placed outside its frame:
Boullee's Cenotaph and a typical painting
by German Romantic painter Caspar David
Friedrich, both labelled.
Sue-Ellen
Gerritsen 's pair of
lithographic prints of horizontal Corinthian
columns are similar in theme and content
to both Burchnall's and Spearin's works:
one is entitled Amusing Ourselves to Death
(Column for Neil Postman). Yet again an
intellectual' s cultural forecast is honoured,
and yet again the message is dismal.
Gerritsen's columns form a striking an-

The The is back

Music fends off the worst public transit can offer
Shades of Blue
The The
Epic© 1991
by Karl :\tamer

"... poetry for the common man, with
catchy melodies and moments of solid
energy to go along with the consta11toutpouring of a soul. "
- from a 1984 lance review of Soul
Mining by Pat Petro
During my first year of university all I
wanted to do was cry. Riding Transit
Windsor home everyday convinced me life
was about suffering and nothing else. Then
I heard Soul Mining by The The and I was
reborn. I didn't need Jesus as my personal
saviour; I had the poetry of Matt Johnson.
(Given the number of times one sees
Soul Mining on lists of all-time favourite
albums, my renewal was not an isolated incident.)
The Thc's follow-up album, Infected,
was a letdown. It lacked Soul Mining's
transcendency. It was still a solid piece of
work, furrowing the brow of a few politcos:
"Sweet Bird of Truth," about an American
pilot going down over the Persian gulf, was
banned by the BBC the day it was released
because Reagan had just sent a few hombers to Libya.
Johnson's latest work is a 4 track EP
called Shades of Blue.
"Jealous of Youth," the disc's first
song, is true to Johnson's lyrical style . His
rending vocals reminded us of how we
cling to our memories, sometimes allowing
them to completely fill out our lives.
Johnny Marr, the Smith's former
guitarist, backs Johnson. His style is sharp

and bluesy. His piercing guitar work
breaches the mind, allowing the words of
"Jealous of Youth" to penetrate.
Although the keyboards and drummachine are absent, the EP's first cut is
musically reminiscent of Soul Mining. This
is due in part to a hint of ska. The music of
the disaffected Engl
working-class is
added by Ashley Slatt c 's long, slow trombone playing.
"Another Boy Or· 1ing" is a mediocre
song recorded live at mdon 's Royal Albert Hall. The wond c ful sustained synthesize organ chord s from Soul Mining
return. and arc underlaid with the natural
sounds an acoustic drum kit and harmonica.
Johnson Jahhles 111a bit of torch song

crooning on "Solitude," side two's first
track. Over a trickling piano score, he
ponders the value of living in the fall and
winter of later life.
The last song on Shades of Blue, "Dolphins," has the least in common with
Johnson 's previous work, and curiously
enough it's the best track on the EP.
Johnson builds on sorrow-filled lyrics with
a heated, romantic delivery. "Dolphins"
docs more than expunge anxiety; it
seduces.
It's is helped along by Marr·s Countrytinged guitar playing, while steel brushes
slapping on a snare drum keep a quiet heat.
Look for a cover version by The Cowboy
Junkies next month.
O

notational monadology whose subject is a
fallen culture.
The organic style of Jack Niven's
Stream of Conversation, reminiscent of the
style of workers' pal Diego Rivera, speaks
of concern for an increasingly polluted environment. The painting, with its mattero f- fact execution
and depressing
old-wallpaper colours, is unmediated by
theoretical diatribe, which imbues it with a
directness and accessibility from which the
other pieces are distant.
The issues being wrestled with in the
previously mentioned pieces are the biggies: western culture, mass media, imminent and real destruction. But such
wrestling puts the artist at risk of falling
into a moralizing pessimism. Time is just
about up for dark, foreboding mu!>ings l)n
how bad this civilization has become.
Some of us arc quaking in anticipation for
alternate phrasings of the questions.
Where these artists are concerned,
those alternate phrasings arc to be found in
their successful reworkings of traditional
medium and form.
Simplicity, grace and wit are what save
Bernard A. Helling 's The lovrrs from
heing just another intra-technological installation. A small television showing persistent static is etched with TRUE LOVE;
facing it. on the opposite wall a few metres
away is a corroding boudoir mirror etched
in dreamy type: fairest of the fair. The
lovers revamps the generally overused
television screen idiom by forcing a pit of
benign contentlessness onto a malignant
cliche.
Martin Stevens' Tabletops are freakish
agglomerations that make aberrant use of
Barbie doll parts and other cultural excrement. Good centrepieces for Mickey the
Rat's wedding.
On a level of organic cuteness, Tom
McKinnon's Burr Shirt hits deep. The
heavy armour-like garment, a sweater
covered with layer on layer of burdock
burrs, sits on a chair in suspended animation. McKinnon 's plate steel trio of Hat,
Slip, and Ship read like postindustrial lawn
ornaments; hefty and rust-tinged, they salvage a notion of mechanical nostalgia and
1,ai"i•ete.
Among the strongest of the show's
pieces is Barbara Murawski 's comparatively traditional relief-linoleum print
Backache; its rich disorder of roots,
tendrils, and layers form an earthy orchestral unity. Also possessing such a feel
is Nadine Bayla Norman's Mythic Fire.
This year's Southwest Biennial covers
enough diverse grounds to lend it success;
the level of craft is generally high enough
to warrant the eminently conceptual content of much of the work.
O
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ARE YOU RE
by Paul l\1ichaud
HEN YOU CONSIDER that Essex County,
once the home of Canada's only Carolinian
forest, now has less than 2 percent forest
cover left, the plight of the rainforests may
seem very distant from us at the University of Windsor. But
the fact is that the air you're breathing has been filtered more than once - through the cleansing process of a
tropical rainforest somewhere.
All vegetation produces breathable oxygen from carbon in the process of photosynthesis. Of all the air there is,
though, the world's existing rainforests are said to account
for over 40 percent. Close to half of the air we all breathe
comes from a rainforest.
Those very forests are being cut down at an alarming
rate right now. The Environmental Youth Alliance states
that "an area the size of a football field is wiped out every
second" (September, '90).
If the need for air alone isn't enough of a reason to
preserve these forests, consider the fact that only I percent
of rainforest plants have been studied by modern science,
yet even this tiny portion has provided us with over 25 percent of our medicines. You don't have to study medicine to
understand the pharmaceutical wealth rainforests represent.
Consider the AIDS syndrome, which threatens to kill
one tenth of the world's population in the next decade. It is
said to originate from the jungles of South America; where
are we more likely to find the cure? This may not be possible though, as 11 to 15 million hectares of rainforest disappear every year. At this rate 10 to 20 pen.:enl ufthe species
living there will disappear by the year 2000. Scientists estimate that between 50 and 80 percent of the world's species
of plants, animals and insects live in the tropical rainforests.
We've currently achieved an extinction rate of one species
every half hour!
Why are the tropical rainforests being depleted? These
forests are mainly found in the third world countries where
yearly incomes are below $500. In that context, any increase
in income is a good reason for logging a rainforest. The
people then don't have many alternatives.
Costa Rica is exploring one alternative by setting aside
26 percent of its land for parks (Canada has a mere 6 percent semi-protected land). The country hopes to cash in on
these preserved areas with tourism. Other countries could be
encouraged to do so through "debt for nature preservation
swaps" from much richer countries such as our own.

W

We also have rainforests here in Canada; they're called
old-growth temperate rainforests. A couple of examples are
the Carmanah Valley, Vancouver Island, B.C. and the
Temagami Wilderness here in Ontario. In Temagami, logging companies own the rights to cut down 92 percent of the
old-growth forest! In British Columbia, roughly 186,000
hectares of old-growth is protected, while over 260,000 hectares is being cut down every year.

w
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Resource Waste

-

HERE DOES ALL THE WOOD GO? Here in
Windsor you can see a truck haul timber to the U.S. every
ten to fifteen minutes. That's not the real issue with the
deforestation problem here, though; the real issue is resource
waste. The Canadian Green Consumer's Guide cites
Western nations as using 120 kg of paper per person per year
as opposed to the 8 kg per person per year used in developing countries whence these raw resources often come. More
than 40,000 trees each day are cut down to make the paper
for Canada's daily newspapers alone.
This can stop: By reducing our consumption in the first
place, then re-using and recycling our paper, we could substantially reduce our deforestation practices. Roughly 36
percent of the garbage created by each of us is made up of
paper! If every sheet of paper that reaches the landfills were
recycled, we would only need to cut about one fifth of the
trees that are cut down now.
The Environmental Awareness Association and the
Housekeeping and Groundskeeping departments are implementing a large-scale paper re-use and recycling program
here at the University of Windsor. By re-using the blank unused side of paper for scratch pads, we may reduce the need
for paper by about 20 percent. When a full-scale recycling
program is implemented, fine paper will no longer be a
wasted resource; it will become a perpetually recycled
resource.

Here are some facts to consider:
78 percent of the forest land in Canada that is harvested is not replanted;
deforestation results in the loss of topsoil, valuable to
any farming, due to landslides and erosion;
a single sugar maple contains one-third to one-half a
tonne of carbon taken from the atmosphere;
the old-growth forests in Canada contain greater
volumes of wood per hectare than just about any other
forest on earth - therefore they are valuable carbon
reservoirs for the world;
when we log forests and disturb the soil, we release
immense amounts of carbon.

The Greenhouse Effect

THE

FOREST SITUATION leads us to one of the
world's greatest environmental problems, the greenhouse
effect. This ecological disaster, and the temperature increase
and water displacement that could result, may cause oceans
to rise, rivers to drop, food belts to dry up and forests to die
out.
The main culprit in the amp Iification of the greenhouse
effect is carbon dioxide. Every year, humanity adds six bil·
lion tons of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere through the
burning of fossil fuels alone. At this point, to grow enough
trees to absorb all that carbon, we would have to grow forests
at triple or quadruple their natural density. Rather than <lo
that, we cut down our forests, and add from 0.4 to 2.4 bil·
lion tons more of carbon to the atmosphere. There's an o~vious problem here.
Part of the reason we continue to deplete our resources
and contaminate our environment is our own ignorance and
denial of the problem. People also become desensitized lo
our environmental problems. Tree-huggers and activists are
often labelled "left-wing hippie-freaks from the 60's with
no place to go" rather than seen to be the aware, concerned
people they are- like you and I. In other cases we see short·

The EAA is attempting to have the City of Windsor begin a full-scale recycling program on the University of Windsor campus. Your help would be appreciated. For those of you living off-campus, do your part
by participating in the Blue Box program. This chart outlines the items which are recyclable.

Who is Responsible?
THE
WORLD RAINFOREST MOVEMENT has investigated exactly who is responsible for this environmental
genocide. They've found that Japan is the world's leading
importer of tropical timber, especially in Southeast Asia
where up to eighty percent of the timber goes through Japan.
This is the case in Borneo, where Japanese timber companies are logging 24 hours a day and, having all but
denuded most of Southeast Asia, have begun importing timber from the Amazon (W.R.R., June, '90).
Let's not be foolish here by blaming the Japanese for
this situation - there is widespread outrage over the rainforest-destroying practices of Japanese industry in Japan itself. The industry would not exist if consumers didn't
endorse it by buying its products. Canada alone imports over
$100 million worth of tropical timber every year, much of
it through these Japanese firms. (This is in clear violation of
the International Timber Trade Agreement, to which
Canada is a signatory along with many other countries.)
These Japanese logging firms are associated with other
companies - a list is included on this page. If you'd like to
help stop the destruction of the world's rainforests, don't
buy tropical hardwoods. And write to the associated companies, threatening to boycott their products until they cease
these operations.
As Canadians, we are far from innocent of the crime of
wilderness desecration. Of39 different ecosystems, only 21
are represented in our parks systems. And though the Green
Plan agrees to preserve 12 percent of Canada's land (far less
than the 26 percent of Costa Rica), it is already too late for
many ecosystems, including the Carolinian forest of Essex

-
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Ri:CYCLE
RIGHT!

RECYCLABLES

KEEP THIS HANDY REMINDER ON YOUR REFRIGERATOR

DOs

DON'Ts

• Place newspapersin a tied bundle
or bag (preferablypape,). Put them
on top of or beside your BlueBox.

• Do not put out loosepaper.
• Do not put out contaminantssuch as cardloard,
magazines,mail, fine paper, etc.

• Rinsecans clean and place in your
Blue Box. Flatten cans,f you wish.

• Dirtycans attractInsectsand animals. Please
rinseclean. No aerosolcans

GLASS
Ja,s and botl!esfrom food and
dr,nk products2.DlX.

• Rinse1arsand botlfesclean and
ptace in Blue Box. Removelids and
discardwith your householdrefuse.

• No ceramics.plate glass, m11r0<s
or other
contaminantsplease. See-throughfood and
dnnk jarS and botl!esonly.

PLASTIC POP
BOTTLES
Plasticpopbottles !lll!)'..

• Rinse clean and place In your Blue
Box. Flatten ij you wish.

• Plasllepop bottlesare the only plastic we
can recycleat this pomt.
• Oo not put out plasbcmilk or Juicejugs, deter·
gent bottles0< householdctean,ngbottles.

• Put oil in a secure one gallon (four
litre) plastic jug and place beside
your Blue Box w,th "OIL"written on
the side of container.

• Do nol put oij in onelitre containers.jars
or bottles. Four hire jugs only please.

NEWSPAPERS
Newspapersand newspaper
InsertslUl.lx.

METAL CANS
Tin and alum,numcans from
food or drink productslUl.lx.

MOTOR OIL

I

If you haveany furtherqtJestionsor comments,
pleasecall one of the followingoffices:
In Windsor· PublicW0<ks 255-6343
In EssexCounty• 776-6441OR 1·800·265-9625

PUT OUT YOUR BLUE BOX ONLY WHEN FULL

Essex-Windsor Waste Management Committee Recycling Rl'porter, November 1990.

I
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Feel free to cut out these guidelines for your own use. You'll find yourself paying less for
packaging and disposable materials, and getting more of what you are buying in the first place.

Guidelines f(?rgrocery shopping
The next time you go sho{lping take
along this shopping guide to renund youself
of~
you can do. By avoiding impulse
buying and sticking to your grocery hst, it
will· be easier to be an environmentally
friendly shopper.
• Use reusable shopping bags.
• Choose fruits and vegetables that are
sold loose, not placed on trays and then
covered with shrink wrap.
• Request that meat cuts, deli products,
and baked goods be wrapped in paper instead of plastic.
• Choose reusable items over disposables
(razors, cigarette lighters, pens, flashlights, diapers).
• Avoid single serving containers by buying

r0

It will take time for the marketplace to
change, but don't get discouraged. Consumer pressure for less packaging and better products will make a difference.

in bulk.
eAvoid small

products
mounted on
cardboard
and covered with molded
plastic (pens, screws, cosmetics)
• Buy products in returnable and recyclable packages wherever possible.
eSave your bags and other containers for
re-use at the supermarket.
• Voice your concerns about over packaged products to your grocery store
manager.
• If you see a product which seems excessive Iy packaged,
look
for the
manufacturer's address or toll-free number and let them know your concern.
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Producers of U.S. Consumer Goods Associated with Timber
Companies: Below is a list of the Japanese companies that are
destroying rainforests in Southeast Asia and South America,
followed by the names and addresses of associated companies
that produce consumer goods for the U.S. market. All addresses are in Japan.
1. C. ltoh & Co. Ltd. Associated companies: Asahi Optical <Pentax
camera lenses). 2-36-9 Meaeno-cho. ltabashi-ku, Tokyo 124: Shiseido
(cosmetics). 7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku. Tokyo 104; Fujitsu (computers,
FAX machines). Marunouch1 Center Bldg .. Marunouchi, Tokyo; Fuji
Electric, 1-12-1 Yurakucho Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100: Isuzu (cars and
trucks). 6-22-10 Minam1 Oi, Shinagawa-ku. Tokyo 140.
2. Marubeni Corp. Associated companies: Nissan Motor (cars and
trucks), 6-17-1 Ginza. Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104: Canon (office machines.
cameras), 2-7-1 nishi Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163
3.' Sumitomo Forestry. Associated company: NEC Corp. (electronics). 5 33-1 Shiba. Minato-ku. Tokyo 108
4. Nichimen. Associated companies: Sharp Corp. (electronics). 8
lchigaya Hachimancho, Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo 163; Hoya (cameras and
lenses). 2-7-5 Naka-Ochai, Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo 161
S. Mitsui & Co. Ltd. Associated companies: Toshiba Corp .. 1-1-1
Sh1baura. Mianto-ku, Tokyo 105; Toyota Motor Corp .. I Toyota-cho .
Toyota City. Aichi-ken 471
6. Mitsubishi Corp. Associated companies: Mitsubishi Motors. 421-1 Shimo Maruko. Ota-ku. Tokyo; Mitsubishi Electric. 2-2-3
Marunouchi. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo; Nikon Corp .. 3-2-3 Marunouch1.
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

World Rainforest Reporter, April-June 1990.
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Environmental Action Ontario 1990.

term jobs rather than long-term disaster in the spotlight the case of logging and many other problems.
Remember the Japanese logging firms? They're associatied with the greenhouse effect in many ways, includ·
ing the burning of fossil fuels. Note that Isuzu, Nissan,
Toyota and Mitsubishi Motors are all tied to Japanese lumber companies. There is an obvious and ugly link there.
The blame for fossil fuel burning cannot be placed entirely on Japanese automakers; cars are manufactured en
masseworldwide. The United States, of course, is a major
producer of cars which also imports much of Canada's timber.
The vicious circle runs much deeper though, as the Gulf
War showed us. One reason Iraq invaded Kuwait was its oil
resources. The U.S. and the United Nations opposed this for
many reasons, one of which is the fact that Iraq would have
controlled about 22 percent of the world's oil resources.
Kuwait has been liberated by the U.S. and the war is won;
it doesn't matter that oil spitls contaminate the Persian Gulf
or that belching smoke from oil wells aggravates the air pollution problem so much more. They won a moral victory.
Meanwhile skiers in Nepal stuck to the slopes when a
black oily smoke settled on the snow. The Kuwait oil fires
are blamed. Kuwait is 1800 miles from Nepal.
One right the Gulf War protected was the world's right
to burn fossil fuels. The U.S., Japan and Germany are the
great automobile producers of the world; although Japan and
Germany did not help liberate Kuwait directly, they did contribute financialy. Japan gave $8 billion and Germany $2
billion. Interesting coincidence.

The Oil-Based Economy

THE

PROBLEM is that the world's economies are based
on oil. Did you know the Exxon Valdez oil spill increased
the U.S. Gross Domestic Product by $2 million? 'Gross' is
right - meaning repulsive. Environmental disasters help
theeconomy!
For about half the money spent on this war, all the cars
' in the world could've been converted to cleaner burning
Fuels.Would the war have happened then? Who knows? the
environment would be amazingly better off.
There's a man in Japan who's invented a relatively inefficientcar engine that runs on water and weighs a third the
weightof a conventional gasoline engine. You can see it on
the Discover Channel, but not in cars. The world economy
would collapse if oil were devalued.
Perhaps the U.S. could begin dropping napalm on the
tropical rainforests next and speed up the process of global
disaster some more ... They would need a 'moral' reason
though, maybe a drug war since drugs originate from the
jungles, a.k.a. rainforests, of the world. Even the rainforests
of British Columbia.
Here in Windsor, the International Joint Commission
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency report 15
~wn cancer-causing agents in the air. Of all these
ffiitored toxics, an estimated 84 percent come from the ex-

-

hausts of our cars and trucks. Maybe we should deal with
these closer problems before considering the greenhouse effect. The problem is, it's all related. The forests in B.C., Borneo and everywhere as well as the burning of fossil fuels
worldwide, everything is interrelated in one huge mess of
environmental desecration.
Things must change. This is merely a sliver of all the
problems we' re facing. Our consumption-minded, wa:,tcful
societies must undergo a massive transformation, and soon.
It's not so hard to change. Just recycling paper - one
of many things you can recycle in Windsor - saves

phenomenal amounts of oil from burning and carbon from
being released into the atmosphere.
Do your part and become aware.
Please?

Paul Michaud is chair of the EnvironmentalAwareness
Association's Media Committee and author of the Lance's
1-1:eekly
enviro-tip. Paul and the EAA welcome comments and
new members - you can reach them through their mailbox
in the SAC office.
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Creator of Home Alone fails to
deliver prurient production
promised by puerile print ad

&LEAVE

"Windsor's Downtown Storage Facility"

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte,
or call 254-5422.
Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422
VISA

Juicy ...
You've
heard about
them, but
have you
tried one
yet?

e

1459

Ottawa
Street
971-0204

Career Opportunities
Written, produced but not directed
by John Hughes
Palace Cinema
by Karl Mamer
In the early '80s, comedy films targeted at
adolescents were 'horny teen' exploitation flicks.
Then came director John Hughes. The success of Sixteen Candles, Breakfast Club, and Ferris Buel/er ·s
Day Off proved high school students were interested
in more than tits ' n' ass. It seems youths would pay
good money to see their idealized selves work out
their anxieties, solve their problems, and dance like
fools.
After making a tidy sum, but garnering little critical acclaim (and rightly so), Hughes has produced a
number of adult comedies (Planes, Trains, and
Automobiles, Uncle Buck, and Home Alone). It was
a wise move, giving the appearance that he was not
stagnating.
Hughes' follow up to Home Alone, the highest
grossing comedy in history, is Career Opportunities.
It's an unbelievably bad film and more than a return
to his days as maker of teen-angst films.
You've likely seen the ad: Under the mindless
copy "He took the job that no one wanted ... and got
the girl that everyone did," Jennifer Connelly
dangles her more than ample bosom over the gaping
mouth of Frank Whaley. The ad is disappointing
when you consider that Hughes is established as a
screenwriter who understands more about youths
than their libidos.
Though the ad promises a salacious romp, the
movie itself is little more than a rehash of Sixteen
Candles, Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller's Day Off,
and a wee bit o' Home Alone.
Whaley plays a working-class high school
graduate who was an out-crowder. Connelly plays an
upper-class high school graduate who was an incrowder. Whaley's character has total freedom but
· no money, a propensity for telling tales, and no ambition to leave home. Connelly's character has buckets of cash but a repressive father from whom she
wishes to escape.

Brings back memories. eh? The only thing missing
from Career Opportunities is Ouckie.

They get locked in together for a night in a Target discount store, come to terms with their
problems, realize the grass is not greener on the other
side, dance like fools, fight off a pair of bungling robbers trying to break in, and fall in love. Does any of
this sound familiar?
Whaley's character is reminiscent of Ferris
Bueller but lacks the latter's cheeky likability.
Connelly's personage is poorly developed. We are
told numerous times that she wants to escape her
father, but we are never shown why - never shown
why someone with her money and her problems
couldn't have gotten daddy to spring for residency in
a remote lvy league school.
Hughes' failure to bid for the viewer's sympathy
reduces Whaley and Connelly to little more than road
signs with nice hair. They keep the viewer on a welltravelled route.
Hughes touches on the interesting theme of life
after high school but he does not exploit it. The
characters feel the best times are behind them, yet
they do not resolve their emptiness in a palpable
fashion. They just run away to California where
they'll be sure to find good times. Great advice for
the kids.
Why not tell them to get work in porn flicks while
they're there?
O
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CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
University of Windsor

Student Housing
(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
- four house units, newly constructed and furnished. Each
self-contained house accommodates 12 students in
air-conditioned single rooms.
- seven former homes converted for student living, each
self-contained and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or
dou !'lle rooms.

Mt~RRIED STUDENTS
- Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments
1 38 suites are one-bedroom and unfurni shed

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and
Summer School and 1991-92 academic year.
For information and applications contact:
Canterbury Colleg e
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3B9
(519) 256-6442

Between 9:30 am -4:30 pm
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Burgess has-hadJiis time and then some
lure. He lamented his lifestyle, but putting off the composition of a major work of fiction was a conscious decision as

You've Had Your Time: Being the Second Part of the
Con/ essions of Anthony Burgess
by Anthony Burgess
William Heinemann Ltd., 403 pages, $34.95

well.

Burgess admits to having written a twelve-hundred
page guide to English Literature, They Wrote in English,
just to avoid working on 'the big novel.'
In 1978, having avoided it long enough, he sat down to
write the lengthy historical novel Earthly Powers. As he

by Terry Brown
"( think I may predict ... that the second volume of my
memoirs will bring my writing career to an end. It started
late, but there are many captious critics who think it has
gone on too long. Such critics will, in this book, find a
whole hockeyfield of sticks to beat me with."
- from the preface of Little Wilson and Big God:
Being the First Part of the Confessions of Anthony Burgess

feared, there were problems. Besides having to "erect a

(1987).
In the preface to this second volume of autobiography,
the seventy-four-year-old Burgess explains that the impetus for continuing his confessions is his approaching
death. He has long given up excess - infidelity, furious
smoking, hard drinking and Welsh cooking- but in 1986,
before a lecture to ten thousand librarians, a faulty mitral
valve packed up and he had to be revived with "quarts of
chill Coca-Cola, against which let no man say a word."
This motive nicely parallels the beginning of Burgess'
fulltime writing career, which is where You've Had Your
Time starts.
In 1958, Burgess was falsely diagnosed as having an
inoperable brain tumor. He believed he had only a year to
live.
The medical decree rendered him unemployable but he
still had a wife to support, even after his demise. Burgess
felt he had no choice but to make a living as an author.
It was a pathetic existence: " ... there was little money
in my kind of fiction - a hundred pounds advance ... and
a trickle of royalties. If I wrote five novels or so each year
we might just about survive."
He determined to write two thousand words a day. or
ten novels, by the fall of 1960. (He completed five and a
half.)
It was an artistic dilemma for Burgess. He had to be
quick and commercial, yet still keep himself amused. His
downfall was, as he puts it, "art insisted on crei.:ping in.
Thal had to he so: my small sales prowd it."
Committed 10 makl.!a living as a writer. he took hack
work as an all-purpose culture reporter for publications all

over the world.
"This meant philosophising superficially and coming
to the brash unequivocal conclusions appropriate to
popular journalism."
Burgess moved on to dubious masters: Broadway, Hollywood, the British Broadcasting Corporation and
European television.
William Conrad, of Cannon fame, commissioned him
to write a script and lyrics for a four-hour movie musical
on the life of Shakespeare. They worked on it for two years
but it was never made.
Cubby Broccoli, producer of the James Bond films,
waylaid Burgess outside a New York hotel. He was handed
paper and a portable typewriter and asked to write a script
for The Spy Who loved Me. Burgess' plot featured a twin
brother for Bond (008) and a German health clinic which
secreted nuclear devices in the scar tissue of its patients.
His script was not used.
He wrote innumerable television scripts. movie treatments and book reviews, as well as translating classical
drama and composing verse for the stage. Despite this, he
managed to put llUtsome twi.:nty four works of fiction plus
hooks of essays. language texts and biographies.
For two Jecatks he occupied himself with this type or
execrable Wllrk. U\.lliding.the production of serious litera-
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scaffolding in advance of setting down the first word ... "
he worried that at his age, the enormity of the task would
kill him.
He writes, "I identified myself with the ancient ... narrator of the novel ... prepared to accept death when I had
typed the final page ... "
The device of an aged narrator pushing out a story
before death has been repeatedly used by Burgess since
then, as in Kingdom of the Wicked (1985), The
Pianoplayers (1986) and Any Old Iron (1989). Even the
fictitious editor of The End of the World News (1983) is an
ancient narrator wracked with pain and guilt and welcoming the release of death.
This tactic has become a bit wearing, even in these
memoirs-which
is odd, as it suits autobiography best but it does lend an emotional warmth to his later works. a
quality conspicuously missing from his early fiction.
To fully enjoy You've Had Your Time, it does help to
be familiar with a few of Burgess' works. His style is rich
but confusing; nested with parenthetical remarks and
spiced with foreign words and phrases. The sentence structure takes a while to get used to, but in this book he sticks
with his regular vocabulary -words such as sabir, prolepsis, sacerdotal. claudication, polyglot and exegesis no
longer serve as speed bumps.
His memoirs are also clearer than his journalism because he has space to explain his references, rather than
moving from one dropped name to another.
I love Anthony Burgess, but this man has lived too
long; there is too much to relate. Despite being an apostate
Catholic. it has taken Burgess nearly nine hundred pages
of'confcssion' just to reach 1982.
Had he heen a Protestant gentleman he would have
stopped writing long ago. making this review short and
pithy rather than long and unwieldy.
}'011 ·,·e /lad Your rime is a good hool,., hut learn from
my mistake and haw a loved one huy it for) ou.
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Cl[!f!f fl!}/J::i,,
congratulates the winners of the 1991

"JA,\.IJIY AWARDS":
Favourite"Room"DJ (6am108am): :\1,\RC FEDAK
Fa\\>Uritc
Mornini;DJ(8amlo )2 Noon):CHRIS GAGNIER

FavouriteEarlyAfternoonDJ:( Ipm 10 4pm):
DARREN MERCER DEREK DRECIK

fa\ourilc LateAfternoonDJ (4pm106pm);DA \'ID PETRO

See the career counsellor in theCareer Planning and Placement office, Room 163 Dillon Hall.

F,1vourilc
Late-NileOJ(:!amlo 6am}:IAN GR\ YiDOl 'G SARTORI
FavouriteAll-RequestSaturdayDJ: RICHARD FORD
Most"Off theWall"

R

m
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m
!'.,.
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L
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L
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DJ: ED BLAKE

FavouriteSpecial-Interest
MusicSho~:
"FRIDA\ 'S \\ 1THTHE PAISLEYS"

FavouriteSpecial-Interest
CulturalShow:
"Kt.:RDISH\'OICE IN CANADA"

FavouriteSpecial-Interest
InformationSho~: "RADJOAMNESTY"
Favourite"Promo":"STAGEDIVIN'"
Best-Researched
SpeciaHntere~~

"ECHOESOF CENTRAL AMERICA"

FavouriteSwitchboardShow: "ENVIRONMENTALPOWER HOVR"
favourite News/Sportscaster:
GLENN SUTHERLAND
FavouriteNewShow:"FIRE IN MY BONES"
MostDedicatedVolunteer:MARC FEDAK

CJAMEvenloftheYear:THE 1991JAMMY A\\.'ARDS
MoraleBooster
of the Year:

1989-90 CJAM EXECUTIVE PROPOSAL VOTE

SpecjalAchievement
Award:GERRY GAUGHAN
InvaluableAssistanceAward:

1990-91 STUDENT"S ADMINISTRATIVE <.;OUNCIL

Djstineuished
ServiceAwards:

FIONA McGRATH GLENN SUTHERLAND ANDREW ALTMANN
ED BLAKE
SYBIL AUGUSTINE CAERI BERTRAND
DAVE MUZATTI CHRIS USZYNSKI
DAVID REIDL
CLARA DECK
MARY POPOVICH
TOM FLEMING
DAVID PETRO
JOHN AHO
PETER STEVENS

..
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Don Says:

"NHL Playoffs
NCAA Final Four
Baseball Season Openers

"Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissier Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 'til 1 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 am. 'tit 11 p.m.

Catch 'em all here!''

256-00NS

Licensed Under the LLBO

ATTENTION STUDENTS

PREGNANT
and need help?

SUMMER
OPENINGS

Call ...

Tl'YSS!Q~. s11~t

Otrtl.,ri!lbt

• Pay increaseswithincentives
• Gain valuableresumeexperience
• All majorsmay apply,no experiencenecessary
• Build communicationskills
• Gain valuableexperiencein marketingand advertising
• Futuremanagementopportunities
• lntemshipand scholarshipsavailable
• FlexibleHours
- For earlyconsideration,callnow... begin afterexams -

Details covered at interview - FOR AN INTERVIEW CALL
York Region
(416) 474-1616
Cambridge
(519)
York Region (in Chinese) (416) 474-1785
Windsor
(519)
Oshawa
(416) 576-5179
Brampton
(416)
Ottawa
(613) 787-5662
Mississauga
(416)
East Toronto
(416) 474-1616
OakvilJe/Burlington
(416)
East Scarborough
(416) 474-1616
Etobicoke
(416)
Pickering/ Ajax
(416) 474-1616
Woodbridge
(416)
Newmarket
(416) 474-1616
Hamilton
(416)
Waterloo
(519) 725-2889
London
(416)
Guelph
(519) 837-9211
St. Catharines
(416)

at 253-3322
or visit our office at

,,.._
380 Chilver Road
~~!'>-

~~,.,~~

We provide:

·\ \\

622-4263
250-0137
451-0271
238-3371
825-8285
695-8037
238-3372
573-2441
559-()621
687-3414

free pregnancy
tests,
1f'·;?~)
'>! ~ ~
community
,.,\ i.

\\ \

'I

'7

~~-i

~-·}

referrals,
accommodations

~,,

, . :~l
.v_; ··n)

and l_egal
advice.

·<\?

Toll free 1-800-328-LOVE

IF UNE BUSY, PLEASE TRY AGAIN

CAMPUS CATALOGUE
For advertising information please contact Leanne Fullerton at
CAMPUS PLUS (416) 362 - 6468. Fax (416) 362 - 7354
HAVE THE POWER TO CREATE YOUR
SUCCESS NOWI
Learn the skills to excell both in school and the real world. The
STUDENT POWER cassette program shows you how to:
• project a more powerful self image
• improve your memory, listening and reading skills.
• protect yourself with campus safety tips
Send $39.95 + 3.50 (s&h) to:
SUPERACHIEVERS
P.O. Box 2076. Station C
Rexdale, ON M9V 2G2
EARN $no per 1000 ($65 per 100) forwarding envelopes for
Bntish mail order company. For details/application form send
self addressed envelope with three inlemationaf response
coupons (available from post office) for return airmail reply.
Castle Publishing
Dept C16, 378 New Cavendish Street.
London, W1M SJA, England

MOBILE
CARWASH
Earn $30/hour '"

Your Ow" Sual"eu/

• Earntopmoney
mcarcleaning
& detarlrng
~~ • Useyourcarvanor prckup
Make
rmmed1ate
profrtsfromparking
lotseverywhere
• FREE
mlormat1on
package

'£.•

•
EXPRESS WASH INC.
342 R1verdi-le A~e, Toronto. Ont. M4J 1A2
------

(418)

488-4184

ext.
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SUMMER JOBS
Applications are now being
accepted for summer jobs on
cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No experience
neccessary For more info
send $2 and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
World Wtde Traver Club
5334 Yonge Street
Suite 1407
Toronto, ON M2N 6M2.

SENDS1295
& DESIRED
WORDING
& CAP
COLOR
Bruce Lobay
410 Washington
Ave.
Winnipeg.ManitobaA2K 1L8

Cottage for Rent

I RUGGED

Over 600 co~ages ace p'lQlOS
On1arooI 0Je~c

Th<c1991 COTTAGE RE\"T\L
DIRECTORY.

I

s.10 20 Ind tu & po,r To ordf'~(:-1

<¥ ~•tt
l,S4t P.A>1,s.~n91"'
12, 8'0<::i\St 6a•roe, Ont L•N 2M2

t7~J 72HC>5

STUFF

I

r0o1t·8:l0·<61-7!>E51

International Student Identity Card Application

--,;i,:fi"''

Worldwideproofof full time student status. Discounts in over 60 countries and thousands of locations
In Canada Save 25 - 50% on domestic and international flights I
~

-- ....---·

:::::

!.!.tt

Dateof Birth:

Citizenship:

Institution:
._______

StUdent#:

Permanent
Address:
_______________

C)

e7t516
---·--

_

,i.

~

·

Ii

~

....
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!,· ) (/ /) / N f ..........._..._...._
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•

Find ou1 about !he only program 10 prepare you lor this
competition'
2-DAY SEMINAR
• Covers all aspects of the complex applica11or.,exam and
interview process.
• Sample questions with tn-class practice ar.d 1ips, writing
exorc;se instruction, and crucial guidance on the interview.

"'
.,..

• Comprehensive study kit on aid, 1rade, immigration, and
politicaVeconomrc issues and stats.

!!

• Taught at universities across Canada by former FSO Barry
Yeates.

Pleasei~:
1)P~
sized~olo. 2) Photocopy
ofcurrentful timestudentcard,or
letterfromregiStrar
IXlOfrm111g
fulltimestudentstatus.3) Certified
chequeormoneyorder
payable
to theCanadanFederation
ofStudents-Services
lor $12.75Qnctudes
G.S.T.)and$1forpostage.Mailapplicahon
to:
TheClnldllnFederationof Students• Services
2"3 CollegeSlreel,Slhfloor,Toronto,Ontario,MST2Y1

I

FREE catalogue-rugged shirts, I
pants jackets.sweaters, coats.
socks, hats, belts & more.
Sutton River Trading Co,
54 JJ"ctO'l Ro., To·o~:o1/ooN• B4
PhonP. {416) 766-7476
r

• O,Jtstand1ng Placement Record.

Foreign Service Exam Counselllng Inc.
104-404 Lauri er Ave. East
Ottawa K1N 6R2

613 567-1764

More
Summer
Jobs!

Don·t delay! These employers
are hiring now. Our complete
handbook prepared for
stuoents lists 1,000's of
opportunites. Job descriptions
plus names, addresses and
telephone numbers are given.
Topics rnclude tree planting,
resorts camps, franchises,
Feder..! Government end
Ontario Government.
Overseas, industry, etc.
To order your handbook,
write: with payment ($21 50
plus $2.50 S&H) $24.00
cheque or money order to:
Summer Employment Guide,
312 Dorchester Street.
Newma™1t, Ontario
L3Y 6N7
CODs accepted, add $2.20
Have a great summer!
Watch tor the CAMPUS
CATALOGUE in September
Deadline for ads: August 1

SPORTS
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Chicago's Shawon Dunston and Ryne Sandberg.

1

The opening pitch
by Da,·e Briggs

In an effort to emulate the Windsor Star 's stellar sports section,
the Lance has decided to forego covering university athletics and
.Jll.WiJsatt&;Qtionto something we know nothing about - Major
League Baseball.
John Marentette, Scott Pratt. Joe Bronzi, and yours truly have
gotten together to disect baseball like no other publication this
world has previously been privy to.
Ifs been an annual tradition at the Lance - rm not really interested in being known as a trend-breaker.
Enjoy and remember, in the infamous (and some say beautiful) words of baseball guru David Letterman,As always ladies and
gentlemen, p/ease...no wagering.
CJ
Note: this special baseball feature was compiled and edited
by Scott Pratt.
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Cubs go 'wild' again
by Joe Bronzi
The National League East
division has been perhaps the
most competitive in major league
basebalJ for the last seven years.
This should be an exciting season
from most teams.
The Cardinals are rebuilding
and have Jost some key players.
The Cubs acquired George Bell to
add to an already powerful offense. The Expos have the best
talent in the major leagues, and
the Pirates are coming off a
divisional title.
1 - Chicago Cubs
Does George Bell have something to prove? Only that he's out
of Toronto. He might be the most
competitive player in baseball,
and he comes to win.
Even though his numbers
have declined, he's still a threat,
and he adds depth and power to
the Cubs - along with guys like
Ryne Sandberg (.306, 40 HRS,
100 RBis), first baseman Mark
Grace (.309, 9, 82), Shawon
Dunston and Andrew Dawson.
Signing free agent Danny
Jackson takes some of the pressure off Greg Maddox, Mike
Bulecki, and Rick Sutcliffe, although Sutcliffe 's shoulder is a
question mark.
MikeHarkey, Shawn Broskie,
"Wild Thing'' Mitch William s
and lhe acquisition of Houston
Astro Dave Smith adds strength to
lhe bullpen.
2 - Montreal Expos
The Expos? You better
believe it. Even though TSN
favours the budgies, and we rare1y hear much about the Expos,
watch out! They're a team on the
rise, regarded as having the best
talent in the game.

Trading Tim Raines to the
White Sox was a big loss offensively, but gives a chance for
highly touted Moises Alou (acquired from the Pirates last year
for Zane Smith) to emerge.

NL East
Ivan Calderon will add punch.
The pitching is young, but they
have some fiery arms in Brian
Barnes, Howard Farmer, Chris
Nabholz, Steve Frey, Mel Rojas,
Scott Ruskin, and Bill Sampen.
Barry Jones(l 1-4, 2.31 EBA),
brought over in the deal for
Raines, adds depth to the pen. Jim
Wallach could help lead Montreal
to a surprise first-place finish.
3 - Pittsburgh Pirates
The Pirates are still solid, and
they know they can win. But
losing Sid Bream to Atlanta and
R. J. Reynolds to Japan leaves a
hole in the leadership.
Watch for rookie Carlos Garcia to be the Pirates' long-awaited
shortstop, provided he isn · t traded
for a first baseman or a lefthanded closer. John Smiley
should rebound from a poor 1990.
With any luck Barry Bonds' sulking and Bobby Bonilla's contract
problems in spring training won't
darken the team's character. With
the guidance of Jim Leyland, the
Pirates may well win a second
championship.
4- New York ~fets
Dwight Gooden (19-7, 3.83),
Frank Viola (20-12, 2.67), David
Cone (14-10, 3.83), Sid Fernandez (9-10, 3.46). plus up-andcoming right-hander Julio Valera
create as scary a starting rotation
as you'll find in the National
League.
Losing Darryl Strawberry

creates a big problem offensively
and defensively, but his prima
donna attitude won't be missed.
Vince Coleman will terrorize
the base paths, but not to the same
extent Strawberry did. Kevin
Eisler could be traded for a lefty
in the bullpen. Watch for Greg
Jeffries finally to realize his
potential. The Mets are certainly
capable of finishing first.
5 - Philadelphia Phillies
The Phillies are still rebuilding, but they're on the right track.
Their strength and leadership lie
in the outfield with Len Dykstra
(.325, 9,60), Van Hayes(.261, 17,
73) and Dale Murphy (.245, 24,
83). When will first baseman
Ricky Jordan win to his star
capability?
Last year's rookie Pat Combs
(10-10, 4.07)will be the best Phillie pitcher sinc1: Steve Carleton.
Jerry Mulholland showed great
poise in the second half of the year
(9-10, 3, 34). Rookie Jason
Grimsley (1-0, 3.68) could be a
big plus.
6 - St. Louis Cardinals
On a rebuilding phase as well,
the Cards have had trouble with
injuries over the years. They are a
very fast ball club (even without
Vince Coleman), designed for
Busch Stadium's artificial playing surface.
Pitcher Joe Magrane is out for
the year with arm problems, and
the rest of the pitching staff is not
very frightening. Lee Smith and
Todd Wornell
comprise
a
reasonably strong bullpen. although Juan Augusto, Frank DiPino and rookie Mike Perez may
be overused. Todd Zeile is adjusting nicely to third base, and Ray
Lankford and Felix Jose give this
team a fresh look.
O

Cincinnati working on the sequel to Red October
by John Marentette
If we look at the National
League West, we can count on
few surprises by comparison with
last season's final standings.
Maybe the only thing to change in
1991 is that the two teams in last
year's basement swap places.
Yes, the Atlanta Braves are an
up-and-coming team, and the
Houston Astros will finally hold a
lock on the division cellar, plunging to the depths of despair in
what has been a five-year slide.
But on to the predictions:
1 - Cincinnati Reds
Yes, the Reds did sweep the
Oakland Athletics last fall to win
a world championship.
Chris
Sabo did look like Ty Cobb after
hitting .563 in the Series. And
Cincinnati's 'Nasty Boy' bullpen
did finish with a fashionable 0.00
ERA in the postseason.
It's no wonder The National
Enquirer reported afterward the
FBI was investigating reports that
the whole series had been fixed.
But let's look on the bright
side. At least we know how good
Cincinnati can be. Not only does
it have the most talent of any ball
club in the National League, its
bullpen is the best from here to

Siberia.
Maybe the only thing tougher
than the Reds winning it all last
year will be their attempt to
repeat. But if the balance the Reds
exhibited in 1990 is any indication, another October parade certainly isn't out of the question.

NL West
2-

Los Angeles Dodgers
After dumping Kirk Gibson
during the off-season, Los Angeles spent $36 million on free
agents Darryl Strawberry, Brett
Butler and Kevin Gross. To say
that they are planning for the immediate future is an understatement.
But the missing piece of the
puzzle may once again prove to
be Orel Hershiser. Ifhe can return
to his old form after missing almost all of last year due to arm
surgery, they may be going ga-ga
in la-la land after all.
3 - San Francisco Giants
The fact that the Giants had
the most wins in the National
League and won their first penn ant in 27 years was overshadowed
by the Bay City
earthquake in 1989.
And it wasn't long ago when

Will Clark was being unfairly
compared to Mel Ott, the Hall of
Fame first baseman for the Giants
in the 1930s. Clark is better than
that, but had an off year in 1990
when he generated 'only' 19
home runs and 95 RBis.
The Giants deserve to be
taken seriously. Their batting
order is as potent as any in the
league with Matt Williams and
Kevin Mitchell, and as for their
pitching, it is solid, when healthy.
The off-season acquisition of
Willie McGee, Dave Righetti and
Bud Black should at least keep
them in contention, and if the rest
of the league isn't careful, this
division dark horse could once
again "humm, baby."
4 - San Diego Padres
It's hard to remember exactly
how the Padres got into this mess.
Remember, this is the team that
finished three games out of first in
1989. But don·t look now, San
Diego looks like it's rebuilding.
The last time anyone bothered
to check, the Padres didn't know
who would be playing third. left
or center, and their pitchers. when
they weren't throwing outside of
the strike zone, were watching
balls sail over the fence.
By unloading Joe Carter and

Orel Hershiser.

Roberto Alomar to Toronto, the
Padres got Fred McGriff and
Tony Fernandez. Obviously, if
this deal turns out to backfire on
them, the Padres may have to do
a lot of praying.
5 - Atlanta Braves
The Braves finally appear to
have found a supporting cast for
Dale Murphy. There's
one
problem: Murph 'sin Philadelphia
now. But while the timing might

seem bad, Atlanta fans aren't very
fussy.
After years of falling asleep
between
Murphy's
at-bats,
Braves fans can now seriously
think about winning - well, gett in g out of the division
crawlspace, at least.
Atlanta acquired free agents
Terry Pendleton and Sid Bream
this winter. Though they aren't
exactly the Dynamic Duo, at least
it shows the Atlanta management
is trying to add a little bit of spice
to the product.
6 - Houston Astros
The Astros are about as exciting as a dry oil well.
At one point last season,
ouston dropped 13 straight
games on the road. In fact, the
Astros probably wish they could
hook the Astrodome to a trailer
and lug it around America.
How optimistic is this Houston team? Put it this way: when
Glenn Davis, one of the game's
premier power hitters, was
shipped to Baltimore in January,
eight of the team's free agents
bailed out in the biggest rush for
the exits since /shtar hit theatre
screens across America.
The Astros could be in for
some seriously barren stretches.CJ
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Line up that summer job early.

We can help.
Contact
Career Planning and Placement,
Room 163, Dillon Hall.

by Dave Briggs

Windsor Indoor Health and Fitness offers its

.Summer
Fitness and
Racquet
Memberships
-

May 1st - Sept 1st-

)

Your choice

$99.00
Both

$150.00
(prepaid memberships only)

No Initiation Fees
• Sauna • Whirlpool Bath • Weight Room •
• Squash/Racquetball and Tennis• Cardiovascular•
• Restaurant and Lounge• Powercise • Tanning Room •
• Massage Therapist • Aerobics •

.® ~-

~ Summer

·· · Sand
Volleyball
-

WINDSOR
INDOOR
HeALTH

lo RACIJIUl!T

June 3rd-Aug 29th-

Team
Registration Forms
Now Available
Call Today
966-2141
2475 McDougall

Life can't compare
to the rites of sp

Street

Each year, as opening day approaches, baseball re-establishes
a special place in the hearts of enthusiasts who yearn through the
winter for its return .
Some people's love for the
game reaches such extremes that
they come to value the sport
above all things.
I found myself contemplating
the enormity and horror of life
without baseball, and so I've
hashed out these reasons why the
game is better than life itself.

lot of annoying morons who
spend most of their lives dipping
their brains directly into a keg of
beer.
Look, you play baseball in a
park where you try to get in safe
at home and score big. Life is a
game played mostly on highspeed freeways, where you suck
carbon monoxide and dodge
finger-shooting sociopaths in an
attempt to make it home -where
you dream of scoring big.
The differences don't end
there.
In baseball you can always

I the armchair gladiator ]
Baseball is generally relaxing
and easy going. Life is stressful,
not a whole lot of fun, and
uninteresting until you get to the
naughty bits.
On the diamond, there are
winners and losers. In life there's
mostly just losers. The winners
are all out playing baseball.
Ball players can make an
average salary of $800,000. In
real life, most of us live on Kraft
dinner, drive practical cars that
get great gas mileage, and spend
most of our lives praying to make
as much as a McDonald's
manager.
Besides wanting to get rich,
baseball players bond togther to
achieve team goals. The rest of us
have to fly solo and put up with a

bring in a relief pitcher, a pinch
batter, or a pinch runner when you
get in trouble. In life, you don't
have this luxury; so count on
making the same pea-brained
mistakes.
In baseball,
your life is
measured in stages called innings.
In the real world the corresponding stages are: the Nagging
Spoiled Brat; the Puberty-Striken
Youth; the 'Young Adult'; and
Prelude to Death.
On a similar note, in baseball
you can count on the game ending
for everybody at the same time
and according to predictable patterns. In life, you arcn 't that fortunate. The people you hate the
most arc destined lo live forever.
Baseball. unlike life, is about

,.

STUDENT ROOMS
For The Summer
includes:

• Furnished
• All Utilities
• Secure Room Locks
• Laundry Facilities
• l(jtchen Facilities
• Private Parking
Private Room-$195.00/month
Available May through August

245 Detroit Street
Office: 973-0130
Head Resident: 971-9881
Book ahead for Fall 1991
excellent rates available - single rooms
If the thought of packing and movingall
your stuff has you in a real bind, think Ryder.
We can help with everythingfrom
wardrobe cartons to packing tape, plus 10%
discounton localandone-waymovesupon
presentation of your student card.
Our late-modeltrucks are easy to drive,
and there's plenty of room to share with
friends.
For starters, call Ryder now for our free
28-page movers guide.
You'llbe amazed how much useful
informationwe crammed into it.

'

RYDER~

WFRE lliEREAT EVERYTURN
Convenient
RentalLocations
4810 Walker Road .........................969-4841
5432 Tecumseh Road E................ 948-8951
2105 HuronChurch Road ..............972-5720
12200 Tecumseh Road ..................735-4343

freedom, speed and power.
Freedom. In baseball you pat
men on the behind, spit tobacco
all over the place, and scratch any
part of your body in front of a TV
camera. In everyday life, most of
those things will get you either arrested, edited, or thrown out of the
better restaurants.
Speed. Baseball is a game of
skill and agility,
requiring
strength,
coordination,
and
tremendous hand-eye coordination. Life is a game that requires
cash, a large, brain-numbing
drink, and a twenty-inch (at least)
colour television.
Power. Nothing is more exhilarating than hitting a baseball
over the outfield wall, feeling the
ballistic force of muscle and
wood. In life, the pleasures arc
simpler: little in life compares to
discovering you 'vc got a pocket
full of loonies you didn ·1 know
you had.
0
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Fhe Lance picks its--award winners early
As we (and greedy, incentiveseeking players)all know, the
creature we call baseball has more
to offer than just divisional races.
Individual performance awards
are also doled out at the end of the
year, and here, with a projected
World Series champ thrown in,
are our predictions for the lucky
winners:
American League MVP:
Cecil Fielder, Detroit (Scott)
Ken Griffey, Jr., Seattle (Dave)
Joe Carter, Toronto (Joe)
Alan Trammell, Detroit (John)

Rookie of the Year:
Turner Ward, Cleveland (Scott)
Travis Fryman, Detroit (Dave)
Rusty Meacham, Detroit (Joe)
Milt Cuyler, Detroit (John)

National League MVP:
Ryne Sandberg, Chicago (Scott)
Tim Wallach, Montreal (Dave)
Darryl Strawberry, LA (Joe & John)

Chris Hammond, LA (Scott & Dave)
Jose Offerman, LA (Joe)
Bernard Gilkey, St. Louis (John)

Dave Stewart, Oakland (Scott &
Dave)
Roger Clemens, Boston (Joe)
Nolan Ryan, Texas (John)

StudentSiding and
WindowCleaning
• A summer self~ployment
oppo,iun,ty
• Potential ea<nings $1000.00 per
week or more
• Complete start up package only
$3000.00
• Student Bank loans available

mufflerking®

World Series Champs:
Chicago Cubs (Scott)
LA Dodgers (Dave & Joe)
Cincinnati Reds (John)

campus recreation
Mixed 6-on-6 Volleyball

315 University West

2507 Ouellette

3430 Tecumseh East

258-4080

966-1050

945-6334

r··MuFFNL-E
I
I

FM • Ne Raplty

Na f..cblte

To obtain a compete ,nlonnahonpackage
wnta:
A·1 Po-waah

Equipment
P.O. Box 3072
TecumNh, Ont. NaN 2M3
979-15'4

29 95 ~~~ll;~~s

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE*

Cy Young:
Jose Rijo, Cincinnati (Scott &Joe)
David Cone, NY Mets (Dave)
Dennis Martinez, Montreal (John)

Rookie of the Year:

Cy Young:

,_

$

111

1I

Prep Courses for

I
I

II

JUNE I GRE
JUNE 15 GMAT
JUNE 10 LSAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

& Light

Trucks.

·vour Speedy Muffler Kong muffler ,s guaranteed for one year from date of purchase
Speedy Muffler King w,11,nstall a new muffler at no Charge for the replacement or ,rs
,nstallat,on should your muffler need replacing for any reason w1th1nthis year.
Offerexp... s 03/31191 Offer not vahd

w,th any other promotion or coupon

Quality Computer
Fully IBM compatible

ATI Super VGA graphics card
Super VGA monitor (1024 x 768) .28 dp
16 Mhz landmark speed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeable to 4 Mb RAM onb<>ard)
43 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.2 Mb 5.25 floppy disk drive
Hard drive and floppy drive controller
2 serial, 1 parallel, 1 game ports
101 key enhanced keyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply
Stylish case

Word processing, graphics & game software and a lot more!

It was another excellent season for men's ice hockey. The turnout
was impressive,, with 32 teams (approximately 450 athletes) applying
for 31 positions.
Each of the three divisions proved to be very competitive as only a
few points separated first to eighth place in each. The playoffs were
exciting as many.of>the underdogs staged upsets in early rounds. A total
of 145 regular season and 21 playoff games were played this year.
In the championship games, it was the V-Steaks defeating the
Bungy Hunters 5-2 in the A match up, Streetsville Derbys over the Bullets 3-1 in 81, and Electa Co. prevailing over the Stiff Shafts in 82
division.

2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty

TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (2 blocks east of U of W)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017
We also carry Olivetti and Leading Edge laptop and other computer equipment.

Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing

Bike Not Well?
We have everything you need to get your bike
back on the road. huge selection of tires, parts
& accessories for all makes.

We solve all your problems!

Don't miss a single day of great riding weather.

Take advantage of our
Spring Bike Tune-up Special.
.··' Bicycles By~
*

CANNON DALE
FATCHANCE
GT ALL-TERRA
DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN
...and many more

Starting at $319.00

Feel The Need For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED.
10% Student Discount With I.D. Card
519-972-7044
2694 Howard Ave. 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

1
1
1

1
I

---------------------------------·
At Speedy, you're a Somebody!

Two well-played championship matches finished off a fine season
of 6-on-6 mixed volleyball. Super Team swept the competitive
league ·s final against Aldo 's Animals. The teams advanced to the final
by eliminating Furghn's and New Kids on the Net respectively.
In Recreational, Cody Boomers defeated the Amateurs in two
straight games for the championship.
The Boomers had previously defeated One-Land Cody Killers to
make it to the final. The Amateurs had eliminated the Faculty of Ed
and the Tequila Slammers on their route to the final.
One-Land Faculty of Ed each won their first-round matches, over
the 69'ers and Friends of Paul.

Men's Intramural Hockey

II

Thepiest
Patio in Town

..
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The SkyDome's the limi for Jays
by Scott Pratt
The American League East,
once considered the toughest
division in baseball, has fallen on
hard times. A meagre 85 wins will
now give you a decent shot at the
title.
Of course, this isn't to say that
the AL East hasn't given us some
excitement. Who could forget the
time when ... um, well ... or when
... uhh ...
Never mind.
I - Toronto Blue Jays
In the past, the Jays' chances
have rested on the shoulders of
Dave Stieb, Kelly Gruber, and
Fred McGriff. The 'Crime Dog'
has since flown the coop to San
Diego, but with new faces such as
Roberto Alomar and Joe Carter,
as well as returning stars David
Wells and John Olerud, the Jays
should rebound strongly.
2 -Cleveland Indians
No, I wasn't recently hit on
the head with something heavy.
Every season has some surprises,
and the Indians will be one in
1991.
Sandy Alomar, Jr. has plenty
of pop in his bat, while Tom Candiotti is like the Energizer Rabbit
- he just keeps going and going.
With Doug Jones in the pen and
Alex Cole and Turner Ward just
up from Triple-A, the Tribe could
turn the movie "Major League"
into a documentary.
3 - Boston Red Sox
The Boys of Fenway arc always tough, especially with a
healthy Wade Boggs. Jody Reed
is a hustler who, barring injury,

should wreak more havoc on opposing teams in '91.
Of course, all eyes will be on
Roger Clemens on Opening Day,
as everyone waits to see if he's
still miffed about getting tossed
out in the playoffs last year. Personally, I'm waiting to see something else: just how long it takes
for his shoulder to give out.
4 - Baltimore Orioles
This team has the same tools
as, say, Boston or Toronto, but in
smaller doses.
Ben McDonald is no Stieb or
Clemens, but he still gets the job
done (8-5, 2.43 ERA in 1990).
The acquisition of Glenn Davis
takes some pressure off of Cal
"[ronman" Ripken, Jr., and ifRipken #2 (Billy) can repeat his 1990
performance (.299 avg), all could
be well in Maryland.
Botched Trade Of The 199091 Offseason: Mickey Tettleton
to Detroit for Jeff Robinson.
Tettleton's long ball could give
the Tigers four or five extra wins,
but if Robinson pitches more than
120 innings this year, I'll eat a
rosen bag.
5 - Detroit Tigers
The Denver Nuggets of major
league baseball will provide fans
with the most exciting games this
year. Home runs will rain into the
stands from launch pads like Rob
Deer, Mickey Tettleton, Travis
Fryman, and everyone's favourite
smasher, Cecil Fielder.
Of course, scoring ten runs a
game doesn't mean much if you
give up eleven. The Tigers have
no pitching to speak of. especially with whiny Jack Morris now

eleven wins from his '89 record,
and his downward spiral wasn't
an isolated incident.

AL East

Detroit slugger Cecil Fielder demonstrates a mating levitating bat trick.

annoying the citizens of Minnesota.
The remaining staff is old,
unimpressive, old, unintimidating, and old. Forgive yourself if
you get the Tigers' and Lions'

scores mixed up.
6- Milwaukee Brewers
I'm still mad at this team for
not winning the division when
they had the chance ( 1989).
Pitcher Chris Bosio dropped

If Robin Yount likes his job,
he'd better give more proof that
1989 wasn't a fluke (.318, AL
MVP) than he did in 1990 (.247).
Paul Molitor could be one of the
Big Guys in the league ifhe didn't
stay on such friendly terms with
his doctors. Last year alone he
broke two bones, tore a muscle
and had shoulder surgery.
He's playing the less stressful
position of first base this year, and
manager Tom Trebelhorn is praying Molitor will live to tell about
it.
7 - New York Yankees
Take away the Tigers' offensive strength and what do you get?
The Yankees.
The Pinstripe Club is expecting 19-game loser Tim Leary to
be the ace of their staff, with bumelbowed Mike Witt and 34-yearolds Scott Sanderson and Steve
Farr also chipping in.
The lone bright spot in the
Yanks' game is Kevin Maas, the
most powerful rookie in the
American League last year (2 l
HRs). Provided he avoids injury
and the sophomorc jinx, Maas
should show enough fire to at
least get himself traded to a decent
club.
If Don Mattingly returns to
form. the hot New York summers
may have a few nio.: moments, at
least.

n

Oakland set to earn straight A 's in AL West
by Dave Briggs

I've been reading the other guys' predictions and I've
decided to be a non-conformist - to stand out in the
crowd.
I'm not like those guys who load up their predictions
with useful statistics, a good selection of names of key
players to look for, and witty comments about other teams'
futility.
Instead of burying my face in books with titles like,
"The Joy of Utterly Useless Baseball Statistics," I did it all
on my own, and only discuss players I know are still playing for certain teams.

AL West
At least I'm not pretending to know something about
baseball. Anyway, here's what I think will happen in the
American League West. I hope I've got all the right
teams ...
t - OakJand Athletics
There are a zillion reasons why I'd love to see the Athletics get unmercifully pummelled into oblivion, but my
contempt for some of the more obnoxious A's isn't reason
enough to pick against them.
A good selection of Oakland hitters should be lockedup for committing atrocities to a baseball with a bat, but
even more of them should be put away for having the personality of your average fan who enjoys spitting.
If Rickey Henderson can wipe away the tears and stop
sucking his thumb long enough to hold a bat he should be
able to achieve some of last season's MVP success.
Not to be outdone, Jose Canseco is still as big a threat
on the diamond as he is to me tossing my cookies. Oh well,
it's been said no one liked Ty Cobb, either.
2 - Kansas City Royals
Last year proved money doesn't necessarily buy happiness; the Royals finished a laughable sixth after going on
a wild free-agent shopping spree.
But all the talent didn't mysteriously leave these
players, so expect a strong rebound in '91.
A little bit of a youth movement should revive the team
somewhat as veterans like Frank White arc being replaced
by fresh-faced youngsters.
A strong pitching staff anchored by dual Cy Young
Award winner Bret Sabcrhagen is the club's streng1h.
especially after the sudden departure of Bo Jackson (Pie
insert one of those tired and unwitty Bo Knows ... jok es
here).
3 - Chicago White Sox
One of the reasons I'm picking Chicago to finish third
rather than first or second, is because I honestly can't ee
them having two good seasons in a row. Think of the t, -.torical precedent.
The other reason I've delegated them
the top of
also-rans is I've been pulling team name• ·!Jl of a hat,
the Sox had the good fortune of coming l t third.
The team's strength is a deep relief squad and a bu . ~ 11
of outfielders who steal a ton of bases (and also get caught

a lot in the process). Tim Raines definitely can't hurt this
team.
4 - Seattle Mariners
Here's my out-on-the-limb pick. Though I'm sure
finishing in the bottom half of the division is not exactly
any team's dream season, the Mariners have yet to have a
winning year and shouldn't be choosy just yet with where
they finish.
Bolstered by youngsters like Ken Griffey Jr., Seattle
may make a half-hearted run at the top before being unmercifully thumped by the division bad boys, the Oakland
A's.
Starting pitching is the team's forte. Look for strong
season from Erik Hanson and Randy Johnson.
5 - Texas Rangers
Maybe they don't deserve being relegated to fifth
place, but this feeling (feel free to call it stupidity) gnawing at my insides tells me this is where they'll end up.
I like to pretend my glass is half full so I can honestly
say that at least they'll be an exciting fifth place team with
the likes of Nolan Ryan, Ruben Sierra, and Rafael Palmeiro.
Manager Bobby Valentine has been with Texas too
long without the necessary improvement. Complacency
may have set in.
6 - California Angels
In my mind this is the perfect team; if you're into perfecting mediocrity, that is.
Big names like Dave Winfield, Mark Langston, and
Wally Joyner will have to carry a squad of virtual nonames and washed-up stars.
Alright, I admit it, I really don't know much about the
Angels. It's not like I'm really concerned about them actually challenging for the division crown. How much more
do you want to know about a sixth place team, besides that
they're not so good?
7 - Minnesota Twins
Abysmal pitching and not enough offensive punch to
compensate make the Twins this division's "destined for
futility" award winner.
If Jack Morris thought he had to look over his shoulder
a lot in Tiger Stadium, he's going to get a big surprise in
the Metrodome.
Young players must grow up in a hurry if Minnesota
hopes to make any noise in what's becoming a fiercely
competitive tlivii.ion.
O
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SAC opposes
fee proposal
by Shari Hoppin
Students ' Adminstrative
Council (SAC) has asked that the
Board of Governors not approve
a fee hike proposed by the Organisation of Part-time University Students (OPUS).
OPUS members, whose current fees are $7.50 per semester,
recently voted lo "support the
referendum proposat at $15 per
fall and winter semester and $7 .50
per intersession and summer."
If OPUS' proposal is ratified
by the Board or Governors, full.
time undergraduate Mudents, who
were not eligible to vote in the
referendum, will also be faced
with these fees if they attend summer and intersession, when students take a part-time course load
(fewer than four courses).
SAC president Joe Esteves
has pointed out that full-time undl.!1gr d,lO....
k :.tuoents woulu therel'urc be paying twice, since the
proposed OPUS fees would be
redundant with SAC fees already
collected from these students to
'
cover services year-round.
In a letter to Director of
Finance Dale Horniachek, Esteves slated that while SAC
wished not to interfere with
OPUS initiatives, the referendum
results "arc widely held to be in
conflict with our mandate and not
to be in the best interests of our
constituency."
A motion expressing dissatisfaction and disapproval with the
results of the referendum
in

1

specific regard to the prov1s1on
for fee collection during interand summer sessions was passed
at a council meeting Tuesday.
In a release issued Monday .
president Susan Dufour and presi.
dent-elect Mary Schisler stated:
"OPUS, the Organisation of Parttime Students of the Universit) of
Windsor, is pleased to announce
the results of the referendum
recently held to increase part-time
student fees.
"The successful affirmative
vote of confidence
received
(pending ratification b) the Board
of Governors) will allow OPUS to
meet the ever-increasing
and
varied needs of part-time students.
"We sincerely thank all parttime students who participated in
the democratic process."
A notice issued to encourage
students to SU(lOOrt the rerercnuum stated
thdt !he diaiicngcs put
to OPUS. with its expanding role.
had increased operating costc,
dramatical!).
"Such a tremendous demand
upon our services has meant \\.e
have reached the point where v.c
may have to reduce services and
campus involvement
unless
revenues are increased," it stated.
The notice, which listed a
number of services provided b)
OPUS, also noted that part-time
student fees had not been increased since 1987. and that existing fees were among the lowest
charged to part-time students in
Canada.
:J

Joh lottery opened
hy Andrew Sipes
The city's student job lottery has been opened to unemployed nonstudents.
About half the 240 people who will be hired for summer jobs will
he students who have worked for the city before. When council met on
Monday, a vote to divide the remaining jobs 50/50 between inexperienced students and jobless workers divided council in half. Mayor
John Millson cast the deciding vote.
Council has agreed to hire the unemployed for this summer only.
The jobs will be advertised and applicants chosen by lottery. Only
residents of the city of Windsor will be eligible.
Thousands of students and unemployed workers are expected to
apply for the 240 summer jobs.
0

Baseball, books,
and bubbles: It's
springtime in

Windsor, and
Shawn VanRay
(middle) is getting

and Andrew

Graduate students to hold new vote on health plan
by Michael Nehme
The health plan referendum
held by the Graduate Student
Society (GSS) last week will be
held again on Monday, April 15
and Tuesday, April 16.
After counting the votes on
Friday, GSS officials found there
was a tie, with 42 votes in favour

of the new plan, and 42 in favour
of the current one. About 600
graduates were eligible to vote.
In a report to the GSS, chief
electoral officer Laurie McGhee
stated: "Normally, the result
would necessitate an automatic
re-vote. However, there were two
problems encountered: one involving an undergraduate student

who voted and dropped the ballot
into the box.
"In conjunction with this is the
second problem of 84 votes cast
and 84 names crossed out on the
voters list. Since the undergraduate student did not appear
on the list and her vote was
deposited in the box (and therefore should be removed), we have

84 people voting but only 83 official ballots.
"Due to the problems encountered, I recommend that the
vote be redone."
Voting in the second referendum will take place between 9 am
and 4 pm in the University Centre,
and 4 and 8 pm at the Grad House
on Monday and Tuesday.

GSS president

Robin Perry

said there were obviously strong
feelings both for and against the
new plan.
The GSS is also negotiating
for better
benefits

salaries

and more

for teaching assistants

and graduate assistants.

O
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diversions

ARTS
Artclte:
In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich, 977-6564.
(Regular hours - 2:00 till 5:00, Wednesday through
Saturday; 1:00 till 5:00. Sunday.)
Friday, April 5 to Friday, April 26
..~ Valerie Gill: Reflections sur la Ligne D'Horizon/Reflect,ons on the Horizon: sculptural installation. Opening
on the 5th at 7:30pm.

Islam; and Opening Doors and Their Challenges. Preregistration ($7), individual presentations ($2). All sessions are on Mondays. 1:30 to 3:30pm.
Monday, April 15
G"
Wild Goose Jack: the film documenting the conversion
of Jack Miner from deadly hunter to a pioneer in the
preservation of wildlife and the environment. Professor James Linton and Calvin Moore of the U of W who
produced the film with Mike Murphy will present. From
1:30 to 3:00pm.

CONCERTS

Arts Council - Windsor & Region
In Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich, 252-6855.
Call for Volunteers: 2nd Annual Great Big Sandwich
Festival: street dance, parade, live entertainment, performance art. If you have special interests or abilities
don't hesitate calling the Arts Council. There is a need
for volunteers.

Art Gallery of Windsor:
445 Riverside Drive East, 258-7111.
(Regular hours - 11 :00 till 5:00, Tuesday through Saturday;
11 :30 till 5:00 on Sunday; closed Monday.)
Sunday, April 14
ar Catherine Mastin, Curator of Canadian Historical Art,
will discuss the work of Group of Seven painter J.E.H.
MacDonald at 2pm. Admission is free.
Until Sunday, April 14
~ Sandra Semchuk: Moving Parallel: Reconstructed
Performances from Daily Life: in the Hiram Walker Gallery.
..- Selected Videos from the AGW Archives: artistproduced video tapes. In the Photography Gallery.
Sunday, April 21
w Spring Selections '91: the AGW's Art Rental & Sales
section announces its annual show & sale of recent
works by local artists. At 2pm.
Until April 21
c.- Barrie Jones: oversize hand-tinted colour photographs
by Windsor artist, featuring hunka-hunka-burnin'Kevin Wilson. Bodacious! In Tabachnick Gallery.
Until June 15
a:.- J.E.H. MacDonald: Logs on the Gatineau (1915): a
close examination of this piece by Group of Seven
member. In the Print Gallery.

Until Sunday, June 30
Emily Carr: Yan Mortuary Poles: in the Print Gallery.
c.- Artists in British Columbia: comparison of Emily Carr
with other artists who painted in the late 19th to mid20th century. In the Mezzanine Gallery.
~

LECTURES and SEMINARS

iona ~ "

" ·Ing S~les:

208 Sunse1,....,1,
.:113-7093. ·
Mondays In April and May
a· Living Longer, Living Better: this popular series
resumes with five weeks of Monday afternoon lectures: Wild Goose Jack; Eastern Icons; What You
Should Know About Trees & Forests; Understanding

MISCELLANEOUS
Carousel of the Nations:
At Mindszenty Hall, 790 Hanna East.

Sunday, April 14
R
A Heritage Tea: featuring international teas and
pastenes, entertainment and heritage fashions. From
2-4pm. Everyone welcome to this fundraising event.
Tickets are $8 & available at the Multicultural Council
of Windsor & Essex County, 255-1127.

Windsor's Centennial Celebration:
100th Anniversary in '92: the Centennial Committee is
interested in hearing from any organization wishing to
hold events. To guarantee a spot on the calendar, applications must be received by April 15. For more info,
call 977-1992.

w

Windsor Symphony:
At Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich at Brock, for tickets call
252-6579.
Wednesday, April 17
B'
Best of Baroque: featuring Mara Milkis, violin. The
program includes Albinoni and Vivaldi. General admission: $9, student rate: $5. This is the last concert of the
season.

Community Concert Serles & Coffeehouse:
At Art Center Music School, Cass at Alexandrine, Detroit.

Saturday, April 20
c.- Earth Day Benefit for the Detroit Greens: featuring
music, poetry and vegetarian food. From 8pm to 3am.
$4 donation, all ages welcome. Phone (313)2711643/831-4539 for info.

Stanley's Tavern:
340 Pitt St. East.
Saturday, April 20
..., Love Spoken Here: from Austin, Texas; with Luxury
Christ.

Unemployed Help Centre Benefit:
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Ave ..

Friday, April 26
w The Great Lakes Troubadour: Pat Da,ty: show at 7pm.
For tickets call the UHC at 254-2581

CINEMA
Windsor FIim Theatre:
2135 Wyandotte West, 254-FILM.
Until Sunday, Aprll 14
G"
Heaven & Earth: (Haruki Kadokawa): At 9:30pm on
Thu/Fri, 7pm on SaVSun.
B"
Beautiful Dreamers: (John Harrison, 1989): Whitman
changes peoples' minds in London, Ont. At 7pm on
Fri, 9:30pm on Sat, 4pm on Sun.
w Frankenhooker. somehow convince yourself to see
this. Midnight on Fri/Sat.
Tuesday, April 16 to Sunday, April 21
B>
Good Fe/fas: (Martin $corsese, 1990). one can never
have too many gangster movies, it seems. At 9:30pm
on Tue/Thu/Sat, at 7pm on Fri/Sun.
G"
Le Party: (Pierre Falardeau):
At 9:30pm on
Wed/Fri/Sun, at 7pm on Sat. If this weren't a mustsee, they would have called it Un Party.

Red Cross Society Art Auction:
At the Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Ave ..
Friday, April 19
r:.+' 2nd Annual Art Auction: the Windsor Branch of the Red
Cross invites you to attend this fundraising campaign.
At 6:30pm. For more info call 737-1678 or 254-7587.

The Lung Association:
Sunday, April 21
•~ 5 km Run/Walk for Lungs: starts at 10am, from the
YMCA on 511 Pelissier. Lunch provided for preregistered participants. Call 256-3433 for info or
pledge forms.

Waterfront Task Force:
At the Windsor Public Library, Main Branch .
Wednesday, April 24
r:.+~ Public Meeting: design consultants outline their plan
for the riverfront land between Ouellette & Devonshire.
Windsor residents are asked to provide input. Meeting
is at 7pm.

Essex Region Conservation Authority:
At the Essex County Civic & Education Centre.
Thursday, April 25
r:.+
~ Open House: view alternative concept plans for Auscorn & Tremblay Beach Conservation Areas from 1pm
to 5pm, and 7pm to 9pm. For more information, call
776-5209.

Scouts Canada's Trees for Canada:
At St. Clair College & at Lacasse Park.
Saturday, April 27
a;·
Tree Planting: at the above locations, the 35th Tecumseh group will be planting seedlings from 1Oam to
noon.

Windsor Feminist Theatre:
~

WFT tOtfl Ar,nivArsary: en or~I history of Canada'!'l
oldest feminist theatre company is being compiled to
commemorate the anniversary. The WFT needs your
help. If you have any photos, comments or personal
anecdotes about either the productions themselves or
'behind-the-scenes' activities please drop them a line
at P.O. Box 274. Station A, Windsor.

§ HOJRIEl]N1~

~Give yourself
<t PK,
credit.
,~~ some

I,.. ~

Jeep/Eagle Inc.

Jeep
Eagle

560 Tecumseh Road East, Windsor, 0:-,tario N8>: ..)<.::'')
~-·
-(519) 255-7777
1-soo-26s-oea2
FAX (519) 255-9469

You've
prepared
a
good resume and
cover
letter.
Now wait

to

see

if

you

get

an interview.

Career Planning and Placement, Room 163, DIiion Hall.

GTX 2000

Attenion!!

Cherokee

For The Summer

ask for ART MARTIN or BOB MANOR
0
by name and we will explain the $750°
graduate rebate & three months free financing.

Featuring cars by Mitsubishi.
.91.rtMartin

'1306Manor

STUDENT ROOMS

Jeep VJ

includes:

• Furnished
• All Utilities
• Secure Room Locks
• Laundry Facilities
• Kitchen Facilities
• Private Parking
Private Room-$195.00/month
Available May through August

SALES AND LEASING CONSULTANTS

Talon

245 Detroit Street
Office: 973-0130
Head Resident: 971-9881
Book ahead for Fall 1991
excellent rates available - single rooms

erfT
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Council picks team for next year
by Andrew Sipes
and Shari Hoppin
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) has chosen the
people who will co-ordinate its
activities for the next academic
year.
When il met on April 3, SAC
decided that co-ordinators paid a
yearly honorarium of $1,000 will
continue to receive that amount,
and that co-ordinators will have to
attend SAC meetings and will be
required to submit reports to
council
at the end of each
semester.
Positions
for the next
academic year were announced at
a council meeting on Tuesday.
The new vice-president
finance will be Sean Boyle, a
former treasurer for the Pi Lamda
Phi fraternity. He will start the
Masters Business Administration
programme next semester.
Susan Morin, a Human
Kinetics honours graduate who
also holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in sociology, will be the new
vice-president university affairs.
Women's issues co-ordinator
Margaret Parsons and residence
co-ordinator
Sandra
Hollingsworth will remain in those
positions. Iris Kohler will con-

Chris Cheng.

tinue to chair SAC meetings.
SAC's new chief electoral officer will be Abe Elias, who supervised the Social Science
Society elections this year.
Law student Stephen Harvey
has been chosen to be the new
human rights co-ordinator, and
Ligaya
Byrch will be the
Womyn's Centre co-ordinator.
Byrch, currently a volunteer at the
centre. will receive a $500 dollar

Nino Papa.

honorarium since president-elect
Nino Papa succeeded in having a
motion passed to that effect. The
Womyn's Centre co-ordinator
was previously a unpaid volunteer position.
The employment search committee found it difficult to choose
between Elaine Saunders and
Crystal Garrett to fill the position
of special events co-ordinator. so
there will be two co-ordinators.

Saunders, a former director at
Cody Hall who has served on
SAC's entertainment committee,
will be in charge of programming.
Garrett. who is vice-president of
Cartier Hall House Council, will
be responsible for promotions.
They have agreed to split the
$1.000 honorarium.
It was also announced at last
week's meeting that the accounting firm of Dcloitte and Touche

will be SAC's auditors for the fiscal year ending April 30, 1991.
The firm, which submitted the
lowest bid of $8,500, has audited
SAC's books for the last 18 years.
Three new committees were
formed at last week's meeting.
The Board of Directors will comprise Papa, vice-president-elect
Chris Cheng, Huron Hall house
council president Steve Crozier,
law society president
Peter
Cusimano, and social science
society president Trina Bura.
Cusimano and Crozier will
also sit on the finance committee
along with law society representative John Stout, International Student Society representative
Mike Lamoureux, Sue Pintarich.
and a vice-president as yet unnamed.
The bylaw review committee
includes Papa, Stout and social
science representative Jon Ricci .
At Tuesday's meeting, council also passed a motion put forward by Cheng on behalf of the
Environmental Awareness Association that campus clubs and
societies be allowed to post no
more than 150 posters a year.
Council also adopted a summer budget and an entertainment
budget for 1991-92 when it met
this week.
0

Pub still a problem
1

by Andrew Sipes
and Shari Hoppin
The incoming council's determination to keep the pub open is
complicating efforts to get funding from the university.
So say Students' Adminstralive Council (SAC) pres ident Joe
Esteves and vice-president
finance Mark Horsfall. They approached the university with the
loan initiative last December.
SAC hopes to get a loan of
$500,000 from the university at
an interest rate of nine percent.
The loan is part of a debt elimination plan that Horsfall said could
be achieved in seven years al
most. Council is paying its current
lender, the Toronto-Dominion
Bank, just over prime lending rate
on a $425,000 deficit.
If the university
refuses
SAC's request, the closure of the
pub is practically guaranteed.
Other financial institutions
refuse to finance SAC if the pub
remains open. The Subway made
$41,000 last year and $60,000 the
year before. It is expected to
finish this year about $30.000 in

the red, having lost about S6.000
last month alone.
Council says it will not Ji\'Crl
money from other area~ to keep
the Sub~ ay open.
When it met last WednesJay,
council authorised the SAC executive to sign a financing loan
agreement with the University or
Windsor, and endorsed the Suhwa) Pub agreement, a set of strict
financial goals ttie pub must
?chieve ir it is to remain open.
These conditions include that
the pub operate at a break-e\cn
point by the end of December.
A proposal the committee has
submitted to the universit) includes recommendations such as
painting the pub blue anJ gold anJ
having the University Centre
front desk refuse to put up aJvertising materials from competitors.
Other suggestions include
working
more closely v. ith
residences, advertising throughout the whole campus, varying
each night with regular theme'>.
and encouraging private companies - local and national - as
well as radio stations in the area
to sponsor events.
:J

Parking rates go up
by Lance News Staff
Some of the new parking-permit rates the campus police released
last week were incorrect.
The new parkin& rates, which are higher than last year's, are as follows:
Faculty/Staff {full time) ................................................ $140.39/year
Faculty/Staff (part time) ............................................ Pay & display
Sessional instructors (M Lot) ................................. $17.SS/semester
(Gate cards extra)
Students
- full time (both semesters) .................... $104.00
- Faculty of Education ............................. .$80.90
(includes M Lot from 4pm to 11pm)
- night {4pm to 11pm) .............. $17.SS/semester
- motorcycles ............................................. $11.24
- intersession ............................................. $ J7.55
- summer session ...................................... $17.SS
Extra {or replarement) gate cards
and/or permits ...................................... $5.JS each

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

WRONG NUMBER: Telephone number gatherer Wendy Potomski.

Centre bans telephone solicitors
by Zdenka Pittman
Telephone soliciting has been
banned in the University Centre.
The action follows complaints
from Bell Canada that the
solicitors tie up too many public
phones on campus.
About 18 months ago, associate director of the University
Centre Mary Lou Thi~rt allowed
phone solicitors to use the pay
phones in the centre basement

since they were hardly used
anyway.
However, a number of warnings followed regarding smoking,
which is not allowed in the area,
and messes left by solicitors.
Some of the solicitors were
not enrolled at the university, and
some brought animals into the
building. Other students who
wanted to use the phones were
sometimes verbally abused, and
cafeteria
tables were taken

downstairs.
Thibert
said that if the
solicitors return, she will ask them
to leave, and if if they don't accede to her request, she will not
hesitate to call campus police.
The solicitors, who work for a
United States company called Executive Marketing Services, call
information checking names, addresses and telephone numbers.
The call is free in Canada but
charged for in the us.
a
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• bcoH
• herbal apothecary
• larol cards
• cryslals

• incense

Buyearly
and
break
awayfor50%off-

• classes

Magick
Store
f\~~Futon
~~Futon
MexicanJacket
8 Styles
$14.95

~~
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UnusualGIii Ideasfor Body,Spirit & Mind

any day of the week.

INTERNATIONAL
BAZAAR
255 Ouellette,2nd Floor
252-8686

classifieds
GREAT DEAL: 3 bedroom apt,
238 Cameron. $260 each including
utilities. Newly renovated kitchen,
partially furnished. Available May
1. Call 254-7592.
LOST: gold Seiko watch, w/black
band on Sunday, April 7 between
Huron Line & downtown on river
bike route. lffound please call 9718062.
LARGE 1 BEDROOM available
May 1. $497 including utilities.
Great location, clean building. 9775401.
CANADIAN CROSSROADS INTERNATIONAL is recruiting for
1992. Applications are due April
30/91. For info call Doris 969·6375
or Kristyn 973-0214.
3 FEMALES LOOKING for 2
people to share double room in
nice house on Rankin near University Ave. 8 min walk to U of W.
Laundry facilities. Available June
1. Please call 253-4168.

I

BABYSITTING AVAILABLE in
my
non-smoking
home.
Reasonable rates. Food supplied.
Infants welcome. Retired nurse &
probation
officer.
Excellent
references available. Phone 253·
6154. West end.
ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE.
Summer students welcome. Good
& plenty food. Laundry done.
Private room. Family atmosphere.
Phone 253-6154.
ROOM FOR RENT: upper 3
bedroom duplex, 5 min away,
available May 1, lease option,
$228/month all included. 253-6490
anytime.

Ticketsmust be purchased
at least 5 days in advance.
Seatsare limited.
Yes,VIARail's50 % student discount appliesevery
day of the week, Fridayand Sundayincluded.So
why not get away more often?Nothingbeats the
train forstretch-out,walk-aboutcomfort- there's
even a light meal with beverage served on most
routes. It's a great place to relax... or even study!
But discountseats are limited,especiallyon
busy routes. So be ·sure to buy your ticket
wellin advance.
Calla travel agent or VIARail™for full details.
• Ticketsmustbe purchasedat least 5 days in
advance.• 50% Studentdiscountsapply to full-time
studentswithI. D. for Coach travelin the Quebec
City/Windsor
corridoronly. • Seat availabilityis limitedand variesdependingon the routeand day of
travel• Blackoutperiodsapply, including Easter
(Mar. 28 -April 1)and Christmas(Dec. 15 - Jan. 3)
periods• A 10% Studentdiscountappliesany time
forregularunrestrictedtravel(no advancepurchase).
• Otherconditions may apply; pleasecheck.

Req1s1~~red 1ra(lPma•k o' VIA Rd1 Car'dda
T•,1t1e'll.ln,; of \/IA Rail C1rid<l.--t lrot

lnr

"LET VIA TAKEYOUAWAY"
Contest- from March 11to
April 30, 1991.
Youcouldwin a trip for two by train
- for a maximumvalue of $500
per person!Justpickup an entry
formwhere you buy your train
ticketat a VIARailstation.And let
VIA take you away on a fantastic
train journeythis summer!
No purchase necessary.Opento
all full-time students 18years old
and over enrolled in a participating
university.Ask for full details and
conditionsat VIA Rail stations.

ACCOMADATIONS TO SHARE:
near EC Row expressway, huge
quality home with lots of extras.
$500/month, cheaper than apt.
Ref. 969-1701 anytime.
2 BEDROOM: large apartment
near downtown. $500+. Ref. 9691701 anytime.
OFFICES FOR RENT: very small
to mid-size offices. neat, clean,
professional atmosphere. Low
budget? Secretarial services &
equipment. Walker Rd near EC
Row. 969-1701 anytime.
GREAT SUMMER SUBLET!
Room in student house, laundry
facilities, close to U of W, $175 +
utilities. Available April 29. Call
Jennifer at 252-8885.
SINGLE BED for sale. Must sell,
excellent condition, mattress + box
spring included. Call Mon/Wed/Fri
between noon & 5pm or any night,
252-5890, ask for Jim.
BASS GUITAR with case $100;
heavy duty letter-quality printer
$175; vaguely IBM compatible
computer $100; office electric
typewriter $50; RS-232 terminals
$40ea;IBM 20MEG HO 150. Call
256-8054.
ROOMS TO SUBLET for the sum·
mer in a house on Sunset. Central
air, TV. VCR, washer/dryer, dish·
washer, BBQ & more. For a cheap
place to stay call Will at 256-3639.

VIA.

HOUSE FOR RENT: 6 bedrooms,
3092 Sandwich. Clean, large
rooms, 2 fridges, laundry & park·
ing. 5 minute walk to U of W.
$250/room + utilities. Phone
Denise at 256-2542.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 2
bedroom. 3092 Sandwich. Clean
basement apartment. Laundry &
parking. 5 minute walk to U of W.
$490/month + utilities. Phone
Denise at 256-2542.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment. $440/month, utilities included. Campbell & University.
Call Robert at 254-9194.

•

SUMMER SUBLET: $190/person/neg. 4 minute walk from campus, furnished, great house with
lots of extras. Call 253· 7795.
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Quality Computer
Fully IBM compatible

ATI Super VGA graphics card
Super VGA monitor ( I 024 x 768) .28 dp
16 Mhz landmark speed
1024 Kb RAM (upgradeabl e 10 4 Mb RAM onboard )

43 Mb Hard Disk Drive

1.2 Mb 5.25 tloppy disk drive
Hard drive and tloppy drive controller
2 serial , I parallel, l game ports
IOl key enhanced keyboard
200 watt CSA approved power supply
Stylish case.

Word processing, graphics & game software and a lot more!

I

Howard PaVllcy.
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2 years parts and 3 years labour warranty

I

aw Iey to stay I
P
I
tw O m Ore Yea rs I..__
I
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TCI Data Systems Inc.
2175WyandotteSt.W.
(2blockseastofUofW)
Tel: (519) 254-2721 Fax: (519) 254-3017

w_e_a_,s_o_c_a_,_,y_O_l_iv_e_tt_i_a_n_d_L_e_a_d_in_g_E_d_g_e_l_a_p_to_p_a_n_d_o_t
Training / Service / Networking / Programming / Desktop Publishing _ _.

by Shari Hoppin
Windsor
will
have the
pleasure of Howard Pawley's
company for at least two more
years.
The
forme r Manitoba
premier, currently at the end of a
one-year visiting professorship in
the Department
of Political
Science, will be staying on at the
university.
''I've enjoyed the past year,
especially teaching and the rapport with students. Windsor as a
whole has made me feel welcome,
and I prefer the weather here," he
said.
The former premier will
return to Manitoba for a portraitunveiling this June.
·•1live year by year now," he
said. "My wife and I arc going
back to Manitoba for a couple of
months this summer. I've got a lot
of things to do and we still have
property there, and family and
triends."
He said that while teaching
has been the highlight of his year

C:
:::::\
offers
I

here, he had also enjoyed working
with Team Windsor, the city's
task force to bring back local
television.
Pawley said he will probably
remain active in the community.
"I have an inclination to take on
issues that are worthwhile and important , ' he said. "The CBC issue
was very important to me.
"There are other local issues
like cross-border shopping and
who knows what else l may want
to help out on." added Pawley,
who was chosen head of the
Manitoba New Democratic Party
in 1979 after ten years in the legislature .
He was one of the signers of
the 1982 constitution and the
orig1nal Meech Lake accord.
Pawley will teach introductory political science courses in
both the fall and winter semesters
of the next academic year. He will 1
also teach a course in provincial
administration in the fall and
courses on federal-provincial
relations and current issues in
Canadian politics next winter. D

I
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Fuel for Thought
r------------------,
Enjoy a Harvey' s
hamburger the way
you like it for

~ . 99~~.

with purchase of
large fries and
medium ·soft drink.

Prep Courses for
JUNE 1 GRE
JUNE 15GMAT
JUNE 10 LSAT
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

StudentSidingand
WindowCleaning
• A summer self-employment
opportunity

• Potential earnings $1000 00 per
week or more
• Complete start up package only
$3000.00
• Student Bank Loans available

No FnnchlNfee · Nt Replly
To Ol>taon
• completeinlormalion pa,:l<age
write·

A·1 Power Waell Equipment

P.O. Box 3072
TecufflNII, Ont. NIN 2113

179-1544
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Enjoy a Harvey's
hamburger the way
you like it for

-

~

~

~with.99~
~.
purchase of
large fries and
medium soft drink.

Attend one of

Schedules are available in Room 163, Dillon Hall.
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-;: Good only at 2380 Wyandotte West.~1
Expires May 1, 1991.
~.;\<;<".it

Fine tune your skills in interviewing.
You only get one chance to make a
good impression!
Career Planning and Placement's
Interview Skills Workshops

1

Where extra
dressings are FREE.

I

Good only at 2380 Wyandotte West. :
Expires May I, 1991.
_J

L

----------------

If the thought of packing and moving all
your stuff has you in a real bind, think Ryder.
We can help with everythingfrom
wardrobe cartons to packing tape, plus 10%
discounton localandone-waymovesupon
presentationof your student card.
Our late-modeltrucks are easy to drive,
and there's plenty of room to share with
friends.
For starters, call Ryder now for our free
28-page movers guide.
You'll be amazed how much useful
informationwe crammedinto. it.

RYDER~

WE'RE TIIERE ATEVERYTURN.
Convenient
RentalLocations
4810 Walker Road .........................969-4841
5432 TecumsehRoad E................948·8951
2105 Huron Church Road ..............972-5720
12200 TecumsehRoad..................735-4343
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tion was put forward reaffirming our policy towards the Muse
When Karl Mamer, one of the paper's arts editors, first article.
This editorial is a companion to Mamer·s and is my
suggested we publish the now-notorious safer sex article from
elaboration
of the staff majority opinion regarding the Muse
Memorial's Muse, I was ambivalent. Mamer argued that the
article
titled
"A gay men's guide to erotic safer sex."
article, in its attempt to eroticize safer sexual practices, could
Whereas we encourage the use of unambiguous lanprovide a valuable service for our homosexual readers. Also,
the controversy that surrounded the Muse ·s iniative (they guage and images to clearly present information about
were nearly shut down by their irate students' council) would preventing the spread of AIDS, and the Muse article covered
have made our publication of it a (perhaps dangerous) ges- a wide range of sexual activity, it had serious flaws that. we
ture of solidarity to a fellow student newspaper. The staff of felt, undermined the positive effect.
Clarifying anal intercourse as "ass fucking," and oral anal
the Lance decided not to go with Mamer's suggestion at that
contact
as "rimming" is innocuous enough, but describing oral
time.
sex
performed
on a woman as "eating cunt" is questionable;
As the weeks wore on, the Muse ·s situation grew worse.
'cunt'
is
in
no
way
an endearing or even a sensual term. In
They were not closed. but they were given a list of banned
most
contexts
men
evoke 'cunt' to degrade women by equatwords. and intimations of closer censorship. A growing numing
the
value
of
the
whole person to the value of the vagina
ber of Canadian University Press member papers printed the
(usually
prorated
by
its accessability). This is an image not insafer sex article in support of the Muse. The Ontario Federatended
to
harm
but
which
could easily do so.
tion of Students moved to support student newspapers
Then there are the so-called 'erotic' passages. Regardless
against potential student council reactions to publishing the
of orientation, such unnecessarily puerile prose could not exarticle.
In many ways, the whole situation typifies the struggle for cite anyone, unless one includes the cerebral stimulation of
freedom of the press on campuses across Canada. These in- arguing the literary value of juvenile tripe.
"I heard Raghu's message on the answering machine very
cidents drive home how easy it is for the power of students'
clearly,
'I'll be over around 1O and suck your cock within the
councils to corrupt.
first
3
minutes.·
Rhagu never wasted time ... I had thought he
When I received a fax from the AIDS Committee of
would
wait
at
least
until the door was closed before he went
Windsor (ACW), asking me to print the Muse's original story,
down
on
his
knees
... Before I was even finished my hellos
I decided to do it. A stalwart supporter of the ACW's creative
his
mouth
was
filled
with my swelling cock ... "
and determined efforts to educate this community and to help
A
Canadian
University
Press article attributes {but did not
local victims, I annou~ed to the staff that I intended to pubdirectly
quote)
Gary
Kinsman,
a sociology professor at
lish the a,ticle on the Opinions page.
Memorial
University,
as
saying
that
AIDS awareness groups
A formal motion to ban the article from these pages passed
have
been
"highly
successful
in
reducing
rates of HIV trans9 to 4.
I understand my staff's reticence to publish the piece. It is mission among men, but only by using a more direct message
not well written by any standards. By some standards it is ... [that] uses language appropriate to the community it is
pathetic, by some pornographic. It would have shocked a lot aimed at ..."
The gay community does not need these pathetic fictionof you, made a lot of you mad. We'd have received a bushelal
characters
misrepresenting them in the media; the erotic
basket of angry mail. And, as Terry Brown notes, some of the
passages
are
not intended to harm, either, but they could
angry mail might come from the people I think we would be
easily
do
so.
A
man wrote a letter to the editor of The Muse,
trying to help.
protesting
the
safer
sex article. He spoke of the damage done
In any case, if anyone wants to see the article, there are
to
the
image
of
gays
after they'd tried for years to present
copies in the Lance office. And if you still think we should have
themselves
as
caring,
sexually responsible adults worthy of
published it, join the Lance and agitate.
compassion,
not
deviants
who deserved what they got.
The paper's a democratic collective, and as much as it irks
One
might
argue
that
the
article originally appeared in the
us sometimes, Karl and I stand by the staff's decisions.
context
of
a
gay/lesbian
supplement
and therefore these
- Larry Deck
characters were not meant for the scrutiny of the heterosexual
community. I don't see how the Lance could simulate this conFrom the Editor-elect
text with an explanatory paragraph. I also wonder how well
At the Lance general staff meeting of March 13 1991, a
young persons unsure of their orientation and looking for inmotion was put forward to reprint a safer sex article originalformation would react to Raghu, regardless of the context.
ly run by Memorial University's student newspaper, The
The person might not appreciate the imposition of such a role
Muse, in that paper's gay/lesbian supplement. The motion
model of behaviour (no matter how low-risk).
was debated and eventually defeated. The next week the
The matter of image has been a crucial point of AIDS
Lance editorial board asked Karl Mamer, who initiated the moawareness campaigns: the virus is not a plague sent down to
tion, to comment on the controversy (and police investigation)
spare the righteous and punish the wicked; it kills indisresulting from the Muse article. In his March 20 editorial,
criminately.
• Playing it safe," Mamer commented
on the free
The Lance is not against providing its readers with health
speech/obscenity debate and also presented his reasons for
information, but we would like it to be accurate and helpful,
requesting the reprinting (and suggested reasons why it
otherwise, what's the point?
wasn't done.)
-T erry Brown
I
At the April 10 Lance general staff meeting, a second mo-

From the Editor
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Our curtain-call for Volume LXIII
by Larry Deck and Kevin Johnson
The most surprising thing about the
Lance is that it comes out every week anyone who has ever seen our windswept
offices can attest to this.
Since this marks the lac;t issue of the
year. it is appropriate that we thank those
whose work has produced this paper. for
better or worse. each Wednesday.
Our news department tries to cover the
issues important to students that arcn 't
given prominence by the mainstream
media. Keeping on top of student politics
and administration politics (not to mention
the occasional good news) on a campus this
size is a big job. The position has traditionally seen a good deal of turnover. and this
year was no different - we went through
four editors.
Between fits of rage and despair.
:\1ichael Cohen ·s cynical humour and perverse tittering laugh made production
worth staying up for. Unfortunately. he
heeded the call to serve new NDP MPP and
former lance advertiser Wayne Lessard in
Toronto.
'.\1ark Crane also had to leave - for
fiscal reasons. A CJAM veteran. Crane
managed to strike fear into the heart of
SAC hcforc his untimely departure
Jennifer Johnston took up the chat-

lenge, but it bettered her, despite her stable
of sources on student council. Come
Christmastime, Jennifer heard a still, small
voice urging her to concentrate on her
academic career.
Kevin Wilson promptly stepped in.
and that was the last thing he did on time.
Of course, he's been around a long time.
He's still around. Him and his bike.
Shari Hoppin came from nowhere, as
far as we were concerned, and blew us
away. A substantial resume, portfolio, enthusiasm? These were things we had long
preached were available only through the
Lance, but Shari brought them with her.
Our news department couldn't run
without the volunteer contributors. As we
wind down, :\itichael Nehme, Zdenka Pittman, and Andrew Sipes have been consistent contributors, the kind you rely on to
get the story, and get it on time. Earlier on.
Jay Davison. Simon Dwyer, Cindy
Kavanaugh, Mark Malone, Joe :\1acLean Astrid Obersat, Prema Oza, Laura
Penchuk. and Daryl! Smith were among
the man) who wrote lance news. and
sometimes wrote it well. On a topical note,
thanks also to Paul '.\tichaud of the Environmental Awareness Association for his
regular Eenviro-tips ·.
Our sports honcho. DaH Bril,!~S.really cares about university athletics: i:'s one

of the few things you can't get him to
apologize for. That's why he took on a
second term against his better judgement,
and it's why he whines whenever there
isn't enough space to run the details of
every single play of every single game in
every single sport every single week.
Even with the production skills of volleyball star Jordynn Gloster at his command. Dave can't be everywhere at once.
so he's had to depend on the likes of Neil
Becker, Joe Bronzi, Calvin Knight, Paul
Mayne. :\like Mouat. Jim Parry. Scott
Pratt, Glen Skinner, Glenn Sutherland,
Beth Wynn, sports expert John Marentette, and of course, the Campus Recreation reporters.
Arts tandem Karl Mamer and Terry
Bro~ n have successfully bred identities
independent of each other. While the two
must take the blame for whatever bad jokes
lie nestled in headlines and captions. the
bulk of the actual writing was produced by
their contributors.
Telling you what to think were such
luminaries as Ron Albrecht. :\lichael
Allcock. Ke\.in and Sarah Atkim,on.
:\like Borshuk. John and ~lartin Deck.
Tim Dugdale, Laila Farrell, Roh Ferranti, Vic Formosa. '.\lary Garbutt, Greg
Gn)p, Geoff Isaac. Ste\e Latlammc.
Vania Lee. Cameron MacDuffee. Allan

Fee, fee, fie, fie, fo, fo, fum. Lookin' mighty nice, here she comes:

She's the devil with a blue dress on
b~ Karl :\lamer
Last Friday. 20 20 featured - for the
first time on tcle\ ision -a· real' exorcism.
The priests invoh·ed ostensibly allowed the
televised news magazine to broadcast the
Catholic rite in hopes it would convince
people of the reality of a 'Ii\ ing.'
'breathing' Devil.
Oddi) enough. the knowledge that
there are demons and other minions of
Satan is comforting to some - the existence of the Devil implies, to them, the existence of God. Regardless
of the
theological implications, 20/20's story was
convincing only to the already converted
and the casil y duped. It left the skeptic with
a lot of unanswered
questions
and
demonstrated that, despite medicine's advances, a few are still treating the mentally
ill as possessed.
It was Pope Urban VIII who directed
exorcists to be slow to believe. He commanded that the afflicted seeking the rite
should display four signs: 1) knowledge of
a language that the possessed could not
have normally learned, 2) superhuman
strength, 3) levitation, and 4) clairvoyance.
You would have to admit that if you encountered these four signs in a person,
you'd be willing to believe whatever you
were told. 20/20 offered 11011e
of these signs
as proofs, however. The viewer was asked
to take the word of the exorcist (whose
belief is requisite) that his subject (a 16year-old girl) displayed the signs. A few
lay-workers testified to the girl's state, yet
the witnesses' objective abilities were
hardly establishedthey were all wearing
crosses around their necks.
Granting that the priests and layworkers involved may not have gone out of
their way to convince themselves they had
a real case, it is not too hard to believe that
those already in the mind-set can unwittingly see just what they want to see if they
do not ask themselves the proper questions.
Scraps of languages that we·ve heard
on television or in airports are buried away
in most of our brains. These bits can easily

surface when a subject is not in a fully conscious state. (There have been numerous
reports of people babbling in another language while sleeping.) Did the girl mumble
a few meaningless phrases or c'id she speak
fluently?
There is nothing supernatural about superhuman strength, or, put more aptly, abnormal strength. (Ever try to hold down a
child going through a very violent
tantrum?) When the priest said his subject
displayed superhuman strength, what exactly were his criteria? Did he see the girl
tossing around cars? Or was she just
stronger than what a priest would expect
from a nice Catho lic girl?
(If I had to go three rounds with a very
disturbed 16-year old or an old priest, I'd
go for Father.)
When citing a case of levitation, we
also need criteria. Most people's idea of
levitation is a person slowly rising from the
ground. Those practicing Transcendental
Meditation (TM) claim the ability to
levitate. However, their idea of levitation,
which I saw demonstrated on some mindless talk show, is to sit in lotus position and
hop around on a bouncy mattress. On the
talk show the TM gurus denied their adepts
were using their legs. They were just using
mind power. From the audience's laughter,
it was clear how few were convinced.
On the 20/20 program, the girl was tied
down to a chair. The exorcist explained that

this was nc(:essary to prC\Cnt the girl from
le\ itating to the ceiling\\. here she would be
untouchable. Right. Wh} couldn·t the
demon levitate her and the chair?
The girrs so-called clair\'oyancc \\ en1
undemomMated. The exorcbt claimed sht:
had told him about things he had done the
week before. How did she tell him. Did she
just say, "Hi. I've never seen )OU but you
did this and this and this last \\.eek." Or did
the priest wittingly or unwitting!) guide her
with leading questions and answers?
The actual exorcism roughly matched
Tire Exorcist. It had puking, growling.
demons revealing their names, and a wild
sound track. The problem is it matched the
film too much. If this was a girl who had
never come into contact with knowledge of
possession, it would lend credence to the
exorcist's claim. However, the show hinted
at something else.
The subject's mother revealed she had
first sought help from a psychic. Now
maybe it's because OHIP doesn·t cover
such visits, but isn't the practice in Ontario
to rush people who behave strangely to the
nearest trance channeler? The mother's actions imply active faith in the occult was
present in the girl's immediate surroundings.
The nail in the coffin was the priest's
failure to rid the girl of her demons. facn
after an additional exorcism, the girl's
problems continued. Some time after the
rite, the mother got smart and took her
daughter to a psychiatric hospital where,
with standard anti-psychotic drugs. the
doctors were able successfully to treat her.
As a weekly news magazine, and not a
nightly newscast, 20/20 has the Juxur) of
spending time to dig into a story and ask
pertinent questions. Their simple acceptance of events and the exorcist·s claims
made the show a mere spectacle;
television ·s most successful prime time
news program seemed as if it was staffed
with the laziest of investigative journalists.
But then what can you expect from a
program that was japed by a Buck\\ heat
impersonator?
O

Mamaril, Helen McTaggart,
Steve
Milito, Kristen Palmer, Sarah Roebuck.
Trasie Sands, Samia Shaheen, Fr,rnk
Tridico, Alanis Walker, Marsha Way,
Cheryl Wirch, and John Andrew Yorke.
Features editor Laura Gould broke all
previous records for quickest layout. The
centrcspread is our showpicce, and she has
been admirably served by a number of
writers. notable in the cultural observations
of lance dinosaur Lorenzo Buj. When in
a pinch. Laura filled the space with original
pieces like her student's
guide to
houseplants.
By now, readers should have noticed
most volunteers mentioned arc writers.
There is much more to the newspaper than
that. including the photography department. headed up by Jason KQk and
Carolyn Cox. When they wcrcn 't chasing
ambulances in search of the perfect disaster
shot, Jason and Carolyn were seeking out
pictures to tell more of any given story than
the text.
That can be difficult when there arc
seven spllrts events at the same time. but
our paid photo folk got a hand from John
Arpin, Dean Bartlett, l)a"e Hukourc,
Pat Castagna, Dennis Chad~kk. Brian
Cheuk, Andre~ Chiang, Greg Da,is,
.\ndrew Gan. Stephen Jahns. and Todd
Ritchie.
Gracing our editorial page every week
is the art of Kristen Palmer. cartoonist par
excellence who gets helter each i'.'>sue.The
lance doesn't feature much original art,
but Kristen is a stand-out. We've been
lucky to have her around.
Behind the scenes arc those workers
whose names never grace a byline or photo
credit. hut without whom the newspaper
could never hit the stands.
Ad artists JoAnne DeBortoli (Hi Jo!)
and Martina Obersat were responsible for
filling the most important half of the
newspaper - the half that pays. The job
takes equal parts imagination. design
sense, and graphic skills. Poor ad design
makes the whole newspaper look ugly;
much of our clean appearance is attributable to these two and their number
one volunteer, Maurice Souza-Leite.
The space that the ads don't fill has to
be taken up somehow, and that's where our
typesetters come in. They've got to take all
the words by all the writers and make them
come out neat. Elisabeth Deck and her assistant Lorne Beaton do just that, every
week. In addition, Lorne is the guy who
gets the phone call whenever Karl accidentally erases our entire computer hard drive
(which he does periodically).
Diversions editor Mary Popovich
compiles the events calendar and classified
ads we run free of charge. Sometimes she
ads her own comments for bonus yuks. It's
long slogging and usually not everything
gets to run, but our listings are something
we take pride in, and an important community service. Next year, we'll start to
charge.
The newspaper business is an interdependent enterprise. None of the above
would matter if the La11cedidn't get out to
its readers. This year, we boosted circula·
lion 25 percent, and it still goes fast. For
that, we must turn to our distrihution guys,
Kevin Manias and Bernie Helling, who
have helped spread the word wider than
ever before.
To all those mentioned above, our
heartfelt thanks and congratulations on a
great year of newspapering. To any who
helped but aren't mentioned, we extend
further thanks and sincere regrets.
Finally, we thank our readers, whether
supporters or detractors. You are the reason
we do it every week, and why we strive to
do it better.
0
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In defense of equity: the community responds
r

Disturbed
Dear Editor,
We were extremely disturbed at the
tone of Jay Lachine's opinion piece in the
April 3rd edition of the Lance, entitled "No
jobs for able bodied white males." That an
opinion such as this could be present in an
environment that is supposed to be fostering tolerance and justice, while not surprising, is still shameful. The letter abounds
with inaccuracies, deliberate distortions,
and misinterpretations
about the
University's Employment Equity Program
and Non-Discrimination Policy. As well it
condemns Employment Equity Initiatives
that have been endorsed by the Federal and
Provincial Governments.
In the first place, the Government's
Employment Equity Program is not an Af.
firmative Action Program in the American
mould. In fact it goes beyond just providing equal opportunities for four disadvantaged groups - women, visible
minorities, native peoples and people with
disabilities. It attempts to promote equa l
access to educational and training opportunities so that all groups in the society can
have an equal chance to achieve their
aspirations. In no way does this initiative
preclude any qualified person from achieving his or her goals. It only attempts to
make society a litt le bit fairer and more just,
and the playing field somewhat more level.
The goal is to ensure that the cherished
Canadian value of egalitarianism can be
more than just a theoretical construct, and
become more of a reality as we enter the
21st century. As Justice R. Abella states in
her landmark report on Equity in Employment in Canada (1984), "Sometimes

mcnt and Educational Equity Policy states
as an objective , "to encourage members of
designated groups to develop their abilities
and aspirations to assume leadership positions in the University community." This is
not an introduction of a quota system but
an attempt to create an atmosphere that is
more representative of the population at
large.
For far too long Canadian society has
seen an under-representation of designated
minority groups. It is time for the university to stress Employment Equity in order
to begin to correct this wrong. Even with
significant advances, only 18 percent of
tenured positions at this university are held
by women; obviously this is not representative of the University community or
Canadian society. Other minority groups
(or those treated like minority groups) are
also under-represented.
The special needs students at this
university have earned their way into this
level of education. To be honest these individuals work harder to achieve the same
results as the vast majority of"able bodied"
students. If these students are ab le to
achieve post-secondary degrees, then why
should they not have a right to be conDear Editor,
sidered for emp loyment?
The op-ed piece in the April 3, 1991
Canadian Emp loyment Equity is difissue of the Lance by Mr Jay Lachine for- ferent than the American system of Affirces us to clarify some of the issues in the mat ive Action. In the Canadian case the
employment equity policy both at the most qualified applicant is to be offered the
university and in Canada. We must, of position. In the event that a number of apcourse, stress Canada as Mr Lachine has plicants arc equally qualified then the positalked almost exclusively about American
tion should be given to the member of the
designated minority group. Under Affirpolicies (unless of cause we have become
group
the 51st state in the last week). It must be mative Action the designated
noted that the situation in Canada is very
receives preferred status in order to meet a
different than that in the United States.
predetermined quota.
Mr Lachine talks very strongly "against
The University of Windsor Employ-

equality means treating people the same
despite their differences , and sometimes it
means treating them as equal by accommodating their differences."
The University of Windsor is committed to Employment and Educational
Equity, and its Non-Discrimination Policy
is equipped 'with teeth' to ensure that
racism in any of its forms will not be
tolerated. Only a Neanderthal mind will
believe that in the 1990s, the institutionalised discrimination which was
practised so blatantly in the past in Canada,
will be allowed to continue unchallenged.
For the majority of Canadians, justice and
fairness for all groups entails programs
such as Employment Equity, and it is because of their support that all governments
have endorsed these goals.
Sincerely,
Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.,
Race Relations Officer
Shahrzad Mojab,
Employment and Educationa l Equity
Officer

Representative

racism," yet he seems to feel every member of a designated minority group in
employment at the university is less
qualified than able bodied white men. We
feel the real racism in Mr Lachinc 's article
is demanding that preferred status be
returned to these men regardless of the
academic qualifications and experiences of
persons within the community at large. The
purpose of Employment Equity is to break
down this type of discrimination and hopefully someday this type of legislation will
no longer be required.
Sincerely,
Brian Klunder
Kimberley Mourneau
Mark Gibson

Overlooked
Dear Editor,
I'd like to address Jay Lachine regarding his opinion piece in last week's Lance.
I got the impression from your teller
that you think that the U. of W. (and all
other businesses), will not be allowed to
hire white ma les. If this is true, then you
have overlooked an important aspect of
employment equity po licies, which is that
any woman, visib le minority, aboriginal
person or handicapped person must be
equally or more qua lified before they are
hired over a white male. With this in mind
then, white males shou ld not just quit
school and stop app lying for jobs as you
suggested. Rather they should aspire to the
challenge of know ing that they will no
longer be handed jobs; they will have to
earn them.
Sincerely,
(Name withheld hy request)

Employment equity required for economic rejuvenation
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to Jay
Lachinc's lclter on the "Opinions" page of
the Lance's April 3rd issue ("No jobs for
able bodied white males"). Mr Lachine is
certainly not alone in his opinion. I have
heard many able-bodied, white males vent
their frustrations and express the same
opinion on several occasions. Being an
able-bodied, white female, I would like to
respond to Mr Lachine's letter by clarifying a few points which Mr Lachine may or
may not be aware of.
First of all, Mr Lachine states that "any
able-bodied white male out there better forget about having a job on campus next year.
In fact, forget about getting a job at all because employment equity will be in full
swing all across our province within a few
years; not just at universities, but at every
kind of business." It is safe to assume that
employment
equity will be in place
province-wide within the next few years.
Mr Lachine is, however, incorrect in thinking that it will be impossible for able-

bodied white males to get jobs. It seems he
is ignorant to a relevant present trend in
Canadian Society which will counteract
this significantly. Canada has an aging
population and a zero growth rate. Within
the next few years, many older people, (age
55 and over) will be retiring. leaving vacant
jobs in large numbers. These vacancies will
be so numerous that there will be a sufficient number of jobs for everyone, white,
able-bodied males included. If anything,
there may be too many jobs floating
around.
It concerns me that Mr Lachine is trying
to draw a comparison in the ways in which
the U.S. and Canada have tried to cope with
their significant racial problems. There are
variables in each societ,i that make it difficult to adequately compare the two (i.e.
different patriotic philosophies).
The
racism which e.<ists in Canada is much
more covert as compared to the U.S., which
has always been more overt in its unfair
treatment of women and minorities. Simply because employment equity, as he points

out , has not been suc<.·cs,ful in a "mcltingpot" like the U.S .. doc..,n't mean it will not
be successful in a "mm,aic" like Canada.
I would also like to know how Mr
Lachine is so certain that women and
minorities will be hired (or will feel they
are being hired) on the basis of quotas. not
skills. Does he not realize that without
employment equity women and minorities.
despite having skills. will continue to be
discriminated against? White males have
traditionally been hired over these groups
in society. I don't hear Mr Lachine complaining about white males being given
preferential treatment, probably because he
is one. If Mr Lachine wishes to think
women and minorities are being hired
simply to fill quotas, I think he is whining
at having to share his white male superiority status, much in the same way that a
chi ld whines about having to share his
cook ies with a despised sibling.
If Mr Lachine were as truly non-racist
and non-sexist as he pretends to be (and as
is demanded by living in a pluralistic

HelpWanted

society). he would not feel so threatened hy
employment equity. Taking a quilter·s attitude by saying "So. you might as well not
hother going Loschool because no one will
be allowed to hire you anyway," is childish
and ignorant of one very important fact: the
underlying reason why employment equity is so desperately needed. Employment
equity is important for Canada ·s future. In
order to rejuvenate our economy. we must
have all people working, not just ablebodicd, white males. When others do not
get hired because they arc d iscriminated
against, they often wind up living on social
assistance in poverty, thus perpetuating
vicous stereotypes and, ironically enough,
being financially supported by these working able-bodied,
white males. If Mr
Lachine would think clearly, he wou ld
rea lize that 31 million dollars is better spent
keeping people off social assistance and
out of poverty than keeping them on it and
in it.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Steen
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TheSubway
isaccepting
applications
for
bartenders,
waitstaff,
doorstaff,
andliquor
service
staffforSeptember,
1991.
Pleaseapplyinperson
totheSubway.
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Lebel art dupes the factory owners
BFA Exhibition
School of Visual Art
Lebel and Centre Galleries
April 5 to 19

(

lighting tubes and glass. Hanging on the
Lebel gallery's wall it looks like a house fly
made from salvaged junk.
The glass is etched with word's and
phrases perhaps taken from a '50s allby Karl Mamer
American supplement to the OED: "RAH
RAH RAH," "Football Team," and "TootOne's first impression of the art cur- sie Roll." The words and their connotarently on display at the Lebel gallery is that tionsare as meaningless as "Mom," "Apple
the pieces are dark and brooding. An unPie," and Bush's "New World Order." (The
surprising trend, considering much of the house fly itself is a creature notorious for
work was created during the Persian Gulf
having no ecological significance.)
crisis. Although the artists might not intenOf course the war was not the only issue
tionally be making statements regarding
influencing anists this year. The environthe war, the mood set by their work is timement and native rights were big issues.
1y.
Brenda McAuslan 's View of Nature
Edwin J. Perez's wall-mounted sculpthrough a Garden can best be described as
ture, Allies, is a montage of the symbols of a condo dweller's garden. In a small, neata Christian holy war: crosses, Fleurs-de- ly organized area, photos of leaves hang
lis, axes, gryphons. Set in the shields are from potted sticks - a simple way to enphotographs of a suffering black male. Alhance your deck or solarium without the
lies is a condemnation of modem conflict:
fuss and muss of tending to living things.
minorities are offered up to defend white
McAuslan's work is reminiscent of an
Christian principles.
old Reagan plan to revitalize decayed inner
An untitled sculpture by Kevin Lock is city areas by putting color photos of cursubject to a number of interpretations.
tains and potted plants in the windows of
Physically, it is a plaster mannequin relaxburnt out buildings. The idea was that
ing in an easy chair and reading a book
people would drive by and say "Hey, what
about tarot cards. The reclined figure's exnice, well-kept windows. I'll build a facpression is happy, contented. A security
tory here and employ thousands."
camera sits where the top of the skull and
Thin Wood Man, a sculpture by Chris
brain should be. The camera's view is outHummer, is a 1.5 meter high statue. The
putted on a small black and white screen
figure, carved from what looks like teak,
imbedded in the figure's chest. The head's
resembles an inhabitant of a rain forest. The
all-seeing camera, however, resolves al- statue has hinges along its right side and
most no grey- the heart's monitor images
opens like a suitcase. A crudely pounded
just the strongest of blacks and the whitest
copper hand dangles inside. The interior is
of whites.
painted (or smeared) green.
The mannequin's jovial, uncritical
Hummer's piece addresses both the enreading of highly questionahle pseudovironment and native land claims. Native
science parallels not only the media's easy
peoples. natural caretakers of some of the
acceptance of military censorship hut the most endangered areas in the world. arc
absence of viewer demand for critical in- seeing their home!'. torn apart for the valuformation. (To paraphrase a JJ0011<•.\·hwy ahlc mineral resources (i.e. copper) under
c:artoo11,"Yes, those arc amazing vic.kos, ncath.
General, but are we winning?")
The current show at Lebel is a good inAnother untitled sculpture by Lock fits dication that Bachelor of Fine Arts students
well with the post-war mood of America,
can turn out relevant, informed art without
for it is comprised of an artifact of postlooking like the pedants on television who
World War II. Lock has taken the head of continually threw around the line "the first
an old wringer-washer (from a time when casualty of war is the truth" as if it was an
Lance photo by Karl Mamer
appliances
were still made in North
original statement.
CJ Thi11Wood Man by Chris Hummer or cover art of Whitley Strichcr's sequel lo Comn11111io11?
You decide.
America) and given it dual wings of neon

Industrious Larry Deck, feeling no pain, tills in some cracks

There's more than dancing on a busy night
by Larry Deck
Last Friday night was The Night of a
Thousand Openings, and no, I'm not including Vertigo's. I'm talking about fine
art exhibitions, more of which opened
Friday than one paper could possibly
review. These are highlights of a couple
that fell between the Arts section's gaping
cracks.
Rejlexions sur la Ligne D 'Horizon
Sculptural Installation by Valerie Gill
Until April 26
Artcite Gallery
Installations are always problematic and especially in cases like this one, where
an assortment of sculptures, two-dimensional works and a rock are somehow supposed to coalesce into a single piece.

Reflexions sur LaLigne D 'Horizon (Reflections on the Horizon Line) is Montreal artist Valerie Gill's display, on now at Artcite.
Gill's work is professional, seamless,
even antiseptic. It alludes to architectural
designs, landscapes, biomorphic structures. It seems almost to achieve a Japanese
balance, wabi - the artist has included a
small rock, perhaps for this very reason.

A typewritten note by the artist is tacked to the gallery's north wall. In the sort of
crypto-babble that has come to typify
criticism in this post-Derridean age, the artist explains how space itself has become
(for her) "a primary material of and for representation." Here she has constructed an
analogy for the landscape. But not the
simple analogy that would emphasize its
own 'resemblance' to the actual landscape
and ignore its difference from it. No, this is
a clever' reflection' of the horizon line, that
Prime Mover of ac
mic perspectivedrawing. This is a post rnodern aesthetic experience - "... one participates in the
landscape that one can ' t sec."
True enough. I couldn't see it. lf you
can. I'll buy that for a dollar.

Pillars
Sculptures by Sarah Maloney
Until April 18
Common Ground Gallery
After confusing yourself with Gill's
pretentious ciphers, go downstairs to Common Ground and see Pillars.
These are two mixed-media sculptures
by Windsor-based Sarah Maloney. They
explore the theme of the Male Gaze and the
sexual objectification of women.
The pillars are starkly executed and
brood wonderfully in the dark basementspace of Common Ground.
The two square columns arc constructed from plates that don ' t meet along
their edges. They arc lit from within, and

being open at their tops. project squares of
light on the gallery's ceiling. One mirror is
mounted on each pillar. The first, positioned at chest-level, has had its silver
backing scratched away in to limn a pair of
breasts. A pair of hands, sandblasted in the
glass of the mirror, cover the breasts. On
the other pillar, a crotch-level mirror has a
vagina scratched into the tain, again
covered by sandblasted hands.
Maloney ' s Pillars have a great,
straightforward effect. In the mirrors, your
image appears with the bonus of breasts or
vagina glowing with internal light. The
sandblasted modesty actually docs nothing
to cover up these organs. To me they
seemed to ask a blunt question : "How docs
it feel?"
CJ
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·vioEO SCREENINGS
APRIL 27 TO MAY 5
THE ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR
Two screenings by video artist Sarah Diamond;
one exploring the history of working-class women
and the second, communication during World War II
and the postwar era.
Keep the Home Fires Burning, 1988
The Lull Before the Storm, 1990
Both films examine the many and varied facets
of the labour movement. The Lull Before the Storm
is the story of a family trying to survive in Canada in
the 20th Century. Keep the Home Fires Burning
explores the experiences of British Columbians
working a variety of non-traditional jobs during
World War II. These tapes will be featured, along
with others, as part of a presentation of the AGW
video archive in the photo gallery on the third floor.
(Shown twice daily during week of April 27 to May
5. Call the AGW for times, 258-7111.)

WORKERS' MEMORIALDAY
APRIL28
1:00 PM, CITY HALL SQUARE
The workplace is Canada's forgotten
environment, where every day, toxic substances,
explosions and unsafe conditions injure and kill
workers. In these difficult economic times, workers
are told they must trade off safety and health for
jobs. This is a false choice.
The Windsor Occupational Health and Safety
Group will organize and present a march and rally
from City Hall to Dieppe Park in celebration of
Workers' Memorial Day. Come out and make your
voices heard. Bring your family and co-workers.
Bring banners, signs, posters, or make a float.
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"ALONGTHE ASSEMBLY LINE" PRINT
EXHIBIT
APRIL 28 TO MAY 5
WINDSOR PRINTMAKERS' FORUM
In the true spirit of collaboration, Windsor
Printmakers' Forum is interested in "production" and
how both automotive and cultural production can be
utilized to create one product. On April 3, artists
arrived at the Ford Essex Engine Plant with a copper
plate in hand and approached workers along the
assembly line, asking them to make marks on the
plate (see photos) which in turn will be used to
produce a series of prints to commemorate the
Mayworks festival.
An exhibit and video documentation, produced
by the Arts Council/Windsor & Region, will be
presented featuring these prints by workers at the
Essex Engine Auto Plant.
On April 28, 2-4pm, there will be an open
reception at Artcite,Jnc. in Mackenzie Hall.
Admission is free.

MAY DAY CELEBRATION
MAY 1ST
CAW LOCAL 444/200 HALL, 8 PM
An evening of entertainment, imagery, music,
poetry and conversation, portraying the lives and
struggles of working people. This evening promises
to remind everyone of the roots of the labour
movement and its struggles over the years. (Cash
bar.) For more information call the Windsor
Occupational Safety and Health Group office at
254-5157.

M

FILM SCREENINGS
APRIL 29 TO MAY 5
ARTCITE INC.
Artcite will be screening 5 films dealing with the
artist as a worker. Films will be shown at the
Windsor Film Theatre. For more information call
254-FILM.
SCREENING OF "ROGER & ME"
MAY3
ART GALLERY OF WINDSOR
CALL FOR TIMES, 258-7111
A screening and discussion of Michael Moore's
Roger & Me, an ironic documentary of the
filmmaker's attempt to interview General Motors'
president, Roger Smith. It exposes the tragic
downturn inthe American auto industry as evidenced
by the history of Flint, Michigan and its people.

LABOUR MUSIC AND STORYTELLING
WORKSHOP
MAY4
COMMON GROUND GALLERY, BASEMENT
OF MACKENZIE HALL
Mackenzie Hall's Common Ground Gallery will
house workshops on labour storytelling and labour
music. Members of Workers' Lives/Workers'
Stories, a theatre group from Ann Arbor, Michigan,
will lead a workshop in Jabour storytelling. This
workshop will focus on the art of storytelling as well
as recounting personal experiences in the labour
movement. Later in the day, Len Wallace will
conduct a workshop on "Canadian Labour Music
Folklore." There will be a video screening and a
song exchange based on the history of workers'
music in Canada.

ayworks, perhaps the largest public showing of union arts activities, is a festival
of working people and the arts community that demonstrates the creative process alive within the industrial sector. Mayworks is an acknowledgement and
celebration of the relationship between the labour and arts communities, a relationship
formed out of necessity and one which often goes unrecognized. The festival plays a critical role in this partnership for it recognizes over 150 years' worth of creative and financial contributions of labour to the arts.
In 1884, rallies in support of eight-hour workdays and other reforms began to be
organized within the industrial community, and as a result the labour movement was
witness to the beginning of May Day-the May 1st Labour Day-a day set aside for special
recognition of working people. Although in North America we observe Labour Day in
September, May Day is recognized in many countries and by many labour organizations
across Canada.
In keeping with the spirit of the traditional Mayworks festivities, artists and labourers
will stage an eight-day series of cultural events dedicated to the cooperation of the labour
and arts communities, incorporating art, film, music, literature and fellowship in praise of
workers' culture.
In Wind~or, a city where both labour and art are integral to our existence but often seen
as being r les apart, Mayworks presents us with an opportunity to celebrate the
achievem ,.L1tsof both communities, in harmony with each other.
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Legal secretary will
do any typing, only
$1.00 per page.
Devonshire Mall area.

Call Debbie at

972-7804.

Downtown
Office Services
- Serving Windsor for 8 YearsProfessional and confidential preparation
of academic articles, theses, manuscripts,
resumes, essays and papers.
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327 Chatham St. W.

Cartoonist's lvestern puts
literary shootin' iron to
the fore heads of academia
,\.farshall: Battle of the Plains

,~,
-o-

b) Francesco Tridico
In press

I '

by Karl Mamer

Inquire about Faculty and Student Discounts.

"I ltave a reason and 1w man
with a reason should ever have to
die."
- excerpt from Mars/tall:
Baute of the Plains

We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your
continued patronage and we look
forward to helping you make the
summer of '91 a great one!
Good luck on exams.
Sincerely,
The staff and management
of Bentley 's

Students current Iy working
on their MAs or avid readers who
discovered the Lance in grade ten
might remember the G.B.
Trudeau of Windsor/Essex County post-secondary print journalism: Frank Tridico, creator of
purpose but his soul is frought
Berlingier.
He has surfaced after a two- with questions:
year hiatus; older, more serious.
There was 110 turning back as
He has not been idle in private
lrfe. Tridico has written a novel. I ran down those stairs. Would
this be the last time I will see those
A stunning achievement.
Many of us struggle with the stairs again? l began to lose my
idea of writing a novel, pouring mind, and that was good enough
for me.
·
our soul onto the magnetic
medium of a noppy diskette.
Tridico's adventure is laced
Many of us complete one or two
chapters. Few produce. Few with humour:
produce Marshall: Battle of the
I heard a blurt of gas escapPlains.
Tridico ·s premiere full-length ing from the depths of the
work is a Western, a genre that Mexican boy's bottom half
"Oh, excuse me amigo. Exfew believe has serious literary
merit. It is unlikely Marshall will cuse me Miss whatever 's your
stop the spectacle-wearing dons name. Must have been the chili
of criticism from praising literary peppers. They do it every time. "
giants such as James Joyce, Franz
Tridico's achievement is
Kafka, and Zane Grey. Tridico ·s
daring perestroika penmanship filled with passion:
has served notice, however, that
We smashed in the door. I
their rule is to end. If Mars/tall is
published, others will surely fol- pointed my gun ar the first people
l saw.
low.
"Oh my God, "shuddered the
But enough gushing. What the
hell is his book about? It's about woman. "What do you want?"
I began to have second
outlaw John Marshall's quest for
manhood and truth. He kills, tor- thoughts. What was 1 supposed to
tures, threatens innocent women do? I had a pistol pointed at a
and children, and steals from old mother and her daughter.
"You 're coming with us!" I
men along the way. Tridico has
brilliantly melded the hero and yelled like a crusty forest wolf
anti-hero.
Whew! Heavy stuff.
O
Marshall is driven by certain

I
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Short term
TV/ VCR RENTALS
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Top 10 Releases
Marked for Death
Child's Pia 2
A k VY
OC Y
Sibling Rivalry
Funny A~out Love
Punisher
Graveyard Shift
Memphis Belle
Miller's Crossing
The Jungle Book
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mufflerking®
315 University West
258-4080

2507 Ouellette
966-1050

3430 Tecumseh East
945-6334
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RUDY'S
HAIR SALON

For Men & Ladies
2185 Wyandotte W
(519) 258-2490
* Student Discount *
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should your muffler need replac,ng for My reason w,t111nthis year.
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At Speedy, you 're a Somebody!
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Lorne makes-the most of largesse
by Lorne Beaton

material to mine in her own rather
limited vein, but the results are of
Many new artists don't get the mixed quality, ranging from the
airplay they deserve. When I'm
intriguing "Only the Ones We
out buying compact discs, my Love" to the loopy, idiosyncratic
decision to buy or not buy a new "Hot Pork Sandwiches."
Still, despite the mixed
group is often reduced to an
is a perevaluation of the lyric sheet, the results, Tikaram
of congroup's appearance, or the Roll- former/songwriter
ing Stone review; everything ex- siderable promise, and deserves
consideration.
cept the music itself.
The Men They Couldn't Hang
This situation has led me to
develop strategies to maximize (also know as TMTCH to typesetmy exposure to new music while ters) are an odd combination minimizing pocketbook risk. This part Texas roughneck, part The
year I enlisted the aid of the Clash. The Domino Club, their
latest release on Silvertone
lance's magnanimous
Arts
editors, who mysteriously change Records got minimal airplay on
free lucre they get from record CJAM last year and absolutely
companies into reviews. In short, none anywhere else. Their politica 11y-consc ious music isn't
I was a recipient of graft.
The upshot of all this is that I mainstream, it isn't alternative,
have a bunch of new CDs to it's hard to tell what it really is ...
review for you all. I'll start with but it is good.
"The Lion and the Unicom"
Tanita Tikaram's third album,
Everybody's Angel, from Reprise. starts it off with a bang. They
Tikaram is a rather unusual keep up the pace with songs like
talent. Her first album, Ancient "Grave-robbing in Gig Harbour"
Heart, released when she was and "Dogs Eyes, Owl-Meat, Mannineteen, consisted mainly of lan- Chop." The latter is repreguid, world-weary songs that sentative of the philosophy of
suited her husky contralto. The TMTCH; it's full of incomnew effort is more consistently prehensible Celtic place names,
upbeat and ambitious, causing me and it ends with a Dylan quote.
to be of two minds about her. Who really knows what it means?
It isn't hard to tell where John
Tikaram continues to find new

liner notes from The Name Above
the Title (Sire/Reprise) tell more
about his attitude than I could get
across:
"Well, hello again. Here's my
next album - It's better than the
last one and not quite as good as
the next one. It took slightly less
time to record than it does to listen to ... Now, the power-folk of
Groom has become the powerserf [sic] stylings of Title: this is
the birth of serf (sic] ... The cover
... is quite similar to the last one,
which either means that I've run
out of clever ideas already, or I
have a scheme. At least I'll die
with the satisfaction of knowing I
was bought and sold for songs
alone."
The songs are full of that kind
of self-conscious wryness. "The
Tanita Tikaram spies Lorne and
People's Drug" is part Karl Marx,
his well-thumbed copy of Catcher
part Henny Youngman; in "The
in the Rye. Later, Lorne explains
Movie of Your Life," Harding
to police officer, "I just wanted
sings: "In the movie of your life/
my handcuffs back."
They'll get some real jerk to be
Wesley Harding's coming from; you/ Edit it till he can act/ Cosby
he lifted his name from a Dylan 'cause of his TVQ."
The songs are catchy, the
tune, and even when he isn't
lyrics
cogent and often funny as
trying, his voice sounds a lot like
Elvis Costello. But don't make hell. Of the five albums reprethe mistake of passing him off as sented here, The Name Above the
Title is the one I most highly
another post-punk John Prine
recommend.
0
wannabe; he's got a highly
original voice of his own. The

CLIP THIS AD FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO WIN ONE OF 25
''MADONNA: TRUTH OR DARE''
PRIZE PACKAGES*
• includes a complimentary pass for two to see the film, poster and t-shirt
approximate value: $40.00 per package

RANDOM DRAW TO BE HELD FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1991
r

FREE ADULT PRODUCTS!

Plus cash giveaways, contests and
vacation tnpsl With the best
collection of lesbian, gay, and hetro
erotica in a big, full colour 48 page
free cataloguel Videos, toys,
potions and lotions! Satisfaction
guaranteed. Must be over 19 years
of age. Call 1-800·465-3492. Mon.
to Sat. Or write; VMC Canada, Dept
SW40, CP1088-4944 Decarie Blvd.,
Montreal, PO, H3X 3Y2

•
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CJAM's Top 50 Current Albums
For the Week Ending April 7, 1991
Music Director: Brendan Hickey
Chart Compiled by Frank Presello (Program Director)
Numof

Lst Ths Wks

H

Artist

Wk Wk Current

NO PURCHASE

NECESSARY

RETURN THIS PORTION TO: CINPLEX ODEON FILMS,
1303 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T 2Y9
ATTENTION: "MADONNA: TRUTH OR DARE" PROMOTION

NAME·---------------------------------ADDRESS· -------------------------------TELEPHONE=------------------------------NEWSPAPER NAME=----------------------------

OPENS MAY 10TBAT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

Record
Label (C:CAN)

Fire
Recurring
Shimmy Disc
Tot1ureGarden
Phfft!
Yesterday Today
8
Capitol (C)
More of the Stompin'
13
Produce
Spat1acus
12
BMG
Cure for Sanity
7 6
Independent
Sculpture
7
Beggars Banquet
All That Noise
8 9
6
Capitol
Doubt
9 9
3
Chapter22
Happy
10 3
5
Independent
World of Twist
11 2
Island
And Now The Legacy
2
12 8
Sarah
Penetration
41 13 2
4AD
CountingBackwards
42 14 7
Rough Trade
30 Something
10 15 5
Play it Again Sam
Pigeonhole
34 16 9
Wax Trax
Chil/Out
18 17 6
Repulsion
Drive It Off
14 18 3
Wax Trax
Days of Swme..JMy Ufe...
23 19 2
Cheree
I Thmk I Miss You
19 20 2
WEA
GreenMmd
9 21 3
Revolver
Make/I Loud
22 2
DGC
15 23 3
Dirty Boots
IRS
Havana Jam
24 3
Arista
Cresta
46 25 9
Anxious
Blindfold EP
36 26 2
Creation
Tremolo
25 27 7
Island
Supernatural
28 5
Creation
Today Forever
4
29 2
Ride
MolsonCan. (C)
CFNY Sampler
29 30 11 Various
Sub Pop
Eight Way Santa
TAD
24 31 5
Way Cool
Snag
17 32 5
Bleach
Independent (C)
LoodParty
KingApparatus
27 33 3
Arista
Jack Frost
Frost.Jack
34 2
Westex (C)
West CoastMusic
35 35 3 Various
Intrepid (C)
Melville
Rheostatics
36 3
COM
Crash Black & BigOrange Naked
37 2
Nettwen<
Voice of World Control
Manufacture
21 38 3
Justin Time (C)
39 7 Montreal Jubilation Choir Jubilation Ill
Alias
SpaceMountain
Hypnolovewheel
40 5
WEA
41 2
Butthole Surfers
PiOuhgd
factory
The Sun is Goingto Shine
Wendys, the
16 42 5
Polydor
Immigrants, Emigrants ...
Power of Dreams
31 43 6
Tommy Boy
Utd. State90
22 44 6 808State
Sony
Tyranny for Yoo
Front242
30 45 3
Anthem (C)
MendelsonJoe
Addicted
32 46 3
Sub Pop
47 5
Beat Happening
Dreamy
A&M
Strange Free World
Kitchens of Distinction
45 48 6
Unity (C)
Dickson, Brian
In Transition
37 49 3
TrueNorth(Cl
Moon Come Up
Hoskins, Gregory
50 3

1
33

-..a..:~

Name of Album

1
2
3
4
5

2

6
2
2
3
10
5

Spacemen3
Naked City
OceanColourScene
Connors. Stompin' Tom
Farm, the
Pop Will Eat Itself
Thirsty Forest Animals
Darkside. the
Jesus Jones
Ned"s Atomic Dustbin
World of Twist
Dream Warriors
Orchids. the
Throwing Muses
Carter USM
Fast Automatic Daffodils
KLF.the
Big Chief
KMFDM/TKK
Whipping Boy
Dinosaur Jr.
Wake. the
Sonic Youth
Havana3am
Hollowmen, the
Curve
MyBloody Valentine
StereoMCs

~
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Graduates - have yo u prepared for the on-campus recruitment season?

Workshops in resume writing, ACCIS application forms and
interview skills are available in the Career Plannmg and
Placement office, Room 163, DIiion Hall

by Brian McKe nzie

Generation Magazine is the student literary/arts
journal of the University of Windsor. It is published
annually by students of the English Department and
1·tsgoal as 1·tsname suggests is to present the best

generation

the present, which, to any addict, is the most
frightening thing imaginable. "The brave" live in the
present because they rely on themselves, not drugs.
There are some disappointing pieces. "A Day in
the life of an Imagination," by Tina Kilbourne,
though interesting and amusing, tends to drag on too

poetry, ~rose and visual art of;he current generation. longT.hesame goes for Sami·a Shaheen's "The PerArguably the best piece in this year's collection
is the final one, a short story entitled "Seymour and feet Couple." It's not that they aren't good; they just
Bridget" by first year Creative Writing student Mike take too long to make their point.
Borshuk. It tells the story of an elder ly man,
"Nickels," by Fabio lngratta is engaging and
Seymour, who is involved with two women: the technically well written, but is influenced a little too
Widow Jenkins (his contemporary) and Bridget much by Stephen King. Nickels is a street pencil
(forty-five years his junior).
vendor who is capable of casting spells on the buyers
This story is representative of the dominant of his wares. There is a nice twist at the end but it's
theme running through the works in the collection: still a bit predictable.
the disparity between our aspirations and ideals and
the realities we attain.
If "Seymour and Bridget" is the best story, the
best poem is "Rust," by Chris Kocela. It stands out
above the many other fine poems because of its
economy of language, sharpness of image, and
strength of metaphor.
Two others by Kocela deserve mention: "Recognition" and "Real Separation." "Recognition" is
The one poem which I did not like at all was
short and taut, and reminds us of how we Jet our "11 :58 at The Lambton Estate ... " which is a narraidentities become confused with those of others. tive poem in the best Romantic tradition. Though
"Real Separation" is not as strong as the other two possessed of an intricate rhyming scheme, and a fairand replaces their austere imagery with banal ly absorbing story, it tends to be hokey: the three
abstractions: "The pain of painlessness,/Anger out main characters are a priest, an atheist, and a parrot,
of feeling no anger." It attempts to evoke emotion, who argue over who knew a deceased man best. The
not imagery, and its success is tempered by its parrot stakes the better claim, but I strained at
reliance on abstrusity.
suspending my disbelief. I simply could not accept
An interesting pairing of fiction and poetry is a parrot engaging in rational discourse with two
achieved with two selections by Stephen Cloutier. humans.
The prose story "Just Because" tells of an incipient
There are many other good stories and poems in
alcoholic's relationship with his friends who can Generation '91; honourable mentions go to Kathryn
give no better reason for their friendship than the (Kate) Rogers. Marc Fedak, and John Andrew York, i
title. The speaker is the drunk who recalls a winter the latter for his delightful "Perspective."
night when, walking home with his friends, he fell
Lindsay Singer and his editorial board deserve
into a ditch. The friends are once again forced to help strong congratulations for their clear-minded pursuit
him home, to see him through vomiting and insen- of Generation ·s philosophy; Singer gets double
sibility, and to re-evaluate their friendship with a plaudits for his painstaking efforts at layout and
person who is drinking himself to death.
design, all of which, he tells me, he did himself.
Cloutier's poem, "bohemian poet," is a nice
Copies are available through the English Departcompanion piece because it, like many others pieces ment for $3.00 per copy, or two for $5.00. Because
in the magazine, explores the difference between the of a printer's error, the first run is flawed. Anyone
ideal and the attained.
who buys a copy now will be entitled to exchange
The alcoholism of the speaker of "Just Because" (hey, maybe it's a collector's item. ed.) it for a corsurfaces in this speaker also; the difference is rected, second edition in two weeks. The run is
perspective. Alcoholism is a disease which traps its limited, however, to 250, so get in early to buy a
sufferers in the past; the key to recovery is living in copy.
0

"The run is limit ed
so get in early to
buy a copy "

INTERSESSION/SUMMER SESSION
AND FALL 1991 REGISTRATION
UNDERGRADUATE
All Returning, Undergraduate Students Will' Use The Telephone
Registration System To Register For Both Intersession /Summer Session
And Fall 1991.
Registration Materials And Instructions For Both Terms Will Be
Distributed To Currently Registered, Full-time Undergraduates From
The Office Of The Registrar Beginning On Monday, April 8, 1991.
BRING YOUR STUDENT l.D. CARD TO PICK-UP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE.

Japanese student with
knowledge of Japanese music
industry needed to represent
Canadian rock C.D. for
distribution to Japan.
-

Desire more important than experience . -

Contact Mike at 252-2847.

Mm-mm-mm
(.)

0

You've
heard about
them, but
have you
tried one
yet?

t

(Packages Will Be Mailed lb Current, Part-time
Students At The End Of March.)

GRADUATE
Returning, Full-time Graduates Should Contact Their
Department /School/Faculty For Registration Materials
And Instructions.
(Part-time Gra ds Will Receive Material s By Mail. )

1459
Ottawa
Street
971-0204

If Keats had written software
The Difference Engine
by William Gibson and Bruce Sterling
Bantam Books, $24.95

by Lawrence Deck
The next time some idiot tells me science fiction
is all stories about robots and aliens. I hope The Difference Engine is out in paperback. Because then I
will have at hand a high quality- but more importantly affordable - refutation of the buffoon ·s
theory.
The Difference Engine represents the s-f subgenre of 'alternate histories' - stories that explore
the imaginable ramifications of what-would-havehappened-if. In this case the • if' is relatively
straightforward. In the early 19th century, British
mathematician
Charles Babbage designed a
machine he called • the difference
engine.'
Babbage's engine was basically a digital computer.
But it would have done everything with gears and
mechanical power, not with the ICs and electronic
power of modern 'difference engines.'
If it had been built.
Babbage's memoirs are in the Leddy for all to
read. The story of his difference engine is the story
of a design too advanced for contemporary
materials, and the tale of it's attempted construction
reminds me of frustrating childhood efforts to build
machines out of tinker-toys. Babbage died before a
working prototype could emerge.
So Canadian William Gibson (Neuromancer)
and Texan Bruce Sterling (Schismatrix) set to write
the story of what would have happened if the
Queen's government had had the foresight to
bankroll Babbage - what would have happened if
the Victorian British Empire had been in the possession of stream-driven computers.
In 1855, Britain is the unopposed global superpower. Lord Byron and his Radical Party are in absolute control of the Houses of Parliament, after
their pro-technology, pro-science revolution drives
the forces of Luddism underground.
Edward 'Leviathan'
Mallory, explorer and
paleontologist, returns from a fossil digging expedition in the north america (where he also runs guns
to the Indians, a British ploy to keep the U.S. from
consolidating). At a steam-car race, he gets into a
fight with a mysterious dandy, and a box of Enginecards ('software· for a difference engine) falls into
his hands. This involves him in an incredible intrigue involving a dangerous Luddite revolutionary
called 'Captain Swing' and an ojrl mystic diplomat

~

named •Laur ence Oliphant.· What is the program on
the cards. and why is it so important '?
The authors ' atten1ion to detail is staggering .
Sterling is well-known for his depth of research, and
here (Gibson has said Sterling did 99 percent of the
historical work on the novel) he has truly outdone
himself.
Loving attention is lavished on the impact of the
difference engines on society. Every citizen has a
•number' by "'hich the Cenlral S1a1istics Bureau
maintains tabs on them. They make major purchases
with credit-cards punched wilh the number.
Sterling and Gibson investigate 1he anomie of
government 'clackers' (Victorian hackers) in an allegory of contemporary white-collar alienation; one
worker, complaining about the Engine-cards
remarks" ... you can go quite mad from staring at little holes. Mad as a dancing dormouse."
There is a healthy portion of parody in the book.
The Difference Engine reads like a true Victorian
pastiche. Indeed, the authors borrow a few characters from Benjamin Disraeli's Sybil, or Two Nations,
and, for added yuks, make Disraeli a character in the
book-he's
a hack novelist commissioned to ghostwrite Mallory's
memoirs. The government
bureaucracies, with their crazy melange of hypermodern (information
science) and archaic
(pneumatic dispatches) are made to sound like the
bureaus in Terry Gilliam ·s Brazil (Gibson has noted
the influence of Gilliam).
What's interesting is that the alternative-history
story was born in the late Victorian era when
Scribner's Magazine ran a series of stories beginning with "If Booth Had Missed Lincoln." Recently, a whole sub-genre ofs-f set in Victorian England
has sprouted - they call it 'steampunk.'
The Difference Engine, for its depth, style and
wit, will perhaps go down as the definitive
'steampunk' novel. But although Sterling and Gibson are largely responsible for creating 'cyberpunk,'
the great sub-genre of '80s s-f, they cannot be
credited with the invention of steampunk. Tim
Powers (Anubis Gates) and K.W. Jeter (Infernal
Devices) both wrote Victorians-fin the '80s, as did
others. The 'what if the Babbage engine was built'
idea isn't new either - Michael F. Flynn wrote a
lack-lustre story called "In the Country of the
Blind," in which a Victorian secret society controls
history with Babbage engine forecasts.
Original or not, The Difference Engine is a good
novel, and will certainly be remembered as another
one of the disproportionate number of inspired s-f
collaborations.
O

CANTERBURY
COLLEGE
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University of Windsor

Student Housing
(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
- four house units, newly constructed and furnished. Each
self-contained house accommodates 12 students in
air-conditioned single rooms.
- seven former homes converted for student Jiving, each
self-contained and accommodating 5 to 12 persons in single or
double rooms.

MARRIED STUDENTS
-

Geoffrey Fisher Hall Apartments
all 38 suites are one-bedroom and unfurnished

Applications now being accepted for Intersession and
Summer School and 1991-92 academic year.
For information and applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 389
(519) 256-6442
Between 9:30 am-4:30 pm

Glen's
Moving & Storage Ltd.
Agent for MacCosham Van Lines

945-3622

-

MacCosham

Since 1913

Student
Discounts

• Complete or partial moves and packing
• Courteous, efficient service
• Licensed, bonded insured
• Local, long distance and international
• Free estimates with no obligation

Heated storage available

4080 E.C. Row at Central

THE DOMINION HOUSE TAVERN PRESENTS:

CO-EDSUMMER
LEAGUE
VOLLEYBALL
League runs May through August

Sign up NOW!!
(SIGN-UP LISTS AT THE BAR!)
BOTH TEAMS AND INDIVIDUALS WELCOME

For More Information:
CONTACT THE DOMINION HOUSE AT 253-7041"
OR THE LEAGUE CONVENOR (SUE) AT 971-9480.

The Cameo Junior Chamber (formerly Jaycees)

..,..,.a.
0,,.,
lf1/f1
l.. o,.,.o9

invites you, the public, to discover Windsor's Best Kept Secret. ~
I

Come out and meet us at our introductions nights:
April 17 and June 19 at the Holiday Inn at 7:30 pm
and on May 16 here on campus at 7 pm.

.,.:~cte,.
8""S

For more information call Sharon Simpson (736-0355) or Karen Walker (254-3089).

lly/
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Don Says:

"NHL Playoffs

NCAA Final Four
Baseball Season Openers

'Purveyors Of Fun"

531 Pelissi er Street (at Wyandotte)
Monday-Saturday 11 a.m 'til I a.m .
Sunday 11:30 am. 'til 11 p.m .
256-DONS
Licensed Under the LLBO

Catch 'em all here!''

ATTENTION

STUDENTS

PREGNANT
and need help?

Call ...

SUMMER
OPENINGS

~YtSIQ~. s11~f

{ltrtbrigfJt

• Pay increaseswithincentives
• Gain valuable resume experience
• All majors may apply,no experiencenecessary
• Build communicationskills
• Gain valuableexperiencein marketingand advertising
• Futuremanagementopportunities
• lntemshipand scholarshipsavailable
• FlexibleHours
- For earlyconsideration,call now... begin after exams -

Details covered at interview - FOR AN INTERVIEW CALL
York Region
(416) 474-1616
Cambridge
(519)
York Region (in Chinese) (416) 474-1785
Windsor
(519)
Oshawa
(416) 576-5179
Brampton
(416)
Ottawa
(613) 787-5662
Mississauga
(416)
East Toronto
(416) 474-1616
Oakville/Burlington
(416)
East Scarborough
(416) 474-1616
Etobicoke
(416)
Pickering/ Ajax
(416) 474-1616
Woodbridge
(416)
Newmarket
(416) 474-1616
Hamilton
(416)
Waterloo
(519) 725-2889
London
(416)
Guelph
(519) 837-9211
St. Catharines
(416)

at 253-3322
or visit our office at
,,....
~80 Chilver Road
:jf:' ':,..

~~~
~'\

622-4263
250-0137
451-0271
238-3371
825-8285
695-8037
238-3372
573-2441
559-0621
687-3414

·\\\

We provide :
free pregnancy

;!:'·:.?~

tests ,

~~acc:~~
~)'

, ..:'I

(J)

and l_
egal
advice .

Toll free 1·800-328-L O VE

IF UNE BUSY,PLEASETRYAGAIN

Men and Women 's Hairstylists

3.

00

OFF

all haircuts
Offer valid to all stud ents, staff and faculty upon
presentation of valid ID.
At University Mall location only.

un1vers1TYMSLL
2686 Tecumseh Rd . W. 253-8534
Convenient Hours
Monday -Friday . : . . . 9 arn-9 pm
Saturday
. . . . . . . . 9 am -6 pm
WE USE AND RECOMMEND

wmatrbc
HAIR

ESSENTIALS
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SPORTS
Track teams dominate awards banquet

Lancer athletes honour their own
by Jordynn Gloster
Last Friday night, the University of Windsor athletes held their
annual athletic awards banquet at
the Teutonia Club.
All twenty teams, managers
and coaches attended the event.
The biggest team, and the one
winning the most awards, was the
Lancer track and field team.
Concluding
his amazing
award-winning freshman season,
O'Brian
Gibbons won Most
Valuable male track athlete as
well as the highly esteemed
Olympic
Shield,
an award
presented to the male athlete of
the year.
Gibbons, who missed three
weeks of the season with a
hamstring injury, said his goal for
next year is to come back healthy.
The winner of the Banner
Shield, presented to the female
athlete of the year. was secondtime winner Irma Grant. Grant
values this the most of all her
awards.
''We didn ·1 have awards like
this in high school. This one
means the most to me."
Track and field coach Dennis
Fairall was honoured as the
OUAA/OWIAA
coach of the
year.
The winner of the University
of Windsor's Gino Fracas coaching award was Lancer men's
hockey coach, Rick Cranker.
The Demarco
Trophies,
awarded to the male and female

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

The ,rnmcn's ~occcr team named Sue Brogno as their :\l\"P. Brogno was also \clefted as a second team all-Canadian.

athletes with the highest averages
went to all-Canadian foothall
player
Gerald
Hlady
and
woman's
haskethall
player,

Sheila Windle.
The academic team of the
year. for the third consecutive
year was the women's cross

Club wrestles for varsity status
by Dave BriAAS
The future of varsity wrestling
at Windsor is in limbo following
a recent decision to reject the
coach who formed the University
of Windsor wrestling club two
years ago.
lJ of W graduate Tim Toffolo
started the campus recreation club
two years ago in an effort to eventua IIy gain official university
status for the team.
According to John Musselman, coordinator of men's athletics, Toffolo was rejected as the
coach of the varsity team because
he wasn't qualified to coach at
that level.
"If we're going to run a wrestling program we're going to run
it to the best of our ability," Musselman said over the phone. "For
us to consider starting a varsity
program without the kind of
coaching we need at this level,
quite frankly would be a mistake."
If a suitable coach is not found
by April 30, wrestling will retain
its club status for a third year. So
far, no one else has asked to coach
the team.
Though the team will not be
officially axed until after the
deadline for coaching applications passes, some wrestlers are
already assuming it is dead.
Club wrestler Dean Nixon
said the U of W athletic director
promised
him and another
wrestler a team in the coming

year.
"Last year I went into Bob
Boucher's office and he looked
me and Jim Renaud straight in the
eye and promised us a varsity
team for the 1991 season, and
shook my hand on it," Nixon said.
"He went back on his word."

LANCER
ROUND-UP
Boucher was out of town and
could not be reached for comment, but Musselman
was
adamant that no promise had been
made.
"That has never been said to
anybody," Musselman said.
Toffolo is miffed at the
decision mostly because he feels
he is the right choice for the job.
"I don't really understand
what they want. I feel I'm more
than technically
qualified to
coach al the varsity level," Toffolo said.
According to Toffolo, the athletic
department told him at the end of
last year lo upgrade his qualifications, something the 24-year-old
Iroquois Falls native feels he 's
done.
He said he's been to at least 18
coaching clinics in the last two
years, and has obtained his levelone coaching certificate.
Musselman
said he appreciates that Toffolo has tried to
advance himself , but he's still not
at the level needed lo justify the

school entering into such a highly
competitive league.
"Basically Tim's a fine young
man who's working hard to
elevate himself, but he 's not
qualified to be a varsity coach,"
Musselman said.
"We would be dooming [the
wrestlers J to failure."
Musselman went on to say
that the most important criteria in
the evaluation
of a varsity
program is coaching. Without a
qualified coach, there is no team,
he said.

• • •

There's no word yet on the
who will be the new men's basketball coach.
According to Musselman, the
selection committee has picked
one of the four final candidates,
and the name is now at the university Board of Governors for hiring
approval.
The administration will likely
release the name some time next
week.
(Sorry lance readers, but
you 'II have lo wail until next September lo find out who the new
coach is; this is the last paper of
the semester.)

• • •

The athletic department has
yet to name a replacement for
men's soccer coach Pat McNelis.
According to Musselman, the
department's first choice declined
to accept the job, and the next
choice is being considered.
O

country team.
Incidentally,
the 1990-91
season
boasts
the highest
acad r.ic standing
ever for
Windsor'svarsity athletes.
The Lancers also set records
with 34 OUAA/OWIAAall-stars
and 21 all-Canadians.
The main contributor to these
awards was the men's track and
field team, who delivered
Windsor's first CIAU championship since 1968.
One of the few graduating

male track athletes, captain Don
MacGregor. attributed much of
his personal
success to his
coaches Dennis Fairall and Molly
Killingbeck.
"I ran at York for my first two
years. and when I switched to
Windsor it was Dennis [Fairall I
who gave me the chance to become a part of the Lancer team,"
he said.
"Molly [ Killinghcck I helped
to fine-tune my abilities. I'm
grateful to both of them...

n

Perf armers of the week
- Gibbons and Grant
Sponsored by Don Cherrv's

Restaurant

·

The Performers of the Week
for the period ending April 15
are male and female athletes of
the year O'Brian Gibbons and
Irma Grant.
Gibbons
and Grant are
sprinters on the Lancer track
team, and were honoured last
Friday as respective Olympic
Shield and Banner Shield winners at the athletic awards banquet.
Grant, a third-year 60m
specialist from Chatham, picked
up three gold medals at the
CIAU national track championships held in Windsor March 8
and 9.
She defended
her 60m
championship from a year ago,
and added firsts in the 300m, and
as the anchor of the women's
4x200m relay team.
She also helped guide the
women's team to a OWIAA

team championship.
and a
second place team finish at the
CIAU's.
II is the second consecutive
year she has won the Banner
Shield award.
Gibbons, a freshman from
Scarborough, equalled Grant's
triple gold medal feat at the
CIAU finals.
He also won the 60m, and
300m events, on top of anchoring the men's 4x200m relay
team.
He was unbeaten in the 60m
event all season; including competition in both Canada and the
United States. In the process he
set two school records.
Gibbons
was a major
catalyst in the men's first-ever
CIAU learn championship.
For being selected the Performer of the Week, Grant and
Gibbons will each receive a $20
voucher from Don Cherry's
Restaurant at 531 Pelissier St. in
downtown Windsor.
O
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Season ending wrap-up

Interesting year for Lancer athletics
by Oave BriJmS

At least it's been interesting.
I guess that's the best way to
describe the past year of athletics
at the University of Windsor.
One could hardly call the
1990/1991 season a roaring success for the Lancers. but one
would also have to be blind or extremely thick not to notice that the
men's track team brought home
the first Canadian championship
since the end of the basketball
team's glory days in the late sixties.
Of the sports that keep
won/lost records, Windsor's

tested OUAA conference, but it
would be nice to sec this team
make it to the second round.
Musselman
has built a
program of respectability at
Windsor with the backing of the
athletic department and a host of
excellent assistant coaches such
as John Purcell, Godfrey Janisse,
and Morgan Clark.
On the other hand, the constant complaint about the fifthyear coach is that he's distant
from his players, that he has
trouble communicating with
them.
Though there are often signs
of vast improvement. the chief

the armchair gladiator
teams ended up winning 38
games, losing 74 and tying 7 - a
mark that needs a drastic overhaul.
In the time-honoured tradition
of year-end editions it seems appropriate to evaluate all the Lancer teams to cap the season.
Team names with a check
marks beside them had more
'positives' than ·negatives,' while
those marked with an 'X' didn't
quite cut it.
Football (4-3, third place out
of eight)
t/

I'm not sure what to make of
this team or their coach, John
Musselman.
After exploding in the early
part of the season, the Lancers
slumped badly in the closing
stages and lost their last three
games. including a mi,take-filled
playoff match in Toronto.
They were much better than
their record indicates. and came
closer to heating Western than
they have in quite some time.
Making the playolh is nothing to scoff at in the hotly con-

difficulty with the football
program is that most of the other
schools keep improving, too.
It remains to be seen whether
this team will ever become a sure
bet to finish among the big boys,
but al this point a group of talentladen youngsters have the glass
looking half full, rather than half
empty.
Track and Field (Men CIAU
& OUAA champs. Women
OWIAA champs)
t/t/t/t/t/
Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Excuse me while l try to wipe
a huge smirk off my face and stop
jumping up and down long
enough to evaluate the men's and
women ·s track teams.
Winning the national championship in the men's division and
coming a close second in the
women's isn't too shabby.
Not onl) did the men\\ in this
school's first Canadian championship in 2:! years. hul they
made me a firm hclie\ er that track
and field is an e,citing sport with
a tremendous future on this campus.
The program is top-notch and

\ ollc~ ball captain John Lierman succintl~ ,ums up his team ·s ,ea son" ith ,l·rcam~ of 1>ain.

classy, and the athletes have a
unity akin to families like the
Cleavers.
Not only is Dennis Fairall one
hell of a coach. he's one hell of a
great person. And he's assembled
what is prohably the hest group of
assistant coaches outside of the
national training centres.
Individual accomplishments
are too numerous to list here
Suffice to say this is. by far.
the creme-de-la-creme of Lancer
teams. If things continue as they
are now. the track team may Y.ell
he a perennial powerhouse something the U of W hasn't seen
since the '60s.
Women's Basketball (4-10,
sixth place out of ei~ht)

)(

Not everyone can have a great
year. Such is the case with the
women's basketball team.
Marred by injuries all season.
the team played uninspired basketball and managed to reach the
level of mediocrity with a lateseason surge.
l 'm a firm believer that
Joanne Maclean is a competent
coach, running a strong program,
though her teams really haven't
been all that successful of late.
Making the playoffs is an attainable goal in the coming
season, though it's difficult to
foretell what lies further ahead for
the women· s basketball program
at the U of W.
Men's Baskethall (0-1-1,eighth
place out of eight)
)()()(

Lance photo by Carolyn Cox

Qt;ICK-STEP: Heather Quick forces her way through two defenders.

Admilledly a lot of factors
were involved in making this
team one of the worst on campus.
Interim coach Wayne Curtin
stepped into a nearly impossihlc
situation. He wasn't responsible
for recruiting the players who
showed up, and a large number of
tho-.cwho did, didn't hang around

long.
Fon.,ard Vince Osier couldn't
cut the academic muster and kfl
the team. He was joined later by
Chris Daly and Dennis Byrne.
The latter caused the Lancer, to
forfeit their only win when he
played while ineligible.
An extreme lack of height also
played a major role in the
dribblers· futility.
The one bright spot in an
otherwise dismal season was the
play of forward
Everton
Shakespeare who has the talent to
make great strides in the OUAA.
Hopefully this season was the
bottoming out of a gradual slide
that began in the eighties. Obviously the team cannot sink
much lower.
A new coach next year - and
a new optimism -have local basketball fanatics drooling at the
thought of Windsor regaining national basketball supremacy in the
coming years.
Hockey (13-7-1, second place
out of eight)
t/

future holds.
Women's Volh:yh:111(O-t.i.
ei~hth t>lace out of ci~ht)

,C

Not much was expected from
this inexperienced group, and
that's exactly what fans got - not
much.
When your two most experienced players arc only in their
second year of competition, and
the rookies are just trying to keep
their heads above water. you're
not sane to contemplate much
success.
It must have been a trying year
for coach Marge Holman, but a
little patience may pay off in a
couple of years if the majority of
the athletes stay with the program.
!\ten's Volleyball (1-11,
seventh place out of seven)

)(

Like Wayne Curtin, new
coach Bob Bond was thrown into
a situation where the players who
were there wcren ·1 his.
Jude Popp. left the i.quad in
mid-season, and besides captain
John Lierman, for the most part,
the rest of the crew didn't have the
talent to make a go of it in the
OUAA.
The team's sole highlight was
their win over We:-.tern.
Unless Bond Joes a lol of successful recruiting. the next couple
of seasons could he long and pa infu I. It ·snot like Windsor's known
as a hothead of volleyball talent.

Did anyone predict the
icemen would finish in second
place in their division'! I'm not
sure even they would admit they
entertained thoughL,;of doing that
well before the campaign i.tarted.
Unfortunately, an excellent
regular season was tarnished by a
sudden ousting in the second
round of the playolTs.
Coach Rick Cranker is perhaps the most under-rnted coach
on campus, and finally got the Men's Soccer (6-1-3, first
recognition he deserved when he place out of ei~bt)
t/
picked-up U of W coach or the
year honours.
Once again the Lancers were
A fair majority of Lancers ranked in the top ten in the nation,
return next year, though the team and once again they folded in the
will he without the service!>of top first round of the playoffs to earn
scorer Dan Mahon.
an early end to their season.
The hockey program at
Windsor is on the rise. Next year Continued on nl·,t ,,age.
will be a telling season of what the
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· A look back at up-and-down year
Continued from previous pa~e.
It's not surprising that coach
Pat McNelis put together another
strong contingent
of Lancer
soccer players because it's
something he did consistently
over the four years that he piloted
the Windsor bunch.
His decision to step down as
coach at the end of the season
deals a heavy short-term blow to
the
program,
though
a
surrounding area rich in soccer
talent should keep the team
competitive until the new coach
can get established.

Women's Soccer (4·5-3, fifth
place out of seven)

){

The team was definitely better
than last year's bunch, but that's
not saying a whole lot.
Sue Brogno's
offensive
output
and Julie
Pallot's
goaltending carried the team.
Coach Gord Caldwell is
well-liked,
though there arc
rumblings that his technical
knowledge of the game isn't what
it should be.
Like the men's volleyball
team, the women's soccer squad
peaked when they knocked off the
rival Western Mustangs.

Sltimming (Men sixth place
out of 15; Women I Ith place
out of 15)
t/

budget.
The swimmers finished in
sixth place in the OUAA, and
14th in the CJAU, which featured
23 competing schools.
Should the team find a coach
by April 30, they will be
reinstated next year.
Tom Arusoo, who coached
them this year, could not devote
much time to the Lancers as his
first priority to coach the Windsor
Aquatic Club conflicted.

most conference championships
of late. yet their viability was
questioned
by the athletic
department due to their extremely
short season in September.
Saved from elimination at the
last second, golf will be offered
next year with Tom Dueckman
back for his second year as coach.

Fencing (Men 10th place out
of 11; Women eighth place out
of II)
){

The women's group moved
up from ninth place to fifth in one
season, while the men tied down
the fourth place spot for the
second year in a row.
Both teams continue
to
impro\e each year.

Despite the fact that some
fencers did well at meets prior to
the
OUAA/OWIAA
championships,
the teams
finished
much lower than
expected when it counted.
However, coach Eli Sukunda
is still the athletic department's
best-kept secret.
His knowledge of fencing is
phenomenal, and his ability to
mould beginners into fencers
makes his teams a consistent
OUAA/OWIAA threat.
Briget
O'Shaughnessy
provided one of the team ·s most
memorable moments when she
won the foil division at a west
sectional; becoming the first
female Lancer fencer to win an
individual championship.

Golf (sixth place out of 11)
Though they were one of three
teams that the athletic department
suggested he scrapped for the
upcoming year. the men ·s swim
team had its hcst season ever. This
in spite of the fuL1 that they haJ
lillle support. and an even smaller

){

The golfers were the reigning
OUAA champions heading into
the past season. hut ended up 22
strokes
back or champion
Queen's.
This team brought home the

The Night of Champions was held
Tuesday, March 26.
At 7pm the best two teams of the
women's
ice hockey league
competed for the intramural
championship. In the end, the
Cody Canadians showed the Law
team what they were made of.
The game was back and forth
from beginning to end, and it
ended up tied 4-4. The Cody team

won the championship
overtime, 5-4.

Call (416) 338-2422.
Ask for Kevin.
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'.Detroit's
Jrisfi Pu6
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Thursdays & Sundays
Canadian money at par
Tuesdays
$5 pitchers (Canadian)
Live enlertalnmcnt
7 nights a week
Located on e block west
of Greektown in Detroit
349 Monroe at Brush
964-0007

z
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For the second straight semester,
the Bold and the Beautiful are the
3 on 3 mixed volleyball
champions. During the regular
season, they finished in fourth out
of eight teams but prevailed in the
final game against the third place
Mud Puppies.

Glow Necklaces

Contact out office in Room 163, Dillon Hall for workshops.

Curling (Men 3-7;
Women 3-2)

i

Special Student Rates

(519) 254-5422
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LOCK & LEAVE

(O

Windsor Indoor Health and Fitness offers its

Summer
Fitness and
Racquet
Memberships

Not much is known ahout this
team. except that they moved up
one place from last year. At least
they didn't finish dead last.
Apparently.
many of this
year's athletes arc returning tu the
team next year. which makes the
pos.,;hi!:'.y 1,r;mprovcw•.'fl( mm·h
t>rightcr.
(1

May 1st - Sept 1st-

)

Your choice

Ice Hockey

The intramural
men's floor
hockey is over, but the playoff
winners have yet to be disclosed.
The top four teams in each
division, the Bridge and Tunnel,
make it to the playoffs. The teams
were Lappers, Bulls. Derby's and
Squirt in 'Cider from the Tunnel
division,
and Fae. of Ed.,
H.Jurists, Smiles and Ho's.

[.H-lech µjcfe

WYANOOTIE

O

Women's Tennis (eighth place
out of nine)
){

Intramural

I

LOCK
&LEAVE

Conveniently located near the U. of W.,
secure self-storage at economical rates.
Safe outside storage for cars. Stop in at
694 Cameron, just south of Wyandotte,
or call 254-5422.

t/

The threat of extinction was
the curlers' toughest opponent
this season, though, like golf and
men's swimming, the team was
saved at the last second and will
return next year.
The women's team, coached
by Cathy Moncur improved
markedly from ninth last season ·
to fourth.

(ITY

"Windsor's Down town Storage Facility"

-

3 on 3 Mixed Volleyball

Neon glow in the dark
necklaces ...avallable in blue,
green , orange. You've seen
them at concerts, fairs,
community events, etc. Cash
in on one of America's
biggest trends.

you can get the answers at
Career Planning and Placement.

Cross Country (Men fourth
place out of 15; Women fifth
place out of I~)
t/

campus recreation
Night of Champions

If you can't list 20 basic guidelines
for handling interviews effectively,

$99.00
Both

1oc]

$150.00
(prepaid memberships only)

No Initiation Fees
•Sauna• Whirlpool Bath• Weight Room•
• Squash/Racquetball and Tennis• Cardiovascular•
• Restaurant and Lounge• Powercise • Tanning Room •
• Massage Therapist • Aerobics •

Bike Not Well?
We have everything you need to get your bike
back on the road. huge selection of tires, parts
& accessories for all makes.
Don't miss a single day of great riding weather.

Take advantage of our
Spring Bike Tune-up Special.
Bicycles By;

CANNON DALE
• FATCHANCE
~ I GT ALL-TERRA
DIAMOND BACK
SCHWINN
...and many more

Starting at $319.00

Feel The Nee"" For Speed?
All Road Bike Prices SLASHED.
10% Student Discount With I.D. Card
519·972-7044
2694 Howard Ave. 3 Min From Devonshire Mall

- June 3rd-Aug 29th-

•

~
WINDSOR
INDOOR
H•ALTH

& RACQUIIT

Team
Registration Forms
Now Available
Call Today
966-2141
2475

McDougall

Street

-
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Windsor quarterback Walt Tazzman and the Lancers had trouble shaking
the Blues in their 32-6 playoff game loss to U ofT.

SPORTS EDITOR'S NOTE: The University of

Windsor
honoured a 11umberof stellar atMetes last Friday evening at its
annual athletic banquet.
/11recognition of the outstanding achievements of these Lancers,
the Lance presellls this special section featuring a list of the
major award wi11ners,along with a review of the year i11photos.

Lance photo by Jason Kryk

Rookie phenom O'Brian Gibbons anchored the Canadian champion men's track team with his unparalleled success in the 60m and 300m events.

Olympic Shield (Male Athlete of the Year)
o·Brian Gibbons (Track)
Banner Shield (Female Athlete of the Year)
Jrm:i Grant {Track)
Del\tarco Trophies
(Top Male and Female Student Athletes)
Gerald Hlady (Football)
Sheila Windle (Women's Basketball)
Gino Fracas Award (Coach of the Year)
Rick Cranker (Hockey)
CIAU and OUAA Coach of the Year
Dennis Fairall (Track)
CIAU All-Canadians
First Team
Gerald Hlady, Jimmy Aspropotamitis (Football);
Al Herron , Jason Petro, Steve Radovich , Mark
MacDonald, O'Brian Gibbons, Don MacGregor,
Chuck Canfield, Ed Futo, Irma Grant, Lisa
Laughton, Kelly Dinsmore, Kari Vickers,
Tashlyn Chase, and Marcia Vanderheyden
(Track)

1990/91

Lancer
Award
Winners
Lancer track coach Dennis Fairall was named
OUAA and CIAU coach of the year.

Second Team
Mike O'Neil (Football); Sue Brogno (Women's Soccer)
OUAA All-Stars
First Team
Larry Quarshie, Dave Hodgson (Men's Soccer); Jimmy
Aspropotamitis, Gerald Hlady, Mike O'Neil (Football); O'Brian
Gibbons, Irma Grant, Marcia Vanderheyden, Lisa Laughton,
Kelly Dinsmore, Tashlyn Chase (Track); Sue Brogno (Women's
Soccer)
Second Team
Rick Dugal (Football); Ed Futo, Chuck Canfield, Mark
MacDonald, Al Herron, Dan Fryer, Don MacGregor, Dustin
Soulliere, Anthony Black, Rob Robinson, Chris Weinberg,
Jason Petro, Steve Radovich, Stephanie Plamandon, Kari
Vickers, Jackie McVitte, Crystal Garrett (Track); Brad Belland,
Dan Mahon (Hockey); Julie Inglis (Cross Country); Sheila
Windle (Women's Basketball)
Team Most Valuable Participants
Jason Boyle (Men's Cross Country); Tim McCullough (Golt);
Jimmy Aspropotamitis (Football); Dave Hodgson (Men's
Soccer); John Lierman (Men's Volleyball); Robert Cvitkovic
(Men's Fencing); Everton Shakespeare (Men's Basketball);
John Sheldon (Men's Curling); Rod Anthony (Men's Hockey);
Tim Searcy (Men's Swimming); O'Brian Gibbons (Track); Julie
Inglis (Women's Cross Country); Susan Beard (Women's
Tennis); Sue Brogno (Women's Soccer); Yvonne Richards
(Women's Volleyball); Sheila Windle (Women's Basketball);
Kim Dearie (Women's Curling); Jennifer Vince (Women's
Swimming); Kelly Dinsmore (Track).
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Marty Haidy and the rest of the Lancer icemen were tripped up in the playoffs after a stellar regular

season.

·

